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Every person who maliciously

cuts, defaces, breaks or injures

any book, map, chart, picture,

engraving, statue, coin, model,

apparatus, or other work of lit-

erature, art, mechanics or ob-

ject of curiosity, deposited in

any public library, gallery,

museum or collection is guilty

of a misdemeanor.

Penal Code of California,

1915, Section 623.

PLS System Run

DO NOT DISCARD
WITHOUT CONSENT OF
PLS SYSTEM MEMBERS
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NEWS of the BREEDS BREEDERS
\ I I- in Man li i here « .is mailed to

< id) ROckholdei in both the Na-
tional Duroc-Jcrsry Record Asso-
ii.it ion .nul tlir American DuriPi-

Jcrscv Swine Breeders' Associa-

tion .1 report n| tin- |ouit coinmitiir

m li i r l it to discuss tin- m.ittt-r of consolidating the

two organizations. I Ins report expressed the

committee's unanimous approval of the plan,

and ottered each niemhei an opportunity to 1

1

t *

a special meeting foi the pin pose o| bringing

about the change. It is to be hoped that prompt
and effective action will be called for and taken.

I he proposed step is 111 everv way an improve-
ment, representing both cooperation and the
i oust i \ .it ion of effort and money, and promising
extended benefits for all concerned.

I he communication also contained detailed

information regarding the Diiroc-Jersey Futuri-
ties for IijiS, in which all breeders should be in-

terested and about which they
should be well informed.

TpM!' New York State Council
of Farms and Markets held

an important and significant

hearing late in January, to GOB*
sider the proposed reorganiza-

tion of the veterinary service of

the State Department of Agricul-

ture. Mr. A. L. Brockway of
S\ ractise. a member of the ex-

ecutive committee of the Hol-

stein - Knesian Association of
America and spokesman for the

breeding interests, at the meet-

ing, urged extension and reor-

ganization on a sufficient scale

to stamp out preventable dis-

eases of live stock in the state.

A resolution calling for steps to

this end, and a second urging

the enactment of a law making
the pasteurization of creamery
and cheese factory by-products

compulsory, were passed. Both
were taken under advisement by
the Council, which at this writ-

ing had not announced its de-

cision.

showed signs of having inherited her mother's
ability as a producer. As a two-year-old she
produced on official test 14,987 pounds milk,
S'/ij.iji pounds fat; as a senior three-year-old
she came back with a World's Record of 21,938
pounds milk, 859.35 pounds fat.

Davis, of Nebraska; sired by Kalmuck Skylark
3d; record 41.15

D1tOLLY Craigtngelt 2nd 34124, owned
by II. C. Perry of Westerly, R. I., is now

the Ayrshire champion of Rhode Island, having
completed a yearly Advanced Registry record
of 17,562 pounds milk, 686.11 pounds nit, aver-
age test 3.91 per cent. Under the circumstances
this record is exceptional. In August, Dolly was
.1 sn k cow and dropped off in her milk flow until

she was producing but six pounds per day. I low-
ever, she came back strong and soon enough to

complete the very creditable record above men-
tioned. This is the first A. R. Record completed
by Mr. Perry, but if his first effort is any indica-

THE Advanced Registry
statistics of the Ayrshire

Breeders' Association for the quarter ending
March 20th show in a striking manner the

reason for the growing popularity of the Ayr-
shire. Since January 1st, ninety yearly records

have been completed in the several classes.

The average for the ninety animals (all ages)

is 9,959 pounds milk, 401.61 pounds fat, av-

erage test 4.03 per cent. This is an average

increase of 410 pounds of milk and 17.09

pounds of fat over the previous quarter in which
the average for 104 animals was 9,549 pounds
of milk, 384.52 pounds of fat. The best record

completed in this quarter is that of McAllister's

Betty, third entry, owned by Percival Roberts,

Jr., Penshurst Farm, Narberth, Pa. It stands

as 19,189 pounds of milk, 785.80 pounds of fat,

4.10 per cent. test.

An additional characteristic of Ayrshire records

made recently, as in the past, is their uniformity

from month to month, which, of course, contrib-

utes to large and economical production.

IN THE death of Jean Armour 3rd, the Ayr-
shire breed loses one of its greatest animals,

one which many breeders expected would some
day hold a world's record for all breeds. She

was owned by W. P. Schanck, of Avon, N. Y.,

and w as a daughter of the famous cow Jean Ar-

mour whose death was reported in December
and who, when eleven years old, won the honor of

being the first Ayrshire cow to produce 20,000

pounds of milk in a year. Jean Armour 3rd early

Creat Scot's Brightness, the little Jersey heiler who won First Prize Junior Yearling and Junior Cham-
pion female in 1917 at the Dairy Cattle Congress. Waterloo, la.. National Dairy Show, Columbus, O.,

Louisiana State Fair, Shrcveport, La., and National Farm Live Stock Show, New Orleans; she was also

adjudged the best Jersey female exhibited by her breeder at the 1917 National Dairy Show. Bred and
owned by Mr. E. C. Lasater, Falfurrias, Tex.

tion, interesting reports may be expected from
him in the years to come. Dolly was sired by
King of Avon 1 1917, and is thus a granddaughter
of Flowie's Dairy King, who ranks as one of the

ten leading A. R. sires of the breed; she was
bred by Dudley Wells of Wethersfield, Conn.

VERONA De KOL BEETS, for whom Mr. J. T.
Shanahan of Aurora, N. Y., paid Mr.

Oliver Cabana, Jr., $10,000 in June, 191 7, has

lived up to her owner's expectations and is now
the twenty-fourth purebred Holstein to have
produced more than forty pounds of butter in

seven days. This record was recently made at

the age of four years, two months. As a junior

three-year-old she made 32.59 pounds; although

being but three days more than three years old

at the time, she was very nearly within the junior

two-year-old class, for which the figures would
have been a world's record.

The list of 40-pound Holstein cows—that is,

cows that have produced 40 pounds of butter or

more, in seven days—is growing daily. In addi-

tion to the twenty-fourth individual in the group,

already mentioned, the following are also re-

ported as officially enrolled:

No. 23. Fairview Korndyke Mata, bred by
E. H. Dollar, owned by Oliver Cabana, Jr.

(both of New York); sired by Pontiac Korndyke,
out of Princess Matador; record 46.71 pounds at

the age of six years and six months.
No. 26. Niva Kalmuck, owned by Dr. B. B.

17

(i nv 1

Johanna, out of Niva De Kol
pounds of butter.

No. 27. Rag Apple Korndyke Pontiac; bred
by E. II. Dollar, owned by Oliver Cabana, Jr.;
sired by Rag Apple. Korndyke 8th, out of Fair-
view Pontiac Darkness 2d; record 41.94 pounds
at three years, nine months of age. I his makes
her world's champion senior three-year-old.

No. 28. Bess Burke Ormsby, bred and owned
by F. C. Schroeder of Minnesota; sired by Sir

Pietertje Ormsby Mercedes, out of Spring Brook
Bess Burke; record 42.3 1 pounds at the age of five

years, two months. As a two-year-old she made
a seven-day record of 21.39 pounds of butter.

/~"H)RA of Gerar 48309, owned by Shorewood

V Farm, Crystal Bay, Minn., and recently win-
ner of third place in the Guernsey Roll of Honor
Class EE, has apparently been trying to prove

her fitness for the leading role in

that thrilling motion picture

drama entitled " In Spite of All."
To explain: after making a

creditable record in Class G, she
started out to make another,
freshening in November, 1916,
in the comparatively mild en-
vironment of Maryland. Shortly

before Christmas, and in the
midst of a severe cold spell, she
was shipped to Minnesota.
Congested traffic delayed her
some forty-eight hours; more-
over trouble with the steam
heating system in the car sub-
jected hertoalternatingextremes
of cold and heat, suggesting

Turkish bath operations. How-
ever, these little excitements,

and even the severe weather in

her new home, where barn re-

modeling was under way, she
calmly overlooked. The follow-

ing summer, continued building

operations exposed her to dis-

turbance, heat, and flies; in rapid

succession she was shipped to

and shown at the Minnesota
State Fair, the Waterloo (Iowa)
Dairy Cattle Congress, and the
National Dairy Show at Colum-
bus, O., winning a fifth, two

fourths, and a second. On her return from the

circuit she found her former quarters destroyed

by fire, and was forced to complete her year's

test in a temporary shed together with the

other not-on-test members of the herd. Never-
theless, despite these disturbing and exciting

events, she maintained her milk flow up to

within eleven days of the end of her year, com-
pleting a record of 11,127.8 pounds of milk,

530.15 pounds of fat; and dropped a thrifty

heifer calf on December 21, 1917. It is such

ability as this combined with a determination to

"carry on" whatever may befall, that character-

izes the leaders—and that produces other leaders

to succeed them.

HpHOUSANDS of dairy cows are being slaught-
* ered because of the extraordinary cost of

feed and the high prices paid for beef. This is

causing a shortage in milk producers that will be

felt for years to come. Is there not a wiser and
a more profitable alternative offered in the form
of breeding the scrub cow to a good pure-bred

bull and delaying selling her until she has pro-

duced a grade calf that is very likely to grow
into a profitable animal? Certainly the desir-

ability of such a course is suggested by the experi-

ence of Mr. J. P. Nelson of Minnesota, who owns
a grade Guernsey that recently made 11,100

pounds of milk and 568.5 pounds of fat in a year's

test. Her total feed cost for the year was $72.25,
{Continued on page 22-b)
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JERSEYS
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Where to Buy Them
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HOOD FARM JERSEY AUCTION SALE
Hood Farm, Lowell, Mass., Saturday, June 1, 1918

This Sale is a Special Offering of the Progeny of

"The Wonder Cow," SOPHIE 19th OF HOOD FARM, 189748

f THREE sons of this greatest of all dairy cows will

be catalogued, led into the sale ring and the suc-
cessful bidder may select any one of the three,

the other two will remain at Hood Farm.

1 ABOUT fifty granddaughters of the World's Cham-
pion Sophie 19th of Hood Farm will be sold, cows
in milk, bred heifers and heifer calves, including
the World's Jersey Champion Junior 4 year old
Sophie's Adora (see photo below)

;
Sophie's Agnes,

14,149.7 lbs. milk, 1,043.6 lbs. butter, from indica-

tions now will break the World's Jersey record
held by her famous granddam Sophie 19th of
Hood Farm (see above); Sophie's Blanche as a
3 year old 9,475.2 lbs. milk, 672 lbs. butter (now
on test, milking over 25 quarts daily)

; Sophie's

Jewel, 12,022.7 lbs. milk, 884 lbs. butter, and 16
other daughters of Pogis, 99th of Hood Farm (son
of Sophie 19th of Hood Farm), he is at 8 years of
age, sire of 37 register of merit cows and 3 pro-
ducing sons.

SOPHIE'S ADORA 299594

World's Champion Jersey Junior 4 year old, 15,852 lbs.

milk, 1,110 lbs. butter, to be sold in this sale with
many of her half brothers and half sisters

H BULL offering will include bulls ready for service and
bull calves, rich in the blood which has produced
Sophie 19th of Hood Farm, Hood Farm Pogis
9th, sire of 79 R. O. M. daughters and 24 produc-
ing sons; Hood Farm Torono, sire of 73 R. O. M.
daughters and 22 producing sons, sire of more
Gold Medal winners than any bull of the breed.

SOPHIE 19th OF HOOD FARM 189748

If WORLD'S Champion Jersey Cow yearly authenti-

cated test, 17,557 lbs. 7 oz. milk, 1,248 lbs. butter.

World's Champion Long Distance Dairy Cow.

Seven years' authenticated tests 91,869 lbs.

milk, 6,600.8 lbs. butter. Sophie is still living and
making another good test.

Granddam of 45 register of merit cows, they

include the World's Jersey Champion Junior, 4
year old, Sophie's Adora, 15,852 lbs. milk, 1,110

lbs. butter, she will be sold in this sale; Sophie's

Bertha, World's Champion Jersey Junior, 3 year

old, 14,954.2 lbs. milk, 1,036.9 lbs. butter, sold in

our May, 1916, auction sale for the record price of

$5,000; Sophie's Agnes, 14,149.7 lbs. milk, 1,043.6

lbs. butter, in 121 days this year she has given

6,367.6 lbs. milk, 465 lbs. butter; from indications

she will break the World's Jersey Record. She
will be sold in this sale.

SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF

H POGIS 99th of Hood Farm, sire of 37 R. O. M.
daughters and 3 producing sons at 8 years of age,

he is the youngest bull on record to sire 2 breed

champions and 3 cows, making each over 1000

lbs. butter. The three leading sires of the Jersey

breed.

THESE animals we offer are tops and rich in the

blood that produces champion fat producers, this

sale offers the opportunity to buy the best.

THE SALE CATALOGUE TELLS THE STORY. SENT ONLY ON REQUEST

Sale under cover, rain or shine Remember the day, Saturday, June 1, 1918

HOOD FARM
Dairy Department LOWELL, MASS.
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AYRSHIRES
Shorthorns Aberdeen-Anjfufl

Ponies and Sheep

Aj rshires at Auction
April 2j y iQiS, beginning ir A. M.

AT

libNDBMON Ayrshiri: Farm
Hudson, Ohio

45 head will he offered consisting

of 25 cows is Imd luitcis ,ind

two hulls

These AYRSIURKS have heen selected

from the three nnteil herds owned hy
the South Farm, Wi Ilough by, Ohio,

AMcbaran Farm, Racine, Wisconsin, and
rlic Henderson Ayrshire Farm, Hudson,
Ohio.

Special care has heen exercised in select-

ing animals of hoth excellent breeding
and the finest type.

Ihis sale includes the two year old twin
heifers out of Henderson's Dairy Clem,
World's Champion two year old, 17,974
lbs. milk, 73S Ins. fat. These heifers are

bred to Imp Chapelhill Fearnought.

Writ* for catalogue to D. M. Henderson, HuiUm.Ohin

The Aristocrats of Cattlkuom

they i ( they
MILK PAY
WELL

THE
BONNIE

AYRSHIRE

COW"

WELL

Hill Terrace Farms
AY R S H I R E
CATTLE and

Berkshire Hogs
We have several young bulls
for sale, one exceptionally
good one by Rena s Cham-
pion and out of an imiHrrted
ncifcr bred by James Wallace.

Wc arc also offering a few Berkshire pigs of good blood lines

For full particulars address

HILL TERRACE FARMS, Morristown, N. J.

FOR LITERATURE
Write

Ayrshire Breeders'
Association

32 Park Street BRANDON, VERMONT

Pair Beautifully Matched
PINTO PONIES

Bay and white, 7^0 lbs. each, 8 and p years old, geldings,

used under saddle, t gaited; also driving team, unblem-
ished. Photograph sent to interested inquirer.

Addre; Box 505, Alfred, N. Y

THESE PONIES WON
At the Devon Horse Show; Greater New York Horse Show. New
York City, and many others of National interest. They were bred

and reared at Belle Meade Kami where there are ^ooexcellent |K>nies

now waiting for good masters. A little child can drive or ride them.

II • for f.th illustrated s:jlof(

BELLE MEADE FARM Belle Meade, Va.

Ridgewood Farm
Wm. Frazier Harrison, breeders of

Registered l'erc heron I lorses & Ayrshire Cattle
BREEDING STOCK FOR SALE

IMS
1 Phonal Inspection Invited

Bl
f£,

ARTHUR H. WALKER, Mgr. Oreland, Montg. Co., Pa.
Telephone, Ogontz 575

PASTEUR r> 4. \T'
LABORATORIES t\3.t VITUS

For the destruction ol RATS. MICE, »nd MOLES, by > special virus
which conveys a contagious disease peculiar to these animals. Harm-
less to human being*. Homettic animals, poultry or game. Not a poison.
<fl CIS. 10 Jl.50. INTRODUCED BY US TEN YEARS AGO. If your
dealer cannot supply you, order from us.

PAHTKI'K I.AIIORATOKIr.H OF AMF.ICK \

New York, 866 W. 1 th Mt, Chlcaco, 1 7 N. La Malic Hu
Laboratoire ties Vaccina Pasteur pour I Etranger and

Instltut Fasleur, Paris Biological Products

American Hampshire Sheep Association
Hampshires are the best mutton sheep in the world. A
Hampshire ram sold at the National Wool Growers' Auction
Sale, 1917, for the highest price ever paid for a mutton
sheep in America. Write the secretary for information.
We nave a dandy little booklet for you.

Robert Blastock, President, Donerail, Ky.
Comfort A. Tyler, Secretary, 36 Woodland Aye., Detroit, Mich.

Pinehurst Shropshires
BEST BREEDING FLOCK IN AMERICA
FOUNDATION STOCK FOR SALE

Send for illustrated catalogue to

H. L WARDWELL. Boi A. Springfield Center. N.Y.

BUNN'S PONIES
At the tot ~ Fairs and Shows Won

l$j First Prius—to Championships

If wanting a pony why not buy some from this farm. Hackney,
Welsh ami Shetland ponies for sale at very reasonable prices.

Also breed Hampshire Szrin*. Stock for sale

CHAS. E. BUNN Peoria, 111.

They'll Help
Win the War!
You know the dangers of neglect-

ing painful lameness, bruises and
swellings.

Put Sloan's Liniment on the job
and let it relieve those poor dumb
faithful beasts from suffering. Just
apply a little without rubbing, for it

penetrates and keeps the animals
efficient.

Buy a $1.00 bottle to-day. Six
times as much as you get in a
quarter size bottle. Bear in mind.
Sloan's Liniment has been the
World's Standard Liniment for
thirty-six years.

Superior Sanitary Churn
The barrel of this churn is finely

glazed stoneware and the cover is

clear annealed glass. The whole
churn is strictly sanitary. Very easy

to operate. Made in six sizes both
hand and power.
Write for prices and circulars.

J. S. BIESECKER
Cresmery, Dairy & Dairy Barn Equipment

59 Murray St., New York

550 Shorthorns Sold
at Auction in 1917

for S i .000 or more per head. Only 26 exceeded

$2,500 and but three passed the $5,000 mark.
It is the uniformity of prices that indicates the

stability of the trade.

The Shorthorn is the breed for you
Address Department E

AMERICAN SHORTHORN BREEDERS'
ASSOCIATION

13 Dexter Park Ave. Chicago, III.

SELDOM SEE
a big knee like this, but your horse may have
a bunch or bruise on his ankle, hock, stifle,

knee or throat.

ABSORB
f * TRADE MARK REG.U.

INE
TRADE MARK REG.U.S.PAT. OFf.

m m will clean it off without laying up the horse.
^ No blister, no hair gone. Concentrated

—only a few drops required at an application.
$2.50 per bottle delivered. Describe your case for special instruc-

tions, and Book 8 R free. ABSORBINE, JR., the antiseptic
liniment for mankind, reduces Painful Swellings, Enlarged Glands,
Wens, Bruises, Varicose Veins; allays Pain and Inflammation.
Price Si. 25 a bottle at druggists or delivered. Liberal trial bottle

postpaid for 10c.

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F., 41 Temple St., Springfield, Maaa.

Flintstone
Farm

Breeders of

Milking Short-horn Cattle

Berkshire Swine

Belgian Draft Horses

Animals should be purchased only when
the benefit from them promises to be
greater than their cost. Most cer-

tainly is this true of animals whose
influence will be seen through several
generations.

The good that can result from an ani-

mal produced by our great herds is

incalculable.

Dalton

Massachusetts

When Breed Meets
Breed

The World's greatest live stock show, the Inter-

national Live Stock Exposition, held annually ar

Chicago, has given the following honors over all

breeds to Aberdeen-Angus Cattle:

Grand Championship over all breeds

10 out of 16 times for single steer.

Grand Championship over all breeds

13 out of 16 times for Fat Carlot.

Grand Championship over all breeds

15 out of 16 times for Fat Carcass.

Write for list of sales where bred-in-the-purple

breeding stock may be bought at public auction.

Free literature and list ofmembers upon application.

American Aberdeen-Angus Breeder! Association
U. S. Yards, C. L. Chicago

Sloan's
The World s

Linimeni
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Our International Playground

If you are putting the maximum amount of work
in your own business and in all those win-the-war
movements you are interested in, you must take
a vacation. Spend it this year in—

ThePacific Northwest
Oregon— Washington—British Columbia

Here are more forms of recreation than in any other
resort region of America—in an unrivalled, cool, sunny
climate; where you may breathe the pure, invigorating
mountain and sea air of—

(Continued from page if)
and her receipts for butter fat exceeded this by $198.30. Her dam was a
typical scrub cow carrying a little Red Polled blood; she made 4,000 pounds
of milk and 200 pounds of fat in a year's private test; she was sold for beef
Her sire was a registered bull of Yeksa breeding and known ability. Does
any one miss the point?

'TPHE n-ame Pogis in Jersey breed history is connected with some of the
most noted producers as well as the most prepotent or reproductive

cows and bulls. It represents the name of a strain that "breeds on" to
a most remarkable degree, and proves that great success in cattle breed-
ing in nearly every case comes from the handling of a family that had
as its foundation a most worthy and extremely prepotent individual.
The Pogis family now includes a number of other families; that is to say,

when the names in one family become preponderant, the descendants ofother
famous families are selected for the foundation of new families. From
the Pogis family we have the Tormentor family, the most outstanding
member of which is Sophie 19th of Hood Farm, the champion cow of the
Jersey breed, and of all breeds for long distance production. She has a
cumulative record of 6,600 pounds of butter for seven lactation periods of
one year each. Sophie, a descendant of the Tormentors, which are in turn
descendants of the family of Pogis, is now busy forming a family of her
own; viz.: one of her sons, Pogis 99th of Hood Farm, is the sire of thirty-
three Register of Merit daughters. Two of these daughters are champions
of the breed at three and four years of age, and they have both exceeded the
three- and four-year-old performances of their granddam, Sophie 19th.
Sophie 19th, on the other hand, is a daughter of Hood Farm Pogis 9th, the
ace of pure-bred Jersey sires. Pogis 9th is the sire of 130 daughters,

The famous Jersey bull Pogis 99th of Hood Farm, sire of thirty-three daughters in the R. O. M.

78 of which have qualified for the Register of Merit. He was first prize

and junior champion at the St. Louis Exposition, and won many other
championships in the show ring. All of the animals of the Pogis family
trace back to the old foundation bull, Stoke Pogis, and all are direct line-

bred descendants of this bull of remote ancestry. Having fallen into the

hands of careful breeders, the descendants of Sophie 19th will naturally

perpetuate and improve upon the work of the foundation animals.

The space is too limited here to attempt a complete history of what the

Pogis blood has contributed in its entirety, but let it be said that no other
family, by way of ancestral pride, can point to a longer string of phenom-
enal producers, nor to a strain that more continually reproduces an improved
line of progeny.

Mention of other descendants of the Pogis family, such as Pogis Irene 2d,

the cow that was first placed on test at fifteen years, and made an average
of 530 pounds of fat in the following four years' records, only leads to an

extension of Pogis blood on another line. Pogis Irene 2d was the dam of

Jacoba Irene, the foundation cow of a family bearing her name, and a cow
that has an official record of 952 pounds of fat in one year.

The prospective cattle owner or breeder should follow the counsel of a

well-known Jersey cattle expert, who once said: "Success or fame depend
upon clear, keen knowledge and application of judgment in selecting the

foundation of a herd." It is not only a question of selecting the offspring

of producers, but of selecting animals whose ancestry for numerous genera-

tions back show the ability to reproduce their kind while themselves making
good records of production. The cattle industry needs more men, who for

pleasure or profit, will strive to produce better animals as a contribution to

the nation's wealth of good dairy cows.

ANEW creamery has recently been completed at Flintstone Farm,

Dalton, Mass., and is now in operation. It consists of a two-and-a-

half story building completely equipped with pre-heaters, clarifier, separ-

ator, milk and cream pasteurizers, cooler, brine tanks, and refrigerator,

capable of caring for upward of 3,000 pounds of milk daily. There is also a

power driven combined churn and worker that can handle 400 pounds of

butter at a time.

THE Purebred Live Stock Sales Co. of Brattleboro, Vermont, Inc.,

holds a consignment auction sale of registered Jersey cattle at Brattle-

boro on May 28th. This is the first of a series of consignment sales planned

to be held annually or semi-annually by this company, the dates for which

will be announced in advance.

Among the stock offered on May 28th are consignments from such well-

known breeders as Messrs. Edmund Butler, Mt. Kisco, N. Y.; Mark W.
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Putin. Chai Irmont, M in.; C. I. Hudson, I >
<

Norwich, \ Y, and (irnli-r I Chaffer, Kilt-

I ill J. ft

IF YOI nr intnrstrd, dirrctlv or indirectly, in

)>< < I 1'ix.lni ti.ui, mark mi your calendar the

following Vhridecti \ngu* *alr datr*;

Mav :nd, I lartncll & Lane. Staeyvillr, la.

1 f-t Ii. I >i I I. HiiRginii Dandridge, Tenn.
Mas -'1st, I M liulni Si Son. Iowa City, I a.

May und. VV. Ii. Cooper. Hrdrick, l.i.

M.iS' J lid. Pat Donohor. Ilolhrook, la.

Mav : »th. Cad Kos. nt. 1,1. krllrv. la.

Mav jSth. M C IW. W an-Hy. la.

|wnr |th, Chas. Fuller, Jr.. Omaha, Nob.

lunc ;th. I' m her & K van, Omaha, Neb.

|unr nth, \rmsttong \ Sehwarm, Chicago.

June 1 2th. Simon F. L ant/. Chicago.

] tint- 1 ith. I Garrrtt lol.in. Springfield, III.

\ I R K. A. STANFORD, manager of the Glim-
* * mrrglrn Farms, Cooprrstown. N. \ .,

announces that their entire herd of "bred in

the purple" \yrshirrs will be disposed f>f by auc-

tion at Cooprrstown. on Wednesday. May 28th.

\lou- than seventy head will be offered, including

some choice specimens of the breed. I he farm,

which contains t.aoo acres, will hereafter be

devoted to raising Shropshire and Cheviot sheep

and lamworth hogs In the Ayrshire herd is

represented the blood of Mraw Rising Star, one
of the besr known sires of Scotland; one of his

sons was herd sire at the Hill l op Farms. Other
noted blood lines closely represented are those of

l.essnessock Good (lift, and Heuchan Peter

Pan. both sires of many high producers, whose
daughters and granddaughters have always

brought record prices when offered at auction.

The herd is strong also in the blood of

Noxemall. Finlavston. and Farl'sChoiee of Spring

Mill, the three highest Advanced Registry sires.

Altogether the Cdimmerglen herd contains

main worthy representatives of the best fam-

ilies, and the females are bred to Auchenbrain

White Beauty Champion 18175. the herd sire. A
better opportunity to buy into the best Ayrshire

blood lines is seldom presented at auction.

Mr. H. F. Holcomo of Springfield, Mass.. has

in charge the cataloguing and management of the

sale.

/"~\N MAY 16th, the day following the Annual
Meeting of the American Guernsey Cattle

Club at The Auditorium Hotel, Chicago (May
i;tlO. there will be a high class combination sale

at Arcady Farm, Lake Forest, 111., twenty-eight

miles from Chicago, which has been arranged by a

committee consisting of F. Lathrop Ames,
North Faston. Mass., W ilbur W. Marsh. Water-
loo, la., and Charles L. Hill, Rosendale, Wis.

A group of Langwatcr Guernseys at pasture

In this sale every animal more than six months
of age will be tuberculin tested by a veterinarian

whose tests will be approved by the Commissioner
of Animal Industry of his state, and every female

offered, which has ever freshened, is guaranteed to

have dropped a living calf at her last freshening.

The guarantees of

the sellers relative

to the health of the

animals, their

breeding and pro-

ducing powers, will

leave nothing to be

desired. Each
consignment has
been examined by
a committee of

Guernsey experts

appointed by the

The sterling silver pitcher to be
above Committee,

awarded at the Guernsey sale at anc* no animals ex-

Lake Forest. 111.. May 16th cept of the highest

7fo Jfonit* of (&rhifl Qua/itt/ ~ %e largestfaitoru in t4e work/tfcvctefexc/ituw/y to Mr manufacture of buffers far(fware-~

You are invited to correspond with our Readers' Service Department
for information regarding the purchasing, breeding, feeding and care of

high class dairy cattle
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Each complements

the other
A world-famous cow

wonderful achievements

A world-famous cream separator. Has
won highest honors at every great exhibition and in

all important dairy shows for nearly 40 years.

Of course, the De Laval is used on the celebrated

Hood Farm, at Lowell, Mass., home of Sophie
19th and many other world-famous Jerseys, just as

it is on every other dairy farm where the owner
recognizes that quality of equipment is necessary to

quality of product.

Whether you have a large dairy herd or milk only a few cows, you should ask for

the De Laval Cream Separator catalog.

It will be gladly sent to you on request.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.
165 Broadway, NEW YORK 29 E. Madison Street, CHICAGO

More than 2,325,000 De Lavals in Daily Use Throughout the World

The New De Laval
Cream Separator

"Modern Farm Building" AlfredHopkins

Gives in careful detail the construction of the garage, farm
bam, horse stable, cow stable, sheep fold, kennel, ice house,
dairy, chicken houses, piggeries, etc. Many plans and inter-
esting illustrations.

SECOND EDITION JUST OUT.
$2.50 net, Pottage 20c.

The book may be purchased direct from the author.

ALFRED HOPKINS, Architect, 101 Park Avenue, N. Y.

The Reader's Service will give you helpful

hints in planning your new home

"SIGNED LUMBER IS SAFE LUMBER"
SO INSIST ON TRADE-MARKED "TIDE-WATER'

Lumber—Because it's "The Genuine Wood Eternal'

& LASTS & LASTS & LASTS & LASTS
Tell Your Lumber Dealer About it.

Look for this on every board

—

Accept no Cypress without this mark

If you intend to build and wish your new home to be dif-

ferent from the commonplace and expressive of your individ-

uality, you will be interested in my proposition in regard to

special sketches and in the two publications described here.

•'COLONIAL HOUSES," with new designs for 1918,

containing floor plans, perspectives. descriptions and estimates

for designs in that ever-pleasing style. Price by express pre-

paid $2. "STUCCO HOUSES" containing perspectives,

and scale floor plans of designs suitable for this imperishable

construction. Price by express prepaid $5. In ordering give

brief description of your requirements and they will have earn-

est consideration. Plans furnished for the alteration of old

buildings to the Colonial and Stucco styles. Fireproof dwell-

ings a specialty. Visits for consultation and inspection. Address

E. S. CHILD, Architect, Room 1017, 29 Broadway, N. Y. City

Sterling silver Warwick vase

which goes to some lucky con-

signor at the same sale

class have been accept-

ed for the catalogue.

Animals have been
consigned from the
greatest herds in the
land and the animals
selected to represent
these herds are among
the choicest. A ster-

ling silverWarwick vase
will be presented to the

consignor who secures

the best average price

for two animals, also a

sterling silver pitcher

to the consignor who
secures the best average
on two animals of his

own breeding.

As the American Guernsey Cattle Club is

expected to adopt a new scale of points, which it

is hoped will be ready at this time, it is the pur-

pose of the committee to have a show in connec-
tion with the sale and to have the new scale used
and demonstrated by well known experts.

Mr. Leander F. Herrick of Worcester, Mass.,
catalogues and manages the sale.

'THE PERCHERON REVIEW, a forty-
~* page booklet of standard magazine size

and most attractive makeup, is now being dis-

tributed by the Percheron Society of America.
Any person interested in this breed, or in draft

horse breeding in general, should promptly make
application to the Secretary (Mr. Wayne Dins-

more, Chicago, 111.) for a copy, since it contains

much that is interesting and more that is in-

valuable as reference material.

*"TpHE Suffolk stallion Attleboro—a very
smooth and pleasing animal—was recently

sold by Mr. Samuel Insul of Hawthorn Farm,
Illinois, to the Dunhams, well known breeders

of Wayne, in the same state. It is believed

that the horse was purchased for a Pennsylvania
client.

PARLY in the year Mr. E. B. Oglebay of
-~ Waddington Farm, Elm Grove, W. Va., was
unfortunate enough to lose by fire nine full

blood Suffolk horses. The main barn was
totally destroyed together with a large stock of

alfalfa hay, corn, oats, and farm implements.
The total loss was probably $50,000.

'T'HE SHORTHORN IN AMERICA, pub-
lished by the American Shorthorn Breed-

ers' Association, has celebrated its third birthday,

and its April number is now being distributed.

As an educational force and through its close

cooperation with the agricultural and live stock

press, this magazine has accomplished wonder-
ful results for Shorthorn unity and progress and

furnishes an object lesson for other breed associa-

tions.

PUREBRED Holstein cows are certainly

doing their level best to respond to Mr.
Hoover's injunction to increase production.

Records are being broken so rapidly that a cow
no sooner gets used to her championship laurels

than another one snatches them away.

Miss Valley Mead De Kol Walker has just

added to the dairy fame of California by breaking

the record for butterfat production in the junior

three-year-old class, by producing 24.01 pounds of

butter in seven consecutive days, in the division

covering tests begun not less than 240 days from

freshening. She freshened at the age of

three years, five months, twenty-seven days,

and began her test eight months thereafter.

By yielding more than twenty-four pounds of

butter in a week after having been milked for

eight months, she has established a new world's

record, displacing Finderne Holingen Fayne,

whose record, begun 356 days after freshening,

was 339.1 pounds of milk and 22.57 pounds of

butter.

Miss Valley Mead De Kol Walker is owned by

A. W. Morris & Sons, Woodland, Cal. Her sire

is Prince Gelsche Walker and her dam is De Kol

of Valley Mead 2d.
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Does /yfeWork
o/FiveHand Mowers

WHEREVER there is a fairly large

expanse of lawn to be cut, rolled

and kept in condition, the Ideal

Tractor I.awn Mower will prove a decided

economy.
One man with an Ideal can easily cut as

much grass per day as Hve hand-working
men can accomplish with hand mowers.

Moreover, as the Ideal is designed with a

roller as an integral part of the machine,
the grass is rolled every time it is cut—this

keeps the turf firm, smooth and in the finest

condition possible.

Cuts Four to Five Acres a Day
The Ideal Tractor Lawn Mower has a

30-inch cut. A man with one of these ma-
chines can mow from four to five acres a day
on an operating expense of about fifty cents

for fuel and oil.

In fact, at a very nominal expense, the

Ideal will keep your grass cut, rolled and in

the pink of condition. This labor saving

feature is of decided importance in these

times of labor scarcity. Best of all, the use

of the Ideal not only means an actual saving

for you in dollars and cents, but is also real

patriotic conservation of labor.

Cuts Close to Walks, Flower
Beds and Shrubbery

With an Ideal Tractor Lawn Mower it is

possible to work very close up to the walks,

shrubbery and flower beds. It is so easily

handled that it can be run practically any

place where a hand mower can be operated.

The Ideal is of very simple design and all

necessity for complicated parts has been

entirely eliminated. The operator has prac-

tically nothing to do except guide the ma-
chine and operate the starting and stopping

lever.

The Ideal is the only power mower on the

market using the simple tractor principle.

The advantages of this type of construction

were described in the Country Life of

March on page 124 and April on page 93.

Don 't Let Your Lawn Deter-
iorate—It Doesn't Pay

Because labor is hard to get many people
have practically decided to let their fine

lawn go without the usual attention. The
Ideal makes this step absolutely unneces-
sary. Moreover, the expense of rebuilding

a lawn later will be much greater than the
cost of getting an Ideal now and keeping
your p emises well cared for.

Most Economical Lawn Roller

We always furnish the Ideal Tractor with

an extra cutting mower so that a sharp set

of knives can be kept on hand at all times.

Knives can be substituted in about two
minutes' time.

A small castor is also furnished so that

the machine can be quickly converted into

a roller. Rolling a lawn with the old

fashioned hand roller is hard, tedious work.
With the Ideal the work is quickly and easily

done—one machine will easily do as much
rolling per day as eight or nine men with

hand rollers.

Ten Days' Trial

We sell the Ideal under a positive guaran-
tee of satisfaction and will refund money
on any machine that fails to give satisfac-

tion where properly operated. What is

more, we will arrange to place a machine at

your disposal for 10 days' trial if desired.

Order Early

On account of traffic conditions, it is ad-

visable to place order as early as possible,

to ensure having the machine ready for the

season's work.

You can buy the Ideal through your local

dealer, or where there is no dealer near you,
we will ship direct from factory. Write
to-day for complete literature also for name
of our nearest dealer.

Ideal Power Lawn Mower Company
R. E. OLDS, Chairman

405 Kalamazoo Street, Lansing, Mich.

New York Office Chicago Office

270 West Street 163-171 No. May Street

IDEAL
IAWNMOWERS

The Complete Outfit

With extra cutting mower and castor. Mowen easily

changed by removing the two cotter pins at "A.*

To convert into a lawn roller, remove the cotter pins at

"A" and the bracket " B" and attach the roller and bracket

"D"
The lever "E" is used for stopping and starting— no

other levers are required.
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AMBASSADOR MORGENTHAU'S STORY

MR. HENRY MORGENTHAU, ex-

Ambassador to Turkey, is writing

for fall publication his story of Ger-

man diplomatic and military intrigues at the

Sublime Porte. Mr. Morgenthau will intro-

duce to American readers an entirely new group
of historical figures—men who, although their

names are not so widely known as the English

and French and German leaders, have played

also a decisive part in recent events. Talaat,

Enver, Djemal, as the heads of a desperate

political gang, are the men who, under Ger-

man persuasion, forced Turkey into the war,

and closed the Dardanelles.

The closing of this little strip of water shut

Russia off from communication with the out-

side world. It prevented Russia from export-

ing her products and so getting the money to

finance the war, and it also kept out the muni-
tions and war supplies the lack of which caused

her defeats in the field and led to the dissolu-

tion of the nation and its disappearance as a
military power. Turkey's entrance into the

war compelled England to send large forces to

Palestine to protect Egypt and to Mesopotamia
to protect India, and so weakened her armies

on the Western front.

The German Ambassador at Constantinople

told Mr. Morgenthau of German schemes
for aggression. In particular he gave him
details concerning the Potsdam Conference

on July 5, 1 9 1 4, at which the Kaiser and the

military party decided to precipitate the

war. Mr. Morgenthau's report of this con-

ference is a document which historians will

use for hundreds of years to come. It fixes as

completely upon Germany the responsibility

for the present war as the Ems telegram fixed

on Bismarck the blame for the Franco-Prussian

war.

How many people know how near England's
bombardment of the Dardanelles came to suc-

ceeding? Mr. Morgenthau will tell how the

Turkish Government, expecting to surrender

Constantinople, had made all arrangements,

even the ordering of trains, for transporting

the Government to Asia Minor. They had
arranged with Mr. Morgenthau to take over
their interests in the city and he had perfected

his plans for policing it. And then, when a
few hours more would have placed Constanti-

nople in its hands, the English fleet calmly
sailed away!
The woes of the Armenians have filled the

public mind for the last three years. Nearly
a million have been massacred and otherwise

destroyed by the Turks. Mr. Morgenthau's
book will place the blame where it belongs

—

on the Germans. He will describe his re-

peated attempts to enlist German cooperation

in stopping these atrocities and the cold re-

ception his efforts met with among the Ger-
man officials.

Many years hence, when the Prussian is

thrown back into the gloomy morasses from

"To business that we love we rise betime
And go to 't with delight."

—

Antony and Cleopatra.

which he sprang, and his attempt to dominate
mankind takes its place as one of the strangest

manifestations of national psychology, stu-

dents of history will turn to Mr. Morgenthau's
book to understand the degenerate political

system that engineered this bloody conspiracy.

LIEUTENANT REDIER

"Officer—full of energy and very brave,

volunteer for every perilous mission. During
twenty-one months you have always given

an example of the highest military qualities."

Such were the words used by the general

commanding the 30th French Army Corps in

decorating Lieutenant Redier with the "croix

de guerre" at the time that he was called away
to serve in another sector. This was after

Redier had written his inspired book, "Com-
rades in Courage," which has been character-

ized by the official French Press Bureau as one
of the three great pieces of literary work that

the war has brought forth.

Lieutenant Redier was born near Paris,

and when the war broke out was editor of the

Revue Franqaise. He was called to the colors

as a corporal in the 5th regiment of Territorial

Infantry and was immediately sent to Arras,

a town of very sad renown. He was made a
commissioned officer in November of the first

year, and since that time has been steadily in

the fighting, mostly in the neighborhood of the

Somme.
Beside his illuminating "Comrades in Cour-

age," Lieutenant Redier has written two novels

in regard to which we hope to have some inter-

esting announcement shortly, for arrange-

ments in regard to translation are even now
under way.

THE COMMISSION FOR RELIEF LN BELGIUM

The authentic story of that one "door in

the wall of steel" (Herbert Hoover's happy
term), the Commission for Relief in Belgium,

is told by Vernon Kellogg for the first time

in full in his book, "Fighting Starvation in

Belgium." A small part of this volume ap-

peared in the World's Work in the form of

three articles, but Doctor Kellogg has enlarged

the scope of the articles and amplified the story

to take in the whole history of this greatest

philanthropy of all time—a work which was of

such far-reaching importance that the govern-

ments of Germany and Great Britain treated

with the representatives of the Commission
for Relief in Belgium just as they would with

the ambassadors of other Powers.

Chosen for his wide knowledge of languages,

his ability as a diplomat and his capacity for

wringing forty-eight hours of accomplishment

out of each twenty-four hours, Professor Ver-

non Kellogg, of Leland Stanford University,

saw service in nearly every important part of

the war.

"blocking new wars"

Since we are on the subject of war books,

there is one kind of which we have not had

many, but which is bound to come to the fore

sooner or later—that is, books dealing with the
prevention of future wars. In this field

Herbert S. Houston's "Blocking New Wars"
is one of the first. It is a suggestive little

volume and will be of special interest to the

business men of the country. Advertised as

"a book for this war and the great day of

victorious peace," it is a strong plea, as well

for a complete military victory of the Allies.

Mr. Houston is a member of the Committee
of the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States on Economic Results of the War, and
he dedicates his volume to the other members
of the Committee, which prepared the refer-

endum on this subject recently submitted to

American business men through the various

chambers of commerce.
The book gives a clear and graphic survey

of the use of economic pressure against a
fractious member in the concert of nations

and points the way to its use in the future.

STEWART EDWARD WHITE

On the eve of his departure for France,

Major Stewart Edward White celebrated a
few days ago his forty-fifth birthday. Thus,
although he has lived little more than half the

normal span of life, the Major, should he write

nothing more, would leave his permanent im-

print upon the literature of his nation and his

time.

Major White has been in the military ser-

vice of his country less than a year. All of

his days previous to that time have been
spent in living Americanism and in expressing

American life.

It is interesting to note the different phases

of life of which Major White has written.

First and perhaps foremost we have those

books, neither fiction nor essay, yet wonder-
fully interpretative of the subjects treated—
"The Forest," "The Mountains," and "The
Cabin."

Next we have the fiction of the lumber
country and the West, typified by "The Blazed

Trail," "The Riverman," "Arizona Nights,"

and the rest.

A third phase of Major White's art, accom-
plished with singular success and yet the only

literary enterprise which he leaves at the

present time unfinished, is the trilogy of Cali-

fornia, of which "Gold" was the first and
"The Gray Dawn" the second. The writing

of the third book was interrupted by the

author's call to service.

The last phase is the series of books result

ing from Major White's two long trips into

the wilds of Africa, a goodly medley of stuff

geographical, fiction, and thrilling adventure

There are "The Land of Footprints " and "Th«
Rediscovered Country" to set down th(

geographical facts, and "Simba," his lates

and "The Leopard Woman" to recount th<

biproduct of fiction which the ever active ten

tacles of his mind gather unto itself.
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AMBASSADOR MORGENTHAU S STORY

MR. HENRY MORGENTHAU, ex-

-Ambassador to Turkey, is writing

for fall publication his story of Ger-

man diplomatic and military intrigues at the

Sublime Porte. Mr. Morgenthau will intro-

duce to American readers an entirely new group
of historical figures—men who, although their

names are not so widely known as the English

and French and German leaders, have played
also a decisive part in recent events. Talaat,

Enver, Djemal, as the heads of a desperate

political gang, are the men who, under Ger-

man persuasion, forced Turkey into the war,

and closed the Dardanelles.

The closing of this little strip of water shut

Russia off from communication with the out-

side world. It prevented Russia from export-

ing her products and so getting the money to

finance the war, and it also kept out the muni-
tions and war supplies the lack of which caused

her defeats in the field and led to the dissolu-

tion of the nation and its disappearance as a
military power. Turkey's entrance into the

war compelled England to send large forces to

Palestine to protect Egypt and to Mesopotamia
to protect India, and so weakened her armies

on the Western front.

The German Ambassador at- Constantinople

told Mr. Morgenthau of German schemes
for aggression. In particular he gave him
details concerning the Potsdam Conference
on July 5, 1914, at which the Kaiser and the

military party decided to precipitate the

war. Mr. Morgenthau's report of this con-

ference is a document which historians will

use for hundreds of years to come. It fixes as

completely upon Germany the responsibility

for the present war as the Ems telegram fixed

on Bismarck the blame for the Franco-Prussian

war.

How many people know how near England's
bombardment of the Dardanelles came to suc-

ceeding? Mr. Morgenthau will tell how the

Turkish Government, expecting to surrender

Constantinople, had made all arrangements,

even the ordering of trains, for transporting

the Government to Asia Minor. They had
arranged with Mr. Morgenthau to take over
their interests in the city and he had perfected

his plans for policing it. And then, when a
few hours more would have placed Constanti-

nople in its hands, the English fleet calmly

sailed away

!

The woes of the Armenians have filled the

public mind for the last three years. Nearly
a million have been massacred and otherwise

destroyed by the Turks. Mr. Morgenthau's
book will place the blame where it belongs

—

on the Germans. He will describe his re-

peated attempts to enlist German cooperation

in stopping these atrocities and the cold re-

ception his efforts met with among the Ger-
man officials.

Many years hence, when the Prussian is

thrown back into the gloomy morasses from

which he sprang, and his attempt to dominate
mankind takes its place as one of the strangest

manifestations of national psychology, stu-

dents of history will turn to Mr. Morgenthau's
book to understand the degenerate political

system that engineered this bloody conspiracy.

LIEUTENANT REDIER

"Officer—full of energy and very brave,

volunteer for every perilous mission. During
twenty-one months you have always given

an example of the highest military qualities."

Such were the words used by the general

commanding the 30th French Army Corps in

decorating Lieutenant Redier with the "croix

de guerre" at the time that he was called away
to serve in another sector. This was after

Redier had written his inspired book, "Com-
rades in Courage," which has been character-

ized by the official French Press Bureau as one
of the three great pieces of literary work that

the war has brought forth.

Lieutenant Redier was born near Paris,

and when the war broke out was editor of the

Revue Franqaise. He was called to the colors

as a corporal in the 5th regiment of Territorial

Infantry and was immediately sent to Arras,

a town of very sad renown. He was made a
commissioned officer in November of the first

year, and since that time has been steadily in

the fighting, mostly in the neighborhood of the

Somme.
Beside his illuminating "Comrades in Cour-

age," Lieutenant Redier has written two novels

in regard to which we hope to have some inter-

esting announcement shortly, for arrange-

ments in regard to translation are even now
under way.

THE COMMISSION FOR RELIEF IN BELGIUM

The authentic story of that one "door in

the wall of steel" (Herbert Hoover's happy
term), the Commission for Relief in Belgium,

is told by Vernon Kellogg for the first time

in full in his book, "Fighting Starvation in

Belgium." A small part of this volume ap-

peared in the World's Work in the form of

three articles, but Doctor Kellogg has enlarged

the scope of the articles and amplified the story

to take in the whole history of this greatest

philanthropy of all time—a work which was of

such far-reaching importance that the govern-

ments of Germany and Great Britain treated

with the representatives of the Commission
for Relief in Belgium just as they would with

the ambassadors of other Powers.

Chosen for his wide knowledge of languages,

his ability as a diplomat and his capacity for

wringing forty-eight hours of accomplishment

out of each twenty-four hours, Professor Ver-

non Kellogg, of Leland Stanford University,

saw service in nearly every important part of

the war.

"blocking new wars"

Since we are on the subject of war books,

there is one kind of which we have not had

many, but which is bound to come to the fore

sooner or later—that is, books dealing with the
prevention of future wars. In this field

Herbert S. Houston's "Blocking New Wars"
is one of the first. It is a suggestive little

volume and will be of special interest to the
business men of the country. Advertised as

"a book for this war and the great day of

victorious peace," it is a strong plea, as well

for a complete military victory of the Allies.

Mr. Houston is a member of the Committee
of the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States on Economic Results of the War, and
he dedicates his volume to the other members
of the Committee, which prepared the refer-

endum on this subject recently submitted to

American business men through the various

chambers of commerce.
The book gives a clear and graphic survey

of the use of economic pressure against a
fractious member in the concert of nations

and points the way to its use in the future.

STEWART EDWARD WHITE

On the eve of his departure for France,

Major Stewart Edward White celebrated a
few days ago his forty-fifth birthday. Thus,
although he has lived little more than half the

normal span of life, the Major, should he write

nothing more, would leave his permanent im-

print upon the literature of his nation and his

time.

Major White has been in the military ser-

vice of his country less than a year. All of

his days previous to that time have been
spent in living Americanism and in expressing

American life.

It is interesting to note the different phases

of life of which Major White has written.

First and perhaps foremost we have those

books, neither fiction nor essay, yet wonder-
fully interpretative of the subjects treated

—

"The Forest," "The Mountains," and "The
Cabin."

Next we have the fiction of the lumber
country and the West, typified by "The Blazed

Trail," "The Riverman," "Arizona Nights,"

and the rest.

A third phase of Major White's art, accom-
plished with singular success and yet the only

literary enterprise which he leaves at the

present time unfinished, is the trilogy of Cali-

fornia, of which "Gold" was the first and
"The Gray Dawn" the second. The writing

of the third book was interrupted by the

author's call to service.

The last phase is the series of books result-

ing from Major White's two long trips into

the wilds of Africa, a goodly medley of stuff

geographical, fiction, and thrilling adventure.

There are "The Land of Footprints" and "The
Rediscovered Country" to set down the

geographical facts, and "Simba," his latest

and "The Leopard Woman" to recount the

biproduct of fiction which the ever active ten-

tacles of his mind gather unto itself.
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N THE 15th of June, 1907, forty-four nations of the

civilized world—among them Germany—assembled

at The Hague, forming one of the most famous
leagues of nations of which we have any knowledge.

And these forty-four nations solemnly placed their

signatures at the end of a treaty entitled "Laws
and Customs of War on Land." This treaty

contained some sixty articles, of which Article 56 read as follows:

"The property of municipalities, of institutions dedicated to

religion, charity, and education, to the arts and sciences, even

when state property, shall be treated as private property. All

seizure of, destruction, or wilful damage to institutions of this

character, historical monuments, works of art and science, is

forbidden and should be made the subject of legal proceed-

ings. ..."
Four names, which history shall record and which nothing shall

ever blot out, will suffice to show how this article has been observed:

Rheims and her Cathedral, Louvain and her Library, Arras and

her Town Hall, Ypres and her Tower. Germany has gutted the

Cathedral of Rheims, burned the Library of Louvain, demolished

the Town Hall of Arras, reduced to cinders the Tower of Ypres.

Germany has done these things without military reasons, through

spite, through wilfulness, for the very need of destroying everything

that is beautiful, everything that is noble, everything that is

glorious. Germany has done this knowingly, deliberately. She

has not struck each time in a moment of rage; she has frequently

repeated the crime indefinitely. The martyrdom of the Cathedral

of Soissons was prolonged more than thirty months. The martyr-

dom of Rheims Cathedral has lasted nearly four years. Day after

day, shells strike that marvelous basilica, destroying each time a

new chef d'eeuvre shattering a remaining piece of stained glass,

breaking to bits the statuary, the cornices, the sculptures not
already mutilated.

Of all crimes these are the most atrocious and the most detes-

table, because reparation can never be made. Other human beings

will come to replace those that are dead, other workshops will take

the place of factories that are gone, other bridges will be thrown
across streams in place of bridges blown up; but nothing will ever

replace the Cathedral of Rheims, the Town Hall of Arras, the

Library of Louvain. These are the loss of civilization itself,

something of the world's beauty and achievement. It is a reduc-

tion of the treasure store that belongs to mankind.
Such destruction "is forbidden and should be made the subject of

legal proceedings," declared forty-four civilized nations, who in

1907, signed The Hague agreement. Where, to-day, is the nation,

outside of the Allies, that has protested against this violation of a

treaty? Where is the neutral who has raised his voice? Where is

the legal proceeding and when is it to begin? A future league of

nations—is it to be built upon the same pattern? Will it permit

one thus to scofF at its agreements and will it allow one thus to

renounce his signature?

There is one thing that would be even worse than all the horrors

suffered, and that is that this tragic lesson should go for naught;

that the treachery and sacrilege should remain unpunished, that

the barbarians should be allowed to sit side by side with civilized

mankind without having made amends, without having expiated

their crimes and redeemed themselves.

Woe to the blind who do not wish to see, woe to the deaf who do
not wish to hear, woe to the world if, having been shaken to its very

foundations, it can find, to rebuild again the ruins of civilization,

nothing more than fine words written upon little scraps of paper!

Wf)t Crime

interior

of

Catfjebral

On September 13, 1914, the French reentered Rheims and the- Germans evacuated the town. The
Cathedral was absolutely intact; the Germans, before retiring, had gathered there their wounded.

On September 17th, in the morning, before the wounded had been taken out, to the amazement of

everyone a shell burst upon the Cathedral, destroying one of the magnificent historic towers. A second

shell followed immediately, then a third.

A cry of horror rose from the breasts of the witnesses of this sacrilege. The cry of horror has been

repeated since then by the whole civilized world. It is known to-day, by irrefutable German documents,

that the order to fire came from the commanding officer himself; the German artillery officer command-
ing the battery located near Nogent l'Abesse, thinking he saw observers in one of the Cathedral towers,

did not dare to give of his own accord the order to fire. He asked permission of the commanding officer;

the commanding officer gave it. It is therefore upon the German high command that the responsibility

for the crime must rest. The crime has elsewhere been repeated, and for three and a half years it cannot

be said that a week has passed without a shell falling upon or near the Cathedral.

A statue of Jeanne d'Arc alone, marvelous emblem, standing before the Cathedral, has remained un-

touched. Women and young girls come every morning to place upon it a bouquet of flowers.
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Upon the walls of Rheims was written the whole history

of France.

Rheims was the town where Clovis came to receive bap-

tism. Rheims was the town where Jeanne d'Arc came to

crown King Charles. Rheims was the town where the kings

of France came successively to be crowned. Rheims, sit-

uated in the east of France, upon the route of enemy in-

vasions, saw, across the stormy centuries of France's history,

armies pass, and legions. She knew of old the invasion of

Goths and of Huns; she knew, in 1814, the passing of all the

allied armies breaking upon France in the pursuit of Napol-

eon; she knew, in 1871, the German occupation. Up to this

time every one had respected this historic town. It re-

mained for the Germany of Wilhelm II to do what the Slavic

barbarians in the fourth century and the Cossacks at the be-

ginning of the nineteenth century had not done.

Rheims, town of history, town of commerce, town which

was in no sense military, is to-day only a heap of ruins.
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A letter from the Arch-priest of Soissons Cathedral, the

cure Landias, tells more eloquently than history can show
just what happened at Soissons:

"Our church was struck for the first time on September 2,

1914; a shell, passing through the roof and exploding in the

centre of the nave, damaged the magnificent Gothic pulpit

which had been recently built. The bombardment con-

tinued systematically, and in January, 1915, no less than

eighty shells had fallen on the cathedral. The worst day's

work was that of February 5, 191 5, when twenty projectiles

reduced to dust all the north part of the nave near the tower.

The Germans, to justify their crime, have claimed that the

cathedral towers served as observation posts for the French

officers. This is absolutely false; not one officer or soldier

ascended the tower, for the good reason that at the beginning

of the siege the military authorities, for protective reasons,

had barricaded the cathedral and the towers, formally for-

bidding any one—even the priests—to enter."

Here, then, once again there has been crime, and once

more the crime has been followed by falsehood.
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The Town Hall of Arras, with its Hall of Archives, was

one of the thousand wonders that glorified France. This

Town Hall had an historic past: throughout the centuries

the whole of French Flanders had passed under its porch

and through its sculptured colonnades. This Hall of Ar-

chives enclosed the unique and precious essence of the past;

all the parchments, all the official documents which set

forth, year after year, the whole history of Artois, were

found herein.

It was nothing more or less than German barharity

that annihilated this glory and destroyed these treasures.

In order to make more sure their work, the artillerymen

fired upon the Town Hall of Arras with explosive shells;

thus what the shrapnel and the shell explosions spared, fire

did not spare. The shells in fact gutted the marvelous

building, and the fire burned all the archives, all the parch-

ments, and all the precious volumes which lay defenseless

behind their little glass doors.

The damage is irreparable, and there will be no attempt to

repair it. The portions of the walls that are left, raising

their melancholy ruins toward the heavens, will be allowed

to remain as they are, attesting to future generations the

barbarity of a whole race and a whole empire which, in spite

of a treaty, in spite of the laws of civilization, has committed

this outrage and will bear the responsibility.

[
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The Germans claim that the land of Alsace is their own
and theirs only; one must doubt it after the way in

which they treated this land of Alsace and its villages at the

opening of hostilities.

The village of Thann, one of the most charming of Upper
Alsace, has been almost completely destroyed in a veritable

fit of rage, when the Germans perceived that they could

not retake it from the French. The churches, the factories,

the principal houses, the historic fountains of the town, were

liberally bombarded three years ago, without cessation,

with tenacity, with fury.

The church, with its denticulated towers, nevertheless

still stands, preserved, it would seem, through a miracle.

In Old Thann another church has witnessed a miracle

indeed: this church is situated about 800 yards from the

enemy's line, and it was struck one day by a shell which,

penetrating the roof, decapitated the Christ above the altar.

A woman has been the heroine of Thann—Sister Basiline,

who, during the first bombardment of the town, at the

risk of her life, carried the wounded who were in the hos-

pital into a cellar where they were sheltered. The French

Government has awarded this Alsatian Sister, object of

German rage and showing a courage that was truly French,

the Cross of the Legion of Honor.
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W:ilct garden on I lie II. I.. I*r;ilt pl;in-;il t,|. n< ovr, I. I. The
Irrriiri'd lawn beyond Ht r<-K:hiriK down lo I In- Sound nerd* only a

few piiTPH of movnlilr fur ml ur<- in IH n loi rornplrlr enjoyment

When to the ordinary pleas-

ures of a screened veranda on

the lower Moor and a rpacious

porch above is added the de-

light of a comfortably furn-

ished terrace, there would

seem, as in this instance, little

left to be desired for the full

and complete enjoyment of a

country home

Jas. L. Greenleaf. landscape architect

Sun dial and boundary line

pergola in one of the terrace

gardens on the E. P. Thomas
place at Plainfield, N. J.

A. F. Brinckerhoff, landscape ar

Another view of Mr. Thomas's

terraced gardens. The develop-

ment of this place shows the

happy results possible where na-

ture and the formal art of archi-

tecture meet in accord. The
clever placement of painted fur-

niture completes the decorative

scheme and gives the terrace the

needed touch of liveableness



To the WOMAN in the COUNTRY
HAT proportion of all the people who live near

you in the country do you suppose know that

the butter allowance fixed by the Food Adminis-
tration is half a pound a week, per person, or

that the meat allowance is two and a half pounds
a week ? How many—rich, poor, intelligent,

and unintelligent—do you suppose understand

what the thrift and war savings stamps are, or that they can be

bought at the post office or from the rural free delivery carrier?

Many of the most vital activities of the Government in its con-

duct of the war are dependent on the voluntary response of the

public to its appeals. There can't be much response from that

part of the public which does not hear the appeals. Most of this

uninformed part of the public lives in the country and probably

some of it lives near you.

It is a fairly simple thing to spread the news of war activities

among the people in the cities or the industrial workers in the

country factories, but it is not so easy to do it elsewhere in the

country, and in consequence the Government's campaigns have not

been as well carried out in the rural districts.

These various campaigns are all conducted in much the same
manner—by advertising, newspaper publicity, pamphlets, cards,

and various other kinds of printed matter. Our Government
does not, after the German fashion, send a policeman or inspector

to enforce its mandates, but instead publishes its requests and
suggestions of what it wants done and then leaves it to the citizen

to do. The effectiveness of this method is limited by the success

with which Government, requests and suggestions are distributed.

This is a crucial point in the Government's campaigns at home,
and it is a point where the woman in the country can help. There
are Liberty Loan, Red Cross, and Savings Committees in almost

every community, and also agents of the Food and Fuel Adminis-

trations, who would welcome the aid of intelligent missionaries

with automobiles to distribute and explain their propaganda.

About the only sure way to reach all the dwellers in the country

is by personal touch, and the best link between the local agencies

and the country people is the woman in the country in her auto-

mobile. She can make the time, and she has the brains and the

means of transportation. In many places it would be possible

to have a disseminating committee which could hold itself in

readiness to spread the news of any campaign for the Liberty

Loan, War Savings, Red Cross, Food and Fuel Administrations,

the call of shipworkers for the Shipping Board, etc., ad infinitum.

A committee that divided up the territory and came to know every-

one in it could save a vast amount of time, and increase the greatly

needed effectiveness of the war work by acting for all of these

organizations. Each visitor would become a kind of instructor

in war effort to the people to whom she went, encouraging food

saving, thrift, and Red Cross work, and building up the war in-

formation and morale of the community. She could repeat her

visits as often as need be to check up her efforts or give out the

new information that appears from time to time.

In less sparsely settled communities the work could be intensified

by bringing a group of women together regularly. We cannot
expect people who go to town once a week to make much headway
in complying with the many things that the Government is asking

us to do, unless these things are explained to them carefully.

Once collected into groups, the people can be formed into War
Saving Societies, given Red Cross work, instructed in food saving,

and thus their knowledge of the war and their war morale will be

built up.

This is much more important than many people realize.

There are most extraordinary theories and ideas which circulate

in the country which badly need correction if the men at the front

are to have cheerful families behind them. For example, the

other day a country boy who was drafted said that he expected

to go to France immediately. "Why," he was asked. He ex-

plained that after the Tuscanias sinking the Government wouldn't

bother to train men on this side who might be lost in transit and

the training thereby wasted. His impression of the danger to

the troop ships and the likelihood of loss was wrenched hopelessly

out of perspective, and he and his family were in need of some
reassurance. Now the Home Service Department of the Red
Cross is designed for exactly this purpose, but it, like the many
Government activities, would welcome a means of contact with

the people in the country. This Home Service of the Red Cross

can be of the greatest assistance to the families of men at the front,

because the Red Cross not only has a home service to keep the

families informed about the men who have gone, but also they

have agents at the camps here and abroad to reassure the men
concerning the folks they left behind them. In an order issued by

the Adjutant-General of the Army this service is explained as

follows:

"To relieve the anxiety and to sustain the morale of the soldiers

who are worried about their families at home, and to promote

the comfort and well-being of these families, authority is given

to the American Red Cross to place one or more representatives of

the Home Service Bureau of the Department of Civilian Relief

at the service of the men of each division of the army wherever

located. The soldiers should be informed through official orders

of the presence of such representative or representatives, and that

the Red Cross is able and willing to serve both soldiers and their

families when in need of any helpful service."

This takes care of the work on the soldier end, but the Home
Service Bureau could be greatly helped in its activities by the

women who know all the people of their district and who visit

them or gather them together frequently.

The possibilities of service for the women in the country in a

campaign of dissemination are limitless, and it furnishes a use for

her time, energy, brains, ingenuity, and automobile.

#



'No other creature of the forest seems more a shape of the moonlight than docs the deer"

MY FRIEND the DEER
By ARCHIBALD RUTLEDGE

Photographs by George Shiras, III.

\}T WAS the middle of May in the woods of South

Carolina, and the time of day was noon. I was
riding along leisurely, trying to drink in a

portion of the marvelous beauty of the scene

which stretched away from me on all sides; a

scene in which bright birds flashed, wild flowers

gleamed and glowed, and great trees seemed to

shiver and expand in the ecstasy of their springtime joy. Suddenly

my attention was arrested by a strange and beautiful sight. Far

through a forest vista a doe came bounding along gracefully. She

showed neither the speed nor the tense, wild energy of a deer in

Hight, so I judged that she was not being followed. And as it is

very unusual to see a deer traveling about at midday, there must

be, I reasoned, some unusual cause for the doe's movements.

Slipping from my horse I watched her approach. She was bearing

to my left; and while still a hundred yards away she turned

abruptly to the right, leaped, with a great show of her snowy tail,

a hedge-like growth of gallberries, and then came to a stop in a

stretch of breast-high broom grass. As her running had not been

that of a fugitive, so her pause was not that of a listener and a

watcher. Instead of standing with head high and ears forward,

the doe bent her beautiful head, and from the slight movements
of her arched neck I knew that she was nuzzling and licking

something that could be nothing but a fawn. I tied my horse and

quietly drew near, but, alas, generations of hunting have made
deer incapable of distinguishing between a friend and an enemy.

To a mature wild deer, the scent of a man is the most dreadful of

all warnings that death is near.

As I came up, the doe winded me, tossed up her beautiful head,

leaped over the high grass, paused to look back, then bounded

off again. If there is such a thing as reluctant speed, that doe

showed it. She went and went fast, but clearly she didn't want

to go. Indeed, when 300 yards off she came to a stop, and after

that she did not increase the distance between us. As I approached

the fawn, the little creature stood up, swayed on its delicate

legs, and took one or two uncertain steps away from me. But

though startled, it was not frightened. It let me come up to it,

stroke it, and prove my friendliness. Indeed, after I had turned
away from it, the delicate woodland sprite bleated faintly and
followed me for a step or two. Far behind, among the glimmering
aisles between the pines, the doe began to approach her baby as

I receded from it. When I had mounted my horse and ridden

some distance away, I caught a glimpse of the mother and baby
together again.

This scene of the woodland illustrates a typical incident in

what I shall call the "inside life" of our Virginia deer. American
hunters are quite familiar with these beautiful creatures as an

object of sport; but few indeed even of those who know the deer

well in a general sense have an understanding of the real nature

and everyday habits of these most interesting creatures. What-
ever I know of deer has been gained from many years of experience

in the woods; and perhaps a statement of this experience will be

of interest to those who care for details of an intimate nature of

the lives of the woodland wildernesses.

The little scene described shows us much about the deer. After

the birth of the fawn, the mother will leave it in a sheltered, sunny
spot and will go away to feed. This is a daily habit. Sometimes
the doe will go several miles, and will return twice or three times

a day to nurse her fawn, the frequency of her return depending

on the age of the fawn. When a fawn has thus been placed by its

mother, it will not leave the spot. I once knew this habit to be

pathetically illustrated. A negro worker in the great turpentine

woods had brought me a fawn, and I was raising it on a bottle. It

slept in the house at night; but early in the morning it would
go in its wary, delicate fashion to a patch of oats near the house

and lie down. There I always found it for its midday bottle;

and there it would remain until I brought it in at dusk. Except
when disturbed (by hunters, dogs, or swarms of flies), in all regions

where deer are hunted they very seldom move about in the day-

light; but a nursing doe's mother instinct overcomes her timidity,

and she travels from place to place for her food. When the fawn
is very young, she never leaves it at night. This mother-and-child
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An albino buck and fawn, with normal does—part of a herd that may establish a white species of white-tail deer

relationship lasts until the fawn is at least six months old. I have
seen a fawn (possibly a "late" one) following its mother in De-
cember. The doe was started first; she ran off a short distance and

waited for the fawn to overtake her, when both of them bounded
off.

As deer secrete themselves by day, it will be interesting to

follow them into some of these secluded sanctuaries in order to

discover what kind of cover they like best, and what precautions

they use to secure themselves from danger. Deer retire to their

fastnesses in the early morning; a man never sees a deer in ideal

surroundings unless he sees it coming forth to feed at twilight,

or returning in the misty dusk of morning. Always an unsub-

stantial creature, the deer is peculiarly so when seen in shadowy
forests. In approaching the place where he is going to lie down
for the day, a deer (especially a wise old stag) will try to cross,

and even to follow, water. This always is an effective barrier

to trackers. I was once walking in a swamp, following a trailing

hound, when ahead of me I detected a slight movement. Against

the gnarled roots of a tree standing in shallow water a deer was
lying, literally curled up. It did not leave its refuge until I was
almost on it. Favorite bedding places for deer are hummocks
or tiny islands in sluggish water courses. Often, too, where the

growth is dense on the edges of woodland pools, a deer will walk

across the water and lie down on the other side. Then he will need

to be alert for danger from one side only, and that the side which

his tracks have not traversed. In sections where there are growths

of laurel, tamarack, scrub cedars, and other evergreens, these

dense coverts will be haunts of deer. Much, however, depends

on the season of the year and on the state of the weather. In the

winter, on clear days, deer seek for southern exposures, sunny
and wind-sheltered. I once started a drove of seven deer lying

in a tiny amphitheatre made by fallen logs. The dense top of a

fallen tree is a favorite place with deer. In violent storms,

by night or day, deer will speedily make for open stretches of

woods, where they will not be in danger of falling limbs and trees.

After such a tornado, it is no uncommon thing to find many
cattle killed; but I have known of but one deer to be killed in this

way. If the weather is rainy, deer will move about in the day in

search of shelter. An old hunter told me that if a snowstorm
sets in during the day, he always looks for deer under the densest

hemlock trees on the mountain. One day I was going home
through a heavy rain, when I was astonished to see a great buck
cross the road ahead of me and go into a very heavy myrtle

copse beside the road. Being unpursued and showing no signs of

fear, he was evidently merely getting in out of the wet. There was
something positively bored about his expression; it resembled that

of a chicken which, being caught in a far corner of the yard in a

shower, runs disgustedly for shelter.

During those periods in summer when gauze-winged flies are a

torment, deer resort to the densest thickets,

and at such times they do little lying

down. I remember coming, on an August
day, upon three deer—they were a family

—on the edge of a heavy copse. Being
unobserved and unsuspected, I saw the

creatures behave in what must have been
a most natural manner. There was con-
tinuous petulant stamping, much flicking

up and down of the ends of tails (precisely

after the manner of goats), and an im-
patient tossing up and down of graceful

heads. The buck, which carried fine ant-

lers, once lowered his stately head and
made a sudden tumultuous rush through
the dense bushes. Probably he did this

to clear himself from the flies and in order

to ease the itching which was making his

velvety horns tingle. As soon as I showed
myself, two tall white tails and one tail-let

rocked off in standard fashion into the

thicket.

As deer are seldom seen by day except

when they are disturbed, the time to ob-

serve them is at night; but, naturally, they

are even less frequently seen then. In re-

gions where deer are plentiful, their shadowy forms are seen crossing

old roads or clearings at dawn and at dusk. No one can have an

accurate idea of the true life of the wild deer who has not observed

the creature browsing by moonlight. Now that most of the animal

enemies of deer have been practically exterminated in the white-

tail's habitat (such enemies as wolves and catamounts), deer fear the

dark less than the light. Their movements are bolder and freer; by
daylight, a deer is seldom aught but a skulker, a fugitive. In the

Southern pine woods, I havewatched deer at night, and they seemed

to me stranger, wilder, more dream-like creatures than any I had
observed by daylight

Near our plantation house there was the ruin of an old negro

church. This stood in a circular clearing of about an acre in

extent, surrounded on three sides by scrub pines, and on the

fourth by low myrtle and gallberry bushes. For some reason the

clearing had remained inviolate of growths of any kind. In the

centre was the ruined church, which was ringed by an arena of

pure white sand. I discovered that deer loved to come to this

place at night, partly because it lay between their daytime

haunts and their favorite night feeding-grounds, and partly

because deer seem to love open sandy places
—

"yards" they are

sometimes called. I buried some rock salt in the sand by the old

church, knowing that the deer would find it and come to it regu-

larly. Then in the forks of a pine I built a suitable platform,

about sixteen feet up. I should have hidden among the timbers

of the old church but for the fact that a deer "travels by his

nose." Both by day and by night a deer's eyesight is compara-

tively poor; it is not to be compared to the clairvoyant seeing

power of a wild turkey. But a deer can generally wind and

locate a man, if he is not well off the ground. During the still

nights of good moonlight in November and December I spent

many a solitary hour on this platform, waiting and watching for

deer, and being richly rewarded.

In order that some time might elapse between my coming on

the ground and the arrival of the deer, I always ascended the

platform at sunset. I shall try to describe exactly what I saw

and heard from this platform on a typical night.

Though near a plantation road, it was at least three miles from

any habitation. There were therefore absent many of those

sights and sounds which characterize the Southern plantation

twilight. Sometimes I could hear the melodious whooping of a

negro, but usually the only sounds were from the wild denizens

of the woods. In the dim distance an owl would hoot; perhaps

a fox would bark, and once I heard the cry of a wildcat, utterly

savage. Then the risen moon would begin to steep the woods in

light, and with the coming of the moonlight, there seemed to be

a cessation of the wild cries; there was movement in the forest,

the mysterious movement of wild life that hunts by night or is

hunted. Long before I could see anything, I could hear furtive
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step«, glimpse .i swaying bush, and In .1 r

t\MHNk i.uk Animals ol many kinds were

prowling tlx- li ill wild lu>|>s .mil cattle

thai infral the Southern pine woods, the

ctaftv iJiviHUis, pacing along well-worn

p.nh\, the silent lt>\es, the very spirit of

craftiness, the hushed-w inged hints th.it

love daikness hettei th.in light. Last,

afti 1 I had heen on tlx platform nearly

three houts. came the deer.

No othei creature ol the forest seems

mote .1 shape of the moonlight than does

the deel It is appaicntK possihle for the

largest buck to move through the dense

hushes and ovci heds of di\ twigs with

no perceptihle sound. \ movement rather

than a sound off to tn\ left had attracted

my attention; anothei glance showed me
the glint of horns. \ lull-grown stag

was in the act of jumping a pile of fallen

I"l;s Me hferallv floated over the oh-

struction, ghostlike, uncanny. I noticed

that he lumped with his tail down a

thing he would not do il he wi re startled.

Behind him wctc two does. I hev nego-

tiated the harrier still more lithely than

the huck had done. Kven in the deceptive moonlight and at

the distance they were away from me (fifty yards) I could

easily discern a difference in the aspect distinguishing the hucic

from the does; the stag was hold, proud, impatiently alert; the

hinds were hardly less alert, hut were meek followers of their

master. All three of them were feeding; hut at no one time did

all ot them have their heads down at the same moment. One
alw ays seemed to he on w atch, and this one was usually the huck.

For a few seconds at a time his proud head would he howed
among the bushes; then it would he lifted with a jerk, and for

minutes he would stand champing restlessly his mouthful of

leaves, grass, and tender twigs. Often he would hold his head
at peculiar angles—oftenest thrust forward—as if drinking in all

the scents of the dewy night woods. After a while, moving in

silence ami in concert, the shadowy creatures came up on the

space of white sand which stretched away in front of me. Now
they paused, spectral in the moonlight, now moved about with

indescribably lithe grace, never losing, even amid the "secure

delight" of such a time and place, their air of superb readiness, of

elfin caution, suppressed but instantly available. The steps

they took seemed to me extraordinarily long; and it was difficult

to keep one of the creatures in sight all the while. They would

appear and reappear; and their color and the distinctness of their

outlines depended on the angle at which they were seen. Broad-

side, they looked almost black; head-on, they were hardly visible.

At no time could I distinguish their legs. When they moved off

into the pine thicket, whither I knew they had gone to eat mush-
rooms, they vanished without sound, apparently without exerted

motion, and I was left alone in the moonlight.

In addition to his fondness for mushrooms, the deer is also

a great devourer of hazelnuts, chestnuts, acorns of many kinds

(especially those of the white oak and of the live oak), beechnuts,

pine mast, and the like. Occasionally he will eat apples; and I

have known peach trees to be wholly stripped of their half-ripe

fruit by deer. Of domestic crops, the deer will eat anything

green and succulent; he delights in wheat, rye, buckwheat, oats,

alfalfa, rice, sweet potato vines, young corn, timothy, turnips,

beans, and peanut vines. Deer have been known to pull up
peanut vines in order to get at the nuts, which they greedily

relish.

In order to obtain these green crops of the field and gar-

den, deer resort to some very crafty devices. A great hunt-

ing club in the South had planted several acres of peas to attract

quail; the deer found the peas in the early summer, and every

night a herd of six or seven jumped the six-foot fence. The
fence was raised to eight feet, and this height the marauders

did not negotiate. But possibly it was because they did not

have to.

Whenever I think of the jumping power of deer, I am

'Always an unsutmlantial creature, the deer is peculiarly 90 when seen in shadowy forests"

reminded of a shrewd remark once made to me by an old

woodsman: "A deer can jump as far or as high as he has

to." In this case the deer, to enter the field, got down in an

old ditch, crawled under the wire fence, and found themselves

in clover. And so baffling was the manner of the deer's entrance

that the manager of the preserve could not account for it until

he had sat up in an oak on a moonlight night and had seen

the affair come off.

This striking instance of crafty intelligence may well serve to

introduce the question of the deer's mental capacity. At the

outset it can assuredly be said that the deer is so intelligent that

it is impossible to classify his probable actions. As animals

increase in intelligence, the chances of their behaving in a regular,

unvarying manner are decidedly decreased. It therefore becomes
impossible for us to say that a deer will do this or will not do that

tinder certain circumstances, for he has both a certain sense

of judgment and at least a rudimentary power of decision. This

intelligence is best illustrated by examples of the deer's clever-

ness.

A buck in cover, if he hears what he takes to be danger approach-

ing, will carefully weigh his chances; though it is his instinct to

run up the wind, he will dash down it if in such a course appears

to be his way to safety. If from afar he hears the noise and
decides that it means danger, he will probably slip craftily out;

if the danger is near before he is aware of its approach, he may
steal out silently, he may bound out with astonishing vigor and
speed, or he may lie where he is, even though the peril be upon
him.

After it has passed, it is like him to leap up and sail off down
fhe back track of his enemy. It all depends on what seems

to him the wisest thing to do under the particular circumstances.

A buck will send does or a young buck out of a thicket ahead of

him, or he may take the lead himself.

One day in the woods I walked within twenty paces of a

buck which was lying down on the sand under some leafless

scrub-oaks. I probably would never have seen him but for

the fact that as he moved his head craftily, I saw the rocking

antlers. He had his lower jaw flat on the ground, much like a

crouching rabbit. He was planning to have me pass him
by, but I disappointed him. Almost the instant that he

discerned that I had seen him he bounded up and was gone. A
friend of mine had a somewhat similar experience with a buck;

only the buck did not wake up until my friend seized him by the

horn, when there was a regular tableau. Whether this buck was
deaf, I do not know; but the manner of his flight betrayed

not the slightest impairment of any of his other physical

powers.

When deer are hunted on sea islands, where their range is natur-

ally limited, they will frequently leave their wooded haunts and
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Flashlight photograph made by the deer's touching a baited thread-

take to the surf. I have seen a buck go 200 yards out in shoal water

and stand there for hours, with little more than his back and his

antlered head showing above the water. Frequently, from a

refuge of this kind, a deer will not come ashore until after nightfall.

On reaching the beach after such an experience a deer is always

plainly exhausted.

From these examples it is easy to infer the degree of a deer's

intelligence—the brain power of this mischievous, playful, timid,

curious, truculent creature.

I say he is truculent; and on occasions he undoubtedly is. A
doe is never dangerous; but

a buck in the mating season

is a treacherous animal. It

is his nature at such a time

to attack. It is the time of

love, of rivalry, and of com-
bat; and a buck, with his

clean, sharp antlers, his new
dun coat, is a creature of

ugly and uncertain temper.

Keepers of preserves are

frequently attacked; but I

doubt^ if a buck in a

wild state would ever attack

a man unless cornered or

wounded. If the records of

men being injured" by
wounded deer be examined,

it will be found that in the

majority of cases the victims

have been injured by the

wild struggles of the deer

rather than by any direct

attack of the creature.

At close quarters, the sharp

hoofs of a deer's front feet

are more to be feared than

the antlers.

But while bucks very sel-

dom bring man to an encoun-

ter, they are forever fighting

their fellows, at least until

some sort of caste system of

superiority is established. In

the course of these combats
many fatalities occur, the

most gruesome of which are

the cases of thelocked antlers.

The fighting of deer is play-

ing with fire.

Often two bucks, in a

spirit of frolic or of indolent

urgings of strength, will put their heads together just to feel the

tingle that must come when hard horn raps against hard horn.

They may break off" the bout in a friendly spirit, or, stirred by a

painful wrench of the neck or a jab from an antler point, they
may enter a battle which gradually increases in fury. This fierce-

ness of the fray may continue even after the battle is ended; for

sometimes the victorious stag will mutilate the body of his fallen

rival. This he can do by retreating, turning, bounding back and
jumping on his fallen adversary. Carcasses of such bucks
have been found which have literally been cut to pieces. Wherever
two bucks have been fighting, there will be an arena worn almost

bare of verdure by their trampling hoofs. Occasionally on the

scene of the encounter a broken part of an antler will be found.

Few are the mature bucks that do not show evidences of their

having been in battle.

His antlers are, of course, the pride and the glory of the buck.

I read recently, in a book of natural history that has had a

wide circulation, the following statement: "The older and larger

the buck, the finer the crown of antlers he wears." This is not

entirely wrong, but it is quite misleading. Deer antlers are

directly related in growth to the reproductive processes; and a

buck will wear his most massive crown when his physical powers
are at their zenith. This usually comes, with the white-tail deer,

—and one made a quarter of a second later, when a string, burned by the first flash, started a second one

between the fifth and the twelfth years. The size of the buck
does not determine the size of his antlers, though the ruggedness
of the life he leads may determine to some degree the archi-
tecture of his horns. Thus, the wilder the surroundings, the
heavier and the more craggy are the antlers. Naturally, this is

because in savage environment the deer has great need for his

horns as defensive weapons.
In the old days deer had many enemies; and even now in the

wilder portions of their habitat some of these enemies are present.
Man is the chief; after him are cougars, wolves, wildcats (which

kill fawns), and possibly the

more savage of the bears,

though the smaller bear and
deer are known to live amic-

ably in the same woods.
But take it all in all, deer

probably have fewer natural

foes to contend with than
almost any other of the wild

creatures. Their closed season

is long and is pretty gen-
eral throughout the sections

where the white-tail is found.

Occasionally a deer will

be killed by a rattlesnake,

but far more frequently will

the rattler be killed. In

sections where alligators in-

fest lagoons, streams, and
wood ponds, many deer are

taken by these grim saurians.

The fawns sometimes suffer

from the raids of eagles,

particularly golden eagles.

The only disease which
makes any considerable in-

road into the ranks of the

white-tail is black tongue, or

hoof-and-mouth disease (an-

thrax). This is a highly con-

tagious disease, and it is sin-

gularly fatal to deer. In riding

the woods where such a plague

is abroad, I have counted as

many as eleven deer in vari-

ous stages of the malady.

Such deer act very strangely.

Some attempt to run, but fall

over. Some lie quite still.

Others stand, shaking and
shivering as with the ague.

The superb normal health of

a deer, which enables it almost incredibly to recover from terrible

wounds, seems unable to combat this fell disease. Wherever
it appears in deer forests its effects are disastrous.

Unless attacked by black tongue, or unless meeting an untimely

fate, deer may live for thirty years; Millais, the British authority,

says that deer live as long as horses. But the deer's existence

is precarious, and few ever attain an age exceeding fifteen years.

I have seen several ancient bucks taken, and they gave clear

evidences of age; their hoofs were broad, stubby, and cracked;

their muzzles were grizzled; their horns were small and scraggly;

and even their motions in the woods were as near being decrepit

as I suppose the motions of so alert and graceful a creature can

ever become.

Such are some of the facts concerning the secret life of the

white-tail deer. It is an animal vividly interesting; shy and
crafty, swift and elusive, gentle and beautiful. There is no

creature which seems more adequately to express the spirit of

the lonely wood, the solitary lake, the silent mountain, the gloomy
swamp.
He who sees a deer in its native surroundings sees all that is

wildest in the wilderness, all that is most haunting in deep

sanctuaries, all that is most delicately alluring in remote wood-
lands, in wild valleys, and on far mountains.



Mr. Conklin himself— watching 'em grow

R()SKMARY-fl» ESTATE
to WITHSTAND a SIEGE

My ROLAND R. CONKLIN
HKN my wife and I decided to acquire a farm on
Long Island, we approached the undertaking

from an angle differing as materially from that

of the commercial farmer (if I may use that

term) as it did from the point of view of the

country estate owner.

Yet it was in a way a combination of the

two ideas that was sought—a self-supporting estate, a place

having all the beautiful qualities of a country home which could

pay its own way. It was a more difficult undertaking than I

dreamed, but after the lapse of some fifteen years' trial, I can look

back upon my various experiments with a feeling of guarded

amusement at the failures, and gratification at the measure of

success sufficient to have made it all worth while.

Let no one think, however, that success was achieved in cash

dividends on the outlay. That was never expected, even in my
most enthusiastic efforts. It would indeed require a high order

of skill and experience to make enough money from farming to

pay interest on the present value of land on Long Island. But

having the land and the necessary buildings and equipment,

can farming operations be made to pay when associated with a

country house?

An affirmative answer to that question can be made only under

certain conditions, but it can be done; and it is an interesting

thing to attempt, and a still more rare and interesting thing to

accomplish. The subject is particularly timely now when we are

all imbued with the desire to do work which will aid in winning

the war. To increase food production, to cut down waste—these

are the most helpful things that a non-combatant can do.

The number of retailers, shopkeepers, agents, and commission

men—that is, the non-producers—has been recently growing out

of all proportion to the number of producers—the farmers and

the manufacturers. There is one retail store for every fifty

persons in New York City, and in New York State one retail

store for every seventy-two persons including those in prisons and

asylums. One third of this number would be quite sufficient.

The other two-thirds under present conditions, are a real incubus

and only add to the cost of living by increasing the charges of
distribution, just as do all unnecessary commission men and
wasteful and extravagant methods of getting food from the farm
to the ultimate consumer.

In these times, it ought to be a disgrace not to get out of the

inert mass of non-producers into the organized ranks of the

producers, if there be any avenue open to such a change.

The expression "Back to the farm" need no longer convey the

idea of retrogression in economic and social importance, when
compared to the town resident. It should be recognized that the

man who devotes his time and energy to the cultivation of the

fields is taking just as important a part in this great war as the

man who shoulders a gun, and his work should be held in the

dignity to which, in the face of existing conditions, it is entitled.

Much prestige would be gained for the work by the formation of

a National Agricultural Army. It could be within the scope of

the Food Administration to enlist the services of every man in this

country either under or over the draft limits, who is not already

more usefully employed. Each member ought to be required

to pledge his fidelity to the nation and to promise to do his best

in whatever field of agricultural effort he might be employed for

the duration of the war. If each soldier in this new army were

put in uniform as has been suggested, or given some distinguish-

ing insignia emblematic of the country's service, he would feel

that he was taking a responsible part in the war. In this way,
with comparatively small effort, it wTould not be difficult to

organize the farm labor throughout the entire country. Food
will win the war, as many patriotic posters announce, and boys

too young and men too old to go to the trenches ought gladly

to go to the farms. There is enough tillable land on Long Island

to feed New York City, under proper organization, and inci-

dentally greatly relieve during war times the strain on railway

transportation caused by bringing food half way or entirely across

the continent.

I started to recount in brief form, however, my own experience in

demonstrating what could be done on a Long Island estate to make
it a producer, and as nearly as possible a self-supporting producer.
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The mixed flock. Mr. Conklin's theory that the mixing of poultry breeds produces hardier and healthier stock may not be generally

endorsed in toto, but there is no doubt about its soundness as to the first or second cross

Long before the war, various friends have suggested that I

seemed to have established Rosemary Farm with the view of

standing a siege. This idea arose from the fact that I have at-

tempted to grow on my farm practically every necessary food used

at my table. The waterfront of Lloyds and Coldspring harbors

furnishes both clams and oysters. Two artificial ponds, fed by
springs, supply trout and small-mouthed bass. The poultry

department furnishes chickens, ducks, geese, squabs, and an

abundance of fresh eggs. A flock of thirty sheep supplies spring

lamb for the entire season. Three brood sows produce plenty

of young pigs, and a smoke house converts enough of them into

bacon and ham for our own use. The dairy furnishes milk, cream,

butter, and cheese. The garden supplies more than thirty var-

ieties of vegetables, and in a small, dark cellar are grown a

satisfying quantity of mushrooms. An orchard provides all the

varieties of fruits and nuts possible in this latitude, and between

the trees are planted small fruits such as currants, raspberries,

loganberries, blackberries, etc. The farm furnishes wheat and

corn which are ground into whole wheat flour and meal res-

pectively, by a small mill on the place, operated by a gasolene

engine. Greenhouses furnish tomatoes, salads, melons, and

grapes, as well as cut flowers and decorative house plants. An
apiary gives us honey. My superintendent turns my extra apples

into cider, and my vineyard supplies grapes from which he

makes light wines and cordials and grape juice. Many of the

fruits and vegetables are preserved, canned, and jellied for winter

use. Is much more needed for one's table except

sugar and pepper and salt?

Possibly, many of these things could be bought for

a lower price at the markets than it costs to produce

them, but they certainly cannot be bought as fresh

and palatable. Aside from what is grown in the gar-

den and greenhouse, the household is charged with the

products of the farm at market prices. But the

pleasure in growing everything you need and furnish-

ing them to your guests pays good dividends in itself,

in times of peace as well as war.

It is not necessary for the owner of an estate to

go into the production of as many varieties of food as

it has given me pleasure to grow, and during war times

especially it is better that the time and effort expended
in growing luxuries and in experimental work be

abandoned in favor of producing the greatest amount
of the necessary standard foods. Every man who has

a country home necessarily will have vacant land, and

one of the most engrossing and interesting features of

country life is planning to develop and utilize it to

the best advantage.

I have divided my farm operations into depart-

ments covering poultry, dairy, and general farming,

and it is possible that my experience may give some

hints to those who now feel the pressure

and the duty of doing their part in in-

creasing food production.

The poultry department. The plant

should be neither too large nor too small,

and incubators are of course essential.

Provision is needed for raising at least

1,500 chickens per season. I produced up
to between 2,000 and 3,000, but found
that to raise more fowls of various kinds

than could be cared for by one man was
unprofitable.

I find that the household can easily

consume the eggs from 250 hens, provided

surplus eggs during the spring months are

preserved in waterglass. They are kept

by this means far fresher and more pal-

atable than storage eggs.

Eggs, as well as dressed chickens, easily

find a market with tenants or neighbors

at prevailing prices, though for the sake

of convenience in bookkeeping I charge

the household 60 cents a dozen for eggs

the year round, and $1 for chickens. My
poultry man tells me, however, that I ought to increase the price

to 75 cents for eggs and $1.50 for chickens, to come more nearly

in accord with present market prices.

As much as possible of the feed should of course be grown on

the farm, and a strict account kept of all grain fed. Ample space

should be provided for the chicken runs. I am getting the best

results by keeping my chickens in the orchard, it having been

fenced with wire, which serves a double purpose: the chickens

have plenty of room to scratch and exercise, and the orchard

is kept free from grubs, caterpillars, and other fruit tree pests.

As to the best variety of fowls, I think I have tried all the

well-known ones. At first I made a specialty of White Indian

Games, and at one time had the best flock of this variety in America.

They took the first prizes in numerous poultry shows all over the

country wherever they were shown. But I gave them up, because

while the meat is of exceptional quality, they are poor egg pro-

ducers, and I could not make them pay, even though I sold good

specimens for breeding purposes at $25 to $50 per fowl.

I have tried Black Minorcas, White Wyandottes, Rhode Island

Reds, Plymouth Rocks, and White Leghorns. My experience

has taught me that the Leghorns are the best egg producers and

that the finest birds for general utility are obtained by getting

good stock birds of the above standard varieties, and allowing

indiscriminate crossing. It is true that the hybrid offspring is

of no value to exhibit in poultry shows, but you get a hardier and

healthier stock for practical purposes, which will continue year

The family residence at Rosemary overlooking Lloyds and Coldspring harbors. Immediately in front of

the house, on the slope between it and the waters of the harbor, lies the famous open-air theatre where the Red

Cross Pageant was given last October
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after vc.ti without tlr trriorat in« and will

l>i>>\ ulr you with plenty of egg* and M uu ^

growing and healthy hioilcis.

The Unity dtf>artmtnt. This depart-

ment ought alwa\s i" iciurn good divi-

dends on the investment, if you consulei

tin ad\ antagc of having fur home use

pure, fresh, and uncontaminated milk,

fieam, and butter. Hut with present war

en, is ti>i dairy products, thcic is no rea-

son why actual cash dividends cannot he

> .n m il il the household is charged at

market pines with what is consumed,

and the surplus milk ami cream is sold

lo tenants 01 neighbors. Financial success

is douhtful if you attempt to keep a

greater numher of cows than is required

for home or neighborhood consumption.

If such products have to he transported

e\en a short distance, the estate owner

cannot compete in that line with the

fanner whose overhead expenses are ml.

For the cows, the farm should supply

mangels, grain, and alfalfa or hay, lor

there will he hut small chance of making money on the dairy if all

the cows' feed has to he bought. On the other hand, the farm

receives an indirect profit from the manure and from the skimmed
milk when fed to the chickens or pigs.

One is sure to r.use a storm ol protest and opposition no matter

which variety of cows he recommends for dairy purposes on an

estate. 1 gave serious consideration to investigating the com-

parative merits of the (iuernsey and Jersey, and finally decided

in favor of the Guernsey and acquired a herd of registered cows

and a good hull. 1 he milk is of delicious flavor, yellow, and rich

in butter fat. After some years, however, my herd began to

deterioiate in milk .iml burnt production, although I kept tin-

blood fresh by breeding with high-priced registered bulls.

1 determined, therefore, to switch over to Holsteins, noted for

giving a much greater quantity of milk, and probably the most

popular commercial dairy cow in this country. I had been told

that Holsteins could be and had been bred up to giving milk as

rich in butter fat as the Guernsey, while still retaining the gift

of greater abundance. I secured four choice registered cows

.i\ i taking about f<\oo each. After a few years' experience with

them 1 became satisfied that the greater supply did not make up

for the lack of quality in the milk, and 1 would now unqualifiedly

recommend the Guernsey or the Jersey for an estate. It is a

truism that it costs as much to keep a poor cow as a first-class

milker, and therefore careful watch should be maintained over

each cow. and the poor milkers should be promptly weeded out.

The Rosemary dairy. Even in these parlous times it is possible to make the estate dairy pay, but to do it you

must raise your own feed tor the cows. This year it is a patriotic duty to increase output to the maximum,

regardless of profit. Notice the individual drinking receptacles, cutting out the dangers of infection in the trough

The farm huililitiKi arc liuill on a common-sensible plan, utility lieing the first desideratum An abundance of windows in all the

buildings gives full scone to the cleansing and curative ( fleets of sunlight anil fresh air

I have sometimes mixed the breed and got an exceptionally

good grade cow. For practical results, a first-rate grade cow can

be generally relied upon to give as good and as much milk as

expensive, highly bred, registered animals not carefully selected,

and they require a much smaller investment.

I he next thing I should recommend as a food and money
producer is a piggery. Fvery estate should have one, and es-

pecially under existing conditions, when there is such an un-

precedented demand for bacon, ham, and pork products which

can be shipped to the firing line.

From half a dozen brood sows fifty or sixty pigs can be raised

a season. That number may be economically fed upon an average

estate. I have been able to sell my surplus this year at 25 cents

per pound on the hoof, and there is a large profit at a much less

price if you raise your own grain and feed. Not only the skimmed
milk, but the kitchen and table leavings can be converted into

money as feed for the pigs.

On the whole, I have found pure bred Berkshires the most
satisfactory pigs to raise, especially desirable on account of the

high grade bacon and hams that they produce.

It may be a patriotic thing to do to keep a number of sheep

on an estate when wool is so much needed, but I have not found

it profitable. A flock of fine sheep grazing has a picturesque

appeal, and young lamb is very toothsome, but they are lux-

uries for an owner, and generally cost in care and feed much
more than he can get out of them. At any rate, such has been

my experience.

A matter of distinct importance is the considera-

tion of raising standard farm crops on estates con-

tiguous to a large city. Of course, it is quite out

of the question to consider adding to operating ex-

penses in farming an interest charge on the higher

value of the land or even the larger tax rate on
country estates. It might naturally be supposed that

the proximity to market ought to offset the higher

cost of labor w hen compared w ith regular farming, but

this theory is rarely made good in practice. In the

first place, the farmer in considering his profits

usually takes no account of the money value of his

own services or those of his sons. The estate owner,

on the contrary, generally pays a cash salary to his

superintendent which alone would represent a good

income to the average small farmer, and if he has no
interest in the returns, unless very closely watched
he is apt to make purchases and expenditures that

he would not think of doing if working for himself.

On the other hand, our system of food distribution

is such that a farm almost adjacent to a large market
has apparently little advantage over a farm a

thousand miles away. Experience has taught the

hopelessness of getting fair prices through commission
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men; and the expenses attendant upon reaching the consumer
direct are too great for one farmer to undertake.

I attempted this in marketing fruit. I had planted an orchard
of forty acres, largely of apples, with peach trees as fillers between
the rows while the apple trees were maturing. Some seasons

I would get several thousand dollars for my peaches, but not-

withstanding the good market rates I obtained, when I computed
the expense of cultivating, pruning, picking, crating, and market-
ing, there was little or nothing left. The surest way of netting

returns seems to be to sell the fruit on the trees to the professional

dealers, after setting aside what is needed for the household.

One season I attempted the raising of garden truck, with the

view of delivering direct to the consumer an assorted variety

of fresh vegetables in a neat and compact crate at a popular

price. Some thirty acres were carefully fertilized and tilled for the

experiment, and planted with vegetables that had been demon-
strated in my own garden to be of choice varieties. Experienced

laborers were obtained at Castle Garden, and, as many people

had expressed a desire for weekly or

semi-weekly deliveries, the undertaking

looked very favorable.

If my employees had been willing to

work^ for me the same hours and with

the same diligence that the garden

trucksters surrounding New York ob-

tain, success would have been a foregone

conclusion. But to meet that compe-
tition they would have had to get up
before daylight and work till dark, and
while in Europe they may have been

perfectly willing to do so, they had
worked in my fields but a few weeks
when they wanted an eight-hour day.

This condition, augmented by the ex-

pense of house to house delivery, de-

monstrated before the season was half

over that my plan, attractive and de-

sirable as it was to the city consumer,

would be a failure so far as profits were

concerned. Some of my customers felt

quite aggrieved at my not continuing

the delivery as a philanthropic venture,

but I could not see it in that light, and
abandoned the plan several thousand

dollars poorer, but considerably richer

in experience.

I would, therefore, advise estate owners to stick to standard

farm crops, as does the successful farmer, and so far as possible

to secure the double profit from feeding the stock on the place,

the chickens, the pigs, and the cows, for in that way you save

transportation and convert your grain or hay into more con-

centrated and valuable food products.

The need is even more urgent than it was last year for

every estate owner to utilize every possible acre in the culti-

vation and production of food products, whether he makes
money or not in the process. While the war lasts, profits

should and must be a minor consideration. It is a patriotic

duty for a man to produce all that he possibly can, irrespective

of gain or loss.

One must be on guard, however, not to fall into an endless

chain or circle of raising grain solely to feed the horses required

to cultivate the crops. The average estate superintendent seems

to think that is quite a legitimate method, and if he succeeds in

producing an agrarian harvest sufficiently large to feed the horses

which work the crop, the ambition of the owner should be con-

sidered achieved.

I venture to say that there is not one country gentleman in

ten, employing a superintendent or farmer on salary, who makes
his farming pay, and the majority find their operations a source

of actual expense which in many cases amounts to yearly losses

of thousands of dollars. This is wrong and wasteful and un-

necessary, and in these times is entirely unjustified. Notwithstand-
ing the higher cost of labor, the higher prices obtainable for all

kinds of farm produce enable a farmer to show profitable returns

if business methods are used.

For instance, let us take corn—now selling, say, at $1.50 per
bushel. Estimating the expenses most liberally, they would be
as follows, per acre:

Seed
. ,

'

, . ( . <* * * •

'''

*'**^$P
%

mfri
Fertilizer 8.00
Labor, plowing 4.00

cultivating 2.00
" harrowing 2.00
" cutting . 3.50

housing and storing 10.00

£30.00

Estimating the yield very conservatively as fifty bushels to
the acre, the crop would be worth $75, and give a profit of $45
per acre.

Wheat will show, at $2.25 per bushel, about an equal return
per acre. And potatoes selling at $1.25 per bushel ought to yield
a profit of about $100 per acre, as follows:

Seed ....
Fertilizer

Labor, plowing .

" cultivating
" spraying
" hilling
" digging and storing

$30.00
20.00

4.00
12 .00

10.00

4.00
6.00

In the potato raising campaign of last spring Mr. Conklin's young son

enlisted his boy neighbors to help prepare the seed potatoes

$86.00

A reasonable crop on Long Island

is 150 bushels per acre, and at $1.25

per bushel, the price at this writing,

it will give gross returns of $187.50
per acre. It must be remembered
that the wholesale price of potatoes

within the past year went as high as

$4 per bushel. The reduction in price

can be ascribed to the patriotic re-

sponse to the Government's appeal

to all citizens to plant potatoes on
town lots, or on any vacant land. The
great crop thereby raised during the

season of 1917 naturally brought the

price down, and while many who had
anticipated very large profits were dis-

appointed, the result of lower market
prices was really what was expected

and desired by those who planted

potatoes as a patriotic duty. Nearly all the owners of large

places responded most patriotically to the appeal to increase the

food supply for our allies and our country. The construction of

new private roads and plans for landscape improvements were

cut to a minimum, if not abandoned. Many, at a considerable

sacrifice, converted their lawns into vegetable gardens and ex-

tended considerably the acreage that they would cultivate under

normal conditions.

In addition to the raising of farm and garden produce, there

are other opportunities for usefulness. On many big estates

there is a considerable amount of greenhouse space which,

during the war, can be usefully and profitably employed for

the cultivation of medicinal herbs. The supply of certain

necessary drug-bearing herbs such as belladonna and digitalis,

has been almost entirely cut off, which has brought about a

really serious condition in the drug market. Those who have

available glass-house space could employ it in no more valu-

able manner than in growing certain of these plants that

formerly came from enemy countries. Owners of private green-

houses are particularly well equipped for this work, because

most of them have in their employ highly trained horticultural

experts who are exceptionally well fitted to take up this new
work.

Finally, for days of war or days of peace, I advocate an estate

owner giving the farming superintendent an interest in the busi-

ness, and a share in the profits. There will be a magical reduction

in cost of operations, and a man can look upon his waving acres

of grain without wondering how much that pleasing feature of

the landscape is taking out of his income.
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BU I I. DING and the WAR
Some building is helping us to win the war; sonic building is hindering the great cause. Ask your conscience

By HKNRY H. SAYLOR
\NY vcars ago I worked in an architectu-

ral drafting room when, .is .in experi-

ment, a Chinaman was employed to do
tracing. I he hrst task given him was
to reproduce, upon transparent tracing

cloth, a drawing that had become some-
what worn and untidy from much use.

In the course of its active life there had been spilled

upon it a blot of ink. The Chinaman faithfully traced

in the blot on the new drawing and blacked it. He
ousted his instructions rather than his judgment.

I here seems to be an almost parallel case in the mat-

ter of the present building situation. Last summer it be-

came evident that, if we were to throw all of our available energy

into the work of winning the war, it would be necessary for us

to curtail all non-essential production. This turned out to be a

verv much more intricate matter than it appeared upon the sur-

face. The man who tries to separate essential and non-

essential production and set them apart as sheep and goats, will

become old and gray at the task, provided he does not first go

mad. Nevertheless, it became apparent at once that unneces-

sary building was one of the things that might be done

away with at the start. The country needed cantonments for

the new army; it needed warehouses; it needed, and still needs,

new ships. Every man who could handle a saw and hammer
was called to the job of building these absolute necessities at

once. The country estate owner who, in the face of this need,

could proceed with the erection of an elaborate high brick wall

about his estate, must have had an easily subdued conscience.

The man who went out and bid against the Government for labor

to build himself a new concrete swimming pool held back the prog-

ress of our war programme by just that much effort.

The Administration itself has told us that we are to do no un-

necessary building. There are evidences that we have heard this

call and have heeded it. The American Contractor reports building

permits for new construction in February, in 1 10 cities, amounting

to slightly more than £29,000,000; a year earlier the amount was
nearly * 53,000,000.

The country as a whole reacts very quickly to the Government's
appeal in these days of stress. A recent striking illustration of this

was in the recall of a porkless day by the Food Administration,

due to the unbalancing of the food supply through the country's

promptness in following the Food Administration's former appeal.

The building situation is in somewhat the same state. We are

in danger of forgetting that we are asked to forego only unnecessary

construction, and in our zeal are perhaps lowering our efficiency

or even curtailing our output at a time when these must be kept

at the highest notch.

The United States is, at the moment, a huge fac-

tory, the product of which is material to win the

war. The factory faces the need for immediate

production in the maximum amount. We must
make more soldiers, more airplanes, more muni-

tions, more clothing, more food, more ships; and

the date for delivery of all these products is day

before yesterday. In the case of a small factory

meeting the same call, the general manager would

turn his mind at once from matters of expansion

for distant future needs. He would put

every available man and machine at the

job and push them with all possible speed.

He would probably even set to work his

repair gang on active production. Nat-

urally this could not be maintained for

very long. A machine breaks down. The manager faces

two alternatives: he can allow the machine to stand,

thereby lessening production over an indefinite period,

or he can repair the machine, at a less cost of production

hours, to set it at work again. The choice is obvious;

the manager will look beyond the loss of the present

hour's production to the greater gain beyond.

I hat we must follow the same plan is perfectly clear.

Fvery possible bit of labor that can be put upon war
work should be so disposed, but we must not neglect our

upkeep. There is no economy for the United States in

allowing its plant to go to pieces. If a new roof is

needed on a house, it is a gain for the national wealth

of the land that it be fixed now rather than require the far

greater expense of a whole new roof next year. There is no economy
for the owner or for the nation in allowing his house or his barns

to deteriorate for the need of paint.

"But the war will be over in a year or so, surely, and then we
can stop the big machine and make repairs."

There is nothing in it. So far as our war programme is concerned

—not only as to airplanes and ships and men, but in the lesser

details of making milk and raising horses and fattening pigs and
getting the most eggs out of your little poultry flock—the end

of this war is at least ten years off". That job of renewal or repair

cannot be put off that long. The stitch must be taken in time.

The question is not, would paving my barnyard make my coun-

try home more attractive; rather is it, would paving my barn-

yard help this Nation at war.

The thing that we must not fail to do is to replace the worn-out

things with the best possible construction and materials; we must
build for durability first of all. Construction for mere appear-

ance's sake must wait; we do not design a machine gun to add to

the beauty of the world, but to shoot straight and often. To get

that result we put the designing of that gun into the hands of those

who know most about such matters. By the same token, if you
would build a dairy barn, this is no time to try out your pet

theories on the housing of cattle; hire the man who knows how, to

incorporate the best of modern knowledge into a building that will

do its job, not only now but for years to come.

The cantonments and most of the rush Government work in

providing shelter for the army and its supplies have been finished.

These workmen have been released for other tasks—not for the

creation of new luxuries but for the production of war necessities.

The case seems perfectly clear so far as repair and maintenance

go. How about additions to our present buildings, or new ones?

If, by building a new dairy we can help the milk supply of our par-

ticular neighborhood, thereby saving transportation, there is no

question as to the benefit accruing to the Nation. If a new silo

will help us to produce more stock, and the labor

is available, it would be absurd not to utilize it. If,

by building a sheep fold, we can add to the Nation's

production of wool, fats, and meat, the construction

surely comes under the head of necessities. New
houses will have to be built by the thousands to meet

the shift of labor to the shipyards and expanding

factories, but those are local problems. Old houses

must be made to last longer and serve better.

After all, it is a matter for the individual con-

science. The facts in each case must gov-

ern. The final test question is: will this

particular utilization of labor and mater-

ials contribute to the Nation's ability to

win the war, and, if so, will it do this more
directly than by any other possible use ?

S3



ECENTLY, for the first time in some months, I

dined in a New York restaurant. Nothing
very interesting about that perhaps. But a few
days before I had dined with several men en-

gaged in the official work of increasing food

production, and I had heard things which had
°ot been given out about the condition of our

own national larder, and about the reports of those who have been
investigating food conditions abroad, and these facts did make it

interesting.

There were a few "meatless" and "wheatless" signs, in patri-

otic borders, hung about the walls, and "war bread" and "Hoover
corn muffins" on the menu, but nevertheless there still existed

the same old prodigious and profligate waste of food on the part

of both the management and the patrons of the establishment.

I could not help but think of Edgar Allan Poe's wonderfully
told story of the "Masque of the Red Death." In that tale, it

will be remembered, the guests and friends of Prince Prospero,

within the locked walls of his castle considered themselves so

safe from any touch of the death and devastation which har-

assed the countryside without that they planned and carried

out the most extensive and elaborate fete that the Prince had ever

held. It was only at the climax of this affair, with the revel of

the dancers at its height, that they realized, suddenly and too

late, that the Thing, the dread spectre which they had assumed
could not possibly get to them, was actually in their midst.

And these diners, who joked about war bread and laid wagers
on the chances of our having food cards before summer passed,

undoubtedly considered themselves so safe, within the walls of

good incomes and prospective business prosperity, that they could

feast and be merry without giving any very serious consideration

to the possibility of ever seeing actual hunger, face to face, stalk-

ing among them.

This is the great trouble: we have become so used to measuring
our personal security in terms of incomes, of viewing all of the

necessities as well as the luxuries of life on the dollars-and-cents

basis, that it is next to impossible to realize that in reality it is

commodities and not cash which stand between well-fed stomachs
and warm backs, and hunger and cold. For so many generations

we have considered starvation as a corollary of poverty, that it

has become impossible to think of it in connection with full

pocketbooks.

One thing the Great War is doing—it is bringing us back to

elementals and making us think of things as they actually exist,

in terms of tons of shipping or pounds of wheat per capita,

instead of universal dollars-and-cents. And so at last we come to

realize that we may face hunger, even in the midst of unprece-

dented bank balances and industrial activity.

There is another point which most persons fail to realize:

the only thing which is keeping us from world-wide hunger to-day

will make world starvation all the more sudden and complete

WORLD STARVATION
By F. F. ROCKWELL

when it does come. That thing is the ever increasing and ever
more efficient distribution of food. The world is like a man who
faces certain bankruptcy, but who postpones the evil day by
liquidating all of his assets; when the crash finally comes it is all

the more complete.

Is it possible that while we are congratulating ourselves on
the fortitude that we are showing in meeting such supreme sacri-

fices as eating good rye bread and hot corn muffins instead of
wheat, that the shadow of the reincarnation of Famine, long since

banished from the civilized world, is already beginning to fall

across our doorsills?

That shadow is not only possible; it is present. And the only
thing that can possibly prevent the substance from following

the shadow is not more efficient distribution, and the further

substitution of one form of food for another—helpful as those

things may be temporarily—but the increased production of food

on a scale immeasurably greater than anything that we have
contemplated thus far.

One indication of
#
the situation that faces us" is the trend of

prices of foodstuffs—that is, prices to the producer, which reflect

conditions much more accurately than prices to the consumer,
which are affected by market manipulation, transportation, etc.,

and are not always a true indication of actual conditions.

The level of prices for all farm crops paid producers, March I,

1918 (the latest figures available), were 39.9 per cent, higher

than a year ago, and 108.4 Per cent, higher than two years ago;

and for meat animals, 34.3 per cent, above those of a year ago,

and 82.2 per cent, higher than two years ago. The figures as to

meat animals are of February 15th.

The increase in prices in some of the important crops are as

follows: wheat, from $1.50 to $2.02 per bushel; corn, 90 cents

to $1.35; oats, 51 to 74 cents; rye, $1.18 to $1.70; hay, $11 to #18
per ton; eggs, 38 to 46 cents per dozen; hogs, $8.76 to $15.73 Per
hundred; lambs $8.72 to $13.81 per hundred; wool, 31 to 58 cents.

"But," it may be argued, "the general level of prices has gone
up; the figures are not conclusive. They only go to show how the

farmers are profiting by the war; and farm production will be

speeded up accordingly."

These figures are not conclusive; but in a broad way, they

certainly are significant. Without going into too many detailed

statistics, let us look at a few things specifically.

Take, for instance, wheat, the staff of life of the Western
world. The latest report from the International Institute of

Agriculture (cablegram received December 26th last) gives the

total of last year's wheat crops in the United States, Canada,
Great Britain, France, Italy, Spain, Denmark, Sweden, Norway,
Egypt, India, Japan, and a number of smaller wheat-producing

countries as 1,864,000,000 bushels, which was smaller than the

1916 crop in spite of efforts at increased production, and only 85.1

per cent, of the average for the five years of 1911-1915. And this

is without any allowance for the very considerable losses by in-

cendiary fires and submarine and mine sinkings.

How have we, claiming that our most important part in the

war is to feed the world, met this serious situation ? In a statement

on the "Food Needs for 1918" issued the 16th of last August,

the Department of Agriculture, after making all allowances for

decreased per capita consumption, substitution of other food for

wheat, etc., estimated that it would be necessary to plant

48,700,000 acres of winter wheat in the United States. What did

we plant? The preliminary report of the Bureau of Crop Esti-

mates (December 19th), shows a total of 42,170,000 of acres. But
that is not all; in the Dakotas, Nebraska, Texas, Oklahoma,
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Utah, Idaho, ami Washington, including the biggest wheat-

producing stales, the acicagc planted w.is actually less than that

put in in loiO. whde Minnesota. Iowa, Montana, Kansas, and
Nevada h.iicU held then acreage.

The piehnnnaiv estimate lor thr whole eonntrv showed a gain

of 4 pel vent in acreage, which may change with the revised

lepoit. lint the serious Lift in the situation is that the condition

of the etop, in December was the poorest ever recorded, heing

mote than IO per cent, below the ten-year average! On this

Imsis, the yield in sight is 540.000,000 bushels.

Rice to us does not mean so much, but it is to a large part of

the I astern world what wheat is to the Western. According to

the International Institute, the l « > 1
7" production of rice in Japan,

Egypt, United States, Spain, and Italy was a little more than Ho

per cent, of the njid etop. ami less than S.f per tent, of the five-

\ Ml II ei age of l<)l l-IQI 5.

Our last year's corn crop, while large, was injured to a very

great extent by the eaiK frosts, with the result that there is not

enough first-grade seed com to plant the normal acreage, even

if it weie uniformly distributed to the farmers in the sections

which suffered—a necessity for which as yet there has been no

adequate provision made.

Hogs, of course, constitute another very important food item,

especially as a source of animal fats, which arc vitally necessary.

Miscellaneous reports indicate that there was a decrease of at

least 7,000.000 and possibly of <>,ooo.ooo or to.ooo.ooo in the

number of hogs slaughtered in i<M7 as compared with the year

before. These figures would seem to indicate a considerable de-

crease in the amount of pork produced On the other hand,

reports show that the number of hogs in the United States on

January 1. was the largest ever estimated—namely,

7!. ,74.000 as compared with (>7,qo?.ooo on January I, 1917.

And so one might go through many more items, but the question

is not so much whether we are really in danger of being short of

food for the world, as what we are doing to meet the situation.

I quote the following few items from a late issue of one of the typ-

ical and most widely read rural papers. They give, in miniature,

a true picture of conditions on the farms:

Dairymen Buy I'p Hay— In Chautauqua County many cellars have
been frozen and potatoes damaged. Many farmers are hauling logs,

coal, and wood. May is a very scarce article, and has mostly been bought

up by local dairymen. Farmers are so short of help owing to the draft

that there will not be half the acreage put in this year as heretofore.

Much Feed Required— In Morrow County much corn is still out in

the fields. Fodder is keeping well owing to the cold weather. On account

of its quality, corn is being fed up very fast, and May will see less corn

in fanners' cribs than usual. There is not much hay in the county,

cold weather making rapid inroads in hay and fodder. Hay brings $20
per ton delivered, corn fodder 8 cents per bundle. Prices of mill feeds

have not been Hooverized yet, bran bringing #40 per ton and middlings

£50.

Corn Still Unhusked—In Miami County, farmers are still having
tmuble to obtain help and not more than half of the corn is husked.

Hogs bring #16 per hundred pounds, steers #10, chickens 18 cents per

pound, corn £1.15 per bushel, oats 75 cents, wheat #2.15.

Much Feed Required—We have had snow in Vinton County since

December, and an enormous amount of feed is necessary to keep live

stock going. Little work is being done with the exception of hauling

coal. Hay is selling at #25 per ton, corn $1.50 per bushel, eggs 50 cents

per dozen, butter 40 cents per pound.

Wheat Crop Damaged—Wheat in Huron County is covered with a layer

of ice as a result of a sleet storm before it snowed. The outlook is dark

for some.

Such is the food situation that faces the world to-day! Perhaps

we have looked too much on the dark side of this picture. In a

statement to the Senate Committee on Agriculture, Assistant

Secretary Ousley estimates that there will be probably a little

more land under the plow this year than last. He looks for an
increase of spring wheat acreage of from 5 to 15 per cent.

Market gardening products, particularly around industrial

centres, will probably be lessened because of labor difficulties; but
on the other hand the honle garden movement should more than
offset this. Farm labor offers the principal difficulty, in his opin-

ion, and he points out the fact that municipalities must come to

the aid of the farmer in freeing city labor for harvesting and other

needed activities, to take care of the peak load.

In several countries—including some of our allies—many
thousands w ill die of actual starvation during the next few months;
it is already a physical impossibility to get food to them all in

time to prevent that. And starvation for the world is certainly

so near that a year of poor crops may precipitate it among us, even

here in our own land, where, although we have not produced

very good average yields per acre, the individual farmer has been

producing more than in any other country in the world.

Hunger is emperor! After all is said and done, despite the

purple and ermine trappings of royalty, the clockwork discipline

of great armies, and the reassuring vision of the world's accumu-
lated wealth, hunger, half-shod and in rags and tatters, is

revealed as the Great Dictator, directing, from garret and gutter,

the destinies of empires! Hunger is emperor, and his kingdom
is anarchy. His real entry into the war would bring the tides ot

battle rolling back from the far-flung fronts to city and town and

home to turn order into chaos.

Thus there are indeed pregnant possibilities that the Great

War may be succeeded by a greater war—a war of Humanity
against Famine.

The production of food, therefore, becomes of more importance

than ever before from every point of view: as a personal necessity;

as the most common-sense kind of patriotism; as a social obli-

gation. The individual may feel that the few acres of corn or of

root crops that he may have put in, on such land as he controls,

can play no important part in saving the situation, in stemming

the drift toward starvation. But if the drift toward starvation

is to be stemmed, and world-wide hunger avoided, it must be

by the simultaneous action of millions of individuals, each making
an earnest, conscientious effort to produce every last pound of

food that can be produced; and taking an active part in urging

adequate social action, no matter if old ideas and customs that

stand in the way have to be thrust aside, just as they have had to

be in the conduct of the war.

"It is not a theory, but a fact, which confronts us"—hunger,

the most poignant fact in the world. And the famine that threatens

must be met, and that without delay, or civilization as we know
it will experience the most tremendous upheaval that has ever

been known.
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FROM A
COUNTRT JV/NDOJV

"THEN SHALL THE
EARTH BRING FORTH
IIER INCREASE"

"THE WOMEN NOW WENT willingly into ye feild, and tooke

their little-ons with them to set corne, which before would aledge

weaknes, and inabilitie; whom
to have compelled would have

bene thought great tiranie and

oppression." I like that re-

vealing sentence of Governor Bradford's; its sturdy strength, its

simplicity. "The Log of the Mayflower," our country's first

book, is full of just such phrases; phrases cadenced and with the

same marching, rhythmed dignity as Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Pro-

gress." And are not these early struggles of our ancestors here

recorded vivid with the spirit that again awakens in us; those times

when all worked; when men and women and children alike turned

their faces toward the common goal of freedom? Somehow, to-

day, the war is setting us all such wonderful tasks: economy,

efficiency, the sweeping-away of the non-essential; recapturing,

actually, our forefathers' virtues.

There is a woman who lives in this small country town of ours,

and to talk to her is as refreshing as a draught from a mossy way-

side well. She has traveled very little; her life has been bounded

almost entirely by her New Hampshire hills. Of books she does

not know a great deal, and yet she gives you the impression of

having lived so very really! To hear her speak of her girlhood

on the farm is like reading a prose version of "Snowbound":

the rugs they wove, the candles they dipped, the thrifty hoards

of honey and maple sugar they stored away—for other sweetening

they lacked—when "all hands" labored, and each contented

hour was filled with its wonted duty. Why, even their pleasurings

had the basic purpose of accomplishment: quilting-bees, husking-

bees, barn-frolics, all of them! "People are in such a hurry

nowadays," she says with her serene philosophy. She makes

me feel as if in striving for the bigger things we have missed so

many of the common joys of life; as if we reached perpetually

for the moon and stars, heedless how lovely were the flowers of

the fields. If only we can remember permanently the spirit of

the lessons we are learning so hardly to-day; if only we do not

forget to treasure the simple happinesses of existence, to keep

our dailiness of life secure and sane and wholesome.

Our forefathers' virtues! May we live to inherit them;

I SUSPECT that the rural American is by nature and training a

pacifist. His isolation gives him a sense of security and .detach-

ment; he fears no invasion. The com-

parative independence of his life has

rendered tenuous his connection with

world affairs and national issues. He
fails to see the advisability of mixing in other peoples' concerns

to the disadvantage of his own. The very peacefulness of his

surroundings has lulled to sleep any martial ardor he may have

inherited, and to a man hoeing potatoes on an August day, with

only mosquitoes and crows for company, war seems a. distant

and unreal thing.

Consequently, to the enthusiastic youth of the Eastern sea-

board, or the nervous inhabitant of one of the more populous

centres of psychological impulse, the countryman looks uncom-

monly like an unpatriot and a slacker. But once let the necessity

for fighting get hold of him, and the man who is accustomed to

working ten hours at a stretch in the hayfield is not the one who

is going to give up before the job is done. Carrying on is the

farmer's normal vocation.

It was the draft that wrought the change in our hills. The war

spirit came slowly out our way. When war was declared we were,

like Arterfrus Ward's hero, among the first to remain home. The

two or three adventurous spirits who ran away to enlist caused

OUR
RURAL
MILITARISM

SOMEWHERE
IN
FRANCE

mild surprise, attended by comments not wholly complimentary.

Then came the draft, and at first mutterings of rebellion among
the free-born youth of our hills. But a few weeks at Camp
Devens taught them something. They were forced into step

with America's manhood. They caught vague glimpses and then

the broad view of what it was all about. They were snatched out

of their laissez-faire isolation and were thrown into contact with

the world.

And when they began coming home on leave, striding proudly

along our roads in their trim khaki, they brought something with

them that our community had nearly forgotten. Something

awakened within us that had been comfortably dozing, and service

flags began to flutter from farmhouse gables.

Oh, I know we should have responded more promptly, but before

you judge us, remember what the Green Mountain Boys once

did, and reflect that it was embattled farmers who fired the shot

heard round the world.

'MADAME LA DUCHESSE (this is as far as names are permitted)

wrote to the Paris headquarters of the American Red Cross a few-

days ago that she desired to give us

her chateau for the benefit of blesses

convalescents—convalescent wounded
soldiers. There were no considerations

—no "strings" as we say at home. Her servants, she explained,

would remain to contribute their best—aged men and women,

to be sure, grown almost to the grave through having been faithful

to the three generations they had served.

The chateau, standing majestically back from the Gironde, in

the heart of vineyards, sheltered by a mildly undulating terrain

on which at this season browse flocks of sheep, is one of the most

romantic spots in southern France. For nearly 800 years a single

family has held it, and now the heiress of such a rich antiquity

comes offering it to the American Red Cross. The Red Cross man
who visited the chateau for the purpose of receiving this gift will

not soon forget his experience. To describe the dejeuner that day

would be misleading. War bread, of course; a glass of goat's milk,

honey, cold poulet, and salad. Also coffee served in seventeenth

century cups—yet the sugar was of the coarse war variety.

" Do not be surprised," madame said, when the old serviteur had

moved away, "if Legard spills anything over you! You know,

he served my grandfather; and it would break his heart to be

reduced. Therefore, he must simply stay on, and spill!

"He will miss the place, as it has been to him!" she went on,

wistfully. "You know, he was born here. Of course, he will

remain; but the soldiers' coming may confuse him—he is so very

childlike! You have a camera, Monsieur? Would you object if

I told him that you will take his picture and mine together?

And then Madame—because another faithful servant would

shortly feel confused without the place he had occupied for nearly

fourscore years—led her guests through a succession of ancient

hallways to the kitchen, and there, with charming naturalness,

introduced her cook. A bent old man this was, who in his younger

days had prepared the boar's head for happy gentlemen whose

ghosts now lingered in the ancestral dining-hall where we had just

lunched upon war rations!

Madame pays a price for this gift? Yes, but what do the real

women of France think ofprice if their nation lives ? Her ancestral

home, her beloved servants, her fields and vineyards may be hurt?

—Yes, but this is her reply:

"Messieurs de la Croix Rouge Americaine, take what I have, and

continue bringing your blessings to those men who bleed for us!"

Which reminds us that the Red Cross War Fund Campaign

opens May 20th.
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GARDEN SCULPTURES
Hy

Qabtain Robert I. ^Jlitkcn

The garden sculpture <>f Robert 1 \itkcn is sufhiicntly varied in character to indicate the wide range of

hit abdities as a sculptor, his ease in handling gracious subjects, and his vigor in dealing with more heroic

ones Mr Attken. who w.is born in S.m I
1 r.mnsio, studied and exhibited both here and abroad, and sent back

to his native city several very fine pieces of work executed for the Exposition. He has received the Medal

for Sculpture awarded annually by the Architectural League of New York, has done a number of public

monuments, and is at present serving as a captain of infantry in the United States Army.

MODEL for a FOUNTAIN (two views)

a garden yet to be madein
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ORLD-WIDE
food shortages

strongly bring

home to Amer-
ican estate
owners the

need for doing their utmost
to relieve the situation.

Yet, in endeavoring to make
the land yield its full quota,

most people find themselves
seriously handicapped by
unparalleled conditions.
Labor is scarcer than ever

before. Seed of America's
greatest food crop—corn

—

is alarmingly short, and the

vitality of stock on hand
is often unreliable. Due to

the increased use of mo-
tors on the farm, the old-

fashioned kind of fertilizer

—manure—has become al-

most a luxury. With Chil-

ean nitrates and German
potash as scarce as they
are, the problem of prop-

erly feeding crops is assum-
ing serious proportions.

What, then, are we to do?
New and difficult prob-

lems often prove a blessing

in disguise. Making the

best of what we have
is not our national habit

as yet. If it is not by
the time the war is over,

we shall have failed to

learn a most important
lesson. Briefly, the prob-

lem confronting us in combating food shortage

is threefold:

I. To make the estate entirely independent
of outside sources of food supplies should be the

primary object. A properly managed kitchen

garden goes a long way toward attaining this end.

II. To press into service such acres as have
not heretofore been considered fit, for the purpose

of raising more meat—sheep, hogs, cattle.

III. To do this with the least amount of labor,

with the biggest promise of adequate returns,

and to leave the ground in a better state of fer-

tility than before, if possible.

Point I, the properly managed kitchen garden,

has been covered in several previous issues.

The province of this article is to point a way
to grow more flocks under conditions that leave

the soil in better shape than it was before,

through methods that save labor.

Supposing that you knew of a crop easy to

grow on soil of indifferent fertility, an acre of

which would provide pasture

for fifteen lambs from July

to November, wouldn't you
be tempted to raise a small

flock of sheep? Of course;

especially if it were proven

to you that the crop, in

addition, stored quite as

much fertility in the soil as

the crop on top of the soil

offered in the form of nour-

ishment to animals. Yet
that is precisely what Canada
field peas will do, and they

are only one of a large group
of leguminous forage plants

that every estate owner
ought to know.

I do not know which
makes legumes the more val-

uable, the fact that they

enrich the soil or that they

furnish a highly nutritious

forage relished by all live

stock. Their capacity to

gather nitrogen from the air

and to store it in the soil

for succeeding crops is ap-

preciated by all who are

familiar with the nodules

I

One of the greatest labor saving devices in pig raising is the green forage system of feeding—letting the pigs do the

harvesting right in the field

FORAGE PLANTS
that FEED and FERTILIZE

By ADOLPH KRUHM
found on the roots. But relatively few agri-

culturists appreciate the value of the crop on
top of the ground which, as in the case of soy-

beans, stands for a composition of 35 per cent,

protein and 20 per cent, fat, a combination
offering bigger advantages to stock raisers than
feeding the most expensive grains.

But I am getting ahead of my story. I pro-

pose to tell you more about Canada field peas,

cowpeas, and soybeans; also about alfalfa,

alsike, bokhara, and crimson clover, besides

dwarf Essex rape and hairy vetch. Properly
handled, all these will go a long way toward
solving the problem of feeding bigger flocks

with less help and keeping the ground in a

high state of fertility.

Canada field peas are unsurpassed as a fatten-

ing feed for sheep, pigs, and cattle, especially

in high altitudes and northern climates where
the more tender cowpeas and soybeans do not
thrive. Field peas are closely related to the

The objective of every estate owner and farmer this year should—and will—be to make every acre yield its

utmost; and legumes will play an important part in the campaign if given an opportunity
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garden peas, but are no|

nearly so exacting in theii

requirements. As a rule,

they are sown at the ratt

of two bushels per acre,

in drills thirty inches apart
Where the plant is grown
to be cured as hay, it is

generally sown with rye 01

wheat.
Sheep and lambs \\n

thrive splendidly in a pe;

field if turned in wher
vines are eighteen inches

to two feet tall. An aver-

age gain of eight pound
per month per sheep hai

been recorded. Pigs will

do well and fatten rapidly

but should not be turne<

in until peas are fully de
veloped. All that the ani

mals eat is returned to thi

soil in the form of manure
When it and the stubbl

are turned under and addet

to the nitrogen at the root:

• the field is generally in fa

better shape for subsequen
crops than it was before.

Canada field peas vvor

wonders on poor soi

Planted on such very earl

in the spring, they ar

ready for turning undt
in June, when the so

may be sown to cowpeai
which will continue the soi

rejuvenation up to fall

On soil of average fertil

ity, following corn or potatoes, Canada fiel<

peas will yield as much as 4,000 pounds
forage and dry matter per acre, and they ar

unsurpassed for silage, while the pea vines

cured as hay, are more relished than stray

or grain crops by horses, cattle, and sheep

In view of present seed shortages, it may eve;

pay to save some of the crop for seed, the yiel<

of which varies from twenty-five to forty bushel

per acre, according to the fertility of the soil.

Cowpeas are really a member of the bear

family and are to the South what the clover

are to the North. This does not mean, however
that they are not suitable to be grown in thi

North. Sown any time during May or June
the plants make a remarkable growth befor*

frost. Cowpea hay compares very favorabh

with wheat bran in nourishing value of dain

rations. Think what that fact alone means
with this country's bran supply cut short b

the export of bulk wheat!
Sown at the rate of thirti

to forty pounds per acre, 1/

drills three feet apart, cowj

peas will yield nearly tw|

tons of cured hay, besidu

500 pounds of dry seed ptj

acre. Since the cowpq
plants are of a rather spread

ing habit of growth, the|

are generally planted wit'J

a nurse crop, like corn d
soybeans. Crimson clovcj

and cowpeas are a wonderfi
j

soil-building combination

each storing more than I

hundred pounds of nitrogdj

per acre. As a late fall crou

cowpeas are unsurpassed t|

feed hogs off the land.

that purpose they are geij

erally sown broadcast ij

corn, after the last cultiv:

tion. Grown with soybear'

they furnish a feed ratio,

superior to either, alone.

Until comparatively r|

cent experiments proved th;|

soybeans (or sojar) are rich/

in protein than either c|

meal, bran, or oats, their us<
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greatest of all forage plants, alfalfa. Hut the

results .in more woith while than in the ease

of other legumes because an alfalfa held is a

permanent asset.

Alfalla may be sown cither very early in the

spring or in August, at the rate of tliirty to
hlt\ pounds per acre, with drills fifteen to eigh-

teen inches apart. This is far preferable to

broadcasting, since it affords an opportunity
to cultivate seedlings and small plants. Alfalfa

will grow m the greatest variety of soils, so long

.is tins are properly inoculated, about which
mon is s.ml later. Alfalfa should not he grazed

at all the fust year, and not heavily the second.

It is most profitable to balance it with small grain

rations, (me acre of it will pasture a dozen hogs.

It is probably the best roughage known for beef

tine in d i v sections, and i'. less apt to bloat '.fx k

than alfalfa; it also furnishes valuable hay,

yielding at th< i.m- ol two ions pn a< te in two
cuttings in the North, and twice that much in

the South
An acre of boHiara will provide pasture

for twenty hogs, with some grain ro supple

ment it. Sheep, hogs, chickens, and horses

are equally fond of Bokhara. When pastured

upon it, stock makes gains which compare very

favorably with those scored from either alfalfa

Of clover. The principal drawback to bokhara
is that it is a biennial and must be rcsecded

every other year. Sow at the rate of ten pounds
per acre.

Crimson i lover is an annual, generally sown
in August or September at the rate of fifteen

pounds to the a< i< I'lowed undet as a soil

improver, it adds more nitrogen to the soil

than fresh barnyard manure. As a hay or pas-

ture crop it is relished by all kinds of stock.

In connection with all these clovers, bear in

mind that land which has never carried them
should be inoculated with the particular bacteria

essential to their existence. (his is easily done
by spreading soil from a held that has produced
these crops lightly over the new held to be seeded.

peas- *wn at thr ratr o( thirty to forty pounds per acre will yield nearly two tons of cured

hay besides 500 pounds of dry seed to the acre

Soybeans are one of our most valuable forage plan,*, but be sure to plant the right sort for your

particular section and purpose

ilitates harvesting, but also furnishes the

>est feed combination, surpassing many grain

ions in percentage of digestible dry matter,

["he area devoted to any of these crops must be

ermmed largely by three factors: the number
tnimals to be fed, the duration of the feeding

iod. and the fertility of the soil that produces

feed. Broadly speaking, you should count
about half a square rod per day for each full-

wn cow, and smaller animals in proportion,

t, even this holds good only where a succession

crops is provided so that a constant supply is

lilable between May and November, and the

mals can be shifted about from one held to

>ther to give each planting a turn to recuper-

A good pnigramme is to start pasturing on

iter rye and crimson clover carried over from

preceding fall. This may
followed by feeding Can-

l field peas and oats dur-

June to August, finishing

the fall with either cow-
is or soybeans, or both,

e table at the top of the

if shows how these crops
rome available w hen sown
different seasons.

\s to that other important
iud of legumes consisting

clovers, it cannot be de-

d that thev are more dif-

ilt to establish and that
:ater care is required in

! preparation of soil, in

ding, etc. This holds true

>ecially in the case of that

cattle, and some prefer it to clover for sheep,

but when green it should be fed with caution,

since the sheep will overeat, bloat, and fre-

quently die. Because of its high protein content

(15 per cent.) alfalfa is one of the best egg-

producing poultry feeds known. It is relished

either green or dry and steamed.

Alsike or Swedish clover is hardy and enduring

and valuable as either pasture or hay, alone or

with other grasses. Sow the same as alfalfa,

but twenty to twenty-five pounds of seed per

acre should prove sufficient; sown with timothy

or other grasses, fifteen pounds will do.

Bokhara or sweet clover is of manifold value.

It will thrive in soils too poor to support either

of the above. It inoculates and enriches the soil,

paving the way for alfalfa; makes good pas-

A scene which should this year have its counterpart on every country estate in the land

In addition, quite a number of laboratory-bred
inoculators are available.

The same holds true with hairy vetch {Vicia

villosa) which is one of the greatest forage crops,

besides being a soil enricher. It is generally

sown in early fall at the rate of sixty pounds
of vetch with twenty to thirty pounds of rye,

which latter supports the vines. It is, perhaps,

the best legume where red clover fails, yielding

about two and a half tons of hay per acre. It is

also one of the finest of pasture plants and a

great soil improver.
But the prize for being a superior emergency

crop goes to dwarf Essex rape. This may be
sown any time from early spring until August,
as ground becomes available, at the rate of
eight to ten pounds per acre, broadcasted, or

five pounds per acre in

drills. The latter is prefer-

able. Rape makes possible

a pasture season from early-

June to late November; one
acre of it will provide pas-

ture for thirty-five to forty

pigs from the time they are

weaned until late fall, with

a supplementary grain ra-

tion of 300 to 500 pounds
per pig per season. Or, one
acre will provide twenty-five

sheep with pasture for eight

weeks, where some supple-

mentary pasture of natural

grasses is available. Rape
may be pastured eight to

ten weeks after seeding.



The indigo bird, whose sober-colored mate you have probably

mistaken for a sparrow, builds his not too tidy nest in low
bushes or weeds, and the eggs hatch in ten days. Surprisingly

soon the young are out of the nest and fending for themselves

BIRD NESTING
Photographs by A. Radclyffe Dugmore,

I

Confidence in man distinguishes the

wood thrush from other members of

the thrush family. He is not above ac-

cepting help at house building time (see

him fathering up cotton waste put out

for the purpose) ; the mother bird on her

nest (left and above) will allow an inquir-

ing hand to approach within a few feet

Perhaps the most common of our woodland birds is the ovenbird, so called from its domed nest which is shaped like a Dutch oven. Its gait is a walk instead of a hop. The young remain

with and are fed by the parents until fully grown; a frequent woodland sight is the old birds scratching about in the leaves, like diminutive barnyard fowl, for grubs and insects

A trio of Baltimore orioles and
their pendant home. The oriole's

gorgeous black and orange plum-
age is sufficient reason for his exis-

tence, but his economic value is

even greater than his beauty. The
number of grubs, worms, flies,

caterpillars, and even cocoons

that go to satisfy the hunger of

an oriole family is unbelievable

Turn
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American egret feeding her little

ones. The egret is one of the

beautiful herons so mercilessly

sought by plume hunters that the

species would now be extinct but

for the efforts of the Audubon

Society and a few individual

humanitarians who have pro-

vided sanctuaries for the birds,

and wardens to guard them
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Young chipping sparrows, friendliest ami most unassuming of our feathered neighbors. Unlike most of the sparrows the little chippy nests in high trees quite as frequently as in low hushes.

The horse hair which always lines the nest is responsible for the name hair-bird by which the chippy is sometimes called

The blue-winged warbler (among
warblers bluish slate is meant
when the term blue is used) makes
her nest on the ground, but so

well concealed is it that it is almost

impossible to find. The mother
bird alone feeds the young until

they leave the nest, after which
time both parents turn toand keep
up a constant stream of supplies

Nest and eggs of crested fty

catcher, the opening made to

show nest. At left above, a sex-

tette of young. The crested fry-

catcher's nest is always lined

with snake-skin if one is to be

had. John Burroughs says thai

in the absence of snake-skin he

has found onion skin and shad

scales in the nest

6.3



MAKING EGGS while the SUN SHINES
,
E ARE all more or less familiar with

the old Bible promise that "While
the earth standeth, seed time and
harvest shall not cease." We are

also aware of the fact that the time
to make hay is while the sun

shines. Nature has provided a season for every-
thing and especially for the reproduction of plants

and animals under natural conditions.

Man has been able, through his knowledge of
the variations of nature's laws of inheritance and
of reproduction, so to modify them with animals
under domestication that these animals are now
better able to supply the needs of man.
The wild jungle fowl (Gallus Bankiva), which

is still found in the Philippines and in the East
India islands, is supposed to have been the
ancestor of most of the varieties of modern
fowls. They live in a natural state and follow

closely the original laws of nature. The young
are hatched during the spring months, giving

them a long summer in which to grow to full

maturity. When the puller is about eleven

months of age she builds her nest in a secluded
place and deposits therein from seven to twelve
eggs. When storms and natural enemies have
taken their toll, there are enough left to keep
the total numbers about the same year by year.

When these birds were brought under domesti-
cation and better protected from the elements
and from their natural enemies, and food was
furnished more plentifully and regularly, they
soon increased in size and in egg production,

especially when man took charge of the breeders

and mated together those showing the most
desirable qualities. We now have in the
civilized countries several hundred varieties,

each with its own distinct size and color or com-
binations of colors.

Many varieties are now characterized by their

early and persistent laying; not only do they lay in

the spring time, but starting in the fall or early

winter, when less than six months of age, they
continue to lay for ten or twelve months; so

that the 200-egg hen is quite common, and we
occasionally find whole flocks averaging from
150 to 175 eggs per hen.

The consumer of eggs often protests against the
high prices charged during the fall and early
winter months, under the delusion that the
producer is making a phenomenal profit at that
time; and it would be a rather difficult task to

convince him that the prices of eggs last Novem-
ber did not pay the feed bills, to say nothing of
the other expenses.

By the keeping of careful records of flocks

handled under the most practical and economical

By W. G. KRUM
Extension Instructor, N. Y. State College of Agriculture

methods, it has been found that of the total

expense, about 60 per cent, should be charged
to feed and 40 per cent, to labor, taxes, in-

surance, mortality, depreciation, interest, etc.

The amount of feed consumed will vary with
different breeds and with birds of different ages;

it is also influenced by the number of eggs pro-

duced, the heavy layers requiring more than
the poor ones. We can expect that a flock of
100 Leghorn pullets, averaging 136 eggs each,

will consume in a year about 6,800 pounds of
grain and mash, 230 pounds of shell, 90 pounds
of grit, and 1,000 pounds of green food. This
amount of green food is in addition to what
they can pick during the summer. The amount
of feed consumed each month will vary with the

season, from about 550 pounds in November, to

750 in May. If these pullets laid twenty
dozen eggs last November, the feed would have
cost about $13, or 65 cents for each dozen eggs
produced. The yearling hens would have
produced about eight dozen at a feed cost of

#1.50 per dozen, while the two-year-old hens
would have given only about five dozen at a feed

cost of £2.15 per dozen.
During the month of May the number of eggs

was about the same from each flock, that is,

150 dozen per 100 fowls. These were pro-

duced at a feed cost of from 6 to 15 cents per
dozen, these selling for several times the cost of
feed. Not only did this cost apply to May,
but this would be about the average cost for

six to eight of the spring and summer months,
the feed consumed from May on decreasing in

the same proportion as the decrease in the

number of eggs produced.
Now if eggs can be produced at a profit only

during the warmer months, why produce winter
eggs at all? Why not feed a maintenance ration

of the cheaper foods and wait until spring for

eggs? There are two reasons why we should
work for all the winter eggs possible. The first

is that even if we do not pay expenses for two
or three months, the nearer we can come to

doing so, the less deficit we will have to make
up later. The second and most important one
is that if, by scientific breeding and feeding, hens
can be induced to lay under unfavorable winter
conditions, they are sure to lay more under
favorable spring and summer conditions than
will those hens not so bred or cared for.

Pullets starting to lay before cold weather
often continue laying for a year, while those
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waiting until March or April usually cease
laying before the middle of summer.
Let us consider how we can best take ad-

vantage of the natural season of production as

well as of the unnatural season.

First we must keep only those birds that are
well bred and carefully selected for the pro-
duction of a large number of eggs. Hens are
not alike in this respect, and often we find that
many fine looking birds fail to come up to our
expectations. They show high vitality, without
which we cannot expect eggs. They may show
the result of careful breeding for color and
shape, which is an advantage over birds not
uniform in this respect, and still they may not
have inherited the quality of high egg production.
We should use as breeders those pure bred

hens, two years old or older, that show their

ability to produce, by their high vitality, lateness

of molt (the latest molters usually being the best

layers), and loss of color previous to molt from
all parts of the body where the color pigment
is shown, especially from the shanks, in

varieties having yellow skin and yellow shanks.
To these should be mated strong males, probably
of the same strain, that are the sons of late

molters and high producers.

The young should be hatched early enough
in the spring to enable them to mature to full

size and begin laying in October or November.
This means that they must be hatched and grown
under ideal conditions, either with good natural

mothers or with good artificial ones. They need
sanitary surroundings, plenty of shade, a green

range, pure water, and good feed, properly fed.

As soon as the cockerels reach the limit of

the profitable age all those not to be kept for

breeders should be marketed, eaten at home, or

canned for future use, and not allowed to take

up room needed by the others, nor to consume
expensive feed that they will no longer pay for.

Only the good, well developed pullets should be

put into the laying pen, the others to receive

the same treatment as the surplus males. The
pullets should be properly housed for the winter.

Egg production is dependent not only upon
good breeding, but also upon the hen's physical

condition as affected by her environment and
by her feed.

In the construction of poultry houses or in

the remodeling of buildings for poultry, we should

have in mind those essentials of construction

necessary to produce the best results. Economy
should be considered, but at the same time the

buildings should be made durable, for the hens

and not our bankers are expected to pay the

interest on the investment. We should also
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assist \ on in solving your personal problems along
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In regard to reeding for egg production, the

method followed is often as important as the

ration, because In ns do not handle food in the

same \\a\ .is othet h\e stock I'hey must be

given highlv concentrated foods, must never be

overfed, nor allowed to consume a large amount of

food at once. \ little and often gives the best

results, provi.led thev go to roost at night with

full crops. IMentv of exercise produces a keen
appetite and good circulation of the blood, so

that the food can be well digested anil assimi-

lated. I he best Liver is always the busiest hen.

All hens' eggs are practically the same chemi-
cally; as an egg is laid to produce another chicken,

it is unite important that we feed a ration

properly balanced. My a balanced ration we
mean a combination of feeds that contain the

nutrients necessary to maintain life, to care for

the wear and tear of the body, to replace worn-
out tissue, to make the finished product
(the egg), and to do this with the least possible

waste.

A good scratch mixture should contain two
to four kinds of grain. At least 60 per cent, of
these grains should be low in fibre, as wheat
or corn or both; .10 per cent, of grains high in

fibre, as oats, barley, buckwheat, kafir, or any
combinations of these; although we can some-
times feed any combination of grain, provided
the mash is adjusted to make the amount of
feed consumed average one pound of protein to

five of fat, and not more than 5 per cent, fibre.

The fibre is the woody part of the feed and is

practically indigestible to hens. The protein is

that property of the feeds used in building

muscle tissues; it makes up nearly all of the
white of the egg, while the fat includes the oils,

fats, starches, and sugars, used for the production
of heat and energy and for the egg yolks. All

commercial mixtures must have the analysis

printed on the hag, showing the proportion of
these ingredients. Methods of figuring balanced
rations are given in books on feeds and feeding

anil in experiment station bulletins and circulars.

I he grain should he fed in a deep litter, giving

in the morning a light feeding not to exceed
two quarts per hundred hens, while in the after-

noon they should be given all of the same grain

mixture that they can clean up before dark.

I he mash, consisting of four or more ground
feeds or mill products, should be fed dry in self-

feeding hoppers, and if this mash is very rich

in protein and fats, the hopper should be kept
closed during the afternoon. Otherwise it may
be kept before them all the time. Any dry
mash can be left before the hens all day during

the summer, if they have a free range.

Hens are naturally bug eaters and therefore

about 16 per cent, of the mash should consist

of meat scrap or fish scrap, unless skim milk or

buttermilk is available, in which case the scrap

may be omitted and twelve to fourteen quarts

of the milk given in drinking vessels daily per

hundred fowls. Absence of animal food may
decrease the egg production by one half.

Clean, pure water should always be available

and should be renewed at least once daily. As all

eggs contain about the same percentage of water

(one pint to one dozen eggs), we cannot expect

to produce eggs with snow or with a water pail

empty part of the time.

Grit and shell should be available at all times,

the sharp, hard grit to grind the food, and the
shell to furnish material for egg shells. Table
scraps may be utilized by feeding them clear

or by mixing with them enough of the mash to

make them crumbly. I he hens can be fed at

noon all of these that they will clean up in fifteen

to twenty minutes.

( ireen feed in the form of mangel beets,

cabbage, sprouted oats, or vegetables (except
potatoes) should be fed every day at noon. Not
only are they valuable as a food, but they also

have a high medicinal value, making it possible

for hens to digest the other feeds so much better

that no poultryman can afford to leave them out
of his rations.

The poorest layers will quit in May and start

to molt. Culling should begin at this time and
continue throughout the summer and until Sep-
tember first, at least, all quitters being disposed of
as fast as found. Sell or eat these and keep the
good ones over. Where small flocks are kept for

home use, the surplus cheap summer eggs may
be preserved for winter use by storing them in

stone crocks in a solution of one part water glass

(sodium silicate) to ten parts of water that has
been boiled and then cooled. 1 he crocks should

be kept in a cool place in the cellar. The eggs

to be stored should be clean, fresh, and free from
cracks, and may be placed in the solution as fast

as they accumulate. In this way many more
people will be able to do their bit toward
solving the problems of the high cost of living

and the scarcity of meat foods, which is sure to

grow more and more acute in the next few years.

As good hens, in spite of the high cost of feed,

have made as much or more profit this year
compared with the past few years, and poor

hens have made a greater loss, let us keep good
hens, more good hens, and "make eggs while the

sun shines.'

An old orchard is the ideal place for the flock, for the trees derive as much benefit from the association as do the chickens
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A COURSE in

ESTATE MANAGEMENT for WOMEN
N YEARS past most of

the large country estates

in America have been
maintained for pleasure

rather than for profit.

The owners of some of

them, however, have endeavored conscientiously

to maintain them for both; but this requires

much thought and responsibility, and therefore

the path of least resistance has been more often

followed. Now, however, the war and the stern

necessity for carrying it on to the best of our

ability has given a different aspect to the whole
question of the development of the land by the

gentleman farmer. In order that all the Allied

world may be fed, every acre is called upon to

produce the most that it possibly can.

Many of the owners of these large estates have
themselves been asked by the Government to

do some special work because of their pro-

fessional or business experience; so in a number
of cases the women of the family will be expected,

where possible, to take over the estate manage-
ment. Already women in different parts of the

country have proved themselves successful

farmers. Why, therefore, should not the un-
trained woman learn how to manage the family

property, and make it productive in the absence

of the man of the house?

As an illustration of what one woman did in

an emergency, the following may be interesting.

Two summers ago a sheep farmer from Virginia

enlisted quite unexpectedly, and served for eight

or ten months on the Mexican border. His
younger sister, about twenty-eight years of age,

without any previous experience other than that

of living on the farm, took hold and ran the
place so successfully that when her brother
finally returned he declared that he could not
have done it better himself.

In the mind of any woman who contemplates
taking over such management, several questions

will naturally arise. The first will probably be:

What knowledge is necessary in starting in? The
natural answer by one who has interested herself

at all in the problems of country life will be the

following: some general knowledge of the
conditions, such as soils, fertilizers, climate, and
especially as to the approximate times of early

and late frosts—the bane of the farmer—and
how to protect the crops from them where pos-

sible; how to get the best labor, the best farm im-
plements, a good breed of stock; also a knowledge
of local markets and of those farther afield, and
something about the best and cheapest methods
of transportation. Even if a practical farmer is

employed this general knowledge is necessary.

But all this is not as formidable as it sounds.
The next question will be: Where to get expert

advice ? This may be had from several sources,

such as federal, state, and local bureaus, and
individual professional experts. There are a
number of trained agriculturists, fruit growers,
foresters, and others, each a specialist in some
line, who for a moderate sum will go over an
estate and recommend a definite method of
development suited to the place, which may be
followed little by little or all at once, according
to the owner's desire or circumstances. To
owners of woodland of a certain number of
acres the Federal Department of Forestry will

send, free of charge (except for living and railroad

expenses), a forester who will go carefully over
the whole tract, make out a report of the different

kinds of timber, and work out a plan for the
scientific cutting of it. Both State and Federal
Departments of Agriculture and Forestry are
glad at any time to give advice on any special

problems which may be presented to them. For
instance, if specimens of blighted leaves or

those destroyed by insects are sent them, these

in WAR TIME
By ELMA LOINES

will be examined in the laboratories and some
method of treatment advised. There are also

county Farm Bureaus which are gradually being
established throughout the country. Member-
ship in them and a monthly bulletin (in some
cases) are to be had for $i a year. The Farm
Bureau agents are at the service of any member.
We ourselves felt very grateful for the advice
to plant millet rather than fodder corn, given by
our Warren County agent last spring. This was
urged because of the very high cost of labor
entailed in harvesting the corn, the scarcity of
men to do it, and the ever recurring danger of
early September frosts. The frost came, and in

motoring up through Saratoga County all the
way from Schenectady to Lake Champlain, one
could see for miles the devastation to the corn.

It takes ninety days for the earliest, large-eared

field corn to ripen, and in those northern regions

it is always a close contest as to whether farmer
or frost will win the race. But the farmer will

still take chances.

The Farm Bureau agent, besides going over
any farm and making suggestions as to planting,

cultivating, etc., may be consulted on any
special problems, such as the best fertilizers for

certain crops, and sprays or special plant diseases.

He is usually a man of practical experience in

farming, and is therefore competent to advise on
problems which may arise from time to time.

Then there are state lecturers. It stimulates

interest in the community and helps each
individual farmer as well, if during the year
the local improvement association, or some
similar organization, asks the State Agricultural

College to send one of its professors to lecture on
some special subject of general interest, as "The
Soil and the Tree," "Grading up the Dairy
Herd," "The Care of Milk," "The Household
Fly," etc. The State College is glad to send out
these excellent lecturers without cost to the

association except for traveling expenses. In

the Lake George district an educational cam-
paign was initiated largely by women who were
summer residents, and greatly increased pro-

duction has come as a result. When the lectures

are followed by flower, vegetable, and stock

shows at the end of the season, their value at

once becomes evident.

Then there are always good reference books
and encyclopedias of agriculture, from which one
may get a general knowledge which may be
followed up later by a more specialized one,

as one's interest seems to concentrate on some
particular department of land productivity. The
names of a few books may be of assistance to

the beginner: "Cyclopedia of American Agri-

culture," edited by L. H. Bailey; "Farm Ani-
mals," by E. V. Wilcox; "The Farm Woodlot,"
by Cheyney and Wentling; "Handbook of

Timber Preservation," by S. M. Rome; and
"The Principles of Handling Woodland," by
S. H. Graves.

It almost goes without saying that a practical

farmer, and one who is always willing to learn, is

the greatest treasure that the manager of a

country place can have. All naturally have
their limitations, but one who is well versed in

the general principles of farming and who can

get along well with the extra farm helpers—in

short, one who understands the general principles

of human nature as well—is a jewel. If the

woman who manages her own place does not live

on it all the year round, such a person is abso-

lutely necessary—and is always advisable.
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Large estates imply distance from
a centre, and unless that centre is well
organized to serve the best interests

of the community in helping to de-
velop the productivity of the land and
to find a local and comparatively easy

market for the products, the organizing of the
estate owners to such an end cannot be done
too soon. This, as indicated before, may be
done through a local organization already es-

tablished. In the Westchester, N. Y., district

the Bedford Fruit Growers' Association has
been of great value to the neighborhood.

A community market, vegetable shows, and
fairs for showing stock and dairy products,

poultry, and preserved, canned, and dried

foods are all tremendous aids to every man,
woman, and child who is helping win the war
through the increased production and saving of
foods. The residents of Scarsdale, N. Y., per-

formed a great service in the summer of 191

7

through intensive community, or rather co-

operative, farming. All such efforts help not
only the country and the community as a

whole, but also help the individual farm
manager by raising the standard of agricultural

labor in the vicinity, and by furnishing a

local market for surplus products of the kitchen

garden which in times past have too often been
allowed to go to waste.

Another experiment tried by a woman, and
one which may well be adopted by others, is

that of having a community storehouse where
surplus potatoes, corn, etc., belonging to villagers

and neighboring farmers may be kept over till

spring when they are needed for both food and
seed, instead of being sold and shipped away
from the district where they are grown. She
herself raised 800 bushels of potatoes to help

toward supplying the needs of the three or four

hundred village inhabitants. The storehouse was
built of cement, and made thoroughly frost

proof for an Adirondack winter. But in the

North, as a storehouse cannot be opened during

winter without danger of freezing, each farmer

should keep his winter supply in his own cellar,

storing only the surplus.

An experiment in cooperative buying was
tried last summer by the Chamber of Commerce
of Fairfield County, Connecticut. Fertilizers

and tools were bought at wholesale and sold to

the farmers at cost price, with a consequent

great saving to them.

The foregoing are in the main the questions

and needs that would arise. The problems

and uncertainties may seem many, but the

compensations and pleasures are great, and the

desire to help the country in its need will carry

one over the rough places before he realizes

that he is going over them.

The following account of our own experience

in developing a country place, with com-
paratively little technical training, and cov-

ering a period of about fifteen years, may
be of interest. As the place combines sev-

eral features, such as woodland, water, and

arable land, it may be described in general as a

somewhat typical estate, though its individual

qualities and difficulties of development will soon

appear.

This property comprises about fifty acres of

arable land and 2,000 acres of woodland, largely

white pine; a lake and river frontage of two
miles; two ponds of from eleven to twenty

acres each, one shallow and the other moderately

deep; and with elevations above the lake level

of 200 and 700 feet respectively. It was made
up from several separate farm and wood lots, the

latter having been bought to save wholesale

destruction of the timber by neighboring lumber

companies.
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I lie farm land was thr greatest problem
l«. . uise of its low degree of fertility Wotkcd
year after year with insufficient fertilizer and
without rotation of crops, it had become greatly

impoverished,

pool and thin
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the nay it produced was very

Manure was the only fertilizer to be had

in the neighborhood, and there was not much of

that, as every farmer had need of his own
supplv

Roads were poor, freightage on the boat

which stops four miles away at the nearest

village was expensive, ami the railroad was

fourteen miles distant. The four farms on the

prapMt] are scattered along a road, with two
miles of forest between the second and third.

The first and second are half a mile apart. This

all adds tremendously to the expense of opera-

tion.

For a while the plan of renting

the largest farm, one of about

twentv-hve acres, was tried, but

it was soon found that the soil

was being impoverished more than

ever. Then we tried working it

on shares. This had its disadvan-
tages, because tools ami implements

were left out and allowed to rust

when no direct responsibility was
felt.

But all the time our principal

idea was to build up the soil Mr.

George T. Powell, who has done
such wonderful work in stimulating

interest in the development of the

land in New 1^ ork and many of

the states from Maine to Florida,

went carefully over the ground and
made suggestions which were fol-

owed in detail. As buckwheat grows
especially well in that latitude and
is a good and cheap green man-
ure, he advised that it be grown,
plowed under, and a second crop

planted. 1 his was done year after

year.

In the vegetable garden crim-

son clover was planted in among
the sweet corn just as soon as

cultivating was finished. In the
fall that was plowed under, too,

for fertilizer, so that each year some
nitrogen w as put back into the soil.

To improve the hay, the land
was plowed deep, and inoculated

clover put in. The inoculation serum
was obtained from the state labora-

tory, and the seed mixed with it be-

fore planting. With the help of the
improved soil and the more plen-

tiful rains, for the last two seasons
the yield has been about thirtv-

six tons on twenty-two acres. It

has taken nearly ten years to do
this, but it must be remembered
that the conditions were extremely
bad to start with.

In mountainous country, what
nature gives in beauty she takes

toll for in work Here the fields are full of
»toni •.. and on. Ii.is to Le< p 11 % ing il

all the time.

for seals I Ik- region was suhjci 1 to long

periods of drought, which affects hay a- nil

as it does any other crop I' 01 innately, of late

then- has been enough ram. Sometimes August
hail storms ruin potatoes and corn. Hut these

are freakish and have sometimes passed us

by and gone a mile or two to the north or

south, to the detriment of our neighbors' crops.

I once saw hailstones three ijuartcrs of an inch

thick bounding on the lawn like fairy balls, and
rebounding two feet into the air. Next day a

little pile of them was discovered in a sunless

spot Needless to s,i\ the corn was in ribbons

after that. Hut such storms may come but once
in a lifetime.

Frosts are the hilt nmre, or perhaps the belr

blnntht, of the farmer. They come frequently

in late May and early September, and sometimes
in early June. For twelve years we have kept a

maximum and minimum temperature record,

which has proved tpjite useful. When the

frosts come on suddenly in the fall, as they
always seem to do, one cannot attempt to save

the field crops.

Hut with our plentiful supply of water and
with the aid of two turbine sprinklers which
throw a spray in a circle fifty feet in diame-
ter, we save most of our vegetables and have
been known to have sweet corn as late as

October 18th. That we cut and stack when
frosts are hovering near. If a cheap method of

keeping fires going could be devised, some of the

Miss Marion Hollins. well known polo player and skilful driver of four-in-hands, demonstrating

that women can plow. She turned under an acre in one day

Inld crops might be saved. With »uch excifr-

1111 in
, I.nmnig is iii-vei dull.

I aking the trait of land described above as

more or less typical, because of its varied features,

what then might a woman select as the best

depaltmetlt III wlin h to spei iali/.<
'

Of course it is understood that all deparf-

mcnts must be kept up to a certain ex-
tent; that is, wood must he cut for fuel, and

certain trees should be cut when they reach their

maturity, so as to give place to others in tht
direst; and the water power should be developed
foi convenience, il nothing else, and to reduce

the cost of upkeep and the labor of running a

power-house. Hut until roads are better, labor

cheaper and easier to get, and transportation

rates reasonably low for the independent shipper,

the simplest and most natural department for a

woman to take up would seem to be something
directly connected with the cultivation of the

soil.

In the first place, if she lives on the estate

she will want her own kitchen garden. For this

she will need a gardener or farmer. It therefore

becomes merely an extension of the same kind of

work to specialize in some crop such as hay or
seed potatoes.

New York and the New England States

are, because of their cool climate, peculiarly

suited to the production of potatoes. These
are a staple food and when perfected for seed

purposes bring a higher price in the market
than potatoes sold for food only. About twenty
years ago Saratoga County potatoes brought the

highest price of any in the New York market.
Then almost every farmer in the

county planted them year after year

in the same spot. This soon caused

the-extiaustion of the natural pot-

ash, and no more potatoes could

be grown until the soil was built

up again. Hut if the farmers had
not abused the soil, they could still

be growing fine potatoes. I he fault

lay in their method.
It is safe to say that good pota-

toes, carefully grown, will always

be in demand and bring a high

price, or at least a price at which
they can be raised profitably.

Other crops might be specialized

in. Hay is always wanted, partic-

ularly when of high grade.

Excellence in farming, as in every-

thing else in life, should be sought

for. If it were not wartime it

might be suggested that the north-

em parts of this state offer fine op-

portunities for the growing of ever-

greens and hardy perennials—and
the opportunity will still remain,

after the war is over.

The esthetic side of country ac-

tivities will always appeal to woman;
and there is certainly a future for

her in this line of work. Poultry rais-

ing, either market or fancy, or for

egg production, also offers business

opportunity, but these are things

which require much study to be

done successfully.

As a manager, therefore, the spe-

cialization in some of the many
forms of farming offers the most
opportunity with the least amount
of study at the outset. Once
started, the study can go on side

by side with her supervision and
her developing interests. And there

appears to be no reason w~hy any
intelligent woman should not, in a

comparatively short time, be able to

make her estate not only produc-

tive in the interests of the country

at war, but also to make it profit-

able.



A view of the south side of the house, showing the terrace at two different levels. Behind the old apple tree one gets a glimpse of the porch and enclosed terrace, at the end of which is a fountain

and pool. Great care was taken, in planning the house and garden, not to disturb the old apple trees, which now form one of the chief attractions of the place and make the house look as if it had
stood for a hundred years instead of four

The house and garden were designed to conform to a

sharply sloping hillside once covered by an apple-

orchard. Enough of the old trees have been saved to

give the site a character of its own. One of the

chief features of the place is the circular garden on the

top of the hill—a large grass bowl at the bottom of

which is a fountain. The bowl is surrounded by cedars,

bayberry. and other native growth



The drtVTwmy winds through the woods, mnkrt n

into thr open runt straight to the 1

nd thr tennis-court, and as it ciiiiki A flagstone path and slrps load from the drivr to the front door, and thr lower terrace on which
nt it to a turn-around the house proper stands. The level of the road is three feet higher than the ground fkmr
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Money Many farmers who would

for New York like to answer the patriotic

Meat Makers cal1 t0 ra
,

ise m°re
.

Pork '

mutton, and wool rind them-

selves short of breeding stock and without ready

money for the purchase of any. To all such, the

Patriotic Farmers' Fund offers to furnish the

necessary means. This organization will lend

money for the purpose of buying breeding ewes,

brood sows, and pure bred sires. Loans for the

purchase of sheep must not exceed $300 and for

the purchase of swine must not exceed £100.

A reputation for fair and honest dealing and for

sound farming is all the security needed. No
endorsement or "second signer" is required,

but each application must be approved by the

local loan committee. This committee is com-
posed of two Grangers and one banker. There

are several hundred such committees scattered

throughout the state. The loan is made through

your local bank, acting as agent for the Patriotic

FarmerS^Fund.
Any farmer who needs money for the purchase

of breeding sheep or hogs should look this up
and write to the secretary. This is your chance

to serve. Will you make the most of it?

Sugar Those of us who have been concerned

for over the possible lack of sugar for

Canning canning purposes during the coming
season, will welcome the following

announcement from the Food Administration.

"In reply to many inquiries that are being
received regarding sugar supplies for manu-
facturers of essential food products, and appre-

ciating, as we do, the necessity for both produc-
tion and preservation of food supplies, as well

as reflecting the policy of the Food Administra-
tion as bearing upon collateral industries such as

manufacturers of cans and fruit jars, etc., and
buyers of same, all manufacturers of essential

food products are advised that they will be able

to obtain their full necessary requirements of
sugar for manufacturing purposes during the

coming season.

"This applies particularly to the packers of

fruit, condensed milk, and such vegetables for

the preservation of which sugar may be necessary,

as well as to the housewives for usage in preserv-

ing purposes.
"As soon as the car shortage is relieved, sup-

plies of sugar will be available for the necessary
preservation purposes. Shipments from Cuba
are steadily increasing."

»

Quick, Watson, The Experiment Station of the

the United States Department of

Needle !
Agriculture in Hawaii has been
wrestling with rather a knotty

problem. It seems that much of the best pine-

apple land on the islands is highly impregnated
with manganese. Pineapples planted in this

soil thrive amazingly for a time, but before the
fruit can ripen, they turn a sickly yellow, and
after lingering on long enough to give the plan-
tation owner a real disappointment, they die

without bearing anything worth considering. It

was ascertained that lack of iron was the real

cause of the plants' failure. The manganese
prevented the plants from absorbing the iron,

which was waiting for them in the soil and which
they could not get along without. The experi-

ment was tried of injecting a solution of iron
sulphate by means of an ordinary hypodermic
needle, into a yellow and unhappy looking pine-
apple. The plant promptly turned green again

and in due course delivered itself of a plump and
delicious pineapple. The Experiment Station

has now discovered that by painting the leaves

with a copperas solution, the plants absorb

enough of the iron to counteract the evil effects

of the manganese in the soil. Eventually they
will probably find a method of spraying, which
will save time and labor. At any rate, the pine-

apple grower has no reason to regret the Govern-
ment's little excursion into the realm of the dope
fiend.

Peanut Flour A baking company in Gaines-

to the ville, Fla., working in coopera-

Rescue t 'on w ' tri Mr. ^- ^
•
Williamson,

a chemist of that city, has

put peanut bread upon the market, and is secur-

ing wide distribution for it in that locality.

The peanut flour used is made from peanut cake

left after oil extraction. It contains a satisfac-

tory percentage of fat and is said to have almost

twice the nitrogenous food value of dried beef

—44 per cent, for peanut flour, against 25 per

cent, for dried beef. One fifth peanut flour to

four fifths wheat flour produces a balanced ra-

tion, supplying necessary ingredients furnished

by bread and meat in human diet. Peanut
flour is said to be readily digestible, wholesome
and palatable, and the Florida concern believes

that it will be able to market it at a price below

that of wheat flour, pound for pound.

« »

Rationing The rationing of hunting horses

Hunters m England has been transferred

in England to tbe Committee on the Utiliza-

tion and Feeding of Horses, and
every Master and Acting Master is now required

to register his own and his servants' horses,

and those of the Hunt's followers and subscribers

with the Secretary of the Committee, keeping
a counterpart of the list for his own use. Each
horse between the ages of four and twelve years,

which is regularly hunted and is sound and suit-

able for military service, is allowed an oats

ration of six pounds per day until October 31st,

and ten pounds per day for the rest of the season.

Horses can, of course, be registered only once,

and it is understood that they are liable to be
taken by the Army Remount Department at any
time.

Cooperation The real lure of the land is

and the independence; call it freedom,

Farmer elbow-room, or whatever else

you will, it amounts to the

same thing. A very inspiring condition is this

independence, but do not forget that it may
be overdone. The old time farm life was nearly

absolute independence, though those who lived

it were tempted to call it isolation, physical,

moral, and commercial, from one's fellows.

It is a fatal mistake for the individual farmer
to attempt to grapple with the economic system
of to-day single handed, like Don Quixote with

his windmills. In commercial life cooperation

is the fundamental characteristic of the times;

all trades, businesses, and industries are co-

operative to a greater or less extent, and when
the farmer attempts to break into this system
as an individual, he gets very much the worst

of it. The value of cooperative associations

among farmers is too little appreciated in this

section of the country. On the Pacific Coast
these associations are becoming powerful factors

in rural life. They not only market the farmer's

or orchardist's crop, but many of them provide
for cooperative buying of supplies of all kinds,

thereby getting better prices for their members.
The scope to which the usefulness of these

organizations may be carried is almost endless.

There is no reason why Eastern and Middle
Western farmers cannot profit in the same way,
but it is a regrettable fact that there are far

too few of these cooperative associations in this

part of the country. Why does not some genius
try the experiment of starting more of them?

The Rise One of the concomitants of motor-

of the ing to-day is the road map, which

Road Map has been growing in grace, until

now one is able to travel with
perfect understanding simply by an occasional

glance at one of these guides. Perhaps the

most characteristic form of road map for auto-

mobile guidance is the strip map, which shows

, the contour of a single highway between two
more or less important points. The American
Automobile Association has brought out a re-

markably well developed type of strip map,
which in addition to the course of the road

to be followed with its various cross-roads and
distinguished landmarks, has indicated all the

elevations along the route, so that the traveler

knows when he is coming to a mountain range

or steep hill. At the side of the map is a table

showing the altitude of the road throughout
its entire length.

This is extremely interesting, but the strip

map is not the modern innovation in carto-

graphy which the average motorist probably
assumes it to be. Away back in the early

seventeen-hundreds the Colonial postal author-

ities published a strip map of the Post Road
between New York and Boston. So well was
the work carried out that throughout the

greater part of its length the traveler of to-day
could follow this highway by the help of this

primitive sample of map making.

»

Science From the heading of this paragraph,

and the reader might suspect a des-

Wild Oats cription of some process for regen-

erating Broadway Johnnies, but

in the present instance the title is prosaically

literal. The wild oats in question are not the

effervescences of youth, but the weeds of that

genus, which have come under the disapproving

eye of science and are likely to suffer as a result

of the encounter.

Out at the University of Minnesota they have
established a generous garden in which nothing

is grown but weeds. These malefactors of the

farm are just as carefully segregated and grouped

as if they were useful plants. The learned pro-

fessors of agriculture study them, their habits

and preferences, as anxiously as if they were the

choicest varieties of vegetables, but with a dif-

ferent purpose in view, for their object is to

learn what the plants best thrive on, in order

to give them just the opposite.

In this garden of uselessness there are more
than 250 varieties of weeds. Under the careful

tutelage of their instructors, the agriculturists

of the future learn to know every one of these

parasites, its leaf, stock, and seed. They learn

just what treatment will most quickly discourage

the growth and spread of each kind. Altogether

this is the type of preparation that is going to

give the weed crops of the future a set-back in

their overlastingly persevering struggle for exist-
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Tarvia in the famous
Ogden Canon, Utah
When a town is contemplating the use of Tarvia to pre-

serve its roads and prevent dust, it is very apt to write

to other towns where Tarvia has been thoroughly tried

out. For instance, Rock Springs, Wyoming, secured the

following report from the authorities at Ogden, Utah:

"I am pleased to state that Tarvia has proved a success in the City of

Ogden. For the past three years we have been treating our gravel and
macadam roads with I arvia and in every case it has proved an entire suc-

cess. I might say we are now constructing about two and one-half miles of

Tarvia road on Harrison Avenue- and the Dug-way, which is a part of the

boulevard leading to our famous Ogden Canon resorts.

"
I he people of I'tah appreciate the wonderful scenic beauties of Ogden

Canon and the perfect driveways that are maintained with Tarvia, so much
so that it is my purpose to continue the use of Tarvia, believing that we
get better results, eliminating all dust and mud, and preserving the roads at

a very nominal cost. (Signed) "CHRIS FLYGARK
"Supt. Streets and Public Improvements."

Correspondence like this is flying around the country all

the time, and the praise which Tarvia gets in such letters

frequently makes our own advertisements seem tame and
moderate in comparison.

Tarvia has behind it ten years of experience and one of

the strongest organizations of road engineers in America.

Now, when the nation needs good roads so that motor-
trucks can help out the great railroad congestion, it is

more important than ever that every community should
investigate the road proposition thoroughly. Obviously,
what we need is more good roads to save the situation.

To any one interested we should be glad not only to

send our regular good-roads literature, but to give advice

on specific road problems.

Special Service Department

In order to bring the facts before taxpayers as well as road author-

ities, The Barrett Company has organized a Special Service Depart-
ment, which keeps up to the minute on all road problems. If you
will write to the nearest office regarding road conditions or problems

in your vicinity the matter will have the prompt attention of exper-

ienced engineers. This service is free for the asking. If you want
better roads and lower taxes, this Department can greatly assist you.

The Company

New York Chicago Philadelphia Boston St. Louis Cleveland
Cincinnati Pittsburgh Detroit Birmingham Kansas City *ctt£St

Minneapolis Nashville Salt Lake City Seattle Peoria

The Barrett Company. Limited: Montreal Toronto Winnipeg
Vancouver St. John, N. B. Halifax, N. S. Sydney, N. S.

Photo courtesy "American City" S. Y.



OLD DELFTWARE
By WALTER A. DYER

Photographs from specimens in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York

One of a pair of deco-

rative placques, 19 x 16

inches, in blue and white

Delft, showing Rebecca

at the Well

i$|NE has always heard of Delftware;

the name is as familiar as Canton
or Chelsea. Novelists speak of

Delft tiles and dishes as though

they were old friends, though I

very much doubt whether the

average novelist would be able to tell old Delft

from blue Staffordshire. Have you ever noticed

trrat novelists invariably write of men dressed

in comfortable tweeds, drinking tea out of Delft

cups at a deal table? Dear old stage properties!

In real life does any one ever talk of tweeds or

deal or Delft?

Familiar as the word Delftware is, I fancy not

one person in fifty could identify a piece of it,

and most of us would have to confess to a rather

inclusive ignorance if questioned very closely

about it. Perhaps it would suit our purposes

to dispel a little of this ignorance. Very good.

To begin with, it ought not to be necessary

to mention the fact that we are speaking of a

kind of useful and decorative pottery of a former

time which was manufactured in the town of

Delft in Holland. Delft was a small city, not

far from Rotterdam, which was famous for its

cloth weaving and its breweries before it became

a pottery centre. There were some tile and

brick factories there in the sixteenth century,

but it was not until after 1600 that the pottery

industry really got a foothold there. Then for

two centuries it flourished, producing an earthen-

ware with' certain peculiar characteristics which

will presently be described. Ware of this

kind was made also at Haarlem, Middle-

burgh, Amsterdam, and elsewhere in Hol-

land, but from the first the best of it came
from Delft, and none of the other towns
attempted to compete with "Delft in quan-

tity of output. There was, too, an Eng-
lish imitation which was also called Delft,

so that it is customary to speak of the

original ware as old Delft or Dutch Delft.

The pottery industry had already be-

come established in Delft when the pow-
erful Guild of St. Luke was formed in

161 1. It was like a combined chamber of

commerce, manufacturers' association,

trades union, artists' club or

academy, masonic lodge, and
mutual insurance association.

It was a corporation in which
were included all

the arts and crafts

represented in

Delft. It was su-

preme in its au-

thority and did
much to foster the

prosperity of the

different art indus-

tries and to raise

their artistic stand-

ards. The guild

was in a powerful

and flourishing
condition for near-

ly two centuries;

it was finally dis-

solved in 1833.

By way of gen-

eral definition,
old Delftware was

A typical blue and white Biblical plate illustrating the tri-

umphant entry into Jerusalem, with an especially neat border

design

a Dutch pottery product of the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries. It was a stanniferous

or tin-enameled earthenware, a faience similar

to majolica, the process for making which was
imported into Holland from Spain and Italy.

Old Delftware was, in short, a particular kind
of majolica with a particular kind of decoration,

usually, though not always, of Chinese origin.

It was the taste for Chinese design, however,
that started the vogue for Delftware. The
Dutch East India Company was founded in

1602, but Chinese porcelains had probably been
imported into Holland before that. At any
rate, there was a lively demand for the Oriental

ware early in the seventeenth century, and an
accompanying demand for a cheap imitation.

In order to meet this demand the potters of

Delft, about 1612, unable to make porcelain,

worked out their method of applying Chinese
designs to a tin-glazed earthenware.
Now the Delft potters, in their attempts to

Two particularly well executed bowls in polychrome Delft

A clever example of

Delft figure work in

the form of a drinking

vessel

Tea pot, lamp, and stand, fourteen inches

high, in polychrome. Designed by Geertruyde

Verstelle and made at The Moor's Head

Companion placque

to one at left of page.

The pictures are well

drawn. This represents

David and Abigail

imitate Chinese porcelain, were seriously handi-
capped by the fact that the only pottery they
knew how to make, or had the materials for, was
a coarse, brownish or yellowish, light-weight,

porous, clay earthenware, which possessed

neither the quality nor the surface appearance of

porcelain. In order, therefore, to secure any-
thing like the porcelain effect, they sought to

give this earthenware a*hard, white surface upon
which to paint the Chinese decorations. This
surface they obtained by means of a heavy,
opaque glaze or enamel composed of a mixture
of oxide of lead, glass, and a small amount of

oxide of tin. This produced a hard, smooth
coating made white by the addition of the tin.

This stanniferous enamel has an appearance
peculiar to itself, being covered with many
minute holes something like salt glaze.

The decorations were painted on the white
glaze before firing. In the kiln the colors fused

to some extent with the glaze, producing a

softness of effect which is one of the.chief charms
of the ware. In the later Delft, the colors were
applied to the enamel, and the whole was then
given a thin coating of transparent lead glaze

and was fired a second time. In this way, while
nothing like porcelain was produced, the Delft

potters secured an imitation not unlike Chinese
porcelain on the surface, and as their methods
were perfected, they achieved considerable success,

producing a very beautiful sort of pottery which
often exhibited great skill in execution.

The painters and designers of Delft

were fellow members of St. Luke's Guild,

and they cooperated with the potters in

producing the decorations. They copied

the forms and decorations of Chinese
models, the earlier and much of the later

Delft being in blue and white, varying

from a slatey gray to a deep, bright

cobalt. Later, purely Dutch designs were
executed in this way, pictorial, floral, and
conventional patterns, as well as mixtures

of the Oriental and the Dutch. Many of

the Dutch pictures were extremely well

drawn.
Not all the old Delft was blue and

white, however. Toward the
Delft pitcher or ewer

dose of the seventeenth cen .

showing a blending of r» if u
Dutch and Oriental in ^ Pelftwar

L
e waS belng P r°-

the design duced in much greater variety.

Beginning about
1662, the Delft
potters copied Jap-
anese Imari ef-

fects, later on vary-
ing and adapting
the Japanese pat-

terns. These were
produced largely in

polychrome, red,

black, green, and
gold predominat-
ing, though the

blue and white
work was not dis-

continued.

The first Delft-

ware was in the

form of tiles,
chiefly in small

sizes; the common

72
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And another th

only a lew fee

none loo large.

t think sue matters. If you have
', it's big enough. Or il an acre, it's

Think not of a Rock Garden as filled only with ferns and
unflowering "woodsy things." In its own particular way,
it is a ceaseless round of bloom.

IIKE your hardy garden, your rose

garden, or your formal garden, a

Rock Garden would hold for you a dis-

tinctive joy all its own.

Its crevices, its niches, are always re-

vealing new interests and unexpected

beauty in bloom or foliage.

Its sincerity, its downright lack of the

formal, always holds a welcome rest-

fulness.

The fact that it can always give inter-

est and beauty to spots seemingly im-

possible to make attractive, is decidedly

in its favor.

A lack of sincerity, an obvious arti-

ficialness, is, however, the reason for

many Rock Garden disappointments.

There are many Rockeries but few Rock
Gardens.

The success of each Rock Garden

must largely depend on taking the best

advantage of natural conditions. The
individualizing of them. This means a

careful personal study of locations. Also

an exact knowledge of plants best

adapted for the purpose. All such

plants are grown here in our own Garden

at The Sign of The Tree.

We can be of invaluable service to

you, as experts in such Rock Garden

planning and making.

At your suggestion, we will gladly

visit your grounds and make carefully

considered recommendations.

fjTuliuy%W Ca
i Ai Thg Sl^n of The Evergreen Tree

Jl oox 12 Riatkerford N.J.
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New Negligees and

Washable Silk Skirts

The new Spring models are ready, a wide
variety of dainty Boudoir Gowns, Under-
wear, Negligees, Skirts, Caps, Brassieres,

etc., from the simplest styles at modest
prices to the more elaborate and costly.

As usual, our showing includes Lingerie of

both French and American manufacture.

New Boudoir Go\tfns

Slip-over of Charmeuse
(illustrated above) in Pink,

Blue, or Lavender, fine

shirring at waistline $10.75

Gown of Coral or Light
Blue Crepe de Chine, slip-

over model, Cream Lace,

shirred back and front to

form waistline . . $12.75

Boudoir Gown of Blue or

Pink Crepe de Chine, Em-
pire model, neck and sleeves

trimmed with fine Lace,
elastic at waist . . $11.75

Gown of Crepe de Chine
in Lavender, Blue, or Pink,
top of Georgette Crepe,
Skirt has box-plaits $13.75

New Waskable

Silk Skirts

Skirt of Flesh-color wash-
able Satin, two Scalloped
ruffles; lengths, 34 to 36
inches .... $6.95

Skirt of White Tub Silk,

double front and back,
extra-large size, lengths 36
to 38 inches . . . $4.95

Skirt of White Tub Silk,

double front, Scalloped
ruffle, lengths 34 to 36
inches .... $2.95

Skirt of White Tub Silk,

three Hemstitched tucks,

double panel, lengths 34 to

36 inches , . . $3-95

Write for new illustrated

Spring and Summer Catalogue

James McCutcheon & Co.
Registered 8dP^/^D^^ Trade Mark.

Fifth Avenue New York

This was the popular form of box for tobacco

or sugar

A polychrome mantel set of three pieces. The two bottles or vases are by De Keiser; the

central jug is by Cosign

fireplace tile was about five and a

half inches square. It was not un-
til the second half of the seven-

teenth century that very elaborate

decoration was attempted, though
tiles bearing heads or coats of arms
were used as early as 1600. Tiles

continued popular throughout the

Delft period, being used extensively

on kitchen walls, in dados, and
about fireplaces, and even in the

construction of stoves. The decor-

ations included copies of Oriental

patterns, landscapes, figures, Bibli-

cal subjects, conventional Dutch
designs, etc.

Later on, with the growth of skill

in manufacture, larger tiles were
fired, some of them more than three

feet square. Some of the smaller

tiles were made in sets, several of them being required to complete a picture

—a landscape, marine, or floral design. These composite pictures were
set into the wall or were framed. There were also ornamentally shaped
pictorial placques. The finest of the decorations were executed by the profes-

sional painters of the Guild who frequently signed their work. Sometimes
popular paintings were reproduced. There were also portrait tiles, often

excellently executed. Most of these designers succumbed to the Oriental

influence, but not all.

The Dutch potters were very ingenious in the invention of forms and in

the production of useful and ornamental articles in their ware. They
made all sorts of dishes, plates, bowls, mugs, jars, vases, bottles, decanters,

etc., as well as more unusual objects. Drug jars were among the first

things to be produced after tiles.

A highly prized piece of Delftware
is the large jar, some thirty inches

high, with cover, based on an Orien-
tal model and produced in the
Chinese blue and white or the Jap-
anese red, blue, and gilt. Tea drink-

ing came into fashion in Holland
about 1660 and resulted in the
manufacture of Delft teapots, cups
and saucers, tea caddies, etc. There
were also statuettes, groups of

animals and birds, and other mantel
ornaments. Very popular were
matched mantel sets of three or A dish of polychrome Delft after the Japanese

An assortment of tiles in blue Delft
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It is generally conceded tkat tke new
Paige 'Larchmont" four-passenger model
is tke smartest motor car creation of tke

present season. Certainly, no product of

tke Paige Company kas ever received a

keartier reception or more unstinted praise.

A mere glance at tkis car creates a very

positive desire for possession. It is so

obviously correct in everp detail tkat no
reservations can exist in tke most critical

judgment. To men and women of taste, tke

appeal of tke "Larckmont" is irresistible.

PAIGE-DETROIT MOTOR CAR COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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Prolongs life of old buildings
The first purpose of
IDEAL- AMERICAN
heating is to put greatest

comfort in a building with
least burning of fuel. The
secondpurpose ofIDEAL-
AMERICAN outfits is that they

become apermanent investment,

because they prolong the life of

an old building or bring a 15

percent higher rental, which in

50 years of use will several times

repay the first cost of the outfit.

American x Ideal
il Radiators *-Mboilers

These outfits have
saved thousands of
tons of coal this winter.

You can economize greatly by burning cheaper grades of
fuels, for IDEAL Boilers burn all kinds of hard and soft

coal, wood, lignite, pea coal, buckwheat, run-of-mine,
screenings, gas, oil, coke, etc.

Don't wait for the rush of Fall to put in

IDEAL heating
The exact and scientific proportions in the construction of an IDEAL
boiler, make it a heat producer unequaled by any other device.

IDEAL fire pots will hold fuel charges to last 24 hours and the delicate

adjustment now possible with the IDEAL draft control gives a regula-

tion of the heat that keeps exact step with the demands of the weather.
They give perfect heat service as long as you live. Their cleanliness

saves much housework and housefurnishings.

Easily put in all old buildings
Cottages, residences, stores, hotels, theatres, churches, schools, clubs,

hospitals, greenhouses, etc., are readily equipped and served with heat
at the minimum cost.

Phone your dealer today for an estimate on IDEAL-AMERICAN
heating for your building. Send for catalog " Ideal Heating"

—

full of valuable hints and illustrations.

t3

Our IDEAL Hot Water Supply
Boilers will supply plenty of
warm water for both kitchen and
laundry at cost ol few dollars tor
fuel for season. Temperature
just right, kept so by IDEAL,
Sylphon Regulator— fire nev^r
goesoutl Write for booklet.

Showrooms in all

large cities AmericanRadiator Company
Write Department 25
816-822 S. Michigan
Avenue, Chicago

ROWE'S
BED HAMMOCK

THE ORIGINAL !^ GENUINE

No article of summer furniture is more in demand
or adds more comfort, cheer and enjoyment to the
hours spent out of doors than a Rowe Bed Ham-
mock. And none will contribute more to the family health
and contentment or offer greater inducement for rest and re-

laxation and sleeping in the open than a Rowe Gloucester Bed
Hammock.

Real luxurious comfort; conveniently big and roomy; all-quality
construction that guarantees the utmost in efficiency, strength and
lasting qualities.

Made by real, old GlouceTOr Sailmakers from genuine, non-fadeable
2i-oz. khaki—a popular shade—always in style—that blends and har-
monizes with every background and out-door furnishing.

Sanitary, soft-top mattress with removable moisture-proof slip cover
that permits of washing.

Used extensively at select summer resorts, camps, clubs, etc.
Ruilt up to an ideal: not down to a price.

Costs a few dollars more but will outlast ten one-
season hammocks.

The only hammock you can afford to buy.
Send for 1918 Folder and mention this magazine.

We Prepay Charges

E. L. ROWE & SON, Inc.
Maker, of Tent, and Hammocks for Ibe V. S. Government

36 Water Street Gloucester, Mass.

- —
2

r~.

MOTT™
Mott Plumbing Fixtures are a

sound investment. They will add
permanent value to your property.

Send 4c. for new 138-page "Bath-
room Book,"showing22modelbath-
rooms, floor plans, descriptions and
pricesofmodernbathroom fixtures.

The J. L. Mott Iron Works
Trenton, New Jersey

"

. . New York, 5th Avenue and 17th Street

"CREO-DIPT"
STAINED SHINGLES

:or Roofs and Side Walls
17 Grades, 16-18-24-inch, 30 Colors

Creosoted, stained, bundled.

CREO-D1PT COMPANY.Inc.
NORTH TON AWANDA, N. Y.

Factory in Chicago for West,

five jars, beaker-shaped vases, and gourd-shaped
bottles,

j

Among the many domestic articles made in
Delft, both large and small, may be mentioned
snuff jars, tobacco jars, covered boxes for salt,
sugar, and spices; cruets, pepper pots, flower
holders, jugs and flagons, partitioned vegetable
dishes, wig stands, soup tureens, ink stands,
candlesticks, snuffboxes and patch boxes, scent
bottles, milk bowls, barbers' dishes, crucifixes,
music racks, sun dials, lanterns, bird cages,
boxes for hot coals for the feet and hot water
for the muff, and stoves.

The industry was at its height between 1675
and I72 S- There were then twenty-eight
factories in active operation at Delft. A large
export trade was built up between 1700 and
1750, but after 1760 it declined. Wedgwood's
discoveries and English competition sounded
the knell of the Delft pottery industry. In
1780 the number of potteries had dwindled to
eleven, and in 1808 there were only seven. The
industry has never ceased to exist, for new
methods were adopted, but only one of the
original twenty-eight factories is in actual
operation to-day. The quality of the ware and
the decorations also deteriorated, though there
were some notable exceptions. Some of the
best of the late Delft was decorated in bright
colors and gold on a black or dark brown ground.
It is rather rare and is largely confined to small
vessels and beakers, small plates, and the backs
of brushes. The modern Delftware is not with-
out merit, but it is of a different character and
lacks the remarkable softness of glaze of the
original.

Some of the Delftware is marked and some is

not. Marking was not required by the Guild
until 1720. The marks when used were often
painted and were easily forged. The ware
manufactured for the export trade during the
eighteenth century was usually not marked at
all. There are two or three standard French
and Dutch books which contain all the known
marks. Very good collections of marks are

published also in "Dutch Pottery," by W. P.

Knowles, and in "Delftware," by N. Hudson
Moore. These include both personal and
factory marks.

During the best period there were some 763
potters employed in Delft. Knowles gives an
account of about 125 of these whose work is

known or who used marks.
Among the earliest of them was Abraham de

Kooge, who started his famous pottery, The Old
Moor's Head, in 1632. He was himself a skilled

painter and executed some of the best of the

blue and white ware. It was often marked with
a cherub's head, a shield, and the date. In 1661

Jacob Wemmers Hoppestein became proprietor

of The Old Moor's Head. He became famous
for plates and placques bearing historical and
classical scenes, often marked with an IW
monogram.
Another famous early potter was Aelbrecht

Cornells de Keiser, who started in 1642. His

pupil and son-in-law, Jacobus Pynacker, founded

The Porcelain Bottle in 1672, the only one of the

original potteries that is still running. Pynacker
excelled in polychrome ware.

In many respects the master of them all was
Arendt Cosign, who established The Rose in

1675. He produced a superior quality of blue

and white ware, fine and clear, with a splendid

glaze, bearing charming landscapes and figures,

and also finely drawn polychrome work. His

mark was the Dutch word Roos, the letter R,

or a rose.

Lowys Fictoor at The Double Jug made fine

mantel sets and fluted dishes. Lambertus van
Eenhoorn of The Metal Pot also made mantel

sets designed in fine detail. P. Verberg of The
Gilded Flower Pot and others were of almost

equal importance.
Delftware was very popular for a long time

and a great deal of it was made and exported.

Old inventories show that not a little of it was

brought to New York and New England both

before and after 1700. Collectors may still

hope to find some of it, but it is friable and chips

and scales easily, so that comparatively few

whole pieces are left.

Such was the old Dutch Delft, the only real,

authentic Delftware. There was, however, the

so-called English Delft which should be briefly

mentioned in order that no confusion may arise.

The name Delft has been applied to any glazed

earthenware, bearing blue and white decorations,
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FRUIT SALT
(Derivative Compound)

AGENTLE and efficient aperient should be in every household.

For over thirty-five years Eno's "Fruit Salt" has been a

universal favorite for correcting deranged stomachs, stimu-

lating sluggish livers, and for the relief of biliousness and constipation.

A teaspoonful in a glass of water makes a sparkling and refreshing

draught, pleasant to take and positive in results.

Eno's "Fruit Salt" is a standardized preparation, harmless as the

fruit juices from which it is derived. It is safe and efficacious for

every member of the family, agreeable to old and young, and
beneficial to an unusual degree.

Sold by Druggists

Prepared only by J. C. ENO, Ltd., London, S. E., England

Agents for the Continent of America:

Harold F. Ritchie & Co., Ltd., 10, 12 and 14 McCaul St., Toronto, Canada
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|Y GEORGE but I am proud of this room,"

said the host as he and his guest were in-

Q|) /j
specting the new home. "There is nothing

which gives such dignity as panelled walls,

particularly when the panel designing has been worked
out carefully. And it gives such an air of warmth and

luxury."

"It must be rather expensive, though," said his friend.

"Not nearly as much so as you might think," rejoined the

host. "Through our architect we discovered North

Carolina Pine, a wood which takes stains and enamels as

well as any of the other and much more expensive woods.

And we have used it all over the house, even for our bare

floors. Our architect tells us that it is one of the best

and most economical woods on the market for all inter-

ior purposes."

Write for Home-Builders' Book and Book of Interiors

North Carolina Pine Association, 50 Bank of Commerce Bldg., Norfolk, Va.

North Carolina Pine
You cou
dip ih
house i

water

Renew and decorate masonry exteriors—stucco,

concrete, or brick—with the liquid cement-coating,

I rus-Con Stone-Tex. Formulated specifically for

masonry surfaces; becomes an inseparable part of the

wall, sealing and pores and filling hair-cracks. Un-
like paints, it dampproofs as well as beautifies.

Therefore, cannot chip, flake or peel off.

i-urnished in many pleasing colors. Applied to new or

old walls. One of the famous Trus-Con waterproofing and
dauipproofing products—suflpent assurance of quality.

If your brick, stucco, or cement building is disfigured, or
damp and unsanitary, use Stone-Tex. Write for full infor-

mation, telling your needs.

THE TRUS-CON LABORATORIES
105 Trus-Con Building Detroit, Mich.

We specialize in unusual paint requirements.
Write /or advice.

RenewMasonryWallsWith

TONE IEX *

Kipling's
"There h

.

ave been ?°
jwr (-', , war stones like theW ar Stones two at the end of this

book," writes an old Kipling lover about

"A Diversity of Creatures." "The Ger-

man woman in 'Swept and Garnished,'

and the figure of Mary Postgate, abounding

in affection and undying in hate, are fixed

in the reader's mind not to be erased."

Ask to see the book at your dealer's.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York.

LYNN MASS

Underground Garbage Receivers
—stores your garbage in a sanitary way

ORDER EARLY. Our truck wheels ash barrels up or

down steps. Try our Spiral Ribbed Barrel. Send for our

catalogue on each. It will pay you. Sold direct.

Look for our Trade Marks.

C. H. STEPHENSON, Mfr., 26 Farrar St., Lynn, Mass.

which is at all like the true Delft, but the word
has been most commonly used in connection
with the English imitation of the Dutch pottery.

William of Orange introduced Dutch taste
and Dutch potters into England in 1689, but some
years before that a number of English potteries
had begun to produce blue and white wares more
or less faintly resembling the Delft. The term
English Delft, however, is properly applied to
the tin-glazed pottery made at Lambeth, Bristol,

and Liverpool, which was intended as a definite
imitation of the Dutch ware. It has been
asserted and denied that English Delftware was
also made to some extent at Staffordshire and a

little of it at Wincanton in Sussex.
It is said that English potters attempted the

blue decorations on tin enamel as early as 1630,
but the first factory of any importance to make
a specialty of it was established in Lambeth
about 1650, by one Van Hanne who employed
Dutch immigrant potters. This factory was
operated well into the eighteenth century. Of
all the English Delftware, that made at Lambeth
was the best, its glaze being thinner and whiter
than that of the other imitations, its blue less

crude. The Lambeth ware is not without distinct

merit, indeed, and is prized by collectors next to
the genuine old Delft.

From 1700 to 1780 at least two factories in

Bristol were turning out this ware in considerable
quantities, and not a little of it found its market
in America. There were bowls, plates, tiles, etc.,

with English and pseudo-Oriental decorations.

At Liverpool the industry was thriving by
1716, tiles and punch bowls being the favorite

products there. Sadler & Green of Liverpool
introduced the innovation of transfer printing

in place of painting on this English Delftware.
Elsewhere the popular articles were of the useful

rather than the ornamental sort—drug and wine
jars, dishes, candlesticks, plates, mugs, posset

pots, etc.

This English Delftware was cheap and therefore

found a wide market. The factories which
produced it were very successful until it was
superseded by Wedgwood's queensware and the

cheap printed china of Staffordshire.

Like the Dutch ware, the English Delft

formed a step between the crude slipwares and
the finer earthenware. It is not to be compared
with the Dutch ware in interest or excellence.

It was merely a poor copy of the Dutch, with
cruder colors on coarser ware. Nevertheless it

found its way to many a Colonial cupboard and
it is a class of English ware that the well informed
collector should know something about. The
only unfortunate thing about it is the fact that

it should have masqueraded under the name of
Delftware all these years.

The English ware bears practically no marks.
Anything that is especially good may usually be
set down as Lambeth ware, particularly if it is

pinkish in tone. Bristol ware is usually greenish

and Liverpool Delft bluish.

OKRA—A HEALTHFUL AND
DELICIOUS VEGETABLE

COMPARATIVELY few people really

know and appreciate okra. The
plant is tall and decorative,

with palmate leaves and handsome,
showy flowers. The flowers are

the size and shape of the single

hollyhock, a creamy yellow in color, with dark

crimson velvety centres. The pods grow four or

five inches in length and while tender are delicious

cooked as a vegetable or in stews and soup.

Okra is of African origin but is a great favorite

in Greece and for many years has been widely

cultivated in our Southern States and the West
Indies.

It is a mistaken idea that okra cannot be

grown in the Northern States. The seed is

planted in the open ground when early beans

are planted and when early tomato plants are

set out. On account of the seed being so very

hard and slow to germinate, the best results are

obtained by soaking the seed in water for two

days before planting. Plant at least a half inch

deep in rows two feet apart, and, when the plants

have made a good start thin out to stand about a

foot apart in the row. The little plants may
safely be moved to fill in vacancies or make an-

other row, but care should be taken to dig deep

—four or five inches— as they have a long tap root.

Soil for okra should be only moderately rich.
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RE-MOVE-ABLE STEEL
CLOTHES POSTS & FLAG POLES
COST LESS THAN WOOD

No holes to dig.

Won't disfigure
lawn. Set it vour-

clf in steel •kct

Adjustable hook on
posts makes clot hes
banging easy. Better
and cheaper than wood.

Abo makers of Tennis
net postsand Fence posts.

Ask Dealers, or write

us (or h older L.

NEWARK STEEL
POST CO.

Newark, New Jersey

Illt.ki-W

""THE cost of G & B PEARL Wire Cloth is

i. small in comparison with the expense of the
wooden frames that carry the screens. And it

insures against repairs,—continual painting and
the petty annoyances that less durable wire

cloth gives. G k B PEARL is as near rust

proof as metal can be made. Our secret process

is responsible and since rust, and not wear ruins

screens, the durability of PEARL is exceptional.

To make sure of the genuine, look for the two
copper wires in the selvage and the Round Tag
on every roll.

Write our nearest office for samples and descriptive

matter. Address Dept. C.

THE GILBERT & BENNETT MFG. COMPANY
New York. Georgetown, Conn. Chicago

Kansas City. Mo.

Tht best hardware dealer in your city sells 'PEARL*

Tiffany& Co.
Gold and Silversmiths

Articles oi Utility

Superior in Quality
Mod urate in Price

Thf. Mail Service gives prompt
attention to all inquiries

Fi fth Avenue & 37 -Street

New York

t(
j\ CuTlOUS ' heard one man say

r.
i »> to another on the

*"e > train. I found that

he was speaking of "The Shadow Line,"

Conrad's new tale of the sea. "Yes," said

his companion, "and a remarkable book.

'The Shadow Line' you know, is the boun-

dary between youth and maturity, and
the story tells how a young sea captain

on his first command crossed that invisible

barrier."

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York.

Majestic

CoalChute
protects your building, sidewalks and lawn from coal smudge
and marring. It fits in place of any basement window or
can be built in new foundations. As a window it (rives

splendid light to the basement and replaces the unsightly,

damaged coal window.

Improve Your Property
By installing a MAJESTIC Coal Chute, the appearance of

your property is much improved—and its value is increased.

Write for Catalogue of MAJESTIC Building Specialties

THE MAJESTIC CO., 801 Erie St ., Huntington, lnd

.

The Reader's Service gives information about
Kennel Accessories

Apollo
u'wJ^r^f-JL Roofing Products t
For lasting service and fire protection use metal |
roofing—adapted to rural and city properties. L
Apollo- Keystone Galvanized Sheets are carefully manufac- f^g&y

tared and highest in quality. Unequaled for Roofing. Siding. Cul- .^Aj
verts. Silos, and general sheet metal work. Sold by leading dealers. " *1t5fi'
For fine residences and public buildings KeystoneCoppeb Steel
Roofing Tin Plates are unexcelled. Look for the Keystone added
below regular brands. Send for our "Better Buildings" booklet.

AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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PiERCE-ARROW LOCOMOBILE CADILLAC
MARMON CHANDLER PREMIER
SCRIPPS BOOTH WHITE HUDSON '

MERCER COLE CHALMERS
COLUMBIA REO-SIX WESTCOTT

Avoid misrepresentation — even
tbough it be unintentional. Look S~
for this label on tops, represented

(

a« Pantasote. \

p

1

The Pantasote Company
1718 Bowling Green Building

New York

TOWNSEND'S
TRIPLEX

The Public is warned not to

purchase mowers infringing the

Townsend Patent No. 1 , 209, 519,

Dec. 19, 1916.

The Greatest Grass-

cutter on Earth, cuts a

Swath 86 inches wide.

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO.
16 Central Ave., Orange, N. J.

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, the

TRIPLEX MOWER will mow more lawn in a day
than the best motor mower ever made, cut it better

and at a fraction of the cost.

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, it will

mow more lawn in a day than any three ordinary

horsedrawn mowers with three horses and three men.

Floats over the uneven ground as a ship rides the

waves. One mower may be climbing a knoll, the

second skimming a level and the third paring a hollow.

Does not smash the grass to earth and plaster it in the

mud in springtime nor crush out its life between

hot rollers and hard hot ground in summer as does

the motor mower.

Send for Catalogue illustrating all types of TOWNSEND MOWERS

The great trouble with many gardeners who have
been unsuccessful in producing good crops of okra
is that they make the soil too rich for this vege-
table, the result being great height and breadth
of stalk, but few flowers and pods. If the object
in growing the plant is to produce an ornamental
screen or background, then six feet is not too
high, and for this purpose tall okra stalks are

desirable and a few pods may be had at any time
throughout the season. But if an abundant crop
of the vegetable is desired, three or four feet high
is enough for stalk growth.

Shallow and frequent cultivation such as most
other garden crops receive, will keep the plants
bearing a constant succession of flowers and pods
until killed by the frost. The fruiting season is

long and untroubled by any insect pests or dis-

ease. The pods ripen quickly and must be cut
while they are tender, which means a daily cut-

ting. When a pod cannot be pierced easily with

For winter use okra can be dehydrated the same as com or

other vegetables, or it can be strung on a cord and hung in a

clean place until dry, when it may be stored in cans or jars

the finger nail or cut smoothly with a paring knife

it is too old to use. No amount of cooking will

ever make it anything but tough and stringy.

A few pods may be left on the stalks to ripen

into seed for next year's planting, if desired, but
such pods should be large and smooth and
straight. Pods that have been overlooked and
are not wanted for seed should be cut off so that

the strength of the plant may go into new flowers

and pods. The seed pods are ripe when they
have become dry and brown and look ready to

burst open at the seams. They should then be

cut from the stalk and hung up in a paper bag.

The crop of okra is abundant and the daily

cutting if not wanted for immediate use is easily

saved for winter. The pods may be canned, put

in brine for pickles, or dried. There are two ways
of drying. While the pods are tender, slice into

rings, string on a cord and hang up to dry away
from the direct rays of the sun, so as to retain

the color. No preliminary cooking is required,

nor the assistance of any artificial heat. Merely

hang the strings in a dry, airy place and in a

few days they become bone dry. Or the tender

pods may be dried whole in the same way.

When perfectly dry, remove from the cords and

store in bags, where they are safe from dust and

will retain their natural color indefinitely. This

method of preserving okra is so easy and so sure

that there is no reason why lovers of this healthful

and delicious vegetable should be without it the

year round.

A jar of dried okra rings on the cook's shelf

furnishes a quick filling and flavoring for soups.

The rings need no previous soaking, but the pods

that are dried whole should be soaked for a

half hour or so. From twenty to thirty minutes'

time is sufficient to cook dried okra.

For soups or stews the sliced rings are best, but

for a vegetable dish or salad the pods are cooked

whole. The famous gumbo is okra soup or

soup thickened with- the mucilaginous pods of

okra. Okra stewed with tomatoes is a favorite

dish, the acid of the tomato cutting up the muci-

laginous quality that is disliked by some tastes.

When cooked whole, care should be used to

avoid over cooking and breaking the pods.

These may be served hot, carefully arranged on-

toast with a seasoning of butter, salt and pepper,

or served cold as a salad with French dressing or

vinaigrette sauce, like asparagus.

P. B. RUGGLES.
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ALL DAYS ARE
FLAG DAYS NOW

MEMORIAL DAY-FLAG DAY
-INDEPENDENCE DAY

are no longer special days for flag flying but every

day your flag should fly from a

Walworth SteelPole
For public or private use long years have proven its superiority

over wood. Made in sizes from 20 to 100 feet above the ground.

The Patent Non-Fouling Ball Bearing Top
revolves s o freely that

it is absolutely impossible

for the flag to wrap
around the pole or the hal-

yards to become fouled—
a distinctive feature of

the Walworth Poles.

These tops can be
furnished for wood poles.

Immediate shipment
knocked down can be
made from our Boston,

New York, or Chicago
warehouses. For prices

and descriptive catalogue

showing construction

and method of erection

send to

YouCanAfford
Electric light
You can now afford to have a private electric lighting svstem
with alt the comfort and convenience it brings. The

KEwakeE
ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEM

is your electric lighting system because it is not only of low first

cost, but of lowest maintenance cost. Not an experiment, its six

years' performance for hundreds of users is your guarantee- Made
in 28 different types and sizes to meet your particular requirements.
Simple to install, easier yet to operate.
The Kewanee I-ngine makes it jK>ssible to have either power from
storage batteries or direct from the engine.
Kewanee Water Supply Systems give running water under strong
pressure in every part of house and grounds; easy to operate and
to maintain.
Write for Kewanee Bulletins on Electric Lighting, Run-
ning Water and Sewage IM«po<*al Systems.

KEWANEE PRIVATE UTILITIES CO.
{Former y Kewanee Water Suppiy Co.)

402 Franklin Street Kewanee. IU> -

DO YOU
REALIZE
the real value of the material contributed to

The New COUNTRY LIFE? The manuals
in color, for example, represent the work of the

best informed persons on the subjects treated.

Each number contains articles that have to do
with every phase of country living. Seventy-

five to one hundred subjects are covered in

each issue of the magazine.

Why not keep this information?

You will find it invaluable for reference. Put

your magazines in a permanent form by letting

us bind them. There are six issues to a volume
and the volumes begin in May and November.
If you have saved your magazines, send them
back to us and we will bind them for $1.50. If

any numbers are missing we will supply them at

the regular price—50c a copy. Your bound
volumes of The New COUNTRY LIFE give

you an encyclopedia of horticulture; the best

advice on building and remodeling; on interior

decorating and landscape work; on farm stork.

Dogs, Poultry, etc. Y'ou will find the volumes

invaluable. Save your magazines, then

bind them.

The New COUNTRY LIFE
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

vyindows are given a thorough cleaning, sufficient

light can be obtained to sprout the seed properly.
A southern exposure is preferred on account of
the longer period of bright light. The tempera-
ture most suitable varies according to the time
that may be allowed for the sprouting; 40 to 50
for slow sprouting and 50° to 6o° for quick
sprouting.

Many growers take the precaution to disinfect
and treat their potato seed for scab, dry rot, etc.

It is plain that this work must be done before
sprouting, as the seed should be handled as little

as possible after the sprouts are grown.
The method employed in sun sprouting potato

seed is to set the selected whole tubers on end,
stem end down, in shallow trays or on the
floor in partial sunlight. A tray twenty-four
inches by thirty-six inches will hold a bushel,
and when trays are used they may be turned
around occasionally to bring the seed at the rear
of the tray nearer to the light. The seed must
be kept dry and not allowed to freeze.

The sprouts that are thus formed in the light

are a natural green in color, entirely unlike the
familiar cellar sprout that is white and pink.

1 he sprouts are short and stubby and surprisingly
tough, but it is well to use care to handling and
cutting so as not to break them off.

1 he seed is ready for planting as soon as all

danger of freezing weatherss over, or it may be
kept until July without deterioration; the tubers

Showing the difference between strong, healthy sun-sprouts (be-

low) and sprouts of potatoes affected with "spindling sprout"

will shrivel but will retain all of their original

vitality. The seed is cut like the dormant seed.

It may be cut according to the size of the tuber or

one or more sprouts to the piece, as preferred.

As the most sprouts are at the top, it is a good

plan to cut each medium sized potato into quar-

ters, lengthwise. This allows ample plant food

for each seed plant to get its start.

Kim-sprouted seed should not be cut and al-

lowed to stand long before planting, or the sprouts

will dry out and wither, thus defeating the object

of the sprouting, which is to procure an advanced

growth on the seed and keep it in a live and vigor-

ous condition. Such dried out seed is not ruined,

however, but merely set back in its growth.

The seed is planted at the usual depth and

may be dropped and covered in the usual way.

If placed in the furrow with the sprouted side

up, the sprouts will appear above ground a few

days sooner.

In the event of a protracted dry spell at potato

planting time, which frequently occurs at the

time of planting the main crop, the sun-sprouted

seed is a boon and consolation, for it grows on,

notwithstanding the weather. There is also

less loss of seed from this method, and ten days

to two weeks earliel" maturity of the crop.

Potatoes affected with the disease known as

"spindling sprout" are unsalable on account of

the black fibre that runs through the tuber, and

such potatoes cause a heavy loss. This disease

is easily recognized before planting if the seed is

sun-sprouted. The diseased tubers send out long

slender sprouts, a striking contrast to the short,

stubby growth on the healthy seed. It is best

to pick out the diseased tubers as soon as this

fine, hair-like sprouting is detected, for if left

until cutting time they may be overlooked by a

careless hand or passed in the hurry of getting the

seed cut and planted.

P. B. RUGGLES.
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Asbestos r ^

C0L0RBL6NDG ROOFS
ofJOHNS-MANVILLE SSSS SHINGLES

\7/ic aristocrat of lire-safe roofings

rovn
THI CONTINm

^Residence
c
Roofing

of^/easing "Distinction

THE unique combinations of shadow and

color afforded by Colorblende Shingles

open up rich new1

fields of roof design to arch-

itects and home-builders, and make possible

a shingle roof for your home which combines

exceptional beauty with a maximum of dura-

bility and protection against fire.

Whatever y'our roofing problems, you'll find a final

solution in the Johns-Manville Line. Transite Asbes-

tos Skingles, somewhat lower in cost than Colorblende;

Asbestos Built-Up Roofing; Asbestos Ready Roofing;

Corrugated Asbestos Roofing. Send for booklets.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
New Yoik City

4

10 Factories—Branches in 61 Large Cities

I
Plate No. 4— on attroctice rot! effects mured by the use of conglomerate brown shingles.
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The Estey Residence Organ

The organ is the greatest instrument of the musical

world. Its introduction into the home adds a touch

of the unusual and rare, like some fine old piece of

furniture rich with the carving of a by-gone age, like

some masterpiece of pottery or painting glowing with

the colors of a vanished art.

As an organ for the home, the Fstey Residence Organ

is peculiarly and beautifully appropriate. It is planned

and designed and built for this use. It is not only a

great organ that organists love to play. It is also,

thanks to the Estey Organist (the mechanical player),

an organ that anyone can play as well as or even better

than a human organist.

THE ESTEY ORGAN COMPANY, Brattleboro, Vermont

StuJio, in NEW YORK, 25 West 45th Street PHILADELPHIA, 1701 Walnut Street

BOSTON, 120 Boyhton Street LOS ANGF.LF.S. 332 South BroaJivay

CHICAGO, Lyon Is! Htsfy

o -
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Garden Necessities That Repay You
BUSHES, plants, vines must have some kind of support and protection in

order that they may grow most luxuriously. The best for the purpose,

the one that combines beauty in itself as well as proper construction for

endurance, is always the cheapest in the end.

Trellises and bed guards repay many times over in plants, blossoms and
foliage. The Excelsior Rust Proof Trellis on the end of the porch shown here

not only supports the vines, but is ornamental as well. The bed guards are of

the same make—same construction and materials. These

RUST PROOF
Trellises and Bed Guards

are made of heavy, tough, springy steel wires,

which are held at every intersection in the
viselike grip of the Excelsior Steel Clamp, a

patented feature. AFTER making, the
whole fabric is galvanized by the Excelsior

Process, that not only makes it rust proof,

but thoroughly and completely solders

it into one rigid mass.

These trellisfes won't buckle,

droop or sag. Winds and shock
have no effect on them. They
can be taken down and used over,

and will last for years.

To insure getting full value for your
money, ask your hardware dealer for these
products. We also make Excelsior fences,
tennis fences, tree guards, gates, and similar
garden necessities. We will cheerfully send
catalogue A on request.

WRIGHT WIRE CO.
WORCESTER, MASS.

Hill
Clothes Dryer

In Three Styles, for Lawn, Roof and
Balcony—It is a neat, compact, con-

venient, revolving clothes line, carrying 100 to 150 ft. of line.

Saves dragging around a heavy clothes basket—simply stand in

one place and hang up the entire wash.
Ground socket furnished with eadl dryer and the dryer is easily put

up and taken down each time.

Write for free folder showing different types and sizes.

HILL CLOTHES DRYER CO., 49 Central St., Worcester, Mass.

Kipling is Kipling,

and there's only one.

Who has brought us such fresh news of

the ways of men? I felt that again as

I read the fourteen short stories in the

new Kipling volume, 'A Diversity of

Creatures.' " (From a Kipling Lover).

Green Cloth and Red Limp Leather

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York.

For Your RESIDENCE, CLUB, AUTOMOBILE, YACHT
and for GENERAL PRESENTATION PURPOSES

"Chelsea"
8-DAY

HIGH-GRADE Clocks
YEARS THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD OF QUALITY

ON SALE BY LEADING HIGH CLASS JEWELLERS

CHELSEA CLOCK CO. Makers of high grade clocks. 1 State St., Boston, Mass.

POULTRY KEEPING
CONVENIENCES
HERE never was a time when effi-

ciency in poultry keeping was
more needed than now. Efficiency

means simply avoiding waste in

time, labor, and feeding. The
poultry keeper finds himself being

urged to grow more chickens than ever before,

yet labor is increasingly hard to obtain, while

wages are abnormally high. There is no need for

saying anything about the high price of grain.

Every poultry keeper has felt the pinch. A well

arranged poultry plant will minimize the amount
of labor and time required in caring for the birds,

and the waste of grain, which still reaches into

the hundreds of thousands of dollars, can be

avoided by care and improved methods.
Many of the innumerable devices offered poul-

try keepers as necessary conveniences have very

little merit. 1 he average commercial poultry

farmer reduces his equipment to its smallest

terms. Yet there are some conveniences, many
of them home-made, which have been found de-

cidedly worth while. Most farmers waste a

lot of grain by feeding it in open troughs or pans,

from which the chickens scratch it into the dirt.

Probably the most satisTactory feeding arrange-

ment by which waste may be avoided is a square
platform, mounted on blocks six or eight inches

high, with a frame of laths nailed around this

platform, which is thus enclosed by a little fence.

The feed dish is set in the centre of this platform

and a round piece of poultry netting, just large

enough to slip up and down readily inside the

dish, is placed on the mash or cracked grain.

The grain is eaten through the meshes of the wire,

but cannot be scratched out. Whatever mash
may be billed out is caught on the platform and
eaten from it. Of course this device is intended

for indoor use, but can be used outside in summer
by making a shelter of some sort over it.

A prominent poultry keeper ofmy acquaintance

in eastern Massachusetts has constructed an

outdoor feeder which avoids waste by setting

two common metal hoppers back to back, and
arranging a tent-shaped canopy of boards over

them. The shelter keeps the rain from reaching

the hoppers, and the construction of the latter

is such that little grain can be wasted. It has

been found that some of the commercial hoppers

on the market do not wholly prevent a waste of

mash, even though the chickens cannot scratch

for it. Some birds have a way of pulling out the

mash while hunting for ingredients which they

particularly like. If a ten-cent pan is placed so

that the hopper rests in one end of it, and the

whole device is raised a little way from the floor

on a box or platform, practically all waste will

be avoided. It is always well to have the feed

dishes and hoppers which are inside the house

raised at least a foot from the floor. Otherwise

litter will be scratched into them.

Many poultrymen have found that but little is

gained when they keep their laying hens in small

flocks. Accordingly they are dividing their

houses into apartments which will accommodate
from fifty to two hundred hens. When this plan

is followed, it is good practice to construct a long

hopper which can be reached from a platform on

each side, raising it a foot or more from the floor.

With such an arrangement there is no waste of

floor space, and the fowls will feed comfortably

with but little quarreling. The hopper should

have a pitch roof so that the chickens cannot roost

on it.

It is quite a common farm custom for chickens

of different ages to be allowed to run together.

In theory this is not a good plan, because the

older chickens are very likely to monopolize

the grain rations, keeping the younger birds from

getting their share. Farmers, however, often

find it too much bother to keep chickens of differ-

ent ages in separate plots. They can keep the

smaller birds from being imposed upon, however,

by the simple plan of placing a feeding hopper

inside a covered box which has slatted sides, the

slats being far enough apart to allow young
chickens to pass through, but close enough to

exclude the larger birds. I heard of one farmer's

wife who utilizes a cast-off wire spring bed. 1 he

little chickens can get under, but there is not

room enough for their larger companions.

When colony houses are used and scattered

over a wide range it requires considerable time

to feed all the birds. In some sections the
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From an original painting in nil.i showing a

spot of great natural beauty on the new country

estate property of Mr. Irenei du Pont, mar
Wilmington, Delaicare

THE first thought of Mr. du Pont was the preservation and well-being

of his fine old trees. In designing great estates or modest country places,

there are generally certain trees around which the whole plan is developed.

Many an owner has located his house, drives and entrance in relation to

special trees, only to find, too late, that they were past saving or had been

irreparably injured in the execution of the other work.

joh.\ davey
Father of Tret Surgery

What Mr. du Pont is doing on his estate in assuring the health and safety

of the trees first, should be done in every instance. This highly important

work was intrusted by Mr. du Pont to the demonstrated skill of Davey Tree
Surgeons. Among hundreds of distinguished Davey clients are:

Mr. VINCENT ASTOR
Mr. J. OGDEN ARMOUR
Mr. P. A. li. WIDENER
Mrs. JOHN J. ALBRIGHT

Sen. CLARENCE \V. WATSON
Mr. ISAAC UNTERMEYER
Mr. \VM. \! . WOOD
Hon. JAS. R. GARFIELD

A careful examination of your trees will be made by appointment.

DAVEY TREE EXPERT CO., 105 ELM ST.. KENT, OHIO
Branch Offices, with telephone connections : 22o Fifth Ave., New York;

2017 Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia; 450 McCormick BIdg., Chicago

DAVEY TREE SURGEONS
WRITE NEAREST OFFICE

Permanent representatives located at Boston, Newport, Lenox, Hartford, Stamford, Albany,
Poughkeepsie, While Plains, Jamaica, L. I., Newark, N . J., Harrisburg, Baltimore, Washington,

Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit, Cincinnati, Louisville, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, St. Louis,

Kansas City. Canadian address: 22 Victoria Square, Montreal.

Every real Davey Tree Surgeon is in the employ of the Davey Tree Expert Com-
pany, and the public is cautioned against those falsely representing themselves
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AGED
FLOOR SPAR

FINISHING SPAR
FLAT FINISH
BANZAI ENAMEL

The best painter, not the cheapest,

will eagerly accept your specifica-

tion of Titcairn Aged Floor Spar.

Pitcairn Varnish Company
Newark Milwaukee Los Angeles

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
DUtribudnft Stock* in it Leading Citie*

Comfort and Health

Country Homesin

There is no longer an excuse for

not having an abundant supply of

pure, wholesome, running water at

the country home.

Install a Caldwell Cypress Tank
and Steel Tower on your premises,

and you have a constant, dependable water supply for every
use in house, barn and garden every season of the year.

The cost of a Caldwell Tank and Tower is moderate and until you have this equipment,
it is difficult to appreciate all it means in added comfort, health and safety.

It keeps the water pure and clear as crystal, always under good pressure and without
taste. It assures* sanitation. It is an always-ready safeguard against fire. It reduces fire

insurance rates. And, in the cultivation of war-time gardens, it is a decided asset.

Caldwell Tanks and Towers are attractive in appearance, sturdy and durable. We erect

them anywhere.

practice of feeding only once a day is followed,
and seems to give good results. This plan is

followed almost exclusively in Rhode Island's

Little Compton district, where originated the
little red hen which bears the name of the state,

and where great numbers of chickens are raised
every year. The colony house system is followed
almost wholly in this section, and a cooked mash
is fed. Each morning a wagon loaded with mash
is driven from house to house, and the feed

shoveled into troughs. At the same time hoppers
on the wall are filled with whole or cracked grain.

The mash is naturally cleaned up in a short time,

and the hoppers are depended upon to supply
the needed rations for the rest of the day. It is

probable that many experienced poultry keepers
would criticize this plan. Yet it seems above
criticism for the reason that the results obtained
are quite as satisfactory as in any other section

of the country, where more complex methods
have been adopted.
Most poultry keepers seem to think that it is

necessary to have the floors of their houses cov-

ered with litter in which the hens may scratch.

No litter is used in the Little Compton houses,

but the floors are covered with fresh sand every
fall. Of course conditions here are different

from those in many other sections, because the

winters are so open, due to the ocean's close

proximity, that the birds ••can be allowed out of

the houses much of the time the year 'round.

One of the best known poultrymen on the

South Shore of Massachusetts, who makes a

business of supplying eggs for hatching, to the

roaster growers of the South Shore, raises a large

number of pullets each year, and uses colony
houses. In order to minimize the work of feeding

his birds he has rigged up a low-down wagon,
with wide iron wheels, which carries a big dou-

ble cast iron tank, obtained from a mail order

house. This tank is filled with water, which
is thus easily distributed. Buckets filled with

grain are also placed on the wagon in front

of the tank before the round of the poultry houses

is made. This breeder believes that shade for

growing chickens is indispensable. Many of his

poultry houses are located among pine trees,

but nearly all of them are also built with awning-

like projections in front.

Droppings boards are taken as a matter of

course by the average poultry keeper. Here and

there, though, practical poultrymen are ques-

tioning the value of droppings boards, and not a

few men, especially on large farms, have elimin-

ated them entirely. In the Little Compton
district already mentioned, where poultry keeping

has been perhaps the chief means of livelihood

for years, droppings boards have been largely

dispensed with. Occasionally, though, a board

is set upright in the floor a short distance in front

of the roosts, in order to keep the droppings from

being scattered broadcast. A little sand is

thrown over the space back of this board two

or three times a week, and no ill odors can be

detected, even when the houses are not cleaned

out all winter. Droppings boards are practically

indispensable in very small houses, such as are

to be found in suburban back yards, but when
large flocks are being kept their necessity is

certainly to be questioned. Cleaning the drop-

pings boards is an unpleasant job and takes a

large amount of time which, in the writer's

opinion, might often be devoted to other work
to better advantage.

Another innovation, and one which is meeting

with favor, is the substitution of one long nest

for a series of short nests. Nests built on the

new plan are being used by several poultrymen,

and give much satisfaction. They are simply

long boxes, raised a foot from the floor, and

with an opening at each end. When the hens

wish to lay, they walk along in the box, which

is filled with hay, until they find a spot which

suits them. Then they make a little nest for

themselves in the hay, and lay their eggs. The
front of the nest consists of a single long board,

which is hinged at the bottom, and held in place

by a wooden button. When it is dropped, the

entire nest enclosure is open to view, and the

eggs may be gathered with the greatest expedi-

tion. It has been shown by experience that there

is practically no quarreling among the hens

when this type of nest is used, and no break-

ing of eggs. The nests can be quickly cleaned

and disinfected, and there are few hiding places

for vermin.

A California suggestion which seems worth

while is a catching coop, which is to be used when
TANKS

AND
TOWERS
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W ALL r \ PER REFLECTS YOLK PERSONALITY

NEW Wall-paper brings the joy of out-

doors indoors. In the bedroom, it is

soothing as you emerge from Slumberland.

You can't help stepping out "the right side

of bed" when attractive Wall-paper smiles at

you from all sides.

Wall-paper accentuates the beauty of the

woodwork. It permits that individuality of

expression so essential to the person of

refinement. It meets every requirement of

interior decoration—meets it effectively.

Fine furniture, rugs and woodwork are

charming. But their charm, like precious

stones, is lost without a proper setting.

Wall-paper takes away the apparent confine-

ment of flat walls and gives them relieving

contours.

New Wall-paper is a tonic. The small cost

of papering pays for itself many times over

by the pleasant atmosphere it creates.

ALLIED WALL-PAPER INDUSTRY
of the United States and Canada

Cicnrryl Offices: 1328 Broadway, Marbridge Bldg., New York City

See your Decorator or Wall-paper Dealer at once

—ask him to show you the new Spring Styles.

ALLIED WALL-PAPER INDUSTRY
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These Five New Century Novels

Will Lift You Out of Yourself

THE HAPPIEST TIME OF THEIR LIVES
By Alice Duer Miller, author of "Come Out of the Kitchen!" etc.

In this new novel Mrs. Miller has struck a graver, deeper, kinder note than
in any of her other novels, giving to it at the same time all her usual brilliance,

wit and gaiety.

"The Happiest Time of Their Lives" is a love-story from the first page to

the last—the love-story of a most likable young man and a charming girl; and
the author is on the side of the lovers, which is to say that it is presented with
eloquence and warmth. 8 full-page illustrations. Price $1.4.0.

THE FIREFLY OF FRANCE
By Marion Polk Angellotti

This is a straightaway narrative in the manner of the romance—in the
manner of Dumas, of Walter Scott. It is a story of love, mystery, danger, and
daring. It opens in the gorgeous St. Ives Hotel in New York and ends behind
the Allied Lines in France. It gets on its way on the first page, and the in-

terest is continuous and increasing until the last page. The action is swift,

the characters attractive, the dialogue stimulating. It is all beautifully done.

4 full-page illustrations. Price $1.40.

THE RETURN OF THE SOLDIER
By Rebecca West

A love story of a splendor, poignancy and thrilling nobility that one rarely has the
good fortune to touch. And "The Return of the Soldier" will touch you if you read it.

Slowly there emerges from the background perhaps the most memorable and unforget-

ably lovable woman that has beautified recent fiction; and as she comes the world re-

shapes itself, and things that are little and look big appear as they really are. The pub-
lishers recommend it with the utmost confidence. 4 full-page illustrations. Price ft.00.

COMRADES
By Mary Dillon

A new novel by the author of "The Rose of Old St. Louis," "In Old Bellaire," etc.

Her latest work is a love-story with the Great War as background; a straightaway narra-

tive full of action and rich in romance. "Remarkable alike," says the New York World,
"for the pleasant flow of its chapters and for the absence from its pages of the bitterness

generally prevalent in this sorely troubled hour." 4 full-page illustrations. Price $1 .40.

JUST OUTSIDE
By Stacy Aumonier

Bret Harte made himself with a single short story. So did Mr. Aumonier with that

astonishing piece of fiction called "The Friends." Not to become acquainted with Mr.
Aumonier's work is to miss some of the really best things written in English to-day.

"Just Outside," his latest novel, is a fascinating story of a man of moods, of temper-
ament, attempting to adjust himself and his environment; taking into account his boy-
hood, his young manhood, his work as an artist, his love affairs. Frontispiece. Price $1.35.

At all bookstores

Published by THE CENTURY CO. 353 Fourth Ave.

New York City

A History of Italian Furniture

By WILLIAM M. ODOM
{Principal of the New York. School of Fine and Applied Art)

The first comprehensive, authoritative history of Italian furniture,

the result of years of study and research in many countries. The grand-

parents of modern furniture are here seen in all their handwrought dignity

and beauty. Pictures and descriptions of pieces from the most impor-

tant museums and from priceless private collections which have never

been photographed before, and probably will never be photographed
again, show the evolution of furniture design.

^[ Many intimate incidents in the social life of the Italians, which have
modified the furnishing of their interiors, supply a background replete

with human interest.

In two Volumes. Size 11 x 15. Limited to 500 numbered sets.

Each Volume, net, $30

At your bookseller's

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO SSI GARDEN CITY. NEW YORK

fowls are sorted or transferred from one pen to
another. I here is an opening at one end,
which may be set against the exit of the pen.
As soon as the chickens have run into the coop a
sliding door closes this opening. The chickens
are removed through trap doors at the top.
There is no danger of the hens becoming suffo-

cated when a catching coop of this kind is used,
if the sides are covered with poultry wire.

There are few poultry keepers nowadays who
indulge in the old-fashioned practices of sousing
sitting hens in the watering trough, or slamming
them on the barn floor when they prove hard to

break up. The only proper way in which to deal
with broody hens when they are not desired for

incubating purposes is to place them in a breaking-
up coop. Such a coop may be fastened on the

wall inside the house, but the location is likely

to be unduly warm when summer weather comes.
Many practical poultry keepers provide breaking-
up coops which are set just outside each house.
This is a good plan, but it is highly desirable to

have the coops mounted on legs a foot or two high,

and with a slatted bottom, for the circulation of
cool air will go far tow ard checking the desire of

the hens. 1 he coop should, of course, be slatted

or wired all round. If the poultry keeper goes
through his houses each night and coops up any
hens that are found on the nests, he will experience
little difficulty in keeping his pens free from sit-

ters. When they have been allowed to remain on
the nests twenty-four hours they are much harder
to break up than if taken in hand promptly.
The ideal place for raising chickens is a corn

field with a little grass land adjoining. The corn
field will give protection from hawks and crows,

and provide many bugs and worms. It is not
commonly realized, though, that young corn
leaves make an excellent green food, especially

if they are chopped or shredded.
Naturally the small poultry keeper will have

to follow different methods, and when there is

but little grass available, it is an excellent plan

to make a coop about ten feet long and four feet

wide, with a tent shaped shelter of boards at one
end. Such a yard can be moved its width or

length every day. In that way it may be worked
across a field or a lawn, so that there will be an

abundance of green grass available at all times.

By the time one end of the plot has been reached,

the grass at the other end will be long enough to

serve as pasturage again. E. F. F.

CARE OF THE DOG'S MOUTH
AND TEETH

OT long ago an anxious dog owner
told me that his puppy's teeth

were falling out and asked me what
he should do to check the calamity.

I advised him not to worry.

There are a lot of people, ap-

parently, who do not know that a puppy sheds

his milk teeth just as a child does. Usually

they do it so unobtrusively that unobservant

masters and mistresses never know it. As a

matter of fact, if a dog is properly fed, with

plenty of good meat in his diet and with bones

and hard biscuit to gnaw, he will never have any

dental trouble worth mentioning. Occasionally,

however, it pays to have a look at his teeth.

Sometimes the milk teeth, after loosening,

become set again. This means that the second

teeth, when they come, may be deflected and

grow crooked. It is therefore not a bad idea

to help the puppy to get rid of his first teeth.

When loose they may be easily pulled out with

the fingers, covere'd with a handkerchief. This

will also prevent his swallowing any of them. If

the tooth becomes set, it must be extracted by a

veterinarian.

Sore gums in this connection, or whenever

thev appear to trouble the dog, may be treated

with myrrh, borax, and water, which is a good

mouth wash for a dog at any time. It helps to

keep the breath sweet.

Crookedness in teeth may sometimes be cor-

rected by frequent pressing with the fingers.

Both for the sake of his digestion and his

teeth, do not feed your dog many sweets or

dainties. Tartar and decay may cause him

endless trouble if you are too indulgent.

Do not teach your dog to carry stones or allow

him to chew sticks.

Tartar, if it forms, should be scraped off.

The teeth of show dogs are sometimes kept

polished with charcoal. W. A. D.
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With Economy the ruling force in the American Household
today, it is to be expected that suggestions for effecting

further reductions of your food bills are most welcome.
Consider, then, the genuine economy represented in every

package of Ridgways Tea: A pound of Coffee makes
40 cups but a pound of really good tea is ample for

more than 300 cups of delightful refreshment.

"Safe -Tea
First"

NEW YORK OFFICE
60-62 Warren Street

CHICAGO OFFICE
210 N. Wabash Avenue

Four Cups
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"Every inch of this

kitchen is washable"

Here's a kitchen that is "bright and
white" and washable throughout.

This means it is finished with Val-

spar and Val-Enamel.

VALENTINE'S

ALSPAR
The Varnish That Won't Turn White

Valspar is the famous water-proof varnish
that isn t afraid of water—that never turns
white—that is used for more household pur-
poses than any other varnish.

Valspar is best for all woodwork indoors
and out, as well as for all furniture, because
it's durable, spot-proof and washable.

VALENTINE S

al-Enamel

Val-Enamel is an American product that is

far better than any imported enamel. It starts

white and stays white. It has long life and is

easily applied.

For very many rooms, especially if the popu-
lar colonial effect is desired, the best com-
bination is water-proof, spot-proof and dur-
able Valspar and Val-Enamel.

VALENTINE & COMPANY
442 Fourth Avenue, New York
Largest Manufacturers of High-grade Varnishes in the World

Established 1832

Chicago VArNIshES T—New York Chicago VArNIshES Toronto Londor

Boston (Trade Mark) Amsterdam

W. P. Fuller & Co., San Francisco and Principal Pacific Coast Cities

The dwelling house at Umbria, the home plantation of the estate

The VANISHED PLANTATION SYSTEM
By EYRE DAMER

N ATTEMPTING a description of the vanished plantation
system that coexisted with slavery, I have in mind a typical
estate, that of the late Samuel Pickens, in Hale County,
Alabama, with Umbria as the homestead, Before division

amongst the heirs, the property consisted of the homestead,
with added farms, and three large plantations.

Prior to manumission of slaves and consequent disorganization of the
labor system, the orchards of the homestead produced in superabundance
varieties of apples, peaches, apricots, pears, figs, pomegranates, quinces,

and plums; the patches, watermelons, cantaloupes, and berries; the truck
gardens, upland and lowland, with borders of hoarhound, thyme, sage,

lavender, and other old-fashioned herbs, maintained a continuous supply
of vegetables. Ample quantities of milk, cream, and butter filled jars

and crocks placed in troughs around the walls of the dairy house, which
enclosed a bold spring of freestone water. In the luxuriant pastures and
meadows ranged and fattened thoroughbred sheep and cattle, to be slaugh-

tered and dressed by skilled slave butchers. In pickling troughs and
suspended from rafters in the commodious smokehouse, vast quantities of
spareribs, backbones, and sausage, choice parts of carcases for household
use, sent from the plantations, were cured at the annual hog killing. In
the poultry yard and on the ranges roamed flocks of turkeys, geese, ducks,

guineas, and chickens; and from the pigeon loft were obtained squabs.

Cooking was done in a capacious open fireplace, with hearth extending far

outward, and equipped with cranes and hooks. Covered skillets, banked
above and below with smokeless oak and hickory coals, and occupying
spaces on the broad and deep hearth, served as bakers and roasters.

With all of these adjuncts to housekeeping, and carefully trained cooks

and waiters, there was no problem connected with the table.

A stable of fine harness and saddle horses, and various vehicles, highly-

bred pointers, setters, and hounds, and populous covers and fishing waters
provided means for wholesome and exhilarating outdoor amusements.

Indoors, a carefully-selected library, musical instruments, and card ta-

bles were strong counter attractions.

Resident private tutors prepared the boys and girls for famous institu-

tions of learning; and a musical instructor visited his pupils at their home.
At Umbria was transacted all of the business of the estate. At regular

intervals the overseers were received in the detached office building, and
there submitted their reports and received instructions. In the manage-
ment and discipline of the slaves they were never permitted to practice

cruelty or impose excessive tasks. The slaves were of a superior class of

Copyright 1918, Valentine Is Company

Abner, an inhabitant of the quarters Hays, progenitor of "nine head of chil'ua"
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Fiske Railing and Fencing
are furnished for every ornamental use and in types
that can he made up into an endless variety of dur-
ante enclosures of suitahle strength and mesh, for pas-
tures, pens, poultry yards, dog kennels, aviaries, etc.

We design and erect complete if desired.

Send for lattst catalogur

J. W. FISKE IRON
72-S8 PARK PLACE

WORKS
NEW YORK
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Character is what a tiling is.

Reputation is what is Said of it

Granes
d(jnend&ton

[the correct writing paper]

has both character and repu-

tation. It has both quality and

Style. It is fine and dignified

and genuine. It is correct and

Smart and tasteful. It is bought

and used because people of

taste know it is all these things

—because of its reputation

Usable samples sent on reauest

Jot twenty-jive cents

EATON, CRANE & PIKE CO.
N ew Yo r lc Pittsfield Mass
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ME announce a complete and match-

less collection of classic period models

including Gothic, Adam, Jacobean, Chip-

pendale, Chinese Chippendale, Louis XV,
Louis XVI, William and Mary, Colonial

and Duncan Phyfe. The cabinets, fash-

ioned by men of rare skill, are of exquisite

beauty.

In these superb instruments there has

been developed an improved tone (supe-

rior even to Sonora's previous remarkable

achievements), which makes these new pho-

nographs the most wonderful ever pro-

duced.

Some of the models are now on exhibition

in our New York Fifth Avenue Salon.

In requesting literature, please state

period style in which you are interested

is>onora $f)onograpf) £?>alesi Co., inc.
GEORGE E. BRIGHTSON, President

Fifth Avenue at 53rd St. 279 Broadway at Reade St.

50 Broadway (Standard Arcade), New York
Brooklyn: 1285 Fulton St. Philadelphia: 1311 Walnut St.

The Highest CJass Talking Machine in the World

The hospitable entrance gates to Umbria Rose comer in the rear court

negroes, being either those brought from Virginia and the Carolinas or
their descendants. They were tractable, intelligent, loyal, and happy,
and performed taski patiently and uncomplainingly.
Crow Wing, adjoining Umbria, was preserved as a range for stock.

It had a wonderful forest of hard-wood trees, traversed by clear streams.
On the opposite side, Eubanks also adjoined Umbria. It was an ideal

plantation for cotton and stock, containing a vast area of perennial cane,

through which streams of pure water flowed, unaffected by droughts.
Goodrum, with annexed Mallory Place, is in the prairies. In early

times there was lack of water in that region. When Robert Pickens re-

turned from travels abroad, having studied the wells in Artois, France, he
began experiments at Goodrum and succeeded in bringing in the first ar-

tesian well in this country. Wells rapidly multiplied and promoted quick
settlement of the prairies. Mr. Pickens brought from Philadelphia an
engineer who drew plans for utilizing the water power at Goodrum.
Water from well No. 1 issued from a lofty tube, flowed thence into an
elevated trough, and in its escape therefrom emptied into the cavities of

an overshot wheel, the shaft of which operated machinery that converted

raw cotton into hanked thread, and this in turn was converted into cloth

in the plantation looms. After moving this machinery, the water flowed

into long, wide canals, cut in the lime rock underlying the soil, and was
there impounded to furnish power for a grist mill and cotton gins. During
the night the canals filled nearly to their brims, and the volume of water
was sufficient to operate the mill and gins continuously the entire day.

This mill ground sufficient meal and grits for the estate, and more besides.

Cotton, corn, peas, sorghum, and clover were grown at Goodrum. At the

time of its settlement, cedar trees so abounded there that rail fences, cribs,

cabins, and stables were constructed of the wood.
Annexed to this place and extending to the Black Warrior River was

Port Royal, with a steamboat landing and brick warehouse, used for estate

purposes only. Most of the Port Royal tract consisted of hard-wood forest

and swamp, and here were raised and slaughtered great numbers of hogs

of good breed. They ranged the forest at will until rounded up and cor-

raled for fattening at the approach of cold weather. So extensive was the

range and so abundant were the nut-bearing trees, that many of the ani-

mals reverted to a state of wildness, and after the annual roundup all

without earmarks became "game" and afforded exciting and sometimes
perilous sport for privileged hunters.

Canebrake Place, with deep, black, and fertile soil, was the chief cotton

and corn plantation, and large quantities were produced there. At Cane-
brake and Goodrum places about 500 bales of cotton were produced an-

nually as early as 1844.

At Umbria were grown excellent tobacco (for home consumption), small

grains, and hay. Each plantation had a ginhouse and cotton screw

press. On this estate were trained slave mechanics who manufactured
nearly everything needed. There was a tanyard, in which was prepared

leather from hides of animals raised and slaughtered at the several places.

Each plantation had its cotton screw and press
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HODGSONhSSs
Spring is hero! And it's just the time to buy that small house you've always wanted.
Why not build it the Hodgson way! First send for a catalogue. It's just chuck-full

ol pictures ol bungalows, cottages, garages, playhouses, poultryhouses, etc. Look
them over and select the one (from actual photograph) that fits your fancy.

I lien write us fin<i we rid ihr rest. We build your house for you at Hie Hodgson factory and ship it to you
in section" all neatly luushed, lilted and painted. Unskilled workmen can put it up for you in one day.
No fooling with complicated blueprints no flirt, no extra expenses. No long, tiresome conferences with
con!taiiin s and builders. Nothing for you to do but to order the house and put it up yourself in a jiffy.

If you want to ordei the house now and have it delivered later, send us '£>'
, of tin- cost.. Wc will build

your house and hold it for you until you want it. Could anything be fairer or easier?
Hut lirit send for the catalogue. Do it to-day.

Room 201, I 16 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
6 East 39th St., New York City

People ofculture and
refinement invariably

TREFEFL Deities

to any other cigarette.

25*

Makers ofthe Highest Grade Turkish

and Egyptian Cigarettes in the World



The\J. S. Government
Uses the McCRAY

After the most thorough tests the
U. S. Government experts selected
-the McCRAY for use in the House
and Senate Restaurants in the Cap-
itol—the Pure Food Testing Labo-
ratories—U. S. Commissaries, Forts,
Hospitals, Cantonments, Naval Sta-
tions, Base Hospitals, Quartermas-
ter's Department and on many of
the'American Battle Ships.

Sanitary Refrigerators
have been recognized throughout the world
for over thirty years as the standard of
quality. There are many cheaper refrig-

erators—but they are also less efficient than
the McCRAY. Wherever economy—quality
and efficiency are demanded, McCRAY
Sanitary Refrigerators are used.
McCRAY Refrigerators are made in a

great variety of stock sizes, equipped for
either ice or mechanical refrigeration—
ranging in price from $40.00 up. Special
sizes are built to order for unusual require-
ments or to match the interior finish. Any
McCRAY can be arranged for outside
icing. Write for catalog.

No. 93 for Residences
No. 62 for Meat Markets
No. 71 for Grocers and Delicatessens
No. 51 for Hotels, Clubs and Restaurants

McCRAY RefrigeratorCo.
822 Lake Street Kendallville. Ind.

Salesrooms in All Principal Cities

Mail Coupon for Catalog
1 D

McCray Refrigerator Co.
822 Lake Street, Kendallville, Ind.

Gentlemen : Kindly send me at once copy of

your catalog No for

Name _

Street _

City and State
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From this leather were fabricated in the plantation
shop, harness, saddles, boots, shoes, and other
articles into which leather entered.

There was a carpenter shop, equipped with all

kinds of tools, in which slave workmen made sash
and blinds, moldings, turnings, carvings, wagons,
plowstaffs, furniture, buckets, tubs, and other
articles of woodwork.

Fabrics for clothing, bedding, bags, and tar-

paulins were woven in the hand looms, from
cotton, wool, and hair produced in the estate's
fields, pastures, and ranges.

The "walk" turned out rope and twine.
There was a smithy in which slaves made plow-

shares, scythe blades, hoes, rakes, knives, hinges,
and other iron ware.

Baskets, floor mats, chair bottoms, horse
collars, and brooms and brushes were supplied
by superannuated slaves, from materials gathered
in field and forest.

A roll of household and plantation slaves in

the year 1848—152 in number—records the age,
parentage, and value of each. There are
about Umbria three generations of the de-
scendants of negroes brought from Virginia
and the Carolinas, and these old rolls show
their lineage so far back that they could readily
obtain very respectable genealogical charts.

There are strange variations in the appraisements.
Opposite a few names are placed three ciphers,
and the explanation of the zero valuation is in

A deserted negro cabin of shakes

their ages; they had run the course of usefulness

and become charges on the estate. In a later

roll (that of 1864) there appears the name of
"Daddy" Simon, an accomplished handicrafts-

man. He was a housebuilder, cooper, and wheel-
wright. Simon was valued at only $800; while

John and William, proficient dining-room ser-

vants, whose names follow his, were rated at

#1,200 each; but Simon was fifty-two years of

age, and John and William, thirty-two and thirty-

three, respectively.

Simon was a preacher, but not so well versed

in theology as in carpentry. According to his

own testimony, he had a harrowing experience

in "getting religion." Monstrous sinner, he was,

in a vision, taken to the brink of a fearful preci-

pice; below, in a bottomless gorge, roared a sea

of fire, emitting sulphurous fumes; from brink

to brink stretched a slender spider web; and a

radiant figure, from the opposite side, in an awe-
some voice which rose above the roar of the flames

commanded him to cross the chasm on that

web—a single strand. Simon was no rope walker
and the burden of his sins oppressed him, but

the spell was upon him and faith nerved him,

and bravely he planted his feet upon the web.

Instantly the great load of sins rolled from his

shoulders and fell, crashing and reverberating to

the pits below. Then a wonderful change took

place— lo! the chasm was no chasm at all, and
the fire was no fire at all. He had been deceived

by the Devil, but triumphed through faith—and
this faith was what he taught; and his dusky
hearers listened breathlessly, and marveled as

they listened, to the fervid story of his conver-

sion.

The pioneer planters of Hale County had little,

if any, desire for public-service factories and work-

shops, nor could such institutions have existed

prosperously in a county so completely occupied

by self-sustaining plantations. Commercial ac-

tivitv was limited; most of the commodities re-

quired by planter families were obtained in

Mobile and transported by steamboats to land-

ings, and thence conveyed in plantation wagons
to their destination. All this produced homo-
geneity of society and community of interest.

The planters founded towns merely as seats of

religion, education, sociability, and government;
and trade was incidental and not purposely en-

couraged and fostered.
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Eleetrie Lightin
Tow/ism(Sountw
atHalfGity Gost

Fairbanks-Morse Electric
Light and Power Plant
1 to 200 H. P. for Cottage or Mansion

in Country or Town

IT GIVES a powerful current at

half the cost of city electricity.

Burns cheap kerosene, requires little

attention and stays in order.

PLAN NOW for a brighter, health-

ier, more comfortable home. Take

the first step to-day and write at

once for our catalogue 404E.

Fairbanks,Morse& Co.
30 Church Street, New York City
Boston Office Baltimore Office
47 Oliver Street 101 Light Street

THE HEALTH of

your family demands

that oil lamps be dis-

carded. They are un-

healthy, unsightly, odorous

and hard to keep clean.

Tests prove that eleven

people use less oxygen

than one large lamp.

Lamps, too, are dangerous.

WITH ELECTRICITY you

simply screw a bulb into an

electric light socket and instant-

ly a brilliant, restful light is

available. No lamps to clean,

gas tanks to explode or danger

from fire. One or a dozen lights

may burn any time you choose.

WHEREAS A LAMP needs at-

tention daily, an electric light

bulb will last for months with-

out attention. Then, only a few

seconds are required to make

the change to a new one.

THE SAME POWER PLANT
used for lighting purposes will

supply current for fans, vacuum

cleaners, washing machines,

sewing machines, etc., as well as

run the farm machinery and

pump water anywhere you

want it.
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Protect Health -Conserve Food

ave Money

This Nt'w Free
Hook I'dIs How

Nun sIkmiKI send for a cttny totl.iv

ami learn how to o onomic.illv fortify your
fjmtlv's health atcainst the il.inmis ol improperly rt- triy« r-

itnl (oo»l> Ih itist.illini; .1 Monroe Relrim rator in your home.
Hook tells how to reduce itr hills or more .iml eliminate waste
\K.> describes fully the many advantages of this celebrated, life

tune refnuerator.

MONROE
PORCCLAIMREFRIGERATOR

•Vn r\|>crtlv-huilt. scirntitii' refrigerator

in «hi>M snowy-white compartment*
of one-piece inch-thick, solid |<orcrlain

ware, food will .ilw.iss keep fresh, pure
jml wholesome. No cracks, crevices or
lurking plan s tor dirt, germs 01 decay-

ing food. They are spotlessly clean

and stav clean with very little effort.
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MONROE REFRIGERATOR CO.
KS Benson Street LockUnd. Ohio

id Direct From factory
Monthly I'jvih nii if

30 DAYS HOME TRIAL
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LOOMIS-
MANNING
FILTERS

Is Your Hot

Water Discolored?

Are you annoyed by hav-

ing rusty or dirty hot water

in your bath and laundry?

Manning
Filter

For such a condition the
Loomis-Manning Filter provides

an effective remedy by filtering

the hot water after it leaves the

tank or heater. This will not

interfere with the warmth of the

water, nor will our system con-

flict with the circulation of the

hot water through the house.

These filters are widely used

for providing clean, pleasant, safe

water for all household purposes.

They handle either the cold or

hot water as required.

Easy to install, easy to care for,

durable and effective, they are

giving pleasure and comfort in

hundreds of homes.

Loomis-Manning Filter

Distributing Co.

1441 So. 37th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Established 1880

THOSE who know the perfect

privacyof the noiseless closet must

consider the obsolete loud -flushing

toilet an offense against good taste.

SILENT

THE TRENTON POTTERIES CO

CLOSET

operates silently. It cannot be heard outside the bathroom.

It is self-cleansing and sanitary. It is designed to prevent

clpgging and constructed with a view to saving plumbers'

bills. Point for point it supersedes the best loud flushing

toilets made, being unequalled either in appearance or sanitary

qualifications.

Evenly glazed vitrified china is non-porous and immune to

corrosion. Sediment will not adhere to its glossy, self-cleansing

surface, and under ordinary conditions and normal care it

will not discolor with years of use.

The reputation of THE TRENTON POTTERIES COM-
PANY'S ware for excellence in mechanical construction, quality

and design entitles these products to first consideration. The cost

of installation is no greater because of that quality; the plumbing

maintenance is less. We are using the best materials as always,

employing experienced and skilled workmen. Sanitation and good

health require the best plumbing fixtures—not the cheapest.

A copy of our book "Bathrooms of Character" B-y will be ofgreat help to

those interested in home betterment or m building a new home. Write for it

THE TRENTON POTTERIES CO.
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY, U. S. A.

SI-WEL-CLO SUPERIORITY
One feature of the SI-WEL-CLO is the care taken to furnish only the finest quality seat

—no exposed metal parts. Either white or mahogany. Another feature is the china

connection between tank and closet—never corrodes or tarnishes. Consider

these other features besides that of quiet operation.

The SI-WEL-CLO Ordinary Type ot

Water Octet

Water Surface
(Represented by solid black)

The fouling surface in a water closet is but

one difference between a scientifically con-

structed bowl (the Si-wel-clo) and the or-

dinary type. The bowl of the Si-wel-clo is

always clean and free from soil.

Seal and Water Trapway
'Represented by solid black)

The Silent Si-wel-clo has other advantages
besides its quiet operation. It has a much
deeper water-seal—guard against sewer gas

;

a much larger trapway, preventing stoppage ;

and a syphon .auxiliary, which causes the
closet to flush more rapidly and positively.
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AMERICAN MOTORISTS and the GASOLENE
SITUATION

By ALEXANDER JOHNSTON
HE past few months have constituted

the most anxious period that the
American motoring community
has ever been called upon to endure.

^| Manufacturers have been worried
for fear that the Government

might feel obliged to stop the production of
passenger motor vehicles, while private motorists

have had cause to fear the shutting off of their

supply of motor fuel. Inevitably this uncer-

tainty has favored the growth of a fine crop of

mixed rumors that have kept the motoring public

on the anxious seat. One day it would be that

the automobile industry would not be able to get

any more steel, all that ubiquitous product
being needed for war-making functions. The
next day, with equal positiveness, that the

Government would commandeer all crude oil

stocks and that no gasolene would be available

for driving private motor vehicles.

Naturally the ordinary automobile owner,
with his vehicle already in use, has centred his

attention principally on the gasolene situation.

Until recently, conditions have not justified

much jubilation on the part of car owners, but

now the situation has happily clarified and we
are able to look at the future with reasonable

confidence, provided we give the national con-

servation authorities a little individual coopera-

tion.

For a complete understanding of the motor-
fuel situation that is going to exist during the

coming year, we shall have to glance briefly at

some statistics of production and consumption.

In 1916 the output of crude petroleum in this

country, according to figures of the Geological

Survey, was 295,000,000 barrels. From this

there were extracted 54,000,000 barrels of gas-

olene. However, the actual production of crude

oil was not equal to providing for all the demands
of 1916, and it was necessary to withdraw
20,000,000 barrels of oil from the reserve, which
amounted to some 150,000,000 barrels. Please

note that this means that the normal oil pro-

duction of the country was not sufficient to meet
the demands of a perfectly normal year. If we
were to continue drawing upon our reserve at

the proportionate rate indicated by the 1916
withdrawals, it would take but a few years to

exhaust that vitally important surplus and leave

us wholly dependent on the current production

of crude oil, which we have shown was insuf-

ficient even for present needs. To any normal
estimate of gasolene consumption in 191 7,

there must now be added the heavy demands of

our fighting forces, to say nothing of the quan-
tity that we must export to take care of our
allies.

In these circumstances the casual observer
might be pardoned for throwing up his hands in

despair and steeling himself to read the edict

putting an end to private motoring for the period

of the war. Happily, however, there are certain

extenuating circumstances that have already
begun to operate, which make it evident that

if every individual motorist in America will

observe a few sim-

ple rules of conser-

vation, we shall
make our supply[of

gasolene cover our
extended needs,
and there need be

no interruption of

necessary motor-
ing.

The mitigating

circumstances of
which we spoke,

are first, the fact that while our crude oil out-
put will be only slightly larger than that, of

1916, improved methods of extracting gasolene
from the base will result in a considerably aug-
mented production of motor fuels. Secondly,
the obvious demands of the situation have tre-

mendously stimulated activity on the part of the
oil producers, and well boring is being carried on
feverishly in all of the great producing fields.

Thirdly the production of casing head gasolene,

the product obtained by reducing to liquid form
the gases flowing from the wells, will be heavily
increased. All these factors promise well for

the future, but the really hopeful factor as re-

gards present relief, is the nation-wide campaign
that has been launched to end the serious and, in

the present circumstances, criminal waste of
gasolene by the private motorist.

An informal commission, comprising oil ex-

perts of the United States Bureau of Mines and
various individuals prominent in the automobile
industry, met recently in Washington to for-

mulate the terms under which the gasolene con-
servation campaign should be waged. A number
of their findings are of supreme interest to all

motor-car owners and we shall consider them in

detail a little later on. The general result of
their investigations was the discovery that

561,000,000 gallons of our total available annual
supply of 2,000,000,000 gallons of gasolene is

actually wasted. Some of the waste is in dis-

tribution, but most of it is lost in improper
operation of the car. Just how important this

loss is may be realized from the fact that the
estimated demands of our Army, Navy, and air

fleets for motor fuel, reach a total of approxi-
mately 550,000,000 gallons. In other words,
we motor-car owners annually waste more gas-

olene than is needed to meet our entire military

demands. The motorists of America could

scarcely ask a more direct way of showing their

patriotism in the present crisis, than by thus
presenting their country with enough motor
fuel to keep its military forces abundantly sup-
plied with this vital necessity for modern warfare.

We make no question as to what the answer will

be, but before we can reach the desired end, it

must be borne in upon every single car owner that

this is part of his contribution to victory over
the Hun. He must remember that while his

individual waste of a pint of gasolene a day may
seem inconsequential, when that pint comes to

be multiplied by 4,000,000 (and there are more
than that number of cars in use in America to-

day), we get the appalling total of 500,000 gallons

per day. We must each of us make it an inti-

mate, personal care not to waste a single drop
of gasolene. That is the only solution of the

problem.
The Washington investigators, of whom we

spoke, inform us that the greatest single factor

of waste is in the needless use of passenger cars,

and they estimate that 13 per cent, of our total

gasolene supply is wasted in this way. This

does not mean that cars must be placed in dead
storage, nor even that a reasonable amount of

driving for pleasure, for health conservation, for

relaxation shall not be indulged in. But the

mere driving to keep going, to kill time, must
stop. The man who uses his car for covering

business calls or for doing errands, must so ar-

range his trips as not to cover the same ground
two or three times, when once can be made to

serve the purpose. A little looking ahead and
planning will take care of this class of waste.

The second prolific source of gasolene, waste is

in'the poorly adjusted carbureter. Our Washing-
ton friends estimate that this is responsible for

the loss of 4 per cent, of the total quantity of
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gasolene used in the country. Personally I be-
lieve that this estimate is too conservative and
that the carbureter or rather its adjuster, is

even more guilty than they think.
One of the big carbureter companies has re-

cently compiled figures bearing on the waste of
fuel through incorrectly proportioned mixture.
The correct ratio of gasolene to air is approx-
imately .07 of a pound of gas to each pound of
dry air. A mixture containing as much as .08

of a pound of gas to the pound of air will give
satisfactory engine performance under ordinary
conditions, although it is richer than need be.

It is possible, however, to increase the propor-
tion of gas to as high as .12 and still have no
actual trouble with the engine, though such a
mixture contains nearly twice the amount of

gasolene actually needed. Now if the correct

mixture of .07 gas enabled the car to give sixteen

miles to the gallon, the .08 ratio will reduce the

mileage to fourteen to the gallon, and the .12

mixture will drop the average to ten miles per

gallon. Obviously under the latter condition,

nearly 50 per cent, of the gasolene is being

wasted. The fuel is being consumed but the

engine is not doing one whit more work; in fact

not as much as it would do with the leaner mix-

ture.

It is practically impossible to give general

directions for adjusting the carbureter that will

hold in every case, for the simple reason that

there are scores of makes of these instruments in

common use, and adjustments for one will not

hold good for another. Unless the individual

car owner is expert enough to adjust his own car-

bureter so that he is sure of getting maximum
efficiency and minimum consumption, he should

consult the nearest service station and have the

instrument properly set by a man who makes
that particular device his specialty.

While we are on the subject of carbureters,

we may point out the many advantages to be

derived from the application of heat to devices

compelled to handle the present debased grades

of gasolene. Where the carbureter has hot water
jackets designed to maintain the fuel at a tem-

perature making vaporization easy, this problem

is solved. When the carbureter is not jacketed,

the installation of a hot-air stove or housing

fitted over the exhaust pipe and with tubing con-

necting it with the carbureter air intake, is re-

commended. The capacity of the housing must
be great enough to heat the air entering the car-

bureter to a temperature of not lower than 160

degrees F. The tubing used to carry the hot air

to the carbureter must be of ample size and as

short as possible, to prevent restriction of the

air flow, which would reduce the power. An
adjustable sleeve located in this tubing is desir-

able so that cool air may be admitted during

very hot weather. It is to be noticed that hot-

air equipment of this kind is not only valuable •

as a means of making present grades of gasolene

yield greater power per unit, but it is also a grc;it

convenience in bringing the engine up to an

efficient operating temperature on cold days.

Both economy and
convenience, then,

suggest the instal-

lation of air-heat-

ing apparatus, and
in the present cir-

cumstances it

might almost be

considered a duty
to the country.

Another prolific

source of gasolene

waste is to be found
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The Duplex-Alcazar
Helps You Conserve
This wonderful stove burning Gas and

Coal or Wood singly or in combination,

is a food and fuel conservatoras well as

a modern kitchen convenience.

It saves fuel by enabling' you to use the

kind best suited to your purpose and

doing away with the waste attendant on

separate fuel ranges. It helps you con-

serve food by cooking it better and mak-

ing good results a practical certainty.

If you're in a district where Gas is not

available, a second type using Oil and

Coal or Wood is available. The change

from fuel to fuel in either model is made
without bother or interchange of parts.

k-

"

See your dealer or write us men-

tioning whether you are inter-

tested in the Gas or Oil con-

struction.

ALCAZAR RANGE & HEATER CO.
404 Cleveland Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.
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Halley $3.00 per 100
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10% discount Cash orders

Valuable Booklet Free

B. Hammond Tracy
Cedar Acres Box 105

motor car owner would learn to take odometer
readings whenever the tank of his car is filled

with gasolene. In this way a little simple com-
putation will give him the miles per gallon of the
vehicle from time to time. With this data in

hand he will know whenever anything goes
wrong from the simple fact that his car is de-
manding an excessive amount of gas to deliver a
given quantity of service. Remember that the
happy, careless days before the war are gone, and
a very different situation confronts us.

It may not be amiss to call attention to the
fact that waste of heat inevitably results in

waste of fuel. Heat is power, and the modern
motor vehicle is forced through inherent short-
comings to dispense with a large part of the avail-

able supply of this sort of power. It is simple
common-sense not to let the matter go any fur-

ther. For instance, where such a thing is pos-
sible, it is well to instal a thermostatic control
in the water line, to keep the temperature of the
circulating water at the highest possible point.

Not all car owners may do this, but certainly all

of them can purchase one of the many radiator
covers now on the market and blanket the hood
during the cold weather. These coverings are
made of material impervious to heat, and they
keep the vital warmth of the engine from being
rapidly dissipated in the cold air.

In summing up we may1

call the attention of
our American motorists to their comparatively
happy condition. All that is requested of them
is a little not very onerous care, whereas in Eng-
land the final edict abolishing private motoring
for the term of the war has gone forth. More-
over, the care which car owners in this country
are asked to exercise will actually prove bene-
ficial, not only to their pocketbooks but to their

cars. The motor vehicle will really run better
on the .07 fuel mixture than it will on the waste-
ful .12 compound, to say nothing of the obviation
of carbon deposits. Tools and parts are better
washed in kerosene than in gasolene. With no
hardship involved and with every inducement
of patriotic appeal on the side of economy,
there is no question what the answer of the
American motoring public will be to the request
that it shall use gasolene instead of wasting it.

THE WISE USE OF HOME CANNED
FOOD

RESERVED goods should be con-

sidered as material for the making of

dishes rather than as foods already

prepared for use. When a family

tires quickly of canned foods it is

usually because nothing more than

a can opener and a little seasoning have been

used in their preparation for the table.

It must be remembered that canned vegetables

and fruits, because of an almost inevitable loss

of flavor in preserving, require more art in

making attractive than do these same things

in a fresh state. While they can not be served

so simply, yet the same general rules apply to

them as to the fresh products. As far as possible

they must be used to save meat.

Beans and peas can be served in place of

meat, as to a large extent they have the same
food value. A small amount of meat may be

used to the best advantage by cooking it in

combination with these and other vegetables,

which absorb and extend the meat flavor.

String beans, peas, corn, and tomatoes from

the can may be served in soups, salads, and
casserole dishes.

The strawberries, peaches, pears, and other

fruits which have been stored may be used in

fruit salads, ices, and in combination with ice

creams. The family will not tire of them so

quickly when served in this way as when they

are simply placed on the table as a fruit dessert.

Children who are prejudiced against anything

which comes from a can often grow eager for

such dishes when they are told that food saying

means helping our soldiers and saving the lives

of little children across the ocean.

The romance of patriotic food conservation

is as gripping to children as it is to the rest of us.

1
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DON'T forego the comforts of

ci\ ilization nist because von live

in the country. Equip your home or

camp with a

NEW PERFECTION
KEROSENE WATER HEATER

which any good plumber can connect

at small expense to your circulating

MM system. Hot running water

w hcne\ eryou want toheat it—without

the bother of tiring up a range or

furnace.

Thr New Perfection dor* the same work
as a gas heater at about one-third the aver-

age tviel cost for artificial gas. Simple, dur-

able, safe— nothing to jfet out of order.

Made in three-burner and one-burner sizes.

Thousands in use.

With a New Perfection Oil Cook Stove

and this water heater, your kitchen is com-
pletely equipped—summer or winter—and
you are independent of the coal or wood
range with all its dirt and drudgery.

Wntr for Irr* cmtmJofur dncnbinf New Prrfmion otl-

burninf timer*.

DFALERS NOTKi Thi§ nrw buiinna will intrrrsi its

ftnen. plumber* ana hardware dealer*. Write for detail*.

THE CLEVELAND METAL
PRODUCTS COMPANY

7148 Piatt Avenue Cleveland, Ohio

Keep Your Magazines

Let us bind your copies of
Country Life in America
for you. The bound volume
will be a complete guide to

the best in building, decorat-

ing and landscape work. It

also covers adequately the

various interests of the man
who lives in the country,
everything from livestock to

sport.

We will bind your magazines
for you for $1.25 per volume.
Or, we will supply the maga-
zines substantially bound for

$2.50 per volume. You pay
the carriage.

Address Circulation Dept.

Doubleday, Page & Company
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK
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Improving the Grounds

of Large Estates
To improve large lawns, cut and roll them frequently with

ftCOLDWELL*CLI]TERBUILT" Motor Mower, Model J.

The COLDWELL Model J both cuts and rolls. Light,

powerful, flexible, it is especially useful on parks and

large estates.

The "BIG ONE", Coldwell's latest Motor Mower, is a

wonderful labor-saver. It cuts twice as much acreage per

day as any other type of mower ever put on the market.

The cutter part, which is our latest improved Sulky Type
Threesome, can be easily detached from the Tractor and

changed to the Horse-drawn type, if desired.

COLDWELL WALK-TYPE Motor Mower is particularly

satisfactory for small estates. Cuts an acre an hour.

Climbs 25 % grades. Moderate cost.

COLDWELL HAND MOWERS are made in all sizes and
styles. All are backed by the oldest firm of lawn mower
manufacturers in the country. Write for complete catalog.

Coldwell Lawn Mower Company
Office and Factory at

INewburgfa, N. Y.

Chicago Office

62 East Lake St., Chicago, III.
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Tour Garage IsJudged
by ItsHinges

HERE is no more important feature of your garage than its

doors. By the way they work and look people judge the modern-

ness and appearance of your whole garage.

Stanley Garage Hinges are designedfor Garage Use

DOORS swung on them close snugly and

weather-tight. Fitted with ball-bearing

washers, these hinges swing your heavy

doors easily and quietly. If your garage is

built for more than one car they allow all

the doors to be open at the same time with-

out interfering with each other; and they

take up no inside space to operate.

Stanley Garage Hinges are mighty
good looking. They give character and style

to your garage. The doors in the picture are

hung on Stanley Garage Hinges No.

1457, the 24-inch size at the top and bot-

tom, the 10-inch size at the centre. There

are larger Stanley Garage Hinges for ex-

ceptionally heavy and massive doors.

In order to prevent the wind from slam-

ming the doors against your car you will

want a pair of Stanley Garage Door
Holders No. 1 774. They are arms ofsteel

that lock your doors open . A pull on the chain

releases them and allows the doors to close.

These holders, hinges and Stanley Garage bolts, latches, etc. , are illustrated and described

in our booklet. We will be glad to send it to you. Stanley Garage Hardware is sold by the

leading hardware dealers everywhere.

THE STANLEY WORKS- New Britain, Conn.,U.S. A.
NEW YORK: 100 Lafayette Street CHICAGO: 73 East Lake Street

Manufacturers of Wrought Bronze and Wrought Steel Hinges and Butts of all kinds, including Stanley Ball-Bearing Butts.
Also Pulls, Brackets, Chest Handles, Peerless Storm Sash Hangers and Fasteners; Screen Window and Blind Trimmings;
Furniture Hardware; Twinrold Box Strapping, and Cold Rolled Stripped Steel.

Stanley Garage Hardware is adaptable for factory and mill use

I
Grass Will Grow in Shady Spots

|
Usually the roots of trees appropriate all the
available plant food, leaving the grass to die,

and be replaced by weeds or bare ground.
That grass under shade trees will respond
quickly and grow readily when provided with
adequate plant food, can easily be demon-
strated, unless the branches are close to the
ground. You can prove this by mixing

Takoma Odorless

Lawn Fertilizer
with the soil under the trees, then re-seeding

with pure lawn seed. Remember that the
tree acts as an umbrella so that heavy arti-

ficial watering must be resorted to when the
tree is in leaf.

Takoma Odorless Lawn Fertilizer is the

most efficacious plant food that can be used on
lawns. It can also be used to topdress roses

and other plants which lack vigor.

Send for instructive booklet, "The Main-
tenance of Lawns," which tells how to keep
the lawn in good shape.

ODORLESS PLANT FOOD COMPANY
Chesley Building, Washington, D. C.

Also manufacturers of Takoma Odorless Garden Plant Food

\
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"WHY THE AVERAGE MOTORIST'S
DOLLAR IS SHRINKING"

A book on automobile maintenance cost that every practical

minded motorist should read. Send us your name on a post
card for a copy.

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Syracuse. New York

Best Nursery Stock Ever Grown
Evergreens, Fruit and Ornamental Trees. Floweiing Shrubs,

Hedge Plants, Vines, Roses, Hardy Perennials.
Preparing of Plans, Laying out of Grounds, Tree and

Shrubbery Decorating Work.

THE STEPHEN HOYT'S SONS CO., INC.
Landscape Gardeners and Nurserymen

Tel. 333 New Canaan, Connecticut

G I L L E T T ' S
Hardy Ferns and Flowers

For Dark, Shady Places

Plant your native ferns, plants

and bulbs NOW. It is not too

late to get good results if you
do your planting immediately.

We will gladly call and advise

you regarding woodland
liUlMk planting and natural
[n^JS^ gardens. Our price for

this service is reasonable.

Send for descriptive catalogue

of over 80 pages. It's FREE.

EDWARD GILLETT
5 Main Street, Southwick, Mass.

CHICKENS—AND A CHILD
]0 BEGIN with, he was a miserable

looking specimen. It was not the
fault of his ancestry; that was good
Plymouth Rock, dating far back
in the most respectable annals

of history. No, not ancestors,

but feathers, he lacked, and the lack was great

and mortifying. Fortune had cheated him.

A few weeks earlier, when, according to the na-

tural run of events, woolly down was exchanged
for the first coat of real feathers—well, it was not

a fair trade, for a few stiff and scraggly tufts tried

in vain to bridge the gaps where down had been

before. The patches of skin thus left exposed

to the elements had taken on a sickly blue-green

cast, shot over with dashes of inflamed red. In

fact, they resembled nothing so much as the

upper surfaces of new potatoes still in the hill,

that, venturing too near the top of the ground,

have been properly punished by the sun and
rain.

Now picture this waif of chickenhood drawn up,

a shivering bunch, in the partial shelter of a hard

stone wall, chilly rain falling all about. Next,

cause this discouraged lump of potential broiler

to "Yipp! Yipp! Ye-e-ep!" with all the for-

lornity common the world over to small chickens

in the rain, and you have 'a mental image of what
I chanced upon one unseasonable day in

July.

Of course, I caught him. At first a new wild

note of protest appeared in his "Yipp," but,

comforted by the grateful warmth of my hands,

he snuggled contentedly and quietly. That
completed the easy conquest of my child heart,

and so I took immediate-steps to add to his com-
fort and pleasure.

The barn floor was a favorite retreat of mine,

and here I took my new-found friend. That
barn!— I can see it now. Two big mows full of

new hay that smelted of crushed clover and mint

and many good things; in the high, dark gables,

narrow window openings which framed bits of

the sky, and silhouetted the swallows as they

darted through to their grass and mud homes
upon the rafters; the good sound of rain upon the

shingles, sometimes pattering, sometimes batter-

ing, but never able to get in—these were the things

that had made me love the barn; but on this day
of which I write, the practical side of me was
uppermost, and the most attractive thing in all

the barn was a bin of bran in the basement.

For, given bran and warm water, one h'as the

foundation of a mash most comforting to a cold

and ill-clad chicken—that, any one can of per-

ception see.

I dashed through the rain to the house and

there, in the kitchen, quietly got some hot water

and a spoonful of lard, and as quietly withdrew

so that no embarrassing questions need be an-

swered. There was a reason! A few days

earlier, some orphan mice had escaped from my
play-closet in which they were being brought up

to lead blameless lives, and even then they were

roaming at liberty about the house. The whole

subject of pets was, just then, a sore one between

my mother and me.
Chick enjoyed his warm bran-mash; his spirits

rose. The lard rubbed on the parched, chapped

skin gave temporary relief, at least, and I had a

vague hope that, in time, it might "re-forest

the burned over area" with feathers. In a few

weeks the feathers did grow! It may have been

mash, or lard, or Mother Nature herself, that

did it, but at any rate he soon became a sleek

and handsome cockerel. But he was never,

apparently, quite as robust as others of the same

age.

He was a grateful chicken, or else (horrid

thought) visions of good bran-mash were ever

in his mind, for always, after that rainy day, he

ran to me each time he saw me and delighted to

get into my hands. How the other chickens

must have wondered to see one of their number

act in a manner so foreign to the accepted ethics

of chickendom! Possibly they muttered under

their breaths, "Teacher's pet! "—or whatever

best conveys the meaning in chickenese of those

horribly derisive words.

But among those ill-bred chickens there was one

exception—Talk-Away, the most polite hen in

the world. She was a fine Minorca with the

rosiest of rose combs, and iridescent lights of

green and blue gleamed on the surface of her

glossy black feathers. Black Beauty was her

other name, and well she deserved that title.
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GREENHOUSE GARDENING
is Patriotic

I m is form of c-irilrninK i» a patriotic service. I'nlikr the outdoor icardcn,
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COLOUR
GARDEN

By LOUISE BEEBE WILDER
Author of "My Garden"

% In big and little gardens everywhere we
are awakening to the possibilities of flower

grouping with due reverence to the value of

colors.

<I The author, one of the few artist-writers

in the country, has besides rare taste and a

practical working knowledge of plants, which
put her in the foremost rank of garden writers

of this or any other country.

<J Mrs. Wilder says, "I like to go along as

much as possible with nature, letting her give

me a hint or a lift wherever possible." She

has used this and her inspirations together and
suited them to our climatic requirements

—

while many of the harmonious results have
been beautifully painted and used to illus-

trate the book.

Net $15.00, De Luxe Edition

Illustrations in Color and Line Charts

At your bookseller's

Doubleday, Page C& Company
Garden City New York

Overhead for Vcri-i able Gardeni

Underground for Lawns

Weather too often

"passes dividends"

It is useless to count
on the "weather
man" for dividends
of rain. You can
assure you r own
rain, at any time,
with

Sy&tems of Irrigation

Large
Portable

You can be certain

of lawns of rich,
green beauty. You
can count on produc-
tive gardens of veg-
etables and flowers.

The very maximums of
economy, simplicity and
efficiency are given by
Cornell Overhead and
Underground Irrigation

systems, equipped
with the patented,
adjustable Rain
Cloud Nozzles. Inex-

pensive in cost of
water, time and la-

bor. True conserva-
tion. Installed at any
time. No injury to

lawn or garden. Can
be applied to any
area, including port-

able sprinkling ap-
paratus.

Illustrated Booklet Free

W. G. CORNELL
COMPANY

Plumbing, Hearing

Lighting
EVERETT BUILDING
NEW YORK CITY

Railway Exchange Bidg . Chicago
Munsey Bidg.. Baltimore

354 Shawmut Ave.. Boston
Leader News Bidg.. Cleveland

Commerce Trust Bidg.. Kansas City
923- 1 2th St.. N. W„ Washington

i Park Place. Newark
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A really

beautiful home
Here and there, some house stands

out from among the rest because of

an individual charm in the color and

texture of its walls.

Thisexquisiteeffect—of stucco toned

with color aggregates—is obtained by

simply adding colored marble orgranite

screenings, or warm toned sands or

gravels to Atlas-White Cement in the

finish coat.

The colors are natural and perma-

nent. The cost is only a trifle more than

for usual stucco. Ask your architect.

"Information for Home Builders" is

a beautifully illustrated book showing
many of these effects in full color.

Send the coupon below for your copy.

The Atlas Portland Cement Co., 30 Broad Street, New York, or Corn Exchange Bank Building, Chicago.

Send to name and address below illustrated book of "Information for Home Builders," showing examples

in full color. I expect to build a . . . Home; . . . Bungalow; . . . Garage. Check the one you expect to build.

Fair's Hardy
Plant Specialties

For Early Spring Planting
In my comprehensive collection at Wyomis-

sing may be found plants suitable for every
phase of gardening. A few of these are here

noted—to list them all would be impossible.

IRISES. An unusual and distinctivecollectionincluding
many novelties of my own raising (Awarded the Panama-
Pacific Gold Medal).
PEONIES. The most complete collection of herbaceous

and tree Peonies in the world.
Delphiniums, Phloxes, Chrysanthemums, Trol-

lius, Long Spurred Aquilegia, Hardy Asters, New
Astilbe, Roses, Dahlias.
New Japanese and Asiatic Shrubs. New Coton-

easters, enkianthus, berberis, flowering cherries, corylopsis,

etc.

Lilacs, Phiiadelphus, and Deutzias. A complete
collection of Lemoine's new creation.
Dwarf Evergreens. Rare specimens for formal gar-

dens, lawn groups and rock garden plantings.

A complete list of my collection of Hardy
Plants and Shrubs will be found in

FARR'S HARDY PLANT SPECIALTIES

(Sixth Edition) 112 pages of text, 30 full page
illustrations (13 in color). Most well-informed

gardeners have a copy, but if you have not re-

ceived it, or it has been mislaid, a duplicate

will be sent promptly on request.

BERTRAND H. FARR
Wyomissing Nurseries Co*

103 Garfield Ave. Wyomissing, Penna.

IEDAGE'S
I— glue ™rr

WILL MEND IT

-LATE PLANTING-
If you wish to plant hardy perennials after

the Southern Nurseries have finished ship-

ping, send to Vermont and get plants and
bulbs. We send out plants until June first.

Ask for Horsford's Catalogue—

M

Frederick H. Horsford, Charlotte, Vermont

AMERICAN-GROWN
TREES

OUR stock of trees, shrubs
and plants is not cur-

tailed by the stoppage of

foreign shipments. We sell

Andorra-grown.
Catalog on request

ANDORRA NURSERIES
Wm. Warner Harper, Prop.

Box 60, Chestnut Hill, Phila., Penna.

Moreover, her beauty was by no means super-
ficial.

I still remember the soft light in her eye,
and her gentle, lady-like manner, as, seated on
my lap, she upheld her part in the conversation
with placid hen-talk, turning her head from side,

"nicting" the nictitating membrane of her eye
in drowsy contentment as I stroked her. She
had a way of investigating the buttons on my
dress. Nearly all animals seem to like buttons

—

from canary-birds to dogs and cats and horses
and babies. My saucy red squirrel takes par-
ticular delight in carving the buttons on my
sweater.

Aside from her charming manners, Talk-Away
also made an exemplary mother. And the trials

of incubation never produced the least bit of
clucky peevishness. On the other hand she
seemed to enjoy my visits during that trying
time.

Once she gave to me an unusual treat, and
made me feel like a true intimate, for as I sat

beside her she carefully turned with her bill

the eggs beneath her—that little instinctive act
that theordinary hen seldom does before witnesses.

But Talk-Away was never what could be called

an ordinary hen.

Chicks of the family Talk-Away were always
the best trained of all the youngsters in the
Chicken Park. (We always used the term
"park" when speaking of our chicken yard. It

was so large—and stylish, too, for it boasted
several trees, and green grass, and other elegan-

cies of that nature, not forgetting to mention a

refreshment booth and drinking fountain.)

Talk-Away's children learned the merits of deep
scratching—that little cousin of the deep furrow
in plowing; Talk-Away's children knew the

morning habits of the worm. And when, for

strictly hennish reasons, Talk-Away decided to

forsake her family, now nearly grown-ups, it

must have afforded her extreme maternal satis-

faction to know that each husky son and daughter
was well able to fight life's battles alone. I

sometimes used to wonder if she minded greatly

that not one of her offspring ever looked like her.

For Talk-Away, you must know, was the sole

member of the Minorca tribe in all the flock, and
tolerated only because of her winning person-

ality.

This was a Barred Rock Club of most exclusive

personnel, membership consisting of descen-

dants of the first families only. The roosters

were wont to crow considerably over this, but

Talk-Away simply cackled softly to herself at

such foolishness—which, really, was the only

thing she could do, under the circumstances, and

after all, was the best way to treat the matter.

And she seemed to think as much of all those

Plymouth Rock babies as though they had been

pure Minorca.
Statistics show that the vast majority of

chicken kind meets a violent death—capital

punishment, usually. That is what happened
to poor Chick after one briefsummer of happiness.

In the case of our Talk-Away, the executioner's

hand was stayed.

Five useful years she lived with us, and
then, one morning, we found her stiff form

beneath the perches in the chicken house. When
the news was told to the family, a certain small

girl fled to the secluded region behind the barn

where she could be alone for a few minutes;

and I verily believe even the grown-ups swallowed

hard and had little to say for a time. Talk-

Away was only a hen, but !

Susan M. Weed.
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The Dreer Dozen
Hardy Everblooming Hybrid Tea Roses

will furnish a constant supply of blooms throughout the summer and autumn-
include the best of every color.

Carolina Taatout 1 Our of thr moit popular
beddrra. Bright •.. Vtry frcr and
NpaJI

I)... I, **f Wellington: Tntrrmr taffron-yrllow
tjinrtl with drrp rrimwtn, (hanging ro a tl**«*p

topper v aiHron-yrllow. Fragrant anil very free
flowering.

Ecarlatai Produces a greater number of flowers

than any other flylinrl Tea Roue in our collection;

the flower* while not large arc of an intense bril-

liant icarlet color and of perfect form.

Mm*. Jul*i Bouch*: Wh-lr nor r , ( ,.

white, it being at timet tlightlv tinted
with hinth on the rrvrrtr of the petals,

we consider it one of thr be*t white bed-
ding Hoses, very Iter flowrriitg

Mrs. Aaron Ward. A rrmarltahlv flori-

ferous »»nety of itmng, vigorotit. hut
compact growth ; a rich hroniv-green
color, the flowers, which are of «|>l>n<lnl

foim. lull double, Atr r.jnjllv attractive

when full blown ai in the bud state, in

color a distinct Indian- v How, shading
lighter towards the edges.

Mrs. Wakefield ChrUti«-Mlll«r

a pink bedding Rose there is none better,

and particularly so for massing, the

flowers are distinct and novel in shape,

the petals having wavy or crisped edges

not unlike a I'aeony. I he flowers, which

are of targe size, remain perfect on the

hushes for a long time and are produced

very freely, bright pink color with lighter

shadings.

Lady Asht~-vnt Flowers are large, double with

high-pointed centre, produced on long stems.

As Ophaliai Has made such a record for it-

self that i|ualifies it to be classed with the
very best, a Rose that is admired by
everyone, its flowers are held erect on
long stiff stems, are of pel f ct form,
large size; and of a delicate tint of sal-

mon-flesh, shaded with rose, very flon-

ferous.

Prince de Bulgaria! Large full double
flowers of which are produced abundantly
throughout the season, a good reliable

bedder of a silvery-flesh color, deepening
to the centre with delicate salmon-rose
shadings, a soft pleasing color.

DREER'S GARDEN BOOK
MSbSN d< <> nhinu and illustrating Roses for every purpose is the best guide for your War Garden. Its articles for both planting and caring for

vegetables were written bv experts. The varieties listed arc dependable in quality and germination.
It is quite as much a Garden Hook as a catalogue.

HENRY A. DREER, 714-716 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

'OS

James Mott Hallowell

THIS little book gives the inner meaning of

the Great War. In the story of Lafayette,

the fight for Democracy and a League of Demo-
cratic Nations is symbolized and interpreted. This

book will give courage to our fighting men and

cheer to those who remain at home.

DEDICATED
TO THE

AMERICAN
SOLDIERS AND

SAILORS
WHO HAVE RE-

SPONDED
TO THE CALL

OF
LAFAYETTE

Net
75 cents

Published by DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.

Bobbink & Atkins

Special Feature^l|Wlii«; Planting

Ask for Catalog
It describes ev"ery plant and tree necessary to beautify

1

your

Gardens and tells how to plant.

VISIT OUR NURSERIES
You will actually* see the high Standard we maintain on our

500 acres. The best in HOMEGROWN ROSES,

TREES, SHRUBS, PERENNIALS and EVER-

GREENS.
PLANT NOW

KEEP YOUR HOME RESTFUL AND BEAUTIFUL

Rutherford,New Jersey
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Atlantic Monthly Century
Scribner's The Canadian
Write to these advertisers. Ask

H OTELrREbUHT-&-TRAVEL*DtPARTMENT1007 — EVERY MOMTH IN I .'- MAGAZINES — I Q | ©
The New Country Life Field & Stream Harper's Red Book Review of Reviews

The Spur (twice a month) World's Work Fifteen Million Readers Monthly 11th YEAR
Where-to-go Bureau, 8 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass,, for reliable travel information and advice

BOSTON MASS.

HOTEL PURITAN
310 Commonwpallli Avp,Boslon

The atmosphp.ro of this
Distinctive Boston house

is unique. Globe trollers call il one
of Ihe worlds homelike and nllraclivc

hotels. — Our booklet has a guide
lo Boston and historic vicinity

A special local booklet for motorists
Send for thorn AV Coslcllo.Mgr.

£

MAINE
Kew brick THE Sameslto

•">'*> MARSHALL HOUSE "»7o

Finest on the Maine coast. 800 ft. of broad
cement verandas. Complete automatic sprinkler
equipment. Each room verlooks the ocean or
river. Bathing. Boating. Tennis. York Country
Club, 18 holes Golf. In a distinctive New England
rosort on the State Highway, half way between
Boston and Portland. Write to York Harbor. Me.

PASSACONAWAY INN
YORK CLIFFS, ME. Open June 25.

On 200 ft. promontory facing the
jcean. Exclusive summer colony.
Orchestra. Bathing. Fishing. Tennis.
Golf. Saddle horses. Everything

Best of service and cuisine. Booklet B.

SEATTLE WASH.
HOTEL BUTLER \*T„*7.
Ca|e without peer. Center of things. Taxi fare 25c.

Rooms $1.00 up, with bath S2.00up. Home comforts
to the traveler. A. CHESHIRE MITCHELL, Mgr.

Where-to-Bo for June closes May 1st
Magazines off the press May 28th, and
pulling for business all through June.

CANADA
NEW BRUNSWICK.

let U5 HELP YOU to decide where you will spend
your Summer Vacation by sending to yon our 48-paoe
beautifully Illustrated booklet. descriptive or the River
St.John-the Rhine of Amerlca-and the hunting. fish-
ing, canoeing and camping opportunities In the delight-
ful climate of this country. . j

THE-FREDERICT0NT0URI5T-ASSOCIATION
B0X935 fREDERICTOOEW BRUN5WICK.CANADA.

VIRGINIA
4,000 ft.

above sea 'Skyland'
Many novel

features

The most unique and original resort in the
United States. Half way between the North
and the South, enjoying a large patronage from
New York, Philadelphia and the Southern
Cities.

A 20 aero vegetable garden. Herd of
tuberculin tested cows. Lambs. Chickens.
Eggs and Ducks from " Skyland'a " own
farm.

Dimcing. Tennis. Horseback Riding. Swim
ming Pool. 50 open fireplaces.
most beautiful scenery anywhere east

of Colorado. Five hundred testimonials.
A beautiful 80 page booklet tells all about

it. Write for one to Proprietor G. F. Pollock,
Sk viand. Page County, Yirgi n i a.

MAINE
YOUR BOY will have Best of
Care & College Preparation,
Fun&Health bid' g. of glorious
Maine at The Abbott School,
Farmington, Me. New Resid-
ence Hall. Wonderful Athletic
Field. Lakes, Streams, Moun-
tains. Tourists visit US.

MASSACHUSETTS

MAYFLOWER INN
AND COTTAGES
The Newest and most beauti-
fully appointed resort hotel
in New Enqland. Every mod-
ern convenience and luxury,

' inr hirfinq salt water baths.

HOTEL PILGRIM
AMD BUNGALOWS

Operated five years under present management.
Both hotels offer superior accommodations
at rates which are high enouqh to insure the
best in service and cuisme.-Every summer recrea-
tion.includinq perfect golf. Season June to Oct
Both hotels, manaqemenl-P. F Brine, Plymouth.Mass.

SEA CLIFF INN AND COTTAGES
Nantucket Island, Mass. Every breeze an
ocean breeze. June 20 to Sept. 20. Send for
illustrated booklet. Quaint Nantucket.

MOUNT CLEMENS MICH,
FOR RHEUMATISM
THE PARK
Mount Clemens, Michigan

ADIRONDACK MTS. IM . Y.

0HAWK 4th Lake. Capacity 125. Lat-
_____ est equipment, electricity,
* Cottaaes runninsrwater every room.

Garage. C. M. Longstalt, Old Forge, N. Y.
M

HORN ELL N. Y.
IIJ IIp II Ml or in need of rest and
WW Hr ft III recuperation go to the
IIIL.il ILL Steuben Sanitarimn,
Hornell, N.T. Every facilityknown to med-
ical science at command. Free booklet.

MAINE
OUANANICHK

LODGE & CAMPS
Famous salmon fly-fishing

Grand Lake opens early. The
3 mile stream opens Junelst.
All comforts. Booklet W. Q.

Rose. Grand Lake Stream. Me.

SOUTH CAROLINA

Laurel Park Gamp for Boys.

Near Hendersonville, N. C.

Fine lake. Tutoring. Military

(optional) Target Practice un-
der West Pointer. Athletics.

Physician. Booklet. Write I. B.

Rrown. P.M.A. Charleston. S C

nth
National Camps
Me. 24 m. from Portland in
pine forest on Lake Sebago.
Mod'n. Baths. Open fires. Gar.
Salmon. Boats. Canoes. Bk't.

SPENCER LAKE GAMPS
Cabins. Dairy. Hennery. Gar-
den. Fishing. Hunting.Canoe-
ing. C.T.Bratten, Gerard, Me.

HOTEL MITCHELL, York
Beach, Me. Located on Ocean
Blvd. Country&seashore.Bath-
ing. Fishing. Tennis. Booklet.

MAINE

DOUGLAS INN
& Cottages, Douglas Bill. Me.
40th season. Elev. 1,000 ft.

Modern Mt. Resort. Booklets.

INLET CAMPS on SO. LAKE
lBhrs. Pullman, Auto, Motor
boat fr Boston. Canoeing, Btg.
B'klt.C.H.Fraser.Ourette.Me.

LAMBERT LAKE HOTEL,
Lambert Lake, Me. 1-4 m. to
R.R. by auto. 2 lakes. Trout
brks. Salmon. Bass. M. Bishop.

York Camps. Loon Lake, Me.
Elevn. 2. 50Qft.Fishing. Garage

VERMONT

Cold Spring Camps
12 Modern Sanitary Cabins.
On wooded shore Forest Lako.
5 Lakes. Brooks, Salmon, Loch
Leven&GoldenTrout. Garage.
C. N. Quimby, Forest & Averill

Lakes, Averill, Vt. Booklet.

CONNECTICUT

«*THE MONTOWESE"Indian
Neck, Branford, Ct. Seashore
& countryin one. Unexcelled.
Booklet. Write W. A. Bryan

These ads. appear in nearly
J i 000 magazines monthly

PENNSYLVANIA
' HEALTH-CROFT SCHOOL
/Delaware Water Gap, Pa,
'Backward children. Personal
tare.. Physicians specialize.

liOCKUOUXD CAMP
Rest in one of my comfortable
cabins in wilds of Pike Co.,
Glen Eyre, Pa. A. W. LeRoy.

CANADA

FISHING
Black Bass and Maskinonge.
Sportiest in Canada. OAK
ORCHARD LODGE.Oak Orc'd,
via Peterboro. Ontario, Can.

," the RANGELEY LAKE HOUSE Wm*ft£3Z.n«
One of Maine's best Island resort hotels. No black flies or mosquitos. Fine roads. Trout and Salmon Fishing. Golf and all sports on our land. Boating.

Bathing. Spring water. Cuisine unexcelled. Steamboat trip to White Mts. from our wharf. Write for booklet.

Pergolas

and

Garden
Accessories

for

Beautifying

Home
Grounds

When writing for catalogue enclose 10c and ask for Pergola

Cat. "E-30."

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.
2155 Elston Ave., Chicago, 111. New York Office, 6 E. 39th St.

SaveYburTrees.
Mi ects, worms and caterpillars

can ruin trees in a season.

LL [worms and caterpillars are the

T jjjl young cf insects, moths, etc. The
Jl& "* -"-females of many moths are wingless,

if*
They must climb the trunk to deposit eggs

"
in the tree. Other species hatch in the
ground and the larvae climb the trunk to

feed on the leaves. A protected tree trunk means absolute
protection against Browntail. Tussock and Gypsy cater-

pillars, canker worms and many others mitigating against
tent caterpillars, codling moths, etc., etc.

Absolutely bars all climbing pests.

INSECT-BAN is a tape in a protecting shield, saturated

with a newly discovered powerful insect repellant. Cannot
injure the tree. Harmless to birds or animals, but death to

insects.
Shipped in rolls—User cuts to suit. Lasts whole season.

Write for price, sample and booklet. Tells all about in-

sects and worms, their habits, how to combat them, etc.

District managers and selling agents wanted.

CANTON,
OHIOThe Eggert Chemical Co.,

<rWAenik
comes to

Greenhouses
come to

Hitckin^s & Co*
Send for catalogue

NEW YORK
1170 Broadway

BOSTON
49 Federal St.
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THE HOUSE WREN
flCOMPETENT representative of

that avian incarnation of happiness,

that feathered fountain of cheerful-

ness, took up his abode in my yard
the middle of last April. From that

time until his departure late in

August there was not a dull daylight moment.
He was a booster and an advertiser of a brand of

genuine optimism, and proved its worth by living

it; and at all times he was a golden-rule aristocrat.

His family has been described so often and so

well by competent scientists, and his domestic

affairs have been so spied upon and gossiped

about in public meetings and back-fence inter-

views, that ornithologically I fear he is regarded

as commonplace, but as a tenant and neighbor,

he is ever a novelty and a star.

So loud and insistent was his song on his arrival

last spring, that one might have suspected that

he had imbibed of the wine of hilarity, but within

fifteen minutes he turned his tuneful attention

to the sober business of househunting. In this

Mother Wren witha spider in her mouth has just stopped in

the doorway to scold the camera. She is neither bowlegged

nor knock-kneed—the camera played this joke on her

he betrayed that characteristic of many humans

—

indecision—a state of mind I have but little

patience with. Later it was all cleared up and

my impatience turned to sympathy. His inde-

cision was manifest in the utter inability to

choose one of the dozen vacant bird houses. He
inspected all, of course, and after seemingly

having decided upon the most artistic and

perfectly adapted rustic wren bungalow, would

perhaps five minutes later manifest that inten-

sive "here is the very thing" interest in a rusty

tin can, equaled only by the Florida real estate

man when showing his properties to a Northern

would-be purchaser. He kept this up for

days.
Finally he did show a marked preference for a

certain house attached to a pillar of my front

porch; he was noticed to spend more and more

time in its vicinity, and Iimagined that his voluble

bubblings had taken on a tone of content. He
often perched in a sumach tree quite near the

pavement and sang as if the hurrying traffic, the

whizzing automobiles, and the roller skating

and roller coasting school children inspired him.

None of your quiet and secluded nooks or deep

wood retreats for him; rather the gay highway

where there was speed and life.

After he had ten days of this sort of bachelor-

hood, the little lady arrived. With quivering

wings and palpitant song he expressed his

happiness and devotion, and she responded by
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There AreTwo Things

every home-owner wants in

his doors— beauty and perfect

service. Without both, no door

is complete.

There is one way to be sure

you are getting all th.it a door

should be and can be. Find

the trade mark,

on the top rail of the door.

The "MORGAN" mark means
beautiful, selected woods, extra-

thick veneers, the All-White-Pine

Co^e and the patented Wcilgc-Dowel

construction. // means a door guar-

anteed to give complete satisfaction.

Suggestions for
Beautifying the Home

"Adding Distinction to the Home" gives

you many suggestions for improving the

present home.

"The Door Beautiful" is full of ideas on
doors, interior trim and interior decoration,

for prospective builders.

Send for titktr, or both tookUti.

Morgan Sash & Door Company
Dept. 44 Chicago

Morgan Miltwork Co., Baltimore
Morgan Co., Oahkoah, Wisconsin

Sold by droitri uko do not substitute

To the people of New
York City and vicinity

Within 100 miles of New York City our
motor truck deliveries will bring you freshly dug
trees, shrubs, fruits and (lowers of the best quality.

For some of your needs the Hicks Nurseries is

the best source of supply.
I Send for Home Landscapes. Landscape

Architecture. Inc., the official organ of the

American Society of Landscape Architects,

has prepared a series of beautiful groups,

and illustrated them by plans and perspec-

tives. Some of these groups will probably
fit your needs.

II Call at the Hicks Nurseries and see what
beautiful plants you can have. Some of

them save you 10 years. The big fruit trees

will bear earlier than Usual.

New and beautiful plants from the famous
collections at Highland Park, Rochester, have
been described in Garden Magazine by the

Superintendent, John Dunbar, one of the

foremost authorities in this country. At the

Hicks Nurseries you can get some of them
for your garden.

III Ask your neighbors how they like Hicks
stock and service, and the guarantee to re-

place free what does not grow satisfactorily.

HICKS NURSERIES
Bo* L. Westbury, L. I., N. Y. Phone 68

Enjoy a "BOSSERT" Summer!
'['IMS summer, give yourself and family a change—not only in

location, but in mode of living, (iet close to nature! Pick

out a delightful spot on the shore of a lake or in the depths of the

woods, put up one of the beautiful, cozy, inexpensive

BOSSERT BUNGALOWS
and enjoy the fun and independence of out-

door life without any of its discomfort*. You
will save money, too, by saving the war-time

costs of living at summer resorts. And
you'll own a permanent summer home that

will keep .1 worth-while amount of money in

your pocket every summer for years to come.

Bosscrt Bungalows are quickly and easily

put up and just as conveniently taken down,

enabling you to change the location of your

bungalow as your fancy dictates. Simple

and complete instructions for assembling are

furnished.

Bosscrt Bungalows are sturdy and substan-

tial, and offer remarkable value. Their prices

arc much lower than the cost would be were

you to attempt to duplicate them in the old-

fashioned, expensive hand-labor way.

Send 18c for catalogue ahoufing the many Boaaert model* repreaentative of all approved
architectural atytea and at a wide range of pricea.

CALIFORNIA MODEL, «JjO f. o. b. Brooklyn FOCONO MODEL, *;75 f. o. b. Brooklyn

w

All details of Bossert construction are fully covered by U. S. Patents

LOUIS BOSSERT & SONS, Inc., 1302 Grand Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

SO SIMPLE A CHIL
Is This Crop-Doubling, Drou

ALL there is to "operating" the Skinner Sprinkling

Line is to turn it on and turn it off, and occasion-

ally change the direction of the sprays.

It will make your garden practically "water itself."

Will relieve you once and for all of all the drudgery of

hose-lugging.

Will give you a chance to devote your "extra hour

of daylight" to more pleasurable or profitable pur-

suits.

D CAN OPERATE
ght-Protecting Sprinkling Line

IT

The Skinner Sprinkling Line will enable you to get
tirict the crops from the some garden plot.

It will religiously guard those crops from failure.

It spells Conservation—of land, of lime, and of produc-
tion. As a starter, send $18.75 for a 50 ft. Sectional
and Movable Garden Sprinkling Line. Waters 2,500
square feet. $36.25 for a 100 ft. line. Other lengths
in proportion. We build them to fit your garden.

Booklet is yours for the asking.
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Lawn Beauty with

Economy and

Conservation of Labor

THE lawn beautiful must be cut often
and well—and to-day hand mowing is

not equal to this task where the lawn
area is greater than two acres, unless, labor
out of all reasonable proportion is employed.

THERE is however one solution, one lawn-
cutting mower that solves the labor
problem and at the same time assures

a perfect lawn at the minimum of expense.
That mower is the

Fuller & Johnson
MOTOR LAWN MOWER

THE Fuller & Johnson combines large cutting capacity
with flexibility and lightness. In one day's time
one man can perfectly cut five acres of lawn, lie

can cut it so perfectly that no "after trimming with a
hand mower around trees, shrubs or driveways will be
necessary.

WHERE you find the most beautifully cared for
estates, parks and cemeteries there too you will
find the Fuller & Johnson Motor Lawn Mower.

This machine is fast replacing hand mowers, horse
mowers and the heavier types of motor mowers. It
should replace them on your lawn.

Let us give you the full facts. Let us send you
our book entitled "A Better Lawn." You owe it

to your lawn and to your pocket book to investi-
gate the Fuller & Johnson.

Manufacturers Distributing Company
489 Fullerton Building St. Louis, Mo.

KfPMY
'Sure Insect Ki/ler
THE use of Imp Soap Spray on fruit trees,

garden truck, ornamental trees, shrubs, etc..

will positively destroy all insect pests and larva

deposits. Quite harmless to vegetation. Used in

country's biggest orchards and estates. Very
economical —one gal. Imp Soap Spray makes
from 25 to 40 gals, effective solution. Directions
on can. Qt., 55c; Gal., $1.90; 5 Gals., $8.50.
F.O.B. Boston. Genuine can has Ivy leaf trade

mark. Your money back if Imp Soap Spray
doesn't do as claimed. Order direct if your
dealer can't supply.

F. E. ATTEAUX & CO., Props.
Eastern Chemical Co. BOSTON, MASS.

ignoring his whole report on the desirable vacant
houses and refused to be influenced by his gallant
efforts to induce her to peep into a single one of
them, but forthwith began carrying twigs and
other building material into an impossible tar

paper house in a little red-bud tree. Theoreti-
cally she was dead wrong and everybody knew
it. The house faced the wrong way, was in the
glaring sun, and was easily accessible to cats, but
her mind was made up. In due time she hatched
six wrens that waxed and grew strong on my
bugs, beetles, hoppers, and worms.

It was when I saw her choice of all the un-
occupied houses and her manner of treating his

opinion of what was good and desirable that the
light dawned. I understood then the why and
wherefore of his unsettled state of mind when
house hunting. Did you ever go ahead and try

to pick out a house that you thought your wife"

would like? That is when my impatience
changed to sympathy.

Several days before the oldest son was able to

break home ties, this wily little male struck upon a

plan to influence his lady toward seeing his way
regarding the attractive box on the pillar of the

front porch, by beginning a new nest in it. He
gave more time to carrying sticks and twigs into

this box than to carrying food to his ever hungry
family. I think she consented to inspect the

place and his work, and almost immediately
decided that she favored a house in a quiet corner

of the yard hidden by a heavy growth of rose

vine. Of course, that was where the second nest

was built and the second' brood reared, and as

she did all the work and assumed responsibilities,

he just kept on being cheerful and announcing it.

Sometimes when he was off" duty, or perhaps
when neglecting duty, he was seen in the front

yard somewhere near the little house on the

porch pillar, but never for long.

Just as before, a day or two previous to the

second family exit from the cradle house, the

little male again began building in his choice

of the houses. And when this second brood

was on the wing and caring for themselves,

Mrs. Wren, perhaps just to humor her loyal and
joyful mate, accepted the work he had done, as

well as his choice, completed the nest, and settled

down to the routine of rearing a third brood.

Having demonstrated on the two former occas-

ions that he was not boss, she yielded in this, I

imagine, to show that she was really broad

minded, and to flatter his judgment.
While under such convenient and all but

unavoidable observation, we grew fonder and
fonder of the wrens, and they became so fearless

as to go and come from the little house when we
stood on the steps within a few feet of it. One
of the interesting things that we learned about

wrens is that they can sing and scold with as

much vim and earnestness when holding a bug
or worm in the beak, as when without. With a

mashed and mauled moth or hopper of some
kind in his mouth, FatherWren invariably stopped

on some convenient perch near the nest and

bubbled forth his happiness, before going in to

feed the young. Time and again he sang from the

roof of his little house. Mrs. Wren worked like

a trooper and was as quiet as the proverbial

mouse, with the exception of those times when
she considered my too near approach to her

home and family an intrusion. Then she

scolded with a vim and did it easily and em-
phatically with food in her mouth for her young.

But she didn't lose time to scold as her mate did

to sing, but went right in scolding, scolded

while caring for her babies, came out scolding,

scolded as she dropped among the ferns or into

a flower bed, and even scolded while she searched

the plants for another morsel of food for her

family.

With the departing of this brood both parents

went, no doubt southward, and the yard and

garden were minus one of their chiefest charms,

for the heart as well as the ear misses that un-

failing spring of cheerfulness ever bubbling among
the plants and trees, that super-spirit of happi-

ness. Eugene Swope, M. D.

Good only until June 1st

Order Now!

FREE! '

Fall
Catalog Hyacinths,
Now B^^T Tulips, Narcissi,
Ready

^^^^r Crocus, for a
Write

Ikr small outlay of time
To-day \r and money, an abund-

lce o f flowers in the
house from December until

Easter, and in the garden
from earliest spring until the

middle of May. Bulbs are grown almost exclusively in Hol-
land, in enormous quantities, and sold at very low prices.

Usually they cost double before reaching you.

By ordering from us now instead of waiting until Fall, you
make a large saving, get a superior quality of Bulbs not
usually to be obtained at any price in this country, and have
a much larger list of varieties to select from.

Our orders are selected and packed in Holland, and are shipped to our
customers immediately upon tlieir arrival, in the best possible condition.
DARWIN TULIPS—We can now supply the magnificent and high-

priced Darwin Tulips at a great reduction. They are sensational in
their beauty and should be included in every garden. They last for
many years.

If you wish to take advantage of our very low prleef, we must have
your order not Inter thiin June 1st, as we import Bulbs to order only.
They need not be paid for until after delivery, nor taken if not satis-
factory. (References required from new customers.)

A FEW PRICES Per 100 Per 500
Fine Mixed Hyacinths $4-50 $21.00
Fine Mixed Tulips 1.60 7.50
Darwin Tulips— Fine Mixed • - - a.oo 9.50
Double Daffodils ....... 3,25 15.00
Narcissus Empress - - - - - - 3.50 16.00
Narcissus Golden Spur - - - • • 3.50 16.00
Spanish Iris, Splendid Mixed ... 1.25 5.00

For prices on smaller quantities see our import price list, the
most comprehensive catalog of Bulbs published, which may be
had for the asking.

ELLIOTT NURSERY CO., 333 Fourth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

JF you know of a home with a service

flag in the window, see to it that a

certain little war tale filled with the spirit

of Lincoln finds its way into the heart of

that family. They need its message there.

It costs only fifty cents and is called

"The Full Measure
of Devotion"

By

DANA GATLIN

DOUBLEDAY
PAGE & CO.

GARDEN CITY
NEW YORK

For Sale At All Bookstores

More Heat—Less Cost

TheDunham RadiatorTrap
—the Equalizer

f^UNHflM built around that little
Cheating service guardian of the coal pile

—the Dunham Radiator Trap—saves coal

—

gives quick, even heat, regulates dampers
automatically—eliminates knocking and
pounding in pipes and radiators. Send for
copy of booklet "Dunham Heating for the
Home." It tells how.

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY, Chicago, 111.

Branches Everywhere
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GARDEN FOUNTAINS
STATUARY

ENTRANCE GATES
RAILINGS

LAMP POSTS LANTERNS
S-n,i for Psraifnt .iii.l (

THE J. L MOTT IRON WORKS
Orn«m#nt«l Oer«rtm*nt

FiftK Avs?nu« and 17th Street

New York

You May

Have A Water-

Garden With

Very Little Effort

\m one can grow Water Lilies, and a pool can
easily be built by following simple directions.
My 1018 Catalogue of Water Flams tells, what materials
to use, how to build pools of different sisrs and shapes,
and what Water Lilies and Water Plants to use for

beauty and permanence. Ask for a copy.

WILLIAM TRICKER, Wafer Lily Special,.!

Box A, Arlington, N. J.

**Oh / for boyhood's painless play.
Sleep that wakes im laughing day.
Health that min ks the" doctor's rules.
Knowledge never learned in schools."

—wuimu.

A Summer Camp
for your boys or girls?

Thinking about what's best for
them next summer? Then turn
to the Summer Camp Section of

Harper's Magazine
for it is in Harper's Magazine
that you find the announcements
of more summer camps, as well
as private and preparatory schools
and colleges, than in any other
publication—the widest, the best,

and the most dependable selection.

Ambassador Morgenthau's Story
1 1,1

\ miIi.m, I 'mm, (I Si. k. s A 111 li.iss.i.Ioi to I urk. y from Novem-
ber. \*)\}s to M;tnh, l<y|f>, li;is \\m\ K ie;iter opportunities than any other
m.m living to j-et ;it the te;il f:icf s iindrrlyiiiK ( Jcrinany's colossal •., h(
i>l wiiil.l-.mpii. Mr was 111 ( oust .1111 moplc tlurinn tin- tunc when tin; Truron plan*
Iot a kinudom of Middle I'.urnpi- wi-n- brought to fruition through thr immolat ion of
Scihu. tin winning over of I urltry, and thr pin, lias, „| Uulg;.ri;in ,M( | J | lt complete
•tory of those lias 's lad, 11 with intrigui is now being published

in The World's Work
Mr. Morncnthau's descriptions of politician controlled Turkey, and of the vul-
tiirr-hki Ambassadors from thr fcuropean nation who hovered around 111 eager
anticipation of securing valuable spoil when dying Turkey should breathe her
last, can never be forgotten. Mis visit to the Dardanelles revealed for the first
fimehms ,„.,, ,l„ \IIm, I fleets had come to forcing the passage. Misdescription
"' '"' lernhl, \ 1 nun 1.111 massacres wherein more than half a nation were exter-
minated will stir you to fury over the ruthless methods of the Turks and Mum,

His Conclusions
m..N be summed up m a few words of intense significance. Me says "the American people still need

Mtm
V
DFB

a
|M^l^vrn^A01̂ ^" manslaughter, bu, tha, it WAS

VII Kin K irN IHt URbl DEGREE, that is, it was premeditated.

tu£ DDiwriDic «m'TI^a
J!?i .

a
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r^rrary ran nevir h,! anything better than an armed truce.
I IK I KINC IPLE OF AUTOCRACY is as iniquitous as «lavcry, and MUST BE ABOLISHED
IF NECESSARY AN ENTIRE GENERATION, AND MOST, F NOT ALL OF OUR MA-TERIAL WEALTH, MUST BE PLOWED UNDER TO ACCOMPLISH THIS/'

of Vital Importance
Do not miss a single page of this tremendous story. To-day, when our boys are being
turned into soldiers and our dollars into bullets, it behooves us to know why. Here is
a story that will convince you of the iniquitous desires of a blood-thirsty Germany to rule
the world, or failing that, to drag all nations down to destruction with her in defeat.

SPECIAL OFFER
to insure your getting every chapter of this remarkable story, you should subscribe to The World's
Work. Here is a special introductory offer that will prove the advantage of this plan, and will save
you money. Clip the coupon below, write on it your name and address, mail it to us with $i.cx>, and
vve will send you the next five issues of the magazine Do it now, and you will not miss any part of
Ambassador Morgenthau s Story.

On All Newsstands 25c a Copy $3.00 a Year

The World's Work
Doubleday, Page & Company Garden City, New York

DOUBLEDAY, PACE A CO., Garden City, N. Y.
Gentlemen: I accept your special introductory offer. Here is jl.oo, Name .

.

Send me THE WORLD'S WORK for five months, beginning with

the issue. C. L. S-18. Address

PRIVATE SCHOOL
A small well established girls' boarding and day
school. Convenient to New York and Philadelphia.

Capacity enrollment this year. Principal desire to

retire. Correspondence confidential.

T. G. H., P. O. Box 1592, Philadelphia, Pa.

Hie Barflett Way Let us Look Over Your Tree*
Now is the time to find out if they are Ailing
and if so. to have their ailments permanently
cured, the permanent "*BarUett War."
Our inspection will be entirely free from
charge or obligation. Information book,
"Tree Health." will soon be ready for you.
Send us your name and it will be sent to you
as soon as it's ready

THE F. A. BARTLETT CO.
535 Main St., Stamford, Conn.

Buy your greenhouse exactly as you do your motor boat; or

your auto; or anything else in which you have a special pride.

Unlike an auto; it can't be traded in, if not quite to your
liking.

That is why we urge investigation and comparison.
Send for catalogue. Or send for us, or both.

U-BAR GREENHOUSES
PIERSON U-BAR CO.

ONE MADISON AVE NEW YORK
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Fitting the Pictures to the Country House
By JESSIE MARTIN BREESE

Jacob Van Ruysdael

BEAUTY, after all, is really only

the proper arrangement of form.

However fine the individual

units may be, if they be alien to each
other the whole will be inharmonious.

Herein lies the reason why so many
of the fine old painters failed to leave

behind them a single picture that is

prized for anything but its masterly
brushwork. Splendid as may have
been their technique, their color, or

even the ideal they held, they failed to

so assemble the component parts of a

picture as to produce a living entity.

Herein, too, lies the reason why so

many fine old houses are merely a
collection of rooms instead of being an
interrelated group which shows the

definite scheme behind it.

Upon approaching a house one us-

ually comments, consciously or un-
consciously, upon the style of it.

There are houses which baffle one for a

time until the original type or types
of architecture from which it has been
adapted is definitely placed in one's

mind. But more often the observer

can say with little or no hesitation:

"What a charming English country place!"—or, "How well that Italian

villa is suited to these American hills which so remind one of Italy!"
Supposing it to be the English house, entering it one will be shocked to find

that the owner has decorated his great hall in the style of the Italian Renais-
sance which is so much in vogue at this time. There is little doubt but that
the furniture of that period will look well in such a spacious room, but the
fact that the mind of the visitor has already registered the information
that the house is an English one has led him so far to expect a corresponding
interior that he will be too shocked and disappointed to appreciate the
beauty that is there. He naturally supposes that some period of English
furniture has been used to preserve atmosphere. Even the question of

what style of interior decoration to use

is answered by a study of the period of

the architecture under which the house
may be classified. Furniture of the

Queen Anne or an allied period forms
the proper complement to a Georgian
house. The chief point to be kept in

mind, however, is that the affinity be-

tween the rooms must be maintained.

This is not to say that the Gothic
house must be furnished in Gothic
style throughout. If one desires a break-

fast room in the French style, he has
only to lead away from the
dominant style step by step

through the rooms. A dis-

sonant note is struck when
two things of equal beauty
are so placed as to harmo-
nize neither with each other
nor with their setting.

The Two Mills Kleinberger Galleries

That the owner should enjoy his pic-

tures is of the greatest importance, of
course. But although he may enjoy
the particular picture which he has
bought for his own pleasure, if it is

hung in a setting in which it does not
fit he will find himself before very
long wondering what was the particu-

lar charm of that picture which at-

tracted him. So it is easily seen that
the fittingness of the picture to its

setting is of equal importance to the
personal tastes incumbent upon it.

Realizing the frequency with which
this poor hanging of good pictures

takes place, I have collected together
this month a number of pictures and
one piece of sculpture which are en-
tirely different from each other in

school, treatment, and setting needed,
but which are all equally fine, regard-

less of their differences. It is my in-

tention to try to show in what sort of
a house and in what sort of a room
each of these pictures would give its

best to its owner. They are, of course,

used as examples of their school.

The two companion pictures at the

top of the page are representative of the Viennese school. Exquisite in

draughtsmanship and color, they are true to the best that is Canaletto.

Knowing the joy this man took in his work and the long years of study,

which fitted him to portray the fascinating palaces and canals that are

Venice, we are not surprised to find these canvases of such worth.

Such pictures as these will fit in a house decorated in the Italian style

of the Renaissance. They are thoughtful enough to go well with the heavy

type of furnishing that was peculiar to the time, but not too heavy in

treatment to fit equally well in a room done in the more colorful and lighter

furniture that followed immediately afterward.

There is a strange similarity of feeling between this man and the man
whose painting I have placed just be-

low his. Perhaps it is the keen per-

ception of detail that is common to

both of them, although in no way is

their handling of their medium the

same. Or it may be the qualities of

life and colorfulness that each ex-

pressed in his presentation. But, like

as they are, it is quite evident that this

picture is of an entirely different school.

There are all the earmarks of Dutch
landscape about it, and one would not

be long in deciding that a very dis-

tinguished member of that

school had painted it.

Indeed, Jacob van Ruys-
dael, its painter, ranks

next to Rembrandt, al-

though his art is of so

different a type and has

such different feeling.

. Albin Polasek

Inquiries regarding home decoration, color schemes, furnishings, art objects

and interior arrangement—should be addressed to Mrs. Breese, of the Decorat-
ing Service of The New Country Life's Advertising Department,

120 West 32nd St., New York.

Bubble Gorham Galleries Albin Polasek Bubble Gorham Galleries
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The illustration shows a Kug made of "Karnak" Wilton Carpet and Border in a classic

Japanese design, effectively brought out in black and taupe colorings.

The "Made-Carpet" Rug
Solves the Problem

of obtaining immediately and at a moderate cost, a Floor Covering of

suitable size, shape, design and coloring for any room or apartment.

The large variety of designs available from our stock, makes it possible

to properly complete any decorative scheme.

Full particulars and samples sent upon request.

W. &. J. SLOANE
DETAIL CAKPET DEPARTMENT

Interior Decorators Floor Coverings and Fabrics Furniture Makers

FIFTH AVENUE AND FOKTY^SEVENTH STREET, NEW YORK

Washington, D. C. San Francisco, Cal.
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BY APPOINTMENT

TO THEIR MAJESTIES

THE KING AND QUEEN

CRICHTON BROS.
of London

GOLDSMITHS and

SILVERSMITHS

In New York: 636, Fifth Avenue
In Chicago: 622, S. Michigan Avenue
In London: 22, Old Bond Street

A SERVICE OF FORTY-EIGHT OLD ENGLISH SILVER SERVICE PLATES.

HADE IN LONDON IN 1776 BY AUGUST LE SAGE. THE PLATES ARE
NINE AND ONE HALF INCHES IN DIAMETER.

tD S3 $
THESE HALL MARKS APPEAR ON THE PLATES

LD
ENGLISH

SILVER— au-
thentic and rare pieces.

The finest examples of
the Queen Anne and
Georgian Periods— sold in

our New York and Chicago
Galleries at London prices,
being freeofduty. The Housealso
offers hand-wrought REPRO-
DUCTIONS of famous models—
single pieces or complete services; also

Table Silver of exclusive patterns—all
London made.

All goods purchased of
Crichton Bros, are delivered
express charges prepaid
throughout the United States.

What superficially appears to be simplicity in his paintings is in reality a
reserve in the man himself that is stately and thoughtful. All of his work
shows a careful attention to contrast in tone and structure which is not at
first apparent to the eye.

Greater freedom can be allowed in the hanging of this picture than in the
other two, for this type of treatment extends over a longer period of time,

and is found in the work of other schools. It is not necessary to have one's
home furnished in furniture from Holland in order to hang this picture

there, for an English room in the style of William and Mary would make an
excellent setting for it. Certain of the French styles would be good also.

An English picture that will go equally well in a French setting is this

delightful portrait of a child done by Sir Thomas Lawrence. It is ideal,

however, for the type of English country house that is being built in this

country so much just now. There is a never-failing appeal about childhood
that has attracted painters of every age. If they paint children at all, they
will, more than likely, put the best of their gift into the portrayal. That
seems to be what Lawrence has done in this case, for charming as are his

portraits of women, there is a subtle appeal in this that is not present in any
of his others.

The child, interested in nothing but the butterfly poised on her chubby
fingers, seems suddenly to have wakened to the realization of another pres-

ence near her, to whom she instantly offers her treasure in childish gener-

osity.

Radically different in treatment is the bronze which is illustrated in two
views on the first page. Albin Polasek, the sculptor of this exquisite statue,

has revived again the ancient ideals. Form is to him an expression of

rhythm, and flesh the mobility of that rhythm. No conventionalizing of

Sir Thomas Lawrence Child with Butterfly
Ralston Galleries

form in his work can take from the marvelous sense of flesh delicately

handled. All the beauty of all the ages is embodied in this one bronze

which is named " Bubble," suggestive of its delicacy it would seem. The

curve of the back and the wondrous swing of the line of the leg as the figure

faces one, are only two of the perfect lines which happen to show plainly

in the photograph. urn
Such a sculpture seems, as I have suggested before, to be of all ages,

and not merely of the one in which it was given birth. For that reason, it

can be placed with almost any period of room and furnishings, and will be

thoroughly in keeping with them. Its very simplicity of conception

—

though its execution be far from simple—gives it this wide scope for use.

There is one exception to this rule of having one's pictures fit in a decora-

tive scheme. Whether necessity gave rise to the custom or whether senti-

ment may sometimes transcend art, I cannot say. However it may be,

the fact remains that in the matter of family portraits, the style or period of

a setting is thrown to the winds when their hanging place is to be consid-

ered. Either art or custom, or even both, perhaps, have given sanction

to this arrangment. When one of our family sits for his portrait, we are

allowed to hang the finished, modern picture in whatever room we will,

regardless of its treatment. This is looked upon by most people as a most

sensible arrangement. ... L k j
Whatever the picture or sculpture may be, it is probably not so limited

in its choice of settings as might at first appear. As a rule, the finer the

work, the greater the scope of the setting that can be employed.
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-ofHamptonShops
May we discuss intimately just what
Hampton Shops stands for, and what
its relation is to the entire subject

ofinterior arrangement and decoration?E have found that most women, and
many men, are excellent interior dec
orators. Much of our finest work has

expressed the intuitive artistic sense of our
patrons as much as it has resulted from our own
technical art and decorative resources.

We are glad to make this acknowledgment.
For lacking a widespread interest in and appreci'

ation of beautiful furniture and its assemblage, it

is doubtful if Hampton Shops would so quickly

have attained its present institutional importance.

From our very beginning, we had the good fortune

to realize that the basis of adequate decorative expression

must be the masterpieces of every period.

Then, however, most of the good furniture in this

country was in the hands of collectors or was scattered

in individual pieces— and not available for study and
guidance.

So the principals of our business, and our agents, in'

vaded the art centers of Europe. Some of our first

meritorious interiors were imported almost intact from

the Continent.

Today, our commissionaires are still culling the artis'

tically worthwhile of every period and every land,

with a result that is best seen in the eleven Galleries of

Hampton Shops.

In original, or faithful replica, the masterpieces of the

furniture makers of all times are assembled with intelli'

gent understanding against harmonious backgrounds.

Hampton Shops offers a ripened decorative expert

ence, in combination with vast equipment, unlimited

resources and far reaching organization, for the enrich'

ment and beautifying ofAmerican Homes wher'
ever means and culture are found in association.

J)ecoration Qhtiquities

HampfonjStojB

farina Sf. PaPricKs Cafheoral (GMJ
Rouyork Wrn^i

Furniture
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Che Country House

ant) its jfurntture

Cchoing the traditions of long ago,

our modern Country House imparts to

the artistic ideals of to-day a more subtle

expression than is elsewhere suggested.

tfjT Within its hospitable doors the very
jl spirit of olden times may be re-awakened
by the deft disposition of well-chosen
Furniture, each piece finding congenial
surroundings in the charming atmosphere
of its engaging rooms. One need but pause
before the exhibits in these Galleries to

realize how readily this interesting result may
be achieved.

£1T The collection on view is rich in replicas

and reproductions of every historic epoch,
from the sturdy styles of the Renaissance to

the simple Furniture of Old England's farm
cottages

;
rich, as well, in unique Decorative

Objects and the fine Rugs of the East. And
it is gratifying to contemplate that such
appointments may be acquired at well
within moderate cost.

Suggestions may be gained from de luxe prints

of well-appointed rooms, sent gratis upon request

Grand Rapids RirniuireCompany
INCORPORATED

34-36West 32^Sireet
Newark City

Furniture Designed for Summer Use

THESE are days of strenuous preparation for the summer flight.

Country homes are being remodeled and refurnished, and the shops
stand, a ready ally to the harassed owner with the ever-present

question, "What shall I use this year?"
In furniture, reed and willow confront us on every side. A number

of quite new designs

have made their ap-

pearance, and the
shopper is sorely tried

trying to choose from
so many fine things.

There are also many
charming designs
which originated last

year and found such
lasting favor in our
sight that they have
been revived, and in

many instances re-

modeled.
Unusual and charm-

ing in type is the

furniture that is

shown at the top of

this page. It is called

Chromewald, a name
which explains the furniture better than anything else could do—literally,

color-wood. Thus it is seen that this furniture -is made with a color

finish, a finish which is neither paint nor varnish, and has a charm
peculiar to itself, seeming to be a

part of the wood. In appearance it

is more like a beautifully worn an-

tique piece than anything else.

While it is suitable for either

town or country house, its lightness

of build and color coolness make it

notably commendable for use at this

time of the year.

The reed chair next shown is built

on excellent lines, as its reproduction

here shows. Cushioned in a striped

damask of rose, green, and gold, it

would be a lovely as well as a dig-

nified chair for almost any room in

the country house. Five other pieces

belong to this suite—two chairs, a

settee, an oblong table, and a table

lamp.
Fine French willow is the material

of this low, comfortable chair whose
arms and back are in one. Its depth

and roominess suggest a quiet hour s

reading or a [few minutes' chat. A
soft finish in any color desired vies

with the smoothness of line pro-

duced by the weaving of the willow.

Illustrating an excellent treat-

ment for a bedroom done in

enameled furniture is the one shown
below. The furniture is an old blue

which is well supplemented by the

biscuit-colored walls. Linen in blue,

cream, and rose was used for the in-

side curtains at the window, with rose

gauze for the casement curtains. A blue taffeta bedspread follows the

general color scheme of the room. The cushions are of blue, cream, and

rose striped taffeta, as is the upholstery of the armchair in the foreground

of the photograph. Rose chiffon shades on the candles flanking the
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FrenchArt ofthe Middle Age*

Announce the opening of a

Temporary Exhibition of

MASTERPIECES
brought from Paris owing to

the War

SCULPTURES

TAPESTRIES

FURNITURE

STATUARY

PAINTINGS

RARE FABRICS

For years the house of Demotle has occupied a

unique field in Paris, specializing in

French Art of the Middle Ages.

$ €(a*f 57*J>;Sfr*ef

!9BPB

THE TOBEY FURNITURE CO
DECORATIONS

NEW YORK
INTERIOR
CH1CAQO

A REVIVAL
The Tobei] Handmade Furniture isa
reViVal of theArt of furniture making of

the X'Vit,^" and rssm^ century

Each piece of furniture is begun and
completed bu. a single artidt- artisan

This insures the percsonat touch vuhich

gives the life and soul one sees in. the

antique pieces

A special design for a. special place

is a continuous jotj in a beautiful home
4 + +
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THE
GORHAM
GALLERIES

ANNOUNCE

An exhibition of recent

Garden Sculpture

BY

Janet Scudder

APRIL TWENTY-SECOND
TO MAY ELEVENTH

THE GORHAM GALLERIES

Fifth Avenue at 36th Street

New York

GARDENFURNITURE
For the Extensive Estate
or Modest Country Home

Our collection of over 1 500 models includes

reproductions of famous fountains, benches,

sun-dials, vases, tables, birdbaths, statuary

and numerous other
kinds of garden
furniture.
Send for fully illustrated
catalogue

THE
ERKINS
STUDIOS
221 Lexington
Avenue
New York

Conserve the Birds
PLACE A BIRD BATH
IN YOUR GARDEN

A few pieces of

WheatleyGarden Pottery

will add to

the charm
of your
garde n.

Sundials,
f 1 o w e r

pots, benches, etc.,

shown in our cata-
logue. Send for it.

Buy direct from
the Pottery.

We pay freight

on all purchases
amounting to $5.00

or over to all points

in the U. S.

Wheatley Pottery
(Established 1879)

2426 Reading Road Cincinnati, O.

mirror bring the only solid note of rose color to
the room.
An interesting feature is the dainty little vanity

table which is a modern adaptation from the
charming powder tables that our great-grand-
mothers kept in their boudoirs for the powdering
of their wigs when the hair-dresser called. Its

purpose has changed but little in all these years
but its form has changed even less.

It is unnecessary to comment on the room's
pleasing arrangement.
Another reed chair of interesting build is this

rocker, which is solidly woven, with only one
small open space near the top of the back. The
feature of the design is the sweeping curve of

the back into the arms. This line broadens as

it reaches the seat of the chair, where it returns

somewhat suddenly to the simple, narrow binding.

This chair is one of a suite of six pieces contain-

ing a smaller rocker like it, an arm chair, a settee,

and a round table with a spreading base which is

of very graceful design. A table lamp completes
the suite. It is all finished in a most attractive

bronze. Upholstery of rose damask is the other

note in the color scheme. The damask is used
beneath the glass table top as well.

Great events in history are told by painters

as often as by story tellers and historians. The
world war has been no exception to this rule, and
painters, poets, novelists, and even designers of

materials for every day use have been inspired

to give their impressions of it through their

various mediums. Such a one was the designer

of the linen which upholsters the French chair

pictured here. One section of this linen cele-

brates Verdun. Another shows Chantecler crow-

ing atop the famous 75. Helmet, rifle, and sabre

are intertwined with oak and laurel in one, while

the battle flag of France flies triumphant in still

another. The red, white, and blue of France is

the color scheme.
The chair itself is enameled white with the

grooves in the legs alternately striped with red

and blue.

J. M. B.
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We quote from an art critic*

8

description of our work

Till-: rendering is not .m unmtclliucn! an ha-

olonical restoration. for Krancis Inmsell

did not possess any furniture so comfort-

able .is tin- ureal upholstered sola.

These interiors, too, have heen studied to trans-

form an existing house, the line mullioned
window ol the living room replacing a pair of

old douhle-huiiK windows, and the picturesque

entrance to the smoking-room replacing a com-
monplace wooden door. There is art in Rood
interior decoration, and ingenuity, tot).

Also

Individual pieces built and finished

to conform with your interior.

Studied sketches, with estimates
submitted at your residence or our

showrooms.

A. Kimbel & Sons, Inc.
(Established 1851)

12 WEST 40th STREET NEW YORK

The fascinating beauty of a Chinese lamp and the quaint charm which it casts

over its surroundings are no more to be described than the peaceful incense'

filled air of a temple. Its presence is something to be felt.

EDWARD I. FARMER AND DECORATIONS 5 West 5 6th St., New York
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£hrich (Batteries
Dealers in

fainting* bp "01b jffflaatens"

707 Fifth Avenue at 55th Street, NEW YORK

I
Hi

I
i

"JOHN J. SEDLEY"
by Benjamin West (17381820,

Beautiful paintings by early Masters can

be purchased at very moderate prices when
merit is desired rather than a great name

Photographs and descriptions sent

:|ll!fll!!ll[IIIIHIIllllNill'l:iln1H 1l:li!UI illiln; I' ill
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DANERSK Decorative Furniture

There are Ancient methods of finish in color more beau-
tiful than ordinary wood that are now available to you
at modest prices in DANERSK FURNITURE.
Old English Draw Top Tables, Welsh Dressers, Cup-
boards and handmade Windsors, finished in your choice
of antique ton; of natural wood or soft colorings

that bring beauty into your home as well as dignity.

We make our furniture and ship it direct to all parts of

the country to those who appreciate true value and rare
artistry.

Send your plans for single rooms or the entire house.
Consultation and advice without obligation to purchase.

Write to-day for our valuable Catalogue *'U-5"

or call at Exhibition Rooms

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION
2 West 47th Street. New York

First Door West of Fifth Avenue—4th Floor

WrBLJISBiliiilHI :;,.;s

"pHE Decorating Service Department of

of Country Life is prepared to give

expert advice regarding any article not

advertised in these columns, and to rec-

ommend where it may be purchased.

ADDRESS.

1 20 WEST 32nd STREET, NEW YORK

iAEOXvAY
PoTtery
GIVES ENDURING CHARM

Send for our illustrated—

<

•catalogue of FlowerPofs.
Bcoces,'Vbes3enches. Sundials.

GazingGlobes, Bird fonts and
ofterArtis'tic Reces forGarden

and InteriorDecoration.

GatiowayTerraCdTta (b.
3216 "WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA.

3

Floor Coverings that are Cool

AGROWING interest in lighter furnish-
ings for summer homes has been evinced
now for some years. But it is only within

recent years that so many different rugs have
been made in the lighter styles.

The Colonial rag rug never loses its popular-
ity. Somewhat similar to it is the Scotch art
rug which is also woven, but is an all-wool rug.

In some of them, as in the rag rugs, special atten-
tion has been given to the needs of children by a

Mother Goose design in the border.

Rush rugs and fibre rugs, plain and decorated,
are to be had in many color combinations. But

quite the most interesting thing on the market
in this line would seem to be some new rugs

which are made of Formosa wood fibre. They
are of Indian inspiration, and made in almost
every conceivable design of geometrical limita-

tions. One of their most attractive characteris-

tics is the fact that the rope follows the shape of
the pattern, thus emphasizing it in a most inter-

esting way. One of the advantages of this rug
is that it withstands any kind of weather. This
makes it excellent for out-of-doors use.

IKS!

§m

-*><<<>-*

S -

The rugs illustrated here are only two chosen

from many different designs. The square, the dia-

mond, the triangle, the oblong, all are combined in

every known way, it would seem. One especially

interesting rug is made up of a number of twenty-
inch squares which are sewn together, a row of

squares of contrasting weave making the border.

Such a rug can be had in any size. A difference

in weave or color within the square itself adds
interest in many instances.

J. M. B.

A NEW ORIGINAL DESIGN
Span - Umbrian

This new style expresses the
essence of modern thought
in furniture. To-day it is the
most vital presentation of the
influence the Spanish Renais-
sance had on furniture de-
sign. Send 25c. for "The
Story of Span-Umbrian Fur-
niture." Berkey & Gay Fur-
niture Company. 180 Monroe
Avenue,Grand Rapids, Mich-
igan.

BERKEY & GAY FURNITURE

Marble
Mantels
Fountains
Benches
Bird Baths
Sun Dial
Pedestals

S. KLABER& CO.
ESTABLISHED 1849

21 West 39th St., N. Y.

East or West
North or South

Large or small, expensive or cheap,

wherever your property may be, you
can reach a probable buyer through

the Real Estate Department in

The New COUNTRY LIFE
The National Real Estate Medium

120 West 32nd Street New York
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FURNITURE, iiancjitv^h,
MATKRIALH, WALL AIVI>
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ALSO

UNIQUE DKCORATIVE
AKTIOLKH SUITABLE
FOR ALL I NT T E R I O K H

S. Altaian& fflo.

Specialists in the Equipment of

COUNTRY HOUSES

Painting and Decorating

Cabinet Making, ArchitecturalWoodwork

Curtains, Slip Covers, Upholstery

Enameled and Stained Reed Furniture

Exclusive Cretonnes

Linens and Glazed Chintzes

Summer Floor Coverings

Household Linens and Blankets

fflabtson atoenue Jf tftfj abenuc

34tfj ant 35H) Streets i&eto gorfe

OVINGTON'S

Sheffield Relish Dish, hand-tooled border. Removable compart-
ments of engraved glass, 14" diameter. Price £22.00.

OVINGTON'S, these Spring days, is a
veritable pot-pourri of everything

charming for the house and every-

thing new and distinctive for gifts. And
yet, despite these constant changes in the

stocks that make the shopping ever new,

Ovington's is the same old delightful spot

as always. The tradition and atmosphere
remain the same. Only the wares upon
the tables and shelves are new.

The Ovington Gift Book is issued upon application.

312=314 jfittf) avenue
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THE RESPONSE
PROVED IT!

The number of enthusiastic letters

written us in response to our recent

announcement, proves that there is a

widely realized need for such a book
as our

Beautiful Home Surroundings

This book has already proven itself of
great help to garden owners. Its

unusual contents are a ready aid in

helping you select the right nursery
stock for your home grounds.

Don't place your order for nursery
stock until you receive a copy. It

will be mailed on request. Write for

it to-day.

FRAMINGHAM nurseries
Established since 1894

Framingham, Mass.

Open-Air School For Boys

THE MOUNTAIN SCHOOL
In the Adirondacks

Expert physical care. Rugged health developed. Out-door and
winter sports. Exceptional scholarship because of health, happiness,
inspiration of teachers and individual help. College preparatory.
Character and personality developed. Illustrated catalogue.

ELUS G. BROWN, M.D., Director, Glenburnle-on-Lnke Georeo, N. Y.

Kipling Kipling writes of France as

J a lover of his beloved—a great

„ writer thrilled by a great and
trance iongfelt passion. Its noblest

expression is his prophetic poem "France,"

(written just before the war), which begins:

"Brok_e to every known mischance, lifted over all

By the light sane joy of life, the buckler of the

Gaul.

Published in book form, together with

Mr. Kipling's war experiences, under the

title "FRANCE AT WAR" and as nec-

essary to the Kipling library as "If" or

"Recessional."

(Net, 60 cents; at your bookstore)

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York,

Strengthening Kitchen and Dining Room
Kelations

HOW can I serve my country?" is on the
lips and in the heart of every woman in

the land to-day. War work alone not
sufficing, she follows the trail blazed by the Food
Administration and spends much thought on

the personal prob-
lem which has be-

come the national

one— conservation.

Her efforts are to

save not only food-

stuffs and coal, but
also her own time
and energy.

Naturally, it is in the kitchen that the house-
wife starts her reform measures. Cooking uten-
sils being her first consideration, she comes to the
conclusion that she must have the article which
saves her time and
coal by baking the

food in less time
than any corres-
ponding utensil
could do it. Such
a dish she finds in Pyrgx glassware.

Not the least of the advantages that this

specially prepared glass has over other materials
is that it is more easily and thoroughly cleaned

—

an item not to be considered lightly. Then too,

it can be served from at the table, which again is

an advantage. The pie-plate and covered casser-
ole are illustrated here as examples of the many
articles to be had in this ware.
The dining room comes in for its share of im-

provement, and hails the advent of an attrac-

tively decorated bread board on its table as an
excellent saving measure. Mr. Hoover has asked
housewives to cut bread as it is needed. To over-
come the difficulty of cutting bread in the kitchen,

a slice at a time, and serving it in the dining room,
the bread board has been resurrected from the
past to come into its own. It has blossomed forth

from its long hibernation as a butterfly emerging
from its past life, for now it goes bedecked with
gay young rabbits racing around its rim in search
of elusive carrots. On another one are geese in

dignified parade. These delightful boards come
in any color to match the scheme already carried

out in the dining room.
Tea wagons have long been a source of comfort

to the housekeeper, but the many variations of
usefulness in their make-up seem to have been
combined in this table-wagon to a degree un-
known in any other of its kind. It can be pressed

into service as table, desk, or service-cart, and
is, for that reason, particularly applicable to the

kitchen in war time.

J. M. B.
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Willow FURNITURE
I Icit ;irc shown but a few selections from our lar^c
assortment of Summer Furniture. We offer many
stvlrs aii<l some mode ls arc ol unusual design. For
those who prefer to match, with their furniture,
the color scheme of the various rooms, staining
and enameling will give the desired results at slight
increase in cost. The following prices are for the
Natural finish and do not include cushions, an
extra charge being made according to material
and filling selected.

4601 $7.25
4(X)2 i Sli.ulc Lining Kxtra ) 14.50
4003 (Shade Lining Extra) 21.00
1001

4005
4(X)f,

•1007

400X
-II K )'»

4010
4011

.28.00

. 4.75

.34.75

.10.00

.12.00

.13.50

.26.25

.17.50

cm \ I ZES CR i;tonnes—printed linens
Imported Prints are shown here in great variety, the assort-
ment being most interesting and the color combinations a
delight to the eye. Your every want can be bountifully sup-
plied and at moderate cost.

McGIBBON & CO.
1 and 3 Wost 37th Stm-I New York

Announcement

The department of Clothes

for the Country will be under

the direction of

MISS MARION C. TAYLOR
beginning with the June issue.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE C& CO.
Garden City New York

gBeauty
-ata'Reasonable T*rice

Good taste in the home is not a matter
of money, but rather of care in the selec-

tion of appointments that are appropriate
and harmonize with each other. CREX
Rugs with their beautiful and decorative

designs and colorings help you to beau-
tify and embellish your home.

Beauty, however, is not the only requisite of a
rug. You need service, too. CREX Rugs deserve
a place in your home because they are durable
and practical, as well as artistic—and economical.

look, for name
CREX in side. binding

—the year 'round floor covering for every room in the
house. CREX Rugs brighten the room, heighten the
decorative effect, and lighten labor.

"It's a practical War-time ECONOMY to buy CREX"
It's easy to identify the

genuine—the name C-R-E-X
woven in the edge of the side
binding—your protection
against imitations.

Write for handsomely illus-

trated booklet and folder con-
taining reproductions in natural

colors.

CREX CARPET COMPANY.. 212 Fifth Arc, N«w Y«k, N. T.

CREX
GBASS FUBfimBEy

CREX furniture—sold by
leading dealers — is well
worth> of your careful in-

spection. It harmonizes
perfectly with CREX rug*.
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BEAUTIFUL, WASHABLE WALLS
Tiny hands may leave their tell-tale traces—dust may settle—but a soft cloth

and a little water will soon remove the stain. In the soft, velvety tones of

HARRISONS
SANITARY FLAT WALL FINISH

(A Du Pont Product)

decorators and home builders find the perfect combination of beauty, sanitation

and economy. It provides the ideal background for home furnishings, and
yields the much desired atmosphere of good cheer and restful harmony.

HARRISON WORKS
ESTABLISHED 1793
Owned and Operated by

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
Philadelphia, Chicago, Minneapolis, Kansas City
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Smoky
Fireplaces

No payment accepted unless
successful

Made to
Draw

Also expert services on
general chimney work

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY, Inc.
Engineer and Contractor

211 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

UKinson
BEAUTIFUL, Soft and

fluffy, but wonderful
in warmth and service.
Made to order from ex-
clusive designs Exquisite
needle work, every etilch
by hand. Silk, sateen or
cotton, plain colors orpat-
terns. Samples of mater-
UIb and colors furnished.
Filling: of cotton, down or
Australian lamb's wool.
Beautiful and useful in

your own home and an
ideal gift for others.

Army Quilt
Special design. Khaki
color sateen. Description

and Drice* on request.

Sendfor booklet C in colors

^/KeyHt/zinsoit Sisters
jDepl.. L, Jdgonier; Dhdiana

"How Could exclaimed all her

You, Jean ^enc's when Jean's

people lost their

money and she took what seemed to

her the best way out. It was a per-

fectly proper, sensible and altogether

interesting way, too, but only a

certain young man understood.

Jean's adventures are chronicled in

Eleanor Hoyt Brainerd's sprightly

novel, "How Could You, Jean?"

At your booksellers'. Net, $1.35.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Co.

Garden City, New York

IN STUBBLE AND HEATHER
HERE are plenty of people who
consider that the only sort of dog
really worth while is the bird dog
—the highly specialized pointer or

setter. There is good ground for

this creed, for there is something
inspiring in the sight of a good dog at point on
birds. It means so much of intelligence, of phys-
ical perfection, of highly developed senses, and it

suggests so much of the joys of sport in the open.
For this large and enthusiastic class of people

there is a well organized and well supported
sport that is gaining new adherents every year

—

the field trial.

The first trial ever held in this country was in

1874, near Memphis, Tenn. In 1879 the East-

ern Field Trial Club held its first meeting on
Robins Island, New York. In 1880 their entries

included such brilliant contestants as Count
Gladstone, Dashing Monarch, and Sensation,

whose progeny to-day are racing for supremacy
on the prairies of the West, and on the stubble,

sedge, and plum thickets of the South. The sport

Celebrated field trial winners: left to right. Ch. Pioneer, Hard
Cash, and Ch. Jesse Rodfield's Count Gladstone

has grown steadily, until last year twenty-three
recognized field trials were scheduled by a score

of thriving clubs.

After the local midsummer trials, the prairie

chicken trials begin in North Dakota about the

first of September. Early in July hundreds of

braces of trained pointers and setters are taken
to Manitoba, Nebraska, and the Dakotas, to be

worked out on the chickens. Then the Grand
Fall Circuit begins not far from the boundary
line between Manitoba and North Dakota, and
continues till after frost, running down through

Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, Virginia,

and North Carolina, leaving the winter trials

to be run in Tennessee, Georgia, and Alabama.
And during this period almost every other state

is holding its Amateur Handlers' Trials.

The club holding the trials arranges for certain

stakes, often beginning with a Members' Stake,

in which the dogs are handled by owners only,

the prizes being cups and diplomas. Then there

is the Derby, which is for youngsters less than

two years old. The chief stake is the All-Age,

open to all comers, both previous winners and
novices, in a great contest for honors and a big

purse. Then comes, usually, a Champion
Sweepstake or Subscription Stake, for which

only winners at previous trials are eligible.

This is always a contest of the great ones and

is followed by a big gallery.

These field trials are contests of dogs on actual

game. Setters and pointers are put down in

braces and are run under rules before judges

—

usually three—selected by the club. At most

of the trials the Derby has perhaps twenty

starters, the All-Age thirty, and the Champion
Stake fewer. The prizes for the All-Age

and Derby are usually $500, $300, and $200 for

first, second, and third, with a handsome trophy

for the Subscription; or #500 divided between

the winner and the runner-up.

The final classic that closes the Grand Circuit

is the National Championship Field Trial. It

is a trial of but one stake, and the premier

honors, that are dearly won at this event, are

coveted by every breeder, owner, and handler

in the game. It is always run over the extensive

preserve of the Hobart Ames estate at Grand
Junction, Tenn., and every year attracts a huge

crowd of sportsmen from all sections of the

country. As a sport, the field trial stands in

somewhat the same class as polo, and its history

includes tales of the prowess of some of the finest

dogs ever bred in America. W. A. Dyer.
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hi 'Dainty Hedrooms
where delicate shades of" rose, of gray, of blue, make them
the perfect floor coverings for exquisite color harmonv,

Kl kakh a\ I ist \ Rit.s first w on conspii uon- rci ognition.

It mi the charm ofcolor! And then as the traditional wear-

ing qualities ot all things linen became so apparent, discrim-

inating women came to realize their boundless decorative

possibilities.

Into every room in the house they went, building Klear-

flax color schemes—covering their floors with a single, broad

expanse ot rich, solid tones. Dainty shades, so seldom found,

and the deeper colors, so rich and livable, arc all included

in the KlearHax range.

And so the Ki.earflax Linen Run has come today to

be associated with color harmony as intimately as its fabric

is associated with wear, jit bitter eUss furniture and de-

partment sttres tvtrftvhtrt,

KlearflaX
LINEN RUGS

Wocio you like an expert's advice on room decoration ? Then send for

"The Rug and the Color Scheme." This 10-page book shows you in full

color a number of scene1* and tells sou hnw sou nus vars (he schemes It

also explains clearly and simply how to plan any room. Write lo our Duluth
office for it—it's free

You can get klearlla* l inen Runs in Taupe. Black. Blue. Greens. Grays.
Browns. Rose, and natural Hull in these

siies and at these prices:

17 x 14 in. . $ 4 so 6 x o ft. . 5moo
10 x no in. . . s ho 8 x to ft. . . )t.6o
(d i 7] in . . 8 oo 9 x IS ft. . .48.00

4 ljX7 l
i ft. . . is 00 12 x is ft. . .80.00

J4.00 per square yard in stock widths, any
length. (Prices somewhat higher in far

West and South.)

KLEARFLAX LINEN RUG COMPANY
DULUTH MINNESOTA

NEW YORK OFFICE i\i FIFTH AVENUE

For bathrooms, hospitals,
and general sanitary uses,
we recommend the Klear-
Hax Natural /tug. This rug
maybe scrubbed and clean-
edlndefinitely. Itisouronly
washable nig and comes in
natural linen 1 flaxen) color.

<> I'ANTHY LQl JII'MliNT «5> KITC.'HttN CAMINRT! MOl )U)S *

Is Your Refrigerator a
Good One?

A refrigerator is an investment. Keep these three
things in mind when you look at your present refrig-

erator or when you go to buy a new one:

It It Sanitary?
Are the linings crackles*, free from ledges and corners to
collect dirt, and easily cleaned? Ia the drainage perfect?

/» It Efficient?

Does a continual circulation of air at a low. even tempera-
ture keep your food free from the dangers of contamination
and free from absorbing the odors of other foods.

/« It Economical?
Is the insulation of heavy, temperature-proof materials?
Are the corners accurately joined, and are the doors air-
tight? Are these things proved by low ice bills?

In our stock of high-grade refrigerators are only
those which measure up in every particular to these
strict requirements. We guarantee that every re-
frigerator we sell will give satisfaction.

Catalogue* and price* by mail if demited

This Garden Bird
Bath is one of the
many decorative
types that you will
find here.

Vegetable Rack-
constructed of wire
so that there may
be a free circulation
of air and light
about the vege-
tables which are
thus protected
from decay.

1ewis8l(Jonger

45TH STREET AND SIXTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

* TRAYS •> PERCOLATORS * TOOLS * COOKING UTENSILS
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Piping Rock Clothes

THE brilliancy in the coloring of

the sports clothes this season is

an eloquent testimony to the

development of the American dye in-

dustry. The wonderful colors and
combinations of various tones of the

same color are bewildering in variety.

The sports outfit lends itself easily to

these brilliant effects so much in

vogue at the present time. The
tennis suits have skirts in gay plaids,

one very striking costume being a

plaid skirt in yellow and black on a

cream ground, the fine lines of the

plaid crossed by two broader stripes

in yellow and black. The skirts are

less full this season and a bit longer.

They have a slit of an inch or two in

length in the back seam at the hem to

give greater freedom.

A cream colored silk shirt has

narrow cuffs and a low collar and is

made to be worn under a sleeveless

black satin coat. The coat is fastened with two gilt

buttons, smaller gilt buttons trimming the edge of the

pockets. A soft crush leather belt in yellow or black suede

gives an effective touch to the coat and may be worn with

a sports hat in yellow straw with a black ribbon band,

yellow silk stockings, and black leather tennis shoes.

A quieter costume is in pink and white and is the acme
of appealing daintiness. The skirt is in finely plaited

gabardine, the shirtwaist in fine white Swiss muslin, the

collar and cuffs of which were finished in tiny plaits, and
edged with narrow lace. Over this shirtwaist is worn a coat

sweater in shell pink silk, with a soft pink silk girdle, end-

ing in two pink tassels. The hat is in pink straw of a

modified picture shape with a snood of black satin on the

crown.
The train frock which gives most comfort and satisfac-

tion is done in wool jersey with the plain, tight skirt,

and long tunic with envelope pockets. A band of em-
broidery edges the round neck and the sleeves. The
pockets, which are envelope in shape, are formed of em-
broidery in wool of the same shade as the frock or in a con-

trasting color. These gowns come in gray, dark blue,

and tan. The tunic is worn with a soft crush belt and may
also be used as a sweater coat over a one-piece silk foulard

gown of the same shade.

Another train gown, and one which also will be found
useful for the week-end visitor who plays the game of
tennis most effectually from the side lines, is made in cot-

ton voile in blue and white design, combined with plain

A trio of smart tennis fans and a choice of country togs in which the sweater plays a;

prominent part and the hats are varied and becoming

in dark blue, the wreath being tied

in the back with a tight little bow of

dark blue glazed ribbon. A dark blue
coaching parasol is carried. The
stockings are in dark blue silk, and
patent leather ties complete the

costume.
Plaid ginghams have come again

into their own for summer gowns, and
will be useful made into train frocks.

Ginghams are seen in many smart
separate skirts to be worn with sweat-

ers and white shirtwaists for the mid-
summer sports. A charming one-

piece gown in a plaid gingham has a

plaited skirt and plain waist finished

with a fold collar, and a soft gingham
belt. A white pique vestee is worn
with this one-piece model. These
plaids come in various colors and will

be popular for train wear.
Separate skirts in silk poplin shirred

quite full under the belt but hanging
in soft, straight lines, are popular this season. These skirts

come in black or white. Separate skirts are also seen in

washable satin, cut on the same lines as the poplin skirts.

The satin skirts are seen in varied colors, such as pale

blue, rose, cherry, green, and cream. White sweaters in

the cobweb weave or a light, finely woven scarf in the shade
to match the skirts are worn with sports hats in fine

summer felt in the same shades as the skirts and scarfs.

These costumes are very effective on the lawns and
grouped about a tennis court, and make the country
club a gay affair indeed.

T^YES may come, and dyes may go but the white
*^ flannels go on forever. A tennis expert so put it

when I asked him if men were ever going to vary their ten-

nis togs. White flannels, is all the answer I could get from
him. It is almost impossible to make a man change
his point of view as to his apparel on the court. The only

reason that a tennis player changes his kit is because it

wears out. The material is not always flannel, for the

trousers are occasionally in serge or linen.

This year the blazer coat of other days is seen on the

courts. These coats have stripes in black and red, green

and black, or cream and brown, and give an effective touch

to the even whiteness of a man's tennis togs. They are

light in weight, and provide just the warmth that is needed

after the game. The older men are wearing a light tweed

suit made with a Norfolk jacket coat. A coat which is

Miss Katharine Force who has exchanged very useful, and is being worn by men who are exercising

ue voile. A tucked vest and rolling collar in white her tennis kit for the uniform of the Duryea to red uce overweight, is made in white linen, very loose,

organdie edged with narrow Valenciennes lace is a smart belted in the back, and sleeveless. These coats are very

touch. With this costume is worn a small toque in dark blue straw smart with white trousers to match, and worn over a striped shirt and
which fits the head snugly and is trimmed with a wreath of wheat heads gay tie. The shirts are in materials that have almost a silk effect.

The Piping Rock Club House
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drploirs lt> contentions and excellent rccom-
mrnd.it H ms, .is c\|itrNM-il in trsiilutnins iin.im-

rnoush adnntt-tl, t"-i\ be >tiiitnn.iri/.ctl .is follows;

Owing to i li.niti'il condition's it is iinnn rss.irs'

at prtsrnt to n sttiit tin use of dairy products

In emplnvinii substitutes, imt docs tlir I'ood

•administration request tins. On rbc other

hand, tin success and futurr of the dairy indus-

try require that both consumption ami pro-

diii'tion of dairy loods br increased. I he

I-nod \dministration is therefore asked to ad-

vise the use. wherever possible, of these prod-
iktN. the t io\ eminent is urged to supply its

armed forces with butter and with cheese; state

and federal governments are urged to encourage
and authorize the formation and operation of

coopct ativr selling organizations of farmers; and in

token of its desire to work for the welfare of

the nation as well as that of the dairy industry,

the Council pledges that for the period of the
war "those engaged in producing, manufac-
turing, and distributing milk and its products will

continue to demand only the cost of the<r opera-
tions, plus a reasonable profit."

F.arly reports indicate a widespread and ef-

fective response to this appeal, at least so far as

public sentiment is concerned. I )e\ elopnu nts

will be noted in this department next month.

ANOTHER of Vmeitc.i's veteran breeders
* * has answered the last roll call. Mr. Henry
N. Mckinnc\. of the firm of Aver & McKinney.
well and widely known as the owners of Meridale
Jerseys, dud suddenly at his home in New York
on Sunday, \pril i8tn.

II you inltn'l lo huilil ami with your new Iwime lo be <M-
Irirn, it,,,,, I hr , omilioli|i|j|i r anrl mfirrtftivr- of your iri'livi/l-

uality, you will lie intrrralol in my proposition in rrgar'j lo
>[," t. . I ,kr|. |,f » n ( , i| in ||ir two IHllili' nllOfik 'W%< \,f,r

"f OI.ONIAI. IIOIJSKS," with ,.r„ .|r.,«,,.lor I'm.
rout anting floor plana, peraper tivct.rJcacrtptioni an/J estimates
lor designs in thai ever plaaa ni style. Price by eipress pre-
i

i -stucco iiousi s" rontainiiia; iK-np" liv*-,,

ami «< .i Ir floor plans of designs Mutable for ihta imperishable
construction. Price by eipress prepaid 9V In ordering give
brief Hear ript ion of your reriuiremenlt and they will have earn-
eat consideration. Plans furnished (or the alteration of old

I buildings In the Colonial and Stun o styles. I ireproof dwell-
ings a specialty. Viaita for conaullation and inspection. Addreat

E. S. CHILD, Architect, Room 1017, 29 Broadway, N. V. City

RRD G
"AMERICA S FINEST CABINET WOOD"

IS INCREASING ITS LEAD AS THE FA
VORITE TRIM IN GREAT BUILDINGS
WHOSE OWNERS SEEK DISTINCTION
AS WELL AS INTELLIGENT ECONOMY

AND PROVED DURABILITY.
lit) pour Archlltct lo Incttllialt

R£DGU!
' I 'M I ( Ml '.I K Ml KS ASSN.

1506 Bank ol Commerce Builclinf MKMmiS. TENN.

"SIGNED LUMBER
IS SAFE LUMBER"

FOR IIKST Ll'MM-K
INSIST ON IKAIll- MAKKhD 1 1 UK-WATER

LUMBER — BECAUSE IT'S "THE
GENUINE WOOD ETERNAL."
AND LASTS AND LASTS—AND LASTS—AND LASTS

Look for thison every board—^^^Zw^C
Accept no Cypress without this mark tw* rw> &t* u s 0»&*m

ml I'allry, L. 1.

"Modern Farm Building

"

A |,red Bopkin.
Shows the latest practical development of the garage, farm
barn, horse stable, cow stable, sheep fold, kennel, ice house,
dairy, chicken house, piggeries, etc. No part of the detail of
these buildings is neglected, and there are manypleasingpbolo-
graphs showing their artistic aide. SECOND EDITION JUST OUT.

$2.50 net, Pottage 20c.

The book may be purchased direct from the author.

ALFRED HOPKINS, Architect, 101 Park Avenue, N. Y.

Every Dog Means a Friend
You won't be barking up the wrong tree by buying a good
dog. The investment is one which will give you more satis-
faction than anything you can buy.
Love, devotion and comradeship are yours if you own a good
dog.
Look in the Dog Department of Country Life and discover some
real happiness for yourself. Country Life recommends all of
its dog advertisers and will be glad to help you make a choice of
any particular breed that might appeal to you. The service is

free.

Country Life, Readers' Service Department
Garden City New York

Positions Wanted

The late Henry N. McKinney

Mr. McKinney and Mr. Aver were associated

in the early days of Jersey breeding in

America. Meridale Jersevs became a working
herd at Meredith, N. Y., in 1888. In 1890
Mr. McKinney was elected to membership
in the American Jersey Cattle Club serving

that organization as N ice President in 1892-93
and as Director from 1892 to 1894.
Mr. McKinney possessed a wonderful capa-

city for making friends. Quick enthusiasm
combined with tenacity of purpose made him a

forceful character in both the breeding and the
advertising worlds. Yet amid the exacting de-

mands of an engrossing business life, he found
time for much religious work. His ready sym-
pathy endeared him to a host of friends.

WANTED
To lease or manage a farm on shares. Owner
to furnish everything necessary. 20 years'

experience in Farm management. F. S., care of

C. EL Yates, t West 45th St., New York City

Estate Manager, Practical Breeder,

Farmer and Horticulturist

Now employed on prominent cistern estate wishes an opportunity to

develop. Has Had twenty years' experience in constructive live stock breed*

ing, landscape gardening, practical farming and development of country

places. Seven years in present position. Will consider change for big-

ger proposition. Address all communications to Box 889, care
of Country Life, Garden City, N. Y-

The Readers' Service gives Information

about Poultry

Position Wanted
By a thoroughly proficient, general farm and

private estate manager of proven ability and
exceptional record.

Present position includes successful management of
one of the most extensive and prominent private estates
in the east.
Well qualified in construction, improvements, reclama-

tion of soil and animals.

WILLARD BEST Claverack, New York

ENGLISHMAN, well educated, open for position as manager of

large farm or gentleman's estate. 15 years* experience of practical

farming, expert in dairying, poultry keeping on large scale,

economical pork production, and a first class knowledge of the science
of general fanning, crop rotation and soil building, experienced in all

kinds of fruit growing, pruning, spraying and tree surgery. A working
knowledge of up to date farm machinery, gasoline and steam engines.
A good accountant, a man of initiative and resource, of absolute integ-

rity and sobriety and one to be depended upon in a position of trust.

Address, Box 000, Country Life in America, Garden City. N. Y.

CALIFORNIA CALIFORNIA

FOR RENT-SEASON 1918

LAKETAHOE,CALIFORNIA
Beautiful summer camp in the heart of the Sierra Nevada mountains, 6,000 feet above sea

level and with 600 feet lake frontage.

The main house contains living room, dining room, kitchen, laundry, three maids' rooms
and bath. Cottages contain six master bedrooms and three baths.

Accommodations for three men servants. Garage, ice house, wharf and breakwater.

All improvements new, modern but rough. Completely furnished.

Two miles by automobile or boat from railroad terminus (Tahoe Tavern)
;
telephone, tele-

graph, stores, etc.

RENT FOR SEASON $2000
For further particulars apply

E. G. Schmiedell, 230 California St., San Francisco, California
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NEWS of the BREEDS and the BREEDERS
}HE fiftieth annual meeting of the

American Jersey Cattle Club

—

its golden anniversary—was held

in New York City on May i,

1918. In spite of war conditions

the officers of the Club were able

to report the greatest year's work and the best

financial condition that it has ever enjoyed.

A total of 44,887 Jerseys were registered in

191 7, and 35,884 transfers were recorded. The
books of the Club now show 36,117 breeders of

Jerseys, which is the largest number of followers

of any one dairy breed in America. The increase

of registrations over 1916-7 was 24 per cent.,

which indicates that Jersey breeders are increas-

ing the size of their herds even in these strenuous

times^ There are now 721 members of the Club,

and new applications are coming in at the rate

of nearly ioo per year.

A resolution was adopted authorizing the Club
to subscribe for #10,000 in Liberty Bonds, which
increases its holdings of these bonds
to #25,000. The Secretary was in-

structed to submit to the members
the question of changing the date of

the annual meeting, a recommenda-
tion being made that, if changed, it

be made the first Wednesday in June
instead of the first Wednesday in

May. After Chief B. H. Rawl of the

Dairy Division of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture reported that

foreign cattle-buying commissions
were already at work in this country,

and that he thought it advisable to

take steps to insure nothing but the

best stock leaving these shores for

their work in war-torn countries, the

meeting empowered the Board of Di-

rectors to appoint a committee to

supervise the sale of Jerseys to any
such commissions.
Owing to the possibility of wide

variation in the percentage of fat in

butter, it was decided that, in the

future, results of Register of Merit
tests will be given exclusively in terms
of milk and butter-fat. This is the

system now followed by all but one of

the dairy breed associations.

After other business matters were
attended to, M. D. Munn of St. Paul, Minn., was
reelected president for the coming year; F. W.
Sessions of Utica, N. Y., was reelected vice-

president; and Geo. T. Chaffee, Rutland, Vt., was
reelected treasurer.

tJOLSTEIN breeders the country over are

looking forward with eager enthusiasm to

the great sale of Holstein-Friesians to be held in

Milwaukee on June 6th, 7th, and 8th in connec-
tion with the annual meeting of the breed asso-

ciation which immediately precedes it. Nearly
two hundred animals have been consigned by
fifty of the most prominent breeders of the black-

and-vvhites in all parts of the country, and in

every case individuality and quality are represen-

ted in most generous measure. Despite the
fact that a similar sale held last year at Spring-

field, Mass., was marked by the sale of a five

months' old bull calf for #53,000 and an average
of #2,000 per head, there is a widespread feeling

that the 191 8 event will see more breaking of

records in regard to attendance, interest, com-
petition, and prices too. For the consignment
sales of these days are tiot only business opportu-
nities, but also real educational live stock exhibits

which progressive breeders and dairymen can not
afford to miss. That the details of the sale will

be handled efficiently and to everyone's satis-

faction, goes without saying, since the affair, un-
der the auspices of the Holstein-Friesian Asso-
ciation of Wisconsin is also under the sole and
personal direction of Mr. H. A. Moyer of Syra-
cuse, N. Y.

An incomplete but interesting advance note
of another important Holstein sale to be conducted
by Mr. Moyer has just reached us. This is the

dispersal of the Balsams Stock Farm herd of
Dixville Notch, N. H. The time is early in

June, hence prospective participants should im-.
mediately write to Mr. Moyer for further par-
ticulars.

WM. ROSS PROCTOR, ESQ., of Barryville,

N. Y., pushed the record price for a Jersey
cow up another notch at Edmond Butler's sale of
imported Jerseys at Mount Kisco, N. Y., on
May 2d, when, after a few moments of spirited

bidding, he offered #10,000 for Oxford's Briar

Flower. The object of this striking tribute is a

daughter of Oxford Majesty, made famous by
the achievements of his progeny both in the
show ring and at the milk pail. She has many
notable Island of Jersey records as a butter

producer and show winner., and in addition to

Oxford Majesty's Pearl

Gambonia ....
La Croiserie's Poppy.
Pauline May . . .

Imp. Golden Lustre .

La Ruette Lilv
Imp. Belle of Oxford.
April Lustre . . .

Clara's Primrose .

The Cid's La Glo:re .

Cid's Lady Nixey.

1,500 buyer Carter Glass, Virginia
1,500 " Frank Baldwin, Virginia
I ,375 "

J. McGinn, New Hampshire
1,350 " Wm. Ross Proctor, New York
1,300 " Ogden Mills, New York
1,050 " Meridale Farms, New York
1,000 " Frank Baldwin, Virginia

1,000 " Wm. Ross Proctor, New York
1,000 " F. D. Underwood, New York
1,000 " Meridale Farms, New York
1,000 " Meridale Farms, New York

Sunray's Princess, a heifer calf, was brought
into the ring and auctioned off for the benefit of

the Red Cross. She was first sold for #500,
then placed back in the ring and resold until she

brought #1,335.

' I ^HERE are now thirty Holstein cows in the
-- forty pound class, two individuals having

joined the famous company within a month.
Of special significance from the breeder's stand-
point is the fact that both are owned by Oliver
Cabana's Pine Grove Farm, Elma Centre, N. Y.
The first is Korndyke Winona, an eight-year-

old daughter of Pontiac Korndyke
and Miss Winona Mechthilde, whose
seven-day record was 683.4 pounds
of milk, 40.28 pounds of butter. The
second is Woodcrest Nig de Kol, six

years old, and a daughter of Segis

Fayne Johanna, the only cow of any
breed that has ever yielded fifty

pounds of butter in a week. Nomi-
nations for new members in the class

are now in order.

WHENEVER the name of Sophie
19th of Hood Farm is men-

tioned, Jersey breeders can well sii

up and take notice, for both as a

breeder and as a milk producer she is

truly a "queen of the dairy world."
There is, therefore, especial interest

and significance attached to the an-
nouncement that an auction sale of

Sophie's progeny is to be held at her

home, on June 1, 1918. Catalogues
and information can be obtained from
Manager J. E. Dodge, Hood Farm,
Lowell, Mass.

Oxford's Briar Flower, the world's highest priced Jersey cow, for which Mr. Wm. Ross Proctor

paid $10,000. The former record of $7,000 was held for seven years by Lady Viola

being a cow of good size, with large, deep body
and strong constitution, she has the refinement of

type that is characteristic of the breed. Her
large, well-placed teats and her wonderful udder
stamp her as one of America's most valuable

Jersey acquisitions. Previous to the Butler

sale the highest price paid for a Jersey cow was
#7,000, for which Lady Viola was sold in 191 1.

This epoch-making sale was held the day after

the annual meeting of the Jersey Club. Op-
timism as to the future of the breed was every-
where in evidence and the sales ring was the scene

of the wildest excitement and the greatest out-

burst of enthusiasm that has ever prevailed at a

Jersey gathering. There were a number of new
faces in the ranks of the bidders, and the

keen competition quickly ran the bidding for the

worthy animals up to prices well beyond any-
thing yet received.

The Butler importations, numbering orig-

inally ninety-five head of Jerseys, had been re-

duced somewhat by the sinking of a ship by which
thirty-five animals were lost, but those arriving

on this side brought the greatest average price

ever obtained at a public auction. Sixty head
were sold for #60,115, an average of more than
#1,000 per head, and nineteen animals sold at

#1,000 and over per head, as follows:

Oxford's Briar Flower
Oxford Gipsy's Lad
Greenfield Brand . .

Les Prairies Bessy
Molly's Dolly . .

Eventide's Lassy .

You'll Do Blanchette
Warderess Queen.

£10,000 buyer Wm. Ross Proctor,New York
2,700 C. C. Webber, Minnesota
2,610 " Murdale Farms, Ohio
2,200 " Bull & Son, Canada
2,000 " F. D. Underwood, NewYork
1,750 " John Pringle, Canada
1,700 " L. V. Walkley, Connecticut

1,700 " Odgen Mills. New York
.

npHE Ayrshire Breeders' Associa-

tion has prepared and published a

complete list of its officers and mem-
bers, the latter classified by states, which can be

obtained by those interested from its home office

at Brandon, Vt.

t)OTH the Atlantic and Pacific coasts are repre-

^-'sented by individuals who have recently added
noteworthy tests to the Ayrshire records. At
Mr. A. Henry Higginson's Middlesex Meadows
Farm at Sooth Lincoln, Mass., Rosella Webb
has completed a senior four-year-old record with

16,721 pounds of milk, 682.21 pounds of butter

fat to her credit. She was bred by S. S. Karr &
Son, is the daughter of Earl's Choice of Spring-

hill who ranks third among H. R. sires, and has

the splendid average for three consecutive records

of 12,418 pounds of milk, 517.63 pounds of fat.

At the other end of the continent Willowmoor
Farm of Redmond, Wash,, comes forward with

three very creditable records which, made by cows
bred on the farm, show the success that is attend-

ing its consistent, constructive policy. Willow-

moor May Mischief 2nd has recently made
x 4>557 pounds of milk, 545.34 pounds of fat;

Willowmoor Lily 5th has completed a test with

14,577 pounds of milk, 662.53 pounds of fat;

and Willowmoor Woodbine completes the trio

with 17,692 pounds of milk, 707.75 pounds of fat.

' I ''HE success that has attended the Guernsey
Roll of Honor during its first year suggests

that this means for identifying and honoring

superior animals is going to become as popular

and important as the Advanced Registry system

itself, of which it is an outgrowth, and which,

12
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agr .I.inms, .iIm' earn calves I'm .it least

da Yi "I then test pi 1 m.ili lite n.imri .mil rec-

ord* "I tl'' I' lillllg ti ll ii'«\ III c.u II class lilcsig

Rated In double lettcis instead of tin- single

Irtlcls til it nil lit il \ til. \ K 1 lasses) .111 pub
I hshed in each issue of tlir (iuerntrv Hrerdrri'

loHri.il. I lie significant fait in tli.it since

I July I. I»)I7. twentv-one cows have won pl.u-n in

the Roll nf I lonor, « hile hut nine n.nni's h.ivi h< 1 n

tided to tin- "single letter" classes. In other

words, owners recognize tlir value of .in .1n1m.1l

th.it makes it-, in 11L. is .1 eomhmed producer .mil

Imii dcr, .ind m i> ti\rl\ stri\ ing to h.ivc .in many
of tin 11 animals in pussihlc awarded tin- palm for

such dii.il .ihditv.

Anions tin n<ws that have recently entered the

I
lists of class li nil is 111 tins group .ire I 'Lire of

I (lerat, 41)12.:. of (icrar Stock harm. Maryland;
Nim'IIi tti ol llul'.'t Hill. ?i«)lo. owned by Clar-

einc Mackuy; Imp. Rose of tile Rlissel. on tied In

E. H Baker, of Onio; and Imp. (irand Fort Pride

II I. 4. o« tu il In Idgemoor l atin, of Cah-
fornia.

TpHl longer that the premier place in any list of
" champions is held hy one animal, the greater

is rlie satisfaction of the ow ner of the

Mividual that finally succeeds to

the position. (hi tins h.isis \lt

I t. ink. (Jt. ill. 1111 I homson of Devon,
Pa., can well feel proud of his twt>-

year-old Guernsey, Brookmead's
Dorothy, who has recently hecome
leader of class (i in the Advanced
Register, ousting Cherry of Edge-
water who lias cnnned rlie honor for

the past three years. I he record of

14,174.4 pounds of milk, 742 pounds
Of fat, with which she accomplished
the task, together with her splendid

breeding, entitle lier ti> recognition

as one of the greatest cows in rlie

May Rose family; it also had its effect

in bringing a price of $3,000 for her

hull calf, purchased when bur four

months old. by Mr. Henry J. Krebs,
Brcidabhk Farms, Wilmington, Del.

T"*HE first call has been sounded
*• for the National Hairy Show of
lotS, and progressive breeders will

lose no time in beginning to formu-
late plans for their participation in

its success. It will. "I course, reflect

the national movement for the vig-

orous prosecution of the w ar and the
amelioration of war conditions. Nor can the
importance of the dairy cow in this connection
be easily overemphasized. Both as a producer
of food directly and as a means of bringing the
soil to a point of greater productivity, she is an
invaluable asset of the agriculture of the nation.
The Show will also take note of the inevitable
after-the-w ar demand upon this country for food
—a demand that we must be able and prepared
to meet. For the second time the Show will be
held at Columbus, O. The dates will be October
10th to iqth, and right now is the time to begin
to plan for it.

"THERE has recently been received in this
* country a new guide to the herds of Kerry
and Dexter cattle in Ireland, with descriptions
of each of them and also valuable descriptive
and historical notes concerning the two breeds.
The pamphlet is issued by the Kerry and
Dexter Cattle Society of Ireland, and may be
secured from Wilson, Hartnell & Co., Dublin,
for a shilling per copy. Any one already
familiar with or interested in these little animals
will find it a decidedly worthwhile publica-
tion; breeders and dairymen in general are
likely to find in it sufficiently striking and sig-

nificant statements to warrant the development
of such an interest. Note, for instance, in view
of the present-day cost of feeds, the following
paragraph: "Kerry and Dexter cattle in their
native elements, as a rule, receive no concen-
trated food, and thrive well on natural food,

I'm miIi il the ci .iss is pli ntifnl and of fairly good
quality. (In pi... I. 1 pastures artificial food may
sometimes he found liri i ss.ir v, especially for the
milking inw and for fattening purposes during
the w inter. On ordinal v, medium land, under
orilin.in economic management, the highest
ration nl artificials for the milking cow in winrci
should not exceed five pounds daily, and for the
fattening animal of twenty n> twenty-four months,
six pounds at end of fattening, with the usual roots
and hay or straw."

/~\I GREAT interest to breeders as well as
feeders is the decidedly novel method of

feeding beef l ittle, worked out at. and now un-
eijuiviK ally endorsed by, the Missouri College
of Agriculture. The striking feature of the sys-
tem, which is called "the gre.itest departure in

cattle feeding that has come w ithin the last twenty
or thirty years," is the feeding of corn solely in the
form of silage. Corn meal has long been con-
sidered .in essential part of an\ fattening ration,

but a recent test, in which a bunch of steers that
received an average daily ration per steer of

2.77 pounds of linseed oil cake, 2.54 pounds of
closer hay and 4,..jH pounds of corn silage (and
that made a Profit of $1 V04 per head), and easily

led all the other groups, has proved the economy
and efficiency of the new method. The fi-

nancial gain in the form of results, and the sav-
ing ul time and labor in the raising and utilizing

of the corn crop give it tremendous importance
and value, both as a war measure and as a factor

in successful farm management at any time.

Complete details can be obtained from Bulletin

150 of the College, w hich is located at Columbia.

\/f R. F. A. CRABB, formerly manager of the

Colt Farm, Bristol, R. I., has resigned

his position to take charge of a new depart-

ment in the Quaker Oats Company, namely that

of expert swine feeding. This is another instance

of the foresightedness of " big business" in adding
to its forces practical authorities whose ability

and knowledge are reinforced by successful ex-

perience along just those lines that make them of

greatest possible usefulness, both to the concern

itself and to those w ith whom it deals.

ANOTHER personnel note of interest to

live stock men is to the effect that Mr. A.

H. Tryon, until recently field representative of

the Breeders' Gazette, and formerly manager of

Tannenbaum Farms, Willoughby, 0., has suc-

ceeded Mr. John Livingstone as manager of

Strathglass Farm, the home of the splendid

Ayrshire herd of Mr. Hugh J. Chisholm, at

Port Chester. N. Y.

SHORTHORNS and their breeders promise

a substantial contribution to Red Cross

funds, as the result of a sale of high class bulls

that is to be held at Birmingham, Ala., early

in June. While the Red Cross will profit by the

entire proceeds of the sale, as well as the various

unique features that are being arranged for in

1. .inn 1 lion with if, the livestock industry of the
South and of the entiie roiintiy will also derive
ri' 1 ' l» in In fioMi tin distribution nl the animals
throughout the state. I he bulls, and a few fe-

males 1 1 1 . 1 1 .m al'.o In In dr.pi..a 'I of, have been
contributed by more than liliy breeders, mostly
located 111 the Central Slates. I he sale will

be managed by Mr. V. I. Derby who has already
done much to promote the distribution of Short-
horns ovei the Southern territory.

increasing popularity of futiuif y 1 lava-,
"• in our live stock shows is indicated in the
fact that $X,ooo has been appropriated by flit!

Ameman Shorthorn Breeders' Association for

these 1 lasses alone in I'jtH. I hey will be features
of the Iowa and Ohio Slate l airs, the American
Royal and the International Live Stock Exposi-
tion, and since twenty awards will be offered in

each class, rlie opportunity presented CO breeders,
both old and new, is decidedly inviting. Entries
for senior classes have closed, but those for the
junior classes will remain open until June first.

I he generous provisions for this one feature
have nor, however, involved any reduction in the
amounts offered in other classes. On the con-
trary, the total appropriations for all Shorthorn
cash prizes during the coming season will reach,
if not actually exceed, #200,000.

' I ''HE PeTCheron Society of America is the
* authority for the statement that between
August, 1914, and February, 1918, 983,899

horses and 343,435 mules were ex-

ported to Europe; and that between
May, 1917 and April, 1918, more
than 300,000 head were purchased
by the United States Army. Since
this period marks but the beginning
of our active participation in the
war, it may be expected that the
continuation of hostilities for two or

three years more will witness the use
of fully as many again. Even with
the dawn of peace there will remain
a demand for horses—good horses

—

especially of the medium to heavy
type, for all sorts of industrial ac-

tivities. It is one of the responsi-

bilities that rest upon farmers and
breeders that they shall provide
rhese horses, as rapidly and in as

great numbers as they may be needed
—both for the defense of the nation

and for its upbuilding and mainte-
nance. But as it is a responsibility,

so also is it an opportunity with but
one essential condition: the horses,

to prove useful to the user and pro-

fitable to the producer, must be good
ones. This means, first, sound mares
in good condition; second, the right

sort of care for mare and foal; and
third, but of supreme importance, the use of a

sound, pure bred stallion of the best quality

available. •

T"\ESPITE all the criticism about the delays

in providing for the wants of our boys in

the new National Army, little incidents are con-

stantly bobbing up to show that Uncle Sam is

pretty thoughtful and watches out carefully for

his nephews. One of these incidents comes from
Arkansas. Dr. G. F. Puteney of the Camp Pike
Base Hospital, recently went up into Wisconsin
and returned with twelve of that state's fine

Holstein cows. Space for a dairy has been set

off by Major Upshur, in charge of the hospital,

and men detailed to care for the cows, the milk,

from which will be used exclusively for patients.

TN THESE days when every article of food

\_ has taken on new and increased value, an
additional hundred pounds or so on a beef car-

cass is a matter worthy of serious consideration,

and the good dairy cowr that carries a generous

load of flesh is bound to become more popular.

A young registered Holstein heifer was bred

to freshen last May. When she failed to de-

velop an udder as calving time approached, an
examination showed that she was carrying a

mummified calf and was therefore unfit for

breeding purposes. She was kept till fall, then
sold for beef at the Buffalo (N. ^ .) stock yards,

where at two years, ten months of age she weighed

1,580 pounds and brought $201.45.

Mr. F. G. Thomson's two-year-old Guernsey. Brookmead's Dorothy, who has recently become
leader of Class G in the Advanced Register
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HOLSTEINS
JERSEYS

. I. ..:<"-

Where to Buy Them

OUR COUNTRY
CALLS FOR ECONOMY

LARGE PRODUCTION IS
ECONOMICAL PRODUCTION

Sophie loth of Hood Farm, World's Champion Long Dis-
tance Dairy Cow, seven years authenticated tests 91869 lbs.

milk, 6600.8 lbs. butter, 80% fat, and her descendants lead

~Jt.he World for large yearly production. If you need cows for

production, or a bull to increase the production of your
herd, write us for full information about the Champion
Producers.
Our Berkshires excel in size, type, back, and hams. We

had the undefeated herd of America at the large State and
National Shows of 1917.
We showed the Grand Champion Barrow, and Grand

Champion Pen of Barrows at the International Live Stock
Exposition (three barrows weighed 1850 lbs.).

For sale, Fall and Spring pigs. Boars ready for service, Sow
and Gilts bred to our Champion Boars.

HOOD FARM Lowell, Mass.

There is more
money in pure bred

HOLSTEINS
than in any
other cattle on
earth
They give the largest quantities of milk
and butterfat of any breed. They produce
the greatest amount of marketable prod-

ucts at the least feed and labor costs.

They mature early and are persistent pro-

ducers, they are strong, vigorous and the

least susceptible to diseases. These are

broad statements, but they are statements

of facts. Let us send you descriptive

booklets about this profitable

breed free—no obligation—we
have nothing to sell.

The Holstein-Friesian Association of America
Box H Brattleboro, Vt.

1 mil III! : : arilinill'imilHi i
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WHITE HORSE FARMS

One of our kind—Majesty Louise

Record 14,199 lbs. milk, 830 lbs. butter

Bull calfdropped Sept. 30, 1916, sired by Oxford Majesty, for

sale. A limited number of calves by the same sire, out of high
testing dams. Also sons and grandsons of Gamboge's Knight.

WM. L. FRY, Manager, Paoli, Pennsylvania

Jerseys of "The Hermitage"
near Centreville, Md.

Sired by Flora's Raleigh, son of Fairy Glen's
Raleigh, lessie's Fairy Lad, grandson of Fairy
Glen's Raleigh, and Fancy Lady's King Lear,
grandson of Mohican, Imported. There are many
granddaughters ofChampion Flying Fox.Golden
Lad, Eminent and Noble of Oakland, in milk.

Beautiful, uniform, and true to type, promising
to do us credit both at pail and in show ring.

Many qualifying for Registry of Merit.

Susan Williams, Owner Centreville, Md.

Fairview Farm Jerseys
FOR SALE—Mascal's
Tormentor 1 5 6 6 I 4.

Dropped August i6th,

1917. Broken color,

white tongue, mixed
switch. Excellent con-

formation. Sire: Lou's

Torono 106614. Dam:
Mascal 299561, three-

year-old record, 7I9-H
lbs. butter 85% fat from

10,253 1 DS - milk in one
year. Lous Torono 106614

THE FAIRVIEW FARM COMPANY
GENEVA, OHIO

PASTEUR T) _ «.

LABORATORIES XVat VITUS
For the destruction of RATS. MICE, and MOLES, by a special virus

which conveys a contagious disease peculiar to these animals. Harm-
less to human beings, domestic animals, poultry or game. Not a poison.

jo cts. to $1.50. INTRODUCED BY US TEN YEARS AGO. If your
dealer cannot supply you, order from us.

PASTEUR LABORATORIES OF AMERICA
New York, 866 W. 1 1th St. Chicago. 1 7 N. La Salle St.

Laboratoire des Vaccins Pasteur pour l'Etranyfer and
Institut Pasteur, Paris Biological Products

BroadMeadowsFarm s
PAWLING, N. Y.

250 Pure bred Holsteins
Home of Pietje 22nd's Son: K.P. Lyons De Kol: Sir Peter Lyons

Three of the best herd sires in the United States

PAUL T. BRADY, Owner, Henry E. Lee, Herdsman

HARGROVE & ARNOLD
Breeders of Holstein Friesian Cattle

We have the only herd in the world from which you can buy
blood of the greatest of all dairy animals, Finderne Mutual
Payne, who produced over HOO pounds of butter iu a year as

a two year old. If you want the all-year kind, write

HARGROVE & ARNOLD HOLSTEIN COMPANY, Norwalk, Iowa

"OXFORD DAW1SH"
Champion 4 year old Register of Merit cow of Rhode Island.

Record 11 months 9950.1 lbs. milk
516 lbs. butter

'B0UT1LLI HUE'S OXFORD GIRL

Champion 3 year old Tersey cow of Rhode Island Register of Merit
Record 11 months 9040.5 lbs. milk

532 lbs. butter

Two Register of Merit daughters of the World's Famous Imported "OXFORD YOU'LL DO." Each have given more pounds of
milk in 11 months than tUtf weigh. Beauty and wonderful production is found in this OXFORD breeding.

For Sale—BULL CALF
Sire—"OXFORD YOU'LL DO." Dam—"PRETTY LOUISE" granddaughter of the cow "MAJESTY'S LOUISE"
shown in the February issue. PRICE—$1000 for quick sale.

COLT FARM, PAPPOOSESQUAW BRISTOL, R. I. F. A. CRABB, Mgr.

Solve the Milk Question

With A Family Cow
Make certain your milk supply—there

is nj more important item in the house-

hold commissariat. A family cow as-

sures an abundant supply of clean,

fresh, rich milk. She is at once a family
pet and a household economy.

Meridale Jerseys
make excellent familycows. Well-bred,

well-behaved, healthy and handsome,
famous for their rich milk—their use-

fulness will surprise you. A few care-

fully selected individuals now for sale.

Address

AYER & McKINNEY
300 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa.

They'll Help
Win the War!
You know the dangers of neglect-

ing painful lameness, bruises and
swellings.

Put Sloan's Liniment on the job
and let it relieve those poor dumb
faithful beasts from suffering. Just
apply a little without rubbing, for it

penetrates and keeps the animals
efficient.

Buy a $1.00 bottle to-day. Six
times as much as you get in a
quarter size bottle. Bear in mind,
Sloan's Liniment has been
World's Standard Liniment
thirty-six years.

the
for

Sloan's rap
The World's

Linimeni
Auction Sale

125 Purebred Holsteins
125 Head will be sold at Brattleboro, Vt., on

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

June 18th and 19th

The cattle are consignments from many well-

known herds; they are tuberculin tested, sound,
healthy cattle of splendid breeding, at absolute

sale to the highest bidder without protection or
by-bidding.

Cows in milk and soon to freshen, yearlings,

two-year olds, heifers, calves and young bulls.

Send for Catalogue

The Purebred Live Stock Sales Co.
of Brattleboro, Vermont, Inc.

Room 4 American Building
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The modern tendencies in garden
building, their enormous expansion in

recent years, their relation to archi-

tecture follows that the essence of

garden craft is to give the maximum
of pleasure through the medium of

beauty.
Our catalog will give you many

suggestions for making your gardens
liveable and attractive.

THE FISCHER & JIROUCH CO.
4813 Superior Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

Magazines That Sell
mean profits to you if you represent them
in your community.

Full and part time agents wanted to meet
the increased demand for World's Work, New
Country Life and Garden Magazine, because
of their timeliness.

A postal card will tell you how to increase

your income. Address the

Circulation Depl.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

S26.00 delivered in U. S. A.

Genuine Indiana Limestone

GARDEN FURNITURE

E ASTON
BEDFORD

STUDIOS
INDIANA

WE WILL HELP YOU
We have helped many young men and women to make money.

If you have the time we have the opportunity. We want new sub-

scribers to the World's Work, the New Country Life and the Gar-

den Magazine. For particulars address Circulation Dept.

Doubleday, Page & Company, Garden City, New York

mil

Pergolas

and

Garden
Accessories

for

Beautifying

Home
Grounds

When writing for catalogue enclose ioc and ask for Pergola
Cat. "E-30."

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.
2155 Elston Atc, Chicago, III. New York Office, 6 E. 39th St.
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1
A NOVEL OF TIMELY HISTORICAL INTEREST

Through the movements on the vast check-

erboard of the world war an especial timeliness

is given to Selma Lagerlof's novel, "The Holy
City," which is laid in Jerusalem. The pages

of the book are filled with descriptions of the

very ground over which the British have been

advancing recently, and some of the most
dramatic and heart-rending incidents in the

story take place upon the slopes of the Mount
of Olives where there has been such desperate

fighting. Thus does this novel serve as a link

between the days of Our Saviour, when this

ground was consecrated for all time, and the

present, when it is reclaimed from the Moslem
for Christianity and Judea.

While "The Holy City" is a novel complete

and independent in itself, it is yet a companion
volume to Miss Lagerlof's classic "Jerusalem."

The story carries the Dalecarlian peasants,

whom the reader met in the novel, "Jerusa-

lem," to the Holy City, the objective of their

pilgrimage, and here we see the great drama
carried to its inevitable conclusion. The story

in itself is historical, having been based upon
an actual Dalecarlian pilgrimage to a colony

which was maintained in Jerusalem by a com-
pany of Americans headed by a Mrs. Judge
Spafford of Chicago—the Mrs. Gordon of

"The Holy City."

So great was the suffering of the Dalecar-

lians in the Holy Land that the Swedish Gov-
ernment finally became alarmed for their wel-

fare and commissioned Selma Lagerlof to go
there and investigate. In the days before the

war, when Americans frequently visited the

Holy Land, the colony was one of the places

they always went to see, and those who have
this memory will recognize familiar faces and
places in "The Holy City."

O. HENRY INTELLIGENCE

It is an interesting comment upon the place

that O. Henry has created for himself in Amer-
ican literature that the Twilight Club of New
York, made up of distinguished people from all

walks of life in the city, should have given a
dinner a few days ago, at which the topic of dis-

cussion was, "O. Henry, His Life and Works."
At this dinner various men who knew O.
Henry in the life held spellbound more than
two hundred and fifty discriminating New
Yorkers with stories of this big-hearted Amer-
ican writer. Richard Wightman, in reading a
couple of his poems to O. Henry never before

given to the public, made a plea for people to

send O. Henry books to the soldiers in the

trenches.

A collection of a dozen or so O. Henry's
letters to William Griffiths written to the lat-

ter while he was editor of Hampton's Maga-
zine recently were put up at auction and the

proceeds invested in Liberty Bonds, which
Mr. Griffiths then donated to the Red Cross.

The bidding was sharp and the prices brought

"To business that we love we rise betime
And go to 't with delight."—Antony and Cleopatra.

ranged from $65 to $165. The letters were
more than routine business correspondence, for

Griffiths was also a personal friend of Porter's

and in them he put much of himself, and much
of the whimsical humor which characterizes

his work.

The collectors, it seems, are not missing

any opportunities for picking up first editions

of O. Henry according to word from Asa Don
Dickinson, in charge of the Hoboken Dispatch

Office of the American Library Association

Library War Service. "This office," he says,

"is daily in receipt of appeals from book col-

lectors and dealers for first editions of O.

Henry."
The unfortunate part of the situation, ac-

cording to Mr. Dickinson, is that he is receiv-

ing practically no O. Henry books. "We
receive in donation the books of practically

every other author except O. Henry," he says,

"but apparently people refuse to give up their

copies of 'The Four Million,' 'Rolling Stones,'

'Heart of the West,' etc. Shame on them.

They ought to send their old copies to the

soldiers and buy new ones."

TO THE WEST POINT OF FRANCE

Many of the readers of the book of that

inspired French soldier, Lieut. Antoine Redier,

have asked us why it was that in making the

translation of "Comrades in Courage," Mrs.

Philip Duncan Wilson, who is responsible for

the rendition into English, did not also trans-

late the sonnet, "La Gloire," which appears

in the chapter on "Duty."
Mrs. Wilson is a French lady, for years a

resident of this country, though now in France,

where her husband, an American surgeon, is

also; and when we asked her this very question

about "La Gloire," she replied: "I could not

attempt to put that into English. That is

something you feel—or you don't. It is a

sonnet to the West Point of France, and I leave

it in its original French for those who can take

it first hand."
Not so Miss Edith M. Thomas, who, in

writing us a letter about "Comrades of

Courage," in which she referred to the book as

"that most moving of French soldier mono-
graphs," enclosed the following excellent trans-

lation of the sonnet, which we are sure will be

appreciated by all readers of Lieut. Redier 's

book:

GLORY

To see if well the school deserved of her,

Glory descended at Saint-Cyr, one day.

The good Saint-Cyrians with a welcome gay
Paid homage to the Immortal Visitor.

That she was beautiful—they valiant were

—

Was mutual joy; and, ere she went away,
She set a plume, pluck'd from her wing'd array,

On every helmet, as remembrancer.
Long time we wore them, till a battle eve
When one of us his death-wound did receive,

And, dying, took his plume, and laid it there,

That it in blood might be baptized, and blessed.

Since when—oh, proud insignia!—we wear,

On each blue cap, a white and crimson crest.

AMERICAN DIPLOMACY

One of the things this war is accomplishing

is the acceleration of interest among all classes

of people in the history," not only of Europe,
but of our own country as well, and what will

seem strange to a great many people is that

their studies will reveal that the United States

has been much more intimately connected

with the world-wide actions and reactions

of international diplomacy than most people

would think.

A suggestive little book on the subject is

Ralph Page's "Dramatic Moments in Ameri-
can Diplomacy," which we have just pub-
lished and which contains some delightfully

informal "inside" history. In a chapter

devoted to some of our strained relations with

Germany in past years, the following para-

graphs may be of interest:

A survey of the actions of the Imperial German
Government which are the basis of the deep-seated con-

viction of our Department of State that the Hohenzol-
lern dynasty has far-reaching designs upon the integ-

rity of American soil and the inviolability of the

"American System" reveals that they date from the

decision of the Kaiser to drop Bismarck, the great

pilot. The Iron Chancellor developed to its deadly
conclusion the brutal policy of the Great Frederick,

and deserves the lion's share of the discredit for the

fatal ambition for conquest and dominion that has

undermined the Teutonic character. . . .

Venezuelans owed the Germans some money. The
Germans had "claims" against them. Claims con-

stitute the principal commodity as well as supply the

principal topic of all talk—social, political, or merely
casual—in this interesting country. But even a Ven-
ezuela claim has this in common with the ordinary

variety. It has two sides. It is capable of producing

a difference of opinion concerning its validity and vol-

ume. Of course, any one will have to agree, however,

that a claim held by the Kaiser is another matter.

For, obviously, there exists no living human, not to

mention Venezuelan being, capable of doubting the

Kaiser's decision upon any subject, much less a claim.

Since Venezuela had the audacity to delay and dispute

payment a great opportunity had arrived. Out went
the demand, and hard upon it came the invincible

Armada.
John Hay, Secretary of State, taking note of this

affair, pointed out that the United States had an
ancient rule, by which they set great store, to the ef-

fect that no excuse would do for invading American
soil. The Kaiser politely replied that if he found it

necessary to take Venezuelan territory it would only

be for " temporary" occupation.

Mr. Roosevelt, then President, has since writ-

ten an explanation of how the American Gov-
ernment curbed this gesture of German against

the United States. It was known that our

whole battle fleet was gathered near Porto

Rico for "manoeuvres," but it was known only

to the Secretary of the Navy, Admiral Dewey
and the Secretary of State that the President

had ordered the fleet to be ready to sail at an

hour's notice. The President then put this

matter squarely up to the German Ambassa-

dor, Herr von Holleben, and after some nego-

tiation the American Government received

word that the German Emperor would sub-

mit to arbitration after all. But Von Holleben

was recalled to Germany in disgrace

!
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The nearer hill » m canvas-covrrrd wooden frame cut to imitate the sky line, painted to imitate the landscape, and set up to hide from enemy observers a stretch of exposed road

NATURE'S CAMOUFLAGE and MAN'S
By CAPTAIN AYMAR EMBURY, II, U.S.R.

Illustrations by CHARLES LIVINGSTON BULL

|T IS an interesting fact, per-

haps not commonly
known, that the men
whose researches devel-

oped the theory on which

all camouflage is hased

were Americans, and that

their studies were made primarily as contri-

butions to natural history, although they

were painters as well as naturalists. Mr. Ab-
bott I haver w as perhaps the first to take is-

sue with Darwin's theory of the develop-

ment ot animal coloration, and w as certainly

the first to think out the subject so clearly

and express his conclusion so forcibly that

the whole scientific world has adopted as final

his conclusions, at least in part, discarding

the Darwinian theory of sex attraction

as the dominant factor except as an ex-

planation of special cases. Another
painter-naturalist, Mr. Louis Fuertes,

together with Dr. Chapman of the Ameri-
can Museum of Natural History, have
in their studies of bird life carried Mr.
Th ayer's theories into detail, and through

their admirable publications, both scientific

and popular, have made them common
property.

It is therefore fitting that military men
should have turned to the artist-natural-

ists for information on camouflage, and
should have placed artists in charge of

O 1918, by Doubleday. Page & Co.

The pig knows that the farther log is harmless, so why

should he suspect the nearer one of being an alligator ?

27

military camouflage, not in the United

States alone, but in England and France

as well, and I believe also in Germany.
In this country the camouflage, both naval

and land, is being done largely by artists

with the assistance of men of kindred pro-

fessions, such as the stage and architecture;

and we have been fortunate in having had
the advice and assistance, in so far as

knowledge of animal coloration is valu-

able, of Mr. Thayer and Mr. Fuertes.

I cannot pretend to speak with any
authority on natural camouflage, for I

have not studied the question of protec-

tive coloration of animals except as it has

appeared to contain solutions to problems

which were analogous to those occuring in

military camouflage; but there is one funda-

mental in which nature's camouflage dif-

fers from man's and which must be con-

stantly kept in mind in comparing the

two—that is, that animals are protected

mainly, but by no means entirely, by
simulation of color alone, and men by

imitation of natural objects in form as

well as in color. In other words, most
animals are protected by coloring their

natural forms, while man hides behind

forms which are utterly unlike his own,

which may be of shapes built up of papier

mache or plaster of paris, or which may
be natural objects cunningly arranged to



THE SNIPE

—

If it were not for the fox's keen scent he would pass the snipe

hidden in the grass without ever knowing that it was there

28
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—and THE SNIPER
In a baggy suit of burlap lo which grasses arc sewn, the sniper, lying

out in No Man's Land, could almost be stepped upon without being seen
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afford a hiding place. These things may be protectively colored,

or they may be left uncolored; natural objects certainly would not

be colored at all. Now there is no animal so far as I know which

sets up or surrounds himself with artificial concealment, and that

is precisely what man does, to hide both himself and his machines,

whenever it is possible. In all cases where it is impossible to cover

himself with something else or to hide his guns, tanks, and cannon

behind screens of grass or trees or ruined buildings, he must per-

force resort to protective painting so arranged in pattern as to

disguise the actual form as much as possible, and to blend as well

as may be into the surroundings.

In the earlier days of the war, protective coloration played a

great part; observation was then horizontal to a much greater

extent than at present, and in consequence the protective color-

ation as found in animals played a much greater role than now,

when most observation is from airplane, and most camouflage is

against vertical observation from above; but camouflage as used

in modern warfare is based on the principles so ably described

and so clearly explained by Messrs. Thayer and Fuertes.

I am going to say very little about

nature's camouflage, since were I to

write about it at length I should in-

evitably make mistakes which would be

fudicrous, and further because I am
told by naturalists in whom I place

confidence that the Darwinian theory

of coloration as a result of natural

selection cannot be wholly laid aside,

and as my opinions on the subject are

of no value I must accept what I am
told. These scientists say that we cannot

account for all animal coloration purely

on the ground that those species best

protected alone survive, but that cer-

tain animals and birds wear garments

which are probably the result of other

causes. The male scarlet tanager, for

example, at certain seasons is crimson

with black wings, while the female is

yellowish green. As there is little or

no difference in the habits and enemies

of the male and female of these birds,

there must be some reason, other than

protection, which has led to the lovely

coloring of the male alone.

Nevertheless the general rule in the

animal world is that animals and birds

(and fishes too, for all I know) are

colored so as to lessen their visibility

either to the other animals who prey upon them, or to the

animals upon whom they prey. The latter case has been
usually overlooked by the general public as an explanation of

the marking of certain animals, and was called to my attention

by Mr. Louis Fuertes. We are accustomed to thinking of animal
coloration as being a protection on the defensive only, whereas,

it is really in many cases a concealment of the attacking animal;

and the same parellel occurs in military camouflage, which is used

both defensively to conceal roads and ammunition dumps from
attack, and to conceal attacking material such as guns and snipers.

Many peculiarities of animal coloration which cannot be ex-

plained as protective may be explained as concealment while on
the offensive; in considering animal coloration one must remem-
ber from what viewpoint the animal is to be seen, and the attend-

ing circumstances.- Thus the skunk, which is marked in strong

blotches of black and white, is perfectly visible in the davtime
from the height of the human eye; but it is a nocturnal animal,

and at night, viewed from the height of the small animals upon
which it preys, is seen through the underbrush against a back-

ground of sky, so that it is practically

invisible, because the black patches of

fur are of irregular outline and the

white looks like the sky between them.

The same thing 1$ true in ship cam-
ouflage; the ships are painted to de-

ceive an observer, not on the deck of

another ship, but at the height above

the water normally occupied by the

periscope of a submarine.

In land camouflage also, the first

thing to be considered is the probable

position of the observer: whether he is in

a dugout looking through a periscope a

few inches above the ground; in a tree

or on a hillside fifty or more feet above

the object to be concealed; in an ob-

servation balloon a thousand yards in

the air and a mile away; or in an air-

plane three miles in the air and directly

overhead. Since of all these points of

observation the airplane is that to be

guarded against in the generality of

cases, one very important element of

animal camouflage, counter shading,

enters but little into military camou-
flage. Counter shading may be defined

1" ' 1V
" ' " as a system of coloring which tends to

neutralize the effect of shadows and

high lights in the usual lighting of roundIn his white costume the Italian Alpine sentinel is inconspicuous,

provided he does not appear to the enemy with the sun at his back

••n-u-.i*:-.-. ~

The white coat of the polar bear enables him to creep through snow and ice close enough to the seal so that he can catch him with a rush
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ape 1 in. in submerging. With the wave-like MripinK upon its hull and lis few shadows neutralized, it may lie upon the surface
invisible even al a comparatively short distance

bodies. Everyone knows that .1 hori-

zontal cylinder is darkest at the bottom
.tinl lightest .it the top. countci sli. tiling

colors the tops dark and the lower sides

light, so that they will he nearly equal in

coloi mult 1 average lighting. It will he

noticed that practically all animals and

birds which are not nocturnal have bellies

which are much lighter than their backs,

and that in many of these cases the bellies

arc quite white; this is evidently' so that

the roundness of the body of the animal

is not made obvious by the shadow on the

lower sides. In many animals the counter

shading is combined with blotches of color

to destroy the silhouette which a uniform

color produces when viewed against either

a broken color background or .1 unitone

background, and it is this principle which

has been adopted in part for the conceal-

ment of guns; the roundness of the barrel

is hidden by painting the lower side a

light color and the top part dark, while

the silhouette is confused by blotching the

barrel and the carriage with spots of ir-

regular color of the same general hue as

the background, but of various tones, some
light and some dark, resembling in general

the colors of the surroundings as seen in

bright light or in shadow.
This method ot painting cannon is in

general like the protective coloring of the

tiger; the tiger has a white belly and the

upper part of the body is in stripes of

rather brilliant color, darkest at the top.

It is also like the tiger in that the coloring

increases its visibility except in its natural

surroundings; one would hardly think, from seeing a tiger

only in a cage in a zoo, that there is any place in which he
would be practically invisible, and though I have never myself
seen a tiger in his native surroundings, men who have seen

him, tell me that it is very difficult to distinguish his striped

hide from the black shadows caused by the heavy grass of
the jungle, especially when the grass is dry, and not far different

A mouse-eye view of the

spilogale or little striped

skunk of Florida. His

whites imitate the bright-

ness of the sky, and his

blacks the silhouetted weeds

and irrasses

but as if they were part of the ground,
with irregularities like those of the

ground upon and in them. The blending

of the gun with the ground is improved
by two things: first the great height of

airplanes, as compared with the heights

of gun barrels, and second by the inter-

position of a loosely woven screen above
the gun, partially hiding it from the ob-

server above. (Juns thus covered with loose

and open screens are often seen in illustra-

tions of the front, and one wonders why
such flimsy and open screens are used.

The reason is that a solid screen may
itself be visible, thereby attracting the

attention of the enemy to the spot,

and because a confusion of the shadows
cast by the green is necessary, for shadows
are most difficult to conceal, and at best

can never be totally eliminated. The
colors both of the gun and of the over-

head covering are of course shown to

m correspond with the colors of the im-

mediate vicinity, and as far as possible

the appearance of the spot chosen for the

cannon is made to conform to its appear-

ance before the cannon was placed.

Man has this much advantage over

*r>$W- animals, in that he can change color to

'« flwr'
Ml " 3 cnange °' location, and most ani-

fffl 1'F ' mals cannot; but in the case of either,

motion is the greatest possible revealer.

'. Jif The slightest movement in a landscape,

/jr otherwise quiet, attracts instant atten-

tion, even when the eye is not focused

f
upon the particular point where the mo-
tion occurs; and once attention is attracted

to an object it is much more difficult to lose it again that it

was to hide it originally. And as movement will place the

object against variable backgrounds, a somewhat different type

of protective coloring must be done, which, while necessarily

imperfect, is better than nothing. Of objects colored in this

way, we have among animals, the turtle, and in war, the tank,

and man has developed for the tank a system of protective

flit Jf umufn 0f/>

in color from the orange ground of tiger skin. I have seen camou- coloration not greatly dissimilar to that of the turtle.

naged guns standing both in the open and against mottled back-

grounds, and there is no doubt at all that the particolored gun is far

more conspicuous from near by than the plain-colored one, and
far less conspicious when set among trees or against a mottled

background. It is obvious that, if the gun is seen only from
above, it is unnecessary to take the trouble to counter shade it;

but the mottled effect, to simulate patches of shadow and of high

lights, is retained, so that guns will not appear smooth surfaced,

The system devised for painting the tank was probably chosen

from the combination of two distinct types of reasoning. First

we know that the human eye has learned to recognize objects

rather by their forms than by their colors; and that form is indi-

cated to the mind by light and shade rather than by distinctive

coloring of different parts. For example, we recognize automo-
biles by their shapes whether they are painted red or black or

dark green, just so the coloring be commonplace; but if we could





If a bis sun is given a neutral tone and (hen painted with shadows and highlights corresponding in

sixe and spacing to those of the surrounding trees.it is practically invisible at reasonable distances

33
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paint automobiles with blotches on their lower surfaces to destroy

the effect of shadows, with black spots on upper surfaces where the

mind subconsciously expects high lights, it would be much more

difficult to pick them out. Just this thing is done in painting the

tanks; every effort is made to paint them so as to call attention to

the contrast in the shapes and colors of the painted surfaces, there-

by distracting attention from their actual shapes as shown by the

play of light and shade on the surfaces at different angles to the

light.

The second line of reasoning is responsible for the selection

of the colors used, so that the average color of the tank should

approximate the mean of all conditions against which it is to be

seen; and, as in the case of the turtle, it is surprisingly successful,

chiefly because few people realize how great a variation there is in

natural colors, so that the only colors which stand out or accentuate

the object to be concealed are those which never occur in nature,

such as blue or scarlet. Even small spots of these may be used if

the sum effect of the color is not at variance with natural

colors.

In painting a tank, therefore, the man in charge would first find

out the general type of background against which the tank will

be seen, and approximate the average of all backgrounds in his

colors, using a palette perhaps a little more brilliant than nature's

own.

-Another respect in which nature's camouflage and man's are

alike is in the seasonal changes which must occur in both to con-

tinue to be effective. The most obvious is of course the winter

change for show backgrounds— and incidentally,

nothing is more difficult to manage, because of the

sharpness of contrast between a white surface in

full light and the same surface in shadow. Nature

furnishes many examples of animals which change

their color when snow falls, as the Arctic hare and

the ermine; and man puts his troops into white

robes in the Alpine heights, and along the snow-

covered winter Russian frontier. But there are other

seasonal changes constantly necessary in all camou-
flaged objects. Guns and gun coverings must be re-

painted to follow the green of summer and the brown

of autumn; and it is even said that on certain sections

of the front the gunners' repaint their guns several

times a day to conform to changes in light conditions.

The hairy woodpecker

has a tree-branch-and-

sky pattern

Seasonal changes are comparatively easy to prepare for and
correct; in experimental work we found that a screen representing

woods as seen through a road could remain unchanged for about a

week at a time, but the changes necessary to provide for variations

in lighting conditions at different times of the day were difficult in

the extreme. A painted canvas screen which was perfect at high

noon reflected morning and afternoon sun so strongly that the

painting was lost, and cannon which were completely obliterated

from sight in the early morning showed up very prominently at

noon when the shadows were cast from a different angle. I do not

know whether animals in stalking their prey consider the light

problem or not; it is quite possible that they do, since those which

depend upon scent habitually feed "up wind," but they have a

rather better chance to use their protective coloration in a place

suited to it than do men whose cannon must be placed in spots of

military value rather than in those which lend themselves readily

to concealment, and which may or may not be so disposed as to

be evenly lighted all day long.

The variety of light conditions in a single day, or even in a few

hours, is one of the things which make the design of the perfect

costume for a sniper almost impossible. It is a proven fact that a

costume can be made in which a sniper will be practically invisible

in a tree without leaves, from a distance of less than a hundred

feet; but it is unfortunately equally true that the growing or the

waning light will reveal him perfectly, and a4so he can never re-

main invisible betAveen the enemy and the source of light, for there

is no white which is as bright as the sky. A long series of tests

made by our service

has proven to us

pretty conclusively

that we can hide a

man for an hour or

two if we can get him

up a tree; but we are

sure that with an ordi-

narily watchful and

intelligent enemy he

would never live to

get there— and the

Germans are neither

stupid nor neglect-

ful.

On the other hand,

sniper's uniforms for

use on the ground or

against a background

of trees, grass, or

shrubbery can be

made with tolerable

success, although they

do not, so far as I

know, resemble ani-

mal camouflage at all.

The simplest are loose

suits of spotted or

blotched muslin, the

paint sometimes being

dirt gathered in the

surrounding fields;

but they are often

elaborate affairs of

sticks and weeds sewn

on to cloth and so

disposed as to resem-

ble little bunches of

fr shrubs or clumps of

' grass.

One of the "stunts'' that certain animals accomplish parallels

to some extent the camouflage of buildings as it is sometimes done.

The greatest difficulty with all camouflage is the care of the shad-

ows, and especially the shadows cast by geometrical surfaces such

as the roofs and walls of houses. To break up these shadows,

silhouettes of trees are erected in such ways that the shadow cast

by the house will be irregular and uneven, resembling the shadow

cast by a clump of trees. Certain small water animals have

A spotter or lookout in a tree-

branch-and-sky pattern costume.

So long as the sun shines upon him

from the enemy's side he is fairly

safe. Silhouetted against the light

he is at once visible. The difficulty

is to get him up the tree
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The lank painted to brrak up its hard outlines and render it inconspicuous among its surroundings

nature, the only case which occurs to me being the hermit crab,

which bides from its unwary prey in the cast off house of the

innocent snail. When the sniper makes a hollow steel rock and,

lying in a pit in the ground, sticks his head into the rock for obser-

vation through a peep hole, he is not so very different from the

animal. 1 he rock is one of the many forms which can conven-
iently be made into observation posts; the dead horse is also a

familiar one. and others are tree stumps, lumps of dirt, logs, and
even imitations of the bodies of soldiers.

The sniper in his disguise, painted and colored to match the

ground on which he lies or the foliage in which he conceals himself,

is like the octupus, which curls itself up around rocks and even

simulates them in color as well as in shape. The sniper cannot,

of course, imitate a tree, but he can paint himself sky color with

branches across him, and he can arrange a loose burlap suit to

look like a heap of dirt, or by sticking brush and weeds to his cloth-

ing make himself into a very creditable imitation of a brush

pile.

Thus far the military camouflage we have discussed has at least

some kinship with nature's camouflage as exemplified by the pro-

tective coloration of animals, but by far the larger part of the

work of the camoufleur is, as indicated in the beginning of this

article, quite different from that of animal coloration, except as

regards the general principle that it is an endeavor to make some-

thing look like something else; and very often this is accom-

plished by actually bringing in and setting up above or behind or in

front of the object to be concealed, the other thing itself. Thus,

gun coverings are often of wire woven with raffia or strips of can-

vas, of the type so frequently seen in photographs of artillery, but

not infrequently the guns are placed completely underground and
the shrubs or trees above continue to exist as if nothing were going

on below them. Work of this kind requires the services of a

skilful gardener or landscape architect to see that no indication of

artificiality is left to draw attention to the concealed object, for it

is obvious that the greater the amount of labor spent to conceal

a thing, the more it is worth while to destroy it; which leads to the

greatest fascination of the camouflage service—the ability to keep

the enemy guessing as to whether you have actually built some-

thing of importance or not. With the present high cost of dying

for no animal makes himself a screen

to hide his movements, although he

does avail himself of natural cover.

Road screens are of two types, both

familiar to us from illustrations, al-

though their uses are perhaps not so

commonly understood. The first, in

which screens are

erected simply to

conceal open roads

from observation,

so that the enemy
will not know
what is going on

along them, and
the other where
false representa-

tions of what the

enemy sees behind

the road are
erected between

him and the road,

so that he will

think the road va-

cant when it is in

reality in use. The
latter type is

shown in one of

the illustrations,

where a representation of the bank back of the road is set up in

front of it so that the accustomed landscape will still remain, just as

the old panoramas were built. This is perhaps the most spectacular

feat which the camouflage service can perform, but it cannot be

said to be very desirable to attempt, since if it is discovered (and

with the increase in the efficiency and amount of airplane observa-

tion it is very likely to be) the enemy can feign to be ignorant of

its existence until it is most useful, and then blow it and the troops

behind it to nothingness.

The frank screen, on the other hand, simply says to the enemy,

Baur's box turtle wears

a patternon his shell which simulates
the grass blades and shadows be-

tween them common to the local-

ities that he likes most to frequent
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"Here I am; I may be hiding something and I may not; shoot if

you like; I am cheap, easy to replace, and very probably you will

have your pains for nothing." Road screens of this type are made
of anything which is at hand; perhaps of canvas or burlap, perhaps

of woven twigs and branches, perhaps of chicken wire with cloth

and branches woven into it, but in any case thick enough so

that the enemy cannot see through them, and strong enough

animals are painted or stained to seem to be parts of the roads or

fields when seen from above, and with a success that is quite sur-

prising when they are motionless. The protective coloration is

like that of but one animal, the tortoise, since the tortoise is the

only thing which is looked down upon by everything.

Camouflage is by no means a new art, even in the way of broken
color; the uniforms worn by the different troops in the field

>r^S|8r ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Machine gunners in loose, baggy costumes of canvas or burlap, stained and painted to imitate the tom earth at the bottom of shell holes, their gun covered with a

piece of the same cloth—invisible from an airplane or observation balloon

so tnat they will not blow over in

a heavy wind. The principal con-

sideration which enters into their

construction is economy, both of

men's time and of cost of material;

for cost of material is, after all,

mainly determined by the amount
of labor needed to produce it, and
all labor is to a considerable extent

military, whether or not it is in un-

iform, so far-reaching "has been the

effect of the war.

Nor does camouflage stop with

purely military objects. Every
article within the war zone (and the

war zone is a variable quantity, and
because of the increasing efficiency

of the service a constantly aug-

menting one) the destruction of

which may tend to embarrass the

possessor is camouflaged to what-
ever degree may be expedient, when
the value of the article is com-
pared with the expenditure of time

and labor and money necessary to

conceal it.

XT 1 * 1 * 01 us surroundings, neeas a Keen eve ton
Nor are the armies dependent M it is ^ extremeiy venomous serpent

upon protective coloration alone,

though this plays a large part in it; fields of grass are sown to cover

ammunition dumps, and ground is plowed to hide the traces of

wheels; the location of familiar landmarks is altered so that the

enemy may be confused as to where to range his guns or drop his

bombs, and all this work of appalling magnitude goes by the

name of camouflage. On the other hand, every movable thing

which cannot be covered or hidden is colored with the aim of

making it less visible, and all with the one idea in mind, that the

color must match the surroundings as closely as possible. Thus,
the tons of cars, the hoods of automobiles, taroaulins, and even

to-day are excellent examples of

protective coloration. The German
field gray is of them all perhaps

the best, because it fits equally

well into all conditions, although

against the brown tints of autumn
or the raw brown of the fields it

is by no means as good as the olive

drab of the American army or the

khaki of the British.

It is interesting, in this connec-

tion, to attempt the reconstruction

of what must have been a very

different attitude of mind in the

soldiers of bygone days. Inspired

by the pomp and glory of military

action, or perhaps relying upon its

impressiveness and fear-inspiring

character, he scorned such methods

of personal protection as have now
come to be used universally, and

attired himself in the most blatant

and gorgeous uniform. In our own
land in early days, the Indian,

painted with clay colors, decked in

The horned viper, with a pattern and coloring to match the coarse sand and gravel {he feathers of forest Creatures,
of its surroundings, needs a keen eye to discover it, and is correspondingly dangerous.

taught the Redcoats a bitter les-

son in protective coloring. And
yet it is by no means definitely established that the Indian adopted

these low-visibility expedients in the full knowledge of their prac-

tical value. Did he put on his war paint rather in the thought

that he was thereby making himself appear the more terrible,

the more inhuman monster in the eyes of his enemy? The
chances are that the latter considerations were uppermost in his

mind, but if so, the fact remains that he painted better than

he knew.

Mr. Thayer has advocated very strongly the use of particolored

uniforms, and it is quite possible that they would further reduce the



A serene and peaceful landscape which would be greatly changed in character if an airplane should drop a bomb
upon the near-by clump of cedars— in reality painted upon the flat sides and roof of a wooden ammunition shed
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visibility of troops, but any one who
has seen a skirmish line of American

soldiers advancing through woods
and thickets, and has realized that

the first thing which he sees is the

flesh tint of their faces, is inclined to

doubt that any very substantial im-

provement would be effected; while

there is a real value in clothing troops

alike on account of the induced mass
psychology and because of the neces-

sity for the ready recognition of one's

own men.
The principal lessons which the

military authorities have learned

from the painter-naturalists is that

protective coloration is less efFective

when uniform than when broken in

color, and that counter shading will

destroy the apparent roundness of

an object and therefore make it ap-

pear "papery" and artificial. The
lesson which the general public ap-

parently needs is that camouflage is

not magic, but good, hard common-
sense applied to military problems.

I remember when I used to think

that a detective had to be a mind
reader to be worth his salt; but after

I had been around with a very suc-

cessful detective for a while, and

found that his way of finding out

things was to ask every one who

Perhaps the best known of all the camouflage tricks is the dead horse made
of papier mache, or even of steel, so arranged that the sniper or lookout can

hide in it and keep watch of the enemy

might have any knowledge of them, I

acquired a sort of contempt for the

detective, forgetting that after all it

was quite an achievement to know
whom to ask, and having asked to

guess which answers were truthful. It

has been the same with camouflage;

there is no great and wonderful new
thing about it; it is simply a series of

precautious taken to make your own
presence as modest as possible, and
to attract your enemy's attention

elsewhere.

On the other hand, the fact that

you often know that camouflage is

being employed does not in the

least detract from its utility. The
bird knows that the weasel wears

an almost invisible habit, but the

bird is no safer for the knowledge,

and must in turn take to a coloring

which is difficult to see; and in this,

nature has acted as has man. The
fact that we know that the enemy
knows that we use camouflage has

not in the least altered the necessity

for its employment; and until the

war is over camouflage will con-

tinue to be employed, just as in

the unending war between the beast

preying and preyed upon, protec-

tive coloring never has and never

will be relinquished.

# •



Briar* himself in (runt of the huge fireplace in the basement grill Above the fireplace is the rudder of the old ship on which his friends are privileged to carve their initials. Perhaps BriRKS

can see in the flames the children of his pen—" Skinnay," " Friend Wife," and the host of others who have contributed to his fame.

MY HOME and WHY IT IS DIFFERENT
By

|Y IDEA in building this house was, briefly speak-

ing, to be different. Merely to add another " box"

to the landscape meant nothing to me. One more

Dutch Colonial, English Colonial, Southern Colon-

ial or any other "Colonial" did not infuse into

my blood the desire to build. I wanted more than

a mere house with so many rooms and baths.

The country is monotonously besprinkled with just houses. I

wanted a different house or none.

One may no doubt go out into the open market and purchase at

a bargain a ready-built domicile, just as one may go and buy a

hand-me-down suit of clothes. Maybe it will fit and maybe it

won't, but it is a bargain and you console yourself with that. But

you are never really happy about it and you go around the rest of

your life wishing that you had had the nerve to build a house after

your own ideas—hire an architect and everything. True, you have

escaped all the worries that are popularly advertised as accom-

panying the personal attention one must give in building his own
home, but still you are not happy about it, and you realize at last

that you have missed the one great chance of your life to do some-

thing individual. That's the way I sized the thing up. I didn't

want a hand-me-down house, and I think I have done that different

thing. It was built for me.
When I first came to New York and settled in New Rochelle,

four years ago, I had the pleasure of visiting a charmingly home-

'?

like home near Katonah. It was one of those 150-year old affairs

surrounded by the well known "broad acres." Of course it had
been remodeled, but the dear old rough-hewn timbers were still the

feature of the house. It still retained its girlish laughter you
might say. It made a wonderful hit with me. There was char-

acter in it, and—it was different. That was the beginning of the

old timber idea.

Then I confided my idea to Friend Architect; he was a crafty

chap, and he allowed that one might build a brand new house

—

with old timbers. Thus another important idea was launched,

and from then on we gave ourselves up to the question of where,

when, and how to get the timber—enough to build a regular house.

f irst we banished the idea of going about the country like a

couple of ragpickers collecting what might seem to others a lot of

junk in the shape of wooden beams and planks. We might have

to pillage and burn old homes and barns and sheds of doubtful

antiquity. It seemed too piratical a venture, and the returns

too scattering.

Then I remember that we discussed old railroad ties that had

been discarded and piled in heaps alongside the railroad to burn.

At first the idea seemed a good one, because for one thing the ties

were not so hard to collect and, as we recalled them, the}' pos-

sessed fairly good color. Then we banished that idea because

we found that they were soaked in oil and creosote. (Oh, we did a

lot of banishing and we have for sale quite a collection of banished
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ideas that might do for less

exacting minds.) The ties were

rather lacking in real romance,

too. True, they were rough

and rugged in character, but

somehow I didn't fancy boast-

ing that I had built a home of

railroad ties. It was an idea a

bit too grotesque even for me.

We were nearly stumped for

a solution to the problem when
Mr. Morse, the architect,

chanced to think of old dock

timber. Dockage I think he

called it. I don't know how
he happened to think of it,

but instinctively I felt that we
were getting warmer. Morse
has told me since that he had

a peculiar feeling himself, now
that he recalls it, just before

the big idea was dragged out

of its long hiding place. It

TTiust have been like going into

a trance or something and get-

ting a "message." Because

almost right away after men-
tioning "dockage" he said

"ships." Something told us

that we had at last "said

something." Ships! Why hadn't we thought of that sooner.

Right away we knew that my house was going to be built of old

ship timber. It was an idea. It was also different.

Immediately we set about looking for a shipyard, one that

might have a few old pirate ships or old whaling vessels, or clip-

per ships full of romantic detail. We heard of one over on the

Jersey coast and we lost no time journeying there. I recall that

it was a thawy kind of day in February, and as we approached the

shipyard I felt a sense of disappointment, for I saw no masts

or anything that would distinguish the place from the ordinary

junk yard. And junk it certainly was. A jumbled mass of rusty

chains, rusty anchors, rusty windlasses, nothing but rusty iron

in every conceivable device that is known on ships.

However, we clambered over and past the junk iron toward the

shore where we saw the object of our search. There rather neatly

piled up in various stacks with respect to size was the timber.

No home—and especially one like this—is complete without a library.

This comfortable place is not shown in the pictures, but the next best

thing is an illustration of the stairs leading up to it

Romance lurks at the old-fashioned gate. One daughter of the house-

hold is old enough to enjoy such comforts as this, but the latest addition

thereto will have to wait a few years before she can find the gate useful

I didn't realize then that I was actually gazing upon what was to be

the feature of my house. But I do remember that we were

highly excited over the find. We must have felt exactly like a

prospector who has located a mine after days of toil and privation.

The proprietor assured us that the timber was about 150 or 200

years old, but good timber just the same. He said most of it came
from an old schooner that he had just dismantled for copper sal-

vage. He seemed most apologetic about the age of the timber

as though that might be detrimental to the success of a cash sale.

We in our turn were afraid that if we showed unreasonable interest,

he might fathom our secret and charge a prohibitive price.

At any rate, we began to rummage through this yard, which by

now had become a paradise, a lot of glorified junk. Here was a

stack of huge planks, some forty feet long, fourteen inches wide

and three and a half inches thick—undoubtedly the flooring for

the main living room. It was pretty hard for me to be converted
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i|iuim coiner i>l the house wheie *hi|*i knees" have been wol with

effect . showirut one o( I he numerous <h«<r«.ivnil.il>le lor cures* when

artuunut can tear luins. li ;iway (mm the lovsof living inside

The li ill iiilo which the front door opens. HriKKs believes that his

Iriend King Lardner has made (he world "safe for the Democrats," so

be generally uses one of the numerous side and other entrances
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Mile w;ill.', of (Ins ',.11111 room.
We bought .1 hiuidied or moil'

shi|) "knees" lor (lie oriel vvin-

lloW supports .111(1 overhanging

cornices. We bought many
tons of beams for the solid con-

struction. In .ill we pur< based

i hundred tons of this wonder-
ful lumber. Its utility and its

artistic qualities have mon
than surpassed our earlier im-

aginings.

To furnish a house of this

sort properly we have had to be

careful as to harmony. We
have not sacrificed comfort for

the sake of being different and

artistic, either. There has been

and always will be a joy in add-

ing to such a house the things

that make it different. In the

billiard room, for instance, the

lighting effects are from ship

lanterns. The pictures are of

old whalers, sea battles, and

pirates; everything is of the

ship shippy, and nothing else

is welcome.

I nearly forgot to mention

i) the belief that these big, rough, gritty planks full of rusty

pikes and nails and bits of copper could ever be made to look like

flooi in .i civilized home. It seemed a bit rough on the bare feet

r\ case one should desire to do interpretative dancing. But Mr.

.lorse was seething with excitement and agitation. I hilly realize

ow that his mental turmoil was justified—my living room floor will

ttest that. What once was junk is now one of the finest examples

f old rough hewn plank flooring that could be imagined. It

as been so declared by experts. Of old Ohio oak. the color is that

f the background of an ancient painting.

If that floor were all that we had found, the venture would still

ave been well worth while. Hut we discovered much other

laterial. For instance a rudder 11x45 ^eet am' twelve inches

hick, with all the old iron still attached, and clanking chains,

his is now the breast of my billiard room fireplace. We utilized

everal hundred feet of discarded paddle wheel timber for the

that in the side walls are built

two bunks, hinged at the bottom, which may be let down for use

in case of extra company.
There are a great many features to this house— in fact it is a

house of features. Though everything was done with the idea of

being different, let no one think that the place is freakish. It is a

combination of a homelike home, an interesting home, and a dif-

ferent home. 1 he old English style of architecture so lends itself

to the rugged old timbers that many authorities have pronounced
the house the best example of English architecture in this country.

It rests upon an acre of ground in Wykagyl Park, New Rochelle.

I he character of Westchester County is wonderfully typified in

this acre— huge boulders, a running brook, and lovely trees. It

is a fitting spot for such a home. It does not sit boxlike upon the

ground, but seems to be part of the natural scheme, rising out of

the ground just as the rocks and the trees do.

And above all—as I have mentioned

—

it is different.

Back of the living-room fireplace a secret staircase permits

the owner to ascend from the grill to his bedchamber when he

is romantically inclined. Above the fireplace is a sort of a choir

loft from which one gets a bird's-eye view of the room.

Perched on a pile of rock an acre in extent.

Blue Anchor is one of Westchester County's

proudest possessions. Here you never find

any one "Always Taking the Joy Out of Life"



A good example of the adaptable white painted arbor, outlined against a background of poplars, in the Bright garden at Waltham, Mass.

GARDEN SHELTERS
RUTH DEAN

HE rules for planning gar-

dens are as few and as

flexible as those for painting

pictures. Like all the arts,

landscape architecture is not sus-

ceptible of hard and fast laws,

but one is fairly safe in saying

that no plan for a really livable garden will succeed

unless it contain a shelter of some sort, and a seat

—

even though they be only the primitive device of a

rock under a tree. The one way to get on friendly terms with

the inhabitants of

a garden, to dis-

cover all the gra-

cious half-concealed

charms of the flow-

ers, is to be able to

sit down comfort-

ably among them,

and to lose the at-

mosphere of house

and household
things. The quality

of pleasurable peace

about a garden is

scarcely to be en-

joyed from the pi-

azza or from merely

a walk around the

paths; it is neces-

sary to rest in the

midst of the garden

itself, where the

birds and the in-

sects and the worms
and the caterpillars

and all the other\ turfed "benche" in the shelter of a medieval garden wall

tenants of the garden are going about

their business.

The chatelaines of medieval England ap-

preciated this fact, and the earliest pictures

extant of English gardens, contained in old

manuscripts, show the lady of the castle sitting

on a grassy "benche" under the shadow of a

wall, amusing herself with her maidens in the

"pleasaunce" while her knight was away—as Mark
Twain says, "holy-grailing." Often these benches,

built of bricks and cushioned with turf, ran all around the

garden, close to the

wall, and sometimes

they were made of

earth banked up
around a tree and
retained by wattled

osiers; the more
pretentious gardens

had arbors or
"herbers," one of

which is described

by Chaucer in "The
Flower and the

Leaf":

A pleasant herber well

ywrought
That benched was,

and with turfes

newe
Freshly turfed ....
And shapen was this

herber roofe and all

As is a pretty parlor

—

Summer houses

followed the various

changes which do- Garden treillage from a seventeenth century garden
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HHtii irchitectun

underwent .nul he

came of groatef .iiul

greater important r

with its develop

mcnt, until in the

luttrt pait of the

itventeenth ceo*

turv ami the earl>

eighteenth they
might In- n.ihI to

have fullv come
into theii own; in

France the classic

revival w .is trans-

lated into trims of

t railage that must

have mailt' the man-

ufacture of lattice

Steps the most luci a-

tjve occupation of

the turn s. Ol course

the architect lire was

thoroughly an ex-

This lea house in the George I'ralt

k-imIi n .11 (,l< ti I uvr exemplifies tin-

rule thai the architecture of the dwell-

ing should determine that of the garden
house

These two simple latticed arbors in old

Newburyport gardens are significant of the

Colonial period in American architecture

James (irernlraf, landscape architect

bors ;iii(l flic thor-

oughly modern ad-

a prat ion of the
Chinese roof in the

I ri u k I i 11 Murphy
Harden house, n<

1 ai li sijmifn ant of

their respective per-

iods in American
architecture, the lat-

ter more particularly

of our present-day

habit of drawing for

inspiration on any
quarter of the globe

which happens to

strike our fancy.

The architecture

of the house should

of course determine

that of the garden

house, unless, as

sometimes happens,

one's home is a hand-

A shelter for tools in the garden of

Mrs. Robert C. Hill, at Easthampton,

L. I. Designed by Mrs. Hill

pression of the life

and spirit of the

period, and the

formal gardening

ofMonsieur Andre
le Notre for a gay.

artificial people,
demanded bowers

befitting Pompa-
dour gowns and
satin trousers. In

a day of sports

skirts and flannels

(now, alas, turned

to khaki) we de-

sign our garden

architecture with

less abandon, and,

on the whole, with

the same result as

to the expression

of our needs.

The two simple

Newburyport ar-

me-down for

whose design some
well-meaning Vic-

torian relative is

to blame; in such

a case the garden

architecture may
well branch out for

itself and express

one's ideals in-

stead of one's

compromises.
Even under these

circumstances,
however, some
point of similarity

or harmony of ma-
terial, if not of

design, should be

utilized to tie

house to garden.

At Gray Gar-
dens on the South

Shore of Long Is-
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land, the garden
architecture repud- MlgHllllB n "

iatf«! that of" thp BHIIW1IIP.B_*M?J-JQ f" —
ho u s e altogether

"""" '"" "" UtWm "' "•J— """""

and yet is not in-

harmonious, for the reason that it loses itself delightfully in

the low sand hills of the surrounding country. The house
shown here is a shelter for tools and the like, as well as a tiny
work room for its resourceful owner. The thatch roof has in

later days given place to one of shingles, with the edges cut irreg-

ularly to simulate the pleasing texture of the undependable
thatch.

Th is material is more successfully used (though how long it will

withstand the inclemencies of Northern winters remains to be
seen) at Peacock Point, where it roofs a charming garden
house.

Incidentally, this shelter proves my first statement that it is im-
possible to lay down rules for landscape architecture, and dis-

proves a later one—that garden architecture should follow that

of the house. At Peacock Point the house is Georgian, and al-

though the garden shelter is English, it is what might be called

"barnyard English." The use of the two in conjunction produces
a result that is probably much more pleasing than it would have
been by adherence to a more formal style of architecture for the

garden. The rule as twice amended then *eads, garden archi-

tecture should fellow that of the house (unless the house is too

ugly to furnish any point of departure) or, if it difFers from it,

should do so in such a way as to harmonize at the same time.

An exceptionally good example of uniform architecture through-

out house and garden is Mr. Pratt's place at Glen Clove. The de-

tail of the house carries over into the garden, and the whole forms

a very fine and dignified piece of design.

Iker & Gillette, architects

The thatch roof may be less

durable than one of shingles, but

it sinks wonderfully well into its

surroundings, as in this shelter

in the H. P. Davison garden at

Glen Cove, L. I.

A thoroughly modern adap-

tation of the Chinese roof, which

on this garden shelter seems

almost a part of the forest back-

ground. In the Franklin Mur-
phy garden, Mendham, N. J.

*±gm*~*^* - ~. ^ "^"s^-^re^rams

it - •

"

Olmsted Brothers, landscape architects
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illlli
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I* i o I) .1 h I v the

must widely adapt-

able form ul garden

.In lit i is the wood
arhnr paint c

d

white. In nix- form <>i another it can be used inollcnsivcU

in a great main different kimls of gardens and often vrrv pleas-

ingly. A Rood illn.stratiun ul' such an arhnr it that in the

Bright Harden. Ir is well planted alsu, the la rue leaves of

the grapevine conttasting interest inglv with tlie line foliage ol

the clematis. The cultivated grape as an arbor cover has it!

diaw hacks, lor it is rather a dirty vine, 1>ut the wild grape h.is no

Ulltid\ habits .iihI spn-ads us I'tagiant l< il\ layers prodigalK ov< i

any support.

At the end of a long path in the narden of Fairacres is .1 pleas-

ing little shelter with a curved roof. I his cornci position is a

favontc one in I' nglish gardens, and one to he recommended for

almost an\ garden. I he hnilding reinlorces the corner in a way
which satisfies one's structural sense, and completes the vista

dow n the path as well.

Another cntved toof shelter is that in the C. L. Harding garden

at Dedham. It is well designed and happily placed where the

\icw is donhle laced, s«> to speak.

Placing the garden shelter is another subject about which it is

dangerous to generalize. Usually it is not well to put it in the

centre of a garden or an\ place wheie it intetiupts the continuity

of the garden scheme. At the hack ol the gaiden, .it the end ol .1

paMi, against the side wall, or terminating a stretch of turf, are

logical positions lor if to he found. In any location it will be

benefited by rhe nearness of large trees, for they help to make it

parr of the garden by overtopping it, and so tying it into the

surroundings.

A (anlrn shelter in the lorm

of a temple, which has the nil

\.int ur ol hems oprn to thr

vki on all side*. In thr C
L. Harding garden, tledhnm.

M.is>

\ well placed garden house

at Kairacrrs, Jrnkintown. I'a

This cornrr position is a favor-

itr onr in Kngltsh gardens, and
is generally pleasing in almost

any Harden Wilson Kyre, arch

Guy Lowell, architect



FROM A
COUNTRX IV/NDOJV

A
ONE-ACRE
CLUB

IN THE FALL of 1916 I sowed rye on a half acre of light, sandy

soil near the southern boundary of my farm. Potatoes had not

done very well there, and it was my inten-

tion to turn under a crop of green rye in

the spring in the hope that I might be able

to make corn land out of the piece.

The following spring found us at war with Germany, and the

Secretary of Agriculture sent out a stirring appeal to farmers to

increase the grain production. I changed my mind about that

rye. I let it mature, and I don't know when I have enjoyed

so much the growing of any crop.

It was, as a matter of fact, the first crop of small grain that I

had ever raised—the first crop that did not have to be hoed and

cultivated and perhaps sprayed all through a hot summer. All I

had to do was watch it grow, and I watched with paternal pride.

It seemed to catch hold of fertility that the potatoes had missed.

It grew six to eight feet tall, a lake of waving green, and old farm-

ers told me that they had never seen a finer stand.

And I had a lot of fun with that rye crop. I had it cradled by

hand and bound by hand by an old-timer among my neighbors. He
and another threshed it out on my barn floor, in the picturesque,

old-fashioned way, with flails made sixty years ago of hickory and

ash and eel-skins. I myself winnowed the grain in a rattley but

efficient old fanning mill that had been in our community for three

generations. I got twelve bushels of good, clean grain off" that

poor sandy piece, besides a ton of bright rye straw that had not

been mangled by a threshing machine. The grain that I did not

keep for seed brought $2.30 a bushel, an advance of more than 100

per cent, in twelve months, and farmers came from far and near to

get my extra-long straw for binding corn, at a cent a pound.

It was, in short, the most profitable undertaking on my farm

last year, so far as it went, and incidentally I added a few bushels

of grain to the store needed to feed ourselves and our allies.

This year I shall harvest another crop of rye on another piece.

A most pleasant and profitable way of serving one's country,

surely. And yet I see all about me, on farms and country estates,

unused acres that might be growing grain. To be sure, each one

of us can raise but a little. The East is not a grain-producing

country; the bulk of the needed supply must come from the great

West. And yet, in the aggregate we might do much.

Suppose ten thousand of us small farmers and owners of coun-

try estates were to form a One-Acre Club, each undertaking to

plant one acre of winter wheat or rye this fall—that is, one

acre in addition to our normal cropping plan; it would entail

but little sacrifice; it might even produce pleasure and personal

profit; and it would add a quarter of a million bushes of grain

to the supply that is needed to help win the war. Why not?

ONCE UPON A TIME I knew a man—a lieutenant at least, if

not a captain, of industry—who planted some lima beans with his

TIME
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'
ôr t ^le ^rst t 'me

*
n n 's hfe* ^e

,., n ™ rr „ watched over the place of their interment asAND THE r

DAYS sedulously as is customary under such cir-

cumstances, counting the days, and in due

time he made an astounding discovery. . . . His lima beans

had not stayed planted! There they all were, every bean of them,

sitting triumphantly above ground, in an impudent little row

that gave him the impression that they were making faces at him!

He mentioned this discovery at last, cautiously and with the air

of imparting a vast confidence; but his wife laughed at him.

Moreover, she told him callously that all lima beans always

behaved in this fashion; and he was surprised, not to say pained.

Nevertheless, ^fter the first shock had worn off", the glow of satis-

MUSHROOMS
FOR
BREAKFAST

faction returned; and to this day it warms him—he exultantly

confesses—when he sees or hears or thinks of lima beans. For he

found out about them himself!

Which is by way of telling that I have made a discovery; and

that I too glow with satisfaction. All life is changed, indeed.

No more are there days all too brief that resemble hectic night-

mares, nor days too long that stretch into interminable torments.

I know at last, beyond peradventure—having found it out myself

—that there are twenty-four hours in every day, no more, no less.

Twenty-four! Think of it! Hours enough to do all the

things that the times demand, since—having made the discovery

—each thing has been appointed an hour, and each hour has

its appointed thing. It dovetails together, you see; and works

like a charm. From being feverish and confused, life grows

serene, notwithstanding its fulness. Is it possible that such a

small timetable of the days is of a piece with that great system

of order which constitutes heaven's first law?

DO YOU KNOW the three most enchanting pursuits in all the

world? I do. One is the quest for Spanish gold, another is

hunting for antiques, and the third is a

successful search for—mushrooms! The
first, I must admit, I have experienced

merely in blessed anticipation, though

I am certain that, some day, Fortune is going to moor my bark

near a splendid sunken galleon, rich with treasure. But in the

happy meantime the other two are mine, for I have a flair that

leads me equally to an old pink lustre tea set, darkening with dust

on the shelves of a far-away farmhouse, or to a thick clump of

shaggy-manes hidden in wet, deep grass. And I cannot tell

which of the two is the more delightful sensation; both convince

me that I have inherited the earth. Did you ever, some autumn

morning, when you first get up—there's a little shiver of approach-

ing frost in the air, and all the hills are swathed in gray mist-veils

—

say, "Mushrooms for breakfast," because you know, intuitively,

that the season has begun? Hurrying, basket in hand, I remind

myself of Gray's rapt youth " brushing with hasty steps the dews

away to greet the sun upon the upland lawn," for it is on high

hill-pastures that mushrooms grow the thickest, and what matter

damp shoes when the gossamer-trimmed walk is in itself a reward

so gracious? Little by little the mist-veils are lifting; the pointed

sky line stands revealed against the tenderest blue imaginable;

and, overnight, some giant has kindled flaming maple torches,

and thrust them here and there among the pines. Again, walking

on one of those afternoons when the sun seems to have gilded the

whole world, you stumble suddenly upon a mushroom patch,

so many that your willing hands, and your sweater pressed into

service, cannot hold them all. You know how such an afternoon

looks? So still! And everywhere gold; drifted golden leaves on

the ground; golden leaves fluttering gently from the trees. Cyrano-

weather, we call it. Don't you remember that scene? The convent

garden and the yellowing leaves falling softly, softly, and that most

gallant gentleman of all time telling Roxane his wonderful lie,

"No, no, my dearest love, I did not love you!" It's like that.

But I have a theory about the leaves; fairies really send them.

That's the way they conceal these little pixie parasols of theirs,

for they drop them on the ground curled up just like a mushroom

top, a most maddening scheme of protective coloring! Often,

when I go a second time, with a heart full of hope and an even

more capacious basket, the mushrooms have vanished as utterly

as if they had never been. The tricksy things! No wonder they

are under the protection of the elves. Mushrooms, like antiques

and Spanish gold, have the permanent charm of elusiveness.
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AM ER 1 CA N PASTORAL PAINTINGS
By
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NKW YORK

Walter Clark (who died in March, l<M7) was a native of Brooklyn, N. Y, and r( reived his edneation at the Massac husctts

Institute .>l I c< hnologv 1 l.i vinjt studied rive years at the outset of his career with the intention of following sculpture as a life pro-

fession, he acquired a know ledge of form that proved to he a valuable found.ition when he decided to devote himself to painting.

Ihus his equipment was more than ordinarily complete. Mis vision was both broad and discriminating, and he had a good grasp of

the theory of landscape painting. Mis favorite painting grounds were in New York and Pennsylvania, and along the Massachusetts

and Maine coasts. Among the honors of his career were silver medals won at the Fan-American Kxposition, Buffalo, 1901, and the

St. Louis World's Fair in 1904, and the Inness (iold Medal at the National Academy of Design in 1902.
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LAST CALL for FOOD PRODUCTION
What you can still do to help meet the vital need for more food;

the possibilities in root crops for stock food and soil improvement

By F. F. ROCKWELL
AST month, in this magazine, in an

article on the world drift toward
starvation, I presented some facts

and figures which left no room for

doubt as to the extremely urgent
necessity for producing all the

food that can be produced in this country this

year. And it must be produced not only on
our grain farms and in the corn section, but

on private places as well. The facts which
have become public since last month show
the situation to be still more serious than it

appeared at that time. And food production,

consequently, has become even to a greater ex-

tent the duty of every man who can produce.

"Every idle acre is a reproach to the man who
owns it—or who controls it!"

It is always much easier, however, to put
things in the form of sweeping generalities than
to .suggest the ways and means of translating

them into definite, concrete action. But it is

only when so translated that they spell results

—the only thing that counts.

Any plan for increasing this year's output
which upsets the farm schedule and means,
possibly, an actual decrease in next year's out-

put, is worse than useless. And yet that is

exactly what a great many of the "plans" and
schemes which the ever increasing army of
swivel-chair farmers have had to propose would
do if actually put into operation. It helps very
little, therefore, to shout from the house tops

"We need more food for our brave allies, and the

soldier boys, and for the workers at home—get

busy and double your corn acreage and double
your wheat acreage!" That cannot be done:
it is a physical impossibility. The problem is

not so simple as that. The problem is, in a word,
so far as the estate owner is concerned, "What
can I do to help in the most practical way?"
To begin with, there are some crops which

yield very high food value compared with others.

Obviously these are the things to grow, if they
can be grown without too much extra cost or
without too much interference with the regular

farm work. Most important of these vegetables

are the root crops—rutabagas, turnips, carrots,

beets, parsnips, and so on.

The advantages which the root crops possess

in helping the estate owner to do his bit in the
present food crisis—and "crisis" is by no means
too emphatic a word to be used under the cir-

cumstances-—are many. They are exceedingly
high in food value in proportion to the area
required to produce them; they may be planted
later than the different small grains or corn; they
may be planted at different times, so that the
work of planting and also of cultivation may be
distributed over a long season instead of coming
all at one time; they are easily kept for winter;
they are, for the most part, free from any insects

or disease troubles; they are valuable for feeding
to stock, when they are not needed for human
consumption; and last, but by no means least,

they put the ground occupied by them in good
condition for the crops to follow them the suc-
ceeding year. In addition to all this, they may
be fitted into, or added to, the regular farm
schedule with less readjustment of the latter
than any other class of food plants. These con-
siderations are so important and the root crops
as a general class are so much neglected in this
country, that it is worth while to give these dif-

ferent points some consideration, not only in

their relation to the root crops as a war measure,
but as a very important factor in economic farm
management.
We have passed in this country—only re-

cently, it is true, but we have passed—the point
where extensive cultivation gave the maximum
returns. From now on, we have got to give
more and more attention to yields per acre as

contrasted with production per man power or

per horse power. This does not imply, by any
means, that we must reverse the underlying
policy of American agriculture—which has been
to make ingenious machinery do the work of
human hands; that principle has been the basic

difference between the Old World and the New
World agriculture. But we will have to devote
our attention, more and more, to the develop-

ment of machinery for intensive as well as ex-

tensive work. The result of economic pressure

in that direction we are already beginning to see

in the coming of the motor driven wheel hoe,

the mechanical hand weeder, etc. Probably as

yet very few people realize that large acreages

of onions are now weeded by machinery instead

of by hand; any one who has ever attempted
to grow them would, perhaps, take it for

granted that onions are about the last thing

in the world that could be cultivated entirely

by machinery!
This drift in the direction of more intensive

agriculture is very shortly going to give to root

crops in this country the position of importance
which they have long held in the Old World.
This change, like so many others—industrial,

social, and political—is being very much acceler-

ated by the World War. Consequently, the

estate owner who is keen to do his bit in the

matter of production will this year plant root

crops more extensively than he has ever done
before, knowing that in doing so he is utilizing

the land and the equipment at his disposal to the

best purpose—and is also taking a step in the
direction of sound agricultural practice for his

own benefit, when conditions are again normal.
Of course, the principal objection which occurs

to this programme is that labor is scarce. My
answer is that this is perfectly true, but that

food is even more scarce than labor, and that,

therefore, labor should be utilized to get the

greatest amount of food value possible, between

now and the end of this growing season. And
that, moreover, the only way to do this is to

plant root crops of various kinds during the next
six weeks, and then to take care of them with
the most modern machinery which is available,

cutting down to the limit the number of man
hours per unit of acreage required. Let us see

how this policy will fit in with your present farm
programme.
The first things which can be sown and the

approximate dates for as far north as central

New York are as follows.

Mangels June i-io
Carrots June 1-15
Rutabagas June 1-20
Beets June 10-25
Turnips July 15-30
Parsnips June 1-10
Salsify June 1-10

Of these, the mangels "are used almost entirely

for stock feed, and the last two—parsnips and
salsify—for human use. All of the others are

good for either the table or the stable. In pass-

ing, I may say that while parsnips and salsify

are usually sown early in the spring, much better

quality roots may be obtained with sowings
made right now. A large supply of these

roots, both for your own use and for the people

connected with the place, will make an excellent

food investment for next fall and winter and
spring. Both of these, of course, can be kept
over in the ground where they grow, saving the

labor and the expense of storing for winter.

It is evident at a glance that there is enough
variation in the time during which these several

things can be planted to enable one to put in

quite an area. Two teams and two extra men
should be able to plow, prepare the land, and
plant an acre to an acre and a half a day, even
allowing for bad weather and the general scarcity

of labor. It would be possible on most large

Plant mangels as late as June

10th. They yield heavily and are

one of the best stock feeds that can

be raised

Field beets are as val-

uable a food for stock

as garden beets are for

human use

Carrots, which are the most difficult to weed
and thin of all the root crops under considera-

tion, can be successfully tended with a mechan-
ical weeder

Rutabagas, valuable

for table or stable,

can be planted as late

as June 20th
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f«im» t>< put m in 1. 1. nl mi. <t of the crop* nicn-

li ,1 between ihc hist week >>l |unc .mil the

Uttci pait «'• lulv I In" "'II amount, in lli< 111 11

in nl food |<i< »l ii. i ii >n . tn from two to «i\ timei

lh.it acreage mmi m Muing wln.it oi torn.

While the Uhoi required foi tin laitei crop*

would be no in. nr. 1 1 1 even h ... mu Ii .hi ai rcagc

could not !»« fomul on mini farms without »cr-

iouil> disturbing the farm schedule; ami even

if the acreage could he found, it would he too late

to plant n now, while the root cmps can still be

planti .1

Planting a crop, is of course, a very different

matict from bringing it to maturity. In held

cultuir. however, all <>l these imps can be taken

can- ot h\ Ihmm <>i moioi m.n him-rv. In this

connection, I would like to call particular atten-

tion to the modem small motor culmatot which

has dining the l ist leu \e.ns heen developetl into

a thoroughly pi actu al machine. It la amall

and comp.ut. and will do more rapid and ac-

ini ite work than the ordinary one-horse

ouiht

Many market Hardeners,ire using these machines

on rows as Jose as fifteen inches apait, this rc-

quires considerable skill and practice of course,

but for cultivating toots crops in rows eight-

teen to thirty inches apart, as they are generally

planted for field culture, an ordinarily intelligent

man can learn to use the machine in a half-

d.i\'s practice. \s it can be slowed down to a

snail's pace in operation, he will not have to

tear things up very b.ullv while learning; rhc first

expcrimcnring may be done on a row of small

stakes set to icprcsent the plants. I hese

machines take all the regular wheel hoc attach-

ments, so that little or no extra equipment need

be obtained with them.

As in the case of the tractor, one of the great ad-

vantages of a machine of this kind is that it can be

kept going for ten or twelve or sixteen hours a day,

b\ changing handlers, when conditions are right

and there is a lot of work to be done, whereas one
has to let up on horse work, especially in hot

weather, no matter how advantageous it might
be to do overtime work.

For the experienced farm manager perhaps it

may be unnecessary to give a word of warning
ag.imst attempting too much, but the enthu-

siast, w ho may be new at the game, should be put

on his guard. \ou can say "five acres of root

crop*" as eaiily as "five acres of torn," but they
an- a good deal more ol .in undertaking, nevi it he

less. Hetter to m.iLi u two .ores, or even one, if

you .in not I.mis lertam, from previous expei

lence, that you will he able to lake care of the

five with the labor and equipment that you have
on hand oi can get. I'oorly eared for root crops

are hLi Is to he more m less a lailuie, and ,is mu Ii,

ol no benchi either to vim or to I loover.

\s to where your mot crops one acre or five

or fen, as the case may be are to go, that will

vary with the individual farm. First of all,

they should have a deep, strong, fairly rich, and
thoroughly drained soil. I hese conditions being
met, you will be able to work them into the farm
rotation! in any of a number of places. They
in.iv lollow early soiling crops that have been cut
off for feeding; they may be put in where there

are any bad spots in the winter grain; they may
follow rhc hist i lining of early grass on a meadow
rh.ir is running our, oi a par. hy allalla held, ilia!

would be plowed up anyway the following

spring or fall in rhc regular course of events; or,

where none ol rin se i ondirions apply, it is usually

possible to find a couple ol ai res or mote in past-

ure or paddock, where rhc soil is good but the

turf is rather thin and spent, that will make an
excellent foundation for a good crop of roots if

properly prepared. Roots do hi tter on sod than
most other I tops, and lease the land in excellent

condition.

While the root crops are more capable of for-

aging for their food requirements on sod ground
than most other things, they are less capable than
most other things of getting a good start in a seed

bed that is poorly or only moderately well pre-

[>ared. Small seed like turnips or carrots, or

lard, thick-husked seed like beets or mangels,
requires a very carefully prepared seed bed to

assure good germination. Whoever is supervis-

ing the work should pay special attention to this

point.

In the garden, of course, the seed bed for

vegetables of this kind is usually finished off by
hand. It is not necessary to take the hand
labor to do that for field planting, but unless

one has a Meeker smoothing harrow, or some
similar tool to take the place of hand work, the

smoothing harrow, roller, and drag should be
kept busy until it is not possible to get the ground
any smoother and finer with them. Where

Salsify tvegetable

oyster) can be left in

the ground all winter,

thus saving storage

Ground from which early crops

—either garden or field—have been

harvested can be planted to turnips

up to the last of July

Rutabagas planted with seed drill after a

crop of early potatoes had been harvested, and

wheel-hoed by hand until large enough to be

tilled with a horse plow

Another vegetable r~
that makes no demand
on fall labor for har-

vesting is the parsnip

desirable or necessary, eai h row may be pre-
patcd hy applying the fertilizer, ridging with a

polato pi ,i n 1 1 i oi a loin pi.mu i, arid then rolling

and iltillllii' in the seed on lop of I he preparer!

iiilgev llus does nm take nun h extra lime,

and i . often the best method on new, iinfr actable

oil.

While there are no particular kinks in the cul-

tivation of the root crops that require special

knowledge, nevertheless it is possible to cut down
considerably the important work of first weeding
and thinning, compared to the way it is done
ordinarily. As this is the greatest labor-con-

suming operation in the growing of the crop,

help in this particular is of great importance.
For carrots which are the most difficulr ro weed
and thin of the several crops under consideration
— the mechanical weeders, already mentioned,
are now used successfully by many market
gardeners, and will be utilized more widely as

they become better known. Foi thinning DM
other crops, where the individual plants should

be left standing several inches apart, procure a

number of the very small, narrow bladed hoes
listed in the implement catalogues as "onion
hoes."

Your local dealer may not have any of
these on hand, but he can procure them from his

jobber or wholesale house. A wide-awake man
with one of these small, light hoes can go along

the row and cut out a very large part of all the sur-

plus plants and small weeds, without doing any
band work at all. If this band hoeing (which

should be done so as to leave the most promising
plants even if they are not spaced with exact

regularity) is followed by hand weeding to put
on the finishing touches, the work can be done
as thoroughly as if all done by hand, and much
more quickly.

Cultivation should, of course, be clean, thor-

ough, and frequent enough to maintain an
efficient soil mulch through the growing season.

A light top dressing of nitrate of soda during the

early growth will under most conditions be a

good investment. If in doubt, try it on a few

rods of a couple of rows first, as early as possible.

Perhaps the most common mistake in the

after care of root crops (which are not exacting

in their after treatment) is stopping the late

summer or early fall cultivation too soon.

Don't feel that the crop is made as soon as the

danger of weeds getting ahead of the plants has

been passed. Keep up cultivation as late as

possible. The plants will need moisture as long

as they continue to grow, and continuous culti-

vation is the only way of keeping it for them.

In addition to the root crops, there is one
other thing of great importance that can be
planted late, on sod or after many other crops.

That is late cabbage. While the seed should

be sown within the next two weeks or so, the

plants will not need to go into their permanent
quarters until four to six weeks later. Therefore
it is an excellent crop to make a second use of

ground that otherwise might lie idle for the latter

part of the season. The cultivation, once the

plants are set, can be done almost entirely by
machinery.
The crop is very easily saved for winter

or spring; and while it is not as high in food

value per unit of product, the yield under
favorable conditions is so great that it is one of

the most economic things to grow.

There are, of course, other things which can

be produced to help swell the tide of food pro-

duction between now and freezing weather, but
the ones mentioned above are the most import-

ant under the average conditions, and every

farm owner should plan to take on, in addition

to his regular schedule, as much as he can safely

handle of one or more of them.

To one whose thoughts are fixed on doing

something spectacular to help win the war,

or even in comparison with some of the things

that had been planned for the place, raising

a crop of turnips or cabbage may appear a

commonplace and plebeian undertaking. But,

even if we have to let something else more
interesting wait for the present to make room
for them, that is a small sacrifice for the common
good in these days when so many are giving up
the things that vitally affect their entire lives.



WAR'S
REACTION

in

DECORATIVE
ART

By RENE T. DE QUELIN

Aside from its beauty, the Verdun design is of unusual interest as

something created on the famous battlefield

N ART, as in other peace-

ful pursuits, we are re-

acting to the spirit of

the war. Its very im-

plements, together with various in-

signia of its honors and rewards,

the flags of the Allies, et cetera have been con-

verted into designs for fabric decoration by artists

in the trenches in France, and come to us upon the

newest printed linens and cretonnes from Paris.

One which we call the Verdun pattern displays

the coat of arms of that city supported on either

side by exploding shells. In the adjoining dia-

mond panel are the metal helmet; the rifle and
sword bound together with oak leaves, symbol
of strength, fortitude, and courage; and the ini-

tials of the Republique Francaise. Another panel

shows the Roman fasces surmounted by the red

cap of the Republic, the tricolor to the left, and
a branch of the oak to the right, with the dates

1914 and 1916, the latter being the date of making
the design. In the panel which completes the

quadrille of repeat are grouped the seventy-fives

that have been such a terror to the Huns, with the

lusty coq de France crowing defiance to the Boches.

In color, this piece is very gay and attractive.

It has an old ivory background, the ribbon, with

intervening rosettes, being formed by the tricolor

of red, white, and blue, bound on either side

by laurel leaves in green and brown. The panels

also are in these colors, the whole well balanced and
of unusual interest, especially as something actu-

ally created on the renowned Verdun battlefield.

Another war design very decorative in its

composition and in color, and having an additional

one, yellow, has been named the Croix de Guerre,

owing to the much coveted war cross being in-

corporated as one of its motifs. The medal hangs

New printed linens and

cretonnes, some of them

designed by artists billeted near the Front, and

brought from the mills of England and France

The Croix de Guerre, so called because of the incorporation in the

design of the coveted war cross

from the top of an oval, dropping from a well

composed bunch of flowers. On one side of the

oval is a small flag of the United States, in com-
pliment to and respect for what this nation had
done for the Allies at the time the design was
originated, which was before we declared war.
Had the United States been at the time one of

the belligerents, the flag would have been included

with the battery of the flags of the Entente,
which is supported by flowers and the tricolor

ribbon. Alternating panels show the seventy-

fives in the oval, with the rooster defying the

brutal aggressors to overcome it. This oval is

surrounded by flowers symbolical of the different

countries engaged.
This design is hand block printed upon linen,

and both this and the Verdun cretonne are al-

ready the vogue in Paris, which greeted them with
high favor. For a refreshing change, with timely

interest, they may be used for the decoration of

dens, trophy rooms, yachts, and public places,

having exceptional decorative value for wall

coverings, draperies, or cushions.

Whether it is that the pervading fighting spirit

finds expression only in vivid hues, or that the

sombre influences of the war's horrors make us

turn to the most colorful things for stimulation,

the keynote in the decorative arts to-day is

brilliancy—sparkling effects both in color com-
binations and animation of design, color being

the vital thing. Nowhere do we find it in richer

profusion than in some of the newest non-war pat-

terns, that is, those with motifs of the usual type.

A Chinese design of real beauty shows a

charming scene in a garden, with the

inevitable but exquisite pagoda, a

tea house, and several figures. Not-
withstanding all that is said of the

strict formality and reserve of the Chinese as

regards anything approaching romance, there

is really much that is of^this nature in many of

the legends depicted in the old scrolls, one of

which suggested this Oriental pattern.

The colors of this fifty-inch piece are displayed

upon an ivory background. There are deep

putty tones, and the tea houses and various

figures are in blue, green, gold, and red, the

flowers in the stripes being in the same lively

tones. This linen is adapted to various uses in

the decoration of the town or country house.

A Bird of Paradise creation affords a remark-
ably bold, strong pattern, meeting in its color

combination the present demand for the fash-

ionable mixtures of black, gray, white, and old

gold—a stunning thing in the right place. It

has a swing and "go" to it that is captivating,

and is, in addition, delightful in its composition

and drawing.
The Pine and Pheasant is a beautiful printed

linen, rather daring in design, but most effective

for wall panels and draperies where a narrow
width of thirty-one inches will suffice. The back-

ground is in a light putty tone, with the tree in

forest browns of several shades. The foliage

shows blues and greens; the flowers are in soft

mulberry, old gold, brownish gold, and cream
tones. The birds display a concentration and
focusing of all these colors. For richness this

pattern is unexcelled.

South American flora supplied the motifs for

a piece exquisite in both design and color. Its

subdued violets, blues, and reds predominating,

•
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(iirm, .iikI si'p.i i .ifi-tl l> y .1 hi.ick

•« r 1
1

1 >. It is scry sinking .mil rid >

live.

I'lll hangings .111(1 cushions ill till

modem t v | >«• • this piece ii par-

ticularly wrll adapted for use in

i ' hi tit i v Illumes.

I lie lli'.ivmlv Klower, a cretonne
(if Chinese design, exhibits lilur

si lulls, till sv llllliil ill III .m il,

with flowers emanating therefrom,

.ind u pun which is supported ,i

s.Hird \ .isr, friun which flowers

Kr«'w.

I his f.inf.istic arrangement is well

set •'II In .i 1)1, it k I). 1 1 k ground,
,i ciiiiiliin.itinii imich used in the

present iiuide. Owing tfi the well

covered surf.ice, ch.irtn of design,

.mil nlcising color, this cretonne
( .in he siK ( cssfull y employed for

.ilmost ,inv purpose, .ind would
form a very decorative note in

,m\ vi t <>> .i room lot « liu Ii tins

in.iteri.il would be considered appro-
priate.

I In stripe and diamond pattern,

.in outcome of the present mode for

adaptations of primitive art, is clev-

erly.ind interestingly composed. It is

in black ami burnt orange, with touch-
es ill red .ind green, and green-lemon

A thainnrm (.initial- K.inlt'ii

wgn. with thr inevitable pa-

da afHl trn how. printed on

ory colored linen

re offset by contrasting
reens. with mst enough suit

dgold to ci s c the right \ .line

» the violets. The brown
ems stand as a foil for the

lore pronounced colors, gu-
ilt each one its proper value,

s a piece of color to relieve

1 otherwise monotonous in-

rior. this would strike the

j|ht note.

This p.ittern could be used

> great advantage tor panels

r nangings. and for uphol-

*ry for the better grade of

illow furniture.

A full width cretonne is

le Fifth Avenue Stripe. The
fsign is composed of richly

>lored flowers on an ivory
round, hanging in pendant

Strikingly decorative ra this

arrangement of baskets anrl

flowers against an orange-striped

buff background

tones, and minute white ac-

cents. This peculiar style is

just now creating much inter-

est, and thisparticularpattern

is one of the popular ones.

A cretonne with orange
stripes outlined with blue

on a buff ground, shows an
alluring basket of flowers at

recurring intervals. I he

varied colors are subdued
but rich. There are scat-

tered flowers, as if falling

from the baskets, that break
the monotony of stripes in

a very happy manner. The
arrangement and color effects,

striking but subdued, are

such as appeal to those

who appreciate that which
is truly decorative.

The Bird of Paradise, a

bold, strong pattern, de-

lightful in composition and

drawing

The siri ne and dia-

mond design is an

outcome of the pres-

ent mode (or adap-

tations of primitive

art, which is just

now creating much
interest

A design particu-

larly well adapted

for use in country

homes is the Fifth

Avenue Stripe, con-

sisting of clusters of.

pendent flowers sep-

arated by black
stripes, on an ivory

ground



A RENDEZVOUS
/or BIRDS
M*/> FRIENDS

By HERBERT K. JOB
Photographs by the Author

The new field headquarters of the National Audu-
bon Society at Amston, Mass., where whoever
cares to do so may profit by the Society's teach-

ings in the attracting and propagating of wild fowl

Sr8
The beautiful glacial lake in the midst of the bird

rendezvous

VER since the National Association

of Audubon Societies officially

took up the matter of encouraging
practical measures for attracting

and propagating wild birds and
game on estates, farms, or preserves,

culminating in the establishment of its Depart-

ment of Applied Ornithology, in charge of the

writer, there has been persistent inquiry from the

public as to where such methods in successful oper-

ation could be seen and studied. This has now
been met in the establishment of the Audubon
Experiment Station at Amston, in eastern

Connecticut.
Ten miles from Willimantic, at the southern

end of the town of Hebron, bordering Colchester,

is a large tract of land formerly known as the

Turner project, then called Turnerville. A few

years ago this was bought over by Mr. Charles

M. Ams, and it has been rechristened "Amston."
The property includes a small village, a tract of

three or four square miles of fine rolling country,

part wooded, and a beautiful glacial lake with

bold, picturesque shores, besides ponds and
streams. It is natural bird and game country, and
abounds in wild life. The ordinary birds are un-

usually plentiful. It is a grouse and quail country.

Wild ducks, geese, and other water fowl flock to

the lake in migration, and some species remain

to breed. Mr. Ams, who is a very busy man,
felt the need for outdoor recreation, and bought
the property mainly for the lake, which affords

the best of opportunity for boating, bathing, and
fishing, amid ideal scenic surroundings. He had
been getting interested in wild bird life, and
became a Life Member of The National Asso-

ciation of Audubon Societies. One thing led to

another, and he has now generously given the

Association the free use of this great property,

representing an investment of more than a quar-

ter of a million dollars, as its Ex-
periment and Demonstration Station,

to conduct research work in practical

methods of increasing wild birds and
game, as the basis for such plans and
methods as it might see fit to employ
for interesting and educating the

public in these things. In order to

secure adequate protection, this land

has been made a State Game Preserve
and Sanctuary, one of the largest in

Connecticut. Practical work with
birdlife has now been under way for

more than a year, beginning on a

modest scale, along the following
initial lines.

The first thing undertaken was to

begin experiments in the breeding of
various kinds of native wild ducks
other than the common semi-
domesticated mallard. The ideal re-

quirementfor this isa small pond, pre-
ferably with swampy margin, bor-
dered by swamp and low cover, with

Bob-whites mothered by a Bantam hen. Eleven little quails

are feeding from the hand

a good flow of water through it, and free from
dangerous vermin. There was just such a pond
available, maintained by copious flow from the

large lake. We surrounded this and nearly

twice as much area of the adjacent swamp and
pasture land with a vermin-proof wire fence

seven feet high, making an enclosure of three to

four acres, which is an ideal size, not crowded,
nor yet so large that the birds are beyond con-

trol. A scouring of the game dealers of the

country has now resulted in placing there fifteen

kinds of pinioned wild water fowl. Fourteen of

these are wild ducks, perhaps the most interesting

of which is a good stock of the canvasback, that

celebrated dream of the epicure. My own pre-

vious experiments had resulted in the breeding
of these, in cooperation with Mr. William
Rockefeller, for the first time in history, and we
hope now to work this out further. The other

species which we have secured are the redhead,
ring-necked, greater and lesser scaup, wood, black,

pintail, wild mallard, baldpate, gadwall, green-

winged and blue-winged teals, and mandarin
ducks, and the coot or mud-hen.

The aquatic house for ducks in winter. Without artificial heat, the water stays open inside,

so that the ducks can swim all winter

The Audubon House, provided by Mr. Ams for the

housing of a small museum and working library

One great difficulty in breeding wild ducks of

certain species, especially the diving ducks and
the more delicate vareties, has been the winter-

ing of them in the colder parts of the country.

Open water is almost essential, but it is a prob-

lem how to maintain this under zero temperature
conditions. We have solved the problem in the

building of a simple aquatic house out in the

pond. It is near the north shore, facing south,

with four large frame windows south and one
west, admitting all the light and sunshine that

there is. Two thirds of the interior is the

swimming pool; the remainder a platform for

feeding and resting. Our house is 24 x 16 feet and
just high enough for a man to stand erect in the

middle on the platform. Ventilators supply air

as needed, but they can be shut up tight on very

cold nights. It is seldom that any ice forms,

and even then not enough to do harm. For two
winters now this has worked perfectly. The
ducks come through the winter without frozen

feet and in good condition to breed, and as soon as

the ice goes they are let out on the pond. The first

season captured wild ducks seldom breed, but

after that they should gradually begin. The
eggs, laid in the swamp or adjoining cover, are

taken and set under hens, the young being put in

the pond when well feathered. Such work is a

most fascinating undertaking for lovers of wild

fowl who have or can make a small pond, or

who can enclose a piece of land with a brook
running through it.

Another interesting line is the propagation of

upland game birds. Pheasant rearing is well

known, successful, and even commercially profit-

able for those who manage it carefully, following

the instructions gained from the experience of

the past. As this matter is beyond the experi-

mental stage, we simply rear a few for instruction

and demonstration purposes. The quail breed-

ing proposition we are working out

carefully. Already we raise them
successfully on a small scale, and are

working out further problems, especi-

ally in reference to holding them on

land in a free wild state after they

are matured. Last season we began

with the common bob-white and the

California quail. It was an enthusing

sight to our visitors to see the broods

of strong young quail flush and whirr

off vigorously across the rearing field.

A new line of work which we are

adding this year is the breeding of

wild pigeon species. W e have a wire

enclosure built in the woods, and have

now stock of the common mourning
dove, and of the band-tailed pigeon

of the West, a handsome, large species,

much like the lamented passenger

pigeon. The former is known to

breed readily in captivity. At the

New York Zoological Park, from

which Mr. L. S. Crandall has kindly

56
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\imt»hrd i>ui miti.il hieeding-xtock, tlirv an-

MuUrU I'M. I, mil tlx \oung are giv en the lib-

erty <'l tin I'.nk, l>ui tin imt attempt to migrate

in\.i\. seeing 1 1 1 .* t food i- pioxidcd I « » i
them

III. .Itll I, tUW. III (III Oll.lllct solli; Hill lllscc

ivonnix birds is another interesting hue of

•Holt Wintcl (...ling is Kin- clli.tivc method.

II ix alxo tin- ot ii'iji l 1 1 ii >n In a i mg
nodi of which buds in- It mi. I \\ i- li.i\ <• M't

iui in suitable locations a . onxuh i able

nun I'.' i of nesting boxes to attract those

kind* which normally nest in hollows.

\l.inv intetcsting hu.l tenants icsott tooui

H>\e*, sii.li .is hluclnidx, wtens. tiee swal-

uwx, ami othcis I he hest Im.ition t • >

i

hese nesting h.>\es, I am Inuliiii;, is on

tost*, out in the open. I'osts ol lenecs

iround open held* male excellent sites,

fht box is nailetl to the eml ol' .1 pule or

imber, s i\ ih >ut si\ lr» t long, and this is

piked 01 scicwcd to the post, bunging the

.iui house tight to ten feet from the ((round.

The birds fairly flock, to these, .nul we hope
bmlil up some interesting nesting col-

inics.

Though the results of these experiments
till be published, .mother part of the plan

s to make it possible lor people to sec such

rork in actual operation, .nul this is being

lone. Persons w ho wish to see and learn

re welcome to Msir the Experiment Sta-

ion. In unlet to receive and .issist them,

he following arrangements have been

nade. Mr. Ams has generously provided
furnished residence, know 11 .is the " Audit-

ion House." Here the Association maintains .1

mall museum and working ornithological library .

f w hich visitors are invited to make use. We
hall trv to make this a social centre for bird

ners .luring the coming summer season. Mr.
vms has also equipped the \mston Inn near by,

.here accommodations can be secured at moder-
ite prices.

Beginning on July 6th, there will be held a

•ummer School of Ornithology, continuing for

thfW weeks, with courses of instruction and
evening lectures by visiting specialists. The
study courses will hi on hud study and held
ornithology, attracting birds, propagation of
game buds and watei fowl, and nature photo-
graphy, both still and motion pictures. I hese
com ses are to hi- conducted by the writer, with

Cnnviistiiick* nml scaup* al Ihc Audutxm Experiment Station, where so far there

are lilteen different kinds of pinioned water fowl, fourteen of which arc ducks

held demonstrations and excursions, with Rich-
ard Kdcs Harrison as Field Assistant. Mr.
-Harrison is a keen young ornithologist, son of
Prof. Ross (i. Harrison of Yale University.

I hese courses are planned to be popular ones,

helpful to lovers of birds, teachers, those who
wish to learn propagation methods for pleasure

or profit, and amateur photographers who wish
to improve their camera technique on wild
bird subjects. Students will be accommodated

.11 I he Inn, 01 a n a m>i mi nl>. 1 an In madi l"i I hem
Hi 1 amp by the lake.

I hi plan 111 geneial is 10 inalr A111M011 a

lendi -/v-oii', loi lovcis of wild hud', and game by
providing within easy reach various features of
wild hud hfr and gaiin piopagafion, amid beauti-
ful natural surroundings, with convenience* for

Visit or stay, wheie, moie and mote, i n

thusiasts along these lines can find others
hki minded, and join with them, if they
desire, in observations alield. For such
things the location presents unusual oppor-
tunity. It is decidedly unique to be able

to avail oneself of a great private estate,

with a lake as wild and sightly a* in the
Adirondack wilderness, and opportunity
for aquatic sports. A good elevation m.il <

.

it practically free of mosquitoes or other

pests, and usually of comfortable tempera-
ture in slimmer.

Though the National Audubon Society
has its business headquarters on old Mroad-
way, in New York City, and welcomes there

many friends, it is by no means averse to

trying to build up a field headquarters,
where some of the practical fruits of its

teachings may be enjoyed by its large and
ever-growing following. Information and
descriptive literature will be sent on appli-

cation to the writer at West Haven, Conn.,
or to the New York office of the Association.

As parr of the work of the Association, I am
glad also to give information and publica-

tions about methods of attracting or propa-
gating wild birds and game, through The

Department of Applied Ornithology.

Application for Summer School enrolment
should be made as stion as possible, as accommo-
dations are limited, and will be assigned in the or-

der of receipt of applications. I would also sug-

gest, for other parts of the season, beginning with

the opening of the Audubon House in early June,
that organizations and parties interested in birds

or game arrange for vacation outings or field days
at Amston.

The PIG as a WAR BRIDE
^ESpHF I'mted States Department of

Agriculture informs us that there
were five million less hogs in this

country last year than there were in

fthSjjH] 1010. this means that if five million

less animals were slaughtered, more
un a billion pounds less of pork products were
callable for consumption in 1917, and it is easy
> see why we have 60-cent bacon and ham that
vals game birds in price. In view of the fact

By J. E. DODGE
that, because of their keeping qualities and ease
of transportation, pork products are among the
army essentials, the importance of greatly increas-

ing the pig yield of 1918-19 becomes evident.

Owners of both large and small estates can,

with surprisingly little trouble, contribute greatly
to the nation's fat and meat supply by raising

hogs either in large or small quantities. The
quickest way to do this is by means of the bred
sow; each sow should farrow- and raise, at the

lowest calculation, five pigs from each litter,

which means that when the pigs are six to nine

months old their owner has from 1,250 to 1,500

pounds of potential pork. Multiply this by
two, for the sow can be bred to produce two
litters per year, and the yield of ham, bacon,

sausage, scrapple, lard, and headcheese becomes

2,400 to 3,000 pounds. Can one do anything
more patriotic or beneficial to the country than
to start at once the raising of pork?

Pigs in clover. It is now commonly accepted as a fact that, given half a chance, the maligned pig is as cleanly as any domesticated animal
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A prize Duroc-

Jerseypig. This breed

is red in color, large in

size, and of the lard

type. It matures early

The Berkshire is

attractive in appear-

ance and furnishes the

choicest of hams,;loins,

chops, and bacon

The Chester White, another of the lard

type, is similar to the Poland China in size,

but is pure white

The Tamworth is

essentially a producer

of bacon of exception-

ally fine quality, with

fat and lean wellmixed

The lard type. A
bunch of Poland Chi-

nas that averaged 230

pounds dressed at ten

months of age

The popular impression that the pig is a syn-

onym for filth is a fallacy, for he is really one of

the cleanest of animals if he is given a fair oppor-

tunity, as the colony system has proved. This
is the best method of raising swine; one colony

house will take care of the sow and her litter,

and when weaning time comes the house will

provide a home for the entire litter until slaugh-

tering time. Several of the sows, after the pigs

are weaned can be grouped together in one house,

or a number of houses can be put in one large

lot or field, where as many pigs as convenience
dictates can run together.

There was a time when it was thought that the

hog could be well and profitably grown only on
grains and in the great grain producing states.

Time and experiments, however, have proven
that other sections of the country
can grow hogs almost as cheaply and
just as well as these states; in fact,

even in the corn states the successful

hog man does not depend on grain

alone, but supplements it with forage

crops.

The forage crop is one of the most
valuable assets of the hog breeder,

and the estate owner, by planting
small fields or subdividing large ones,

can keep enough crops growing
largely to maintain and grow the
hogs until the fattening period.

Fortunately we are not confined to

one or two crops for this purpose;
pigs like and do well on very many

cereals. Winter rye, one of the best of these,

should be kept fed down to a height of four to

six inches; or, if there are not enough pigs to

keep the rye short, remove them when the rye

begins to head out, turning them back again
when it is ripe, and they will in this way harvest

the grain crop.

Barley sown early in the spring, and pastured
when six to eight inches in height, can be followed

by peas and oats to be used when they are ten

inches to a foot high; alfalfa, if conditions are

favorable, and all the clovers are also good. For
Massachusetts we have found dwarf Essex
rape to be the best and most profitable of all the

forage crops; starting in early spring, it can be
sown at periods of from ten days to two weeks
apart, and pastured when it is about a foot high.

No breed excels the Poland China in early maturing qualities. Twenty such hogs, at nine or ten

months of age, would supply a whole company of infantry its pork and lard ration for a month

If the hogs are removed before it is cut down too

short it will grow up again, for late fall and early

winter forage; a field of rape from fifteen inches to

two feet high and another of barley sown in

August will furnish a large amount of pasture.

Pasturing hogs in this way means harvesting

crops without man labor, and it does not destroy
i

the fertility of the pasture fields. For best

results it has been found necessary, with growing
;

hogs, to supplement the forage crops with some i

grain or mill feed. The least expensive way to
)

feed the pigs is to provide self-feeders and drink-

ing fountains of easy access. With these and for-

age crops provided, one man can handle a very
large herd of hogs; even without them, a few hours

vper week will enable him to care for several head.

The usefulness of garbage in the feeding of

pigs needs mentioning, for it is the

best possible food on which to main-
tain and grow hogs; supplemented
with grains, it will produce the best

quality of pork.

In view of the tremendous labor

shortage and the vital lack of suffici-

ent fats and meats, the pig is one of

the most important means of meeting
ournationalfood deficit. Thequickest
and best way to increase the produc-

tion of fats and meats is by way of the

hog, for he multiplies faster and is

ready for food more quickly than any
other animal; moreover, he can be

raised on land now idle, on home
grown foods, and with little labor.

Berkshir eeding on rape. The forage crop is one of the most valuable assets of the hog breeder, and fortunately there are any number of such crops which pigs like and thrive on
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This is no less true of mo-

tor yachrmg w hu h is both

a sport anil .1 business

than of any othei a< tivity;

hut ar the same tune rhe

yachtsman who has fol-

lowed current r rends as

related to ho.its ami motots

cannot haw- tailed todiscern

conditions which must in-

evitaMv exert a revolution-

ary effect in ways many and
various.

One fact which is espe-

cially parenr is thar with

thousands of young men
who never before had had

;

experience on rhe water, and
who arc now innui \a\ v and

Naval Reserve, the yacht-

ing; roster of this country is

going to show an unprecedented increase 1 Ins.

beyond all question, is a fact; for these young
men. with the war over, are going to retain a

strong and abiding love for the sea and will con-

tinue their newly acquired art of navigation, or at

least boat handling, in the way of sport and recre-

jation.

They will come to the sport with well-formed

ideas as to the desirability of wholesomeness in

jtheir craft and self-reliance in the conduct thereof.

,As a result of long, stormy days and nights of

convoy ser\ ice, with dashes after U-boats and
hours of lying to off rocky inlets amid the wintry

waves, those who go in for motor boating will

(

have formed a keen and critical judgment as to

what constitutes a real boat, and in planning their

own pleasure craft they will be found to have
evolved a boar that can weather a storm with-

out running for the nearest shelter.

In other words, we shall see the bulk of our
jmotor yachtsmen converted into a band of

shellbacks who meet wind and sea at their

WOISt, and jam through weather which is pro-

hibitive to the average pleasure craft of the

bresent day. The shallow draft, high-topsided

(freaks with sterns that cause stem
pieces to attempt a conjunction with
the rudder when a sea follows, and
whose only excuse for existence is

that they can win a cruiser race

When pitted against real, wholesome
rruisers, will be a comparative rarity.

For in every Naval Reserve man
vho returns after rhe war from weary
mrol of the North Sea or the coast
)f France we shall have another good
udge of what constitutes a sea boat;
ind in the fact that at the present
ime he may not have a boat of that
ort under his feet, will be born a
trengthening of determination to
lave such a craft when he goes in
or yachting on his own hook.
He will not only sail and handle

us own boat because he knows how
md wishes to do so, but in large
neasure he will be obliged to do it

•ecause of the absence of paid hands.

The switt. *f utterly boat which can tic handled by one man will have the call when peace comes

There is no doubr that for years to come commer-
cial demands will exact a large toll of seamen. Our
transatlantic shipping, for example, is pracrically

cerrain to expand enormously after the war,

when the lanes are open to commerce, and the

question of sailors to man our craft is certain to

be an extremely important problem.
Wages will be attractive and employment

steady, so that the yacht berth with its winter

lay-off at half wages will not in any way appeal

to competent yacht hands, who will find on the

deep sea and coastwise lanes lucrative work year

in and year out. The result, of necessity, will

be that the sport-loving yachtsman will go into a

class which he may manage single-handed, or at

most with the assistance of one paid hand.

This seems to argue that the prevailing size

of motor craft will range from thirty-five to

forty feet over all. The thirty-two-foot

"cruisette" or a forty-foot bridge deck cruiser

permits the steersman to be sufficiently far

forward to handle both wheel and motor satis-

factorily when making a 'landing or picking

up a mooring, and that this will be a popular

asset in motor craft seems to be undoubted.

Thousands of our Naval Reservists will enter yachting after the war, having had experience on

submarine chasers of this type

Such a craft, wirh a multi-cylinder, high-speed
motor coupled to a reduction gear, with', ill

starter and cveiytlung of the best, will probably
equal the cost of the average sixty-looter of ihtei

years past; and it will require more outlay to

purchase and maintain this smaller craft

than it cost to buy and keep the sixty-

footer of \<)\(>.

All of which causes some wonder as

to what will be done by the retired

sailors who, as already set forth,

may be expected to enter

motor yachting. Basing es-

timate on the present situa-

tion, it is no exaggerarion
to say that the young man
of average means will have
to be content with the hum-
blest sort of craft—a skiff

with an engine in it, per-

chance— u n I e s s designers

and engine builders find

it worth while to direct

their energies to the pro-

duction of desirable craft

which may be purchased
at a reasonable sum.
Whether the cost of labor

and materials will render
this possible after the
war, and whether or not
the demands of commerce
will cause designers and
builders to bestow much
interesr upon the pleasure

side of yachting, are questions for the future
to decide.

At the present time, designers, famous for their

pleasure craft, are engaged in commercial and
war work, and there is more than a chance that
the commercial side in times of peace will offer

financial attractions not to be resisted. Certain
it seems that there will be a vastly reduced
output of the larger types of power yacht and
that the smaller types will be comparatively rare.

All of which has its roots in essential phases of
the industry of boat and engine building as it

existed up to the time of the entrance of the
United States into the European War. In order
that an adequate understanding of the situation

may be had, it will be necessary to consider
somewhat closely conditions and trends as they
prevailed previous to hostilities and in fact, for

some time antedating the year 191 4.

It may not have been generally recognized, but
it is a fact that the greater portion of the
marine motor and motor boat industries was
founded upon the unstable basis of cheapness.
Hailed as the real and vital creative influence in

the upbuilding of motor-boating, it may now
sound as rank heresy to say that far

from being so, this jerry-built aspect
of the industry was distinctly harm-
ful, inasmuch as it tended to the
construction of houses of cards rather

than structures that would endure.
It is a fact that the marine motor

sold at a lower price per horse

power than any other type of engine.
And in its early days it} operated
upon the cheapest fuel known; a fuel

which but for the inception and de-

velopment of the internal combustion
motor would continue, as it once used

to be, a practically valueless by-pro-

duct—gasolene.

Not only was the gasolene motor
cheap in its first cost and in fuel

consumption, but it involved extra-

ordinary economy in maintenance.
Primarily it eliminated the neces-

sity for the services of a licensed

engineeer. Even the landsman will

59
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recognize what this involved in the

way of economy. As a matter of

fact, in the case of smaller craft which
sprang into existence within a few

years after the marine motor had
been developed to workable state, this

saving more than paid the cost of

motor and fuel for an entire season.

With cheap fuel, a motor that was
inexpensive, and no attendant nor

license examination necessary, the bars

to sport on the water were down, and
with one fell swoop the entire water-

loving public, as it seemed, was in the

market demanding hulls and motors.

As was naturally to be expected, the

supply was quick to meet this demand.
Factories for the building of gasolene

engines sprang up like mushrooms,
many of them owned by men fresh

from the bench and the forge who
were first-class mechanics, but in

many cases the poorest sort of business men,
who lacked at the outset one great essential

—

a conception of what overhead means.
To these manufacturers, cost of material plus

cost of labor constituted the entire expense of

producing their output—which they seemed to

believe would sell itself. Thus it was that un-

wholesome conditions were born, and newer
motors were priced at figures which were appre-

ciably lower than the none too secure margin of

profit at which the older engines had been listed.

Almost any mechanic could turn out a two-
cycle marine motor, and apparently almost every
mechanic did—at least this was the impression

gained by the thick and fast appearance of new
engines. Where one concern failed and went out

of business another came into the field, and the

industry, broadly speaking, seemed to degener-

ate into a sightless endeavor to see who could

sell the most motors for the least money.
Sad to say, the idea of quantity production

was carried out, but the theory of quantity

sales was not realized, for the reason that it

did not, has not, and probably never will exist

in the boat engine field. So here was the fatal

weakness. Your automobile manufacturer could

place an order for blocks of several hundred, or

even a thousand car engines, but each and every

marine motor called for an individual sale, and it

cost about as much to sell motor No. 100 as it did

to sell motor No. r. It will thus be readily

grasped how materially the problem of the

marine engine builder differed from that of the

automobile motor man.
And the average boat builder fared little, if

any, better. He was as likely as not to be a ship

carpenter who did his own work with as little

help as he could possibly hire, and his business

intellect was no more developed than that of

his engine building confrere. So he would build

at a loss and finally succumb, another entering the

field to take up his burden of turning out low-

priced hulls at a loss.

A fine type of cruiser which, because of its facilities for single-handed operation, will be

popular after the war

While small individually, these builders were
sufficiently numerous to prove embarrassing
competitors to the few boat-building concerns
whose managers understood business methods

—

including a knowledge of the meaning of over-

head. Embarrassing, because these little build-

ers were as a rule splendid artisans who turned

out fine craft, albeit at a loss. And naturally the

prospective boat owner patronized them "until

the sheriff arrived and barred the doors.

The one person who benefited was the yachts-

man. The prices of course suited him to the

ground, and even the rise in the cost of fuel did

not affect him greatly.

All this before the war. To-day the entire

aspect of the engine and boat building industries

has changed. For one thing, the little engine

builder is now making more money as a paid

hand than he ever made in his own shop, while

the big manufacturer is turning out contract work
that pays not only an excellent profit but has

opened his eyes regarding quantity orders and
close measurements. If either returns to his

original enterprise it will be with the idea of

achieving better products and receiving more
pay therefor. And so with the small boat

builder. He will not again return to his phil-

anthropic calling of paying for another man's
sport on the water.

Thus, it seems likely that, as already stated,

the motor boat owner of the future will be

obliged to pay more for hull, engine, and equip-

ment. Unlike the motor car, which started at

the top of the price list and worked downward,
until almost any man may have his car, motor
boats—or the great majority of them—are

likely to be restricted to a more prosperous class

than went boating a few seasons ago.

There will unquestionably be changes in the

type of motor. With fuel cheap, the matter of

waste was one of small moment. The principal

consideration was economy in motor cost; saving

in the two-cycle motor was out of the question.

Had it not been for the low cost of

fuel there is no telling what might have
happened to the sport. For the two-
cycle motor represented a waste not
alone in the quantity of gasolene con-
sumed per horsepower developed, but
in the fact that at low rates of speed
the engine would not operate with any
degree of certainty. The yachtsman
thus was forced to run his motor at a

much higher number of revolutions

per minute than otherwise he would
have found necessary.

It is now a fair assumption that the
easily controlled and more economical
four-cycle engine will be the prevailing

type. It will cost more, but in results

it will be worth the increased outlay.

Again, the war has reduced man-
power available for agricultural pur-

poses, and has developed a strong

market for tractors. There is no
doubt that they have come to stay, these trac-

tors; and they will, of course, involve a further

reduction of the fuel supply, so that even the

so-called low-grade fuel oils will be in such de-

mand that economy in their consumption will

necessitate further improvements both in car-

buretion and ignition. Even so, these factors

to-day are much more* efficient and costly than

those with which the motor boat of but a few

seasons ago was equipped. The adjustments

of the one and the spark of the other would have

caused wonder ten years ago. Yet they are

absolutely necessary in order to obtain from our

present grades of fuel the combustion which we
accepted as a matter of course in the good old

days of 11-cent gasolene.

The marine motor after the war will most cer-

tainly bear the influence of the work that has

been done in developing the airplane engine,

the worker in which has become accustomed to

a standard of accuracy of measurement pre-

viously undreamed of. From the Italian and

French planes will be adapted an accuracy of

fitting, a delicacy of finish, and a critical selection

of material which will make the marine motors

of peace times to come as far ahead of present

types as these types are in advance of the crude

motors of eighteen years ago.

The coming marine motor, with lessons of the

airplane engine in mind, will be infinitely more

powerful; it will hold compression better, and

will be more enduring under continued speed.

It will also be more expensive. Put that down

as a prophecy.
No doubt the reduction gear will be largely

utilized to permit of tremendously high speed

motors being coupled to propellers revolving at

moderately fast revolutions per minute. Bear-

ings now lubricated will be water-jacketed, and

the reciprocating parts will be so nicely balanced

as to reduce vibration to a minimum.
Until the fighting airplane was developed it

was the proud boast of the marine engine builder

A snug single-handed arrangement of control factors Clever bridge detail arrangement making for one-man control of boat and engine
|
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see radical changes in the design of
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w.ii influence*. For the advent of

the motor boat was .ill too sudden,

there were, to he sure, a few nu n

who brought to the new business a

knowledge, gained through \e.irs of

Ctuising experience, of iust what a
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on makeshift types. In truth, to n
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model. As a Consequence it is a matter for won-
derment that we went as far as we did in the

way of hull design. We had, to be sure, ad-

vanced up to the time of the war; after it,

however, the advance will be far more marked,
with the probability of standard types and fewer

variations therefrom.

The auxiliary will surely be high in favor

—

an able sailing craft with just enough motor to

Davigate narrow channels handily and come
home to anchorage in a calm at about seven

miles an hour.

There would seem to be a future chance for the

steam engine, of the sort, say, as those now adapted
to two types of automobile. I hey will represent

fuel saving and have the advantage of eliminat-

ing the twin perplexities of ignition and ear-

now, and will be mill more to after (he w:ir

buretion. Other elements in favor of the steam
engine for cr.itr of moderate size are the direct

drive, elimination of reverse gear, and the

possibilities of reserve power through increase of
steam pressure. There is also the advantage
of single control by throttle.

As to steam yachts, it is of course a fact that
at the present time nearly all the important craft

are owned by the (Jovcrnment. One well may
wonder whether we of this age will ever again
see as large a fleet of steam propelled leviathans

as we saw before the war. Men who owned
them have had their incomes materially cut

through taxes and other war revenues as well

as living expenses, and recovery after the war will

not be sufficiently rapid to warrant the average
man of means to indulge in the enormous yearly
outlay which ownership of a big steam yacht

ft I

involves. This is saying nothing
about tlx- cost of obtaining new
1 1 .ill. Again, there will be the hi an -

ity of crew material, as set forth in a

foregoing paragraph. All in all, the
steam yai lit will be a luxury of the

sort which gave pause to our million-
.iiic •, (if folly years ago.

Which brings us to 1 In '..uling < iaft

.

I here is no doubt that here yachting
will see its great impulse after the
war; it is to the wind jammei that

the returned Naval Reservist who is

unable to afford motor boating, will

turn. Il<; will fill the waters with

craft of every length and type, and
the millionaire yachtsman will return

to the first love of all yachtsmen

—

the big sloop, or more particularly

the fast, weatherly schooner.

I he motor boat, as said, will cost

more money than it used to, but it

will be of a splendid type, able to go
anywhere and do anything. Ocean
races will boom. I he: Bermuda and
other long distance contests will know
a popularity that they never before

have known, simply because the boats
will be of a type to make the jaunts

safe and comfortable. Kngines will be lighter,

more powerful, and more generally efficient and
enduring than they are to-day. Saving of

engine space will allow designers greater latitude

in the way of providing comforts and conven-
iences. The average boat will be of moderate
size, thirty odd to forty odd feet, designed to

meet all weathers and to run with great efficiency

at a minimum of cost.

We must hold ourselves in readiness for such
application as may be made of the Diesel motor
to pleasure craft, while experiments now in pro-

gress relating to fuel oils of various sorts may
eventually result in the production of a new kind
of marine engine. As to this the future alone
will decide. At present we may only view
present trends ana base our theories and facts

thereon as best we may.

A COURSK in ESTATE MANAGEMENT
for WOMEN in WAR TIME

II— Developing timber land and water power

By ELMA LOINES

(ESSF^ OASIPFRIV; the development

H^T" of any large estate w hich comprises

lu( )t\
timber bind, water, and arable

liKS^Tvflt?
land, the woman who wishes to

HBjP^SffisSl develop it to the best advantage,
both for her own sake and for

that of her country in war time, must naturally
inform herself at the outset as to what are the
essentials to know in regard to each department
of it.

In taking up that of timber land she cannot do
better than to read and study that excellent little

volume "The Book of Forestry" (Appletons, 1916),
by F. F. Moon, Professor of Forest Engineering
in the State College of Forestry at Syracuse,
N. \ . I quote but a few words from it to show
the true import of forest land: "Who can over-
estimate," he says, "the value of a nation's

forests? They supply timber, control the run-
off of spring flood waters, temper the climate,
and in countless ways add immeasurably to the
comfort and happiness of the people. In the
words of John Muir, 'They are truly foundations
of life.'" Improper treatment of the forests of
China hundreds of years ago has caused her people
untold misery and poverty in the present day.
So she who would manage a forest tract to the

best advantage should know the value of it in

tts entirety; as the home of game and wild life,

as that which holds the winter and spring rains

in the soil and releases them gradually when

needed; as the moderator of climate, and the

source of valuable timber and its by-products.

Most important is this relation of forest to

water supply. The humus or top soil of the for-

est can hold water many times its own weight.

It acts as a sponge, and when it becomes saturated

the overflow finds its way from the hollows form-

ed by tree roots, down to the neighboring brooks.

The forests also form windbreaks which
diminish the evaporation from plants and soil.

These are of especial value to the grain fields in

the Middle West, protecting them from the parch-

ing winds which may otherwise ruin the crop

over night.

The manager will find it advisable, too, to

learn to recognize the different trees. And she

will find it useful to know something about the

general properties of wood, that she may better

appreciate the value of her own woodland.
The principal characters of wood are color,

hardness, durability, grain, etc. Construction

work requires timber which is strong, durable,

cheap, and of large size; cabinet work and furni-

ture, that which is hard and will not shrink and
which has a beautiful grain. Masts for ships

require wood of great strength. Resin and tur-

pentine are valuable by-products. Wood pulp

for paper is generally made from spruce or

poplar. Spruce is also used for constructing

airplanes, for violin backs, and for sounding
boards for pianos; chestnut for telephone poles,

railroad ties, and fence rails; its saplings or
shoots to prop up grape vines. Locust, because it

does not rot, makes excellent fence posts and
rails. White cedar is used for rustic fences; red

cedar for boxes and for lining closets to keep
out moths; it also gives a valuable oil. Hickory,
maple, oak, and even white birch are used as

cord-wood for burning, while maple and oak are

among the very best of our furniture woods.
The sap of the hard maple is taken at a certain

time in the spring when it thaws by day and
freezes by night, and made into syrup and maple
sugar. Chestnut, oak, and cedar contain tan-

nins which are antiseptic and retard bacterial

action. Hickory, because of its hardness and
toughness, is valuable for making wagons, etc.

As trees when left to themselves in a forest

take a very long time to grow , the forester tries to

assist nature by thinning the younger trees which
shut out light and moisture, and so cuts down
the time of growth by forcing the selected trees.

And sometimes he finds it advisable to prune
the lower branches of whole groves in order to let

in more light. By proper thinning, sprout
chestnut will yield railroad ties in thirty-five

years, when if left to nature it would take
forty-five or longer. In cutting for fuel, much
judicious thinning may be done at the same time.

This will allow the desired trees which are left to

seed themselves and so start a new grow-th.

Coppicing is another method of starting the
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forest growth. This can be done with certain

species which have the property of sprouting from
the root collar, such as ash, chestnut, maple, oak,

and basswood. If this is done, a dense thicket of

rapidly maturing sprouts will spring up and pro-

duce a fine crop of timber. But it must be done
judiciously and not too often, or the vitality of

the trees will become too greatly reduced.

Much waste land can be reforested with plan-

tations of nursery trees, which may be had at

low cost from the state nurseries. We ourselves

had a sandy meadow bordered by a brook which
occasionally overflowed its banks and deposited

more sand. None of the crops which we tried

would grow successfully. Not far off was a fine

white pine growth, but for some reason it had
not seeded itself in this meadow except along the

edge of the road. Two years ago we put in a

thousand three-year-old trees of white pine, and
started some cuttings of poplar, intending to

plant them among the pines. Poplars get their

full growth in about twenty years and yield a crop

while the pine is still maturing; they also shade
the young pines. Our cuttings did not root

very well, but oddly enough some full grown
ones near-by scattered their seed in among the

plantation, so that now we have more than we
expected. In two years these tiny trees have
made a most satisfactory growth. They cost

$4.50 a thousand and it took two men a day
and a half to plant them. They were well

watered at the start and then were left to

take care of themselves. All that the state

asks in furnishing them at this low cost is that they

including the cost of cheap land, labor, and trees

should be from #15 to $20. Professor Moon says

that, reckoning the cost of cheap land and plant-

ing, the investment should yield 4 or 5 per cent,

compound interest, based on 1916 stumpage
value; and the value of timber is increasing.

Besides reforesting, there is the sanitation of

the forest to be considered. Trees, like crops,

must be kept in a healthy state. It really needs

an expert to determine how far blights, fungous
growths, and rusts are extending, although the

state laboratories are sending out to forest

owners pamphlets describing in detail the worst
diseases which are likely to affect a large tract,

such as white pine blister and rust, the chestnut

blight, and ravages due to the gypsy moth, etc.,

and one may always send suspicious specimens to

the laboratories to be examined. Professor

Moon believes white pine blister to be under con-

trol now, but too much care cannot be taken to

prevent wholesale destruction to one of our most
valuable trees. White pine blister is a fungous
disease and passes part of its life cycle on currant
and gooseberry bushes. Any of these within

three or four hundred feet of a pine plantation

should be removed and burned. The affected

trees, too, should be burned. To kill the gypsy
and brown-tail moths, their food should be
poisoned by spraying a solution of arsenate of

lead upon the leaves, or by putting creosote on
the eggs, etc. Most of the chestnuts of New
York State were ruined ten or twelve years ago
by a fungous disease which develops in the inner

bark and kills the tree by girdling it, thus

So even if the plan is made for her, a knowledge
of the elements of the subject will be of especial

value to the woman managing an estate. It is

well to know how to size up the value of trees

on an acre, to know that a "board foot," means the

contents of a board one foot square and one inch

thick; that a "market" means a log nineteen
inches in diameter at the small end and thirteen

feet long; to know what weather conditions (such

as deep snow and winter) are best for lumbering;

how wood roads can be most effectively built;

how the logs are dragged to the roadside or shore

of stream or lake; what are the seasons for peeling,

transporting, sledging, etc.; the most valuable

kinds of timber and their uses, and the cheapest

and best way of marketing them.
The board foot is the common unit of measure-

ment in this country, because it gives a good
though not exact idea of how much sawn lumber
may be obtained from a given pile of logs.

Trees are usually cut in winter. They are

felled by making an undercut with an axe on the

side on which the tree is intended to fall, and then

sawed with a cross-cut saw starting from the

opposite side of the notch. When felled they are

trimmed and sawed into the desired lengths; then
skidded by means of a chain attached to the

traces, and drawn by a horse to a convenient
place where they can be hauled on sledges to the

lake or river shore, or "else hauled direct to the

saw mill. If the final stage is by water, they are

transported either in rafts towed by a boat or in

scows, or are driven down rivers in the spring

floods. If the distance is too great for the

be put in a plantation in rows six

feet apart and six feet apart in the

row. If the question arises as to

whether it is better and will cost

less to transplant young trees, such as pines from
one's own forest, or to buy from a nursery and
set out, I should say the latter by all means. The
nursery bred stock has a much better and
larger root growth than the forest grown trees,

and therefore better resistance to drought or
insufficient food supply. The labor cost is less,

too. To prepare the ground for reforestation

it should be well pulverized, and if it is not suf-

ficiently fertile well rotted leaves and old manure
should be spaded in and thoroughly mixed with
the soil. The drainage must be good, for the
trees should not stand in the wet.
Hard woods require deep, fertile, and well

drained soil. Conifers need less fertility and
moisture, though spruce and hemlock require
more than others of this species. Early spring,

as soon as the frost is well out of the ground,
is the best time to plant. If nursery trees are
bought, immediately on arrival the bundles
should be loosened, the roots dipped in thin mud
and heeled in until they are gradually planted.
One man should go ahead with a mattock or grub
hoe, slice the sod, if the field has not been
plowed, and the other follow behind carrying
a pail with a little thin mud in it to keep the
tiny tree roots moist. As the holes are dug, the
second man plants the trees, and firms the soil

first with his hands and then with his feet. The
trees should be six feet apart and the rows the
same distance. The planting of an acre of pines

Fifty acres of arable land, with 2,000 of woodland, a waterfront of two miles or more on Lake George,

and a couple of ponds, constituted the raw material with which the author and the women of her

family have demonstrated woman's ability in estate management

cutting off the sap supply. Now, fortunately,

the disease, although no remedy has been found,

is not spreading so rapidly.

Fire prevention is another important thing to

consider. The American people must be educa-
ted not to be careless in the woods, either in

building and leaving fires or throwing about
matches and cigarettes. Lightning does a

good deal of damage, but not so much as the

careless man. And the states must provide an
adequate force of guards: lookouts, patrolmen,

and rangers. Prevention is the greatest economy.
Fire lanes are good on forest boundaries, but uncer-
tain safeguards in high winds, and always ex-

pensive. There is nothing like prevention

through care and watchfulness.

The general subject of forestry may be divided

into three parts: first, the determination of the

present and future product of the forest; second,

the preparation of working and planting plans

for reforestation and the best use of a forest; third,

the determination of the money returns from
forestry. The first and second, which require

very special knowledge, can best be done by a

regular forester. One may be obtained through
the Federal Department of Forestry. It took
about three months for a forester and his assis-

tant to go over our tract of nearly 2,000 acres.

The owner pays all expenses, but no fee for

the technical knowledge, and the carrying out
of the plans is left to him.

lumbermen to go from their

homes by day, some provision

for housing them in lumber

camps has to be made. In hill

country great care has to be taken in laying

out the wood roads, otherwise loads may be over-

turned on horses and driver.

The discarded brush should be carefully

burned while the snow is still on the ground and

not left to be ignited by lightning and carelessly

thrown matches.
Before cutting the trees to be sold a contract

is usually made. Sometimes this is made be-

tween private owners and lumber companies,

to cut trees at so much a "market," the com-

pany to furnish the labor and haul the logs. If

the owner furnishes the labor (which may be

temporary and therefore high priced) and the

contract be made for logs delivered at the shore of

a lake or stream, the chances are that the owner

will be the loser. Cooperative methods of cut-

ting and marketing timber must be adopted

to insure the individual owner any profit

worth considering. In New York State a

large cooperative society already exists, known

as the Empire State Forest Products Asso-

ciation.

When lumber companies provide their own

labor, the owner must be careful to see that the

trees in the neighborhood of those cut are prop-

erly protected, for carelessness in cutting may
ruin much valuable timber. It is always well

to have some reliable person supervise such cut-

ting. The trees must not be cut under a certain

size, or there is waste.
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the amount of power available. One who has

made .1 study of the subject says: "It requires

about one cubic foot of water per second, falling

through a height of ten feet, to make available

one theoretical horsepower." I here is treat

fluctuation in the yearly How of most streams,

and the smaller streams are subject to greater

of cups into which the w.itrr Hows, and is used
niHM v n. 1 ills l.ii 11 1 1 hi 1 high In ad m I. ill and
.1 1 1 1 In 1 small .luuilltlt of watei

.

Once tin power plant is installed, the main-
tin.one insl ip( .1 '.mill inn- l'. very low. Il

requires little attention and few repairs. It

saves coal, wood, and gasolene. And the power
in i\ rithei In- stored behind inexpensive dams 01

taken ftom the stream as it runs. Its uses arc

many, for besides light and heat for cooking, it

furnishes powet l"i ho.its .uul electrii vehicles,

for sawing wood, for doing the dairy chores such
as milking, churning butter, and running
separators; for sewing machines and vacuum
cleaners; grating, grinding, and pressing apples;

threshing oats, grinding corn and feed; running
an ensilage cutter and blower, and countless

other things.

Recently I read of an ingemo.is man who
utilized a fifteen-foot drop of water from an old

mill-dam half a mile away from his house. The
pond w as about an acre in extent. He installed a

nine-inch upright turbine in a wooden case,

belted it to a three kilowatt, or four horsepower,

125 volt, direct current generator, and installed a

water wheel governor to insure .1 steady How ol

electricity. It took 7,500 feet of copper wire to

carry the current to his house and farm buildings

and the house of a neighbor. I he neighbor lived

nearest to the plant, and as he was most obliging,

the man cleverly rigged up a device with a

counterweight and valve and wire, so that the

neighbor, by pulling a wire at his bedroom
window at five in the morning, caused the cur-

thirty-fivr lo-candlr power, carbon filament

lamps. A wooden house 7 X \U feet arid ten feet

high was built, with a tiny ponh made to hold a

I in ill, 11 saw. I he saw was eonuei led by means
of a leather hell 10 one of the pulleys of the

countershaft. I his countershaft was erected
on oin 'A tin i n in 1 alls 'if tin housi and had
1I1111 lountei pulleys, hy on .nr. ol which the

speed of the wheel coil Id he doubled or trebled.

II ir.id < out milously the saw would < ut twelve

cords of wood in eight hours.

I'or the second plant the dam was again raised

two feet, making four in all above rlie orifiiial

level of the pond. AJ six-inch, spiral riveted

pipe line was run down from the dam for 1 ,600
I'll to a point very near where the brook Hows
into tin Like. I Ins increased the head or drop
to 165 feet, an obvious advantage. The pipe

narrowed down where it entered the house.

A twenty-four-inch watcrwheel was used, and
this time a six and a half kilowatt generator which
operates at 500 revolutions a minute and itin-

erates about eight horsepower was insta lied.

I he plant supplies a sixty-cell house battery
(forty-five lamps), and furnishes current for an
eighty-four cell battery for a thirty-five-foot

cabin launch, and for a forty-eight cell battery
for a smallur and open launch, and for a forty

cell battery for an electric roadster; all of which
are used pretty continuously for about five

months of the year. It also runs a one-and-a-
half horsepover motor for a telescope house roof.

1 his motor is connected by a belt to a counter-

shaft, which in turn is connected by a worm

variation than the larger. If the

power is required to be constant,

the minimum How must be con-

sidered, and if not large enough,
arrangement must be made to store the water
in the form of a reservoir. Sometimes an auxil-

iary is used instead in the dry season.

The cheapest form of engine for the smallest

amount of falling water is the hydraulic ram.
This works on the principle of the impact due to

sudden stoppage of flow of a column of water.
Hence a ram may be used with water falling a

very small number of feet, to raise a portion of a

comparatively small amount of other water to

an elevation considerably higher than the sup-
ply. The minimum fall under which it will work
effectively is two feet. Under the best conditions
a ram will lift water 120 feet. With a two-foot
fall it will elevate about one thirteenth of the
supply to a height of twenty feet.

About ten years ago at Lake George we put in

a small ram for a three-foot fall and dammed a
brook which was only four feet wide, so as to
form a tiny reservoir. This supplied a farm-
house of six rooms very nicely; and in this case
the brook was below the house. The ram cost,

second-hand, about $20.

One of the most extensively used and best
adapted to a low fall and comparatively large vol-

ume ofwater is the turbine type of wheel, This is

usually constructed of metal andconsistsof a series

of curved vanes or runners arranged similar to a
screw and attached to a shaft. The action of
the w ater causes the vanes and shaft to revolve.
The impulse type of wheel consists of a series

Two views of the eleven-acre pond whose dam was raised four feet to provide for the electric plant;

and the sandy meadow (left of road) where no crops would grow, which was reforested with poplar,

and white pine from the state nurseries

rent for the lights to flow; and by releasing the
wire at night caused it to cease. For this service

he was given lights for house and barn free of
charge. The plant takes care of seventy-five

metal filament incandescent lamps, runs a small

electric motor in the dairy, furnishes power for

running the grindstone, feed-cutters, hay fork,

and fanning mill, for milking the cows, cutting

ensilage, and doing various odd jobs about the

place. The cost of the whole plant, allowing $40
for labor for installing the water wheel (the man
himself did a large part of the work), was slight-

ly more than $500. That was fifteen years ago.

Our own plant, I regret to say, cost from six to

eight times as much, but included a house, and
was much larger, furnishing twice as much horse-

power. Unfortunately for us, the electric com-
pany which built the first plant did not have suf-

ficient vision to allow for future needs and was
inaccurate in its estimate of the amount of pres-

sure. So one plant was built in 1905 and aban-

doned for another in 1908.

For the first plant, the dam of a pond of eleven

acres was raised two feet. A four-inch galvanized

iron pipe leading into a three-inch and then a

two-inch, ran alongside the brook for about
1,200 feet. The fall to the power house was
about no feet. The pipe was connected to a

twenty-four-inch impulse water wheel, and
about three horsepower developed. The wheel

was belted to an electric generator. It furnished

gear and chain drive to a car-

riage on which the roof is sup-
ported. By throwing a switch
inside the observatory, the roof

may, in two minutes' time, be rolled back on
to a framework adjoining the house. When the
power is disconnected in winter a hand crank
is used.

The power house is of stone masonry, g\ x 15^
feet, and about nine feet high at the eaves. It

has two rooms, one containing the cells on
shelves, the other the wheel, generator, switch
board, meters, etc. The house has a concrete
foundation and floor and a support 3x5 feet for

the wheel and generator. The support rises

six inches above the floor, and a trough 8x18
inches carries off the water from the wheel
through the floor to a point outside.

The supply pipe enters through one side of the
building about a foot above the floor. Here the
size of the pipe is reduced to two and a half

inches and is fitted with a gate valve by means
of which the water may be turned on or off.

The nozzle of the wheel is adjustable to secure
various speeds.

Any one who wishes to develop a small water
power plant will read with interest a little pamph-
let by David R. Cooper, entitled "Water Power
for the Farm and Country Home," which is now
incorporated into the Sixth Annual Report of
the State Water Supply Commission of New
York, published in 191 1.

Any woman who attempts to develop both her
forest land and water power to the full will find

her occupation a most absorbing one.



The SEALYHAM TERRIER
By WALTER A. DYER

HE other day some one asked
me how I came to be inter-

ested in two such widely
different subjects as dogs
and antique furniture. Off-

hand I was unable to think

of a better answer than that chance
had thrown me in the way of them.
Since then, however, it has occurred to

me that these two interests are not so

widely separated, after all. Or perhaps
one might better say that the same slant

of mind is appealed to by both of them.
In general, I find two types of people

who are interested in antiques. One is the
collector, the connoisseur. His mind is

somewhat mathematical. He desires com-
pleteness and perfection. He seeks ac-

curacy of information. It is a positive

joy him to analyze, to classify, to

compare, as well as to possess.

The other type (I must admit that the
two are not infrequently blended) is of
the sentimental sort. He is more roman-
tic, more imaginative. To him a piece
of old furniture or china suggests the
life of other days and calls to his mind
pictures of a home life now gone. To
him there is a charm connected with mere
age and tradition. I think it was Charles Lamb
who said that he loved everything old—old
books, ,,Id wine, old friends. He, too, wrote
of old china, but not as the connoisseur writes.

To such a person it is the atmosphere that
appeals, rather than the thing; the suggestion
rather than the object.

It is, in short, the old distinction, sometimes
too sharply drawn, no doubt, between mind and
heart, the concrete and the abstract, the ob-
jective and the subjective.

What has all this philosophizing to do with
the terrier called Sealyham? Well, I'm coming
to that.

My point is that people who are interested
in dogs appear to fall roughly into these same
two classes. There are the fanciers, the breeders,
the bench-show fans. They store up facts about
the winning dogs of many breeds. They are the
ones who have composed our Standards. They
must classify and analyze, and they must have
a formula to work toward. Perfection in accord-
ance with a Standard is the end of all dog breed-
ing, and the differentiation of varieties in accord-
ance with set rules and principles.

I admire these people. Without them our
dogs to-day would be a sorry lot of mongrels.
Without them there would be no fancy, no dog
shows, no knowledge of the breeds. They have
helped nature to raise the whole plane of canine
life to a higher level.

But there is also the great mass of dog lovers

in the world to whom physical perfection means
less than canine companionship. With them it

is the heart and the brain of the dog that count
rather than the shape of his muzzle or the
distribution of his markings. They think of a
dog as a personality to be loved, not merely a

type to be measured and charted. The connois-
seurs of dogdom are sometimes, I fancy, a bit

scornful of these ill-informed amateurs, but it is

a question whether either the dog or the fancy
could get along without them.
On second thoughts, I believe I should add a

third type—the sportsman—to whom a dog is

a means to an end and with whom working
efficiency is the criterion.

Now at last I come to the Sealyham, for if

there was ever a dog fitted by nature to appeal
to the enthusiasms of all these sorts of people,

it is he. Never was there a dog who responded
more promptly to scientific breeding than he,

never a more intrepid hunter in his allotted

field, never a bright-eyed, rugged, cocky little

rascal better fitted to wriggle his way into the
hearts of the masses.

I am attempting no invidious comparisons

A pair of Miss Jean Work's Sealyham puppies, sired by Brockholt Bacchus

Mr. W. Ross Proctor's Ch. Hadley Hoodwink, first winners

at New York in 1917

with Airedales or Great Danes or toy poodles

or any other favorite breed. I am simply
asserting that no one who likes a typical terrier

can look upon the Sealyham with indifference.

You don't know the Sealyham? Well, that is

unfortunate, but it is not surprising, for he has

uot been long among us. If you like, I will

tell you what I know about the breed, and then
the next time you have the good fortune to

encounter one you will not pass him by with

unseeing eyes. And I think these things will

interest you, whether you are a fancier or a

sportsman or just an ordinary dog-loving person

like myself.

I first made the acquaintance of the Sealyham
at a dog show a few years ago, and the Sealyham
bench has ever since offered a strong attraction

to me. Never has a Sealyham failed to respond

to my advances with alert interest and under-
standing; never has a Sealyham failed to es-

tablish between himself and me that half-

humorous, compelling sense of kinship and
sympathy of which the true dog lover needs no
detailed analysis. And since I have become
accustomed to his physical characteristics, I

have thought the Sealyham beautiful.

I naturally wanted to know what manner of

breed this was, its ancestry and origin and the

environment that had helped to make it what
it was. I learned that it was a fairly old strain

of working terrier, bred in southern Wales for

badger hunting—the sport for which the dachs-

hund had been developed on the Continent.

By selecting dogs well suited to their work, a

typical conformation was obtained not unlike

64

that of some of the terriers of Scotland,
with short legs, a longish body, and a
powerful jaw—a very gamey and work-
manlike terrier, in short. The breed was
of long standing, it was said, but for years
had been forgotten or overlooked by the
fanciers and by Englishmen in general,
and had only recently been revived. The
name, I was told, came from the seat of
the Edwardes family near Haverfordwest,
Pembrokeshire, Wales.
Beyond that I could learn but little.

The books were uniformly silent on the
subject—and still are, for that matter.
I consulted James Watson, then our
leading American authority, but though
he was ready with theories on the subject
he could throw little real light upon it.

He did, however, make some inquiries

and he secured an interview with Mr.
W. J. Nichols, an English show judge
who was officiating at Mineola that year.

The results of this interview were pub-
lished in a short article in Country Life
and the matter is interesting and valuable
enough, I think, to bear repetition.

According to Mr. Nichols, the Sealyham
terrier was first bred by Captain John E.

Edwardes, some sixty-five years ago, in the town
of Sealyham, near Milford Haven, in South Wales.
Captain Edwardes was an enthusiastic sportsman
who was fond of badger hunting, and for this

sport he desired a shorter-legged dog than most
of those he was able to obtain. He therefore
crossed likely terriers of unknown breeding with
what was known in Pembrokeshire as the
Welsh cur—a heavy-bodied, smooth sheepdog
with short, crooked legs, weighing up to about
thirty-five pounds, and commonly employed
in that country for driving cattle. These curs,

so-called, were not merely cattle dogs, but
enjoyed a reputation also as gamey sporting
dogs that would often, of their own accord, go
after fox or badger.

The first results of this crossing were rather

too long in the legs and lacked substance in

body, but Captain Edwardes kept persistently

at it, wrought marked improvements, and
succeeded at last in establishing a strain to his

liking which became locally famous. After his

death, some thirty years ago, the strain was not
as well kept up, but it was not allowed to die

out, and a dozen years ago it was discovered or

revived by Mr. Fred W. Lewis and other fanciers,

who undertook to breed back to the original

Edwardes character. Mr. Lewis exhibited his

first Sealyhams in 1910. From that time on
there was steady improvement and an increasing

popularity for the breed.

Mr. Watson accepted Mr. Nichols's story as

being in the main correct, but he doubted the

Welsh cur theory. He believed that the Sealy-

ham's only ancestor was a terrier, and that the

strain was developed by selection from certain

common, unclassified wire-haired working ter-

riers of England and Wales, the preference

perhaps being given to a low-bodied sort, chiefly

white, that was sometimes miscalled Scotch.

More recently I have consulted American
fanciers who have gone in for Sealyhams, and
though I do not find any great amount of cer-

tainty among them, I find that there is generally

current the belief that Captain Edwardes began
his breeding nearly ninety years ago and that

he made use of the Dandie Dinmont and a small

bull terrier, seeking a short-legged dog for his

badger hunting. These fanciers are inclined to

discredit the Welsh cur theory.

For my own part, I should say that Watson's
theory was the more plausible. I can see but
little trace of the bull terrier in the Sealyham,
and less of the Dandie Dinmont than of the

West Highland white or some other Scotch

breed. The most direct method, certainly,

would have been to select nondescript working
terriers possessing some of the desired charac-
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1 he breed was introduced into this countrv

under rather unf.iNor.ible circumstances. I he

first specimens shown here were far from being

the best that England could produce. They
lacked type and scarcely gave the novice an

idea ofwh.it the breed should be like I h.it u.is

in IQIi, when only five Scalyhains were rntrted

in thr New i ork show and only three or four

were actually shown.

In two or three years, however, the breed

made a much better showing, with more than
twenty entries in New York, including such good
ones .is Mis I vler Morse's Ch. I he Var-
niint. Mrs Samuel WillettVl Star, and
Master Archbold Van Beuren's Dibble.

After them came Mr. \V. Ross Proctor's

Ch. Ko Caradoc, Ch. tiessima, and Ch.
Birkdale Bess, Mr. Krhngham Lawrence's
Ch. Braefield Temperance, Ch. Braefield

Dazzle 'Km, and Ch. Braefield Green Lass,

and other point w inners. One of the best

at the present time, and indeed one of

the best ever owned here, is Mr. Proctor's

Ch. Hadley Hoodwink. The first Ameri-
can-bred dog to win a championship was
Mr. Albert deiger. Jr.'s Ch. Hemlock Hill

Ivo Clyde, a son of Ch. Ivo Caradoc, who
won his title before he was two years old.

The second American-bred champion was
Ivo Clyde's litter brother, Ch. Hemlock
Hill Boy Scout, an all-white dog.

At the New \ ork show of 191 7 the entry
had increased to forty-three, a remarkable
advance for six years, and the Sealyham
was no longer a stranger to show-goers.
This year the entry dropped to thirty-

Ch. Hemlock Hill IvoClyck, thr finl American brrcl champion Sealyham.

hy Mr AIIm i i < Inner. Jr

three, the winners being Ch. Hemlock Hill

Boy Scout and (irrrntrre Hyland (iambic. As
for the common run of American dog lovers,

they have one bv one been falling victims to the

Sealyham's charms, and the demand for puppies
constantly outruns the supply. 'I he tide in

the affairs of the Sealyham terrier is decidedly
on the flow.

Breeders should keep in mind the essential

Sealyham type and not be led astray hy any
artificial ideal, f itness for his traditional work
should be the foundation of all Sralvham breed-

ing. It should be remembered that the fox

terrier's business is ratting and fox bolting; the

quarry of the Sealyham is the underground
badger. Hence, we want a rough, hard-bitten

dog, neither too small for tough work nor
too large to get in after badger. We must
avoid fox terrier type, but we must retain

a distinct terrier character. The coat and expres-

sion must not remind one of a clumber spaniel.

Ch. Brockholt Bridget

winner of seven English

championships, and a

winner at New York,

Philadelphia, and
Belmont Park in 1917.

Owned by Mrs. Byron

Rogers

Ch. Ivo Caradoc,

the first Sealyham
of the finest type to

be shown here.

Owned by Mr. W.
Ross Proctor
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:

"Ihr Sealyham should be the embodi
ment of power and determination in a

terrier. Of extraordinary nubitance for

his size, yet free from clumsiness, the
ideal being tin: combination of the Dandie
Dinmont with a hull terrier of twenty
pounds; otherwise, any tesemhlaiK e to a

fox terrier in either make, shape, character
111 1 \ piessioli should lie heavily petiah/ed."

In case you do not belong to the class

of fans and fanciers, yon may prefi 1 to

skip the next three paragraphs. They
contain the more or less technical de-

scriptive particulars of the Sealyham,
baaed chiefly upon the official Standard.

It must be borne constantly in mind
that the Sealyham is not a short-legged

wire-haired fox terrier, but something
ijuitc different. I he approved head is

fairly heavy. The skull is unusually
wide between the ears, is slightly domed,
and there is practically no stop. There

must be gripping strength in the jaws, which
arc long, powerful, and level, wider and heavier

than those of the fox terrier, the upper finishing

in a large black nose with wide most rils. I he

ears are of medium size, set on low, and carried

closely against the cheek—an important point.

I he eyes, set somewhat wide apart, are of medium
size and very dark. The teeth are strong,

large, and square. I he expression should denote
courage rather than mere alertness.

The neck is of medium length, but extremely
muscular. I he body is rather low and fairly

long, though great length is not desirable. It is

very deep, with well sprung ribs. The chest is

fairly broad and well let down between the

forelegs, giving ample heart and lung room.
There is practically no cut-up of loin. The
shoulders are sloping, the forelegs set on not
straight, as with the fox terrier, but at an angle,

giving greater chest capacity. I he legs are not
needed for speed so much as for digging in;

hence the forelegs are short, heavily boned,
and muscular, and as straight as is con-
sistent with the chest formation. The
hind quarters, fashioned not for gallop-

ing but for fast digging, are much more
powerful than those of the fox terrier,

with an entirely different movement.
They are wide and massive, with strong

second thighs, well bent hocks, and out-
turned pasterns. The feet are of medium
size and round, with thick pads and very
stong nails, the forefeet being larger than
the hind feet, though not quite so long.

There should be good bone and substance
throughout. The tail is docked and
carried gaily.

There should be a dense under coat

and a hard, wiry outer coat, consid-

erably longer than that of the wire-

haired fox terrier, especially on the

head, throat, and neck. It should not
be trimmed. The hair on the top of
the head is silky. Formerly Sealy-

hams were all white, or white with

Mr. Effingham
Lawrence's champ-
ion Sealyham Brae-

field Temperance
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black or brown markings, or both brown and
black. Now, however, Black is considered ob-

jectionable, even on the head and ears. The
approved colors are all white, or white with

lemon, tan, brindle, or badger-pied markings on
head and ears. For working purposes, several

sizes are required, from twelve to thirty pounds
weight, but the points and conformation must
be proportionate. The show Standard calls for

dogs standing between nine and twelve inches

at the shoulder, bitches somewhat smaller, but

does not specify weight, as a thirteen-inch dog
might weigh only fourteen pounds while a

ten-inch dog might weigh twenty-four.

So much for the Sealyham's physical make-up.

There remains to be mentioned what interests

the average dog lover rather more—his racial

character. And he has a character as distinctive

as that of the Irish terrier or the bulldog. Like

most working terriers, he is gamey, but he

adds to that quality an unusual amount of grit,

determination, endurance, and dogged courage.

He is as solid and dependable as a mastiff, and
though not lacking in playfulness and spirit,

he maintains a certain dignity that is foreign

to most fox terriers. Add to these charac-

teristics affection, devotion, intelligence, and an
altogether engaging disposition, and you have

a dog calculated to appeal strongly to the

predilections of most human beings.

"The Sealyham is, above all, self-reliant,"

said Mr. Proctor when I interviewed him on the

subject. "That he is gamey goes without saying.

He is, furthermore, affectionate and gentle, and,

though showing a mild interest in strangers, is

devoted to one master."

Mrs. Albert Geiger, Jr., writes: "We find

the Sealyham a most satisfactory dog in every

way—a thorough terrier, a good pal, a most
wonderful companion for children, and an
ideal house dog, obedient and easily trained."

Mrs. Byron Rogers writes: "I find the Sealy-

hams splendid dogs for the country and awfully
game. They are very gentle and faithful to
children; I have raised all my dogs with the boys
and have seen some striking examples of their

patience under great provocation. They have a
keen sense of responsibility with the children

and become greatly attached to their particular

playmates.
"They are a level-headed breed and are not

aggressive with other dogs, though I am sorry
for any one who tries to interfere when once a
fight is on. They are reliable, very affectionate,

and extremely intelligent. They are quick to
learn and, with patience, can be taught to do
almost anything. Everyone who owns one
endorses the opinion that they make perfect

pets and splendid sporting companions. They
are essentially country dogs, in my opinion, and
are seen at their best when hunting or hiking
in the open."
Now wouldn't you like to own a Sealyham?

HONEY BEES to SAVE SUGAR
By SUSAN E. HOWARD

HE one thing that can re-

lieve the world-wide sugar

shortage is honey, hence

the Government's appeal

to beekeepers for increased

honey production this year,

not only by the old established apiarists,

but by the aspiring amateur, whose hum-
ble beginnings comprise a lone hive in the

back yard. So great indeed is the need
for the protection and encouragement of

bees and beekeeping that, even with the

present scarcity of sugar and with its con-

sumption restricted as it is, the Federal

and State Food Administrators have re-

sponded generously to requisitions for

sugar to save starving bees, being
prompted thereto by a knowledge of the
necessity of the case, and of the future

need for the bees in helping to provide for

the wants of the people. Being able to

buy ten pounds of sugar for each colony
of bees in February and March, enables
the beekeeper to contribute sixty to a
hundred pounds of honey per colony to

the war needs on or before October 1st, if

the sugar is used for feeding when neces-

sary, and later for stimulation.

Aside from the fact that the country
Forcing a swarm. During the honey flow bees are so intent upon gathering nectar

that they are comparatively indifferent to intrusion and manipulation

needs every pound of honey that can be
produced, the man (or woman) who this

year carries out his long-deferred purpose
to keep bees—and who of us has not had
that idea in the back of his mind?—is

doing the most profitable thing possible

for himself; prices of bee products are the

highest ever known, and indications are

that they will so continue, as even in nor-

mal times the demand for honey exceeds

the supply.

To make easy the path of the beginner,

state and national publications are avail-

able, offering advice, encouragement, and
aid as to methods of beekeeping. Bee-

keepers' societies are of help, as the

monthly meetings and field day outings

bring out speakers of national repute who
give valuable information. The various

agricultural colleges have short courses in

beekeeping and offer help to the investi-

gator.

A few suggestions may serve to simplify

and dispel some of the imaginary difficul-

ties that beset the road to success. In the

first place, any one can handle bees if due

care is exercised, and the right time is

selected. Time of day, season, and con-

dition of nectar flow are important factors

Buckwheat in Mrs. Howard's recenUy planted orchard. After it has served its purpose as bee fodder it will be plowed under for fertilizer
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of safety. During the honey
flow, bees are so intent upon
nectar gathering that thev li.n e

little or no inclination to notice

intrusion or manipulation.

The opposite effect is apparent
when there is a cessation of

food supply from the flowers, as

then the hees are all attention,

and will guard their stored

treasure even at the sacrifice

of their lives.

The beekeeper is not limited

to his immediate vicinity for

food, as the hees will seek nec-

tar even at a distance of three

miles from the hive, yet like

humans they follow the line of

least resistance and will gather

the honey that lies nearest.

Hees are also indirect pnv-

ducers of food, as they pollem/.e

the blossoms and induce per-

fect fertilization, which insures

abundance of production. I

have counted si\ honey bees in

a squash blossom at one time,

and the same blossom under
observation for an hour received twenty-eight

MMts from honey bees, many of them perhaps
repeaters returning from their hive for another

load. A bumper crop of squash was a revela-

tion to near-bv farmers, and all with one ac-

cord gave credit to the activities of my honey
bees. There was but one answer to a physi-

cian who inquired the reason for the abundance of

fruit in the orchards in the vicinity of my apiary,

while in other sections of the town there was a

noticeable scarcity of fruit. The favored dis-

trict profited by the work of the honey bee.

If extensive bee-

keeping is antici

pated, the location

must be studied as

to honey flowers

and their depend-
ability in affording

crops. This is of
prime importance.
Even the back yard
offers a location for

a limited number
of hives; and lack-

ing a back yard,

one may keep a
colony in the attic

or on a flat roof of
house or shed.

Having the de-

sire to keep bees,

and no home facili-

ties therefor, you
may be able to

place a colony in

the orchard or gar-

den of a subur-
banite who will

welcome the ad-
dition, especially

if he realizes the
value to him in in-

Whcrc the apiary is large, bees arc able to linel their home hives more readily if Ihc hives arc arranged in small

isolated groups rather than in long rows

creased crops from fertilization of blossoms by
the bees.

Clreat economy of production is effected by pro-

ducing extracted rather than comb honey. By the

use of the extractor, the shallow brood frames
are relieved of the liquid honey and the empty
combs are put back into the hive for the bees

to fill again. It has been estimated that
bees can make fifteen to twenty-five pounds of

honey with the same effort required to make a

pound of wax. It is a conservative statement to

make that a beekeeper can double his honey pro-

Showing an old-fashioned hive opened and part of the bees transferred to a new hive, of which they are quietly taking possession

duction if working for extracted
honey instead of comb honey,
and some exceed this estimate.

Disregarding the economy of
production, there are many
features in favor of extracted
over comb honey which are
bringing it into prominence and
favor. It is convenient to serve

at the table, and in eating it

there is no waste matter to dis-

card, nor is it necessary to swal-

low a mass of wax which is in-

soluble in the fluids of mouth or

stomach. In cookery, extracted
honey admitsofaccurate weigh-
ing or measuring and combines
readily with other ingredients

in the cake or dessert. It is

used in preserving, and as a
syrup for cereals, puddings, etc.

Confectioners and bakers use it

extensively. Extracted honey
has the advantage of keeping
indefinitely in any climate, in

fact, I have a sample ten years
old which is delicious. Ex-
tracted honey can be kept or

shipped in tin or glass, and if it solidifies it can be
brought back to the liquid state by gentle heat,

while comb honey is frail and liable to granulate,
a fault less easily rectified. Also, age and con-
dition make the comb and package unsightly.

The initial investment need not be more than
#25 and the expense can be extended over a

period of time. I always advise the beginner to

purchase a single colony of bees and to increase

his holdings by dividing. A start may be made
with a one- or two-pound package of bees with a

tested queen, or with a small colony (nucleus)

of two or three

frames of comb
with adhering bees

and queen.

The amateur
may possibly pos-

sess a colony in an
old box with combs
built by the bees.

In such case, with
the help of an ex-

pert, he can trans-

fer the bees into a

modern movable
frame hive and be
ready to extend his

holdings.

The money re-

muneration and
the satisfaction of

doing your bit in

the war is an end
worth working for.

The income from
a colony under
right management
and normal condi-

tions should aver-

age $10, and at

present prices it far

exceeds this sum.



HE trout game is the

easiest of all true

angling for the be-

ginner, the outfit is

comparatively inex-

pensive, and right

within three dollars' carfare of

New York City there are dozens

of famous streams, where a day
or so of pleasure with trout tackle

may be had. No better solution

of a week-end holiday than a

trout trip can be thought of. Only,

as you love your peace of mind,
keep away from the small stream,

where patience, not skill, is the

first desideratum.
You hear much fromyour angler

friends of the dry fly method of

angling for trout, and glean that

it requires the most expensive of

tackle and is an upper heaven,

reserved only for veterans.

In point of sober fact, I have fished the dry fly

for years, and use a nice little rod costing but

£5, taking as many trout with it as the next man.
The difference between the wet and dry fly

methods is simply that the latter uses but one
fly, tied to imitate some natural insect and cast

to float naturally downstream like a spent insect,

retrieving when submerged, unless taken before

that happening. With the old wet fly method,
three flies were cast in likely places and the

angler hoped that some unwary trout would
fancy one of them and pounce on it down in the

depths.

But our Eastern trout are exceedingly wary.
If they see you or your waders moving along

through the stream, or if your fly does not
look natural or is not naturally presented, they
make for their hiding places and will not venture
forth again until you have departed. And,
strange as it may seem, I have never found a

stream, even in the wildest parts of the Rockies,

where a neglect of the few simple rules of trout

angling did not put the fish down to stay.

To keep these few rules one must bear in

mind (i) that trout lie in the stream with their

heads upstream and cannot see back of them-
selves more than thirty degrees on each side of

their big back fin; (2) that they are amenable
to a distant cast at any point, since the angle of

reflection from the water's surface is such as to

return all rays of light beyond a certain angle;

(3) that one's legs in the water are plainly

visible and therefore one refrains from wading in

where he expects to fish, but stands somewhere
else and casts there; and (4) that the drag of the

leader will submerge your fly after a certain run,

drawing it under water and destroying its nat-

ural appearance. When you find yourself doing
anything that transgresses these rules, you can
cease to wonder why the fishing is poor.

Let us go for a day on the Esopus and observe
the taking of a few trout, and how the campaign
of their undoing was planned. On first crossing

this stream on a bridge I stood awhile, as do all

anglers, for a look-see, to size up the stream. It

is about 300 feet wide, millions of gallons of clear,

cold water rushing on down to the great Ashokan
Dam, where it is impounded for the drinking
water of the thirsty millions of New York City.

Two thirds of the way across the bridge is a huge
submerged rock, with the torrents of water swirl-

ing smoothly over it.

Down in the dark depths in front of the rock I

envisaged a sort of trout country grocery store,

where the old timers gathered to swap lies and
be on the lookout for whatever might float down-
stream over their lair. Sixty feet away was a
rock, jutting up out of the water, and an angler
gaining that rock would be in strategic position

to cast a dry fly so that it would float naturally
down over the submerged rock and fool some of
those rural loungers. # A way to wade to the rock
was soon traced out, and, when I jointed up the
rod I noted that it was four in the afternoon,
wherefore a Pale Evening Dun fly would prob-
ably prove an attractive morsel. Gaining the
rock after much careful wading, I began getting
out line, making false casts—that is, keeping the
fly always in the air, never letting it touch water

—
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until I could see that it was
ready to fall, sixty feet away, and
bob dancing downstream over the

trout lair. I let it fall on the next

cast, and, as it floated gaily over

the spot, there was a sudden plop!

and a plump brown trout had my
fly. I led him away from there,,

and soon played him to net, a fine

eleven-and-a-half-inch glistening

beauty. Again I tried the same
trick, and this time a fifteen-inch

fighter took the fly and put up
such a desperate struggle that

the rest became uneasy, and

after he was creeled no more rose.

A mile farther up stream there is a big rock

hanging over the stream side, with a shallow

about fifty feet out in the stream from it. I

knew very well that a trout must live under flie

shadow of that rock, and so gained the shallows,

where I cast until I dropped the fly right on the

rock itself. A gentle pull,- and it dropped down
into the dark waters alongside. Instantly there

was a flash, and, after four spectacular leaps an

eighteen-inch rainbow trout was being lifted out

of the landing net and admired before being

consigned to the creel.

A little farther up was a quiet pool, with tree

roots hanging down in it from the bank, under

whose dark depths undoubtedly lurked trout.

I worked over across the stream beyond a bank
of rocks, and, judging the distance so that I

had room to cast into the pool without getting

my back-cast entangled in the bushes, I worked
the fly over until it dropped like a feather on the

still surface of the pool. Nothing happened for

a while, as it drifted slowly downstream. Then,
like a flash the trout rushed out from under the

roots and took it. I was upon him in an instant,

and, after a short fight had him to net—another

eleven-and-a-half-inch brown trout.

Up the stream a piece was a chute, where the

whole Esopus roared down in torrents of foam.

Many trout must live here; all one needed was a

position to cast it, for such waters render the

angler invisible unless he wades in them. I

found such a spot and again and again the little

dancing dry fly whirled down, heavily paraffined

with dry fly oil to enable it to

withstand the wetting foam.
Two more trout were taken
here; and so home to Susie

Winchell's angler's retreat, a

hostel overhanging the Eso-

pus, with the rush of the

stream constantly in one's

ears.

Susie is "Mine Hostess" of

Izaak Walton—she of the

lavender sheets—brought
down to the twentieth cen-

tury, for she knows anglers

and their ways; that they

love to come in of a sunset,

leave their dripping waders
on the porch, hang up their

rods on her rack, and lounge

in comfortablemoccasinswith
chairs tilted back and feet on
the posts while waiting for

her bounteous supper bell to

ring.

You will observe, from all

this, that to take trout be-

speaks tackle that can drop
a fly some fifty feet away, and
skill to place it in the exact

spot selected. As it is the
line that is cast, this must
be heavy enough to shoot
through the guides on the rod,

and, to give propelling force

WARREN H. MILLER
Editor Field and Stream

long enough to take hold of sufficient line. A
nine-foot rod is about right, and the weight of
it will be five to five and a half ounces.
The line, however, is the main point; heavy

and double tapered, so that the casting part
of it comes in the rod guides, and of dark
green color. Such a line will cost from $3.50 to

$7 for thirty yards; size E is the one generally
chosen by anglers for a nine-foot, five and a half

ounce rod. The requirements of camouflage
call for an invisible six- or nine-foot gut leader

connecting the fly to the line, for the latter is too
gross and ponderable to be anything but obvious
to the intelligence of the trout.

The rod to cast this line must be long, light,

resilient, and stiff—the stiffer the better for the
weight. To make a stiff rod requires the finest of
workmanship and the best of bamboo, and that
is why a fine rod for tonrnament use and long
distance casting costs around #30. Such a rod
will cast ninety feet, while your #5 rod will have
a limit of sixty feet, regardless of your skill and
strength. But, as sixty feet is ample for most
trout streams, it is plenty good enough until you
have become a crank on trout fishing and will be
satisfied with nothing but the best. For leaders,

the veteran uses the nine-foot, but the six-foot

length will be found much easier to manage by
the amateur.

In the matter of flies you have the choice of
eyed or snelled, the former a plain eyed hook with
the imitation fly tied on it, and the latter with a
fine gut snell. I use the former entirely as being
less mussy and easier to tie on the leader, but if

you are fishing where many bushes and trees

are likely to catch your hook, the snelled fly

would be preferable, for, in the eventuality of
being snagged beyond recovery, a pull on the
leader will break the snell before the leader

snaps and you will thus lose only the fly instead

of both fly and leader.

For sizes of flies in the East I have found
that the small fly—Coachman, Cowdung, March
Brown, Parmachenee Belle, Pale Evening Dun
—tied on a No. 10 or 12 hook is the best. I have
seen an angler's whole trip spoiled from using

large flies, tied exactly like mine in every detail,

but the trout would have none of them! Flies

as large as No. 6 do well in some parts of the

to the line, the rod must be
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Our native brook trout can now be found only in certain mountainous districts, but the

European brown trout is plentiful, gives abundant sport, and is nearly as toothsome
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Othci essential equipment compiises wadcts,

a crrrl. .1 bottle of dry fl\ oil. .i H\ (»«»<» k . .1 box,

ami i landing net I «<i w.idcts 1 use the hip

tubhet hoot, .ilso available lor Mill hshing .mil

duck shooting, and on them Icathci wading

sandals with hub n.nls I hrsr arc fssrtitt.il

to get .i k«mhI utip on the slippery rocks whilr the

stream pulls at your legs, ana to prevent many a

painful and ludicrous sit-down tn midstream.

The regulation high w aders seem to mc to he too

much of a temptation to wade out into the deep

waters where the trout are, thus putting them all

into their hiding places.

The creel is a most useful basket, not only pre-

serving your trout cool, wet. and straight, but

affording a place for your lunch in its waterproof

rubber lunch pocket, and your gum raincoat to

put on in case of sudden showers I he dry Hv

oil Kittle hangs on one of your breast pocket

buttons. It has its cork with feather brush to

dub your Hies withal, for, while .1 lew t.ilse casts

will dry your fly sufficiently in fishing quiet

waters, there is nothing like oil in the ripples and
ranids if your fly is to remain in light. When
using sneiled flies a fly book with spring hooks

to hold the snells out straight is the thing, but

with eyed flies a small tin box, carried in the hip

pocket, with a cork bottom in which the flies are

hooked 111 rows, is .1 great convenience. I he land-

ing net you cannot do without, for there is never

more danger of a trout getting away than when
spent at your feet and you attempt to lift him
out without first slipping the landing net under
him. And, as a rule, the quicker he is got to net,

the better, for he is the last fish in the world to

tire out, and many are the wiles he will try on
you to get rid of that hook! In fact, he will

fight until either he gets away or you succeed in

landing him.

All these impedimenta must find a place on you,

as yon wade along, nor can you set any of them
down anywhere, so some study in lightness and
handiness is needed. For that reason 1 dis-

card a coat, preferring to fish as the Westerners
do, in olive drab flannel shirt, with a blatant pair

of white suspenders holding up boots and trou-

sers, which one's belt can never be expected to

Half of trouting is in the angling for him. One of the easiest feats of s

outdoors is to cast a distance sufficient to take a trout

do. A hunting knife on that belt

is one of the needfuls, not only to

Mil 1 ill 1 1 .1 \ id Hies .111(1 those that

you want to exchange lor others,

bur humanely to kill your trout

before (reeling, and to cut a

forked pole to twist off some
stubborn branch that has appre-
hended your hook.

I he trout is usually played by
"stripping" the line, seldom on
the reel, which is a single-click,

rubber-plate affair costing about
Jtl.50, and used merely to hold

line not being cast One watches
the fly as it dances downstream, and strikes the
instant the trout rises, as he is so quick that you
cannot take it away from him if you try; but he is

equally quick to discover the fraud and reject

the fly, so it will not do to be caught napping
and not have your eye on the fly. Once hooked,
the line is stripped in with your right hand, the
rod being transferred to your left, with the left

forefinger covering the line. If he pulls too hard
for the rod, release rhc left forefinger and let him
take out line; if not, keep on stripping with your
right hand, holding with your left forefinger to

get a fresh grip on the line. It is well to wade
up on the trout as far as you can in doing this,

for the quicker he is brought to net the surer

you are of him.
When finally landed, you find yourself sur-

rounded with yards of line, with a fish in one
hand and a rod in the other, and nowhere to put
anything down. As you need both hands to

unhook the trout, the best disposal of your rod

is upright along your left arm with the butt rest-

ing in your boot top. Otherwise it, too, will

be swept away with the current. The trout is

now unhooked, killed with a blow of the back of
your hunting knife, and slipped into the creel

through the square hole in the cover. Next you
wind up your line on the reel and look to your
fly, which is probably frayed and at least needs
dubbing with the brush in your oil bottle.

Then you will want a smoke, and now is a good
time to reload the pipe, put back the pouch, and
get a match. The back of your hunting knife

will, most likely, be the only dry place on which
to strike it. Then you are

ready for fresh adventures!

As to casting, the knack of

it is quickly learned. Before
you can make a forward cast

your back cast must straighten

out in the air behind your rod

tip, and to get the most lever-

age out of your rod it must be

about perpendicular when
you begin your forward
cast.

Keep these two facts in mind
when learning to cast. Strip

out about fifteen feet of line,

with leader and fly attached,

and drop them out in front

of you on the water. Take
the line in your left hand and
strip about a yard of it off

the reel.

Now, with right elbow-

close to your body, raise

the rod smartly with wrist

and forearm. The line will

lift off the water and fly

back of you.
Wait long enough to give

it time to straighten out

behind (which you can feel

by the pull on the rod)

and then whip it smartly
forward. As the line shoots

out in front, release the extra

line in your left hand, and
the whole

the whole thing will roll out flat

on the water, the leader with
its Hv 1 a\< ading on ahead of the

end of tli< line, dropping the Hy
finally like a feather at the ex-

t icme end of the 1 asl

Strip off another yard of line

and repeat, lifring the rod

smartly and never allowing it

to go back of the pc 1 piniln ular

on the back cast.

T hat is all there is to it,

and the veriest tyro ran pick

up the knack with a few trie*,

finally achieving a cast of about
forty feet, which it an ample-

cast for anyone to begin trout

fishing on.

I he rest comes with experience
on the stream. False casts are

done by simply aiming your for-

ward cast up in the air consider-

ably and beginning your back
casts before the fly commences to drop.

Some little practice is needful to acquire
finesse in false casting, but it is a very necessary

accomplishment, for it will not do, while working
your fly out to a desired spot, to allow the

fly to touch water at each cast.

Such slovenliness would simply put down
all the trout in the neighborhood. And take
care, in beginning your back cast, first to

lift the line off the water with a full-arm lift

before your wrist snaps it off the water. To
snap it up as it lies stretched out on the sur-

face is to cause a streak of disturbed water
on the pool that will alarm any trout that

sees it.

I have confined this dissertation to fly fishing.

Early in the season, around the middle of May,
before the trout are rising to flies, the worm and
the minnow are the only taking bait, and to try

to force them to rise to the fly is a sheer waste of
time.

Worms and minnows are carried in a

crescent-shaped tin lure box on the belt and are

cast with a rather different motion, as their

weight is so great that they do not allow the
line to respond quickly to the rod. About thirty

feet of line is got out and cast by snapping the

rod with full-arm sweep against the inertia of the
minnow. As it floats downstream submerged,
you endeavor to give it a life-like motion, and,
at the end of the cast, lift the line from the water
with high rod and switch it back of you the full

length of the cast. While this is still straight out,

the rod is brought forward again, switching the
minnow overhead to land in front of you and go
its way downstream.
Many arguments are waged among anglers

over fishing upstream and fishing downstream.
In small brooks the former is preferable, for in

fishing downstream the trout are looking right

at you and can see you plainly unless a con-

siderable distance away.
In large streams, fishing across the stream is

what is really done in practice, the angler slowly

wading upstream and casting ahead and across

at what he considers likely spots while the cur-

rent takes his fly down at the full distance of the

cast.

When it gets far enough down so that the

drag of the leader pulls the fly under, it is lifted

for another cast, and, after a couple of false

casts to dry the fly, is dropped again where the

water looks promising.

Such is trout fishing, an easy, joyous sport for

the lover of the outdoors, giving plentiful yet not
too strenuous exercise, and affording countless

delightful sidelights. Try it sometime; the

Beaverkill, Willowemoc, and Esopus in New
York; The Broadhead and its tributaries in

Pennsylvania; the trout streams of northern New-
Jersey, Connecticut, and New England, all are

waiting for you; and in the \\ est, Wisconsin,

Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, Wyoming, Ida-

ho, Colorado, and California all abound with rain-

bow and cutthroat trout; while Canada, Maine,
and the Adirondacks have their thousand
streams, still flashing and jumping with our native

speckled trout, Sahelinus fontinalis, the prince

of them all!
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The casual charm of the English countryside cottage, which eludes most attempts to capture it, is the quality which makes this house a delightful bit of architecture

The HOME 0/ JOSEPH and ELIZABETH CHAMBERLAIN
MIDDLEBURY, CONN.

Theodate Tope, Architect

The living room doorway, with a seat beside it

for sunning oneself against the wall

The plan of the house is English, too, in its agreeable disregard for the American watchword

"compactness." The wastefulness in space given over to useless passages, cubbyholes, and

attics, which characterizes English domestic architecture, is what gives the informal, ramb-

ling air that is not obtainable by any other means
The guest room window and above it the pleas-

antest kind of alarm clock for late risers

li

The garden has the same planned inexactness which characterizes the house, and a garden shelter which is an urgent invitation to outdoor living
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HEUE AND THEP^E

Reindeer Alaska will soon be in position to

Meat supply reindeer meat, according to

Available tne Seattle Post Intelligencer, which
gives figures from the annual report

to the Federal Bureau of Education for Alaska.

The first reindeer were imported from Siberia in

1892, and in June 191 6, Alaska had eighty-five

herds of reindeer, numbering 82,151. It is now
thought that there are nearly 100,000 available,

and the exploitation of reindeer meat will be

undertaken on a larger scale the coming season.

Reindeer have given the Alaskan Indians an

industry and made many of them prosperous.

An Indian serves one year as an apprentice with

a herd of reindeer, and then receives six reindeer

for himself. White men have lately entered the

industry at Nome. Reindeer fairs are held

annually, like cattle shows.

h i »

The The idea of a special honor ration, to

Honor be adopted by those who are not

Ration doing manual labor in each com-
munity, is being taken up all over

the country by women's clubs and other organi-

zations, and people are pledging themselves to the

following honor rationing for a person a week:

All meat and meat products 2 pounds.

Cooking fats 7 ounces.

Butter for table 7 ounces.

Wheat flour for cooking . 7 ounces.

Bread, made of mixed cereals . 3 pounds, 8 ounces.

Sugar 12 ounces.

Use all desired of potatoes, vegetables, fish and
sea food, poultry, game, non-wheat cereals, fresh

fruits, vegetable oils, and milk.

#« »

An Opportunity Cooperation in their

to aid work for the soldiers of

the Cavalry f^e United States Amu-
is being asked by the

ladies of the Cavalry branch of the Army Emer-
gency Committee, an organization formed for the
purpose of meeting the immediate needs of our
ttoops for knitted garments. The wear and
tear of active service creates a continuous
demand, especially for socks, which are urgently
needed at all seasons. Preparations must also

go forward unceasingly to meet the greater
demands of the coming winter. Among the
prominent women interested in this Committee
are Mrs. Carter, wife of Major General W. H.
Carter, and Mrs. Mills, widow of Major General
Albert L. Mills.

The readers of this magazine will undoubtedly
be glad of this opportunity to aid in providing
for the comfort and welfare of the horsemen of
the Army. Contributions of money, wool, or
knitted garments may be sent to Mrs. Charles
C. \\ alcutt, 1869 Wyoming Avenue, Washington,
D. C, the Chairman of the Cavalry branch.

,

The Legion Wives, widows, and daughters
of of Civil war veterans are

Loyal Women making feather pillows for

soldier convalescents. These
women, many of whom are between sixty and
eighty years old, are sewing the seams and filling

the cases with feathers. The work is done in the
name of the Legion of Loyal Women, who have
made the supplying of feather pillows for mili-
tary base hospitals at home and abroad a part
of their war work. The American Red Cross
Hospital at Neuilly. France, has been provided
by them with hundreds of these pillows.

Mrs. Mary Logan Tucker, daughter of the

late General John A. Logan, and President of

the Legion of Loyal Women, states that last

year the women made up about two thousand
pounds of feathers which had been donated for

the purpose by women all over the country.
After the feathers were renovated they were
made into hundreds of pillows, not only for

beds, but for train pillows and little comfort
pillows to be used for resting broken arms apd
wounded limbs. The Legion of Loyal Women
will now provide pillows for the military

hospitals wherever desired, and this offer has

been accepted by the Surgeon General of the

Army. Quantities of three-pound feather pil-

lows, made in conformity with Government
hospital regulations, each provided with a pair

of white muslin slips, have been delivered for

use in the camps.
Mrs. Tucker requests that contributions of

feathers to be used for hospital pillows be sent

to her address, 1236 Euclid Street, Washington,
D. C.

At this time, when the demand is for wheat and more wheat,

the achievements in this line of Mr. Henry C. Randolph of

Silverwood. Ind., are worthy of notice—and emulation. He
planted his first wheat crop in the fall of 1857. which he harvest-

ed in 1858. and has planted and harvested a crop of wheat every

year since. In June of this, his eightieth year, he will harvest

his sixtieth wheat crop, of 105 acres

Deep For a good many years the pro-

Sea portionate number of cattle in this

Boots country has been decreasing; that is

to say, the toll of the animals has not
increased as rapidly as the human population
which uses them. This has been the fundamental
cause behind the progressive rise in the price of
meat, of leather, and of the other products
derived from cattle. As soon as the World War
got firmly into its stride, increasing abnormally
the consumption of certain articles, this tendency
toward increased cost of animal products was
tremendously accelerated. Leather, to cite a

notorious instance, is heavily used by the great

armies in being to-day and is quickly worn out,

necessitating frequent replacements. The result

may be noted in the price cards displayed in the

show window of any boot shop.

Now comes the ingenious Bureau of Fisheries

at \\ ashington to the rescue with the suggestion

that the skins of certain deep sea animals

—

whales, sharks, porpoises, and a few others

—

may be utilized for making leather. The Govern-
ment officials have brought together repre-
sentatives of the fishermen and of the leather
trade for a conference, which laid the foundation
for future cooperation. So perhaps the term
"deep sea boots" may come to have a wider
meaning than the conventional one.

01 ic^ :u m

The Annoying The adjective "annoying"
Sweet rnay seem a trifle misplaced

Potato as aPpbed to a vegetable, yet
the prolific tuber commonly

known as the sweet potato comes pretty close to

earning it. This vegetable has a high food value
and may be grown on land that is practically

worthless for anv other crop. It is an old saving
that sand, sun, and showers are all that are

necessary for a crop of sweet potatoes. But
unfortunately these very real virtues are nearly
counterbalanced by the poor keeping qualities

of the tuber. There are annually raised in this

country some sixty millions of bushels of sweet
potatoes, but it is doubtful if much more than
half of this total ever finds its way down human
throats. The difference is pure loss through
spoilage in transit to market or in storage. Last
year the Department of Agriculture took up the

problem of trying to eliminate or at least de-

crease this loss. Experiments demonstrated that

by storing the sweet potatoes in specially con-

structed storage houses, instead of the pits and
bins commonly used, the loss was reduced from

32.62 per cent, to less than 4 per cent. If these

results are confirmed by subsequent experiments,

here is a chance to add materially to our food

resources at a rime when every ounce of food

weighs heavily in the scales of justice. If we
can be sure of bringing relatively the whole of

our sweet potato crop to consumers, there is no

reason why great areas not available for more
exacting crops should not be put into this

production, adding perhaps as much as a hundred

million bushels of a nutritious and valuable food

to our table resources.

Machine The L nited States Department of

Made Forestry has recently announced

Forests tne Perfection of a machine which
bids fair to deprive the great god

Pan of his immemorial job. It is a tree planter,

which it is claimed will set out from 10.000 to

15,000 seedlings in a working day. Just what
this means may be gathered from the fact that

the best record for a man working with his

hands is 1.500 seedlings. The machine is about

the size of a horse-drawn mowing machine and

is pulled bv two horses, while a force of three

men are necessary- to operate it. A disk device

makes a furrow, and an automatic attachment,

which is set beforehand for any desired distance,

marks the places where the trees are to be

planted. Two further attachments supply

water and a pinch of fertilizer to the roots, after

which along come two little wheels which push

the dirt around the roots and pack it firmly. It

is claimed that the machine may be used on any

cleared land that will take an ordinary plow

and harrow. For many- years we have been busy

deforesting our country, until the demolition

has taken on the aspect of a problem; it is a

relief to see a step in the other direction, and if

this new machine is all that is claimed for it. it

may play no inconsiderable part in the forest

planting which is going to be a very essential

operation of the not distant future.
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America First

!

\merica Leads Because
ts Finest Roads
\re Tarvia Roads

—

wentv-five years ago, the roads of Europe were the
est in the world.

wo centuries of incessant care had made them so
nooth and firm that people thought they would never
car out. Hut along came the automobile, destructive
(like to the roads and all road-building traditions.

he highways had not been constructed to bear this

)ind oi traffic, and unless protected by modern methods
hey promptly went to pieces.

h Europe had to start even with America in develop-

|g roads that could withstand the gruelling test of
ne new conditions.

low America leads.

ihe finest roads the world has ever seen are now con-
ducted in this country and a very large part of these

^ads are built and preserved with Tarvia.

Tarvia roads are dustless and mudless, durable and
automobile-proof. They give the maximum of wear at

the minimum of maintenance expense.

Tarvia roads are an asset to any community because
they make intercourse easier and increase property
values.

They are an asset to the nation because they shorten the

market haul and release labor for more productive work.

Now when we are at war and the railroads are clogged
with traffic, good roads are more necessary than ever.

With plenty of good roads, motor-truck traffic can take
care of thousands of tons of food, fuel, and munitions,
and relieve the railroads to a very great extent.

Every highway authority, every government official

should be interested in this problem because good roads

will help us win the war.

Special Service Department
In order to bring the facts before taxpayers as well

as road authorities, The Barrett Company has organ-

ized a Special Service Department which keeps up to

the minute on all road problems. If you will write to

the nearest office regarding road conditions or pro-

blems in your vicinity, the matter will have the

prompt attention of experienced engineers. This

service is free for the asking.

If you want better roads and lower taxes, this Depart-
ment can greatly assist you. Booklet free on

request.

Preseri/esRoads-Prei/entsDust
Chicago Philadelphia

Cleveland Cincinnati Pittsburgh The ^Osi§^
Kansas City Minneapolis Nashville

THE BARRETT COMPANY, Limited: Montreal Toronto Winnipeg Vancouver

Boston

Company Detroit

St Louis <p._tg

Birmingham
'

Salt Lake City Seattle Peoria

St. John, N. B. Halifax, N. S. Sydney, N. S.



American glass bottles. At left is a com-

mon form of barrel flask; at right, Liberty

flask, made at West.Wellington, Conn., after

1850 From left to right: flask made at Coventry, Conn., about 1830; Masonic flask made at Keene,

N. H., about 1830; Union decanter-shaped bottle probably made at Louisville, Ky., about 1855,

showing the improved mouth; and General Taylor flask made at Bridgeton, N. J., about 1848

Decanter shapes. At left. Union bottle,

Masonic, made by A. R. Samuels about 1855;

bottle at right made by S. Huffsey, Philadel-

phia, about 1850

PICTORIAL FLASKS and CUP-PLATES
By WALTER A. DYER

Photographs from specimens in the Metropolitan Museum of Art

HAVE a friend who is a dealer in

antiques in New York, and from
him I often gain interesting side-

lights on the vagaries of collectors.

While there are some collectors

who are always on the lookout

for good things in their favorite fields,

there are others who seem to be guided

by nothing but the ebb and flow of

fashions, and sometimes this current is

very faintly marked. One might al-

most say it existed solely in the imag-
ination of the collector.

Whatever may be its source and
nature, my friend the dealer is ever

awake to this movement and shrewdly
takes advantage of it. If I observe in

his window old prints of ships, I may
safely assume that there is a passing

vogue for old prints of ships. If the

window is filled with Sheffield plate tea

services or old chintz, I may be sure that there

is an increasing demand for Sheffield plate and
that there will be purchasers of the chintz.

For some time now this dealer has been
featuring American glassware—not merely the
finer things, like Stiegel glass, but also the
pressed glass, both plain and colored, of a later

date. A good deal of this is interesting, though
it is not all strictly beautiful. For my own part
I always find a certain fascination, partly be-

cause of their historical interest, in the glass

flasks and cup- plates of the middle of the last

century. A bit crude they are, but their whole
suggestion is something human.

Bottles were made at the first American glass

works near Jamestown, Va., as early as 1609,
but they were plain and primitive. In 1639
coarse bottles were made at Salem, Mass.
Between 1739 and
1 78 1 bottles were
made at the glass

works at Allo-

waystown, later

Wistarburg, N. J.,

and in Philadel-

phia about 1683.

This early glass

was greenish blue

or pale green,
coarse, and full of

sand and bubbles.

During the eigh-

teenth century the
process was im-

E
roved, the glass

ecoming clearer

and the shapes of

Seven of the popular subjects in glass cup-plates, including

the log cabin, Wm. H. Harrison, Henry Clay, and two Bunker

Hill monuments

the bottles less crude. Dark blue, rich brown, and
other colors were added. A better quality ap-

peared in bottles made at Quincy, Mass., in 1760
and at Kensington, Pa., from 1771 on.

The demand for ornamental pocket flasks was
first felt soon after the Revolution, and bottles

An early form of flask with

eagle and shield design made
at Kensington, Fa.

At left, early form of fancy flask; centre, "Success to the Railroad"

flask, probably made at the Kensington Glass Works about 1830; and

at right a plain flask from Westford, Conn.

74

bearing the heads and busts of famous men were

made in Baltimore about 1790. It was not until

the nineteenth century, however, that the idea

of making bottles bearing American political

and historical subjects received widespread

attention. The earliest ones of this type that

have been found were made in Phila-

delphia in 1808. This industry
thrived until about 1870, though

few examples now in existence were

made before 1825. The factories

were most active in producing these

bottles between 1840 and i860, and

most of those which are now to be

seen date from that period.

The pressed-glass industry dates

from about 1827, when the first

tumblers of this sort were produced'

at Sandwich, Mass. The bottles of

which we are speaking were made in

metal molds which were the work of

professional cutters. Examples of these molds

are to be seen in the collection at the Pennsylvania

Museum. The ordinary shapes were oval,

nearly round, high-shouldered or arched, and

gourd or decanter forms. These bore the raised

patterns on their sides. There were also specia

shapes of which we will speak presently. Th<

ornamental designs were largely of patriotic

political, or Masonic significance.

Such beauty as these bottles possess lies largel;

in their color; there is a bright, gay look about

collection of them that is highly decorative

Among the more attractive colorings were sap

phire blue, emerald green, olive, claret, brown

opalescent white, light green, and pale blue.

The best clue to the age of one of these bottle

is the subject of the design, which usually ha<

some connection with current events. Other

wise it is not eas

to determine th

age. Not many oj

the bottles we:

marked with dat>

or name of makerj

After 1800 colol

gives no indica<

tion. Theappear

ance of the glas'

suggests the ag<

within certai

broad limits. Thj

earliest bottle

were c r u d e d

every way. Aft.

the Revolutio

they showed
marked improve!

General Taylor and Washing-

ton flask from the Dyottville

Works, about 1850
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A Real Roehrs Garden

Is The Lovable, Likable Kind
"\ fUU have been in flower gardens where the accessories,

X the definitely defined walks and boundaries, and the
formal severity, were so dominant that the beauty of

the flowers became a mere incidental.

I hey are not so much Flower Gardens, perhaps, as
"Show Gardens.

"

W e do both these kinds, but if you want what we call

"A Real Roehrs Garden," it would be one of the lovable,

likable sort. The sort that whether big or little, fairly

breathes friendliness and contentment. The sort that, all

the season through, gives a joyous welcome, alike to you
or your friends.

Some have called such gardens "intimate." Mayhap
they are, if "intimate" means unhampered happiness of

possession.

Do you want "A Real Roehrs Garden ?" Or some Roehrs
care-grown flowers, shrubs or other planting things for the

garden you have?

Not a rock garden; nor a sunken garden; nor an Italian garden; but just a little toy

spot of a garden, with grass between the stones and woodsy things growing around the
edges, caressing the low wall that binds it. A garden neither too "intimate" nor too

formal. Just a lovable, likable Roehrs kind of a garden.

|9
utiuy T^gekrS* Cor
Aii The Si^n of"The Evergreen "Tree

Box 12 Rutkerford N.J.
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Earl}? Summer Apparel

for Women and Misses

These charming McCutcheon Models,

combining airy daintiness with the

latest in materials, mode, and finish,

are particularly adapted for town and

country wear.

Gown (as illustrated) of

Woven Striped Cotton

Voile in Peach, Copen,

Lavender, and Pink $16.50

Dresses of Flowered

Cotton Voile in Stripes

and Checks . $17-75

Dresses of White Em-
broidered Cotton Voile

$12.00

Frocks of Gingham with
White Pique collar and
cuff's .... $12.75

Suits of Linen in White
and colors $15.75 to 19.75

Tub Shirts $3.95 to 12.75

Shirts of Tub Silk in

White and Stripes $5.75

Blouses of Novelty
Cottons for country wear

$1.25 to 5.00

Write for new illustrated

Spring and Summer Catalogue

showing many other styles.

James McCutcheon & Co.
Fifth Avenue and 34th Street, New York

ment, but for half a century the mouth showed a rough, irregular edge,
where the neck had been cut off with shears when the glass was in a plastic
state, and there was no rim or other finish to the mouth. Also, the base
shows a rough scar or pontil mark. Later the bottom was finished smooth
and a rim was used to decorate the mouth.
The chief interest, however, lies in the subjects of these old bottles. The

late Prof. Edwin A. Barber, who made the collection for the Pennsylvania
Museum, has given the best published list of these subjects in his little

book, "American Glassware."
Taking the matter chronologically, we find, beginning about 1800 and

for some time after, pocket flasks in a number of odd shapes, such as

books, animals, fishes, shells, violins, and pistols. Political and historical

subjects were first produced in Philadelphia in 1808, and there are still in

existence crude busts of Washington and Lafayette made about 1810.
The idea seems to have caught the popular fancy about 1825, when
several factories produced portrait flasks commemorative of the opening
of the Erie Canal, many of them bearing the likenesses of Lafayette and
Governor Clinton. The so-called railroad bottle dates from about the
same time.

By 1840 souvenir bottles and flasks of all sorts were in great demand.
Most common were emblems of the presidential campaign of that year

—

the bee-hive, the cider barrel, and the log cabin. One well known example
is a tall log cabin bearing the words "E. G. Booz's Old Cabinet Whiskey."
In 1848 came the bottles celebrating the heroes and events of the Mexican
War, particularly the General Taylor and Captain Bragg bottles, and in

Six glass cup-plates, including two eagles, the steamboat Challenge, and the bee-hive

1850 Jenny Lind, Louis Kossuth, Henry Clay, Fulton, and Jefferson were

popular subjects. Others were the Pike's Peak and Charlie Ross flasks,

and bottles bearing various Masonic and national emblems. Of eighty-

odd patterns listed by Barber, twenty-nine bear the American eagle, nine-

teen the bust of Washington, and thirteen the bust of Gen. Taylor.

Rather less commonly known are the smaller bottles of this period,

which were used chiefly for perfumery. I recently examined an interesting

small collection of these. They are like little flasks, two or three inches

high, in various colors, decorated with various patterns, and usually bearing

a small flat space where the perfumer or apothecary placed his proprietary

stamp.
Not much is known about the makers of these old bottles, but Prof.

Barber gathered a few interesting facts concerning them. In 1813 a factory

at Coventry, Conn., manufactured ornamental flasks, some of which wen
marked with the initials T. S. or S. & C. Lafayette and Washington bottles

were made at Coventry, at Bridgeton, N. J., and elsewhere. About 183c

the Kensington Glass Works made "Success to the Railroad" bottles, and

later bottles associated with the 1840 campaign and the Mexican War,

The Dyottville Works at Kensington, established in 1771, produced a num-

ber of Mexican War subjects about 1848. One of the commonest of all tin

flasks is one made by them which bore on one side the head of Washington

and the words "The Father of his Country," and on the other the bust ol

Zachary Taylor and the motto "Gen. Taylor never surrenders."

In 1840 Whitney Bros, took over the old works established by Stanger

Bros, at Glassboro, N. J., in 1775, and made brown whiskey bottles and ink

stands shaped like log cabins. About 1850 they made a number of bottles

with globular bodies and long, slender necks, dedicated to Jenny Lind

About 1850 Samuel Huffsey of Philadelphia made Jenny Lind and Lom-

Kossuth bottles, some of which bear his name. Log cabin bottles wen

made by the Spring Garden Glass Works in Baltimore, and Washing!

and Taylor bottles by the Baltimore Glass Works.
Though of considerable interest to the collector of Americana, thest

bottles and flasks have neither a high artistic nor a high money valu<

I have heard of some rare ones that have brought $10, but that is a v<

unusual price. They may be picked up at prices ranging from 50 cent

to $4, according to age, rarity, and popularity of design. Most of then

sell for about $2. The highest priced one that I have seen in a sno

.recently was a large Masonic bottle valued at $3.50.

Contemporary with these bottles and almost equally interesting are the

little molded-glass cup-plates, a collection of which is always fascinating

Up to the middle of the last century, and for some years after that in more

backward sections, it was not considered bad manners to drink tea from

a saucer. In fact, that was the common procedure. Sometimes the tea

was cooled in the china saucer and then poured back into the cup again. 1"

either case it was fashionable to provide little plates upon which to set the

cup while the tea was in the saucer. Cuj>-plates were made in various

kinds of china, particularly blue Staffordshire, and also of glass.
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THE GARDENS
OF THE

RlTZ-

|

@RLTON
NEW YORK

OPEN ON OR ABOUT JUNE 151918

ALBERT KELLER
GENERAL MANAGER

The JAPANESE GARDENS
DESIGNED by Japanese artisans of highest

skill, this exquisitely beautiful out-of-doors

restaurant surrounds you at luncheon or tea

with all the picturesqueness and subtle charm
of Nippon. Cool, novel, refreshingly different.

The

ROOF GARDEN

AN open-air dining

i place in which the

fullest expectations of the

elite are realized. Incom-

parable in brilliance of

setting, service, music and

cuisine, peerless in the tone

of its clientele, it stands

as the ultimate achieve-

ment of fashionable New
York's summer season.
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Safeguard Your Home
With Plenty of Water
Nothing is more essential to the sanitation and

safety of the country home and the comfort of its

occupants than an abundance of water under good
pressure and ready for use at al! times.

Equipped with a Caldwell Cypress Tank and Steel

Tower, you are assured a permanent, dependable
and sanitary water supply tor use in house, barns
and garden and a constant safeguard against fire,

hi' identally a Caldwell Tank and Tower materially re-

duce insurance rates.

A Caldwell Cypress Tank keeps the water pure and
tasteless. No rusting, no freezing. The whole structure

is graceful and attractive in design.

Send for Catalogue

W. E. CALDWELL CO
Inrorponiti'il

8210 Itrook Street
Louisville, Kentucky TANKS

AND
TOWERS

[

;

MOTT
Mott Plumbing Fixtures are a sound

|

investment. They will add perma- f

nent value to your property. Send E

4c. for new 138-page "Bathroom
J

Book," showing 22 model bath- *j
rooms, floor plans, descriptions and W
prices of modern bathroom fixtures, w

The J. L. Mott Iron Works
Trenton, New Jersey

New York, 5th Avenue and 17th Street rf3tt%

ICREO-DIPT"
STAINED SHINGLES

For Roofs and Side Walls
17 Grades, 16-18-24-inch, 30 Colors

Creosoted, stained, bundled.

CREO-DIPT COMPANY,lnc.
NORTH TON AWAN DA, N. Y.

Factory in Chicago for West.

J
1

1 .

Glass cup-plates were made in this country
and in England during the first half of the nine-
teenth century, some of those of English make
being especially designed for the American trade.

Most of them were of plain, transparent glass;

a few were opalescent or milky. They went out
of fashion about the time of the Civil War, after
which they were not infrequently used as butter
plates.

The earlier ones were ribbed and decorated with
floral designs or conventional patterns. Then
special patterns came into vogue as local souve-
nirs, and such subjects as monuments, busts of
notables, steamships, campaign emblems, state

coats-of-arms, historical scenes, the American
eagle, etc. This sort of thing, like the historical

and political bottles, was particularly popular
between 1840 and 1850.

One of the most common subjects was an
obelisk representing Bunker Hill Monument.
Another was the campaign plate of 1840, with
the log cabin, cider barrel, and portrait of
William Henry Harrison

—
"Tippecanoe." About

1844 a portrait bust of Henry Clay was very
popular. Somewhat less common were the steam-
boat plates, bearing the names of Benjamin
Franklin and Chancellor Livingston.

Prof. Barber gives a list of twelve subjects in

his collection as follows: the American eagle with
shield and stars, two different renderings of the
Bunker Hill monument, the Livingston and
Franklin steamboats, Henry Clay, Fort Pitt with

an eagle, the Harrison bust, hearts and forget-me-

nots, bee-hive, and two log cabins, one with a

flag on the roof and a cider barrel under a tree.

Several of these are to be seen in the collection

of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and also Fort

Meigs, several eagles including one dated 1861, the

steamboat Challenge, acorns and oak leaves, and
other fancy patterns.

These glass cup-plates have been bought at

prices ranging from 25 cents to $5. A dollar

apiece is a fair average value.

STONES IN PLANTS
OW and again, growers of bamboos,

if they split up the canes, will find

little rounded stones just at the

joints. Similar processes are at

times discovered in cocoanuts. In

appearance these stones are not

unlike dull pearls and they are always excessively

hard. As a matter of fact they represent an

excess of mineral matter taken up by the plant.

In the case of the bamboo the stone is formed of

silicate substance and is as hard as flint. Stones

Stones about the size of small cherries are now and again

found at the joints of bamboo stems (left). In cocoanuts

(right) a stone that is pure carbonate of lime, not unlike a dull

pearl, is sometimes found

found in cocoanuts have been declared to be al-

most pure carbonate of lime. In some of the Last

India islands the natives regard these stones in

the light of lucky charms, especially when they

are extra large or of a remarkable shape. Gen-

erally speaking such stones will not be bigger

than a small hazel nut, and frequently they are

not so large as this.

S. Leonard Bastin.
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lelp Your Wife Keep Down Expenses
Economizing to meet war-time conditions is a man's size job.

ning anything to help your wife solve this problem ?

Have you thought that electricity can prove just as essential in the

ranagement of a home as it is in business ?

Do the practical thing ! Have your electric company or electrical supply

< aler demonstrate the labor-saving Western Electric washing machine,

Mcuum cleaner, portable sewing machine and electric iron. You can
issily satisfy yourself that they do enable housework to be done more
( ickly, more easily and more economically.

:The portable electric sewing machine will help your wife make her

VO and the children's clothes— a real war-time economy. Then too,

othes last longer if they are washed the electrical way— and best of all,

> ur wife will be free from the drudgery of wash-day, with its vexing

s -vant problem.

Housekeeping is becoming more and more a business. Why not help

> ur wife run her home in an up-to-date business fashion ?

As a starter, write for our new Booklet No. 61-LA, "To
Lighten the Labor of Your Home, " or drop in at your
electrical dealer's and see these things for yourself.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY

Are you

Cooking by
electric i ty
saves fuel,
labor and
food

New York
Buffalo

Newark
Boston
New Haven

Philadelphia

Baltimore
Richmond
Pittsburgh
Cleveland

INCORPORATED
Atlanta Chicago St. Louis Denver San Francisco

Birmingham Cincinnati Kansas City Salt Lake City Oakland
Charlotte Indianapolis Oklahoma City Omaha Los Angeles

Savannah Milwaukee Dallas Minneapolis Seattle

New Orleans Detroit Houston St. Paul Portland

EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL NEED

Western Electric
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FlyinqFree
in everyJbreeze
Absolutely free to swing with the wind, without
wrapping around the pole or fraying out, is the

flag that flies from a

Walworth SteelPole
The Patent Non-Fouling Ball Bearing Top,
surmounted by a gilded copper ball, securely houses
the sheave and insures against fouling of the halyard.

These poles, ranging from 20 to 100 feet in height

above the ground, are made in sections and shipped
knocked down. Taper joints insure perfect align-

q> ment and accurately fitted steel pins fasten

the sections rigidly together. Easily erected,

no cost for maintenance. Immediate ship-

ment assured.

Send now for catalog and prices.

Walworth Manufacturing Company

1

New York
BOSTON

Chicago Seattle

Boston
Hotel Lenox

Almost the first thing you Bee is

the welcoming sign of The
Lenox, Boston's social center.

Near everything worth while.

Three minutes' walk from the
Back Bay stations and con-
venient to all theaters.

Home-Like Booms— Choice Cuisine

L. C. Prior. Managing Director

Hotel Brunswick Same Management

Smoky
Firepl
Made to
Draw

No payment accepted unless
successful

» AAA Also expert services on
dtCo general chimney work

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY, Inc.
Engineers and Contractors

211 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

More Heat—Less Cost

A Little Coal
AND Dunham
does the trick

TheDunhamRadiatorTrap
—the Equalizer

DUNHAM bulIt around that little

Cheating service guardian of the coal pile

—the Dunham Radiator Trap—saves coal-
gives quick, even heat, regulates dampers auto-

matically—eliminates knocking and pounding in

pipes and radiators. Send for copy of booklet

"Dunham Heating for the Home." It tells how.

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY, Chicago, 111.

Branches Everywhere

WHAT A SUBURBAN COMMUNITY
CAN DO FOR THE BIRDS

IRDS, with the exception of the
English sparrow and a few other
bold varieties, do not love the city,

and most suburban towns are
rather too near the city to make it

possible to expect bird residents

in large numbers or variety. We may plant
gardens and even simulate the wilderness in our
parks, but the gay throngs of songsters which
gladden our woods and farms will, in large

measure, be missing. Suburbanites have become
accustomed to this condition and perhaps have
forgotten to miss the bird neighbors, but there

are some of us who would do much to entice

them back.

But the case is far from hopeless. If dwellers

in suburban towns will not expect too much, and
are willing to go to a good deal of trouble to secure

moderate results, they may yet hope to see the

wonderful flash of the bluebird's wings and hear
the clear warble of the robin. It is simply a

question of preparing the proper invitation, and
eliminating the enemies of the birds.

Forest Hills Gardens, that uniquely attractive

community near the western end of Long Island,

has taken up the cause of the birds in a scientific

and constructive manner, and though the enter-

prise is not yet old enough to make it possible to

Pool of the bird fountain (right) in the tea garden

record remarkable results, enough of interest

has been aroused and enough visible success

achieved to serve as an encouragement and guide

to other suburban communities that may seek to

do likewise.

Forest Hills Gardens is near the city of New
York. All about, the region is fairly well built

up, and conditions are as unfavorable there as

anywhere to the success of a bird campaign.

There are only about 200 acres in the community,

and a good part of this is in houses or lacks the

trees and shrubbery cover that the birds require.

Gardening is being developed rapidly, however,

and every year sees more luxuriant vegetation.

The residents of this community started their

campaign in the spring of 1914, and they started

in the right way. They first invited Mr. Herbert

K. Job, the ornithologist, to make a survey of the

place, and they based their initial efforts on his

report. In part Mr. Job's report read as follows:

"Though the parts of the property where all

trees and shrubs have been removed would not

be attractive to the birds, there are many parts

of it which are very well suited to them. The

birds which may be expected to come may be di-

vided as follows:

"1. Summer residents building their own

nests, such as vireos, orioles, warblers, song spar-

rows, blue jays, and various others.

"2. Summer residents using boxes, of which

the following might come: bluebird, flicker, chick-

adee, white-breasted nuthatch, house wren, tree

swallow, purple martin, phoebe, robin, and possi-

bly crested flycatcher, kingbird, etc. The robin

sometimes uses an open box.

"3. Winter visitors, such as woodpecker--

nuthatches, chickadees, kinglets, brown creepers

blue jays, tree and song sparrows, etc. Ihest

are best held by feeding.

"4. Migrants, transient in spring and fall.

"To attract birds to nest, besides putting up

boxes for some kinds, material for building nests

should be provided for all, such as yarn, string,

or rags cut in lengths of a few inches, also wool

cotton, hair, waste, etc.

"Another desirable general provision to attract
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Stanley Garage DnorTiolder

The doors in this pictute are swung on Stanley Garage Hinges No. 1457, 24-inch at the top and bottom
and io-inch in the center. They are held open with The Stanley Garage Door Holder

No. 1774 and equipped with a Stanley Garage Door Latch No. IZ64.

ry~* The WIndWmt Wlitfor Your Car
J[OU may get your car in or out of the garage before the

wind slams a heavy door on it— but is the chance worth
the cost of replacing a lamp or straightening a fender if the

wind should beat you to it?

The Stanley Garage Door Holder
insures you against just such expensive accidents. It is an arm of steel which locks your

garage door open, preventing it from slamming into and smashing your car.

The Stanley Holder operates auto-

matically. Push your garage door open ; the

Holder catches and locks it at a little more
than a right angle. To unlock the Holder

and close the door you have only to pull

on the chain . You can do this while standing

inside your garage. It always works.

The Stanley Garage Door Holder
is a mechanical footman which never

gets tired and never forgets. It may be

applied to old or new doors of any size or

shape.

This Holder is only one item ofthe Stan-

ley Garage Hardware line which in-

cludes Garage Hinges, Bolts, Latches and

Pulls— all especially designed for garage

use. In fact it is a line of complete hard-

ware equipment for your garage.

Stanley Garage Hardware is carried in stock by the leading builders' hardware dealers everywhere. A
booklet fully describing and illustrating the complete line will be sent you on request. If you own or
are planning to build a garage you will want this interesting booklet. Send for your copy today.

THESTANLEYWORKS-NewBritain,Conn.,U.S.A.
NEW YORK: 100 Lafayette Street CHICAGO: 73 East Lake Street

Manufacturers of Wrought Bronze and Wrought Steel Hinges and Butts of all kinds, including Stanley Bail-Bearing Butts.
Also Pulls, Brackets, Chest Handles, Peerless Storm Sash Hangers and Fasteners; Screen Window and Blind Trimmings;
Furniture Hardware; Twinrold Box Strapping, and Cold Rolled Stripped Steel.

Stanley Garage Hardware is adaptable for factory and mill use

Stained with Carol's Creosote Stains, C. H. Bebb and C. F

.

Gould, Architects, Seattle

Cabot's Creosote Stains
Preserve and Beautify

Shingles, Siding, Clapboards, and other
Outside Woodwork

They can be applied twice as fast halving the labor cost.
They are made of Creosote, "the best wood preservative
known." The coloring effects are transparent, and bring out
the grain of the wood in deep, velvety tones that harmonize
perfectly with nature—there is no shiny, painty effect. They
wear as long as the best paint, and "grow old gracefully" be-
cause they sink into the wood and therefore Cannot crack or
peel like an old paint coating.

50% Cheaper Than Paint
You can get Cabot's Stains all over the country. Send
for stained wood samples and name of nearest agent

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Mfg. Chemists
147 Milk Street Boston, Massachusetts

24 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 525 Market St., San Francisco

Enter the day's

TEMPERATURE
inyour diary

Cittj
[Water Convenience

in
Your CountryHome
Enjoy all the conveniences of finest

modern homes—hot and cold wat?r
anywhere, anytime. Sanitary sewage

cctric light, with a

KEWANEE SYSTEM
Simple, dependable, easy to install. Thousands in sat-

isfactory use. Let us refer you to KEWANEE users
near you. Write for

Bulletin free, telling

about KEWANEE
Special Features.

KEWANEE PRIVATE
UTILITIES CO.

UK Franklin Sir,-, t

K«WM III.

birds is drinking water. A rustic bird fountain
of rough stone and cement, with water trickling

from a pipe ;:nd lodging in shallow pools, would be
attractive on the grounds. In addition, or as

substitutes, residents could place shallow dishes,

such as good-sized flower-pot saucers, in shady,
quiet spots, and keep them replenished with
water less than an inch deep.

"Cats should be minimized on the estates.

There is no greater menace to bird life. Where
cats abound there mill be few birds. Cats should

be shut up and controlled during nesting time
particularly.

"In all small groves or patches of trees, even
at the back of yards, I should place two deep,

upright nest boxes of medium size. Probablv the

bluebird size would be the best. For the house
"wren, a tin can, with a small hole an inch and an
eighth in diameter, would do just as well as

Feeding station and shelter mnde by boys of the journeyman's

class of the Audubon Society

a box. On the estate, in each of the more re-

tired spots, I should have one large box, flicker

size. In addition it would be well to have a tew

of the open style boxes, adapted to robins and

ph:tbes, which are simple platforms with cover

"In putting up boxes, those for the flickers,

large size, should be in the midst of the grove.

The others are best put near the edge, yet nor

too close to traffic. All boxes should be nailed

to the tree, facing about southeast, the top pro-

jecting a little forward, which helps to keep out

the rain. Ten or twelve feet from the ground is

a good height. A little sawdust should be put

in the bottoms of the deep, upright boxes. Blue-

birds, robins, and nuthatches begin to nest about

the middle of April, so boxes should be put up
early.

"Out in the middle of the common I suggest

the placing of an ornate compartment house, on a

pole, for the purple martins. 1 hese are uncer-

tain, but a colony might be started. 1 his should

be about twenty feet up. If martins do not ap-

pear, tree swallows are liable to occupy it.

"It would be well to hang a piece of suet near

the proposed sites for boxes, which might hold

certain stragglers. In winter, suet should be

provided, and also a few covered feeding count-

ers."

It was also urged that special trees and shrubs

bearing edible fruits and berries be planted, and

that millet and sunflowers be generally culti-

vated in individual gardens to give the birds an

extra supply of food.

Following the receipt of Mr. Job's report, the

Forest Hills Gardens Audubon Society was

formed by a committee of citizens, who chose as

their president Mr. E. A. Quarles, of the American

Game Protective Association, at that time a
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THRIFT In tnitnor Decoration

i« lurv whan Ijquid Valvet ia ua*d

I u|«iiil Velvet wall* and Cellini]*

•uluieof liquid VrlvH coveird w.ll. >.

maintained and fteahened tr"ln limr*

While it* prrmanrncp make*
I uiuul \ rlvel r\onomii al. the hr«t rnil
• low VI. Ir I In tlin • the l.rl lliat

I MM VtMl haa an unusually lamr
spread • liltla goes far.

You show real thrift a* well an
eaeellent taste when you chooae Liquid
Vahret.

M.ide in white and attractive- tinti

—•and foe color chart and Booklet

THE 0'BRir\ l ARNISH CO.

IEDAG
L- GLUE

ES
A MOUSE MOLD NECESSITY

4
OAK. as aCABINETWOOD, still is

serene in its conscious superiority.

American Oak Manvpactvubrs - Association

write personal letters worth getting. Tell

us of your special problems. Add. Room
1407. 14 Main Street. Memphis, Tenn.

Ask for booklets.

Tiffany & Co.

Jewelryand Silverware

of Merit, I Utility and Value

The Mail Sehvice OFFERf FAriLmts

TO THOSE WHO CANNOT CALL

Fin ii Avenue & 37^' Street

New York

You could
dip//r/j
house//i
water

The Readers' Service will help solve

your building problems. Send us

your questions and difficult points.
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Protect your home forever

—

AFRICAN x |DEAL:»;±?Ai
l\ Radiators ^ I Boilers to Dept. 25

AmericanRadiator Company . cmc^o

- - .

Underground Garbage Receivers
The Sanitary Way to Store Garbage

ORDER NOW. Our truck wheels your barrels up or

down steps. Try our Spiral Ribbed Barrel. Send for our

catalogue on each. It will pay you. Sold direct.

Fourteen Year* on the Market.

Look for our Trade Marks.

C. H. STEPHENSON, Mfr., 26 Farrar St., Lynn, Mats,

concrete, or brick—with the liquid cement-coating,
Trus-Con Stone-Tex. Formulated specifically for
masonrv surfaces; becomes an inseparable part of
the wall, sealing the pores and filling hair-cracks.
Unlike paints, it dampproofs as well as beautifies.

Therefore, cannot chip. Bake or peel off.

Furnished in mam pleasing colon. Applied to new or
old wills. One of the famous Trus-Con waterproofing and
dampproofing products—sufficient assurance of quality.

If your brick, stucco or cement building is disfigured, or
damp and unsanitary, use Stone-Tex. Write for full in-

formation, telling your needs.

THE TRUS-CON LABORATORIES
105 Trui-Con Building Detroit, Mich:

We sfecixlixe in t paint requirements.
Write/or a.tviee.

Renew MasonryWallsWith

TONE IEX

THE only shade
made with a

ventilator. Easily
hung in five minutes
with our new self-

hanging device.

Dudor
Ventilating

fVPORCH .SHADES .

New Self-Hanging Vudor Ventilating Porch Shades

frive you protection from the sun and alao seclusion. _ and
the Ventilator woven in the top of each shade automatically

clears the porch of impure hot air.

Let us tell you of many other good things built into VUDOR Porch

Shades exclusively, send you illustrations in color, and name of dealer.

Hough Shade Corporation. 232 Mill Street. Janesrille. Wis.

4JL.

ml
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a lot of cream separators.

It's the number of De Lavals in daily use.

Every year more than 40,000 cow owners

replace inferior cream separators with

De Lavals.

Ninety-eight per cent of all the creameries

in the world separating milk use De Lavals

exclusively.

There's very good reason for all this.

The De Laval produces the most and the

best cream, operates the easiest and never

seems to wear out.

You do not want to use any separator but

the best, and that's the De Laval, accord-

ing to the verdict of more than 2,000,000

users, who have learned from experience.

The De Laval Separator Co.

165 Broadway 29 East Madison Street

NEW YORK CHICAGO

Vacuum Bottle Insurance
against breakage, inconveni-

ence and embarrassment pro-

vided by the

tERROSTAT
the vacuum bottle which has no
glass fillers or breakable parts and
still gives full thermal efficiency.

i qt. nickel or black rubber finish | 9.50
1 qt. tan leather finish 10.00

2 qt. nickel or black rubber finish 13-50
s qt. tan leather finish 14-50

"It Will Not Break"
If your dealer cannot supply you, order

direct from factory.

Stanley Insulating Company, Great Barrington, Mass.

>.
With a removable

Hill Dryer, you can
keep the back lawn

^>j. just as neat and at-

tractive as the lawn
5! in front.

A special ground socket

is furnished with each

Hill Clothes Dryer
making it easy to put up and take
down—thus eliminating all unsightly

posts from your lawn. Each dryer folds

up into a very compact space though it carries from 100 to 150
feet of line. Each has a revolving reel— saves tugging a heavy basket of
wet clothes, and rewashing clothes that have been dragged in the mud.

Send for free folder showing different types and sizes.

„.„ ^, lL y-v g-> 49 CENTRAL STREET
Hill Clothes Dryer Co., Worcester, mass.

For Your RESIDENCE, CLUB, AUTOMOBILE, YACHT
and for GENERAL PRESENTATION PURPOSES

"Chelsea"
8-DAY

HIGH-GRADE Clocks
FOR YEARS THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD OF QUALITY
ON SALE BY LEADING HIGH CLASS JEWELLERS

CHELSEA CLOCK. CO. Makers of high grade clocks. 1 State St., Boston, Mass.

resident of Forest Hills. At his suggestion the
society was made a branch of the National Au-
dubon Society.

A campaign was then set on foot to interest

the whole community in the enterprize and in-

crease the membership of the society. Circular

letters were sent out, enclosing Mr. Job's report,

and two lectures were given—one for children

—

by Mr. Ernest Harold Baynes, the naturalist.

One of the bulletins sent out by Miss Mary E.

Knevils, the secretary, contained the following

pertinent suggestions of "ways you can help the

birds to come to Forest Hills":
"1. Put up bird houses for bluebirds, chicka-

dees, nuthatches, downy and hairy woodpeckers,
flickers, tree swallows, purple martins, and wrens.

"2. Keep a large, shallow dish filled with
clean water, accessible to the birds. In hot
weather birds injure fruit endeavoring to quench
their thirst.

"3. Rid your place of homeless cats.

"4. Plant a clump of Japanese millet, hemp,
sunflowers, and buckwheat in your garden.

Remember that Russian mulberry, sweet gum,
bayberry, Virginia-creeper, elderberry, and other

berry-bearing shrubs and vines furnish food for

our winter birds.

"5. Teach the thoughtless boy with the

beanshooter or air gun that we need the birds

to destroy insects."

A Junior Branch of the society was founded
and a journeyman's class started which makes

A colony martin house designed by Mr. Grosvenor Atterbury,

architect of the gardens, to harmonize with the prevailing archi-

tecture at Forest Hills. Erected in Greenway Terraces

bird boxes that are sold to the members for 75

cents, $1, and $1.50, according to style. This

class meets once a week during the winter and has

turned out a large number of handsome and

substantial boxes. They have also made and set

up several weather-vane type feeding stations.

A course in elemental ornithology was also

started in the public school, and public lectures

and field excursions have been arranged for the

children. Even the very young children have

been organized into neighborhood groups.

Not only have large numbers of the nesting

boxes been erected in the community, but bird

fountains of all sorts have been installed, includ-

ing flower-pot saucers, simple cement basins

sunk in the ground and shaded by shrubbery,

and more elaborate fountains with running water,

designed as features of the landscape gardening.

On Community Day at the Gardens, a handsome

bird fountain in one of the parks, named Olivia

after Mrs. Russell Sage, was dedicated to the

people with appropriate ceremonies.

A constant educational campaign has been

kept up by means of the free circulation of federal

and state bulletins relating to birds, and the sale

at cost of various bird books and pamphlets.

The public library has also cooperated. Finally,

a bird newspaper was started in the form of

various bulletins which were posted on ten orna-

mental iron-framed boards, designed by Mr.

Grosvenor Atterbury. These were placed on

lamp posts at difFerent points and supplied each

week with timely items of bird lore.

The attempt to induce the birds to return to a

suburban community near a large city is bound

to meet with discouragements, but it is worth

trying, and will produce results if continued per-

sistently. In two years the community at Forest

Hills had succeeded in adding to its bird popula-

tion, and had also taught both children and grown-

ups to notice bird neighbors which they never

saw before. Alden Fearing.
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Think of the
pleasure of

CLEAN,
SAFE
WATER

in your home
for all purposes

For all household uses, stainless, attractive, safe

water is extremely desirable. Besides its evi-

dent value in your hath, in laundry, kitchen, or

pantry, filtered water practically does away with

the trouble from leaky faucets and valves and

affords great protection to your handsome fix-

tures, piping, boilers and mechanical equipment

because it is free from grit, muddmess and sus-

pended matter of all kinds as well as odor or taste.

Loomis-Manning Filters afford the maximum of

such protection because they are extremely simple to

take care of. they are scientifically designed to keep in

excellent working order and arc made in a substantial,

durable manner.

They arc readily installed without causing disturbance or alter-

ing the present flow of water in the house. Several sizes and
types to meet different water conditions.

Loomis-Manning Filter Distributing Company
Established 1SS0 1441 South 37th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

It fit] your

rangt bnltr

c^/^fis Electric Insert

Water Heater
ON those days in Spring when it is too warm

to keep your heating system "going" suf-

ficiently to provide hot' water from the boiler;

in Summer when the heating of water involves

distributing heat throughout the house; the

"Electric Insert" Water Heater performs a ser-

vice of great convenience at small cost.

Apfel's "Electric Insert" is an internal heater,

consequently no heat is lost by radiation,

every unit being applied to the heating of water
in the tank.. It is essentially clean and it is in-

expensive to have and to use.

The "Electric Insert" Water Heater is made in several sizes to

accommodate a wide range of hot water requirements. It is

known favorably to most Electric Companies throughout the
United States. If the Electric Company in your community is

not familiar with it U t us send you a little booklet concerning it.

They range in price from $15.00 to £30.00. Write to

THE ELECTRIC SALES CORPORATION
148 Stuart Building, Seattle, Washington

Sole Mfrs. under Letters Patent

THE constant dread of em-

barrassing situations is a

peace destroying feature of your

obsolete, noisy toilet that rests

upon the entire household.

The sense of perfect privacy encouraged

by the silent closet is therefore a relief,

gratifying alike to your family and to

,
their guests.

THE TRENTON
POTTERIES COMPANY
Silent S[]^^^lElL°CL(Dj C1°Set

operates so quietly that it cannot be

heard, night- or day, outside the bath-

room. The mechanical action is so

perfect as to be noiseless both in flush-

ing and refilling. Its parts are durably

built, well finished and artistically

designed.
The hard, impervious

nature of the Vitreous

China used makes it

practically indestruct-

ible; and the highly

glazed, pure white sur-

face is self-cleansing and

non-corrosive.

Write for a copy of the TRENTON'
book Bq, "Bathrooms of Character."

It will help' you to beautify your

home and to know quality in bath-

or kitchen-ware when you see it.

The Trenton Potteries Company
Trenton, N. J., U.S.A.

Largest Makers of Sanitary Pottery Plumbing in the World
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THE selection of a summer wardrobe is

perhaps the happiest task a woman has

these busy days, for while conservation

has entered even the realm of country clothes,

it is fortunately easy to conserve here with

satisfactory results.

There are perhaps but two rules to which one
should adhere, and, in these days when every-

thing in the world is run by rules, that isn't

many. Buy only what you need and choose

this carefully so that you will be satisfied with

it when you get it. They are] both bromidic

it is true; but they are nevertheless worthy
of consideration and one dare not overlook

them, or unfortunately much that starts

out as economy will end up as extravagance.

With patriotism uppermost in her mind, many
a woman has determined early in the season to

wear her last year's clothes and to buy next to

nothing new. Perhaps she has remained true

to her resolve for a time, but sooner or later there

has arisen that all important occasion that some-
how always has a way of arising suddenly, and
nothing she possesses will do. The result is gen-

erally a hurried shopping trip and an ill-timed

purchase. It is so much better to realize at the

start that true economy applied to clothes is

nothing so much as it is successful buying.

As regards summer clothes it is comparatively

easy to economize, for not only is there a far

greater choice offered than at any other season

of the year, but there are so many pretty and
well made clothes that do not run into money.

Certain clothes that

are the backbone of a

country wardrobe must
be purchased from only

the most reliable
sources, and on these

one dare not attempt to

economize, for they de-

pend for their success

upon their correct de-

sign and cut and upon
their quality, but they
are not subject to rapid

changes in fashion and
consequently may be

worn more than one
season. What could be

worse, for instance,

than a cheap country
suit? It is neither cut

well nor made well, and
it never looks well nor
holds its shape; while

a good one lasts several

seasons and is always
distinguished and thor-

oughly satisfactory
until it actually wears
out. On the other
hand, one may find

charming frocks of

simple wash materials

beautifully made at
surprisingly reasonable

prices which will laun-

der well and often last

two seasons.

Suits, coats, shoes,

hosiery, gloves, and
separate tailored wash
skirts are never wise
selections for economy.
r A U » j u J 2. A white flannel skirt ($12.75)Oood hats and blouses and a hand made batiste blouse

may sometimes be ($10.50) are topped by a double
c j r it brimmed milan hat with a gros-
IOUnd tor really very grained ribbon band ($12.75)

Marion C. Taylor

tHE purpose of this department conducted by
Country Life's Readers' Service, is to give in-

formation ofany sort regarding country clothes.

It will gladly furnish the names and addresses of
establishments where correct country clothes may
be found, as well as those from which the clothes

in the accompanying articles are chosen.
Write, telephone, or consult this department per-

sonally on country clothes problems. .

COUNTRY LIFE
120 West 32nd Street New York City

little money, and cotton wash dresses are quite

often most reasonably priced.

The white suit illustrated (i) is the origination

of a New York establishment, well known for

years for its excellent habits, and rapidly coming
into an equal prominence because of its splendid

showing of country suits. Smart women have

realized for some time that the expert tailoring

required for habits is applicable to country
suits as well, and this establishment is to-day
making the smartest suits of this character.

The one shown has the only really new coun-
try skirt of the season, a modern interpreta-

tion of the old sunplaited skirt, not so full and
flaring but plaited by machine. It is im-
mensely becoming worn with a coat or with a

sweater.

The coat which accompanies it in this in-

stance is a softly tailored model with a rather
new sleeve and a sash belt which may be drawn
in tightly or left to make the coat semi-fitted.

Made in a soft white tricolette, the suit has a

distinction plus an all round usefulness that
admits to even a conservative summer
wardrobe.
Very new and very smart is the hat illus-

trated with this suit. The crown is made of
a basket weaving of white Georgette crepe
and natural lemonade straw—the brim of the
Georgette—and a new French ribbon, called

web ribbon, ties about the crown. This is

one of the first of the new midsummer millin-

ery ideas to appear.
The selection of separate wash skirts unfor-

tunately seems so easy, that many women
fail of any distinction in their choice. Hun-
dreds of designs are offered, but few are really

smart.

It is possible to achieve

distinction in two ways. If

one has use for a great num-
ber of wash skirts to serve

varied purposes, some for

tennis or golf, others for

casino or beach use, one may
indulge in extremes such as

white and black foulard

skirts, or some of the pretty

new patterned pussywillows;
but if one has a more limited

supply one must have each
skirt irreproachable in de-

sign, cut, material, and work-
manship. Choose simple

models and let their

quality lift them from
the crowd of cheap,

poorly made wash
skirts.

The two shown are

of quite different types.

The •first • (2). is of an

excellent heavy white

flannel with bound but-

tonholes and pocket
slits and the best qual-

ity of large white pearl

buttons. The wide,

soft belt fastens with

two buttons at each

side of the front.

The second (3) is

quite new in design

with a single wide tuck

at the knees and a

pretty novelty in the

way that the pockets

are attached with a

loop of the material

and a big pearl button.

A good quality of de-

pendable white cotton

gabardine, which launders well and does not

wrinkle easily is used.

The waist worn with the flannel skirt is r

freshingly new in design with its square bib e

feet finished by a plaited ruffle edged in blue

rose, or in all white. The material is a she*

batiste and the waist is entirely hand mad
Narrow grosgrain ribbon ties across the front.

The one worn with the gabardine skirt is al

of batiste beautifully decorated with hand draw
work in an odd cross-barred design. This a

pears on the back as well as the front and
both the plaited collar and the pretty frilled cu

The waist is hand made, and succeeds in bei

one of those delightfully cool-looking blous

that are the only choice on a really hot day.

Another is hand made and of batiste and has

as its chief trimming a hand-scalloped edging of

3. The tucked cotton gabardine skirt

($7.95) the hand drawn blouse
($12.50) and the gay hemp hat that
comes in sweater colorings ($5.95)

are all a part of a summer's day
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BONWIT TELLER &XQ
r Sficciuitty cS/io/b oj Originationa

FIFTH AVENUE AT 38™ STREET

COUNTRY CLOTIIKS
Featuring Exclusively Designed

and Finely Custom Tailored

SUITS of HANDLOOMED
TWKKDS and HOMESPUNS

These suits are of rare, selected fabrics

—

the tweeds are rich in texture and tone,

the homespuns have the characteristic

brilliant "burrs" of color. In the models

presented there is that note of studied

leisure—the token of the clothes of the

country gentlewoman.

Department of Sports Apparel

tmnnnmn nH PONT AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

EVERT tradition demands that trie bridal gift be of only the

choicest artifice and conception. Toiletware of Ivory

Py-ra-lin is a Worthy man made successor to the barbaric

ivon? that laj? in the elephant tusks of old.

The caste of bJonj) P^-ra-lin insures that it be maid-in-v?aiting

to e-der$ American gentlewoman. She really appreciates

IVORY PY-RA-LIN
An attractive brochure will be gladly sent >)ou upon request.

And all better stores ha-Ce a proper exhibit. You will find

each piece of the genuine toiletware plainly stamped with the

name, Ivory Py-ra-lin.

THE ARLINGTON WORKS
Owned and Operated by E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.

7a5 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

IN
j

,„i

CLOTHINC^D
&en\\tmtvte ^rntehitu; %paoo&,

MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY-FOURTH STREET
NEW YORK

Telephone Murray Hill 8800

Flannels for Town and Country

Summer Furnishings

Straw and Panama Hats

Russia, Calf and Buckskin Shoes

Travelling Kits

Send for Illustrated Catalogue

Uniforms for Officers in the Service

of the United States

BOSTON SALES- OFFICES
Trcmontcor. Bovlston Street

NEWPORT SALES-OFFICES
220 Bcllevue Avenue
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the material, and a narrow line of entre deux.

The collar is of an excellent shape and the cuffs

turn back, which
makes it a good
choice for use with

sweaters.

The two sweat-

ers shown repre-

sent the accepted

types of the sea-

son, for while it is

true that many
sweaters and so-

called "sport
coats" appear at

the beginning of

each season, but

one or two receive

the ap-
proval
of the
well
dressed
woman,
and
they
are in-

var i a-

blysim-
ple and practical,

with a bit of nov-
elty as to texture,

weave, or cut.

The slip-on
sweater shown (4)

is a soft, fine ribbed

zephyr yarn, its

claim to novelty
lying in the deep
V shaped opening
of the neck. It

comes in a soft,

lovely periwinkle

blue, a good tan,

and a becoming
rose, as well as

black and white.

The other (5) is the light weight alpaca veiling

sweater which is semi-transparent and is easily

the most successful sweater of the

season. It is made with the new
narrow collar which ends in re-

vers, has the usual patch pockets

and a narrow tailored sash. Tur-
quoise blue, sand, and a lovely

coral are some of the best colors

it comes in, as well as black and
white.

Organdie and calico may be
said to be the high lights in a

season of crisp, unpretentious

cotton frocks. The former is most
successful when its crispness is

given full sway as in the model
(6) which is devoid of all trim-

ming. The spirit of the wide
fischu is carried out in the deep
hem, which gives a splendid body
to the skirt, and a black satin

bow and sash add just the right

contrast. Old blue, flesh, corn
a delicate lavender, and white ar

all lovely, and the price is more
than ordinarily reasonable.

The other model (7) has a white
organdie collar, cuffs, and tucker
which are edged with an organdie
frill; the skirt is just a succession

of tucks, wide and narrow. It

may be had in the same colors and
white.

The revival of calico has been
mented upon. It is quite logical

and well thought out each succeeding season but
the values seem to be more and more remarkable.

Of course the increased demand for clothes for

country wear has given the designers an impetus
that has led to many an innovation and it is in

these innovations rather than in the regular

standbys of other years that one finds the more
interesting offerings.

For the last few seasons, crepe de chine, pussy
willow silk, and a firm wash satin have
been growing in favor and in flesh and
white have been displacing the petticoats

of other days. Their increased popularity
is quite justifiable for they give in every
particular far greater satisfaction. They
not only wear better, but they are less

transparent—shed dust and dirt more
easily, do not cling to the outer skirt as

the lingerie petticoat is all too apt to do,

4. A deep neck opening im-
proves a slip-on woolen
sweater ($6.75) worn with
a good though inexpensive
sailor hat ($5.00)

8. The real old-time spirit of the
calico morning frock ($18.75) is

repeated in the lemonade straw
hat, with its bouquet of field flow-
ers ($28.00)

5. The well liked Alpaca veiling
sweater ($16.75) is accompanied by
an odd Panama hat, its brim of
ribbon interlaced with the straw
($14.50)

widely corn-

coming after

the gingham vogue of the last two seasons, and
when the calico is treated simply and in a model
in sympathy with £he old-time spirit of the
material, it has a homely charm that is distinctly

likable. The model illustrated (8) is prettiest

in dark blue with a white figure and white or-

gandie collar, cuffs, piping, and sash and tie.

For those who can wear it, the old yellow calico

is also made with yellow organdie trimming.
At this season the shops usually specialize in

petticoats designed particularly for summer use
and although it hardly seems possible in these
days of rising prices, it is nevertheless true that
not only are the designs increasingly interesting

7. Georgette crepe, plain and knife plaited
makes a cool light midsummer hat ($15.00)
and colored and white organdie combine
attractively in a simple frock ($17.50)

and they are much more attrac-

tive when simply trimmed with

deep tucks or ruffles not needing
the fine embroidery or trimming
necessary to make a cotton or

linen skirt attractive.

Pussy willow is perhaps the

ideal material for wear under
country clothes for it is cool as can

be, light in weight and its dust shedding qualities

make it especially desirable. One cannot choose

a better model than one that is a specialty of

one of the better class shops. It is a straight

cut skirt finished with two small tucks and a

hem at the bottom and sells for $6.95. It is

not a new model—quite a year or more old but it

is one of those things that seemingly cannot be

improved upon and consequently achieves a

definite and enduring place in the wardrobe which
it retains until something comes that is better.

At this same shop they are offering a col-

lection of skirts for the same purpose that are

distinctly notable for the care with which they
have been assembled. They range in price

from the simplest tennis and golf skirts of pique

and cambric with buttonholed scalloped edges

at the remarkable price of $1.00 to really lovely

skirts for use under afternoon frocks, in fine

nets over silk, in chiffons, delicate laces, etc. A
very smart and pretty model in crepe de chine

is accordeon plaited, it comes in street shades as

well as flesh and white at #5.95. An excellent

value is in crepe de chine with two pointed chiffon

flounces on all accordeon plaited crepe de chine

founces for $4.95.
But nothing could be more

generally useful than a model of

white tub silk with a scalloped

edged flounce, trimmed in three

shirrings and having a double
panel back and front for added
protection under sheer things.

This sells for #2.95 or $4.85 in

flesh or white wash satin. In

taffeta in street shades comes an-

other specially priced skirt made
with a deep ruffle headed by three

rows of shirring and edged by a

ruching put all on scallops. This

is priced $3.95 and is particularly

good for use under foulards, geor-

gettes or similar street dresses

such as one wears in to town during

the summer and under which it is

always advisable for comfort as

well as appearance to wear a skirt

that has some body and crispness

to its material.

As stated before, shoes and hos-

iery are never wise selections for

economy, especially during this

period when even the best boot-

makers are having trouble in ob-

taining a high grade of leather.

For a summer wardrobe two well-

selected pairs of white shoes, made
from a leather which cleanses with

warm water and soap, will fit any

dainty or practical costume of the lighter shades.

A light-soled pump with an attractive enamel

buckle adds a finish to frocks of organdie, calico

or sheer materials, while a well-turned Oxford,

either a high or low cut model gives both trigness

and comfort to a white tailored suit or sporting

skirt and sweater. The tendency is toward low

heels which is carried even into the realm of low

French or Cuban heels on slippers and pumps.
The vividly colored novelty hose of last season

is being replaced by plain shades to match differ-

ent shoes. There is an effort to make the texture

of hosiery finer and of a more delicate mesh as

the prevailing colors need a fine mesh to set

off their

tints.
Owing to

the dye
situation

dark
h o s i e ry

does not

always hold
its color, which

makes the ex-

clusive wearing

of white foot-

gear both prac-

tical and at-

tractive.

Parasols are

always a pleas-

ant accessoryto

a summer ward-
robe. A dark
color affords

more protec-

tion and guards

the eyes from
the glare, while

mauve or buff

casts the most
becoming tint

over the face.

Long enameled
handles with
rounded top

match the par-

asol in color,

while a narrow
ribbon or leath-

er band to at-

tach it to the

wrist is a con-

venience.

6. Very new, and very
becoming is the
double brimmed geor-

gette crSpe hat trim-

med with silk fringi

($15.00) and perfectly

suited tothe simplcor-
gandie frock ($16.50)
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Both: "You Lucky Dor,!"

IT'S
FUNNY how everyone of us wants

\\ hat the other fellow has. The anaemic
man with a million, pines for the

husky physique and care-free mind
of the longshoreman; the chap with the

digestion of an ostrich, an inadequate

Income and the biceps of a Hercules wants
a satin-lined limousine, Russian caviar

and a box at the opera. Why? Oh,
l.ordy. don't ask us. It's just human
nature—the way we poor mortals are built.

Human nature is a wonderful and complex
thins:. Clod bless it. But some understand-
ing of human nature is the one thing neces-

sary to success in the publishing world.
W e don't for a minute pretend that we fully

understand the workings of the human
mind—who does? But we spend our lives

in putting into the pages of Judge what
we think will appeal to intelligent people

all over these United States, the kind ot

text and pictures that warm the heart,

tickle the fancy or evoke a broad grin.

That Judge has achieved a large measure
of success seems to indicate our labors

have not been entirely in vain. The big

thing about this publication is the fact that

it's a bubbling, cheerful, stimulating friend;

a friend who rides no hobbies, except happi-
ness; who cherishes no enmities, except a

supreme hatred for the Common Foe of
Civilization—Militaristic Germany; who pa-
rades no fads and imposes no personal
eccentricities; a breezy, rollicking comrade
with a vein of tenderness, a sparkling wit
and exhaustless "pep." This is the kind
of a visitor one likes to have in one's house.
These are the qualities which make Judge
beloved of the nation.

The war? Yes, it is the banshee that
dogs our heels, day and night. But why
brood over war-time conditions? They are
trying out our souls, have jolted us out

of our self-complacency, and yet how much
better off we are in this country than the

people of any other nation on this torn-up

old globe. We are going to win the war

—

don't doubt that for a moment. And we
are going to win it through American pluck

and American stamina and our ability to

tight, sacrifice and smile, all at the same
time. The American soldier or sailor is

no grouch. He sings no futile hymns of

hate. The boys in the thick of it "over
there" haven't forgotten how to laugh; the

lads in our home camps and aboard ship

are the merriest, fun-loving crowd of young-
sters anywhere in the world. And they all

read Judge—love it.

Recently the librarians at the various

cantonments throughout the country took

a vote among the soldier readers to ascertain

what periodicals were most in demand.
Judge stood right up at the top of the list.

"Every copy received is read to a frazzle"

writes one officer. Why? Because Judge
is human, entertaining, enormously amusing.

It is all American and nation wide in its

sympathies. It is a smiling visitant to the

home during fifty-two mirth-provoking

weeks of the year.

Why not Hooverize your rebellion against

the high cost of living by becoming a per-

fectly good optimist through the influence

of Judge ? Don't allow yourself to be

Zeppelined by unfounded fears, or sub-

marined by false economy. Get behind

Judge's super-long-range gun of humor which

punctures the dugouts of doubt, dullness

and despair. Come into the camp of the

wide-awake ones, those who are doing

their bit by radiating cheerfulness in the

face of depressing conditions. Put on the

khaki of mirth and shoulder the rifle of

merriment. You owe it to yourself and

your neighbor to wear a frownless counte-

nance. Acquire "the smile that won't
come off" by reading Judge—the happy
medium.
Do you know that with one paltry little

dollar you can wallop the willies completely
out of existence? You can, with a copy of

Judge in your hand, defy all the hordes of
boredom and bury the blues so deep that

they'll never return.

Don't you hear that whistle? Toot!
Toot! Toot! All aboard for the Land of
Laughter! The train is pulling out. Don't
get left behind! Jump on and take your
seat in the Pullman. Your ticket for a

three months' trip is attached. Snip it

off and mail it now while the mailing's good.
Help your Uncle Sam to win the war by
lending him your smiles.

By the way: Did you know that every-

body is calling Judge the "Nation's Per-

petual Smileage Book"? That description

fits like a glove. Judge—for yourself.

A Giggle A Day Keeps Old Grouch Azvay

225 Fifth Avenue,
New York City

All Right, Judge:

I accept your offer—three months
for $1.00. It is understood that you
send me Judge beginning with the

current issue, 12 numbers in all. I en-

close $1 (or) send me a bill at a later

date. (Canadian $1.25, foreign $1.50.)

Name

Street

City

State
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Exceedingly
Convenient!

Purity Cross Chefaervice affords yoa^
these marvellous dishes instantly , easily ^
and economically at any time. Just heat
the tin and aerve.

PURITY CROSS
ned Chicken a la Kin?,

, Wolsh Rarebit, Lobster a la New-
burg,Creamed Finnan Uaddie.etC.
Soli by all fine grocers and delica*
tessens.

Purity Cross Mode! Kitchen
Orange, N.

YotlT must contain a complete

L.7
Kipling— that is, if you

wrary p ian to afforcj your children

the heritage of the Anglo-Saxon family.

Published by

Doublcday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

Apollo
Fu
"l

e

atZn-iZe<i- JL Roofing Products 1
In country or city—for farm buildings or resi-

dences, metal roofing is positively unequaled.
Apollo-KeystoneCopperSteel Galvanized Sheets are the most dur-

able* rust-resisting galvanized sheets manufactured. Actual weather '

tests have proved the superiority of this material for Roofing, Tanks*
Culverts, etc. Keystone Copper Steel is also unexcelled for Hoof-
ing Tin Plates. Look for the Keystone added below regular brands.
Sold by leading dealers. Send for free "Better Buildings" booklet, i

AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY, Frick Bid*., Pittsburih, Pa. 1

l
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Practical Garden and Farm Clothes

I
WISH it were possible to illustrate the woman
gardener of say 1910 or '12 in her garden
costume of those days, a delectable smock

of rose, orange, or purple perhaps, a big, flappy,

simple shade hat, a gaily painted watering can,

and, of course, a checked oil cloth kneeling pad;

and by her side to draw this woman farmer of

1918 with her simple working clothes of some
practical material, her collapsible weatherproof
hat, her stout boots, and her real spade or hoe

or rake. For I don't think anything shows more
clearly the strides that women in general have
made in this line of work.

Most of the shops in New York are offering

some variation of farming costume and each model

has a feature or two to recommend it. In fact

it is very largely a question of individual taste,

for becomingness is quite as much a part of this

work costume as it should be of every costume

that a woman wears.

The one illustrated is one of the very simplest

models, consisting of a coat blouse and breeches

of a durable khaki-colored wash fabric. The
blouse may be opened in the neck for comfort

or be worn closed, with a tie for protection against

sunburn. There are two capacious pockets and

an adjustable belt. The breeches sell for $3.25

and the blouse for $S-7S- 1° a cooler blue jean

the blouse is #3.95. Of course one may use

a shirt with the breeches instead of the coat

blouse, but this shop recommends the latter.

Here are also sold puttees at $1.25, excellent

shoes with a patented "health" construction at

$5.75 and a collapsible hat at 95 cents. The

outfit complete is offered at $15.

Another combination offered by a different

shop consists of a looser, more smock-like coat

held in by a fairly wide adjustable belt, pockets

button closed; this coat comes fully to knee

length. Well cut breeches and a similar collapsi-

ble hat complete it; the whole is sold complete

for $7.75 in khaki color jean cloth in sizes up to

twenty years, an additional 10 per cent, being 1

charged for larger sizes. The hat is $1, the
|

smock £4, and the breeches $2.75 if each is

bought separately.

The same design is also made up in cream cotton

crepe or blue Trouvelle cloth for #9. 50, with the ad-

ditional 10 per cent, for sizes above twenty years.

At this same shop they sell excellent heavy tan

cotton rib stockings with a turn oyer top fou

$1.15 a pair, cotton canvas gloves with a nbbed

wrist for 22 cents (by the way these are excellent

for any gardening work), and a standard make of

blue denim overalls, for #1.75 a pair.
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In the G. A. Schieren Residence

Are Tuttle & Bailey Grilles
In the residence of ('.. \ Sehieren at tlreaf \n k, Long I. land,

radiator obtniMv eness is etTe* tualU anil .ittr.u li\ el\ olist ured l>y (he

decorative grilles under the windows _

\li Sehieren himself, dropped in on us one day and made (he

election.* from the comprehensive assemblage of grilles here at our

New \ ork. office

If you should incline to 1I0 likewise, you will Ijc must heartily

weK ome
S-nd for Catalogue tit>-.\.

Tuttle & Bailey Mfg Co.LJ1
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The "Beaut-i-ator
imply ptibt it over your
. N11 "in -nlr hrlp

uklcl 66 A

52 Yanderbilt Avenue

New York

"KIPLING
in the maturity

of his

great talent

tV-^ E, towers head and shoulders over the writers

I I of to-day. There have been no books writ-

* -X ten equal to his two describing the old, stark

game of war.

They are
—"France at War" (net, 60 cents) and

"Sea Warfare" (net, $1.25).

In his great poem "France" (published in France

at War) he has written what has been called the finest

tribute of love ever paid by one nation to another.

His books sell to-day in ever-increasing numbers.

The first book of fiction Mr. Kipling has written

in seven years has just been published. It is called

"A Diversity of Creatures," and if you have not al-

ready read it—for who has not?—it will be well worth

your while to do so. It sells for $1.50, net, in cloth

and $1.75, net, in red leather.

AT YOUR BOOKSELLER'S

DOUBLED AY , PAGE & COMPANY
GARDEN CITY, NEWYORK
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% AUTOMOBILE

ENGINE LUBRICATION
NE of the most famous American

automobile engineers once said:

"Give me a perfect system of
lubrication and I will produce an

everlasting car." The good gentle-

man may have exaggerated a

trifle in the exuberance of post-prandial elo-

quence, but substantially he was stating a truth.

The motor car is a vehicle embodying innumer-
able frictions. Lubrication reduces this all-

pervading friction, though it cannot eliminate it,

to the point where the mechanism may run.

In theory, lubrication consists of interposing a

thin film of oil or grease between moving sur-

faces, generally metal, which would otherwise

meet. The efficiency of lubrication depends on
how nearly it maintains this oily buffer con-

tinuously. Let the lubrication fail and the

moving metal surfaces meet, quickly generate

excessive heat, and disintegration of the metal

follows. Just remember that the motor car

consists of many mechanical units, each one the

seat of intense movement within itself, as well as

in relation to the mechanism as a whole, and you
have some grasp of the vital importance of

lubrication.

There are a number of types of lubrication

systems in use to-day, each of them having
certain definite advantages and demanding
certain attentions to keep them in proper operat-

ing condition. We shall endeavor to describe

the various systems that are found in present-

day cars and to suggest the care needed in each

case to keep the system in efficient working
order, as well as the maintenance attentions

that are common to all the systems alike.

In the first place it should be understood that

when we refer to the lubricating system of the

car, we mean to indicate the oiling system of the

engine. The other parts of the mechanism
requiring lubrication are generally separate

units, whereas the engine's oiling apparatus
takes care of a number of different parts. The
commonly used types of engine lubricating

systems are of three sorts, splash, force or

pressure, and force and splash, a combination of

the two former.

The splash system utilizes the lower half of the

crankcase as a reservoir or sump for holding

the lubricating oil. The lower ends of the
connecting rods are equipped with miniature
dippers. When the connecting rods are in

action, the scoops or dippers are plunged below
the surface and gather up a certain amount of
oil on each revolution, scattering it over the

surfaces that require lubrication. From this

simple explanation the car owner will get the
first and most important rule as regards the
lubrication of his vehicle. This is the vital

necessity for keeping the oil in the reservoir at

the proper level, so that there shall be no ques-
tion that the scoops find the lubricant waiting
for them at the end of their downward journey.
Obviously, if the oil is allowed to get so low that
the dipper does not reach it, the moving parts
of the engine are not going to get the lubrication

necessary for their continued operation.

The oiling system of the engine must also

take care of the bearings, and to this end small
holes are provided
in the bearing hol-

der, into which
the lubricant is

supposed to drain.

Now this method
of oiling the bear-

ings is not positive

in action. If the
oil gets below the
proper level, there
will probably not
be enough to give

By ALEXANDER JOHNSTON
the bearings adequate lubrication. When the car

is running up or down hill, one end of the engine
may get more than enough lubricant while the
other end is not getting enough. It happens not
altogether infrequently that the small holes

designed to conduct the oil to the bearing get

clogged up, in which case the bearing will get no
lubricant at all. The result will be a burned out
bearing, if the condition continues for more than
a short time. Even if the stoppage is not entire,

so little oil may reach the bearing that it will

be underfed, with excessive wear as a result.

Whenever opportunity occurs, that is to say
whenever the engine is sufficiently disassembled,

these bearing oil holes should be carefully

cleaned out.

Many engines using the splash system of

lubrication permit the oil from the reservoir to

seep back into the clutch and other parts, the

flywheel being utilized as a sort of centrifugal

pump to throw lubricant into a pipe leading to

the timing gear, after lubricating which it finds

its way back into the reservoir again.

The system which we have been describing is

generally known as "straight splash" and it is

the simplest form of lubricant distributer

available. There are certain modified forms of

splash systems in use, which are worthy of

brief mention. One of these is known as the

"displacement system," which acts in much
the same way as the inverted bottles of spring

water, commonly ornamenting many of our best

public places. A small, upright tank is placed

at the side of the engine, a pipe leading from the

lower end to the crankcase at the point of

correct oil level. Oil being poured into the tank
immediately flows downward into the crank-

case until the correct level is reached, when
obviously no more of the lubricant will flow.

All the car owner has to do is to keep the tank
full; then as the oil in the reservoir is used up,

enough oil flows down from the tank to bring

the level up to the correct point. The idea is

to give a device that will, with minimum atten-

tion, automatically maintain the level of oil in

the crankcase at the proper point. The theory

is excellent, but in practice there are certain

factors that contribute to prevent the achieve-

ment of perfection. To begin with, the oil tank

must be absolutely air-tight; otherwise the oil

will flow continually, emptying the tank and
filling the reservoir beyond the proper level.

Again, the pipe leading from the tank to the

reservoir in the crankcase is liable to clog, so

that no oil flows, and the car owner looking at

his gauge thinks he has plenty of oil in the

system, when in reality the crankcase may be

nearly drained. This is not so much criticism of

a lubricating system that has many virtues, but
rather suggestion as to what the owner of this

type of oil distributer must watch.
The second modification of the splash system in

present-day use is known as "circulating splash,"

which bears some resemblance to the force and
splash system to be considered later. Circulating

splash employs a pump, usually driven from the

camshaft, the function of which is to send the

oil through the engine time after time. The
lubricant is drawn from the reservoir, which is

simply the bottom of the crankcase, and is

driven by the pump along troughs to certain

places at which it is needed. In the meanwhile
the conventional scoops or dippers are splashing

oil on the cylinder walls, the pistons, the rods,

crankshaft, and camshaft. In some circulating

splash systems, the valve mechanisms and the

timing gears have leads or troughs from the

pump, but the commoner practice is to provide
for these parts by splash. With this system, of

course all oil splashed or circulated is returned
to the reservoir for recurrent use. The pump,
however, is fitted with a strainer, so that the
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lubricant is kept from excessive fouling. It

will be noted that in the circulating splash
system, while the oil is sent on its way by a pump,
it does not reach the parts under pressure,

which makes the distinction between this system
and those employing pressure.

It may be mentioned in this connection, that
there was formerly a type of splash system in

which a pump was employed, which an extra

reservoir divided off from the main supply.

When the lubricant in the main reservoir fell

below its appointed level, the pump came into

play, replenishing the supply from the subsidiary

compartment. This practice has been aban-
doned in favor of those mentioned above.

Before we abandon the subject of splash

lubrication, suppose we examine the troubles that

may occur and the maintenance attentions that

such a system needs. As we suggested some
paragraphs back, the first consideration of the

car owner must be to keep the oil in his engine's

reservoir up to the proper level. Also (and only

less important is this), he must not overdo it.

If there is too much oil in the reservoir, some of

it will work its way into the combustion chamber,
inducing rapid carbonization, not to mention
smoking from the exhaust, which in certain

places will bring the car owner into conflict with

the authorities, to the disadvantage of his

pocketbook. The pump commonly used in the

oiling system of the force and splash type is a

piston pump, though gear pumps are not un-

known. Trouble occasionally develops in the

pump, wear of the piston being the most usual.

Replacement of the piston will cure this malady.

The gauge sometimes gets out of order and fails

to register. Priming the pump through the oil

line will generally restore this part to usefulness.

The leads carrying the oil should be taken out

and cleaned at least once in three months, and

the oil strainer should be removed and thoroughly

cleaned every month. These simple attentions

will usually keep the lubricating system "up on

its toes."

The second major type of lubricating system

is that known as "force and splash." This is

simply our old friend splash with a pump added,

to force oil to the main bearings under pressure.

This part of the system comprises a pipe extend-

ing along the side of the crankcase and having

extending out from it smaller pipes which

directly feed the main bearings with oil. In this

way the supplying of lubricant to the bearings is

positive. A very moderate pressure is enough

to force the oil to the bearings and, obviously,

the pipes are not likely to become clogged. In

some systems the main pipe is carried on to the

timing gears, giving these parts a positive

lubricant supply. The oil passes through a

screen or str uner on its way to the pump,

insuring reasonably clean lubricant. A gauge is

provided in all pressure systems, to let the

driver know just how the oil line is working. The

pump, being geared to the camshaft, works

faster and forces through more oil as the engine

speeds up. This is absolutely necessary, as the

faster the engine runs the more oil it requires.

The fault generally charged against this type

of system is that it does not allow for load. I he

engine may be
pulling hard and
yet be slowed
down by the ex-

cess work it is do-

ing. This is the
time when it needs
oil as never before,

but doesn't get it

because its rate of
turnover happens
to be slowed down.
However in spite
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'Royal Cord'
One of the five

You need good tires now
more than ever before.

Never have you had such
opportunities to use your
car to advantage.

Make the most of it. Use
it daily.

Equip it with good tires,

—tires which will give

you its uninterrupted serv-

ice and utmost economy,

—United States 'Royal
Cords'.

Many layers of powerful
little cords give 'Royal
Cords' tremendous strength,
unlimited capacity for
work,

—staying powers that
mean thousands of miles of

continuous service on your
car.

'Royal Cords' will enable

your car to go farthest at

least expense for tires, re-

pairs, gas and oil. And that's

exactly the service you
ought to have from your
tires in these war times.

United States Tires

are Good Tires
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FinerLawns with Less Labor
"The Big One"—Coldwell's new Ride-Type Motor Mower— solves

the present labor shortage in parks and on private estates. Cutting

an 87-inch swath, requiring only one-man operation, this improved
power-mower will cut over twice as much lawn per hour as three

men with, three horse-mowers.

The "Big One" combines low-cost operation and upkeep with great

mowing capacity. Designed for sturdiness and flexibility under all

cutting strains. Climbs any grade up to 25%.

The Coldwell Motor Mowers, Model "J" (ride type) and Models
"G" and "H" (walk type) each combine large cutting capacity,

with easy operation and low upkeep. Note demountable cutter

unit feature. Coldwell Horse and Hand Mowers are the most
durable and efficient machines for every kind of cutting. Write
for descriptive catalogue.

COLDWELL LAWN MOWER COMPANY
Newburgh, New York 62 East Lake Street, Chicago

\ The largest and finest collection in

America, embracing the best Hardy
and tender varieties of Nymphaeas,
including Day- and Night-Blooming
kinds, also Victoria Regia, the Royal
Water Lily in several sizes, Nelum-
biums, in strong pot plants (or dor-

mant until June 15).

Dreer's Special Water Lily Book
Contains a full list of Water Lilies, Aquarium plants

and other Aquatics, also tells how to grow them. We
are also always pleased to give by letter, any advice

needed concerning plans for ponds and the selection

of varieties.

Dreer's Garden Book for 1918
Will help you in growing both Flowers and Vegetables. 256 pages, four color and duotone
plates, besides hundreds of photographic illustrations.

Either or both above named books will be sent free if you mention this publication

HENRY A. DREER, 714-716 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

of this failing, perhaps because designers gener-
ally allow something for unusual conditions of
operation, the force and splash system has
achieved general popularity and is to-day in

use on more passenger cars than any other.

In a general way the care of a force and splash
oiling system differs little from that which is

given the ordinary splash system. The oil

level must be maintained and the pipes should
be cleaned at three-month intervals, the oil

strainer once a month religiously.

The final type of oiling system, which is

commonly enough used to be of interest to us,

is the pressure or force feed system. The back-
bone of this system is the drilled crankshaft.

This means simply that a hole has been bored
through the crankshaft lengthwise and through
this the oil is pumped. Into this main canal

open subsidiary borings leading to each of the

bearings. No' troughs are used. The oil is

carried in a crankcase reservoir, whence it is

drawn through a screen or strainer by the pump
and forced through the crankshaft to the main
bearings, as noted above; from here it flows to

the rod bearings. At the rod bearings are holes,

which register with other holes in the connecting
rods. From each of these latter holes a tube leads

up to the wrist pin. At each revolution the oil is

forced up through this tube, which lies alongside

the connecting rod, finding its way to the hollow

wrist pin. From the wrist pin the lubricant

flows out to lubricate the piston and cylinder

wall. Pipes or leads are also provided to carry

oil to the camshaft bearings, timing gears, and

other moving parts.

The brief description given above covers the

general structure of the force feed oiling systems

that are most popular to-day. In the main this

type of lubricating system is used only on the

more expensive makes of cars. There is another

pressure feed design in use at the present time,

which dispenses with the bored crankshaft and

utilizes a pipe along the inside of the crank-

case, with leads running out from it to carry oil

to the main bearings, with ducts to feed connect-

ing rod bearings. From here the oil is forced up

through a tube to the wrist pins, whence it flows

to cylinder walls and pistons. The camshaft

bearings generally have a separate supply pipe.

All pressure feed oiling systems embody a

gauge to keep the driver informed as to the

condition of his system. Probably the commonest
form of trouble in the force feed system is

failure of the gauge to work. In this case the

driver should disconnect the oil line attached to

the gauge, while the engine is running; if the oil

continues to flow, the trouble is certainly in the

gauge and not in the oil line. In some of these

pressure systems is included a regulator for

controlling the rate of flow of the lubricant. This

device is usually attached to the screen in the

base of the engine and is connected with the

throttle, so that more oil is fed as the speed of

the engine increases. It is also possible to adjust

the regulator within certain limits.

In the main the force feed oiling system needs

the same care as the other types. The oil

supply must be kept up to the proper level and

the pipes may need an occasional cleaning.

Obviously, there will not be the same trouble

with clogging as in some other systems, as the

oil is under pressure and sweeps away minor

obstructions. However, clogging sometimes

occurs, so that the system must have a periodic

cleaning.

While we set out to discuss particularly the

lubricating system of the engine and adjacent

parts, we may be pardoned for devoting a brief

notice to the lubrication of the units that do not

derive their lubricant from the main reservoir.

Of course, the engine's oiling system is by all

odds the most important part of the entire

lubrication system of the car. A failure to keep

the lubrication system of the engine properly

filled with oil and working brings almost instant

disaster. The lubrication of some of the other

parts may be neglected for a considerable period

without absolute failure; but though slower in

coming, trouble will arrive in the end. The car

owner who desires to get the best out of his

vehicle, will study the whole lubrication system

from steering gear to rear axle and will religiously

give every part the quantity and quality of

lubricant recommended for it by the maker.

For the benefit of such owners we subjoin a

table of lubrication attentions demanded by the

various parts of the motor vehicle, which con-

scientiously followed, will bring the nearest
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OUR TASK:
To forge another irresist-

ible weapon like King
Arthur's sword of old
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Elizabeth ^^©3^^ New Jersey

A Real Fighting Industry.
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THATCH MODEL POCONO MODEL

Get a Cozy, Picturesque Bossert House
PUT it up in your favorite vacation spot—on the shore of a lake, in the

woods—anywhere

!

Enjoy all the pleasure of outdoor life without any of its discomforts! Be independent of the big

expense of living at summer resorts! It is a sensible war-time economy that will save money for

you and add to your pleasure every summer for years to come. Figure the cost of several sum-
mers for your family at even the most moderate hotel or boarding house rates! Contrast this

with the low cost of a Bossert House

—

a summer home that you will own.

It is a most simple matter to put up

BOSSERT HOUSES
Anyone can do it. No expert labor neces-

sary. Shipped in sections, already painted and
even with hardware fitted, all you need do is

assemble the parts.

Do not confuse Bossert Houses with make-
shift structures. Bossert Houses are built of
the best quality materials throughout—sturdy
and substantial.

Bossert Houses can be sold at their low cost

because of our standardized method of manu-
facturing and purchase of materials in tremen-
dous quantities. You are given the benefit of

the savings effected.

You assume no risk whatever in buying a
Bossert House. We insist upon every purchaser
being absolutely satisfied.

See the complete line of architecturally beautiful Bossert Houses at a wide range in prices! Send 18c
tO'day for handsome catalogue containing illustrations, descriptions and complete information.

CALIFORNIA MODEL COLONIAL MODEL

All details of Bossert construction are fully covered by U. S. Patents

LOUIS BOSSERT & SONS, Inc., 1302 Grand Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Water The Skinner System Way
It Helps Solve Your Help Problem

MJTS out all the labor cost of hose water-
ing—Simply turn the valve and it waters

your garden or flower bed, border or lawn.

Your garden needs not less than an inch of
rain every two weeks. A few hours of Skin-

ner System watering every week secures it.

No complicated, delicately adjusted mechanism to clog up or wear itself out.

No elaborate system of underground piping. No skilled labor necessary to

install it.

There is a special Skinner System equipment to meet all kinds of watering
problems, from a bed of flowers to acres of lawn or garden.

Send for booklet illustrating them all.

The Skinner Irrigation Co.

approach possible to maximum mechanical
efficiency. This table may be accepted as
generally accurate in its recommendations for

lubrication attentions to the various parts of the
mechanism, though there will be variations in

regard to certain cars and models.
Daily lubrication

Clutch collar and thrust bearing: grease or
graphite.

Spring bolts: grease or graphite.

Drag-link joints of steering gear: grease or
graphite.

Tie rod and king bolts: cylinder oil.

Lubrication every 300 miles

Steering gear case: grease or graphite.

Brake levers and clevises: cylinder oil.

Commutator: cylinder oil (few drops).

Steering post: cylinder oil.

Brake shafts and pedal bearings: cylinder oil.

Lubrication every 500 miles.

Spring leaves: graphite or heavy oil.

Crankcase: cylinder oil, drain, flush out, and
refill.

Magneto-distributer: drop of cylinder oil in

holes.

Gearcase: oil, light in winter and heavier in

summer.
Lubrication every 1,000 miles

Wheel bearings: grease or graphite after

thorough cleaning.

Universals: grease or graphite.

Torsion tube, radius rods and similar parts:

grease or graphite.

Gearcase: drain, flush with kerosene and refill

with oil, light for winter, heavier for summer.

A SWIMMING POOL WHILE YOU
WAIT

^3^]N MY farm where I have my summer
home, is a live stream that runs

about eighty-six rods across my
farm. At some time it has evi-

dently been ditched out to

straighten the stream. It is about

thirty feet wide, with a depth when full, of

about five feet. When the grandchildren

broached the subject of a swimming hole, I told

them that they should have one. It, however,

took me about six months to develop the very

simple method which I am about to describe.

I could not dam the stream to fill the banks

without backing up and also filling the ditch on

land of my upstream neighbor, nor without

his consent. If a permanent dam were 'built,

filling the stream in dry weather, it would over-

flow the stream in time of heavy rains and might

be objectionable to my own farm and to my
neighbor, so I did not want a permanent dam.

I did not want the expense of putting in gates,

such as are used in mill races. After thinking

the matter over for several months, questioned

frequently by the grandchildren, who could not

see the swimming hole, the following simple

method occurred to me which I at once put into

execution, and which is a success in every way.

I built a footbridge having two piers in the

stream besides the abutments upon each shore.

This then left four openings each substantially

forty-two inches wide. In each of these piers I

made grooves such aswould be in the openings of a

corn crib or of a coal bin. I then cut six-inch

planks which were two inches thick, the right

length to slide down these grooves, and enough

of them to fill all the grooves, so as to overflow

the stream if desired. In this way the children

in a very few minutes can build up the dam to

any height desired, and can with equal celerity

remove from the grooves all of the boards, and

the stream is again normal.

Pillars could be built and provision made for

the dam without the bridge if so desired. In

my case I wanted the bridge, I built a little

house with two rooms as dressing rooms, one

for the boys and one for the girls; made concrete

floors, a concrete walk to the bridge, concrete

steps down into the water, and a porch in front

by extending the roof. So all in all it makes a

rather interesting feature and is very much enjoy-

ed by the grandchildren and their little friends. In

fact, even the older people seem to enjoy sitting

under the trees near the bridge, watching the

little folk in the water. None of these facts

will be of special interest except possibly the

simple method of easily creating and again

speedily retiring the dam.
Marvin Campbell.
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Systems of
Irrigation
assure lawns of richness and
gardens productive of vege-
tables and flowers. You can
have rain when you want it,

where you want it, and how
you want it.

Economy, simplicity and
efficiency come with Cornell
Overhead and Underground
Irrigation Systems, with pa-
tented, adjustable Rain
Cloud Nozzles. Installed any
time— for any area. No in-

jury to lawn or garden.

ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET FREE

W. G. CORNELL COMPANY
PLUMBING, HEATING, LIGHTING

EVERETT BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY
Railway Eirhanf* Bldg . Chicago. III.
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Mr. Fair Invites You
to Visit Wyomissing

The first week in June to see

the riot of color produced by the

many acres of Peonies and Irises,

which are then in the height of

their glory.

|L Every year a multitude of

*y people come by train, or motor

long distances, to see the glorious

sight. A visitor from California

declared that nothing in that land of

flowers would equal the gorgeous display.

There is no more beautiful section

for a motor trip. Bayard Taylor, after

world-wide journey, declared that he

had seen no more beautiful sight than that

from Mt. Penn near Wyomissing.

For several seasons Mr. Farr and his associates have given

their entire time at this period to their visitors. As the season

will vary somewhat, intending visitors should write the last week

in May for information: we will then advise you of the most

favorable date and arrangements will be made to meet you at

the station.

If you are unable to get here don't hesitate to write for

any information you desire about Peonies, Irises, or other plants

in your hardy garden. If you do not possess a copy of Farr's

Hardy Plant Specialties, send for it at once and it wil be

sent free of charge.

BERTRAND H. FARR
WYOMISSING NURSERIES CO.

103 Garfield Avenue Wyomissing, Penna.

72 Pages

of Garden

Beauty

*5
m

THIS artistic handbook il-

lustrates and describes

one hundred and sixty
weather-resisting pieces for the gar-
den, which we ship by express to all

parts of the nation (express allowed
east of Mississippi River).

"The gardens

of iqi8 will

be sanctuar-

ies in which,

for a mo-
ment, we can

find peace."

"Old World

charm and
modern beau-

ty are fasci-

natingly in-

termingled in

this book."

jArden-Craft

pergolas, summer houses, trellises, trellis

fences, Japanese wood-work, arbors, seats

and sunset arbors, are famous the world
over for artistic excellence. The handbook,

with 1918 supplement, will be
mailed you on receipt of 50 cents,

stamps or coin (to be deducted

from first order), to cover printing

cost and postage.

Ask Jot Catalogue P

THE MATHEWS MFG. COMPANY
LAKEWOOD CLEVELAND, OHIO
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What a Can
of Valspar Did

—

"I took a few days off last week.
Spent them with a can of Valspar varnish

and a brush, the whole thing costing me
only a few dollars. What happened
these extracts from my diary show:

" Thursday—Valsparred the front door this morning
Found it easy to use Valspar. In the afternoon tackled the
dining table. Wonderful results! Valspar is certainly great

stuff.

"Friday— Big rain-storm woke me up in the night.

Thought 'there goes my Valsparred front door.' But this

morning I discovered that rain doesn't affect Valspar a

particle. Today I Valsparred the hall and stairway, and the

linoleum on the kitchen-floor. Valsparring is really great fun.

" Saturday—Had heart failure at breakfast time when the

maid upset a cup of boiling-hot coffee on the dining-table.

But—did it faze Valspar? It did not! Evidently Valspar is

fool-proof. Wound up the week-end by Valsparring some of

the woodwork and the baby-carriage.

" Sunday—Took the baby out for an airing. Met some
friends and they said 'Oh ! doesn't it look cunnin' in its new
carriage!' But it wasn't a new carnage: Valspar did it."

VALENTINE'S

LSPAR
The Varnish That Won't Turn White

Valspar is the wonderful water-proof varnish.

Even boiling water cant turn it white. It protects

*and preserves all kinds of woodwork. It's the
varnish for every place in the home where var-

nish should be used.

Special Offer

If you wish to test Valspar send 20c. in stamps and we will

send you enough Valspar to finish a small table or chair.

VALENTINE & COMPANY
442 Fourth Avenue, New York
Largest Manufacturers of High-grade Varnishes in the World

Established 1832

New York Chicago
\/y\[-^"[s{J£S

Toronto London

Boston (Trade Mark) Amsterdam
W. P. Fuller & Co., San Francisco and Principal Pacific Coast Cities

Copyright 1018, Valentine & Company

Valentine's Val-Enamel
Val-Enamel is an American white enamel

of the highest quality. A small quantity

covers a great deal of surface, enabling the

painter to furnish a superior job at a reason-

able cost. It is washable. For dining-room,

living-room or bedroom, for kitchen, pantry or

bathroom, for interior or exterior work, use

Yal-Enamel. Ask the Valspar dealer for it.

Eggs can be produced at a good profit, even with feed at

present prices, if the matter of rations is carefully studied

WAR TIME POULTRY RATIONS
By E. I. FARRINGTON

1AR time poultry rations are now in order. The same methods
of feeding cannot be followed in all parts of the country,
but satisfactory feeding systems have been developed for

each section. All of the approved rations contain little or
no wheat. The ration recommended for the Middle West by
the Poultry Department of the Missouri College of Agri-

culture to meet present needs is composed as follows:

Scratch feed—10 lbs. of whole or cracked corn, 5 lbs. of oats.

Mash—3 lbs. of bran, 3 lbs. of shorts, ijlbs. of meat scrap.

After a conference between the poultry experts representing the

State Experiment Stations in Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Jersey,

and New York, the following rations were agreed upon:
Scratch feed—5 parts cracked corn, 2 parts oats, 2 parts barley, i part

low grade wheat.
Mash—equal parts of middlings, bran, ground oats, corn meal, gluten,

and beef scrap.

A recent test has proven that a simple ration gives as good results as

one which is more complex. Two pens containing seventy pullets each

were used. One pen was fed a ration consisting of ground oats, bran,

corn meal, flour, alfalfa, beef scrap, gluten, and oil meal. The other

pen received only ground oats, bran, and beef scrap. About the same
number of eggs were laid by the hens in each pen, but it cost 3 per

cent, more to produce those laid by the hens fed the complex ration.

The writer has been using only oats and corn for a scratch ration since

last fall. Many farmers are trying to get along with corn alone, and

they can do this if they feed a mash made up largely of bran, ground

oats, and beef scrap. Of course if they use corn for a scratch feed and

a large percentage of corn meal in their mash, the rations will be so

poorly balanced that the egg yield will fall off.

Two examples are shown by neighboring farmers, one of whom has

been feeding nothing but corn to his chickens, while the other has fed

a mixed ration including corn, oats, bran, shorts, and beef scrap. Dur-

ing the month of November, the first farmer got only six eggs from his

eighty-four hens. The second farmer, with a larger flock, received at

the rate of 262 from the same number of hens. Neither man fed any

wheat, which is not necessary for egg production.

Beef scrap has become abnormally high, and yet it is almost indis-

pensable unless some other protein feed, like fish scrap or milk, can be

substituted. In a Government test fowls not fed any animal protein laid

only ninety eggs during their pullet year, compared with 137 eggs from

hens given beef scrap. The eggs of the no beef scrap pen cost 2.2

cents per dozen more to produce. Moreover, the fowls not fed beef

scrap laid very poorly during the winter. Fish scrap is much cheaper

in many sections, and just as satisfactory. There is a belief among

some poultry keepers that it imparts a fishy taste to the eggs, but

this is questioned by experts. Professor Graham, of the Massachusetts

Station, has had considerable experience along this line, as the big fish

companies along the coast are putting out commercial fish scrap.

He says that in following up complaints, he has found that the fishy

taste did not result from the feeding of fish scrap, but from outside

sources. He has found, for example, that farmers have thrown fish

heads into the pens and that the fowls have scratched among them, the

fish odor being taken up by the feathers and imparted to the eggs

while the hens were on the nests.

Cottonseed meal is being used to a certain extent now in sections

where the beef scrap is hard to get. It is not very satisfactory, how-

ever, because it has a tendency to produce brown or greenish spots on

the yolks of the eggs, making them unfit for market. This trouble is

more likely to be experienced in warm weather than in winter. Often this

substitute can be used safely for one half the beef scrap ration.

Skim milk or buttermilk makes an excellent protein feed. It may
be used in part or wholly in place of meat scrap, allowing about twelve

quarts to a hundred hens a day.

Some form of green feed is very necessary. A green range of alfalfa,

clover, or grass is ideal. Otherwise sprouted oats, mangel beets, cabbages,

or green clover will be needed. There is no reason why lawn grass

clippings should not be dried and packed in barrels for winter use.

It has been found best to feed the mash dry except for stimulating

egg production late in summer or to hurry along the development of

late hatched pullets. It is not advisable to feed a moist mash to breed-

ing stock at any time. While the hens are confined, they should be fed
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EGYPTIAN

DEITIES
9fe Utmost in Cigarettes

TlainEndor&Jfalp

°People ofculture and
refinement invariably

TREFER. Deities

to any other cigarette.

25*

James Mott Hallowell

THIS little book gives the inner meaning of

the Great War. In the story of Lafayette,

the fight for Democracy and a League of Demo-
cratic Nations is symbolized and interpreted. This
book will give courage to our fighting men and
cheer to those who remain at home.

DEDICATED
TO THE

AMERICAN
SOLDIERS AND

SAILORS
WHO HAVE RE-

SPONDED
TO THE CALL

OF
LAFAYETTE

Net
75 cents

Published by DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.

'T/ie most valuablepiano in ifue world.

THOUSANDS of K omes
prefer the Steger Piano and
Player Piano. Tkeir surpass-

ing musical vJorth and artistic

beaut]? commend them to 3>ou.

The superb Steger tone satisfies the

heart's desire. The Steger stand-

ard is a guarantee of reliability.

Use the Steger Placer Piano

as a placer or pla^ it Hand.

Write for Steger St^le BrocKure and con-

venient terms. Steger dealers everywhere.

STEGER & SONS PIANO
MFG. COMPANY

Steger B 1 - J., Chicago. U. S. A.
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Write to these places and refer to WHERE-TO-GO, 8 Beacon St., Boston, Mass. Ask us for travel information. Enclose Postage.

BOSTON MASS.

HOTEL PURITAN
390 Commonwealth Avp.Bo5ton

* The atmosphere of this

^ T^V Distinctive Boston House
is*~unique. Globe trotters call it one
of the worlds homelike and attractive

hotels. — Our booklet has a guide
to Boston and historic vicinity.

A special local booklet for motorists
Send for them. A.P.Coslello.Mgr

"C*" ~ - 1 < ml~ 1 ifwnft

CANADA
NEW BRUNSWICK.

LET US HELP YOU to decide where you will spend
your Summer Vacation by sending to you our 46-paqe
beautifully Illustrated booklet. descriptive of Ihe Hiver
St.Jonn-the Rhine of America-and ihe hunting, fistv

ina.canoemg and campinq opportunities in the delight-

ful climate of this country.

THEFREDERICTONTOURIST-ASSOCIATION
B0X935 FREDERICTON.NEW BRUN5WICK.CANADA.

NANTUCKET MASS.
SEA CLIFF INN AND COTTAGES
Nantucket Island, Mass. Every breeze an
ocean breeze. June 20 to Sept. 20. Send for
Illustrated booklet, " Quaint Nantucket."

MAINE
Hew brick THE Same site

hotel MARSHALL HOUSE •!»«• wjo
Finest on the Maine coast. 800 ft. of broad
cement verandas. Complete automatic sprinkler
equipment. Each room overlooks the ocean or

ver. Bathing. Boating. Tennii. York Country
Club. 18 holes Golf. In a distinctive Mew England
resort on the State Highway, half way between
Boston and Portland. Write to York Harbor, Me.

7m
PASSACONAWAY INN

YORK CLIFFS, ME. Open June 25.

On 200 ft. promontory facing the
ocean. Exclusive summer colony.
Orchestra. Bathing. Fishing. Tennis.
Golf. Saddle horses. Everything

Best of service and cuisine. Booklet B.

OLD ORCHARD HOUSE1

L 1) OE CHARD BEACH, M mm
One of the largest and best of Maine's famous
Hotels, located on high land overlooking the
finest beach in tne world. Send for Booklet A.
Mrs. H. W. Staples. Pres. Walter Eccles. Mgr.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

HOTEL WENTWORTH^sSfM
On the motor road to White Mts. Charming
stop-over place going & coming. All facili-

ties for motorists. Overlooks ocean. Every-
thing to interest. Golf. Tennis. Dancing.
Riding. Trap & Rifle Shooting. Fishing.
Surf Bathing* Swimming Pool. Yachting.
Instructors, all sports. Write for Booklet B
to C. A. Judkins, Mgr., Portsmouth, N.H.

VERMONT
LAKE DII9IHORE HOTEL

A N I» COTTAGES
New Management. Golf. Tennis. Boating.
Fishing.Heart of theGreenMtn. Hugh
J. McKinnon, Mgr., Lake Dunmore, Vt.

Chateau Lake Louise

in the

Canadian PacificRockies

Among the Lakes in the Cloud*

" With windows framing

million - dollar pictures"

CommodioM-Rettiul-Luxarioiu

Set face to face with Mighty
Victoria Glacier, Swiss and
Canadian Guides, Mountain
Climbing. Coaching, Boat-

ing. Easy walks and

tides on Alpine Trails at

CHATEAU LAKE LOUISE

Get to Know Cauda Better

She's Tour Nearest Ally

Further information on Resort

Tour No. 207 gladly gtoen bu
General "Courts! Jlgent

Canadian Pacific Railway

Montreal

Or Local Agents

Where-to-go for July closes June 1st. Magazines off the press last week in Jun

PLYMOUTH MASS.

MAYFLOWER INN
AND COTTAGES
.The Newest and most beauti-
-fully appointed resort hotel

^Ic^in New Enqland. Every mod-^•^ em convenience and luxury,
inr 1 1 iriinq salt water baths. |___

HOTEL PIliGRIM
.AND BUNGALOWS—

Operated five years under present management.
Both hotels offer superior accommodations
at rates which are high enouqh to insure the

best in service and cuisine.- Every summer recrea*

tion.includinq perfect golf. Season June to Oct
Both hotels, management- .

FBrine,Plymouth,Mas3.

VIRGINIA

4,000
above se;2. 'Skyland'

Many novel
features

The most unique and original resort in the
United States. Half way between the North
and the South, enjoying a large patronage from
New York, Philadelphia aud the Southern
Cities.

A 20 acre vegetable garden. Herd of
tuberculin tested cows. Lambs. Chickens.
Eggs and Ducks from "Skyland's" own
farm.

Dancing. Tennis. Horseback Riding. Swim-
ming Pool. 50 open fireplaces.
Most beautiful scenery anywhere east

of Colorado. Five hundred testimonials.

A beautiful 80 page booklet tells all about
it. Write for one to Proprietor G. F. Pollock,
Skyland, Page County, Virginia.

MOUNT CLEMENS MICH.
FOR RHEUMATISM
THE PARK
Mount Clemens, Michigan

HORNELL N. Y.
Ml 1 1 r 11 II I or in need of rest and
UU H rN III recuperation go to the
II 1 1 L II ILL Steuben Sanitarium,
Hornell,N.Y. Every facility known to med-
ical science at command. Free booklet.

ADIRONDACK MTS. N. Y.

OHAWK 4th Lake. Capacity 125. Lat-VAA**
est equipment, electricity,

& Cottar/es running water every room.
Garage. CM. Longstalf, Old Forge, N.Y.
M

SEATTLE WASH.
HOTEL BUTLER
Cafe without peer. Center of things. Taxi fare 25c
Rooms $1.00 up, with bath $2.00up. Home comforts
to the traveler. A. CHESHIRE MITCHELL, Mgr.

MAINE

TOUR BOY will have Best of

Care & College Preparation,
Fun &Health bld'g. of glorious

Maine at The Abbott School,

Farmington, Me. New Resid-

ence Hall. Wonderful Athletic

Field. Lakes, Streams, Moun-
tains. Tourists visit us.

DOUGLAS INN
& Cottages. Douglas Hill, Me.
40th season. Elev. 1,000 ft.

Modern Mt. Resort. Booklets,

Attean Camps, Attean Lake,
Me. Fine fiBhinB.Rnel Holder.

MAINE

HOTEL MITCHELL, York
Beach, Me. Located on Ocean
Blvd. CountryAseashore.Bath-
ing. Fishing. Tennis. Booklet.

SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
Cabins. Dairy. Hennery. Gar-
den. Fishing. Hunting. Canoe-
ing. C.T.Bratten, Gerard, Me.

INLET CAMPS on SO. LAKE
16hrs. Pullmah, Auto, Motor
boat fr Boston. Canoeing, Btg.
B'klt.C.H.Fraser.Gurette.Me.

York Camps. Loon Lake. M
Elevn. 2.500ft. Fishing.Oarai

MAINE

National Camps
South
Casco,

Me. 24 m. from Portland in
pine forest on Lake Sebago.
Mod'n. Baths. Open fires. Gar.
Salmon. Boats. Canoes. Bk't.

SOUTH CAROLINA

Laurel Park Camp for Boys.
Near Hendersonville. N. C.

Fine lake. Tutoring. Military
(optional) Target Practice un-
der WeBt Pointer. Athletics.

Physician. Booklet. Write I. B.
Brown, p.m. A. Charleston. S C.

MOUNTAIN VIEW COTTAGES. No frills—all one family. Established reputation
for superior table. Write for booklet. C. D. PETRIE, 4th Lake. Old Forge. N. Y.

MASSACHUSETTS

ABERDEEN HALL
On Cape Cod. Distinctive. Golf.

Boatg. Bathg. Fishg. Tennis.
Modern. Garage. Hyannis Mass

PENNSYLVANIA
ROCKBOUND CAMP

Rest in one of my comfortable
cabins in wilds of Pike Co.,
Glen Eyre. Pa. A. W. LeRoy.

DELAWARE WATER GAP. PA.

SANITARIUM, Battle Creek
methods. Mtn. advantages.
Special dept. nervous, back-
ward children. Booklet.

nearly
nonthly

These ads. appea
2,000.000 magazin

Canada at a Glance
When timing your vacation,
time yourself to return via
Toronto during the Canadian
National Exhibition, August
26th to September 7th. The
World's largest Annual Fair.

ROYAL IIUSKOKA Hotel on
famed Muskoka Lakes. Over
nitfht from anywhere via Buf-
falo. Golf. Booklet **A," care
Royal Muskoka P.O., Ontario.

FISHING
Black Bass and Maskmonge.

Sportiest in Canada.
OakOrchard, Peterboro, Ont.

Pkhbt Alixandeb, Mgr.

In
%LTe°^Ree..B RANGELEY LAKE HOUSE ^''o^Ln.VM

One of Maine's hest inland resort hotels. No black flies or mosquitoes. Fine roads. Trout & Salmon Fishing. Golf & all sports on
our land. Boating. Bathing. Spring water. Cuisine unexcelled. Steamboat trip to White Mts. from our wharf. Write for booklet.

The Balsams
A Great Resort in a Great Resort Country

Season June to October

The famous Dixville Notch in the North

White Mountain section of New Hampshire.

Beautiful New Addition.absolutely Fireproof.

Golf, Touring, Lakes and Streams.

DAVID B. PLUMER, Manager
Care of the Spur, 425 Fifth Avenue New York

Phone Murray Hill 5335

9he
Lord (^Taylor

Boor\Jhop

Conducted by

Doubkday Page & Company
Fifth Ave. and 38th St., New York

HODGSON^
Hodgson houses are built at the Hodgson factory—in neatly finished,

fitted and painted sections.

Select the bungalow, cottage, garage, playhouse or poultry house you
want from the variety of photographs, plans and prices in the Hodgson
Catalog. Then by paying 25% of the cost of your house we prepare
and hold it until wanted. Your house is shipped to you in sections
and it is but a day 's work for unskilled workmen to put it together.

Send for the catalog.

E. F. HODGSON COMPANY
Room 201, 116 Washington Street, Boston, Mats. 6 East 39th Street, New York City

in a deep straw litter in order to give them
plenty of exercise. The mash can be fed in an
open hopper kept before the birds at all times.

Of course it may be necessary to vary the
rations given above in different sections, al-

though in a general way they provide all the
proper elements for egg production, while making
use of the cheapest and most abundant feeds in

the West and in the East.

It must be remembered that even with good
feeding, hens will not lay well unless they are
supplied with water in abundance. A dozen
eggs contain about a pound of water, and it is

necessary, of course, that the water should be
fresh and clean.

Even at the best it is impossible to produce
eggs cheaply as conditions are at present. Pro-
fessor D. J. Lambert, of the Rhode Island College,

estimates that it costs 7 cents per week to feed

a hen, and 27 cents to produce a dozen eggs.

Accordingly, it is very important that careful

culling be carried on, so that there will be no
drones in the flock.

THE UPRUSH OF THE SAP
ITH the coming of the spring the

sap starts to rise in the trees. Al-

though we do not fully understand
the dire«t cause of the movements
of the vital fluids in plants, these

seem to be in response to the call of

the new season. Even before the leaf buds

start to unroll, the sap is traveling upward, and
doing so with astonishing energy.

In the accompanying photographs is pictured

an experiment carried out with a grape vine.

The stem of this plant was severed and a bladder

A bladder was tied over the end of a grape vine stem that had

just been cut

Two hours later the uprushing sap completely filled the bladder

An hour afterward it burst from the pressure

was immediately tied over the cut end. This

was about midday. The sap continued to

stream upward to such an extent that two hours

later the bladder was fully distended. Still more

amazing, at the end of another hour the pressure

of the sap proved to be so great that the bladder

was quite unable to stand the strain and it

burst! In this particular case the cut stem con-

tinued to pour out sap for several days. This

was especially interesting as disproving the old

idea that the sap went upward because of a

certain "pull" exerted by the foliage of the plant.

S. L. B.
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Majestic
Duplex Register
Thr latest improvement ever

made in wai in ,ur heating.

It saves a large amount of

your coal bilU yet heats the o>ld

corners and chilly rooms comfort-

ably. Can he used with either pipe

or pipeless heating systems. i

More Heat—Less Coal
Tho Mairit u- I>\ipU-x lli-atmn Svsti-m

cives a perfect drnuatkn of pure, warm,
numuhluxl an and makes the whole house
cuxv and comfortable.
The ctMd air from the floors is drawn

through the sides of the Duplex Renter
into the lurnaa- where it i< heatitl and puri-

fied then tin- lull volume of warm air is

forced through the front of the repsler into

the nxwns where the heat is evenly distri-

buted to every comer of the hou?e. This
improved i;r.i\tt\ system ol warm air heat-

ing insures a uniform temperature, warm
floors, pure, healthful air, economy of coal.

Write for FREE BOOK
whK'h'fuHy rvplains—why thr Ma in tic Duple* in the
muttt satMlactory and mtnuniural heating *y*trm fur

and save cxxil m-\t winter.

The MAJESTIC CO.

Select Your Plants
in Full Bloom

here at the Nursery, and if you like, take them
away in your automobile. Through our digging
and shipping methods, it is now possible to successfully
transplant, even in full bloom.beautiful flowering shrubs
like Rhododendrons, etc. When digging plants we leave
a large ball of earth around the roots. We deliver by
motor within 100 miles of New York and guarantee sat-
isfactory results. Booklet "Home Landscapes" mailed
on request.

HICKS
Nurseries

WESTBURY, L. I., N. Y.

Box L. Phone 68

That lad of yours, over seas.

All that is humanly possible is be-

ing done to see to it that he is well fed,

well clothed and efficiently equipped.

Organizations like the Y. M. C. A.,

are looking to his physical comfort,

healthful recreation and clean fun.

If he is sick or wounded the Red

Cross will provide for him with ten-

der, loving care.

Yet there is one thing that will

bring a smile to his face and a joy to

his heart that none of these can give

;

that only you can give

—

your photograph.

There
9

s a photographer in your town.

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.

TOWNSENDS'
TRIPLEX

The Public is warned not to

purchase mowers infringing the

Townsend Patent No. 1 , 209, 519,

Dec. 19. 1916.

The Greatest Grass-

cutter on Earth, cuts a

Swath 86 inches wide.

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO.
16 Central Ave., Orange, N. J.

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, the

TRIPLEX MOWER will mow more lawn in a day

than the best motor mower ever made, cut it better

and at a fraction of the cost-

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, it will

mow more lawn in a day than any three ordinary

horsedrawn mowers with three horses and three men.

Floats over the uneven ground as a ship rides the

waves. One mower may be climbing a knoll, the

second skimming a level and the third paring a hollow.

Does not smash the grass to earth and plaster it in the

mud in springtime nor crush out its life between

hot rollers and hard hot ground in summer as does

the motor mower.

Send for Catalogue illustrating all types of TOWNSEND MOWERS
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Will be yours if you install a

Fairbanks-Morse

Electric Light and

Power Plant

1 to 200 H. P. for Cottage or

Mansion in Town or Country

Made by the largest engine
manufacturers in the world, it

is the most highly perfected

plant made. It is remarkably

simple and efficient and ex-

tremely economical.

It will pump water anywhere
you want it and supply current

for fans, vacuum cleaners, wash-

ing machines, sewing machines,

etc., at half the cost of city elec-

tricity.

Too much cannot be said in favor of the

Fairbanks-Morse Electric Light
and Power Plant. The cost of in-

stallation can be saved over and over

again in time and labor saved.

Before you install any plant, you must
see the Fairbanks-Morse. Buying the

right plant in the first place will save

worry and inconvenience later.

Write to-day for our catalogue 407E.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
30 Church St., New York City

Boston Office

47 Oliver Street

Baltimore Office

115 East Lombard St.

WAR DOGS IN THE U. S. A

RECENT communication from the

French War Department states of-

ficially that about 5,000 dogs are

now actually in service in the

French army or back of the lines.

They are used for the following

purposes:

As assistants to sentinels, in the listening posts,

in detecting enemy patrols.

As patrol dogs, reconnoitering for small de-

tachments, attacking and holding an enemy on
the order of their leaders.

As courier and despatch dogs for carrying mes-

sages, in saving the scouts the fatigue and very

great dangers of going and coming between the

posts of command on the first line in the sectors

bombarded or beaten by the machine guns.

As carrier dogs, supplying provisions and sup-

plies to the first line.

As draft dogs. Two divisions of Alaskan dogs

and their sledges are used in winter to carry

provisions and military stores and also to carry

out the wounded in the Vosges. In summer
they are harnessed to small cars on narrow-gauge

tracks.

As guard dogs in the storehouses and factories,

thus permitting reduction of the number of

sentinels.

As ratters, for the destruction of vermin in the

trenches, cantonments, and storehouses.

As sanitary dogs, connected with the ambulance
service. They bear first-aid kits and lead the

stretcher bearers to wounded men.

In addition to this official statement, we have

the evidence of numerous photographs which
have appeared in this country, showing dogs in

military service in France, and a good many
Americans have been wondering whether any-

thing is being done toward equipping our Ameri-

can forces with these canine helpers, for their

usefulness in France is no longer open to doubt.

I have reason to believe that, while doubtless

not as much is being done as should be done in

this regard, a beginning has been made and more
has been accomplished than is generally known.

I know of two or three cantonments where dogs

are actually being trained for military service,

but it is impossible to secure much information

regarding these activities on account of a strict

censorship. In only one instance have I been

able to secure any facts of particular value, but

I am inclined to think that this instance may be

typical of others.

Nine Airedale terriers are now being trained at

Camp Funston in Kansas. They were bred at

the Fairholme Kennels in Kansas City, and many
of them are dogs with bench-show records.

Seven of them were donated to the Government
by Dr. J. T. Crosby and Mr. Herbert M. Woolf
of Kansas City, one by Mrs. W. G. Dilts, Jr.,

and one by Mr. Pete Larsen. The training is

being conducted under the direction of Lieut.

William L. Butler, whose experience as a dog and
pigeon fancier has equipped him for this task.

The dogs are said to be taking hold of their new
work with "pep," and they promise much for the

future. On the success of this experiment may
depend a broadening of the plan. Lieut. Butler's

assistants are Corporals Dale, Sells, Kahoe, and
Keller. Corporal Sells is one of the Sells Broth-

ers of circus fame and is an expert in the hand-
ling of dogs.

These dogs are destined for actual service in

France at no distant date, after it has been deter-

mined for which branch of the service they are

best fitted. The French plan, in general, will be

followed.

Airedales were selected because of their intel-

ligence, courage, and endurance, and because of
their character as one-man dogs. Their color

and their weather-proof coats are also desirable

qualifications. They are fast and about the
right size for their work. Each dog has dealings

with but one master and is not allowed to fratern-

ize with other dogs or men.
At the same camp experiments are also being

conducted with pigeons. The old-fashioned car-

rier pigeon has been found to be too large and too
slow for this work, and racing homers are used.

This is the fastest bird in the air with the possible

exception of one or two varieties of hawks.
They fly very high and it is almost impossible
to shoot them on the wing.

Fifty birds are being used in this experiment.
The best of them will be taken to France, not for

actual service, but for breeding purposes. The

It Pays to Buy
a McCRAY
Three times a day—for 365

days every year—in the prepa-
ration of 1095 meals—break-
fast, lunch and dinner—you use

your refrigerator—more than
anything else in your home.
The appetizing flavor and healthfulness of

the foods you serve, depend absolutely upon
the refrigerator you use.

More than that—a McCRAY Refrigerator
will save the difference in its cost over a cheaper
refrigerator many times over by its economy

—

preventing waste, spoilage and tainting of
perishable foods.

have exclusive sanitary features not found
in the ordinary refrigerator—the linings are

of snow white opal glass, with rounded cor-

ners, easily kept spotlessly clean and sanitary.

There are no cracks or crevices in which germs
can multiply.

The sanitary bar metal shelves and the

drain pipe are removable for cleaning. The
drain trap is water sealed—preventing dust,

poisonous gases, etc., from entering the re-

frigerator. The entire interior can easily be

kept sweet and clean—free from the slightest

trace of taint or odor.

Let us send you our catalog which illus-

trates and describes a great variety of stock

sizes for every requirement—priced from

$40.00 up. Special sizes are built to order

for particular requirements or to match the

interior finish. Any McCRAY can be ar-

ranged for outside icing. Write for catalog

NOW—before you forget.

No. 93 for Residences
No. 62 for Meat Markets
No. 71 for Grocers and Delicatessens
No. 51 for Hotels, Restaurants and Clubs

McCRAY RefrigeratorCo.
822Lake Street Kendallville. Ind.

Salesrooms in All Principal Cities

Mail Coupon for Catalog

McCray Refrigerator Co.
822 Lake Street, Kendallville, Ind.

Gentlemen: Kindly send me at oncecopyof

your catalog No for

Name - -

Street _ _
City and State
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Don't Confuse The

HEAtTH
HBA%

With Furnace Heats
Or Any Other Heats

GARDEN FOUNTAINS
STATUARY

ENTRANCE GATES
RAILINGS

LAMP POSTS LANTERNS
5«ikI for Designs and Catalogues

THE J. L MOTT IRON WORKS
Ornamental Department

Fifth Avenu* and 17th Street New York

Not that we have anything particular

against furnace heats; or radiator heats;

but that we honestly believe the Kelsey
Health Heat is not only the healthiest heat,

but the most economical.
One of the main reasons for our being 90

positive in our statements of its superior-

ity, is because we sell both furnaces and
radiator heats.

Based on comparison of results, we base
our Kelsey claims.

True, the Kelsey Health Heat is a warm
air heat; but the way it warms the air, is

radically different from any furnace heat.

In that difference, lies the difference in the

coal required.

Some furnace heats have so-called "hu-
midifier attachments," but none of them,
by actual scientific tests, deliver with the
warmed air, an equal with the Kelsey, in

the quantity of healthful moisture.

The fact that these combined facts are

facts; as we actually know them to be;

makes it possible for us to back up all our
claims for the Kelsey by just such actual

facts.

Send for Saving Sense booklet. Demand
of us the proven facts.

NEW YORK.
103-D Park Annua

DETROIT 1

Spaca 95-D Buildara' Ea.

HE
CHICAGO)

217-D Waat Lake Street

BOSTON:
405-1) P. O. Square Bldf

-

In WQT onc turns morc than ever to

j-. such authors as Kipling.
i tm€S Conrad and Selma Lagerlof

—

authors whose understanding of the human
heart gives them a universal appeal. Ask
your bookseller to show you the new Kip-

ling volume of short stories, '"A Diversity

of Creatures." Conrad's "The Shadow
Line." and the Northland edition of Selma
Lagerlbf's works.

Published by

Doubleday. Page & Company
CarJen City. Neu York.

WARM AIR GLT7E.RATOR

23 1 James Street
Syracuse. N. Y.

G& B PEARL Wire Cloth is an exceptionally
handsome screen material. But it doesn't

sell on looks alone. The wonderful wear quali-
ties which are the result of our secret process
are responsible for its being the biggest selling
branded wire cloth in America to-day. For
window or porch use. PEARL is unexcelled.
Every roll of the genuine article bears a Round
Tag. with our signature and two copper wires
in the selvage of the cloth.

Wnte our nearest office for samples and descriptive

matter. Address Dept. C.

THE GILBERT & BENNETT MFG. COMPANY
New York, Georgetown, Conn. Chicago

Kansas City, Mo.

The bat hardware JcaUr in your city sells 'PEARL'

ILLETT'S
Hardy Ferns and

Flowers
For Dark, Shady Place*

Plant your native ferns, plants and

bulbs NOW. It is not too late to get good results

if you do your planting immediately.

Send for descriptive catalogue of over 80 pages.

It's FREE.

EDWARD GILLETT
5 Main Street Southwick, Maas.

American-Grown Trees

and Evergreens
You are invited to visit our Nur-
series during June, when our dis-

play of Azaleas. Peonies and Rho-
dodendrons is at its best, and make
your selection for Fall delivery.

Andorra
Nurseries
Wm. Warner Harper. Prop.

Box 60
Chestnut Hill
Phila., Henna.

g
-YALE-j

fl

: Cylinder Night Latches, Padlocks. Door The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.. New York I
>ers. Builders' Hardware and Chain Hoists Canadian lait k Towne Ltd.. St. Gatjnsraaam, Oataria I

LOCKS AND

BUILDERS' HARDWARE

comes to
Oreenhouses
come ±0

Hitckin^s & Co,
Send for catalogue

NEW YORK
1170 Broadway

BOSTON
49 Federal St.
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Lawn Beauty with

Economy and

Conservation of Labor

npHE lawn beautiful must be cut often
and well—and to-day hand mowing is

not equal to this task where the lawn
area is greater than two acres, unless, labor
out of all reasonable proportion is employed.

' I ''HERE is however one solution, one lawn-
A cutting mower that solves the labor

problem and at the same time assures
a perfect lawn at the minimum of expense.
That mower is the

Fuller & Johnson
MOTOR LAWN MOWER

THE Fuller & Johnson combines large cutting capacity
with flexibility and lightness. In one day's time
one man can perfectly cut five acres of lawn. He

can cut it so perfectly that no after trimming with a
hand mower around trees, shrubs or driveways will be
necessary.

WHERE you find the most beautifully cared for
estates, parks and cemeteries there too you will
find the Fuller & Johnson Motor Lawn Mower.

This machine is fast replacing hand mowers, horse
mowers and the heavier types of motor mowers. It
should replace them on your lawn.

Lei us give you the full facts. Let us send you
our book entitled "A Better Lawn." You owe it

to your lawn and to your pocket book to investi-
gate the Fuller & Johnson.

Manufacturers Distributing Company
494 Fullerton Building St. Louis, Mo.

SaveYourTrees
Insects, worms and caterpillars

^ can ruin trees in a season.
ALL worms and caterpillars are the
/A young cf insects, moths, etc. The

females of many moths are wingless.
They must climb the trunk to deposit eggs
in the tree. Other species hatch in the
ground and the larvae climb the trunk to

feed on the leaves. A protected tree trunk means absolute
protection against Browntai], Tussock and Gypsy cater-
pillars, canker worms and many others, mitigating against
tent caterpillars, codling moths, etc., etc.

I
NSECT-BA|J

Absolutely bars all climbing pests.
INSECT-BAN is a tape in a protecting shield, saturated

with a newly discovered powerful insect repellant. Cannot
injure the tree. Harmless to birds or animals, but death to
insects.

Shipped in rolls—User cuts to suit. Lasts whole season.
Write for price, sample and booklet. Tells all about in-

sects and worms, their habits, how to combat them, etc.

District managers and selling agents wanted.

The Eggert Chemical Co., ^iS*'

homer always returns to the place of his birth,

and it will be necessary to rear in France the
birds actually to be employed there. Mean-
while their handlers are receiving important in-

struction. The value of the pigeon as a messenger
has already been demonstrated "over there."
These activities are under the general direction

of Major John Franklin, the 89th Division Signal
Officer, and Capt. G. F. Plant of the 314th Field
Signal Battalion.

Walter A. Dyer.

WHEN THE BEES BEGIN TO ROB
OBBING is likely to commence in

the apiary at any time when the
honey flow ceases for any reason, or
when the bees are tempted by the
untidy habits of the bee kee'per.

Much can be done to prevent rob-
bing by taking care not to expose honey or comb
when the bees are not busily at work. Some-
times robbing is started when the bees gain en-
trance to a house at preserving time, or if they
find a way into a building where honey is stored.

Usually, though, robbing takes place when one or

two colonies have become weak, so that the guard
are not able properly to defend the entrance.

This is especially likely to happen if the queen has
died. It is very important to keep the hives, tight

so that'vagrant beescannot find their way through
the cracks or crevices.

On one occasion the writer planned to remove
the capped honey in the super on a hive, and
placed a bee escape beneath to facilitate this

work. Then he went away for several hours.

When he returned he found that the bees had
gained entrance to the super through a small

opening at one end of the cover which had not
been noticed, and had removed every ounce of

honey.

If robbing gets well started before it is detected,

it may demoralize the whole apiary, and keep the

bees from the fields even though a honey flow

should start. Perhaps the easiest way to stop

robbing, especially in its incipient stage, is to

thrust a few handfuls of grass into the entrance,

taking care not to make it so compact but that a

few bees can find their way through. Then the

robbers which are inside will hasten to get out,

and the guards, taking heart, will be able to keep
them from entering again.

Another plan is to transfer the hives of the

robber colony and the colony which is being

robbed. The thieving bees will find themselves
in their own hive when they make their next

entrance, and the two colonies will become so

mixed that the robbing will cease.

An easy way to tell which hive the robbers

belong to is to sift a little flour on the bees as they
emerge from the hive which is being preyed upon.

Then it is only necessary to watch the bees and
note the hive to which they fly. One expert

beekeeper says that he has been successful in

preventing and stopping robbing by placing a

few horse hairs on the entrance of the weaker
colony's hive. It is known that bees have a

great aversion to the odor of horses, and he finds

that even when robbing is going on briskly the

bees will cease their attacks rather than cross this

line of defense.

One plan sometimes followed to prevent rob-

bing early in the spring or late in the fall when no
honey is coming in, but when the bees are flying

freely and likely to get into mischief, is to place

a plate [of very thin syrup about a hundred feet

from the apiary. This syrup should be made with

only enough sugar to make it taste sweet. Then
it will have about the consistency of nectar as

removed from the flowers. The bees in the

various hives will work upon it in the same
manner as when bringing in sweets from the

fields, and will be too busy to think of robbing.

E. I. Farrington.

NOTEWORTHY

—

SPRING BOOKS
Dramatic Moments
In American Diplomacy

by Ralph Page

Did you know that the Kaiser was prepared
to declare war on the United States in

1898, and that Admiral Dewey frustrated

his plans at Manila Bay? Did you know
that Germany attempted later on to defy

the United States in the matter of seizing

a naval port in the Caribbean? Do you
know how France came to be our first Ally?

Read the marvelous secret history of

American diplomacy in this startling book
of revelation. Net, $1.25.

The Way Out of War
by Dr. Robert T. Morris

A very interesting Contribution to the bio-

logical study of war, its causes and preven

tives. Sociology has made an obvious

failure of this question. Biology now tries

its hand. Rome reached cultural limit

ations—and fell. Prussia has reached

Kultural heights—and is falling. Why?
Read the illuminating answer given by this

book, written in the amusing, chatty way
the author has so successfully used in his

former books. Net, $1.00,

Blocking New Wars
by Herbert S. Houston

This remarkable book is the outgrowth of

the investigation of the Committee on the

Economic Referendum of the United States

Chamber of Commerce. Mr. Houston, as

a member of this Committee, has become

convinced that a world-combination of

nations can effectually establish an economic

blockade against any recalcitrant nation,

and thus put an end to all future wars.

His arguments are sound and sensible.

Net, $1.00,

The Making of

George Groton
by Bruce Barton, Editor of Every Week

The big, outstanding thing that the author

has done in this novel is to dramatize

success in business and in love—the false,

flashy kind, and the real, lasting thing

which only comes with the development of

character. The story of George Groton

climbing the ladder of success, making

many missteps on the way, is essentially

your story and my story. The characters

are people you know and meet every day.

Net, $1.40,

Shandygaff
by Christopher Morley

The author, with singular felicity, calls his

latest effusion "The By-Product of a Happy
Youth," and says that he has written about

"brown eyes, tobacco, hay fever, books,

the sorrows of commuters, and the Pres-

ident of the United States. It is a wholly

delightful little volume and savors much of

the charming atmosphere of his "Parnassus

on Wheels." It is a book to cherish.

Net, $1,40,

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York
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RUST PROOF
FENCE

keeps these grounds beautiful

Keeps intruders out, doesn't

obscure the view or keep li^ht

and air away from the bushes,

shrubbery, etc.

Made of heavy steel wires,

held rigidly together by the

Patented steel clamp. Rust

proof because galvanized
AFTER making.

Writ* for aiplaaalorr cataloa A
•Sowing <i » aisaa, ale.

WOULD you like to match wits with

New York's political inner ring, and feel

the thrill of clinching big business deals ?

Margaret did and proved in the doing

that "there's no sex in brains." A story

in which love and business are rivals,

toy the author of "The Blue Envelope."

"THE GOLDEN BLOCK"
SOPHIE KERR

DOUBLEDAY
PAGE * CO.

GARDEN CITY
NEW YORK

For Sale At All Bookstores

r^J]IMPsoap

*JPRAY
Sure insect Killer
THE use of Imp Soap Spray on fruit trees,

garden truck, ornamental trees, shrubs, etc..

will positively destroy all insect pests and larva
deposits. Quite harmless to vegetation. Used in

country's biggest orchards and estates. Very
economical —one gal. Imp Soap Spray makes
from 2^ to 40 gals, effective solution. Directions
on can Qt., 55c ; Gal., $1.90; 5 Gals., $8.50.
F.O.B. Boston. Genuine can has Ivy leaf trade
mark. Your money back if Imp Soap Spray
doesn't do as claimed. Order direct if your
dealer can't supply.

F. E. ATTEAUX & CO., Prop*.
Eastern Chemical Co. BOSTON, MASS.

Why read stories? They add color and savor
to life. They extend horizons and enrich back-
grounds. They fight boredom. They cheer,

they inspire. These are new Century novels:

THE HAPPIEST TIME OF THEIR LIVES
By ALICE DUER MILLER

A love story with a New York setting, told with the stimulating wit and brilliance

for which this author of "C ome ( Jul ol the K i t < hen!" and oilier novels is well known.
Illustrated. $1.40.

CASTE THREE
By GERTRUDE M. SHIELDS

A love story with a setting of small-town life in the Middle West. It is the author's

first novel, and it is presented with that verve, vigor and freshness of touch which is

,n prrciou in li< lion. Illustrated* $1.40.

THE RETURN OF THE SOLDIER
By REBECCA WEST
One of the most poignant stories of the war. No other novel issued this year has

received such eminent and wholehearted praise. H. (,. Wells says it is the most in-

teresting thing he has read in a long time. Illustrated. $1.00.

THE FIREFLY OF FRANCE
By MARION POLK ANGELLOTTI

If Stevenson were living to-day he would be writing stories like "The Firefly of

France," a straightaway romance with a war setting. It moves with breathless rapid-

ity. Illustrated. $1.40.

COMRADES
By MARY DILLON

A new novel by the author of "The Rose of Old St. Louis." A love story with a
war background, the heroine an American girl and the heroes of many countries.
Illustrated. $1.40.

JUST OUTSIDE
By STACY AUMONIER
The New York Sun says: "This novel lingers in the memory. ... A series of poig-

nant and haunting pictures, epoch-making moments in the lives of human beings in

whom we have been brought to feel an almost personal concern." Illustrated. $1.35.

Published by THE CENTURY CO., New York City

The Barrlett Way IF YOU OWN TREES
You Need This Free Book
"Tree Health" is its name. An inval-

uable handbook on care of trees, that is

alive with practical, helpful hints.

Tells how The Bartlett Way of Tree
Surgery differs from "other ways."
Why better. Send for it.

THE F. A. BARTLETT CO.
535 Main St., Stamford, Conn.

HOYT'S NURSERIES £~ crr:
Unusually large assortment ofOrnamental Deciduous trees and

Evergreens in all sizes, Herbaceous Plants, Perennials, Roses,

Hedge Plants, in fact, everything to make the home grounds

attractive. Deliveries by motor trucks, right to your grounds,

and all freshly dug stock. A personal inspection invited.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE

THE STEPHEN HOYT'S SONS CO. INC
Telephone 333 New Canaan, Conn

.

Water Lilies and

Plants-

Ending

a Never

DelightTP 1

^^^^m The month of June is an ideal time

to set tender Water Lilies and Ne-

lumbiums. A few plants in a small pool, or a tub of

water , will give a wealth of beautiful blooms.

"Water Lilies and Water Plants" (a new
booklet) shows several choice varieties in natural

colors; tells how to build a pool, what varieties to

plant. Send for a copy.

WILLIAM TRICKER, Water Lily Speciali.t

Box A, Arlington, N. J.

LUTTON GREENHOUSES
for growing prize vegetables, fruits and flowers. Modern, Efficient,

Attractive, Durable. All types and sizes. Send for full particulars.

WM. H. LUTTON CO.
Main Office and Factory, 261-267 Kearney Ave., Jersey City, N. J

Western Office. 710 Sykes Block, Minneapolis, Minn. f^^ai

Conservatories Sun Parlors *tm i i

Garden Frames
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Various Types of Furniture that may

be Had for the Summer Home

By JESSIE MARTIN BREESE

Inquiries regarding home decorations—color schemes, furnishings, art objects and interior arrangement—should be addressed
to Mrs. Breese, of the Decorating Service of The New Country Life's Advertising Department, 120 West 32nd Street, New York.

THE old saw about love

making the world go
'round is not far from

true, but it is probably safe

to state the same in a large

measure for color. Color
does make the old world turn
more happily and more easily

than it otherwise would. For
jhe truth of this, one has only
to observe the joy with which
people of all times have made
it an integral part of their

lives. The keen appreciation

of its uses that the savage
held in his primitive brain is

readily understood through
study of our own American
Indian. It was a part of
his daily life, his art, his re-

ligion. For him, the colors of
nature each signified some
particular thing. The paint

he used for his face was a

modus operandi to arouse his

passions for battle and to

express reverence for the

Great Spirit alike. He em-
ployed it for his crude bowls

and furniture.

Quite the antipodes of the

savages, the monks of the early Christian Era were another and different

type of man who set great store by color and its effects. Far beyond
their time in education, we find too, that they were equally prelearned in

its use. Drawing their inspiration from the word of God, they expanded
their art from the illumination of parchments to modeling and painting,

with the result that their works not only leave us an accurate record of

the life of their times but evidence that they assisted in the spread and
appreciation of art among the people.

This in turn had its effect when the Renaissance was born. Color
abounded during the period. Painting grew to a manifestation of gigantic

import. Even costuming became an art, and the gowns of the women, and
doublet and hose of the men of this period and successive years are a tradi-

tion with us who live in an age of sober covering.

But that during all those centuries color played an important part in

the making and decoration of furniture is little known. Except for the
gilt of Louis XIV, the lacquer of Queen Anne, and the painted panels of
Sheraton, color seems on first thought to have had little enough to do with
the making of furniture. Yet as far back as the Egyptian era of culture

it ranked high. These early people not only used pigments for decoration,

but employed color artfully in the gems with which they set their thrones.

The Romans frescoed their couches and
garden seats even as they did their walls.

Stone was the material of which much of

their furniture was made, and this process

of ornamentation is another step forward
in the appreciation of color. Another peo-

ple who early discovered the

decorativeness of paint on
their tables, chests, and
chairs, were the peasants of

eastern Europe. Through-
out the centuries their art

has remained individual, and
even to-day it is considered

as charming as that of many
more trained artists.

It was among these people

chiefly that the taste for

furniture painting was kept

alive during the Renaissance

to find a foothold in Tudor
England. Old cupboards and

chests vividly painted with

contrasting colors, chests
whose lids might resemble

Joseph's coat of many colors,

and coffers upon which were

often painted scriptural
scenes or heraldic devices,

still remain to give us an

idea of the work of this time.

In later periods, gorgeous

Chinese lacquers were used

with great success, and
though many styles in fur-

niture have risen and de-

clined since then, lacquers

have never lost their popularity. Something of the mystery of another
race seems to pervade them and invests them with all the charm of an ex-

otic fairy tale for the people of the Occident.

Sheraton, Hepplewhite, and the Brothers Adam all knew the charm of

color used in its extreme degree of refinement. Often they obtained a con-

trast in color by the use of many different woods. Satin-wood and ma-
hogany proved a popular combination, with their dissimilar hues of velvety,

glowing gold, and deep, heavy rose. Such simple color combinations, of

course, were not always used, sometimes as many as seven or eight different

woods being employed in one piece with the result that an exquisite color

pattern resulted. Such eminent painters as Angelica Kauffmann, Capriani,

and Pergolesi did many panels which were used in their furniture. Usually

classical or semi-classical motifs were employed much after the Italian style

of the time.

Illustrating this is the settee at the head of the page. While not an origi-

nal piece done by any one of these artists, it is an excellent reproduction

faithful to the best of the period. It is composed almost entirely of cane,

but the frame and reeded legs are enameled and softly lined in color. A
simple motif is used in the design across the apron, but interest is centred

in the painted oval panel in the middle of the back.

Another reproduction illustrating the use

that was made of color in those days is

the pair of sconces showing a design done

after the Chinese. These are very plainly

reproduced from a Hepplewhite design,

for the Prince of Wales plumes overtop-
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The above illustration shows a reproduction of an unusual Chinese Rug of the Kien Lung
period, produced upon our own looms in the East. Size 16 ft. x 12 ft. Price $835.

REPRODUCTIONS OF DESIGNS
Of Unusual Merit, Woven on Our
Own Hand Looms in the Orient

The Rug illustrated above has a central ground woven in soft tones of imperial

yellow closely covered with a small diaper pattern of the "dragon scale" design. The field

of the Rug is interrupted by various motifs, the larger of which show a characteristic

Chinese treatment of the fret. The small circular motifs appearing upon the central

ground, as well as in the border, show arrangements of the Shou, a symbol of longevity.

This symbol has many different forms, there being a plate in the South Kensington Museum
in the design of which are shown one hundred treatments of the Shou. Porcelain blues

and soft creamy white combine with the yellow ground to produce a most attractive

color'Scheme.

We specialize in reproducing Rugs of unusual designs and color effects. We also

carry in stock, for immediate delivery, many of these fine examples of the better antique

Persian and Chinese creations.

We shall be glad indeed to send you further particulars upon application.

W. & J. SLOANE
Direct Importers of Eastern Rugs

Interior Decorators Furniture Makers
Floor Coverings and Fabrics

FIFTH AVENUE AND FORTY-SEVENTH STREET, NEW YORK
San Francisco, Cal. Washington. D. C.

ft
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BY APPOINTMENT
TO THEIR MAJESTIES
THE KING AND QUEEN

CRICHTON BROS.
of London

GOLDSMITHS and

SILVERSMITHS

In New York: 636, Fifth Avenue
In Chicago: 622, S. Michigan Avenue
In London: 22, Old Bond Street

m
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A BEAUTIFUL OLD SCOTTISH TEAPOT. MADE IN EDINBURGH IN 1735

BY JAMES KER. IT IS INTERESTING TO NOTE THAT A PIECE OF
SCOTTISH SILVER MADE AT THIS TIME BORE IN ADDITION TO THE
MAKER'S MARK THAT OF THE ASSAY MASTER. AARCH I BALD URE.

GD g £0
THESE HALL MARKS APPEAR ON THE TEAPOT

ENGLISH
Silver Tea and
Coffee Services, Coffee
Pots, Teapots, Tea
Caddies, Trays, Vege-
table Dishes, Platters, etc.,

acquired from important
English private collections
— sold in our New York and Chi-
cago Galleries at London prices,
being free of duty. REPRODUC-
TIONS of rare pieces ofOLDENGLISH
SILVER are made by the House in Lon-
don after the finest models by the mas-
ter silversmiths of the Queen Anne and Geor-
gian periods.

All goods purchased of
(.'rich ton Bros, are delivered
express charges prepaid
throughout the United States.

The flutings, too, show
ping each one are characteristic of no one else,

inevitably the Hepplewhite influence.

Both the sconces and the settee are of a type that is most populat for
use in the summer home. Something in the lightness of their design makes
a pleasing sense of coolness that is sought for by the owner of the summer
home. But above all, it is the color which charms. In summer especially
do we delight in color, whether it be cheerfully bright or softly restful

These two reproductions
should be placed in the

latter class.

Of the other class, is

the little enameled
magazine stand below.

While its colors are

not in any way bla-

tant, it has a gayetv
that cannot be gainsaid.

Almost as compelling

a force in this world as

color, is originality. In

furniture it matters not

if that -originality be of

design or material, or

merely mode of decora-

tion. So long as it

makes a different back-

ground for our little

play of life, we are at-

tracted to it.

Our modern age does not seem to be gifted with the art of furniture

designing. All we seem able to do is to reproduce or design on the lines

of the wonderful old furniture that our forefathers made. Old furniture

is put to new uses; china closets become bookcases; powder tables become
vanity tables; but they change little during the transition. There is, how-

ever, one exception to this rule, which proves that in all probability we

will, before long, have a new national 1
style of our own. This exception is the

use that is being made of reed, willow,

and cane, which, while not wholly un-
used before, have not until now been
used exclusively in the making of a sin-

gle piece of furniture.

With this new style has arisen the
necessity for new designs. Ugly lines

have resulted from the combination of
old designs with newr material, for the
limitations of the material in which a

design is to be carried out, are the first

consideration. Hence, the craftsmen
who have made this new furniture

have had to plan new ways of making
it pleasing. That they have succeeded
in doing it is evidenced by the illustra-

tions of the cane furniture shown here.

One of the essential characteristics

must needs be simplicity. Long, swinging lines prevail, and the beaut)'

of the individual piece, for the most part, is obtained through the difference

of style in the weaving. This is not to say that a great difference of line

cannot be had, for each piece is individual. Illustrating this fact are the

three pieces of cane shown on the preceding page. The lounge is quite

different from the other two, being built on straight lines throughout, but

an apparent similarity of line between the settee and the chair is quickly

discovered to be superficial, for the squared top of the former has been

rounded into a full curve in the chair back.
The little cane table is of most interesting design with its convex struts

supporting the outer edge of the table and matching in curve the stretcher

I

supports. This table comes in several different sizes, so that it covers the

various uses to which tables are put. In tea-table size, it is quite charming.

Cane furniture is admirably fitted for use in the summer home, but itgraca

the terrace, porch, or English garden equally well.

Another painted piece which exemplifies the charm of colored furniture

in the summer home is this unusual davenport. It is painted and glazed on

carved wood, and the pillows, though shown here with tapestry covers, arc

covered, when this is a summer piece, in attractive hnen. Its interesting

shape is not only an added attraction to the eye, but a decided comfort to

the one who would rest on its soft pillows and resilient springs. Finished ui

wood stain, with polychrome treatment, this makes a delightful davenport

for the town house.

Credit for the interior published on this page last month, should have

been given to Leed, Inc., instead of Lee, Inc.
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{The Storu; of Hampton Shops

O those who know best the chnrm
of Hampton Shops' eleven Gal-

leries, the development of this

institution is like an ever growing

and never finished story, Kike nil

stories, it began with an idea: that

beauty is common to the creative art of all

periods; that the lushest ideal of home deeo

ration is to assemble these beauty forms of the

ages—these legacies of the masters into beau-

tiful home interiors.

The first chapter of this story finds us delv-

ing into the art centers of the Old World for

authentic treasures of the past perhaps a

beautiful Vase whose loveliness has grown

with time a bit of oak paneling from a

French chateau of the age of Chambord—

a

chair in the perfect spirit of Sheraton or

Heppelwhite or a bit of lovely old brocade.

TAii table it a beautiful

Florentine .tnti.ii.i- of the

( inaue Cento Period. The
f orrhere 11 ; m last-

ly old Italian polyihrume.

To house and reveal in harmonious settings

these treasures which we have been gathering

for many years, a Gothic temple of art was
built in the shadow of St. Patrick's Cathedral

at Eighteen East Fiftieth Street. Its eleven

Galleries offer many interiors of old-world

charm that equal in authenticity the finest

examples in Europe.

Then began our own re-creative period. Our
designers and makers, through a study of these

originals, have learned to reproduce the finest

work of the masters — furniture which rivals

in beauty the best that has come to us from

the past.

Th/it illuttTdttont are

merely another hint of
•what Hampton Shopt'
elerenbeauttfulGatleriet

offer you in the way of
tu%Jteuirf interior! com-
pletely imtalled.

The resourcefulness of Hampton Shops, as

expressed in many distinguished interiors, is

found not merely in a trained artistic sense, but
also in an inexhaustible storehouse of all that is

finest in furniture and decoration, already
grouped in our Galleries with subtle apprecia-

tion of their romantic associations and the arch-

itectural settings in which they belong.

It is those who have seen and loved at first

hand these noble old-world rooms in our Gal-

leries, with their blending of furnishing and
architecture, who are most given to an appreci-

ation and patronage of Hampton Shops.

A noteworthy Hamp-
ton Shopt reproduction

after the hett tradition!

of William and Mary.
Color tcheme — black
background -with carv-
ings in gold relief.

ampfon Shops
Galleries of Inferior Decoration

\SQm 50$ Street, ReuiTork

Furniture.
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A Porch Breakfast Room in Willow
STRONGER and stronger is coming the call of the outdoors to us to-day

j
It is not long since we outgrew nightcaps and bed-curtains. And
only a few years past saw us move our beds out upon the porch.

We have discovered what a joy

it is to take our indoor activities more
and more out of doors, and are grad
ually spending a greater part of our lives

in the open.

Probably the latest activity to come
under the rule of the new regime is eat-

ing. Memories of camping trips and

the joy of eating under great archingj

trees or in some cool nook beside a|

sparkling stream have come to haunt us

time and time again until we have final-j

ly fallen under their spell. The re-

sult is that solariums first were al-

tered to fit the new scheme ofthings.

Then dining rooms were built so

that they were practically porches
and the enclosing windows on three

sides could be dropped at will.

These porches have now become
quite as common as the sleeping

porch, and even though one dines

indoors, he is more than likely to

take the first meal of the day in the

cheerful atmosphere of the outdoor
breakfast room. He may even
breakfast on the terrace.

To be in keeping with this atmo-
sphere, the furniture used should be

of simple, light build, and radiate

coolness. The very fact that it may be used to furnish the terrace neces
;

sitates the use of such a style. While furniture of sorts is coming intj

being to fill this need, the design shown in these pictures would seer

to be best suited to the all-round needs of the ind terporch

race.

The joy of using willow furni

ture stained in soft blue or coo

green, or enameled in more

brilliant fashion, is easily to bf

understood. As can be gleanei

from these illustrations, the ven

material itself suggests greai

comfort in the summer heat

while the design is such as to in

vite the aid of the winds ir

keeping cool.

Table and chairs are designee

after the style of the card tablt

set which is so popular, with it

quaint little chairs, which, w hei

not in use, are securely hiddei

beneath the table, their back

fitting beneath the table top

For greater convenience, tin

top is of wood stained to mate

the willow in color. Ga

colored cretonne covers the chair cushions.

The willow buffet is something of a novelty. It is conveniently bui!

with three drawers across the top and a large closed cupboard with ope

shelves on each side. The side table is built on the same lines, but a mor

varied weave has been employed to lend interest to the design. Man

different designs of tea wagons are to be had in willow, but the one show

is the latest to prove popular. Its rounded form and graceful handle mak

it decidedly attractive.

What breakfast, among such furnishings, of a sunny morning, woul.

not be an auspicious beginning for the day? J. M. B.
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Interior
Decorations

FURNITURE, HANGINGS,
MATERIALS, WALL AND
FLOOR COVERINGS

ALSO

UNIQUE DECORATIVE
ARTICLES SUITABLE
FOR ALL INTERIORS
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For Cvery T^oom in the House

LINEN RUGS

The Klearflax
Qolors!

Everywhere you hear the owners of charm-

ing homes discussing them with all the en-

thusiasm of having discovered something

new and different. And they are!

Klearflax Linen Rugs are the only rugs in

the world made of American grown flax

—

the only floor coverings made of the fabric

which combines traditional strength and

durability with a perfect affinity for color.

Deep, rich, solid tones and delicate, dainty

shades are the heritage of Klearflax Llnen

Rugs—no less than a wealth of aristocratic

traditions.

Laying the broad expanse of a single shade

over the whole floor, they help you to

build exquisite color schemes.

Thick and hea\y, they are rugs sturdy

enough for any room in the house. Glori-

ously colored, they are rugs for any home
where color harmony in decoration is val-

ued. At better class furniture and depart-

ment stores everywhere.

Would you like an expert's advice on room decoration?

Then send for "The Rug and the Color Scheme."

This 36 page book shows in full color a number of

scenes and tells you how you may vary the schemes.

It also explains clearly and simply how to plan any
room. Write to our Duluth office for it—it's free.

You can get Klearflax Linen Rugs in Taupe, Black,

Blue, Green, Grays, Browns, Rose and natural

Buff, in these sizes and at these prices:

87 x 54 in $4.50

30 x 60 in 5.60

36 x 72 in 8.00

4H x 7Mft 1500

6 x 9 ft 24.00

8 x 10 ft 35-6o

9 x 12 ft 48.00

12 x 15 ft 80.00

For bathrooms, hospit-

als, and general sanitary

uses, we recommend the

Klearflax Natural
Rug. This rug may be
scrubbed and cleaned
indefinitely. It is our only
washable rug and comes
in natural linen (flaxen)

color.

$4.00 per square yar<L, in stock widths, any length.

(Prices somewhat higher in far West and South.)

KLEARFLAX LINEN RUG CO.
DULUTH MINNESOTA

New York Office 212 Fifth Avenue

For QolorHarmony andLongWear

Furniture in the Garden

SO SELDOM does the really classic enter

into our syncopated modern lives, that when
we have the opportunity, during our short

summer season, of wandering about in our Italian

gardens, we seize upon it with avidity. Babylon
and her hanging gardens are dust, Rome a ruin,

and the glory of Versailles a fading memory.
But we still have a little pool where the fountain

plashes merrily, around wThich we may wander
and thence on past the stately sun-dial that

marks the quickening feet of the day, to settle

ourselves at last on the cool stone bench beneath
an overhanging willow tree.

All the simplicity that was the glory of Greece
in the age of her art is exemplified by this classic

sun-dial. Its very simplicity is its beauty, and

is no bar to its placement in elaborate surround-

ings. Simple, too, is this Carrera marble bench.

The plain hewn blocks of marble on which rest

the carved supports of the seat give an added
sense of solidity. In keeping with the almost
severe design of the whole piece is the egg-and-

dart molding which has been used on the edge of

the seat itself.

Again, in this iron fountain do we find that an
older art has been appealed to for inspiration.

Four iron dolphins of the Renaissance are seen

here spouting water gracefully into the pool.

While all their characteristics have been kept,

there is a modern boldness in the conventionaliza-

tion of them that is distinctly enjoyable. Their

tails, intertwined about the standard, end in the

familiar acanthus leaf. The great pouting mouth
of them seems to have been made so by many
centuries of water-spouting. And so that the

uMture
Worthy kEMtopvcnotis

Or All Historic Styles

At No rtonipmvE Got
Cnglistj anb Jfremfj

(Hptjolstcrp

23er.orahbe &bjttt&

(Oriental &ugg
De luxe prints of well-appointed

rooms sent gratis upon request

Grand Rapids RirnitureCompany
INCORPORATED

34-36West 32 n
-2 Street

New\brk City

iAEQWAY
PofERY
GIVES ENDURING CHARM

Send forour illustrated '

'catalogue of- FlowerPots.

Boxes.Vases.Benches. Sundials.

GazingGlobes,Bird Ibnts and

otherArtistic Pieces for Garden

and InteriorDecoration.

GATOmYTERMGblTA(b.
3216 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA.

Bird Baths
are a source of endless pleasure. The
birds they attract to your garden bring

life, color, and delightful entertainment.
r Erkins Bird Baths are to be had in

a variety of distinctive designs and are

rendered in Pompeian Stone, a marble-

like composition that is practically ever-

lasting.

If The price of the bird bath shown below

—

diameter 24 inches, height 30 inches— is

$20.00 F. O. B.

N. Y.

Illustrated Cat-

alogue sent on
request.

THE
ERKINS
STUDIOS
£21 Lexington

Ave., New York
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OV INGTON'S
(Kington's is one of those t arc shops in which people

ipriul Ik

m

1 1 s .11 .1 time without wearying rambling

•DOUt from flooi to floor ami vet not seeing lull that

is to he seen. So ahnmlant ami thveisiheil ate the

i\<t changing stocks of china, glassware, Sheffield

I .mi|<N. mirrors <>l everything in short, for the decor-

ation ol i house or lot the selection of a gift.

A7.iv wt tnd you «i copy of our new Ovintton Gift Book?

CUOCOLAT€f•BONRONJ*- FRJE NCH BON50NNIE R£f

IEVOMIA

MASTERPIECES
IN ANCIENT ART, EARLY ASIATIC,
MEDIAEVAL EUROPEAN AND AR-
CHAEOLOGY, RECENTLY BROUGHT
FROM EUROPE BY H. KEVORKIAN

40 West 57th Street NEW YORK
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NewWall-paper is Tonic toWinter wearyWil Is

Spring with its freshness and beauty has cleared away all traces of
the long dreary winter just passed. Around your house, budding trees

and flowers, warm golden sunshine and clear, blue sky attest Nature's
gift to the great out-of-doors.

But—what about the interior? Nature cannot do everything. She takes

care of the outside world, but the inside is committed to other keeping.

New Wall-paper is the satisfactory and economical way to put new life in

a house. Careful selection of paper will transform your home into the

cheeriest, coziest place imaginable. Attractive wall-paper will not only
brighten up the rooms but will set off the beauty of furniture and woodwork.

Visit your Decorator or Wall-paper Dealer, or have him visit you.
He will show you the newest styles in Wall-paper and offer valuable
suggestions out of his long experience and ripe judgment.

Allied Wall-paper Industry
of the United States and Canada

General Offices: 1328 Broadway, Marbridge Building, New York City

"There have been no war stories li\e the two

at the end of this book,," writes an old Kipling

lover about "A Diversity of Creatures," the

new Kipling boo\. Have you read them yet?

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City New York.

shTEhrich (Batteries
Dealers in

$atnttngg bp "<£ltj blaster*

"

707 FIFTH AVENUE at 55th Street NEW YORK

Beautiful paintings by early Masters can

be purchased at very moderate prices when
merit is desired rather than a great name

Further details upon request

I
.

I
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DANERSK DECORATIVE FURNITURE
offers you the fullest opportunity for expression of
individuality. Your own color schemes are executed
in charming furniture for single rooms or the entire
house. Pieces of English and Colonial tradition finished
in antique tones or old Venetian colorings of your
selection. The cost is moderate.

Write to-(tn> for our rafeuUt Cntniogue "D-O"

or call at Exhibition Rooms
ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION

2 West 47th Street New York
First Door West of Fifth Avenue—4th Floor

A NEW ORIGINAL DESIGN
Span - Umbrian

This new style expresses the
essence of modern thought
in furniture. To-day it is the
most vital presentation of the
influence the Spanish Renais-
sance had on furniture de-
sign. Send 25c. for "The
Story of Span-Umbrian Fur-
niture." Berkev & Gay Fur-
niture Company, 180 M^nr<~e
Avenue,Grand Rapids, Mich- .

igan.

BERKEY & GAY FURNITURE

The
Whistling

Mother

by Grace S. Richmond has

the same irresistible appeal

as the author's "Christmas

Day in the Morning"—but

it has the sterner, truer

ring of these great days. It is the mobiliz-

ation of the American spirit.

At all Bookstores. 50 cents.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York.

: J „..

MARBLE)
Sun-Dials

Garden Furniture |

Mantels, Consoles

Etc.

S. Klaber & Co.
21 West 39th St.

New York

ii i iiiiunii liiu.iiiii an i
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Again, in this iron fountain do we find that an
older art has been appealed to for inspiration.

Four iron dolphins of the Renaissance are seen
here spouting water gracefully into the pool.

While all their characteristics have been kept,

there is a modern boldness in the conventionaliza-
tion of them that is distinctly enjoyable. Their
tails, intertwined about the standard, end in the

familiar acanthus leaf. The great pouting mouth
of them seems to have been made so by many
centuries of water-spouting. And so that the

water fall gracefully, and not swerve to one side,

their beady little eyes are fixed on it with a stern

intentness that somewhat frightens timid folk

who are not used to the ways of dolphins. It

should be known that dolphins are really most

delightful to know, and much more gentle than

their gaze would indicate. This is especially

true of iron dolphins.

Mention must be made of the fine claw stan-

dard. This, with the upper spray, is in perfect

harmony with the conventionalized dolphins.

Quite a different type of fountain is illustrated

on this page instead of the four direct side

sprays, with the one up-shooting spray of the

other, this fountain has but the one spray, which

drops the water into three basins, one after

another. The pool in this picture is outside of

this basin, but of course, if one preferred, this

lower basin could be easily used as but another

pan in the descending flow of the water. A little

elf sits on the top of the fountain blowing the

water upward through his horn.
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which
"Whv must my boy's letters be

censored? Win can't they let him
toll me where he is and what he

18 doing? Surely a mother has a

right to know such things. Be-

sides, he is a loyal American and

could be trusted."

It would he most unnatural if

American parents did not feel that

way. But they forget that in the

end censorship is for the safety of

the men themselves.

An American officer—and this

is a true story—indiscreetly men-
tioned, in a letter home, the name
of the French village where his

regiment was billeted. This slip-

ped by the censor anil the letter was

published in his local newspaper.

Shortly afterward the Germans
launched a particularly destructive

raid against that town, which had

not hitherto been attacked. The
officer was a loval American, as

u pre
were the proud and happy home-
folks who innocently gave his

letter to the loyal little newspaper.

But good American lives were

needlessly jeopardized.

Soldiers will die the victims of

our carelessness before we fully

learn this lesson—but we are learn-

ing fast.

There is nothing mysterious

about the German spy system. It is

simply the quiet, ceaseless collec-

tion of fragments of fact— often

individually harmless—by German
agents everywhere. This ma-
terial is patiently pieced to-

gether to make up the

complete story of the

number, location and

quality of our sol-

diers without /
which no attack

could hope to

succeed.

The German studies the position, cus-

toms and even the mental state of our men
as a hunter studies his game— and for the

same purpose. His objec t is to kill. It is

not possible to prevent his getting some of

this information, but he cannot get it all

unless we help. The almost superstitious

belief that he knows it all anyhow, is not

well founded. Already he has to work
hard for what he gets, and his task is daily

becoming more difficult as Americans be-

gin to open their eyes and shut their

mouths. We must not help him to kill.

Indiscreet statements are too easily trans-

lated into terms of death for American
soldiers—perhaps your boy.

COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC INFORMATION
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE Creel, Chairman
The -

1 > i . \t v or Wak
The Secretary or State
The Secretary or the Navy

ft*

Contributed through Division of Advertising

This space contributed for the Winning of the War by

THE PUBLISHERS OF COUNTRY LIFE IN AMERICA
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Ambassador Morgenthau's Story
Henry Morgenthau, United States Ambassador to Turkey from Novem-
ber, 1913, to March, 1916, has had greater opportunities than any other

man living to get at the real facts underlying Germany's colossal scheme
of world-empire. He was in Constantinople during the time when the Teuton plans

for a kingdom of Middle Europe were brought to fruition through the immolation of

Serbia, the winning over of Turkey, and the purchase of Bulgarian aid. The complete

story of those days laden with intrigue is now being published

in The World's Work
Mr. Morgenthau's descriptions of politician controlled Turkey, and of the vul-

ture-like Ambassadors from the European nation who hovered around in eager

anticipation of securing valuable spoil when dying Turkey should breathe her

last, can never be forgotten. His visit to the Dardanelles revealed for the first

time how near the Allied fleets had come to forcing the passage. His description

of the Terrible Armenian massacres wherein more than half a nation were exter-

minated will stir you to fury over the ruthless methods of the Turks and Huns.

His Conclusions
may be summed up in a few words of intense significance. He says "the American people still need
the vivid realization that GERMANY'S OFFENCE was not accidental manslaughter, but that itWAS
MURDER IN THE FIRST DEGREE, that is, it was premeditated."

"The coexistence of democracy and autocracy can never be anything better than an armed truce.

THE PRINCIPLE OF AUTOCRACY is as iniquitous as slavery, and MUST BE ABOLISHED.
IF NECESSARY AN ENTIRE GENERATION, AND MOST, IF NOT ALL, OF OUR MA
TERIAL WEALTH, MUST BE PLOWED UNDER TO ACCOMPLISH THIS."

of Vital Importance
Do not miss a single page of this tremendous story. To-day, when our boys are being

turned into soldiers and our dollars into bullets, it behooves us to know why. Here is

a story that will convince you of the iniquitous desires of a blood-thirsty Germany to rule

the world, or failing that, to drag all nations down to destruction with her in defeat.

SPECIAL OFFER
to insure your getting every chapter of this remarkable story, you should subscribe to The World's
Work. Here is a special introductory offer that will prove the advantage of this plan, and will save
you money. Clip the coupon below, write on it your name and address, mail it to us with $1.00, and
we will send you the next five issues of the magazine. Do it now, and you will not miss any part of
Ambassador Morgenthau's Story.

On All Newsstands 25c a Copy $3.00 a Year

The World's Work
Doubleday, Page & Company Garden City, New York

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Garden City, N. Y.
Gentlemen: I accept your special introductory offer. Here is $I.0O,

Send me THE WORLD'S WORK for five months, beginning with

the issue. C.L.6-18.

Name .

.

Address

PHOTOGRAPHS
Of the New Forests, England. Beautiful

Landscapes, Sunsets, Moonlight Views.

Gypsy and Nature Life, and almost every

subject you can think of, for advertising

and publishing purposes.

Illustration Department.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
120 West 32nd Street, New York City

June, 1918

"The Linen Chest" Bound for Cuba

THE "White House" of the Cuban Repub-
lic—the Palacio Presidencial, in Havana
—is being furnished by New York firms.

One large house alone here is supplying the linen,

and New Yorkers are fortunate enough to be
able to see in the windows of this shop some of
the handsome pieces which are being prepared
for this "royal house of a republic."

Five thousand pieces are required all together.

There are seventy-five rooms in the palace, the

linen for which had to"" be supplied with com-
pleteness, and without over-supply and unneces-

sary expense.

In the State diningroom, the most important
room in which the linens are required, on state

occasions a table five and a half feet wide and
fifty feet long is used. Between meals it is to

be covered with a beautiful lace set consisting

of two scarfs, each fifty-two by eighty inches, and

a centrepiece to match, fifty-two inches in diame-

ter. At one end of each scarf, and at opposite

edges of the centrepiece, the full Cuban coat of

arms is to be embroidered. This lace set is

being made to order in Italy.

As shown in the illustration, the Cuban coat of

arms is a shield, surrounded by oak leaves,

acorns, and laurel leaves, and superimposed on

the Roman fasces. Above is the cap of liberty,

bearing the Cuban star. On the face of the shield

is shown the rising sun of Cuba and the key that

opens up the commercial opportunities of the

Island. The lower portion bears the Spanish

coat of arms with palm trees and mountains.

The whole forms
(
a really wonderful example of

hand embroidery.

The main table is made in three sections and

requires three six-yard cloths to cover it. On

the less pretentious occasions, only the centre

section of the table is used, and a very generous

quantity of eight-yard cloths has been supplied

for use at these times. The table in the private

dining room is the same size as this centre

section, and had to have its own supply of linen.

All these dinner cloths, with dinner napkins and

breakfast napkins to march, are to be embroid-

ered with the Cuban coat of arms. Incidental to

these linens, are embroidered, hemstitched and

lace doilies and napkins in a number of different

sizes.

Bedroom and bathroom and kitchen linens

were supplied in great number and great variety.

A most extraordinary part of the order, however,

was for linens for the police and guard, besides

the servants' quarters. J. M. ».

People Who Really
Know Dogs Like

PIERROT:
Dog of Belgium

By Walter A. Dyer
A thrilling, touching story

of a dog that went to war.

Here's what one dog man says:

"I have read 'Pierrot' and you ought to be proud
of that book. It will become a classic."

WALTER McROBERTS. Peoria III. Proprietor of

Richwood Kennels. Member Irish Setter Club of America.

All Bookstores Net $1 .00.Doubleday, Page|& Co.,Garden City,N Y.
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whiting-Adams
RUSHE

*j Nearly every dealer in
'Sj^ every city in the United

States, who sells brushes,
carries in stock and sells

WHITING-ADAMS BRUSHES
Excellence of quality and favorable 'prices guarantee good demand and sure sale. Dealers never have any
dead stock, slow selling WHITING-ADAMS BRUSHES. Send for Illustrated Literature. Dept. T

JOHN L. WHITING-J. J. ADAMS COMPANY, Boston, U. S. A. ^o^SS&JLV.
Whiting-Adams Brushes Awarded Gold Medal and Official Blue Ribbon, the Highest Award at Panama-Pacific Exposition, 1915



Capt. Bone downing a Boche

ugk ^ of War and Doves ofPeace
Justrated with

.
intings by

IEUT. HENRI FARRE By WILLIAM B. STOUT

Our National Parks
Illustrated in sepia By ROBERT STERLING YARD



The

Supreme Quietness
of this

Self Preserving
Motor

is responsible for

Noiseless Bodies
The best known advantage

of Willys-Knight cars is that—

This type of motor is the

only one that improves with

use!

Emphasizing the tre-

mendous value of this is the

fact that—

ALL other typesdeteriorate!

Probably the next best

known advantage is the quiet-

ness and lack of vibration of

the Willys-Knight motor.

Emphasizing this is the

fact that it remains quiet!

Th IS motor's quietness

would magnify the squeaks

and rattles of ordinary bodies

that are drowned by the

pounding, noise and de-

structive vibration of poppet-

valve types.

THE Willys-Knight's me-

chanical efficiency, economy
of operation, freedom from

ordinary motor troubles and

expenses, maximum comfort,

and rare beauty are crowned

by this achievement of noise-

less body construction.

Willys-Overland Inc., Toledo, Ohio
Willys-Knight and Overland Motor Cars and Light Commercial Cars

Canadian Factory, West Toronto, Canada
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BRFFDERS of Shorthorn cattle in America

are to Iv contra tula tcil. ( This, they may
tell you. .issunimu that vmi refer to their choice

of a favorite hi n il. is nothing new; for the

followers of the ro.m-aiul-u hites ire a loyal crew.

thoroughK alive to the merits of their animals

ami c\er re.uK to shir their praises.) I he particu-

lar reason lor applause 111st at present is the tact

that the directors of the American Shorthorn

Breeders' \ssoctation have selected to conduct

its extension work. Professor \Y. A. Cochel, until

recently head of the \nimal Husbandry Depart-

ment of the Kansas Agricultural College. In

addition to extensive practical experience in

I

cattle feeding and breeding. Professor Cochel

had done college work at Purdue University

and Pennsylvania State College before going to

Kansas; he is an ex-president of the American

Society of \nim.il Production and of the Feder-

ated Meat Producers' Association; he is a member
of the Executive Committee of the Kansas Live

Stink \s.sociation and of the \d\isor\ Committee

of Beef Cattlemen for the I nited States Food

\dministration; and it was largely through his

efforts that the Bureau of Animal Industry

cooperated with tin k.ms.is Collide when tin

I latter founded a high-class herd of Shorthorns

to be used in a twenty-year breeding experiment.

In each of these, as in many other similar con-

nections, he has exhibited a combination of

knowledge, ability, influence, and personality

that tits him admirably for his new line of work.

! His selection augurs a greatly widened field of

useful service on the part of the Association, and

the possibility of tremendous progress in effici-

ency and practical success on the part of Short-

horn breeders throughout the country.

THE modern, successful livestock breeder is a

man who works not alone in the interests

of his herd, but for the common cause of his

favorite breed and his profession in general.
' Such a breeder is Mr. Oliver C. Cabana, Jr., of

Elm.i. N. Y.. who has recently taken time from
his many varied activities to compile the experi-

ences of breeders of Holsteins, and publish them
in a booklet entitled " Do Purebred Holstein

Cattle Pay 5 " Each of the letters quoted therein

and each of Mr. Cabana's inspiring, analytical

comments supply a vociferous answer in the

affirmative; and after all, what stronger proof

can we ask than actual facts and cold, hard

I
figures? Of course there must always be the fac-

tor of personality, the ability of the breeder him-
self to see and seize and better his opportunities.

|The important thing about Mr. Cabana's pamph-
let is that it shows the kind of opportunities that I

are offered in the purebred livestock business.

Many an owner of scrub srock with nothing to

lose and everything to gain by a change to pure-
bred s, will find a revelation of new ideas and pos-

sibilities within its covers. Through the cour-
tesy of Mr. Cabana we can arrange to have a copy
sent to any reader who cares to write us for it.
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RED GUM

AMERICA'S
E I N EST
CABINET
WO O D"

You can hardly look through a high
class magazine of general circulation

today without finding from one
to half a dozen attractive adver-

tising pages designed to interest the build-

ing owner or home builder in the advan-

tages—practical as well as artistic—of some
particular species of wood.

The more you study the subject of wood values, the more
fascinating the subject becomes, and this is as it should be, for you

live intimately with your doors, trim and panelling, and if these are

chosen with taste and discrimination they are a constant joy.

The first wood which was advertised to the general public was

RED CUM
ami the public has responded most understandingly. There are scores of America's finest hotels and
literally hundreds of office buildings, apartment houses and charming private residences in which the

doors, trim and panelling are made of RED GUM ("AM ERICA'S FIN EST CABIN ET WOOD").
When you arc looking Into the subject of wood, as you must sooner or later, write to the

,

GUM LUMBER MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
1306 Bank of Commerce Building MEMPHIS, TENN.

and ask them to send you interesting RED GUM booklets and graphic RED GUM
samples. There Is no charge (or them (even though they are worth quite a lot of money).

POSITIONS AND HELP WANTED

Gardener and Wife Wanted
Man wanted to take care of garden which

is about 2 acres; this includes cow lot and a

corner for hogs and chickens. Desire woman
for indoor work either as maid or housekeeper. Box
No. 904, care of Country Life.Garden City, L.I.,N.Y.

POSITION WANTED
Manager, having about completed extensive improve-

ments and built up one of the largest estates in the

South, desires similar position. Practical, absolutely

honest, capable worker, experienced in agriculture, hor-

ticulture, building and all construction work pertaining

to large estate. Manager, care of Country Life, Garden
City, N. Y.

American-Grown Trees

and Evergreens
Summer is the time to make up
your planting lists and lay out the
Fall planting—our Booklet "Sug-
gestions for Effective Planting"
will help you.

Andorra
Nurseries
Wm. Warner Harper. Prop.

Box 60
Chestnut Hill
Phila., Penna.

HOUSEKEEPER—Intelligent woman, expert
housekeeper, at present in secretarial work, de-

sires postwon in country where she can have her

two children with her.

JANE H. KORTHENER
147 W. 90th SL N. Y. City

"SIGNED LUMBER
IS SAFE LUMBER"

INSIST ON TRADE-MARKED "TIDE-WATER"

LUMBER—BECAUSE IT'S "THE
GENUINE WOOD ETERNAL'"
& LASTS & LASTS & LASTS & LASTS

Look for thison every board—

.

Accept no Cypress without this mark

The Readers' Service gives information about
Kennel Accessories

OAK.asaCABINETWOOD.still is

serene in its conscious superiority.

AmericanOak Manufacturers'Association

write personal letters worth getting. Tell

us of your special problems. Add. Room
1407. 14 Main Street, Memphis, Tenn.

Ask for booklets.

S: -. ~> :. Locust VeUUy. L.

"Modern Farm Building" Alfred Hopkins

Shows the latest practical development of the garage, kra
barn, horse stable, cow stable, sheep fold, kenne!. ice house,

dairy, chicken house, piggeries, etc. No part of the detail of

these buildings is neglected, and there are many pleasmgphoio-
graphs showing their artistic side. SECOND EDITION JUST OUT.

{2.50 net, Pottage 20c.

The book may be purchased direct from the author.

ALFRED HOPKINS, Architect, 101 Park Arenue. N Y



NEWS of the BREEDS and the BREEDERS
LATE addition to the forty-

pounds-of-butter-in-a-week class,

making that illustrious groupofHol-
stcin cows total thirty-one, is Leafy
Veeman De Kol who exceeded the

required two score figure by one

tenth of a pound. Her milk yield for the week
was 589.7 pounds, and her age at time of fresh-

ening, within a month of eight years. She was

bred by Mr. Byron Barstow of Earlville, N. Y.,

is a daughter of Duke Wayne Veeman De Kol,

and is now owned by Messrs. Abbot & Clark,

Cortland, N. Y.

*~pHE question "Can any one pig be worth
* #10,000," which has been the subject of much
discussion, will in all probability never receive

aTlhanimous answer either one way or the other.

But certainly each individual is entitled to his

own opinion, and it is interesting to note that

Mr. R. A. Long, owner of the famous Longview
Farm of Lee's Summit, Mo., not only

thinks such a price justifiable, but

has actually paid it, for the Duroc-

Jersey boar Jack's Orion King 2nd.

This noteworthy animal was bred by
Mr. Ira Jackson of Tippecanoe City,

O., which statement tells about all

that is necessary as to the thought,

skill, and experience that have been

involved in producing him; he was
farrowed in September, 1916, so is in

the very prime of a mightily promis-

ing career; his pedigree not only

carries some of the brightest and
most famous names in Duroc history,

but also represents a remarkably in-

tensified degree of inbreeding of the

renowned families so represented.

Of the 124 names appearing in the

first five generations of this pedigree,

thirty-one appear twice and three of

them, three times.

In these strenuous times we note

but few indications of a desire to

spend money recklessly or for mere
luxuries, least of all by experienced,

far-sighted business men. Therefore

it is clear that Mr. Long looks upon
his purchase of Jack's Orion King as

a real investment, from which he can confidently

expect a profitable return. The successful realiz-

ation of this expectation will not only put the
seal of approval upon the opinion of those who
think that a proven, productive sire is worth at

least as much as a work of art or an imported
motor car, but also it will signify another effective

advance in the food production drive against the

Prussian peril.

/"\NE of the first claims always made for the
^-^ tractor as a source of power in everyday
farm work is that it does not get tired as does a team
of horses. Strictly speaking, this is, of course,

a sound and logical contention, but resourceful

farmers are not without means whereby they
can meet the argument and turn out no less

work daily than a tractor can be expected to

accomplish, while benefiting at the same time
by the ownership of colt-producing teams. As
an illustration, consider the following paragraphs
from a letter received by the American Percheron
Society from one of its farmer friends, an "old-
timer who sticks to and by the horse."

"We have just finished seeding 170 acres of
oats, and we did it in three and one half days'
time, with one drill and eight registered Percheron
mares. One set of four mares started at day-
break and worked until noon, being replaced by
the other four, which stuck to the job until dark.
As we always seed down our small grain land to

timothy and clover, you will see that we have
two years' crops from the one operation, from
170 acres. We are through with that piece of

land until harvest time this year and haying
next season. Before the hay is put up next year
we hope to have sixteen colts out of those mares.
"We use a ten-and-a-half-foot drill, which

four good mares handle nicely at a good stiff

walk. We found we were doing an average of
approximately three acres an hour, or between
forty-five and fifty acres in a sixteen hour day.
Three of the mares weigh better than a ton,

the other five between 1,800 pounds and a ton.

They are all good walkers' and seemed to handle
the big drill with ease. Three of the mares have
just dropped good, strong colts and the others

are due shortly."

DERHAPS the brightest star in the Guernsey
A Roll of Honor at the present time is Imp.
Rose des Howards 59th, 44975, who was im-
ported and is owned by Mr. \V. W. Marsn of
Iowa. Not only does her reentry record, re-

cently completed, of 14,265.4 pounds of milk.

664.09 pounds of fat. give her second place as a

fat producer, but also her production of three

heifer calves within a year sets a pace that will

be hard to better or indeed to equal. On
March 30, 1917, she dropped twin heifers, after

having made an A. R. record with her first calf

of 13,522 pounds of milk, 643 pounds of fat; on
April 30th she was put on test; on March 9,

191 8, she dropped the third calf, and a few weeks
later she completed the test with the splendid

figures given above. Here certainly is the kind

of cow that is paving the way to a victorious peace

and a future, permanent prosperity.

TT HAS been a somewhat mooted question
whether the average dairy farmer will materi-

ally improve his condition by turning his atten-

tion to purebred cattle. Generally speaking,

experience answers the question in the affirma-

tive. A case in point is the experience, during
the past eight or ten years, of Mr. Ward C.
Loomis of Bainbridge, N. Y. From a good grade
herd at the beginning, he gradually changed to

purebred Holsteins, spending about #4,000 in

making the change. A short time ago he found
himself, in consequence, in possession of ninety-

five purebreds of various ages. Forecasting the
approaching labor shortage, he turned nearly
half of these into cash, realizing fully #8,000 from
his sales. Naturally he did not try to sell his

best stock, and for some fifty-five head that he
had after making the sales, together with a few
young calves recently dropped, he was asked if

he would consider an offer of #15,000! This

10

was the experience of a practical farmer, and so-

called fancy prices were not involved in any of

his transactions.

' I ''HE wisdom of the American Guernsey Cat-
tie Club in deciding to hold an occasional

meeting elsewhere than in the East, was clearly

proven on May 15th, when more than 150 persons

attended the 191 8 event at the Auditorium Hotel
in Chicago. To this goodly and enthusiastic

audience, Secretary Caldwell read a report that

aroused even greater enthusiasm, since it testified

to one of the most successful years in the Club's

history. Especially striking was his comparison
of conditions the past year and those of a quarter

of a century ago, since when the number of regis-

trations has increased from 1,019 to 15,505, that

of transfers from 859 to 14,777, and the total

year's business of the Association from- #1,588 to

#118,812.

At the elections, Robert Scoville was again

chosen for President, and Ex-Gov-
ernor W. D. Hoard and Gage 1 arbell

for Vice-Presidents. S. M. Shoe-

maker and E. T. Gill were elected to

the Executive Committee.
The discussion of a new score card

presented for adoption reflected the

modern opinion that the black nose,

although less desirable than the

lighter muzzle, should not be dis-

criminated against in the show ring,

except in the case of two animals

otherwise equally matched, in which

case the black -nosed individual

should receive second place. Breed-

ers who did not attend the meeting

should apply to the Secretary for

copies of the new scale of points,

which seems notably fair, sane,

and effective in purpose and con-

ception.

The matter of formulating guar-

antee rules for purebred animals sold

either privately or at auction was

referred to the Executive Committee,
which will doubtless issue a report

upon this important subject with

little delay.

NELLA JOY 4th, one of the star performers

in the Guernsey herd on Pencoyd Farm,

Bala, Pa., has evidently set out to establish a

monopoly in class leaderships. As a two-year-

old she displaced Dolly Dimple at the top of

Class G, by making a record of 14,772 pounds of

milk, 726.32 pounds of fat; put on test again as a

three-year-old she made 16,039 pounds of butter,

769.33 pounds of fat, and landed among the lead-

ers of Class D; now, in view of a test of 20,709

pounds of milk, 1,019.25 pounds of fat, she is led

by only two cows in Class A. Indeed, although

outdone by Murne Cowan and May Rilma in fat

production, her record for milk production has

been exceeded only by the first of these. It is

no surprise to note that she is a daughter of

Golden Secret of Lilyvale, a sire of sixteen A. R.

daughters.

*TpHE adaptability of Milking Shorthorns to

Eastern conditions has received another

vote of approval in that the Massachusetts

Agricultural College at Amherst is establishing

a herd of the dual-purpose cattle on its experi-

mental farm. Private herds have recently been

started by Messrs C. B. Eastman and W
.
A.

Mather, both of New York. The former pur-

chased from Flintstone Farm, Dalton, Mass., its

junior herd bull Flintstone Bell Boy, as part of

his foundation stock. Mr. Mather has bought,

also from Flintstone Farm, the calf Flintstone

Jeweler.

Manager F. J. Curtin of Flintstone reports

excellent progress in all departments. Several

Jack's Orion King 2nd, the Duroc-Jersey boar for which Mr. R. A. Long paid $10,000.

Though shown in very thin flesh, his splendid type, fine bone, excellent conformation, and

exceptional vigor are apparent

I
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American Aberdeen-Angus Breeders' Association

ai7 CL I »i I Avtnua Chicago, III.

THE HOLSTEIN-FRIES1AN
ASSOCIATION of AMERICA
Box H Brattleboro. Vt.

HARGROVE & ARNOLD
Breeders of Holttein Frie$ian Cattle

W<* havr Ihr -'<<K her*.! in thf wi.rUI from which you mn buy

oh**! t't thr ;iviir.i of nil ilmry itnuniiU. KimWrnr Mutual

K*vn--. who pn*.lu<>'*l ovrr 1400 |H>un«U o( butter id * year u
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HARGROVE A ARNOLD HOLSTEIN COMPANY. Nam*. Uwi

Superior Sanitary Churn
The barrel of this churn is finely

glazed stoneware and the cover is

clear annealed glass. II,, whole
churn is strictly sanitary. Very easy
to operate. Made in six sizes both
hand and power.

\\ rite for prices and circulars.

J. S. BIESECKER
Creaawry. Dairy A Dairy Barn Eqaipaeot

59 Murray St., New York

They'll Help
Win the War!
You know the clangers of neglect-

ing painful lameness, bruises and
swelling*

Put Sloan's Liniment on the job
and let it relieve those poor dumb
faithful beasts from suffering. Just
apply a little u ilhout tuhbtnt. for it

ptntlratrs and keeps the animals
efficient.

Buy a $1 00 bottle to-day. Six
times as much as you get in a
quarter size bottle. Bear in mind.
>lnan°s Liniment has been the
World's Standard Liniment for
thirty-six years.

SLOANS

LINIMENT

Sloan's vflCj
The World s

Linimeni
Always Warm<

To The Touch

Mr. C. L. Whiting,
Rochester, N. Y., writes:

"On the coldest days we
have had, I could place my

hand on any one of the Cork
Brick and could feel no moisture

whatever, and after I had held my
' hand there a moment or so it became
warm, which, in my mind, is one of

the greatest necessities to the health

of the cattle so confined."

©airy barn of Mr. C. L Whiting. Rocheater. N. Y.

All alalia are paved with Circle A Cork Brick.

CircleA Cork Brick
® For Stall Floors ®

contain 70& of clean granulated cork and 30^ of re6ned asphalt (by volume).

Cork is one of the best nonconductors of heat and cold known; hence, Circle

A Cork Brick never feel cold to the touch. Much less bedding is required

than with concrete, and even wben the cows stand or lie upon the bare sur-

face of a Cork Brick floor there is little danger of garget or rheumatism.

Furthermore, Circle A Cork Brick floors are sanitary, comfortable

underfoot, non-slippery and easily installed in old or new barns.

Write lor a copy of the 32-page, illustrated book, "Betles Stall

Floors," and a large sample.

Both are free on request

ArmstronrCork & Insulation Co., 1 1 2 Twenty-fourth St., Pittsburgh. Pa.

All genuine Armstrong Cork Brick bear the Circle A trade mark

The Henderson Ayrshire Farm
OFFERS TEN HEIFERS

12 to 1 8 months old

Fine Type Best Breeding

HENDERSON AYRSHIRE FARM, Hudson, Ohio

Ridgewood Farm
Wm. rra/irr Harrison, breeders of

Registered I'ercheron Horses & Ayrshire Cattle
BREEDING STOCK FOR SALE

Bw' Portal Inspection Invited

ARTHUR H. WALKER. M E r. Oreland, Montg Co., Pa.
Telephonr, Ogontz 57;

Hill Terrace Farms

3B
AYRSHIRE
CATTLE and

Berkshire Hogs
We have several young bulls
for sale, one exceptionally
good one by Rena's Cham-
pion and out of an imported
heiferbred byJames Wallace.

We are also offering a few Berkshire pigs of good blood lines

For full particulars address

HILL TERRACE FARMS, Morristown, N. J.

Large Berkshires

at Highwood
Bred from thousand pound

boars. Bred sows, service

boars, pigs all ages.

H.C.& H.B.Harpending

Box I Dundee, N. Y

Registered Duroc Jersey bred
Sows and Herd Boars. Special
prices on Foundation Herds this

month. Our large herds in the west
are headed by 6 champion Boars
weighing up to 1 100 lb. each. We
ship on approval. Satisfaction
warranted.

Belrose Farms
Eastern and Export Sales Division Poolville, N. Y.

American Hampshire Sheep Association

Hampshire^ are the best mutton sheep in the world. A
Hampshire ram sold at the National Wool Growers' Auction
Sale. 1917. for the highest price ever paid for a mutton
sheep in America. Write the secretary for information.
We have a dandy tittle booklet for you.

Robert Blastock, ^resident, Donerail. Ky.
Comfort A. Tyler, Secretary. 36 Woodland Are.. Detroit. Mkh.

Pinehurst Shropshires
BEST BREEDING FLOCK IN AMERICA
FOUNDATION STOCK FOR SALE

Send for illustrated catalogue to

H. L. WARDWELL, Box A. Springfield Center, N.Y.
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fat tests of better than 6 per cent, have been

recorded in its Milking Shorthorn herd, and sales

of registered Berkshires to different parts of the

state and to Rhode Island, New York, and Con-
necticut have been frequent.

As these notes go to press, we learn from Man-
ager Curtin that the heifer Lady of Meadowbrook
has completed a record of 10,916.6 pounds of milk,

426.38 pounds of fat. This breaks the world's

two-year-old record for the breed, formerly held

by Imported Bessboro Orphan 2d of the Otis

herd of Willoughby, O., and, naturally, .justi-

fies a considerable pride and satisfaction at Flint-

stone Farm.

TN THESE days of warfare and high pressure

work it is not only what is done but also how
promptly the results are obtained, that counts.

Measured by this standard, Shorewood Farm of

Crystal Bay, Minn., has surely won its stripes

by qualifying for class leadership in the Guernsey
Roll of Honor four cows within three months.
The animals, their records in milk and butter fat

production, and their respective classes are as

follows (as is probably understood, Class AA in-

cludes mature cows, Class GG two-year-olds, and
the other classes, animals of intermediate ages)

:

Cora of Gerar, 11,127.8 pounds milk, 530.15
.^pounds fat, Class EE; Imp. Althea of Sarnia,

10,309 pounds milk, 548.68 pounds fat, Class AA;
Pearl's Dot, 9,820.8 pounds milk, 531.66 pounds
fat, Class GG; and La Verne of Birchwood,
11,301.6 pounds milk, 545.38 pounds fat, Class

FF. By the time this note appears in print, the

list will probably receive the additional name of

Pearl of Pomeroy who, in April, finished an even
larger record than any of her stable mates, and
who, upon freshening, will automatically enter

the Roll of Honor and bring new fame to the

Shorewood herd.

' I 'HERE has been issued by the Holstein-

Freisian Association its annual list of special

prizes to be offered at the 1918 shows. The list

includes eighty-seven separate expositions to be

held in forty-four states and Hawaii, and also the

National Dairy Show for which $1,500 has been

appropriated. The pamphlet includes also a list

of fifty official Holstein judges from among whom,
it is desired, judges will be chosen to act at any
event in which one of the above mentioned prizes

is offered.

CENSING the insistent and rapidly spreading^ desire for information concerning the possibili-

ties of beef cattle in the East, Mr. C. W. Eckardt,
owner of Ardson Farm, Armonk, N. Y., has pre-

pared a little booklet oh the subject which he

will be glad to send to any one requesting it.

In view of the excellent record that his Aberdeen
Angus herd has made in the show ring within

recent years, Mr. Eckardt can speak with
knowledge, no less than with conviction. Simi-

larly, Eastern farmers and estate owners can
afford to give the matter their careful considera-

tion, not only as a phase of the increased food

production campaign, but as a sound business

venture as well.

\X^HEN it comes togenerosity, there are mighty
* * few cows that can excel Canary Paladin

Vale, 84403. This purebred Holstein matron
on her twelfth birthday presented her owner,
Mr. J. W. Vaughan, St. Johnsville, N. Y., with
twin heifer calves. She then proceeded to roll

up a world's record for both butter and milk
production in the seven-day and the thirty-day

divisions. She produced 810.3 pounds of milk
in seven days, yielding 35.22 pounds of butter,

and in thirty days she produced 3,100.2 pounds
of milk yielding 131. 31 pounds of butter. All

of these records are by a wide margin the high-

est ever made by a cow of her age class. Canary
Paladin Vale's sire is Brightest Canary, 37170,
and her dam is Paladin Vale, 76331. Her twin
heifer calves are by King Pontiac Pelham De
Kol.

COME day, apparently, the list of forty-pound^ Holstein cows will grow so lengthy that it

will be impracticable to note each addition to it.

Until then, however, we are glad to award a

"citation" to each individual that attains that
honor. The recipient at this writing—the thirty-

third cow so honored—is Idleaze Pontiac Lass,

238652, who recently made 715.5 pounds of
milk, the equivalent of 42.48 pounds of butter in

a week, and then continued at this remarkable
rate until she had completed a thirty-day record

of 2,811 pounds of milk, 141.08 pounds of butter.

In addition to the fame she has won for herself,

Idleaze has also added new lustre to the name of
her sire, King of the Pontiacs, who is now the

only bull with three forty-pound daughters.
Incidentally, her owner, Mr. J. W. Vaughan,
St. Johnsville, N. Y., is pretty well pleased.

TF WE are to respond with complete efficiency

to the insistent and thoroughly justifiable

demand for increased food production, we must
not let it drown out certain other appeals upon
which success very largely depends. For in-

stance, large crops call for thorough, careful soil

handling; this requires power, either hors'e or

tractor; but tractor manufacturers must to-day
devote much of their energy to the p'roduction

of war machinery, so that the burden falls full

weight upon the horse. But, reports Secretary

Wayne Dinsmore of the Percheron Society, draft

horse production has fallen off greatly within the

past two years. In Europe, of course, it is

practically at a standstill; in Great Britain

alone, draft geldings such as would bring around

$300 over here are selling, when obtainable, for

$800 to $1,000 apiece. On the Continent«condi-

tions are fully as serious, and the tendency is

already reflected in increased American prices.

It appears that only nine states—Ohio, Indiana,

Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, and
the Dakotas—produce more draft horses than
they need, and that only four of these turn out a

really effective surplus. Consequently, since

the city trade continues brisk, and since farmers

are constantly looking for work horses with

weight, power, and action, the outlook for the

meeting of exportation demands that will be in-

evitable after the war, are not over bright. Every
farmer, therefore, who can possibly do so, is urged

to help increase our stock of heavy horses, to

raise purebreds if he is equipped to do so, certainly

to use and buy mares rather than geldings, and to

breed these regularly to registered draft stallions.

A CCORDING to a recent report, there are

325 Karakul sheep in the United States,

of which 295 were owned by companies of which
F. E. Dawleyof Fayetteville, N. Y., is president.

Not long ago six good Karakul sheep were sold

to a newly formed corporation for $17,000. It is

the Karakuls that furnish the Persian lamb fur,

most of which, up to recent times, has been im-

ported, the value of the importations having
exceeded $14,000,000 yearly. The use of the

fur will probably increase, and there seems to be

a good field for breeders of these interesting

sheep.

A WORTHY but not widely known breed of

cattle is the Columbia, which has been
promoted largely by Mr. F. L. Gregory of Mt.
Vision, N. Y., and which is proving of good type.

A Columbia Breeders' Association has been
formed with eighteen members, 310 registrations,

and Mr. G. O. Gregory as secretary. Columbias
are hardy, and fair producers of milk testing

about the same as that of the Jersey. The pro-

duction of fat is reported as somewhere around

500 pounds per year for the better individuals.

QUITE a little has been done the last year
or so to encourage sheep husbandry in

New York and other Eastern states. Mr. F. A.

Welch, Agriculturist of the New York Central

Railway, has assisted largely in the work; he has

secured for the Empire State some twenty car-

loads from the West, and has sent many carloads

into Michigan and a few other states. Prices

have now advanced so far that the introduction

of sheep is a slower process. In New York,
however, there have already been introduced

something like 10,000 head.

*TpHE sheep meeting held some time ago in
• Utica, N. Y., under the direction of the

State Agricultural Society, was so successful

that Mr. Calvin J. Huson, one of the promoters
of the enterprise and formerly commissioner of

agriculture in the state, suggests that a similar

meeting be held in the interests of swine. Mr.
Huson is a prominent breeder of Berkshires, and
regards that breed as unexcelled for practical

purposes. At the time of speaking he was a bit
boastful over three yearling sister Berkshire sows
that had farrowed thirty-one fine, strong pigs.

A CCORDING to a statement made by R. H.

f*^ Reynolds of Rochester, there is . a very
insistent demand for milch goats. There are
several breeds of goats of Swiss descent in this

country, but the supply is far below the demand.
1 heir milk is somewhat expensive, but it tends
to flocculate in the stomach (even in the case of
infant or invalid) instead of coagulating as does
cow's milk, which gives it its easy digestibilitv

and often renders it a life-saving food. Pure-
bred sires crossed on well-chose nnative stock

usually bring about excellent results for the
breeder, who in raising the animals is also servins;

in the capacity of a public benefactor.

"^JOT to be outdone by the other breeds that

have already made 191 8 a noteworthy year

in sales-ring history, the American Guernsey
Cattle Club staged, on May 15th, the day after

its annual meeting, the greatest Guernsey sale

ever held in this country or in Europe. Not
only were the sixty-seven animals consigned by a

score of the country's best breeders of the highest

quality; not only was the $102,925 paid for them
(at the rate of $1,536 a head) a remarkable record;

not only was the $10,000 paid by John C. Haartz

of Boston, for Don Diavolo of Linda Vista,

23565, the highest price ever paid for a Guern-

sey individual; not only was $20,750 donated by

those present to the American Red Cross; but

on the whole, the tone of the affair, the smooth-

ness with which it was run off, the interest and

spirit with which the bids were made, all combined

to make it a proud occasion for those concerned.

The highest priced cow was Langwater Luxury,

sold by Mr. F. Lathrop Ames to Mr. F. D. Stout

of Angus, Wis. This state, by the way, con-

signed twenty-one of the animals sold, and pur-

chased twenty-two of them. The Red Cross

donation was obtained largely by the repeated

sales of a two-days-old: calf out of Tricksey's

Glenwood Girl, who, herself, sold for $1,000.

Handsome silver trophies were won by Dr.

G. C. Parnall for the highest average received

for two animals (his figure being $5,525), by

Mr. F. Lothrop Ames for the highest average

on animals of an individual's own breeding

($5,150 for two animals), by Mr. Louis McL.
Merryman for the best price received for a

heifer, ($2,500) by Dr. Parnall for the best price

received for a bull ($10,000), and by Mr. Ames

for the top price received for a female ($5,300).

These prizes were presented by Messrs. Leander

Herrick, C. L. Hill, F. L. Ames, and W. W.

Marsh, respectively.

FOLLOWING close upon the declarations

of the National Dairy Council, the Na-

tional Milk and Dairy Farm Exposition, held in

New York City during the week of May 20th,

was decidedly effective in directing the attention

of the consuming public to the essential role of

dairy products, and the immense importance of

the dairy industry. In the first place, the throngs

that visited it, though for the most part city

folk, were there less to be amused than to see

and learn and understand. In the second place

the exposition itself was a serious, conservative,

accurate, and convincing demonstration of facts;

a simple but striking explanation of the conditions

that influence the dairy business between cow

and consumer. In the third place, the special

features of each session—addresses by Food

Administrator Hoover, President Schurman of

Cornell University, Doctor McCulIom of Johns

Hopkins, Secretary Houston of the Department

of Agriculture, Governor Whitman, and other

notables, meetings of state and national organ-

izations allied with dairy interests, educational

motion picture shows, etc.—all were chosen

with special reference to their ability to drivt

home the lessons of the day and the hour.

Of the individual exhibits it is impossible

here, and probably unnecessary, to speak in de-

tail. They took the visitor behind the scenes

of every step in every phase of dairying. The

College of Agriculture, the Bureau of Markets,

the Dairyman's League, and the individuals who

cooperated to bring the exposition about, deserve

much credit for their successful realization of a

timely and happily conceived idea.
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the real value of the material contributed to
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in color, for example, represent the work of the
best informed persons on the subjects treated.

Each number contains articles that have to do
with every phase of country living. Seventy-
five to one hundred subjects are covered in

each issue of the magazine.

Why not keep this information?
You will find it invaluable for reference. Put
your magazines in a permanent form by letting

us bind them.. There are six issues to a volume
and the volumes begin in May and November.
If you have saved your magazines, send them
back to us and we will bind them for $1.50. If

any numbers are missing we will supply them at
the regular price—50c a copy. Your bound
volumes of The New COUNTRY LIFE give
you an encyclopedia of horticulture; the best
advice on building and remodeling; on interior

decorating and landscape work; on farm stock,
Dogs. Poultry, etc. You will find the volumes
invaluable. Save your magazines, then
bind them.
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or men who
fight and fly. The first great flying

book—the best description of pres-

ent achievements—the most entranc-

ing vision of the future glory of the

air—is

Caval ry of theClouds
by Captain Alan Bott, M. C, re-

cently severely wounded and made
captive by the Turks.
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Published by
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France in Flanders" by Maud
Mortimer—the daily jottings of an

American woman during her
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Hbpital Militaire. Not "Just

another war book," but a human

record with the substance and form

of literature. At your bookseller's.

Net, $1.25.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Co.

Garden City, N. Y.
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CAPTAIN BOTT WOUNDED AND A PRISONER

WORD has just come from England
that Captain Alan Bott, holder of

the Military Cross, fighting pilot in

the British Royal Flying Corps and author of

the first (and, we think, the best) of the flying

books, "Cavalry of the Clouds," has been re-

ported severely wounded and a prisoner of

the Turks in Palestine. How it occurred the

dispatch does not say, but probably his airplane

was brought down behind the Turkish lines.

It was only a few weeks ago that inquiry

in London as to the whereabouts of this

gifted young flier and author brought word
that he had been or-

dered to Palestine.

We can only hope
that his imprisonment
will be short and that

when he does come
home healed of his

wounds, he will be
none the worse for his

experience. Certainly

he will have many
great things to write

about on his return.

Captain Bott was
a young newspaper
man at the outbreak
of the war and en-

listed as a dispatch

rider. He went from
that into the air ser-

vice. He started fly-

ing on the Western
Front as an observa-

tion officer but lately

took his license as a
fighting pilot.

GERMAN PLANS FOR
WORLD CONQUEST

"To business that we love we rise betime
And go to 't with delight."

—

Antony and Cleopatra.

thefts of materials and money from conquered
territories; her enslavement of enemy non-

combatants; and the unthinkable means she

has taken to increase her population.

A NEW NOVEL BY GENE STRATTON-PORTER

We cannot help but feel that in this year of

world conflict Gene Stratton-Porter's new
novel comes at a time when it will be welcomed
most heartily by the very wide public who have
enjoyed her nature books and her novels, not
only as a relief and a recreation from the cares

and duties we have all assumed as a conse-

quence of the war, but also as a story in har-

mony with the spirit of the times. The title

A few months ago
the World's Work
printed an article by J. B. W. Gardiner point-

ing out the portentous meaning of events
which give clear evidence that Germany, even
now, is preparing for her next great war.
This article created such widespread interest

and brought down such an avalanche of letters

upon the magazine that Mr. Gardiner was
persuaded to develop the theme of the article

further. Therefore, he has written a book on
the subject entitled "German Plans for the
Next War," which we rushed into print only
a few weeks ago without the usual preliminary
announcement and advance sale. In this

book Mr. Gardiner presents indisputable proof
that Germany, convinced that she cannot
attain her aims completely now, is planning a
war of world-conquest for the next generation.

His explanations throw an entirely new light

on the German aims in seizing the coal and
iron lands of France and Belgium, the gran-
aries of Russia, the oil fields of Rumania; her

A new rock garden—one way of disposing of stones from a cleared field

is "A Daughter of the Land," and is perhaps

more stimulating in its traditional appeal

than any of her previous books.

Kate Bates, the heroine, is as American as

the Goddess of Liberty and, through fighting

for her freedom against long odds, she learns

the lesson which America is learning now

—

that only through sacrifice and sorrow is char-

acter builded and happiness attained. The
story is essentially patriotic in spirit and em-
phasizes the tremendous importance to the

nation of the lives of those who till the soil.

EMPTY JARS ARE SLACKERS

Such is the slogan of Mrs. A. Louise Andrea,

who has written out of her wide experience as

teacher, lecturer, and scientific expert in home
economics, a suggestive and informative little

book on "Home Canning, Preserving, and Dry-
ing." The book tells in a simple and direct

way how the housewife may preserve for the

lean winter months the products which nature

furnishes so bounteously during the summer.
In addition to giving modern and scientifically

tested formulas and equipment for the canning,

preserving, and drying- of all fruits and vege-

tables, Mrs. Andrea gives recipes for canning
in honey, a scheme which is designed to outwit
old General Sugarshortage. She also gives

recipes for canning meats, fish, poultry, and
soups.

"the way out of war"

Dr. Robert T. Morris, the noted surgeon and
writer on scientific topics, whose "To-morrow's
Topics" series of books set people thinking all

over the country, has

now turned his mind
to the war microbe

and its vanquishment
in a new little book
just published, called

"The Way Out of

War."
This is no mere po-

litical discussion of

possible peace terms

—for Doctor Morris

has as little use for

such intellectual jug-

gling at this time as,

for instance, General

Pershing has—but a

biological view of the

death that Prussia has

decreed for herself.

Says Doctor Morris,

in effect, the Germans,

like the doctor who
turned two leaves of

his book instead of

one and killed his pa-

tient, have turned two

leaves of this book

of philosophy instead

of one and have killed

their country.

The Germans, in laying stress on Darwin's

doctrine of the struggle for existence, have com-

pletely forgotten his other doctrine of mutual

interdependence. Instead of cultivating the

good-will of other nations, the Prussians are

now trying to smash them. Prussia, says the

Doctor, is "protoplasmically senile."

A NEW ROCK GARDEN

Whenever we make an improvement at

Garden City in the way of a little attraction,

we like to have our friends come and see what

has happened. In the midst of war and

labor troubles we have taken these old stones

and, turned them into a rock garden—with a

clear conscience since we have made a new

combination of old material. When our visi-

tors come, we would like to have them see

this garden at the end of the long path to the

south of the building; also the evergreen gar-

den, which has pulled through a hard winter.
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E A (i I. E S of WA R
and DOVES of PEACE

By WILLIAM B. STOUT
Tfihnital .IJvtmr lit the Aircraft Board

Number 3

III Rl has In en much fighting of

late among the eaglei of the air;

.1 m.i/c dl r .1 piil flights ami quick

combats; winged men darting

their engines of destruction hither

and thither across the vault of

the sky, engaging in combat to

|rhe death, miles awa) from the earth from which

khey came, and to which they must return either

lis victor or unrecognizable wreckage.

I he result of the combat depends on brains:

first the brains of those who designed and produced
jthe war eagle ami its engine, and second the intel-

ligence and strategy of him who engages in combat.
I One thinks much of the courage and ability of
these pilots of the cavalry of the air. but the most mortal combat
;>f al! in the present strife for aero supremacy is that between the

mentalities of those designing aerial craft for this combat, that

Ik y may place at the beck and call of the pilot the greatest range
>t performance and agility of action. that is possible to obtain in

mechanism. This is not a matter of dollars and cents or com-
mercial development. It is a matter of living or dying; of exist-

ence or extinction.

Development in aero equipment, therefore, is rapid an J kalei-

loecopic. Before one can accustom his mental vision to one
'rvpe of plane and one detail of performance, another has taken its

place, and a new standard is set. Each day sees a new change,

Following fast on the heels of its predecessor, and followed faster

py another improvement just coming.

Such a development of machine or industry would be impossible

junder ordinary conditions, and the billions which are being spent

aircraft would not have been spent industrially in development
>l this industry within a decade or more of ordinary development.
\\ ar has intensified this growth in tremendous fashion.

It has done one other thing, for try as man will to be destructive,

ithe laws under which we exist seem to dictate that his very de-

Ntructiveness shall become in the end constructive. With all of

the turmoil of combat and the moving aboutof nations and peoples,

(there is growing through the interchange of ideas and personality

and thought, and through the actual brotherhood and close con-

tact of one nation with another, a feeling of kinship and a frater-

nity of fellowship and understanding that could have come in no
other way than bv the actual intermingling of individuals.

As the war progresses and planes cleave the air in all directions

—

messengers of commerce and combat—we see in the future a great-

er development, where these eagles of war, by the quickness of their

travel from country to country, and their encouragement of com-
mercial intercourse between nation and nation, will become doves
of peace, messengers of fellowship between nations, so that each
[may better understand the other, and others may come to see the
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viewpoints which we or their kindred nations rep-

resent.

An outline of these developments, and of the

great things which aircraft will bring to the nations,

when at peace, can picture only the smallest vision

of what will be accomplished.

In fact, war needs and war necessities have
brought the airplane to a point of perfection

beyond what would have been accomplished in

twenty-five years of ordinary commercial develop-

ment.

With the incentive of self-preservation, nations

have taken up intensive development of all ideas

relating to air travel, spending unlimited money
to accomplish their objects, and encouraging

every idea and invention which looked feasible or which looked

as though it could be made feasible. All of this is making a great

change in our way of thinking and in our sense of distances, and
is destined to make a great change in our living.

I he airplane to-day is a safe vehicle. It travels at will irrespec-

tive of weather or road conditions. It carries ton loads as easily

as machines of a couple of years ago carried man loads, with an

equal number of units. Whereas the five-man machine was the

limit but a short time since, the five-ton machine is now said to be a

reality. There is no reason from the engineering standpoint

why we cannot build bigger and we shall build bigger if military

necessity arises for such a machine.

A military airplane recently made an air trip from London
to Constantinople, carrying three men, a complete spare engine,

and spare wfieels and struts and miscellaneous parts, making the

trip in a way that shows the commercial future even of present

types.

To say that we are on the eve of a new era is an old bromide;

to say that we are actually in a new era of transportation is to

state a truth that has not yet been realized by the public.

War is demanding fighting ability as a first requirement of air

machines. This requires extreme speed, quick climb, agility

—

that the machine may be put into impossible positions instan-

taneously in combat—pilot vision, and gun range. All of these

requirements have meant that machines have been pushed to

their maximum irrespective of danger—which is one reason why
such rapid development of planes has been made and why ma-
chines now have become so safe.

It is hard for the man on the ground to visualize things of the air.

He has been so long used to thinking in two dimensions that to

imagine himself as partaking of three-dimension travel is almost

beyond the conception of one who has not experienced it. On the

ground we think of a church steeple as high, the Washington monu-
ment or the Eiffel tower as a wonderful construction. To the

man of the air, a mile of altitude is but a beginning for travel, and
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his mental horizon, for the play of his im-

agination, is increased as is his vision to the

literal horizon. On the ground, as we drive

our motor car at speed over a country road

we imagine ourselves as flying and we enjoy

the sensation. It is impossible, however,

for the man who stands on the ground and

watches an airplane in the air, to visualize

what he would feel were he up in that

very plane which he is watching, unless he

has experienced it.

This same fact is true as concerns the

engineer and his design work for airplanes.

He may sit on the ground or at his desk and

theorize as to what engine requirements will

be once he gets off the ea: th and in a plane,

but the spirit of the design cannot really

come to him until he has had experience

in flight, and felt the inherent difference of

the requirements of an airplane engine as

against a motor car power plant. We even

compare a racing automobile engine to an

airplane engine, yet its requirements are not

nearly so severe during the race as are those

on the airplane engine in flight. The racing

engine may be wide open for a few minutes

at a time, but on the turns one must let

down the throttle for an instant, thus allow-

ing the oil to get up around the pistons

again through the suction of the intake, so

that one is ready for another burst of speed

with plenty of lubrication. The airplane

engine must run all out for continued

periods and without let-up. The comparative conditions between

the two engines are somewhat as follows:

The original Wright airplane (above) had the elevator
in front of the machine, this being the plane which steers
the machine up and down. The rudder, R, for steering
right and left, was at the rear. The entire wing was
twisted to obtain the balance necessary to keep the ma-
chine from upsetting. The engine was located on the
lower plane and connected with two pusher propellers
through the medium of long chains. The engine delivered
about 35 horsepower, and though of four-cylinder construc-
tion and very crude, was able to fly this machine witn
two passengers up to a speed of about forty-five miles per
hour. Its landing speed was about thirty-five miles per
hour. The speed range—from high to low—being very
short , made it , in the light of our present knowledge of flying,

a dangerous machine. As made later (below), the elevator
was fitted at the rear near the rudder. This type of ma-
chine is no longer built

Automobile

Full power less than 25 per cent, of

the time.

10 to 15 pounds weight per horse-

power.

Gasolene economy not fundamental.

Cheap construction necessary.

Accuracy of material not required.

Noise a detriment.

Reliability a small factor of per-

sonal safety.

Low compression and low heat in a

cylinder.

Operates at low altitude.

Airplane

Full power 75 per cent, of the time.

Less than 2 pounds weight per

horsepower.

Gasolene weight as important as

engine weight.

Cost of building of small object.

To retain smallest possible volume-

weight dimensions, accuracy of

material is imperative.

No attempt to obtain quietness.

Reliability imperative for safety.

High pressure and intense heat.

Must give maximum possible horse-

power at high altitudes.

The very best aircraft engines have been developed from the

best automobile engines and from practically every other allied

industry. Inventions of new types have not resulted as was ex-

pected, since the knowledge available on already known and

orthodox practice has developed known designs to the standpoint

of extreme reliability.

As the man in the motor car visualizes these changes in the re-

quirements on his engine and realizes that, in less weight than in

the six-cylinder engine under the hood of his motor car, we are now
getting from 300 to 500 horsepower in the aircraft engine—and for

days at a time, continuously, without shut down—he realizes what
a tremendous work was necessary in engines alone before the air-

plane was brought to its present state of development.

Not only has this been done, but the engines are "production"

jobs; that is, they are so designed that they can be built in quanti-

ties with a minimum use of man-hours of labor.

From original engines weighing close to ten pounds per horse-

power, from which present experimentation started, we have come
to a stage of development where engines are now developing a

horsepower for every pound and a half. This has been done
largely through elimination and betterment of materials. In this

line of development a discussion of work-
manship alone could well occupy a whole
volume.

In the early days of the motor car, when
catalogues spoke glibly of the wonderful
workmanship involved in a car, we thought
of accuracy of dimension as being that the

parts' should fit each other with exactly the

clearance necessary for the greatest strength

and longest wear. We thought of a car

whose dimensions were held accurate within

a half or a quarter of a thousandth of an
inch as the most remarkable possible de-

velopment, and purchased cars from the

salemen's talk of accuracy with only this

vision of dimensions and fit in mind.

Accuracy of material to-day has become
of far more importance than accuracy of fit

and dimensions, since it is harder to obtain.

First, however, I should like to discuss

accuracy of dimensions and give the methods
of obtaining this accuracy so that parts of

one machine will fit parts of another
machine.

Foreign manufacturers after making parts

for motor car engines, for example, before

the war, passed them on to what was called

a fitting department. In this department
workmen took these pieces and assembled

them, fitting each individual part to the

other by filing, scraping, and other hand
work. By this system a perfect connecting

rod bearing, for instance, was obtained,

fitting exactly right, just loose enough and just tight enough.

This might apply to any other part of the car, such as the steering

knuckle or spring connections. All parts were hand fitted.

The fitting shop in a British motor car factory used to take up
about one fourth of the available floor space of the factory.

This fitting work resulted, as I have said, in a good individual

machine, with everything working right. Supposing, however,

that an accident occurred on the road and a steering knuckle was
damaged. First one had to get a new part. Having received

this part, it could not be put into place without fitting—filing and

lapping perhaps—so that considerable work was involved: and one

could not take a part from one car and have it fit another.

American methods of manufacture do not include a fitting shop,

and as a result we have not in America the type of workmen who
are skilled in this work.

By machine production methods we in America make parts in

quantities, all of a kind being the same in dimensions within less

than one half of a thousandth of an inch, so that in case of breakage

one can take any part from any car and interchange it with the

same part of another car. This is of tremendous service advantage,

and makes a better car because of the greater accuracy of the

original dimensions. Foreign engineers will not agree with me in

this statement, but I believe thatour Liberty engine production and

performance are going to prove this out to foreign producers and

factory managers.

Accuracy of manufacture in America has been arrived at largely

by automatic and semi-automatic machines. For a small part,

we can set a machine with a rod of steel or brass running into it

at one end, and go away and leave it while the machine turns out

of this rod part after part until the material is consumed, each

piece interchangeable with the last to a fraction of a thousandth

of an inch.

If you have a crankcase, for example, with fifty holes drilled

on one side, you can set this crankcase on a special drill press, and

drill case after case, all holes at once, and all holes exactly related

to each other in any one crankcase.

This means that this same piece, whether made to-day or a year

from now, will fit any engine of the same type which is turned out

between now and the end of the series.

This system of manufacture can immediately be seen to be of

tremendous value in the field, in service, and in saving of the hours

during which the machine can operate. If an engine can be kept

•



I rom a painting by Lieut. Henry Farre
An aerial collision between a Baby Nicuport and a German Rumpler. The German plane had been in the habil of coming over the French trenches for photographs and had always returned

safely to its lines. On this day three French airplanes attacked the Boche on his return. Quartermaster de Terline. arriving at the proper altitude, noticed that his two companions had bem
lorce I to abandon the pursuit — from motor trouble .as it happened. Terline. thinking his two comrades wounded, dashed at his adversary 3.500 feet above the earth and sent the German
machine crashing to the ground
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The next step was the Curtiss Pusher, fitted with three-wheel
landing gear, and is the type that was so successfully used by
Lincoln Beachey. The elevators and rudder were at the rear.

The engine was mounted on a framework between the upper and
lower wings, and operated a propeller just to the rear of the wings
and the engine. This machine had a speed range of forty to
seventy miles per hour. It was structurally and aerodynamic-
ally a great advance over the original Wright machine, though
not so efficient per horsepower. Compared with present-day
machines, it was slow and, from some standpoints, unsafe. It is

fortunate that modern air tricks were not in vogue at the time
this machine was in existence

The next step in design was somewhat similar, but for the
first time enclosed the pilot in a protected body. Speeds were be-
coming so great and hours in the air advancing to such an extent
that the comfort of the pilot had to be looked after. This type
of machine, as shown in the Voisin of Lieutenant Farre's paint-
ings, was in use for bomb work during the first part of the war.
It was not a success, however, as it was too slow for pursuit work,
firing forward, while the blind spot at the rear, formed by the
propeller, hindered shooting at any plane which might come from
behind. This type is now obsolete

running one fourth more of the time

during its life, then three of these engines

will take the place of four of lesser reliabil-

ity. Thus, the facility with which re-

placements can be made and parts from

one engine can be changed over to an-

other have tremendous influence upon
the advantage of an airplane engine

designed especially for this war.

In quantity manufacture a great num-
berof tools and jigs are required, and spec-

ial fixtures to guide drills always to the

same spot in the casting or to hold forg-

ings in exactly the same way each time

for machining operations within a frac-

tion of a thousandth of an inch, and

other things which are individual to each

design.

While one may design an engine and

put through the experimental work with-

in, say, six months, it takes far longer to

make the tools for the manufacture of any
one important part than it did to make
_the original experimental engine, for each

tool as well must be experimented with

to be sure that the resulting machined
parts will be duplicates.

The greatest problem we have had in

getting our air programme started in

every line of production has been that of

finding sufficient tool makers to turn out

the tools required within the time limit

available. Tool makers, above all types of workmen, must be

able to work accurately, and it is unnecessary to state that their

work is most expensive.

Along with other problems connected with the machining of

parts for accuracy, have arisen problems of sheet metal stamping

and drawing, which in the solving have made new things possible

in light-weight construction. Some of this die work has required

months of development before the first stamped piece was success-

fully produced, but the development of one process sometimes

means a saving in weight of many pounds on an engine.

I am trying to visualize by this discussion of accuracy of manu-
facture just what problems the engineer has had to solve prelim-

inary even to attacking the airplane engine problem, and to give

some idea of what went before which made aircraft feasible.

As before stated, accuracy of material has now become of even

greater importance than accuracy of dimension. One can take

a forging of a certain kind of steel, and machine it accurately to

dimension. Under test it may show a certain strength or a certain

weakness. By heat treating, this same piece can be made as much
as ten or fifteen times stronger than in its original state, without

altering dimensions or the original chemical characteristics.

To visualize heat treatment one need only remember the days
when he used to fry bacon over an open fire in camp. You might
take the same original bacon and by heat treating it in a frying

pan get as a result a tough, stringy fibre or a hard, brittle resultant.

One might even make of it but a mass of black powdered carbon.

Thus, starting with the same original composition you get entirely

different characteristics of strength and toughness from the bacon

through the way in which you heat it. If you should drop the

bacon on a hot pan you could make the exterior skin or surface

hard and brittle, while the meat inside would still remain stringy

and tough. This would be more or less equivalent to what is known
as case hardening in steel, where the surface, by proper carbonizing

or cyanide treatment, is made glass hard to certain depths, while

the interior of the piece is left in its original tough condition. This
is done for bearings and rubbing surfaces.

You can do to steel, especially steel of certain alloys, just what
you can do to bacon. By proper heat treatment you can take

steel and make it tough and very resistant, or you can make it

very hard and brittle.

In these processes, however, hundreds of problems crop up. If

the chemical characteristics of the steel vary but slightly the result sions.

from the heat treatment might vary greatly, so that the chemistry Another example of this is the development of steel cylinders

of the steel must be accurate. If we put

a large number of pieces of steel in a

furnace, and one part of the furnace is

hotter than another, you will have an

uneven grading, with some of the pieces

tougher or harder than others.

If you do not bring all of these pieces

to the same maximum temperature be-

fore cooling them down again, no two
batches will coincide, so that we must
develop recording instruments which will

register tremendously high heats. We
can no longer depend on the eye gauging

the color of the flame of heated metal to

tell accuracy of heat. Things are far too

scientific for that. It took years to de-

velop these heat recording instruments,

and even to-day research work is going

on to make them more accurate and

reliable.

There were other difficulties of warping,

which brought up new problems to be

solved. It was found that when one

heated the steel to- its maximum tem-
perature, the time taken to heat it and

the time taken to cool it had a certain

relation to the amount of distortion the

steel had after cooling. There were

found to be critical temperatures both in

heating and cooling, at which tempera-

tures expansion and contraction relations

were not normal. Cooling or setting at

these temperatures had to be watched.

It is now possible to machine completely a nickle steel gear more
than a foot in diameter, and with an eighth inch web thickness

throughout, and to double-heat treat it with so little warpage
that the resulting tremendously strong gear will not vary in di-

mension one half of one thousandth of an inch. This material

if heated and left alone would crack in a thousand pieces as it

cooled, just as would a chunk of glass.

Such are but a very few of the material things which had to be

developed before the aircraft engine could even be attacked.

Years of automobile building gave industry this knowledge and

now one can get accuracy of material.

It is easy to see how this accuracy can mean light weight.

Take, for example, a connecting rod. One might build an experi-

mental engine and properly heat treat the connecting rod, getting

a strength fully up to the requirements. On putting the engine

into quantity production with this rod, it might be found that

one out of every hundred rods would come through without strength

enough, because of inaccuracy in heat treating. There are two

ways of solving the trouble. The first and cheapest is imme-

diately to strengthen up the rod with more material, thus, of course,

adding weight. The other way, and the more expensive one, is to

study for greater accuracy of heat, treating, that the rods may all

be exactly alike, and that the one rod out of a hundred which is

too weak may be eliminated. This kind of research often results

in obtaining eventually a piece of double the strength in the same

weight and at the same cost.

Aircraft engines have all parts designed for strengths which can

be obtained only by accurate materials processes, which is one

reason why aircraft engines are so much more costly than auto-

mobile engines. To be sure that the rod, for example, is as speci-

fied, elaborate tests must be continuously carried out to check

production. A certain percentage of these parts must be scrapped

as faulty, and all of this cost of inspection and scrapping must of

course be put into the cost of the finished product.

To obtain quantity production, also, one must run research to

find out how new processes may be accomplished. I know of one

case where $65,000 was spent in developing and building a machine

for bending crankshafts for one engine alone. This process of

bending, however, when completed added 20 per cent, to the

strength of the crankshaft of the same original weight dimen-
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for aircraft work. These were originally developed in France on

a Renault engine built for a boat used in the Monaco races. This

boat, after making an exceptional showing, struck a big wave, and

kept right on going until it reached the bottom of the ocean. The
backers of the boat were more or less discouraged, but engineers

from the Mercedes factory in Germany, sent to France, bought

up the shares in the boat, raised it, took it to Germany, and

from this developed the Mercedes steel cylinder, first in a motor

boat, then in motor cars, and finally, having solved the problem,

and being about ready for war, built it into an aircraft engine.

Several thousands of these engines were stacked up in the Mer-

cedes plant when the war broke out, all ready for aircraft war

activity.

The steel cylinders as originally designed in this country were

made from solid billets or forgings. These required a tremendous

amount of machining and drilling before the cylinders could be

turned down to their wall thickness of about an eighth of an inch.

This made the making of steel cylinders a very expensive prop-

osition, so that experiments were immediately started to develop

a method of producing these in quantities at comparatively low

cost. This was 'finally accomplished after nearly a quarter of a

million dollars had been spent on this item alone, by making the

cylinders from forged tubes.

A description of the process by which the top of this tube is

folded over and in, and forged into proper shape for the cylinder

head, would take but a few words, but the development of the

process and the machines and dies for doing it took months of

time of the highest class experts on this line in America.

It is the development of hundreds of processes for bettering

manufacture and accuracy of material that has made the aircraft

engine of to-day the wonderful mechanism which it is. Coming
types of engines will probably be made possible in turn by other

new processes and new metallurgical developments, as well as by

mechanical research and study. All of this gives one a picture

of some of the tremendous things we have gone through in getting

to where we are now with aircraft engines, and we have only started.

Having discussed the engine part, we can turn to the plane con-

struction as a separate line of effort, but one with which we are less

familiar and experienced.

The airplane itself as a production structure is still experi-

mental. It is made of sticks and cloth and wire, and in

spite of the marvelous workmanship and amazing ingenuity

which have been brought to play in building these engined

kites, they are still kites and have yet to develop into and

through the stage where they can be turned out in quantities as

"flivvers" for the use of the public. The airplane to-day offers a

wonderful field for the engineer, and is of

especial attraction to the inventor. It is

doubtful if the inventor will get very far in

airplane work, as it is too technical for him
to grasp. To the engineer, therefore, must
we look for real progress in the air.

The inventor is ordinarily a certain type

of genius, who, according to his friends, "can

get up an idea on almost anything." He
thinks in new terms and has small patience

with anything that is old or conventional.

Ordinarily, he scorns thought of mathe-
matics or laboratory research, preferring

rather to scheme than to think. He it is

who is responsible for the fact that the in-

ventor dies poor, for although inventors

undoubtedly get up a tremendous number
of ideas, yet knowing nothing of how these

ideas can be made practical or give com-
mercial value, and being unwilling to let

any one else take them out of their hands
for development, it is a sad fact that in too

many cases the inventor must die before

the world can use his ingenuity.

Another angle has come into this idea of

inventing in the last few years which is

particularly true in airplane and airplane

engine lines. We might call the rotating

type of engine, for example, an invention.

The next step was the final one, so far as mechanical ar-

rangement goes, the improvements since being largely
in detail. This is the so-called " tractor" type of plane with
the engine and propeller in front and just forward of the
wings, while the pilot sits back of the wings. The rudder
and elevators are at the rear. Engine, pilot, and all

mechanism are enclosed at a central point called the fuse-

lage. As speeds increased, it was found that the most
detrimental factor of any was the parasite resistance to the
air of parts and projections, which did not exist in lift.

By adopting this fuselage type, all of the parts possible
were enclosed, and hence offered as little resistance to the
air as possible. Although the weight was a trifle heavier,
yet the speed was increased. The Curtiss training planes
used by our Army were among the first of the tractor type
in America in production, although the first tractor built

of Captain James V. Martinin this country is to the credit

The fuselage idea was first introduced on the Nieuport
monoplane, and in circular construction about the same
time by Depperdussin. At the beginning of the war,
monoplanes were frequently seen. Among these was the
Bleriot, with a rotating Gnome engine as above. The
margin of safety in the structure of monoplanes, however,
was so low that they were dangerous for stunt flying such
as war work requires. On this account, they were quickly
superseded by biplanes

This invention was taken up by a concern which understood
research and experiment, and laboratory and mathematical
work was started to perfect it. This engine was vastly

superior to any conventional type of engine in weight per horse-

power and made a great stir on early types of airplanes, which
were wondered at when they flew for a few hours without coming
down. Millions have been spent on this engine in developing it,

but while this one firm was spending its money lavishly in tremen-
dous effort to perfect this at-the-time superior engine to better

performance, the hundreds of engineers and concerns acquainted
with conventional type construction started developing conven-
tional type engines for aircraft work. The result of these hun-
dreds of engineers working on the conventional type, against a few
engineers on a superior construction, resulted in less than a year
in a conventional orthodox construction outstripping the other

type in weight-fuel-distance performance, so that now the best

engines flying are merely a development of the automobile type.

The engineer, rather than try to invent a new thing, spends his

time in research and study to better what he has collected at the

time or what other engineers are doing along the same line. In

this way, all working together, progress is rapid and the result

obtained much quicker through rational reasoning rather than

through invention of a new type.

It costs hundreds of thousands of dollars -to develop a new air-

craft engine of 'new size, even when using orthodox practice.

How much it would cost to perfect an unorthodox type

we do not know, because it never has been done. My advice,

therefore, to those who are concerning themselves with the prob-

lems of our aerial programme, would be not to attempt to invent

new planes or new engines, but rather to assist in every way in

bringing those constructions we now have in production and flight to

better performance, better reliability, better production methods,

and greater strategy for war.

There are two ways of designing air equipment, such as planes

or engines. The old way was the motor car way of making a thing

so that you were sure it was strong enough and then lightening

up where you could. This way produced good motor car engines

and boat engines, but they were far too heavy for air work.

At the beginning of the war the best engines of standard type

weighed complete about five pounds per horsepower. Now they

weigh less than two pounds per horsepower and are far more re-

liable. This is through the second method of design, which is to

make the design so that every part is too light and then by run-

ning it to destruction find what breaks first. Fix that weak point

and break it again to find the next weakest and so on until the

design is reliable. By this method many points thought too light

are found to surprise one by never break-

ing, while the parts that break can often

be made stronger, without adding weight,

by better material or workmanship at the

weak point.

It is by this procedure that the modern

lightness of construction in airplanes and

airplane engines has been reached. This

method was developed by the war bringing

into airplane research some of the great

engineers from other lines.

When the war started, there was very

little incentive for engineers in the aviation

industry. Factories were few and sales

fewer, and the remunerative attractions to

men of known ability were conspicuously

non-present. As a result those associated

with the aircraft developments of that day

were largely of the experimental and re-

search or inventor type. There was but

very little of real commercialism. If a real

business man were offered an investment

in an airplane factory or idea, he would first

look into the patent situation and, finding

that to start a factory was closely equivalent

to buying a lawsuit, would tactfully with-

draw. The chief hindrance to American

airplane development from the start was

the uncertainty of the patent situation.

•
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The war changed this, and immediately aircraft ideas got atten-

tion, and plane manufacture became feasible in America. In the

ordinary course of development little could have been done with

airplanes and their development until the hindering patents ran

out. Thus in both engineering and industrial ability, and in

financial assistance, the war has pushed air interests to the fore

and made it overnight a new and thriving industry.

Engines to-day, though marvelously light, are not the less

marvelously reliable; and though wonderfully powerful are at the

same time, and by reason of their clever engineering, wonderfully

long lived.

Planes, too, are reliable, with known factors of safety in structural

strength, and hence are an almost absolutely safe machine in the

air in the hands of experienced pilots.

Once in the air and away for a journey, the speed of a plane be-

comes a factor of safety, making the machine immune from bad
weather and gusty winds to a marvelous extent, until now only

fogs will keep a plane down—and this will not be for long. The
flying of a plane, too, is becoming simpler every day through the

greater controllability of the construction.

The remaining danger in airplanes is the landing. This is to-

day's problem, and when this item is solved one may say at last

.that the airplane is a safe vehicle for common use. Safety in land-

ing will come, however, by development from step to step rather

than by any radical inventions. The first step is in speed range

in the plane. It must be able to land slowly and in small

space. Planes to-day are able to land at less than half of their

maximum flying speed. A ioo-mile-an-hour machine can land at

less than 50, and some considerably faster than 100 miles an

hour can land at this speed without trouble. This being true, the

next step is to develop to greater speed high, and less speed low, and
we will increase safety in like proportion.

Next comes the necessity for landing places. If one has always
within reach on a flight a well surfaced landing field free from
ditches, wires, and unexpected bunkers, it is of small account
whether his engine stops or not, so far as safety is concerned, for

he can glide to an easy landing, repair the engine, and return to the

air again.

From the air it is almost impossible to pick a good landing place

and be sure of it. If the engine is running, one can drop close

enough to see and fly about for a time seeking level ground and
examining for landing. If the engine has stopped—a rare thing

nowadays, however—one has no such opportunity and must land

on the spot picked out from the height. This is a danger
factor, small but always present, in flying over an unknown
route.

Meanwhile a great deal of intercity flying is going on and
landing fields between cities are being marked out, while

the more progressive larger cities are establishing landing

fields to encourage aerial travel their way. When routes are

mapped and fields are available where safe landings can be
made, then will flying be safer than any other mode of travel,

and the fastest method of getting from place to place that has
ever been proposed will be available for

every one.

As aerial travel develops, cities will re-

alize the advantage of diverting traffic to

their direction and will provide better and
better facilities for receiving aerial visitors;

and eventually certain cities, through the

easier flying that will obtain over routes

leading to their field, will become centres

of aerial traffic, as certain cities through
good harbor facilities have become shipping

centres at the sea's edge. Those towns and
cities which are first to realize the nearness

of this type of travel and its quantity will

obtain the advantage of an early start by
giving municipal landing fields immediate
attention, especially if the location be near

any of the present military flying camps,
or along routes used by students. As to

the suburban districts of the larger cities,

this will be one way for such communi-
ties to divert attention their way, and to

make their village or town or section an aerial entrance to the

larger city beyond.

There are a great many other reasons why the airplane will form
a tremendous business after the war.

Of the first importance will be the millions of dollars expended
in developing the industry during the war. These millions of
dollars, when the war is over, will not only leave engines, planes, and
parts of real mechanism and performance excellence, but it will

leave a vast number of men skilled in aeronautical and aircraft

ways of thought. There will be engineers, mechanics, wood-
workers, dope and fabric experts, and factories producing special

machinery for aircraft product, with their own staffs of experts.

There will be propeller specialists and instrument men, all of

whom will seek occupation in those lines in which they are best

versed. Their preliminary effort will be to keep the aircraft

industry going by every encouragement which they can give.

With these will be the investors who have helped develop these

men; factories built for the production of aircraft must be kept

going, and sales departments to handle the problems of disposal

of product will be organized along new lines of specialized effort.

Already has study begun to be made of such lines of salesmanship.

Capital, therefore, will do all that it feasibly can to make aircraft

a permanent and lasting success.

But the major reason for permanency of atr travel will be in the

time-saving features which it gives to civilization. Distances be-

tween cities can be accomplished in one third the time of rail travel.

Since trips are made in units carrying fewer passengers, one will be

able to go to a station or air harbor at almost any time, and within

a comparatively few minutes catch a plane over the principal

routes to any of the big cities. Instead of one train carrying four

hundred people, there will be twenty planes, each carrying twenty

people. This will allow closer connections and easier schedules.

The question of keeping schedule is one of very easy accomplish-

ment. Every plane has its maximum speed, but its cruising speed

for greatest economy is generally about two thirds of its maximum.
Provided a sufficient amount of gasolene is carried, and schedules

are made out on cruising speed, it will be possible with planes to

open up to higher speeds when head winds are encountered, so that

there will be 33 per cent, excess to call on in order to make this

schedule. In a 150-mile plane this will mean that it can travel

against a 50-mile-an-hour-wind, and still make its cruising speed

schedule. If equal gasolene capacity is to be used for this work,

however, it would require an extra landing for refilling tanks

between usual stations.

On the ground, we think of 40 miles an hour as speed. In the

air, we do not begin to figure speed even to-day until we reach 100

miles per hour, and in the very near future, 200 miles an hour

will seem the same to us as 100 miles seems now. Provided

one maintains a uniform landing speed when touching the ground,

speed, as above stated, is a factor toward obtaining safety in

travel after one is in the air.

There is no limit to what can be developed from the airplane.

Even to-day we can pick up ten tons and fly away with it with

ease, carrying it through the air at more

than a mile a minute. In contrast, with

light loads we can travel at 150 miles per

hour or climb into the air at more than

1,000 feet per minute. What this means in

war is well known.
Within the last year and a half, from

being a crude, hit-or-miss weapon of war,

the aircraft have become as important to

strategy and military operations as any

other unit of offense and defense. Within

but the past few months have air strategy

and tactics developed really to a scientific

point, limited only by the range of the per-

formance of the machine itself; as these

machines develop to greater performance

and larger range of action, their methods

of use in warfare will be much enlarged.

Eventually we shall have battleships of the

air as we have battleships of the sea, great

armored craft mounting large guns and for

definite offensive work.

Nieuport, having been building monoplanes, built at the
beginning of the war a "parasol" type with the wing above
the fuselage as shown here. This having the faults of all

other monoplanes. Nieuport added a small wing below,
thus adding greatly to the strength of his structure

This Nieuport biplane retains almost all of the good vision
qualities of the "parasol" monoplane, yet with the real

strength of the biplane. This was the first real speed scout
of the war
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All of this war work will have its in-

fluence on air travel after the war. The
problems of air navigation that are being

worked out through the requirements of

war will be directly applicable to peace con-

ditions. A transatlantic flight within a

few months will be a comparatively simple

rhing, and it is safe to say that within the

next five years, air traffic across the Atlantic

will be more or less an established thing.

Chief hindrance to transatlantic flight to-

day lies in the tremendous amount of gaso-

lene which a plane must carry in order to

make a continuous flight from one side of the ocean to the other.

A large part of this gasolene is consumed in so-called parasite re-

sistance, resistance which drags and hinders progress through the

air and which does not lift or help in sustaining the load. This is

the resistance of structural parts such as wires, landing gear, struts,

and radiator. Before successful transatlantic flight can be car-

ried on, much will need to be done toward eliminating a great deal

of this parasite or flat-plate resistance. It is very probable that

a folding landing gear will be used for transatlantic work, so that

once in the air the gasolene needed for dragging this necessary

part of an airplane through the air for the entire distance, when
it is required only for a few moments of landing, will be saved.

This is only one item which is receiving attention.

When these transatlantic problems have been solved, we will

enter at once into the great commercial era of air travel. All

countries realize that this era is coming; Britain is planning ex-

tensive aerial navigation after the war in commercial lines; Ger-

many is known to be planning very seriously for the control of

the air industrially after the war. Routes are being laid down
and aviators trained, and all of the experience being gained through

war work is being analyzed for its possible benefit in commer-
cial use when battles shall cease.

When flying becomes a common thing it will be possible to live

100 miles away from the city where you work, and yet to make the

office in an hour from your home. You can get away from the

municipal landing field in the evening and drop lightly on to the

field of your suburban village green, perhaps, in one third of the

time taken by the train for the trip. With the speeds available

and the range of power and reliability in the engine, you can fly

as many days a year as you would use your motor car, for example,

and could use the plane many days when the roads would be too

Following this came triplanes having three sets of wings,
one above the other, this giving very good vision, but a dis-

appointing speed. Single seater fighters have now been
developed to speeds of 150 miles an hour and climb as fast

as the pilot's health will allow

muddy for motor travel. Fogs would keep

you down, and rain—at least with present

machines unless you want to take war risks

—but there are plenty of days when there

is only wind to bother, and then if it is

blowing your way it is far from a bother.

On windy days, too, you can land against

the wind at slower speed than on a calm
day and hence, from the landing speed

standpoint, be in less danger than usual.

It is hard for one who has not experienced

a flight at altitude to visualize how one can

speak of safety and flying in one and the same
breath. As a matter of fact, however, flying has come to be

wonderfully safe per mile even with the present landing limitations.

In the early days, for example, we did not know of such a thing as a

tail slide, and when a pilot stalled his engine through trying to

climb too steeply with a weak power plant, and the machine started

backward tail first, he did not know what to do. In the first

place, tails were not constructed for the strains of a tail slide, and
some broke off and the pilots were killed. In other cases the pilot

did not know what to do, the machine did not find its gliding angle

of itself, and before the pilot could learn how to come out of it he

had struck the ground. A few got the trick and found how to get

out of a tail spin. They have taught others, and designers

have designed tail construction to take the stresses of these

steep slides without danger. A tail slide to-day is as simple

as skidding a motor car on the ice with plenty of room to slide,

and no more dangerous if the pilot is skilful and the plane of

modern design.

And so through the other accidents of position that may
happen in the air: nose dives, side slips, etc., etc. We know
how to control the plane now and have designed it so that it

can be controlled—hence the term safety in connection with

flight.

Before very long we will be able to hire aerial chauffeurs for

$100 a month, and they will care for the machine as well. Later

we will think no more of taking a plane to New York or New
Orleans or San Bernardino, than we do of taking our motor cars

to go on a trip of one fourth the distance.

The airplane's job now is to follow the road to Berlin, but once

that is accomplished life in both city and country will take on new
pleasures through aerial travel, and new values through the greater

pleasure of the journeying.
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FROM J
COl/NTUT WINDOW

the
FIELD
MARSHAL

MY GARDEN is at last ready for the Big Drive. At the com-

mencement of those long months of training which have now
reached completion and begun to bear fruit,

we first called to the colors the usual modest

garden plot that we have had foryears
—

"the

contemptible little army." But soon we had

mobilized, albeit reluctantly, the reserves of my beloved flower

garden; finally, half the back lawn was conscripted into the

service. And now, when I, in company with the Field Marshal

—

shall we say?—review the ordered green ranks, stretching, row

after row, in close formation, from the brick terrace way back to

the three apple trees which mark the boundary line, a thrill goes

through me to think that here, under this quiet summer sky, in a

peaceful countryside so remote from the battle line, I am doing

something that counts.

Of course, it is the Field Marshal to whom all the credit is due;

and this garden army would be as nothing without its generalis-

simo. He is an amiable brigand by name of Sam Spinelli; and like

all good generals, besides his knowledge of strategy and tactics,

he has a fine grasp of the economic situation. Early in the spring,

when I attempted to explain to him why our garden must be

larger this year, he took the words out of my mouth.

"Looka!" He tapped my arm with a finger at once imperious

and respectful. "I know! Italy need food—she need frumento.

We planta great large garden this year. For l'every one grow last

year"—with a large wave of his arm he included the garden, then

swinging back, shook two fingers excitedly in my face
—

"for

l'every one, TWO!"
Sam has four sons fighting in Italy. "Gotta two boy in tranch,

one boy in r-r-roplan." 1 didn't understand. He swung his

arms wildly. "R-r-roplan! Fly 'roun', droppa de bum, bust

up 1'everything." At this an expression of unholy joy crossed his

face. Then he said sweetly, "L'other son

—

musica—play in band,

like dis—boom ti, boompa ti, boom ti, boom"—and marched

before me, beating on an imaginary drum, and singing "boom
ti boom" like a child.

His voice was rather clear and sweet for such an old pirate.

It carried me away from my war garden, away from the war,

even, for a minute, to a happy, golden Italy. I said, tritely enough,

"Oh, music is so beautiful in Italy!"

Sam turned again to his garden, and started to work. "L'every-

thing beautiful in Italy," he said, in mild rebuke, "1'everything."

I CAN well remember the muddy stretch of flower border at the

edge of our city brick yard where, at a tender age, I used to con-

1N THE
struct Japanese gardens. Tiny sprigs

DE VASTA TED °^ Christmas evergreens, separated from

DISTRICT their red-ribboned environment when no

one was looking, sprouted mysteriously

from the soil. And lithe boards were bent in dangerous curves

over pools whose waters disappeared with an unnatural rapidity.

I may have regarded these gardens with a biased eye, but they

always seemed a relief to stiff rows of pink geraniums which, I

blush to admit, were usually uprooted for the oriental invasion.

When we moved to the country, fearing inherited tendencies, I

fondly imagined that a back meadow and an apple orchard for

my two small sons to play in would leave the garden and lawn

quite undisturbed. But I had not reckoned on the war—calling,

as it does, for large architectural and constructive feats, even

among the younger generation. In short, arriving home the other

day I was greeted by a long, muddy trench running like a

jagged wound through my front lawn! No English green-

sward sung In poetry and bowled upon by nobility was ever more
loved than that lawn of mine, with its smooth green unbroken
till now save by a crocus here and there. Dick's triumphant an-

nouncement that it was "an exact production of a section in

Flanders" left me unmoved. I felt like the gentleman who,

muttering, "Why, I motored all through Belgium in 1913,"

remarked, "This war is coming very near home to me."

Perhaps I should not have scolded Dick quite so ardently.

After all it did show a -very considerable knowledge of such techni-

cal intricacies as parapets and listening posts. And yet I imagine

it did not hurt him overmuch. Only yesterday a little range-

finding episode left our greenhouse innocent of a single pane of

glass, which assisted in giving our neatly tended estate the

appearance of invaded territory.

But do not imagine that I begrudge the useful mobilization of

my lands. I substituted waving vegetable tops for lilies and dah-

lias with a glad heart. It is only the disappearance of the few

remaining quiet spots that I deplore. I suppose T deserve to be

punished for holding anything back. I realize now, sadly enough,

that another war garden would have been much more useful to the

world at large than that Flanders trench, and undoubtedly it

would have been more ornamental.

SO SMALL a place the world, so very small. Just think! A lit-

tle village here folded away in the New England hills; there a tiny

hamlet on the Somme, and both so close togeth-

LITTLE
er

'
^e know now tnat we are not divided at all,

WORLD because m one or" tne letters that came to us, let-

ters written just as any boy writes home, never

dreaming that his words would ever see the columns of his town

paper, we met so many of the people that we knew. Here,

at peace, these same soldier lads might have been plan-

ning their Junior Prom; there they were standing round

an old battered piano in a shabby French salle d manger

singing college songs, and Memory was of their company.

Maybe I'd better quote it: "I played a few pieces and

then we started the D. K. E. Marching Song, and we all sang it.

Down at the other end of the room was a bunch of officers, and

one of them, a major, got up and came up to our table and wanted

to know who were the Dekes there." Of the same little town he

was, of the same college, the same fraternity! A decade before,

when they were small, admiring boys, they must have watched

him pitching his skilful balls on the campus. And then—I know

this doesn't seem real; that it sounds like a dream—who should

come in but? an army chaplain, the pastor who had preacheD to

them every Sunday for years in the familiar, white-spired vi age

church fronting that same green campus! How proud Our 1 )wn

was when we read it!

May I show you another picture? Can you see us, an eager

crowd standing tip-toe before the window of the Big Store on

Main Street, jostling each other a little because we were so inter-

ested, so anxious to look at the gorgeous pillow-sham inside, the

first of our trophies from France? It was brave with lace and

blue ribbons and pink roses; in the centre the Stars and Stripes

and the tricolor crossed, and underneath the embroidered words,
" Unis pour le droit!" Peasant work, and, yes, a little gaudy,

but just the thing to catch the eye of a home-loving country boy

en permission. Just the thing, too, that his mother will love and

cry over and put away in her old bureau with ths v^se leaves, and

never, never use until he comes safely back to her: 1 am not sure

but that the most touching part of it was the way she wanted to

share her proud happiness with the whole town. And it seemed

so personally ours; for the moment it belonged to all of us.

Ah, can anybody think it a hardship to have those needed meat-

less meals and wheatless days; to make economy generous, a virtue,

not an obligation? To knit and sew and roll bandages and not

-want to do anything else? So small a place is the world; so very

great our love and devotion!
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I II list r.i tit >ns l>v (ii.i vAs Williams

III H.irr\ I Dwiies did not go out this spring to i heir

recently perfected place in the country, which
Harr\ alwa\ s icfci s to .is "mv little I'.irm" I I don't

know whether tins is because there .ire nearly .1

fil^V^M>''&rx thousand acres ol it 01 In cause so httl< I.inning is

jpfcCrUaB^^I done thereon I. I hc\ arc not going to open t In 1

1

cottage at Mar llarhor tins summer, l ot that

natter the\ kept their town house closed all winter. Their

ounri\ is .it \\ .11 and they are doing their hit.

j

He w.is eager to go over to France and fight, hut a had heart

.irred him out ol active service, so he got a job in the ( )rdnance

department down in Washington, and is working like the devil

t a desk tor the hist time since he passed his hnal examinations at

lollege. K01 tins he receives soinetlunc hki S, .1 unl, which

e turns over to the Red Cross. His wife Isahel is down there

ith him, making surgical dressings all day and knitting socks

very evening, even when they dine out. They are quite patriotic.

1 The George Fields, on the other hand, w hen our country declared

ar. went up to their rather extensive estate in the hills and have
mained there < vet since, except lor a month or two in the winter,

ieorge was too old to enlist and he didn't even try to get a job in

Washington. He docs not wear khaki. His wile does not roll

i.mdages. She seldom knits. So they are not patriotic?

[

Well, it looks that way to the Townes. Still there are other

1nds ot sei\ ice It the test of patriotism is what you do without,

pen it must he admitted that the I'ownes .ire more patriotic than
he Fields. The Townes would like very much to go to the

umtry now that hot weather is here. Harry is building a new
nncretc swimming pool down In the tennis courts, with an Ionic

tuple at one end of it for dressing rooms, and Isahel had looked

>rward to showing off the new peristyle to the numerous house
arties.

1 But if the test of patriotism is not merely what you do without
>r yourself, hut what you do for your country, then there is some-
ping to he said for their friends, the Fields.

I

lhe Fields have been putting their place upon a war basis,

j

hat does not mean a paving basis, but a patriotic basis. They
ffe decreasing the \\ aste, which means expense to all of us, and
ncreasing the productivity, which means a saving to all of us.

hey don't consider it patriotic to leave a place idle, to eat its

pad off as a great many other well-meaning patriots are now
oing with theirs, including the Townes, who feel blameless, how-
*er. because they have offered their house and grounds to the

(iovernment as a convalescent hospital for returned wounded.

|.
country place is a living thing and. unless you intend to let it

tie. requires care—in other words,
ihor and materials. The up-keep
t the Townes' place, while they are

lerspiring in Washington, costs more
1 a day than these two produce by
ieir combined war work in a week,

fid what do we get out of it?

othing. The horses have to be
d and exercised, the new garden
as to be weeded and watered
hether they are there to enjoy
;iese luxuries or not. Every one of
lese men and beasts is a potential

sset or liability to us, to all of us,

lie nation. It is the Townes' right

> decide, though such rights may
jot last long, if the war lasts long. "Conscientiously knitting as she drives along Pennsylvania Avenue

Now Harry 1 owne is a good fellow but he was never a con-

spicuous figure in the business world. In fact, he was never in the

business world at all, being a scion of one of our oldest and best

families, meaning one that has had familiarity with money long
enough to breed contempt for making it. So, not being equipped
by training and experience for large affairs, he was not requested

by the President to fill the positions now held by men like Mr.
Schwab, Mr. Ryan, and Mr. Stettinius. Hut h< was determined
to get into the game. So he took this humble clerkship. It docs

him great credit. Incidentally it does him great good. The con-

finement of office work is irksome to a man accustomed to an out-
door life, but he is going to stick to it, through all the infamous
heat of our national capital. I hough losing weight he is gaining
character. My the same token his wife is going to stick to him, for

although beautiful she is a dutiful wife and a true patriot, as any
one can tell by the Red Cross sign in one window and the Food
Conservation sign in another not to speak of her patriotic scorn

ot her friend Mary field for enjoying the cool breezes of her country

place. "And my dear, she doesn't even knit socks for the sol-

diers," quite in the tone of one saying " pacifist."

The charge is true. Mary does not knit, except occasionally in

the evening after she has finished the bookkeeping and card cata-

loguing which she has assumed as her part of putting the place on a

war basis. But she has organized two Red Cross units among the

country people of her rather remote neighborhood, and is thus in-

directly producing about twenty pairs of socks to Isabel's one.

You see, Mary is a veteran suffrage-worker and is now utilizing for

war service the organizing ability and the wide personal acquain-

tance among the natives gained during two hard suffrage cam-
paigns. Liberty Bonds, War Savings, and Home Service—that

latest valuable branch of the Red Cross work, which keeps up
the morale of our soldiers abroad by looking after the condition of

their relatives at home— all have been promoted by Mary in a

part of the country which otherwise might have been neglected.

She has built up a well-oiled organization now capable of dis-

seminating quickly and thoroughly any orders or ideas that the

Government wishes to have advertised and explained.

I admit that it is a pretty picture and a patriotic one, no doubt,

to see Isabel Towne conscientiously knitting as she drives along

Pennsylvania Avenue to the Red Cross in her Rolls Royce with

two men on the box and a Pomeranian pup beside her, thus setting a

good example to the wives of Government clerks who might not

otherwise understand this war for democracy; but I can't see that

Isabel has much on Mary in the way of patriotism.

True, the Townes in Washington are putting up with a great

many discomforts. As it is war
time they are roughing it in a shabby-

old house with only six servants.

They have no children. " But then

we must all learn to live simply

now," as was well said to me by a

gracious hostess one evening last

winter at dinner in extenuation for

not serving the customary cocktail.

We were merely served with Pol

Roger 1904 all through dinner.

C'est la guerre.

It may seem unkind to cavil, but

there is nothing polite about war. It

is a time to be practical, and the plain,

practical fact is that the Townes' pa-

triotism, admirable as their motives

4'
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"They are roughing it in a shabby old house with only

six servants"

are, is rather expensive to the rest of us. By paying #30,000 a

year for a house, which rented in the days of peace for #8,000,

they have helped to swell the unpatriotic prices for lodgings

which greet other young patriots who have flocked to the cap-

ital to serve their country in its hour of need, and are rewarded

with prohibitive expense. Six servants, some of whom might

be shunted off into useful war work, employed merely to dress,

serve, and transport to and from their respective bases of war
operations two patriots whose combined efforts produce less than

seventy-five dollars' worth of war work a week—that is really too

much like giving men and money to the Kaiser. There are

hundreds of youngsters all over the country eager and able to take

Harry's place in the Ordnance Department, who could and would
live in a boarding house. (If you don't believe it consult your

congressman.) But
there is no one to put

Towne's country place

on a war basis unless he

takes it in hand himself.

Putting a place on a

war basis does not mean
that you can make it a

valuable asset to the na-

tion in one day. It may
merely mean making it

less of a liability to the

nation in one year. It is

not like a battleship, the

decks of which can be

cleared for action at once

by throwing the boats

overboard, stowing the

awnings below, and
whatever else they do

when they clear for ac-

tion. It isn't even like converting a yacht into a coast-patrol boat,

as was quickly done with the one that Harry Towne so generously

turned over to the Government. Country estates are less mobile.

The Fields' place, like most country places, was not originally

planned or planted to be patriotic or even profitable. It was
designed to produce healthful diversion and beautiful surround-

ings for the owner and comfortable hospitality and amusement for

a great many guests. The Fields alw ays had plenty of fresh vege-

tables in season, but they seldom raised grain enough even for

their own horses and cattle.

When the world cry for food went up—this was before we got

into the war—George, recognizing his magnificent limitations as a

man of affairs, decided to try at least to make his family and the

people on his place more or less independent of outside sources for

food and fuel. He has a great deal of land, most of it neglected.

He set out to raise grain and meat as well as vegetables and poultry,

whether it paid him personally to do so or not. And all this with

a minimum of labor—for labor is needed by the Government—and
in such a way that the soil would be better than it was before.

A large order for an amateur, but he thought it would be worth

trying. He was not a scientific farmer; he was not even a "gentle-

man" farmer. His upland had never interested him much except

as cover for quail. The only crop

he had been particular about was

buckwheat for the covies. He had
neglected his timberland because he

found that the partridges, as ruffed

grouse are still called in that part of

the country, liked the woods better

neglected. The brook, aside from

its esthetic effect as seen in the after-

noon light from the terrace at tea

time, was valuable to him chiefly as

a trout stream. He kept it well

stocked.

So, being virginally ignorant of all

matters pertaining to the soil, he

had to learn farming from theground
up, so to speak. He took to reading

up on the subject. He read books
The idea is to raise your produce with the minimum of labor, not the maximum. The

Government needs labor

like Bailey's "Cyclopedia of American Agriculture," the "Hand-
book of Timber Preservation," and a treatise on farm animals.

These gave him a rudimentary knowledge of soils, fertilizers, climate,

labor, and implements. He joined the County Farm Bureau for a

dollar a year. He got the Bureau agent to come out and go over
the place. He attended state lectures and listened gravely to

addresses on "Grading up the Dairy Herd" and more or less

thrill ing monographs on "The House Fly, the most Dangerous of

Animals." All of which amused his wife, who did not believe

(as yet) that this return to nature would last.

"Oh, but I find farming quite interesting," he told her.

"You haven't tried it yet, my dear," she reminded him.
They were walking through the woods. He plucked a leaf of a

blighted tree. "I'm going to send this specimen to the Depart-
ment of Agriculture," he said with enthusiasm. "They will

give me advice" for treatment free. It's a shame the way we've
neglected these forests," he added. "Judicious cutting would
improve the trees and help save the nation's fuel supply."

"Why don't you get the Federal Department of Forestry to

send up a man and look the woods over?" she asked him. "It

will cost nothing but the man's traveling expenses." George's

wife is the kind who would know of such things.

The man came and made out a report. He told Mr. Field what
the latter had vaguely known all along, but had been too uninter-

ested to heed, namely, that he had some fine timberland but con-

tinued neglect would ruin it. It needed careful cutting. George,

appropriately dressed in a north-woods costume, had a lot of fun

blazing diseased and overcrowded trees, but when it came to

cutting them out, he was confronted by the labor scarcity. He
cut down a few himself and sawed them up with a portable buzz-

saw. Excellent exercise, recommended by Gladstone and Roose-

velt. But what was he among so many trees? Well, as this was

the dull season on the neighboring farms, he organized an old-

fashioned "wood-bee." That is, he borrowed his neighbors'

services, and in return, as they were not so long on timberland, he

loaned them his tractors later for plowing.

He went long on tractors. He had always been a great fancier

of motor cars, so now he blew himself to tractors, not only the big

ones for plowing and harrowing, but some of the smaller varieties

and a couple of hand-motor cultivators.

"It will be economical in the end," he assured his wife, who

smiled at that familiar pretext. "You see, they save time, save

labor, save land and feed. We'll sell the horses, then we won't

have to feed them or take the land to grow the feed, or the labor

to cultivate and harvest it. This year it is going to cost #500 to

maintain a pair of horses, and about $500 for their equipment.

For $1,000 you can get a very fair tractor that'll do twice or

three times as much work."

The knowing farmers smiled at his useless extravagance, and

thought it was merely the latest fad of a rich man whom they

liked as a neighbor but could not respect as a farmer. He would

abandon it as he had so many projects.

But the farmers were wrong about the tractors, as they learned

by the time the land was ready for plowing. Owing to the labor

scarcity, neither he nor they could have got in their crops without

those tractors. He drove one himself. Being a skilled chauffeur

it was not hard to learn. And as toil it was not as arduous as many

a day's work he had put in after big

game in the Canadian Rockies. To

be sure, it did scandalize his cook,

who had begun her career as a kitchen

maid in an English castle; but alas,

even cooks must now learn to live

down those quaint, amusing caste

distinctions which have survived

from the feudal period long enough

Perhaps in time even Isabel Towne

will have the door of her car opened

by her chauffeur unaided by that

spry young footman in livery who

may soon be quite as active and per-

haps more useful to us in khaki. It

will be perfectly safe for democrat

the car won't run away when the

chauffeur jumps down.
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sou thought .i l»< »i 1 1 white \ou .in- Komg tn get

rxt (Ium clops'" George's wile asked him one tun

nmt " N on will need a Kir.it ileal, von know."

He knew that. Mi- had not only thought aliont it l>nt ilreatncil

about n

It became an iiu teasing wotr\ alter war was ileelarctl. Scv-

ct.il of Ins men leh anil others showeil signs i>f going, some to

enlist, others to g< t into munition works. I'ndet the cin umstanccs

lu' will, I not very well bribe them to m.i\, even though this w.u

work also was important Just when In- neeileil more hands than

ever before, because >>t tin war, he would liave fewer for that

reason 1 1 seeine«l uonic.

"If I eet von twenty sober, industrious farm hamls .it a day.

will yon take them?" asked his wife.
'*

i on v ni t do it."

"Will you?"
"Where'll von mt them 5

"

"(Mi. I ll (jet them, if you'll promise to employ them is long as

thc\ do jsj worth ol work a da\

Georgi agreed, but of eourse he demurred when he found that the

sober, industrious farm hands wen to he twenty young women.

You see. b\ this tune ( icorgc had become a ri al farmer, and farmers

.in ,ilw.i\s skeptical ot new-fangled notions. Mary had picked up

this ont while serving on the Mayor's Committee ol Women lor

National Defense, the patriotic idea being that every girl who
Iwntkcd on a farm would Iree a man to work in the trenches, and

thus save both the crops and the country. %
In justice not only to George's class, the ignorant farmer class,

I hut also to the majority of his sex. it should be stated that this was

before th« head of the National Agricultural Society had publicly

packed the experiment as a practical expedient. Experienced

agriculturists like Mr. (I. T. Powell of Orchard Farm, and Dr.

[Sargent, the Director of Physical Training at Harvard, had not

at that time written letters glowing with surprised approbation of

Ithe work w Inch the girls did on their farms. "
1 had to hire them,"

said Dr. Sargent, "because I couldn't get men. . . Neigh-

boring t.umers who borrowed some of them . . . hated to admit

khat tlu\ found them more efficient than men workers, hut had to."

In fact, at the time that Mary put the matter up to her hus-

band, the Woman's Land Army of America, under which seventeen

state- are now organized, with 3.000 farmerettes registered in New
York State alone, was hardly started. But that was in the old-

jl'ashioiud ante-bellum days of long ago— in other words a little

{more than a year ago, when everything was different.

Even m England where the need was dire, the Woman's Land
'\rniv movement languished tor a year under the blight of mascu-
line prejudice. Then the Government became alarmed and did a

clever thing in the way of propaganda. Public competitions

tor women farm workers were organized all over the country

—

it was not a question of whether girls could plow and pitch hay,

•but which ones could do such things best! This ocular demon*
jstration ol the skill of the "lassies," as they are called over there,

bet the stiff British mind to thinking, and the Woman's Army of

(England, now 300,000 strong, has saved the island from starving.
" But how 'II we take care of a flock of females ? " asked George.

"We don't have to," said his wife. "They'll take care

pf themselves. All you have to

llay. They'll do the rest."

"I'd rather pay men 5*4 a day."
Where'll you get men? And if

fOU could, have we the right?"

I
"But where'll they live? We

'lave no accommodations for wo-
men."

I "In the Red House" (a vacant

farmhouse across the links.) " Each
unit brings its own cots and a

omplete equipment."
"What is a ;umt ?" asked George.

1 " A squad ol farmerettes with a

chaperon-housekeeper."

"But we'll have to feed 'em."
I "Not at all. Each unit has its

bwn dietitian."

aboi to "Call it a cook, George."

spting Well, they came.

I 1 w ol them had ever wot ked in I he soil befoie, and tin fir st week
was put in at training undei theii < aptain, an incongruously young
and good-looking person, who proved to be an agricultural expert,

and knew three times .is much about farming as (Jeorge did. He
picked up many valuable ideas from her.

So did her pupils, rapidly They made good. They were not

so strong as men, but they were quicker and a good deal more
conscientious when the boss was not looking. George discovered

this by looking through the hedge one day when they did not know
tint In was near. But he never tested the matter again, because ol

something he overheard the captain say to another farmerette.

He had humbly hoped, as he related it later to his wife, that

the incongruously young

and good-looking person

had thought well of him,

but he distinctly heard

her say "Mr. Field? Why
he struck me as a nice old

boob, but the poor thing

doesn't know what cen-

tury he is living in—

a

hopeless stand-patter,

my dear."
" But you are," laughed

( ieorge's wife.

Here is Mary's list of

the various kinds of work

that these Dianas of the

harvest held performed

during the summer: milk-

ing, planting and trans-

planting, cultivating and

thinning, weeding and

hoeing, potato planting,

fruit picking and assort-

ing, mowing and raking, reaping and shocking, fence building and
hedge trimming.

George did not have a chance to test them at plowing, but sev-

eral of them said they could do it, and he believed them. .He

believes now that they can do anything. As truck gardeners, he

says, women are superior to men—in which opinion he has been

anticipated by Dr. Sargent.
" Well," said his wife at the end of the season, when the unit and

the captain and the dietitian all left, "Are you convinced? Will

you employ women again?"

"Yes, if I can get the same women."
And in that he was anticipated by the farmers in Westchester

County who had also tried the experiment. Each one secretly

believed that he had just happened to secure the only good unit,

because of course women as a class can not do farm work. Every-

man knows that.

"Shi- knew Ihree limes as murh about farming as

George did"

do

'Dietitian? Heavens:

You do not see much difference in the place at first as you
drive in through the woods, across the brook, and up past the

to pay them $2 a links, except that the edges of the drive are not quite so well

trimmed as they used to be and

the trees are better trimmed. There
is evidence of forestry there, and
evidence of future fuel in the wood
piles corded up for seasoning along

the road. Also the links seem to

be a permanent sheep pasture now,

and the lawns have become hay-

fields, except for a twenty-yard

swath on either side of the drive.

In the house you would see fewer

unnecessary servants, and w hen you
pass through the broad hall to get

the famous view from the south

terrace, you might observe that

there are fewer gardeners and that

the roses are not quite so carefully

•Committed the grave error of trying to make his guests work" manicured 3S in former day'S.
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But a closer examination would show that nearly everything in

the place is different, including the owner. Deeper in the woods,

separated from those portions near the approach by a barbed-wire

fence, you would come upon a drove of hogs grubbing in the ground

in preparation for next fall's butchering. Beyond the woods, in

what was formerly waste land, are growing crops of Canada
field peas, soybeans, and cowpeas (which are, as a matter

of fact, a species of beans, as George will tell you, with consider-

able interest—to himself). Some of these crops are for putting the

final fattening touches on those hogs later, others for the sheep now
grazing picturesquely on the links. He will tell you just how
superior this forage is to grain for fattening purposes, and how
it is harvested by the animals themselves, thus saving labor. For

he will simply turn them into these fields when the proper time

comes, and let nature do the rest. Meanwhile (and at this point

George becomes as proud and sententious as if he had discovered

it himself, instead of having read how 'to do it in a Government
bulletin) these legumes are fertilizing this rather poor soil by

depositing therein nitrogen taken out of the air at the rate of 100

pounds to the acre.

In the garage you would see only two cars. The rest of the

space is taken up by tractors and trucks.

On the farm proper you would see a great many acres in wheat,

ar.d he would explain to you how necessary it is for everyone who
possibly can to raise grain. It goes something like this: "We've
got to send wheat to ten millions of people in Belgium and France.

Last year, despite the urgent call, though we did nobly in the way
of vegetables, we increased our national grain acreage only 4 pef

cent. This does not mean that there was not a considerable in-

crease, but merely that it takes an enormous increase to swell the

percentage, because, you see, such vast areas in the West are

already planted in grain. Now if everyone in the East with a

country home" etc. . . . until the usual smiling protest from

his wife: "George, don't be a bore"—which seldom makes him
stop but always makes him laugh.

It goes without saying that they have also gone in for many
vegetables. They always did have many vegetables—too many.
Sometimes when they changed their plans and did not come up
in the vegetable season, whole cartloads were hauled off and

dumped. But of course there is no such waste of time, labor, seed,

and soil to-day. He now raises only what can be used or disposed

of profitably—meaning patriotically—and only things that are of

actual food value. I do not remember what the valueless ones are,

except radishes and cucumbers. I remember those because I

am fond of them.

He superintends all these affairs himself now, and that perhaps

has wrought the greatest change of all. He enjoys his place,

because he has worked for it. Previously he had let his super-

intendent look after the estate. He still has a superintendent, a

new one, but the owner bosses him now instead of the superin-

tendent bossing the boss.

I don't say that he has not made mistakes. He has made many
of them. He has found that you cannot farm by guesswork, that

everything must be exactly reckoned, recorded, and tabulated.

Hence the card-catalogue system which Mary keeps while he is

writing business letters or reading agricultural magazines—the

hours formerly sacred to bridge! Last year he planted corn that

was not examined and passed upon by experts. The result was
thirty-two bushels to the acre. Much of it did not ger-

minate.

This year, the weather permitting, he expects to get seventy-four

bushels to the acre. The difference in cost is slight compared with

the difference in yield. And in these anxious times, he says, it is

criminal to waste soil, labor, fertilizer, and time by planting poor

seed. The farmers who formerly smiled at him are really begin-

ning to respect him at last.

Next year he may use no fodder corn, he says. He's thinking of

substituting millet, which saves labor and runs no risk of being

killed by the frost. Most of the farmers in that region keep on

planting and harvesting fodder corn at considerable expense

because they "always have done so." That seems to be their

fetish. «

In his vegetable garden he made several cardinal mistakes.

One of them was likewise made in nearly all of the million new-

gardens which sprang up throughout the country last year. He
planted three times as many of perishable vegetables as of those

for future use. It ought to have been just the other way around.

So this year he has reversed the proportion. Last year he did

not know what he wanted. He was still in the thrall of his gar-

den's traditions founded by his old Scotch gardener, a conservative,

who learned his job abroad where labor was cheap and plentiful.

He liked to plant things for exhibition. "Sometimes in Paris."

George says, "I would read in the local country paper—I always

have it sent to me—that I had won a prize for a big pumpkin
or something. I had nothing to do with it, but I got the

credit. I don't want that kind of credit any more. It wastes

too much labor."

He had read somewhere about the advantage of inter-cropping

in the vegetable garden. That sounded good to him, so he planted

a row of beets between rows of lettuce. Fine, when your space is

limited, but George has more land than anything else. The
inter-cropping interfered with the progress of the woman move-
ment as the girls pushed the hand motor-cultivator down the rows

like a baby carriage. He has abandoned inter-cropping. The
United States, like George, has more land than labor.

He also committed the grave error of trying to make his guests

work. Being imbued with fine patriotic fervor he thought every

one else ought to be similarly imbued. So he made a new house

rule: "Only paying guests allowed." Some of them had plenty

of fervor—for an hour or so—but "none of them had any sense."

said George. "Between digging up carefully planted seeds and

summoning me for advice, it proved too expensive."

There is one mistake of his and another of his wife's which they

do not mention even to each other. He told her more than a year

ago that he was going to get rid of his entire stable. And she told

him on the same day that she was not going to have any more
flowers. He had explained in detail how expensive and unpatrio-

tic saddle-horses were nowadays; and she showed him a sketch

in color of her beloved parterres transformed into another war

garden—and a formal vegetable garden, properly studied, is by no

means unlovely Well she still has her flowers. He
still has his horses. These possessions had become personal friends.

When it came to scratch, they could not part with them. They
referred to the matter but once.

"Guests who come up here nowadays," he said, looking out of

the window, "are bored to death. Think I'll keep a couple of

mounts for 'em, wouldn't you?" Her reply was, "Convalescent

soldiers love fragrance. I really think it's my duty to keep the

garden in flowers, so as to send them to the hospitals."

A few days ago Harry Towne and George Field met at the

funeral of a young officer, who had died in service. They lunched

together afterward at the club. To each the occasion seemed pro-

pitious for putting the other right about patriotism.

"You look pretty husky, George," said Harry. "Did you ever

think of getting into the game in some way?"
After a pause, George said, thinking of that expensive swimming

pool the Townes are building on their deserted "little farm" and

of the beautiful silo he himself was anxious to build, "Harry,

did you ever stop to think that every bit of unnecessary concrete

work done to-day is as unpatriotic as building a gun base for the

Germans? Do you realize that every man you employ to dig in

your Italian garden is in effect digging a trench for the Kaiser's

army?"
"Well," said Towne, pleasantly conscious of his khaki, "has

your own experiment at farming paid?"

"Paid?" George smiled. "Oh, I've increased the grain supply

a little; the wool, the meat and the milk supply a little, but so tar

I can't say that it has paid me. In fact, I've lost money."

"Then why do you do it?"

"Harry," said George, "why are you giving your salary to the

Red Cross?"

"Oh, but we're at war."

"Exactly," said George.

<g£h ====5£S
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3LR PRINCIPAL NATIONAL PARKS
Mount Rainier

Iratcr Lake
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IfERICA has
discovered itself.

That profit, at

least, results

from the (Jreat

W a r which
osed Kurope and sent us as

ghtseers into the mountains

id canons of our amazing

est. There, much to our

ifonishment, we found scen-

v which, in quality, variety,

id ahundance. far surpasses

le celebrated scenery com-
rtably accessible in all the

'St of the world together,

"e found Switzerland out-

mt times over. We found

le Canadian Rockies over-

atched. We found wonders
the first order of sublimity

hose kind. even, exists no-

li ere else. And we found

»ese scenic wonders con-

By ROHKRT STERLING YARD
Ckitf, Educational Division, National I'ark Srreicr

, Photograph by I'illsbury

Yosemite Falls in Yosemite National Park, the most romantically beautiful of our national parks. It is

a half mile from the top of the upper fall to the bottom of the lower one

Yellowstone

"Rocky Mountain

Mesa Verde

and

Hawaii

served in national parks

which are accessible by road

and rail, and are equipped
with comfortable hotels and
public camps.

In these days of upset rail-

road schedules it is reassuring

to know that the United States

Railroad Administration has

established a Western Lines

Bureau of Service for the dis-

semination of travel informa-

tion that cannot be obtained

from local ticket offices. Quer-

ies should be addressed to

Howard H. Hayes, Chairman,
226 West Jackson St., Chicago.

Our greater national parks

are highly individualized.

Each has a reason and a per-

sonality of its own. The pages

following describe nine of them
in picture and differentiate

them.

Mountain sheep

-2H

Photograph by Haynes
45
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Photograph hy A. H- Barnes

The highest volcano in the United States, Mount Rainier, as

seen from Tacoma, forty miles away. The Indians called it

"Tahoma"—the mountain that was God. From its summit des-

cend twenty-eight living glaciers, between which lie wild (lower

gardens of surpassing beauty

Mount "Bjiinier

MOUNT RAINIER, rising from the

Cascade Mountains in west-central

Washington, is the loftiest volcano

in the United States! It is a frozen octopus,

from whose summit descend twenty-eight

living glaciers. Between its icy fingers are

rolling gardens of wild flowers, and around

its hase are luxuriant forests of gigantic

trees. Of these wonderful wild flowe

gardens, Walter Prichard Eaton says:

"The least impressionable person alive

cannot go to the Rocky Mountains without

giving enthusiastic attention to the wild

flowers. This is due only in part to the

individual beauty of those flowers. In the

East we have many as beautiful, and still

more that we share with the West. But it

is seldom that our flowers grow in such

masses and profusion, with so many kinds

and colors blended on one small square of

ground; and, above all, it is seldom that our

A dissolving view down the

Nisqually River from the Nis-

qually Glacier, which is the river's

source. A peaceful scent . in strik-

ing contrast to that pictured be-

low on the opposite page

Photograph by A. H. Barnes
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Photograph by Asahcl Curtit

"amhse Valley none o( the many luxuriant ipirdens of wild

rcr» which Ik- Ix twwn the ulaciers Here is the new farade*-

i. from which a short walk carries the visitor to the Nis-

itty Olaotr Climbing iviities lor the summit M.irt Irom

Inn

Wational
%Park

>wers have tht- held so much to themselves,

laring it only with a little sparse grass,

le scattered groups of limber pine or Hrs.

»d the ice-water brooks from the snow
Ids. The Rocky Mountain wild Bowers
ten display their colors, indeed, against a

^cking of pure snow, or grow underneath
nk and red and purple precipices, and be-

ne lakes ot iceberg green. They are a

reground of delicate beauty for a picture

[

stupendous impact. No other flowers

kve such .1 setting, nor are so intimately
sociated with landscape gardening in the
land style, the style of Shakespeare and
I Milton."

I
Mount Rainier has no peer of its kind in

e world. Once it was 16,000 feet high but
I prehistoric explosion blew off 2,000 feet

I its top. Four hours from Tacoma by
il or motor will land you at a comfortable
htel at the side of the Nisqually Gl acier.

The man whose adventurous

soul requires an annual scaling of

the Jungfrau or Matterhom will

find a thrilling substitute in the

crevasses that guard the summit
of Mount Rainier

H. Bamrs
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General view of Crater Lake from the rim. To the left is Wizard Island, a small volcano through which the molten lava vainly sought to find new vent after Mount^Mazama had slipped down through the

rim. The rim rises from 1,000 to 2,200 feet above the water
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Crater

Lake

\Xational

Vark

WHIR t Cratn I akc,

deepest .mil Mm st

Like in the world,

mow lies, once towered

Mount M.i/.mi. i. the giant

lof the volcanic range of

the Cascades. No human
eye has seen M.i/.un.i. Once
in eruption, some underpin-

ning gave way and it slipped

ikrtih thowinr how Crntrr l„ike w:» form

rd by thr insulting of Mount Mjianui

through its own rim hack
into the unknown. Crater

Lake, which rills the hole it

left, has a quality of beauty

like no other lake. The gra\ s

ind hlues of its lava rim,

which rises a thousand feet

ahove its surface, are daubed
with sulphur yellows, iron

reds, and innumerable inter-

mediate tints which reflect

again from the water, but
the lake's foreground blues

are deeper than the deepest
indigo. It is in central

Oregon.

Looking across 'Crater Lake
showing, in the foreground, de-
tails of rock carving, and, in the
distance. Wizard Island. Trees
are seen near the water's edge far

below the spot where the picture
was taken. Looked down upon
from high places like this, the
foreground water is a darker blue
than deepest indigo

© by Fred H. baser
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The YosemiU\

THE world-famous Yosemite Valley, in central California, is eight square

miles of an unsurpassed mountain-top wilderness of 1,100 square miles.

The valley was carved out of the solid granite by the Merced River

previous to the Ice Age; the succeeding glaciers merely deepened it slightly

and squared its corners. Its walls rise from three to six thousand feet, and

fa

1

t

i

Photograph by Pillsbury

The Yosemite Valley is recognized the world over as without peer in sheer romantic beauty. The picture shows

the Gates of the Valley, with Bridal Veil Fall upon their right

I
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Siit'iotnil 'Park

>,»\< 1 1 * * Valley's rim .» turbulent ocean of snow-capped mountains frames

indrrtls ol Hunt liauntril lakes iestm>; in ni>l>le canons. I Ins is the natural

i mint i Koine <<l tin campei out ami tin mountain climKcr. Rain falls so

Itlom in tin Ynscnutc National I'aik Kctwccn July and OctoKei rliat campers

ton the trails cari\ no tents.

Photograph by U. S. Geological Survey

["he west lobe of the LyeU Glacier. Mount Lycll was named in honor of the eminent British geologist, Sir

Charles Lyell. who visited this then little known region in 18-11 and 1845

tourist party ascending Mount Lyell. Above the rim of the Valley is a super-
live alpoic wilderness of 1,100 square miles, containing several hundred lakes

ada Fall, 594 feet, nearly

twice the height of Vernal

© by Pillsbury Picture
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by Pillsbury Picture Co.

Half Dome from Glacier Point. This is one of the two most celebrated

rocks in America. Once it was a full rounded dome, but the glacier car-

ried half of it away. It stands nearly 5,000 feet above the Valley

The Tuolumne Meadows, northeast of

the Valley, is the principal point of de-

parture for trail travelers through the

park. The Sierra Club has maintained

a summer camp here for many years

Yosemite

The Yosemite Valley has a few winter visitors

who come for the snow sports and to look upon

the wonderful snow spectacles, like this of the

Three Brothers in February

Photograph by J. T. Boysen
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Photograph by S. H. Willard

Lake Reflection is a fair example of hundreds of ncble lakes in the supreme region ol

the Greater Sequoia

Sequoia

National *Park

IN
WHAT is probably the forest of the greatest luxuri-

ance in the world grow more than a million sequoia

trees, of which 12,000 are more than ten feet in diam-

eter. The living trees are green-topped, but bare of limbs

for two thirds of their great trunks. Some of these trees

are the biggest and oldest living things in the world. One

is more than thirty-six feet in diameter. Printed descrip-

tions do not prepare the tourist for what he sees here; he

walks across an ample platform which is the flat top of a

sequoia stump; he sleeps, mayhap, in a house which is a hol-

low log; he lifts a fragment of bark, and it is two feet thick.

North and east of the park lies the most tremendous

mountain area of the United States, containing two valleys

nearly equaling Yosemite in beauty, and culminating in

Mount Whitney, our loftiest summit. This mountain

area, known as the Greater Sequoia, Congress some day

will add to the national park system.

The General Sherman Tree, in Se-

quoia National Park, the largest and

oldest living thing in the world. It is 36 !

feet in diameter. 280 feet high, and its age

is estimated at nearly 4,000 years. It

sprouted, probably, during the First Cap-

tivity of the Children of Israel

The sequoia is an ever-

green, with fluted trunk, and

the most majestic of all

living trees The thrill and

awe conveyed by these vast

red columns can be appreci-

ated only by seeing them
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The "tnp of Amenta" is Mount Whitney, climax of the
( '.reatCT Sequoia. )u*l east of the national park Whitney is

the highest mountain in the United States— 1 1.501 feel

The Tehipile Valley, in

le Greater Sequoia, is HC-

t«l only to the Yosemite in

lajesty

The Kings River Canon,

just north of the Park, is an-

other valley which must he

classed with Yosemite in

magnilicence

Photucraph by S. H. Willanl

I »m Lakes and Mount Hitchcock from the top of Mount
Whitney, which latter is the climax of a mountain region unex-

celled in the alpine scenery of the world. Such supreme spots as

tins art' easily accessible by trail

Photograph by II. C. I ibbctu

Photograph by S. H. WillarrI
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Park

fct McDunakl. on the tnt
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the largest lake in thr pnrk.

i* seen on iin early momirm
if. Mount Cannon has had

(Mam of fresh sno» during

night

O hv K K Marble
Two Medicine Lake. showing Mount Rink will,

»uh t.niily Mountain on its left, ami Mount
Helen on its right

Mount Gould, familiar to thousands, shown at

an unfamiliar angle -from the north side of Ijike

Josephine

holograph by U. S. Geological Survey

HANGING down from the Canadian boundary in Montana is 1,500 square miles of Rocky Mountain
crest, which is practically the Canadian Rockies done in Grand Canon colors. Geologically and
scenically Glacier National Park and the Canadian Rockies are practically identical except that the

cirques and cations of Glacier dig into highly colored rock strata millions of years older than those of the

Canadian Rockies. It is a country of enormous precipices, serrated, knife-edged, upstanding walls, tortuous

valleys, lakes of indescribably romantic beauty, and cascading rivers. Unlike the snowy Canadian Rock-
ies, every cirque and mountain top is readily accessible to the tourist during the months of summer.

Photograph by A. J. Bake



Photograph by U. S. Geological Survey
' The climax of Glacier's Land of the Future is the Kintla Valley, next to the Canadian boundary on the

northwest. Immense precipices and lofty glaciers are elements of its remarkable romantic quality. It has been
called the Perpendicular Valley. Few have seen it because it has been best accessible by devious trails through

Canada. A trail is now building from Brown Pass which may be open by the time this magazine is issued

Photograph by R. E. Marble I

The celebrated Garden Wall in Glacier National Park, which practically a
closes the whole Swiftcurrent region, can now be mounted and explored hy irai, I

On the left maybe seen the Swiftcurrent Glacier. This is the top of thcConl

tinental Divide

© by Kiser Photo Co.

Just north of famous Iceberg Lake and the other side of its jagged upright limestone wall, lies this stupendous chasm; yet the thousands who visit Iceberg would have to ride forty miles of round

about trail to enter it. The picture shows the cirques of the Belly River. Lake Helen is in the foreground, 3,000 feet sheer below the Continental Divide. On the right is majestic Mount Mem"
here shown to be a shell around a gigantic glacial cirque open only on the south side
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Photograph hy Fred H. K,.rr

A glimpse of one of I he most celebrated view* of Glacier N;ilion;il Park, lhal from
Granite I'ark Chalet The- photograph was taken west of Swiftcurrent Pass and
shows the Chalet

tograph by U. S. Geological Survey
autiful Lake Bowman, just south of the Kintla Valley, is aiso in Glacier's Land of the Future, but so rapidly is its fame spreading that it soon will become well known. The cirques at its head

•.true features of startling beauty— a waterfall, for instance, gushing from a hole in a precipice, and glaciers perched upon lofty precipices down whose sides many streams, branching jagged]y like

"ng, pour foaming (or thousands of feet. Fly fishing for big trout lures many to Bowman's lower waters
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Photograph by S. N'. Lcck

Thirty thousand elk roam through the forests of the Yellowstone. In winter they gather in enormous herds in valleys where food may be had by pawing away the snow

THIS celebrated land of hot

springs, bubbling paint pots,

and spouting geysers was once

the scene of terrific volcanic activity.

Its soil lies upon lava. It has more and

greater geysers than all the rest of the

world together, the title to the next in

rank being divided between Iceland and

New Zealand. Its supreme glory is

the Grand Canon of the Yellowstone.

Its waterfalls are large and magnificent;

it is the source of three separate

Yellowstone

National

Tark

Photograph by S. N. Leek
South of the boundary rise the majestic granite spurs of the

Teton Mountains. |The prominent peak shown is Mount
Moran. The Grand Teton is seen at the left. Snake River

is the outlet of Jackson Lake

watersheds, and contains innumerab

streams, hundreds of lakes, and sever

rivers. The trout fishing here is ui

excelled, and 30,000 elk besides mai

bison, bear, moose, antelope, mounta

sheep, and deer roam the woods undi

turbed and unafraid. No other wi|

animal area equals it. South of i

boundaries, and some day to be ii

eluded in them, the granite Tet<

Mountains rise 7,000 feet sheer fro

Jackson Lake.

by Haynes

The Grand Geyser spouts from 150 to 200 feet. There are several

hundred geysers in Yellowstone Park

Photograph by Edward S.

At Mammoth Hot Springs and several other place

Park, lime deposits in the hot water of the springs bund

terraces. A vegetable algae in the water paints these ter

Various colors
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*Rj)cky Mountain National "Park

SE\hNl\ miks northwest of Denver, Colo., is the region, .too s<|ii;ire miles

111 area, chosen to represent the Rocky Mountains in the national gallery of

nature*! exhibit! of sublimity. It is extremely high, its snowy ranges
rising from 11.000 to 14,000 feet from flowered and forested valleys whose altitude

is S.ooo feet. The principal gateway is beautiful F.stes Park. Its superb granite

peaks hold between their knees gorges of indescribable wildness and beauty and its

lakes are many. Its climax is Long's Peak. Because of its accessibility from
centres of great population, more than 100,000 people visited it last summer.

Photograph by Witwall Brother*

The MM Rang! from Kierstadt

Lake, in Kocky Mountain National

Park. There are fifly-one |>eak<< in

1 he park whose altitudes exceed

10,(XX> feel

Photograph by Wiswall Broth*-
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Photograph by Wiswall Brothers Photograph by Wiswall Brothers

The fierce winds of winter are hard on the few trees which try to grow at timberline The glaciers are small but typical and some are complete. Tyndall Glacier can be easily explored

Chief of the range, Longs Peak (at left) rises 1 4,255 feet. Once it and its supporting mountains, Mount Meeker and Mount Lady Washington, were one vast peak. Glaciers separated them and

plucked out the mighty chasm shown in this picture. Chasm Lake lies 2.400 feet below the wall of Longs Peak, in the background. At the right is shown Hallett Peak, and the Tyndall Gorge from

Bear Lake. Between the knees of these granite peaks lie gorges of extreme beauty

•
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jton of .1 past i.hi that

attained the hinlust pit

histonY ri\ ili/atioti \\ it fi-

ll) our hordei s. I lu'M'

dwellings art woiulci tulK

|iK i in < s(|ik ;ni(l remark-
ably well preserved. So
i leveilv weic f hey'hidden

that they were nor dis-

eovcred until iHHH,

though tattle had roaim d

the mesa fop for yeais.

Mt-.sa Verde is Spanish

for green table. The
region is a remarkable

example of erosion.

Photograph hv firomr I, Hram
Ai I 1m- .11 inr "I tin ii i mli/.iiion I h<- (.'Ml I Iwrllrn rmrrRctl upon the mesa top and l<o«;iti lo huiirl a temple to Iheii

Kt»l. thrum Thw 'how* Sun Temple halt linwhrd for «ii<hliiily lUn people disappeared. How' Why.' No man known

Mesa Verde National "Park

One of the many canons of the Mesa Verde. The dwellings were built in caves two thirds or three quarters of the way up the cliff from the bottom of the canon. To-day the remains of this mysterious

civilization are comfortably explored by visiting tourists
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General view of the Kilauea Lake of Fire—the House of Everlasting Fire, as it is called in Hawaii. This pit of glowing, seething, spouting molten lava is one of the greatest spectacles of the world. The
picture shows the walls and islands and the flaming, surging mass within

The Hawaii

THREE celebrated
Hawaiian volcanoes

are conserved in one

of the newest of our national

parks. The famous crater of

Haleakala, on the Island of

M aui, is the fourth largest in

the world—seven and a half

miles long by two and a half

miles wide. Mauna Loa, on

the Island of Hawaii, is the

largest active volcano in the

. 4

At night the Lake of Fire is sometimes photographed by the light of its molten lava as it continually cracks

and breaks through the cooler and temporarily hardened surface

National Park

world. Its eruptions, which

occur^ at intervals of about

ten years, are extremely vio-

lent. Partly embedded in the

side of Mauna Loa is the

volcano of Kilauea, whose

crater pit is the world famous

Lake of Fire, a spectacle of

sublimity which draws visi-

tors from every quarter of

the globe. Its fiery lava boils

continuously.

At the left is shown a glimpse of one end of the vast dead crater of the volcano of Haleakala. This crater is seven and a half miles long and about a third as wide. From its floor of sand rise

thirteen volcanic cones, six or seven hundred feet in height. At sunrise and sunset the crater is a scene of surpassing beauty. At the right is pictured a detail of the walls of the Lake of Fire. Sometimes

the surface of the lake rises within a few feet of the brink, and again it falls six or seven hundred feet below it



Next Winter
-use LESS coal

VVl I

-get MORE heat
Most house-heating boilers let your

coal loaf on the job. They can't help

it. Because the ordinary boiler is

••turface-burning," its very construc-

tion allows a large part of the heat

to escape up the smoke Hue. You
can prove that tor yourself. Thrust

your hanjd through the opening in

your smoke pipe. You can feel the

heat that is wasting up the chimney.

More heat with less coal— or money back

We don't ask you to take our word
tor it when we say that the "Rich-

mond'' Down Draft Boiler will use

LESS coal and give MORE heat.

Wt guarantee it to do exactly that or

your money hack! Not in some myth-

ical house, but in your house next

winter and every winter after that.

Because in the "Richmond" Down
Dralt Boiler, the fire travel is two to

three times longer than in any or-

dinary furnace. Therefore, there is

tar more water-heating surface ex-

posed to the fire, permitting the ab-

sorbing of maximum heat from all

your coal.

Suppose you can't get hard coal ?

The "Richmond" will burn even

soft coal without smoke. It is readily

adjusted for either soft or hard coal.

No other boiler that we know of

has that feature.

Noic—before cold weather sets in

again— settle your heating problem

for all time. Of course, we will make
a cash allowance for your old heater.

Down Draft MORE
HEAT Boiler

GUARANTEED E~

y).

LESS
COAL

Conteara by heating engineers to be the

most economical type of house-heating

boiler made—Saves coal—Practically inde-

structible—Simple to erect.

Fill out this coupon NOW and mail to—

RICHMOND RADIATOR COMPANY,
1480 Broadway, New York City.

Without obligation to me, please send your free booklet which gives

the guaranteed facts of how I can use less coal and get more heat. Last

winter I burned tons in a make of hemter.



Have You a The fact that a man has en-

Soldier on listed or otherwise become

Your Farm? Part °^ Uncle Sam's armed
forces does not of itself render

him unavailable as a worker in the interest of

larger crops and greater food production. In

some cases men may temporarily be idle in a

strictly military sense, during which period they

might be decidedly useful back on the farm.

Until the labor needs of the nation's farms are

met by some selective draft and systematized

organization of farm workers, the utilization

of farm-trained members of the Army may prove

invaluable. A farmer who wishes a soldier fur-

loughed for agricultural work should make
application to his local draft board for form

1,035 °f tne Provost Marshal General's office,

which covers this matter.

War Economy It is claimed—and with entire

for the justification—that there should

Motorist De no curtailment of the use of

the automobile during war times

except in cases where such use is obviously a non-
productive, costly extravagance or luxury. It

has become apparent that the motor car, whether
of the service or the so-called pleasure type, is a

universal necessity and an economical means
toward the much-desired end of individual and
national efficiency. In consequence there is all

the more reason for the practice by every owner
of a car, of every possible economy in time, in

money, and in materials. One of the most
recent of these to be put within his reach is the

ability to paint his own machine in his own
garage, in the spare time at his disposal, and with
the assurance of obtaining a really satisfactory

and presentable result. Assuming, then, that

the money that was being saved up for a new car

has gone into Liberty Bonds, and that the old

one, though entirely usable, needs doing over,

the logical next step is to make use of one's own
skill and one of the newly invented finishing

enamels. The difference between the cost thereof

and that of the old-time process of burning, sand-
papering, and oft-repeated, alternating painting

and baking—together with the car and taxicab

fares saved by the modern process—becomes
available for the purchase of War Savings
Stamps, and behold, another sacrifice has been
made as easy as it is efFective.

»

The It is interesting to conjecture what
Lincoln a part the Lincoln Highway would

Highway p'^y m tne Allied war programme
if it extended eastward from New-

York instead of westward. Hut it is more
profitable to realize the part that it is already
playing and that it is going to play in the months
to come. Last November the Council of Na-
tional Defense, in the course of a letter to the
State Councils of Defense, said:

"With the constant increase in traffic across the
country, the transcontinental highways are
becoming increasingly important. Of these,
the most advanced is the Lincoln Highway. We
ask your help to put it in first-class condition.
The Lincoln Highway, running from ocean to
ocean, can be made a useful adjunct to railroad
transportation. In good condition it is avail-

able for the movement of freight by motor
truck. In particular, auto vehicles destined
for the use of the Government or our Allies

can be run over it to the seaboard on their own
power, and in so doing carry freight, thus making
a considerable sa^ng to the railways. We ask

that you consult with your State Highway Com-
mission and interest it and your local organiza-
tions to make whatever immediate local repairs

are necessary to put the Lincoln Highway in us-

able condition and then to keep it so."

In response, a constructive programme has been
elaborated that contemplates the expenditure
of more than four million dollars in 1918, an in-

crease of nearly 100 per cent, over the amount
spent the previous year.

The immediate utilization of this and other
improved through highways will take place

along two general lines. The first involves the
shipping of supplies, munitions, and even troops
by automobile truck to Atlantic ports. Often-
times, as suggested above, vehicles themselves
destined for the seat of war, can not only reach
the coast under their own power, but also in

so doing, can carry generous loads. In either

case the freight-carrying facilities of the rail-

roads are greatly augmented. In the second
place, the transcontinental automobile routes

can, more than ever, make possible vacation
trips that will in no way tax the restricted rail-

way tourist accommodations. The indications

are that the volume of. long-distance touring by
motor will be much greater for 1918 than it lias

been for the past two years. If this proves to be

the case, it will by no means signify a slackening

of interest in the war, or a lessening of efFort

toward a successful conclusion, but rather the

opposite. I hose who would work best must
relax and recreate; the automobile and the im-
proved transcontinental highway systems com-
bine to offer one of the best ways to restore and
maintain the health and vigor that spell per-

manent, maximum efficiency.

To Meet the For farm work local labor is

Farm Labor usually the best labor. Farm

Shortage owners in need of additional

help can therefore look for the

greatest assistance, as well as avoid—and save

the Government—unnecessary correspondence,

by applying first to those agencies nearest at

hand, rather than to the Federal Departments of

Agriculture and Labor, the National Food
Commission, etc. In most cases, this means
first of all the agricultural agent or farm bureau
manager of the county, and then the local

chamber of commerce, home defense unit, or

other definite organization which may have
added this type of service to its other activities.

m ib^ ai ip

The Growth We have long maintained that

Gf present-day motorists are more
»«• A/r , considerate and law abiding than
Motor Morals

their predecessors of a few years

back. A bit of concrete proof of the truth of our
contention has recently come to hand. Out in

Los Angeles County, California, which, by the

way, has more motor cars per unit of population

than any other section of the country, the police

officials have found a motorcycle squad one of their

most efficient aids in upholding the speed and other

traffic laws. This squad has been in existence

about five years, and at the end of the first year
of its activities it had collected $26,000 worth of

fines from careless or lawless "Lost Angels."

This sum more than paid the entire upkeep of the

motorcycle squad. Since that first year, however,

fines collected from motorists in Los Angeles

County have steadily decreased, until last year

the'total receipts from this source were not enough
to maintain the motorcycle contingent, in spite

of the fact that there are more than four times as

many cars within the county jurisdiction as there
were five years ago. We are aware of the fact

that this little story is capable of being construed
1

in two different ways. We prefer to believe that
'

Los Angeles County motorists have grown enor- I

mously in grace and holiness in the past five
!

years; at the same time it is evident that a
j

motorcycle squad properly administered is re-

markably efficient as a law enforcer.

Don't Confuse Shortly after the vital necessity

Game with for food conservation became

Live Stock obvious, the suggestion was
made by enthusiastic and well

meaning, but uninformed, voluntary advisers that
game laws and other measures for the protection
of wild life be declared invalid, so that the
country's birds might be killed and used to eke
out the food supply. Fortunately the penny-
wise-pound-foolish proposition was not acted

upon—fortunately, because subsequent investi-

gations have shown that even if all the game
were thus killed off it would provide but three

square meals for each of the inhabitants of the

United States. A. further inevitable result

would be the undoing of all the recent progress

in bird conservation work that has so laboriously

been effected. And upon the heels of such a

mistaken policy would come an unprecedented
increase of insect pests whose destruction of good
crops, to the extent of far more than three meals

per person, would constitute a national if not a

universal catastrophe. Let it be hoped that the

discovery of the inefficacy of such a measure will

serve as a brake upon any future unwise and in-

sufficiently considered suggestion of this sort.

The Motor Car We hear much talk in these

and the days about the crimes of the

Middleman middleman, he who "toils

not neither does he spin,"

but simply distributes and annexes a goodly

portion of the final price of any article, thereby

cheating the producer and grinding the con-

sumer. One of the great problems confronting

constructive economists is this question of the

disproportionate amount added to the price of

most articles by the simple act of vending.

Consider the final cost of a dozen fresh eggs in

any of our cities in relation to the price that the

first seller, the farmer obtained for them; the dif-

ference is usually 50 per cent, of the whole. This

holds true of nearly all classes of farm produce.

The agriculturists of Pierce County, Washing-

ton, last summer hit on a simple and efficacious

method of eliminating the middle profit that

plays such havoc with the prices of most com-

modities. By judicious advertising—newspaper,

letter, poster, and verbal—the farmers pursuaded

motor car owners living in the various towns and

cities of the country to go directly to the pro-

ducers for needed farm products, thus eliminating

the middleman's profit and the cost of trans-

portation, and obtaining far fresher and more

palatable vegetables than could ever be gotten in

any market. The campaign for direct customers

began early in the summer. By degrees refine- 1

ments were introduced, and gradually car ,

owners in town took to ordering produce by

'phone and finding their parcels waiting for

them upon their arrival at the farm. It is

estimated that the small truck farmers of Piera

County sold practically all their vegetables, eggs,

and other produce at the front gate, to their

very great advantage, not to mention that of the

customer.
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Roehrs Evergreens
For All Year Round

Friendliness

Just what do we mean by all

year round friendliness. We mean
that in the endless kinds we grow,
there is a variety of shapes, a

diversity of foliage and a gamut of
colorings that fit your every mood in

every season.

Why not have on your grounds,

the sunny smiles of the golden
Arbor Yitae; the dreamy blue green
haziness of the Pfitzer's Juniper;

|

the cool gray green of the Chinese
Juniper; and the dense deep green
fringiness of the Japanese Cedar?

Shapely topped, vigorously root-

ed specimens we have, that are

ready for transplanting all through
Aumict- nr ^piifpmkpr PAm(1 nn J This Roehrs-grown Evergreen on H. Coppell's grounds-AUgUSt Or ^eptemOer. LOme ana at Tcnady. \ J . is a particularly fineTp^in&i of m

pick them out. Or order from
the catalogue. Better yet, send

for one of us and talk over together,

in an unhurried way, your needs.

somewhat rare variety of pine, of which we have a col-
lection of choice ones.

Rutherford is q miles from New York. A beau-
tiful auto ride, via Dyckman Street Ferry.

Fuliuy T^gehry Cor
> l At *Ihg Si^n ofThe Evergreen Tree

1 Box 12 RutKerford N.J.



Inlaid mahogany chest containing a complete

tea-drinking outfit

Three of Mr. Howell's tea caddies. The one at the left is of straw marquetry; the centre

one is wood veneer; and the right, tortoise shell

ONE COLLECTOR'S HOBBIES
HY do collectors col-

lect? I'm sure I can't

say, and I have met
several of them. One
might ask in the same
spirit why girls play

with dolls. Collecting seems to be

the result of a sort of instinct which
is more highly developed in some
people than in others, and it is done,

in the last analysis, for the fun of the

"thing. If you can't see the fun in

it, no one can teach you. But there

are many who do, and I know at

least one elderly gentleman whose
days are happier because of his hob-

bies.

His name is Frederick H. Howell
and he lives in New York in an
apartment that is full to overflow-

ing with treasures of a bygone day
which are his friends and compan-
ions—companions who do not worry
him with their troubles or with good
advice about his health, but with
which he holds constant and satis-

fying converse.

Mr. Howell's collection is not an ordinary one.

He has gone into the byways for the indulgence
of his hobbies and he possesses many things not
usually seen in the homes of those who profess

a love for the antique. Old furniture he has, of

course, including some rare and beautiful pieces

of Tudor and Jacobean workmanship. He has

a collection of trays, lacquered and
other sorts, and some old silver, pew-
ter, glass, and china. But the things

which interested me most, because
they are rather out of the ordinary,

were his tea caddies, his silhouettes,

his tinsel pictures, and his cabinet of

millefiori glass. I will tell a little about
these things for the benefit of other
collectors who may be looking for

new directions for their activities.

First the tea caddies. They form
a fascinating field for the collector,

for they are of many shapes and
divers materials. Tea drinking be-

came popular in England during the

reign of Queen Anne, and all through
the eighteenth century the manufac-
ture of artistic accessories to the

habit was varied and productive.

The caddy was merely the box or chest or jar

that held the tea leaves, but it was an important
part of every complete tea-drinking outfit.

Often these caddies were beautifully con-

By WALTER A. DYER
Photographs By F. A. Walter

Inlaid chest containing two tea caddies and a

glass bowl for sugar or tea leaves

The full collection of tea caddies, thirty-two of them and all different, arranged on an Early

Jacobean serving table

structed and ornamented. During the Georgian
period Adam, Hepplewhite, and Sheraton
wrought them in chaste designs. All the great

cabinet-makers produced them. French naval

prisoners made them out of wood and straw,

bone and shell. They are to be found in Oriental

and Empire forms. Some are shaped like sar-

cophagi, some are square chests, some are round

Mr. Howell's little collection of American glass scent bottles

or oval canisters. Occasionally the

whole outfit, including two canis-j

ters, was fitted into a larger chest.
(

The materials included lacquered!

wood, mahogany with brass or satin-

wood inlay, walnut veneer, tortoise

shell, burr walnut, birdseye maple,

brass, ivory, filigree work, and pot-

tery. The charm of a collection of

tea caddies, in fact, rests largely on

its variety of form, material, and

decoration.

Mr. Howell owns thirty-two old

tea caddies, no two alike. They are

of straw marquetry, carved ivory. I

tortoise shell, lacquered pewter, and
|

mahogany, plain and inlaid. One
J

noteworthy one is covered with an I

elaborate filigree composed of littler

coils of paper. There are two or

three of the larger chests containing

complete outfits. As in the case

of his other antiques, Mr. Howell

has obtained these from various

sources. He has not scorned to fre-

quent the antique shop on occasion.

The millefiori glass deserves somewhat fuller

consideration, for it is rather a new fad with

collectors and not familiar to everyone. Have

you ever wondered how those glass marbles

of your boyhood were made, with the colored

spirals in the centre? Have you ever puzzled

over Christmas candy that seemed to be broken

from cylindrical sticks through which ran the

pattern of a colored flag or flow-

er? They are first cousins oi the

millefiori glass and the process comes

down to us from ancient Rome and

Alexandria. Perhaps you are old

enough to remember a gay paper

weight on your mother's desk, in

which colored circles and spirals

seemed to grow up marvelously in-

side like brilliant marine flowers.

The Italian word mtllefinri means

"a thousand flowers."

Millefiori glass was a mechanically

clever product of the last century,

remarkable for its bright and varied

color effects, which was a revival

of the ancient Roman art of glass

mosaic and which enjoyed a tremen-

dous vogue here fifty years ago and

then went out of fashion. In 1915

a loan collection of millefiori or flowered glass

paper weights, cologne bottles, mirror knobs,

marbles, etc., was exhibited at the Pennsylvania

Museum in Philadelphia, and the interest

Paper weights showing variations from the true millefiori,

o: flowered, glass

Examples of the true millefiori work in a Cologne bottle and

two inkstands

72

Other types of variations from the ;rut millefiori as ibown in

paper weights

I
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ENO'S FRUIT SALT
(derivative compound)

A Very Agreeable Aperient

Cooling, refreshing, wholesome, ENO'S "FRUIT SALT" is

a gentle, safe, effective laxative, and just the thing when
traveling on land or sea. A teaspoonful in a glass of water
makes a delightful drink as efficacious as it is pleasant to take.

A ready aid for carsickness, seasickness and travel fatigue,

a glass of ENO'S "FRUIT SALT" will often change an otherwise

unpleasant trip into an enjoyable one.

Over thirty-five years of unprecedented popu-
larity and success have proven ENO'S "FRUIT SALT"
to be the greatest benefit to little folks during their

long journey through childhood as well

after they have reached maturity.

Sold by Druggists
Prepared only by J. C. Eno, Ltd., London, S. E., England

Agentsfor the Continent ofAmerica: Harold F.Ritchie & Co., Inc.

New York, U. S. A.—Toronto, Canada
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One of Mr. Howell's silhouettes—Charles Gif-

ordanddog, by Edpuart; Hudson, N.Y., 1839

Mr. and Mrs. John B. Joy and son Joseph,

by Edouart; Boston, 1841

among collectors dates from that time. A bulletin of the Museum, pre-

pared by the late- Prof. Edwin A. Barber, contains the essential infor-

mation about this glass.

Glass mosaics were made in Rome in the time of Augustus, and existing

examples of it are, of course, rare and valuable. The typical glass

mosaic was formed by arranging side by side and fusing together small

glass rods or filigree canes of different designs and colors, and from the

group thus formed cutting transverse sections or slices that were used

in a variety of decorative ways. These slices cut from the ends of

the fused rods often formed minutely perfect patterns.

This art was revived at Venice and Murano in the twelfth century

and again in the nineteenth century. The little decorative slices of

varicolored glass were often placed inside of"" clear glass by the simple

process of poufing molten glass over them, and so the little flowers

bloomed inside the glass ball or dome.
About 1850 millefiori paper weights were extensively manufactured

in Bohemia, in Alsace-Lorraine, and at Baccarat and elsewhere in

France, and many of them were imported into this country. Foreign

workmen also brought the methods of manufacture with them into

England and the United States, and American-made millefiori glass was

very popular here from 1850 to 1870.

In the nineteenth-century process, the varicolored glass rods were

cast in metal molds, ropes of colored glass being laid in in such a

way as to form a pattern in cross section. These canes, when partly

cooled, were drawn out to the desired slenderness, making the pattern

as small as might be wished. Slices were cut off and patterns arranged

with these slices, which were like small bits of highly colored Christmas

candy.
Into an iron ring

the size of the paper
weight was poured a

cushion of clear mol-

ten glass. While this

was still soft, slices of

the colored rods were
laid on or stuck in,

irregularly or in the

form of a pattern.

An endless variety of

arrangement was pos-

sible. Clear glass was
then poured over the

whole and was mold-

ed into the desired

shape and finally pol-

ished.

This was the true

millefiori glass, but

the name is also given

to variations of this

treatment. Some-
times the sliced canes

were not used at all,

but whole flowers,

spirals, etc., were

made of colored and

striped glass and then

covered with the clear

glass. Sometimes air bubbles and flakes of tinsel were added by way ot

variety. . .

The oldest examples we have were imported from St. Louis in Alsace-

Lorraine or from Baccarat in France, but millefiori glass was soon

being made by foreign workmen at East Cambridge and Sandwich, Mass.,

and at Philadelphia and Pittsburgh. Between i860 and 1870 largi

numbers of paper weights were made here, as well as walking canes, door-

knobs, bureau and mirror knobs, marbles, cologne bottle stoppers, glass

button hooks, letter seals, inkstands, etc., of a similar character.

Of late these things have enjoyed a considerable vogue with collectors.

The Pennsylvania Museum has a collection, Mr. Ross Hall Maynard of

Boston owns over 100 paper weights, and Mr. Howell has 120 pieces of

this glass. Prices have risen accordingly. The earlier imported paper

weights have brought as much as $20 apiece, and I have seen good

ones in shops—probably of American manufacture—priced at $8. Mr

Howell has paid for his all the way from $z or $3 apiece up to $60 for

^

an especially fine inkstand, a large piece.

Mr. Howell's collection includes both the true millefiori and the varia-

tions—paper weights, inkstands, cologne bottles, fancy balls, letter

seals, large marbles, etc. He keeps them in a cabinet with both front

and back of glass, and when the sun shines through it, it is as gay as a

flower bed. _ . . , j
In the article in Country Life for June, on American glass botti

mention was made of certain small bottles in which apothecaries
"

Mrs. Vining, as Mary, Queen of Scots, published by J. L. Marks

in 1839. It is decorated with tinsel, lace, etc.
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Mother puts Slug Shot on

Cabbage and has me sprinkle

the Rosebushes; Gran'pa

says it kills Potato Bugs

Other Safe
Hammond
Remedies
for the garden are

Thrip Juii r No. 7 for all sap-sucking
insects, like Aphis, plant tier, rrd spidrrs,
and soft scale. Famous since 188J.

Hammond' a Crap* Dust for powdery
mildew should be used on grapevines,
roses, onions, etc. Sold successfully

Copper Solution is another gold-
medal preventive useful against rot and
mildew, blight, leaf spot and other
fungous diseases.

Concentrated Bordeau Mixture is

the standard remedy for blights on
potatoes, tomatoes, pears, roses, etc.
Especially useful during "muggy" mid-
summer days.

Made in our l l
3 acre Insecticide Plant

and sold

At all good stores

n

Present food shortages make it the duty of every patriotic
gardener to do his utmost to grow the biggest crops. The garden
should not be allowed to fatten bugs. Fight them with the in-

fallible remedy, which, since 1880 has killed injurious insects
without damage to either plants, fowls or persons.

Hammond's Slug Shot is used from ocean to' ocean in home
and market gardens because it does the work thoroughly and
economically. It destroys all leaf eating insects, drives off slugs
and caterpillars. It is put up in various sizes at moderate prices.

Use it with the handy Slug Shot Dusters, as shown in pictures.

Hammond's Gold Medal Insecticides

are sold by Seed Dealers and Merchants

throughout the United States and Canada
Ask Yours or Write Us

4*m

Write For Your Free Copy Of

"Insects and Blights'

(35th Edition) TO-DAY
A modest twenty-four page book which, for nearly

forty years, has been the standard advisor of American
homegardeners on the subject of fighting blights, bugs
and plant diseases. A thoroughly practical manual,,

every line of it dictated by experience, it deserves a
place in every garden home library. Send for your
copy—a post card will do.

Hammond's Paint and Slug Shot Works
Beacon New York

FARR'S
'has and Chrysanthemums
V- A selection from more than 1200 sorts.

Deluding the best old favorites, the newer intro-
ductions, and the novelties.

anihtmum* The best varieties for outdoor

g in normal seasons. Set this month
bloom in autumn.

special list of Dahlias. Chrysanthemums. Tree

, Flowering Shrubs, and Perennials of distinct merit.

BERTRAND H. FARR
romissing Nurseries Company
ild Annue Wyomissing, Pennsylvania

K Conserve

MM

Energy, Labor,
Time, Space
In these days of con-
servation the Hill

V?
Dryer more than does its

! part and its cost is offset

1 in many ways. Saves

4 dragging aiound a heavy clothes

5 basket or reaching to back-
breaking heights.

^ Saves time, for you hang the

clothes simply by standing in one
placeand pulling the Dryet toward
you. r Is compact and when not in

use is easily taken down leaving your lawn clear of all obstruction.

* Made in "three stv.es for lawn, roof or balcony. Also in three sizes.

Write for folder and pri.es of different sizes and types.

i.u i m. i fn ^50 CENTRAL STREET
Hill Clothes Dryer Co., Worcester, mass.

Mtfestic

CoalQiute
protects your building, sidewalks and lawn from coal smudge
and marring. It fits in plare of any basement window or

can be built in new foundations. As a window it gives

splendid light to the basement and replaces the unsightly,

damaged coal window.

Improve Your Property
By installing a MAJESTIC Coal Chute, the appearance of

your property is much improved—and its value is increased.

Write for Catalogue of MAJESTIC Building SjmaUUe
THE MAJESTIC CO.. 801 ErieSt., Huntington, Ind-
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WAmoRm
SteelPole
The Patent Non-Foul-
ing Ball Bearing Top
revolves with perfect freedom;

the halyards cannot foul nor the

flag wrap itself around the mast.

Of enduring construction, made
in heights of 20 to 100 feet above ,

the ground, the Walworth Steel

Pole is particularly suited for the

bank, church, school or industrial

plant in which you are interested,

as well as for your private estate.

Immediate shipment assured.

Catalogue and prices on request.

Walworth Manufacturing Co.

You could,
dip/ft/J
house//i
water

itrana it

Trus-Con Stone-Tex. Formulated specifically for

masonry surfaces; becomes an inseparable part of

the wall, sealing the pores and filling hair-cracks.

Unlike paints, it dampproofs as well as beautifies.

Therefore, cannot chip, flake or peel off.

Furnish«#in many pleasing colors. Applied to new or
old walls. One of the famous Trus-Con waterproofing and
clampproofing products—sufficient assurance of quality.

If your brick, stucco or cement building is disfigured, or
damp and unsanitary, use Stone-Tex. Write for full in-

formation, telling your needs.

THE TRUS-CON LABORATORIES
Detroit, Mich:
I'quirernentS.

105 Trus-Con Building
We specialize in tmutuat paint >- ill/O,

Renew MasonryWallsWith

TONE IEX

I I Every Library must contain

I a complete Kipling — that

is if you plan to afford your

children the heritage of the Anglo-

Saxon family.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York.

Beautiful color stucco homes
Atlas White Portland Cement stucco toned with
chips of pink, green, yellow granites and marbles or

sand and gravel, is lasting and beautiful.

THE ATLAS PORTLANDCEMENTCOMPANY
30 Broad St.
New York

to sell perfumery. Mr. Howell has a sma
interesting collection of these little scent bot

divers shapes.

Silhouette portraits have of late been attri

the attention of collectors, and Mr. Howeji
several good ones. There is a book on
1 listory of the Silhouette," by E. Neville Jar!

which contains the whole story of "the!
man's miniature," "the uncle of the pi

graph." It is an interesting story, but ona
must necessarily be abridged here.

The idea is, of course, ancient; silhcfc

decorations appear on Etruscan vases. I

art was developed in France, flourished in|

many in Goethe's time, and passed ovi
England. The first English silhouette

,c

traits on record were those of William and 1
cut in 1699. The name appears to have!
derived from that of Etienne de Silho I

who became Minister of Finance in France!

1759 and who fostered the craze.

It became fashionable to have one's po ;

painted or cut in silhouette, and fancy pic 1

Mr. Coveney as Prince Godfrey, embellished with

groups, and caricatures were also execut

this w^ay. Some were black and white;

were touched up with gold, pencil, or

Books were occasionally illustrated in silho

between 1750 and 1850, and silhouette de

tions were executed on porcelain.

There were three principal processes—

b

work, mechanical cutting, and free-hand cm

The first was usually donein India inkoncardb

ivory, plaster, or glass. The technique was

very fine, approaching the skill of the mini

painter. John Miers of Leeds and London

a well-known silhouette painter. He execute

famous silhouette of Robert Burns and ot

He painted usually on plaster and ivory—

t

inch ovals for framing, down to cameos ha

inch across for use in brooches and rings

often added penciling of gold. John FieldfJ

a rival of his who became his partner.

Mrs. Edward Beetham of Buxton pa

black on ivory and plaster, and sometimes

out black paper and used a little brushwo

delicate hair lines. She also painted fint

houettes on the back of convex glass, whicl

backed up with white wax and framed. K<

bury of Bath (1825-69) also did this glass

as did W. Jordan and A. Charles in th

eighteenth century. A famous Frencl

houettist of that period was Francois G01

Silhouettes cut out of paper, howeW

what interest us most. They were called sh

graphs, and were very popular from 17

The mechanical process employed a candle

threw a shadow on a white card which

traced in pencil and afterward redtii

means of a pantograph and cut out. V;

mechanical aids were invented. Some

the shadow through a lens or threw it

ground glass. A book of instructions Fi

sort of work was published in Germany try

and another in 1780. Edward Ward

invented a machine and set up a studio at

where he cut many silhouettes and sold

for two to seven shillings apiece.
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-lot Water .

mmner Cottages hu tlt<-

city, intxptnmv. most

convenient /' »"•>' ">*<»

/ zjtj Electric Insert
Wntci I Irntn

IRLY cvcr\ (umnii'i r< N.>n m i turn

lis reached and wired for rlcvrrian

ra-d.iYv I hi- s.nnc "him "
tli.it lights

summer home i>r corriRr will heat

iter you w .int lu.iti

d

M "Electric Insert" W.irrr llr.irri is i

th.it removes flic List possible in-

iMMnceol the summer cottage I here
more he.it rh.m th.it <>t rhe water, in

ittagewith Vpltl's "Klecrric ln«.err"

it Hearer, because it hears rhe water
the imide of the rank.

I rire K>r booklet or ask your Flectric

Lpany about sizes, ere.

J
The Electric Sale* Corporation

JSole Manufacturer* umlrr Uiim Patent
lenrv Building Saattl*. Waeh.

The Meyer Supply Company
Rcprracntativr* anil Distributors

| St. Clair An. N. E. CltmUnd, Ohio

KELsey
HEALTH
HEAT

water-filled pipes to freeze,

and leak.

No thumping, banging, hiss-

ing, sissing radiators.

No dust pouring up the registers.

It heats with freshly heated fresh air.

It heats with large volumes of air,

kutomatically moistened to exact
healthful requirements.

It heats with less coal than other heats
end we can prove it.

tend for Saving Sense Booklet.

Demand the coal saving proofs.

HE
WARM AIR GET7ERATO".
231 James Street, Syracuse, 1

I
NEW YORK CHICAGO

|

JW-D Park Arenue 217-D Writ Lake Street

BOSTON DETROIT
MS-D P. 0. Square Bid, Space 95-0 Builders' Ex.

Tiffany & Co.
.Jewelers Silversmiths Stationers

Tin; Mail Service

Gives Prompt Attentjon

To All Inquiries

Fifth Avenue & 37^ Street

New York

r

9he
Lord &Taylor

Bookshop
t/i Place a/ Unusual JcrVice

L

—

n

Conducted by

Doubkdoy Page & Company
Fifth Ave. and 38th St., New York

The Readers' Service will give you helpful

hints in planning your new home

lAUOWAY
PolfERY
GIVES ENDURING CHARM

Send for our illustrated »

—

catalogue of Flower Pots.

Boxes.Vases.Benches. Sundials.

GazingGlobes, Bird fonts and

otherArtistic Pieces for Garden

and Interior Decoration,

GAEomyTERRACbTTA (b.
3216"WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA.

THE only shade
made with a ven-

tilator. Easily hung
in five minutes with
our new self-hang-
ing device.

iVeti' SJ(-Hanging Vudor Ventilating Porch Shades
give you protection from the sun and also seclusion, and the Ven-
t.lator woven in the top of each shade automatically clears the porch

of impure hot air.

Let us tell you of many other good things built into VUDOR Porch

Shades exclusively, send vou illustrations in color, and name of dealer.

Hough Shade "Corporation, 232 Mill St., Janeaville, Wia.
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RAYNTITE FABRIKOID-The Tip-Top Top
Thousands of cars look old and seedy because of dingy, faded,
leaky tops. If your car is in this class why not have your
local top maker restore its snappy appearance and ! give it

enduring serviceability by putting on a new, beautiful top
made of Rayntire Fabrikoid.

RayntitE
is made to stand heat, cold, rain and snow without losing its

fresh appearance. We specifically guarantee it for one year
not to leak, crack nor peel—but it's made to
last the life of the car. Why not end your top
troubles once and for all with a top backed by
a DuPont guarantee. Send for free sample
and tell us the best top maker in your locality.

Du Pont Fabrikoid Company
World's Largest Manufacturers of Leather Substitutes

Wilmington Delaware
Works at Newburg, N. Y. and Fairfield, Conn.
Canadian Office and Factory, New Toronto, Ont.

Visit the Du Pont Products Store, Boardualk, Atlantic City, N. J.

Ill muni

More Heat—Less Cost

TheDunhamRadiatorTrap
—the Equalizer

DUNHAM built around that little

Cheating service guardian of the coal pile

—the Dunham Radiator Trap—saves coal

—

gives quick, even heat, regulates dampers auto-
matically—eliminates knocking and pounding in

pipes and radiators. Send for copy of booklet
"Dunham Heating for the Home." It tells how.

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY, Fisher Bldg., Chicago.

Branch** Everywhere

Smoky
Firepl

No payment accepted unless
successful

. . - „ Also expert services on
d.CCO general chimney work

Made to
Draw

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY, Inc.
Engineers and Contractors

211 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

''Home Attractions
'

'

PERGOLAS
Lattice Fences

Garden Houses
For Beautifying Home

Grounds

When writing enclose 10c.

and ask for Pergola Cata-
logue ' E-30."

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.
Elston and Webster Aves., Chicago, 111.

New York City Office, 6 E. 39th Street

Do You Know
what rate of interest on an investment you can
afford? Why? What "safety" should be
yours? Are the securities you own or intend
to buy best suited to your needs?

Hundreds of our readers get information and
advice on their investments by return mail. We
shall be glad to help you. Address

Readers' Service Department

Doubleday, Page & Company
120 West 32nd Street,

New York

Cabot's Creosote Stains
For Shingles, Siding, Boards,

Trimmings, Timbering
Stained wood is much more beautiful than painted wood. The

stain is transparent and brings out the beauty of the grain and
texture while paint completely hides both. Cabot's Stains cost
only half as much as paint and the labor cost is also half as much.
The colors are rich, harmonious and lasting and the Creosote
penetrates and preserves the wood.

"50% Cheaper Than Paint"
You can get Cabot's Stains ail over the country.

Send/or stained mood samples and name o/ nearest agent,

SAMUEL CABOT. Inc., Mnfg. Chemists, 147 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

24 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 525 Market St., San Francisco

Stained v.ith Cabot's Creosote Stai,

Montague Flairs, 2nd: Architect, N.

But the really artistic silhouette w as g
with scissors, freehand, and a number of
fessionals and some amateurs achieved
skill in this art. It required considerable t

to catch and reproduce the likeness. It

this way that Mrs. Pyburg cut the silhouij
of William and Mary. Sometimes a sij,

bladed knife was used, but scissors were
i'e

commoner implement. These silhouettes
re

cut out of black paper and pasted on a \<
te

card usually. Occasionally white paper '»

cut out and pasted on black, as in the case of

Leigh Hunt's portrait of Lord Byron, or the I

ness was cut in the form of a hole in white p I

and pasted on black paper or silk. In gen
!

the white silhouettes on black were most po| I

about 1720. After 1750 they were mil
black on white, and after 1790 they were

1 n

touched up with gilt or real hair.

The greatest free-hand silhouette cutteif

them all was August Edouart, who was bot
r,

Dunkirk, France, in 1788, went as an exil»

England in 181 5, and visited the United St*

in 1839. Edouart scorned all machines.
|c

merely studied his subject for awhile and g

cut the profile out with scissors, using no p j|

or other aids whatsoever. In his time I is

said to have cut more than 50,000 likenesses, n

England, Scotland, and Ireland, he cut ie

silhouettes of many notable persons, inck u
Sir Walter Scott. In France he reprod i

Charles X. He preferred to cut full-k i

subjects. He also cut genre studies and $•

trated iEsop's fables in silhouette.

Edouart was in this country for ten \ s,

from 1839 to 1849, during which he cut up i

of 3,600 silhouettes, including portraits of M
Fillmore, Daniel Webster, Henry Clay, Fra

Pierce, August Belmont, Gen. Winfield .
k

William Henry Harrison, John Tyler, Henr
Longfellow, General Macomb, and many
ables at Harvard University and in the arm d

navy. He traveled about a good deal am i

maintained a studio at Saratoga Springs, vre

it was the fashionable thing to have one's e-

ness cut.

Edouart kept duplicates of all these silhoU'S
j

in folios, with the signature of the subjec in

the back. He also wrote the name and te

under each. These valuable folios have h a
•

checkered career, once being barely saved m

shipwreck. Three or four years ago they l|

into the possession of Mr. Arthur S. Vern; I

New York, and many of them have since :n

sold. With their signatures and dates theut

not without historical value, though they tt i

duplicates and not "the originals. Mr. Vefl
had the whole lot carefully catalogued bit

]

disposing of any of them.
A remarkable boy cutter is known to us siiljf I

as Master Hubard. He learned the art l|

thirteen years of age, became a profession ai
|

sixteen, and cut the Princess Victoria, R< It
|

Browning, and others. He came to this coi IT I

when seventeen and opened a studio in New ft]

in about 1833. He cut portraits of many a
J

known Americans. His regular price wajfl
cents. He employed the scissors chiefly fr I

casionally India ink and the gold pencil.

Mr. Jackson gives the names of more tha J* |

silhouettists. Among them is that of

Patience Wright, who was born in this cou

married a Quaker, went to London, and di

work between' 1785 and 1800. E. Haine u

silhouettes of the British royal family; (

kinson cut George III and family; J. Gapp
big business at Brighton, Mrs. Lightfoot as

popular in Liverpool, and there were '

others. There were also numerous am

silhouettists of greater or less skill. Pn

Elizabeth, daughter of George III, was one(
j

most noteworthy. Famous silhouettes of

Ham Pitt and others were done by amatj

During the Victorian era silhouetting

of the accomplishments taught in fashio*

schools for young ladies.

The art seems to have died out about §

but while it lasted some remarkable silhoi *

were produced. Some of the best of them «

Edouart's, show remarkable expression,

touch of character. American silhouett* "

often unsigned and undated, and so are

forged. But the collecting of the real I

a fascinating quest. Mr. Howell owns a

ber of those taken from the Edouart folioi

original Edouart, and several others.

Finally, the tinsel picture—a thing

fancy a good many of my readers have 1
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Why not have sparkling,

»afe, freshly-filtered
water in your home?

It is easily accomplished by using a LOOMIS-
MANNING FILTER which cleanses and purifies

cvriy drop of water.

People have told us. "I put in your filter as a

precaution but am amazed to see the dirt and
other matters it takes from our water supply
which we considered practically perfect."

This hltrr is easily installed in any home built or building.

Causes no disturbance in the water system, no appreciable

loss in How or preaaure. Operate* splendidly with any
system of water supply.

It is durably built, free from complications, simple to care

for. can be depended upon for excellent service day in and
day out. It is now giving pleasure and comfort to hundreds
of city and country homes.

Prompt installation if you act quickly

Loomis-Manning Filter Distributing Co.
Est. 1880 1441 So. 37th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

"KIPLING
in the maturity

of his

great talent"

nE towers head and shoulders over the writers

of to-day. There have been no books writ-

ten equal to his two describing the old, stark

game of war.

They are
—"France at War" (net, 60 cents) and

"Sea Warfare" (net, $1.25).

In his great poem "France" (published in France

at War ) he has written what has been called the finest

tribute of love ever paid by one nation to another.

His books sell to-day in ever-increasing numbers.

The first book of fiction Mr. Kipling has written

in seven years has recently been published. It is called

"A Diversity of Creatures," and if you have not al-

ready read it—for who has not?—it will be well worth

your while to do so. It sells for $1.50, net, in cloth,

and $1.75, net. in red leather.

AT YOUR BOOKSELLER'S

DOUBLED AY , PAGE & COMPANY
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

Running Water
y^>r/V& Suburban Home
Water under 50 lb. pressure for sprink-

ling the lawn, watering the garden, in

the garage, protecting the house and
buildings from fire—running water for

instant service wherever you want a
faucet, is the service you can insure about

your place when you install a "V & K."
The same system, the same installa-

tion gives you water under 50 lb. pres-

sure everywhere wanted in your house,
in the kitchen, the laundry, the bath-
room—hard and soft, hot and cold—

a

faithful, competent, tireless servant.

30c a month will pump many

thousands of gallons of water

Send for this free book

"The Modern Way" is the "V & K" catalogue.

It fully explains, illustrates and describes "V & K"
Water Supply Systems. It will enable you to

select the system that will fit your requirements.

Send for it to-day.

The Vaile-Kimes Co.
Dept. G Dayton, Ohio
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Atlantic Monthly Century
Scribner's * The Canadian

HOTELREbUWT'fic-TRAVEL'DEPARTMENT
IS07 - EVtRY MONT H IN Id — ' £

The New Country Life Field 8c Stream Harper's Red Book Review of Reviews

The Spur (twice a month) World's Work Fifteen Million Readers Monthly_ 11th YEAR
Write to these places and refer to WHERE-TO-GO, 8 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.

BOSTON MASS.
Ask us for travel information. Enclose Postage.

HOTEL PURITAN
300 CommonwfalthAvcBoston

kjV The atmosphere of this
Distinctive Boston House

is"~umque. Globe trotters call it one
of the worlds homelike and attractive
hotels. — Our booklet has a guide
to Boston and historic vicinity.

A special local booklet for motorists
Send for them. A.RCostello.Mgr

|
"V*" "TT"

NANTUCKET MASS.
SEA CLIFF INN AND COTTAGES
Nantucket Island, Mass. Every breeze an
ocean breeze. June 20 to Sept. 20. Send for
Illustrated booklet, " Quaint Nantucket."

MAINE
Hew brick THE Same alte

h»'<" MARSHALL HOUSE »8 'o

Finest on the Maine coast. 800 ft. of broad
cement verandas. Completo automatic sprinkler
equipment. Each room overlooks the ocean or
river. Bathing. Boating. Tennis. York Country
Club. 18 holes Golf. In a distinctive New England
resort on the State Highway, half way between

ton and Portland. Write to York Harbor. Me.

OLD ORCHARD HOUSCLD ORCHARD BEACH, Mb
One of the largest and best of Maine's famous
Hotels, located on high land overlooking the
finest beach in the world. Send for Booklet A.
Mrs. H. W. Staples. Pres. Walter Eecles. Mgr.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

HOTEL WENTWORTHtS^^l?:
On the motor road to White Mts. Charming
stop-over place going & coming. All facili-
ties for motorists. Overlooks ocean. Every-
thing to interest. Golf. Tennis. Dancing.
Riding. Trap & Rifle Shooting. Fishing.
Surf BMtllllg it Swimming Pool. Yachting.
Instructors, all sports. Write for Booklet B
to O. A. Judkins, Mgr., Portsmouth, N.H.

RHODE ISLAND

The Leading Hotel of

Block Island, Rhode Island

Where-to-go for August closes July 1st.
Magazines off the press July 29th, and
pulling for business all through August.

CANADA PLYMOUTH MASS.

MAYFLOWER INN
A/ND COTTAGES "

The Newest and most beauti-

'"-fully appointed resort hotel
C*"in New England. Every mod-

1^"%,. ern convenience and luxury,
inrlnHinq salt water baths, n™"

HOTEL PILGRIM
. AND BUNGALOWS
Operated five years under present manaqement.
Both hotels offer superior accommodations
at rates which are high enouqh to insure the

best in service and cuisme.-Every summer recrea-

tion.includinq perfect qolf. Season June to Oct
Both hotels. manaqement-P F Brine. PlymoulhJIass^

VERMONT
JLAJK.I: I> UNmoke hotel

A1VJB COTTA6ES
New Management. Golf. Tennis. Boating.
Fishinii.Hetirtof theOreen Mts. Hugh
J. McKinnon, Mgr., Lake Dunmore, Vt.

VIRGINIA

'Skyland'
- Many novel

features

The most unique and original resort in the
United States. Half way between the North
and the Smith, enjoying a large patronage from
New York, Philadelphia and the Southern
Cities.

A 20 acre vegetable garden. Herd of
tuberculin tested cows. Lambs. Chickens.
Eggs and Ducks from "Skyland's" own
{arm.

•

Dancing. Tennis. Horseback Riding. Swim-
ming Pool. 50 open fireplaces.
Most beautiful scenery anywhere east

of Colorado. Five hundred testimonials.

A beautiful 80 page booklet tells all about
it. Wtite for one to Proprietor G. F. Pollock,
SUyland. Page County, Virginia.

MOUNT CLEMENS MICH.
FOR RHEUMATISMTHE PARK

I Mount Clemens, Michigan

HORNELL n. y.

ll/liril II or in need of rest and
uUHrfl II I recuperation go to the
If IIUIl ILL. Steuben Sanitarium,
Hornell,N.Y. ICvery facility known tomed-
ical science at command. Free liooklet.

SEATTLE WASH.
HOTEL BUTLER ^7.
Cafe without peer. Center of things. Tsui fare 25c.

Rooms $1.00 up, with bath S2.00up. Home comforts
to the traveler. A. CHESHIRE MITCHELL. Mgr.

Our 11th year of world-wide service.
Strictly reliable and promoting the best.

MAINE

HOTEL MITCHELL, York
Beach. Me. Located on Ocean
Blvd. Country &seashore.Bath-
ing Fishing. Tennis. Booklet.

SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
Cabins. Dairy. Hennery. Gar-
den. Fishing. Hunting. Canoe-
ing. C.T.Bratten, Gerard, Me .

INLET CAMPS on SO. LAKE
16hrs. Pullman. Auto, Motor
boat fr Boston. Canoeing, Btg.

B'klt C H.Fras er.Gurette.Me.

Attcan Camps, Jaekman,Ble.
Fine fishing. Ruel Holden

York Camps. Rangeley. Me.
Elevn. 2.500ft. Fishing.Garage

NEW HAMPSHIRE

DIountLlvermorellotel. Hold-
er ness. N.H. Geo. E-Jcwell,Prp

The Pennington, Interlochen,
Mich. Adjoining State Park.

MASSACHUSETTS

ABERDEEN HALL
On Cape Cod. Distinctive Golf.

Boats. Bathg. Fislig Tennis.
Modern. Garage. Hyannis Mass

NEW SEA VIEW
OAK BLUFFS, MASS.
MARTHA'S VINEYAKD

On Ocean' s Edge. Booklet B.

These ads. appear in nearly
2.000.000 magazines monthly

CONNECTICUT

Wopowog
Lodge and Camps

On Lake Salmon. Tennis.bath-
ing, boating. Athletics in
bungalows of Hotel. Booklet.

Dr. F. G. Schwarz, East
Hampton. Connecticut.

FISHING
Black Bass and Maskinonge.

Sportiest in Canada.
OakOrchard, Peter! »oro,Gnt.

Peer* Ai.exa.nhek. Mgr.

Canada at a Glance
When timing your vacation,

time yourself to return via

Toronto durius the Canadian
National Exhibition, Augus t

26th to September 7th. The
World's larpest Annual Fair.

ROYAL JIUSKOKA Hotel on
famed Muskoka Lakes. Over
nijjht from anywhere viaBuf-
falo. Golf. Booklet "A," care
Rnyal Muskoka P.O.. Ontario.

^ th
RrnTe1ey Region RANGELEY LAKE HOUSE """^'^'Open'jnne First

One of Maine's best Inland resort hotels. No black flies or mosquitoes. Fine roads. Trout & Salmon Fishing. Golf <fc all sports on
our land. Boating. Bathing. Spring water. Cuisine unexcelled. Steamboat trip to White Mts. from our wharf. Write for booklet.

The Readers' Service gives information
about Dogs and Kennel Accessories

LYNN .

' MASS

Underground Garbage Receivers
The Sanitary Way to Store Garbage

ORDER NOW. Our truck wheels your barrels up or

down steps. Try our Spiral Ribbed Barrel. Send for our
catalogue on each. It will pay you. Sold direct.

Fourteen Years on the Market.
Look for our Trade Marks.

C. H. STEPHENSON, Mir., 26 Farrar St., Lynn, Mask

WE WANT YOU
to secure new subscribers to the World's Work, The New Country

Life and The Garden Magazine in your town. Your spare

time thus invested will be profitable; liberal commissions. Address

Circulation Dept.

Doubleday, Page & Company, Garden City, New York

HOYT'S NURSERIES,Ne
coNN.

an'

Large assortment of Ornamental Deciduous trees and Evergreens, all

sizes. Herbaceous Plants, Perennials, Roses, Hedge Plants; everything
to make the home grounds attractive. Deliveries by motor trucks, all

freshly dug stock. Sena"/or catalogue.

THE STEPHEN HOYT'S SONS CO., Inc.

Telephone 333 New Canaan, Conn.

Full weight—
Galvanized—

OHOd t
ofmg and Siding^iMtl^

,: - "IIISBURGI' v -

Roofing and Siding
Both farm and city propertyowners need to know
the absolute safety and service of metal roofing.
Apollo-Keystone Galvanized insures durability and satisfaction for

tt
all forms of sheet metal work, including Culverts, Tanks, Flumes, Spout- -

ing. Garages, etc. Sold by leading metal merchants. Keystone Copper
Steel is also unequaled for Roofing Tin Plates. Look for the Keystone
added below regular brands. Send for free "Better Buildings" booklet, j

AMERICAN SHEETANDTIN PLATE COMPANY, Frick Bids;., Pittsburzh, Pa. -

heard of. Last fall Mr. Vernay gave an exhibi

tion of tinsel pictures and published a booklet
about them, and it is from this that I have gath-l

ered most of my information.

During the second quarter of the nineteenth
century, a period of general decadence in artis-

tic matters, a few interesting things were pro-

duced, and among them were the quaint tinsel

pictures of the period. Portraits of royalties,]

soldiers, and famous actors and actresses, printed

from wooden blocks and sold by stationers—

;

"a penny plain and tuppence colored,"—found

a wide popular sale in England and America.
It became a fad with children and young people]

to glorify these prints with tinsel, and the art,

which flourished about 1820-40, reached a note-l

worthy development. The figures were dressed

up by cutting out and pasting on bits' of]

tinsel, colored silk, feathers, etc. The result,

if not high art, was at least interesting and

decorative.

Most of the prints bear the names of London
publishers—W. West, A. Park, and half a dozen

others. The most popular subjects were actors

and actresses in character, such as Charles Kean,

T. P. Cooke, Fanny Kemble, Madame Vestris,

Mrs. Siddons, and Wallack the elder. There|

were also sailors, soldiers, knights in armor and!

on horseback, saints, and public personages of

various sorts. Mr. Vernay had 216 of these

subjects listed which had been embellished

with tinsel.

Collectors will find these tinsel pictures no 1

without decorative value, historic associations!

and quaintness of character. Mr. Howelj

owns several of them, and they are not the least]

interesting things in his fascinating collection.

HELPING TO SOLVE THE RAT
PROBLEM

O RID stables, granaries, and othei

similar places of rats, we havi

tried many different devices, from

steel traps to poisoning, but the

simplest and best way to get them,

and by wholesale, that we found

and devised and used was to "catch them by the

barrel."

Not far from the feed chest, near which we gave

them a little feed free for a couple of nights,

thoroughly protecting the feed bins, etc., we put

a water tight barrel, minus the upper head. This

barrel was carefully filled with water to within

about a foot of the top. On the edge of the

barrel a very smooth shingle was pivoted so that it

would naturally tilt toward the outside, but when

the weight of the rat had gone beyond the pivot,

over the water, into the water the rat would have

to go, and the shingle would then mechanically

reset itself.

Immediately above the end of the shingle

which overhung the water was suspended a nice

bit of cheese, securely fastened, as an ever present

but never reachable lure. To prevent the vvatei

from showing, we scattered a few handfuls of

clover chaff, which would lie a long while on the

top of the water before becoming moistened, and

on this also we scattered a few grains of whole

corn, to add still further to the attractiveness of

the lure.

The effectiveness of this trap, if properly made

and kept up, and the approaches to it made easy,

is really wonderful. We have taken as many as

twenty dead rats from the barrel at a time. By

occasionally changing the water, and by also

keeping the enticing cheese smell on and around

the board, it will be a long time before it

ceases to gather them in, for when they once

strike the chaff they go under and are quickly

drowned, disappearing as if they had merely

slipped away.
D. Z. Evans.
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MARMON
34

Advanced Engineering

The wider scats, the deeper
sides MM the slanting wind-
shield are attractions that dis-

tinguish the New Series Mar-
mon 34. Its economical opera-
tion has America's approval.

One chassis for all types
of bodies; l)6-inch wheel -

base; 1100 pounds lighter.

NORDYKE & MARMON
COMPANY

IN DIANAPOLIS
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THE RHODODENDRON AS A
THERMOMETER
VERY curious fact has recently

been brought to light in connection
with the American rhododendron
(R. maximum). Close observation
of the plant during the winter time

^ has shown that the foliage gives a
remarkably accurate indication of the temper-

ature. When the air is comparatively warm,
that is above 50 degrees F., the leaves are

perfectly flat and very noticeably stretched up-

ward. When the thermometer falls to the fretvin<i

Inside and outside security

—

and "Yale"
npHE first step to real security is to put "Yale" on your outside

doors. Yale Cylinder Night Latches to reinforce doubtful

locks already on, or Yale Builders' Hardware for both decoration

and protection; and Yale Padlocks on your garage and stables and
cellar doors.

That is a step in the right direction. But the completely protected

home is the home that installs Yale Locks inside as well. Yale
Trunk Locks and Yale Cabinet Locks on cupboards and drawers
and other places that you want to make provably secure.

Get "Yale" throughout your house. Realize once and for all the

confidence that comes from living in the house that has the trade-

mark "Yale" on every lock and piece of builders' hardware. See
your hardware dealer today.

Yale Products always bear the trade-mark " Yale." They
are made by the makers of the famous Yale Chain Block.

The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.
9 East 40th Street New York City

Chicago Office:

77 East Lake Street
Canadian Yale & Towne Ltd.

St. Catharines,Ont.

TRADE ^% MARK

II.UIIIIIMIIIIHiff m

Water, Water Everywhere
house, garden, parage and barns. What a comfort! Plenty
to drink, plenty to make the war garden produce its full

quota of fresh, war winning vegetables, plenty for every
conceivable use.

An abundant supply of running water at the country home
is not an expensive luxury. It is just as necessary to health,

comfort and safely as running water in the city. And it can
be obtained easily and inexpensively by installing a Cald-
well Cypress Tank and Steel Tower.
This equipment assurer you a continuous supply of pure
running water, summeiTind winter, always under good pres-

sure and always dependable. A constant safeguard against

fire. Reduces insurance rates. Sturdy, durable and attrac-

tive in appearance. Caldwell Tanks and Towers are erected

anywhere. If you are not equipped, you are missing much
of the real enjoyment of a country home.

Send for Catalogue

W. E. CALDWELL CO.
Incorporated

221© Itrook Street
Louisville, Kentucky

Protect your home forever-

American* Ideal?
il Radiators ^IBoilers

AMERICANRADIATOR COMPANY , Chicago

Sendfor catalogue
"Ideal Heating"

IBOILERS to Dept. 25

Protect the Growing Things
Now while they are at their best, is the time to give

them the necessary protection that preserves their beauty
and lengthens their life. Guard them with

FENCES, BED-GUARDS
trellises, tree guards, etc. Made of extra heavy steel

wires held tightly together by patented steel clamps.
Heavily galvanized AFTER making, which prevents
rust.

stsk your hard-fare dealer. Write us/or catalogue A

When the air is comparatively warm, the rhododendron leaves

become flat and stretch upward

When the thermometer reaches zero the leaves turn downward

and roll up entirely

When the cold relaxes, even for a few hours, the rhododendron

leaves note the change of atmosphere

point the borders of the leaves curl downward.

As the degree of cold increases, this tendency

becomes more and more pronounced until, with

the reaching of the zero point, the foliage is

rolled up altogether. When the cold relaxes,

even for a few hours, the foliage changes its

manner of bearing. Certain color variations also

take place. During mild weather the foliage of

the rhododendron is a bright green shade, but

as the cold increases the color becomes deepei

and deeper. With the thermometer at zero

the foliage is very nearly black. A study of

the bearing and color of the leaves of the rho-

dodendron makes it possible to discover the

apDroximate temperature at any time.

S. Leonard Bastin.
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GARDEN FOUNTAINS
STATUARY

ENTRANCE GATES
RAILINGS

LAMP POSTS_ LANTERNS
Send for Pesqtns and Catalogue*

THE J. L MOTT IRON WORKS
Ornamental Department

Fifth Avenue end 17th Street

New York

if PAGE'S^ CHINA ^CEMENT
STANDS HOT AND COLD WATER

\Rudyard ' s a passionate Ally.

Ar. ;. Read his great poem,
opting .«France/ . in ,.Francc

at War," a rxmk of his experiences at

the front. This volume should not

be confused with Kipling's new hook

of short stories, his first in seven years.

PuShsheJ by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City. New York]

Keep Your

War Garden
at work this summer

producing Vegetables for fall and
winter use. Many of these are sown
during July and August. Our new

Midsummer Catalogue

will advise you on the subject and tell the
best varieties to plant. It also offers Celery
and Cabbage Plants, seasonable Flower
Seeds, Farm Seeds for Summer sowing.
Potted Plants of Roses, Hardy Peren-
nials, Shrubbery which may be set out
during the summer. Decorative Plants,
etc. Also a choice selection of Strawberry
Plants, pot grown, which will give a full
crop next year.

Write for a free copy and kindly mention
this publication.

HENRY A. DREER
714-716 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

A fen
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*? is no better than
horaqe

ANCHOR POST
LAWN FENCES

NO FENCE will stay permanently attractive and keep its

alignment unless the posts are of proper weight and strength

and are securely anchored. Twenty-five years' service has
proven that the Anchor Post form of Anchorage with its diagonally
driven anchor stakes holds the post permanently immovable.

In Anchor Post Fences and Gates each part is specially de-

signed for the use to which it is put. Correct proportions, superior

mechanical design and workmanship and an experience of over a

quarter of a century combine to make them the standard by which
all others are judged. Thousands of installations are evidence of

their durability.

Catalog C-51, showing Fences and Gates of many kinds and also Tennis
Courts, Poultry Runs and other enclosures,will be gladly mailed upon request

ANCHOR POST IRON WORKS
General Offices: 167 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

BOSTON
79 Milk Street

PHILADELPHIA
Real Estate Trust Building

BRANCHES:
HARTFORD, CT.

902 Main Street

CLEVELAND
Guardian Building

ATLANTA
Empire Building
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^WLn it

comes to
Greenhouses
come ±0

Hitcliin^s & Co,
Send for catalogue

NEW YORK BOSTON
1170 Broadway 49 Federal St.
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Marion C. Taylor

THE purpose of this department, conducted by
Country Life's Readers' Service, is to give in-

formation ofany sort regarding country clothes.

It will gladly furnish the names and addresses of
establishments where correct country clothes may
be found, as well as those from which the clothes

in the accompanying articles are chosen.
Write, telephone, or consult Miss Taylor per-

sonally on country clothes problems. •

COUNTRY LIFE
120 West 32nd Street New York City

Untrimmed suit offered in a variety of fabrics. Hat of
same fabric with grosgrain ribbon band in contrasting shade.
Abercrombie & Fitch

IS
IT because of the increasingly active life

we lead to-day that there are no longer

any very definite "seasons" for the as-

sembling of a wardrobe? Is it because we seem-
ingly never know to-day just what the demands
of to-morrow will be? Or does it work the other
way round, and does the modern woman pur-

chase her clothes from month to month, as she
needs them, because the shops offer new and
tempting merchandise at every season?
Whatever the reason is, the tendency to-day

is certainly away from the old method of a shop-
ping debauch at the commencement of each
season, when one descended upon dressmakers,
milliners, tailors, and shops in general and pur-

chased at one fell swoop one's entire spring and
most of one's summer wardrobe, and then en-

dured perfect agonies of fittings.

To-day one purchases the nucleus of a ward-
robe quite early and then fills in, so to speak, as

the season advances, and this filling in is really

quite the most fun of all, for in this way only is

one able to take advantage of the last minute
thoughts of the designer.

Thus July first, in bygone years a time when
shops in general went intc a period of linen cov-

Camel's hair, or vicuna coat for country wear
Abercrombie & Fitch

ers, down-pulled shades and vacations, finds

workrooms busy turning out the sheerest of hot

weather clothes and the first of the mountain
things, which always hint, be it ever so gently,

of the things to come in the autumn.

AUTUMN DESIGNS FOR MOUNTAIN WEAR
One of the leading New York sporting goods

houses which has specialized for years on out-

door clothes for women has designed, for moun-
tain wear and general early autumn country

use, several most interesting coats and suits.

Their designs generally "grow," so to speak,

in the most logical manner; being nothing so

much as an anticipation of a demand from their

customers, a "sensing" one might call it of the

wants of the forthcoming season. Thus the

figure in the centre above shows one of their

recent models in a camel's hair, or vicuna coat.

Camel's hair coats are what one might term a

staple in the wardrobe of the sportswoman, but

after one has worn the usual belted models season

after season, a loose, simple coat of this character

is a most welcome change. Cut after a masculine

pattern, it flares a bit in back where it has a single

deep vertical tuck or fold to accentuate the centre

Suit for hard mountain use, hunting, tramping, etc.

Abercrombie & Fitch

seam. It is of a most sensible length for general

country use and succeeds in being both distin-

guished and correct.

A soft collapsible leather hat to match may be

ordered in suede or in duvetyn, the vicuna being

too heavy for the purpose.

THE ART OF CHOOSING THE COUNTRY SUIT

Country s-'ts, as has been stated before in

these column;, are really the backbone of the

country wardrobe, but because they are of neces-

sity a thing so sensible and so practical as a

backbone, is no earthly reason why they should

be commonplace. Unfortunately the general

run of them fall into this class or go to the other

extreme and are actually loud.

The latter need little comment, we all know

them; they are marked by eccentricities that

have neither rhyme nor reason and their colors

fight a battle that seems to have no end. But

the former, while one cannot seriously quarrt!

with their general unobtrusiveness, are real!

quite as bad in their way—so drab, so usual, that

one can describe them blindfold. There are the

two pockets on the coat, sometimes four, with

their buttons, the inevitable belt worn neither
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BONWIT TELLER &.CO.

FIFTH AVENUE AT 38 TH'sTREET NEW YORK.

Individualized 'Types in

COUNTRY CLOTHE

for WOMEN and MISSES

Exclusive models and fabrics for

country wear in suits of hand

loomed tweeds and hand woven

Canadian homespuns. Tweed
capes, leather coats and jackets,

waistcoats, Roman striped sleeve-

less jackets and many other original

ideas in apparel for the country

gentlewoman.
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loose nor tight, generally more buttons down the

front of the skirt and two more pockets (whatever

one is supposed to put in all those pockets) and a

general air of dullness and ill fit that surely has

nothing to do with the purpose for which they

are intended.

How different from the well-chosen country

suit, with clean cut, trim lines and absence of

all but the most necessary trimming, quite like

a small boat ready for a stiff breeze.

One need not choose a drab color, a dull hard

gray, or a difficult mustard brown if those colors

are unbecoming. One can get equal service and

a far better effect out of a cool, deep green or a

soft, dull blue. Gray, mustard, and similar shades

are meant for certain types of women who need

the contrast they give, but there is no excuse for

so general a jinisuse of such trying shades as

one sees on every hand.

Then in the style of a suit, if a belt is becoming,

by all means do not pass it by because it is com-
monplace, but wear it as if it belonged to you.

Wear it either pulled tightly to fit the waistline,

or frankly loose to give a boyish box coat effect,

but do not wear it just between the two or it

will surely look as if it still hung in the shop and

was nobody's property. Have the shoulders flat

as shoulders can be, and snug, and by all means
treaTthe sleeves like the belt; if they are meant

to fit have them do

it; and if they are to

be really
loose—and
loose
sleeves are

a rarity on

a country

s u it—b e

they aresure that

frankly loose

Swimming
suit with
white jersey
piping and
sash in heavy
silk jersey
with white
lining, $20.
Cap, of color-

ed and white
rubber, 60
cents

the figure.

THE CHIC WHICH
LIES IN SIMPLICITY

Many women who
realize the extreme
chic which lies in well-

'/>fi
1

>v
fitted suits of the

most austere simpli-

city have chosen a

model of the type

shown at the left of

page 82 which must
be beautifully cut and
fitted to achieve dis-

tinction, but granting

this, succeeds in ex-

pressing a sportsman-

like quality difficult

to improve upon.

It has no trimming
but two unobtrusive

and very necessary

pockets on the coat,

which has the true

semi-fitted lines that

suggest the curves of
Every detail has been

most carefully watched, the width
of the collar, the revers, the cuffs,

and the straight hanging skirt which
has, contrary to its appearance,

ample space for comfort. The suit

is offered in a variety of fabrics

that are English in character and
are as scarce as can be to-day

—

herringbone effects, tweeds, home-
spuns, and the like, in patterns that
one usually associates with men's
custom tailored country suits. Bone
buttons are used, of course, and the

workmanship is of the best, partic-

ular care being given to the fit of

the shoulders.

A suit of this character is as smart
as can be for long distance traveling,

may be worn into town, and is the

best possible choice for inclement

weather the year round. But again

let it be said, that to take away
from such a suit one of its very
necessary attributes of ctft, fit, or
material is to ruin it completely
and to make it hopelessly dowdy.
Very English in effect but growing

in favor each season is the tiny hat

of the fabric of the suit, which of

course is only suited to country or

Fine organdie model, $15.
Hat with organdie crown, en-
circled by a patent leather
band, $15

Slip-on model in heavywhite
silk with narrow collar, $20.
Hat of colored leghorn with a
soft sash of colored crepe,
$15

motor use, but if carefully chosen of a becoming
shape is decidedly smart. The one in the ac-

companying sketch has a grosgrain ribbon band
in a contrasting shade as its only trimming.

THE NEWEST HUNTING SUIT

For actual hard mountain use, for hunting
and tramping the suit shown at the right of

page 82 has been especially designed. It has
an extra long coat, an extra short skirt, and
very interesting breeches which end in a band and
fasten with buttons below the knee like golf

breeches. The coat is cut to give plenty of

swing to the arms and has very deep pockets and
a narrow belt of the material. When the skirt

is worn, just the band on the breeches shows be-

low it. The material in which it is shown is an
imported tweed, particularly effective in a real

hunter's green, deep and soft in tone. The hat

is made to match it with a stitched brim and
high laced hunting boots in an oiled leather are a

very necessary adjunct.

MADE-TO-ORDER FROCKS AT READY MADE
PRICES

Merchandise which owes its place in an estab-

lishment to a genuine demand, which is designed
to fill a real want, is practically sure of its success
even before it appears. The public have only
to discover its whereabouts.
The three summer frocks shown in the center,

below, are illustrations of the soundness of
this theory and are three of a most interesting

collection of clothes definitely developed in re-

sponse to two recognized wants of customers

—

one for simple, unpretentious but chic youthful
clothes suitable in the various styles for girls

from twelve or fourteen up to women of any age,

to whom such styles are becoming, at a reason-
able price; and second, to a demand for clothes

made to one's measure at less than the usual
dressmaker's prices, clothes which one might see

and choose from and then purchase without any
alterations being necessary.

That such demands exist is all too well known;
that they have been very largely solved is daily

becoming more evident. The shop in question,

so often a pioneer in movements of this charac-

ter, has the cooperation of a really brilliant

designer who seems to have perfect understand-
ing of, and to be in complete sympathy with,

the elusive spirit of youthful clothes, a spirit

perhaps the most difficult in all clothes problems
to translate into concrete terms.

But she has caught tht buoyancy of youth
in materials chosen,

which are always of

the best quality, often

of unexpected charac-

ter, and always of less

common colors, and in

the designs which seem
wholly original and are

always entirely suited

to the character of
materials used. Com-
plete measurements are

taken, one chooses
one's color, and in a
week or ten days' time
the frock is delivered,

made to measure.
The collection is

most complete, em-
bracing the simplest

practical street frocks

with always just a
touch of the original

about them. Tub
frocks like the Swiss
one at the right of the
illustration, with its

quaint organdie ruch-
ings, or the ultra smart
handkerchief linen one
in the middle, which
grew originally from a

blouse of
French in-

spiration,
to the love-

1 i e s t of
Satin bathing suit with

narrow collar, sash, and diag-

onal trimming of a matching
taffeta, $22.50. Rubber tam
o'shanter, with lattice design

head band, 75 cents

Three summer frocks made to measure. Prices, reading from left to right, $59, $55, and $35.

Hats $17.50 and $18.

filmyafter-

noon and
evening
frocks o<f

tulles,nets,

and similar youthful fabrics.

At the left of the drawing is one

of the most beautiful things that

have been designed for midsummer,
a heavy quality of white georgette

crepe has been fashioned into a

knife-plaited skirt which is made on

a top under-blouse in order to hang

properly; over it is worn a modi-

fication of a middy blouse which is

tied about the waist with a soft, wide

sash of the material. The collar is

square in back, and a piping at the

top of the hem of the blouse gives

the effect of being turned back. It

is hard to imagine a simpler, cooler

midsummer daytime frock or one

with more charm. It may be order-

ed in flesh as well

The centre dress has serr-coveied

buttons and black grosgrain ribbon

at wrist and collar. It is shown in

white, gray, and mauve handkerchief

linen and may be ordered in flesh

or light blue. There are certain

tall, slender girls and women who look
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GOWNS SUITS

WRAPS, COATS

SUMMER FURS

Your "Winter" Garden
On the Pantry Shelves

"Empty Jars are Slackers!"

A clear, concise and thoroughly practical presen-

tation of every stage of the various processes of

preserving food. It describes each operation

simply and in such detail that any one trying for

the first time to preserve garden products will be

able to proceed from A to Z without mishap. Be-

side the canning of all fruits and vegetables (des-

cribed in alphabetical order) the author takes up
canning in honey—a new subject—and drying.

This is the book for the beginner, while the expert,

always on the lookout for new ideas, will find it

especially valuable for the many new ideas, picked

up from thousands of experimenters.

Home Canning

Drying and Preserving
By A. LOUISE ANDREA

Net, $1.25

Doubleday, Page & Company, Garden City, New York

The Broadmoor: built of stone, steel and concrete; naturally it i» fireproof

Colorado l^ow Offers
What Europe Alone Could Boast Before

THERE are those of us who have sought
the solace of Nature's handiwork

(sysi throughout the fapflung reaches of the globe.

T Switzerland, Italy and old Granada have

ei, wooed our passing fancy as we lingered on
v the gipsy trail.

j
C, But the mute majesty of Colorado'ssnow
peaked Rockies, the plashing melodies of her

9 rivulets, and her air like filtered sunshine

lure us ever and anon.

C, Its facade fronting beautiful Colorado
Springs—its spacious wings flanked by pine'

clad hills

—

The. Broadmoor is set like an
amethyst in a crown ofvari'tinted mountains.

C At The Broadmoor, one may best

pamper whatever vacation whim: be it golf

—here are America's choicest courses; does

one ride—here are saddle stables; fly fishing

—here are quarrelsome mountain streams

that teem with rising trout; here is boating,

tennis, a swimming pool, open air sleeping,

al fresco dining, a little theatre.

C. To The Broadmoor come the epicures

of travel. They have found in America, at

The Broadmoor of Colorado Springs, an
inexhaustible wealth of scenic splendor,

healthful recreation, and associations of re
finement that no single European spa has

ever offered. Open all the year.

^BROADMOOR
COLORADO SPRINGS

Write for illustrated booklet.
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TOWNSENDS'
TRIPLEX

The Public is warned not to

purchase mowers infringing the

Townscnd Patent No. 1 , 209, 519,

Dec. 19. 1916.

The Greatest Grass-

cutter on Earth, cuts a

Swath 86 inches wide.

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO.
16 Central Ave., Orange, N. J.

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, the

TRIPLEX MOWER will mow more lawn in a day

than the best motor mower ever made, cut it better

and at a fraction of the cost.

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, it will

mow more lawn in a day than any three ordinary

horsedrawn mowers with three horses and three men.

Floats over the uneven ground as a ship rides the

waves. One mower may be climbing a knoll, the

second skimming a level and the third paring a hollow.

Does not smash the grass to earth and plaster it in the

mud in springtime nor crush out its life between
hot rollers and hard hot ground in summer as does
the motor mower.

Send for Catalogue illustrating all types of TOWNSEND MOWERS

High Praise—
And Well Deserved

Rebecca West's remarkable story of the

war, entitled "The Return of the Soldier,"

has received the most distinguished com-

mendation of any book of fiction published

in America this year. H. G. Wells says it

is the most interesting thing he has read in

a long time. Gilman Hall, in a review of

several thousand words in The North

American Review, says it is an authentic

work of genius. The New Republic says

it is "like a golden cup of some best period."

The New York Sun says "Miss West has

told a superb story tersely and beautifully."

The Chicago Tribune says it is "so faithful

in its realism, yet so touched with the

higher issues of life as to stand almost

alone among stories of the war for beauty

and terror and truth." And to the same

effect speak The Dial, The New York Mail,

The Independent, Reedy's Mirror, and so

on and on. "The Return of the Soldier"

is illustrated by Norman Price, is published

by the Century Co., New York and is sold

by all booksellers for $1.00.

The Readers' Service will help solve

your building problems. Send us
your questions and difficult points.

*Sure insect Killer
THE use of Imp Soap Spray on fruit trees,

garden truck, ornamental trees, shrubs, etc.,

will positively destroy all insect pests and larva

deposits. Quite harmless to vegetation. Used in

country's biggest orchards and estates. Very
economical —one gal. Imp Soap Spray makes
from 25 to 40 gals, effective solution. Directions
on can. Qt., 55c. ; Gal ., $1 .90 ; 5 Gals., $8.50.
F.O.B. Boston. Genuine can has Ivy leaf trade
mark. Your money. back if Imp Soap Spray
doesn't do as claimed. Order direct if your
dealer can't supply.

F. E. ATTEAUX & CO., Props.
Eastern Chemical Co. BOSTON, MASS.

ILLETT'S
Hardy Ferns and Flowers

For Dark, Shady Places

Plant your native ferns, plants and bulbs— NOW. It is not too late to get good results^^^^^ if you do your planting immediately.
Send for descriptive catalogue of over 80 pages. It's FREE.
EDWARD GILLETT 5 Main Street, Southwick, Mass.

If"
FLOOR VARNISH

Are You Building?
If so, "My Home"—a handsomely illustrated

book which gives healthful hints on interior finish-

ing and color schemes, will be sent free on request

to its publishers, the well-known Varnish makers:

PRATT & LAMBERT-INC.
113 Tonawanda St. Buffalo, N. Y.

HODGSON Portable
HOUSES

How many times have you wished you owned a bungalow in the
country where the glorious fresh air and sunlight are not contaminated
by the dirt and dust of the city ? Your wish can be easily realized. Buy
a small house on the Hodgson plan. Select the house you want from
our illustrated catalogue. Wethen build it at our factory and ship it to you
in sections all ready to put up. No trouble. No dirt. No extra ex-
pense. The great outdoors is calling you to health and happiness.
Answer by sending for catalogue.

E. F. HODGSON COMPANY
Room 201, 116 Washington Street, Boston, Mass. 6 Eut 39th Street, New York City

their best in a severe tailored dress of this char-

acter, but its austerity is not suited to all types.

NOVELTIES IN MIDSUMMER MILLINERY

To wear with it the French millinery depart-

ment in the same establishment have designed the

hat shown in the drawing, its brim of organdie

to match the dress in color, if one chooses, with

an embroidered organdie down-turned edge, its

crown of black velvet with a varicolored bunch
of field flowers as its trimming, and an all hand-

kerchief linen one with a shirring and then a

plaiting edging the brim on top, and a bow of

the linen tied about the crown. It may be had
in any of the lovely tones in which handkerchief

linen comes, and is a perfect accompaniment
to such a frock as the one with which it is

shown.

When one sees a Swiss dress of this character

one wonders at once why there are not more of

them shown, for their charm has endured through

generations, and yet they are seldom seen. This

one needs little description, its fichu ties in front

and is of organdie like its belt.

SMART AND PRACTICAL BATHING SUITS

Bathing suits are noticeably more practical

in design each season and more diversified in

color. The gay colors such as scarlet combined

with dark blue, vivid greens, etc., are generally

left to young girls; but the soft tones of blue,

the darker greens, and such tones as violet and

purple are far more generally worn than ever be-

fore. It wasn't so many years ago that the

sleeveless bathing suit was severely frowned upon,

but common sense has changed all this, and since

it is admittedly the only comfortable suit for

swimming, it seems to be here to stay. The suit

shown at left of page 84 is a recent design for a

swimming suit that is well thought out. The
white satin piping gives a pretty touch and the

idea is further carried out in the white lining of

the sash, which is in this case heavy silk jersey

to match the suit, which comes in black, blue, or

green.

The second suit, while perfectly comfortable

for swimming, is not an out and out swimming
suit. It is of satin with bias folds on the skirt

and a narrow shawl collar of a matching taffeta.

The wide belt is a becoming feature and its

general air of being a frock is a happy

thought.

THE PROBLEM OF THE COUNTRY SHIRT

Country shirts are like sweaters, "many are

called but few are chosen," and these few show

almost always a bit of novelty without running

to any extremes. Many women hesitate to

spend on their shirts the money asked by first

class shops for their smartest models, feeling it

an unnecessary extravagance; but shirts are like

hats, a first glance reveals no great difference

between a good hat and its inferior copy at a

quarter the price, but put them both on and no

further argument is needed. One is perfectly

done, of the best materials available, the angle

of the brim just right; the other is but its imita-

tion, with some of its faults hidden but its materi-

als and its workmanship proclaiming the "differ-

ence at once. And if one once wears a really

good shirt, the difference is realized at once.

A woman's shirt is really quite like a man's

—

unless it is irreproachable it is bad; and the

wearing qualities of good linen, crepe de Chine,

pussy willow, or similar fabrics need not be

dwelt upon.

Shown are two models each the exclusive de-

sign of a shop. The first, shown at upper left of

page 84, answers the demand for a cool shirt, being

of a fine organdie tucked in a crossbarred design-

The second a slip-on shirt which is shown at the

right of same page in a heavy white habutai

silk and in a beautiful quality of satin. Its

pretty, narrow collar, and its cuffs are edged with

a cording of the silk and its buttonholes are

piped.

Both hats are leghorn, which is not usual for

this purpose. The one at the left has a cross-

barred organdie crown, encircled by a patent

leather band which also edges the brim. I he

other at the right is faced with a colored leghorn

and has a soft sash of colored crepe draped about

the crown.
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Hot Water for Your
( Country I Ionic

DON'T forego tha comforts ol

ci\ ili/..»tioti just because you live

in the country. Kquip your home or

camp with a

NEW PERFECTION
KEROSENE WATER HEATER

which any cood plumber can connect

at small expense to your circulating

water swrm. Hot running WUCf
whenex er you want to heat it—without

the bother of tiring up a range or

furnace.

The New Prrfretinn ilocs the same work
is a £us hr.iter at about one-third the aver-

age fuel cost for artitiei.il Simple, ilur-

hle, safe— nothing to pet out of order.

M.ule in three-burner and one-burner siies.

Thousands in use.

With a New Perfection Oil Cook Stove

and this water heater, your kitchen is com-
pletely equipped—summer or winter—and
you are independent of the coal or wood
range with ail its dirt and drudgery.

Write for Iree catalogue describing New Perfection oil-

barmuf Jetice*.

DEALERS NOTE: Tbi« new busmen will intercut iu
fctrrs. p.umbers and hardware dealers. Write for detail*.

THE CLEVELAND METAL
PRODUCTS COMPANY

7148 Piatt Avenue Cleveland, Ohio

5HOTOGRAPHS
W the New Forests, England. Beautiful

andscapes. Sunsets, Moonlight Views.
iypsy and Nature Life, and almost every

ibject you can think of, for advertising

id publishing purposes.

Illustration Department.

jKXJBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
120 West 32nd Street, New York City

REO-DIPT
STAINED SHINGLES

:or Roofs and Side Walls
17 Grades, 16-18-24-inch, 30 Colors

Creosoted, stained, bundled.

O-DIPT COMPANY, Inc.
NORTH TON AWANDA, N. Y.

Factory in Chicago for West.

LOOKTHESE BOOKS UP
Worrying Won't Win

By Montague Glass

Author of "Potash and Pcrlmutler"

AIwiivm on the spot wild rxjwrl iiilviiv find foirimriil iilwnyn lulling the

ii. nl i ij'lii on llir lii'iid AIm' iiml MiiwrtisH in wnr lime fire more cfilcrtiiiiiin«

than ever. In llirir iiiimiliililr Kiiriiicnl Iridic jnrj<<iii, I hey discuss Fiimm in^

the War. On the Front I'iikc and Oir. Soa|) Iloxi-r* find I'rwc I'Vllcr*, lloovi-r-

i/.iiiK tin- Ovorhrnil. Forfif/fi A fFairs, and many oilier lopies of riirrent inlcr-

cal. If you wiuil a I I I hat liulilili-s over with fun and humor a book I hat

him nu linden iirn-nl of sound common sense, yo lo I lie nearesl bookstore and
ask for this new book with a IjiiikIi on every page.

The Confessions of the

Czarina
By Count Paul Vasslll

Wn« the Ctarina really m..d? Did she net nn a German «|>v?

Why did «hc marry I he friar? Did die have any real fricmW
There line who know, ('mini I'nul Vnuili i>( the RuaaUn
nohihly. Ami in Ihia remarkable book hr haa Inld the truth

about what haa for years Im^-ii merely court goMip.

$2.00

Outwitting the Hun

Illustrated. Post 8vo, Cloth $1.50

I The Girl

In His House
By Harold MacGrath

Fnr six years In* had traveled in distant lands, brooding be-

cause llir woman lie loved —or thought he did— I >
>

• 1 married
some one elite. One day he saw h tiny notice in a ncw*papcr
thnt writ him bark thirteen thousand miles to his old home.
Thin is it story of a man with money, a woman with a pant, and

n fairy of a girl wluwc erratic fallirr nu .
- - t f .«

> I
- business

up so (hat wovrn in with a charming romance you have a tale

that it full of mystery and » riven I tire.

Illustrated. Post 800. Cloth, $1.25

By Lieut. Pat O'Brien, R. F. C A Flying Fighter
The Hun rnuMn't h<.ld 'I,, . Chicago boy! From H.000 feet

in the air hr had iiwtrled ilown into their ramp, wounded, hclp-

Their train wm rushing him to the prison mmp nt %1 mile*

an hour. Me was woumled. shaky, ink. The (*rrman guard
sat him with gun loaded ami ready to iihont. And from
this he c«ai>rd.
No wonder audiences listen hrcullilrssly to his story all over

the flitted Stale*. YOf run read it now, for he has told it

in hit new lunik.

Illustrated. St.50

Gaslight Sonatas
By Fannie Hurst

" In' (fanlight "sonatas' tire «rvrn of I he inimitable short stories

nf hunihle life in New York whieh have brought fame and
innumerable rentier* to Fannie Hurtt. SomelMwIy railed Mits
Hurt! rerenlly an Anierienn Dirken*. She in better than that.

She i.« herself."— .V#ir York World.

Frontispiece. Post 800. Cloth. $1 .40

Kha»\i Edition for the Soldier, $1 AO

The Real Front
By Arthur Hunt Chute

I^earn to know the front as it is! The front formed of men
who have hern through every staKe of the K»nie and are at last

up aifiiinst the great I*nknown! Learn how they feel and Hunk
how little kindnesses are appreciated to the full, how the spuri-

oiih fnlU away under the burninK fire of the guns and men begin
to realize und understand tin* deeper things of war -those inner
things that will remain when mere events have been forgotten.

$1.50

The Source
By Clarence Budington Kelland
The story of a man who saw the way to serve his country at

the source, who fought her enemies in the woods of Vermont.
The hero of this new story had never found the right place for

the energy stored up within him. until he was dropped oown in a

New England lumber camp. Here patriotism and a man's
love started to make a man of him.

Frontispiece; SI .40

The ManWho Survived
By Camille Marbo

Translated from the French by Frank. H- Potter

This story, by the wife of a distinguished Frcm hnsa is re-

markable even without the wartime baekground and unfolds a

situation as novel and convincing as that of .Ickyl and Hyde.
It, too, is the story of a dual personality.

Post 800. Cloth. $1.25

War Gardens
By Montague Free

Head Gardener, Botanical Gardens, Brooklyn

This is essentially a practical book, designed to help those who
desire to raise their own vegetables and states simply and clearly

the ways and means necessary to obtain the largest returns

from small plots of land. The author of "War Gardens" has

had much exiierience with backyard and vacant-lot gardens.

Besides being head gardener at the Botanical Gardens in Brook-

lyn, he was trained at the famous Kew Gardens in London,

England.
!6mo. Cloth, 50 cents

By Lieut. E. M. Roberts, R. F. C.
There lay llie Huns, huddled, menacing—and over them

*woo|trd the fnst plane, dropping death. Shells burst around
the bird man —he wiw hit— hit again—his pilot wounded—and
still he drove on. What was the outcome/ K>nd this hook.
Roberts hat lieen gassed and wounded anil shell-shocked; he
was brought down from the air four times in four day* by the
fiermans. He has volumes to tell and has packed it afl into
one gorgeous, vivid, thrilling hook.

Illustrated. SI .50

My Boy in Khaki
By Delia Thompson Lutes

The heart -story of an American mother, whose only son is in

the army—"Somewhere in France." The ln»ok is certain to
reach and comfort and inspire thousands of mothers whose
hearts are sore with the struggle between Love of Son and Love
of Country; to bring to each real help in gaining victory over
self and vision of what the man-child she has l>orne and nurtured
ran he and must Ik* in the world's Battle for Freedom.

Post8co. $1.00

The Yellow Dog
» By Henry Irving Dodge

This story is a prescription for people suffering from doubt

—

the Government distemper! A hit between the eyes for those
who are not in the fight for democracy with all their might

—

aimed at whining, back-biting, sneaking, cowardly, pro-Ger-
mans, bad American citizens. A corking story to boot.

50 cents, paper 25 cents

The Panama Plot
By Arthur B. Reeve

"The Panama Plot" is another of the Craig Kennedy detec-
tive stories, a statement which is sufficient to commend it to a
multitude of readers as a work of much ingenuity, dramatic
action, suspense, surprise, and unfailing interest."—AVir York
Tribune.

Post 8vo, Cloth, $1.40

Mimi
By J. U. Giesy

An idyl of the I-atin Quarter. There is the sunshine of the

happy life in Pans clouded by the call to war. Mimi left be*
hind, exposed to uncertainties and dangers, tights her own bat*
tie against cruel odds, but the Quarter gives her generous friends.

At length her soldier returns and the story closes with a paean
of love fulfilled.

Post, 75 cents.

Food and Freedom
A Household Book

By Mabel Dulon Purdy
A book which has been prepared for the patriotic American

woman who would serve her country in the home while her

men, serve it on the battlefield.

In addition to the carefully selected housekeeping facts there

are one hundred best recipes, scientifically recorded, whieh have
been thoroughly tested by the author in her own home for their

economy. ease of preparation, food value, and artistic excel-

lence.

Illustrations, !6mo. Cloth. $1.00

Harper & Brothers Established 1817 New York
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HOME COMFORTS in an AUTOMOBILE
By K. H. HAMILTON

'HILE nations have been waging war
one against the other, the minds of

inventors have been busily engaged,

working out various ideas. One
of these has been the development
of an army motor car which the

necessities of war has created. It is a roadster

but recently placed upon the market and is the

Eroduct of a few foreign ideas improved upon

y American genius. What is good for the men
of the army is equally good for those out of it,

and they now have at their disposal a car com-
plete with every convenience that most modern
homes possess.

The complete equipment includes tent, two
folding chairs, bed for two persons, cooking

utensils, perfect table service, fireless cooker,

stove, camp grate, refrigerator, hot water tank

and service pipes, toilet tent and lavatory

with running water, ice water tank, electric

lights, and numerous other articles found in

the home of comfort.

In a few minutes, tent and equipment is neatly

disposed of within the road-

ster itself, as all equipment
is self contained in the car,

packed completely out of

sight. The car itself in

appearance is rather dis-

tinctive looking, and has

the smartness of many more
expensive roadsters. Its

power performance is said

to be excellent.

The shelter for the night,

as well as day, is made of

Egyptian water-proof cloth,

light in weight and of ex-

ceptional quality. You may
be able to hear the pesky
mosquitoes hum, but they
won't sting you, as all win-

dows are proof against this

annoyance. Especially at-

tractive is the cooking out-

fit designed and made to

grace the kitchen of a model
housekeeper. Pan handles

are detachable; there are

Rear of the car showing construction of the bed frame,

which slides out from the floor of the car and is supported in

place by folding legs

The car is in effect a complete traveling home for two people, providing everything that modern ideas have come to

consider necessary for man's comfort and continued well being

twenty-five articles in all, which neatly rust in ;

canvas bag. Besides the regular cooking stove

a solid alcohol cooker, with folding handles, is fur-

nished. Hot water is heated from the engine's ex

haust, and the tank is located under the front seat

A comfortable bed is a thing greatly to bi

desired, not only in an automobile but out of ii

as well. A bed frame so constructed that ii

slides from the floor of the car proper to the reai

results in a full sized bed furnished with a foldint

mattress sufficiently soft to insure untroubled
sleep. There are sheets, blankets, pillow cases

in fact everything one could desire for comfort
In five minutes' time all paraphernalia can be

packed into its compartments for traveling.

The casual observer might think that thi

tank at the rear is the usual gasolene tank

But it is the household refrigerator, a cylin

drical tank, twelve inches in diameter and tliirt

inches long. It is insulated and packed on

inch thick with mineral wool. A portion of thi

tank holds drinking water.

The fireless cooker includes soapstones, roastin:

grate, and pan. All thi

disappears into a space buil

in unit with the right ham
fender. With the rear fen

der, in unit also, is the cloth

ing compartment, eacl

sufficiently large to hold :

regulation length suit case.

There are folding camp

chairs, pails, toilet tent!

complete, ax, fire extin-

guisher, one gallon gasolene'

emergency can, and a wall

pocket which must have

been designed by an orderly

person.

To the man who is called

by the pleasures of the out-

of-doors life, or the field

officer whose duties carry

him from one location to

another, making tent life a

necessity, this new idea ol

home comfort in an auto-

mobile should make a strong

appeal.

The shelter tent of Egyptian water-proof cloth is screened so that mosquitoes, that bane of the camper's existence, need no longer have terrors for him. When the weather is inclement the tent flap

may be let down and buttoned securely in place
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FOR town houses, suburban homes, and country
estates, there is a Stewart Iron Fence that will

meet your purpose better than any other fence.

Kvery Stewart design has the artistic qualities that

make Stew .1 i t's Fence the standard of the world and
the choice of the finest estates in America. A Stew-
art Fence retains its original beauty indefinitely.

If you demand protection and beauty for your
property and want the greatest value possible for

the money invested, Stewart's Iron Fence is your
logical choice.

Our catalogues describe and illustrate Stewart's
Iron Fence in detail, show photographs of installa-
tions, and give you valuable information on fenc-
ing. Do not buy your fence until you have
seen these books. Write for them to-day.

MARBLE
Sun-Dials

Garden Furniture

Mantels, Consoles

Etc.

S. Klaber & Co.
21 West 39th St.

New York
ESTABLISHED 1S49

"he Readers' Service gives Information
about Greenhouses and Sash

11 11 1 1 n n-y-irn

STANLEY!}

ARAGE
HARDWARE
OR your protection and
comfort you need a

Stanley Garage Door
Holder No. 1774 on each

of the swinging doors of

your garage.

IWav write for interesting booklet de-
scribing this and other standard Stanley Pro-
ducts such as Garage Bolts. Butts, Hinges,
Latches and Pulls. This booklet on Stan-
ley Garage Hardware will be sent free on
request.

The Stanley Works
NEW BRITAIN CONN., U. S. A.

New York Chicago ,

—rr—'t if 11 11 *—-fS-.toe

HICKS BIG
EVERGREENS
can be successfully transplanted
in midsummer to add a wealth of
immediate beauty to your lawn.
Winter or summer, their stately

beauty and warm green color
make a picturesque outlook.
Use evergreens for seclusion, hiding

unsightly views, small and large hedges.
We ship successfully 1000 miles and
guarantee to grow. Send for catalog.

Hlch Big Trees Sate 10 Yean

HICKS NURSERIES
Box L Wettbury. L. L, N. Y. Phon. 68

Summer
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Animals in Decorative Art
By JESSIE MARTIN BREESE

Inquiries regarding home decoration—color schemes, furnishings, art objects and interior arrangement—should be addressed to

Mrs. Breese, of the Decorating Service of The New Country Life's Advertising Department, 120 West 32nd Street, New York

Period of K'ang-hsi

H"OW extensively ani-

mals have been used

as motifs in decora-
tive art is little realized,

though we are somewhat
more familiar with them in

pictorial representation or

in sculpture. The reason
for this may be that

painters and sculptors of
modern times have kept
up the traditions of their

forebears, who found so

much inspiration in the
animal world. Designers
of potteries, textiles, and sundry other articles, on the other hand, seem
not to have found the use of these creatures so advantageous as floral

patterns in their various fields of art. Of late we have been seeing more
of these motifs in the work of modern designers, and it is hoped that this

is not merely a passing fancy, for there is an undoubted charm about the

fictitious and symbolic animals of olden times that can well be transferred

to our present-day materials. Nor is the field of animal inspiration bounded
by these. No less fascinating in their quaint style are the real creatures of

the world of to-day who take many strange forms under the hand of the

artist to whom they have made an esthetic appeal. So it would seem that a

word about the animals which past artists have used century after century
would not be amiss. To give all of the many forms of each animal used,

would, of course, be impossible; indeed they are of such variety that to give

even an adequate description of each would require more space than a mag-
azine affords.

More than with any other creature, perhaps, are we familiar with the

dragon of Chinese art. It is one of the most easily distinguished among the

hordes of animals that were used throughout the centuries in various coun-
tries. No more fantastic creature ever entered the mind of man, but it

may be that very quality that has given the dragon its extreme popularity

among artists and the patrons of art.

The lion, though a very realistic animal, would seem to have been treated

with the same delightful imagery as were the fabulous animals, if we are to

judge by the strange form in the Chinese vase shown above. There is the
exaggeration of the features of the face and the essential form of the animal,

as for instance, in the decorative treatment of the feet and the purely imag-
inary application of a backbone of excellent decorative quality to the out-

side of the creature's back.
Some degree of similarity exists between the art of China and that of

Japan. The Phoenix takes similar form in the art of each country. While
this bird played a highly important part in the symbolism of the early West-
ern countries, the form it took in the art of these lands was in no way like

the bird of Eastern representation. Indeed, were the inexperienced seeker

late 16th or early 17th century

Period of Yung-cheng

among the forms of an-

tiquity to come upon a

phoenix from the East and
one from the West, he

would be much puzzled to

know how two "birds of 3

feather,"supposedly, could

be so entirely different

No great amount of search-

ing, however, would reveai

to him the very natural

fact that, the artist beirif;

unable to tax his imagina-

tion too far, uses, for a

model, a real bird which

he has seen for the fabulous creature to which he must give form. In this

way the artist of the West took for his model the eagle with which he was

familiar, while the artist of the East, pursuing the same course in his

representation of the same bird, took as his model the Chinese cock of re-

splendent plumage.
The symbolism in regard to this bird was practically the same in all

the countries in which it was used at all. Bird of Fire, or Bird of the Sun,

its title is descriptive of its symbolic habits. Only one of its kind ever exists
\

on earth. This one is recreated, every 500 years, through its own death.

When it is old it betakes itself to Arabia (as one tale has it) and makes itself

a nest of the rarest spices whereon it rests until the sun or some secret agency

has set fire to the spices, in the flames of which the bird is consumed only to
;

arise from the ashes a new bird, ready to spend another five centuries on 1

earth. It can readily be seen how easily this tale was incorporated into the

Christian doctrinary legends, for the resurrection of the Christ was so well

typified by the rebirth of this imaginery bird from the ashes of his own

body. For that reason, the phoenix is not an uncommon bird in the pic-

tures and carvings of the early Christian artists.

By reason of its religious significance the dragon, too, was used in early

Christain symbolism almost as frequently as in that of the Eastern coun-

tries. As a result, it is a familiar form to us in the art of those times. An-

other animal already mentioned which seems to have had a prominent place

in the art of the West as well as of the East is the lion. Many different

tales are told of his symbolism, but it is sufficient for us to observe that,

although he started out as an emblem of the Christ's resurrection, he was

later used as a guard on many secular buildings and private dwellings, be-

cause it was believed that he never closed his eyes in sleep.

This custom prevails even to-day, in modern architecture, although it is

doubtful if many of those who employ it are acquainted with the reason

for its original use. An especially appropriate use of the lion, it\would

seem to us to-day who appreciate his courage, is his engraving on pieces of

armor, particularly on helmets, but when we come to inquire into the reason

for this use we find that it was in the hope that, if slain in battle, the wearer

Stuart silk embroidered picture
By courtesy of Gilt & Reigatc

William Zorach—"An Indian Wedding."
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OVINGTON'S

This distinguished desk set is of Sheffield in a Dutch Silver, hand chased
design. Complete with paper rack, calendar, stamp-box. roll blotter, pen
tray, ink-well, paper-knife and pad 1 19 x 25 inches). $50.00.

OHEFFIELD has a traditional charm—out
of all proportion to its present-day price.

It suggests an inexpensive gift of munificent

nature—with a decorative value equally ap-

propriate to one's own house. And at

Ovington's it's a ware purchasable in many
useful forms—from desk sets to flower baskets,

from platters to ferneries at prices ranging

from ten dollars.

May we send you a copy of

the New Ovington Gift Book?

312-314 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK

C^arm
K
gf^eQd^u?niture

is emphasized by the unusual character and
appropriateness of our distinctive creations

Exclusive Designs for

DRAWING AND LIVING ROOMS
SOLARIUMS, CLUBS, AND YACHTS

CRETONNES, CHINTZES, UPHOLSTERY FABRICS

Interior Decorating

ITi© REED SHOP. Inc.

581 Fifth Avenue

NEW YORK
"Suggestions in Reed Furniture" forwarded on receipt of 25c postage
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'HE SONORA period mod-

els are gems for lovers of

beautiful furniture.

Each has a magnificent

tone of marvelous purity,

sweetness, and brilliancy

of expression. This is confirmed by all

Sonora owners and was most strongly

emphasized at the Panama-Pacific Expo-

sition when the only jury which judged

all phonographs, gave Sonora highest score

for tone quality. It is unquestionably

"The Highest Class Talking Machine in

the World."

Send for information regarding the

period model thai interests you

0(Aes <Ebm}>any,iNc.
George E.Bri^hlsoiv, Piesicleid:

Executive Offices: 279 Broadway

Salon: Fifth Avenue at 53rd Street

NEW YORK

might be raised up on the last day, even as the Christ was raised. This
symbolism was based upon the belief that the lioness brought forth her
young dead, whereupon, after three days the lion came and howled over
them, vivifying them with his breath.

No symbolism was attached to the lion found
in the lower left corner of the whimsical Stuart
needlework shown. A delight in the decorative
use of animals was enough to inspire those old

English designers. The satin samplers of the

Elizabethan and the Stuart times abounded in

all sorts of animals displayed most strangely.

1 his one, for instance, contains besides a lion-
was ever lion blessed with such venerable mane
or benign expression?—a camel, a parrot, a rein-

deer, a rabbit, a caterpillar, a snail— entirely

too close to the lady's face to carry conviction!

—a squirrel, a butterfly, a King Charles spaniel

near the king's feet, a kingfisher, and a panther,

not to detail all the bees and butterflies and
small i birds flying about. This all-inclusive

pictorial fancy did not detract from the excellent
Bycourttsyo/ MinasHan sense of design portrayed, however. It might

SA^"v\Tu^n^T Perhaps, even be used as a rebuke to some of

our empty painters of the day.
Another tendency that is being evinced by a number of modern painters

is the revival of the old art of embroidery. And strangely enough, they

seem to derive great benefit from the use of animals as decorative motifs,

even as the older craftsmen used to. While the elephant is a symbolic

beast in India, even being the representative of the god, Ganesa, it is used

in this instance by a modern American artist in a purely decorative way.

Notw ithstanding* the great difference in treatment of this modern wool em-
broidery and the old silk embroidery beside it, there is a similarity of feeling

which assures us that each artist had a kindred joy in his naive portrayal

of the animal in art.

In Italy we find that the animals
used to decorate were patterned after

the Greek mythological creatures.

That seems a natural enough con-

sequence of the Roman conquest of

Greece and the subsequent adoption
by Rome of Grecian ideals of art

and religion. Centuries could not
dim the pleasure that artists took
in fashioning these enchanting
mythological creatures, so they per-

sisted long after Christianity was
firmly established in Italy, and other

countries of Europe. Especially did

the artists of that time of glory for

artists— the Renaissance— delight

in giving form to these products of

an older artist's mind, making them
tell quaint tales of all their antics.

Coffers such as the one shown here with dragon-drawn chariot and groups of
'

fauns making merry with other odd creatures are not the only articles of

general use which bore this type of decoration.

Tales are told, too, by this little silver tankard, though what, we are not

able to find out. It has three bands of animals, real and fabulous, running

about its sides. Although it is recognized as a bit of Byzantine art, of the

twelfth or thirteenth century, and was found in Armenia, its decorations

are remarkably similar to some found on baptismal fonts of stone in old
'

Swedish churches. Such extraordinary similarities between the arts •

of primitive peoples of entirely different and widely separated lands force

themselves upon us in the most unexpected way.

lly courtesy o/ k'ouchakji Freres

Sy ro-Egyptian plate of the 12th century

By courtrsy of John Levy Gallerks

Percival Rosseau
—

"Pointers: Duke Pointing, Heyday Backing"

We have in Percival Rosseau's portrayal of Pointers a fine representative

of the type of animal painting which is inspired only by a deep love or

animals. This picture exemplifies the charm that is to be found in animals

used in this branch of art. It is by no means a tvpe that was unknown in

ages past. In fact, man's first crude attempt at pictorial art was the realistic
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rooms tint ftalh upon rtyutjf.

Grantl Rapitls fiirniturr Company
INi oarou \rar»

34^36 West 32"^ Street

New York City

DANERSK
DECORATIVE

FURNITURE
\Yr hit the In

llfut'tUITT* 1<I

kVc luvr our own fictohc* at SumloH, Conn.

Send (or catalogue "LV7."

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION

Z Weat 47th 8Uwt New York

Kirtf ltoor West ol Fifth Avenue - 4th KU»ir

ORIENTAL RUGS WANTED
Itvatc part\ furnishing large country house would

le to purchase a number of Oriental Rugs. Can
le small as well as large sizes. Liberal prices paid

f used rugs. Address

iental, car* of Country Life Cardan City, L. 1.

AnTiqves and
Reproductions.
Italian and
English Fvf\

niTvre. Decor-
ations. F(vgs.

Art Objects

WkJ.SLOANE
FIFTH AVE &_47th ST.

NEW YORK. CITY

Cuts Down Labor
Increases Garden Yield
Costs Little Lasts Years

N<HH:
«* it Mvr all Ihr labor of
ring, tint it doubles and

yield fif your Harden
Overcnmee the 1vrnlhrr Kami ile Saves the
lalior and mon v already put into your
Harden. It 1* ar ual garden insurance. No
movinK pnrtt to clou or Mick. No diKK'HK
U|i of garden li lav pipe*. I'ut it up on
supports, anywherr. and connect with your
hoar or rcgulai Harden water pipe. We

will equip it with automatic turning
device, for hut lutle more in coat . One
sectional, movable r/l fool line. w»im 2f>
feet ror* wnv C osls $18.7.0; 100 foot one
$.'«>.2.r»; f o I, Troy. Ohio Other lengths
in proportion There m a special Skinner
System equipment to meet every water-
ing, irroblcm, from a bed of floweni to
ai res of lawn or Harden. Prompt ship-
ments. Send for tjooklef.

bt wvoisihotl
10 THUS MAJtMllS
IXf siat up outia

CRICHTON BROS.
of London

GOLDSM ITHS«nd SILVERSMITHS

In Naw York: 636, Fifth Avenui
In Chicago: 622, S. Michiran Arrnoe

In London: 22, Old Bond Street

OLD ENC.L1SH SILVER TEA and COF-
KEE SERVICES, Dishes, Platters—rare pieces

acquired from important English collections

—

sold in our New York and Chicago Galleries at

London prices—being free of duty.

WALL-PA PER

FOR THE RECEPTION-ROOM
The reception-room should establish the

character of the rest of the house. Wall-
paper goes far in giving this highly important
room the necessary charm and distinction.

ALLIED WAI.L-PAPER INDUSTRY

A. NEW ORIGINAL DESIGN
Span -Umbrian

For Your RESIDENCE, CLUB, AUTOMOBILE, YACHT
and for GENERAL PRESENTATION PURPOSES

"Chelsea"
8-DAY

HIGH-GRADE Clocks
FOR YEARS THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD OF QUALITY
ON SALE BY LEADING HIGH CLASS JEWELLERS

CHELSEA CLOCK CO. Makers of high grade clocks. 1 State St., Boston, Mass.

This new style expresses the
essence of modern thought
in furniture. To-day it is the
most vital presentation of the
influence the Spanish Renais-
sance had on furniture de-
sign. Send 35c. for "The
Story of Span-t'mbrian Fur-
niture " Berkev & Gay Fur-
niture Company. 180 Monrce
AvMiue.Grand Rapids, Mich-
igan.

a!

If
ERKEY & GAY FURNITURE

There is only one L-Bar Greenhouse, and that

is the greenhouse built with U-Bars.

Others may look like it, but that is the only
way they are like it.

Send for catalog. Or send for us. Or both.

U-BAR GREENHOUSES
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Barberry Thunbergi, of Ironclad Hardiness

Winter Killed Stock
The severe winter caused an unparalleled loss of trees

and shrubs, both deciduous and evergreen. The finest

estates — public parks and the modest home, all

suffered.

REPLACING—Hardiness is of first importance
and the source of supply should be the farthest north
nursery, where winter conditions are severest, and
where only hardy varieties survive.

Grown in Rochester Means Hardiness

We have a wonderfully fine stock of Polish, Amoor
River North, and Regelianum Privet, to take the
place of the thousands of miles of California Privet
killed the past winter—all of which varieties will en-
dure the severest climate.

Barberry Thunbergi, a beautiful and hardy substi-
tute for Privet, once planted guarantees a beautiful
hedge.

Evergreens—August the month to Replace those Lost

Our nursery contains a large variety of beautiful
specimens which passed the winter in security and are
to-day exquisite in their dress of new growth. We
urge early ordering and early preparation. Already
scores of our customers have made selections for
August shipment.

Personal Visit of Expert

At reasonable expense. Write and arrange an ap-
pointment. Let us know of your losses and secure the
benefit of fifty years planting the right thing in the
right place. Ournew catalogue describes everything
—Sent Free.

GLEN BROS.
Established 1866.

Inc., Glenwood Nursery
1700 Main St., Rochester, N. Y.

A LAWN EXPERT
will answer your lawn questions and advise how
to get the best lawns through the Readers' Service.

BIRD BATHS
are a source of endlets

pleasure. The birds

they attract to your
garden bring life, color

and delightful entertain

ment.

Erkins Bird Baths are to be had
in a variety of distinctive designs
and are rendered in Pompeian Stone,
a marble-like composition that is

practically everlasting.

Illustrated catalogue sent

on request

THE ERKINS
STUDIOS

221 Lexington Avenue
NEW YORK

she £hrich (Batteries

"The Apple Girl"
by Joseph Wright (1734-1797)

Dealers ill

$amttng0 hp

707 Fifth Avenue at 55th Street
New York

Beautiful paintings by
early Masters can be pur-

chased at very moderate
prices when merit is de-

sired rather than a great

name.
Further details upon request

drawing of animals to show his prowess as a hunter
or to convey the idea of religious fear or adora-

tion. This last does not differ so much from the

ideas of the peoples of a few centuries later, which
we have seen expressed in pictorial and conven-
tionalized animal symbols.

Pottery too, has ever been a favorite with artists

as a means of applying their designs. A peculiar

charm is attached to it in our eyes to-day, also.

It is probably that the grace of line which is

natural to it because of the speed with which
paint needs must be applied to the quickly setting

clay attracts us by its very naivete. This Syro-
Egyptian plate of the twelfth century, with the
bounding rabbit and characteristic floral decora-
tion, holds great attraction for us because of its

grace and child-like simplicity. That very sim-

plicity of form and decoration proves the artist,

and has enabled his work to live for the apprecia-

tion of all ages.

Chinese bronze libation cup.
Early Han dynasty

fiy courtesy <>J
Keverttian

The pottery of China is more or less familiar

to us because of its extensive importation into

this country. We have been delighted with the

quaint and often grotesque, but always graceful,

designs on it. Its animals—serpents, pheasants,

kylins and so on—are familiar to us. So it is with

surprise that we come across an acquisition from

ancient China which bears not the least resem-

blance to anything we have known from there

before. Yet, strongly conventionalized and deco-

rated with line carvings, this bronze elephant

which is in the nature of a sacrificial vessel, being

a libation cup, has all the earmarks of the Chinese

imagination. At that time, we must remember
that the art of China and India intermingled to

some extent. Usually the result of an inter-

national marriage of art is a bad one, but in this

particular case, the adoption of the Indian ele-

phant by a Chinese artist produced a most inter-

esting article.

Bronze candle-
stick of Gothic times
namely, the early
13th century. An
example of Franco-
Flemish art

It is a far cry from China to Europe in the

Gothic period, but still we find an abundant use

of animals in the art of the land. The style of the

period is shown to good advantage in the candle-

stick above No profusion of decoration with-

out an unpleasant ornateness, such as the elephant

exhibits, is present in this art.

So we find that whatever the country or the

style of art, or the particular symbolism which

they express, animals have a universal appeal,

not only for themselves, but for the charm which

they lend to articles of common use, under the

hand of the artist.

Practical Real Estate Methods
By Thirty New York Experts

Net $2.50 Postage 20 cents

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N.Y.

NEW YORK
27 West 46th St.

Tel. Bryant 9773

CHICAGO
749 Rush St.

Tel. Superior 4100

Miss Gheen, Inc.
The Decoration of Houses
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Old crystal side lights

Old Italian mirror, caned and gilded wood

Old Italian gaming table

Old French secretary book case

Old French and English beds

Old table desks and desk chairs

A. Kimbel& Son, Inc.

12 West 40th Street

New York

>
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In Flanders Field the poppies blow

Country Life in the Trenches
Illustrated in color by

J. PAUL VERREES By LIEUT. ANTOWE REDIER

They're in the Navy Now
The amateuryachtsmen and motor boatmen who have answered the call

*** "Mrd° COUNT* By LAWRENCE PERR Y
KB£S LitJHAflY
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POLICE DOGS
PUPPIES A SPECIALTY

-Atkfor Illustrated

BookUt

Palisade Kennels
BOX 20

East Killingly, Conn.

'Igian Police Dogs
Frmnd /»» CH.Idr.r,

ckncl Iran llrlg

•I .nirll «-..' - .

it. Earellent fuantt h
Cnnd k* ol i»iin>»» r»..l» t» ihip

AUGUST DE CORTI

WaV. W. ll.Mfc.nk. Sa.lw I .Ural, N. T.

POLICE DOGS
nU*rm*n Pinttkers

THE DOG OF THE DAY
For Safe Pumtim hml only (mm

Importnl ami Champion M»* k

ST. MARYCHEL KENNELS
,8g Worcler Si . Wellnlry. Mw

U< K

40ME-GUARD KENNELS
SHEPHERD POLICE DOGS

|\iprues and (inmn Stutk htf S.lc, tirr.l h\ Champion Nero v

Afoitrt. Him nt Hm.irw and IVII ..I thr M...nr (... jr,l

Metropolitan and Hillside Ave.
(ichnwnd Mill. L. I Td. ifel Rivhrnuml Hill

Mtmitn a/ tie C. S. P. C. ef Amtrvm

The Blue Grass Farm Kennels
BrtT\ . Kv . iitfrr f»v «Ir •irUcr* an.1 pnintrrv fo* ami mf-

,M>d iDtfrMtMK cmtakucw (or tm croU in stimpt ur nun.
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"To business that we love we rise betime
And go to 't with delight."—Antony and Cleopatra.

A NEW BOOK OF KIPLING POEMS

THOUGH early to make the announce-
ment, the news is so cheering that

we want to pass it on to our readers

at once. There is to be a new book of Kipling

poems this fall, including a large number of his

recent war poems, together with some very

famous pieces which do not touch upon the

war. The book will also contain a number of

new poems which have never before been pub-
lished in any form.

Among the contents are "The Sons of

Martha," and the inspiring poems, "France,"
"Hor All We Have and Are," "A Nativity,"

"The Song of the Lathes," " Gethsemane,"
and others.

The title of the book will be announced later.

AN ELDER SISTER TO " FRECKLES

"

"Through my nature work I came upon
'Freckles,' but this is an elder sister," said

Gene Stratton-Porter recently in talking of

her new book, "A Daughter of the Land,"
which goes before the public the 17th of this

month. In connection with this book Mrs.

Porter speaks of a changed point of view. The
war, she says, has stripped us all of the petty

conventions of life and brought us down to

saving crumbs and wearing patches. It has

changed our lives, our thoughts, our hearts.

"Why not admit," she continues, "that it has

changed me as much as the rest of the world? "

Feeling as she does, her new book, therefore,

strikes a deeper note and a more serious view
of life. Just as " Freckles " was a vehicle for a
delightful pastoral story of nature lore, so is

Kate Bates, the heroine of "A Daughter of

the Land," the instrument for this powerful

novel of American character-building grounded
in an elemental love of the earth and its

products.

When the thought of the whole nation is

directed in the same direction we cannot help

but feel that Mrs. Porter's wide public will

feel her new novel to be a deeper, bigger and
better thing than she has done before.

WILLIAM McFEE

Thanks to the fact that Sub-Lieutenant

William McFee of the British Navy, now
attached to H.M.S. Oxford on active service

"somewhere south of the auroraborealis,"

has a number of good friends in this country,

we have had the pleasure of reading some of

the most entertaining letters it has been our

good fortune to see in some time. Mr. McFee
is always loath to talk shop, either in regard

to his books or in regard to the work he is

doing in the war, but in an unguarded moment
in a recent letter in which he answered a direct

question about his fascinating novel "Aliens"

he said:

You can quite understand that as the original

perpetrator of the book I could regard it with a

certain philosophy if, in the meantime, I had been
able to do the two or three more books which are still

in my note-books and in my head. I envy the brilliant

beings who write in their "forewords"—"The greater

part of the following stories were written in the front

line trenches, travelling in armoured cars .through
Persia, and on the bridge of a mystery-ship while in

action with a fleet of superdreadnought submersibles."
And so on.

The writer goes on to intimate that it isn't

quite so easy as all that, and that writing

books while "carrying on" has its disadvan-

tages and difficulties.

In another letter the author gives a rare

flash of himself, while lightly telling of the

discovery of a character for some future story:

. . . A Creole lady, whom you will some day
meet in a story, told me I had a great deal of

"hauteur." What she meant was I had the typical

Englishman's standoffishness. I can't help that.

But how I wish I could explain to strangers how genial,

how humble, how conciliatory I am inside! What
friendships I have missed, what love affairs, simply
because of that damnable "hauteur"! The fact is,

that although one or two generations have passed since

my people were Irish, and although we have been
crossed with a few braw Scots and narrow English,

the bad old Irish blood is coursing still. I feel this

most when boiling with rage over some grievance or

choking with venomous thoughts about others, because
I can see the joke. I can see the folly of my anger at

the time. And I can see the joke when my perception

of the joke is taken seriously by others and they ask
what I am grousing about, anyway.
"I am having a week-end away from the ship, which

is at , that well-known base on the Caspian. I am
living (at famine prices) in a hotel and wandering about
the town of Hub-el-Bubb-el, where, as you have read,

the Algerian Days are continually chasing the Arabian
Nights, and I may add, the fleas are thronging in

throngs. You wouldn't believe how these spring-

heeled little demons disturb one's philosophy. I have
biffed two since starting this letter."

WALT WHITMAN APPRECIATION

We do not refrain from an expression of

gratification, over the recognition of the

New York Times Review of Books in devoting

its front page to "The Patriotic Poems of

Walt Whitman" and also to "The Complete

Prose of Walt Whitman." We should like to

quote an editorial from the same issue of

the Times, which strongly bears out our pre-

diction made more than a year ago that the

Walt Whitman books would have a very

strong appeal to the war spirit of the present

time:

—

In these days of the great war the figure of Walt
Whitman looms up in our literature larger, more hu-

man, than ever. Not only does his poetry, as shown
in the timely little collection of patriotic verse voice

to-day the war aims of America, but his prose descrip-

tions, also, of war scenes and incidents read as if they

had been written within sound of the guns that are

devastating the fields and villages of France. Of

the myriad war books that are being published to-day

we recall none that equal his "Specimen Days" for vivid-

ness and a certain revealing sense that stamps them
not only as literature, but as historical documents of

permanent value as well. . . . Whitman was a

volunteer army nurse, doing whatever he did on his

own initative and without the supervision and direction

of a department chief. There was no Red Cross in

those days. The nearest approach to that marvelous

organization was known as the Sanitary Commission.
But as we read "Specimen Days," we cannot help feel-

ing that here in this "good grey poet" of democracy,
was the first, the ideal Red Cross nurse.

THE NEGRO AND THE WAR

Dr. Francis G. Peabody gives significant

figures in regard to American Negroes in the

war in his new book "Education for Life,"

just issued in connection with the Fiftieth

Anniversary of Hampton Institute. This

school is one of the most important educational

centres in the country for Negroes and has

done a very great work for the race. One
paragraph from the book will suffice to show
the response which young Negroes have made
to their country's call:

The statistics of Negroes as enlisted men or as

commissioned officers cannot be completely presented

here, for they represent a moving and steadily increas-

ing column, whose total dimensions will not be known
until the end of the War arrives. It is sufficient to

say that in the Draft ordered by Act of Congress on

May 18, 1017, there were 953,899 colored registrants

and that of these about 83,000 were certified for service.

In addition to these selected recruits there were, in

January, 1918, approximately 10,000 enlisted colored

men in the Regular Army; 7,000 in the National Guard;

1,250 candidates for commissions in the Reserve Offi-

cers' Training Camp at Fort Des Moines, Iowa; and

15,016 enlisted in the U. S. Navy. At the beginning

of r9r8 more than 100,000 drafted Negroes had been

assigned to 15 cantonments; 678 colored men had been

commissioned.

von bissing's view

"When General Moritz von Bissing died,"

says J. W. B. Gardiner, military critic of the

New York Times, in his new volume " German

Plans for the Next War," "he left among his

papers an extraordinary document which

bears out most positively the conclusions that

Germany's systematic despoliation of Belgium

has but one objective: so to defy reconstruction

that she may again strike through Belgium

at France in her next war. General von Bis-

sing was the Governor-General of conquered

Belgium from 1915 to 1917.

"After discussing the present war in a gen-

eral way, he states:

"I shall now indicate the strategic importance of

Belgium for the future war. In order to be able to

conduct the present war offensively at all, the German

Supreme Command was forced to march through

Belgium, and in this process the right wing of the Ger-

man army had to push itself laboriously along the edge

of the Dutch province of Limburg. Strategically,

the objective of the present war, the western theater,

should consist in our obtaining elbow room, in order

that in any new war whatever, we should be able to

operate with our army against France and England!

" If the result of the present war were the continued

existence of an independent Belgian State, the opera-

tions would have to be conducted differently and under

greater difficulties than at the beginning of the present

war; for the aim of France and England will be, in

conjunction with an allied or strongly influenced Bel-

gium, to anticipate the German army. It will, there-

fore, rightly be asked whether in such circumstance*

it can be possible to guarantee the freedom of opera-

tions of the German right wing, and whether the ad-

vance of these groups of armies to conduct a newW
offensively is possible."
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NEVER in all

my life have

I heard so

many foolish words,

nor myself said so

many useless things,

as I have since my
sojourn in the
trenches. The great

danger in which we
live forces us to seek

distraction and we
are always striving

for entertainment.

At times my brain

COUNTRY LIFE
in the TRENCHES

By LIEUTENANT ANTOINE REDIER
Translation By MRS. PHILIP DUNCAN WILSON

Illustrated B y
' J. PAUL VERREES

Antoine Redier was born at Mardon, Seine et Oise, almost in the suburbs of Paris.

The mobilization of August, IQ14, called him from his duties as Editor of the Revue
Francaise to his post as corporal in the 5th Regiment of Territorial Infantry. His
rise in the military establishment was rapid, and in November of the first year of

the war he was commissioned second lieutenant. Upon his request he was transferred

to a regiment of the Active Reserve and for twenty-one months participated in the trench

warfare of the Somme as chief of a section. The secteur of which he writes in his

book, " Comrades in Courage" (published in France as" Meditations dans la Tranchee")

of which the following is an excerpt, is situated in the region of Chaulnes between the

villages of Maucourt and Le Ouesnoy-en-Santerre. This is in the country evacuated by

the Boche in his retreat to the Hindenburg line, and now again in his hands through the

push toward Amiens. Lieutenant Redier s writing has brought him the highest

commendation on both sides of the Atlantic; his fighting has brought him the Croix

de Guerre and citation in army corps orders.

reels from giddiness,

I take my head between my hands, and anxiously ask myself:

"What am I doing here for the profit of my soul?"

I am serving my country, it is true. I am occupying my ap-

pointed place. If I should be killed I shall have done my whole

duty. But how if I survive? Shall I have passed through these

solemn moments of world history without improvement to my-
self? We are the witnesses and the actors in one of the great

dramas of humanity. In later years many will envy us, and per-

haps our children will think of us as Titans. Yet thoughtlessly

we tramp these fields of carnage which later will become the goal

of pious pilgrimages. We are like our little neighbors, the larks,

that continue their joyous songs without regard for the war. Our
sole concession to the moment is that occasionally we lower our
voices if the enemy, who watches opposite, be near enough to hear.

Some people will say that this lightheartedness in the face of

danger is a sign of heroism. This is not true. We are able to

distract ourselves. We could not endure our existence if we lacked

this precious gift of forgetting. But if we have learned to shut

our eyes at certain times, there are other times when it is necessary

to look with all our power. When the war emerges from its present

stagnation of trench life, we will joyfully look ahead of us. To-day
our bodies are fast stuck in the mud, and, unless we take care,

our souls will fall asleep.

When I was a child my parents owned a bound collection of the

"L'Univers Illustre" dating from the beginning of the Second
Empire. I used to look at the pictures and read the captions

underneath them, and in this way all the people of rank at the

Imperial Court were visualized for me. I remember that their

majesties, the Emperor and Empress of France, were always
making innumerable trips to inaugurate railways or to compliment
certain cities, large and small. I used to study the sovereign's

august beard, repre-

sented by little un-

dulated lines, each of

which seemed to me
to be a true hair

drawn after nature.

Nothing can ever

prevent me from

coupling in my im-

agination the forgot-

ten art of wood en-

graving with the

period of the majestic

and comical hoop

skirt— a fashion
which I hear is com-

ing back. After turning many pages I came to the war of 1870,

and then to the Commune. I followed those two tragedies with

passionate interest. My eyes grew bigger when I looked at the

military barricades, and I contemplated with terror the rough

faces of the confederate troops, the entreating or resigned glances

of the hostages, the extraordinary black blotches, representing

flames on the roofs of the Tuileries or of the Cour des Comptes.

At the time my mother was playing Grieg's Spring Song on the

piano. Since then I have often heard it played at private or

public concerts, and every time my heart jumps as if I were ex-

pecting to hear the crackle of shots of the Civil War.
Like Grieg's notes, which always bring to my ears the noise of

firing, there is a small number of people and objects that, in the

trenches, become associated with different senses. Henceforth,

we shall never be able to see, hear, touch, or smell them without

thinking ;of the war, which, through them, will haunt us until

death.

I have said that we can hear no sound in the fields where we

have dug our winter holes: no bells, no dogs, no roosters. Spring

and summer have come without bringing back any of these sounds.

There is a church bell not far away, but it is shattered and on the

ground. The soldiers cut pieces from it and convert them into

rings, which are more popular than those made of aluminum.

There is a dog quite near here. While I am writing he keeps watch

from the parapet of a listening post, but he is not allowed to bark.

His assignment is to scent the enemy, point him, and keep quiet.

As for the roosters, I admit that, a few days ago, I thought they

had come back. Some Hessian guardsmen, opposite, were awak-

ening and imitating animal cries. The French infantry answered

with such enthusiasm that on each side and from trench to trench

the cock's crow might have been heard, that morning, to our left

as far as the sea; to our right as far as Belfort.

© 1918, Doubleday, Page & Co.
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It ts necessary to have been on watch like this, during long nights in from of the enemy, to know the intoxicating beauty of the sun's rising, accompanied by the song of the lark
"
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And yet, one day in February, there arose a voice from the

dead earth. It has continued to sound ever since, at dawn, thus

enchanting our solitude. It is the voice of the lark.

Once, at daybreak, while in one of those first muddy shelters

that we built so crudely, I thought I heard the song of a bird. It

might have been a man, whistling in his cave, but the notes were

too pure and fresh, and followed one another too rapidly. They
grew in volume, and little by little, spreading over the plain, filled

our desolated sky with such joy that I went out and stayed a long

time motionless, listening.

"It is pretty, my Lieutenant!"

Next to me I perceived the smiling face of my orderly. Was it

to hear or to see better that the good fellow was showing his teeth

so? He seemed to be in ecstasy.

Since that day the larks have become our friends. No person

ever comes to see us at the front. These little birds alone link us

to the rest of the world. How could we help loving them ? They
are all we have.

Was it the novelty of it which caused our admiration the first

time we heard the concert? It was a new pleasure, but our emo-

tion came from a more profound source. Our souls are able to

participate in great events which they cannot see. Sometimes we
have a vision, and suddenly the magnitude of the scene before us

and the significance of our acts appear to us. Outside of these

minutes, when we know how to live, we act with the simplicity

of children. The latter are wise without knowing it, for by

means of their little virtues they are preparing, that wonder of

God, a beautiful life. We are disciplined and attentive to our

military duties, but careless of the rest, and we are writing an

epic.

It is better thus. But it is also a good thing sometimes that a

shock awakens our slumbering spirits. Contrasts give us this

shock. When suddenly we perceive the mediocrity of a being or

an object which we considered very important, our nerves contract

and we penetrate to the depths of human misery. When a lark

flies over a battlefield it reveals the sweetness of life to people who
had become familiar with the neighborhood of death. They look

and listen enchanted and, if they cast their eyes down, they realize

in a minute all the horror of the place where they are living, all the

savage beauty of the task that they are accomplishing. That is

why the heart beats at such moments and why this soldier who had

seen so many larks before the war, without noticing them, here,

in the trench, remarks; "It is pretty, that song."

Certain larks are closer to our hearts than others; some, although

less accessible, are more touching. Our best companions are those

who dwell in the clover behind our lines. They live near us on

ground that we have kept for them with the rampart of our bodies.

They are the first to benefit from the protection we give to all

that France of which the valleys and plains stretch from us to the

ocean. They are the outpost of the hard-working country that we
defend. Hard working themselves, attentive to their daily needs,

they are charming housekeepers, who come and go, chattering as

they do their work. They do not make any pretences; they do not

flutter like those crazy swallows, which we never see here and

which we will find only when we return again to our homes, God
knows when! They are sweetness and grace itself, and when
they mount in the sky so high that our eyes, although long accus-

tomed to discovering the airplanes, can no longer follow them, we
feel that they do not realize the beauty of their flight, so simple

and naive is the note that falls from their throats.

In front of our lines, between the Germans and us, live the

tragic larks. How many times have I not looked at those little

creatures who stay on in spite of the horror about them, and who
sing even above death! They show us the vanity of human
quarrels. Some Germans and French are fighting: what is that

to them as long as the sun rises, and the earth, neglected though it

be by ungrateful and quarrelsome man, provides the food for their

little ones? When from the parapet of the trench one contem-
plates the mysterious plain where the soldiers of the most formid-

able armies of the world are hidden, what a surprise it is to see a

cheerful little bird suddenly emerge, hop about, turn somersaults,

and fly aw%, transporting us with it toward the sky. These
French larks are so alert and quick to conquer the skies, right in

front of the enemy, that with very little imagination we make
them the emblem of our race, impulsive but well poised, ingenious

and merry, singing and rising at the same time; and like them w
also shall be victorious.

We love our larks as the messengers of glory, prophets of all good
news. It was their note which warned us of the springtime while

we were still bending our backs under the weight of winter, and I

must tell you of the signal they give us every morning.
Imagine a night in che trench and the night guard up, listening,

The fusillade is almost continuous. It decreases sometimes and

begins again, suddenly, no one knows why. Our men respond but

little. What would be the use? Ceaselessly the Germans send

up illuminating rockets. With great speed they rush upward
giving a vivid light for fifty or sixty metres of their course and
then die down. The light given by ours is not so penetrating, but

it lasts longer. They remain suspended from a light paracluite

and during seconds which seem interminable project on the grass

a pale light. The vegetation seems to become animated, and sin-

ister shadows seem to move in front of our lines. Our men shoot

at these phantoms and on the other side the rifles go off", too, but

toward the sky. The Germans, who never miss an occasion to

practise, are aiming at the fuses. It makes one think of boys at

a fair, trying to shoot an egg dancing on a jet of water.

All that noise has .nothing bellicose about it. Sometimes the

artillery thunders. If it is ours, we inevitably say: "They are

getting the worst of it."

If it is theirs, one doesn't laugh quite so much, but one finds, evei

then, words of consolation.

"I hear we need more aluminum for our rings. We hav<

ordered some from the Boches; they are good business men am
they are filling the order immediately."

The hours are long. Cold, obscurity, silence, immobility, am
danger tire even the most courageous. Formerly, in peace time,

when on guard, one could always tell the time by the convenl

bells. Here there is nothing of the sort, and nearly all our watches]

are broken! When will the day come? With bent backs and our

brown rugs folded in two or four over our heads and shoulders, w<

walk in Indian file, stamping our feet; taking ten steps to the right,

then all together, after an "about face," ten to the left. Sud-

denly we hear a muffled roar. We stop and listen. It is a strong

cannonade over there toward the north. After a few minutes of

attention, a few comments on the war, and always a few jokes, too,

we resume with a sigh the muddy promenade, waiting for the

divine morning hour.

Daylight means release. The cooks will bring hot soup and

coffee. Life will resume its course. The trench, in a few minutes,

will be cleaned and swept like a barracks corridor. The number

of men on guard duty will be reduced. We will breathe once

more.

And yet light is not coming. The sun which ought to appear

behind the German lines remains hidden. It is two o'clock: the

corporal has said so. One leans against the parapet, with eyes

lost in the gray sky, and with a heavy soul.

Suddenly, a chirp, then another, then several. Thank the

Lord, the larks are waking! Is it possible ? The dawn has nor yel

appeared, but happiness enters our hearts, as when at school th(

pupils hear the liberating bell. It is necessary to have been on

watch like this during long nights in front of the enemy to know th<

intoxicating beauty of the sun's rising, accompanied by the songj

of the lark, and to love forever those charming birds, heralds of all

glories: the spring, the day, and—God permitting—victory.

There are other creatures around us, but silent and terrified ones.

These are not sacred, and the soldier who has a rifle and knows

how to use it watches for them and from his hole shoots them w ith-

out a permit. The listening posts, in front of the lines, are wonder-

ful for that. The art consists in Shooting the partridges through]

the head. It is very easy for those who know how. If omj

misses one's aim, one smiles and hopes that the bullet was not!

entirely wasted, and that perhaps over there some German mayl

have found himself in the right place to receive it. It is nothing

to kill a partridge; but in order to eat it it is necessary to go and

bring it in from the grass, straight in front of the enemy. Some

of the men, who would perhaps make a grimace if they were told|

to crawl out to observe or listen, jump on the parapet and on au

fours, madly imprudent, laughing at everything—the Boches andj

themselves—run toward the little prey, put it in their pocket, and

come back nearly as happy as if they had won the croix de guerre.
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One day a great big chap, a renowned shot, noticed that the

beet stalks were moving. He pushed his neighbor's elbow:

"A Boche, there, look!"

"A Boche? You are crazy! It is a hare."

"I believe it is a Boche, and so"—boom!

I must tell you that, two days before, it had been forbidden

to shoot at game on account of wasting ammunition. He shot

and killed a splendid hare, and, his hour of watch over, brought it

to us.

The funny part is that the next day the Bulletin brought news

of the punishment of a man from another company who had done

exactlv the same thing: "has wasted two bullets on a hare in spite

of strict orders against shooting published in the order of the day."

That same evening the Colonel, while going through our trench,

saw a beautiful skin hanging by our door. He opened wide his

eyes and asked:

"What did you give the man who killed that for you:"

"Five sous, Colonel."

"It is not too much. As for the other unlucky man who got

punished, I'll have the offence changed. I'll say: 'Has missed

a hare.' That's well worth four days' confinement."

"Quite so, Colonel."

Of what other birds, what other game can I speak? There are

no crows around here, only the empty nest of one. The bird

has not appeared since we came here. Its nest is very important;

it is a strategical point. \\ hen we studied history, we imagined

the great warriors of olden days, pale from bending over maps,-

their eyes fixed on fortified cities and narrow passes. Here it is

in front of a tiny manure heap, which is flattening itself out and

disappearing as the months go by, and a tree, at the top of which

is a crow's nest, that we are stopped. In all the military conversa-

tions, whether one is speaking of patrols, reconnoitring, attacks,

or the regulation of artillery fire, the "crow's nest" and the little

"manure heap" recur, constantly, like a leit motif. It makes us

modest, and that is a good thing. I am always so afraid that

after the war those who will have the joy of being still alive will

think themselves extraordinary men and become insufferable.

For m}' part, if people ask me to tell about my great deeds of valor

and I am tempted to glorify myself, I will at once think of the

crow's nest, and if they insist, of the manure heap.

If people remark later that the war was ugly, those who took

part in it will say that at least the poppies in front of the trenches

were not ugly. The battlefield poppies will remain in our eyes

throughout our life as the lark's song will remain in our ears!

Have you Madame, received from your son or husband, or you,

Mademoiselle, from your fiance—from the one for whom your
heart beats—a war poppy, spread out on a white sheet of paper
with a name and a date? If so, guard that beautiful red stain as

piously as a relic.

I first saw the dazzling vision of the war poppies about a hun-

dred yards back of the line, near a camp. We were going out

from a village, a comrade and I. Just as we had passed the last

house, a huge, bright red field appeared in the valley near by.

"How dreadful!" explained my companion.

I looked at him, then at the poppies.

"You are joking?"

"Not at all. Those are weeds. Hideous!"
One becomes an officer in war time, but one has a profession in

civil life. My friend, although a very good officer, always re-

mained the scientific farmer that he had once been.

"Monsieur, the agriculturist," I replied: "your words are un-
doubtedly true. That beautiful thing is a field of desolation, but
all the same I find it wonderful. Look again!"

I explained that it was beautiful in the same way that a painting

is beautiful. The argument proved convincing and I felt proud
of having found it. Our eyes have contracted a sense of color

that Nature rarely offends. Beautiful and rich enough, without
resorting to the bizarre, she charms us without effort and we sense

all the beautiful secrets that each season has brought forth un-
changingly since the beginning of the world. The artist, less

powerful and less disinterested, in order to captivate our interest,

must resort to* some artifice, which is not always successful.

The most common of these consists in throwing extraordinarv

color combinations before our eyes. Thus each year, in the art

exhibits, one sees purple, yellow, and red tints, which rarely exist

under the true sun in the fields. One of those red tints, unknown
to us in peace, because it was then intermingled with the mellow-

ness of the wheat, has now rapidly extended into great, blood-red

carpets before our eyes. When a painter dares to do as much, one
smiles. If it is Nature, one admires!

When we went back to the first line at the time of the great

battles in Artois, I was glad to see the poppies growing even there,

in front of the trenches. They enchanted our eyes, and it was
through that intrinsically worthless but strikingly beautiful

vegetation that our soldiers, gay cavaliers, went forward to the

assault. Can one say that those scarlet harvests were worthless?

Is it nothing to have cheered the last glance of so many sons of

France? The neglected earth, unable to produce wheat to nour-

ish our bodies, gave us rays of triumphal light for the joy of our

souls. During days of mourning beautiful things are revolting.

But the war, through which we are living, instead of weakening
our souls, exalts them. While we sadly draw black veils over the

remains of our brothers in arms, God, who knows better than

we how to honor the dead, bestows upon them a profusion of war
flowers, mingling their red color with the blood of our martyrs.

A thousand other flowers spring up around our trenches. One
day a little girl, eager to serve France in her own way, told her

mother to ask me to send her the name of a poor soldier to adopt

as her godchild. I got hold of a good fellow whose family lives

in a province occupied by the Germans, and I started a corres-

pondence between my little French girl and this pleasing but

uncultivated godchild. The letters and presents began pouring

in! The soldier was delighted. He said to me:
"She wants me to write her the names of my children. I'll

send them to her in a letter." Then he added: "If you don't

object, my Lieutenant, I could perhaps send her a flower?"

A week later the little godmother told me that she was aston-

ished at the pretty thoughts the soldiers have, and that her god-

child had sent her a beautiful golden flower.

The flower was one of those common wild ones which are un-

known to city people, like me, by name, but which we love to find

growing in the fields in springtime. The flower was enclosed with

a long, poetic letter from her godchild that the dear child sent me.

I had seen my man that very morning, leaning over a parapet,

in one of the back trenches, scribbling big, ill-shaped letters on a

white sheet of paper.

"It makes you sweat, old man."
"Rather, my Lieutenant."

"When you dig, you don't get so hot?"
"Well, no, sir."

Was this simple being, then, capable of writing pretty things?

I opened the precious paper, sent by the child, and saw capital

letters traced artistically. My eyes fell on this sentence with dis-

may: "With my hand on my heart, Mademoiselle, and dear god-

mother, I place at your knees, rather at your feet, this emblem of

your simple grace."

The monster of duplicity, aided by the "writer" of the squad,

had copied his letter out of a manual for correspondence, called

"Le Parfait Secretaire" and had deceived my honest little girl. I

was tempted to be severe with him, but, after all, in this case the

letter mattered so little! Upon thinking it over, this rough man's

action seemed to me full of grace. He knew the rules of gallantry

well enough to pluck a flower and offer it to his lady.

There came a day when we must ruthlessly cut the high grass

and with it the flowers. All that vegetation hid the enemy's

positions and allowed him to crawl nearly up to us without being

discovered. One morning we heard that the company was going

to be sent two scythes. These new weapons were received in the

commanding post with much respect by a comrade and myself.

Neither of us had ever encountered such a tool face to face! I

won't say we felt frightened: we were more like chickens who had

found a toothbrush. That same evening we began to clear the

ground in front of the parapet. Of course, the scythes were broken

during the first night. Then we were given sickles to use. They

were all right for the grass, but would not cut the tough beet

stalks, and the men had to use their shovels. The real difficulty

was encountered when they came to the barbed-wire entangle-

ment.

You must imagine a moonless night in the fields. No lamp

posts here or lighted shop windows. The star shells make a lot
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of light, hut only for the henefit of our backs, for when we hear the

slight noise they make in starting, we immediately throw our-

selves flat on the ground with our chins in the mud. You will

say: "Why don't you work when the moon is up?" Unfor-

tunately the moon is thoughtless and sheds her rays indiscrimi-

nately. When she is there the Germans see our silhouettes as

plainly as we see theirs, and the only thing we can all do is to go

back and hide. It is so dark sometimes that it is impossible to

see a yard in front of one; then it is useless to try to put a hand

through the barbed-wire entanglement to cut the grass and flowers.

One morning at daybreak I came out of my hole and could see

nothing but fog. From the firing trench one saw barely ten yards

across the plain. At that hour the men are tired out, and they

have every right to be. Yet I was greatly tempted to make use

of this piece of luck and have the men, under cover of the fog

bank, go out and remove the waving green screen growing in the

defensive barriers. I got hold of a shovel, jumped on the parapet,

and said to one or two of the men:
" Follow me."

A quarter of an hour later twenty men had joined me and the

work was quickly done.

Opposite we could hear plainly the blows of mallets. The Ger-

mans were putting up stakes in front of their lines. Only the

night before a corporal had come and told the commandant of

our company:
"My Lieutenant, the plain is full of Boches. We ought to ask

for the artillery."

Our friend, being a practical man, had answered:

"Leave the Boches alone. We also want to be left alone when
we work on the barbed wire."

An hour later a volley came from a German post, in the direc-

tion of our workmen. It might have been a mistake, but more
probably the enemy pioneers had finished their own work, and
no longer needed protection for themselves.

That foggy morning seemed to me favorable for revenge. I

got all my men together and, to the great joy of those bearded
children, said that we were going to administer punishment to

the people opposite. But an inspiration came to me suddenly.

What if by an unhappy chance there were some of our men in the

field behind us? They would receive the sharp reply of the Ger-
man rifles.

"Go and see," I said to a soldier. He came running and
shouted to me:

"Don't fire, sir, our whole company is out!"
"Are you mad?"
"Not more than usual. They are searching for shell fuses."

The fog then began to lift. For fifty meters around we could

see our men, bent double, scrutinizing the ground. Here and
there groups of three or four were climbing out of huge shell-

holes. Others, stick in hand, solemnly, like magicians, were
pushing aside the grass as they walked. Usually at that early

hour, having just swallowed a hot meal, they are sleeping soundly.

But that day it was a question of getting some aluminum to make
those little rings that they send to their wives, sisters, mothers,
cousins, and fiancees. Soldiers are poets.

I had to order them in. To console them I ordered the prom-
ised volley.

"It will make them jump, my Lieutenant!"
I don't know if many Germans danced, but I do know that they

fired back at us furiously for a time. One would have believed it

to be an attack, and my comrades, awakened abruptly, could
have strangled me for the false alarm. Thus ends my little story

of grass cutting and fog; a few flowers less, a few rings more.
Is it necessary to tell you about the beet plants? Ah! They

will leave recollections in our senses: touch, vision, and smell.

During this war we have been saturated with beet roots. Even
our feet know them, those cursed things. I don't wish any civilian

ever to repeat our night walks among these treacherous and slip-

pery stalks. The strongest among us broke their legs at that work.
At night they were a perfect nightmare, during the early days

of the campaign. Their dark foliage was continually mistaken
for German silhouettes. One of my young friends, who really

has never known fear, said to me the other day:

"Only once have I ever made the complete sacrifice ofmy life. I

was in front ofmy section, and suddenly about ten feet away I saw

a line of enemy riflemen. I told my men to lie down, I looked
closely, and very clearly made out moving helmets. I took the
only possible course and tried bluff. Alone, revolver in hand,
I threw myself forward, shouting in German with all my strength:

'Surrender! You are prisoners!' There were only beet-stalks,

their heads nodding in the wind."
There can be only one pleasant recollection of the beet plant--

its perfume.

One dreadfully hot June day I was hastening through the

boyaux to join the officers of a neighboring company, about 500
metres from my post. The vegetation of the field hung down
above my head and flimsy plants caressed my face to the right

and left. Suddenly the air that I breathed seemed charged

with honey. Little by little the sensation became so strong that I

was almost intoxicated. I shut my eyes in order to enjoy that

wonderful feeling more freely. Was I in Greece, inhaling the

wonderful odors of Mount Hymette? A shell came and awoke
me from my dream with its unpleasant noise. I lifted myself up

to look at the field. Beet plants gone to seed were the only vis-

ible objects. On their high, bushy stems, millions of little green

bells, flowers or seed—I hardly knew which—were warming them-

selves in the mid-day sun. They smelt wonderfully sweet.

Henceforth a thousand recollections of the^ war will come to me
whenever I smejl a cake made with honey.

Whenever my eyes shall rest on the nest of a mouse the recollec-

tions will be less cheerful, but the effect will be the same. I write

"mouse" as a euphemism. I mean all those small, unclean ani-

mals which are commonly called moles, field mice, and rats of

various sizes. As first we knew little of our companions in mis-

fortune. The first visitors in our caves were the earth worms. I

remember we were sitting in the dugout one day, on rickety chairs

which once belonged to the Boche and before that to our civilian

population. Our backs were jammed against the wall, while in

front we were nearly cut in two by the edge of the table. The
opposite wall of damp earth was scarcely more than two feet

away. The only light was from a candle of bad quality planted in

a niche of the wall. Our menu contained cold fried potatoes

(which is sad) and cold mashed potatoes (which is even sadder).

All of a sudden a lump of earth fell in my pewter plate. We lifted

our heads and there beheld, emerging from the earth, a little,

wriggling worm, hanging like a pink tear.

"Quick, a match
!"

An orderly scratched a match and approached the hanging

shred. We laughed like children. The creature was not accus-

tomed to fire and acted like a puppy. It contracted and disap-

peared with such funny, quick movements that the effect on our

nerves was electrical. Entire matchboxes have been consumed

in this manner. Sometimes, when officers and orderlies were

heaped together in the same dugout, beginning to get bored, one

of the soldiers would say: "Ah, now we are going to laugh."

He would take the candle and pass it along the walls. As each

worm hastily withdrew, without waiting for farewells, peals of

laughter would arise and the time would pass more quickly

afterward.

Now the worms no longer come to our beautiful, comfortable

shelters. Instead we have moles in our boyaux. Lying on their

backs, their little pink claws open, these dead animals have a bet-

ter appearance than that of their cousins, the field mice. T heir

round bodies, short and fat like frankfurt sausages, are entirely

covered with silky fur. They look as if they were kittens. 1 he

mouth, a white spot about the neck, is all that can be seen of

their funny little faces. Why all these little corpses every morning

in the boyaux? They fall into these Ipng corridors and are unable

to escape the brutal feet of the soldiers.

The military authority who watches over the hygienic condition

of the troops appoints a soldier called the taupier (mole killer),

one for each boyau, whose business it is to take away all the dead

animals and bury them every morning. I know a ladies' hair

dresser who accomplishes, with much distinction, this warlike

function and who certainly won't reveal the fact to his fair clients

after the war.

Strange little animals! The war has multiplied them. The

bread, the remains of meat and vegetables that the men throw

around the camps and trenches, have already stuffed several

x generations of rodents. Finding life good, they have reproduced
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themselves rapidly. In the villages, rats as large as cats prowl

continually in the barns where the soldiers are sleeping.

In the little room where I go every now and then to take my
royal slumbers I notice that I disturb the mice quite a little. I

minded them at first, from force of habit. Now I let them play

around me. Only once have I thought them too presuming.

One of them had just run across my face— 1 still can feel the light

touch of its little feet against my cheek. Another one was turning

somersaults in my empty basin, out of which it was trying to climb;

the most practical one of the three was devouring my new sponge.

Do you think that in time of peace and in civil life I should have

tolerated such manners? The war has made philosophers of us all.

The field mice are less fortunate. The trenches attract them,

but to their doom. For them a trench is a formidable precipice.

They climb down the sloping side of a ditch with difficulty, but

the side of a boyau is vertical, and the animals who are out hunting

at night have tragic falls when they attempt its descent. On
arriving at the bottom a little stunned, they beein to look for some

exit. Gradually they lose courage and putting their front paws

on the wall, their little pointed faces turned toward the sky, frantic-

ally attempt to leap out. Many times under the beam ofmy electric

lamp I have seen these terrified little animals madly running back

and forth, throwing themselves at the side walls, jumping to the

right and left, and even under my feet if I had not been careful to

avoid them. The soldiers do not take the same trouble. It is

simply: "Crunch! Another one!"

The dead mice play such an important part, even in the thoughts

of the high command, that one day the chief of a neighboring

battalion sent by his aide-de-camp to the captain of a company
at the front a note running thus: "Urgent! There is a dead rat

August, i 9 ig

in the boyau. Please explain!" It was necessary to take a sheet

of paper and make a formal reply. An inquiry was made and it

was discovered that the rat was a field mouse, which had fallen

into the boyau after the prescribed hour. The taupier passes,

according to orders, before eight in the morning. After that

hour there is not a dead animal about. We had to own that that

morning the company had been presented with an extra field

mouse and that we had not paid any attention to the fact. Bad
business!

All these little beasts that have been our companions in misery

will be remembered with a mixture of repulsion and tenderness.

I was wandering last night in a section of trench when close by

my ear a tuft of grass began to move. I turned quickly and

found myself confronted by a funny little mouse. It is impossible

to imagine anything more odd than our ceremonious interview.

I kept serious. She watched me intently with her beady

eyes, sitting on her haunches, her ears erect, her nose moving.

She was trying to understand, and really so was I. She seemed

to say:

"What are we both doing here?"

"Well, mouse, I believe we are both waiting for some violent

death and that I am as miserable as you. With all my pride and

this uniform, once handsome, but now covered with dust and mud.

I am of no more worth on this earth than your little gray, trembling

body. Then don't be frightened by my mustache or my big

shoes; let us be friends!"

"Let us be friends," she seemed to reply-, nodding her head.

"Good-night, little friend. If I come out of this I promise that

in my soldier's heart you shall share a corner with the larks and

the poppies."
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No urn has i<>nr loiw.ml in .1 nm r paMu- spmitd and practical way than Commodore George F. Baker, Jr. (of the
N. Y. Y. C. >. He ruw donated to the Government the steam yacht Howaid, (ully equipped, and she is at present in commis-
ticn aa a training ship. Mr Baker has been in England. France, and Italy on Red Cross work, in which he is actively engaged

T H E Y 'RE in the NAVY NOW
.Khting has gone to war in earnest: some 29,000 of its exponents are now

serving in the Navy, while craft that erstwhile graced the summer sea in all the

bravery of white hulls and burnished metal are now grim in leaden war paint

Bv LAWRENCE PERRY
N llll. course ot .1 recent investigation into the

effects of the war upon the sport of yachting,

the writer met a man, somewhat beyond middle

age, whose name has long heen one to conjure

with among those who sail the seas in pleasure

craft. His big steam yacht, bearing a name
that would instantly be recognized by all

lowers ot yachting along the Atlantic seaboard, lies in a ship-

rd. the deck so often the scene of stately hospitality covered by
ipine board pent house, the big yellow funnel in a most disreput-

lle state of peeling paint and grime.

"You ask me." he said, "when I am going to put my yacht in

mmissionr Well that's easy to answer: when the war is over.

>t a day before. Any man who would put a big yacht in com-
Ission in these times would be a traitor. I offered my craft to

je Government and the Government did not see its way clear to

(ke her. All right, she'll lay up. Yachting is dead until this

jir ends."

I

Well, yachting is dead—in the sense in which this man spoke:

chting as we have learned to know it and love it, yachting on
je normal scale—cruising races, well-filled regattas, crowded
fib verandas, and all the old sort of thing which made the summer
dear to those who love the open water, salt or fresh, a taut

feet and a steady wind, or a smoothly working engine.

1 achting has gone to war in dead earnest. Some 29,000

tidjammers and motorboatmen throughout this country are in

t Navy—comparatively few in the Army—while brave craft

fich graced the summer seas in all the glory of white hulls and

rntshed metal—now grim in leaden war paint—protect our

lists against skulking invaders, or else hunt the submarine in

leign seas or at home.
Picture the brilliant argosy of ocean palaces which gave so much
pride and dignity and impressiveness to the annual port-to-port

cruises of the New York Club. Not a unit of that extraordinary

squadron but is now on war duty, far removed from the scene of

placid jaunts through dreamy August days. Some of them
lie on the bottom of the North Sea, victims of the torpedo, while

others bleach their bones on the rocks between Queenstown and
Archangel. When the final story is written, all the widely separ-

ated facts collated, yachting will be found to have contributed a

brilliant page to our national history.

Mr. G. W. C. Drexel's beautiful steamship Alcedo will go down
as the first naval vessel to fall victim to the German submarine.

She was sunk early in November, 191 7, with a loss of some twenty

of her crew. No doubt Mr. J. P. Morgan's Corsair has by this

time taken adequate revenge for the death of her consort; she has

been ranging the seas for submarines almost from the very- first.

In her gray paint, and with her decks stripped of all but necessary

fittings, she presents an appearance vastly different from the trim

black yacht with her yellow funnel and glittering metal work which

we used to know.

Mr. Robert E. Tod, peer of all deep-sea-racing yachtsmen,

owner of the great two-masted schooner Katoura, is executive

officer of the Corsair, and a most efficient one he is. Then there

is Mr. A. Curtiss James's Aloha—what a picture she was with her

towering bark rig and her graceful black hull! Those square-

rigged masts are gone now, and she is altogether in fighting trim.

After Commodore James had turned her over to the Government
he went to the Navy Yard where she lay, decided that the crew-

needed a phonograph and all sorts of things, and promptly had
them purchased and sent aboard. Atlantic, which won the

Kaiser's Cup in the great transatlantic race of 1905, is also in

service. She was owned by Mr. Wilson Marshall at the time,

and Wilson Marshall, Jr., who sailed on her so often and later

distinguished himself on smaller racers, is already included among
the naval aviators who have given their lives for their country.
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There are also A. C. Burrage's Aztec; Irving T. Bush's Christabel;

H. A. Loughlin's Corona; Robert T. Graves's Emeline; E. P. and

J. W. Alker's Florence (Jimmy Alker, so long known as one of the

sponsors of Manhasset Bay Yacht Club racing, and an enthusiastic

member of the New York Yacht Club thirty-foot class, is an officer

on the Florence); Edgar Palmer's Guinevere, lost in foreign waters;

George F. Baker Jr.'s Wacouta (Mr. Baker, the present commodore
of the New York Yacht Club and Chairman of the Executive

Committee of the Naval Training Association of the United States,

gave the Wacouta to the Government, having renamed her Har-

Photograph by Edwin Levick

Mr. Robert E. Tod, one of our most famous deep sea yachtsmen, is now a commissioned
officer in the Navy, and is the executive officer of the converted gunboat Corsair, formerly
owned by J. P. Morgan

The schooner yacht Kaloura is owned by Mr. Tod, who built her for ocean cruising. She was designed by the Herreshoffs

vara
1

); John Borden's Kanawha; H. Walters's Narada; Howard
Gould's Niagara; Horace E. Dodge's Nokomis; Vincent Astor's
Noma (Mr. Astor is a lieutenant aboard this craft); Mrs. E. H.
Harriman's Sultana; Morton F. Plant's Vanadis; P. W. Rouss's
Winchester; the great Aphrodite, of the Col. O. H. Payne estate;

Edward Harkness's Wakiva (recently sunk in foreign waters);
F. G. Bourne's Alberta and C. Ledyard Blair's Diana (both now
in Russian waters); D. C. Jackling's Cyprus, lost on the Russian
coast; these are a few of the steam yachts that donned war ^aint
when we entered the war.

What sort of a New York Yacht Club cruise, one may ask,

could be held in these days, with all the great and glorious craft

engaged in the war or victims of the war? Go over to the Brook-
lyn Navy Yard and ask Lieutenant W. Butler Duncan what he
thinks of yachting, and you will get a very short and emphatic
reply. Mr. Duncan is the one who took Cornelius Vanderbilt's

sixty-foot sloop Aurora through that howling night in the New
York Yacht Club run from Vineyard Haven to Portland, Me.,

a few years ago, a night which saw the proud squadron scattered

to the far corners with only the Aurora and the schooner Elmina,
of all the windjammers, reaching destination. Mr. Duncan is

on a receiving ship, where he is employing a knowledge of nautical

affairs gained at Annapolis. Before war broke out in 1914 he was

one of the America's Cup Committee engaged in laying plans to

defeat the hopes of Sir Thomas Lipton, whose Shamrock IV
narrowly escaped capture by a German raider in crossing the

Atlantic to tune up for racing in this country. Shamrock IV now
sleeps in a shed in a South Brooklyn shipyard, and there are those

who believe that by this time she is in condition for naught but

the hammer of the junk master.

Mr. H. de B. Parsons, Chairman of the New York Yacht Club

Regatta Committee, is employing his great engineering genius

to the advantage of the Navy, and in general the New York Yacht

Club has given hundreds of its members to the naval service.

So have all the yacht clubs. Standing out is Mr. W. W. Trench,

so well known as an enthusiastic member of the famous Star Class

of small sloops. When the Government called for sailors, he

enlisted as a common seaman on a mine sweeper, the City of Lewes,

and went abroad. He studied while in the service and now wears

the gold stripe and star of an ensign.

Up Boston way Mr. G. R. Dabney, who sailed in the Sonderklasse

against the Kaiser's racers at Kiel, is in the Navy and so is Mr.

Robert W. Emmons, who was associated with Charles Francis

Adams, 2nd, as sailing director of the cup defender Resolute

which is now lying at Bristol waiting for the end of the war—
and for Sir Thomas Lipton. Messrs. B. B. Crowninshield, the

designer, Henry Howard,

and W. Starling Burgess

—all prominent Eastern

Yacht Club men—are in

the service, as are the two

H i g g i n s o n brothers,

Frederick, a quarter-

master, and Charles, an

ensign. Mr. Dudley S.

Dean of Cohasset racing

fame, and an old Harvard

footballer, is a lieutenant

in the Navy, and Ogden

T. McClurg, of Lake

Michigan fame, is serving

on the United States Ship

Essex. And so one might

go on filling pages with

names of well-known

yachtsmen who have
dropped not only sport,

but important busim

interests, to serve their

country. These names at

least will serve to create

an accurate impression of

what the yachtsmen of

the country are doing.

It has not been the in-
Edwin Levick
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|ion ol vachtstnen to mince matters, and n<> hotly of men
«o li t < I \ saenhced the spore tin s lovr foi the ^ic.iicr in-

The> I. nil aside nor onK \achtmg but everything clue

nl of 1<M7. I hose who thiough tin ii studies nl sc.iiii.iii-

jml navigation were .ihle to he of use to the countr\

mi time in ottering themselves. \<>t only th.it. those who
\t i\ue.ihle yachts ruined them over to the ( iovernmeiif

,

jt a pim det» inuned hv hoards ol sui ve v. or else —as hap-

in main eases not onl\ gave them to the nation for the

filial sum of a doll. it. hut ionti.n ted to defray their cost of

itcn.intc Hundreds of yachts, as already said, have heen

as scout and patrol ho. its. and Lit mi craft at • engaged in the

of running tlown the submarine.

is alie.uK histoiv how the sport was p, icttcally abandoned

we entered the war; how the leading yacht luhs inn>unccd

there would he no racing or lortn.il cruising whtl - war con

It is true that some of the smaller cluhs arranged rat es

mall sailing ci aft. usu.ilU handled by the sons of well-known

Busmen, and that there were a few power boat races, hut no

k nee w as made of cu rving on the spot f as in former years.

I was early in the present year that Mr. Arthur K. Aldritlge,

H>r of RuJtlfr, looking forward to the approaching season,

jr to fosephus Daniels. Secretary of the Navy, and to Franklin

Q.Kt>i>si \ i It. \ssist.int Secretary, for advice which might he

Moved m shaping his editorial policy. The Secretary of the

Hv replied as follow s

. . I wish to express my appreciation of the large number
lachtsmen who have enrolled in the Navy, and arc now in

* e set \ ice. I'hcir 1 \pt tience in yachting has been of real value

(

preliminary training for work in the Navy and I agree with

fthat it is wise for the youngci men, who are not yet nei di d in

tbtwar. to continue their yachting activities as a preliminary

Haration for service in the Navy. I feel that it is important

;h; our \oung nu n in the colleges should continue their athletic

ift s. and similarly that the young men who are inclined to the

>pt of yachting would do well not to give it up."

Lfsist.mt Secretary Roosevelt wrote that he was torn by con-

licng emotions. While appreciating the way in which the

pMtsmen of the country had helped the Navy since war began,

ldi tting the value of their work in providing vessels and trained

ttfcmncl. he vet felt that the tpiestion of racing in the present

J was rather an involved matter.

Of course." he wrote, "the first duty of everybody is to use

:w personal effort to win the war, and it seems to me that the

ion of the holding of races by the different clubs becomes one

^ Mother the bidding of such races will divert the energies of any

lout of war channels

Jyiich they might be

Jltil. This is especially

tra of those w ho. lor us

>ayare o:rr nineteen or

:wt ry years ot age. 1 n

che*ase of the younger

»en ation — the b o y s

UMr military age who
iltti such large numbers
Mang seamanship
ill our coast through

dwhandling of small

bw — the question is

TOtt like that of college

atttics. It seems to me
tfctt these boys should

Qnicouraged in every

p«»Jde w ay, and that the

rife of smaller classes

oblisting boats could

^hould very properly

^iritinued. As a mat-
er F fact, most of this

vt*uer generation sails

cht nailer type of boats
an* think they should
D€|t en every encourage-
mei to continue."

Hut Mr. Roosevelt felt that in the case of larger rat ing sloops

and schooneis, in fact of all yachts that t arry professional crews,

more good would he done the tommy this miiiiiik i if they were

MM placed in commission. The man power of all these men, lit

said, was needed in the Navy and the merchant marine.

I he views of the Assistant Secretary of the Navy have been

rigidly followed throughout the country, and, indeed, so strict an

interpretation has heen placed upon the ideal of service as set

forth by Mr. Roosevelt that even the younger men, below military

age, will not have wide opportunities of carrying on their practical

Photograph by Edwin Lcvick

Mr. A. S. Cochran (at wheel) the well-known yachtsman, who has lent his services to Govern-

ment enterprises connected with the war. He built the cup-defense candidate Vanitie, which

raced against the Rtsolule

Photograph by Edwin Levick

The Kanawha, owned by Mr. John Borden, has heen converted into a fast cruiser with light armament
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Marblehcad Harbor, which is the great centre of yachting in this country this season. Here are situated the Eastern and Corinthian Yacht Clubs. While Mas

chusetts Bay is the scene of many naval activities, there is abundant opportunity for the racing of small boats
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work in seamanship
and navigation.

Still, something

has been done. The
Eastern Yacht Club
at Marblehead,
Mass., and the Mass-
achusetts Bay Yacht
Racing Association

are holding regattas

for small boats

—

thirty feet and under

—and are having an

interesting season,
while at the same
time serving the

practical needs of the

country by manning
these racing craft

with students from

theGovernment nau-

tical schools, through

which the young sea-

men will gain a great

deal of experience in

boat handling and
even in navigation.

Last season's meagre
racing showed the

Marblehead racing
men that there was
no reason in the world

why small boat re-

gattas should not be

held on Massachu-
setts Bay. And no

yachtsmen in the
country have been

more patriotic than

the Marblehead clubs

—the Eastern and
the Corinthian—
members of which
have built submarine
chaser flotillas and
presented them to the

Government, while
at the same time of-

fering their own ser-

vices and the use of

their club houses and
grounds for training

purposes. Withal,
these men have found

opportunity to put racing yachts into commission on the practical

basis as set forth above, and thus, we find that yachting has

been greatly amplified this season to the benefit of everyone within

sailing distance of Marblehead.
The Eastern Yacht Club last June maintained its brilliant

cruising tradition in rather an interesting, certainly a unique,

manner. Instead of the historic port-to-port run along the New
England coast the "cruise" lasted precisely half a day. The place

of meeting was on board a recruiting ship of the American Ship-

ping Board at India Wharf. The steamship left the wharf at one

o'clock, and while the yachtsmen were enjoying a buffet luncheon

the steamship proceeded to the Boston Navy Yard where an hour
and a half was spent inspecting the activities there.

From the Navy Yard the steamship went to Marblehead

—

where the Eastern Yacht Club house is located. Here was wit-

nessed a rowing match among boat crews of the merchant ma-
rine service. In the evening there was a dinner at the club house.

And that was the Eastern Yacht Club cruise of 191 8. It will go

down in history, of course.

Various Sound yacht clubs, notably the Larchmont, Indian

Harbor, American, and Orienta Clubs, have put into effect plans
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Henry Howard, of the Eastern Yacht Club, Marble-

head, who 13 on active service in the Navy

for taking junior Naval Reserves on practice cruises in Lon

Island Sound and about New York. Some thirty yacht ownei

carry from five to thirty cadets on every trip, and the amount c

practical experience which the cadets receive has been high!

spoken of by officers in charge of the junior Reserve camps.
The Long Island Sound Yacht Racing Association, composed

clubs on both sides of Long Island Sound, has instituted a season'.-

series of six regattas for small boats exclusively, which has enlistee

the enthusiasm and active participation of a number of boys fron

fifteen to eighteen, together with yachtsmen well above militan

age; while that group of sturdy shellbacks at Larchmont wh<

last season built six forty-foot sloops, have them under sail anc

racing as a class this season. These fine boats—the largest ii

commission in this country—are manned by young amateurs, anc

provide interesting sport, while at the same time assisting in th<

valuable work of keeping alive that fine amateur nautical spirn

for which Long Island Sound is famous. All along this beautifu

body of water and also on Narragansett Bay, Buzzards Bay

Barnegat Bay, Put-in-Bay, Lake Michigan, Lake St. Claire, am

the inland lakes of the North, are now found small boats

manned and navigated by youngsters, sailing for cups in an infor

mal way under the auspices of individual clubs. But com

paratively speaking, it is, in all truth, an insignificant expression

the normal yachting impulse.

The Long Island Branch of the American Power Boat Associa

tion devised a series of extremely practical races, races chiefl]

of value as a factor in the training of seamen for the Navy, rirsr

various courses of fifty miles were mapped out, courses, for in

stance lying along the Sound, touching various buoys at al

points of the compass. Then it was planned to put young men \vh<

are studying at the various Government naval schools of the Nei

York district in boats belonging to the Association, and give then

maps of the various courses. Their duty was to plot out thi

course which they thought they could negotiate in the shortest

possible time, and then race over it. This involved, naturally

a thorough boning up on tides, currents, shoals, prevailing wind

conditions, and the like, and also it involved the employment of s

vast amount of judgment, common sense, and seamanlike ini

tiative.

I know of no scheme which so adequately met the nations

needs in a practical way, while at the same time providing fuel foi

the languishing racing spirit of this branch of the Association. 1'

is a scheme which no doubt will be widely copied next year

assuming that war is then in progress. Whether it is or not, tht
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idr.i i not "Mr d> he diopped. It has ti>i> in.uiv valuable phases

Of collier with tin closed /.>nt s oiiisuli u I In .nil.mils, then has

iux hrrn, mil will not he. .in\ long-distance tnotoi boat iiuising

i, lv , s in. I there will in I. iv i he no big motor ho.it event of any sort

widi tin- exception of tin .ninn.il race lor the ( iohl Challenge

Cup which tins season will he In hi in Detroit. A race of this sort

has its \ahie in developing engine powei .is applied to hulls, and

thus is not frowned upon h\ eithei vachtsinen oi tin Government.

Hut the l.itgc ciuising powei ciaft, the steam yachts that have

not heen taken ovci h> the (iovernnient and the sailing vessels

ranging from fort\ t>> ninet\ feet, test in the shipyards, idle until

w.u ends. I'hc visitoi foCit\ Island, where many of our proudest

windiammets mi high and dry on the stocks, mis .i lorest of dis-

mantle.! m.iNts licet sloops .m.l schooners whose names arc

written large in the annals of yachting, and whom one associates

wit h huge spreads of straining duck and the spindrift flying from

eitliet side of their handsome hows. Desolate they look on the

atherhe.iten ways, and some of them disreputable, with tangled

ts of geai rattling in the wind and paint peeling from the well-

turned hulls. There are smaller boats, too, hundreds of them,

d in South Brooklyn yards, in potts of Long Island Sound,

vesend May. the Chicago River Basin and, in fact generally

RWghout the country, the ratio of yachts on land to those

reading can\ .is is .is fifty to one.

While yachts lie thus idle at the shipyards, it must not be

thered that industry in these yards is stilled. Far from it.

cy hum with that activity which naval enterprise has hrought

them, hum as never before. Instead of light-waistcd pleasure

ft resting on the railways for cleaning and overhaul, you find

hm.it ine chasers, mine sweepers, patrol boats, and righting

achines of various s<>its. Uniforms ot officers and enlisted men
everywhere seen and often there are armed guards.

There are many guards in and about l.awley's famous yard at

eponset, near Boston. Only two or three yachts have been

ilt at this great birthplace of pleasure craft, while on the other

and scores of naval vessels have taken shape and are constantly

king shape here. Men who were skippers or mates on steam

d sailing craft frequently call at the yard attired in the uniform

commissioned or petty officers in the Navy, mighty well pleased

th their new occupation.

Some of the best known yacht skippers are in the service,

ere is Capt. Alexander Corkum. commander of many of the

rgest yachts afloat, who will be recalled as the man who super-

tended the construction of Mr. D. C. Jackling's Cyprus, already

Noops of the forty-foot Larchmonl one-design class, the largest sailing yachts in commission this summer.

are noted for their speed and weatherly ability

noted as lost in i he course of war service. ( 'orkum now commands
a transport, formerly one ni 1

1

i < German liners plying hclwren

Hamburg and New York.

( apt. K. A. Sparks, skipper of the big yacht Machigonne, stuc k

to the vessel when she w .is turned over to t he ( iovernnient service,

and has served since the war as ;m officer on this line craft. I he

M'a/ higo tine had a strenuous career on patrol duty throughout last

winter, and for several weeks was employed as an ice-breaker.

She stood up beautifully under this arduous work and to-day is as

fast and stanch and generally effective as ever.

Capt. "Dick" Sherlock of South Boston, known throughout the

yachting world as commander of the ocean going schooner yacht

GiUttim, owned by the late W. F. Weld, and later as skipper of Mr.

A. S. Cochran's steam yacht Mohican, served as instructor in navi-

gation at one of the ( iovernnient schools for some time, and then re-

ceived command of one of the fleet of Dutch steamships taken over

by this (iovernnient. His naval rank, as with that of other profes-

sional skippers, is lieutenant, senior grade.

Many other professional sailors have gone from yachting into

the Navy—so many, in fact that after the war is over the pro-

fessional, whether officer or seaman, will be quite able to hold up
his head in company
with his Corinthian

employer.

One wonders what
the outcome of it all

will be. What posi-

tion will the sport of

yachting occupy
when war is ended

and men are free to

turn toother affairs?

"
I think," said a vet-

eran yachtsman to

whom the writer put

this question, "that

the end of the war
will find those who
have owned steam

yachts in no great

hurry to build new
craft, while there may
be no doubt that few

of the craft which the

Government has
taken over will ever

again wear the yacht-

ing ensign. At least

they won't if the war
continues for some
time. Already a

number of big power
craft which the Gov-
ernment took have

ended their days of

usefulness. The life

they have been lead-

ing has been nothing

if not strenuous.
Again, a steam yacht

costs money; big
money. There is the

cost of building and

the cost of mainten-

ance, and when you
consider that taxes

are not going to fade

aw ay with any grat-

ifying degree of ra-

pidity, you have your

answer as regards

steam yachts—which

are the only sort of

craft concerning
which I can speak

Photograph by Paul Thompson

Mr. W Starling Burgess, yacht designer, of Boston, who is

now engaged in airplane building for the Government

© Edwin Levick

Designed by William Gardner, these single stickers
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with authority. But I do look for an immense boom in sailing

and motor boating."

As to steam yachts whose cost of construction runs up into the

hundreds of thousands, let it be borne in mind that with vessels

such as the Corsair, the Niagara, Aloha, and other large steam-

propelled craft, the budget of expense is tremendous. With a

captain receiving $3,600 a year; chief engineer $3,000; chef

$1,800; first mate $150 a month; second mate $100 a month; third

mate $100 a month; assistant engineer $150 a month; second

assistant engineer $100 a month, and others in proportion, such

as four oilers, twelve firemen, two launchmen, two boatswains,

twelve seamen, six quartermasters, and one steward, a great steam

yacht owner will pay fully $30,000 if his boat is in commission

eight months of the year. Counting salaries, feeding and clothing

the crew, coal, oil and sundries, repairs, and dockings, $80,000 a

year for maintenance is a moderate estimate. This does not in-

clude the cost of entertaining, without which no steam yacht man
would have any fun at all. It's an expensive business, is steam

yachting, and many former owners of palatial vessels will think

twice before they reenter the game. This, in many cases, will

undoubtedly mean a return to the old craft of the wealthy

yachtsman, the schooner. That will be a good thing, an excel-

lent thing.

As to taking a yacht back from the Government, I wonder what

Mr. Burrage, for instance, will think of the Aztec if he ever again

goes aboard of her. In days of peace she was indeed a palace.

She had twelve staterooms, five baths, dining saloon, drawing-

room, nursery, library, and owner's quarters separate. The lib-

rary was done in Circassian walnut, the bookcases had leaded

glass doors. The drawing room was finished in white mahogany
inlaid with satinwood; the dining room was built of dull waxed

teakwood. One can imagine what happened when Uncle Sam's

renovators came aboard to make the vessel suitable for submarine

chasing, to provide accommodations for 200 jackies. They say

that the junk dealers used to gather in hordes outside a shipyard

when the Government was converting a crack yacht to naval

use. So with the Corsair, Niagara, Nokomis, and all the top liners

of the sport of yachting.

But on the other hand, the work of the Navy is developing
tens of thousands of young men into confirmed shellbacks; they will

come back from the war with a profound love for the sea. The life

they are leading is one of hardship and peril, but the lure of old

ocean is irresistible, and with their seamanlike trade acquired
they will be very loth to abandon it. They won't abandon it.

The waters of coast and inland sections of the country will teem
with small windjammers as well as motor boats, and there may be

no doubt that yachting when war is ended will receive its greatest

impulse.

The great thing about the sport has been that no recreative form
of activity was in the position to be of so much practical value to

the Government when we entered the war as was yachting.

Passing the fact that there were hundreds of yachts which the Navy
Department found to be of inestimable value, we note the thou-

sands of men familiar with navigation, practical seamanship, or

boat handling, who were qualified at once—or with very little

training—to enter the Government service; there were men who
were not only familiar with coastwise waters, tides, currents, and
other details essential to patrol duties, but yachtsmen who held

the best sort of pilot's certificates, or at least knew how to

hand reef and steer with the best of them.

Take such a man, for instance, as Robert E. Tod, who has

already been referred to as an officer on the Corsair, or Vincent

Astor, an officer on the Noma; or Leonard H. Dyer, Francis

S. Page, John R. Brophy, Walter S. Dayton, Walter H. Funke,

and C. L. Willard of the Bayside Yacht Club, George Gardner
Fry, of the Orienta Yacht Club, Arthur Adams, of the Eastern

Yacht Club (an ensign on the battleship Nebraska), Henry
Howard, Edwin H. Bigelow, and— well the roster of every

yacht club in this country contains the names of accomplished

mariners whom the Government found fully qualified for various

duties aboard ship.

Yachting has proved itself as a developer not only of patriots,

but of seamen as well, and the Government has not been slow to

express adequate appreciation of what the sport has meant in the

past and what it has stood for in these trying times. As for its

glorious future—that is assured.

Photograph by Edwin Levick

Mr. Harry de B. Parsons (left). Chairman of the N. Y. Y. C. Regatta Committee, is assisting

the Government in his capacity as a noted engineer

© Paul Thompson

Mr. Vincent Astor not only turned the Noma over to the Government, but is serving as lieuten-

ant aboard her, with the U. S. fleet in European waters
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The DAVISON ESTATE in WAR TIME
By EDWARD MOTT WOOLLEY

Photographs by Paul Thompson and John Wa llace Gillies

HE country estate of Mr. Henry P. Davison on Long

Island is another splendid example of beauty

and ornament converted, so far as possible, into

war utility. As Chairman of the War Council

of the American Red Cross, Mr. Davison be-

lieves in consistency. It is not feasible to

metamorphose this sixty-five-acre place of his

into a truck farm, because much of it is woods and other portions

are rough and sandy, but practically the whole estate is now used

for utilitarian purposes. About twenty acres are actually under

cultivation, and a large percentage of the remaining land is pro-

ducing food through livestock and poultry. You may say that

this is virtually a 100 per cent, war estate, at least in so far as a

gentleman's grounds, designed for other uses, may be made such.

Tbe Davison place lies on Peacock Point, near the village of

Locust Valley, and some two miles from Glen Cove. Perhaps

the rugged north shore of Long Island is not more beautiful any-

where than it is here. This estate has its frontage directly on the

Sound, with an entrancing view from the great house. From
Peacock Point to the Battery is about twenty-eight miles, and in

times of peace the waters of the north shore are alive in summer
with private yachts. Within sight is the estate of Mr. J. Pierpont

Morgan, and near by are other splendid properties, while up and

down the shore for many miles are the summer homes and magni-

ficent grounds of well-known New Yorkers. Here, normally, are

numerous wonderful conservatories that are filled with blooms the

year round, and the outdoor floral gardens are as fine as anything

in America. It is a region where the gods and man have outdone

themselves in creating an aristocracy of country life.

So far as the private yachts are concerned, you will see few of

them this summer. Like Mr. Davison's 150-foot boat, the

Skipaki, they are out of commission for the period of the war, or

else are in war service. It must be confessed, however, that some

of the greenhouses are still devoted to their rare and beautiful

inhabitants, and the outdoor flower gardens of the north shore are

by no means abandoned. But here on the Davison place the

reverse is true.

Early last winter there was a heartbreaking eviction at the Pea-

cock Point conservatories; at least it surely would have been dis-

tressing if it hadn't been done for a cause that was paramount.
Two greenhouses filled with American Beauty, Killarney,

and other varieties of roses were closed, in order to conserve coal

and labor and to devote the conservatories later on to the pro-

duction of food plants. The hot water heating plant was shut down
and a large quantity of coal saved. To run these greenhouses all

winter takes about seventy-five tons of hard coal.

Along toward spring the greenhouses were brought back into

use, for getting the early vegetables started. During the cold

days of March and April, and even of M'.y, these conservatories

were producing amazing numbers of vegetable plants. Tomatoes,
eggplants, peppers, cauliflower, cabbages, lettuce, and the like

basked in the sunlight that in peace times was monopolized by
the blooms. The greenhouses, however, were unable to accom-
modate all the plants planned for the food gardens, and cold-

frames were used, in addition, for lettuce, radishes, carrots, beets,

and other vegetables. A succession of crops was planned so that

none of the available land would be wasted at any time during the

summer. Mr. Davison's purpose was to get the food out of the

ground, and to get all that he possibly could, as fast as it would
grow. He was not looking for profit. Although he wants his

place run with all the economy possible, he desires, above every-

thing else, production. It is difficult to say whether an estate of

this sort would pay a dividend on its food gardens if it were pos-

sible to figure the earnings on a commercial basis. I am inclined

to think it would be a financial loss. But I take it that this is

considered an inconsequential matter at this particular time.

The problem of utilizing an estate of this character to the best

advantage in these times of pressing emergency is indeed a difficult

matter. Mr. Davison, however, has a penchant for getting results

when he goes out after them. He attained them as a banker and
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The Davison home on Peacock Point, near Locust Valley, L. I., which last summer was practically the living quarters of a dozen

or more flying men, whose 'planes made the beach below the house seem fairly to swarm with wings

of pirates.

is getting them in his

work for the Red
Cross. Obstacles
seem to please some
men. I imagine that

Mr. Davison enjoys

action and the drama
of quick-moving life.

Thus we may imagine

that the problem of

utilizinghis estate for

food may have ap-

pealed to him because

of its very difficulties.

Out on the West-

ern prairies a pioneer

may plow up the vir-

gin soil and use every

foot of the land for

immediate food pro-

duction, but here on

the Davison place the

original soil was, for

the most part, nearly

worthless for crops.

Much of it was a

waste of sand-swept

desolation, bearing
withal a rather pic-

turesque tradition

Close to the spot where a little

casino now stands, near the tennis

grounds, was once a shack reputed

to be the headquarters of a notor-

ious band of freebooters. For all

I know, Captain Kidd, who knew
Long Island from stem to stern,

may have buried some of his treas-

ure near by. He would not recog-

nize the site to-day. Thick and
velvety lawns overspread it, and I

was told by the superintendent,

D. J. Coughlin, who has been there

five years, that the labor and money
expended in creating those lawns

run into a big sum total.

In other woros, the place is thor-

oughly capitalized, so, after all, the

former work of adornment alone

makes possible its use to-day for

more necessary purposes. This

soft and thick grass will go into

milk, cream, and butter. There
are now ten cows on the place,

most of them registered Jerseys,

and by the time this article is pub-
lished there may be more. Among
the choice ranges for this sleek

herd is the four-acre polo field.

There is no polo played there now,

nor will there be any, in all prob-

ability, until the war is won. Wher-
ever there is grass on the place that cannot with agricultural

efficiency be turned under for cultivation, the Davison livestock

will crop it.

Of the land available for plowing and tilling, about five acres

are in corn, used mainly for feeding the chickens. Two acres are

in mangel beets, for the livestock, and an acre in carrots for the

same purpose. Two acres are planted to cabbages, the best of

which will be sold, and the remainder fed to the poultry.

There are five acres of potatoes, some of which may be sent to

market; but the btilk of them will be consumed by the Davison
group. Then there are the vegetable gardens, the orchard, and
the small fruit. The latter, especially, is receiving intensive forc-

ing this season, as the iron trellises indicate. One item from the

Everything of an ornate nature about the place has been eliminated this year, with the

result that the force of workers has been reduced 50 per cent.

orchard comprises
four barrels of cider.

The main garden
occupies an especially

favorable site of two
or three acres that

was formerly a chest-

nut grove. The
chestnut plague

killed the trees and
left them standing

bare and ugly. Not
only were they an

eyesore to Mr. Davi-
son, but he wanted
the land for garden-

ing, so he had them
cut down and the

stumps removed by
the most spectacular

of short-cut methods,

dynamite. I fancy

that he entered into

this sort of gardening

with gusto. It took

something like a ton

of explosives to get

the roots out, but in-

cidentally the soil

was well stirred far down into the

ground. I believe they call this

deep farming. To-day there is not

a trace of the stumps, and the gar-

den is as smooth and tillable as

any scientific farmer could desire.

It is provided with surface irriga-

tion, too, should it be needed. The
water system on the Davison estate

is more complete than it is in many
a town. There are two artesian

wells, one 230 feet and the other

365 feet deep, and the electric and

gasolene pumping plant has a

capacity in emergency of 350 gal-

lons a minute. In summer 100,000

gallons a day is not an unusual

quantity consumed. The system

is one that uses air pressure, forc-

ing the water to all parts of the

estate and to the top of the house.

A thousand feet of hose are avail-

able, and there are many hydrants.

The house itself is to a great extent

fireproof, whatever that may really

mean.
Here in this main garden are

growing almost all vegetables com-

monly used on the table. The first

crop to be put in was peas, on April

3rd. As soon as these showed

above ground, the second crop

went in, and then the third. Last

summer peas were served on the table just nine weeks from the

planting. After the peas, and on the s*ame ground, come celery,

late cabbage, cauliflower, and such other crops as the superintend-

ent considers proper. The Davison harvests, which will be con-

tinuous all summer and well on toward winter, will include melons

and pumpkins—the latter growing among the corn in true farmer

fashion.

In all this work it is the purpose chiefly to take the Davison

group out of the food markets, so far as may be. Production

for the purpose of sale is not possible to any great extent. Where-

ever there is a surplus, it will go to swell the out side supply, but

the Davison group of itself represents at least thirty-five or forty

persons, and at times this number is very largely increased. In
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a unit in the nation with- food campaign. In the winter, when the

family is living in the Paik \venue house in New York, there

will he ample vegetables in storage to supply the tahle. All

last wmtei vegetables were hauled in by motor truck from the

estate.sotli.it it was ptacticalh unnecessarv to go into the market.

Large quantities of vegetables will he preserved this summer, as

was done last \ eat

One of the most interesting features of the place is the vegetable

Storehouse. Ibis building is about twenty-five feet square,

attached to the general stoiage building, with double brick walls

having in spaces between Including this space, the total thick-

ness of the walls is about fourteen

inches. The building has double

doors, is thoioughlv \ cut dated, and

is fitted with two tiers of bins.

Last winter vegetables were kept

here through the coldest weather

without freezing, l'hcv have never

[molded nor shown deterioration of

IB] sort W\ the root crops, such

M carrots, beets, turnips, parsnips.

cabbages, and potatoes, were stored

with success. String beans were

kept for quite a time, until they

were needed for use. Apples,

j

peaches, pears, and other fruits also

kept well. The estate, harvests

its own ice. from a pond supplied

hv the artesian wells. There are

;oo tons now in the ice house.

With the elimination ot practic-

i allyeverything of an ornate nature,

it has been found possible this

'summer to reduce the force of

workers 50 per cent., even with the

1

large food-producing activities,

j The great amount of labor that

•has been required to create and

maintain this estate may be judged

1 from the fact that some spring

seasons eighty-five men have been

at work at one time. One gets

: some conception ot this task by

taking a walk along the sea wall,

for instance. This

j
massive concrete

. fortification against

the waves has been

j

heavily reinforced by

thousands of tons of

Jhuge and jagged

I pieces of rock that

came from the New
[York subway exca-

vations.

The workers have

been trimmed out

ljust as have been

I many of the beauties

of the place. At least

I two men were re-

leased by the closing

of the greenhouses,

and two more were
dispensed with by
[the practical aban-
donment of the
sunken garden.
When I saw this, it

The practical abandonment of the sunken garden released two men. Nothing is being

replaced here, and even the grass on the borders will not be cut

was in sad shanc indeed, but I was told that it would look

nun h worse as tune went on. Nothing is being replaced, and tin-

gaps will be left grow bigger and bigger. I'.ven the grass on the

borders will not be cut. Possibly a little work may be done here

occasionally, if the food activities give aday's respite now and then,

in prevent absolute deterioration; but even this will not be done
if the other win k presses too severely. It is Mr. Davison's aim to

avoid all possible demands on the labor market. That the carry-

ing out of this resolution requires no little sacrifice, considering

the time and difficulties involved in building up the estate, is

manifest. Hut Mr. Davison has seen, in a most graphic way
along the battle-fronts of Kurope, the terrible necessity for man
power. All other considerations sink into insignificance.

The chickens afford another food activity that is especially

interesting. This has taken a great spurt this summer, and I

found about a thousand feathered inhabitants of the poultry

yards, including young and old. The poultry houses are located

at one end of the estate where they

arc best protected from the winds

from the Sound. The services of

one man are used entirely in the

care of the chickens. They are fed

and cared for on a scientific sched-

ule, as laid out by the poultry

specialists at Cornell University.

Cooked potatoes are used some-
what for fattening.

Most of the pullets are white

Leghorns and Wyandottes, and the

trap-nest system is used to dis-

cover the best layers. Hens which

show the worst records ultimately

lose their heads and are used per-

haps for fricassee and roasting,

while the others are taken over for

breeding purposes. From onegroup
of 150 pullets thus selected, 145

eggs apiece were secured in a year.

Another batch of thirteen hens laid

about eight eggs daily all the year.

Early this season, before the

family went to Peacock Point for

the summer, twenty-seven dozens

of eggs a week were being shipped

to the New York residence. Large

quantities of eggs were also "put
down." Last winter eggs at Glen

Cove brought $1.15 a dozen in the

market.

This will be a banner year in the

Davison poultry
yards. The first

hatch occurred about

March 10th, and the

broods were coming
out of the eggs rap-

idly all during the

early part of the sea-

son. From these

came large numbers
of broilers.

Incidentally, there

are some forty pairs

of pigeons on thf

place, which are used

for breeding squabs.

Hogs, too, have

come within the

Davison scheme, but,

so far, misfortune has

overtaken the efforts

in this direction. The
parent stock consists

of some full-blooded

Berkshires, but the
Mr. and Mrs. Davison and their two daughters—the Red Cross contingent—put the family on a 100 per cent, war basis
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litters, for some reason, have met an untimely fate. The cause

has not been thoroughly accounted for. Judging from the new
and modern hog house, and the apparent solicitude with which

the animals are attended, the business of producing pork should be

extraordinarily successful here. I heard the opinion expressed,

perhaps without sufficient grounds, that there may be such a thing

as too much science.

I can scarcely close this article without saying that the Davisons

themselves, as well as this country place of theirs, are in war
work deeply and earnestly. They make up a ido per cent,

war family. Both Mr. and Mrs. Davison are giving their time to

the cause, and the two sons are in the aviation section of the

Army. The eldest, Lieut. Trubee Davison, was injured last

autumn in an airplane accident, but is back again in the service.

The younger son, Harry, is now in an aviation camp. These

two boys, I believe, were active in the formation of the \ale unit

for the Air Coast Defense. They helped get twelve Yale men to

form the first actual Air Coast Patrol. Last summer the Davison
beach was alive with airplanes, for the big house was practically

the living quarters of a dozen or more flyers. A fine beach it is,

too, with diving floats, boats, and canoes galore; but such diversions

have no place in the scheme of Peacock Point this summer.
One of the daughters, Miss Alice, who is even younger than her

brothers, showed her desire for service by studying wireless and is

now teaching it in one of the schools in New York. The other

daughter, Frances, is too young to go out into active war work.

Nevertheless, she conducts Red Cross operations in what was
formerly a family tea house near the Davison beach. Here she

gathers about her a group of girls, ranging around fifteen years of

age, and they turn out bandages and work of that kind.

All this ought to inspire similar activity on country estates

elsewhere.

SHEPHERDING the SHEEP
By WALTER A. DYER

Suggesting a sane and conservative settlement of* the controversy between

sheep men and dog owners. " The best cure for the dog menace is more dog"

ilT IS a fact not to be

denied that dogs kill

sheep. Sheep pro-

duce both meat and
wool, and in this

period of our na-

tion's history sheep

raising certainly should be encour-

aged. In many sections of the coun-

try such encouragement would not be

necessary were it not for the sheep-

killing dog. The losses caused by
these dogs have driven farmers out of

the sheep-raising industry at a time

when that industry should be mark-
edly on the increase. What is the

answer? Must the dog, a non-pro-

ducer of food or clothing, be elimi-

nated because of the urgent needs of

nations at war? Or is there some
other way?

This controversy has been gather-

ing intensity for some time, until now,

in some quarters, it has reached a

point of actual bitterness. The sheep

men believe that they have a just

and obvious grievance which should

receive immediate and effective re-

dress. They call loudly for more
stringent laws, going so far, even, as

to demand legislation which shall

virtually annihilate the canine race in America. Why not? The
friends of the dog, on the other hand, ardent partisans as they
are, demand a cessation of this bloodthirsty campaign against the

best and most useful of all four-footed creatures.

It is difficult not to take sides in this controversy, but so far as

I am able, it is my intention to look at the question fairly, weighing
the evidence, and giving each party a hearing. First, what are

the authentic facts?

Perhaps the most impartial and authoritative source of infor-

mation and suggestion that has yet appeared is Farmer's Bulletin

652 on "The Sheep-Killing Dog," written by Mr. V. O. McWhor-
ter of the Animal Husbandry Division, and published in 1915 by
the United States Department of Agriculture. Though published

three years ago, the facts given in this official bulletin are true of the

present situation, and I cannot do better than quote a few
paragraphs.

"The continued high prices of mutton and lamb have made it

In every sheep-raising country in the world except the Eastern United States,

shepherds depend upon dogs for the protection of their flocks. Sheep herding is

the dog's age-old occupation

desirable that more sheep be kept on

the farms of the United States. Com-
pared with the United Kingdom,
where there is one sheep or lamb for

each 2.5 acres of the total land area,

in the thirty-seven farm states of the

United States, not included in the

Western division, there is only one

sheep or lamb for each 31.8 acres of

land in farms."

Following a discussion of the value

of the forage-crop in preference to

the range system, the bulletin con-

tinues: "As compared with the

census of 1900, that of 1910 shows an

increased valuation of 20 per cent.,

or approximately $19,000,000, in the

total value of sheep in the United

States, exclusive of the Western divis-

ion. Notwithstanding this marked

increase in value, there was a decrease

in numbers of 14 per cent., or more

than 3,900,000 head, for the same

period of time. It seems that an in-

dustry so favored by market condi-

tions and so well adapted to the area

in question should flourish rather than

decline.

"Sheep-killing dogs are not only

recognized as the worst enemy of

Eastern flockmasters at the present

time, but are known to be the principal cause of so marked a

decrease in the numbers of sheep kept on farms. That dogs

are a real hindrance to the sheep industry is not only acclaimed

by the testimony of thousands of sheep owners whose flocks have

suffered through ravages by them but is verified by statistics.

"Owing to his many acts of faithfulness and devotion," con-

tinues the bulletin, "the dog rightfully holds a strong place in the

minds and affections of men. This fact must be reckoned with in

any attempt to ameliorate the injury done by the animals having

the bad characters of the dog family. Because of the economic

loss occasioned by sheep-killing dogs, and because of such dogs

bringing the whole of their kind into ill repute, it is necessary that

the true admirers and friends of this animal should help to further

any steps likely to result in the limitation of the activity of these

discredited members of a noble race. One of the most practical

methods of accomplishing this result seems to be to place upon

dogs such a tax as will reduce the number of superfluous dogs and
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West. Our Dumb Ani-
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1n.1l Protection Mureau in

Montana, the urc.ifcst

sheep- 1 ana ni; sf .itt m the

I'tnun. \\ i.-te: "A large

numher of the dogs in

this state are shepherd

dogs, especially fi.uncd

to herd and protect sheep.

I have lived in Montana nearly twenty-eight years and have
nevet \it heard of a sheep being killed by dogs in this state."

\\ yoming comes next as a sheep-producing state. The state

veterinarian writes: " There are no dog laws in W yoming other

than one denning ownership of dogs, and another section making
it a misdemeanor tor dog owners to run livestock with dogs for a

distance ol more than 100 yards from their property. There is a

quarantine law prohibiting the bringing into the state of anv dog
Without a health certificate issued by a licensed veterinarian or health

officer." California, by the last census, is the seventh greatest

sheep-raising state. 1 he secretary of the San Francisco S. P. C. A.

writes: "We have no state law regulating dogs in relation to

sheep raising. We never have heard of any objection to dogs by
sheep men. Dogs are used by nearly all the sheep men to assist

them in pasturing their herds."

I he far West, therefore, where most of our sheep are raised,

may sately be eliminated from this discussion. But that does not

solve the problem, lhe point is that we ought to be raising more
sheep in the Kast, Middle West, and South, where the nearness

of the markets and the character of the farm lands favor the

industry. The East is not the place for large sheep ranches, but

if it were not for the dog difficulty, we might hepe to multiply our

small Hocks to such an extent as to increase materially the sheep

products of the country—a serious consideration at this particular

time.

In 1870, according to figures that have been handed to me, there

were more than 5.000,000 sheep in the state of New York; in 1916

the number had dwindled to 400,000. This was partly due to the

competition of the large Western ranches. Now, however, the

demand for mutton and wool is greater and the prices are higher.

The markets are near at

hand, and there is much
land in the East, not good

enough for farming,

which would be excellent

for sheep. It is in the

East that the problem of

the sheep-killing dog de-

mands immediate solu-

tion ;f we are to bring the

production up to war-
time requirements.

Here comes the crux of

the situation. The sheep-

raising farmers demand
—and sometimes obtain
— drastic legislation.

The more nearlv such

legislation tends to elimi-
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On the lawn at Rockwood Hall. Tarrytown, N. Y.. the estate of Mr. William Rockefeller. This shows part of the

flock, with Archie Fawkes, the shepherd, and his Old English sheep-dog, the guardian of the flock

nate the dog entirely, the

betlei they like if No
doubt their grievance is

well founded, but they

have not always been
lempei in the express-

ion of their views, and
the friends of the dog
have risen up in ardent

opposition to them. In

a few states dog laws have
actually been passed in

which hatred of the

dog is all too apparent,

and such laws deserve

the opposition of every

humane and fair-minded

citizen. I cannot speak

too strongly against this

belligerent attitude, and

I am quite sure it will not

succeed in the long run.

The love of man for the

dog is too deep-seated to

permit defeat byany util-

itarian considerations.

Hut the views of the extremists have no part in the present

discussion. It is my purpose rather to see these views eliminated,

and to arrive, if possible, at some conclusion which will point the

way to a rational protection of the sheep-raiser's just and praise-

worthy interests and at the same time work no real injustice to

man's best friend, the dog.

I am glad at this point to be able to quote from a letter written

to me by Mr. W. W. Hurch, editor of The American Sheep Breeder,

for it sets forth the sheep man's point of view in a reasonable and
temperate manner. "For years," he writes, "I have been pound-
ing away at legislatures and organizing the sheep men to fight

dogs. I do not mean good dogs, for a good dog is man's best

friend. I have owned many good ones, representing a dozen dif-

ferent breeds, and the purebred dog has his rightful place in the

home and on the farm and ranch. A well trained sheep dog of

any breed, whether it be collie, shepherd dog, or cross-breed, is

indispensable to the farmer and ranchman. A well trained dog
never attacks a sheep. It is the marauding cur that wanders o'

nights that does the damage. Nine tenths of all the dogs in the

United States belong in this class.

"Nearly every state has some sort of dog law, but up to now these

laws have been a dead letter. The South has suffered more than

any other section of the country because the South has a tender

heart for a dog. Six out of ten farmers in the South cannot raise

sheep on account of dogs. The South is waking up on the dog
question. More than half of the states east of the Missouri

Fiver have enacted new dog laws within the last three years.

The proposed Federal dog tax has many friends in the House
and Senate, but the Ways and Means Committee has practically

decided not to report it at this session, claiming that the expense

of collection will more
than absorb the tax.

Suppose it does. If it

cost a million dollars

more, the country w7ould

be tens of millions better

off in a revived and pros-

perous sheep industry.

No branch of agriculture

is so essential to the wel-

fare of this nation."

Mr. Stuyvesant Fish,

who has kept both dogs

and sheep on his estate

near New York, and who
at first opposed the Wicks
Law which was passed in

his state, is also inclined

to give the sheep the
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The modern collie pos-

sesses the instinct for sheep

herding—all he needs is the

chance to develop. Bruce

(Sunnybank Goldsmith),

owned by Mr. Albert Pay-

son Terhune

The Old English sheep-

dog is becoming increasingly

numerous in this country,

and his intelligence and de-

pendableness make him hard

to beat when it comes to

working with sheep

The Old English sheep-dog trained and used by Archie

Fawkes. He was a splendid worker, intelligent and
dependable

benefit of the doubt at the present juncture.

I wi'l quote a few sentences from a long letter

which he has written me. "While I am far

more fond of dogs than of sheep, and in the

habit of keeping both kinds of animals,

. . . I contend that the owner of dogs

is just as much bound to keep them under
restraint as he would be with regard to bulls. . . . The owners

of dogs and of sheep should each for himself protect his own pro-

perty, and the owners of dogs of all kinds must be ever mindful

of the old maxim, 'So to use thine own as not to injure the things

of another.'

"Personally, the dog law of this state seems to me a very good
one in that it has certainly lessened the number of homeless,

masterless curs all over the state. Fond as I am of dogs, and have
been all my life, I am rather glad to see those useless ones dying off".

On the other hand, the farmer in the country, whether he keeps

sheep or not, must have a house dog, as there is no other police

for the protection of his household, and of course it will never do

to keep those dogs tied up all the time. It is a difficult question

to solve, and there is much to be sard on both sides. On the

whole, I think the present law should be given a fair trial."

I shall discuss these dog laws presently, but since Mr. Fish has

mentioned the New York law, it might not be out of place at this

point to give another view of it—that of a man prominent in the

dog fancy whose name perhaps I should not give. "From a

pretty careful investigation of the farmers and the countrymen who
have sheep," he says, "I find that they are not prejudiced against

the dog, as in 95 per cent, of the cases that I met they all owned
one. It is simply the political equation which has stirred up the

sheep growers in New York, northern Vermont, and northern New
Hampshire. In New York State the creation of a new depart-

ment opened up about 1,200 political jobs and the collections

from licenses run up into six figures. This can, of course, be used

to good advantage by the political party in power." Thus is the

whole matter further complicated.

But to get back to the original question. Dogs do kill sheep;

the sheep industry certainly deserves protection; but the friends

of the dog are on the alert to prevent injustice toward the canine

race. What, then, is the answer?

The bulletin which I quoted, and most other students of the

subject, offer two solutions—more effective laws to protect the

sheep, and the use of dog-proof corrals by sheep raisers. As to

the latter, the sheep man protests that he should not be obliged

to go to this expense simply because his neighbor harbors sheep-

killing dogs. Still, that is the law in other matters; if I do not

keep up my half of my line fence and my neighbor's cow gets into

my corn or my garden, I have no redress. Nevertheless, it cannot

be expected that sheep raisers can be compelled to erect dog-tight

fences. And they are not always effective, though Mr. W. C.

Whipple of the Ophir Farm, Purchase, N. Y., writes me that he

has found a close wire fence the most effective protection for his

flock. The aforementioned bulletin gives evidence of the effec-

tiveness of such fences and describes a kind

that has been found satisfactory by the

Government.
As to laws, the main thing is to impose a

tax which will result in the elimination of

ownerless curs and make all dog owners re-

sponsible for their animals. Well-bred dogs

do sometimes offend, but it is the stray dog that does the greatest

damage, and even lovers of dogs must admit that such dogs are of

little use in the world. It is important that such laws should not

impose a hardship on owners of well-trained and inoffensive dogs.

They should aim to punish the guilty and not the innocent, or they

will only arouse opposition and so be rendered ineffective. Some of

the recently passed state laws go too far, in placing it in the power of

a possibly irate and dog-hating farmer or sheep man to become any
dog's judge, jury, and executioner, and perhaps to shoot a harmless

dog whose sole fault is running out and barking. The injured

sheep man is perhaps not the best interpreter of the phrase "worry-

ing an animal." The bulletin which I have quoted gives a stand-

ard law, compiled after careful study of the laws of all the states,

which is designed to meet all requirements. It seems to me it

would be better for legislators to study this standard law rather

than to be guided by the partisan demands of sheep-raising con-

stituents. Let us have restrictive laws, by all means, protecting

sheep and restraining the dog, but let them not be laws so lacking

in common sense and justice as to antagonize those friends of the

dog whose support is most needed at this crisis.

But fences and laws are not the only means of protection. I

have left until last what seems to me the most obvious method
of all—the method which has been employed since the days of

Job. In Scotland, in New Zealand, and in every sheep-raising

country in the world except the Eastern United States, shepherds

depend not upon laws and fences for the protection of their flocks,

but upon dogs.

In the name of common sense, why don't our harried Eastern

sheep men and farmers adopt this age-old method? It is done in

Montana; why not in New York and New England, Ohio and

Kentucky ?

I suggested this to an Easterner the other day. "Put a dog

with the sheep?" he replied. "Wouldn't that be a rather danger-

ous experiment?"

Can we look upon it as an experiment when we know that tne

protection of flocks is the dog's most ancient employment? Can

it be that we are so provincial and ignorant as all that? The

world over, since time immemorial, dogs have been trained to

protect sheep against all sorts of dangers, including wild beasts,

thieves, and sheep-killing dogs. The sheep-killing dog is usually

a coward; the well-bred shepherd's dog is not. One good sheep-

dog can protect his flock effectively against any and all comers;

history has proved it.

Here, I venture to assert, is the solution of the problem for the

owners of small flocks in the East. True, there are difficulties.

We have got to learn something of the methods of training; we
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have got to get tin- dogs. Itui we Ii.im plenty of good stock.

Airedale* i in he 1 1 im. .1 to this duty, as Wi .tern sheep inrn have

MpVtd I In n' 1 1 no »lon bettei foi the purpose titan r h»- old-

fashioned Scotch » ollic, ami even the modern collie has the instinct

in Ins blood Hood modern collies arc l<< ing effectively used to-

das i>n Western ranches. \nd the ( >ld Knglish sheepdog, now
becoming more numerous in this country, cannot he heaten for

this seisin Douhtless the (ierman and Hclgian sheepdogs,

loo, v . > 1 1 1 1 1 he brought hack to their original vocation. It is

absurd to sa\ that it cannot he done. . I*

Mr I V Rogcis ,>l Dundee, Mich., whose business is breeding

ami ti.lining collies lor the protection of sheep, has written me a

long and feeling It tin « » 1 1 the subject of the character and capacity

of these wondciful animals. I wish I could quote all he says in

pi use ofthem. Incidentally, he w 1 1 1 is, " \\ e has e one collie in Mon-
tana that wr named who is handling 2.000 sheep, and the owner

said that she had capacit\ lor more. We recently sent another dog

to a herdei m W voming. He writes me that he has a Hock of sev-

eral thousand and he couldn't pet along without this dog. I learn

from others who base our dogs that there are hundreds of this

soil in the West who couldn't handle their sheep without them."

Such dogs are often trained to herd sheep in the approved man-

ner, and this of course offers obstacles to the owner of a small

flock. It would not pay him, perhaps, to go to the trouble and

expense ol seeming ,i sheepdog trained to the last notch ol efficiency

in herding. Hut that is not necessary as a protection against

jmep-killct s \ny good dog of these breeds, which is reliable,

brave, and intelligent, can easily be trained to act as a responsible

ami effective gu.ud lot the Hock. The Scotch shepherd of the

University of Missouri, for example, owns several collies which

he does not attempt to train for herding, but which are exceed-

ingly useful as protectors lor the University flocks.

The Kastern l.iimet should take this suggestion under serious

consideration, and the wealthy owner of the Kastern estate, as

well. If the country estate's resources are to be enlisted lor the

war, there is no better way than to pasture a flock of sheep on the

waste land. Small flocks ol twenty-rive to a hundred head would

be the thing, and if every estate maintained such a flock, the

aggregate number would materially affect the figures of the next

census. And for each such Hock a good dog. trained to protect

the sheep from the marauding cur. would solve the problem and

bring joy to the hearts of dog lovers everywhere.

That this is not a visionary scheme is evidenced by the exper-

iences of a number of estate owners with whom I have come in

contact. The thing is being done; my chief feeling is one of sur-

prise that it is not being done more extensively. Why have we
Americans, with our reputation for enterprise and with our

national admiration for the dog's best traits, been so backward?

Isn't this the time of all others to try the "experiment" of a good

dog and a small flock?

In closing I would like to quote from letters written to me by
shepherds on large Kastern estates who have had experience with

this soit of thing. Mr. Archie Kawkcs, the shepherd for Mr.
William Rockefeller at his estate in Tarrytown, N. Y., writes as

follows: "I have handled both tollies and Old Knglish sheep-

dogs, and I have found the Old Knglish the most faithful and reli-

able. I hey are easy to train; it seemes to come natural to them.

I leave my dogs with the sheep every night, and they guard them
against other dogs and people. I herd the sheep on the lawns in

the siiinmer time, and my dogs will work by the motion of the

hand. Any one owning a flock of sheep should never be without a

good dog. Of course, many people would prefer the collie, but

give me the Old Knglish for reliability.

"In breaking a young dog, the trainer should tie it to an old

dog that has been already trained and is gentle. Sometimes the

youngster is taken on a long line and the phrase 'gef forward' is

used. If he starts off too rapidly, cry 'steady' or 'down,' pulling

on the line at the same time to enforce the command. There are

many different ways of training, however. We have had no bad
experiences with sheep-killing dogs, our dogs offering sufficient

protection."

Mr. Cecil Kawkcs, Mr. John I). Rockefeller's shepherd at Kocan-

tico Hills, N. Y., writes: " The marauding stray dog has certainly

been quite a menace to the sheep business in the state of New
York.

"In my own personal experience I have never been bothered

by stray dogs. I have used the Old Knglish sheepdog and the

collie in caring for the sheep. The Knglish bob-tail is believed

to be the best protector, as he is very alert and most faithful.

Often their forefathers have never known any other life than with

the sheep, so it comes natural to them. They are very apt, and

it doesn't require much training for them to learn to work with the

flock. Usually they are trained by the side of the mother or an

older dog who is already trained. Any dog that is trained to work
with the sheep during the day, and knows that this is his life and

duty, will protect them from anything that comes near, day or

night. I don't think any special training is needed for this.

"In my opinion the Old Knglish sheepdog is the most proficient

and ready for any emergency, and they are found with the best

flocks in America and Kngland. The collie is a good dog, too,

but is inclined to be more easily cowed.

"Since I have had charge of the John D. Rockefeller sheep, I

have had more than 500 sheep to attend to at one time and

only two dogs, a sheepdog and a collie."

The conclusion of the whole matter seems to be clearly indicated.

Let the sheep men use dog-tight fences if they will; let us have

better dog laws and enforce them; and finally, let's have a little

courage to try the "experiment" of a small flock of purebred sheep

and a purebred dog to watch them. "Set a thief to catch a thief."

The best cure for the dog menace, in my opinion, is more dog.

Collies un the background) tendinis their flock at Pocantieo Hills. While the pictorial side of the question is a negligible factor in these times, it is nevertheless a fact that, entirely apart from

their utilitarian value, sheep are the mcst decorative feature that the estate owner can introduce into the landscape
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CURVED BLUES: a smooth, sapphire stream flowing between

gently winding banks; an arched sky of intense lighter blue; the

„_ . _„ stooped backs of men in blue overalls
PROFESSORS r i i r j

j^jjy
sun-faded to a sort picturesqueness; and

POTATOES an enr~olding purply^blue mist that

blurs the whole into a Monet land-

scape. You wouldn't think that I was describing just professors

in a potato-patch, would you? But I am, and I wish that the

world outside, the world that persists in thinking of "dry-as-

dust" as a professorial synonym, that can imagine a professor

teaching the young idea how to shoot, planting a thought in the

sometimes fertile soil of a student's imagination, or digging Greek

roots as an ardent avocation, but doing no practical, hard work,

could have seen what I saw all last summer. Our Town went to

war with so whole a heart: the boys left for training camps or

service overseas; the women worked thriftily and with nimble

fingers; and the professors—planted potatoes!

A pleasant place to work it is; the bank above the stretching

patch dark with pines, and on its sides grow thickly starred he-

paticas in the spring, and in the fall a carpet of scarlet partridge

berries. When the sun beats hot upon it there is a delicious wood-

fragrance, and in some magic way you seem to savor the landscape.

Virgin soil it is, or very nearly so, for, in plowing the land, bits

of broken china came to light, fragments of the little domestic

gods of eighteenth century housewives; old blue Staffordshire,

more sapphire than the river; proving that men long ago lived and

throve and planted here, too. Of course there were cold days of

beating rain when the thought of an open fire and a friendly book

beckoned enticingly indoors; and gray weather when the river

looked as sullen as an unpolished pewter platter. But it all was a

part of life, and chiefly I remember those joyous blue days and

the blue figures directing creaking wagons and wheelbarrows to

the communal patch where they worked in harmony, though

people do say that there sprang up certain quick rivalries as to which

professor could dig the most potatoes in the shortest given time.

They were matinal; like Chaucer's Emilie they rose with the up-

rising sun, and they toiled until evening, victorious, flung out her

flaming banners in the western sky. Maybe these blue-clad

workers were not always the same men, but I know that the per-

petual aspect was professorial persistence. And at first the farm-

ers hereabouts were amused—a professor having always seemed

to them a rather overpaid, unpractical, good sort of creature

—

then interested, and at last, convinced. For our professorial

crop last fall was a bumper one, and this year we mean to go over

the top. You see—and here I am adapting Voltaire a little to

suit our present needs—if we are to make this the best of all

possible worlds, certainly we must cultivate our gardens.

I HAVE OFTEN BEEN puzzled to interpret the proverb "The
longest way 'round is the shortest way home," but I think I have

got at the meaning of it at last.

We will say that I have been down to see

how the Widow Beaman is getting on. The
road to my house makes a sweeping curve

and it is unquestionably the longest way 'round. But it is a very

familiar road, and familiar roads seem shortest. It does not

encourage loitering. I know so well the blue flags in the ditch

by the roadside in spring; I know just where the deepest-colored

clumps of wild asters grow in the fall. It takes but a glance to

tell me what Tom Hooker is doing in the Belden orchard. I know
every ledge in the rise in the road which has been known for a

hundred years as Cider Mill Hill. Perhaps Prince, the Belden

dog, runs out, barking fiercely, but it takes only a minute to give

hirn the friendly greeting that is really what he is after. The
air is fresh and clear, and rapid walking is a pleasure. I look at

CUTTING
CROSS
LOTS

"COME
YOUNG LADS
FIRST"

my watch as I reach my own lilac bush, and find that I have

covered the distance in twelve minutes.

But if I take the short-cut across the Holton farm it is distinctly

another matter. Surprises await me on every hand—things that

demand investigation. Little adventures delay my progress.

There seems to be a hint of green on one of Holton's plowed

fields; I must just step aside and see what it is. Potatoes. Hm!
Mine have been up for a week.

As I cross the brook on slippery stones I am startled by the sud-

den whirring of wings, and a small bird darts up from among the

alders. It takes five minutes or so to find the cunningly hidden

nest with the four speckled eggs in it.

As I clamber over the stone wall that bounds my farm I hear a

low whistling somewhere beneath me. I cannot refrain from

pulling out a stone or two until a bit of Mr. Woodchuck's grizzled

fur is disclosed and he redoubles his angry whistling. I must
bring down the dog and get him out of there.

In the old orchard back of the barn I stop now and then to

-scrutinize the lower branches for fruit buds. Evidently there will

be full bloom this year.

At the barn old Bob whinnies to me and I must stop for a word
with him.

My journey by the short-cut has consumed forty-five minutes.

Yes, it's true: the longestway 'round is the shortestway home. But
then, happily, shortening theway home is not the sole end of man.

DID YOU EVER THINK how hard it is to be a boy—some-
times? To want so much to do things, and not be allowed to do

them? In Our Town it all began by
" Dutch" Schrieber's enlisting; " Dutch"

Schrieber, strong and big and brown,

the admiration of all the smaller boys;

"Dutch" who sent back a message which bewildered the old

father who long ago had fought in the Prussian army, "Good bye,

Mother. Tell Dad I've gone to take a crack at the Kaiser!"

For such, so often, is the spirit of the second generation.

Singly and in groups the boys went away, and service flags

saluted you from many houses. And then one with a single,

fluttering star waved from the window of the Junior High School!

My twelve-year-old son came and leaned against my knee and

told me all about it. "Tony's enlisted. Tony's gone," he said

wistfully. "Gee, he's a lucky guy! Gee, I wish I could enlist!"

The spring outside was young, too, the trees flaunting their ban-

ners against the blue sky, leading the army of all green things grow-

ing. We looked at each other silently, and I knew that that was

the way I wanted my boy to feel. And then the next day Romance

and High Adventure were swept ruthlessly aside, and Tony, ex-

alted, shamefaced, very resentful, and with 35 cents in his pocket,

was returned from the city to his protesting, indignant parents.

Oh, I know it is amusing, but isn't it a little touching as well?

Was it only the Red Gods calling, or the big world beyond that

beckoned Tony, Tony who had never seen anything larger than

the milling-towns below us in all his fifteen years of life? Neither

really, I think for I have seen the lad so many, many times in

school, his liquid Italian eyes ashine, saluting the Stars and Stripes

and saying in chorus with the others, "I pledge allegiance to my
flag and to the Republic for- which it stands. One nation, in-

divisible, with liberty and justice for all." Ah, that sacred relation

of our children and our country; the thing quickest to tighten your

throat, to brim your eyes with tears! In the whole world there

is nothing more of tenderness.

And, after all, what is life but a splendid gift for us to offer freely?

Such was the valiant soul of little Santa Teresa who, 400 years

ago, ran away to convert the Moors. So, only, may we who live

to-day write wonder-tales for those who come after to read.
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Though at this time of year the garden is mostly a growing one, a great deal can yet be done to secure the largest crops possible, by keeping up cultivation to conserve moisture

KEEPfk WAR CROPS GROWING
HE U. S. Department of Agriculture

has revised its estimate for this

year's wheat yield—upward! It

is a mighty fortunate thing that,

in spite of the unfavorable winter,

spring conditions have been such
that a better yield is to be expected. But while
the wheat estimate has been revised, other esti-

mates have also; notably the number of men that

we will have in France at the front and in train-

ing here, by harvest time; and the number of

years it may take to convince the German people
that their irresponsible rulers have been feeding

them up on falsehoods. So that while there is

some prospect that our supply of foodstuffs this

fall may be larger than looked to be the case a few
months ago, there is likewise a certainty that

the demand for it has increased in proportion

even more than the supply. And then there are

the increased food requirements of our allies,

made greater by the never-ending drain upon the

man-power at home to furnish fresh material

for the front.

To put it briefly, there will be urgent need for

every pound of food that can be produced for

next fall; and every crop that is growing now, no
matter how small, or how unimportant it might
seem under ordinary circumstances, is under
present conditions so important that its care

during the next few weeks may mean literally a

matter of life or death to some family or families

in Europe before next spring. It is only by mak-
ing every quarter-acre at home count to the ut-

most in feeding ourselves during the next several

months that we can possibly supply food enough
from the corn belt and the wheat states and other

big producing areas to take care of all those whom
we have to help on the other side.

What can be done at this late date to get more
food from our home acres?

The layman may think that by this time of

the year there is nothing to do but await final

results; that the farmer has done his bit, and
it's now up to the Lord to do the rest. Let no

By F. F. ROCKWELL
land owner lay that flattering unction to his soul!

Many crops are still largely to be made; some can
be wholly made between now and snowfall.

There are four distinct lines of action, along any
of which there is still time to get busy, and there-

by help a poor situation, or make a good one
better.

First, secure the largest crops possible by keep-

ing up cultivation and fertility.

Second, plant every idle acre possible to fall

or winter crops.

Third, give thorough protection from insects

and diseases.

Fourth, prepare for better methods in harvest-

ing and storing.

Much can still be done to secure crops that

will be the maximum for the conditions you have.

First of all, you should be sure, by looking your
fields over with your manager or foreman, that

no half-grown or maturing crops are being held

back for lack of available plant food. The effi-

cient use of fertilizers, as a side dressing or top

dressing on growing crops, is one of the arts of

agriculture in which the American farmer is

least skilled. He has had so much land to cul-

tivate, that his problems have been almost more
mechanical than agricultural; that is, he has had
to study out how to get something out of a great

many acres, rather than how to get much out

of a few acres. But, even aside from the war
duty of producing all the food it is possible to

produce on every acre, it will pay to do things

now which wouid not have been profitable in

times of peace and below-the-cost-of-production

prices. The top dressing and side dressing of

growing crops with quick-acting fertilizers is one
of these things. There are several good machines

for doing this work, although they are not nearly

so generally known as tools of similar capacity

for cultivating or planting. With one of these

machines the fertilizer may be applied evenly

to both sides of two or three rows, in any desired

amount, at one passage. Of course the grower

must use his own judgment as to what may be
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needed. Most crops draw more heavily on ph

phoric acid and potash during the latter sta

of growth. There is a new fertilizer'material av

able now which contains 15 per cent, of

soluble potash. It is a product of the ni

fields of Chile, and in addition to the potash

contains about the same amount of ammonia
nitrate of soda. This will malfe a particula

valuable top dressing for crops for which it

impossible to obtain potash when they
planted last spring, for late planted potatoes

corn, mangels, and all root crops for winter,

should be kept in mind that even if all of

plant food applied by putting on fertilizers

is not used by the present crop, very little of

residue need be lost; it will remain in the soil

may be put into still better shape for next] ye

crops by sowing a cover crop for winter.

It will pay to cultivate this summer m
thoroughly than ever before. The amount
cultivation which it will pay to give any cro

a proposition in diminishing returns. E
cultivation, generally speaking, will add to

size of the crop to be harvested. Each succ

cultivation, however, adds less in proporti

the cost of doing the cultivating. As cultiv

is, to a large extent, a substitute for artif

tilizers, it is obvious that the more fertilizer <

and the more a crop is worth per bushel or poui

the better it will pay to cultivate, merely as a b

iness proposition.

Every acre of crops this year should be cult'

thoroughly as long as it is possible to work it.

Don't be content to have your crops laid

merely as a matter of routine this season. If t

equipment won't take care of it readily, get a

row cultivator, or if your acres are extensi

enough, a motor cultivator. Of course it's li

but it's very good policy to get now any new t>

you will want next season, for deliveries are in

prompt now than they are likely to be the

there is always more or less adjusting and

menting to do with any new machine to g"

working just right.
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e most important crop to sow at this time

the year, to help present food production, is

ps. These are thr most rapid-growing of

root crops, and if there is a shortage of pota-

as seems likely again this winter, they will

a very important item in our national winter

t. They will do well on sod—some run-out

re or hay held on stuhhlr, after oats or

. or on old ground. Without going into cul-

I details, let it be kept in mind that the im-

nt knack in growing a crop of turnips is

secure a good stand in dry weather. Turnip

pd is very hard, and requires an abundance of

pisture to secure gi>od germination. Mut it is

small that it cannot be covered deeply. To
(t a good stand in dry weather, therefore, the

Id should be rolled quite heavily after sowing,

I bring the moisture to the surface and in con-

. t with the seed. But one ".cannot have his

*e and eat it too, " therefore, just as soon as

It? seedlings are up enough to be plainly visible,

. V should be cultivated to break up the crust

It by the roller, and reestablish the moistu re-

serving dust mulch.
Un sections where there is still time to sow
ckwheat. it should be put in by every one
bo can rind room for it. As a wheat substitute

is particularly im-

rtant. Buckwheat
Is a reputation for

poisoning the land."
us seems to be due
I'stlv to the fact that

ckwheat is capable

foraging for the last

k of plant food avail-

Re, so that on ground
pt is not replenished

th plant food after

I c k w h e a t nets
rough with it. any
her crop finds poor
pking. But for that
m e reason, buck-

peat is a good war
bp; it is capable of
ding the latent
faith that has been
bred away in the
kking, and dragging
lout for use; it fuHi-
kes a short cut in

hverting raw mater-
[into available food.
[The crops that will

pd next year's crops

Thr N COUNTRY UK I-

are almost as impoit.int an thr crop* to feed this

winter's soldier*. Onr of thr greatest oppor-
tunities which Augimt offers is in growing next
year's Ii 1 nlir \ . Not .111 arte that . .111 he 1 ovcrcd
should go through the winter bare. The two
standard wmfei 1 ions are rye and winter vetch.

Another good combination is buckwheat and
crimson clover. Sweet clover will often sue reed
when no other legume will, and make a tremen-
dous growth. Whatever may he the hist for

your own conditions, grt it sown, and sown early.

It is not necessary to wait until the present crop
has been harvested. I'ut in the winter crop at

the time of the last cultivation if possible. If

not, he reaily to disk or harrow or cultivate the

ground from which a crop is being removed,
and get the seed in, at once. Keep your share

of thr war crops growing by getting ready to

have bumper ones next year, even if the fertil-

izer supply is short.

Many people who have tried winter crops or

pwi manuring to keep up fertility, and have
not been pleased with the results, nave simply
given instructions to manager or foreman, with-

out following the thing up to see that it was done
properly. In the first place they must be sown
early enough to grt a good growth by winter,

both to insure going through the winter safely,

and to be ready to turn under early in the spring.

Also the seed must be properly planted, not
merely thrown on the ground. The average man
hates to take any pains with a crop that is merely
going to be plowed under. But seed of the same
kind will not sprout any more readily for one
purpose th<n for another. A special one-horse
drill, for sowing seed between rows of growing
crops, may be bought for a few dollars; often the

price of seed wasted bycarelcss hand sowing would
pay for one of these machines several times over.

Government experts have estimated the annual
damage done by insects at more than a billion dol-

lars. Probably it is much more than this, for

a great many crops are injured enough, for want
of protection which might readily be given, to

cut down the yield considerably, although the

crop as a whole may not be damaged enough
to be reported. Let your crops be so thoroughly

protected that they will yield 100 per cent, so

far as damage from insects is concerned. Kruit

spraying has been developed and advocated to

tne point where no fruitgrower thinks of attempt-
ing to produce good fruit without regular spray-

ing. But there are many field crops which there

is just as much reason for spraying, where results

would be just as beneficial, that in nine cases out
of ten go neglected. I here was some reason for

this formerly, but with the modern light, powerful

field sprayers, in which the pressure is furnished

not by traction but by a small engine, and cov-

ering up to ten rows at a time, the estate owner
who has poor field crops for want of protection

from insects or controllable diseases—and most

The important point about spraying is to do it in time.

Photograph by J. Horace McFarland

A single day's delay may mean the difference between success and failure
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of them cm he controlled now, if taken in time
is not only a pool patriot hut a poor business man.
Against tucking insects, tuch ai the plant lice

which attac k cabbage, cm umbers, pea ,, melon',,

and occasionally potatoes and tomatoes, 40 per

cent, liiioline under good pressure has h< 11

found to be the most effective spray. For po-
tato bugs which often do severe injury even at

this time of the year, especially to late-planted
crops and other rating insects, arsenate of lead

1 tin specific, for blights and other fungous
diseases, bordeaux mixture is the standard rem-
edy. I he latter is also good as a repellent for

the flea-beetle, which is one of the worst enemies
of potatoes, tomatoes, and turnips, and at times
attacks many of the other garden vegetables and
field c lops.

The important thing about spraying is to do
it in time—or rather, ahead of time. See to it

that your manager has provided for everything
in the way of spray materials that is likely to be
needed, and has his spraying equipment in shape
to begin at an hour's notice when the necessity
may arise. A single day's delay may mean the
difference between success and failure in fighting

many plant troubles. Every spray needed
should be ready for literally instant use.

Last, but not by any means least, comes the
problem of keeping maximum crops maximum,
once they are grown. The crop that is grown
only to be lost or damaged in harvesting or stor-

ing is the one that pulls the edge off the whole
year's profits. One thing that was said above in

connection with cultivating, applies equally well

to harvesting; i. e., it will pay this year to do it

more carefully than ever before. Don't let

grain stand until it will shatter in the harvest,
fir corn go until the frost may catch it. A single

leaky wagon body may cost you many dollars,

and be of just that much help to the Kaiser.
Conservation must be the watchword all along the
line from reaping to root digging this fall. There
is a chance here to make use of the local organi-
zation of Boy Scouts in your vicinity. I knew
of an instance last fall where they "followed the
harvest" on one large estate and saved many
dollars' worth of food that would otherwise have
gone to waste each day.

If you have been considering getting any im-
proved harvesting machinery, now is the time
to do it. Not only will it help your own work, but
it may be the means of saving the crop for some
neighbor who is not in a position to get such a

machine, and cannot find hand labor in the press

of the harvest season. Every such machine that
can be kept busy this fall will be a big gun in the
food trenches, fighting for democracy just as defi-

nitely as any 75 on the front in Flanders.
To some extent this year you are responsible for

your neighbor's harvest as well as your own.
And be prepared to store everything that you

have grown when frost returns this fall. If you
have greatly increased

your planting of root-

crops that can be kept
for winter, build a pit

now that will be con-
venient and adequate
for storing them when
they must be taken
from the ground. Such
a pit, or rather root

cellar, is an excellent in-

vestment even in nor-

mal times. With trans-

portation as uncertain

as it is now, it will be an
even better one. All

over this country train-

loads of vegetables are

shipped to the big mar-
ket centres every har-

vest time, only to be
shipped back again

later to near-by towns.

More adequate local

storage houses and cel-

lars will help elimi-

nate this useless waste
of time, labor, and
coal.



BELGIUM had
200,000 racing

pigeons when
the war broke

out, and they played a

part in the saving of

Paris which the world

is just beginning to

realize. The invaders

seized the telegraph

offices and wireless sta-

tions from which they

sent out misleading
messages calculated to

involve the French and
Belgian armies in end-

less complications.
They did not succeed

because the truth was
revealed by feathered

messengers released by
fanciers who had dared

to ignore an order that

all arms and carrier

pigeons should be im-

mediately surrendered.

How many of these

fanciers were stood up

against a brick wall

and shot, nobody will

ever know. At any

rate, it was demon-
strated that racing
pigeons can be de-

ofpended upon when all modern means
long-distance communication fail.

It is not strange, therefore, that pigeons

have come to play a prominent part in the

present conflict. France had learned the

value of carrier pigeons long before. For

months, during the siege of Paris, no other

means of communication with the outside

world existed. There was a time twenty

years ago, when these pigeons had a cer-

tain place in the military service of this country.

Then the wireless telegraph came into use, and

it was supposed that the day of the carrier pigeon

had passed. Accordingly, the lofts were aban-

doned. It is a curious fact that many theories

have been overturned by this war. It was sup-

posed that with the coming of such modern death-

dealing devices as machine guns and armed air

ships, fighting would be on an entirely different

plan from that of former wars. It is found, how-

ever, that we are getting back to old-time methods

in our fighting, bayonets, hand grenades, dug-

outs, and trenches being as important as they

ever were in the past. It

is not surprising, therefore,

that the carrier pigeon has

come back.

It is a fortunate circum-

stance that there are any

homing pigeons to enlist

for military service. If it

had not been for the in-

terest in racing pigeons

maintained for half a cen-

tury by the fanciers of Bel-

gium, France, and Eng-

land, there would have

been no trained birds to

use. Pigeon racing, as it

happens, has long been

the national sport of the

Belgians. Before the war
broke out, the most fa-

mous lofts in the world

were located within Bel-

gium's borders. Of course

comparatively few of these

lofts escaped the relentless

hand of the invaders. For-

tunately, though, England,

with her ninety to a hun-

dred thousand fanciers,

was able to supply a large

number of birds for im-

mediate use in 'France.

Now there are traveling

lofts by the score imme-
diately back of the fight-

)by Committee on Public Information

Military homing pigeons for service at the front in France

The PIGEON in

WAR SERVICE
By E. I. FARRINGTON

ing lines. These lofts, which resemble covered
vans, are mounted on wheels and accommodate
about twenty birds each. The roof of each
loft is painted several bright colors, which
can be seen a long distance. On the side of each
roof is a wire cage, from which the birds can
familiarize themselves with their surroundings
before they are released.

It is a remarkable fact that these racing pig-

eons are more dependable than the wireless tele-

graph or any other means of communication
known to man. It is stated on authority that 97
per cent, of the messages sent by them reach their

British official photograph

A message from the British trenches being removed from the leg of a "night howler", as these feathered messengers along the

battlefront are called

5=>

destinations. The
messages are safd

guarded by a simpfl

svstem. Shortly aftej

a bird has been releasee

a second pigeon is lib

erated. It carries th

message entrusted
bird number one, tcj

gether with a messag
of its own. Then
third pigeon goes for

carrying duplicates

the messages alread-j

sent out, and a third

This is continued unti

five birds have bee»

released. Then a ne\]

series is started, th

sixth bird carrying onlj

the message of bin
number five besides it

own. The distanc
which the pigeons art.

required to fly is no
long, usually from tei

to fifty miles. Such
flight entails no straii

on the birds, whic!

reach their destination

in a very short time.

Extremely sensitiv

though they are, th

pigeons seem little di

turbed by the noise and shock of battlt

flying calmly through the blinding smoke
Sometimes, of course, they are hit H
pieces of shell, but more often they go dov
before the rifles of the German sharp

shooters, who consider these pigeons amon
their most important targets. Occasionall'

a dead bird is obtained by the German
but they profit little as a result, for th

messages are written in code. This codi.

has been worked out with such skill that the con

tents of a scrap of paper ten by fourteen inches

will cover several sheets of typewritten papei

when translated. Rice paper, being extremely
light and thin, is commonly used. The mes-'

sages are carried in tiny aluminum tubes fastened'

to the legs of the birds.

When the American troops landed in France,

they quickly became convinced that they needed

a pigeon corps. Moreover, their officers began

to realize that the American Army at home must:

organize a pigeon service in order to meet the con- 1

ditions of modern warfare. That is the reason that:

the United States Gov-
ernment has been comb-'

ing the country for several

montns to obtain 20,00c

registered homing pigeons

to be used as a nucleus in

this new branch of

vice.

There are many racing

pigeon fanciers in trm

country, especially in sec-

tions which have beer

settled by men of Belgian

or British birth. Then-

are three national associa-

tions and probably 10,00c

active breeders. Although

the sport of racing pigeons

is not indulged in so freely

as across the water, birds

have been flown in all:

parts of the country ini

annual races, some of them

covering long distances.

Although the term

"carrier" is commonly

applied to these pigeons

across seas, the pigeon
j

known as the carrier in

this country is an entirely

different bird. Our'

carriers are ^purely exhibi-

tion pigeons. They can fly

but a short distance, and

they bear no resemblance
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lOurcanwr i<t(r«ii \% .« iliflnrnl (v|»- >•! hinl Iromlk

earner ovi lmm
\ pigeon loft may wrll combine hrauty and utility, though in war time we can

dmprnsr with the- former quality

The racing homer, the type in military use, is a com-

pact, trim-looking bird

to the homing pigeon. I he chief characteristic

of the carrier is large patches of bare skin

.iften spoken of as " carnincles. " I here are

several varieties of homers, too. I here are

exhibition homers, bred solely for their show
points, ami the large, beefy homers, which are

iseil bv squab breeders. I he racing homer is a

vmpact. trim-looking bird, bred chiefly for its

hewers of flight. Many of these birds have con-

siderable money value, selling for /50 apiece or

more. Onlv registered birds are allowed to

participate in a race, and a bird can be registered

hnlv when its pedigtec can be .ucnr.itclv traced.

The breeding of these racing pigeons is a fine

Irt, in winch the staving powers, courage, intelli-

gence, and vitality of the parents as well as their

MBforni.it i on and markings must be considered,

(t he interest displayed in racing pigeons may be

judged bv the fact that the breeders have a mag-
i. ine, Tht Racing Pigam, published at Jamaica

Plain, Mass., devoted exclusively to their hobby.

|»neof the leading writers, as well as a prominent

breeder, is Lieut. Robert Milne, of Dorchester,

\I.iss . who has been assigned to the Northeast-

ern Department of the Army in charge of the

jiigeon service.

, W hen the call for pigeons came, scores of breed-

ers offered their birds. The Government is

niking no pigeons as a gift, however, but is pay-

ing $2 apiece for those'accepted.

Lofts are being established at

|he different cantonments
throughout the country. I he

irst loft was on Governor's
sland. New York. A large

kumberof acti\ e pigeon fanciers

lave been enlisted to service in

jhe pigeon corps. At first a

kumberof pigeons wereshipped
k> France, but this proved un-

tnfactory, as the birds w ere

loo old when they arrived to be
roperly trained. Accordingly
.my of the birds now being

jbtained will be used for breed-

ig, the young stock being used
br actual field work,

j
There has long been a con-

jroversy among pigeon breed-

Irs as to whether it is instinct,

1
iteiligenee. or abnormally keen
ight which enables a racing

kigeon to find its way back from
koints many hundreds of miles

way. Perhaps a combination
t all three must be admitted.
ertainly a considerable degree
f intelligence seems to be
hown in many instances.
loreover, some birds will suc-

ceed where others fail, seeming

p demonstrate superior mental
bility. Not long ago a New
ersey breeder sent a pair of
irds to Cuba. A few weeks
iter one of these birds was
ound back in its old loft.

In order to be a good working bird, a pigeon
must be settled in its loft before it has taken a

flight. Pigeons are ready to leave the nest and
shift for themselves when four weeks old. Then
they are allowed to enter a cage on the roof of

the loft where they can become familiar with
their surroundings. This is called the settling

process. After a few days they are allowed their

freedom late in the afternoon, or when the wea-
ther is cloudy. Under such conditions they do
not go far away. Indeed, they may not leave

the roof. I his practice is continued several

days longer, after which the birds are taken a

short distance away and tossed into the air. Usu-
ally they return promptly to their lofts. Once a

bird has taken a flight and returned, it can be

considered thoroughly settled. Wherever it

may be taken, it will come back to that par-

ticular loft if it can possibly do so.

Occasionally birds are lost. More than a

dozen very young birds were taken to one of the

camps not long ago, and nicely settled, as it

seemed. They made several flights and returned.

Then one day the soldiers began firing, which so

alarmed the flock that all of them flew away.
Two or three days later a few came back, but the

rest were never recovered.

Training homing pigeons for racing requires

considerable skill and knowledge. Naturally

One of the numerous motor pigeon lofts on the British western front in France.

about twenty birds

enough, fanciers differ greatly in their methods.
Some like to turn out their birds when a storm is

raging, or the snow falling in order that they may
become accustomed to flying under such adverse
conditions. Courage and persistency are two
qualities indispensable in racing pigeons if they
are to win any laurels. Some birds will fly very
swiftly for short distances, but the test of their

true quality comes when they fly nose-end into

a stiff breeze or have to fight an icy blizzard.

Courage is especially needed in pigeons used
for war work. It is not unusual for a bird

wounded in battle or shot by an enemy marks-
man to flutter on until it has reached its home
loft, dying in the hands of its trainer.

The most common way of training pigeons for

flying is to carry them in baskets or hampers
varying distances from home and release them.
Sometimes a clock device is used to mark the
time when they reach their lofts. Most lofts

are fitted with special gates or bob wires, as they
are .called, which open only one way. Once the
pigeons enter, they cannot go out again.

Like all pigeons, homers breed in pairs, and
must have double nest boxes. The feeding and
general care is practically the same as that pre-
scribed for the raising of any fancy pigeons. It

is especially important, though, that they have
good grain, including sound northern corn,

Canada peas, Kafir corn, and
red wheat. Oftentimes hemp,
flaxseed, and rice are also fed.

Rice is believed to be particu-

larly valuable after the birds

havereturned from a longflight.

Fresh water must be given at

least once a day. Some breed-

ers make it a point to feed and
water by artificial light in the
evening while the days are

short. This is an excellent

practice for working birds, es-

pecially in cold lofts. Damp-
ness in the lofts must be
avoided, and cleanliness is, of

course, imperative.

It is certain that the use of

racing pigeons for war work is

going to increase greatly the

interest of fanciers everywhere.
Probably many thousands more
birds will be raised this year
than ever before in the history

of the country. This is well,

for no one can tell how great a

demand the Government may-

make upon the fancier for

birds of quality.

Unfortunately^, a great many-

good homers have been shot by-

careless or wilful hunters in the

past. Laws which will make
it illegal for an\r person to en-

trap, shoot, kill, or in any
way detain a registered, banded
homing pigeon, while on the

wing or at rest, are imperative.

British official photograph

Each loft will accommodate



GROW your own CHICKEN FEED
HE more feed that chicken raisers

can grow at home, the less will be

the drain upon the nation's staple

crops, and the greater the relief

to transportation. Moreover, it

means economy for the poultry-

man. But because it is economical to grow one's

own chicken feed, it does not follow that all kinds

of chicken food should be grown by every chicken

raiser. One of the most common mistakes of

the back-to-the-land enthusiasts is the notion

that by getting sufficient land to grow grain,

chicken farming can be made more profitable.

Again and again have I heard amateur poultry

fanners, or would-be poultry farmers, speak of

their prospective profits on the ground that they

were going to raise their own feed. Now most
of these poultrymen are located on the light

soils of the East, where raising corn is about

as wise a move as locating a lumber yard on a

city's best residential block.

It pays to grow grain for chickens only on

ground where it is profitable togrow grain for mar-

ket, except for the difference in the cost of hauling

the grain to and from the railroad station.

From this it follows that for chickens, or for that

matter any livestock, grain should be grown on

farms in the grain belt. The man on light soil

suitable to poultry and trucking only, or the man
with small acreage, must continue to buy grain

for his chickens.

But in the case of forage or greens it will al-

most invariably pay to supply the poultry yard

directly from adjacent soil. Green food for

poultry is generally recognized as highly essential

to the health and productivity of the fowls, but it

has been commonly considered as a sort of con-

diment and not as a basic food. We have not

been feeding enough of it, and we have not taken

enough pains to get what we have fed at a low

cost. Since grain prices began sky-hopping, the

question of feeding more green food has received

attention, and some of our experiment station

men state that as high as one fourth of the hen's

rations may be of succulent vegetable substance.

The two most exploited green foods in the

poultry world are alfalfa and sprouted oats. The
former, because it takes years to get a stand, field

machinery to plant and harvest, and chiefly be-

cause of the area in which it can be best grown is

limited to the West, is not a practical crop for

the back-lotter and the down-East poultry farm.

Alfalfa, because of its high protein con-

tent has probably been over-exploited as

a poultry food. It is on the market, cut

or ground, coming in bags for thousands

of miles, and costs the producer as much
as grain, occupying a larger amount of

room in Uncle Sam's limited car space

than that commodity.
The great hoax in poultry food econ-

omy has been sprouted oats. Unques-
tionably of merit as an appetizer and
feed, sprouted oats has been widely

exploited under the false notion that

it was also a cheap food. But the

food substance of sprouted oats all comes
from the kernel of the grain. The oat

hull is useless if not actually harmful,

and the meat of oat kernels at present

prices costs 3 to 4 cents a pound. When
oats are sprouted, a portion of this food

value is lost through thechemical proces-

ses of germination, while another portion

is wasted from molding, failure to sprout,

and the fact that the chickens do not

clean up all the kernels. When the ex-

pense of labor is added, sprouted oats

By MILO HASTINGS
costs at least 5 cents a pound, and at such
prices is not economical, only yielding a profit

because of the appetizing and health-giving effects

of such greens when and where others cannot
be provided.

The trouble with alfalfa and sprouted oats is

that they furnish food elements at grain prices,

whereas green food should be grown much more
cheaply than any form of grain. Moreover, be-

cause of bulkiness and perishability, green foods

must be grown by the poultryman.
For the farmer whose land is abundant and

who has machinery for tillage, the cheapest green
crops are the small grains. A winter run ofwheat
or rye is highly desirable. If none has been
provided, sow oats near the chicken house next
spring. Put in a little extra seed, as the hens
scratch up some, and harrow it in deeply.

As the hot, dry days of midsummer come on,

grains and grasses get too tough for poultry.

Looking forward to this time, more succulent

fodder should be provided. The best farm crop for

this purpose is rape. The farm chicken garden this

year should provide succulent food to be stored

for winter and early spring use. Mangels easily

lead in this list, while iri cabbage-growing sections

cull cabbage may be used. Most other vege-

tables and root crops, except cull quality, are
nowadays too valuable to feed to chickens.

The village and suburban poultryman, with a

poultry range anywhere from the size of the
parlor carpet to a baseball field, must work out
a more careful crop-growing system for poultry

than that required for farm ranging hens. The
poultryman with yarded fowls has generally

been content to plow up the yards once or twice

a year and plant oats or rye, the chief idea being

the freshening of the soil. This is all right as far

as it goes, but by this system the hens are pro-

vided for only a few weeks before the grain gets

killed out or becomes too tough.

A much better system is soiling, or growing
the green food with careful cultivation, and
then cutting it and feeding of it to the hens

from day to day. When the proper crops

are selected the amount of land required is sur-

prisingly small, as suitable crops will yield from
ten tons upward per acre. Rich soil is required

to grow any leafy plant, and nitrogen is the

chief fertilizing element required. Happily,

poultry manure supplies it. Grain and meat
foods imported from without will keep up the

fertility of a poultry plant, and by the growing of

green feed nothing is lost.

In selecting the crops the chief essential, out-

side of heavy yields and palatability to the fowls,

is to choose those the nature of which permits the

green feed being readily gathered by hand labor

without checking the further yield of the crop.

Rape satisfies these three conditions fairly well

and may be sown in drills any time from April to

August. It is too laborious a task to pick the

leaves off of rape plants, hence they must be

pulled. Successive plantings will yield a contin-

uous supply of tender forage. A larger yield will

be obtained if, instead of cutting or pulling up all

the plants, they are thinned out in the row as they

are fed, so that the remaining plants make a

heavier growth.

By far the best chicken forage plants known to

the writer are kale and Swiss chard. Both

plants are largely used in California's chicken

city of Petaluma. The intelligent use of ample

green food by the sailing system, together with

the mild climate which makes this possible the

year round, are the chief reasons for the exis-

tence of this wonderful chicken city, which is

now astonishing the egg trade world by regular

shipments to New York City of California eggs

from hens fed Kansas corn.

In more severe climates there is no food plant

that will stand green enough to harvest all

winter, but Siberian kale will come nearer it

than any other plant known. There are several

varieties of kale. That used on the Pacific

Coast is called "thousand-headed kale" or just

"chicken kale," and is a more abundant yielder

than the ordinary garden variety. Professor

Dryden of Oregon is authority for the state-

ment that in his state such kale yields forty tons

to the acre, which is about five times as much

green feed as an acre will produce by growing

oats and sprouting them. Such a yield of kale

is practically a ton to each thousand square

feet, which means that a plot 20 x 50 feet would

yield enough for 100 hens. The time of planting

kale and the means of its cultivation are the same

as for cabbage. It may be sown in early hot beds

and transplanted in rows for cultivation. The

kale is harvested for the chickens by plucking

off the lower leaves. In the California climate

it grows four or five feet high, and with the

lower leaves plucked off it looks much like a

miniature pine forest.

In more severe climates kale should ,

be supplemented with rye and mangels

or cabbages, sprouted oats, and fall

planted rye for use in the winter and

early spring.

Swiss chard is not quite so heavy

a yielder as kale, but forms a very

delicate green feed which the hens will

clean up stems and all, whereas with

the kale plant the stem is wasted

Chard is harvested by breaking or

cutting off the outer leaves close to

the ground. It will freeze down with

the first frost but it cannot be beaten

for summer and early autumn use

A combination of spring-planted >

chard and August-planted rye will

give a year-'round supply of grecr

food.

Growing proper green feed for chick-

ens will cut the feed bill from 10 to

20 per cent, and result in a like inert .

*

in the productivity of the fowls. In

this war year of 191 8 no man who ha k

land enough for poultry can afford not

to grow green food for it.

Kale is one of the best forage plants for

poultry. Plant and cultivate the same as

cabbage

Rape provides a succulent green feed

that will stay palatable through the hot,

dry days of midsummer
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CAMPIN

^ytr^f^j
1

! I.\T emine nt satirist. Mr. George

FriM^y Jean N.ith.m. regards camping out

Y III
as tne most terrible of modern

svX Cl diversions. While this simply

JXi^ED proves that the critic's judgment is

pronounced from a mere playgoer's

fewpoint— material on camping gathered, most
lely, from some movie screen—the fact is that

pst people, while fascinated with the idea,

bard it as something which only the elect can

\ with any degree of comfort.
(Camping out is a fine art; one of those things

at are worth doing well if done at all. It is

lite easy to bungle it, and so sentence yourself

j
a variety of nuisances from which you are

'•nnally shielded by the bulwarks of civilization.

I is also very easy to do it right; the formul.e

e few and simple, and camping with a modern
luipment involves really so little deviation

pm civilized standards of existence that it is

til worth learning. Living for a while in some
lid beauty spot under canvas, close to the busy

p of nature, steeped in the ozone of the forest

r, is an esthetic enjoyment, relished the more
lenly the more intellectually inclined is the
rnnal bent of the camper-out. If you have a
|ir for nature study—trees, botany, birds,

ltdoor photography—or if you want to indulge
I the sterner sports of angling for gamey fish,

Ingshooting for wildfowl and the game birds of
(e wilderness, or hunting the big game that
founds, to camp right on the ground and live

Je life of the woodsman for awhile is by far a
tter solution than to attempt some fisherman's

G OUT in C
By WARREN H. MILLER

Editor of Field and Stream

boarding house, hunter's "camp," or other form

of quasi-hotel life, in which your companions are

not of your own choosing.

A good cooking fire is the main cornerstone of comfort in camp
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OMFORT

Within the limits of this brief paper, I shall not

take up any of your time in going into the thou-

sands of ways of camping out which are either

obsolete, impractical, or belong to the specialty

of hunters' and explorers' camping, where a cer-

tain amount of hardship is endured as a matter

of course. Having camped for more than thirty

years, at first several times a year, later once a

month every month in the year, and, at present

writing, once a week throughout all but the ex-

treme winter months, I have had the opportunity

to test and observe and experiment with camping
outfits for various purposes. I therefore take

the keenest pleasure in prescribing for you, as it

were, an outfit that would best suit the country

gentleman who wants to try a few weeks of camp-
ing with some assurance that-he and his family will

have reasonable comfort, cleanliness, and en-

joyment without being forced to transport into

the forest a van load of impedimenta.
You will desire, to begin with, to look well and

properly dressed when taking your outing; to

look the part, so to speak, so that you will com-

mand respect in place of derision wherever you

may be. Good camping clothes are becoming,

both to the male and female of the species.

Your camping togs should withstand wear,

rain, briars, and mud with equal impunity.

An olive drab flannel shirt, army breeches

of the same color in wool, both electro-

waterproofed; gray wool socks (two pairs worn

at a time); cruiser moccasins of about fourteen

inches height, with tap and heel; belt; silk tie;

and a broad-rimmed hat, will make a sprack,
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natty camper of you, as good to look at as any
Army officer, and as practically dressed for the

service as he. I have caught bass in a driving

thunderstorm in this rig, right after wading
through hundreds of yards of wet ferns, and was
not in the least wet inwardly. No khaki or old

clothes would protect you in the slightest in

such case. A sweater coat with high collar, and
a light rubber raincoat that will fold into your
pocket, will serve to keep you warm in the

chill night air of the forest, or during a raw spell

of northeast weather. Omit the fantastic ban-

dana—it always appears to us old-timers as just

a bit out of place, except in the West, where it has

a real use, that of keeping alkali and dust out of

your neck. Such an outfit of clothing will cost

about #50, and is worth it, for it will last forever.

For the outdoor girl: in summer she does very
well with a khaki skirt, bloomers, and Norfolk

jacket smartly tailored; khaki shirtwaist with half

a dozen khaki collars; an extra wool shirtwaist for

cold spells; and a sweater or mackinaw coat.

On her feet, a pair of ladies hunting boots, about
sixteen-inch height, worn with one pair of wool
socks. A becoming felt hat and tie, and a belt

with Norwegian fishing knife in its sheath, com-
plete her toilette, except for a pair of buckskin

'gloves with cuffs, which she will wear in cold

spells, when paddling about camp at night, etc.

Such an outfit was worn by my better-half during

our 120-mile canoe trip across the Adirondacks
last summer, omitting the mackinaw coat. The
latter, plus a divided skirt and Norfolk jacket of

English tweed, went with her on a 150-mile

saddle trip across the Rockies in snowy weather,

and the two outfits serve her for winter and sum-
mer outings. The khaki suit costs #10 and the

tweed #50; boots, hat, and sweater coat, about

#25 more; but with these she will look right and
feel becomingly dressed, which is worth more to

her than much game and many fish.

For a tent you want something light, that is

rain proof and insect proof; high enough to stand

up in, and well enough ventilated to keep it cool

in the daytime. Of all shapes I think the so-

called "snow tent" is the easiest to put up, light-

est for the amount of space, and most comfortable,

for general camping. A picture of it is shown
here to save detailed description. It wants a

large window in the rear, with gauze filling and a

flap over it to close down in stormy weather, a

veranda to be guyed out in front so that you can
build a cook fire in front of the tent door when it

is raining, and an oval door with high sill, the

same well filled with gauze. The sill is needful

to keep dirt and sand from being tracked inside,

and the window not only to give you a view both
ways when inside the tent, but to provide a cur-

rent of air through the tent to keep it from getting

as hot as a bake oven in the daytime. It should

have a sod cloth, but not a ground cloth, the

latter making the tent unnecessarily heavy, and
being awkward in case your only available terrain

has some uncompromising stump or boulder or

root occupying a part of your floor space. This
happens too often in picking a new camp site in

a wild country to make the floor cloth anything
but a nuisance, for it will not go over the obstruc-

tion gracefully, causing the tent to go up out of

shape. The snow tent in 7x7 feet for two
people, weighs about six pounds in modern light

fabrics, and the peak should be about eight foot

high. It is put up with ten pegs, a bridle and
club, and a pair of shears.

My own tent for this sort of camping is a

modification of the snow tent called the "handy"
tent. It is six feet square and eight high, with an
eighteen-inch wall around three sides, and is put
up with twelve pegs and a single pole instead of a

bridle and shears. The gauze for window and
door should be of fine ecru scrim, as anything
larger will not keep out punkies and midges, in

which some forests, particularly the Adirondacks,
abound. They usually drive the party indoors

soon after sundown, when you take your electric

flasher and locate and calmly murder every
black fly, midge, Itaosquito, and other pest that

has gotten inside during the day, after which you
can enjoy a night's peaceful sleep.

In spite of all that has been written about
browse beds, stick beds, stretcher beds, and the

like, I feel that the light folding tent cot is the

best for general camping. These weigh little and
are set up in a jiffy, whereas to make a browse or

stretcher bed takes a lotof timeand workwhen you
would rather be loafing and smoking. We gen-
erally take a cot for my wife and none
at all for me, to save weight on canoe trips

where there are long portages. A few spruce

boughs serve me very well, and are collected

quickly with a hatchet off the nearest spruce,

with maybe a topping of balsam. When alone,

I take a stretcher bed, weighing a pound and a

half, and cut my own poles for it, which poles

also form the framework for the tent tarpaulin;

but where we can get our things carried for us,

by boat, team, canoe, or toboggan, we take along

two cots. These tent cots are cold to sleep on at

night unless you take the trouble to collect enough
dry leaves or pine needles or fresh balsam or pine

sprays to make a sort of mattress about an inch

thick on the cot, when it will be warm and
comfortable. Without it you will be cold, even
in a sharp night in June, and that with the warm-
est of sleeping bags or blankets!

For sleeping bed-clothes, the outfitters seem so

both use these wool quilt bags in all their camping,
while my son and I use pack-sack sleeping bags,

a contrivance devised by me to be a pack sack
by day and a sleeping bag at night. It is the
ideal hiker's sleeping rig, but takes some time at

night to lace up as a bag, and again, to lace up in

the morning as a pack.

For a cooking outfit, there is no need to go
further than the nesting aluminum outfits sold

by the sporting goods houses. These come in

sets for parties of from two to ten people. You
will need three pails, a fry pan, and a baker, all in

aluminum, as this metal will not scorch food over
the camp fire: it has three times the con-

ductivity of steel and so distributes the heat

instead of localizing it over the camp fire flame

and causing a scorching spot, as steel does.

Get your own table set; enamel ware for both

plates and cups, as aluminum is not good for

either, since its great conductivity makes the cup
rim too hot to drink out of and steals all the heat
from your food when it is on the plate. Get a

cheap set of knives, forks, and spoons for the

table service, and take along a packet of paper

Three types of camping-

out tents, all of which are

easily put up. The snow
tent (left) is probably the

most comfortable for gen-

eral camping

Off for a 120-mile canoe

trip. Note the compact,

waterproof duffle bags, and

the girl's serviceable but

attractive khaki outing

apparel

stubborn about insisting on heavy or else very
expensive sleeping bags that we have been forced

to devise a comfortable yet light quilt bag, home-
made of brown sateen and Australian wool bats,

which you can get at any department store for 17
cents a bat. I he sateen is thirty inches wide, and
you will need eight yards of it. Cut off four yards,

spread out six bats to cover six feet of the strip,

and fold the remaining six feet over on top of the

bats. Hem and quilt to make a brown wool
quilt, thirty inches wide by six feet long. Do
the same with the other four yards, and then sew
the two quilts into a bag, six feet long by thirty

inches wide, open at the top and down one side

for about two feet. Anybody that can run a

sewing machine can make this bag and it will

weigh three and a half pounds, cost $5, and be

warm when ice is forming in the camp pails.

The same thing, sewed up in fur, is the best bed
for winter camping. My wife and daughter

napkins, so that you may eat your meals like

a human being.

The baker I use for small parties is a

reformed aluminum fry pan, with cover

and folding handle. This is oval in shape,

about nine inches long by seven wide, ajJG

one and a half deep. It was intended by its

maker for a fry pan, but a worse one could not

possibly have been devised. However, it mal

a star baker, light and compact, just right for

two, or three at a pinch. Put your corn-bread

batter or biscuits in the pan, on with the cover,

and fold over the handle until it snaps fast; then

set it in a hot place high over a bed of glowing

coals, capsize when risen and bake the other side,

and you will have a fine cake, or the best rolls or

biscuits that you ever put in your mouth ! My win

and I take on our trips two nesting pails, a fry

pan, a mixing pan, and the baker, and find this

cooking outfit ample.

•
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which add to themselves from two to six times

their weight of water from the spring in cooking.

They are hi st carried in waterproof paraffin mus-
lin bags and friction top tins, the whole in a side-

opening food bag with pockets, so that when you
hang it up bv the lire on .1 couple ol stakes, every-

thing vou want is right in sight. Such a bag goes

with us on all our trips except lone hikes for hunt-

ing and fishing, w hete a knaps.u k carrier all one's

worldly possessions. Our usual grub list is dis-

played herewith. The eggs we carry are broken
into a friction top tin, three inches in diameter
by four high, which will hold fourteen.

For trad accessories -you need steering here

more than anywhere else -the aim is not to leave

the essentials behind and to leave out the non-

Showing the sort of Pin-

to build for the reflector

bilker -so that tne heat is

thrown into the baker—
and a grid lire of split

oak billets for a wire grate

Backlogs should be of

slow-burning woods such

as red oak, green pitch

pine, etc., and the filling of

hot -coal woods like red

maple, hickory, etc.

[uit stewed in a pot-pourri, and biscuits or rye

read (which latter keeps fresh a long while in

limp), after which the lake has quieted down,
unset has begun, and the bass and pike are out

leding. We then sally forth in the canoe

pd fish until dark, catching all we need and
hough to give away to neighbors. Then a small

Itmp tire, and to bed by nine. If I am out hunt-

Ig or fishing at dawn, I grab a cup of coffee and
I hunk of bread and set forth before the sun,

friving back at camp by eight or nine, when the

(anting and fishing for the day is over, and then

he same regime is followed. On the trail two
leals a day. with a light cold snack and a pipe

b noon, are all that are permissible for either

bnoeing or horseback traveling. It takes two
>urs at least to cook, eat, and clean up after a

leal when you have to unpack and pack things

pr traveling, and it just isn't done!
For camp foods the best in the long run are the

essentials, as the way these latter pile up in

weight and bulk is past understanding until you

trv it. You need one light ax—a Damascus steel

belt ax or a Hudson's Bay ax with long handle,

depending on whether you expect to do much
chopping or not; either will weigh about two

pounds and cost some £2.50. A hunting knife,

which will cost about $1.50. An electric flasher

—the handiest tool in the dark that you ever put

in your pocket—costs 50 cents. A folding alum-

inum candle lantern (costing £2.50) fine in the

tent, good out of doors, and not so likely to get

out of order as a carbide; the latter, however, is

essential for large parties where a lot of light is

wanted. A night hood, or .night cap, of wool or

pontiac, which on cold nights you must have to

sleep comfortably. Night socks—a pair of warm,

wooly ones, especially reserved and kept bone

dry for that purpose; do not go out at night

with them on or they will get damp and give
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you cold feet; better endure bare feet, as

these <
1

1 1 1 < kly dry, which the socks do not.

Cooking gloves, costing 10 cents at any depart-

ment '.ion- (in the liaidware department), save

burnt fingers, dirty and cold hand',, and enable

you to pick up hot pails and firebrands with

impunity. A light wire grate, wlm h is hi 1 in than

any makeshift of logs, and will save many a

scorched dish. A sewing kit, the smaller the

better, but well provided with button',, safety

pins, and needles and thread for clothes and moc-
casins; the one sold for the Army boys for 85

cents is a good one. A toilet kit of about the

same size has tooth brush and paste, razor and
soap, looking glass, wash cloth, and towel. A
folding canvas basin for washing; that hasty

rinse in the brook will not do the business, and
soon you begin to long for a tub; with hot water

in a canvas basin you get really washed and re-

freshed. A folding canvas bucket to carry

spring water and have it handy in camp; springs

are not found behind every bush in the woods,

and lake and brook waters are dangerous and

medicinal. A yard of cheesecloth in which to

keep your meat and fish cold; hang, tied up in the

cheesecloth, in the shade, and turn a cup of

water over it several times a day; it is proof

against bjow flies and is the coldest way to keep

meat in summer, unless the spring is near enough

to camp to permit building a spring house. A
light, compact medicine kit; take along pills for

constipation, diarrhoea, fever, colds, headaches;

antiseptic solutions, and a little surgical tape

and bandages; don't take too much or too

bulky a kit, for you will probably not use it at all.

Fly dope and a head net; particularly in the

North woods where they have seven kinds of

biting and stinging insects. A compass and a

waterproof match safe, both always on you, the

compass in the watch pocket of your breeches,

without which you are not likely to fare forth!

Maps, in a leatheroid case. A fly book, and a

leather tackle bag to prevent the hooks from pen-

etrating through and ruining clothing. A compact
camera with roll film; and, finally, a carry-all

to hold nearly all these things. This may be a

pocket-bag of khaki, opening out flat, with tapes

to hang it up on two stakes at the head of your

bed, where everything is ready to hand in its

own pocket when wanted, and, what is more essen-

tial, returned when done with, so that it will not

get lost. You will further need a wire-cloth stick

mop for dish washing, a dish towel, and a small

piece of kitchen soap.

These are about all; there are at least a million

other things that you would like to take, or are

convinced that you would not be happy without,

but go light on them, for the list is weighty and

bulky enough as it is, as you will find when you

come to portage it.

Two other suggestions occur. One is a camp
box, in which you can put the whole outfit and

check it to your destination. The baggage

rules regard a box as a trunk if it is provided with

rope handles and a lock and hinges, and it will

be so accepted for checking by the baggage men.

Otherwise, it is a parcel and must be expressed.

If you take such a box you will save lugging and
chasing up a lot of more or less vulnerable camp
duffle bags, none of which can be lost with im-

punity. A box saves all this, besides making a

fine camp table, and once the forwarder has it

and you have his check in pocket, you need give

it no further thought. Send it on well ahead,

for if sent on the same train you are on it will

most likely not be there when you arrive, and
"the next train will be up next day," as the fac-

totum assures you as he locks up the station and

leaves you alone in a howling wilderness, with a

lumberjack's hotel as the sole refuge for twenty-

four hours! Sooner than take such a risk, it is

better to lug all your stuff on the train.

The second suggestion ;s the camp stove. It

is a great comfort in cold, snowy weather, and a

nice thing to cook on in your tent in bad summer
weather. The outfitters make them abst rdly

heavy, about ten pounds weight for a one-hole

stove; but we have one, home-made in 28-ga.

sheet iron, two-hole, weighing but two and thiee

quarter pounds. We always take it in fall and
winter camping. I do not like the idea of the

pipe going up through the roof; better let it ouc
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on the side, with an elbow to turn it up, which
elbow is not a formidable matter if made like a tin

can with a large hole in one side. We use two
two-foot joints of two-inch pipe for our stove,

and pack the meat in the lengths, rolled up in

paraffined paper so that no space is lost. I

even take this stove on back-pack trips, and the

whole cook kit packs inside it. Our "handy"
tent has a pipe hole in its wall for just this stove,

and for that reason also, a ground cloth is omit-
ted, as such a thing is impossible when a stove is

to be set up inside the tent. To manage a tent

stove without filling the tent with smoke, you
simply need a column of hot air in the pipe,

without which it will not draw no matter how tall,

and with which it will draw like a major if only

two feet high. To get this hot column you must
have the fire well started, with lids off and flames

rising direct; when going well, clamp on the lid and
the flames will burst out under the lids, finally

finding the chimney outlet, up which they rush,

and your draft is established. Never load on too

much wood at a time; it will make more
smoke than the chimney can carry off. The aim
is a bed of live coals and a few billets in process

of combustion. If she starts smoking around the

Jids, open up and get the fire flaming again if

you have to make a human bellows of yourself to

do so. A two-hole stove is the only one to get a
meal on. One can manage a breakfast toler-

ably with a one-

holer, but never
a real outdoors-

man's breakfast!
At night one or two
large oak billets, put
on a bed of coals,

will smolder all

night, keeping the

chill off the tent;

all drafts should be

closed to aid in this

gradual charcoaliz-

ing process.

For outdoor fires

you will need to

know three styles.

The backlog fire is

the best night heat-

er. Cut five four-

inch red oak logs

about a yard long

each, and pile them
one above the other
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The author's two-hole

camp stove, weighing two
and three quarters pounds

The policy of watchful waiting, as applied to getting a camp breakfast

August,

against two hornbeam stakes leaning somewhat
backward. Cut two short billets or andirons,
and stake in place with a forestick across the front

to hold the fire in bounds. Make a general fire

in this grate, on the andirons as you would at

home, and you will find that most of your heat
will be reflected right into the tent from the
backlogs instead of being dissipated into the for-

est as in the bonfire type of camp fire. The
remains next morning are fine for a breakfast

fire. A grid fire of blackjack oak is the best

fire for your wire grate, and, if using a reflector

baker, either keep a high, flaming billet resting

on the edge of the wire grate, or build a special

fire for it of small backlogs about two feet long

laid in between two pairs of upright stakes.

Against this build a high fire, with the sticks laid

up against the logs so as to produce a hot, high

flame that will brown both top and bottom of the

bread at the same time. For fire woods, except

the last fire described, use only hot-coal woods,
blackjack oak, red maple, ash, hickory, and
yellow birch. Reject all the quick-flaming
woods, such as pine and balsam, as these are not

hot nor do they last long; and never use popping
woods, like hemlock, if you have any regard for

your tent roof.

With these few reflections on outfit I will con-

clude. It would be useless to attempt to tell

you the hundreds of kinks that suggest them-

selves to all camp-
ers in the woods, I

as each man will

pick them up for

himself as he goes

along. I have de-

scribed for you a
|

light, comfortable
,

outfit and one in

which I trust that no
,

essential is lacking.

The outfit is not ,

cheap, but it is

cheaper in the long

run than a heavy, in-

adequate lotof junk,

and you will not

want to make a bore

ofyou routing, when,

as any experienced

man will assure you,

if done right, camp-

ing out is the best

fun in the world.

A COURSE in ESTATE MANAGEMENT for
WOMEN in WAR TIME

By ELMA LOINES
III—Balanced farming and development of arable land

IMPORTANT as the development of

"Tr^vii timber-land and water power on a

I V m country estate may be at this time,
* yet with the slogan "Food will win

the war" forever in our ears, there

is no doubt that most important is

the development of arable land. The problem
now before us is how to grow enough of certain

foodstuffs for our own use and still have a surplus.

The plea to-day on the part of agricultural

experts everywhere is for mixed or balanced farm-

ing. In our grandparents' day most of the

farms throughout the East were self-supporting.

But as the industries came to be gradually taken
away from the farm and the home, and because
one crop paid better than another, farmers began
to grow one crop year after year until a deplor-

able condition of the soil resulted. The opening
up of the great Western wheat lands and cattle

ranges, the introduction of farm machinery, and
the better freight rates for the long hauls were
all contributing factors to the present condition

of the farms in the East. Now, however, the

time has come when we must go back to balanced

farming and must realize that it is because of the

need for all possible transport facilities on the part

of the Government for war necessities, that we
must do it at once. That is to say that while

balanced farming is always desirable, at the

moment it is imperative.

In taking up, then, the question of the develop-

ment of arable land, the woman who is to manage
her own estate will wish to understand thor-

oughly the nature and treatment of soils, in

order that she may grow most efficiently those

crops which are adapted to the particular soil

of her farm.

Soils are composed of sand, chalk, clay, and
humus, or decaying vegetable and animal matter.

Some are much, others little, pulverized. Those
of fine texture allow for a free circulation of air

and a consequent release of the food values.

The water capacity of some soils, especially

humus, is very great, of others little. So the

value of soils as a producing element varies

greatly. The chief characteristics on which this

value depends may be summed up as: texture,

food value, holding capacity, aeration, the num-

ber of bacteria present (whose importance will

be noted shortly), and the temperature of the

soil itself. Of the four kinds of soil mentioned

above, humus and chalk have the greatest food

values; but humus is apt to become water soaked

and is then often acid, while when dry it is in-

capable of supporting the roots of plants properly.

Aeration depends upon the amount of pore

space between the particles. This is generally

30 to 50 per cent, of the total volume of the soil.

Most productive soils have 30 to 50 per cent,

clay and 50 to 60 per cent. sand. They are

called loams and are sandy or clay loams accord-

ing to which predominates. From the above it

will be seen that a perfect soil would be that

which has enough clay and humus to prevent

drought, enough sand to make it pervious to

fresh air and prevent waterlogging, and enough

chalk to correct a tendency to acidity.

The importance of good drainage at once be-

comes evident, for it carries off surplus moisture,
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HatM dwarf apple "re Kruil growing i* a (mlurr o(
i divrnutiett I.inning I hat apjir-.il* In mot women

Jkrs cold soils warmer, .mil puts .ill soils in

liter condition lor crop bearing,

'he next consideration is uh.it foods plants

id. These iu carbon, calcium, hydrogen,

Mi. magnesium, nitrogen, phosphorus, potas-

Hn, oxygen, .mil sulphur. All hut c.irhon .mil

Ismail amount of oxygen and nitrogen which

aJ drawn from the air, are taken from the soil.

Rash and soda and other bases are present in

I soil in the form of silicates and nitrates, and
Bmur in the form of sulphates of magnesium,

ram, etc

I Leguminous crops — peas, beans, clover,

Mcht-s. etc. which are called nitrogen-accumu-

Ing as opposed to nitrogen-consuming crops,

tie nitrogen from the air and convert it into

plates, while most plants take it up as fix>d in

form of nitrates from the soil. Therefore

t ir great value lies in restoring to the soil what
Hst other plants abstract from it.

I In this connection, other elements in the soil

list be considered. These are the minute living

nanisms which by their activity appear to

tfase the potential food in the soil by causing a

Hmica I change to take place. These bacteria

Ikt near the surface, attach themselves to the

Its of leguminous plants, and cause the produc-

tji of nitrates in such a way that non-leguminous

frits are able to absorb them. Of late years a

lid deal has been done to inoculate the soil,

6th resulting benefit to the crops. 1 his increases

tj number of bacteria. I spoke earlier of inoculat-

U clover seed on our own farm. The roots of

Over are especially favorable to these bacteria,

title nodules containing nitrogen are formed by
Orn on the roots. The organisms in the nod-
ins increase until the plant blooms, and then de-

cease again. That is why clover, used as a

en manure to build up the soil, must be plowed
iner before blooming. Thus clover takes up
rjrogen from the air and puts it back into the soil

snood for the non-leguminous crops.

Kll crops take some particular food out of the

sl, and some a great quantity. Some take one
lid and some another. Root crops take out
rich nitrogen; potatoes exhaust the potash very
c-ckly. In olden times fields were allowed to

m fallow every few years to give them time to

over from the exhaustion of the soil. Grad-
•jly farmers observed that by following a

Station of crops, which took out certain

•jrnents and put back others which were needed
M a different crop, the land could be used
tntinuously. and not only not be depleted
it actually increased in fertility by proper
•nagement.
[To build up the soil and follow a rotation,

de method is as follows: plant clover first of

a. either Pea Vine or in a dry season Mammoth
td. Before it blooms, i.e., when its production

«j nitrogen is greatest, plow it lightly under,
ten plant potatoes. These may be followed by
en or cereals. Then potatoes may be grown
<tin. After these, plant clover to be plowed
•Ider, beginning the rotation again. Mr. George
Powell says that a short rotation is always best,

pis builds up the soil steadily. Where wheat

Tlx- northernmost of thr several farms which constitute the
author'* family holding* in the Adirondack*

and potatoes both thrive, .1 three-yeal rotation
is often adopted, as: clover, potatoes, wheat.

Hefore planting clover, however, test the
acidity of the soil with blue litmus paper. Mois-
tcn .1 lut ol the soil .mil slip the panel in fof two
or three inches and press down. Examine it in

about five minutes. If it turns pink, the soil

is slichtly acid and clover will do well; if red,

it is too acid and lime should be applied, one
ton to the acre. I hen plant the clover. Only
pure and highly productive seed should be used.

Land is also greatly improved by deep plowing,

which helps to make the texture finer, to get the
food elements nearer the surface, and to increase

the aeration and holding capacity. Fertilizing

with green manures such as clover, rye, and buck-
wheat, or with stable manure, and commercial
fertilizers such as lime, potash, and nitrates, or

bone meal, also improves it. In times of drought,

much cultivation and a certain amount of mulch-
ing prevent the loss of natural moisture in the

sod. It must always be kept in mind that

the principle of farm economy is to return to

the soil through some suitable fertilizer those

constituents which the crops have abstracted.

And the greatest merit of commercial fertilizers

is that they may be made to render stable manure
a complete fertilizer for the various crops.

If the soil is poor to start with, before growing
crops, the land may be put into condition by
growing and plowing under beans or clover,

plants which have the nitrogen-fixing bacteria.

Each piece of ground must be treated for what
it lacks in soil constituents and for the particular

foods needed by the crop to be grown.

The different processes of improving the soil

are referred to in general as liming, claying, marl-

ing, burning, green-manuring, draining, irrigat-

ing etc., and their names indicate what they are.

For green manuring we have used clover, buck-

wheat, and rye successfully. Other crops in such

use are vetches, lupins, white mustard, and rape.

Green manuring is one of the cheapest methods
for getting nitrogen; it helps as well to aerate the

soil and release the potential food values.

Next to understanding the nature of soils and

their maintenance for the growth of crops, one

must understand, of course, the purposes of the

different operations in farming; also how to buy
farm implements intelligently. The county

farm bureaus, state schools of agriculture, or

any expert who surveys the farm will recom-

mend the proper tools. But the practical farmer

whom one engages often needs education in the

use and care of these, for we have not yet learned

the thrift of the Europeans. The operations, as

everyone knows, are plowing, harrowing, sow ing

of seed, hoeing, cultivating, mulching, spraying,

haying, reaping, harvesting, threshing, etc.

Sometimes deep plowing is advisable. This

requires a special kind of plow which pulverizes

the soil well in the furrows. Then different kinds

of harrows and cultivators may be used. The
disk is one of the best harrows because it refines

the texture of the soil. Sowing may be done by

hand or by machinery, and one should know
what kind of machinery is best adapted to one's

Jennie, a (trade Jersey cow and her yearling calf All heifer
calves on I he place arc kepi for breeding

place. The different methods of planting crops
especially potatoes, should be looked into.

Alst) the different kinds of spray pumps should

DC considered, for these run from an inexpensive
kind which may be slung by a strap from the
shoulder, to barrel pumps which require a team to
draw and a couple of men to operate. Others
again are run by motor. (And here the import-
ance of spraying, especially of potatoes and fruit

trees, cannot be emphasized too much. One ex-

pert saysthat the former should be sprayed at least

five times a season to produce the best results.)

For harvesting, the question again comes up
whether it is better for the owner to use machinery
or to have it done by hand. Again there are
different methods to decide upon, as whether rye
should be cut in cradles and bundled, or not. The
machines cut and bundle at the same time.

Sometimes the harvesting of a certain crop is

very expensive, and it may be better because of
local conditions to grow another which costs less.

As an example, we found it advisable last year
with the increased cost of labor, the scarcity of
men, and the danger of early frost, not to grow
corn, but to grow millet and rye instead.

When it comes to the question of extra labor in

harvest time, it usually pays in the end to get the
most skilled available.

Then, besides understanding the main opera-
tions of farming, the woman who manages her
estate must know how, as far as possible, to guard
against frosts in spring and fall (which means not
planting too early and so having to replant
once or even twice), against drought, insects, and
blights.* The only prevention of damage from
drought comes with an abundant water supply
and careful and frequent cultivation or mulching
to preserve the moisture below the surface. As
to insects and blights, there are those recognized
for certain crops which require certain kinds of
sprays which must be applied in ample time.

If an unrecognized blight appears one can always
send a specimen to the state laboratory to De
examined and to ask advice as to its remedy.

\\ hen it is decided to specialize in some crop,

one must of course consult the soil and climate.

All through New York State potatoes can be
growrn to advantage. Their value lies, naturally,

in their being a necessity of life and therefore

always in demand. Two methods of planting

are followed. In England and in parts of the
West the whole potato is put in. This is thought
by some to give the highest production and the
largest potatoes. The other method is to use a

section containing one or two eyes. The rows
are usually two feet apart and the sections or
whole potatoes about eight inches apart in the
row. Potatoes do best in a light, friable loam,
well manured. They are apt to rot in wet ground.
Also they do well in a cool climate.

When grown and sold for seed they bring a

higher price than when sold as food. There are

many varieties both as to color and time of
ripening. For several years we ourselves have
raised enough potatoes to last a household of ten

•(See Farmer's Bulletin 856, "Control of Diseases and Insect En-
emies of the Home Vegetable Garden."
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until spring, as well as some for seed, both to sell

and to use for our own next season's crop. When
other farmers' in the neighborhood have lost

many from rot ours have escaped practically un-

injured. The United States raises a much smaller

number of bushels of potatoes to the acre than

England. It has 97.5 bushels to the United
Kingdom's 215.3. New York State averages 94
bushels. One yield in Ontario was 1,000 bush-

el" and once in England 1,250 bushels to the acre

were produced. This only indicates what might be

done by intensive cultivation. So potato culture

offers many inducements to the woman farmer.

In latitudes where one may count on warm
nights and three and a half to four months with-

out frost, she may also grow corn for seed, to

advantage. The things to be considered espe-

cially here are that corn exhausts the soil rather

rapidly and necessitates short rotation of crops,

and that it requires much labor to harvest; also

that in specializing, the very finest seed should be

bought until one can develop one's own strain.

But there is this advantage, that an excellent

seed corn of good germinating quality will always

bring a high price in the market, and will more
than repay the initial high cost of good seed.

If wheat is made a specialty a flour mill

should be near at hand. Hand mills may be

~~used for small quantities.

Hay is on the same par with potatoes, a neces-

sity and always likely to bring a high price for

fine quality. Its principal need is a good water
supply, and a climate with sufficient moisture.

Before passing on to the subject of balanced

farming, farm pests and their remedies should be

touched upon. The pests of the vegetable garden

and field crops are insects of different var-

ieties, and fungous diseases. The former may
be divided roughly into three classes: cutting,

chewing, and sucking. To the first class belong

the borer and the cutworm, the latter that in-

sidious creature which severs the plant from its

roots and quickly kills it. It attacks the young
plants of cabbage, tomato, lettuce, etc. To pro-

tect against cutworm, stiff paper or cardboard

collars should be set around the plant when it is

set out, and placed two inches from it and about

one inch into the soil. Chewing insects bite

holes in the leaves. The potato bug belongs to

this class. By spraying with arsenate of lead

or Paris green its food is poisoned and the insect

dies. Hence the tremendous importance of

frequent spraying, especially for potatoes and
fruit trees. The sucking insect, which includes

many kinds and colors of aphis, is perhaps worst

of all, and its damage hardest to detect in the

initial stages. One pair of aphides will furnish

two billion descendants in a single season. Nic-

otine or oil sprays are considered best for these.

They cover the insect and prevent its breathing,

thus causing death by suffocation. Blight,

rust, and mildew are the common fungous dis-

eases. Bordeaux mixture is used for these,

and when the plants suffer from chewing insects

as well, the addition of arsenate of lead will

do for both. Where possible, affected leaves

should always be burned.
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On a mixed farm the stock is an important
element, for there is a mutual dependence of
plants and animals in farm economy. (Live-

stock farms in Iowa and probably elsewhere
produce much larger grain and hay yields per acre

than the strictly grain producing farms.) The
buildings for the stock should be suitable, with
the emphasis on ventilation, water supply,

drainage, and the ability to keep clean with the

least amount of effort. The quality of the stock

should be good, and it should be made to pay
for itself. It is well to keep records in the case

of both cows and poultry, and certainly with all

purebred animals. Cows should be tested

for butter fat, and to see if they are tuberculous.

It pays to get rid of poor cows, for they do not
yield enough to pay for what they consume.
On our own farm we have each year three or

four good three-quarter Jersey cows and raise

every heifer calf. These cows supply three

households (about twenty people) with milk,

and one with butter. We get a very fine grade of

cream, and are able to make abundant cottage

cheese during the summer. Recently we made
over an old stable and put in model cow stalls

with iron stanchions and floDrs of corked brick;

and windows with hinges below to ventilate

without causing a direct draught.

If one can raise plenty of fodder corn and have
a silo the cows can have green food all •winter.

A friend told me recently that on her own farm
she had noticed no difference in the milk yield

since she had put one \n. It does, however, give

the cattle a pleasant variety in their food, and it

saves grain. Dairy farming also offers oppor-

tunities to a woman.
Poultry raising is another necessary adjunct

of the balanced farm. Methods of feeding and
housing vary greatly, but may be studied up in

the many books on the subject. I know one
indefatigable little woman in the Adirondacks
who was determined to prove to her neighbors

and herself that chickens could be made to pay
for themselves over winter. She fed them well

with table scraps, skimmed milk, cheese, red

pepper, greens, and corn, making them scratch

for their food as much as possible. She hung a

cabbage by a string as a sort of edible punching
bag. And they worked for every mouthful.

Then she kept a diary, giving every item of

expense. The chickens amply repaid her care,

for she sold the eggs at the local market and paid

for all her winter groceries out of the proceeds.

But this last year, with the very cold weather
and high cost of feed, they have not done so well.

Now poultry keeping has become indeed a serious

problem for the small farmer, and unless a remedy
is found to assure him feed at a moderate price,*

we shall face a shortage of a valuable food.

Sheep raising used to be very profitable in

New York State and may be again. The climate

and character of the country are both well suited

to sheep. The principal item is the cost of proper

fencing. The present-day necessity for producing
one's own food should be an added inducement
to raise them.

*See article on page S 2—Editor.
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Fruit and nut orchards should be develop
along with other branches of farming. Nct
York is particularly favorable to apple growing,

and still produces by far the highest number of

apples of any state in the union. Plums, pears,

and cherries also do well except in the north
1

But great care has to be taken to adopt proper
methods of pruning and to protect from scale,

which infests certain areas. Nut orchards are

not as much planted as they might be in this

country, though Pennsylvania has a number.
Walnuts, hickory nuts, and butternuts will all

do well in Northern climates.

Nor has the maple sugar industry been de-

veloped as much as it might be, now that white!

sugar is not so plentiful. With a little care in

getting the sap at' just the right time, and in:

clarifying, a fine grade of both sugar and syrup

may be made. And the hard or sugar maple
is abundant in many parts or the state. Bee-

keeping is another way to add to one's sugar

supply.

There remains still to be said a word about the

kitchen garden. One should aim for great

variety in vegetables and a long season. Al-

though far to the north, we ourselves begin in'

April with asparagus (which we enjoy for tw<

months) and end with beans and corn in October.

We introduced marly vegetables not hitherto 1

known to the native farmer, who usually confines

himself to peas, beans, tomatoes, corn, and pota-i

toes, and doesn't know what he misses by not

making his vegetables stretch over a longei

season. We grew with great success Swiss chard

celery, okra, Chinese cabbage, French mustard.

New Zealand spinach, peppers, Italian squasr

(cocozelle), everbearing strawberries, etc. It
J

has been interesting to see the notice taken of;

these vegetables at the annual shows; they are

well known of course to most good gardeners,

but unknown up here.

Adjuncts to the garden are the many berrie

and currants.

Before closing it may be well to touch on than

part of farming which has until recently been

somewhat overlooked—farm efficiency. This

means primarily the keeping of careful accounts.:

But it also means the keeping of charts for

special work, showing the cost and amount of

labor on each field for planting, cultivating,

and harvesting, the cost of seed, and the profit

therefrom. Then it can be determined whether

each particular crop is paying for itself. It

means, too, keeping records of the stock, espe-

cially when they are purebred. This is helpful

also in increasing the interest and efficiency of

the farm workers. Only in this way can the

owner get an accurate idea of the cost of pro-

duction and the returns of the farm products.

[Related articles dealing with practical details of estate manage

ment which have appeared in Country Life, are: "First Year Kg
ures of a Thousand-Acre Orchard," November, 1916; "How to Su

port Your Farm Manager," April, 1917; "Accounting the Con
Farming," May, 1917; "Should You Be Allowed to Run Your OV
Farm?" June, 191 7; "General Orders for the Army of Maintenance."

July, 1917; "Fall Maneuvers for Estate Owners," August, 191;

"Prepare Now for Bigger Crop Next Year," September, 1917: "Plot

ting the Estate's Big Job," February, 191 8; "Food Will Win th

War— Produce It," April, 1918; "Forage Plants That Feed and Kerti

lize," May, 1918.]

A fair hay crop. Hay is a necessity, and a fine quality will

always bring high prices

A young pine plantation that is steadily growing into money
for its owner and for the nation as well

A stand of marketable whu pine. Tree cutting should

always be supervised by some experienced person



I Vvrway to a root cellar at Lake Forest. Ill , which has hern in successful use for nine years.

•eta of drain tile, one nl the floor line and the other four feet above

It is provided with two

S T () R E that SURPLUS FOOD
By R . J. II. DeLOACH

1 In- construction of storage houses lor roots and vegetables is a war necessity—something
that must be done it we are not to go hungry in the lean months coming. Here are plans
tor houses to meet varying needs -houses that have been in successful operation for years

UK most urgent need in this country
to-day—aside from guns and
.immunition. .uul boats to take
them to Kurope— is the asstirance

of increased food supplies for our
armies and the armies of our
allies. If the food crisis is reached

ext "inter, as we have every reason to believe

1 will be. our table comforts at home will be
educed materially, and our hyhtmir men will

je limited to the necessities of life. We are not
kt fully awake as a nation of individuals to the
fvality and immensity of the food problem,

i
hings are too easy to get—our wants are still

jupphed mereh for the asking and the price,

i W e should instead confront ourselves with the
possibility of having to go hungry because of
nadequate supplies of food. There is no ques-
tion hut what a lack of plans for producing and
mnerying these necessities will bring us face to
ice with a serious situation in the near future,

peneed to give every attention to conserving
lugar. wheat, fats, and meats, and to use these
materials only as our health requires.

)
How shall we supplement them in the most

|tfecti\e way: By growing larger crops of roots
|nd vegetables, and properly storing them for

fKSt w inter. \\ e must regard the construction
f storage houses a war necessity, not merely
thing that ought to be done or that could be

lone with profit. We must plan for releasing
nore wheat and sugar for the armies, and no
iitthod is so practical as to grow these valuable
oot crops and store them securely for winter use.

The necessity for storage w as never so appar-
nt. 1 housands of refrigerator cars have been
tanding around our coast lines and cantonments
oaded with perishable foods much of the past
vinter, when they might have been released for

noving freight if the proper storage facilities

Had existed. Many cars of such materials were
ost during winter because a food shortage re-

tired that they be shipped during weather too
•evere for the nature of the material shipped,
f storage facilities had existed at the point of
:onsumption, this loss could have been eliminated
•ntirelv.

The practical solution of our food situation
•eems to resolve itself into two distinct phases:
me the question of enlarged storage for the crops
ilready raised in sufficient quantities; and one

a question of enlarged production of practical

health-building crops, and storage facilities to
care for these extra crops.

We have been constantly cutting down on our
home consumption of wheat, fats, sugar, and
meats without planning sufficiently for things to

take their place in the diet. These concentrates
should continue to go to the armies and navies,

and in increasing quantities; but the civil popu-
lation must be guarded by as careful a programme.
In the first place the home population can eat

more potatoes as it eats less wheat and meat.

It can eat more perishable vegetables as it

approaches the limit of consumption of these con-

centrates. But potatoes, root crops, vegetables,

and fruits require careful storing if they are to

be consumed beyond the time that they can be

taken from the fields, and besides, many of them
must be canned or stored at the time of maturity

or they will be lost.

It may be asked, do we need these vegetables

and root crops in our diet? Will they be worth
the cost of growing them? Are they a luxury

or a necessity? The fact that they have clung

to the human race as an essential food from time

immemorial argues that they have supreme
merit, and are closely related to our health and
efficiency. The most efficient nations of the

world are those that have made the most scientific

and systematic use of vegetables, fruits, and root

crops, which are the natural complement of the

higher concentrates, such as grains, fats, and

meats. The proverbial expression "pork and
turnips" has a far greater significance than would

appear on the surface, for it blends perfectly
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the concentrate and the necessary forage, and
when properly prepared, satisfies the most
fastidious taste, and builds tissue. A soldier
will last longer and fight better, and a laboring
man will have the energy to do more and better
work, on this diet than on many other things.

No one with good health and a normal appetite
could fail to enjoy a meal of this kind.

All the great authorities on foods and dietetics

show the necessity for a large percentage of
succulent vegetable matter in the diet in order
to maintain health, and the elimination of these
for any reason is always accompanied by many
forms of disease and by an unnatural functioning
of the digestive tract. We may, therefore, feel

fully justified in advocating a larger planting of
these essential crops and a well organized effort

to store them properly after they have been
grown.

This brings us to the storage problem which, in

the writer's opinion, should receive national
attention. The storage of foodstuffs has always
been a problem since man drifted from the
tropics into climates in which food could be
grown only a part of the year. In order that
necessities might be supplied during the long
winter he has been forced to provide storage for

such crops as he has learned can be kept in the
most perfect condition for the longest time.

At best, however, past methods have been waste-
ful and costly, and it is surprising to know that
we have paid so little attention to storage. Our
experiment stations and colleges have very little

experimental data on the subject. Many of
them have constructed houses for storing, but
without making the work a scientific problem in

relation to our food supply. The subject is of
unquestionable importance, and it is time for

us to collect, and disseminate broadly, all pos-

sible information on it.

Some private and community houses con-
structed at Lake Forest, 111., seem to be giving

entire satisfaction. After many years of success-

ful operation, they are now relied upon for keep-

ing fruits, vegetables, and root crops in a good
state of preservation until May, and even later.

The fundamental principles on which these

houses are constructed and which must be com-
plied with if success is to result are: good ventila-

tion, thorough drainage, successful insulation,

bumidification, and the proper temperature.
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Longitudinal section and plan

of a storage cellar built for Mr.

Carter H. Fitzhugh at Lake
Forest, 111. The drawings show
how the essentials of ventilation,

drainage, insulation, and humid-

ification are provided for

Cross section of the Fitzhugh

storage cellar. As the span is

but ten feet, the slightly arched

roof provides the necessary

strength and helps the ventila-

tion flow. The trays for veget-

ables are supported on pipe

framing

Details of a storage cellar 26

feet long, 16 feet, 8 inches wide,

and 7 feet, 5 inches high, built on

the same lines as the one at Lake
Forest University. The latter

measures 40 x 38 x 7 feet, and
holds supplies for 1,500 people

The bin boards are spaced a

half inch apart and kept two
inches away from the walls.

Thorough drainage of the

foundation and of the ground

beneath the floor must be as-

sured. Note how the dead air

ceiling pockets are relieved

A constant supply of fresh air is the first and
most important of these requisites. Stale air

will soon bring on decay in any kind of vegetable

matter whether the atmosphere be moist or dry,

warm or cool, and it is important that the system
of ventilation be thorough.

It is necessary that water be not allowed to

stand in the storage house, and that the earth

about it be not saturated with too much moisture.

A mildly moist earth is necessary, however, and
this is easily secured if a good drain pipe is run
beneath the floor of the house or cellar. To
secure natural drainage, the cellar could be con-

structed on a hillside or by a gully. We know
of a number of houses so con-

structed which seem to meet
every demand. In such cases

tile drains surround the houses,

as a further precaution.

The third necessity—insula-

tion,—may be secured either by
the building of a double wall

or by the use of hollow tile con-

struction. Either method is

efficient and will prove satisfac-

tory.

Humidification is the means
or process by which the atmos-
pheric moisture in the storage

house can be controlled. The
importance of this is not very

generally known, but must be

recognized if success is to follow.

The most practical way to

maintain the right condition is

to dig out under the centre of

the floor a cistern about three

feet in diameter and three or

four feet deep. Let the inlet

pipe of the ventilating system
come immediately over this, so

the fresh air will absorb moisture as it passes on
up into the house or cellar. If water is kept in

the cistern and the ventilation is good, the air

will always be moist.

As to temperature, some crops can stand greater

heat than others. Similarly some require mois-
ture while others do not. Onions require a cold

and dry atmosphere, while apples must have a

cool, moist atmosphere. The root crops all

require moisture, and will not keep without it.

They should be kept covered with moist sand
for best results. This may not always be prac-

tical in commercial storage houses—but it can be
easily arranged for in those for small families.

Concrete storage house of Lake Forest University, showing the ventilators above the sodded roof

A low temperature is required for most of our

raw roots, vegetables, and fruits. If it ranges

from 35 to 40 we need have no fear but what our

stored foodstuffs will keep through the winter

if we have the necessary moisture, ventilation,

and insulation. A double entrance door is good

insurance and may almost be considered a ne-

cessity. One door is quite sufficient most of the

time, but during very low temperatures the double

door proves to be essential. Also, when the out-

side temperature rises, it seems effectively to

keep in the cool air.

Containers should be arranged on carefully con-

structed racks so that the storage house will

hold foods almost to its full

capacity. If these containers

are made of narrow strips in

the form of bins the ventilation

will be more complete, and if

some disease should develop, it

would not be so liable to spread

to all parts of the storage house.

It seems necessary to consider

three styles of house—one for

the individual farmer or country

estate owner, one for the public

institution, club house, hotel, or

small community, and one for

the large dealer, broker, or can-

tonment. Or, in other words, a

small house, a medium house,

and a large one. Whatever be

the size, it must be constructed

on the principles laid down

above, which have proven essen-

tial to the successful storing of

fruits, vegetables, and root

crops. Whenever we get way

from these principles, failure is

sure to result.

The accompanying illustra-

•
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cellar lix feet wide, nclit feet long and seven

high, insnle measurements, will provide

_je lor a small home garden. One that is

fret wide, twelve fret long and eight feet high,

ide measurements, will t.ike rare of the ordin-

pnnlucts from an .u re of garden. \ erllar

feet wide, eighteen feet long and seven feet

Jl, inside measurements, will store $CO

sheU of vegetahles. Many potato cellars

made large enough to hold several thou-

hushels each.

e materials used should he those avail-

that are most plentiful and will serve the

note (ienerallv a wood construction that

st he covered with earth is not satisf.u

although potato cellars, especially m
v climates, are made of wood framework

tmst altogether. In more or less humid

s. permanent structures should he

dc of concrete, stone, hrick. or tile. lust

these materials are put together, now
ap or how expensive, makes no difference,

so that the storage cellar is permanent and

bines good con tml of temperature, hu-

itv. \ t-nrtlation. and proper drainage,

thcr constructed in a side hill or on level

md. the storage cellar must he covered

earth, deep enough to prevent freezing,

constructed on level ground, excavation

Id he made deep enough so that from

e third to one half of the cellar is below
surface.

Double outside walls with air space or

th packing between are hi tter than single

lis. Single walls, however, will answer
urpose, especially if the ventilation is

Thick single w alls are better than thin

\ir space can be easilv made in con-

n with heavy single walls by placing

ng strips two inches thick against the

ide of the wall, to which metal lath can
nailed, this being covered w ith two or three

coats of mil cement plaster Instead of lath

and plastei, good itsults will come by tacking
building paper to the furring strips and covering
this with i lose fitting shea thing or shiplap. Hol-
low tile furnishes one of the best cellar wall
materials known. All masonry walls should be
plasteied "ll the outside or weather side with
waterpioof cement.

It is important that the top of the storage
cellar, as well as the sides, he made right; in fact,

the good effects of one without the other will

Ix counteracted. \ heavy masonry oi concrete
ceiling must necessarily he supported by centre
l'".rs and reinforcemenr, especially in wide under-
ground cellars. Hollow tile or a specially con-
structed double ceiling like that described for

walls is better than the single ceiling. For under-
ground cellars, the c-iling ventilator boxes, best
made of concrete or brick, should he placed before
covering tin cellar with earth. These should be
made high enough so that the top will extend
slightly above the surface of the earth after the

A photograph taken on April 16th of vegetables which had been prop-

erly stored during the winter in the Ontwcntsia Club cellars at Lake

Forest

tell at has been covered. I lie earth covering
should be from finer to four feet deep, when
settled and should be banked up against the
side and end walls, thus making a mound type
of covering which should be sodded over latei

Wing walls may he necessary at both sides of the
cellar entrance to hold back the earth banking
at the end.

Instead of being covered entirely with earth, as
has just been described, some cellars are construct-
ed of masonry under the ground and the remain-
der Of WOtM frame above the ground. The wood
walls above the ground are made from ten to twelve
inches thick, being sheathed with matched boards,
inside and outside, and the space between filled

with insulating material such as sawdust or shav-
ings. I he rafters are ceiled on the underside with
the same material as the walls, and the space be-
tween the rafters is filled with the insulating mat-
erial. One layer of building paper in connection
with the roof and walls will iSe of material help.

Ordinarily the natural earth or clay floor is

better than specially made floors. In many
cases a concrete passageway works to excel-
lent advantage.

The cost of construction depends more
on local conditions and prices than anything
else. It has been estimated that the initial

cost of the best kind of storage house built

of first class material throughout will aver-
age about 30 cents per bushel of storage
capacity. Of course, there will be no cost
after the first year except the relatively small
items of filling and emptying, cleaning, steril-

izing, minor repairs, and the like.

Houses built according to the principles

outlined are superior to other forms of con-
struction in all parts of the country, but are

peculiarly adapted to the cooler portions of
the temperate zone They will apply in all

parts of the United States from the higher ele-

vations in Georgia, Tennessee, across to south-
ern Kansas, and northward without there be-

ing any necessity for the use of ice. South of
that line, provision should be made for ice to

keep down the temperature for a short season
both in the fall and in early spring. The grow-
ing season is longer in the warmer climates and
it is not necessary to keep so much in storage.

P rom middle Georgia, Alabama, and Louisiana
through Texas to the south, it is possible to

have certain vegetables growing all the time,

and get them fresh out of the garden for food.

In the colder climates obviously this is not
possible, and it is here that we most need the

storage houses.

PP»es tat MV from the same cellar and photographed on the same date. They kept splendidly. At right, the potatoes in the upper row were stored in a fairly good cellar, but they are badly softened

and have sprouted. The potatoes in the lower row were stored in a Lake Forest storage house, and show no signs of softening or sprouting. These potatoes will keep well into July or later



Read the

U. S. Official

Bulletin

Owing to the enormous increase

of Government war work, the

governmental departments at

Washington are being flooded

with letters of inquiry on every conceivable

subject concerning the war, and it has been found
a physical impossibility for the clerks, though
they number many in themselves now, to give

many of these letters proper attention and reply.

There is published daily at Washington, under
authority of and by direction of the President,

a government newspaper

—

The Official U. S. Bul-

letin. This newspaper prints every day all the

more important rulings, decisions, regulations,

proclamations, orders, etc., etc., as they are

promulgated by the several departments and
the many special committees and agencies now
in operation at the national capital. This
official journal is posted daily in every post-

office in the United States, more than 56,000 in

number, and may also be found on file at
"all libraries, boards of

trade, and chambers
of commerce, the

offices of mayors,
governors, and other

federal officials. By
consulting these files

most questions will

be found readily an-

swered; there will be
little necessity for

Tetter writing; the

unnecessary conges-

tion of the mails will

be appreciably re-

lieved; the rahlroads
will be called upon
to move felwer cor-

respondence sacks, and
the mass of business

that is piling up in

the Government de-

partments will be
eased considerably.

Hundreds of clerks,

now answering corres-

pondence, will be en-

abled to give their

time to essentially im-
portant work, and a fundamentally patriotic

service will have been performed by the public.

reason to believe that only permanent good will

result—both to the ranges themselves and to the
people of the nation who are in need of the food
supply which they represent.

1^ 1

A Better Early in the season pessimistic

Prospect reports were rife, to the effect

for Poultry that the high price of feed was
causing the killing ofF of great

numbers of fowl and that therewas every chanceof
a famine later on. It is now decidedly cheering to

hear that the extension poultry specialists sent
out by the Department of Agriculture to check
this dangerous tendency have been and are
meeting with very gratifying success. They re-

port that normal production will be maintained
in practically every section of the country where
they are working this year, and that in many sec-

tions a definite increase is expected. An espe-

three states, 3,000,000 animals. These figures
are equivalent to the normal consumption of
pork and pork products of the total popula-
tion of the United States for thirty-seven days
and slightly less than sixteen days, respectively.
How long before we shall have cut this toll, taken
out of the mouths of our people by preventable
sickness, to nothing at all?

Wider Use of

National Forest

Ranges

An enlarged livestock in-

dustry is perhaps the most
essential single feature of
the various agricultural

programmes that are being urged for the United
States—both immediately and after the war.

Among the concomitant conditions required to

make this possible, one of the most important is

increased pasturage, especially for the flocks

and herds of the far Western ranges. To help

bring about the desired results, the Department
of Agriculture and the Forest Service are cooper-
ating to permit a greatly increased number of

animals to be grazed in the National Forests.

Half a million more sheep and nearly a quarter
of a million more cattle, added to the smaller

increase permitted last year, will mean a total of

some eleven and a half million animals in these

government pastures in 1918. Although such an
increase multiplies the possibility of injury by
over-grazing, the great improvement of the ranges
brought about during the last-decade by the For-
est Service methods, and the ability of the
rangers to control and constantly observe the

results of the proposed measures, give ample

© Harris & Ewirg

Major-General Hugh L. Scott, commanding officer at Camp Dix, inspecting the work of starting a 400-acre war garden, pro-

moted and established by the National War Garden Commission. These gardens, which are being established in many camps, will

be tilled by non-combatants as far as possible

cially significant response is being made by city

and town dwellers to the appeal that they keep a

few hens in their backyards, feeding them
largely if not entirely upon table scraps and
other home by-products.

The Cash
Value of

Science

The ability to prevent the spread
of hog cholera, and consequently
practically to control it (no actual

cure for the disease having yet been

discovered), is one of the triumphant achieve-

ments of modern science. Slowly the nature of

the malady became clearer; eventually the micro-

organism that causes it was isolated, described,

named, and labeled; finally a serum, a vaccine,

was developed with power to protect the animal

into which it was injected against the attacks of

the bacilli. Just what all this means to stock

raisers—and to those who buy the stock they

raise—is indicated in comparative figures giving

the swine mortality for the years ending in March
1914 and 1918 respectively. In each case 8

per cent, of the deaths are attributed to cholera,

and the figures are, for the earlier year when the

disease raged unchecked, 7,000,000 animals; for

the later year when 160 trained veterinarians were
working against the enemy in cooperation with

the agricultural experiment stations in thirty-

A Permanent About a year ago the subject

Home Defense of home defense, like that of

Plan emergency gardening, was
the centre of feverish, almost

hysterical excitement. A great deal was said
and a good deal was done (for awhile); finally,

some definitely useful results were achieved,
upon which the saner and slower but more last-

ing measures of the present have been built up.

However, with the prospect before us of several

years more of war, and
of the sending toFrance
of several millions
more of men, we should

not bask too carelessly

in a sense of security,

nor neglect to formu-

late and perfect every

possible plan thatmight
contribute to our na-

tional safety in time of

need. For this reason

it is good to learn that

there is on foot in many
parts of the country

the organization of

units that will ulti-

mately form the Na-
tional Association of

Shotgun Owners. Al-

ready a national com-

mittee has been chosen,

headed by Lieut. John
Philip Sousa, with head-

quarters ati7Eastnth
Street, New York City.

The prime object of

the organization is the

protection of the homes
of its members in case of riot or invasion, and since

there are many persons already in possession

of and familiar with shotguns, in sections of

the country where there are no formal or regularly

recruited defensive forces, the plan is one that

offers much of promise. There are the added

advantages that expensive equipment such as

rifles, uniforms, etc., is not required, that the

arms are less powerful and therefore less danger-

ous than rifles, but eminently satisfactory for riot

service, and that the enrolment of loyal citizens

in such a cause will provide a good opportunity

for checking up the reasons and sentiments of

those shotgun owners who do not care to join.

How Farmers To show how farmers of the

are "Carry- United States are meeting the

ing on" shortage of farm help, a field

* agent of the Bureau of Crop 1

Estimates in a recent report told of seeing a farm-

er in Indiana driving a team of six horses hitch-

ed to a disk plow and leading three horses draw-

ing a harrow. Thus, single handed, he was work-

ing nine horses and two modern farming imple-

ments, and doing in one operation the work that

under the old system of farming several men and

several teams would have had to do in several

operations.
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I he irsidenrc n a magnificent
example of iw ovrtr.l walls

rht stable is Hanked with ever-

green screens; its yard bounded
'

y formal clipped hedges.

With masses of evergreens, border of evergreens,
isles of evergreens, how can winter be drear?

Roehrs Grown Evergreens
For Putting Smile and Glow

Into the Winter's Snow
WITH the snow a foot and a half deep, and the mercury

hovering around the 15 below mark, these pictures were
taken last January on a famed Lakewood estate.

Evergreens are the dominant feature of the planting. The tall,

somewhat gaunt native Jersey pines are accented in their striking

character by a multitude of evergreen varieties.

. To the grounds everywhere, the evergreens give a feeling of

seclusion, a security and a happy-like feeling, as delightful as it is

difficult to describe.

The entire planting was planned with the main idea of ideal-

izing the place as a winter cheer spot. It is a striking example of
the smile and glow that evergreens put into winter's snow.

Which fact leads us to remind you that August and September
are satisfactory months to plant your winter evergreens. We have
a choice collection—many of them being out of the usual. We are

not bidding against other prices, but we do take a positive stand

on the question of Roehrs-grown trees having exceptional quality.

j|LTuliuy T^gehrS* Cor
At Thg Si^n ofThe Evergreen Tree

Box 12 Rutkerford N.J.



O YOU
know that

little strip

of land on
the South-

ern shore

of Lake Ontario which
is called the "Garden
of Canada?" It is a

w e 1 1-sheltered spot
where there are miles

and miles of orchards

and vineyards which
look like so many
squares of a checker-

board, seen from above
from the windows of

the trains which run

along the brow of the

Niagara escarpment.

In the spring, tourists

used to come to see the

great show made by the

miles of trees in full

bloom, and in summer
and early autumn the

fruit markets of the

towns of that district

are a sight to behold.

For the past four

years people in Canada
haven't been thinking

of fruit blossoms, and even the fruit itself hasn't

been very much in their minds. But many of the

boys who are fighting Canada's battles overseas

have come from this same Niagara district, and
their names have been appearing with never ceas-

ing regularity on the casualty lists.

Some of the people at home began to think

what a splendid thing it would be if these men, as

well as wounded soldiers from all over the

Dominion, could have some of this fruit sent to

them where they were lying in hospital in Eng-
land, France, Cairo, or wherever fate and Ger-
man bullets had landed them. The idea took

hold of peoples' minds and a beginning of the

fruit campaign was made in 191 5. At first,

drying the fruit was tried, but the experiment
was not wholly successful. Later, under the

auspices of the Canadian Club, canning the

fruit for shipment was begun. Farmers around
the three centres of Hamilton, St. Catherines,

and Niagara Falls were asked to donate the

fruit and it was preserved in homes, in

church kitchens, and in club rooms. People

were very enthusiastic, offering their ser-

vices unstintedly, and one not infrequently

heard of unhappy households where, being

suddenly confronted by numerous crates of

gooseberries, the entire family had to turn

in and sit up most of the night snipping the

ends off the berries, while their more fortu-

nate neighbors who had received raspberries

got to bed at a reasonable hour.

This individual work was not altogether

a success, for although people were only too

eager to help, there was no standardization.

Different people had different ideas as to

how fruit ought to be preserved, and the

result was that some of it kept and some
didn't. Jars were of different sizes and
weights and could not be packed to advant-
age. Some ten carloads were shipped away
to various military hospitals, but a great

deal too much was wasted. Canada in 191

5

was pretty new to this war game and its result-

ant organization and cooperation. A small

attempt at cooperation had been made, however,
for included in the ten carloads were 3,800
quarts of jelly which had been made by volunteer
workers in a specially fitted kitchen in Hamilton.

In 1916, the work came under the management
of the Canadian Red Cross Society, a very well-

organized and active body, and although St.

Catherines still depended on individual canning,
in Hamilton one floor of a laundry building had
been rented and fitted up as a canning kitchen.

Steam from the laundry was utilized for the
cooking, and the canning was carried on by
enthusiasts, who became more efficient as the
work progressed.

The fruit district around Grimsby, Ontario, the heart of the Niagara fruit district, as seen from the Niagara escarpment (known
locally as the mountain)

SENDING TOMMY HIS MARMALADE
By DOROTHY McIL WRAITH

Notices were inserted in the country news-
papers of the district telling of the work and
asking the farmers for their cooperation and for

donations of fruit. They were asked to send
the fruit to the kitchen if possible, but if not, a

truck would call for it on request. Posters to

the same effect were displayed at cross-roads, in

village post offices, and wherever it was thought
that they would catch the eye of people with fruit

to dispose of. In other cases special collection

days were planned in different parts of the coun-

try, and the growers were notified of the fact that

they would be asked for donations on that parti-

cular day. Later on, the girls doing National
Service on the land were very active in harvesting

the fruit for the kitchen.

In the kitchen itself workers volunteered their

services, going on in regular shifts and working
under the direction of a professional canner. Dif-

ferent churches, woman's clubs, societies, etc.,

1

The willing helpers on a busy Saturday night worked until 5 A. M. Sunday

turning out 1,860 quart jars

would take over the work on specified days, and
the jars filled on those days bore a label with the

name of the workers' organization on it.

In 1916 one ton of fruit was dried besides

what was preserved, but no work of that sort

was attempted last year.

The summer of 1917 saw the fruit kitchen at

Hamilton in full swing, and all the work of the

district was concentrated there. The kitchen

had a capacity of 4,000 quarts a day and each

variety of fruit was preserved as it came into

season. The last thing the kitchen undertook

was the making of tomato soup.

On market days when the farmers came into

town to sell their produce and brought along their

fruit for the kitchen at the same time, and at

other times when there was a special rush of

64

supplies which eventl

200 workers that tl

kitchen has housed
one time couldn

handle, the manage
sent out an SOS call

the soldiers in trainin

and the men of the d

pot battalions r

sponded with a wi

They helped in tl

packing, moved cratt

loaded trucks (volui

teered as tasters), an

helped to get theded
clear for further actioi

When ten carloads

apples for jelly can

from farms of the di

trict where the go\

ernment had boughtu

the entire crop, the

help was especiall

needed. They eve
assisted in the prepar.

tion of the fruit thei

More than 8o,oc

quarts of all sorts 1

fruit were sent from tl

Hamilton kitchen
1

1917. Besides tk
15,000 pounds of dri,

peaches and 21,000 pounds of raisins were set

direct from California and paid for out of moni
collected by the school children.

The kitchen had the very best of support fro

the townspeople. The electric railways whit!

radiate from Hamilton to the surrounding di

tricts carried all fruit for the kitchen free

charge. The kitchen itself and the necessary appl

ances for the steam cooking were donated to tl

workers. Light was given by a local powercon
pany, excelsior for the packing freely sent in b

local firms, sugar supplied at the least poq

price by local wholesale firms, and people!

erously offered their motors for the collection c

the fruit.

Canned fruit from other sources was not re

ceived at the Hamilton kitchen, as the produc

there was standardized, to be more easily handkv

and shipped. People from other places wh.

wished to contribute were asked to give mone

instead of supplies. Twenty-five dollai

paid for 100 quart jars, and the name of th

donor was stamped on the box.

The glass jars used were of quart size,;

little heavier than those in common use, an,

were made especially for the kitchen. Sine

this was Red Cross work, each jar had thjj

cross of Geneva stamped in the glass,

course the greatest care had to be exercise

in the packing of the boxes for shipment. I

these days of shipping scarcity, no space ca

be wasted on badly packed supplies, so

professional packer was engaged to tea;

the workers the best way of filling the boxe

As with all Red Cross supplies going fro

Canada, the Government assumed the r

sponsibility for transporting the fruit ove

seas.

The shipments went direct to Colon

Hodgetts, C. E. F., head of the Canadi;

Red Cross Society in London, and throu?|

him were distributed to the various

pitals. They arrived all right, too, for many le

ters were received from wounded officers and mt

saying how fine the preserves tasted, and expir-

ing their thanks in glowing terms. Letters fro

the front are always full of contrast, but one lett

from a Canadian base hospital which was of espe

ial interest to the Hamilton workers, contain^

this paragraph: "We were bombed last nigl

filthy business—but after it was all over we s.

the men strawberry jam for breakfast, to d*

them up. By the way it was marked 'Fru

Kitchen, Hamilton.'" All the fruit from

particular kitchen is sent to the hospitals, as tl
]

men in the trenches are supplied through otni

channels.

The managers of the fruit kitchen are organize

for still greater efforts in 191 8.
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Address Ralph L. Flanders, General Manager
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Your "Winter" Garden
On the Pantry Shelves

Empty Jars are Slackers!"

A clear, concise and thoroughly practical presenta-

tion of every stage of the various processes of

preserving food. It describes each operation simply

and in such detail that any one trying for the first

time to preserve garden products will be able to

proceed from A to Z without mishap. Beside the

canning of all fruits and vegetables (described in

alphabetical order) the author takes > up canning

in honey—a new subject—and drying.

This is the book for the beginner, while the expert,

always on the lookout for new ideas, will find it

especially valuable for the many new ideas picked

up from thousands of experimenters.

Home Canning

Drying and Preserving
By A. LOUISE ANDREA

Net, $1.25

Doubleday, Page & Company, Garden City, N. Y.

MORRIS NURSERIES
Box 803, West Chester, Pa.

Established 1849

Fruits and Ornamental Trees,
Evergreens, Shrubbery, Roses, Etc.

Write for free catalogue

"Reading Selma Lagerlbf is like sitting in

the dusk of a Spanish cathedral—certainly
one has been on holy ground."

—Hugo Alfv'en, the Swedish composer

THE NORTHLAND EDITION: ten of her
greatest works in limp leather binding now
ready. (Each, net, $1. 75. ) Send for booklet.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY

HID

Full weight—
Galvanized

i§' S<

Roofing Products
Metal makes the most satisfactory roofing

for farm buildings or city cqnstruction.
{!!!} Apollo-Keystone Copper Steel Galvanized Sheets are unex-
"i| celled for Culverts, Tanks, Silos, Roofing, Spouting and all ex-
i'Sf posed sheet metal work. Look for the Keystone added to brand.
•">S Soldbyleadinsdealers. KEYSTONECopPERSTEELisalsosuperior

for Booting Tin Plates. Send for "Better Buildings" booklet.

¥ AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY. Pittsburgh, Pa.

SUMMER BACK-DOOR
NEIGHBORS

E HAD been entertained during the
summer by the robins, catbirds,

wrens, blue jays, and English spar-

rows that visited our back yard.
Through the long succeeding win-

ter the blue jays, chickadees, downy
woodpeckers, and white-breasted nuthatches

were regular guests at 'a food dish rilled with suet

and nuts, and the hairy woodpecker was enter-

tained occasionally as a special guest.

As spring approached and food became more
plentiful, we feared that the winter fare would not

prove so palatable, and so made houses for nut-

hatches and chickadees as a special inducement.

Taking two round chunks of wood with the bark

on, we split them open, hollowed out the centres,

bored holes for entrances, and then nailed the

parts together. These we fastened in.the most se-

cluded places in the nearest trees. The chicka-

dees and nuthatches looked in at the holes a few

times, but the de-

cision was unfavor-

able, for they would
not enter, and ere

long one of these

homes held a brood
of English sparrows,

while the other was
partly filled with
sticks by a cock
wren in anticipation

of the arrival of a

certain little brown
lady. Most val-

iantly did he defend
this prospective
home against those

who sought to dis-

possess him. On
one occasion seven
sparrows were
counted near it, but whenever one tried to enter,

the wren plunged into him and compelled him

to leave.

After the first of May the nuthatches were not

seen, and during the month the chickadees came

only occasionally. To the winter food dish the

dovvnies seemed disposed to continue to come, and

might have done so had not the wren made them

feel decidedly unwelcome. The food dish was not

far from the house which the cock wren was

guarding for his mate, and whenever the downies

came the wren attacked them with gleeful

viciousness. There seemed no fight whatever in

the downies. They would hastily betake them-

selves to the other side of the post, but only to

find that the wren seemed to be on all sides of the

The English sparrows came at all

times

A handful of young wrens

post at about the same time. 1 hey did not long

enjoy feeding under such circumstances, and,

until about the middle of June, satisfied them-

selves with drumming from near-by telephone

poles.

When the little brown lady came, her opinion

did not coincide with that of her mate in choice of

the home which he had so valiantly defended

She preferred a little house with roof and porch,

in which a pair of wrens had reared a family of

seven the preceding season. Possibly she was

one of the seven, or the mother of them, and

recognized the old home and remembered the

former success. But male birds do not quarrel

over such matters. The love-making began with

characteristic volubility of bubbling, ripple

song, and much fluttering of wings. The nest «

soon completed. And now the wrens wen
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Mid-Summer Catalogue
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Henry A. Dreer
Philadelphia, Pa.

I Readers' Service will help solve

ir building problems. Send us

ir questions.

NOBODY
lever changes

from

He Ariltocrdf-

Social usage rightly requires

correct dress, along witk dig-'

nity, reputation and worth.

vanes

JG PAPER ]L
THE CORRECT WRITING

is accorded its position because

it has character, genuineness

and beauty that is recognized

by people of good taste ' *

disable samples sent on reyuesJJvr twenty-five crnts

EATON, CRANE 6? PIKE CO.
New York Pittsfield, Masa
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Farr's Gold Medal Irises
|

Mysterious as the opal, its structure more wonderful than the orchid,
the beauty of the Iris is wholly ethereal. If you yield to its magic
spell it will lead you across the border into a wonderland of delight.

The Iris, or Rainbow flower, like the rainbow itself glistening in the sun, makes ]
you dream of faraway things, and as a "Messenger from the Queen of Heaven to J
mortals on earth," carries before you a vision of hope for a new day.

The embargoes which have been placed (owing to lack of transportation) upon bulbs J
and other foreign plants, really compel us to make a greater use of our own American
grown plants. Irises will fill the vacancy made in the spring garden by the absence 1
of the imported bulbs. They may be grown easily by any one and in any situation, 1
giving their blooms with such abundance the first season after planting, that they fj

themselves almost seem to solve the perplexing question of labor in the garden.

That the gardens of America may be more cheerful, the supply of outdoor flowers H
increased, and garden tasks reduced to a minimum, I have arranged

Farr's Special 1918 War Garden Collection |
TWELVE GOLD MEDAL
VARIETIES FOR

Made up of my own new seedlings and novelties, which were
fl awarded the Gold Medal at the Panama Pacific Exposition,

/ and listed in my catalogue at fifty cents to one dollar each.

No ordinary or common sorts are included in this collection.

Collection A— 12 extra-choice named varieties, my selection $2.00
Collection B—12 fine named varieties, my selection : : 1.25

Complete descriptions of my new seedling Irises and upwards of five hundred other
varieties will be found in Farr'* Hardy Plant Specialties, (1918 edition), a book
of 112 pages, with many illustrations. In addition to Irises the book describes the
most valuable collection of Peonies in the world. If you do not have a copy of
this edition send for if to-day.

BERTRAND H. FARR—Wyomissing Nurseries Company
103 Garfield Avenue, Wyomissing, Pa.

Again, Farr's Famous Peonies Won Golden Honors

^ ^ Having been awarded the Gold Medal
by the American Peony Society,

Cleveland, 1918
New York, 1916 Chicago, 1914

Running Water
in the Country

Yoo can make your home absolutely modern and
up-to-date by installing a

„. WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM
j

Gives running water under strong
i
pressure for

I every use. Low in cost, economical and efficient
in operation. Thousands of satisfied users prove

I Kewanee superiority. Write for Krwanre Bulletins
on Runnino Water, Electric Lighting and Sewage

j
Disposal Systems,

KEWANEE PRIVATE UTILITIES COMPANY
(Formerly Kewanee Water Supply Co.)

40-2 Franklin Street Kewanee, III. L J

American-Grown Trees

and Evergreens
Summer is the time to make up
your planting lists and lay out the
Fall planting—our Booklet "Sug-
gestions for Effective Planting"
will help you.

Andorra
Nurseries
Wm. Warner Harper, Prop.

Box 60
Chestnut Hill
Phila., Penna.

The Public is warned
not to purchase Mow-
ers infringing the

Townsend Patent No.
i,2og,sig Dec* ig,

igi6.

Townsend TRIPLEX
CUTS A SWATH 86 INCHES WIDE

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, the

TRIPLEX will mow more lawn in a day than the

best motor mower ever

made; cut it better and at

a fraction of the cost.

It will mow more lawn than any
three ordinary horse-drawn mowers
with three horses and three men.

Write for catalogue illustrating all

types of Lawn Mowers

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO.
16 Central Avenue, Orange, N. J.

little seen that we thought the nest desen
The roof of the house had been made so that!

could be removed, but in removing it, an un.

pected lurch was given which jolted the two ej

out of the nest. It was egg-laying time, and i|

birds would not be seen about much until all t

eggs were laid and brooding began. By the
j!

one of the eggs was chipped. It was careful

removed, while the other was put back in the n!

and the roof replaced. But when the mother
|

turned, the storm she raised was surprising,

scolded, blustered about, rushed in and
threw the remaining egg to the ground, and i

began to tear her nest to pieces and remove
from the house. Though the nest was rl

wholly removed, it was hopelessly wrecked, a

the door of the house was left filled with stic

Another box was hastily nailed to a near

post, and the pair at once began a second ne

where, as I write, two pinkish, brown-speckl

eggs lie in a nest so deep that it would hold

least three wrens perched one upon another.

As the spring drew on, the blue jays becai

more familiar, and seemed to regard our ba

yard as a place of special safety. During t

previous summer they had been very wary,

'

Kingbird on the perch await-

ing passing flies

The catbird just arrived h

the South

the constant supply of winter food seemed

allay every suspicion. They would perch up

the clothes-line posts, hop upon the lawn,

feed from a dish placed not far from the do<

While perched upon posts, they were frequent

seen to descend to the ground for insects ai

return again to the perch. They would octil

sionally alight upon the trunks of trees, clingi:

to the bark while scanning the grass below t

signs of insect life. When searching in the gra

/or insects, they would raise themselves as high

possible, stretching up the neck and erecting t

crest. One day while I was watching one as

thus searched in the grass for food, it lay do*

upon the grass and turned somewhat upon

side, placing its ear quite close to the ground,

remained in this position for some time, exce

that occasionally it would raise its head to lo

about. It was evidently listening for the sou i

of insects working near the surface.

For two weeks before the blue jays began

build their nests, they would pass through 1

1

yard in troops of half a dozen. During this tii

they were exceedingly noisy and could be heard

half a mile. A pair of robins, which built th

nest in a tree near the back fence, defended tn

eggs valiantly against this nest-robbing troi

But while the male robin would attack and dri

away the nearest one or two, others would a

proach the nest. A dash at these would pern

the first to" return again, and thus the bra

robin seemed in danger of being overwhelm

by numbers, though, as far as I was able to <

serve, no blue jay succeeded in coming at t

nest while the robin was present. Yet, ere loi

the nest was rifled, whether by the jays or not

cannot say.

Looking out of a second-story window 01

morning, I was surprised to see a blue jay pel

upon the lower edge of the porch roof. I

explanation lay in the fact that in the vines
j

under the eaves over which he was perched a

of English sparrows had built their nest,

jay had evidently been watching the movemi

of the sparrows, but could not get at their eg|

Were it not for his nest-robbing prochvitw

the blue jay would be one of the most dehgntl

of birds. As it is, he is one of the most mtere:

ing. Cautious at first, he soon becomes

acquainted with you and quite at home upon yo

premises. After watching the small chickade
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Save the
Thoughtless

WS.S.
WAR SAYINGS STAMPS

ISSUED BY THE
UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT

ars
"/ got the sweetest hat today. And, my dear, of course

I didn't really need it, but—

"

* * * *

"What if it is only a few blocks? Here, taxi!"

* * » •

"/ know I'd feel a lot better if I ate less, but I simply
must have a big order of—

"

Over there in the Picardy mud, pock-marked with
significant craters and "plum-caked" with unspeakable
things that once were men, our soldiers can't hear all

that some of us are saying. Good that they can't, isn't

it? It wouldn't make it any easier to stand firm against
those blood-crazed, grey hordes who come on wave
after wave because they believe their Kaiser is "God's
anointed shepherd of the German people."

It isn't that we Americans are a selfish people. We
have simply been thoughtless.

Money is needed to win this war—let's give it. So far,

we have been asked only to lend—to lend at a good round

4% interest. Turn your THOUGHTLESS dollars into

War Savings Stamps.

NATIONAL WAR SAVINGS COMMITTEE,
WASHINGTON

UnitcJ States Goo't. Comm. on Public Information

This space contributed for the Winning of the War by

THE PUBLISHERS OF THIS MAGAZINE
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HOTEL-RESOR l-efc- 1 HAVEL-DEPARTMENf007 — EVtRY MONTH \ t* Id MAOAHNES — IS

The New Country Life Field & Stream Harper's Red Book Review of Reviews
The Spur (twice a month) World's Work Fifteen Million Readers Monthly 11th YEAR

Write to these places and refer to WH ERE-TO-GO, 8 Beacon St., Boston, Mass. Ask us for travel information. Enclose Postage.

intic Monthly Century
ibner's The Canadian

BOSTON MASS.

HOTEL PURITAN
j 390 CommonwoallhAvcBoslon

The atmosphere of this
Distinctive Boston House

is^ti'mquc Globe trotters call it one
of the worlds homelike and attractive
hotels — Our booklet has a guide
to Boston and historic vicinity
A special local booklet for motorists
Send for them. A.RCoslello. Mgr

JMOUNT CLEMENS MICH.
FOR RHEUMATISMTHE PARK
Mount Clemens. Michigan

WISCONSIN
HAY-FEVER relieved by a
residence at Ilwaco Springs
summer resort on the St. Croix
Biver. Cottages rented with
or without board. Ilwaco
Springs Co.. Riter Falls. Wis.

Where-to-go forms for
Sept. close Aug. 1st.

Quality Service to Advertisers

Where-to-go is everywhere constantly be-
fore the best prospe cts for your business.
12 high-class magazines present your

claims each month, exertingapowerfulin-
fluence richly earned in their many years
of Quality Service. This isa big asset to
you. Thru them Where-to-go, for 11 years
in close touch with the best in travel, in-

troduces and works with you among fifteen
million readers monthly. Duplications
figure less than 10 per cent.
We cover the United States and Canada.

Chateau Frontenac
in Ancient Quebec
A METROPOLITAN HOTEL

in the most distinctive city

of the continent. Quebec,
birthplace of America, retains
most of Its quaint mediaeval
picturesqueness and old French
atmosphere. At the crest of its

steep streets, near the Heights
of Abraham, stands the Chateau
Frontenac, commanding mag-
nificent views over the broad
St. Lawrence. The center of a
gay social life, its service is

nation-known. Operated by the

CANADIAN PACIFIC
RAILWAY

which has fifteen other famous
hotels across Canada.

Further information on Resort

Tour No. 207 gladly given by

General Tourist Agent

Canadian Pacific Railway
Montreal, Canada

VERMONT
LIKE IHJ1VMOKE HOTELANB COTTAOES

New Management. Golf. Tennis. Boating.
Fishlng.Hettrt of tlieOi-epn Mts.Hugh
J. McKiiinon, .Mgr., Lake Dunmore, Vt.

SEATTLE WASH.
HOTEL BUTLER1^
Cafe without peer. Center of things. Taxi fare 25c.
Rooms $1.00 up. withbsth J2 OOup Home comforts
to the traveler. A. CHESHIRE MITCHELL. Mgr

CANADA
Windermere House ^tZZi*: Oa
famous M iskoka Lakes. Modern imp's. Tennis on
concrete. Dancing. All water sports. No hay fever.

Canada at a Glance
When timing your vacation,
time yourself to return via
Toronto during the Canadian
National Exhibition, August
26th to September 7th. The
World's largest Annual Fair.

MAINE
York Camps. Rangeley. Me.
Elevn. 2,500ft. Fishing.Garage

Quality Service to Inquirers

Where-to-go offers reliable gratis service
to readers of the magazines listed above.
To enable us to render you the highest

Qualify Service, please tell us precisely
what section of the country you are in-
terested in. State very plainly whether
you desire woods, mountains, sea shore,
lakes, city, or country. Camps, hotels,
farms, or boarding houses. State the rate
you desire to pay and all the other details
m special requirements.
And please enclose postage for our reply.

LOCKS and

BUILDERS' HARDWARE
Yale Cylinder Night Latches, Padlocks, Door
Closers, Builders' Hardware and Chain Hoists

The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.. New York
Canadian Vale & Towne Ltd., St. Catbarinea, Ontario

TRAXLER'S COLLECTION OF FRAGRANT PEONIES
This collection contains all of Mr. Brand's "America's
Best," all of the world's best, and nothing but the best.
Nothing but fragrant varieties and only the best of these.
Why not try a shipment of our thrifty vigorous, North-
ern grown stock for September or October planting?
Send for descriptive price list.

JOHN A. TRAXLER, 2Z5 West 24th Street, Minneapolis, Minn.

HOYT'S NURSERIES, Ne
cSN

n
N
a
.

an '

Large assortment of Ornamental Deciduous trees and Evergreens,
all sizes. Herbaceous Plants, Perennials, Roses, Hedge Plants; every-
thing to make the home grounds attractive. Deliveries by motortrucks,
all freshly dug stock. Send/or catalogue.

THE STEPHEN HOYT'S SONS CO., Inc.
Telephone 333 New Canaan. Conn.

HODGSON Portable
HOUSES

You needn't put off buying that small house or bungalow you want
because building material and labor are so high. Buy your house the

Hodgson way. Send first for the Hodgson catalogue. It's full of photo-
graphs of all kinds of bungalows, cottages, garages, poultry houses, etc.

Select the one you want and write us. Then our factory gets busy and
in a short time your house is shipped to you in sections all painted,

finished and ready to put up. A couple of unskilled workmen and your-
self can assemble it in a day. First thing though is to send for cata-

logue. Do that today.

E. F. HODGSON COMPANY
Room 201, 71-73 Federal Street, Boston, Mass. 6 East 39th Street, New York City

iiiii.i.iiiiinti.i..miiiiiiimimii.imii*^J'iviNiilliii

(rWAen it

comes to
Greenhouses
come ±o

Hitckin^s & Co.
Send for catalogue

NEW YORK
1170 Broadway

BOSTON
49 Federal St.
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and nuthatches, as they moved nervously abou,

the food dish, the jay seemed excessively large a-,

all others gave place before him, and his deliber-

ate bearing gave an air of mastery, while his upj

and down movements in splitting a piece of hard

suet were like those of some great pile-driver.

When the piece of suet or bread broken off was

too large for him to swallow, he would place it

under one foot and break off small pieces. Some-
times, when the pieces were too large, they would'

be placed under the other foot. Thus, in feed-

ing, the jay would often use the bill and both feet

Soon the noise of the jays cea9ed. The troop

of half a dozen scattered. A single pair was seen

passing from tree to tree, evidently searching for

a suitable nesting place. About one crotch in

particular many earnest, loving blue jay con-

versations were held. It was examined ven
carefully, but the female could not be persuaded,

and they passed on. They were seen about the

yard during the following days gathering short

sticks and grasses, but the place of their nest

was never known.
The robins, whose nest I mentally accused the

blue jays of rifling, soon built a second home in

another tree, where they safely reared their

young. Our lawn

LZ
fa

The blue jay became quite at home

was their hunting
ground for worms
with which to fill

mouths that
seemed ever open.

As they searched

for them, hopping
freely, and usually

coming to a stop

with a few running
steps, the differ-

ence in coloring of

male and female
was plainly mani-
fest, the colors of the former being bright an<

full of life, those of the latter dull and faded

The right wing of the male hung down a

though broken near the end, yet his flight

did not seem in any way affected. Doubtless

some old injury had healed, so that the effect

was apparent only when the wing was at rest.

I had hoped to secure a photograph of the

young, but when I went for it, one was perched'

upon a limb, another in a small gable at the front

of the porch, while the others were nowhere ti

be seen. The wing-power of the two was alread;,

sufficient to carry them a little higher into tht

trees at each flight, and they were soon safely

beyond the reach of the camera. Yet what was

my indignation, upon going to the hydrant for

water one morning, to find scattered about a few

remnants of a young robin's wing and tail. Somt

prowling cat had pounced upon the unsuspecting

bird as it came to drink and bathe.

The previous summer a pair of catbirds hat

been regular boarders. Would they return

Or are birds like people in occasionally wanting

change of table? One morning I had focused m

camera on the top of a stake which had beei

placed not far from a food dish which sat upon tn

grass, in the hope of securing the picture of a pai

of kingbirds which had been making use of th

clothes-line posts for a few days. I sat in th

house holding the bicycle pump, which was con

nected with the shutter by a long rubber tubt

ready for the snapshot, when suddenly on th.

back fence appeared the first catbird I had see:

that season. The food dish, placed where it ha>

been the summer before, was more than lift

feet from the back fence and near the houst

After a moment's pause upon the fence, the cat

bird made straight for the dish, as though knowin

perfectly what it contained, and satisfying

that it was one of the birds that had fed from

freely the previous season. By one of t

happy favors of fortune which occasionally b<

the bird photographer, the catbird, when it

eaten, took a winged hop to the top of the s
r

and struck an attitude which it could not !

improved had it known that it was posing for

photograph.
The catbirds, however, were not frequen

visitors during this second summer. Their nt

was evidently not located in the vicinity; or II

possible that in running the gauntlet of dangt 1

that beset birds in their migrations, one of tn

pair which had become so familiar the year W

fore had fallen by the way.
The catbird's place was filled by the pair "

kingbirds just mentioned. At first they »«

suspicious of so fine a perch before the glaring

III
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DUPONT AMERICAN INDUSTRIES Bobbink& Atkins

PAINT
<"-<?SAVE MONEY

iriL

lh» pno* it coat :

t your invfilmcnt
reason why jrou should fully

Twn^tpY
PAINr

(A Du Pont Product >

r home and Mvt you money. It n durable
|

«n of time and bold its pleasing color

11$ years of skill and experience. That's why it gives

HARRISON WORKS
Owned and Operated by

1'. I. Du Pont de Nemours Sc Co.
Wilminjlon. Delnware

piiitiiinit rmiir-iniiiiIgUPONS

Burgess "There have been

T . many published

JOhnSOn Says: compilations having

to do with the war,

but I have not seen any other that has in-

terested me so deeply as this. Though its

contributors represent so wide a range of

literary activity, there is a homogeneity

about their writing that gives the book

none of that choppy character so charac-

teristic of the others.

It is an inspiring volume.

—

FOR FRANCE
Julian Street's tribute to Johnnie Poe vies

with Jesse Williams' letter in stimulating

emotions not so easily aroused to-day by-

books, when one book after another makes
an appeal in connection with the war. It

is a volume rich in unexpected treasures."

Net $2.50

Proceeds to go to the French Heroes Fund

Doubleday, Page & Co. Garden City, N. Y.

Pyrethrums, Peonies

Iris and Delphiniums

for the Connoisseur

Every worth-while type and kind of the best in Haray

Plants will be found growing in our 500 acre nursery. Your

Fall planting plans should embrace some of our

NEW
Single and Double Pyrethrum Hybrids

of Exceptional Beauty

Originated in our own grounds, they offer a choice of colors

and shapes hitherto unknown in these charming hardy favorites. To
1

fully appreciate them, you should see them—we gladly welcome

visitors any time.

The Choicest

Peonies and

Iris

Those who still think of

the modem Peony in

terms of the "piney" of

grandmother's old - fashioned gar-

den, will find the new type marvels

of beauty and fragrance. Several

hundred distinctly beautiful kinds

available.

Home-Grown Roses

for Fall Planting

Our Home-Grown Roses, trans-

planted this Fall, will make an

earlier and better showing next

year than Spring transplanted

stock. Take our advke—plant

them this Fall!

Evergreens, Shade Trees,

Flowering Shrubs

Tell as uhaL yoa need—me

hateiLat

Rutherford, New Jersey
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Majestic Coal Chute
Takes the place of the damaged basement coal win-
dow—that spoils the looks of your building and
depreciates its value.

Protects the sides of the building, sidewalks,

lawn, shrubs, etc., from coal smudge and damage
by the careless coal man. When open the door
automatically locks in place and simplifies coal

delivery. When closed it is absolutely burglar
proof. Large glass window furnishes light to the
basement. A Majestic Coal Chute is easily in-

Stalled—will outlast

building and soon pays
for itself in the saving
of repair bills.

Majestic Underground Garbage Receiver

protects the health of your family because it keeps
the garbage clean and sanitary. Permits no odor
to escape—keeps away flies, dogs and all vermin.

Well made—water and air-tight lid—rust proof.

Can be placed anywhere near the building and is

always convenient. Lid is operated by the foot.

Majestic Building Specialties are sold by all leading
hardware and building supply dealers. If your dealer
cannot supply you, write us for catalogue and prices.

The Majestic Co., 801 Erie St., Huntington, Inrf.

A LAWN EXPERT
will answer your lawn questions and advise how
to get the best lawns through the Readers' Service.

art, Locust Valley, L. I.

"Modern Farm Building" Alfred Hopkins

Shows the latest practical development of the garage, farm
barn, horse stable, cow stable, sheep fold, kennel, ice house,

dairy, chicken house, piggeries, etc. No part of the detail of

these buildings is neglected, and there are many pleasing photo-

graphs showing their artistic side. SECOND EDITION JUST OUT.

$2.50 net. Pottage 20c.

The book may be purchased direct from the author.

ALFRED HOPKINS, Architect, 101 Park Avenue, N. Y.

Let The Skinner System

Do the Watering

While You Look On
NO matter if it is the grass path of your gar-

den, bordered with its flowers; or the long

rows of your vegetable garden; we have a sim-

ple, durable device that will best water them.

It will throw over them a uniform sheet of

gently falling water, that is under your full

control.
Does not puddle. Does not beat down del-

icate plants.

Costs surprisingly little. Pays for itself in

labor saved alone; say nothing of increased

results.

We have a happy solution for any or all your
watering problems.
Can make prompt shipments. Send for

Booklet.

The Skinner Irrigation Co*

mn

218
Water

St.

s

Troy
Ohio

KINNER
YSTEM

OF" IRRIGATION,

PEONIES
Fifteen fine named Peonies for $2.50, or 25 for $5.00 all

different and truly labeled, a chance to obtain a fine collection
at half price, comprising such varieties as Festiva Maxima,
Delachei, Achillea, Lady L. Bramwell, Couronne d'Or, Mad.
Calot. and various other fine sorts. With any order of above
for $5.00 I will include one plant of Baroness Shroeder. free.

I have the largest stock in America of Lady Alexander Duff (ab-
solutely true) and many other fine varieties. Send for catalogue.

W. L. GUMM, Peony Specialist
Remington, Indiana

The Readers' Service gives Information

about Greenhouses and Sash

Ed 3H

For private gardens, lawns, estates,

etc., as well as public grounds. Made
of heavy, cold-drawn steel wires. Held
together by patented steel clamps. Gal-

vanized AFTER making which makes it

rust proof. Write for catalogue A.

Ask your hardware dealerforEXCEL-
SIOR rust proof tree guards, trellises,

bed guards, railings, gates, etc.

WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY
'Worcester Massachusetts

Underground Garbage
Receivers

The Sanitary Way to Store
Garbage

ORDER NOW. Our truck wheels your barrels up or down steps.

Try our Spiral Ribbed Barrel. Send for our catalogue on each. It

will pay you. Sold direct.

Fourteen Yeora on the Market.
Look for our Trade Marks.

C. H. STEPHENSON, Mfr., 26 Farrar St., Lynn, Mass.

"We Want a Country Home. Will You

Tell us Who Specializes in the Section

Which We Are Interested?"in

This request is characteristic of many that we are receiving

constantly in the Real Estate Department of Country Life.

We are in a position to give valuable information to any one
who wants to live in the country and desires to get in touch
with real estate experts who are acquainted with the owners of

choice properties throughout the United States. If you want
to live in the country, write us and we will be glad to put you
in touch with experts who can guide you in your purchase.

This service is free.

Country Life

Manager Real Estate Department

120 West 32nd St., New York

V

of the long-focus lens, and would take positions

anywhere else to await passing flies. One clothes

line after another was laid upon the ground until

the top of the stake was the only good perch left.

This they soon began to utilize, and finding no
harm in the camera, it became their favorite,

and furnished me all the pictures that I desired.

While observing the kingbirds one day as they
were perched upon the lower branches of a tree,

one was seen to descend to the ground for a cut-

worm, and the other for a beetle. They watch
the ground for crawling insects as well as the air

for flying ones.

We had noticed some Baltimore orioles in the

trees, and remembering their liking for yarn and
strings as nest-building material, we placed

numerous pieces and also loose cottony substances
in some low plum trees and upon the stake where
the kingbirds had perched. The kingbirds

promptly appropriated the cottony substances for

a nest which they had begun in the top of a high

boxelder, making away with it in pieces of con-

siderable size. They also used a number of the

pieces of yarn. So well was their nest concealed

among the upper branches that it was exceedingly

difficult to get the eye upon it, its location being

most easily disclosed by a few pieces of red yarn
that hung from it and waved in the wind.

In the top of this tre« no other birds were al-

lowed. A prowling blue jay was viciously at-

tacked by both birds and hustled out. A purple

grackle, happening into the tree, doubtless quite

innocently, was similarly assailed and fled pre-

cipitately across the open yard with both king-

birds in close and hot pursuit, the grackle mean-
while crying out as though for help. Except
when other birds ventured into their tree-top

the kingbirds were peaceable. The purple

grackle was undisturbed in his stately search

for worms upon the lawn, except when the jay,

seemingly in mere wantonness, dashed down
upon him from some overhanging limb. Though
driven off, the grackle would soon return to renew
the search. A company of them was occasionally

seen exploring the tops of boxelder trees, in which

they love to build their nests, but where the one

who so frequently favored us with her company
placed her home, we were unable to learn.

The female Baltimore orioles came a few times for

the pieces of yarn, but the pieces seemed always

to become so tangled that even with the utmost
tugging they could not release them, and before

we were able to arrange the pieces differently

they had found available material elsewhere.

For a time the American goldfinches were agree-

able visitors. Both male and female would perch

upon clothes lines, lisping meanwhile their

sweetest notes, and giving hope that in some near-

by tree they might locate their home. Upon a

few long, swaying grasses, which were found

in a back corner of the yard, they would perch

and swing while they fed upon seeds.

The English sparrows were never absent.

They fed at all hours, in all numbers, and upon

all kinds of food. A pair of cock sparrows were

observed one day fighting in a little depression

of the walk that was filled with water, their wings

outstretched and fluttering, their bills locked, and

their feet clawing each other. It seemed a per-

fectly equal match, but when finally they separ-

ated, one fled and the other followed in close

pursuit, uttering sparrow shouts of victory.

When the many young sparrows from numerous

nests were able to fly, they would come to the

food dish and perch upon its edge, while the

mother, perched upon its opposite edge, lifted the

crumbs from the dish and placed them in mouths

that gaped widely between quivering wings.

When one is on the watch for birds, the num-
ber of different kirds seen in his yard in a single

season is quite surf .sing. Following is a com-

plete list of birds seen in our yard from January

to June. The location was in the midst of the

resident portion of a city of about 3,000 people,

and the lot, which was 75 x 150 feet, had about

the average number of trees: the blue jay,

downy woodpecker, hairy woodpecker, flicker,

white-breasted nuthatch, black-capped chicka-

dee, brown creeper, house wren, Wilson's blue-

bird, robin, wood thrush, veery thrush, kingbird,

catbird, Baltimore oriole, rose-breasted grosbeak,

cuckoo, bobolink, bronze grackle, American gold-

finch, summer warbler, black-poll warbler, myrtle

bird, kinglets, black and white creeping warbler,

orange-crowned warbler, English sparrow, chip-

ping sparrow, and one other sparrow unidentified,

while in a neighbor's yard was seen the orchard

oriole, thirty birds in all.

—

Craig S. Thoms.
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Repnxtifeil from an original ptiinting in 01N. .iho:rinu a beautiful
group of tret* on the estate of Mr. Harry Vaunt Whitney, the treatment

of which was entrusteil to the demonstrated skill of Parry Trre Surgeons

Anions many iIUliii^uLshtxl Davey clients are the

following:

Mr I'H VK1 KS DURING Ju.brr WM. H. STAAKK
Mr QUUNB IIIOKNK Mr I INl.KY BARRKLL
Mr. JOHN 1> VRi IIIUU.l) Mr. GEORGE EASTMAN
Mr GBO W. H KINS Mr. J. K. NL'TT

JOHS DAVE}'
Father of Tree Surgery

1|>
f

THE real beauty of any estate is inherent in its fine trees.

A tree is a living, breathing organism, subject to disease

and decay. If neglected when it needs care or if mis-

handled by untrained or irresponsible persons, premature
death is inevitable.

A Davey Tree Surgeon is made just as a good dentist or

doctor is made. His skill is the product of highly capable

instruction, scientific information, practical training, as well

as natural adaptability and personal integrity.

Davey Tree Surgery is time-proved. It has been made a
definite science—its practice a real profession. For more than

a generation it has stood the test of searching analysis and
practical application on thousands of America's finest estates.

A careful examination of your trees will be made by
appointment.

THE DAVEY TREE EXPERT COMPANY., Inc., 107 ELM ST., KENT, OHIO
* Branch Offices, irith telephone connections: 225 Fifth Ave., New York; 2017 Land

Title Bldg., Philadelphia; 4o0 McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Write nearest office.

Permanent representatives located at Boston. New-port, Lenox, Hartford, Stamford, Albany, Pouehkeepsie.

White Plains, Jamaica, L. I., Newark, N". J., Harrisburs, Baltimore, Washinston, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Cleveland,

Detroit. Cincinnati. Louisville. Milwaukiv, Minneapolis, St. Louis, Kansas City. Canadian addnss:
iji Laugauchitere West, Montreal.

DAVEY TREE SURGEONS
VErery real Davey Tree Surgeon is in the employ of The Davey Tree Expert Co., Inc., and the public is cautioned against those falsely representing themselves
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WE ARE faced by the serious situation of a reduced

supply and an increased price of paper. Postage

was increased from 50% to 300% on July 1st.

We have paid all the advance costs up to this time but we are

now obliged to change the price of THE WORLD'S WORK.

The subscription price will be advanced to $4.00 on September 10th

—the price per copy on the newsstands to 35c. If you subscribe now

for one or two years, we will accept the subscription at the old rate of

$3.00 a year or $6.00 for two years. THE WORLD'S WORK speaks

for itself—the fact that the newsstand sales have more than doubled in

six months is an index of the magazine's great interpretative value in

these days of stress and world war.

If you have been buying THE WORLD'S WORK from the news-

dealers, subscribe now and take advantage of the present price, thus

saving money and making sure of getting the magazine regularly for

either one year or two years.

A SPECIAL WORD TO SUBSCRIBERS

If subscribers will renew their subscriptions now, full

extension will be given from present expiration dates

Use the attached order form, or if more convenient write a letter

—

or hand your subscription to your newsdealer. DO IT NOW, while

the price is still $3.00. In a few weeks the subscription price will be

$4.00 and the newsstand price on twelve copies, $4.20.

THIS ORDER BLANK IS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

Publishers of THE WORLD'S WORK
Garden City, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Please enter my subscription to THE WORLD'S WORK for

years, at $3.00 a year. I enclose remittance.

Name-
New

Renewal- Address-

P. S. If subscription is a renewal, please so state. It will be extended for the full term

from present expiration. c. l.s-.s

Smoky
Firepl
Made to
Draw

No payment accepted unless
successful

O i*A C ^'so exPert services on
dtCo general chimney work

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY, Inc.
Engineers and Contractors

211 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

More Heat—Less Cost

A Little Coal
AND Dunham
does the trick

TheDunhamRadiatorTrap
—the Equalizer

DUNHAM bullt around that little

Cheating service guardian of the coal pile

—the Dunham Radiator Trap—saves coal

—

gives quick, even heat, regulates dampers auto-
matically—eliminates knocking and pounding in

pipes and radiators. Send for copy of booklet
"Dunham Heating for the Home." It tells how.

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY, Fisher Bldg., Chicago.

Branches Everywhere

IfFLOOR VARNISH

Are You Building?
If so, "My Home"—a handsomely illustrated

book which gives healthful hints on interior finish-

ing and color schemes, will be sent free on request

to its publishers, the well-known Varnish makers

:

PRATT & LAMBERT-INC.
113 Tonawanda St. Buffalo, N. Y.

REO-DIPT
STAINED SHINGLES
or Roofs and Side Walls
17 Grades, 16-18-24-inch, 30 Colors

Creosoted, stained, bundled.

CREO-DIPT COMPANY, Inc.

'north tonawanda, n. y.

Factory in Chicago for West.

EXTRACTING HONEY
ROBABLY more honey will be ex-

tracted in the United States this

year than ever before in the his-

tory of the country. This is be-

cause of the efforts being made by
the government to produce an

extra large crop of honey this season, and also

because amateurs as well as professionals are

being urged to work for extracted instead of comb
honey. As a matter of fact, the amateur will

find it distinctly to his advantage to produce
extracted honey because of the larger amount
that can be obtained from a given colony of bees,

as well as because there is less swarming.

In former times liquid honey was always ob-

tained by straining, so that it came to be known
as strained honey. First the comb was melted

up, then the wax skimmed off, and the honey
strained through a cloth or sieve. This plan is,

of course, wasteful because the comb has to be

sacrificed. One of the principal reasons for pro-

ducing extracted honey lies in the fact that the

comb can be saved and restored to the bees, being

filled perhaps several times in one season.

Some years ago an Italian beekeeper, watching

his young son at play, saw the lad place a small

piece of comb in a basket to the handle of which

a string was attached. Presently the lad began

to swing the basket around his head by means of

the string, and the father noticed that some of

the honey in the comb was thrown out by this

process. It occurred to him immediately that

honey might be removed from the comb by centrif-

ugal force, and he invented a crude machine by

which this fact was proved. From this machine

has been developed the modern honey extractor

which is used by beekeepers everywhere in one

form or another. Such an extractor can be set

up in any kitchen or shed, and is worth buying if

the amateur has more than two or three colonies.

There are two types, one for the man with a small

apiary, and a larger kind better suited for one who

has a considerable number of bees; it is a little

easier to operate than the small one.

The extractor is best used when set on a block

or box high enough so that a pail can be placed

under the outlet at the bottom to receive the

honey. The machine may be fastened to the

block or box by means of rods at the sides.

When the crank is turned the honey is thrown

against the sides with a gentle patter like that of

rain. Then it drops to the bottom. Sometimes

a strainer cloth is hung over the outlet to catch

any small pieces of wax.
Before the frames are put into the extractor,

however, the wax cappings must first be re-

moved. This is done by means of a knife sharp-

ened to a razor edge, and kept warm by im-

mersing it frequently in a pan of hot water. The

so-called Bingham knife is probably the best for

the purpose, although many beekeepers prefer an

ordinary large carving knife. If two knives are

used, one being kept in the hot water, time is

saved. The combs are held in the left hand with

a lower corner resting on a block fastened over a

pan or other receptacle, into which the wax drops

as it is removed. Experts begin at the bottom of

the comb and cut upward with a sawing motion.

Usually the capping can be removed almost

intact. It is wise to save all the wax and to melt

it up, for it is worth 36 cents a pound or more at

present prices.

Of course all this work must be done indoors,

and the windows must be protected by screens so

that the bees cannot get in. The work of remov-

ing the honey fr»m the hives is made easy if a

bee escape is used. This is a little device which

can be set in the middle of a board, sold by dealers

in beekeeping supplies for the purpose. When
placed under the super it allows the bees to go

down through, but prevents their return. If

placed on a hive in the afternoon, nearly all the

bees will have left the super by the next after-

noon. Then the honey can be removed without

danger of stings, and without disturbing the

bees.

It is not best, however, to leave the bee escape

on the hive through the middle of the day if the

weather is very warm, as the heat may cause the

comb underneath to break down. After the

honey has been removed from the combs they

may be returned to the hive, but it is best to wait

until evening. If the combs are put back at once

the bees are likely to be unduly excited and will

perhaps be provoked to robbing.

E. I. Farrington.
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Kipling looks ahead
into the years after the war and tells

us (as only Kipling can) what he

sees there. And he looks about him,

over his country at war, and gives

us a realization of its spirit. Stories

of adventure and stories of the ut-

most delicacy with all the old-time

art about them fill

A DIVERSITY
OF CREATURES
BY RUDYARD KIPLING

Cloth, net, $1.35. Leather, $1.75

AT YOUR BOOKSELLER'S

DOUBLEDAY
PAGE & CO.

DP
8(3

GARDEN CITY
NEW YORK

BY MOONLIGHT THE RROADMOOR LOOMS LIKE AN ITALIAN
VILLA FROM THE PLACID WATERS OF THE LAGOON

Where Colorado's Roc\ies

Meet the Plain

IIKE a graceful Italian villa, the world's most
J charming hostelry, The Broadmoor, nestles

just beyond the western brink of Colorado Springs

in its beautiful mountain park of 2,000 acres.

C Directly back of Broadmoor Lake, Colorado's

pine-spiked Rockies loft skyward from the flower'

starred plain. High above the golf course, the

horns of Mt. Cheyenne pierce the blue.

C.One never forgets dinner al fresco on
The Broadmoor terrace. The dying sun lingers

on the mountain crest, a ball of crimson that

fires the rocks and sky. Then rolling slowly down
the western slope, its colors smoulder as Night
folds her starry blue-black mantle o'er the land.

C The witching melodies of a stringed orchestra

chord with the night wind. Here and there a

rising trout ripples the waters of the still lagoon.

High on the mountain-side a camp-fire twinkles

—at Broadmoor of Colorado.

C.Turn to The Broadmoor for whatever recrea-

tion. Here one is not bounded by seasons. The
golf course is busy every month ofthe year. On any
morning one may single-foot the myriad bridle-paths

astride a horse from Broadmoor stable, or unwind
the hard, smooth roads that labyrinth the moun-
tains in a car from Broadmoor garage.

C. Where else, on this continent or the old, does

one find such wealth of recreation-opportunity so

exquisitely blended with that perfection of ap-

pointment, service and cuisine so characteristically

Broadmoor's !

^BRODMOOR
COLORADO SPRINGS

BUILT OF STONE. STEEL AND CONCRETE
NATURALLY IT IS EIREPROOF

Write for illustrated booklet

v mm 3
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AUGUST, with its tantalizing hints of
/-% autumn fashions, and its shop windows
* filled with the first new things, impels

one to purchase at least a hat or two, a frock,

or a new wrap, and ifone is traveling in August
it is a wise'plan to investigate these new fall

"things and make the necessary additions to

one's wardrobe from them.

There is nothing in the world that "tones
up" a spring and summer wardrobe, such as

one takes on an early autumn trip, more than
a "dash" of new autumn fashions. So often \mmmm ,„„„ „,

one needs a new wrap, a one-piece dress, an
early suit, and always at this season one needs a new hat.

If these are purchased early from the right sources they are

perfectly good for all season use. It is a mistake to imagine
that just because one indulges in an early model that its

fashion is transitory, and that later one will see something
far better. It is best to realize that there are no longer any
very definite confines to a season and that a well chosen

and becoming frock, wrap, suit, hat, or whatever it is, is good
for a certain period, no matter when it is purchased.

THE NEW FALL STREET FROCK

One of the newest early fall street frocks, illustrated in

the centre of the page has been imported from Paulette, who is

one of the younger couturiers to receive favorable notice in

Paris. It shows many interesting features, remaining at the
same time eminently practical. The waist and tunic, cut in

one, are semi-fitted and of blue gabardine edged with a band
of black satin. A wide black satin sash ties in a single long

loop with two ends, and color

is given by the tiny chemis-
ette and collar of light blue

cloth embroidered in gilt

metal thread.

The apron-like front to the

tunic may be unbuttoned at

either side if one chooses, and
' dropped in long pointed ends
to almost hide the gabardine
underskirt, but it is newer
and much more youthful
worn as illustrated. Practic-

ally three quarters of the

early French dresses show
short sleeves, most of them
far shorter than these, but it

is doubtful if so extreme and
senseless a fall fashion can
receive American sanction,

and presumably most of these

short sleeves will end by
becoming either three quarter
or wrist length.

THE purpose of this department, conducted by
Country Life's Readers' Service, is to give in-

formation ofany sort regarding country clothes.

It will gladly furnish the names and addresses of
establishments where correct country clothes may
be found, as well as those from which the clothes

in the accompanying articles are chosen.

Write, telephone, or consult Miss Taylor per-

sonally on country clothes problems.

COUNTRY LIFE
120 West 32nd Street , New York City

Turned up like an apron is

the tunic of this new gabardine
street frock. (Three modelsfrom
J. M. Gidding & Co.)

Very trim and serviceable is the
greenish-tan covert suit with its collar

of crocheted wool

THE CAPE IN A NEW GUISE

Nothing is more interesting—not even
millinery—than the new fall wraps, which
always make their appearance simulta-
neously with hats, blouses, and early street

dresses. Coats and capes share the day,
the coats loose but fairly straight, what
fullness there is being introduced gradually
from the shoulders down, no decided flare

being in evidence. Many tan shades, blue,

and deep wine are noticeable with the new
brick color introduced in the linings.

The capes are very new in cut, fullness

appearing at unexpected places and many
showing over-capes of the Inverness type.

Quite the smartest early model to make its

appearance is illustrated to the right above.
Blue serge is cut to be widest at about

elbow length, is

lined with the

gayest of plaid

wool — a white
plaided in yellow

and red—and is

collared with
something quite

new in the fur

line, unplucked
nutria, which is a

|BHJ bit like raccoon

in type, but long-

er haired. One can look into

the depth of the long hairs and
distinguish the base of soft

brown nutria below. For motor-
ing, traveling, or similar uses,

such a cape is most distinguish-

ed, having both novelty and
usefulness to recommend it.

THE SMART TRAVELING SUIT

A dark toned covert, one of

the military green-tan shades,

makes the excellent suit shown
in the lower left hand corner

which is ideally suited to travel

or similar hard wear. It has a

narrow, straight skirt—and by
the way skirts are noticeably

longer on fall suits, about four

inches from the ground. A
pocket, which buttons close,

finishes a shallow yoke section

of the skirt, which is belted by
a similar narrow cloth belt to

the one on the skirt. The coat

has a pretty collar lined with a

gay blue (a shade or two deeper

than robin's egg) knitted yarn
which when opened looks a bit

like a small scarf. A suit of this

character is excellent for general

town or country use, adapting itself chameleon-like to the

accessories accompanying it.

TWO NEW STREET DRESSES

The two one-piece street dresses shown at right and left of

page 76 may be said to be the accepted styles for early wear-

Straight, fairly loose in type, with narrow underskirt, they

represent the fashion of the moment. The straight panel

back, first introduced on Callot things last winter, has crept

more firmly into the mode and is now very generally worn.

If one finds it trying it may always be belted in.

At the left-is a blue serge frock, eyelet embroidered in

black silk, this style being one of the many new and interesting types of

embroidery seen this fall, which may be termed an embroidery season.

The neck line, collarless, a definite edict of fashion, is finished only by a

line or two of stitching and the long light sleeves by buttons.

The other frock is a combination of tricolette and satin, tricolette being

the heavy chain weave silk jersey which was introduced early last spring-

The under section is all of the satin, shown in a real midnight blue, hardly

distinguishable from black, and is a very lustrous, soft charmeuse; the tn-

colette overskirt is embroidered in the narrow ribbon embroidery called

"ribbizine" combined with heavy silk embroidered coin dots. A narrow

band of similar handwork finishes the neck.

A dress of this type is an excellent choice for including in one's traveling

wardrobe, particularly if it be of necessity a small wardrobe, for it packs well,

is simple enough for day use, and yet quite smart for dinner, with a large hat

Both of these dresses are particularly good values, considering their fine

materials and the amount of hand embroidery on them.

A SHIRT AND SOME HATS

A particularly good value in a well made shirt is being offered by one of

New in silhouette and in com-
bination of material and fur is this

serge cape lined with plaid wool

and collared in unplucked nutria



EGYPTIAN

DEITIES
9fe Utmost in Cigarettes

TlcunEndorCorkfy

°PeopU ofculture and
refinement invariably

TREFEZL Deities

to any other cigarette*

Makers ofthe Highest Grade Turkish

and Egyptian Cigarettes in the V/oHd
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the shops. Of a good quality of China silk, it has a medium
low neck, the desirable narrow collar, and turn-back link

button cuffs, fastening with pearl buttons. This shirt is

custom made and is illustrated at the top of the page.

The same shop is showing the mushroom brimmed felt

hat of robin's egg blue felt, faced with dark blue velvet,

and trimmed with a band giving a wide quill effect by
means of strips of the blue felt being applied close together
on white.

The other hats all come from a shop, one department of
which specializes in smart hats of the very newest fashion

from about #12.50 to $20,
although they always have
many styles below and above
these figures; well dressed
New York women have
learned that here they will

always find the very newest
things in millinery at moder-
ate prices.

Shown with the frock in the
centre of page (74) is a rolling

brim sailor, beautifully made
of taffeta to give a soft finish.

Around the top of the brim
and the base of the crown,
chain stitched embroidery in

the same tone appears, ended
by agrosgrain ribbon band.
New and very becoming is a youthful Tarn

o'Shanter type turban worn with the cape
at the right of page (74) silk stitched over its

entire surface, its fullness being caught in by
a tassel at one side.

With the suit at the left of page (74) is

worn an English type of low crowned sailor,

not universally becoming, but very smart
on the youthful woman with delicate features

and a small face who can wear a stiff

brimmed sailor. This one is treated in a new
fashion: velour in a soft tan shade is covered
with a bright blue Georgette crepe, the re-

sulting soft hazy blue being christened "blue
bird." A band of several thicknesses of the

Georgette encircles the crown, the ends
Eyelet embroidery in black silk l luu u • j j l \.

is the new feature of the smart being held by two embroidered buttons,
serge street frock ($69.50), with A scalloped saucer-brimmed hat of taffeta
which is worn a stitched taffeta hat - •

i i_ c 1 1 1 c
with a saucer shaped brim ($16.50.) is worn with the serge frock, at the left on

A very well made tailored shirt
of China silk is reasonably priced*
at $7.75. A robin's egg blue felt

hat has its brim lined with dark
blue velvet ($18.50)

this page, just half of its crown embroidered and held down
with a big ball button; and a very becoming mushroom hat
of taffeta is shown with the dress of tricolette and satin, at
the right, its crown soutache embroidered at the base and
finished by a narrow grosgrain ribbon band, and its brim
faced in velvet.

All of these hats are of the between-season type that are

a happy break between the straws of summer and the
velvets of winter.

It is far better taste to wear a hat of this character in Aug-
ust than to make an abrupt
change to a velvet or felt hat
except for real country use
when of course either a velvet
or felt hat is good for practic-

ally the year round, unless one
excepts mid-summer when
either of them is apt to be a
bit uncomfortable.

Mid-season fashions are
rapidly assuming an increas-

ingly important position in the
eyes of the smart woman for

it is a period like August and
early September that the bad-
ly dressed woman always ap-
pears down at the heels in the
fag end of her summer ward-
robe while the smart woman

with only slight additions to her wardrobe
nevertheless manages to appear fresh as at

the beginning of the season.

It is best to make these slight additions to

the wardrobe where they will achieve the
greatest effect. Hats are of course pre-emin-
ently necessary and next in importance comes
the street frock; for August and September,
even if one is out of town, is the season in which
one makes frequent trips to town and it is

upon these trips that such a dress is most
useful. Then if one cares to, a new wrap is

probably the next most suitable purchase.
For oft times the very prettiest wrap ap-

pears early in the season and this season is no
exception for both the early coats and capes, Two

,
straight embroidered

L i i j •£. j • . i
* ^ r i

panels of tricolette are hung over
such as have been described in this article, a foundation of satin ($69.50).

are a perfectly safe purchase, even though one ?raid embroidery and a velvet

i i

J
i a facing are features of the becom-

selects them as early as August 1st. ing taffeta hat ($16.50)

A. FEW o/*OUR NOTABLE INSTALLATIONS
Chas. M. Schwab, "Immer-
grun" Est., Loretto, Pa.

F. W. Prentiss,
Columbus, Ohio

Maurice L. Rothschild,
Chicago

L. M. Richardson, Chicago
Benj. J. Allen, Esq.,

Winnetka, 111.

C. H. Wills, Detroit, Mich.
D. M. Ferry, Detroit, Mich.
Harley T. Procter,

Lenox, Mass.
Edw. Mallinckrodt, Jr.

St. Louis, Mo.

Mrs. Elizabeth A. Harter,
Canton, Ohio

H. N. Lape, Wyoming, O.
J.O. Keene, Lexington, Ky.
Jos. B. Haggin Est.

Lexington, Ky.
C. D. McDougall,

Auburn, N. Y.
JohnCondon, Esq. ,Chicago
Geo. A. Newhall,

Burlingame, Cal.
Jno. J. Ryan, Cincinnati
Emil Winter, Pittsburgh

Grand Prize

Cold Medal

FOR town houses, suburban homes, and country

estates, there is a Stewart Iron Fence that will

meet your purpose better than any other fence.

Every Stewart design has the artistic qualities that

make Stewart's Fence the standard of the world and
the choice of the finest estates in America. A Stew-

art Fence retains its original beauty indefinitely.

If you demand protection and beauty for your
property and want the greatest value possible for

the money invested, Stewart's Irop Fe.qce is your
logical choice.

Our catalogues describe and illustrate Stewart's
Iron Fence in detail, show photographs of installa-

tions, and give you valuable information on feno-
ing. Do not buy your fence until you have
seen these books. Write for them to-day.

THE STEWART IRON WORKS CO.
Incorporated

650 Stewart Blk. Cincinnati, Ohio

"The World's Greatest Iron Fence

Builders"
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COLOUR
IN MY

GARDEN
By LOU I SI HKKHK VV I LDKR

.lutkur of "My Garden"

In hi^ and little gardens everywhere we
are awakening to the possibilities ol Hower
grouping with due reference to the value of
colors.

IJ The author, one of the few artist-writers

in the country, has lu^ides rare t.istc and a

practical working knowledge of plants, which
put her in the foremost rank of garden writers

of this or any other country.

C Mis. Wilder says, "I like to po along as

much as possible with nature, letting her give

me a hint or a lift wherever possible." She
has used this and her inspirations together and
suited them to our climatic requirements

—

while in.my of the harmonious results have
been beautifully painted and used to illus-

trate the book.

Net $15.00, De Luxe Edition

Illustrations in Color and Line Charts

.It your book i tiler t

Doubleday, Page CSb Company
Garden City New York

The New Country Life

In One Volume

Each month The New COUNTRY LIFE
treats subjects in which you arc interested. The
magazine constitutes a reference book on Home
Building and Decorating, Landscape Gardening,

Sports. Dogs. Poultry, Cattle, the Automobile,

etc. Each color manual is a treatise, with color

illustrations that could not be secured in a book

on the particular subject. For the price of a

yearly subscription you secure eight or ten com-

plete books, exclusive of the color manuals which

could not be bought in book form at any price.

These are worth saving to be referred to

whenever occasion arises. Are they worth $1.50

to you? We will bind them for you in a handy,

durable volume, each volume to contain six issues

beginning with May and November. If there are

any numbers missing we can supply them. Bound
volumes are handy, they dispose of dust covered

magazines, and add to the attractiveness of a

book case. Send your magazines to us and we
will bind them.

The New COUNTRY LIFE
Garden City New York

Clean, Safe, Freshly-

Filtered Water

Many of your friends are
enjoying such water in

their country and city

homes because they use a

LOOMIS-MANNING
FILTER

This is a compact, substantial apparatus
which gives most exacting results in the
cleansing and purification of water. It

is easily installed, causes no disturbance
in the present water system, requires no
expert care or attention.

Think of sparkling water for the bath;
clean, colorless water for the laundry;
safe, dependable water for preparing food
and drinking.

This filler corrects either hot or cold water
troubles.

Prompt installation if you act quickly

Loomis-Manning Filter Distributing Co.

Est. 1880 1441 So. 37th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Grille enclosed window radiator in residence of Arthur
Curtiss James, New York. Allan & Collens, Architects.

Decorative Metal Grilles
For Radiator Enclosings

BENEATH this window seat is the radiator.
The decorative grille designed in harmony with the

window, allows the heat to pass freely.

Whatever your radiators, or wherever located, we can
suggest grille enclosings that will rob them of their
obtrusive objectionableness.
Allow us to make suggestions.
Our printed matter you are welcome to.

The "Beaut-i-ator"
The " Beaut-i-ator " is a portable all metal Radiator

Enclosure. You simply place it over your radiator.
Nothing to put together. Nothing to fasten. No outside
help needed. Instantly removaDle. Ask for the" Beaut-
i-ator " Booklet, when you ask for Booklet No. 66-A. J

Tuttle & Bailey Mfg Co
52 Yanderbilt Avenue

New York
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The fullness of the design on this silk makes it excellent for use An up-swinging rhythm throughout the design of this silk maKes A room of heavy furnishings would not be over-crowded by the
in a simply decorated room. it peculiarly fitted for low-cei!inged rooms. use of this silk in its scheme.

Making Decorating Fabrics Do Their Bit
By JESSIE MAKTIN BREESE

Inquiries regarding home decoration—color schemes, furnishings, art objects and interior arrangement—should be addressed to

Mrs. Breese. of the Decorating Service of The New Country Life's Advertising Department, 120 West 32nd Street, New York

AYEAR or two ago, a well-known fiction writer, in a semi-humorous
article upon interior decoration written from the lay viewpoint,

asked in effect, "Why don't you tell us what not to do?" This is

all very well in its way, for the pitfalls that beset the way of the home-
owner seeking decorating fabrics in every way suitable for the interior

scheme, are many and dangerous. But too much emphasis put upon the

negative side of the question of drapery is just as bad as equal emphasis
upon the negative side of the craft of fiction writing. Given a catalogue of

"don'ts" without a definite foundation to build on, or a structural skeleton

for a working basis, and one is just as badly off.

There are, however, two main "don'ts" that it would be well for every one
interested in obtaining beautiful decorating fabrics for his home to observe.

First, don't be misled with the idea that the only cretonnes, chintzes, or

silks fit to use are made in Europe. While it is true that for antiques we
must turn to France and England, and that their long training, and the

background and atmosphere in these countries—a background and atmosphere
thatcomeonly with time—have given their artists a supremacy and a prestige

that is recognized all over the world, still, America is learning, and to-day

her designers are doing much to their credit in these lines.

Secondly, don't choose hangings for their color scheme alone. The
design is equally important and if one is asked to choose between a fabric of

beautiful color and another of exquisite design, don't select for color alone.

Of course, the color-scheme that has been chosen for the interior must be
rigidly adhered to, and likewise, to-day, the psychology of color and its

influence in our daily life is a recognized factor, but it must also be remem-
bered that the design without perfect harmony of line and symmetry of

proportion can nullify all the beauty or benign quality of a colorfully

exquisite drape.

It is not enough to choose well in this matter of design. Having chosen,

it is necessary that we decorate wisely with the carefully chosen fabric.

To do this means to have a thorough understanding of the design itself,

and to be able to so use the fabric that that design will be shown to its best

advantage, and that it may give to the point it decorates the full measure
of its beauty. This is not always easy. Accepted forms are always simple

enough to follow. In the case of a window drapery, little thought is required

to hang a piece at either side of the window and put a straight valance

overtopping. But the slightest variation of this simple form requires some
thought, even though it be only to cut the valance so that it have a curved

edge instead of a straight base line.

How much thought, then, must have been spent on the window shown
below! The printed linen which was used for the draping of the window is

shown on a larger scale in the photograph at its left, in order to give a dis-

tinct idea of the way in which this particular design was adapted to fit the

needs of the place where it was used. Ever popular among more sophisti-

cated Occidental beauty-lovers, the naive Chinese design has taken a

high place in the decoration of the American home. Western inventiveness,

however, not content to import the designs purely as they were used in

China, has improved upon them to make them more suitable for use in the

American home. In the case of the linen used in this window drapery, a

band simulating Chinese embroidery, such as is used as sleeve bands on

mandarin coats and the like, has been added as a stripe to the original

design employing pagoda and tea-house beside a curving stream.

This band was used, as the picture shows, alternately single and double

and on either end of the valance. To give further variety, one full band

and one half one were used together. All of these stripes are outlined

with a braid dyed especially for this use. Between each two of them, the

linen is so cut and draped as to carry further the Chinese effect. As a final

touch of artistry, no ordinary fringe was used, but a ball drop which was cut

especially for the purpose and adapted from a Chinese design.

Surely the compelling charm of such a window proves the worth of all

the thought and work that was spent upon it. But what shall we say of the

artist who so far carries his mission of harmony to completement, as to

have the border of the rug designed from the pagoda in the window-hanging?

No lack of individuality could possibly be felt in a room so thoroughly and

perfectly harmonized. And is not individuality the one quality that we

all want our homes to have above all others—excepting beauty, of course,

which must be made a part of f:hat quality.

This room should be no exception to the general rule. There are too

few, though, that can boast such complete harmony of treatment. Why
this should be seems almost inexplicable when we see the many delightfully

adaptable designs that are to be had in the shops. In the English chintz

at the right of this interior, for instance, is all the atmosphere that is found

This linen inspired one decorator to an individual
window treatment of great beauty.

A, Kitnbel Gr Son, Inc., Decorator.

This interior shows not only the excellent use that was made of the linen on the left for w.ndow
|

drapery, but the incorporation of a part of its design in the rug design as well.
Similar use could be made of a decorative, MO

yet pictorial chintz, such as this one.
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of the Qampton Shops

\yORDS oft-times fail fully to de-
* * scribe the fascination of those Eng-

lish Dining-Rooms, with their painted

and paneled walls, their stately hangings,

the bowed fronted sideboard set with a

gleaming array of old Sheffield Plate,

shield backed chairs and hospitable

round tables, all fashioned in those leis-

urely days when Sheraton formed the

taste and influenced the ideas of his gen-

eration.

Always at the Hampton Shops may be

found such furniture as this, transferring

to the modern room the very atmosphere
of by-gone days, these soft-toned fabrics,

the quamt-appearing vases, and trays

and candlesticks, as well as the intimate

skill and knowledge which will suggest

the decorative scheme to group them
together in one harmonious whole.

Ofrorarioa

18 Gasf )0'
hisrrcer

Rtttaft sr.PacricKs Caruc&ral

RetuyorR

Antiquities
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N THE Period Designs Sonora has

reproduced the masterpieces of the

greatest makers of furniture.

However it must never be forgotten

that in the Sonora, the cabinet of

extraordinary merit is only one part

of a phonograph of wonderful

perfection.

The Sonora plays all disc records

without extra attachments and is

famous for its tone of incomparable

beauty.

Examine these magnificent models

Gothic Jacobean

Chinese Chippendale William & Mary

Louis XV Adam
Louis XVI Colonial

Duncan Phyfe

The Highest Class Talking Machine in

the World

SONORA PHONOGRAPH SALES
COMPANY, Inc.

George E. Brightson, Pres.

FIFTH AVENUE AT 53rd STREET

NEW YORK

in an old-fashioned watercolor. Notwithstanding the fact that it is pit
torial in feeling, it has all the quaint exaggeration that designers are
privileged to use in their work. Thus it is true to itself as a fabric, and
makes no attempt to pose as a picture. The advantage of the combination
is that it can be used in various ways to exploit the picture motive, even as
the Chinese linen was used. In a library it could be used most appropri
ately, for besides having the look of an English watercolor, it has a rhythm
and a luscious softness that is poetry in itself. It would almost seem that
its inspiration had come from a poem, for a perfect description of it is

found in Alfred
Noyes's "Flower of

Old Japan"

" Satin sails in a crim-

son dawn
Over the silky sil-

ver sea;

Purple veils of the

dark withdrawn;

Heavens of pearl

and porphyry;"

' These two cretonnes, each
a yard wide, are used in

conjunction to produce a
room scheme of greater
variation, with no super-

fluity of design or color.

No chintz with such poetry in

its design could be treated in an
ordinary way when the time came
to use it as window drapery or up-
holstery. The very charm of its

association would demand an ori-

ginal and individual treatment.

Silks of all-over patterns, such as

the three illustrated at the head of

this article, offer little difficulty to

the decorator, for they are adapt-
able to many differentkindsof treat-

ment. Even so, however, personal

delight in any one of them would not
be enough to warrant its purchase
without further thought. For
although they all come under the heading of "all-over designs"—that

is, broadly speaking, designs which are one throughout the piece,
\

having no division between the unit of design and its repeat—no one

of them is like another one, and each has its peculiar advantage for some

particular treatment that the decorator has in mind. The first one, for

instance, is a very "full" design, by which is meant that there is great

variety to the design and so much of the silk is covered by it that but

little of the background shows. In a room where the walls were of neutral

color and but little decorated, this silk would look immeasurably better

than either of its fellows.

If a room is in need of decorative aids to give it height, and cannot depend

on vertical lined wall-paper to help, the silk in the centre illustration is so

designed that the branches, the

line of the birds, and even the

grouping of the flowers have an

upward swing which would make

any room seem higher.

While at first glance the last

design seems very like the first, it

is soon realized that much more of

the background can be seen. For

that reason it can be used in a room

of more decoration and more furni-

ture. Its rhythm too is more pro-

nounced, and it can therefore be

used to advantage in fulfilling some

ulterior purpose on the part of the

decorator.

This formal bi-symme-
tric design contrasts in

use as well as design with
the "Shakespeare Gar-
den" pictured below,
which is as gay and infor-

mal as any chintz may be.

Perhaps the latest

convenience that
has been arranged

by the makers of

decorating fabrics

is the printing of

two separate pieces

with allied designs.

Such fabrics have
an unlimited field

of usefulness. It

would be folly to ..

try to enumerate the many things that can be done with such a combi-

nation. Let it suffice to tell just how these two join forces. The stripes

on either side of the wide panel of flowers have been reprinted on a yard-

wide cretonne in the same colors, so that the two can be used in conjunction,

as for instance in upholstering and 'draping. For hangings, the floral panel

is used, with the stripe panel sewn to either side, if it be not wide enougn

of itself. Then the stripe piece can be used by itself in the upholstering-
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THE House is constantly
acquiring fine Antiques

brought from all sections of

the world- classic pieces that

have been prized and cared
for by past generations. In the

series of Early English Rooms
in The Hayden Company's
building, many of these An-
tiques are assembled with
Hayden Reproductions and
Fabrics.

An llmuual Old M.Kognny G«l!.ry Top T.bl.
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FURNITURE
NEW FALL PATTERNS IN

HISTORIC AND MODERN
STYLES

It costs no more to produce tke harmony of a

Period Room tKan a room of unrelated fur-

nishings and the results are eminently more

satisfactory.

Worthy* examples of every historic and modern

style may* be found in the truly* remarkable

collection of furniture -which we have nod
on view.

Bedroom, Living Room and Dining Room
Suites made of finely figured Mahogany and

Walnut, also Lacquered and Hand-Painted

Suites are offered at prices uniformly lotf.

Oriental and Domestic Rugs and

Draperies

FLINT & HORNER CO., inc.

20-26 WEST 36th STREET
NEW YORK

OVINGTON'S
Massive antique candlesticks

and comport carved in antique
gold and decorated in poly-
chrome colors. Candlesticks
20 in. high, price $50.00 the
pair. Carved candles to match
$7.50. Centrepiece $35.00.
Complete $90.00.

SUMMERTIME purchases at Ovington's

do not require an inconvenient trip into

town. Whether it is a gift, a prize, or a favor

—or some useful, decorative object for your

own home—you can select it at your leisure

and know that our mail-order department

will deliver it post-haste.

May we send you a copy of
the New Ovington Gift Book?

312-314 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK
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is emphasized by the unusual character of our
distinctive creations

Cretonnes, Chintzes, Upholstery Fabrics

TRe'REEDTHOP. Inc
581 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

"Suggestions in Reed Furniture" lorwarded on
receipt of 25c Postage

The Readers' Service will give you helpful

hints in planning your new home

W. & J. SLOANE
SPECIAL SEAMLESS AXMINSTER RUGS

Present extraordinary conditions make it al«

most impossible to import fine handtufted Rugs.
Recently we have had woven for us on Ameri-

can looms a Rug which illustrates the remarkable
degree of success which has attended the efforts

of American manufacturers in design, color and
execution. This Rug is worthy of comparison
with the celebrated French Savonnerie weave.
We are prepared to make these Rugs to special order in any

design and color desired and in any length and in any width,
without seams, up to 30 feet.

Further particulars and prices furnished promptly on request.

FIFTH AVE. & 47th ST. NEW YORK

WALL-PAPER

FOR THE BEDROOM
Wall-paper of restful and pleasing tones

brings delight and comfort to the Bed-
chamber which makes both retiring-time

and waking, cheerful.

ALLIED WALL-PAPER INDUSTRY

Danersk Decorative Furniture

QUICK D I* LIVERY is a prime factor in furniture of special

finish. All our furniture is held ready for finishing as ordered.
There is no delay in executing individual schemes. DANERSK
Dl-XORATIVK FURNITURE is not over-elaborate. It possesses
tlie greatest dignity and beauty possible in proportion to its cost.

It is in harmony with the spirit ofthe times.

Deliveries near New Yurk by van.

Write tn-<l;»y for our v:iln;ihle Catalogue "D-7"
Cull at Our £ales Rooms

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION
2 West 47th Street New York

First Door West of Fifth Avenue—4th Floor

-J

This is but one of the many uses to which fabrics

so printed can be put.

Where formality is required of the fabric used

in the decoration of a room, a design of bi-symme-
tric balance is a wise choice. Such a one is the

chintz with two little birds of seeming Indian or

Assyrian inspiration sitting facing each other on
a lattice of branches. In this chintz, the formal-

ity is heightened by that lattice.

Gay and most informal is the "Shakespeare
Garden" shown below the chintz just mentioned.
As its name implies, it is not a mere floral pat-

tern. It is of interest historically, aside from its

The " period'' room requires a fabric printed in a design
suitable to the time, as well as to the physical demands of the
room. .

excellent design, for the flowers portrayed are

all those mentioned in the poems and plays of

Shakespeare. Inserted in neutral tones to offset

the gay, multicolored flowers, are prints of the
old Globe Theatre and Anne Hathaway's Cottage.

Of historical value in a difFerent way is the

Portuguese chintz, for it is an old hand-woven
and hand-blocked piece. Those of us who are

able to find these rare, lovely pieces do not need
to ask how they should be used. The question
in this case is, where we shall find them.
The room decorated in a period style requires

a quite difFerent design from any that we have

In the home of a Portuguese peasant was found this charming
old hand-woven and hand blocked chintz.

discussed so far. It must not only be in har-

mony with the room in which it is used, but

must fit historically into the period which is

used. As an illustration of the type of design

to be employed in an Adam setting, there is the

modern chintz whose motifs are entirely classical.

Inspired by the work of Pergolesi, the present day
designer whose work this is, has kept faithfully

to the motifs which the designer of that period

used in his work. So we find the cherubs up-

holding a lyre, or a tamborine, while in alternate

strips between them are placques containing re-

spectively a cherub driving a pair of wild boars,

and drinking doves. In the two rows of medal-
lions are the heads of Minerva and Zeus. Such
chintzes of modern design are to be found for any
period.

urate
Worthy to&opucnore

Or All Historic Styles

At No toiipmvE Gasr

Cngltsf) anb Jfremh
Upholster?

Dccornttue <&bject£

(Oriental Bugs
De luxe prints of well-appointed

rooms sent gratis upon request.

Grand Rapids RirnitureCompany
INCORPORATED

34-36West 32 n
-2 Street

Ne^YorkCity -

A BIRD BATH

on your lawn or among your flowers will attract the birds

and add to the charm of your garden. The bath illustrated

is a new design, affording a broad, shallow bathing area

which can be enjoyed by fledglings quite as much as by older

birds since it is but 4! inches from the ground. Repro-
duced in frost proof, Pompeian stone. Diameter tfC QO
26* inches. Price (F. O. B..N.Y.)
Send for catalogue illustrating all types of Pompeian Stone

garden furniture. Special facilities for designing in marble.

The ERKINS STUDIOS
22 1 Lexington Avenue New York

A NEW ORIGINAL DESIGN
Span -Umbrian

This new style expresses the

essence of modern thought

in furniture. To-day it is the

most vital presentation of die

intluence the Spanish Renal*

sance had on furniture de-

sign. Send 25c. for "The
Story of Span-Umbrian Fur-

niture." llerkev & 1
i iJ fi»

niture Company. 180 Monroe

Avenue.Grand Rapids, Mich-

igan.

BERKEY & GAY FURNITURE

BY APPOINTMENT
TO THEIR MAJESTIES
THE KING AND QUEEN

CRICHTON BROS.
of London

GOLDSMITHSandSILVERSMlTHS

In New York: 636, Fifth Avenue

In Chicago: 622, S. Michiean Avenue

In London: 22, Old Bond Street

OLD ENGLISH SILVER TEA and COF-

FEE SERVICES, Dishes, Platters—rare pieces

acquired from important English collections

—

sold in our New York and Chicago Galleries at

London prices, being free of duty.

Chrtch (Balteries

'Marquis d'Acquevtlle"

By Aimee Duvivier

Dealers in

punting* bp

"€>lt> blaster*"
707 Fifth Avenue at 55th Street

New York

Beautiful paintings by

early Masters can be plfl

chased at very moderate,

prices when merit is de-

sired rather than a great

name.
Further details upon request

_, j
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What TkevAre

On* of our kind—Majesty Louist

Record 14.101) lbs. milk, 830 lbs. butter

Bull calfdropped Sent. to. ioir>. wed hv Oxford Majesty, for

sale. A limitrJ numnrr of calves by the samr sire, out of hiith

testing Jims. \lso s»>ns and grandsons of CijmhoKe's Knight.

WM. I FRY, Manager, I'aoli. Pennsylvania

.No. MMI
VENTURE FARM JERSEYS

Refistered, tuberculin tested animals of all ages and
both sexes always for sale.

PHILIP LIVINGSTON JONES Sjosset, Nassau Count;, New York

Superior Sanitary Churn
Tbe barrel of this churn is finely

glazed stoneware and the cover is

clear annealed glass. The whole

churn is strictly sanitary. Very easy

to operate. Made in six sizes both

hand and power.

Write for prices and circulars.

J. S. BIESECKER
Creamery. Dairy & Dairy Barn Equipment

59 Murray St., New York

Pure Bred Animals

Live Stock AccessoriesM
Where to liny Them

Distinguishes Guernsey Product*

The highest Natural Golden Yel-
low color, delicious individual

flavor, and high content of butter
fat—combine to make Guernsey
milk in greatest demand by dis-

criminating consumers.

Write for information relative to

Guernseys, to

AMERICAN GUERNSEY
CATTLE CLUB

„ Box C. L, Peterboro. New Hampshire

IIIIMII MM I HIM 111

MAY ROSE GUERNSEYS
STANNOX FARM, E. HOLLISTON, MASS.
Young bulls by our herd sire Itchcn May Kint; of

Stannox, out of high testing A. R. dams are worthy
to head any herd.

P. F. STAPLES, Mgr. C. S. HOUGHTON, Owner

FOR SALE
3 REGISTERED GUERNSEY

COWS
3 to 6 Years Old

Have just finished tuberculin test

All bred to Langwater Senor. 3943

1

ABBEYLEIX FARM
Montg. Co. Penllyn, Pa.

American Hampshire Sheep Association

Hampshire^ are the best mutton sheep in the world. A
Hampshire ram sold at the National Wool Growers' Auction
Sale, 1917, for the highest price ever paid for a mutton
sheep in America. Write the secretary for information.
We have a dandy little booklet for you.

Robert Blastock, President, Donerail, Ky.

Comfort A. Tyler, Secretary, 36 Woodland Kit., Detroit, Mich.

Pinehurst Shropshires
BEST BREEDING FLOCK IN AMERICA
FOUNDATION STOCK FOR SALE

Send for illustrated catalogue to

H. L. WARDWELL, Box A, Springfield Center, N. Y.

CREAM SEPARATORS
The World's Standard.

Over 2,325,000 in Use

Send for Catalogue describing full line

of these crecm-saoing machines

The De Laval Separator Co.
165 Broadway, N. Y. 29 E. Madison St., Chicago

Pure Bred and High-Grade
GUERNSEYS

THE FAMILY COW OF MERIT
A distinct attraction !<> any
gentleman's estate. Eaeh in-

dividual well mannered,
nicely marked, tuberculin

tested, with an enviable repu-

tation for producing quan-
tities of High Testing Milk.

160 HEAD TO SELECT FROM. Write us what
you want. We will send what you need

W0R0N0AK FARMS CO. Westfield, Mass.

Harbor Hill Guernseys

f T

r
Linden Girl of Harbor Hill jrd A R 4651
15032. lbs. milk, 785.89 lbs. Jit Class CC

CLARENCE H. MACKAY
Owner

We Bred and
Developed the
Breed's Champ-
ion Roll of
Honor Cow

We offer a few
bull calves carry-

ing similar blood

lines

C. H. HECHLER, Supt
Box 1, Roslyn, New York

Shorthorn Business
The 1018 receipts at this office will run

approximately four times as much as in 1014,

25% above those of last year. Transfers in

March were 50% greater than in March, 191 7.

$200,000 will be offered as Shorthorn prizes dur-
ing nil -

The Shorthorn is the breed for you

AMERICAN SHORTHORN BREEDERS' ASS'N
13 Dexter Park Ave. Chicago, III.

Flintstone
Farm

Breeders of

Milking Short-Horn Cattle
Berkshire Swine
Belgian Draft Horses

Waterloo Clay
Grand Champion Eastern States Exposition, 2917

Dalton, Mass.

be una: !it::ij,
i

;:aiii.i:i;i,i

,

;.Ht:;.J,;iiiLi.::i\i;iiii)sih,,f i,;:..iiiiu,i,i;:io

When writing to advertisers, please mention Country Life
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BETTER STOCK.

NEWS 0/ BREEDS BREEDERS
ASTERN cattlemen and breeders,

who are particularly interested in

matters pertaining to dairying and

the dairy breeds, sometimes fail to

realize that recent sales of regis-

tered beef cattle have reflected

the same high prices and prosperity that have

characterized some of the recent events in

the dairy sales rings. For example, the

Escher & Ryan Aberdeen Angus sale at Har-

lan, la., on June 4th and 5th, brought the

remarkable average of $1,190 on 127 head, and

included the record price of $9,200 for an Angus
bull. Again, Messrs. S. H. Hill & Co. paid $1,000

for a yearling bull of the same breed raised by
the~Ames plantation in Tennessee. In "White-

face" annals, Col. E. H. Taylor's Hereford sale at

Frankfort, Ky., on June 7th, will long hold a

prominent place, for it brought about the record

average of $3,013 for sixty-two animals, and the

striking price of $13,850 for the imported cow
Clive Iris 3d. And out at Harris, Mo., the firm of

O. Harris & Sons, held another Hereford sale on

June 4th at which 101 animals went for $109,725,

including the bull King Repeater, for $12,000.

*~pHE plan of erecting a memorial, or rather

a testimonial, in honor of ex-Governor W.
D. Hoard which was suggested some years ago

but temporarily laid aside at the

death of Dr. H. B. Favell, one of

its sponsors, has been revived and
promises soon to crystallize into

actual results.

It has been decided that the testi-

monial will take the form of a bronze

statue to be placed in front of the

College of Agriculture in Madison,
Wis. Its cost will be covered by a

fund made up of voluntary contribu-

tions from those who want to render

tribute to the "grand old man" of

the dairy world. Judging by the

number of those who have expressed

interest in the project, the individual

contributions will have to be kept
small if they are not to total more
than the $25,000 required.

'
I

VHE case of the Burgess Stock
Farm vs.the American Percheron

Society, by which it tried to compel
the organization to register certain

animals offered by that farm and
previously refused certificates, has

been decided by the Illinois Appel-
late Court against the plaintiff, the early decision

of the McLean County Circuit Court being
thereby reversed.

This case, which has naturally attracted the
attention of breeders of other types of livestock

as well as horses, is valuable as establishing a

legal as well as a moral basis and standard upon
which to settle questions of a similar nature.

of those that are helped may never be expressed
in words, but anyone who has known what it is

to receive the gratitude of any animal whatever,
will have no doubt that the reward will be a real

and a cherishable thing despite its inarticulate-

ness.

/~\N MAY 16th, Fra Diavolo of Linda Vista,

^^a Guernsey bull, sold at the Lake Forest,

111., sale for $10,000, a record price that most
breeders thought would stand for a long time to

come. How impossible it is to forecast condi-

tions and events in these strenuous days is indi-

cated by the recent sale of a second bull of this

same breed for a still higher price, namely $10,100.

This transaction revolved around Pencoyd's
Golden May Secret 39626, who was purchased
from W. G. Jamison & Sons, of Appleton, Wis.,

by Mr. Charles L. Hill acting for Edgemoor
Farm of Santee, Cal.

This three-year-old sire is by Langwater Pen-
coyd, and his dam is Nella Jay 4th, who at pres-

ent stands third in Class A of the Advanced Reg-
ister. In addition to this position, she also

holds seventh place in Class D, and third in

Class G, which suggests that she is not only a

good performer, but also a consistent one. Mr.
Dupee, owner of Edgemoor Farm, has certainly

purchased a representative of a fine line of

Blackcap Poe, the Angus bull sold at the Escher & Ryan sale to Mr. A. D. Wilcox, Muscotah,

Kans., for $9,200, the record price for the breed

Guernsey blood, and one that can stand on his

own merits as far as appearances go, as well.

The results of combining his family lines with

those of Itchen May King, Royal Rose King of

Edgemoor, Imp. Westmoreland Squire, and the

other sires of the Edgemoor young stock will be

looked for with interest.

\\7TFH 1,500,000 of its horses already among
* * the 5,000,000 that are said to be engaged

in the great war, and more going over as ourArmy
is increased and sent overseas, the United
States has reason enough to keep in mind the
Red Star organization, which in its relation to

the horse in war stands in the same light as the
Red Cross does in its relation to man. In other
words, it is the civilian body that backs up the
veterinary forces and hospitals, insuring for them
the supplies that Governmental appropriations
alone cannot furnish.

With pageants, auctions, fairs, and other events
being held by generous Americans in all parts

of the country for the purpose of obtaining funds
to ease the war path of our fighting men, is it

not time that those who pride themselves on
being lovers of animals should take similar steps,

on a proportionately extensive scale, to soften

the road for our fighting horses? The thanks

*TPHE first public sale of any breeder is always
an interesting event, not only because it

serves as a sort of index to his breeding operations,

but also because it provides an opportunity to

visit his establishment and note under what
conditions he is achieving his results. The
Glen Gable Farms Guernsey sale, late in June,
was a success in both these respects, although

little if any proof was needed of the ability of

W. F. Gable & Son as either breeders, dairymen,
or modern, progressive farmers. It will be

recalled that Glen Gable Farm won the proud
distinction of sending its milk clear across the

continent to the Pan-American Exposition and
bringing back to Wyebrook, Pa., the very high-

est award.
While nothing remarkable—in these days of

hundred thousand dollar sales—occurred, the

400 or 500 interested breeders who spent the day
as the guests of the Messrs. Gable, were treated

to the sight of a most attractive and profitable

16

farm, a splendid herd of cattle, and the sale of

eighty-eight head of representative members of

it for the very respectable average of $386. It

is safe to surmise that all who were interested

in trotting horses were also given an opportunity
to view some of the sightly and speedy trotters

that help to make life worth living for the junior

member of the firm. In addition there was
what might be called the "customary" Red Cross
auction of an infant bull calf, which put all other

transactions in the shade by causing the transfer

of $1,070 from the pockets of the patriotic assem-

bly to the coffers of the Red Cross. As was also

to be expected, the details of the affair, under the

experienced direction of Mr. L. F. Herrick, went
off" without a hitch.

DAUL J. RAINEY, the moving picture
*- photographer whose hunting films have
thrilled thousands of movie fans, is apparently
planning to turn from big wild game, to equally

big, but much tamer livestock. He has begun
to stock and cultivate his 15,000 acre plantation

at Cotton Plant, Miss., with a view to raising

beef there. Already some 3,000 acres of Tippah
Farms are under cultivation, and 50 purebred
Aberdeen Angus bulls will be used to increase

the herd of 100 purebred cows, and to grade up
the product of the 1,250 grade matrons.

The first purchases of purebreds

for this venture were made from

W. H. Hurdle of Holly Springs,

Miss., whose steers have topped the

East St. Louis market in recent

years. The twenty-five two-year-old

bulls with which Mr. Rainey is

going to start his breeding operations

were bought from C. D. & E. F.

Caldwell, of Burlington Junction, Mo.
The intention back of the whole pro-

position is to develop a complete

beef producing plant on which breed-

ing, rearing, feeding, and fattening

—

in short, -every operation that is

needed to fit beeves for the packers

—shall be carried on in such a man-
ner and on such a scale that the best

possible product will be turned out

on the most economical basis.

VX7'HOEVER is interested in

* * Guernseys and feels that a day

in "God's own country" would do

him good along about Labor Day,

would better make plans to accept

the invitation of Mr. John C. Haartz

of Boston to the Field Day that he is going to

hold on his farm at Campton, N. H., on

August 30th. The very fact that this is the

present home of the $10,000 bull, Fra Diavolo

of Linda Vista, is enough to make the trip inter-

esting, for any one who can judge cattle values

accurately enough to have made that purchase

must have some other mighty worth-while ani-

mals in addition.

for someTT WILL naturally be impossible f(

* breeders to send an exhibition herd

the circuit this season. Labor shortages, diffi-

culties of transportation, a general retrench-

ment with a view to larger purchases of Liberty

Bonds—all these are legitimate reasons for some

men making the reluctant decision to stay on the

farm, or at least within the limits of county or

state. Yet this decision ought not to be arrived

at hastily, for there are arguments to support

the other side that yield only to very serious con-

sideration. The advertising value of every ex-

hibition made and every ribbon won by a herd

must not be forgotten; nor the indisputable fact

that one of the foundation stones of advertising

success is the practice of getting one's wares be-

fore the public eye at every opportunity. Also

the educational value of viewing other noteworthy

animals, of seeing them compared, of talking with
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Pure Bred Animals

* Live Stock Accessories

At the State Fairs
tllK Alx

I I.. III Ii4t

The Henderson Ayrshire Farm
OFFERS TEN HEIFERS

12 to IS months old

Fint Typ* Bt<t RrftJing

HENDERSON WRSIIIRK KARM. Hudson. Ohio

Ru.gewood Farm
VS'm. Franrr H-irrtson, breeder* of

HtMlHff* Percheron Horses & Ayrshire Cattle
BREEDING STOCK FOR SALE

sSST Phonal Inaction Invittd
B"^?k

ARTHIR H. WALKER. Mar. Orrland. Montg Co., Pa.

Telephone. OitonM 575

BUNN'S PONIES
At tkt tQtT fain and Skoxet H'on

tJfj First /Vii/>

—

to Championships

If wanting i ponv whv not Suv some from this firm. Hackney,
Welsh and Shetland pontes for sale at very reasonable prices.

Also breed Hampshire Stvine, Stock for sale

CHAS. E. BUNN Peoria, 111.

e than
lint; live stock sliowi to in%\.r< t

i ,n.|<p*t ,,i ,ti . of Hie
vl - h.niii.Iorihrpfl.reed. Tlime
> 111I111.1U mm v.r. 1( ,|*-« of Ihf

Amerlmn he><U. Their pro-
r hat won al tic- world's Krcnt-
II ve stork stiow, 1 he Interna-
.il r (] <isl(fon,a( < likaifo, 1

of tfi fnt rarrAM ^rnnd chnm-
ishtps over all (.reeds, ai well

if nut nf 16 fat rarlot (frtiiul

t liAinplnnshlps, it out of 14 iteer
liml grnnfl thanipinnshlp*, and
10 out nf ift single steer grand

ie lirrr-d havf* lw#?n detuon^tr.itfng thHr baby
iows And markets from Canada to Tens. The
KetllnbT niarket tniiflnff steer* at all lending
|»la> e In the winning of the war.

*\»L tin- inn n who o« iiM-Mtif!"

American Abtrdeen-Angui Breeders' Association

817 CL K*ehansje Avenue Chicago

Let Them Lick
C As TheyWdll Want It!

No one can salt your food to suit your taste. No one can salt

food ntkl /or hunts! Let them salt themselves—theyMI do it as
but sum their condition.

Compressed
Pure-Salt Bricks

t.ttfn .'«/. No nu>r* furifrttinu. Saves
time ami wnrle. Ask <lwler ami write for

tree h<»klrt.

Belmont Stable Supply Co.
I'atrntres and M

.»•••• Mtai Mraal h u. „. 11. y.

LUPTON FARM
Hartford City - Indiana

Shetland Ponies won first Saddle,
Single Harness. "landrm, Second
Team and Kotir-in Hand, Interna-
tional, Chicago, 1916.

Shetland, Welsh and Hackney
Ponies

Send stamp for Circular

GET STARTED RIGHT
Purchase Foundation Stock

From COUNTRY LIFE Advertisers

THESE PONIES WON
At the Devon Horse Show; Greater New York Horse Show, New
York City, and many others of National interest. They were bred
and reared at Belle Meade Farm where there are 300 excellent ponies

now waiting for good masters. A little child can drive or ride them.

Write for particulars and illustrated catalogue

BELLE MEADE FARM Box 6, Belle Meade, Va.

Where to Buy Them

"Cows is Cows"
is not true. There is a difference between

just "cows" and purebred Holsteins, and
that is the difference between loss and profit

The average of the 22,000,000 dairy

cows in the United States is

1823
Quarts of Milk

a year

166
Pounds of BtlttCT*

fat a year

The S. O. average of

IHIE HOLSTEINS is

7000 504
Quarts of Milk Pounds of Butter

a year fat a year

Write for free information about this

profitable breed.

THE HOLSTEIN - FRIESIAN
ASSOCIATION ofAMERICA
Box H Brattleboro, Vt.

Raise Hares for us
We furnish you stock and pay
$2.00 each and cxpressagc when
three months old. Contracts,
booklet and full information 10c.
"Nothing free."

THORSON RABBIT CO., Dept. 1 AURORA, COLO.

Large Berkshires

at Highwood
Bred from thousand pound

boars. Bred sows, service
boars, pigs all ages.

H.C. & H.B.Harpending

Boi I Dundee, N. Y.

Start right with a Bclrose modern
Duroc Jersey sow bred for late

summer farrow. — Prices right.

Shipped on approval, sired by sons
of champion Boar Bel rose Orion
Cherry King. Also offer Baby
Durocs and service boars.

Eastern and Export Sales Division

Belrose Farms Poolville, N. Y.

The Mighty Giant Buster
Grand Champion and sire of Grand Champions

Sire of the $4825.00 litter; the $2000.00 Buster's

Best; the $3000.00 Buster Over and many more of
the greatest big type Poland Chinas Living.

Grand Public Sale Friday, November the

First, Nineteen Eighteen

The Epoch maker, the standard bearer of the
breed, the yard stick by which other great boars
are measured.

Herd at Farm near Bryant, Jay County, Indiana

W. C. Williams & Sons, Thorntown, Indiana

When writing to advertisers, please mention Country Life
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the highest authorities, of learning the latest facts

and theories about breeding and dairying, must
not be overlooked. Finally a tour of the shows,

if well managed and moderately successful, need
not be an expensive venture, and may at times

be rather better than self supporting. At all

events, the exhibition officials are not cutting

down their premium lists, and someone is due to

win the prize moneys. In the Guernsey classes

alone at the National Dairy Show there will be

awarded more than $2,800 in addition to the

customary prize cups and special ribbons.

DOTH the agricultural South and the Aber-

deen Angus breed won notable recognition

when, on July 2nd, nineteen head of Southern
raised and fed steers sold on the East St.Louis

market for the record price of $17.70 per hun-
dredweight. The animals, weighing about 1,285

pounds apiece, were bred mostly on the Ames
plantation in Tennessee and fed, finished, and
marketed by Joe J. King of Tallahatchie County,
Mississippi. Between last November and Feb-

ruary, 1918, they were roughed through on silage

and cottonseed meal; beginning in February they

were given all they would eat of corn and alfalfa

hay. But throughout their entire feeding period

they"received nothing but home-grown feeds.

HpHE meeting of the Jersey Breeders' Associa-
* tion of New Jersey at W. R. Spann's Burr
Oak Jersey Farm, Morristown, N. J., on July

31st was made the occasion for the

first Jersey Breeders' Picnic to be

held at Mr. Spann's new home. The
host and hostess, who maintained
their reputation for hospitality, had
some notable animals on hand for in-

spection, and the seventy-five or more
guests present enjoyed the enter-

taining and instructive programme.
President M. D. Munn of theAmer-

ican Jersey Cattle Club, delivered an
inspiring address, and urged the local

breeders to band themselves more
closely together for the improve-
ment and advancement of the breed.

Geo. W. Sisson, Jr., gave a very in-

teresting historical sketch of the part

that the State of New Jersey once
played in Jersey affairs. I. Robert
Blackburn of Dayton, Ohio, gave an
instructive address on "Breeding for

Production" and outlined a mathe-
matical formula of breedingoperations
which has brought him to the front

ranks of Jersey breeders within a
comparatively few years.

Mr. Spann, who has experienced

some difficulty in arranging for his

latest shipment of fifty-four animals,

announced his plan of going over
personally to arrange for their immediate con-
signment, and received the hearty wishes of all

present for a safe and successful voyage.

/"\NE cannot help but wonder whether, if

Clarence Mackay's Harbor Hill estate is

accepted by the Government as a convalescent
hospital, the soldiers quartered there will be the
recipients of the milk from the Harbor Hill

Guernsey herd! If so, their recovery should
surely be rapid and complete. This is merely a
digressing thought caused by thenews that Linden
Girl of Harbor Hill 3rd has recently completed a

record of 15,032.9 pounds of milk and 785.89
pounds of fat. This not only places her at the

head of her age class as a producer of butter fat,

but also makes her leader of Class CC of the

Roll of Honor, or the champion cow of the breed
in the combined role of matron and milk machine.
Incidentally she has other noteworthy records to

her credit, as have also her two full sisters who
shed a lustre of their own over the name of

Harbor Hill.

A NOTHER of the interesting purchases that

have recently taken place in connec-
tion with the Milking Shorthorn breed, is that

of a young bull bred by Flintstone Farm, Dalton,
Mass, and bought by Mr. Clark Wright of Mid-
dlefield, Mass. The sire of this calf is Glenside
Dairy King who also sired the five young animals

that sold for an average of nearly $1,000 apiece

at the last sale held by Mr. C. D. May.
His dam has a three-year average record of

15,610 pounds of milk, and is a daughter of

General Clay, who has thirty Register of Merit
daughters.

Flintstone Berkshires are also selling well,

indicating that it was not necessary to take all

the good material to insure the success of the
Berkshire County Berkshire Breeders' sale

held early in the summer. Three excellent sows
have recently gone to Mr. Wellington Smith of
Lee, Mass., and a sow that has made a growth
of more than 400 pounds since it was farrowed
September 5, 1917, has been taken by Mr. J. W.
Deely of the same town.

' I
VHE story is told of an English schoolboy
who stated in an examination paper that

"Much butter is imported from Denmark be-

cause the cows have a greater enterprise and
superior technical education to ours." One
cannot help but wonder what meed of praise he
would have extended to the cattle of America
if he had read, as we have recently, of the sale of

one six months old bull calf for $106,000. Yet
this was an actual occurrence during the National
Holstein Sale ofJune 6th, 7th, and 8th ; the original

owner was Mr. A. C. Hardy of Brockville, On-
tario; the buyer was Manager E. A. Stuart
of the Carnation Stock Farm of Seattle, Wash.,
and the animal, Champion Sylvia Johanna,
now called Carnation King Sylvia, son •of

May Echo Sylvia, the only cow that ever
produced 152. 1 pounds of milk in one day,

more than 1,000 pounds in seven days, 4,196.8

Carnation King Sylvia, nee Champion Sylvia Johanna, the six months old Holstein bull calf

which brought the record price of $106,000 at the National Holstein sale in June

pounds in thirty days, and 12,899 in 100 days.

This in itself was enough to give the sale a

permanent place in history, but in addition there

were other transactions that under normal con-

ditions would cause gasps of admiration. For
instance, Aldencrest Farms of New York paid

$12,000 for Rex Wanderbelle; A. W. Green of

Ohio took Leafy Veeman De Kol for $10,100; and
Idleaze Pontiac Lass for $13,000; A. C. Hardy
of Ontario paid $12,000 for Glen Alex Queen
De Kol 2d; George J. Schuster bought Peldora

De Kol Sadie Vale for $10,600; and Carnation

Stock Farm included in its purchases Albina

Josie at a price of $10,000. A summary shows
that sixty-six head sold for $427,680, or an aver-

age of $6,480.

Only by comparison with the above mentioned
event, does another recent Holstein sale take

second place. On its own merits, that of Oliver

Cabana, Jr., at Elma,N. Y.,on May28th, 29th, and
30th was a really triumphant achievement. Not-
withstanding the fact that this herd has already

supplied a bull calf that sold for $53,200 and
others at prices ranging from $15,000 to $40,000,

Mr. Cabana was able to pick from among his

400 or 500 animals, 175 head that were good
enough to bring an average of just under
$1,000. The feature of this sale was the pur-

chase by Mr. Paul T. Brady of Pawling, N. Y.,

of Korndyke Winona, for $16,000, the third

highest price ever paid for a dairy cow.

In view of these highlights the lesser details of

all recent sales pale into insignificance. So,

also, does the annual meeting of the Holstein

Friesian Association held in Milwaukee on June

5th, which, nevertheless, was thoroughly in keeping
with the present position and prospects of the
breed. The officers were reelected practically

without change.

"\X7"HAT a cow can do under ordinary farm con-
* * ditions and throughout the greater portion

of her lactation period is what counts in the esti-

mation of the practical farmer, be he dairyman or

just general farmer. On this basis three Milking
Shorthorn performers in the Cow Testing Asso-
ciation of Shewano County, Wisconsin, are worth
noticing. One of them—a grade, Maggie by
name—produced in the third month of her lacta-

tion period 1,283 pounds of milk testing 5.1 per
cent, fat, or a total of 65.4 pounds of fat for the
month, and as a result headed the list of the
Association's cows for the month. Two other

grades tested by the same organization gave re-

spectively 1,236 pounds of milk, 50.7 pounds of

fat, and 1,274 pounds of milk, 40.7 pounds of

fat in the fourth and third months of their periods.

A/[R. JAMES G. WATSON, already well

known to Ayrshire breeders and dairymen
generally, has been elected Secretary and Treas-
urer of the Ayrshire Breeders' Association to

succeed the late C. M. Winslow. A Scotchman
by birth, Mr. Watson has an inherent love for

and interest in the bonny red and white cow; as a

graduate of Iowa State College, and ex-dairyman
there and later at the University of Missouri, he

is well grounded in the principles of

breeding and dairying; as manager of

the Southwestern Dairy Showini9i6,
he gained invaluable experience in the

business side of the exhibiting of cat-

tle; and since that time he has been

associated with the Ayrshire organi-

zation absorbing its traditions and
planning for its growth and success.

The Board of Directors has made a

good choice for an important position.

A NY fears that livestock produc-

tion in the United States will

be rendered less necessary and less

profitable when the war stops and

the nations of Europe take up once

more the industries of peace, are

groundless, according to Professor

E. A. Trowbridge of the University

of Missouri. Belgium, Serbia, and

Rumania have practically exhausted

their livestock resources, he says.

The European Allies as a whole have

probably reduced their flocks and

herds by nearly 46,000,000 head, while

the Germans, through having been

better prepared and by having cap-

tured the animals on conquered terri-

tory, have reduced theirs by about

18,000,000 head, or approximately one third.

Neutral nations show estimated livestock losses

amounting to about a million and a half, so that

the total losses for all of Europe amount to some-

thing like 100,000,000, as far as estimates can be

made.
When it is remembered that the total number

of sheep, hogs, and cattle in this country is about

187,000,000, or not quite twice the number that

have been killed off in Europe in the past four

years, the immensity of the task of replacing the

lost herds of foreign countries without leaving

ourselves bankrupt, is obvious. It is a task to

which every breeder can apply himself with the

knowledge that in helping to accomplish it he is

not only assured of a generous return for his ef-

forts and investment, but is also contributing to

a cause that has for its ultimate object the feed-

ing of the world and thus the serving of hu-

manity.

MANY Eastern breeders of Jerseys were

present at the Broadway Theatre in New

York City on July 30th to witness the premier

showing of the American Jersey Cattle Club s

new motion picture film "Hearts and Jerseys

in which May Irwin, the famous comedienne

and devotee of Jerseys, plays the leading role-
,

The picture { was produced by the Uni-

versal Film Co. of New York, and was pro-

nounced by prominent dramatic critics to be one

of the best pictures of farm life that has yet been

put on the screen. It will be used by the Amer-

ican Jersey Cattle Club at breeders' meetings

(Continued on page 21)
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THE POULTRY DIRECTORY
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n

> v I. ikk, no VVi'nl .(jikI Street, N. Y.

or poultry houip you want and
win imp ii io you in nfiitiy nnlflhpd and palnlPd ipctlon*. The
ambling can aaallv lip done by an unaklllad workman In a
late of Souri. Flr.t amid for tho catalog.

F. HODGSON CO , Room 311. 71-73 Federal Street,
Boaton. Mm. « E. 39th St.. New York City

HODGSON PORTABLE HOUSES

We have for sale:

D«

IV.

rmnann. Whitr.
lit* \ .in, s.„ in

lll.uk I lili.it

(talk. Mallard
K I Red*.

Fanry Duck*.

t«l Kir nr« Coltirtynr Catalogue Wlirrr purchase
ounta to Sid U>, pra t' of i .it.iliscui ti huuhil

CHILES A COMPANY. Ml. Sterling. Kentucky

G. D. TILLEY, Inc.

Naturalist

"Everything in tha Bird Lin*

from a Canary to an Ostrich"

Bird* for the- Houie and Porch
Birda for the Ornamental Waterway
Birda for the Garden, Pool and Aviary
Birda for the Came Preserve and Park

Special MrJ /«•./<

I am the oldest established and largest exclusive dealer
in land and water birds in America and have on hand the
most extensive stock in the United States.

C. D. TILLEY. !<.. Naturalist. BoxC. Darien. Conn.

Barred Plymouth Rocks
Four Firsts. Four Seconds,

Three Third Prizes, besides
other Award* have been won by
us at a single Madison Square
Garden show.

Highest Grade Breeding and
Exhibition Birds For Sale

—

New York Winners and Birds
Bred from Winners.

Faar Finti at Bo.too If 17

Illustrated Circular Fret

BRADLEY BROS.
Box 811, Lee, Maaaachuaetta

Mr-i I'rlir I'tn I'ullrl
(BreJ and Kaiseii hy us)

THE MACKENSEN
GAME PARK

Bob White

Pheasants

Partridges

Quail

Wild
Turkeys

Deer

Rabbit.

Peafowl

Cranes

Swans

Ornamental
Geese and
Ducks

Foxes

Raccoons

Everything in wild animals, game, fancy birds for parks,
menageries, private preserves and collections of fancy fowl.

WM. J. MACKENSEN, Yardley, Pa.

Improved Parcel Post Egg Boxes

New Flats and Fillers,

New Egg Cases, Leg

Bands, Oats Sprouters,

Butter Boxes, Poultry

Boxes, Shipping Crates.

Catalogue free on request

H. K. BRUNNER
4t Harrison Street New York

Ferris White Leghorns
SOD Ff( Strain,

breeding milfi.

r I'd. chirk.
,

pullets, hens,
Satisfaction or money back.

aopagr catalogue free.

POULTRY SUPPLIES and equipment. Every-
thing from teghanfU to incubators. Free catalogue gives lowest

prices on hundreds of article*.

GEORGE B. FERRIS
931 Union Av>, Grand Rapids, Mich.

WM. COOK & SONS
Doi 30. Scotch Plains, New Jersey

As we MADF all the Orpingtons It Is natural we are Rf-COCNIZI* D
II K AlH il"Ak T t KS f>T the Best. We have won ovet fifteen thousand
tr«t prlres and many government laying contests In whkh our birds

•avt h sveraged v, egg* In a year.

Sl-Nt> IVr mir new Annual Catalogue and mating ll*t,al*o hints on
namental lapoultry. Advke fn id water vl for sale.

Turtle Lake Game Farm
HILLMAN, MICHIGAN

Orders now bring booked tor

Pheasants and Wild Ducks
FOR FALL DELIVERY

Pheasants, Peafowls,
Swans. Wild Ducks. Cranes, Wild
Geese, Parrots, Canaries, Dogs of all

breeds, Persian Cats, Squirrels, Fancy
Pigeons, Doves, Elk, Deer, Buffalo, Sil-

ver Foxes, Mink, Odorless Skunks and

all other varieties of Ornamental Birds and
Animals for Country Estates, Parks and Avi-

aries. Big beautiful illustrated catalogue 25

cents. Price lists free.

HORNE'S ZOOLOGICAL ARENA CO.
Deal. C. L. Kansas City. Mo.

PRACTISE ECONOMY
By providing your Dog with

SPRATT'S
DOC CAKES or PUPPY BISCUITS

Write for samples and send 2c stamp for

"Dog Culture"

SPRATT'S PATENT LTD. Newark, N. J.

BAREE
SON OF
KAZAN

A SEQUEL TO
KAZAN

By James Oliver Curwood

Baree is half wolf, half dog,

and the wild and civilization

fight the old fight in his blood.

This is his story, and the story

of the humans who enter into

his life—but most of all of his

devotion to Nepeese, French

Indian maid and his mistress.

At all bookstores. Net, $1.35

PUBLISHED BY

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
Garden City New York

Positions Wanted

MKAI) fir niftier and MiiriiiK'T of private eMljite,

in open for cii^it^ctrK'ril Itiin full, experienced itt

nil branchc" inrludinf/ farming. (English American),
protest tint, married,aw ^7, family, willing I opleane in

every »".v. Only l«t <-lnwi ixniition mnsiflered with K'""! wngin
and fiul M11I M-rviir* Riven fur aiiinc. Masoni'- inemlicr. Kx. Kefs.

LUCKING Derry Villas;*, N. H.

V^OUNG woman with experience in train-

ing and teaching backward and nervous
children, desires private pupil. Capable of
taking entire charge. References. Box
No. 912, care of New Country Life, Garden
City, L. I., N. Y.

Situation Wanted—By Gardener
To take charge of large private estate, not far from high
school. Marrird, American of German descent. Age 40,
active. Life experience in care of grounds, greenhouses, orch-
ard*, vegetable!, etc. At present in undesirable employment
in New jcraey. Good references. State salary, etc.

ADDRESS, BOX 914, NEW COUNTRY LIFE

FARM MANAGER
Desires position on large, modern farm or estate. Experienced
in all kinds of pure bred stock, advanced registry, etc. Thor-
oughly familiar in up-to-date farming, orcharding, spraying,
pruning, landscape gardening. Efficient in handling men,
teams and machinery to advantage and will produce results.

Strictly temperate. Scientific, practical, energetic and reliable.

Six years present position. Excellent references. Box 905,
care of New Country Life, Garden City, N. Y.

Situation Wanted
as general farmer anrl working manager on private estate.
Practical up-to-date experience with all farm, garden, and
fruit crop**, cattle, hogs, dairy, poultry, etc. English fAmer-
ican citizen), strictly sober, honest, and energetic. Excellent
references. Please state full particulars and salary when
answering. Address Box 913, care The New Country Life,
Garden City, N. Y.

ENOLISHMAV. well educated, open for position as manager of

large farm or gentleman's estate. 15 years* experience of practical

farming, expert in dairying, poultry keeping on large scale,

economical jork production, and a first class knowledge of the science

of general farming, crop rotation and soil building, experienced in all

kinds of fruit growing, pruning, spraying and tree surgery. A working
knowledge of up to date farm machinery, gasolene and steam engines.

A good accountant, a man of initiative and resource, of absolute integ-

rity and sobriety and one to be depended upon in a position of trust.

Address, Box 900, care New Country Life, Garden City, N. Y.

Position Wanted
By a thoroughly proficient, general farm and

private estate manager of proven ability and
exceptional record.

Present position includes successful management of
one of the most extensive and prominent private estates
in the east.
Well qualified in construction, improvements, reclama-

tion of soil and animals.

WILLARD BEST Claoerack, New York

SITUATION WANTED
as Head Gardener on private estate. Has a thorough
knowledge of every phase of gardening. Life experi-
ences in Europe and America. Single; age 42. South
preferred. Please state full particulars in first letter.

Address. Oskar Bjorkgren, General Delivery, White
Plains. N.Y.

HELP WANTED

WANTED
A good man and wife to look after country
place, raising poultry, and care of garden
for home use. Good tenant house. Excel-

lent place for right couple. Must have A-i
references. Frank P. Blair,Mukwonago, Wis.

WE WANT YOU
to secure new subscribers to the World's Work, The New Country

Life and Tbe Garden Magazine in your town. Your spare

time thus invested will be profitable; liberal commissions. Address

Circulation Dept.

Doubleday, Page & Company, Garden City, New York

When writing to advertisers, please mention Country Lijt
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THE- TALK- OF-THE - OFFICE

HERZOG, THE BERNHARDI OF THE TRADE

MANY people have been interested in

our summary of a book published in

Germany, and devoted to a plan for

the control of the trade of the world. This

book, which is called "The Future of German
Industrial Exports," was brought out in Ger-

many some time ago, and it reveals the same
ruthless planning for world domination which

we have seen in other directions. Mr. Herbert

C. Hoover and his associates, Mr. Frederic

C. Walcott and Mr. Vernon Kellogg, are eager

to have this matter placed in the hands of

every manufacturer in the United States. We
shall publish it in a very cheap edition, which

we will supply in quantities at 10 cents each

or less, or in single copies at 15 cents each,

postage paid. We shall be glad to hear from

any trade organization which is interested in

informing the manufacturers of this plan.

Address Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City,

N. Y.

AUGUST 17th

is always a pleasant anniversary for us when
Mrs. Porter celebrates her birthday with a new
book. "A Daughter of the Land" was pub-

lished on that day, and more than 150,000

copies were sent out to the dealers.

A NEW BOOK BY RUDYARD KIPLING

It is a very great pleasure to be able to

announce a new book by Mr. Kipling in "The
Eyes of Asia." This little book, which is

issued in charming style for those who love

their Kipling, was written as a series of won-
derful letters purporting to come from an
Indian who has been on the battlefield of

France and has suffered for his patriotism.

He communicates his new impressions to the

people at home in a way that recalls the

author's early Indian books. We are sure

that every Kipling lover will be delighted to

have these Indian letters.

Another volume of verses by Mr. Kipling

will be published in October.

KATHLEEN NORRIS AND THE AMERICAN WOMAN

Mrs. Norris has come to be known to the

reading public as one of the greatest inter-

preters of the soul of a woman. Her new
book, "Josselyn's Wife," which we are pub-

lishing this month and which is a real American

novel in every sense of the word, shows, with

that great wealth of sympathetic understand-

ing which is Mrs. Norris's own, the great

redeeming power of a woman's love.

Ellen Josselyn, tne small-town girl, trans-

ported from her even existence to Paris, and

then to a social position in New York, whose

faith carries her through long agonies of doubt

and the horrors of a murder trial, will, we are

sure, join Julia Page, Martie the Unconquered,

and Mrs. Norris's other splendid women in the

firm place they hold in the heart of many,
many of the American people.

"CHEERFUL—BY REQUEST"

is the title of the book of stories by Edna
Ferber. Miss Ferber is one of the people who
do not believe that romance died with the

days that are gone, or is to be found only in

far countries. She finds it in common every-

day people, people we all know, love, despise,

pity, are interested in, or merely tolerate.

These twelve little stories are brimming over

with that elusive quality known as "human
interest," so often spoken of in the text-books

and so rarely found in the storyteller's output.

It is pleasant, indeed, to have Miss Ferber,

the creator of Emma McChesney, the business

woman with a heart and an inspiration, give

us another volume with real charm and de-

lightful humor. Each of the stories has an
appeal all its own.

WRITERS AND READERS

A very interesting comment was made the

other day by Jesse Lynch Williams on Clayton
Hamilton's "Manual of the Art of Fiction,"

recently published by our Educational De-
partment. 7

Mr. Williams has just received the 1918

Pulitzer prize for the best American play,

and we cannot help thinking that his opinion

is a very valuable one. He says:

"A Manual of the Art of Fiction" is the most sen-

sible book of the sort I have ever read. Most people

who write about writing are not writers; they are read-

ers. Their point of view is that of the consumer, not

the producer. You cannot learn to write by reading.

A writer makes reading, but reading does not make a

writer. Mr. Hamilton is one of those rare critics

whose judgments are really respected by literary

artists—not merely liked or disliked. He understands

what he is talking about. He knows how things are

made and why. This book should be read with care

and prayer by every young writer and, for that matter

those not so young.

FROM A TURKISH PRISON

Two months ago in "The Talk of the Office"

we told how Captain Alan Bott, M. C, of the

British Air Force, author of " Cavalry of the

Clouds," one of the first books dealing with

aerial warfare and still one of the most reveal-

ing—had been reported wounded and a Turk-

ish prisoner. For many weeks nothing further

was heard of the young pilot and it was feared

he might have succumbed to his wounds.

Recently, however, he managed by means of

one of those mysterious war-time channels

to get word through to his mother in England

that though in hospital and wounded in the

head and leg, he was in fair way to ultimate

recovery.

There has been much talk lately of an agree-

ment for the exchange of prisoners between
Great Britain and Turkey, so it may be that

Captain Bott will be fortunate enough not to

have to look forward to a term of imprison-

ment ending only with-the great war itself.

A FINE FALL LIST

It is a great pleasure for Doubleday, Page
& Company to call the attention of the read-

ers of the Country Life to a list of books for

fall publication which has purposely been kept

very small, but which includes many of our best

writers represented by books of importance.

It is impossible to give in a short paragraph,

or, indeed, in any space that we have at our

command here, an account of just what these

books are. It is, we hope, sufficient to readers

of the Country Life to mention them to

excite their interest.

There are two books by Rudyard Kipling

—one a volume of poems, the first in six years.

The other is "The Eyes of Asia," written as a

series of wonderful letters from an East Indian

who has been on the battlefield in France to

the people at home.
There is a new novel by Gene Stratton-

Porter—"A Daughter of the Land;" a new
novel by Booth Tarkington—"The Magni-

ficent Ambersons;" a new novel by Mrs.

Kathleen Norris
—

"Josselyn's Wife;" a new

book by Edna Ferber
—"Cheerful—By Re-

quest;" a novel called "Mam'selle Jo," by

Harriet T. Comstock, whose "Joyce of the

North Woods" is still a popular volume; Peter

Clark Macfarlane has written a novel in

"The Crack in the Bell;" the Williamsons, a

war novel called "Every Man's Land;" and

Peter B. Kyne, he of Cappy Ricks fame, whom
every reader of the magazines has followed

with breathless attention, has written a story

called "The Valley of the Giants."

Then there are some serious books. Very

important among these is "Ambassador Mor-

genthau's Story." In our judgment, this is the

important historical book of the fall, a real con-

tribution to history. There is a book of true

stories of the British Army and Navy, called

"Gentlemen at Arms," by "Centurion," well

known to English readers as a soldier-author

who has produced real literature in his stories

of the fighting man at work. A beautiful and

very important book, also, is Mrs. Louise

Beebe Wilder's "Color in My Garden," full of

wonderful color plates and full, also, of garden

charm.

It is our hope and expectation to publish

before Christmas Volume III of Frank H.

Simonds's "History of the World War.''

We are glad that our readers are appreciat-

ing the quality and exceptional value of this

most important history.

There are other books beside, which will

be described as opportunity presents itself.

#
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Architects' Directory

This picturesque .iihI historical

Dutch Colonial house s\ .is

SOLD THROUGH
Country Life

Thirteen inquiries were received

from one advertisement. There
were sewn "CiMiiitiv l ite" read-

ers ic.ulv to buy it. I lie lull

price was paid.

If vou have .1 property which

you wish to sell or rent, or it

\ < mi wish to buy or lease a prop-

erty, write us. We will he gl.ul

to assist you in accomplishing

your purpose.

There is no charge for our ser-

vice There is a special rate tor

real estate .ulvei tisini:. Com-
plete information sent upon re-

quest.

COUNTRY LIFE
Real Estate Department

EDGAR C. JOHNSON. Mgr.
120 West 32nd St. New York City

If you interr 'I io ImiM nw\ wiali your riffw home to he <lif-

fertnt from tlir rornrnonplnr e ami eipreuive of your irclivi'l-

unlit y, you will he intereilerl m my pro|wi»ilion in <• ««( I to
• |»**« ml aketrhea anrl in the two puhh' nlioru -l- ' t

,'<
> here.

"COLONIAL HOUSES," with ntw dwignt for I V 1 8.
rontniniriK floor plant, per*per tivet/JcKriution* ari'J eittrnatei

for -I' - '• in that eve r pleai'nu at vie. Pn* e t,y en pre an pre.

pai.l $2. "STUCCO HOUSES" containing penprctivM.
and irate floor plam of ri'iigni suitable for t hit irnperrihabla
comtruetion. Price by exprent prepaid $5. In ordering give
brief dew riplion of your requirement! and they will have earn-
ed comideration. Plant furnithed for the alteration of old
buildingi to the Colonial and Stucco ttylei- Fireproof dwell-
ings a apecialty. Vitita for consultation and intpet tion. Addrett

E. S. MINI). Architect, Room 1017, 29 Broadway, N. Y. Citv

ri:d g
•AMERICA S FINEST CABINET WOOD"

IS INCREASING ITS LEAD AS THE FA-
VORITE TRIM IN GREAT BUILDINGS
WHOSE OWNERS SEEK DISTINCTION
AS WELL AS INTELLIGENT ECONOMY

AND PROVED DURABILITY.

A>k your arthtittt to ince$ttgate

"SIGNED LUMBER IS SAFE LUMBER"
SO INSIS T ON TRADE-MARKED "TIDE-WA TER"

Lumber Becauee it's "The Genuine WoodEternal

& LASTS & LASTS & LASTS & LASTS
Tell your lumber dealer about it.

Look for this on every board

—

Accept no Cypress without this mark.

Fruit, Vegetable and Permanent Flower Gardening Problems Solved
M. (1. Kains of Port Washington, New York, specialist in orchard and garden planning and management,
author of "The Home Fruit (irower," "Plant Propagation," "Principles and Practice of Pruning," etc., and
lecturer on horticulture in Columbia University, offers his services to all who nce-l ailvire upon hiich <|iiality varieties for general or

special purposes; how, when anil where to plant; pruning and training of fruit trees, shrubs and vines; renovation of old and neglected

plantations, etr. Personal visits by appointment.

As a war measure and as a permanent investment for home supplies, plant fruit this Fall.

NEWS of the BREEDS and the BREEDERS
{Continued from page iS)

id agricultural conventions in various sections
'

the country. Parts of the him have already

en used m food conservation and dairy pro-

lamines.

fVURY cattle and the dairy industry have

already made noteworthy contributions

t> the welfare of nations and humanity, but hy

[l indications the summit of their service has

at to be reached. However, a plan that is

jipidlv approaching completion should land

pern very nearly at the apex. It was born

i the mind of Mr P. M. Sharpies, president of

be Sharpies Separator Co., and receiving the

ramp of whole hearted approval by the National

'Jairv Council, it was welcomed and gladlv

Lcepted by the American Red Cross to which

be offer upon which it is based was made,
t The scheme as now being perfected is as fol-

Iws: Mr. Sharpies has donated to the Red
fross four purebred cows, each a representative

ndividual of one of the leading dairy breeds,

j
hese cows are to be sent on a tour of some sixty

if the largest cities of the country, under the

tuspices of the Red Cross but with the coopera-

on and assistance of national, state, and local

airy interests and organizations. Their stay

i each city will be the focus of a Dairy Day,
luring which the agencies mentioned will join

,ith children's welfare committees, etc., in

|t;aching the truth about the vital value of dairy

roducts as food. In addition, each cow will be

uctioned off, every bid being accepted and every

idder receiving a certificate of temporary owner-
!hip but relinquishing his right to the cow. The
our will include the Dairy Congress at Waterloo,
la., and will end at the National Dairy Show at

\)lumbus, O., where, of course, the whitest heat

p interest and enthusiasm will be expected. It

I believed that the accumulated sums paid for

'he cattle will make each one represent close to a

nillion dollars, which will go to swell the Red
^ross war chest.

Mr. Sharpies suggests that thereupon the
our much traveled cows be made the nuclei of
our purebred herds to be given by this country
:o the French Government, witb an idea of

stablishing new dairy activities in that sorely

ried country during its period of post-war
econstruction.

WHEN a man who has an established reputa-

tion as a breeder and an assured market for

surplus stock from his herd, consigns sixty-eight

head to a public sale that involves their shipment

from Redmond, Wash., to Hartford, Conn.,

there is no doubt of his sincere belief in the value

and success of the affair. Subsequent events

have shown that in placing such confidence in the

1918 New England Ayrshire Club sale, Mr. J. W.
Clise of Willowmoor Farm made no mistake.

The sale was held on June nth and 12th, under

the direction of Mr. A. H. Sagendorph of Spencer,

Mass., assisted by Messrs. W. T. Wells, G. A.

Stockwell, and J. G. Watson, and was entirely

successful, especially in view of the disturbed

Ft
The Ayrshire 'cow Pansy's Daughter of South Farm, for

which Mr. G. S. 'Mawhinney paid $4,200 at the first New
England Ayrshire club sale

conditions now existing. It testified to both

the growing popularity of the Ayrshire, and the

interest and enthusiasm of its supporters as

evidenced by their willingness to pay good prices

for good animals. The fact that young animals

were in the majority was largely responsible for

the somewhat low average of £367 for 140 head.

But a record price for the breed was attained

when G. S. Mawhinney of Chatham, N. Y.,

bought the four year old cow Pansy's Daughter of

South Farm for $4,200. Several other matrons

of proven quality went for prices ranging between

$3,750 and $1,000. On the whole, the results of

the sale constituted a vote of approval for those

who worked hard to bring it about; also they
probably give assurance of a repetition next year.

TF ANY one doubts the practical worth of

consistent, accumulative, constructive breed-

ing operations, he has only to turn to the reports

of the Hood Farm sale of Jerseys held on June
1st. Here, indeed, was an event to bring pride

and joy to the hearts of all Jersey enthusiasts

and additional well deserved satisfaction to the

souls of Mr. L. F. Herrick, who handled it, and
Messrs. C. I. Hood and J. E. Dodge, who jointly

and individually are responsible for the fame of

the animals offered and the quality upon which
it is based. It would be hard to find a better

instance of team work between owner and
manager than that which has so long existed

at Hood Farm; no better tribute to its efficiency

could be asked for than the uniformly high level

of success that has attended and will doubtless

continue to attend their efforts to advance the

cause of the Jersey breed and of its beautiful

individuals that are making history at Lowell.

The day began, as Hood Farm days do, with a

visit about the farm and a parade of some of its

representative cattle. The sale proper brought
together buyers from twelve states and Canada,
so it is little wonder that only three of the sixty-

six animals offered are to remain in Massachu-
setts. The average for the lot was $912, but this

figure has little significance in comparison with

cbat of $1,030 which was the average for the

fifty-six head bred at Hood Farm. Moreover,
twenty-five animals, all the progeny of Pogis

99th of Hood Farm, averaged $1,271, which
is close to, if not the record for a "get of sire"

consignment, and a striking commentary on the

place held by this bull in the esteem of modern
breeders. Among the feature individual sales,

the most important was that of Sophie's Agnes

296795, for whom Mr. F. W. Ayer of Weymouth,
Mass., paid $10,099. The bull, Sophie I9th's

Tormentor, went for $7,500 to Mr. E. C. Lasater,

owner of the Falfurrias herd in Texas, to which, as

a result of his purchases, he is adding twelve

Hood Farm animals, representing an expenditure

of $14,475. Sophie's Adora also went to Mr.
Ayer, for $3,599, while the second highest priced

bull, Sophie's Improver, was bought by Mr.
H. W. Knight, for $4,600.

When uniting to advertisers, please mention Country Lift
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Where Booth crossed the Rappahannock Ri\ cr in tliRht alter shooting Lirarir.. Fort Conway is on this side. Port Royal opposite. Booth was killed in

a tobacco house on the other side.

WASHINGTON before the WAR
By HAL H. SMITH

OR the fifth time in its remarkably interesting

and romantic history—history that is the

story of the nation itself—Washington has

for more than a year been a war-time capital.

Upon it the eyes of the civilized world are

focused as never before. Little more than a

century ago the undeveloped site chosen as a

esult of the political bargain between Hamilton and Jefferson was
n object of ridicule, scorned in its infancy by the poet Tom Moore,
.hen he wrote this satire in 1804:

In fancy now beneath the twilight gloom.
Come, let me lead thee o'er this modern Rome.
\V here tribunes rule, where dusky Davi bow
And what was Goose Creek once, is Tiber now!
1 his famed metropolis where Fancy sees

Squares in morasses, obelisks in trees;

W hich travelling fools and gazeteers adorn
W ith shrines unbuilt, and heroes yet unborn.
1 hough naught but wood, and Jefferson they see,

N\ here streets should run and sages ought to be.

So here I pause—and now my Hume we part;

But oh ! full oft in magic dreams of heart
Thus let us meet, and mingle converse dear
By Thames at home, or by Potomac here!

O'er lakes and marsh, through fevers and through fogs,

'Midst bears and Yankees, Democrats and frogs,

Thy foot shall follow me; thy heart and eyes

With me shall wander, and with me despise.

Moore was more of a prophet than he dreamed. The strag-

gling young place which he saw at its age of four—whose Capitol

was called a "palace in the wilderness," whose future great high-

way of Pennsylvania Avenue was condemned as a "great Ser-

bonian bog," whose hard early struggles won it the description of

"a city of streets without houses," and which was described by
another in Jefferson's time as "but a huddle of booths, taverns, and

gambling houses set around a political race course"—has emerged

at the end of the fourth year of the great war as a place unique

among the capitals of the world.

Grown into a fair city even before this war gave America a new
niche in the politics of the world, Washington had gained fame as

the birthplace of American legislation, had become the focal point

in the growth of national political parties, a school for statesmen,

diplomats, and social queens, and a mirror of national development

with splendors that were the pride of the nation. But all that oc-

curred in the evolution from 1800 to that fair day early in 191 7.

when Count von BernstorfF was handed his passports as German
Ambassador, on the eve of the entry of the United States into the

O 1918. Doubleday. Page & Co. 25
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very much the same as when Hamilton and Jefferson

drove that stroke of policy which compromised the

sectional jealousies of New England and the South
into the decision that placed the seat of government
on the banks of the Potomac.
What is now the war-time American capital—to

which nations large and small, belligerents in the great

war, have dispatched their diplomatic and military

missions, beginning with Joffre and Balfour and con-

tinuing with the arrival of the Jugoslavs and Poles

—

had its origin in contest, its development through

periods of bitter strife, when more than once move-
ments were launched in Congress for its removal to

other sections of the country, and its greatest impetus
toward future growth and development has been in

periods of drum and fife. Except for the war of 1812

and the burning of Washington, and the Civil War
and the boost that it gave the capital, the American
seat of government would not be what it is to-day;

just as the changes now being wrought are destined

to make Washington greater than ever in beauty and

influence among the national centres of the world.

The story of the political bargain driven by Hamil-

ton and Jefferson is almost teo trite to be retold, but

if never lacks in romantic interest. After that the

permanency of the new seat of government was un-

certain until the war of 18 12. The final decision to

keep the capital on the Potomac was made then, and

the public buildings were built on a better scale than

The leisurely charm of the

present contest, was part of the prelim-
countryiifeof the old South has

r . ' Jl r probably never been equaled, or

inary evolution of. Washington tO the even approached, in any other

point where it has emerged at the "top country

o' the world" in military preparation and
financial leadership and become the very centre of the world's

diplomacy.

The first century of this new centre of world politics and war
plans is a story of wonderful romance, woven in the tapestry of

American history with the web of love and the woof of politics.

There has been a constant change since the time the democratic

Jefferson took the oath of office at the first inaugural in the city

on March 4, 1801; since Andrew Jackson served orange punch at

that famous inaugural of 1829 when he invited the rabble into

the White House; since the stormy five years between the secret

arrival of Lincoln in Washington and his assassination at old

Ford's Theatre, when Washington heard the rumble of cannon at

its gates and was transformed into a great armed camp; since the

scandalous days of the Credit Mobilier, and even since the period

of McKinley and the Spanish War, when America had its first

taste of world politics. The town itself has altered in character

and appearance from what it was when Kossuth the refugee,

Dickens and Thackeray the novelists, Jenny Lind the songstress,

and Bowie and Crockett the pioneers, tramped the Avenue, and its

character and appearance are again being most rapidly trans-

formed now under the stress of the war emergency.

The moving panorama of statesmen, politicians, diplomats,

journalists, widows, social butterflies, uniformed Army and Navy
officers, lobbyists, profiteers, and vampires, may have quickened

its pace and broadened its vision from national to international

affairs, but the underlying motives and mainsprings of it all are

A connecting link with the past is this old tavern in Bladensburg, Md.,

where George Washington often stopped

before. Before the war of 181 2 the Congressional Library had only

300 volumes. Jefferson, however, had a library of 7,500 volumes at

Monticello which he sold to the Government for #23,500 in 1815.

These were moved to Washington, shelved in the Capitol in 1818,

and became the nucleus of the present Congressional Library, one

of the greatest book storehouses in the world, which has a more

complete library on Russia than is to be found anywhere outside

of that torn land of doubt and mystery.

When it became apparent that sentiment would hold the seat

of government here, the city took on new life and hope, property

rose in value, trade came and began to flourish, the more rapid

growth of the Federal union helped the young Federal city, and

in 1834 the building of the old Baltimore & Ohio Railroad from

Baltimore to Washington, joining the North with the Potomac, in

Jackson's time, began to assure a real future for the capital.

The next important link in its chain of development was the

completion, in 1844, of the Morse magnetic telegraph which gave

impetus to its steady, although not rapid, growth until the opemnp

of the Civil War. On a smaller scale, Washington passed through

much the same experiences then that it is undergoing now.

Then, as now, great changes were wrought by war. The military

activities of the Government attracted thousands to the place

Within less than a year the population doubled, and in i860

it numbered 61,400 people. The census of 1870 gave it

109,204 residents. Civil War days saw it transformed into a

huge military camp, and it is estimated that there were 250,000
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prisons in .mil ,11 mi ml tin 1 it\ limits, iiu hiding soli In 1 s

in camp and I10sp1t.1l

I'lu n. .is now . \\ . 1 sin ii^t on was llooilril with Strang-

lis, inundated with wai contractor!! some of tluin

prohtccis. hut the intrigues, immoralities, .mil orgies

ol ilu e.iiK 'to's .in not now being duplicated

Washington was "wet" ami its gamhling hells H0111-

bhed then, in I«)|S it \% "dry." and gamhling and
hriimg are t a hoi nil hs |.,w, going the route of the

code oldie duello, w huh furnished thiills and exciti -

mint foi thr period that unmediateK preceded the

Ann 1 u an Civil \\ .11 \ltei the close of the war be-

tween the Stall s there w as an exodus from Washington,

as there will he when the war against (km main has

hn ii written into histon I he city v*as left more
prosperous than it had been dreamed it could ever be.

and mam ol those who came to serve the Govcrn-
ment. or as refugees and hangers-on, remained behind,

settling permanentK . so that the most rapid growth of

the capital during its hist century paralleled the ex-

pansion of the nation itself after the Civil War.
South of the Pan-American Building w here modern

\\ ashmgton society has its most attractive functions

—

outside those at the White Mouse the (iovernnient is

building at a cost of mote than tfs.ooo.ooo one of the

numerous stiuctures needed to house the enlarged

Ktivities ol itswai branches. With its forty-twe acres

ol Horn space and eight acres of window glass, this new
home lot the Navy Department, w hich will also house

The old David Bums collage, one o( the original houses on the sileof

the city of Washington HI

part ol the \\ ar Department, w ill accommodate 1 5,000 officials and
employees. More officials and clerks will daily enter this building
than there were souls in Washington when Monroe was inaugurated
in 1821. \\ hen Jefferson w as inaugurated in 1S01, Washington had
a population of only 5,000. This had quintupled to 15,000 in 1822,

and in 1S50 the town had 20,000—approximately the number of

employees that were added to the Government's payroll in

Washington between the declaration of war against Germany in

April of last year and the following November. In the expansion
of its operations during the first six months of participation in the

present war, more employees were taken on by the Government,
in W ashington alone, than the first twenty years of early Washing-
ton, with all the vision of Washington and Jefferson, had been
able to give to the infant city of their dreams.

lhe newcomers are finding that musty memories hang thick

around the town; that every other house is figuratively dignified

by the close contact it has had with famous men and women;
that history and flirtation have left deep impress upon the scattered

annals of the old capital which used to be busy and gay in winter,

and so hot, dull, and dirty in summer that the official, social, and
diplomatic sets arranged to leave whenever the bluebirds came.

Throughout those old earlier Washington summers the tradesmen
and residential groups lived in hope of a speedy return of winter

and Congress, hringing with them officials, foreigners, and the

leisure classes to fill the historic old hotels and boarding houses.

Even for those who have delved deep into the story of the

The section round atxmt Kock
Creek, on the hither bank of

winch lies C.eorgeiown (now a American capital, it is difficult to realize
partofWashinKloni,hasalwa/s that the ear ]j e|- c jty Gf woods and niO-
been thecity s playground . . , i..

rasses, with such wide open spaces inter-

vening between its scattered groups of

public buildings and houses that an earlier diplomat called it the

city of "magnificent distances," could ever have been what the

old chroniclers say it was, what the files of the National Intelligencer

and old Washington newspapers prove it to have been. Through
the tips and downs of a century Washington has reached the pin-

nacle where it is greater in power and influence over a wider stretch

of the earth's surface than were ancient Rome or classic Athens,

with architectural structures, monuments, palaces, broad avenues,

parks, and breathing spaces more impressive than either boasted.

From a mud-hole, the Washington of old has developed until it

holds the centre of the world's stage and the distinction of being

the dignified capital of a new world power, consecrated to the

permanant interests of popular democracy and the finer instincts

of civilized nations.

Seventeen years ago a well-known British editor, visiting Wash-
ington, confessed that it was no place for a cursory survey be-

cause its interests were under the surface, in the embassies of the

fashionable northwestern section, in the committee rooms of

Congress, the historic chambers of the White House, the alcoves

of the Congressional Library, and the laboratories of the Smith-

sonian Institution, and it took time to penetrate these. This very

well expresses the story of Washington from the beginning.

There have been inaugurations in many moods, grave and gay, and

black clouds of war hovering in the background. The remaining

externals of old-time Washington are pointed out to the visitor,

but its real interests have always been under the surface, where
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they are buttressed deep in the

foundations of the growing nation.

The founders of the Govern-

ment, they who were also respon-

sible for planting the germ that

grew to be the Washington of to-

day—did not intend that the cap-

ital of the new republic should be

like other cities, least of all like

the commercial marts in which

nations had established their seats

of government in most instances,

lr was their vision that theAmeri-

can capital should be apart from,

but a part of, the nation and its

development. They had in mind

a Federal seat of government

which should be defensible against

the influence of the revolutionary

rabble, as was Paris, and where

the chief excuse for the existence

of the city should be the fact that

it was the seat of government.

As early as 1783, when the

Congress that sat in Philadelphia

was offered insults by Revolu-

tionary soldiers demanding their

pay, the matter of establishing a Federal district as the seat of
government was seriously considered.

George Washington picked the site for the new Federal district

in January, 1791. Then he went on a 1,900 mile trip through the

South. When he returned to Mount Vernon he met Major
Pierre Charles L'Enfant, a young Frenchman who had come over

with Lafayette in April, 1777, to aid this country in gaining its

liberties, and had remained in the United States after his comrades
had gone home. L'Enfant was a skilful military engineer and
was the designer of the new Federal town. He spent a week at

Mount Vernon, and at Washington's request designed the seal for

the Society of the Cincinnati. Jefferson, then Secretary of

State, approved the plan for the new capital. L'Enfant planned a

city that would meet the needs of a nation of millions, but events

did not justify his plans for many years afterward.

The proprietors of the land on which Washington stands were
Daniel Carroll, a cousin of Charles Carroll of Carrollton, David
Burns, a crusty Scotchman, who lived in a cottage near the

Potomac River, Notley Young, who owned what is now the

centre of the city, between Seventh and Eleventh Streets all the

way to the river front, and Samuel Davidson. Carroll owned
the land where the Capitol stands. Burns owned the property

where the White House, the Treasury, State, War and Navy,
Red Cross, and Pan-American buildings stand,

and where the Washington Monument rears

its shaft above the new Lincoln Memorial.
Of all the sturdy settlers with whom Wash-

ington had to deal, he found Burns the most
obdurate. Burns had been approached often,

and it was not until after Washington had
assured him that the streets should run so as

not to disturb the Burns cottage that he yielded

and his great farm became part of the national

capital. " Davy [Burns's cottage" stood in

what is now the northwest corner of the Pan-
American building's grounds. After the sale

of his 600 acres had made Burns rich, his

cottage became known as "Burns's mansion."

Washington, Hamilton, Jefferson, Burr, rol-

licking Tom Moore, and many other noted

persons were visitors there. It was simple and
primitive. On the ground floor was a small

room called "Tom Moore's room," for there,

in 1804, the poet wrote the poem expressing

his ridicule of the grand and what he regarded

as impracticable plan for the city.

The Davy Burns cottage—so dear to the

capital's early historians—was pointed out

Looking westward (about 1870) from the Smithsonian Institution, showing the Washington Monument at the point where private capital

failed and the Government started to complete it. The most of the land under water beyond the Monument has been reclaimed. Tne

Lincoln Memorial is situated on reclaimed land about in the centre of the water area shown

to Washington tourists until the summer of 1895, when it was

demolished. Burns had a remarkably beautiful daughter,

Marcia. She became a belle of the embryo city, and gallants

picked their way over the marshes to the Burns cottage to woo
the heiress. She gave her hand to Major John Peter Van
Ness, a well-born New Yorker belonging to an old Dutch

family, who was a member of the first Congress that met in

Washington, but who lost his seat there through accepting a

position as major of militia of the District of Columbia in 1803.

Van Ness married Miss Burns and lived in the old cottage until the

completion of the Van Ness mansion, which after the death of

Davy Burns was built on what is now the site of the Pan-American

building. The Van Ness mansion for many years could be

seen southwest of the White House, and was not demolished

until 1903. Van Ness, who was one of the mayors of Washington,

and his wife inaugurated a series of social functions, the brilliancy

of which has never been equaled in Washington, even in later

days. For years it was one of the noted houses of the capital

and until the death of General Van Ness, in 1847 at the age of

seventy-seven, was the scene of hundreds of social events, attended

by presidents, statesmen, diplomats, prominent men, and handsome

women, who were entertained lavishly. Among the many
Washington legends is the one connected with the house of Van

View of the Capitol at Washington, about 1830, looking southeast from Pennsylvania Avenue
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year*. and gives a graph* illustration ot what nuiy be expected within the next lifly years

Ness th.it si\ headless horses gallop .irotuul the house 011 the

.inim crs.ir\ of tin* lit- noral's death.

Although the cornerstone ot the Capitol was laid in 1793, it was
not until 1S00 that the Government moved from Philadelphia to

Washington. I'hree months after the cornerstone laying, the

Commissioners made a contract with Robert Morris, financier of

the revolution, and James Ureenleaf for the sale of 6,000 lots at

the rate of £So a lot, payable in seven annual instalments. The

contractors were to erect twenty brick houses annually. They

failed to pa\ the instalments and soon the erection of the houses

contracted for « as discontinued.

President John \d.ims with his six Cabinet officers moved to

Washington in iSoo.and a packet sloopbrotight all the Government

furniture and archives from Philadelphia. In June, 191 8, when
the Emergency Kleet Commission moved its offices from Wash-
ington to Philadelphia, its archives, bulkier than those of the Adams
government, were moved in a fleet of army motor trucks from

Washington to that city, in much less time than it took to packet

the effects of the \d.tms government to Washington.

Oliver VVolcott, Jr.. who was Hamilton's successor as Secretary

of the Treasury, and one of the even half dozen Cabinet officers

who came here with Adams, w-rote home to his wife in 1800 this

description of Washington as seen through his spectacles:

A birdaeye vkw ot W ashington about 1820, looking from the Capitol terraces up Pennsylvania Avenue to the White House

"There appears to be a con-

fident expectation that this place

will soon exceed any city in the

woi Id. Mr. Thornton, one of the

Commissioners, spoke of if»o,ooo

people as a matter of course in a

few years. No stranger can be

here a day, and converse with the

proprietors, without conceiving

himself in the company of crazy

people. I heir ignorance of the

rest of the world, and their delu-

sions with respect to their own
prospects, are without parallel. I

had no conception till I came here

of the folly and infatuation of the

people who have directed'the set-

tlements. Though five times as

much money has been expended
as was necessary, and though the

private buildings are in number
sufficient for all who will have
occasion to reside here, yet there

is nothingconvenient and nothing

plenty but provisions. There is

no industry, society, or business.

With great trouble and expense
much mischief has been done which it will be almost impossible

to remedy."

John Adams was the first president to occupy the White House.
His wife Abigail wrote, in her bright and sparkling way, a letter

to her daughter in 1800 in which she described the infant city in

the forest and swamps. She and her husband came by stage coach
from Philadelphia and had lost their way in the woods. "Woods
are all you see," said Mrs. Adams, "from Baltimore until you
reach the city. No wood cutters or carters to be had at any rate.

We are now indebted to a Pennsylvania wagon to bring us,

through the first clerk in the Treasury office, one and a half cord of

wood, which is all we have for this house [the White House of to-

day], where twelve fires are constantly required. The vessel

which has my clothes and other matters has not arrived. The
ladies are impatient for a drawing room; I have no looking glasses

but dwarfs for this house, nor twentieth part lamps enough to

light it. My visitors—some of them—come three or four miles.

The return of one of them is the work of a day. Mrs. Otis, my
nearest neighbor, is at lodging almost half a mile from us. We
have not the least fence, yard or convenience without and the

great unfinished audience room I make a drying place to hang
my clothes."

"The great unfinished audience room" to which Mrs. Adams
referred as the place for drying the family

wash, was the East Room of the White House,

through which thousands of newcomers in

Washington have passed at presidential levees

and receptions, the same East Room into which

Andrew Jackson invited the crowd at his in-

augural in 1829. Concerning this latter scene

in the East Room, Judge Story, a bitter op-

ponent of Jackson, later wrote: "After the

ceremony was over the President went to

the palace to receive company, and there was

visited by immense crowds of all sorts of

people, from the highest and most polished,

down to the poorest and most vulgar in the

nation. I never saw such a mixture. The
reign of King Mob seemed triumphant. I

was glad to escape from the scene as soon as

possible." It was at this reception that Jack-

son served orange punch by the barrelful, and

when the mob made a rush for it, as soon as

the waiters opened the doors, the punch was

overturned, glasses smashed, fine garments

ruined and so great was the confusion that ice

cream— which had its American origin in

Washington's early levees— and wine for the
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The Capilol dome from the foot of Pennsylvania Avenue. The feeling of dignity and repose that comes of wide spaces and magnificent vistas

is Washington's in large measure

ladies could not be served until the tubs of punch were taken out to

be served on what is now the White House lawn. All this happened
on that famous March 4th of 1829, when at his first inaugural "Old
Hickory" read his address from the east portico of the Capitol.

The Capitol was finished in 1825, at a cost up to that time of

#3 ,000,000 and was re-

garded as the most im-

posing building in the

country. What existed

then was only the centre

of the present edifice and

the higher dome was not

added until the Civil

War. It was at the Jack-

son inaugural that origi-

nated the custom of hav-

ing the President take

the oath before the popu-

lace in front of the east

portico of the Capitol.

It was in this same
East Room that the re-

mains of the Cabinet

officers and others who
lost their lives in the ex-

plosion of the great gun

on the Princeton were

laid in state in February,

1 844, duringTyler's term.

The Princeton, com-
manded by Captain

Stockton, took 400 per-

sons, including President

Tyler, Cabinet officers,

and Congressmen, down
the Potomac to Fort

Washington for the trial

of a big gun which fired

a ball weighing 225

pounds. After a success-

ful firing of the gun it

was decided to fire a salute at

Fort Washington on the return.

The gun burst, and those killed

included Secretary of State

Upshur, Secretary of the Navy
Gilmer, Virgil Maxey who had

been our Minister to Holland,

Commander Beverly Kennon,
and others.

For some sixty - odd years

after the untimely death of Com-
mander Kennon in this early

naval gun test, his widow, who
was one of the finest grande

dames of Washington, lived in

Tudor Place, that most famous

of all the mansions in the west-

ern section of Washington,

which was formerly George-

town. She was Mrs. Brittania

Wellington Kennon, grand-

daughter of John Parke Custis

and his wife, Elizabeth Calvert,

who was*granddaughter of Lord

Baltimore. At the time of her

death she was the oldest living

descendant of Martha Washing-

ton and her onhy surviving re-

presentative in the third degree.

Mrs. Kennon was a sister

Martha Eliza Eleanor Peter

Martha Washington's first

grandchild, who died in 1800,

just nine months after the death

of George Washington, who taught her to walk. Those who visit

Mount Vernon may not know that immediately behind the sar-

cophagus of George Washington is a tiny coffin of a little girl who

died more than a hundred years ago, and that it contains the

remains of this little sister of Mrs. Kennon, who was living a
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The famous plan prepared by Pierre Chark; L'Enfant under the direction and supervision of President Washington and his Secretary of State, Thomas

Jefferson. This plan was enlarged by the Park Commission so as to adapt it to modem conditions, and forms the basic plan for the development of

the national capital. It is the progenitor of city planning in this country to-day, and the people of the United States are fortunate in the foresight

of their early executives in securing ^ logical plan thct hao Ijeen unimpeached throughout the years
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cntuiv later at historic Tudor Place. Mrs. Rennon was horn

here in 1S1; and had most vivid recollections of the visit of

Lafayette t<> her parents there in I S24. Tudor Place is one ol

he finest of the historical houses standing in Washington and is

illed with relics ol Washington and l.afavefte.

Mrs. Kennon was only one of the group of famous
lid ladies of the city who lived here until a few years

(go, watching the national capital passing them by and

preading out until the woods and marshes of which

jarly chroniclers complained were obliterated in the

lurch ot events, until the city had passed beyond its

[Id boundary, now marked by the twists and windings

|f Florida Vvenue, into the suburbs tow ard the Soldiers

Horr^. Chev> Chase and the country clubs, and Mount
• t. Ibans where the towering pinnacle of the great

lew cathedral is taking form to-day.

Another of these famous old ladies was Mrs. I.etitia

l yler Semple, the last surviving child of President Tyler

|y his first wife, who was mistress of the White House
br several months preceding the President's second

liarnage. to Julia Gardiner. Mrs. Semple, who died

Inly .1 decade ago. made her home for many years in

lie Louise Home, an institution established for the

•cnertt ot aged Southern gentlewomen by W. W. Cor-

(oran. a philanthropist-banker, and founder of the

Lorcoran Art Gallery. Among these fine old ladies who
jngered on the stage in Washington until a few years

Igo were women w ho had been associated with repre-

cntative people for four generations. They had a rich

and ot unchronicled information ;.bout noted persons.

>ne ot them recalled when General Winfield Scott re-

timed to \\ ashington, covered w ith glory from the

lezican campaign, to confront his political enemies at

ome. Another told how, when the dignified Lord

lyons, the British Minister, a bachelor, informed

President Lincoln of the prospective marriage of one
|t Queen Victoria's daughters, the diplomatic represen-

atrve of Great Britain was surprised by Lincoln's

ilemn reply: "Lord Lyons, go and do likewise."

The first inaugural in the mere hamlet which went
I nder the name of Washington in 1S01 was that of

efferson, who is wrongly credited with having made
riat famous horseback ride to the capital, a horseback
kory that has become almost as famous as those of

'aul Revere, Jack Gilpin, and Israel Putnam. Tradi-
jion has it that Jefferson made this ride on his bay
jorse Wildaire, but the story lacks the support of con-

temporary newspaper chronicles and has now been

kholly disproven by historians. The tale was repeated
o often in the century that followed Jefferson's inaug-

111 .it kiii. and populai belief in it as a truth became so fixed, that

many were unwilling to accept its denial. As a malfci of fact, ii

had its origin in the statement of the Lnglisli traveler, jolm

Davis, whose "Travels in America," published in 1X03, asserted

t!iat Jefferson "rode on horseback 10 the capital without a singh

guard or even servant in his train, dismounted without assistance,

and hitched his bridle to the palisades." Careful investigation

has shown that Jefferson lived within one square of the Capitol

grounds, and walked to the Capitol, accompanied by some senators

and representatives, who were his fellow boarders at Missis.

Conrad and McMunn's apartments. While Jefferson walked into

the presidency he rode out on horseback. At Madison's first

inauguration Jefferson rode from the president's house to the

Capitol to witness the inauguration of his own successor.

Spam, Fngland, and France are the only Powers of to-day

that had diplomatic representatives in the new capital. Under
the French consulate in 1K01 France sent Pinchon to the United

States as charge d'affaires, and he w as followed in 1X05 by General

I urreau, whom Napoleon sent to Washington as minister.

Fdw ard I hornton was the British charge d'affaires at Washington
in 1X00, and Anthony Merry succeeded him as British minister

in 1X03. American diplomatic intercourse began with Russia in

1X09, with Austria in 1838, with Germany in 1 87 1 , and with

Italy in 1 861 . ,

It appears that W ashington was a much talked of city among
foreigners and travelers, even during its first decade. Isaac Weld,

whose " Travels in North America" was published in 1X0X, wrote

that to be "under the necessity of going through a deep wood for

one or two miles, perhaps, in order to see a next door neighbor, and

The spacious mansion on the Arlington estate, where now is the National Cemetery, was built 115

years ago by young George Custis, the grandson of Mrs. Washington, and is to-day substantially as it

was when built
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in the same city, is a curious and I believe novel circumstance."

Speaking of the distrust of Washington's future, Weld said: "The
people who are opposed to the building of the city of Washington

maintain it can never become a town of importance, and that all

such as think to the contrary have been led astray by the repre-

sentation of a few enthusiastic persons." But Weld himself had

a vision of the present beauty and power of Washington when he

added his own opinion: "At a future day, if the affairs of the

United States go on as prosperously as they have done, it will be-

come the grand emporium of the West, and rival in magnitude

and splendor the cities of the Old World."

This volume and one by Lieutenant Harriott, another early

traveler, are in the Smithsonian Institution. They belonged to

John Smithson, with whose funds the Institution was founded,

and are believed to have had something to do with having influen-

ced him to select Washington as the seat of his bequest.

"Having seen and examined everything," said Lieutenant

Harriott in his "Travels," "and gained all the information I could

concerning this much talked of city, I sat down between the

President's house and the Capitol and entered the following in

my minute book as my opinion, viz: 'Should the public buildings

be completed and enterprising individuals risk considerably in

building houses; should the union of the states continue undis-

turbed; should Congress assemble for a number of years until the

national banks and other offices necessarily draw the moneyed
interest to it, the city of Washington in the course of a century

may form a focus of attraction to mercantile and trading people

sufficient to make a beautiful commercial city, deserving the

name of its founder; but I apprehend so many hazards as not to

be willing to venture any part ofmy property in the undertaking.'

"

Two decades later visitors wrote in the same strain. When
Lafayette visited America, after having lost most of his hereditary

fortune by the Reign of Terror, he came to Washington, made his

pilgrimage to the tomb at Mount Vernon, and after Congress had
voted him a grant of $200,000, sailed from Washington on Septem-

ber 7, 1825, in a frigate named in compliment to him the Brandy-

wine. Lafayette's secretary chronicled his impression of the city in

these words: "We were already half an hour within the limits of

the city without finding a single habitation. The plan of Washing-
ton is so gigantic that it will require a century for its completion. It

is only built up in the interval which separates the President's house

from the Capitol, and this space at present forms a moderate town."

The young capital was then a quarter of a century old and had a

population of 20,000. Fifteen years later L. Adolphe Aime Fourier

de Bacourt, French Minister to the United States in 1840, wrote

that Washington was "neither a city, nor a village, nor the coun-

try," but a "building yard placed in a desolate spot, wherein living

is unbearable." The present French diplomatic representative,

M. Jean J. Jusserand, who has been ambassador for sixteen years,

since 1902, has liked the American capital sufficiently to remain

long enough to become dean of the diplomatic corps, and to witness

the activities of Washington going at full speed in a war in which

America is meeting her debt to France for the service rendered by
Lafayette, Rochambeau, De Grasse, and L'Enfant. It is little to

be wondered that foreigners visiting the capital, as well as American
statesmen who failed to visualize the future greatness of the seat

of government,, should have been puzzled and perplexed. The
conception of the Federal city was as daring and original as its

ultimate execution has been remarkable and successful. Even so

good an American as Horace Greeley, when here after the inaugu-

ration of "Old Tippecanoe" Harrison in 1841, had this to say of

what he saw: "We have nothing now here in politics but large

and numerous swarms of office-holding locusts, sweeping on to

Washington daily; broken bank directors, swindling cashiers, etc.,

are in full cry for office, and even so humble a man as I am is run

down for letters, letters. Curse their nauseous impudence!"
The story of old-time, before-the-war Washington is that of its

famous old houses, as well as some of the finer new ones built in

the past quarter of a century, buildings that have housed its states-

men and diplomats, old and new, its ancient and modern clubs and

taverns, and the playhouses that have come and gone. There was

Carusi's where the inaugural balls for Jackson, Harrison, and Polk

were held, and old Harvey's, Hancock's, Shoemaker's, Mades's,

Chamberlain's, Gadsby's, the old Indian Queen, Willard's old hotel,

where men wined and dined, laughed or quarrelled, while history in

the making was paving the way for the position that the American

capital now occupies in its relation to the affairs of the world.

The rapid development of Washington under the impetus of the

present war, and the activities that will keep it busy for many a day

in the reconstruction period certain to follow the war, will crowd

more of these old buildings off the map, sending them the way of

old Newspaper Row, but they will live in memory with the rich

traditions of the past that have been woven around the first cen-

tury of the capital.

View of the Mall looking toward the Capitol, taken about 1860. It will be observed that the landscape designers of the earlier days, not bothered with the traffic problems of to-day, lair

out streets on the theory that "the longest way 'round is the shortest way home." The Park Commission of 1901 restudied these streets and areas, and their recommendations

solved the building and traffic problems resulting -from the city's tremendous expansion

have



The White Mouse front the north. Originally the south front was the main one, but under the comparatively recent renovation and remodeling, the front shown here is the main entrance

WASHINGTON of TO-DAY
By RICHARD V. OULAHAN

N THAT springtime soon after we entered the

great war—and Washington was never more
beautiful than then—Mr. Balfour, who had come
to us with messages of grateful appreciation

from his king and government, found something

so strange and unreal in the atmosphere of

America's capital that he was puzzled for days

in seeking the explanation. At last it came to him: he had been so

long in the drear, unlighted environment of war-worn London that

the hrightness, the illumination of Washington by night, made it

seem like no city he had ever visited before. He spoke of it in

wonderment, and drew from the contrast the nearness to tragedy

that one felt in the British metropolis, and in Paris, too.

Washington has changed since that sweet-smelling springtime

more than a year ago. but not as London has changed in the four

years of war. The brightness has been and is there morning,

afternoon, and evening, except when the inexorable Dr. Garfield de-

creed those coalless days with their lightless nights. It is a bright-

er, sprightlier Washington in its outward aspect, if brightness

and sprightliness come from increased activity, a more earnest

spirit, a throbbing energy strange to those who, a few short

months ago, found in its calm and orderly bearing a suggestion of

somnolence, attractive for the most part but occasionally irrita-

ting.

Yet the spell of war is on Washington, the spell of seriousness,

of constant reminder that the fate of the world is at stake, and that

the settlement depends upon America, of which Washington is

both heart and brain in these anxious days. Earnest men and

earnest women have come to their country's capital to take their

part in the great work of helping to win the war. The master

minds of finance, business, industry are centred there, each en-

gaged in doing its bit of planning for success in the stupendous

task that has been set to be accomplished. And with them have

cometensof thousands to toil in the ranks, to furnish that backbone

of labor so essential to carrying out the planning of the captains in

the great game.

For more than a hundred years Washington had gone along in

a peaceful, pleasant way, charmingly provincial in one sense,

almost pastoral in its setting and atmosphere. With the conclu-

sion of the Spanish War, America had become a world power, but
its capital took on none of the airs of a great centre of international

politics. It had grown more beautiful as the years went by,

beautiful in its physical aspect, and it had acquired a polish

and a poise that made it inviting to those of broad vision in

the world's affairs. Yet it retained much of its old quiet

stateliness, its homely attractiveness, its lack of convention,

which came from its Southern beginnings. "An overgrown
country village" it had been termed, and old residents rejoiced in

the designation.

Then came our entrance into the world conflict, displacing in

the local vernacular that well-recognized expression, "the wTar,

"

which had stood the test of more than fifty years. Washington had
known "the war" as something intimately and immediately

applicable to the capital city, and "the war" had left an impress

upon the community too deep to be effaced with the growth of its

boundaries, the erection of countless modern structures, the

acquisition of all the improvements in the way of public utilities

necessary to keep abreast the times, and the inpouring of the many
of younger generations from all sections of the land, to whom the

great civil struggle was a mere tradition. A growing interest in

the affairs of the nation had brought to Washington hundreds of

those who sought intellectual stimulus in the centralization of

political activity to be found there. Hundreds of others, backed

by the gold that opens many doors, found it essential to their

happiness to try a Washington season, and returned again and

again with the spell of the town upon them. The Roosevelts set

the scene, created the atmosphere, which attracted so many of

both means and earnest desire to learn more of how a nation's

33
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The south wing of the Capitol which shelters the House of Representatives. The northern

wing is the Senate's stronghold. Both are built of white marble

business is carried on, and to share, as participants or onlookers,

in the making of history.

In some degree the environment changed socially within a limi-

ted sphere, but in Washington, society and politics have not

mixed in the understanding of this application of the term. Your
cabinet officer does not drop in of an afternoon as a regular thing

to have a cup of tea in a lady's boudoir and discuss freely with
his hostess and her callers the particular matter that is for

the moment agitating the nation or the sisterhood of nations.

There is no political-social set whose men and women dine to-

gether frequently to exchange views as to this, that, or the other

public question or the future of some satellite of Rooseveltian

or Lloyd-Georgian possibilities.

It is true, of course, that those who are part and parcel of the

great world of political affairs mingle on many social occasions, and
it is equally true that some dinner parties take on an atmosphere
of higher thought and purpose, but the flavor of the salon is not

there as an actuality. Your great man who has won his way,
step by step, up the political ladder, is, as a rule, a hard worker,

absorbed in the duties of his office, and leaving to his women-
folk the amenities which are part of a capital's conventional

gregariousness. Perhaps his social education has been neglected;

he has been too busy in his political affairs to learn the funda-

mentals of the game. Statesmanship in America is not a pro-

fession or a vocation; our localized politics does not serve to

recognize marked ability in public affairs when it is found outside

a particular geographical political unit. So, in a broad sense,

the Washington career of an American statesmen is short lived;

if it is to be prolonged the statesman finds it more to his advan-

tage to keep in closer touch with his "district" than with the

society of his temporary residence.

Out of the war, however, the great war, has come a new society,

more intense, more earnest than the old—a society not purely

social and still not purely political. It could not be otherwise

with the inpouring of many men of many minds with their many
women, all anxious to do their bit, but not overlooking the

necessity for relaxation which the present peculiar human com-

plexity affords in an absorbing way. The newcomers of this class

differ from those of the traditional official population ofmore than a

hundred years in that the greater number of them have the means

to participate in the game, and they are unhampered by con-

siderations of political caution which statesmen and would-be

statesmen acquire from the belief, right or wrong, that too close

attention to "high society" is not approved by the folk back home,

the folk who have the votes.

1 1 III

View showing temporary Government building operations west of Seventeenth Street, and between the Lincoln Memorial and the Pan-American Union building. The vista from the

Washington Monument to the Lincoln Memorial is being preserved. The buildings on Government ground are to be razed after the war
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some of them drafted, hut must til' them Idled with a patriotic

desire to help out tin- nation in its time of peril. One finds them
cvcrvwheie \ widclv traveled anthoi remarked, on a visit to

Washington since uc intend the war: "It isn't necessary to

go to New ^» oik 01 Oncago to see tlte people you know; they're all

Iteie
"

Hie svar that is Vmctica's participation in the war came
stiddcnh to Washington, hurst upon it. as it were. Nearly three

veats ot ' watch mi; and stml\ mi; tin titanic conflict time thousand

miles awa\ found tlte capital unprepared for its regeneration.

I he great war had not touched Washington except in a political,

a spiritual w a\ , the outgrowth of that anxious and irritating period

when the servants of the Ml Highest o| (lermany were violating

tin established niles ot warfare and humanity on the high seas.

The capital had not shared in the prosperity that had come to

great itnlusttial centres of America, through the manufacture

and sale of products needed In those who have hecome our allies

in ttu prosecution of hostilities against the Teuton enemy. Wash-
ington as a production centre w as neghgthlc.

Then the town awoke, slowly at first, as is the habit of one

ng slumbering; hut once awake, very wide awake indeed. The
real awakening came with a rush. There had heen a hurrying

to the capital of men of affairs who came to offer their services or

who wete called for consultation by those in authority. That was

to he expected. It made little difference in the quiet serenity of

the cit\ C ongress must firsr lay the foundation upon which

the war machinery would be erected. Little by little the founda-

tion was constructed. The process was so general that progress

was hardly noticed. Then suddenly the machinery was in place,

and Washington became a seething, bubbling entity, rapidly

outgrowing the clothes that it had found so loose and comfortable

in the country village days.

The increase in population was apparent. The quiet streets,

that in certain hours of the day were free from jostling crowds, took

on the appearance at all times of intense human activity. The
hotels recovered from a period of depression and found that their

© Harris U Ewing

The President and hia Cabinet. Left to right, lower, are Secretaries Redfield, Lansing, Hous-

ton. McAdoo, and Burleson: upper, Secrecaries Daniels, Wilson, Baker, Gregory, and Lane

way led along the pleasant path of affluence. Restaurants did a

flourishing business, for patriotic fervor does not banish appetite.
" For Rent " signs disappeared from the fronts of vacant dwellings.

Apartments and boarding houses were filled to overflowing. The
rich and the poor concentrated in Washington, all on account of

the war, most of them to work, some to sell and reap.

1 The Mall, showing present conditions The intrusion of temporary buildings to meet war needs is easily recognized, but these are to be supplanted after the wax is won by permanent

structures for which the Congressional Public Buildings Commission already has rendered plans and reports
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Washington could not accommodate its new population. Men
of means, ready to pay handsomely for hotel rooms, were turned'
away because there was no space for them. Others, called to

accept clerical positions under the Government, found even
greater difficulty in obtaining habitat within their meagre means.
The Union Station became a human beehive, with myriads of

people arriving by every train, and myriads more, through with
their business with the Government's war agencies, seeking to get

away from the hectic atmosphere of the town. But the Union
Station was a boon to many who found it a resting place after

long and fatiguing effort to obtain sleeping quarters elsewhere.

At least a hundred people at a time have spent the night there on
occasions when a bed in a hotel was not to be had for love or money.
Of course there was profiteering, not general by any means, but

sufficient to attract attention and arouse indignation. Some of

it was born of pure greed and avarice, much of opportunity that

came from tempting offers made by those who had the means to

gratify their desire for comfortable surroundings while doing

their bit for Uncle Sam. Furnished apartments were greatest in

demand, and hundreds were sublet at prices three, four, and
five times the basic rentals. People with large houses found

themselves unable to resist the proffers of big money that came
through active agents of rich men called to war service in the

nation's capital. Cases came to light where rents were raised so

A winter night

idyl—the main en-

trance to the White
House

Kilsey & Cret, architect!

The Pan-American Union building is a gem of the first order in the architectural embellishment of Washington. An interior

patio with its tropical plants and birds creates an atmosphere peculiarly fitting to the purposes of the structure

Vista through the

Treasury columns,

showing the Wash-
ington Monument
in the distance

enormously as to show the basest profiteering spirit, and some
of these were aired in Congress in support of legislative measures

to put an end to abuses of this character. Many of those from dis-

tant towns who accepted clerical positions under the Government,

at salaries which suggested affluence, found their new means all

too small for the overgrown capital, and resigned their jobs in

disgust.

Part of the troubles and injustices in this regard was due to

the Government itself. It had made no adequate provision

for housing the great army of officials and clerks called to Washing-

ton by the tremendous increase in governmental work due to the

war. At least one hotel and a number of apartment houses and

private residences were taken over by the Government for office

purposes. While a hard customer in other things, Uncle Sam is

an excellent tenant, with the ability to pay

prices for accommodating his workers far

beyond the means to be afforded by private

persons. The Government sought official

habitat in practically every portion of the

town—private office buildings, hotels, apart-

ment houses, residences, abandoned struc-

tures.

Washington was astonished when the figures

of a special census taken in November, 1917?

were published. The normal population when

the war period began was something more

than 360,000. There had been a police

census in November, 191 5, and this was the

basis for comparison with the special census

figures. As a political and municipal unit,

Washington is the District of Columbia,

comprising that portion of the original

"hundred miles square" ceded to the Federal

Government by the State of Maryland, now

embracing about sixty-four square miles,

and the population figures were for that area

with its capital city and the suburban vil-

lages. It had been estimated that the in-

crease in population due to the war ranged
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(from 50,000 to 75,000, but when the census figures were compiled

[Ithey showed an increase of less than 40,000.

There was something wrong. Everybody felt that. The

I
perceptible growth in the crowds in the streets, the lack of accom-

Imodations for the newcomers, the incoming thousands at the

(Union Station, the inability of the Government to find room for

its new army of officials and clerks, the overcrowded street cars,

l the congestion of traffic, the long lines of parked automobiles,

(many bearing license tags of near-by and far-away states—every-

thing went to show that 40.000 or thereabouts was a mere drop

lin the bucketful of new residents. But the mystery has not been

1 cleared. Perhaps the solution is to be found in the great number of

I ephemeral visitors called to the capital on war business, the

I
unrecorded thousands of soldiers located in the new camps near

the city, the many who were forced to seek

accommodations in near-by suburbs of Mary-
land and \ irginia, all of whom add to the

human congestion of the streets without find-

i ing a place in the census returns.

That was in the year when we went to

(war. Since then the population has con-

tinued to grow. The Government estimated

1 that it would require 30,000 additional work-

ers in its departments in Washington for the

• first six months of 1918. Tardily, as is the

I
way with deliberative democracies, it made
its plans for housing the new arrivals within

the gates of its capital. It is erecting great

t temporary habitations on public reservations

I
for lodging Government employees. Ten

! million dollars has been allotted for this pur-

pose, and it probably will not be a whit too

1 much to provide the necessary accommoda-
tions.

A new city has already grown up around

! the old in the scores of office buildings erected
' for the purposes of the war—temporary

structures, most of them, of two and three

stories, quickly put together and crowded

with humans before they were finished. They stretch in bat-

talions along streets that a year ago were obscure and practi-

cally vacant of houses. Broad, unoccupied spaces owned by the

Government or, when of private ownership, remote from the trend

of eccentric business expansion and hence commercially unprofit-

able, have been utilized for providing working quarters for

thousands of those engaged in the new activities grown out
of the war. It was a matter of dire necessity to erect them.
All available structures suitable for offices had been occupied
by Government agencies before the new construction was
begun. Some of the new departments of Government were
obliged to put a division here and a division there in widely

scattered localities. One war activity occupied twenty-four
different buildings. The Emergency Fleet Corporation found it

convenient—for lack of centralized accommodation, among other

reasons—to move its headquarters to Philadelphia. In a few
months the new city has sprung up, clinging to the skirts of the old.

Here in this new city may be found many of the great captains

of finance, industry, and business, who have been called into

their country's service. The Food Administration, the Fuel

Administration, the War Industries Board, with Hoover, Garfield,

Baruch, and the notable men who are assisting them in the great

game of backing up the fighting legions in winning the war, are

spending busy days and nights in these human beehives, where the

Sheep feeding in the shadow of Washington Monument. In this the second year of our participation in the war, sheep

raising is beginning to come into its own. Even the White House lawn has its flock
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The Bureau of Engraving and Printing, where Government money and stamps are printed, is a new building along lines approved by the National Commission of Fine Arts

clicking of batteries of typewriters sounds the live-long day. The
members of the cabinet cling to their offices in the permanent

buildings which the Government occupies, all of them within

"^comparatively short distance of the White House, where the

cabinet goes twice a week for regular consultations with the

President. Elsewhere are the official habitats of other war-born

administrative energies—the Shipping Board, the Aircraft Board,

the War Trade Board, the Alien Property Custodian, the Rail-

road Administration, the War Council of the American Red Cross,

the Division of Military and Naval Insurance of the War-Risk
Insurance Bureau, the Provost Marshal General, each in what-

ever nooks and crannies are available. The great captains of

business are there, working on jobs bigger than they ever tackled

before, taking the post-graduate course in the university of a

nation, and learning and achieving that the nation may live.

A certain Washington street of the character usually described

as quiet, through which I have walked frequently in our year

and more of war, is lined by a double row of tall, many-branched

maples whose foliage is restful and pleasing to the eye. A year

ago, in the particular section of this street where the foliage of the

trees is thickest, it was an inspiration to pass along from one

corner to another, the length of the block. The wide-spreading

branches almost touched over the centre of the roadway. The
houses, residences for the most part of the period of from fifty to

sixty years ago, were resplendent in their showing of national

standards—flags of many hues, our own Stars and Stripes flanked

by the tri-color of France, the Union Jack, and the royal ensign of

Italy. Nearly every house displayed one or another or all of these

symbols of patriotism. It was apparent that in this quiet street

the love for country was uppermost, along with regard for the

nations which were fighting with us in the great struggle to make
the world a safe place in which to live.

That was a year ago. We were early in the war. Patriotic

zeal sought a vent. To-day there is less display of national

standards from these old-time houses along the quiet street. The
town is busy. It forgets outward show of sentiment in its earnest

endeavor to win the war. The wide-spreading branches with

their thick foliage are there, as beautifully restful as before, but

the whole aspect of the street is changed. On one corner stands

the square, red-brick mansion of a former mayor of Washington

—

for back in the past Washington had its mayors and its councils and

a local politics. A staff section of the Army has taken over the

former residence of His Honor, and it hums with industry—war
industry. Farther along, a sign tacked to the stuccoed front of

another old-time residence announces that an organization for

war labor employment is quartered within. Near by, a digni-

fied dwelling in which "quality" lived has been turned into a

luncheon club conducted by the Food Administration for the

benefit of war workers. One of the activities of the Red Cross

has another dwelling. Officers of the Army and the Navy, in

uniform, walk along the shaded sidewalks. Snappy-looking

marine orderlies march past briskly on their rounds. Motor cars

with military officers inside dash beneath the arched branches.

A French officer in horizon blue, with a pretty girl clinging to his

arm, enters one of the houses. A group of young Italian aviators

engage in an animated discussion as they hurry by.

At the corner, where one turns toward a centre of war activity, a

group of naval officers in their summer uniforms of white duck

saunter toward their club for a bite of luncheon, Two British

Tommies, orderlies at one or another of their government's several

1

.

The Senate office build-

ing opposite which stands

a similar building for the

use of Representatives

© Ernest L. Crandall

South portico of the White

House, in front of which public

band concerts were held on Sat-

urday afternoons before the war
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militan offices in Washington! give tli.it quick salute of His

Majesty's service. An officer of the Royal Navy, passing in

wli.it is known vulgarly .is a low-neck hack, waves a hand to the

American group, gets waves in return, directs the driver to stop

rhe vehicle, and engages in conversation with his naval friends.

I'hi \ are evidently on good terms.

A short walk hrings one to Lafayette Square. Here, where the

high and miglirv have dwelt since the d.i\s when the town and the

nation were young, the husiness of the war has intervened. The
square mansion at one corner, whence the gallant Decatur went

on a winter's morning to get his death wound on the dueling-Held

at Hladenshurg. has neighhors now which hum with husiness of

the war. Several of these past ahodes of fashion hear signs

ahove their doorways announcing that they are occupied by

various branches of the Committee on Public Information. On
the street that bounds the square on the north is the home that was

Gideon Welles's when he served in Lincoln's cabinet, and before

that, the residence of Slidell o( the Trent affair. Now it is

occupied b) .1 branch of the aircraft service. Farther along, on

the corner where the famous Arlington Hotel stood, workmen are

engaged in the feverish erection of a great steel-girdered structure

many stories high, that is to accommodate overgrown bureaus of

the crowded Treasury. Everywhere it is the war. Across the square

is the Treasury itself, its classic dignity appearing strangely out of

place in its surroundings of modern activity. A temporary wooden
building used in connection with war construction work takes up
half the broad thoroughfare of Pennsylvania Avenue. A great

hole is dug in the midst of the Treasury's sunken lawn, the begin-

Ihr s.n il, .hkI House nf KrprcHrnl ,ih vi s oilie r l.uildmgs, luivr Ix c n suliorclinaled in architecture lo I he Capitol

nings of a tunnel leading beneath the Avenue to another great

hole, excavated foi the foundation! "I the Treasury Annex to

be erected next to the theatre occupying the site of that old red

dwelling where Seward was attacked by an assassin, and where
Blami d ed.

I here is the noise of hammers and steam shovels everywhere.

Pennsylvania Avenue, from the Treasury, past the White House
to the building that sheltered the Departments of State, War, and
Navy before the war compelled them to overflow into whatever
accommodations might be found, is crowded with hurrying

thousands of soldier- sailors, marines, civilians, all engaged upon
this business of war. The White House grounds, once a public

thoroughfare, are no longer open. Their gates are guarded by
policemen by day and soldiers by night. Every passer-by seems
to be anxious to reach his destination in the least possible time.

It is not like the old days when Washingtonians strolled along

saunteringly, when one was not jostled by alert young men and
women. In crossing at a street corner one seeks the protection

of the traffic policeman, the vehicles come so thickly.

But it is so everywhere in Washington. The "overgrown
country village" is alive with activity. Every day is like the

firemen's parade day in other country villages in the apparent

congestion of population and the general spirit of "something

doing." The streets are thronged. Motor cars are parked

thickly. The great, broad avenues are seemingly too narrow for

the uses to which they are being put. The street railway systems

have been unable to handle the situation with satisfaction to

themselves and their patrons.

There was a time, not so many years gone, when the street cars

would stop in the middle of a block to take on passengers. Such

was the accommodating disposition of those days. Conditions

in Washington have changed so completely since America entered

Looking along the south front of
the new National Museum building,

located on the Mall in accordance
•hh the Park Commission plans

Department of Agricul-

ture, laboratories A and

B. The central adminis-

tration part is to be added
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the war that the local public service authorities felt obliged to

adopt the non-stop system for street cars. Under this, cars do

not stop at every street corner as heretofore but only at certain

designated places. The crowds seeking to board the cars became

so great in the more congested centres that there was danger for

them from passing automobiles. Washington streets are broad

and one must be quick and nimble to gauge a dash from the side-

walk to the car track just in time to reach the car as it stops. So

the crowds gathered in the roadways alongside the tracks and

obtained heart and limb exercise dodging the automobiles. To
overcome the danger, long platforms, a foot of so high, have been

erected, parallel to the tracks at many or the "stop" corners, and

on these islands of safety the street car patrons wait in security.

The theatres and moving picture houses are crowded, the hotel

lobbies are crowded, the streets are crowded. There is an ani-

mation that suggests a holiday. But Washington is no holiday

town. However devoted it may have been in the past to getting

its share of enjoyment, there is a deep seriousness pervading the

capital's atmosphere in these days. The town and its life centre

around the war, perhaps more so than in any other large Ameri-
can city. Washington thinks and breathes the war, at least

in those circles that comprise the great bulk of the population.

There is a new and strange stimulation. The determination to

win is in the very air.

Ready for one of the "Allied rides." From left t6 right: Captain de Courtivron (with the French Commission), Lieutenant L. Ames Brown,
Mrs. Thomas F. I.ogan, Mr. Joseph Davies. Major Aheam, Mr. Charles Richardson, Miss Marie Sims, and Colonel George Downey, U. S. A.

WASHINGTON'S COUNTRY LIFE
By HOBART BROOKS

large number
golf enthusiasts to

reach the first tee at

this early hour. The
President rises be-

fore seven and has

had a vigorous
course of calisthen-

ics and a hearty

breakfast before he

appears on the links

at eight. This

hearty breakfast

may be generally in

vogue, but calis-

thenics about seven

a. M. will probably

remain the habit of

a small minority.

The President
usually plays golf

with Admiral Gray-
son, his physician.

T IS generally true that the habits of those high in

office set the fashion in country living as in other

things. There is, however, one notable exception

to this rule in Washington at present. The
President has a habit of appearing on the golf

links about eight o'clock in the morning. Even the

Presidential example is not enough to incite any
of

Diversion at the Montgomery Country Club, in the Bradley Hills, not far from Chevy Chase

Both are good golfers and both play hard to win, so that there

is keen competition as well as good exercise. These early hours on

the golf course have much to do with keeping the President in

excellent physical condition.

While golf is the President's chief sport, he seeks other oppor-

tunities to get out in the country. He likes to get away from

the beaten paths and main highways, and there is hardly a

negotiable road

'round about Wash-
ington that he and

Mrs. Wilson have

not explored. At

times he and Ad-

miral Grayson
tramp the woods, a

five-mile hike being

much to the Presi-

dent's liking. He

and Mrs. Wilson are

also both fond of

riding, and their

mounts are fre-

quently seen on the

fascinating bridle

paths out toward

picturesque Carlton

Lodge.

Ridinghas always

been popular in

Washington, which



The» •Oks Im. iMinM.iHij ol Washington, looking southeast sliows how the Washington Monument towers, sentinel-like, above the city. It is a little over 555 feet high, and is visible from the Blue
Nidge Mountains, more than forty miles away

is not surprising in a City situated between two such centres of inter- muddy roads. In recent times, before this war brought a little

est in horses .is M.ir\ land and Virginia. This year there has been of every part of the United States to the capital, the most exciting

an added impetus given by the so-called" Allied rides." Mr. Wil- thing, and therefore the most invigorating, that had happened to

liam Phelps Eno, as president of the Riding and Hunt Club, inaugU- the city was the administration of Colonel Roosevelt. And his

rated these rides on Tuesday evenings especially for officers of the inspiration was particularly in the direction of country life,

allied armies stationed in Washington, who wish to ride. Those Many an army officer comfortably along in years, who had for-

who do not have mounts .ire furnished them by the Club. As saken the saddle for the office chair, was stirred from his comfort by
spring came, the evening rides were turned into afternoon rides, the President's ruthless order that no man was fitted to command
with a special hostess for each one, who received the riders either troops in the field who did not have the stamina to ride a certain

at her oh n home, at one of the country clubs, or at Carleton bodge, number of miles in two consecutive days. And the strenuous

the summer quarters of the Riding Club. President demonstrated the reasonableness of his order by meet-

\\ ashington's country life, like everything else in the city, thrives ing the test himself. His other chief outdoor recreation was ten-

in times of national excitement. It took the Civil War to raise nis, and the White House courts were in constant use.

the national capital into a city, from a village of interminable One noticeable evidence of the growth of outdoor activities in

The President's favorite bridle path through Rock Creek Park on the way to Carleto.i Lodge. Washington abounds in such beautiful places, and they are being made more and more

available to the people
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Friendship, the suburban home of Edward Beale McLean

point in the focal city of

theworld,is a pretty good
country estate in itself.

It is true that trolleys do
run in front of it, along

an asphalted street, and

that it is flanked on either

side by Government
office buildings, but on

the other hand it is sur-

rounded by some seventy-

five acres of land, and the

main view south toward

the river is nearly as

free from the disfigure-

ments that make up a

city as it was when the

White House was first

built—and at that time

General Washington's

residence at Mount Ver-

non was almost as much
of a town as the city that

wa§ named after him.

But admitting that the

business and residence

sections must be classed

as city, although of a

pleasantly modified vari-

ety, it is only a short dis-

Washington is the increase in the number of

country clubs around the city. But a few years

back there were only two. Now there are nine,

and all prosperous. Man has two conflicting long-

ings—his primal thirst for life in the open, and the

hunger of the man of culture for the quickening

communion of the city. Washington, more than

almost any other city in the United States, com-
bines the two conditions. The city itself has a

country aspect. There are only three or four

streets that are not lined with large trees that

would be a source of pride to any "garden city"

thirty miles out from New York or Chicago; and

in his city yard in Washington Mr. Frank Chap-
man, the ornithologist, has reported hearing more
different kinds of birds in an evening, under the

daylight saving plan, than an ordinary man will

hear in three weeks in the woods.

The White House, which is now the central

Photograph by Harris & Ewmg
The new nome of John Hays Hammond on the banks of Rock Creek

Carleton Lodge, the summer quarters of the Washington Riding and Hunt Club
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l.rss til jii thtee miles horn

tin- W hitc I I0UM1 tin e\

ample, is \\ oodlc\ . w hen

Mi. Cleveland used to

spend the spring and (.ill

months when he w.is

president, .1 nil which is

now the home of Mr.
\\ ilium Phillips, the Kirst

Assist .nit Sri 1 i t .11 \ ol

State. I nuking out from

\Yooille\ . the \ lew is .is

country-like as if it were

in the heart ol Mai \ I.mil,

exeept that in the fat dis-

tance there arises the ma-
les t u sh.itt ol the Wash-
ington Monument. Real

counm lite is as near the

heart ot W ashington as

this.

Nevt to Wooille\ is

Grasslands, w h i c h in

Cleveland's time was the

home of his Secretary of

the Navy, Mr. William Wake-held Manor House in Kappiihannock County,Virginia, thecountry home of the Commandant of the U.S. Marine Corps, Major-General George Barnctt

C. Whitney, and wnich has since become the

Grasslands Country Club. As is natural in a

community that loves the outdoors as much as

does Washington, country clubs play a large part

in the scheme of things. Among them there is

always, first and foremost, Chevy Chase. The
picturesque old red farmhouse of ten years ago has

been superseded by a very imposing stone club

house, and the membership has grown to such pro-

portions that the service flag which testifies to the

patriotism of the club has 700 stars on it. Just

as the political character of Washington gives the

city a different atmosphere from that of any other

place in the United States, so the atmosphere of

the city imparts to Chevy Chase a different atmos-
phere from that existing in the country clubs else-

where in the United States. Nowhere else are

generals, judges, and ambassadors so common as

to cause no comment, and one is more apt to see
Lily pond in the Charles J. Bell garden at Twin Oaks, on picturesque Woodley Lane

Chevy Chase, one of the most fashionable country clubs in Washington. Note the stars in the service flag
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In the Woods is the well-chosen name of the country home of Mr. and Mrs. David Fairchild

a cabinet member than a banker, which is not

the rule in out of town clubs the country over, by
any means.

In the Bradley Hills not far from Chevy Chase
is the Montgomery Country Club. In this same
general section is the Columbia Country Club,

while across the Potomac the Washington Golf

and Country Club boasts one of the most inter-

esting mountainous golf courses to be met with

anywhere.

Chevy Chase is about seven miles from the

centre of the city, and about this same distance

out, in what might be called the country club

area, there are growing up various little commun-
ities which could be called suburban in that the

houses are set in neighborly fashion, but which

are pretty much real country in that the com-
munities are small and entirely surrounded with

woods and fields.

One of the most secluded and charming of the

country homes beyond Chevy Chase is In the

Woods, owned by Mr. David Fairchild, which for

two years after his coming to Washington was the

home of Secretary of War Baker. In the Rock

Creek section, not far from the Connecticut

Avenue Bridge, is the John Hays Ham-
mond home; and in the outskirts of Rock
Creek Park, on quaint Klingle Road,
Causeway, the sequestered home of Mr.
James H. Parmelee is one of the few places

left which still maintains a deer park.

Outside the country club area and the

country communities, lies the territory of

the large estates both up and down the Po-

tomac and stretching into Maryland and
Virginia as well, for a good portion of these

neighboring states get the inspiration of

their country life from the capital. The
Potomac south of Washington is, in most
people's minds, a scene of purely historical

interest. This is, of course, on account of

Mount Vernon. But there is another side

to this country. Washington and his

neighbors made the lower Potomac the

centre of country life in America in their

day. The memory of that life, which fell

A polo game in progress at Potomac Park. Before we entered the war, when sports were

more in evidence than now, the casually passing motorist could often witness a hotly con-

tested game here

Cabinet and Congress members at early morning exercise in Potomac Park

somewhat into decay at one time, is experiencing a revival at

present.

Let us take one house as an example. In the times that tried

men's souls, Gunston Hall belonged to George Mason. He has

not maintained the reputation with historians that he had with

his neighbors, for although we hear comparatively little of him now,

he was one of the leading men of Virginia, with Madison, Jefferson,

and Washington, and was particularly valued as a counselor and

friend by the first president. In the days of its founder, then,

Gunston Hall was accustomed to hear the weightiest matters of

state discussed within its walls, by people in a position to make
their wordscount. But it did not keep up its high estate, and with

the passing away of the Masons, Gunston fell a good deal into dis-

repair. Moreover, the dignity of the old house as George Mason
built it in 1758 was very considerably damaged by later "improve-

ments." It seemed to be faced with a disintegration of structure

and lapse of character. The outlook was very bad, and then

came the beginning of the resurrection. A Chicago family started

it on its upward journey. Then it came into the possession of

Paul Kester, the author and playwright. He restored Gunston

to its original simplicity, removing a modern wing which had a bay

window at one end, and taking off" a double-decked cupola which

had settled with questionable effect on the roof of the old house.

Now Gunston belongs to Mr. Lewis Hertle, and the days of the

automobile and easy transportation have brought it into the life

of the capital, so that again affairs of state are discussed within
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still contributing very vitally to the life of the

capital, are two very remarkable districts where
country life has flourished consistently without

the relapse which overtook the land along the

Potomac. These communities are not dependent

on any city for their existence. Neither the

enervating effects of peace nor the excitement and

destruction of war has been able to dampen the

spirit of the Green Spring Valley, in Maryland,

nor to prevent the hounds or the hunters of

Loudon County, Virginia, from following the

fox. In this war, as in the Civil War, there may
be a temporary interruption in this ancient sport

while the men are at the front, and their wives

and daughters doing their part elsewhere, but

the Hunts will revive again, for they are as in-

digenous to the country as the people themselves

and their love of good horses.

From the embankment half a mile from the

White House, where before we entered the war
the casually passing motorist could often watch

a polo game, through the fascinating bridle paths

of Rock Creek Park that lead from the heart of

the city out beyond Chevy Chase, around the
The Columbia Country Club, only a short distance from Chevy Chase, has a splendid golf course

again in shape for any visiting statesmen to set therein new
standards for the world.

Another of the old estates, and one of the most beautiful, is

the summer home of the Commandant of the Marine Corps,

Major-General and Mrs. George Barnett, down in Rappahan-

nock County, Virginia, about nine miles from Front Royal, right

up in the mountains. It is Wakefield Manor House, the home
of the Gordons of Maryland and Virginia, an original grant

from King George to Huntley Gordon, which has descended to

a Gordon ever since.

Of course, all the estates around Washington are not the resur-

rected houses of the fathers of the republic, but there are enough of

them to give to the country life around the capital a very appro-

priate and unique flavor. Woodlawn, once the home ofNellie Custis,

is the spring and autumn home of Miss Elizabeth Sharp of Boston.

Mt. Eagle, the second house of the Fairfaxes on the Potomac,

built just after the Revolution, is now in the hands of Mr. Francis

Connolly of Washington. Friendship, the home of Mr. Edward

Beale McLean, retains the old-fashioned simplicity of a typical

Southern country home. Twin Oaks, the home of the C. J. Bells

on picturesque Woodley Lane, is another of the places identified

with a former generation. And so the list goes. The revival

of these old estates and the building of the many new ones that

have sprung up in the last few years have given the country sur- fW^^Wr^
rounding \\ ashington a new life. has been reclaimed merely as an incident to channel improvement, and without direct expen-

A little further from the citv than most of these estates, but diture for that purpose
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Historic Gunston Hall, the Colonial home of Washington's friend, George Mason, which has been relieved of its questionable "improvements," and stands forth once more in its

original simplicity and beauty. It is now owned by Mr. Lewis Hertle

various country clubs, up and down the Potomac, and into open who has not at least tasted a little of this life, just as no
Maryland and into Virginia as far as the beautiful Blue Ridge, one can know American cities who has not stayed, for a little

the country life of Washington extends, with a flavor all its time at least, in New Orleans and San Francisco as well as in

own, and no one can know Americans and their life in the Chicago and New York.

The WASHINGTON of the FUTURE
By ARTHUR BARTLETT MAURICE

ICTURING the New York or the Boston, the

London or the Paris, the Vienna or the San

Francisco, of the future, is a pleasant venture

into the realm of conjecture. Fancy is un-

trammeled. Imagination may run riot along

avenues of magnificent proportions; buildings

may be tossed a hundred stories into the air;

rivers may be spanned by bridges of vast dimensions and striking

beauty; all kinds of "stately pleasure domes" may be decreed

in the manner of Kubla Khan of Coleridge's broken dream. For,

after all, it is conjecture and nothing more. But the Washington
of the future is not only a vision but a promise. The number
of years to come before we are to see that promise realized is

problematical. But for the dawn of the vision we turn back 128

years to the lusty infancy of the Republic.

Day after day, in the spring and summer of 1790, over a stretch

of marshy land along the Potomac two men trudged. When a

slight eminence was found they paused to study the outlines of

the surrounding country unmarked by human habitation of any
kind. Theirs were eyes trained for the work in hand. One of

the men had been in his youth a surveyor in Virginia. Later he

became the commander-in-chief of the Continental armies, and

then the nation's first president. Washington's companion was
Major Pierre Charles L'Enfant, a French engineer, who had come
to America in 1777, and served in the War of the Revolution under

Count d'Estaing, had rebuilt the New York City Hall, had erec-

ted on the Philadelphia house of Robert Morris the first mansard
roof ever seen on this side of the Atlantic, and had been selected

by Washington and his Secretary of State, Thomas Jefferson, as

the man to plan the nation's capital to be.

During the Revolution the United States had had six capitals,

one after another. When the war was over, New York was the

seat of government. Then a furious debate began as to the place

for the permanent capital. New York, having the honor, wanted

to hold it. Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, and Virginia

all coveted it. In the course of the long argument twenty-four

sites were suggested. The House passed a bill selecting Penn-

sylvania. The Senate, on account of the opposition of the South-

ern members, led by Madison, who was supposed to express the

views held by President Washington, defeated the bill. The
result was a compromise. The strip of land on the eastern or

northeastern bank of the Potomac, designated on July 16, 1790,

was between two of the states of the original thirteen. There,

from nothing, was to spring up the capital of the future.

"I want a city that will hold 800,000 people," Washington told

L'Enfant. The population of the entire nation was then less than

four million. At first there was grave danger of a false and fatal

step. The plan of Major L'Enfant was not the original plan of

the capital, but an afterthought superimposed upon it. There

were the first commissioners of the District, honest and well-

meaning men. Of his city Emerson once said: "They say the

cows laid out Boston, and there are worse surveyors." The
Washington commissioners were not wise enough to leave the

matter to the cows. Rather they followed the method of the

New York Commission of 1807, of which the story is told, that,

at the beginning of their labors, when they were discussing a street

system, one of them laid a mason's sand-sieve upon the map of

the island and triumphantly inquired: "What do you want

better than that?" On the map of the swamp land along the

Potomac they laid the gridiron, and for a moment Washington

seemed destined to be a reticulation of squares and oblongs.

Some of the squares and oblongs differed in size and shape from

others, but that was all. Then L'Enfant came and planned with

amazing vision.

Both Washington and Jefferson were familiar with the stately

art of landscape architecture that had been brought oversea by

royal governors and wealthy planters. Jefferson, from his library,

sent to L'Enfant plans on a large and accurate scale of many of the

cities of Europe: Paris, Milan, Orleans, Amsterdam, Frankfort,

Turin, Strasburg, and Carlsruhe. With the work of the great

Lenotre, L'Enfant was already familiar. He tramped through the

woods and marshes, weighing the advantages of this site and that

as a place for a great edifice of the future. He held ever in mind

that he was not merely providing for a human hive, but planning
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foi i . ipit.il >>l wliiili tin p.uts should In- i c|, it c(| .mil intct-

J, i>.
n.l<m \nd when the preliminan work was done, he super-

pgwd upon the gridiron of the commissioners his own scheme,
which « . in tin- .(limitation ol his time, the model w Inch the Com-
mission of I to years later found impossihle to improve, and which,

when ultimate!) carried out, will make the wonder city of the

future.

As Shakespeate planned his greatest tragedies, 1,'Knfant planned
Ins ui\ In great ait thete is repose, simplicity, dignity. There

wi ic in immediate project two edifices ahont w Inch the city was to

|fOW, v me w .is the Capitol, at In st know n as the Confess 1 1 on sc.

and the other the residence that w.is to he the home of the chief

executive. Kinding the eminence upon which to place the Cap-
itol the most commanding ground the district contained and
the centte of such a radiation of streets that, in the scheme, sixteen

vist.iv converged upon it and wire closed by it I/F.nfant con-

ceiveil Ins in.on axis, which, in the form of a Clrand Avenue, was
to sweep snpethlv to a fat-oil point on the hanks of the Potomac.

Crossing the main axis at right angles was to he the secondary
axis, heginning at the president's house, and carrying to another

point on the hank of the winding river. Looking over the swamps
and woodland along the line of the main axis of his imagination,

he saw .it its end the great monument that was to halancc the Cap-
itol. He saw. at the spot where the axes crossed, another great

Monument. He saw, at the river end of the secondary axis, the

monument that was to halance the chief executive's residence.

Thus there were three s\ stems with three centres, the centres

heing the capitol, the president's house, and the focus furnished hy
the establishment, due west a mile and a half from the Capital

and due south a mile from the president's house, of the site for

the W ashington Monument, voted eight years before by the

Continental Congress, and then expected to consist of an "eques-

trian statue." Running diagonally from the open space in front

of the Capitol, and balancing each other, were to be the broad

thoroughfares that later became Pennsylvania and Maryland
Avenues.

Major L'Enfant had the attributes of greatness. Also he had
some ot its drawbacks. He and Washington were not always of

a mind, and the latter deplored on paper that men of artistic

genius should almost invariably be "of an untoward disposition."

Later others found it our. I/Knfant was ever in a hotbed of tur-

tnoil. lb became more and more irritable with the years, fin-

ally the execution of the scheme that he had planned was taken

Irotn him and placed in the hands of Major I'.llicotr. Thereafter,

t<> the day of his death, he was a man with a grievance. He
haunted the Capitol, protesting his wrongs. He spurned the

pension voted to him by Congress, and subsisted somehow on the

bounty extended by sympathetic strangers. Mut after all these

years, the personality of the man matters little. What counts is

that he did his work so well that it has stood the test of time, and
the work of the Commission of 1901 was mainly to vindicate it.

For seventy years, from 1X30 to 1900, L'Enfant's plan was
forgotten. Yet, imperceptibly these years were at work in the

molding of the city that is to be. Washington, to an extent be-

yond all other world capitals, is the result of the impetus given by
successive wars. In a sense it was born of the War of the Revo-
lution. For the next twenty years the minority in Congress

fought to remove the capital elsewhere, and Washington owes its

final victory and permanence to the War of 1812, when Congress

was forced to choose between removal and rebuilding. Washing-
ton remained the capital, but it stagnated. No one pretended

that it was a real city. It was more like an annual circus, and
everyone who could folded his tent and migrated for the summer.
Then came the Civil War, from which Washington emerged with

new energy and civic pride. Thanks to Alexander R. Shepherd,

who reaped the ingratitude that is the usual reward of men who
do things, Washington at last got the street pavements and the

gas and water system that she needed. But the impetus of the

Civil War had spent itself, and Washington again sat still for a

generation or so. It was not until the Roosevelt administration,

following the Spanish War, that another big awakening came.

Incidentally it is interesting to note that it was at this time that

the White House was renovated—not one American in a thousand

knows that this meant the stripping out of the internal wooden
skeleton and substituting a modern steel framework—and after a

lapse of a century the east and west colonnades were added in

The Mall, a garden approach to the Capitol from the White House, planned by L'Enfant (1791) under the direction of President Washington. The view is directly east from Wash-

ington Monument. In the centre is the Capitol, flanked on the right by the office building for the House of Representatives, and on the left by the Senate office building. Farther to

the left is the monumental Union Railway station and the new City Post Office. The Library of Congress appears beyond the Capitol. In the foreground on the right are the new

wings of the Agricultural Department building, and on the left the new National Museum. These structures are located on either side of the Mall with reference to an axial line beginning

at the Capitol and extending through the Washington Monument to the Lincoln Memorial. Compare with picture on page 32
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The Mall and vicinity, showing existing conditions in 1917, from a map prepared for the Public Buildings Commission of Congress. This Commission was created "with a view to

ultimately providing permanent quarters for all the Governmental activities in the District of Columbia in buildings owned by the Government." This Commission investigated and

ascertained what public buildings are needed in the District of Columbia to provide suitable and adequate accommodations, with allowances for future expansion for all of the offices,

establishments, and public services of the Government in the District of Columbia, the proper location of such buildings, the probable cost thereof, and the probable cost of such new
sites as were deemed necessary for acquisition

accordance with Hoban's original design. Then, in March, 1901,

the Commission was formed for the preparation of a general plan

for the development of the Washington of the future.

At the suggestion of the American Institute of Architects, Daniel

H. Burnham of Chicago, who had been Director of Works of the

World's Columbian Exposition of 1893, and Frederick Law Olm-
sted, consulting landscape architect of the metropolitan park

system of Boston and its suburbs, were employed as experts, with

power to add to their number. These gentlemen accepted the

task, and subsequently invited Augustus St. Gaudens and Charles

F. McKim of New York to act with them in the preparation of

plans. In order to make a closer study of the practice of land-

scape architecture as applied to parks and public buildings, the

Commission made a trip to Europe, visiting London, Paris, Rome,
Venice, Vienna, Budapest, and their suburbs. Then the Com-
mission came home, took up the plans of Major L'Enfant, and

Map of the Mall and vicinity, as prepared for the report of the Public Buildings Commission of Congress, which shows the arrangement of public buildings in that area in harmonious

and effective relation to each other, according to the Park Commission plan
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decided that he had done his work

so well, and builded for the future

with so sure a vision, that to follow

his scheme was the best and only

way to provide for a city that should

be symbolic and representative of the

greatness of the Republic.

The city that L'Enfant foresaw is

in a nutshell in the "Observations

explanatory of the Plan" engraved

upon its margin. They are as follows:

I. The positions for the different edi-

fices, and for the several Squares or Areas
of different shapes, as they are laid down,
were first determined on the most advan-
tageous ground, commanding the most
extensive prospects, and the better sus-

ceptible of such improvements as either

use or ornament may hereafter call for.

II. Lines or Avenues of direct com-
munication have been devised to connect
the separate and most distant objects with

the principal, and to preserve through the

whole a reciprocity of sight at the same
time. Attention has been paid to the

4>assing of these leading Avenues over the

most favorable ground for prospect and
convenience.

III. North and South lines, intersected

by others running due East and West,
make the distribution of the City into

Streets, Squares, etc., and these have
been so contrived as to meet at certain given points with those divergent
Avenues, so as to form on the Spaces "first determined" the different

Squares or Areas.

To rescue and reclaim that plan, and then to go beyond the most
soaring dreams of L'Enfant, is the aim of the men at work to-day.

As the Washington of the future is to be different from any
other city upon which the sun ever shone, so the problems it pre-

sents and the advantages it possesses are different from any other

municipal problems and advantages. To-day it represents the

evolution of a Virginian village to an amorphous thing, which

might be called, instead of the "City of Magnificent Distances,"

the "City of Magnificent Intentions." But those who, with well-

meaning intent, have erred, have merely delayed. To block

effectually the future has happily been beyond their power. For,

as it was planned, it has remained, a city not as other cities, but a

city for the business of government only, and for the people who
dwell therein as incidental to or ornamental of that business, and of

those other people necessary to take care of the needs of their

daily life. Imagine New York without its Third Avenue and its

Ninth Avenue. It would not be New York. Rail as you will at

their sordid ugliness, they are vital arteries. But in the scheme
of things of Washington there never were a Third and a Ninth
Avenue and there never will be. Nor, again thanks to L'Enfant

and his plan, is there any great need of Haussmannizing. The
sweep of the main axis was arranged for before the first wooden
shack invaded the stretch of thick brush, naked fields, and

treacherous swamps. It is a mere matter of razing an occasional

home and of removing buildings that are of a purely temporary

Preliminary model for the Grant Memorial, designed by Henry M. Shrady.

The Memorial is being erected at the head of the Mall, with but few modifi-

cations from this model, and will be unveiled shortly. When completed it will

be one of the finest memorials in the world

nature. The problem is one, not of

making the open spaces, but of utiliz-

ing them. Figures tell the story. The
area of the streets, squares, and parks
of New York is 35 per cent, of the

total area; Boston, 26 per cent.; Phil-

adelphia, 29 percent.; Berlin, 26 per

cent.; Vienna, 35 per cent.; Paris, 25
per cent.; more than half of Wash-
ington, or 54 per cent., is open space.

Although it is a Versailles on a
vaster scale rather than a Paris, it is

to Paris that Washington is most
frequently compared and contrasted.

One way, and one of the simplest, to

draw the picture of the Washington
of the future, is to visualize a part of

the Paris of the present, and then to

expand on that visualization. As yet

man has achieved nothing finer archi-

tecturally than the stretch from the

Place du ^Carrousel to the Arc de

Triomphe. Back of the Place du Car-

rousel is the Palais du Louvre, and
between the two are the statues of

Gambetta and Lafayette. In front,

facing toward the setting sun, is the

Rue des Tuileries, the gardens of the

Tuileries, the Place de la Concorde,

and the sweep of the Champs Elysees to the Rond Point, and on

to the Etoile. It was a vastly different Paris that L'Enfant had
known, but standing in imagination at the eastern end of that

stretch, one can build the mental picture of the main axis of the

Washington that is to be.

From the steps in front of the Capitol, look out over what has

always been known in Washington as "The Reservation," toward

the stately shaft of the Monument. The Monument corresponds

to the Rond Point in the Paris stretch. Beyond, as the Arc

de Triomphe is beyond the Rond Point, is the Lincoln Memorial,

on the banks of the Potomac. For the Memorial there is no

need for calling upon the imagination. It is there now, rapidly

approaching completion, a splendid temple, the work of Henry
Bacon. Soon, in its centre, there will be the figure of the martyred

president, by Daniel Chester French, a statue seated, that if

erect, would rise from its base twenty-eight feet; and on the end

walls, twelve feet high by sixty feet long, the decorations of Jules

Guerin, the main groups symbolizing Dedication and Union.

Between the Capitol and the site of the Washington Monument,
L'Enfant had conceived the "Grand Avenue," flanked by his

"well improved fields," the intended route for inaugural and

other processions. The "Grand Avenue" did not come, and

the processions were diverted along Pennsylvania Avenue. But

already the way is paved for the far more astonishing "Grand
Avenue" of the future.

Imagine a strip of land a mile and a half long and 1,600 feet

wide; that is to say, twice as long as the parked part of the Champs
Elysees, and 300 feet wider, carrying from the Capitol to the

The design for the George Washington Memorial Hall, south elevation, to be located on the Mall
Tracy & Swartwout, architects
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Washington Monument. Behind tin

Capitol ilit- C011g1ession.il I iht .11 \ , to

it* right .unl left 'he vast buildings

devoted to l« gislat mi;, .is those .ihoiit

the White House .lie to he exct utivc.

In front of the Capitol gieat h.isuis

ami fountains, .uul hevoiul the "tapif

tv'/i" 01 tmn carpet, Hanked hy

colonnades ol elms, the tree ehosen on

account of its anhiteetui.il character,

its v olumnai trunki ami delicate trac-

eries of wide-spreading hranehes; the

whole Mall giMtin .imp' 1" room on

each siile lor a row ol puhlie build-

ings in the words ol the Commis-
sion, " w lute in. 1 1 hie hill Id 1 11 us devoted

to the scientific work of the Govern-

ment." and "museums and other

buildings containing collections in

which the puhlie generally is inter-

ested, hut not to department huild-

ings."

\s \'oltaire summed up his impres-

sions ol Holland in the words "Can-

tux, canards, canaille," the visitor to

tin Washington of the future may
speak of it as the city of "water and

then more water." The hasins and

fountains to he will he designed hoth

.is ornament and to furnish relief. The exaggeration of the carper

who descrihed the Federal city in midsummer as a place where the

lire engines were called out at every hour of the day to rescue the

men stuck in the asphalt, may he understood and forgiven. While

weather conditions cannot he changed, much can he done to miti-

gate the strain of the intense heat. In Rome, Washington has

an illustrious example. The pride of the Kternal City, under

emperor or pope, w as to build fountains—jets flung up in columns,

or gushing in cascades. A great point in the original design, the

ornamental use of w ater is a still greater point in the revised design.

L'Fnfant's idea was to pump the water from the creek in the

northwest to the Capitol grounds, where after watering that part of

the city "its overplus will fall under the base of that edifice in a

cascade of twenty feet in height and fifty in breadth, thence to

run in three falls through the garden into the Grand Canal."

For his "grand fountains, intended with a constant spout of water"

he relied upon the "above twenty-five good springs of excellent

water within the limits of the city. The Commission of 1901, in

addition to the pool and canal to the westward of the Washington

Monument, proposed an adequate aqueduct as an essential of

its plan, and "a water supply that shall serve every purpose of

public ornament as well as ol private use."

The road to the future has its pitfalls and obstacles as in

L'Enfant's day. The race of well meaning bunglers and foes to

real progress and beauty did not pass with the commissioners who
tried to lay out Washington in 1790, and those who did lay out

New York in 1807. The battle has still to be fought with the

congressman who wishes to transplant to the national capital

Hrnry Hacon, architect

Preliminary m...|. I lor the exquisite fountain by Daniel Chester French

that with I he express sanction of Congress is to In- erected in memory ol Ad-

niii.il I >u 1

«

hi 1 111 |il. ice ol 1 he mediocre sl.il ne now in I )u|xini Circle The In;

ures reprrsrnt The Sea. The Wind, and The Stars

some well-liked vista of his own home
town, to Ins mind for the greater

glory of 1 hem both, and with those

high in temporary authority who t an

not or will not see. Again and again

the men who arc building intelligently

for the great ei Washington have to

marshal the old and simple arguments.

"We cannot build the Memorial now?
Very well. Don't build it now. But
don't put anything in its place that

will prevent our building it when the

time comes that we can afford it."

Or, "A statue would undoubtedly
look well in that spot, but don't put

up the statue until you have some
one to put it up to." In short,
" Don't throw a wrench in the gear-

box and interfere in a programme
of events that will take place in

God's good time."

The story of the Lincoln Memorial
is, in epitome, the story of the de-

velopment of all Washington. Years

ago the statue was decreed. Then
some one suggested that it should

take the form of a road to Gettys-

burg. A road to Gettysburg, it was
pointed out, was unquestionably a

fine idea, but it was not a statue. So plans for the statue were

resumed, and all went well until an ingenious Senator discovered

a new place in which to put it. In the hot pride of discovery,

the fact that the point already selected on the banks of the Po-

tomac was the one spot on earth for the memorial was quite for-

gotten. The Senator had found a place in front of the Capitol

where there was room for two statues. Why not put Lincoln

there, he persisted, and he had great influence and power. To
Mr. Arnold W. Brunner, who designed the new Department of

State, fell the task of diplomatic enlightenment. "A splendid

idea, Senator. You should have been an architect. But there

is one objection. Lincoln was not twins."

In the vast scheme of the main axis from the Capitol to Lincoln

Memorial, the modern experts who are carrying out the original

plan are coping with the task of dissembling a curious irregularity.

The Washington Monument, originally planned as an equestrian

statue, was erected about the middle of the last century. It is

neither in the axis perpendicular to the Capitol, nor in the axis

perpendicular to the White House. L'Enfant had marked the

intersection of these two lines, but the engineers who established

the monument were either ignorant of the intersection, or had

forgotten it, or regarded it as without motive. As Mr. Burnham
has expressed it, they thought that "about there" would be a

good place.*

*The reason for the irregular position of the monument is said to be that when
it cameto be erected, tests of the ground showed that in order to get a safe foot-

ing it was necessary to move a little to the eastward of the intersection of the

axes, which was done.
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I In- Capitol, (In

white shall to tin- mcin-

di \ ol \\ .isliim-.tuii. I lie

I |rr» i.in temple t>> that

.»t I incoln that in the

Hn-at % w re p and tin

tat idea. After the

Momimrnt to the coun-

ti\ 's lathct, a memorial

at the mil of the main

axis to any othei than

the Liberator would
hast been an anti-cli-

max. The "tapis vtrt"

is to run from th« Capi-

tol to the edge of the

pace of which the Mon-
ument is the centi e. Bc\ oiul the Monument, to the west, the effect

will he one ol splendid waters. From the top of the 555-foot shaft

theobservei will look down upon a sunken garden. Then a basin

in the form ol an ellipse, crossing the Mall, with three spurting

ietN at each end. almost in the shadow ol the flanking trees.

A narrow strip of land, and then more water, a lagoon running

to the base ol the Lincoln Memorial. It is the sunken garden

th.u is. to the minds of the designing architects, the gem of the

ystem. lo quote from the report of the Commission of 10,01:

"Axial relations between the White House and tbe Monument are

created In the construction of a sunken garden on the western

side of the great shaft, the true line passing through the centre of

a great round pool, to which in. 11 hie steps three hundred feet in

width lead down lorry feet from the Monument platform. Sur-

rounded l>\ terraces bearing elms, laid out with formal paths

lined In hedges and adorned with small trees, enriched by foun-

tains and temple-like structures, this garden becomes the gem of

the Mall system. Seen Irom the lower level, the Monument gains

an additional height of nearly forty-five feet, while at the same
time nothing is suffered to come so near as to disturb the isolation

which the Monument demands."
Once the W hite House grounds almost skirteil the banks of the

Potomac, and the space w hich L'Fnfant loresaw as the site of the

Washington Monument was at the very edge of the river. But in

the course of time, vast areas were reclaimed. What once were

Potomac flats is now the mile of firm land to the west of the

Monument, at the end of which the Lincoln Memorial is rapidly

coming into finished being. Also wrested from the waters is

the stretch to the south, which, in the city of the future, is to

allow of the extension of the southern arm of the cross. There, at

the end of the secondary axis, and balancing the White House,

from which it will be separated by a mile of park, as the Lincoln

Memorial balances the Capitol, is to be the monument to the

Founders of the Republic, a pantheon breathing reverently the

spirit: ".lux grands homines la Patrie reconnaissante." The

space between the Mon-
ument and this pan-

theon is to be a kind of

Washington Common,
a place of recreation for

the people. "Here,"
the Commission has re-

commended, " should he

constructed a great
stadium arranged for

athletic contests of all

kinds and for the dis-

play of fireworks on fes-

tal occasions. Ball

grounds and tennis

courts, open-air gym-
nasiums for youths, and

sand piles and swings for children, all should he provided, as they are

now furnished in the progressive cities of the country. The tidal

basin should have the most ample facilities for boating and for

wading and swimming in summer, as well as for skating in winter.

To this end, boat pavilions, locker houses, and extensive bath
houses should be constructed with all the conveniences known to

the beat-equipped institutions of like character."

But the realization of the main axis and the secondary axis will

nor he enough. The pentagon that is to enclose the heart of the

Washington of the future must be complete. Pennsylvania
Avenue, leading diagonally from Union Square in front of the

Capitol to the group of executive buildings that surround the

White House, is balanced by Maryland Avenue to the south, lead-

ing from Union Square to the proposed Washington Common.
From the White House to the Lincoln Memorial, skirting the

parks holding the Pan-American Building, the Daughters of the

American Revolution Building, the Red Cross Building, and the

Corcoran Art Gallery, is New York Avenue. Across the re-

claimed land there must go the balancing thoroughfare, corres-

ponding to New York Avenue, and connecting the Lincoln divi-

sion with the pantheon division. Then and not before, will be

linked symmetrically the head and arms of the cross.

But it is not in the development and beautifying of its heart

alone that the greatness of the Washington of the future lies.

Beyond the limits of the pentagon goes the scheme of redemption

and renovation which includes one of the most ambitious and far-

reaching series of plans for a cooperative and unified attempt to

beautify a city that has ever been put in force. In the vision

there is the great bridge spanning the Potomac, symbolizing the

reunion of the North and the South; the development of Analos-

tan Island and Potomac Park; the reclamation of the wild and

picturesque banks of the river; the linking of the vast series of

parks encircling the city. In the work of bringing this vision to

reality, as well as to the task of coordinating the architecture of

the public buildings that belong not only to the city but to the

I » 1 » **V* ' S^ xJ ; t 1 1 t t : : .,

*_«~aw.

Preliminary designs for the proposed buildings for the Department of State, the Department of Justice, and the (then) Department of Commerce and Labor, secured by the Treasury

Department by competition in 1911. The view is from the Treasury Department, showing northern elevation of the proposed building for the Department of Justice. The architects for the

buildings are. for the Department of Justice, Donn Barber; for the Department of State, Arnold W. Brunner; for the Department of Commerce and Labor, York & Sawyer
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nation, a grim dictatorship is bending every

energy. There is a benevolent watch-dog

at the door.

In 1910 the permanent National Com-
mission of Fine Arts was created. Congress

recognized that some Federal supervision

was necessary over the large number of

public buildings proposed and going up in

tlie city; that in order to prevent mistakes in

location and design, and to avert the erection

of unworthy "works of art," somebody
should be appointed having supervision over

such matters. The result was the Com-
mission, which constitutes the official su-

preme court in art matters in this country

to-day. Its members are seven "well-quali-

fied judges of the fine arts," three architects,

one sculptor, one painter, one landscape

architect, and one layman, who are selected

from the most eminent men in their respec-

tive professions in the land, and who serve

without personal compensation of any kind.

Charles A. Piatt, architect

Fountain designed by Herbert Adams and erected by
the citizens of Michigan in memory of James McMillan.
United States Senator from that State, and foremost in

the ranks of those who fought for the artistic development

of the national capital

In looking to the Washington of the future

we see a city giving material evidence of a

greater veneration for the past. No other

city of the land compares with Washington
in the vast number of historical associations.

Even the stranger soon acquires the feeling

that every shabby, insignificant house that

he passes has at one time or another harbored

greatness. Yet in all of Washington, up to a

few months ago, there were a bare half dozen

commemorative tablets. The future city of

white marble is certain to brush aside hun-

dreds of shabby old buildings hallowed by
tradition. And it is devoutly to be hoped
that the same generosity which bestows mil-

lions upon a new edifice will also spare a pit-

tance for a few bronze tablets to commemo-
rate the old. For example, the Washington
Memorial building ought surely in some wav
way to mark the spot where President Gar-

field was stricken down.
Throughout its whole history, what Wash-

IKICK C'KEEK -Uill POTOMA( PARKWAY I

The plan for a connecting parkway between Potomac and Rock Creek parks, the two most important parks in Washington. This, one of the most interesting park projects in the country,

is being carried forward under annual appropriations by Congress

They yearly give many days

of their valuable time and ex-

perience to the Government,
freely and without stint, solely

with the patriotic desire to do
all in their power to make the

capital of the nation the most
beautiful city in the world. So

long as theCommissionguards,

such ineffectual memorials as

the Dupont statue, and such

monstrosities as the Pension

Office, will be impossible in the

future.

AH public buildings, whether
municipal or national, are to

be, so far as their purpose will

permit, in general conforma-

tion with the Colonial or Georg-

ian style, in harmony with the

Capitol, the White House, and

the old City Court House. Pri-

vate buildings are not to be in-

terfered with. But perhaps

Henry Ford set a worthy pre-

cedent in voluntarily submit-

ting the plans of his automo-

bile warehouse to the censor-

ship of the Committee. For consider that on approaching Wash-
ington by train from the south—the only point from which a view

of the city may he had—the three landmarks that loom up are the

Capitol, the Washington Monument, and this warehouse.

This small memorial fountain to the memory of Frank Millet, first Vice-President of the

National Commission of Fine Arts, and his comrade, Archibald Butt, Military Aide to President

Taft, both of whom lost their lives in the Titanic disaster, was erected by their friends, with

permission of Congress, near the White House. It shows what a small amount of money will do
in the achievement of something really worth while. Water effects by means of fountains are

particularly refreshing in the humid climate of Washington, and the National Commission of

Fine Arts approves of such features

ington has suffered from, and

what has hampered its civic

development, has been a lack

of common interest, and conse-

quently a lack of team work,

between the permanent citizens

and the great transient body

of the nation's representatives.

Congressmen took pride in the

Capitol buildings; the big Gov-

ernment departments took

pride respectively in the Post

Office, the Treasury Building,

and the colossal State, War,

and Navy edifices. But the

sordid, ramshackle conglomer-

ation of two- and three-story

brick buildings, that so long

have lined block after block of

the city's principal thorough-

fares, stood unmolested be-

cause they were not the busi-

ness of any one in particular.

The Washington of the future

will be in a large measure due

to a nation-wide civic pride,

awakened by this war and

shared by every loyal citizen,

in the beauty and prosperity of the nation's capital city. Then

we shall know in its full richness the Washington that wi 11 be

symbolic of the greatness of the Republic, and will stand for

the triumph of democracy as expressed in cities.
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SPORT ANSW\ERS REVEILLE
Hv LAWREXNCE PER RY

K ALL impressions of the

placidly beautiful early

summer days of 1914.

the most memorable to

me lies in a setting of

noble tuts, gaudily dec-

orated stands, and glow-

ing iward the Meadowbrook interna-

tional polo field on the Hempstead
Plains. The American four was holding

one of its last practice games preparatory

to the first of the series for the famous
W estchester Cup against Lord \\ imborne's

Hurlmgham team, which had come to this

country to recover laurels lost by Hardress

Lloyd's invading outfit in 191 1, and in

191; by Captain Ritson's four.

W .itching the Meadowbrook horsemen

from a corner of the club veranda was a

Photograph by Paul Thompson

Thomas Hitchcock, Jr.. one of the most promising of our younger

polo players. He was captured while flying for the French army

and is now in a German prison camp. For gallantry he was recently

promoted to a lieutenancy by the French government.

Photograph by Paul Thompson
Maurice McLounhhn - the comet" several times na-

tional tennis champion, and now in the Navy

group of British players—Leslie Cheape,

Captain Tomkinson, Major Barrett, Lord

Wodehouse, and one or two others.

With them were women of the Wimborne
party and American women, all in summer
gowns and gaudy parasols. The men,
lounging negligently, laughing and talking,

were in flannels, their faces bronzed by
the June sun, their eyes glowing with

health and manly vigor. They were

soldiers, most of them. British soldiers,

and the young women mainly were sol-

diers' wives. The day was June at her

rarest; the breezes were laden with bloom

and the clean tang of well nurtured turf.

"Soldiers!" murmured an American,

viewingwith artistic appreciation the ami-

ablesummerscene. "Well,letme tell you,

the life of a British soldier is the life for me."

Photograph by Edwin Levick

Lindley Murray, first in 1917 Patriotic Singles tourney, is

engaged in electro-chemical work for the Government
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Well, the British won the cup and

took it to England. Within two

months those lusty young men, who
in June had stood by the Meadow-
brook club house with nothing more

serious on their minds than a game
of polo and the enjoyment of a day

in June, were immersed in deadly

conflict. Within a year or two Cap-
tain Tomkinson, the brilliant, hard-

riding forward was dead ; Capt. Cheape

was missing; Lord Wodehouse was
desperately wounded and out of polo

for good, while of those who had fig-

ured at Meadowbrook as members of

preceding Hurlingham fours, all were

in the war, and Captains Edwards and

Grenfell had paid the utmost price.

Photograph by Underwood & Underwood

Paul D. Mills of Philadelphia

(shown above at Narragansett Pier

and at left in uniform! is one of the

prominent polo players now in the

service

Edgar W. Leonard, who was so active

last year in arranging for the Red Cross
series of the Rockaway Hunting Club, is

now a lieutenant in the aviation corps,

and James C. Cooley, who performed
similar service at Meadowbrook, is a pri-

vate in Co. K, 14th U.S. Cavalry. Early
last winter Mr. Cooley raised a polo four

in his regiment and took part in the tourna-

ment at Coronado, Cal., which was held in

January. Few, if any, of the well-known
polo players who have been wont annually

to play in California tournaments partici-

pated, the teams for the most part being

made up of officers from the various regi-

ments encamped in the West. This tour-

ney and the polo at Camden, S. C, March
15th to April 4th, are the only tournaments

B. Warren Corkran of Baltimore,

a well-known Chevy Chase golfer,

now a lieutenant in the Army

Polo promptly languished in England. Polo mounts were

thrown into France and in general the sport became practically

a dead letter—at least from the standpoint of club playing. At
Aldershot in the past year or two the soldiers have been playing,

but little or nothing is said of the games, which are designed

entirely for the diversion of the officers and men. It is not too

much to say that when peace comes, England will have to begin

to build up her polo practically from the bottom.

Our entrance into the war has not as yet resulted in so com-
plete an abandonment of the sport of polo; nevertheless, the effects

of our entrance into the European conflict were distinctly marked
last summer and at the present time are even more evident. Of
the 1,440 members of the American Polo Association, 985 are

known to be in the American Army or Navy; practically every

member of the Association who is qualified for military duty is

serving his country in one way or another. This may be ac-

cepted as meaning that there will be very little polo in this

country this season. There may be scratch games among club

members, but they will be purely for exercise or for the purpose of

raising funds for the Red Cross or other patriotic enterprises. And
there is no assurance that it will be possible to do even this.

>tograpn oy jluwiq Lcvick

Gardiner White, who
is considered as being

among the first flight of

American golfers. Now
in the service

that will be held

under the aegis of

the Polo Associa-

tion this year.
There have been

informal matches

at the Whippany
River Club at

Morristown,
among members, and polo has been played at Rumson, with

occasional scratch games. The splendid fields at Point Judith

will lie idle this season as last.

There has been a splendid response of ranking players

to the call of the nation. Mr. Devereux Milburn, rated at

ten goals, the greatest back who ever played the game and

a member of all international fours since and including 1909,

when the Meadowbrook four invaded England and recaptured
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the Wtatcheatei is .1 captain in the

National \un\ .it tins v\ 1 i 1 1 lift .11 I '.imp

Drvcns, lull pel haps .it tins leading in

I ranee with his nniiiirnf.

Harr\ Payne Whitncv, the captain of

t Inn international teams, is hcvond military

.iK«-. hut Ins son. I n ut. x onu lnis Vander-

hilt Wlutiux. is in the aviation corps.

I'hr Polo Vssociation is entitled to a gold

star on its Hay thtotigh the death in camp
nl Maim Vugiistus IV ( iardner. who plaved

lor Myopia nndei a three-goal rating, w hile

Lieut. Thomas Hitchcock. Jr., rated at six

goals, served vahanth as a memhei of the

I at.nctte Fscadrillc. and later, as an Amer-
ican \1111v aviator, was captured hv the

Germans anil is now a prisoner. Me wore
the \iken colors, wlult Ins father. Thomas

rating, and one of our mo\t promising

young players, a lieuKnaiii in the

Armv; N. M. Collins. Hryn Mawr, four

goals, a major; |. W. Converse, Bryn
Mawr, three goals, a captain; Kir-hat

d

Coulter, Westmoreland < 'oiintrv

Cluh, a brigadier general; J. K f ell,

Bryn Mawr, three goals, a private in

the Army; W. M. McCoy, three goals,

Aiken, an Army captain; Barclay

McFadden, three goals, of Bryn
Mawr, in the Army; while other

leading poloists now in the Armv
are Fred McLaughlin, five goals, of

Ontwcntsia; Paul A.J. Drexel, three

goals, of Devon; A. P. Perkins, four

goals, of Camden; Ihomas Stokes,

of Philadelphia, four goals; J. Watson
Wehh, of Meadowhrook, eight goals;

Photograph bv Kilwin I . L

llobey Hakrr. the Princeton

hotkey .hi'! football star, and a

prolicimt Kolfcr, who has born men-
tioned in dispatches for service as an
American Army aviator in France

Robert D. Wrenn.
former national tennis

champion and Harvard
football star, now in

the Army

Hitchcock, a sev-

en-goal man of

Meadowbrook, is

a major in the

Army. Norman
Prince, the avia-

tor, is represented

in the Polo Asso-

ciation flag by an-

other gold star. He was killed in France. In polo he wore the

Myopia colors. Elliot Cowdin, of the Rockaway Hunting Club,

is reported from France as incapacitated. He is an aviator.

Of other well-known polo players now in the service there

are Messrs. F. K. Appleton, of Meadowbrook, a captain in the

\rrny; C. F. Burke, four-goal rating, of Midwick, a captain in the

•Xrmy; August Belmont, of Meadowbrook, three-goal rating, a

najor in the Army; Raymond Belmont, Meadowbrook, six-goal

Photograph by Edwin Levick

Adelbert Ames, of Myopia, four goals; James W. Appleton, of
Meadowbrook, three goals; Gilbert W. Mather, of Bryn Mawr, and
Victor Mather of Bryn Mawr, two and three goals respectively;

Paul D. Mills, of Philadelphia, four goals; Arthur J. McClure and
Walter C. McClure of Rumson, two and three goals respectively,

and Robert E. Strawbridge, of Bryn Mawr, two goals. Malcolm
Stevenson, a nine-goal man whose brilliant backfield game as

a member of the Cooperstown four and of teams organized

to play international fours brought him fame, is a naval cadet.

In all, the American Polo Association counts among the com-
missioned officers now serving in the Army, six major-generals; six

brigadier-generals; thirty-nine colonels; ninety lieutenant-colonels;

two hundred and thirty-nine majors; two hundred and thirty-

eight captains; and twenty-five lieutenants. There are twenty-one

sergeants and corporals represented, and three hundred and
twenty-one members whose rank is not known.

The number of amateur sportsmen listed as jockeys with the

Jockey Club and National Steeplechase and Hunt Association who
are serving with various branches of the army is so great that a

special dispensation from the Government authorities was neces-

sary to enable them to fill events and thus make successful the
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Photograph by Edwin Levick

Lieut. George M. Church, Princeton tennis

star and third in national tennis ranking for

1916. Now an American Army aviator

summer resorts in which
a floating population is

depended upon to fill

the various events. The
National Championship
in singles and in doubles

will be held as usual, and
all the state tournaments
will be played. There
will be as usual from

sixty-five to seventy-five

junior tournaments.

But this does not mean
that the sport of lawn
tennis is not doing its bit

in the war. Not at all.

Headed by the president

of the National Lawn
Tennis Association

—

George T. Adee, who is a

major in the Army—the

Tennis Association has

sent all of its leading

players into the service,

and the attractiveness

of events throughout the

season will depend upon

the play of those who
have seen their best days and upon the youngsters who have been steadily

coming to the fore.

R. Norris Williams, who won the national championship in 1916, is now in

active service in France. The gradual development of his game in the big

tournaments of the country and also as a member of the Harvard tennis team

was followed with interest by all tennis enthusiasts, as his culminating

victory over William M. Johnston, at the West Side Tennis Club at Forest

Hills two years ago was extremely popular among Easterners, who had sat

year after year watching Californians snatch the championship laurels.

William M.Johnston, the 191 5 champion, is now in the Navy, and so is Maurice

McLoughlin, the famous "comet," whose game when he was at his best was

practically unbeatable. Clarence J. Griffin, another Californian, who with

Johnston held the championship in doubles, is in the Army, and George

M. Church, the flashing Princetonian, is a lieutenant in the Army aviation

corps. Watson M. Washburne, another ranking player, is in the Army, and

Lindley Murray, the meteoric, is engaged in chemical work for the Govern-

ment. Robert D. Wrenn is a, captain in the Army, and Dean Mathey is

a soldier. Charles M. Bull, Jr., the Crescent Athletic Club crack, is an officer in

Photograph by Edwin Levick

J. J. Topping, of golfing fame, is now serving in France

United Hunts Meet at the Belmont Park Terminal

on Wlay 25th last. Since the cavalry is not affording

great promise of service in France, a majority of the

horsemen have gone into the aviation branch. There
are, however, a sufficient number of gentlemen horse-

men over or under military age who are not in

service to suggest that further equine events among
amateurs arranged for the present summer will be

successfully carried through.

In tennis the list of summer tournaments is about

seventy-five short of the number that would have
been arranged had we been at peace. In all there

will be one hundred and sixty-five tourneys under the

auspices of the United States National Lawn Tennis

Association, whereas last spring when war was declared

some two hundred and twenty-five meets were on the

schedule. The falling off this season is noted among

I

by Edwin Lev

Devereux Milburn, the greatest polo back in the world, is now a captain in the National Army
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aviation ground ichool .it

Princeton Harold
Throckmorton ii in the

irtilln\. and Frtd B.

Alrxandci in in a drnt.il

|Uigron\ hands in an
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to pas*, tin- pin Md al r\

animation loi tlir Na\ \
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All tin secxpcrt plavrrs

have oHeicd not only

then lives to their coun-

try's m'ivu'c, luit their

skill in trnnis as will.

Few of them, perhaps

none, will retain their

pristine skill once the

w.u is at an end.

Of those w ho remain

in civilian life who may
be cvpecred to appear in

the various important

tournaments, we have

Reals C. Wright, K.

Bin/en. V. B. Mexander.

Holcombe Ward, W alter

Men ill Hall. Theodore Roosevelt Pell. Lindley Murray, and Karl H. Behr.

There are, again, a host ol youngsters coming up from the junior ranks who
will make themselves felt in the season's play, and altogether the follower of

tennis will have no occasion to feel that war has deprived him of the enjoy-

ment ot watching his favorite sport strenuously contested and well played.

At the same time we have word of the intended presence in the national

championship of Kumagae. the Japanese player who was rated fifth in the

1917 ranking. With the exception of Kumagae and Murray, the first ten

ranking players are in the war. together with thousands whose game is above

the ordinary.

Besides the men who remain, there are a number of excellent women
players who will participate in tournaments throughout the summer, these

include Miss Molla Bjurstedt the national woman's champion; Miss Marie
Wagner; Miss Eleanor (loss; Miss Florence Ballin; Miss Clare Cassel, and

Mrs. Wood.
In golf tournaments, up to this w riting, an effect of the war has been a falling

off in the number of entrants at the various tournaments, and with many of

the leading players in the service and the diversion of interest to the war, we

I'hilip Carter, lending iunior golfer, and a Yale athlete, now in the Army
('.) III!'

R. Norris Williams, national tennis champion
in 1916, R.O.T.C. lled|(litiK below, now a lieu-

tenant on the 9taff of a Major-General in Franco

food & Underwood

Malcolm Stevenson, substitute back on international polo fours, and now serving as a naval cadet

1 Underwood & Lnderwood

are justified in the assumption that tourneys of the

year will be marked by greatly reduced numbers
and by a predominance of the "old-man" element.

It may be prophesied that scores will not be as low as

in past years, and that the sport generally will rest

more upon the solid devotion of individuals to their

name than upon the prestige of such tournaments as

will be held. There will be no national tournaments
of any description in this country this year.

The foremost figure in American golf, Francis

Ouimet, is in the National Army. He is the present

Western amateur champion, a former national cham-
pion, and winner of the open championship against

Messrs. Vardon and Ray of England. This title was
won in what was undoubtedly the greatest and most
sensational golf tournament that this country has

ever knowTi. It will be recalled that Harold Vardon
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Dean Mathey, a ranking tennis player,

who received a commission in the Army
after graduation from Plattsburg

Photograph hy Edwin Leviclc

and Edward Ray came to this country with the

intention of lifting the American laurels. At the

end of seventy-two holes of play Ray, Vardon, and

Ouimet were all even, but in the playoff the

young amateur, practically unknown outside of

Massachusetts, finished several

strokes to the good. That this

achievement was no flash of

form has been amply demon-
strated in subsequent years.

Anson F. Robinson, of Ards-

ley, the former chairman of the

Metropolitan Golf Association

Handicap Committee, is a lieu-

tenant in the Army. Robert

Gardner, ofChicago, the former

national champion, is also a

soldier. Hamilton F. Kerr and

James R. Hyde of New York
are both ensigns in the Navy.
D. Clarke Corkran and B.

Warren Corkran of Baltimore

are in the service, and J. J.

Topping and Philip Carter of

New York are both in France.

Cecil Calvert, of Philadelphia

is a soldier, and Harold Sterner

of Innwood is in the aviation

corps. G. Mortimer Barnes, of

the Englewood Country Club,

is in the Army, and D. E.

Sawyer of Chicago, the former

Western champion, and Chick

Evans's great rival, is in the

Government service. So is

Gardiner White of New York. Ray Gorton, Ouimet's side

partner, is in the Army, and Mr. George T. Brokaw of Garden City
is in the Army, also. Some of the best known professionals who
have entered the service are Tom Kerrigan, of Siwanoy, Frank
Belwood of Garden City, and Eddie Loos of the Philadelphia

Cricket Club.

It has been said that if all the good golfers who are not in the

service were to enter the various local and resort tournaments to

be held throughout the season, there would be nothing for the

golfing enthusiasts to complain of so far at least as comparative
numbers are concerned, but as already said, the minds of a majority

of players are not on golf this season.

The summer has seen a number of «olf

exhibitions East and West for the benefit of

the Red Cross, the most notable of which is

the tour of the country by Alexa Stirling, the

woman's national champion, and Bobbie

Jones of Atlanta, playing against Elaine

Rosenthal of Chicago and Perry Adair, the

Southern golfer. This quartette in the course

of their long journey have been received every-

where by immense galleries who have been un-

bounded in their enthusiasm, and large sums
of money have been realized for the Red
Cross. The Western Golf Association hopes

late this summer to hold a four-ball match
with Chick Evans, the national amateur and

open champion, paired with Francis Ouimet,

against James Barnes, the Western open cham-
pion, and Walter Hagen the former national

open champion. These four players are un-

doubtedly the best in the country, and there

are those who believe that the four could meet

the great English group, Vardon, Ray, Taylor,

and Braid, upon even terms and stand a good

chance of defeating them. That an immense
gallery would be attracted and that a large

sum would be raised for the Red Cross is not

to be doubted. If the East will produce

anything to equal this proposed encounter,

that fact has not as yet been made known.

Photograph by Edwin Levick

Clarence J. Griffin, ranking

sixth in the 1916 lawn ten-

nis list, is now in the Army

Photograph by Edwin Leviclc

D. E. Sawyer, a high-

ranking Western golfer

who is in the service

In intercollegiate sport the spring season saw the resumption of

major and minor sports by Yale, Harvard, and Princeton, who

withdrew from contests with other colleges when war was declared

last year. The crews indulged in short races on home courses,

while the baseball and track teams were conducted at a minimum

of expense and with none of that fervid intensity which in days of

peace marked college rivalry. These three universities, commonly

known as the "Big Three" because of nearly half a century of

rivalry in various sports behind them and their important posi-

tions in the world of university athletics, stood throughout the

spring and fall and winter of 1917 in almost complete aloofness

from nearly everything in the way of intercollegiate sport.
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I But it w as deemed fitting more by wa\ of

la patriotic gesture than anything else—to

I dispense with organized teams. In the fall,

Uwhen the authorities .it New Haven, Ptincc-
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I the situation, it w as found that the football
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Robert Gardner, winner

many gulf champion-
hips Now in the Govem-

it service
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William M. Johnston,

former national tennis

champion and now serving

in the United States Navy

The past months have seen a rapid falling away of athletes, not

pnly at Princeton, Harvard, and Yale, but at Cornell, Dartmouth,
Columbia, and other large universities. Yet football will be

generally played. Most of the college teams will carry on
Kchedules of about the normal length, while others will play only

from four to six games. There is a strong likelihood that the

Pig Th ree will be represented by teams, and that at least games
mil be played upon a triangular basis, with perhaps one or two
Contests against other college teams, as was the case in baseball

fhis season.

Throughout all the colleges, football will be affected by the fact

hat almost without exception elevens will be composed of boys

Photograph hv Edwin Lcvick

iinder twenty-one, usually well under that age.

The quality of play is not likely to be so good,

and injuries may be more frequent— this last not
only because of the youth of the participants but
because, for reasons of economy, there will be

among many teams a less rigid

supervision ofdiet and of phys-

ical condition.

And in the meantime, the

experiences of the past year,

^_ which saw students leaving for

Y blooded boys unable to stand

the strain—may be expected

to continue. All in all, with

the war continuing into 1919,
it will be surprising if college

sports do not automatically

decline into nothingness in

many of our institutions.

The Automobile Racing
Association last winter decided

not to sanction professional

racing of speed cars this year,

but in the spring it reversed

its stand, and the present sea-

son has seen the Sheepshead

Bay, Indianapolis, Uniontown,
and other ovals in service.

But the outlook for racing in

the future is dubious, assum-

ing that the war lasts another

year.

We are, as a matter of fact,

just beginning to have the w ar

brought home to us. Casualty lists have been flowing in, and the

Government has been settling ever more vigorously into the en-

listing of man power, machine power, and in fact gathering

together all resources directly or indirectly associated with

prosecuting the war at the very highest pressure. That sport in

191 7 was pretty generally carried on in the old way has proved

the most futile precedent for what we have begun to face in the

past months, and will the more rigorously face in the months, it

may be the years, at hand.

The time iscoming,or, rather, the timemay be coming, when much
of our heart in competitive sport will be lost. None|the less, athletics

must be maintained among our boys and young men as a matter of

Photograph by Edwin Lcvick
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Photograph by Reily & Way
Barclay McFadden, the Bryn Mawr polo player,

rated at two goals. Now in the service

© Underwood & Underwood
Charles M. Bull, Jr., Crescent Athletic Club tennis expert, and

now captain of a company of infantry

preparedness, if nothing else. Already, our

educators are looking ahead to a time when
sport for the sake of sport will have lost its

zest, and when exercise on the field of play

will in large measure have to be enforced as

a definite college duty and not as now, an

extra-curricular undertaking. There is talk

of the application of rigid systems of intra-

mural games, while in our preparatory schools

there may be noted a growing tendency to

heighten the premium upon physical and
mental development on athletic fields. In

this way only can well-regulated competitive

sport in this country survive conditions

which in England and Canada have left

little but professional sport, and not a great

deal of that.

If experience in the past intercollegiate

baseball season be regarded as reflecting the future of such college

sports as depend upon the support of the box office, the outlook may
be regarded as dark indeed. At Harvard, Princeton, and Yale spec-

tators at important games were numbered by hundredsinstead ofby
thousands as in normal years, while the ebbing tide of enthusiasm
found its lowest level at the annual Stevens-Columbia game at

South Field in New York. Precisely forty rooters sat in the stands.

It all boils down to the fact that we are much deeper in the war
than we were a year ago; than we were, in fact, last fall when the

success of the football season led many of us to draw false con-

clusions regarding the feasibility of going on with our games
despite the conflict on the fields of France and on the high seas.

We did not then realize that undergraduates of twenty-one were
liable to the draft, and that not one in fifty students was minded
to wait until the Government called him. Realization, in fact,

came that the time to prepare for service for men, whether fresh-

men or seniors, was at hand; wherefore, the absorbing interest in

military studies tending to lead to commissions or fitness for special

branches of service which, combined with scholastic duties, left

the average scholar with little time and less energy for indul-

gence in athletic pursuits, or even for attendance at games.

Yale's artillery, engineering, and naval courses have now be-

Photograph by Edwin Levick

Francis Ouimet—former open and amateur golf cham-

pion. Now a sergeant in the National Army

Underwood & Underwood

come so comprehensive that students engag-

ing therein have been permitted to drop

the regular work of the curriculum, and even

so the boys find their hands full and their

minds completely occupied. At Harvard,

with her various military and naval courses,

and at Princeton, Cornell, Dartmouth, and

other large seats of learning, similar condi-

tions prevail. Where there is time, there

appears to be no heart for competitive

sport, at least on the old scale and under

former conditions.

Again, there is the dropping away of

athletes from various teams—boys with

classmates and friends at the front who find

interest in their college careers and in athletic

pursuits swiftly waning. No coach is in a

position to count upon the services of any

particular star, for the reason that it is beyond the powers of

human intelligence to determine just when that valuable player,

unable to stand the strain, will come to the athletic office, turn

in his uniform, and announce either that he has enlisted or will

shortly do so.

Reaction from the field of play to the field of battle, as already

said, is direct and irresistible, especially! jn institutions where

the national cause in the present emergency has been promulgated

as the only cause worth considering. In our outlook toward the

fall and wunter athletic season we should keep in mind this fact, as

well as other facts set forth in the foregoing. Football, basket-

ball, hockey, and the like will obtain throughout the country, but

younger men will participate in games, and support in the way of

attendance will in many cases be reduced to the minimum. Also,

there will be frequent losses of accomplished athletes at times when

such defections can least be afforded.

Not only this: there is talk at some of the smaller institutions

where athletic pursuits have been emphasized, of the necessity

for not only curtailing sports, but if the war endures of facing a

situation where it will be a fight to keep the colleges open. Prince-

ton's decision to instal a purely military course is one sign of the

direction from wEich the wind is blowing.
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Ohe limiting jRllurement

at the Qampton Shops

THAT grateful mingling of the

becoming ami dignified which so

surely stamps the well-arranged rooms
of Georgian times with their lofty

windows and discreet draperies, their

paneled walls and classically devised

mantels, gives worthy suggestions to

us of later days.

The admitted ascendency of the

Hampton Shops in all that makes for

fitness in interior embellishment is

due, in no small measure, to the wise

selection of the Furniture here to be
seen — the boxed-fronted Cabinets of

painted Satinwood, the rich-toned

Mahogany Chairs, Chaises-longues

and Table with their hint of Chinese
influence—as well as the other entic-

ing examples so allusively grouped in

its many Galleries.

naivonSIiops
fauna sr.Patridts Cattic&ral [;

netuyoiRs

Hntiquitifs Furniture



Highway One of the foremost engineers in the

Freight country remarked recently that the

Trains exigencies of war had laid the foun-

dation for a revision of freight trans-

portation as revolutionary as that worked by the

coming of the railway. He developed his theme
by saying that he expected to see, within five

years, motor freight trains operating over all

our roads, the power unit of which would be a

powerful double-ended tractor, freight-carrying

trailers taking the place of the freight cars in the

present-day railway train. Each of these trailers

will be equipped with a storage battery, so that

as the train passes through a village, the rear

trailer may be dropped off on the main street

and will proceed to its destination under its own
power. After discharging its load, it will be

driven back to the main street to be picked up
later by the returning motor freight train.

This is going to work a tremendous revolution

in all rural values. The transportation problem,

which has hitherto been the farmer's greatest

handicap, will have been practically eliminated.

No longer will transportation and handling rep-

resent four fifths of the cost of rural products to

the inhabitants of cities. Incidentally, this

transportation revolution is going to bring some
problems for our law makers to solve. With
motor freight trains running on our highways,
how are state automobile laws going to stand,

in view of the precedents of Federal control of

interstate commerce? By the time we get

through thrashing the boche, we are likely to

find many of our cherished ideals of local law-

making rights altered beyond recognition.

m if- »

Price up, One of the big tire manufacturing

Cost companies recently called attention

Reduced to an interesting commercial par-

adox indicated by its statistical

department. According to this authority, while

the prices of tires have increased considerably,

the actual cost of "tiring" a car is less to-day than
it was a year or so ago. This condition has been
brought about by improvements in manufacture
which have lengthened the life of the average tire,

so that to-day it is somewhat between 4,500
and 5,000 miles instead of between 3,000 and
4,000 as it was in 1913. The tire manufacturer's
ideal is to produce a perfectly balanced casing;

that is, one in which the rubber tread and the

canvas carcass will wear out together. Until
this condition of balance is produced, either the

tread or the fabric base wears out ahead of the

other element, which means that just so much of

the composition of that tire was waste effort and
expense. We are faced to-day with a possible

rubber shortage, just as the gasoline supply may
not be enough to go around. If the manufac-
turers could all produce exactly balanced tires,

the smaller supply of rubber available would go
so much further, that any fear of shortage would
be averted. In the picturesque vernacular, it

seems to be up to the tire manufacturers.

ft* ai^ oa -Ui

Three New President Wilson has issued a

National proclamation establishing three

Forests new National Forests in the East
—the White Mountain in Maine

and New Hampshire, that will ultimately embrace
above 391,000 acres; the Shenandoah in Virginia

and West Virginia, totaling about 156,000 acres;

and the Natural Bridge in Virginia covering
some 102,000 acres. Each Forest represents the
final step in carrying out the law passed by Con-
gress in 191 1 providing for the purchase by the

Government of forest lands on the watersheds
of navigable streams. Not only will they pro-
tect the stream flow of these territories, and pro-

duce valuable timber, but also they will provide
invaluable playgrounds for our outdoor-loving
population. Additional lands which have been
purchased in the White Mountains and Southern
Appalachians will be proclaimed National For-
ests as soon as their accumulation reaches a point
justifying the step.

CM -IB% <" t

Ginseng A brief item in a medical magazine

Culture noted recently to the effect that

Redivivus medical science is beginning to be-

lieve that the Chinese root known
as ginseng has very real medicinal value in cer-

tain diseases, opens an interesting field of specu-

lation. For years we were told that the credu-

lous Chinese used ginseng simply because the

forked root bore a rough resemblance to the

figure of a man. Now, however, our medical

men are beginning to swing around to the jdea
that the unfathomable Chinese have all this

time been wiser than they. Which brings us to

the enhanced possibilities of ginseng culture,

with a market for it in this country and in

Europe as well as in China.
The best grade of ginseng sells to-day some-

what under $10 the pound, and an acre's yield

will often run to 1,200 or 1,500 pounds, so that

a man with a productive acre of ginseng is fairly

sure of a comfortable living. This plant is

peculiar in many ways. To begin with, the seeds

must be kept for eighteen months before being

planted, and all this time they must be main-

tained in a certain condition of dampness without

being wet. Then after the plants have grown,

the patient ginseng culturist must wait for five

years before the roots are of sufficient size to be

placed upon the market. However, with a new
market open to it, ginseng would seem to be one
of the profitable crops of the future and one
which will repav careful study and investment.

Can You The country must have air-

Help Build planes and guns—we all know

an Airplane? that. Perhaps we are equally

aware that black walnut tim-

ber is an essential factor in the making of both,

being used for propellers in the one case and for

stocks in the other. Unfortunately, this tree is

one of our natural resources which no longer exists

in abundance anywhere in the country; depen-

dence for an adequate supply must therefore fall

upon scattered privately owned woodlots from
which an occasional isolated tree can be culled

out. The War Department and Forest Service

are enlisting Boy Scouts and every other avail-

ble agency in their search for such specimens,

and if you have on your farm a grove of black

walnuts or even a single tree you can give your-

self the satisfaction of having done a real service

if you will report its location, dimensions, and con-

dition to Washington, or, simpler still, to the

nearest scout or scoutmaster.

Hastening An interesting method of

and Bettering drying out wheat stacks so

the Harvest as to Prever, t heating and
spoiling of both grain and

straw, is reported in The Implement and Machin-
ery Review of London. The invention, developed
and used on a farm at Pershore, employs a 2-

horsepower gas engine, a centrifugal blower (such

as we use on silo fillers), and a wooden pipe lead-

ing from the fan into the centre of the rick. With
this apparatus a strong draft of air is driven
into the midst of the straw which, thereby
cooled and ventilated, is enabled to stand till

threshing time with a minimum of loss. Ten
ricks measuring about fifteen by twenty-four
feet at the base were so treated for about half
an hour apiece when the temperature of one,
chosen as a test, was found to have been lowered
from seventy-four to fifty-six degrees F. Three
of the ricks contained, in addition to the wheat,
considerable clover which had been cut while in

bloom and put up while still moist. But even
in these cases, the ricks did not heat and when
threshed out some two months later, the grain
was drv and the straw sweet and clean.

Double- It is probably well known to a

edged good many persons that one

Conservation OI
"

tne functions of the Bureau
of Biological Survey of the

Department of Agriculture is the destruction
of animals that destroy crops, injure stock, and
otherwise prove more harmful than they can
possibly be helpful. Nearly 200 hunters have
trapped, shot, and poisoned well over the act-

ually recorded totals of 1,201 wolves, 51,230
coyotes, 144 mountain lions, and 6,521 bobcats
between January 1, 1918 and the autumn of 191

5

when the work started. But knowing even
this, some readers may be astonished to learn of

the secondary phase of this conservation work,

that is, the monetary extent to which the Gov-
ernment benefits by it. In 1916 the sale of furs

and pelts from the destroyed "varmints" brought
in $8,614; in I 9 I 7> the receipts increased to

$34,751; but last year (the fiscal year ending
May 20th) they reached the very considerable

figure of $79,780. While part of this steady

increase of the result of higher prices for furs, a

considerable share is due to the better organiza-

tion and greater efficiency of the work.

What the The fact that no gigan-

Irrigation Projects tic new irrigation pro-

are Doing jects have been opened
or started within the

last few years has caused some people to overlook

the achievements of those projects that are now
saying little but doing much toward the feeding

of the world. According to recent reports, the

29,000 farmers on about 1,000,000 acres of land

reclaimed by the U. S. Reclamation Service made,

in 1917, crops worth $50,000,000. This means
that an acreage within the arid section of the

country, smaller by one sixth than the state of

Delaware, produced $11,000,000 worth more

crops than Maine, $7,000,000 more than New
Hampshire and Vermont, or only $4,500,000 less

than Massachusetts and Connecticut.

At the present time constructive work is still

under way on thirty projects in fifteen states.

Eventually these projects will include about

3,112,655 acres; to-day water is available for

1,750,000 acres, or about 37,000 farms. That

farming under these conditions is successful

and satisfying is shown by the fact that as

fast as new lands are irrigated and thrown

open for entry, they are quickly snapped up

and set to work producing. The engineering

achievements of the Reclamation Service in

creating these projects are fully as marvelous

in their way as the farming results they have

brought about. Their success is the best of

all arguments for continued effort along similar

lines.
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This safe, efficacious tonic-laxative clears the brain

like healthy exercise. A teaspoonful in a glass of

water forms a sparkling, refreshing drink; cleansing

the system of impurities, correcting ills due to poor

digestion, relieving biliousness, sick headache and

constipation. Gentle in action, positive in results;

for over 35 years ENO'S "FRUIT SALT" has been

the favorite household remedy for children and adults.

Sold by Druggists

Prepared only by J. C. ENO, Ltd., London, S. E., England

Agentsfor the Continent of America: Harold F. Ritchie & Co., Inc., New York, U. S. A.—Toronto, Can.
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WO years ago it would
have been a matter
of the utmost diffi-

culty to write in-

formatively on
American automo-

bile body design, for the simple

reason that this phase of the mo-
tor car industry was at that time

still in a condition of what we may
call primeval chaos. It would
have been possible to point out a

few individual designs of obvious

merit which were beginning to

emerge from the general medioc-

rity, but there were no definite

tendencies as yet apparent, by
means of which we are able to

comment intelligently on the work
of any industry.

To-day all this is changed. The
past two years have served to

bring about a crystallization in

the body-building branch of the

American automobile industry, so

that we are now able to group and
classify body design in accordance

with certain definite tendencies

and- ideals that have become man-
ifest.

To understand the rather anom-
alous situation that has existed in

the American automobile body
field, Jthere are certain facts and conditions

that the reader needs to understand beforehand.

It seems ridiculous that we who have for years

past manufactured ten times as many motor
vehicles as all the rest of the world [combined,
should still have lagged far behind the com-
paratively small European makers in the not
unimportant matter of body building. There
is, however, a very good reason for our relative

backwardness in this field.

Vehicle body building has been an established

art and industry in England and in France, not
for decades, but for centuries. The aristocracies

of these older countries have always been liberal

patrons of the coach builders, paying for finely

finished equipages for use with horses sums of

money that would purchase a superlative Amer-
ican motor car to-day.' In England such firms

as Mulliner, Barker, and their fellows have ideals

and traditions stretching back to the days of the

bucks and bloods of the Regency. Gregoire

and the other French builders can boast of

having supplied coach bodies to kings and
emperors, as well as to presidents and premiers
of their glorious land.

Naturally enough when the motor vehi-

cle arrived on the transportation scene, the

new industry that produced it maintained
the ideals of its predecessor. The French
and British automobile industries from
the beginning adopted the custom of sup-

plying their patrons with the chassis of

the vehicle alone, allowing the owner to

go to his coach maker and have a body
built to suit his individual needs and
tastes. With the knowledge gained in

centuries of coach building, these body
specialists were able to turn out hand-
some car bodies almost at once. Many
of the early English bodies, wbde far

removed from present-day ideals of

A touring car on Cadillac chassis, with body specially built by Rubay for Mr. J. O'Brien of Cleve-
land, O. Note the Rolls-Royce type of radiator and hood

The CUSTOM-MA
MOTOR CAR BO

ALEXANDER JOHNSTON

DE
DY

form, were finished products of great intrinsic

beauty.

In America, on the other hand, conditions

were very different. We had and have our
special body builders, whose work is on a par
with that of their European rivals. But these

American artists in vehicle bodies were not so

numerous as those in France and England, nor
had carriage building ever assumed in this coun-
try the position of importance from the artistic

point of view that it held abroad. In our
newer land, utility ruled the transportation field.

We had work to do in reducing a great continent

to cultivation, and consequently we had less

time to bestow on beautifying the vehicles that

helped along this all important task. The real

leaders of the American body building industry

in the days^before the motor car came into being

were such concerns as the Durant-Dort organiza-

tion at Flint, which turned out no fewer than
100,000 horse drawn carriages of a single model
in a year. The Studebaker Company at South
Bend devoted its attention to producing, not

fine coachwork, but sturdy and dependable

Square-cornered limousine with same type of radiator and hood as that

above, designed for Miss J. B. Lissberger of New York, by Holbrook

carriages and wagons in annual
lots of 100,000 or so. The Con-
cord organization in New Hamp-
shire had given America hundreds
of thousands of excellent horse-
drawn vehicles, yet it had never
devoted any particular attention
to beauty of line and finish.

So it befell that Europe had an
established industry with definite

traditions and ideals, with practi-

cal experience in combining utility

with beauty in the design and
construction of vehicle bodies,

ready and waiting at the begin-
ning of the motor era to transfer

its art from horse-drawn to self-

propelled equipages. On the
other hand, we had a body in-

dustry imbued with the traditions

of utility and quantity production.
This latter characteristic became
the ideal of the American auto-

mobile industry, almost from the

day of its birth. The necessity

for providing bodies for a con-
stantly increasing number of
chassis left American manufac-
urers little time to devote to the
artistic side of the production.

They were hard put to it simply
to stamp out metal forms that
would hold seats and protect the

mechanism. In the meantime the compara-
tively few American carriage makers were pro-

ducing notably fine special bodies to the order

of their customers, but without the traditions of

the European coach makers behind them, they

have never persuaded more than an inconse-

quential fraction of our people to spend the

money necessary for a special body. The vast

majority has been content to take its motor cars

complete from wheels to top from the one
manufacturer.
With this preface, the reader can understand

the developments of the past two years, during

which the American motor car manufacturers

have discovered that quantity production, even

of motor car bodies, does not preclude artistry

of design and finish.

A critical examination of the bodywork of the

1918 cars in America discloses the fact that cer-

tain definite classes of body design have been

formed. It is not that a number of makers have
adopted exactly the same design, though this

has happened in some cases, but simply that

certain groups have accepted one or more dis-

tinctive characteristics of form and line

and have built individualistic bodies

around those dominant features.

One of these groups has adopted a nar-

rowed front, a slightly crowned hood and

cowl, with a definitely accentuated line

running back from the radiator to the

windshield, which latter is given a rakish

tilt backward. A notable example of this

class is found in the new Packard body,

which has retained the distinctive Packard

hood and worked it into the new body.

Another exponent of this body style is the

Scripps-Booth, which attracted much
favorable comment for its beauty of line

upon its initial appearance a couple of

years ago. The Locomobile, Cadillac,

The Marmon body that represents a definite type which is now popular Another Holbrook body on Packard chassis, built for Mr. E. V. Neal of New York
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Chateau Frontenac
In Ancient Quebec

A METROPOLITAN MOTIL
In lha moat distinctly*) city

ol «he oontlnent. Quebeo,
birthplace ol America, relalna

moat ol Ita quaint mediaeval
ploturaaajuanaaa and old French
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General Tourist Agent

Canadian Pacific Railway
Montreal. Canada
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Rudyard is a p?ssionate A1,y-

if. i. Read his great poem,
tripling "France," in "France at

War." a book about England's auxil-

iary fleet. This volume should not

be confused with Kipling's new book
of short stories, his first in seven

years.

Doubleday. Page & Company

Garden City. New Yor\

Nobody,

Changes
from

Til I ANY & CO*

Utility and Quality

in Jewelry, Silverware

Wak hes, Clocks and Stationery

Intelligent and Careful Service by Mail

Fifth Avenue & 37™ Street

NewYork

.i l*W-U.H .H-
Underground Garbage

Receivers
The Sanitary Way to Store

Garbage
ORDER NOW. Our truck wheels your barrels up or down steps.

Try our Spiral Ribbed Barrel. Send for our catalogue on each. It

will pay you. Sold direct.

Fourteen Yesrn on the Market.
Look for our Trade Marks.

C. H. STEPHENSON, Mfr., 26 Farrar St., Lynn. Mass.

Protect your home forever-

Americans Ideal
5

/I Radiators *-*Idoilers

AmericanRadiator Company . Chicago

Sendfor catalogue
"Ideal Heating"

IBOILERS to Dept. 25

Beautiful color stucco homes
Atlas White Portland Cement stucco toned with
chips of pink, green, yellow granites and marbles or
sand and gravel, is lasting and beautiful.

THE ATLAS PORTLANDCEMENTCOMPANY
30 Broad St.
New York

Wrilt /or Booklet

ATLAS faHWHITE

V TKe /
Arittocrdt
of(i$rette<

There is only one U-Bar Greenhouse, and that

is the greenhouse built w ith U-Bars.

Others may look like it, but that is the only

way they are like it.

Send for catalog. Or send for us. Or both.

U-BAR GREENHOUSES
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'Yale" measures up to your standards

YOU want your locks and hardware to be sightly

and attractive and decorative as well as secure.

Your security is certain when your locks and hard-

ware bear the trade-mark " Yale.''

And when you install " Yale" for protection you
add at the same time a definite decorative imprint

that enhances the appearance and value of your

house. Yale locks and hardware afford a wide range

of choice and design to meet every individual taste

and architectural requirement.

In every way " Y ale " measures up to your

standards.

Yale products are many and varied— including Yale

Builders' Hardware. Cylinder Night Latches, Pad-

locks. Door Closers, Cabinet Locks and Trunk Locks;

and the famous Yale Chain Block. Each one trade-

marked "Yale"—a guarantee of its quality, a proof

of its genuineness. See the trade-mark "YALE"

Yale products for sale by hardware
dealers.

The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.
9 East 40th Street New York City

Chicago Office: Canadian Yale & Towne Ltd.,

St. Catharines, Ont.

Majestic

CoalChute
protects your building, sidewalks and lawn from coal smudge
and marring. It fits in place of any basement window or
can be built in new foundations. As a window it gives
splendid light to the basement and replaces the unsightly,

damaged coal window.

Improve Your Property
By installing a MAJESTIC Coal Chute, the appearance of

your property is much improved—and its value is increased.

Write for Catalogue of MAJESTIC Building Specialties

THE MAJESTIC CO., 801 Erie St., Huntington, Ind.

WING'S IRIS
Write for catalogue describing our won-
derful Irises. We have nearly five hundred
varieties, as large a collection as there is

in the world. They come in an infinite

variety of colors, the most delicate blues
and lavenders, snow-white and
creams, gorgeous yellows and crim-
sons, dusky browns and maroons,
velvety violets and deep blues,

copper, bronze and rose in beauti-

ful combinations and graceful forms.
All are very hardy and inexpensive.

Plant now for spring blooms.

The Wing Seed Co.
Box 1435 Mechanicsburg, Ohio
(The House of Quality and Moderate Prices)

"c

"Modern Farm Building" AlfredHopkins

Giving very complete practical details of all buildings on the farm

together with many pleasing photographs showing their artistic side.

2nd Edition. $2.50 net, Postage 20c.

The book may be purchased direct from the author

ALFRED HOPKINS, Architect, 101 Park Avenue, N. Y.

REO-DIPT
STAINED SHINGLES

For Roofs and Side Walls
17 Grades, 1 6- 1 8-24- inch, 30 Colon

Creosoted, stained, bundled.

CREO-D1PT COMPANY. Inc.
NORTH TON AWANDA, N. Y.

Factory in Chicago for West.

Liberty, and Stearns have definitely committed
themselves to this type of body. It may be
noted that this body form is taken directly from
individual designs of the custom makers in

past seasons.

A second definite class has been formed, which
has adopted a hood line higher than the line

made by the top of the sides and embodying a

rounded hood. The windshield in this design
is given a decided rake to the rear. One of the
earliest makers to adopt this body type was the
Marmon, and others now included in the class

are Hudson, Mercer, Jordan, Premier, and Paige.
A third class takes an entirely different method

of obtaining attractive bodywork, by adopting
without alteration the Rolls-Royce body design
from England. This embodies a square-cut
hood, with a sharp line from radiator to blunt
cowl. The first American car to adopt this

design was the Roamer, which was quickly
followed by Murray, and now by the new Bowes
electric.

Perhaps we shall see another group accepting
a definite foreign ideal in copying the high
slanting oval radiator of the Fiat and Peugeot

i -i

A Holbrook touring landaulet on Packard chassis, especially

designed for Mr. C. J. Hoster, Columbus, O.

designs. The Oldsmobile is hinting at this

design and the new Holmes air-cooled car, despite

its unique arrangement of louvers, embodies the

general lines of the foreign type.

Beyond these definite groups with basic

relationships among the individual members
depending on one or more distinct characteristics,

there is the great standard body class or perhaps

we might say unclassed. We do not mean this

disparagingly at all, for many of these individual

designs have attractions all their own, but in the

main utility reigns. It will be some time before

the utility body gives way to a definite attempt

at artistic effect in the lower price ranges.

When cars are being manufactured in hundred

thousand lots, even a small change involves a

prodigious outlay for new manufacturing equip-

ment, and this added cost must be reflected in

the ultimate price of the product. The lower

priced cars are so distinctly utility vehicles,

they are such a vital contribution to the efficiency

of the country, that we can very well afford to

sacrifice some "style" to increased production

and use.

While the humble utility body is likely to be

with us for many useful years, an increased

tendency toward attractive bodywork is likely

to be in evidence from this time on, or perhaps

we would better qualify that by saying that it

will be, after we have finished our task of thrash-

ing the Hun. To-day mechanical construction

has become so standardized that few cars have

any distinctive superiority of mechanism that

can be employed as a sales talking point. More
and more the manufacturers are going to feel

obliged to increase the appeal of the body design

in order to attract prospective customers to their

vehicles. It will be extremely interesting to

watch the formation of new groups with new

ideals and characteristics of body design. From

it all there is no question that the American stock

car of to-morrow is going to be a mighty hand-

some production, as well as a useful one. Inci-

dentally, it is interesting to note that British

and French car manufacturers are planning after

the war to deviate from their established policy,

by offering completely equipped cars, bodies and

all. With their traditional skill in coachwork,

our American makers are going to be put to it

to keep pace with their present allies and future

friendlv trade rivals.

In passing, we must note the developments of

the past few vears in another phase of body form,

—that which relates to the passenger-carrying
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That Standard Produc-
tion is a vital factor in

tfivhitf wings of combat
to our nut ioinil l)ird, is

a source of patriotic

pride to the Standard
Aircraft ( Corporation

—

"A Ileal Fighting In-

dustry".

rasa
rJizabefh

KB
New Jersey

Mrint^r Manufacturers*
Aircraft Association Inc.

I:
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A. FEW c/"OUR NOTABLE INSTALLATIONS
Chas. M. Schwab, "Immer-
grun" Est., Loretto, Pa.

F. W. Prentiss,
Columbus, Ohio

Maurice L. Rothschild,
Chicago

L. M. Richardson, Chicago
Bcnj. J. Allen, Esq.,

Winnetka, 111.

C. H. Wills, Detroit, Mich.
D. M. Ferry. Detroit, Mich.
Harley T. Procter,

Lenox, Mass.

Mrs. Elizabeth A. Harter,
Canton, Ohio

H. N. Lape, Wyoming, O.

J. O. Keene, Lexington, Ky.
Jos. B. Haggin Est.

Lexington, Ky.
C. D. McDougall,

Auburn, N. Y.

John Condon, Esq. .Chicago

Geo. A. Newhall,
Burlingame, Cal.

Jno. J. Ryan, Cincinnati

Emil Winter, Pittsburgh

Edw. Mallinckrodt, Jr.
St. Louis, Mo.

Grand Prize

Cold Medal

STANIDAKP

Plnin cmil Ornnmpnlnl

FOR town houses, suburban homes, and country

estates, there is a Stewart Iron Fence that will

meet your purpose better than any other fence.

Every Stewart design has the artistic qualities that

make Stewart's Fence the standard of the world and
the choice of the finest estates in America. A Stew-

art Fence retains its original beauty indefinitely.

If you demand protection and beauty for your
property and want the greatest value possible for

the money invested, Stewart's Iron Fence is your
logical choice.

Our catalogues describe and illustrate Stewart's
Iron Fence in detail, show photographs of installa-

tions, and give you valuable information on fenc-
ing. Do not buy your fence until you have r=-

seen these books. Write for them to-day. ^
THE STEWART IRON WORKS CO.

Incorporated

650 Stewart Blk. Cincinnati, Ohio

"The World's Greatest Iron Fence

Builders"
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Fair's Gold Medal Peonies
Awarded the Gold Medal of the American Peony Society at the annual
exhibition in Cleveland 1918, New York City 1916, Chicago 1914

PEONIES are the aristocrats of the hardy garden, yet are so democratic in their

habits that they thrive and bloom in the humblest garden as well as under the
care of the expert. Few, if any, flowers give so great a return for so little care.

W hen the plants are well established they form a tangible asset which increases in

value and beauty from year to year.

Peonies thrive over a wide range of latitude. A customer in Quebec, who has
many rare varieties, writes that "though the temperature fell to sixty degrees below
zero, not a single plant was injured." Another friend in Alabama says that his

Peonies "cannot be surpassed by any in the north," while an equally enthusiastic

gardener at Los Gatos, California, writes: "My Peonies are fine, Baroness Schroeder
has thirty-two blooms; Adelaide Hollis has eleven, and Therese, which you sent me
last year is in fine shape."

In order that everyone may have a collection of extra choice Peonies, I have
selected twelve varieties which I offer at an extremely low price to those who will

mention Country Life when they send their order.

Fair's War-Time Collection
Duchesse De Nemours $ .50

Delachei 50

Marechal Valliant 50

Edulis Superba .50

Mme. De Verneville 75

Marie Lemoine 75

Felix Crousse $ .75

Mme. Forel 1.00

Mons. Jules Elie 1.00

Madame Thou ven in 1.00

Albatre 1.50

Baroness Schroeder 1.50

Twelve Selected Peonies $7
(Regular price $10.25)

Farr's Hardy Plant Specialties
will tell you all about Peonies and their
cultivation, with descriptions of over 500
varieties; it is a book of 112 pages, with
13 full page colored illustrations and
many photographic reproductions of the
best plants and shrubs If you do not
have a copy send for one to-day.

Bertram! H. Farr
WYOMISSING NURSERIES COMPANY

103 Garfield Ave.

Wyomissing Penna.

MORRIS NURSERIES
Box 803, West Chester, Pa.

Established 1849

Fruits and Ornamental Trees,
Evergreens, Shrubbery, Roses, Etc.

Write for free catalogue

HOYT'S NURSERIES, ^cSnn?:'
Large assortment of Ornamental Deciduous trees and Evergreens,
all sizes, Herbaceous Plants, Perennials, Roses, Hedge Plants; every-
thing to make the home grounds attractive. Deliveries by motortrucks,
all freshly dug stock. Send/or catalogue.

THE STEPHEN HOYT'S SONS CO., Inc.
Telephone 333 New Canaan, Conn.

capacity of the vehicle. Up to a few years ago
the standard bodies had seating accommodations
for two, five, and seven passengers. These are
still very much with us, but there are now inter-

esting variations of the types. A couple of years
ago there was an outbreak of three-passenger
models, "cloverleafs," "shamrocks," "clubbies"
and various other names being used for bodies in

which ingenious staggering of the seats made
room for three people. This development proved
only a passing phase. Three-seated models
are still being offered, but the seat is usually of
the conventional type, extra width being allowed
for the possible extra passenger. The four-

passenger roadster is the predominating size in

these special models. These are close coupled
bodies, the extra compartment frequently being
so made that it can be closed in when not in

A Blue-Ribbon Sedan body on Marmon chassis, built for Mr.

J. R. Wettstein of Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

actual use, becoming a sort of rear deck. Really
remarkable progress has been made in achieving

maximum comfort for the passengers with the

amount of space available.

The custom body builders naturally find their

greatest opportunity in the design and construc-

tion of closed bodies of the various types. The
average car owner who has to be content with the

body offered by the car manufacturer has little

conception of the truly sumptuous productions

that are turned out by the best of our American
body builders. It is no unusual matter for a

wealthy enthusiast to spend a sum that would
purchase a half dozen medium priced cars in put-

ting a specially designed and constructed body on

his new chassis.

It costs no inconsiderable sum to upholster a

limousine body if special leather of superlative

quality is used. There is a story, apocryphal

perhaps, of a moving picture artist whose taste

ran to a lavender limousine, with lavender clad

chauffeur and footman on the front seat, whose
expenditure for a specially built body, uphol-

stered in the finest Spanish leather ran to five

figures. This is not at all impossible, for the

limit of expense that one may incur in this con-

nection is high.

The custom body makers will meet any de-

mands that may be made upon them. They
have certain stock models, which are available

for any customers that may find them satis-

factory. These are far finer in design and con-

struction than any automobile manufacturer

could afford to fit on a car that sells within our

American price range. But beyond this the

custom makers will carry out the designs or even

the ideas of individual buyers in special creations

that must give the fortunate possessor a con-

A Locomobile custom body designed for Mr. George Perkins,

of Hartford, Conn.

siderable amount of the pride of creation. A

great many veteran motorists will remember a

special body that was built some years ago to

the design of William K. Vanderbilt. There were

many more curves embodied in this body than

is considered good practice at the present day>

but Mr. Vanderbilt certainly had the satis-
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EGYPTIAN

DEITIES
c
tfie Utmost in Cigarettes

TbmEndor&rk'fy

Tiople ofculture and
refinement invariably

TREFEIL Deities

to any other cigarette.

25*

Makers ofthe Highest Grade Turkish

and Eoyptian Cigarettes in the Worid^
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The beauty of this evergreen is preserved by an

BED GUARD
IET air and moisture reach the roots. Work the ground.

This Excelsior Rust Proof Bed Guard prevents trampling

and packing by animals. Also protects the lower branches,

preserving the symmetry of the tree. Prevents mowers and

garden tools getting too close and clipping off the tips of the

branches. These guards can be moved about or taken up and

laid away for the winter.

Excelsior Bed Guards are made of extra strong, heavy wires,

held securely at every intersection by the Excelsior patented

steel clamp. Dip-galvanized after making. This not only pre-

vents rust, but securely solders the lateral to the vertical wires,

which means added rigidity and strength. If you would know
more about these garden necessities, write for catalog A

We also make a full line of Excelsior Rust Proof tree

guards, fences, trellises, tennis railings, gates, etc.

WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY Worcester, Mass.

Smoky
Firepl

No payment accepted unless
successful

O i*A O J^'so exPert services on
CtL>CO general chimney work

Made to
Draw

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY, Inc.
Engineers and Contractor*

211 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Horsford's
Cold Weather Plants
Lily Bulbs from farther
Tulips Flowers, Wild

Vines, Trees, etc.

Daffodils

Our customers tell us
that our Vermont-grown
stock stands transplant-

ing better than stock
south. Old-fashioned
Flowers, Lilies, Shrubs,
Hardiest Varieties are offered.

Prices very low for the quality of stock. Ask now for

fall supplement which has a special Bargain List.

F. H. HORSFORD, Charlotte, Vermont

r

Ffor Culverts
Rust-resistant,
Durable, with
Copper Steel base-

Apolio-KeystoneCopperSteelGalvanized ^
makes safe, substantial roadway culverts,

j

Apollo is the highest quality galvanized product manufac-
tured for Culverts. Flumes, Tanks. Hoofing. Spouting. Garages,
and all exposed sheet metal work. The added Keystone indi-
cates that Copper Steel is used. Time and weather have proved that Apollo-Keystone Sheets last longest

in actual service. Sold bv weight bv leading dealers. Keystone Copper Steel is also unequaled for Rooting

Tin Plates. Send for "Better Buildings" and "Apollo" booklets. They are valuable to all sheet metal users.

AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY. General Offices: Flick BuUdlnu, Pittsburgh, Pa.

A canoe-roadster (Locomobile) specially designed and built for

Mr. George T. Brokaw of New York City

faction of having achieved something that ex-

pressed his own individuality.

There is little question that as the motor car

becomes more and more intimately associated

with our daily lives, this idea of embodying in it

the individual tastes and preferences of the buyer
is going to become increasingly popular. When
the motor car owner is wealthy enough to gratify

all his tastes, there is no reason why he should not

express his individuality in his motor car, just

as much as in the planning of his house. As the

trained architect will take the hazy visions of an

ideal and convert them into a reality far beyond
the owner's dreams, so the designer of custom
bodies will take the fragmentary ideas of a

client and give him a car body that represents

them translated into terms of good art, combined
with reasonable utility. This work is certain to

become increasingly popular with the passing

years.

About five years ago a number of wealthy New-

Yorkers formed a company to produce a high class

automobile chassis, embodying all the best points

of European practice with American ideals of

a reasonable quantity production. In addition

to offering the chassis, special bodies were to be

produced to the customer's order. A staff of

skilled body designers was retained to carry out

the ideas of possible clients. The plan was

ingenious but unfortunately the attempt was

premature. Our motorists had yet to be edu-

cated to the possibilities of having better and

more individual car bodies than those offered by

the regular manufacturers. The company failed

in spite of its wealthy backers. If a similar

company were launched to-day it would stand

at least an even chance of winning out, but if not

to-day certainly at no distant to-morrow. We
stand on the threshold of a considerable develop-

ment in the field of custom body building in

America, which will undoubtedly see the business

raised to the plane of a definite industry, from

its present somewhat sporadic position.

WINTER SHOEING FOR SADDLE
HORSES

HEN using leather soles to stop

bad snow balling, rub on a little

neatsfoot oil before going out, as

it is a help against sogginess of

leather. I use ordinary shoes, as

in summer, and employ frost nails

instead of the usual shoe nails. These nails

have a calk head and last about two or three

weeks; then the shoe should come off to trim up

the hoof anyway, and new frost nails can be put in.

(These nails cost 5 cents each). I have had no

trouble with calking; my horses stand up well

on bad going. It is inexpensive and the horses

get a more level footing than with long calks.

We shoe all the riding horses of the Nagawicka

Club in this way, and so far have had no reason

for changing. The horses are used all winter

and over rough country, getting all kinds of

going from glare ice to deep snow.
H. S. RoTHERA.

A.
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// In 'rem American-Grown Bulbs
of Tulips, I {yacinths,etc, Surpass

NO hull) is heller than the
.soil iind elinmle that pro-

duce il, also, no place on

earth can claim a more fertile

soil a lid more smiling climate
lliiin we en joy ;il our Nurseries.

These two facts combine to

give Cottage Gardens' Bulbs
many exceptional (jiialities.

Tliey ripen weeks ahead of the
Dutch Bulbs and ripen more
thoroughly. The bulbs are

more solid, harder, and conse-

quently ship and keep l etter

than the imported product.

Vitality, vigor and vim are the

principal characteristics of the

bulb product of Cottage (iar-

dens Nurseries. They are so

full of vitality, they thrive

vigorously, and the surplus vigor causes them to burst

into bloom with a vim all their own.

Cottage Gardens Products for
Your 1919 Flower Garden

You who are fond of flowers will appreciate the posi-

tive assurance that you may again enjoy the brilliant

beauty of Tulip beds, the fragrance of Hyacinths, and the lovely

companionship of Daffodils next Spring. Fifteen million bulbs are

now being harvested on our 860 acre farms. These include the
leading favorites in early, May-flowering and Darwin Tulips, the
choicest Hyacinths and Narcissus, Crocus, and Lilies, etc. Be-
sides, theft! are ready for shipment this Fall nearly 100,000

Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Boxwoods, not counting 150,000
Heathers and thousands of other plants.

We Stand Rack of Every Bulb and Plant

Grown at Cottage Gardens Nurseries
\s the largest growers of bulbs and

plants of the kinds named above, we give »

you the assurance that we are proud to i V *V W '
'

stand back of everything we produce. - ,*
1

We have spared neither time, nor effort, ^

nor expense to live up to our reputation

as careful plant breeders and growers, and

are willing to abideby

Gnad Due Tulips

the judgment of each

individual reader of this

magazine as to the merits

of Cottage (Iardens pro-

ducts.

A Free Catalogue Awaits Your Request
As yet, our bulbs and plants are not sold by many dealers. We will

gladly send you the name of the firm nearest you or we shall supply what
you want, direct to you hy either mail or express. Afford our complete

catalogue an opportunity to further acquaint you with this, our New
American industry. It is mailed Free on Request

Cottage Gardens Nurseries, Inc.
Charles W. Ward, President

Eureka California 50,000 Hyacinths in this Block
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Cabot's Creosote Stains
jinl thr unhtrra writes about it at follows:

r'l find anil

t. I'hrv arr

llirr mtrinlc
thr I 'it i 's. -fMM *tvn ind prrvrrvrs ihr w*mmI, m l tk

"SO1

, Chtaprr than Paint"
)"•• . j» in Cmtti't Slam i mil over iki country. Srni
for rf«i*W twoJ 'Mm fit | **J nam/ •/ mfmrtil mttnl.

SAMUEL CABOT. Inc.. M.ni*. Chemitlt

M Milk St.. baton. Maaa. 14 W. Krai. St.. Crura..

US Mark*! St.. San Franciac.

The World'* Choicest

PEONIES
Intlutting all tht S.-ir and Uar« Vari«'t«i

L*Cvvi». S»4an«». Th.rew. I .a l-ranvr. Martha Hulloih. roiiranijelee

Mm* 1 Irt Imwrt. Pr<me<rtr. K.wa H.'nh.i

Itarvi. I-
' hant.reas.. Jut U... etv Sea«l ffi

D. W. C. RUFF Glob* Bldf. St. Paul. Minn

M M I'ahnm.Lovr
tagM Nowmdy.

IEDAG
L_ GLUE

E'S
A HOUSEHOLD NECESSITY

to*

Your Old Heat
And Puttingin the

HEACTH
eat

IN three to live years a Kelsey pays its

extra cost over ordinary heaters in the

coal it saves. This statement we will

gladly prove.

If, then, such he so. wouldn't it be worth
your while to replace your present heat
with the Kelsey Health Heat? A Heat
that not only heats economically, but ven-
tilates while it heats.

Not only ventilates, but automatically

mixes the air with just the right healthful

amount of moisture.

Send for Saving Sense Booklet, and draw
your own conclusions. Make us prove that

a Kelsey pays for itself in five years.

Tr1 2

HE. p^LL5E.V
WARM AIR GET7E.RATOR I

231 James Street, Syracuse, N. Y. I

NEW YORK
103>D Park Avenue

BOSTON
40S-D P. 0. Square Bldg.

CHICAGO
217-D West Lake Street

DETROIT
Space 95-D Builders' Ex.

Tost ItWith a Hammc >r-\bu May Dent
Quo "fybod but tho Wont Crack

FLGDRVARNISH
for Hoots,Emruture ^all^vvfoodwork

MADE IN EIGHT COLORS
If You Can't Buy New
Furniture, Make the Old
Like New with "61"

OLD floors, furniture and
woodwork made new with

"61" Floor Varnish is a real war-

time economy. You can have
practically new furniture and
woodwork, at very little expense.

The "Hammer Test" has made "61" Floor

Varnish famous as a floor varnish. It has dem-
onstrated the extraordinary durability and long-

wearing qualities of "61," but many people have

not fully realized that "61" is an ideal finish for

all household purposes.

Think of the pounding of heels "61" Floor
Varnish withstands on a floor! Then you will

realize why "61" wears even longer on furniture

and interior woodwork.
Most any varnish is pretty to look at; most any

good varnish is waterproof. But "61" not only

possesses these characteristics — its dominant
quality is durability — resistance to abrasion and
wear. It will last; that you can depend on.
"61" is sold in the following attractive semi-

transparent wood-stain colors, which stain and
finish in one application: Light and Dark Oak,
Cherry, Mahogany, Walnut, Forest Green; also

Natural, Dull Finish, and Ground Color.

Send for Color Card; also Panel Finished with "61"

Pratt & Lambert Varnish Products are used by
painters, specified by architects and sold by paint

and hardware dealers everywhere.

OUR GUARANTEE: If any Pratt & Lam-
bert Varnish Product fails to give satisfaction you

may have your money back.

PRATT & LAMBERT-Inc.
VARNISH MAKERS 69 YEARS

113 Tonawanda Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
In Canada address

57 Courtwright Street, Bridgeburg, Ontario

Vitralite
V u.

T
»S-

cu«WHITE ENAMEL

It is economical be-

cause a very little

goes so very far, and

it is so durable that

we guarantee it

three years, inside

or outside, although

it lasts much longer.

PRATT cYLAMBERT \ARNISHES
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Why worry-
the floor is Valsparred!

Think of having a varnish on your floors,

woodwork, and furniture that says, "JVhy
worry when accidents happen?"

There is one such varnish—Valspar.

Thousands of tests have proved conclu-

sively that water, either scalding hot or
icy cold, positively willnot injure its surface.

Nor will alcohol, ammonia, and such
liquids turn it white, spot or mar its

beautiful surface.

In the bathroom, kitchen, pantry, and
laundry, spills and splashes won't hurt it

—in fact, the way to clean a Valsparred
surface is to wash it with hot water and soap!

VALENTINE'S

SPAR
The Varnish That Wont Turn White

Use Valspar wherever you need varnish,

indoors or out.

It protects and preserves. It is quick-
drying. It gives a beautiful finish. It is

wonderfully tough and durable.

Don't rest content with merely reading
about Valspar varnish. Try it.

Special Offer

If you wish to test Valspar send 20c. in stamps
and we will send you enough Valspar to finish a

small table or chair.

VALENTINE & COMPANY
442 Fourth Avenue, New York
Largest Manufacturers of High-grade Varnishes in the World

Established 1832

New York Chicago \^L
rNTsHES Toronto London

Boston (Trade Mark) Amsterdam
W. P. Fuller & Co., San Francisco and Principal Pacific Coast Cities

Copyright, 1018, Valentine 12 Company

SPRUCE CONES with QUEER SEEDS
By EDITH M. PATCH

HAVE some abnormal spruce cones, here," said the Botanist,
entering the office of the Entomologist and laying down a twig.

"Can you tell me what is the matter with them?"
"They are not cones at all," was the calm reply.

1 he visitor jumped. He was not only a botanist but he
was a morphologist as well, and didn't he know a cone when
So although he was a very polite person, he stood his ground

sturdily.

"Why, certainly they are cones!" he protested,

scales, how they lie in place?"
"Well," said the Entomologist evenly, "I have been calling those 'flat-

tened scales' abnormal needles."

"They do not look it," remarked the Botanist.

"No, they do not," the Entomologist agreed sociably.

The Botanist took "a twig back to his laboratory and the next day hecon-

ie saw one.'

"See those flattened

Fig. 1. Two galls of Chermes pinifolise

on black spruce
Fig. 3. A, normal cone; B. normal shoot;

C. deserted gall

fessed, "You were right about those specimens. They are not cones at all,

but twig tips shortened and their leaves grown flat and compressed."
Now, what had tampered with a spruce branch that it should have come

to look enough like a cone to fool a botanist—and a morphologist at that?

Nothing more than a small insect, called Chermes, and her progeny. After

wintering on the spruce, she had stationed herself at the twig tip and in

the spring each one of her brood had selected a starting needle and nestled

at its base. A spruce bud just ready to grow, with the sap fast flowing to

make the process rapid, and a tiny Chermes, just hatched, in need of that

same sap! Which would win?
Chermes—be confident of that! Each six-legged speck pressed its sure

beak into the tender green, and in response to the stimulation each leaf,

which normally would have grown straight and slender, became flattened,

broadened, and curved up in a protecting scale about the little mischief

Fig. 2. Black spruce twig with single young cone at A; at B are four normal spruce tips

;

at C four young galls of pinifolia;

maker at its base. This accomplished, the twig stopped growing; the insects

appropriating what sap came that way.

Each minute mistress of her solitary chamber had but to tap the wall of

her cell and drink her fill. Or on those several occasions in her life when it

was time to change her clothes, she had but to sit quiet and safe while her

confining skin cracked open and let her creep out of it for the next period of

growth. Food and habitation combined for as many as 140 little Chermes

in a single gall—a good use for a spruce tip, from an insect's point of view!

The full name of the species under consideration is Chermes pinifolia.

Why named for pine when it lives on spruce? Well, after reaching the

development to the winged stage in the spruce gall, these little migrants

take flight to the white pine, upon which they were first recorded in 1858.

About twenty years later they were given a second name for the spruce,

their identity not being guessed until 1909, when these insects were under

special observation in Maine and it was discovered that the migrants froni

the spruce galls sought the white pine and took up the characteristic life of

pinifolia; on that tree.

Perhaps "characteristic death" would be a more appropriate if not a

happier sounding phrase, for upon arriving at their destination each mi-

grant settles on a pine needle with her head pointed toward the base, inserts

her beak and dies—but not before her eggs are provided for; trust an insect
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DU PONT AMERICA!

Don't Pot

Your Trees

Plant them in hiasfi-d holes. Make them
liittw f.istrt. In .ilt hiii and brftt'1 I fM planted
in spade ilttg holes are like Howers planted in

pots. I heir roots are confined.

M PDNT
RED CROSS FARM POWDER

breaks up the hard subsoil, provides for increased

nourishment and assures better moisture control. It

allows tor root expansion and stimulates growth.

(let all the tacts on this modern and efficient method
ot tree planting now. W rite

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO.
Established 1807

Wilmington Delaware
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"It's a Queer Feller

seen by a queerer feller." Such is Mr.
Tarkington's good-humored description

of Mr. llolliday's new book. A striking

portrait of the man and a keen analysis

of his work, without any of the hero-

worship that sometimes crops out in such

books. Booth Tarkington's progress is

traced from the spacious Princeton days

to the later Penrod era. There are en-

lightening anecdotes galore and engaging

passages of critical insight. You will

realize why this man has gathered one of

the most enviable followings in America
when you read

BOOTH
TARKINGTON
By Robert Cortes Holliday

Net, $1.25

AT YOUR BOOKSELLER'S

DOUBLEDAY,
PAGE & CO.

GARDEN CITY,
NEW YORK

Plant an English Walnut Tree
If you have nx>m plant

, a grove of them, for the

^cultivation of the Kng-

ish Walnut in the north

is not only one of the

newest, but one of the

most rapid growing in-

dustries in the United

States. Theearly planter

is bound to reap a golden

harvest.

Write us for details.

Our nursery, close lo the 45th Parallel of Latitude with Zero Temperature

—

Mean* .Sturdy, Rugged Trees and Planti. Insures Permanent Results.

I.ool al iln record ol The Thompson Orchard, MM RtdsMtW) 22H fcMs\
the largest commercial bearing orchard in the East, producing in one season

260 buthel- Walnuti, 32 lbs. to the buthel, sold at 2Sc. per
pound. This orchard has been in bearing many years with occasional

temperatures 20 degrees below zero.

The Isere Valley—the valuable walnut region of France, has been practically

wiped out. Judge for yourself the prices we will be paying for English Walnuts
in a short time.

Mayktte

"Northern Grown"
means specially bred to
severe changes of climate
and 1 o w temperatures,
strong, vigorous, husky
young trees, able to offer

unyielding resistance to
severest weather.

II you wlifh lo gel far-
thent north grown trees,
write to

GLEN BROS., Inc.
i ' i, .-.i i -fid

GLENWOOD NURSERY
170Z M.in St., Rotheiler, N. Y. I IIOMSON

Nut Culture, Fruit Trees, Berry Plants, Evergreen* and Shrubs described in

our 1918 Magalog, tent free on request.

mm

Fiske
Chain Link
Climb Proof

Make Guards and Gamekeepers Unnecessary

Fences

Undesirable trespassers

who laugh at sign boards
and disregard ordinary
wooden and stone fences,

find their way hopelessly

barred by Fiske Climb-
proof.Chain Link Fencing.

All parts heavily galvan-

ized by hot spelter process,

are rust-proofand fire-proof

;

posts deep-set-in-concrete,

will not rust at the ground
line, but keep the fence al-

ways in alignment. Chain-
link wire mesh too small to
afford toe hold — topped
with barbed wire is abso-
lutely climb proof.

Fitted with gates of same
construction, Fiske Climb-
proof fencing is a permanent
surety against trespassing
and intrusion.

If your grounds are worth
fencing they are worth fenc-

ing well. Sendfor our catalog.

J. W. FISKE IRON WORKS
72-88 Park Place

New York

swJMsr*. a »» vsm
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WILSON'S
.99

SANITARY CURLED HAIR MATTRESS

more than ever an essential

Now when you must
make every hour as well
as every dollar count,
your sleeping hours are
more than ever import-
ant. Your days are filled

with hard physical and
mental labor; you must

face tomorrow perfectly refreshed and rebuilt. Wilson's "Restgood" Mat-
tress is designed and built for good rest. It is filled with resilient, spring-

like, curled hair, selected and treated by our own exclusive process
which has given Wilson Curled Hair its commanding reputation. /

-

Its sanitary construction is self-ventilating and invites and assures utter relaxation
-the deep, health-giving restorative slumber ofchildhood.

If you do not know who handles "Restfeood" Mattresses near you, write us
and we will send you full information. Address Dept. CL-9

Makers of the famous line of "Restgood" army
and camp equipment

People Who Really
Know Dogs Like

PIERROT:
Dog of Belgium

By Walter A. Dyer
A thrilling, touching story

of a dog that went to war.

Here's what one dog man says:

"I have read 'Pierrot' and you ought to be proud
of that book. It will become a classic."

WALTER McROBERTS. Peoria 111. Proprietor of

Richwood Kennels. Member Irish Seller Club of America.

All Bookslores.Net Jl.OO.Doubleday.Page & Co.,Garden City.N.Y.

Dreer's Reliable

Spring-Blooming

Bulbs

DO not miss the joy of having a bed or border

of Bulbs next Spring. Plant them this Fall

as early as you can and success is certain.

We import the very highest grades of the finest

varieties and offer in our Autumn Catalogue

splendid collections of Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcis-

sus, Crocus, Snowdrops, etc., etc.

The Fail is also the time to set out Hardy
Perennial Plants,Vines, Shrubs, etc. Our Autumn
Catalogue also gives a complete list of seasonable

seeds, plants and bulbs for out-doors, window
garden and conservatory.

Mailed free to anyone mentioning this magazine

Henry A. Dreer 714-16 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

FlG. 4. White pine needles with Chermes pinifolix settled head
toward the base, sheltering their eggs with their wings

for taking care of that item in her life before she

quits. In this case, however, it is to be said that
Chermes pinifolitz does not oviposit in the usual

sense of the term, as eggs are not expelled from
her body. She just sit?down on the pine needle

after leaving the shelter of the spruce gall, an ani-

mated little bag of eggs. Her closed wings, after

their one sure flight, fold quietly over the precious

burden beneath «-hem as though brooding them
even in death.

One hundred eggs for those frail wings to

shelter! However, they hatch in about ten

days and the young rascals stab the new-
growth pine as vigorously as their mothers did

the spruce. With no such results, though, for

the pine offers no hospitable retreat. What life

is this for the daughters of an insect reared in

the safe seclusion of solitary confinement!

Exposed to sun, rain, and wind, how will they

meet the world?
Quite adequately, for they are Chermes.

They are provided with numerous glands, and

setting these to work, they manufacture a

beautiful white waxen fluff which spreads out

over the whole colony, a fleecy coverlid between

them and what dangers the elements might other-

wise hold for them.
They have no wings, these little daughters of

the mother migrants, and they pass their whole

life upon the pine. But after the proper number
of apterous daughter generations, there appears a

brood equipped for flight which takes wing to

the spruce; and their progeny are the over-winter-,

ing mothers whose daughters produce the cone-

shaped gall out of a spruce tip.

Just mothers and daughters? Well, perhaps

not, though if there are fathers and sons among
them, no one in America has ever mentioned

seeing one of them. And it would be futile to

go abroad on such a quest, for this species has

never been recorded outside this country.

There are other species of Chermes producing

galls on spruce. Five others have been taken in

Maine alone, and in the western part of our

FlG. 5. Progeny of migrants fromspruce, at home on white pit*

where they would be exposed but for their blanket of wax
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THE RANK
and FILE
of our minor ports have discovered

in the Majj merely a tiling of stripes

and stars—to be glorified as a rally-

ing Hame and not as a sign—an

emblem. Whitman has touched

just the right cord in

PATRIOTIC POEMS
OF

WALT WHITMAN
wherein the flag receives its true

worship as a symbol with religious

and national import.

Net, $1.25 cloth
Limp leather, $1 .75

Doubleday, Page & Co. Garden City, N. Y.

'Human Tony Wel-
• » ler

'
a W1Se

WariOUS man, was
strongly op-

posed to 'Vallin' of names"—
"No angels or Wenuses, Sam-
my, he advised. There are

times when exceptions ought
to be recognized, however,
such as now, when the old sea

of letters heaves up such a fig-

ure asMr.ChristopherMorley.
1 lis new book,

SHANDYGAFF
Net, $1.40

far outstrips even his alluring

ParnassusonWheels.
'

' These
are charming essays and
sketches of literary value.

Doubleday, Page & Co. Garden City, N. Y.

Think of the

pleasure of

CLEAN
SAFE
WATER

in your home
for all purposes

For all household uses, stainless, attractive, safe

water is extremely desirable. Besides its evi-

dent value in your bath, in laundry, kitchen, or

pantry, filtered water practically does away with

the trouble from leaky faucets and valves and
affords great protection to your handsome fix-

tures, piping, boilers and mechanical equipment

because it is free from grit, muddiness and sus-

pended matter of all kinds as well as odor or taste.

Loomis-Manning Filters afford the maximum of

such protection because they are extremely simple to

take care of, they are scientifically designed to keep in

excellent working order and are made in a substantial,

durable manner.

They are readily installed without causing disturbance or altering

the present flow of water in the house. Several sizes and types

to meet different water conditions.

Loomis-Manning Filter Distributing Company
Established 1880 1441 South 37th Street, Philadelphia, Pa;

HODGSON Portable
HOUSES

DON'T put off any longer the building of that cottage, playhouse, garage

or any other small house just because you dread the bother and
trouble that usually accompanies a job of this kind. The Hodgson way
eliminates all the bother and trouble because the house is built, finished

and painted in our factory and shipped to you in sections. It can be

assembled easily and quickly by inexperienced men. No figuring over

blue prints. No ruined lawn. No dirt or noise.

Send for a Hodgson catalog. You will find it

jammed full of photographs of cottages, bunga-
lows, garages, clubhouses and most any kind

of a house you can think of. After you have
selected the one that strikes your fancy, send
in your order early and it will be shipped to

you when you want it. If you don't need the

house just now, send 25% of the cost and we
will hold it for you until you do need it ; at the

same time you protect yourself against any
advance in cost and insure prompt delivery.

Your first move is to send for a catalog.

Do it today.

E. F. HODGSON CO.
Room 201, 71-73 Federal Street, Boston. Mas*.

6 East 39th Street, New York City
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"A Daughter of the Land"
Gene *s ^er most

*
m"

q. portant novel. To
atratton-

all the appeal of her

JrOVteV other books is added

a new sincerity of purpose. Kate Bates,

who makes the story, is a true Amer-

ican. She fought for her freedom.

Her passion for it and her fight for

the possession of land, cost her many

long years of struggle. At the end,

when she attains liberty and the desire

to possess land bears fruit, she comes

to her own in a most unexpected way.

Happiness, love and freedom come to

her together.

It is a book that will move you deep-

ly. There is not a word of war in it,

yet it will draw attention to one of

our chief weapons of defense—the products of the land and the big men and

women who grow them. Illustrated. Net, $1.40.

Kate Bates\a dauglttcVtcif the land

WqT fiction ^ book by a man
M/r 1 t .1 who knows warMade I ruth and knows how to

write. Here are stories of officers and pri-

vates fighting on sea and land. It is as if a

great field officer were telling you inti-

mately of the wonders performed. Twenty-
one tales showing high courage, cheerful

patience, and unfailing humor, by "Centu-
rion" (Captain J. H. Morgan), a high au-

thority in the British Army. Net, $1.40.

"Tales From Birdland" "Gentlemen at Arms"
For sale by all booksellers

Doubleday, Page & Company

A Child's by T. Gilbert Pear-

f>« j n i son, Secretary of the
Bird BOO/Z Audubon Societies,

who has spent his life for and with birds.

Intimate stories of the common birds:

full of funny things and touching things.

The forty-six illustrations in color and
black and white are by Charles Living-

ston Bull, who is as good a naturalist as

he is an artist. Ten stories, 237 pages.

Net, $1.00.

Garde City New York

Evergreen
Bittersweet

Euonymus radicans vegetns

A most lovely climber, adaptable to all

locations; unsurpassed for covering trellises,

walls or stumps. Rich green all the year,

with crimson berries in winter. Can be
planted at any time.

1st size, 50c each; $5 per dozen
2nd size, 75c each; $8 per dozen
3rd size, $1.50 each; $15 per dozen

Adolf MuUer, DE KALB NURSERIES, Norristown, Penna.

j I Every Library must contain

' a complete Kipling — that

fC. is if you plan to afford your

children the heritage of the Anglo-

Saxon family.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York

The Public is warned
not to purchase Mow-
ers infringing the

Townsend Patent No.
i,20Q,5iQ Dec. iq,

iqi6.

Townsend TRIPLEX
CUTS A SWATH 86 INCHES WIDE

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, the

TRIPLEX will mow more lawn in a day than the

best motor mower ever

made; cut it better and at

a fraction of the cost.

It will mow more lawn than any
threeordinary horse-drawn mowers
with three horses and three men.

Write for catalogue illustrating all

types oj Lawn Mowers

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO.
16 Central Avenue, Orange, N. J.

country some of the same ones and some others;
and in Europe some of the same and others still.

One of the most common of these and the most
widely distributed is Chermes abietis which pro-
duces the pineapple gall, a name suggesting a
real resemblance in shape but not so perfect a
likeness that an entomologist has ever needed to
explain to any botanist that this structure is not
really a pineapple.

If you have been looking at the pictures, you
may be interested in a word of explanation.

Figure i shows two galls of Chermes pinifolia
on black spruce. Do you wonder that the botan-
ist called them cones? Under each scale is a soli-

tary cell with a single Chermes inside, and as
many as 140 of these may be present in one gall.

These galls are full grown and at this stage green.
The gall when young is slender, about the same
length as the young cone, and often about the
same purple color, which is lost later.

Figure 2 shows a black spruce twig with a
single young cone at A, the tip of which is un-

Fig. 6. Three pineapple galls of Chermes abielis on white spruce.

The galls of this species do not resemble cones, six of which are
also shown

fortunately broken; at B are four normal spruce

tips; at C are four young galls of pinifoliae.

This photograph makes plain the distinguishing

features of these three growths—the normal

shoot, the modified shoot or Chermes gall, and the

normal cone.

Figure 3 shows the normal cone at A, which

at this stage is purple; at B the normal shoot,

which is green; at C the deserted gall, which is

bright reddish brown. After the migrants

take flight, the gall leaves flare out from the

stem, throwing the chambers wide open. About
this time the gall becomes bright reddish brown

—that is, the galled terminal shoot dies in this

characteristic way. The resemblance to the

cone is by this time lost.

Figure 4 presents a few white pine needles

with the migrant Chermes pinifolia settled

head toward the base and sheltering their eggs

with their wings.

Figure 5 is a picture of the progeny of the

migrants from spruce, at home on the white

pine, where they would be exposed except for

their flocculent blanket of wax.
Three pineapple galls of Chermes abietis on

white spruce are shown in Figure 6. It will

be seen that the galls of this species do not re-

semble cones, six of which are shown in the

same picture. These galls comprise about fifty,

or fewer, cells, in each of which are developed

from eight to twelve of the Chermes, this species

being more social in its habits than pinifoliae.
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Are You Ready for Winter

Coal is scarce and high. There's

a long winter ahead. Now is

the time to insure your comfort

this winter— and help save coal

needed for the war— by equip-

ping your house with

Storm Doors and Storm Sash

Morgan Cold-weather Protection means
a warm house— perfectly ventilated and
free of cold Moor drafts—in below-zero

weather. Jnd it saves one-third or more

0/ Ike toil till.

Morgan Storm Doors, Combination
Screen and Storm Doors, and Storm
Sash are built of selected, seasoned stock

with the same care characterizing all

Morgan products. While built espec-

ially for service, they are attractive in

appearance and harmonize with standard

designs.

Morgan Sash & Door Company
Membere of thr

Wholmeale Saeh & Door Aieociation

Dept. 48, Chicago

Morgan Co., Oshkoah, Wisconsin
Morgan Millwork Co., Baltimore

"Reading Selmjt L&gerTdf is like sitting in

the dusk of jl Spanish cathedral—certainly

one h*s been on holy ground.
—Hugo Alfvin. the Steedish composrr

THE NORTHLAND EDITION. ten of her
greatest workt in limp leather binding now
ready. Each, net. $1. 75. Send for booklet

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & COMPANY

ttlMPSOAP
-iSPPAY
Sure Insect Killer
THE use of Imp Soap Spray on fruit trees,

garden truck, ornamental trees, shrubs, etc.,

will positively destroy all insect pests and larva

deposits. Quite harmless to vegetation. Used in

country's biggest orchards and estates. Very
economical—one gal. Imp Soap Spray makes
from 25 to 40 gals, effective solution. Directions

on can. Pta. 40c.; Qts., 60c. ; Gal., $2.10; 5
Gals., $9.00; 10 Gals., $17.25; Bbls., per
Gal., $1.70. F.O.B. Boston. Genuine can has
Ivy leaf trade mark. Your money back if Imp
Soap Spray doesn't do as claimed. Order direct

if your dealer can't supply.

F. E. ATTEAUX & CO., Props.
Eastern Chemical Co. BOSTON, MASS.

The beauty and distinction of

Granes
dtjnen dFation

[THE CORRECT WRITING PAPER
J

is too subtle for imitation. Its

genuineness, its fitness and its

elegance of format has made it the

choice ofthose whose taste is sure

Usahle samples sent cm reywestjor twenty-jlve cents

EATON, CRANE 6? PIKE CO.
New Yo rk Pi.ttsfield.Mass.
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Marion C. Taylor

120 West 32nd Street

THERE is always something quite re-

freshing about French clothes designed

for wear in the country, particularly

those of sportsmanlike character. Perhaps
it is because French country life differs so

essentially from American country life, and
also, because the French dressmaking houses
have only seriously considered clothes for

sports within the last few years, that the

results are so often both interesting and un-
expected.

In design, in the materials chosen, and in

color one almost always finds a novelty of
some sort that is a real boon to country sports clothes, which
unfortunately reflect all too often the narrow bounds of con-
vention which must of course govern them. But the Frencli

have a way of ingeniously getting around these conventions,

not ignoring them quite, but at least treating them with scant

consideration, and taking every possible advantage of all the

latitude that is permissible. And as the successful dressmak-
ing houses of Paris realize the constantly increasing time that

Americans are spending out of the cities, they are quite nat-

urally giving serious thought to the designing of clothing to

fill the needs of the large clientele.

Chanel has for a number of years been notably successful

with frocks, wraps, and suits ideally suited to country wear,

and with an air of youthful charm that has made them most
welcome in America. Bernard and Lanvin have always turned
out excellent country suits, and a list of houses who have
been successful with top coats, capes, etc., for country wear
would read like a directory of Paris dressmakers.

The young coutouriers who appear each season are apt to be
well known designers from the

bigger houses who start for

themselves, and it is significant

to notice the number of country
clothes of the sports type that

one finds in their collections.

They seem to realize that this

is a decidedly profitable field

and worth earnest

consideration.

NOTABLE FALL ^
COLLECTION

This season's col-

lection of models at

one of the prominent Fifth Ave-
nue shops is a particularly perti-

nent illustration of
this tendency, for be-

sides the many suc-

cessful country suits,

frocks, and wraps that
are their own original

designs, one notices in

the large foreign col-

lection coats for coun-
try use from practic-

ally all of the big

houses—even from Poiret, who
seems to go right on designing

wherever he may be, as well as

the younger ones; and frocks

for the country from many of

the foremost houses; suits from
Chanel and others, and such
attractive novelties as the
sweater coat shown, which is

quite the smartest thing at the
moment.

HE purpose of this department, conducted by
Country Life's Readers' Service, is to give in-

formation ofany sort regarding country clothes.

It will gladly furnish the names and addresses of
establishments where correct country clothes may
be found, as well as those from which the clothes

in the accompanying articles are chosen.
Write, telephone, or consult Miss Taylor per-

sonally on country clothes problems.

COUNTRY LIFE

cuffs, and pockets trimmed with the delightful

coarse, long-haired angora that the French in-

troduced last season. One house shows this

coat sweater in a delightful soft shade of rose

with just enough warmth in it to make it

ideal for fall.

New York City

Fig. 1. Long haired angora trims this rose worsted
sweater of French design. An ideal accompaniment
is the soft veiour hat, banded with an odd, new rib-
bon. (Hats on this page are from Knox.)

CHANEL INTRODUCES THE COAT
SWEATER

Chanel has made it of a heavy
crocheted worsted with collar,

THE COAT DRESS MAKES ITS APPEARANCE IN
A NEW FORM

The dress shown in the middle is not only
decidedly surprising in appearance, for surely

it looks far more like a suit than a dress,

but it is eminently practical for fall country or

town use. Lanvin evidently knew full well when she designed

it just what the modern American woman, with her busy days,

would have to have in her wardrobe. Made of wool jersey

—

which has seemingly a firm hold on the affections of smart
women—it has a deep waistcoat attached at the sides, under
the coat section, of a cool tan tricolette. The unpretentious

one-button fastening of this waistcoat, the narrow plain belt,

and the simple under cuffs of the tricolette are all carefully

worked out details which spell unpretentiousness.

Lanvin is very fond of pockets. In fact she ofttimes uses

families of them on her coats, big ones and little ones in groups.

The two on the coat section of this frock are stitched at the

opening and held in place by a button and a bound button-

hole. The unusual collar, one end of which slips through the

other when the coat is closed gives an added warmth which

renders the frock still more useful for autumn use, and make
it possible to hide the waistcoat entirely if one chooses.

Frocks of just this character with small furs are the best

possible choice for general wear in the fall, for if one is in the

country, one may wear an out and
out country hat, or one of the type
shown with it in the sketch, which is

a cross between a town and country
hat; while if one is coming in town
one may quite change the complexion
of the costume by a wing hat or

some similar tailored model.

THE SMART MOTOR COAT IS NOW
OF LEATHER, WOOL-LINED

The black leather motor
and country coat of Che-
ruit's is one of the smart-

est coats to be seen. It

is notably distinguished

and unusually smart, with

its gay black and white lining

of wool veiour.

Leather coats, as I have said

before, are liked more and more
by well dressed women since they
have been made soft, pliable, and
lustrous. Wool linings, already

referred to in the August article,

are quite the best thing in coats

of this character. In fact no other

lining would really look right in

this sort of a coat. One notices again and

again in the new French coats, and in some
suits and frocks as well, a horizontal treatment

such as appears accented by rows of stitching

in this coat. Lanvin employs it often, Chanel

uses it, Poiret treats it in his own fashion, and
here we see it interpreted by Cheruit. The
pockets and the cuffs are both worthy of at-

tention, and the collar is both practical and be-

coming either open or closed.

With the coat is worn a close

fitting, down-turned brim hat of seal

brown veiour with quite a deep knap.

The rather high and decidedly unus-

ual crown has four deep dents ironed

in it. A narrow grosgrain ribbon of

Fig. 2. Odd pockets and
an unusual waistcoat of tan
tricolette distinguished this

imported green wool jersey
coat-dress. English in type
is the felt hat of sage mix-
ture. Three models from
Bergdorf & Goodman Co.

Fig. 3. The Cheruit model black leather coat

with its gay black and white wool veiour

lining is unusually smart and effective. The
close fitting veiour hat worn with it is seal

brown in color.

•
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MADISON AVCNUt CO*. FORT V. FOURTH STRICT
NIW YORK

Telephone Murray Hill SSoo

Uniforms and other Overseas
Equipment for Officers

Autumn Clothing, Furnishings
Hats and Shoes

for Civilians, Men and Boys
Travellers' Outfits

Send for Price List of Uniforms and
Personal Equipment

BOSTON SALES - OFFICES
ThCMONT CO* BoYLSTON StKCCT

NEWPORT SALES-OFFICES
220 Bciitvuc Avenue

THE FRENCH BINDERS
GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

W E have the honor to announce to pa-

trons who are interested in book bind-

ings of the highest class that we have

moved from Cleveland, and in cooperation with

Doubleday, Page & Company are now working

under agreeable conditions in the Country Life

Press. Garden City, L. I., N. Y.

It is our firm purpose to adhere to our highest

ideals. For this reason the number of books we

can bind is very limited, and we respectfully re-

quest your cooperation in informing us as far in

advance as possible of any binding you may wish

to entrust to us.

We may recall the fact that under the imprint

of "The Club Bindery," "The Rowfant Bindery,"

and lately "The Booklovers' Shop," of Cleveland,

Ohio, our work was well known and is now in no

way inferior, but rather the reverse.

Leon Maillard

Henri Hardy

Gaston Pilon

pi

WOMEN

^or
c
14/on\er\.

KNOX HAT COMK4NY
Incorporated

452 Fifth Avenue at 40th Street

196 Fijih Avenue at 23rd Street 161 Broadway, Singer Bulging

New Fall Catalogue

James McCutcheon
kCo.

Fall and
Win1 er
Catalogue
iQis-iQiQ

J

For upwards of sixty years,

the name of McCutcheon has
been a synonym for all that is

best in Linens.

The new Fall Catalogue of

"The Linen Store" is full of
interest for every lover of "the
House Beautiful."

It illustrates also a specially

attractive selection of the most
desirable Under- and Outer-
garments for Ladies, Misses,

and Children. The collections

of both Imported and Ameri-
can-made Lingerie are very extensive.

Notwithstanding the present strenuous war-time condi-

tions, we continue to maintain our high standards of

merchandise and service in every department. Orders

by mail will receive the same scrupulous attention as

heretofore.

Send for New Catalogue

A copy of the new Fall Catalogue will be mailed gladly

on request.

James McCutcheon & Co.

Fifth Avenue 34th & 33d Sts., N. Y.
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^^B^v the same color (and of course the hat comes in a va-

Wtk riety of shades) ties about the crown. This is an

^^B^y excellent hat, not only for motoring hut for general
" country use. particularly with the extremely plain

/ type of country suit that is growing in

/J favor. With the Lanvin dress is worn a

larger hat of a sage mixture. A brown

silk braid encircles the crown and a small

feather fancy is posed at one side. This

hat is quite English in character and is

intended for the woman who looks her best

in just such severe styles.

Many interesting fabrics of the

felt and beaver type made up into

country hats are shown this

season. They are generally

quite simply trimmed, if at

all, and depend for their

success upon their line,

color, and fabric. The one

worn with the coat sweater

is of precisely this type, its

material velour, and the band
about the rather high crown
of a matching color of rib-

bon—an odd satin cloth rib-

bon.

In July, reference was made
to an interesting collection of

clothes shown by one of the
shops for which if one could not be fitted in the models
carried in stock, measures would be taken and the model
chosen made up in about ten days' time. The fall

collection shown by this house is, if possible, even more
attractive than the spring and summer line, and one
is impressed again by the diversity of design, the in-

variable excellence of all materials used, and the really

beautiful workmanship.

STREET FROCK FOR EARLY FALL

The model shown is one of the many simple,

charming frocks that are in the collection. Made of
soft, lustrous, black charmeuse it has a touch of scarlet

at the neck and sleeves and waistline and a pretty
cross stitched scarlet embroidery of dots on waist and
sleeves. The panel sections of the skirt fly back as its

wearer moves while the back of the frock shows a but-
toned straight-hanging waist and a wide knotted sash

Fig. 4. An excellent quality
of satin and fine pearl buttons
are sufficient to recommend
this^ simple blouse, suitable for

country or town use ($8.75).

Fig. 5. A youthful frock of soft lustrous black
charmeuse, effectively trimmed with touches of

scarlet at neck, sleeves, and waistline ($140.00).

Hat of satin-edged grosgrain ribbon, with head
band and crown of silk plush ($30)

.

of the satin cut in one with the front of the

waist. The general idea was taken from a Callot

but recently imported, and is being developec
in many different attractive color combinations

It makes a particularly youth-
ful frock and has the

straight lines that are so

well liked to-day, with
the collarless neck that
continues to hold its

own. For wear in and
out of town early in the
fall it is the wisest kind

of a choice, for it

is simple enough,
particularly under

). a coat, for morning
\ shopping and yet is

• quite smart enough
for luncheon and informal

dinner use.

The hat which accom-
panies it is one of those

ribbon models beloved of

Reboux, that seem always
to introduce the fall season

and make a nice step be-

tween the straws ofsummer
i and the felts and velvets of
W winter. The ribbon used is

a satin edged grosgrain; the crown and the head band
are of silk plush. It may be had of course, in a var-

iety of plain colors and combinations.

TWO NEW BLOUSES

For simple country blouses suitable to wear in town
as well, one could do no better than either of the two

new models shown. The careful attention to details,

plus the cut of the smart revere collar distinguish the

satin model, which has a three-button front closing and

a two-button cufF; while the interesting revers and the

surplice chemisette, of crepecharmante,make the second

model notable. The cufFs have a pretty method of clos-

ing with four pearl buttons, and one large pearl button

with a bound buttonhole fastens it in front. Excellent

materials and the best of workmanship make both of

these blouses most reasonable in this day when a good

looking blouse usually costs far more than these.

Fig. 6. Deep revers and a
surplice chemisette are interest-
ing features of this heavy crepe
charmante blouse fastened with
•one large pearl button; $11.50.

lilllllllll

Kipling looks ahead
into the years after the war and tells

us (as only Kipling can) what he
sees there. And he looks about him,

over his country at war, and gives

us a realization of its spirit. Stories

of adventure and stories of the ut-

most delicacy with all the old-time

art about them fill

A DIVERSITY
OF CREATURES
BY RUDYARD KIPLING

Cloth, net, $1.35. Leather, $1.75

AT YOUR BOOKSELLER'S

DOUBLEDAY
PAGE & CO.

DP
8(3

GARDEN CITY
NEW YORK
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Burgess "
There hav

u
e
,

• u
ee

!l
j , ° many published

JohnSOn says: compilations having

to do with the war,

but I have not seen any other that has in-

terested me so deeply as this. Though its

contributors represent so wide a range of

literary activity, there is a homogeneity

about their writing that gives the book

none of that choppy character so charac-

teristic of the others.

"It is an inspiring volume,

—

FOR FRANCE
Julian Street's tribute to Johnnie Poe vies

with Jesse Williams' letter in stimulating

emotions not so easily aroused to-day by

books, when one book after another makes

an appeal in connection with the war. It

is a volume rich in unexpected treasures."

Net $2.50

Proceeds to go to the French Heroes Fund

Doubleday, Page & Co. Garden City, N. Y.
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Your "Winter" Garden
On the Pantry Shelves

"Empty Jars are Slackers!"

A clear, concise anil thoroughly practical presen-

tation of t vci \ st.imnl the various pioeesses of

prcMiMiic food. It describes each operation

simph ami in such detail that anv one trving for

the rirst time to preserve garden products will In-

able to proceed from A to 7. without mishap. Re-

side the canning of all fruits and vegetables (des-

cribed in alphabetical order) the author rakes up
canning in honey— a new subject and drying.

This is llh- book lot f lw be gin ne t . \\ hi le t he expert,

alwavs on the lookout for new ideas, will find it

especially valuable for the many new ideas, picked

up from thousands of experimenters.

Home Canning

Drying and Preserving
By A. LOUISE ANDREA

Net, $1.25

Doubleday. Page & Company, Garden City, New York

The New Country Life

In One Volume

Bach month The New COUNTRY LIFE
treats subjects in which you are interested. The

magazine constitutes a reference book on Home
Building and Decorating, Landscape Gardening,

Sports. DogS, Poultry. Cattle, the Automobile,

etc Each color manual is a treatise, with color

illustrations that could not be secured in a book

on the particular subject. For the price of a

yearly subscription you secure eight or ten com-

plete books, exclusive of the color manuals which

could not be bought in book form at any price.

These are worth saving to be referred to

whenever occasion arises. Are they worth $1.50

to you? We will bind them for you in a handy,

durable volume, each volume to contain six issues

beginning with May and November. If there are

any numbers missing we can supply them. Bound

volumes are handy, they dispose of dust covered

magazines, and add to the attractiveness of a

book case. Send your magazines to us and we

will bind them.

The New COUNTRY LIFE
Garden City New York

T fiERGDORF
GOODMAN
616 FIFTH AVENUE
be(uHm49*Mid50*Jk.

NEW YORK

FALL FASHIONS
Embodying Ike temier

jitHxkicUotT /o% Jtfkibr

glided for^majiiAredd

Early Orders Advisable

Xo /anJtLdJ^iaie ifW/Cver-

yLftxM^a^wxcf Mwrtaqe^
jwsjYiateric&d.

GOWNS SUITS WKAPS COATS FURS
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The uses for this valance and the needlepoint tapestry below are shown in the sketches at
either side

Furnishings That Bespeak the Glory of a Bygone Age
By JESSIE MARTIN BREESE

Inquiries regarding home decoration—color schemes, furnishings, art objects and interior arrangement—should be addressed
to Mrs. Breese. of the Decorating Service of The New Country Life's Advertising Department. 120 West 32nd Street. New York

>4 MONG books and pictures and
r\ old furniture do we find the

j°y that comes of intimate,

personal contact with beauty. "And
the greatest of these" is—old furni-

ture. For while books and pictures

are but creatures of a single mood
with us, furniture is the thing with

which we spend our lives, and if we
have furniture that was designed in

the days when furniture makers were
artists, we have beauty for a daily

companion. So, collected in these

pages this month, are choice pieces

that have come down to us from the

artists of past ages.

First we have a quaint old needle-

work tapestry from the eighteenth

century—quaint in use, in design, and
even in the fact that it is signed by
the four people engaged in working
it, with the dates at which each person

finished. It is not a tapestry to be
used merely as a wall hanging, for

it is so stitched that the design fol-

lows the outline of the headboard of

the bed behind which it was made to

hang. Masses of fruits and flowers

in gay, cheerful colors make a pleas-

ing design on hanging and valance.

The two sketches above the title

show two ways in which it could be

used to-day. Between them is shown
the fringed valance which hangs from
the canopy on three sides.

For those of us whose thoughts are

centred acutely on the war-map, it

comes as rather a shock to find a chair

of rare old Italian frame covered in

Hungarian silk needlework. Trite
though the fact be, it may be well to

remind ourselves here that art is in-

ternational, and though wars may
disrupt peoples of many nationali-

ties, the beauty of the work that
their fathers accomplished together

need not be lost thereby. Hence we
find such things as this chair.

The simplicity of its frame is typically Italian, with its plain curving
back legs and simply turned front legs, with low-set stretchers. On the

other hand, the needlework is done in a most characteristic Hungarian de-

sign that in its primitiveness is almost like that done by our own American

In the unworked portion of this needlepoint
the bed. behind which it is supposed to hang,
dates of those who designed and made it

Indians. Very beautiful are the de-
signs of the Hungarian peasantry,
but this is by no means the least ef-

fective of them. Its soft blue and
yellow tones are those which are so

popular among decorators to-day.

There are but six of these chairs to

be had, though I have recently found
a few more of them with a settee as

well, but in different colors. There
is no reason why these should not all

be used together, however, if the
person desirous of using them should
need more than the half dozen.

A sofa of fine lines and beautiful

colors is this one covered in an Aubus-
son tapestry. These were much used
in the time of Louis XV, from whose
time this piece comes down to us.

Trees of a soft but still brilliant green,

with delightful birds resting on their

branches, make up the design. No
less lovely in color is the frame of
carved walnut.

From Sheraton, the exponent of
the straight line in furniture making,
comes this exquisite little desk-cabi-

net of hare-wood. This wood of
which it is made is in itself very rare,

and it is inlaid with satin-wood, tulip-

wood, mahogany and boxwood, in

delicate and colorful design. The
desk is built on the best lines of

Sheraton's designs, its proportions

being lovely beyond comparison.
Even the little drawers of the cabi-

net have a beauty that is not so much
that of construction as of propor-

tion. The delicacy of this piece

makes an instant appeal to any
woman who has a room which is hers

alone and expresses her own individ-

uality as well as the decorative prin-

ciples underlying all pleasantly furn-

ished rooms.
Among the smaller furnishings that

have come down to us from the past

ages are many delightful dishes. All of them are quaintly designed and

some are very lovely. The one shown here has a charming design in

soft tones of pink, green, yellow, and lavender, with a gold outline.

A high salt-glaze which characterized much of the porcelain of

the period was applied to the plate before firing. This it is that lends

tapestry, which is left for the headboard of
, are lettered the|names and final working

A desk -cabinet of unusual beauty In olden days pictorial tapestries were cut for upholstering A needlework chair of odd design
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Jfurmture of ^tetonc

Charm am) Snteresst

AXood judgment in the planning of an
^interior more often achieves success than
does lavish expenditure.

J][ Indeed, many delightful rooms owe
J their chief charm to the harmonious
arrangement of a few well-chosen appoint-

ments—each piece of Furniture being so

admirably disposed in relation to its setting

that the whole effect is pleasing beyond
expression.

tfTT The opportunity to attain such results

J is nowhere better presented than at

these interesting Galleries, whether merely
an occasional piece or two, or an entire

ensemble, is required for the scheme in

view. Here one may acquire, at well within

moderate cost, the Furniture, the quaint
Decorative Objects and the Oriental Rugs
which will impart to their surroundings
historic interest and an engaging sense of

livability.

Suggestions may be gained from de luxe prints

of successful interiors, sent gratis upon request

Grand Rapids Rirniture Compajiy
INCORPORATED

34-36West 32^ Street

New^rbrk City

the peculiar luminosity to its coloring. It is one of a Lowestoft dinner set

of about 1780.

But little is known of Lowestoft ware, there being some doubt as to

whether it was really made in Lowestoft, England, or merely imported
there from China and widely copied.

One thing, however, is certain, and that

is that two different kinds of it were
made, one for England and one for the

Colonies. As might be imagined, that

which was made for England was of a

superior grade, although many of the

Colonial pieces we have to-day are most
interesting. The plate shown is English

ware.

Another small piece is the French
directoire clock in chased ormolu and
bronze, with green lacquered base. It

is charmingly designed and in a per-

fect state of preservation, with the old

works in running order.

A panel of sixteenth century Flem-
ish stained glass, representing Mary
and Joseph on the eve of their flight into

Egypt, is a lovely bit from the past. Lucas von Leyden is the designer

of the panel. Rich blues and warm reds are its chief colors.

Perhaps the most interesting remainder of the past is its houses. Those
of us who have entire rooms from centuries gone by, have a treasure in-

deed. Pictured on this page is such a place, for the paneling is old brown
oak of the period of James II. Overmantel and columns are elaborately

carved, as well as the cornice and
the two doors. The mantel itself is

of old carved limestone of the

period.

Not only is the room itself of

Jacobean times, but all of its furn-

One of a dinner set of Lowestoft por-
celain dated about 1780

An old French clock whose original works are

in running order

ishings have come down from that

period. There is a small walnut

gateleg table in the centre, and

an elm refectory table under the

window, dated 1645; a Jacobean
carved oak day-bed, a small oak

side-table, and an oak grand-

mother clock. Next to the fireplace

is a carved and inlaid oak armchair.

From the same room originally

came the andirons and pot hooks

of wrought iron with chased tops.

The windows contain five old Eng-
lish sixteenth century heraldic panels of stained glass,

panel of the overmantel is a picture by Joost Van Cleve.

We find the rooms of our medieval ancestors as charming to-day as when

they were first designed.

From the sixteenth century comes this panel of

Flemish stained glass

In the middle

Warwick House. Ltd.. Decorator

This entire room with all of its furnishings comes down to us from Jacobean times
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FALL SHOWING OF
FURNITURE OF DISTINCTION

I l\o M'nit i'I llu' M I'liriiitnrr i raftsmen,

milniovl with the not It CTontur-O tilrnU, ii rc-

fUvted in DM vo»t collection of "Flint cr Hor-
ner" Furniture now on view in our twelve

pdM jtrtlleries.

1 Kcm? modern pieces show most charming-

ly the influence of man^ of the finest old

(Vtu\l «.k>«itfns. nnd tin Itkio ,\ ^ront mnn\?

HAND PAINTED ond LACQUERED
Redroom and Dining Room Suites of exquisite

beauty.

INSPECTION CORDIALLY INVITED

ORIENTAL AND DOMESTIC
RUGS AND DRAPERIES

FLINT & HORNER CO., inc.

ao-96 WEST ,t<th STREET
NEW YORK

OVINGTON'S

DESPITE deranged conditions,

Ovington's stocks of fine

imported china and glassware are

being maintained without de-

crease in either quantity or qual-

ity. It is times like these that

emphasize the value of long-stand-

ing importing connections estab-

lished more than seventy years ago.

At Ovington's to-day one finds

the same superior wares as always.

May we send you a copy of

the New Ovington Gift Book?

312-314 FIFTH AVENUE - NEW YORK

UOAYflDlEH COMfPAIW
PARK AVENUE AT 57X3 STREET

3Veu)
c
!/orh

A

Harden Reproduction of a fine old lac-

quer Cabinet of the Eighteenth Century

Hayden Reproductions

THE HAYDEN COMPANY makes

in its ov?n sKops Reproductions of the

finest specimens of furniture of tke great

English periods. These Reproductions are

without equal and possess the mellowness and

charm of the famous originals from v?hich the]?

are copied. There are a series of rooms in the

Hayden Company's building, showing the

proper assemblage of early English Furniture,

Woodwork, Fabrics and Decorative Objects.

SHOWROOMS 1UO AT ROCHESTER, V. Y., SiO V. GOODMAN STREET

I
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Our Guarantee:

These goods are guaranteed
absolutelyfadeless. If color

changes from exposure to

the sunlight orfrom iuash-
ing, the merchant is hereby
authorized to replace them
ivith nenu goods or refund
the purchase price.

Guaranteed Sunfast
Draperies & Upholsteries.

MAKE your house a cozy, cheerful home by allow-

ing plenty of sunshine into the rooms. Buy
Orinoka Sunfast Draperies for all the windows.

They are guaranteed absolutely fadeless—no matter

how intense the sun, nor how frequent the tubbings,

Orinoka Sunfast Draperies, even the most delicate col-

ors, will always look just like new.

Ask to see these beautiful draperies with the Orinoka

tag bearing this guarantee. Our booklet, " Draping

the Home " will be mailed free on request.

THE ORINOKA MILLS
Dept. K, Clarendon Bldg., New York, N. Y.

WALL-PAPER

FOR THE MUSIC-ROOM
Elegance and inspirational surroundings

should inhabit the Music-Room. Wall-
paper of proper pattern will convey this

much desired impression.

ALLIED WALL-PAPER INDUSTRY

Chrich (Batteries
Dealers in

$amtmgsi hp "®iti Rasters"
707 Fifth Ave. at 55th St., New York

EARLY AMERICAN PORTRAITS

In our large collection are always to be found

many important examples by Stuart, Copley,

Sully, as well as many of the rarer and lesser-

known colonial artists.

Further details upon request

For Your RESIDENCE, CLUB, AUTOMOBILE, YACHT
and for GENERAL PRESENTATION PURPOSES

"Chelsea"
8-DAY

HIGH-GRADE Clocks
H^-FOR YEARS THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD OF QUALITY

ON SALE BY LEADING HIGH CLASS JEWELLERS

CHELSEA CLOCK CO. Makers of high grade clocks. 1 State St., Boston, Mass.

The Importance of Lighting

in the Home

IN
THE decoration of the interior there is no

more absorbing problem than lighting. For
it is not the single problem of the placement

of one fixture, or a number of fixtures, but the

placement of two fixtures in one. That is what
a light essentially is, for unlighted it presents an
entirely different appearance than when illumi-

nated. Hence it must be so situated that it

looks well in the room under either of two very

different conditions.

Then too, there is the question of whether the

rays of light will fall where illumination is wanted.

While a purely physical requirement of the room,

this must be neglected no more than its deco-

rative demands. We must remember the im-

portant part that artificial light has played in the

lives of men who have accomplished big things.

There was the tallow candle by which the young

Benjamin Franklin worked. And who of us does

not think lovingly of the firelight by which the

boy Lincoln studied! In later days, one of the

greatest editors of our time—Charles Dana

—

became almost blind, due to hours of study by

candlelight. Remembering these, we cannot but

respect the physical demands of the light in our

home.
Aside from either beauty or usefulness is the

ancient veneration for light that still flows in our

modern blood. Dimly, in our all-pervading

memory of things long dead, we see altar fires

and altar lamps which take us even farther back

to the worship of the father of all light—the sun.

Hence it is with the greatest care that we

•
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MOUNT VERNON
F'R many years Mount Vernon has been

treasured as America's best loved home. It

was rededicated as the nation's shrine by Pres-

ident Wilson in his notable Fourth of July oration

this year.

This is the absorbing life-story of Washington's

home from the first deed of gift to the land, down
through the days of the revolution, and afterward,

when it became the veritable capitol of the nation.

It is a vivid reminder to all who have visited Mount
Vernon. To those who have not had that privi-

lege, it will serve as an interesting introduction.

To all it will be a valuable record for your library.

Beautifully illustrated. Net $2.00

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & COMPANY. GARDEN CITY. N. Y.

Ay PAUL(C£§§rVyiLSTACH

COLOUR
IN MY

GARDEN
By LOUISE BEEBE WILDER

Author of "My Garden"

9 In big and little gardens everywhere we
are awakening to the possibilities of flower

grouping with due reverence to the value of

colors.

^ The author, has, besides rare taste and a

practical worki ng knowledge of plants, which

put her in the foremost rank of garden writers

of this or any other country.

<I Mrs. Wilder says, "I like to go along as

much as possible with Nature, letting her give

me a hint or a lift wherever possible." She

has used this and her inspirations together and

suited them to our climatic requirements

—

while many of the harmonious results have

been beautifully painted and used to illus-

trate the book.

Net $10.00, De Luxe Edition

To be published this month

At your bookseller s

Doubleday, Page Company
Garden City New York
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the door with a lock this key fits, and you never know of his visit. No loss,

no fright, no struggle in the dark with a man equipped with a gun and
accustomed to use it—just a simple prevention that bars the way to law-
breakers. Circular VK88 tells about it. Sent on request.

P. & F. CORBIN
The American Hardware Corporation Successor

NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT
Chicago New York Philadelphia

ur must contain

Kipling— that

Dmplete

if

Yo
L.7

Kipling— that is, it you
wrary p ian to afford your children

the heritage of the Anglo-Saxon family.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

" _
Danersk

Decorative

Furniture

We an-
nounce a
new exhibi-

tion of com-
plete sets

in charming
schemes
You buy

more than
furniture in

DANERSK
settings; you buy ideas. Where else can you make your choice

of just the right bed, desk and dressing table, with small up-
holstered chair, for a particular room, all finished specifically

for you as a unit set in charming old Venetian tones to go
with your choice of fabrics?

The beautiful things of the past were made for those who
used them, and not to meet a commercial demand.

Consultation without obligation to purchase.
Buy direct or through your decorator.

Deliveries near New York by -van.

Write tiwiny for our ralnnbl* Cainlognc "D-9"
Call at Our halt's Rooms

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION
2 West 47th Street New York

First Door West of Fifth Avenue—4th Floor

A NEW ORIGINAL DESIGN
Span -Umbrian

This new style expresses the
essence of modern thought
in furniture. To-day it is the
most vital presentation of the
influence the Spanish Renais-
sance had on furniture de-
sign. Send 35c. for "The
Story of Span-Umbrian Fur-
niture." Berkey & Gay Fur-
niture Company. 442 Monroe
Avenue,Grand Rapids, Mich-
igan.

BERKEY & GAY FURNITURE

A. Kimbel &. Son, Inc.

12 West 40th Street

New York

Tapestries
' Designed and
Woven for Fur-

niture Cover-
- ing, Valances,

etc.
1

Price $5 per

^ sq. foot up

Inquiries Solicited

choose a lamp for our home. Beauty and suit-

ability for the place in which it is to be used are
of course the first considerations.

The first
lampshown was
made from an
old Chinese
bronze vase of

200 B. C. Its

colors are ail

the softly radi-

ant ones that
Mother Earth
could give to it

as it lay en-

tombed for
many long cen-

turies. These
colors were fol-

lowed in the
handsome bro-

caded silk of

which its shade
is cut. Mount-
ed on a small

teak wood
stand, it has all the dignity of its years to add
to its loveliness.

Quite different is the mo,dern little cloisonne ele-

phant who stands patiently holding the vase in

which is set an electric light. Although he is

gorgeously trapped in blue and gold and deep
tones of old red, he is no mean creature himself,

being a mauve elephant. Mauve silk with bro-

caded plum blossoms makes a particularly lovely

shade. An am-
ethyst finial
glows with all

the concentrat-

ed color of the

lamp.
Colorful sim-

plicity charac-

terizes the club-

shaped Chinese
porcelain lamp.
With a black

standard that

scintillates with
rainbow lights

during the day
or when illum-

inated, and a

shade of hand-
woven gold-
thread tapestry

depicting scenes in Chinese history, topped by a

carved white jade finial, in richness of effect it

almost surpasses the handsome little elephant

which seems on first sight to be so much more
brilliant.

Like the first lamp shown, the next one comes
from ancient China. But, unlike that one, this

has been a lamp for all time, and was not

recently made into one. It has changed, though,

since it left its

temple home,

for it has taken

unto itself elec-

tric arrange-
ments, and a

beautifully
shaped brocad-

ed silk shade

ofrich color. No
less fascinating

than the intri-

cately carved
bronze, is the

lamp's graceful

shape.

A more en-

tirely modern
lamp than the

one last shown

would be diffi-

cult to find. It

is one of those made, even in these war times,

in vast potteries in Denmark, from designs by

men and women who devote their lives to this

interesting work. The blue-toned butterflies

and pure white flowers which appear on the white

porcelain standard are painted again on the shim-

ering white silk shade. Opaque white beads

make the fringe. Illuminated or not, this lamp

has all the freshness of flowery country lanes

and dewy mornings. 1MB
«
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"KIPLING
in (he maturilij

ofhh

great talent"

>
fc^— towers head and shoulders over the writers

I I of to-day. There have been no books writ-

^ *v» ten equal to his two describing the old, stark

game of war.

They are
—"France at War" (net, 60 cents) and

"Sea Warfare" (net. $1.25).

In his great poem "France" (published in France

at War) he has written what has been called the finest

tribute of love ever paid by one nation to another.

His books sell to-day in ever-increasing numbers.

The first book of fiction Mr. Kipling has written

in seven years has recently been published. It is called

"A Diversity of Creatures." and if you have not al-

ready read it for who has not?— it will be well worth

your while to do so. It sells for $1.50, net, in cloth,

and $1.75. net. in red leather.

AT YOUR BOOKSELLER'S

DOUBLED AY, PAGE & COMPANY
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

DAVID GRAYSON'S
"Great Possessions"

"reveals to each reader much of that
elusive, invisible life which in every man
is so far more real, so far more important,
than his visible activities."

This fourth volume in the series of the Literature
of Contentment is well named, for the author in

all these books promotes a Readjustment of
Values.

The greatest readjustment of values ever at-

tempted in the world is now being wrought out.

These sane and inspiring books, which are "the

pieces of time, knowledge, or sight which my share

of sunshine and earth has permitted me to seize,"

help to keep in mind the unchanging, fundamental
background of life against which and as a part of

which all our activities must take place.

Uniform with "Grear Possessions" are his four

other books,

ADVENTURES IN CONTENTMENT
ADVENTURES IN FRIENDSHIP
THE FRIENDLY ROAD and

HEMPFIELD

DOUBLEDAY,
PAGE & CO.

GARDEN CITY,
NEW YORK

At All Bookstores

Bobbink& Atkins

Visit

Nursery

44 The Most Conspicuous Limitation

in Connection with Flower
Gardening is The Element of Time"

So reads an editorial in The Garden Magazine and it

continues:

—

"A good flower garden cannot be created

in a hurry, less or more time is required

according to whether the start is made with

seeds, bulbs or plants. The time to start

Ins, Peony and Phlox gardens, or any other

herbaceous perennial gardens for that matter,

is NOW, if you would want to enjoy the

flowers next Spring.

" Decide NOW what sort of garden you

want another year. Remember that ever-

greens, shrubs, trees, hardy plants of all kinds

may be planted from now on until hard

frosts. Some of them, like the evergreens,

will begin to give returns immediately, while

the deciduous and herbaceous plants will do

their part next Spring to make the garden the

true refuge from the hard strain of the present

times which all nature intended it should be."

WE OFFER

New Single and Double Pyrethrum

Hybrids of Exceptional Beauty

ALSO

The Choicest Peonies, Iris

and Delphiniums

AS WELL AS

Plants for the Rockery

// it's "worth-while" in Hardy Plants,

we have it, also

Evergreens, Shade Trees, Flowering Shrubs,

Home-Grown Roses, all for Present Planting

TeU us what you need—we have it, at

Rutherford,New Jersey
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THE DUNHAM
RADIATOR TRAP

Your Share ofthe Nation's Coal
How to make it go farther and at the
same time make every radiator give
off 100% of heat—NOISELESSLY

NO matter how hot a fire you have in

your boiler, the radiators cannot heat
up if they are choked with air and water—
two of the greatest coal wasters that the

owner of a home, apartment, office or fac-

tory has to contend with.

The air and water stop the circulation of

the steam: burning more coal simply makes
the pipes pound and knock while the little

valves on the radiators hiss and spurt steam
and water.

Get all the air and water out—and you
will not need so hot a fire; you will burn
less coal and get more heat out of it. That
is just what the Dunham Radiator Trap
does—automatically removes the coal-wast-

ing air and water. At the same time it

makes the heating sys-

tem absolutely noise-

less The radiators
f
K7£p]

heat up quickly—the WL^L
coal lasts longer; just rtfcA I I

the ideal conditions for economy and comfort

during the coming winter.

The Dunham Radiator Trap—one of the

fundamentals of the Dunham Heating Serv-

ice—can be applied to your present heating

system without extensive alterations. The
coal saved will largely offset the cost of

installation.

Architects recommend the Dunham
Radiator Traps, which are installed in many
leading buildings, including the Woolworth
Building.

Write now for complete details and let

us tell you how the coal-saving Dunham
Radiator Traps may be applied to your
steam heating system: without obligating

you in the least.

Write now: winter

is on its way! And the

coal question must be

Solved if you want heat-

ing comfort thiswinter.

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY, Fisher Bldg., CHICAGO
Factories:

Marshalltown, Iowa
Toronto, Canada

Branches in 36 Cities in the
United States and Canada

The-
Farm Mortgage
Handbook
By Kingman Nott Robins

Treasurer, Associated Mortgage Investors, Rochester, New
York. Vice-President, Farm Mortgage Bankers'

Association of America

A book of facts regarding the methods by which the
farmers of the United States and Canada are financed.
Especially intended for investors seeking information re-
garding investments in farm mortgages. Net, $1.25

Garden City DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & CO., New York

BY APPOINTMENT
TO THEIR MAJESTIES
THE KING AND QUEEN

CRICHTON BROS.
of London

GOLDSMITHS andSILVERSMITHS

In New York: 636, Fifth Avenue
In Chicago: 622, S. Michigan Avenue

In London: 22, Old Bond Street

OLD ENGLISH SILVER TEA and COF-
FEE SERVICES, Dishes, Platters—rare pieces

acquired from important English collections

—

sold in our New York and Chicago Galleries at

London prices, being free of duty.

The
Whistling

Mother

by Grace S. Richmond has

the same irresistible appeal

as the author's "Christmas

Day in the Morning"—but

it has the sterner, truer

ring of these great days. It is the mobiliz-

ation of the American spirit.

At all Bookstores. 50 cents.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New Yor\

In Your Garden
Consider how much more

charm and attraction your
garden would have if you were
to add only a simple stone
vase, bench or sundial.

We have the largest collection of
models for garden ornaments and
can fill every requirement. Illus-
trated catalogue sent on request.

THE ERKINS STUDIOS
The Largest Manufacttirers

of Ornamental Stone

221 Lexington Avenue, New York

THE FIREFLY'S LIGHT

. *. \ I *5J every

HAT kind of a tail light does the
lightning bug carry and how does
it light?"

This is the question that nearly
child has asked himself.

The explanations that children

formulate in answer to the question doubtless

would often be highly amusing in their naive

disregard of scientific probability. But the

scientist himself has had only partial success in

finding an explanation for the phenomenon.
What he has learned may be stated briefly.

In the firefly's abdomen is a special organ for

the production of light. This organ is pene-

trated by a number of minute air tubes, called

trachea?, and is also connected with the rest of the

body by nerves. The cells of the organ secrete

a peculiar substance, called a "photogenic sub-

stance" because it is capable of producing light.

Just w hat this substance consists of is still a

mystery to the chemists. It has so far suc-

ceeded in eluding their skill in analysis. It was

once believed that phosphorus was an important
part of it but that theory has long since been

exploded. This much is certain about the sub-

stance—in order for it to emit light it must be

moistened and must come in contact with oxygen.

It is probable that thejuminous organ always

keeps the photogenic substance well supplied

with water. Light is emitted, then, whenever
the firefly draws air into the organ through the

air tubes. The insect evidently controls its inter-

mittent flashing by means of its breathing appara-

tus and the nerve connections with the organ.

If the luminous tissues from several fireflies be

dried rapidly and ground up, the powder will

preserve its light-giving properties for an indefi-

nite period. All that is necessary to make it

glow is to moisten it while it is exposed to the air.

These curious insects often make light the early

darkness of a summer night. Who has not, in

walking down a lonely country road, felt just a

little more comfortable because the fireflies were

there and doing their best to light the way? The
shadows cease to be oppressive when they become
an effective background for the hundreds of tiny

outbursts of light.

For the greater part of the time the firefly's light

is merely a faint glow. But at intervals of a few

seconds it flashes out with marked intensity.

Although both sexes of the insect are luminous,

the male carries the more brilliant light. The
flash of the female is, however, of longer duration.

The males of some species signal their mates by

a double flash, i. e., by two flashes in quick

succession. After a brief interval the double

flash is repeated. The female answers with one

flash. In another species the male's signal is

one short flash and the female's reply a longer

one. The female of this species is wingless.

A chief purpose of the firefly's light, it seems,

is to attract the sexes to each other and lead to

their mating. This theory finds support in the

fact that fireflies in captivity soon cease to flash.

The firefly is said by some naturalists to possess

the most efficient light-making apparatus in all

nature, not even man's inventions being excepted.

Although men know how to make lights of

dazzling brilliancy, they use up a large amount of

fuel in making them and even then the greater

part of the energy produced is lost as heat and

other invisible vibrations. Nature, as repre-

sented in the firefly, is fifty times as efficient. So

far as scientists observe, she, in this little insect,

makes light without heat.

In tropical America the firefly often becomes a

jewel for evening wear. A dusky belle who

wishes a brilliant for her hair merely imprisons

one of the insects under her hair net.

Cuban women like to wear the cucujo thus at

the opera. This is a large beetle with two great

shining oval spots like eyes on its body. Some-

times two cucujos are tethered with gold chains

to the bodice of a ball gown. The steady glow

of the spots intensifies with the rhythm of the

dance until there seems to be on the dancer's gown

four great jewels sparkling in a maze of light.

A large number of encaged fireflies sometimes

serves for a lantern. There is to be seen, in the

National Museum at Washington, a much per-

forated cocoanut shell that came from a tropical

country, where it was the body of such a lantern.

Enough light to read by may be had in this

way.
The glowworm is nearly as celebrated for its

power of shining in the dark as is the firefly,
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WANTED
3,000 Red-Blooded Men

" There is no Railroad President -no Corporation Director in America too big for

the job of handling one of our huts in France," cables one of America's best known

business men from "orer there." Here is a chance for you men whom war has shipped.

Mm of the "skipped generation/' men whose fathers were

in the Civil War and whose sons are in this war
—

"regular

fellows." of the in-between age, men who have made good

in business, made good in times of peace, men whose success

has come to them through knowing how to handle other

men—three thousand of you are wanted.

There's a need in France right now for

such as you to take charge of Y. M. C. A.

huts. These are the unarmed soldiers, nerve-

proof under a shower of shells, willing to

sleep where they can, eat when there's a

chance, aide to work 10 hours a day, good

mixers, ready to be preachers or friends—
yes, and at need, game to the core.

Three thousand such jobs are waiting

—

at nothing per year—for those who can

fill them. Nothing per year— nothing but

the thrill that comes to the man who does

his part, nothing but the tingle of blood

that squares his shoulders and makes him

say to himself : "It was my part and I

did it."

Write, giving full details, to Y. M. C. A. Overseas' Headquarters

E. D. POUCH, 347 Madison Avenue, New York

Y. M. C. A
Contributed through Division of Advertising, United States Gov't Comm. on Public Info-mation

This space contributed for the Winning of the War by

THE PUBLISHERS OF THE NEW COUNTRY LIFE
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How the Allies lost Constantinople—
Ambassador Morgenthaus amazing story

of the greatest blunder of the war.

Henry Ford tells why he wants to go to the Senate

and why a pacifist is now fighting

Germany's secret trade plots, an astounding plan

as revealed by Herzog, the trade Bernhardt

Read all of these compelling articles and as

many more in the September

VorldsWork
The subscription price will be advanced to $4.00 a year on September 10th.

Until then you may subscribe for one or two years at $3.00 a year. The
price per copy is 35c. It is expected that Federal regulations will put

magazines on a non-returnable basis, restricting their distribution. This

offer gives you an opportunity to subscribe to the WORLD'S WORK at the

old rate and thus make sure of it for a year or two. It is one of the few

essential magazines for these times. The new rates are effective in a few

days—use the convenient coupon or write a letter, if you would take advan-

tage of the $3.00 rate.

THE WORLD'S WORK, Garden City, New York

I enclose for years' subscription to THE WORLD'S WORK at the special

rate of $3.00 a year.

Name. Address

.

Good only if used before September tenth, nineteen eighteen

Plant EverdieensNOW
Hick's Evergreens planted now will

give immediate beauty and refinement
to your home. These attractive ever-

greens may be transplanted this year
at small cost. They screen objectionable
views and add a touch of country atmos-
phere to your place.
Don't delay! Save 10 years by plant-

ing now.
There is a size and shape for every pur-

pose—from spruce boundary hedges 4 to 6
feet high to evergreen windbreaks 10 to

15 feet. Order without risk. We ship up
t© 1000 miles and guarantee satis/artery
growth.

Send for Catalog.

Hicks Nurseries
Westbury Long Island

Box L. Phone 68

HEIRLOOM

"Good OAK FURNITURE is more nearly 'boy-
proof than any other equally fine cabinet wood."

Its elegance, dignity and artistic adaptability are
backed by its sturdy resistance to dents and scratches.
(Really quite an important point.)

AMERICAN OAK MFRS. ASSN. answers all let-

ters. Room 1414, 14 Main Street. Memphis, Tenn.

WE WILL HELP YOU
We have helped many young men and women to make money.

If you have the time we have the opportunity. We want new sub-
scribers to the World's Work, the New Country Life and the Gar-
den Magazine. For particulars address Circulation Dept.
Doubleday, Page & Company, Garden City, New York
^uuMHiraiiiraiimiiii, ..: 1 iMMil

MARBLE
Sun-Dials

Garden. Furniture

Mantels, Consoles

Etc.

Marble Exclusively

S. Klaber & Co.
21 West 39th St.

New York
ESTABLISHED 1849

iiniiiiiiiiniiii.il - niinm iniiirtiiiiiniitii [Hummus

fi T\ (\ \7A IT develop and
I Vv I UU print your own

PICTURES
Then use a new economical American
developer <De Nova) not approached
fn chemical quality by any similar
American product. Better than Mttot.

?
No matter hoo many deoelopers WAVA W
you haoeexperimentedttith—tru **** tlWTA
CD |T C SAMPLES sent on receipt of M
* ** self-addressed btamped envelope, n

Social Off.T to D.alir. W,

SPECIAL MATERIALS CO., Mfg. Chtmutt fi
140-E Livingston Street Brooklyn. N.Y.
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but to speak of it as another kind of insect is

incorrect, for it is only one form of the firefly.

There are, in general, two kinds of glowworms:
those that are merely young fireflies still in the
larval stage, and those that are the females
of certain species whose males always have
wings.

From the beginning to the end of its existence
the glowworm is a shining light. Even the eggs
are luminous, the grubs glow brightly, and the
full grown females give ofF a remarkable amount
of light. Some glowworms even produce lights

of two colors. Luminous organs at the head emit
a reddish light, while the two or three organs in

each segment or section of the body shine with a
pale green light.

The tiny animal seems to have the same control

over its light that men do over electric lights. It

can turn it on, make it brighter, or turn it off" at

will. Gilbert White, a close observer, declares

that between eleven and twelve o'clock it puts its

light out for the night. The light is not inter-

mittent like the firefly's, but glows steadily.

The male, flying about in the free spaces of the

air, is therefore never at a loss where to find

humble mate in the grass, a mate that nc
knows the delights of aviation.

There is another secret the glowworm posses;

that of anaesthesia. It can administer a ne;

deadening drug even more deftly than the si

geon administers chloroform. But while t
surgeon gives chloroform that his patient m;

not mind the sharp edge of the knife, the glo'

worm gives its victim an anaesthetic so that

will not mind being devoured.

When the worm intends to make a meal off" a

snail, its favorite meat, it begins by giving the

snail a few gentle tweaks with its beak-like fangs.

At each tweak there is injected in the animal

a minute dose of a virus that soon completely

paralyzes it and deprives it of all feeling. The
glowworm can then feast at its leisure.

It seems therefore that the glowworm antici-

pated man many thousands of years in the art of

anaesthesia. The action of its virus, moreover,

is less fluctuating and violent than that of the

drugs which man uses. A snail rescued from a

worm will remain paralyzed for nearly two days

but it will then recover its normal state.

After a hearty meal the glowworm always

takes a sponge bath. It never loses its sponge,

for the sponge is a sort of brush that grows on its

tail. It is very particular about its bathing,

spending much time at it. It curls itself first

one way, then thn other, so that the brush will

not miss any part of its body.

The ancient Greeks poetically called the glow-

worm "the bright-tailed." The common name
is somewhat of a misnomer, as the glowworm is

not a worm at all. Worms do not have legs,

but the glowworm has six. It also has rudi-

mentary wing cases. True worms do not wear a

variety of colors. But the glowworm has its

dark brown set off" with pale pink on the under

side of its body and with two spots of bright red

at the rear of each segment.

Fireflies and glowworms are not the only mi

bers of the animal kingdom that carry lamps

them. This power of emitting light is, in

quite widely distributed.

The common screech owl and the white b;

owl have sometimes been observed to shine

night. Pliny and other ancient writers men
birds with luminous feathers. Superstitious

]

sons have often, when passing by a swamp at

night, hastened their steps when they have seen

the mysterious will-o'-the-wisp, a tiny spot of

light, hovering over the waters and darting among

the trees.

These phenomena, however, have another ex-

planation than that for the luminosity of the

firefly. Certain bacteria are luminous. 1 hesc

bacteria may grow on the owl's feathers and

make them shine. The apparition of the will-o-

the-wisp, it is probable, is due to the fact that

some ordinary night-flying insect, becoming in-

fected with these bacteria, glows like a wandei

star.

There is, happily, no suggestion of ghosth

about the fireflies. They are nearly as necess;

to the perfection of a summer twilight as

the eternal lights above. And as they gl

forth for an instant, to be swallowed up again i

the darkness, they remind us of how soon we ou

selves shall disappear from under the light of the

William E. Ringle.
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Motor-Car Upholstery

Our forefathers realized the

meri ts of Chase Mohair Velvets

back in the days of quaint

carriage upholstery—to-day

leading motor-car manufac-

turers have chosen them as

the most satisfactory closed-

car upholstery.

Specify Chase Mohair Velvets

for your new closed car, and
for the re-upholstering of

your old one. Chase Mohair
Velvets add to the beauty and

comfort of any car.

The unequalled variety of

patterns in fast colors per-

mits a selection which best

harmonizes with the car's

color scheme.

The depth of pile affords

comfort and luxury unknown
to other fabrics.

All wear comes on top ends

of fibres—no wearing out in

spots.

The lasting qualities of Chase

Mohair Velvets make them
economical, and therefore the

mostsoughtupholstery to-day

when everyone is conserving

Samples and descriptive booklet

on request. Make sure you gel

genuine "CHASE."

9 V
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MUl I MKI I hING

N IN I I RKS'I ioinnuMt.ir\ .hi

thr rr put j tiuii of the I'nitrtl

Stttri a* 4 mulr-l>rrrding country
il involved III some torrripotul-

ciht that lu* recently pasted
!>• '» > > II I t II MIC I III \llsll .ill.

|

H I' . \ l in« l>inliM' ill' tin I nivi'i

mum. I lit- Imiiu i wrutr t>i ,i\k

of American jack* .ind tin- pml>-

ihippinjt onr t" \usti.ili.i lit- jsLs

on a* to thr bent manner of handling
reeding mulrs, for he lays, "Mule
it has been more or leu of .1 f.ulure

" The I o nest breeder only average* 10 per cent,

of mule toalv He uses tliiee Sp.misli j.u ks, two
from Spain, and h.ul one from Aineru .1 whieh died.

Could you (five Jin re.ison fot Ins non-success?

He has unlimited hrst-vlass horse eountry. Per-

haps mule brreding will never be .un tiling of a

success here, for many jacks die and fail to breed.

It may be that one hied 111 tins country will do
better."

In reply. Professor Trowbridge outlined the

mule-breeding business and pointed out some of

its difficulties and problems in brief, concise

terms that should pone of interest i" persons in

various parts of this country who are unfamiliar
with the industry that produces one of America's
most t\ pical and most effective power plants.

He wrote, in part:

"The production of mules in this country is

conducted about as follows: the native mare
stock here ranges from rnarcs of practically pure
Thoroughbred breeding to high-grade draft

mares. The draft mare has become more popular
in the last five years owing to the increased de-
mand for weight in work stock. The mares
are worked on farms and produce their mules
usually in the spring. Jacks do not normally
mate with mates unless properly trained. If you
are buying a jack you ought to request that he
be guaranteed to mate with mares. Jacks to

be used for mule production are handled in

about this way: at weaning time, they are put
in a paddock to run with a filly of the horse kind,
and usually about the same age. They are kept
running with her until they arc old enough to use
and then they are used on mares exclusively for

a while when first put to work. Usually this

makes a jack that will mate with either mares or
jennets. If they are permitted to run with only
animals of their own kind and to mate first with
jennets, they usually refuse to mate with mares.
This is one of the highest difficulties w hich we
have to contend with in the use of jacks.

"The average mature jack should mate with
as many mares during a season as the average
stallion. He should handle fifty or sixty without
anv difficulty, if mature and properly handled.
The average percentage of mule foals does not
differ materially from the percentage of horse
foals, although it might be a little less in some
cases. I should say 60 to 70 per cent, would be
a good average.

" I note that the best breeder in your country
averages only 10 per cent, of foals. It may
be that his jacks have not become acclimated as

yet, and consequently are not sure breeders. I

see no reason why, with proper acclimatization,

they should not do as well there as here. It is

true that the trip is a long one and across the
equator, and it is a great change for an animal,
consequently, there would be danger in shipping
a jack that far and to such a changed en-
vironment. If the breeder referred to is trying
to run the jack on the range with these mares,
then that may account for lack of success, because
hand breeding is the only successful method found
in this country.

"I assume that if mule breeding has never
been successfully practised in Australia, some
trials and experimental work will be necessary
before it does become successful. I suggest that
you get in touch with the Agricultural College
or Experiment Station in your country and see
if they cannot take up the problem, secure some
jacks, and investigate the proposition, before you,
or any other individual, spend very much money
on it.

'
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Tib©Qmid,WarmBirowimToimesofRED GUM
"A UK RICA'S FINEST CABINET WOOD," IMPART AN JTUOgTHSU Of HOSPITALITY AND CMHER

Rkd Gum Division, American Hardwood Mfrs. Assn. BSfltf Memphis, Tf.nn

"SIGNED LUMBER
IS SAFE LUMBER"

FOR BEST LUMBER
INSIST ON TKADh MAKKI U TIDE WATER

LUMBER—BECAUSE IT'S "THE
GENUINE WOOD ETERNAL."
AND LASTS—AND LASTS—AND LASTS-AND LASTS

Look for thison every board

—

Accept no Cypress without tins mark

"Second to no other war fiction"

GENTLEMEN AT ARMS
By "Centurion"

Doubleday, Page & Co. Net. $1.40

Modern Farm Building' Alfred Bopkins
Shows the latest practical development of the garage, farm
barn, horse stable, cow stable, sheep fold, kennel, ice house,
dairy, chicken house, piggeries, etc. No part of the detail of
these buildings is neglected, and there are many pleasing photo-
graphs showing their artistic side. SECOND EDITION JUST OUT.

t2.S0 net, Pottage 20c.

The book may be purchased direct from the author.

ALFRED HOPKINS, Architect, 101 Park Avenue, N. Y.

Fruit, Vegetable and Permanent Flower Gardening Problems Solved
M. G. Kains of Port Washington, New Yoi
author of "The Home Fruit Grower,
lecturer on horticulture in Columbia Universil

spec ill purposes; how, when ami where to plant; pruning and training of fruit trees, shrubs and vines; renovation of old and neglected
plantations, etc. Personal visits by appointment.

As a war measure and as a permanent investment for home supplies, plant fruit this Fall.

i prepaid »5. In ore

f old buildings to tli

E. S.

If you intend to build and wish your new
home to be different from the commonplace
and expressive of your individuality, you will
be interested in my proposition in regard to
specral sketches and in the two publications
described here. "COLONIAL HOUSES,"
containing floor plans, perspectives, descrip-
tions and estimates for designs in that ever-
pleasinc style. Price by express prepaid $2.
"STUCCO HOUSES" containing perspec-
tives, and scale floor plans of designs suit-
able for this imperishable construction,

ring give brief description of your requirements and they will have earnest consideration. Plans furnished for
Colonial and Stucco styles. Fireproof dwellings a specialty. Visits for consultation and inspection. Address

CHILD, Architect. Room 1017, 29 Broadway, N. Y. City

REAL ESTATE—Continued

SOUTH CAROLINA SOUTH CAROLINA

FOR SALE Beautiful Old Colonial Mansion

in South Carolina, furnished in every detail with old Mahogany
furniture, crystal chandeliers, portraits, old engravings, etc. Hot
water furnace, electric lights, modern plumbing. Excellent water
from famous springs. Polo, golf, shooting, racing, tennis, rid-

ing, etc.

Box 916, Country Life, Garden City, N. Y.

GEORGIA GEORGIA

FOR SALE
GENTLEMAN'S COUNTRY HOME IN SOUTH GEORGIA

Electric light, power and heat. Artesian well and sewage disposal plant. Bearing paper shell pecan groves

and orchards. Adjoins country club. Short run to Gulf. Investment features. Offered on account of
owner going into service.

W. G. EAGER, Lieut. U. S. N. R. F. Terminal Annex Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

When writing to advertisers, please mention Country Life
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NEWS 0/ the BREEDS and the BREEDERS
ISTORY is being made so rapidly by

the Holstein cattle of the country
and their breeders that the

Holstein-Friesian Association of

America has recently issued a

resume of the breed's accomplish-

ments during the past six months. The record

is certainly one to be proud of in more than one

direction. Under the heading of production

figures, world's records in butterfat production

in seven- and thirty-day and yearly periods have

been made since January. Early in the year

Lady Netherland Pontiac, a junior four-year-old,

a member of Mr. Oliver Cabana's Pine Grove
herd, took the lead over all seven-day producers

with 43.59 pounds of butter (583 pounds of milk).

Later on another cow in the same herd made the

unprecedented thirty-day record of 185.32 pounds

of butter or 148.25 pounds of fat. The two-year-

old champion for yearly yield is Rose DeKol
Wayne Butter Boy who produced in 365 days

20,830 pounds of milk, equivalent to

1,142.32 pounds of butter.

In these days, however, production

is only one of a number of factors

that must be taken into account in

judging the worth of a cow. One of

equal importance is the feed require-

ment of the animal. In this connec-

tion a purebred Holstein owned by
the University of California is mak-
ing a name for herself by averaging

more than 50 pounds of milk a day
on nothing but alfalfa hay, of which
she eats about 60 pounds daily.

She is being kept on a semi-official

test and early in its course made
nearly 355 pounds of milk, or the

equivalent of about 17 pounds of

butter, in a week.

Prices for Holsteins have in the

last six months reached heights never

before attained by any breed of

cattle. Accounts of the Milwaukee
sale at which the average for 175
head was more than #2,000 and where
a bull calf sold for #106,000; of the

Pine Grove sale when 145 head
brought an average of #964, and one cow the re-

cord figure of #16,000; and of other significant

transactions, less important only by comparison
with the above, have been given in these columns
in the past, so it is sufficient only to mention
them at this time.

An additional 1,900 members of the association,

bringing the total to more than 11,500, is another
good sign. There were, when the report was
issued, 180 local clubs in thirty-four of the states,

all characterized by the typical Holstein thrift,

success, and enthusiasm. The energetic results

of the organization have kept pace with its in-

creasing numbers.
These members at their last convention in

Milwaukee put through one interesting amend-
ment by which cows meeting the requirements in

long-time, semi-official tests shall be eligible for

advanced registry in an A.R.S.O. class, just as

winners in the seven-day class are designated as

A.R.O. cows. Sires may now also be credited

with A.R.S.O. (Advanced Registry, Semi-Official)

daughters.

Lastly there has been a further spread of
democratic, help-along spirit to such an extent
that it has leveled certain of the walls that had
been built up between Canada and the United
States. One of its recent decisions says that
Canadian and Amerioan breeders may enter

their cattle in the herdbooks of both the coun-
tries simultaneously, or rather that registration

in one qualifies an animal for registration in the
other without further trouble or delay. Clearly,

Holstein breeders have found and staked out the
road along which they must travel in order to

benefit not only themselves but also the country

and the dairying industry in general. And
what is more, they are already well along that
highway to success.

THE spirit of organization is making itself felt

to an unusual extent amongGuernsey breeders
of New England. On July 26th, sixty Mass-
achusetts enthusiasts attended a luncheon given
by Mr. Charles H. Jones, owner of Wellesley
Farms, and before breaking up formed the
Massachusetts Guernsey Breeders' Association for

the purpose of promoting the breeding and dis-

tribution of Guernsey cattle, of urging the use of
purebred Guernsey bulls in grade herds, and of

advancing the breed's interests in all other
possible ways. The officers elected were: Presi-

dent, F. L. Ames, owner of Langwater Farm,
North Easton; Vice-president, A. L. Lincoln,

Norwell; Secretary, R. G. Harwood, Littletoa;

Treasurer, L. E. P. Smith, Holliston. To work
with them as an Executive Committee, there

Mr. Dwight L. Cutler, one of the prominent business men of Detroit, and his prize winning
Aberdeen Augusbull Enosof Woodcote, on Mr. Cutler's estate at Ionia, Mich. Enos of Wood-
cote, although a holder of trophies from the International and of a great producing record, is

but one member (needless to say a mightily important one) of the admirable beef herd that Mr.
Cutler has built up and is maintaining on his farm

were elected: Mr. Jones; Dr. S. J. Mixter, Hard-
wick; G. A. Cluett, Williamstown; and W. K.
Hepburn, Ipswich.

On August 29th, preceding the Albamont
Farm field day, the Guernsey breeders of New
England generally met to form a New England
Guernsey Breeders' Association, which should

serve to affiliate all the local organizations of that

section in one. The detailed results of this

gathering, not being available at this writing, will

be reported in a future issue.

*"pO TAKE the place of the splendid bull Don
Iago of Linda Vista, who recently died the

untimely death that comes to all really great

dairy sires no matter what their age, the
Oaks Farm of Cohasset, Mass., has purchased
another bull of the same family lines, namely
Red Pharon of Linda Vista, who however has

the distinction of carrying more than 28 percent,
of the blood of May Rose 2nd, and of being one of

the most intensely inbred of May Rose Guernsey
bulls. The promptness with which Manager
Kerr located and secured a sire meeting both his

and Mr. Barron's critical requirements, is a good
sign that The Oaks will go right on turning out
splendid cattle as a side-line to its certified milk
business, without pausing or any lowering of its

high standards of type and accomplishment.

CUMMARIZED figures recently published

by the Bureau of Plant Industry of the U.
S. Department of Agriculture show that during
the month of June 16,408 head of cattle were
tuberculin tested in thirty-five or more states by
Bureau officials working in cooperation with those

of the several states. Of this number only 593
reacted, and of these 521 were slaughtered. By
far the greatest number tested were in Montana,
for which state the figure was 5,078. The two
next highest were Virginia with 1,440 and North
Dakota with 1,096. The staff of employees
engaged in the work included seventy-four mem-
bers of the Bureau and fifty-eight officials of the
states.

Similarly encouraging reports of the work of
Texas fever tick eradication are received from
Oklahoma, where it is expected that twenty-two
counties will be released from quarantine by
December, 1918. During May, 987 vats were
utilized in carrying out 889,164 dippings of cattle;

in June, 995 vats were available and 841,263
dippings were accomplished. The effect of a
state-wide tick eradication law in getting and
keeping cattle free of this costly and destructive
pest is illustrated by the progress in Louisiana.
Here the law enacted in 1916 did not become

effective until April, 1917. During
the preceding month 250,000 dip-

pings were made under either state

or federal supervision. During April,

however, when the new legislation

was in force, there were 1,700,000

dippings, and in each of the next two
months 2,000,000 or more. It is by
such methods and vigorous prosecu-

tion of such a righteous cause as

this, that the Southern States are rid-

ding themselves of an unnecessary

burden, and developing into one of

the greatest livestock producing ter-

ritories in the world.

OLANS for a National Dairy Show
* of unprecedented completeness,

usefulness, and timeliness go on
apace, and it is high time that all

breeders and dairymen who can pos-

sibly do so definitely reserve at least

one of the days during which it will

be held, for a trip to Columbus, O.

It has been announced that the

special breed days will be as fol-

lows: Monday, October 14th, Ayr-

shire and Brown Swiss; Tuesday, the 15th,

Jersey; Wednesday, the 16th, Guernsey; Thurs-

day, the 17th, Holstein. On these days it is

planned to hold the bulk of the judging of each

of the breeds, in addition to such meetings and

demonstrations as each breed organization may
have scheduled. The International Milk Deal-

ers' Convention will be held on the 14th and 15th;

the National Ice Cream Manufacturers' Con-
ference on the 17th and 1 8th, and other bodies

will convene at other times not yet determined.

The visitor on any day is, however, assured of

enough interest and downright valuable informa-

tion to make the trip superlatively worth while.

In view of the world-wide demands for food, the

dairy industry has assumed greater importance

than ever, and recognizing this fact the U.S.

Department of Agriculture has arranged for an

exhibit more varied and comprehensive than any-

thing it has attempted in the past. Particular

emphasis is being laid upon the relation between

infants' welfare and the use of milk products.

While war aims and conditions will be given

all the attention their vital importance warrants,

there will be no diminution of instructive inter-

est in the many other departments, including

the students' judging contests, the machinery

exhibits, the refrigerated dairy products dis-

plays, the evening horse shows, and the showing

and judging of the cattle.

HpHE American Angora Goat Breeders'
*• Association has recently published an

interesting and informational little pamphlet of

forty-eight pages dealing with the animal and the

{Continued on page 17)
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The Nipahc Kennels

Offer for Snle Severn! Pekingese

(Grown L .mil puppies, .ill of best possible

hrcedinR. Ihcv can hr scenhv appointment only,

at country or city krnnrl.

MRS. CHESTER W. CHAPIN
Port Washington New York

PEKE PUPPIES

MRS. H. ROBERT HILLARD

71 C.nlr.l Park W..t

Planr MO CAimiui. New York City

PEKINGESE
B* (TK«n .loo bad

MRS. H. A. BAXTER
aal Nark. L I . T.l.pkaa. 411 at

• rink «... Trl.ak.a. Ill« >«.J.r4.UI

PEKINGESE

The Horn* of Nala's Pekingese
*fM«*. ||. K. HW^rV. Owner

it Rntanet t>*>«ae, l omrr I'nal Hnn<l

Vhon*, l..ir\hmortt ,M la,rchn.otil . V V.

•almatians For Sale

•9enrn Winner a ant/ Puppiia

mi watch Joe*, splendid chumi. Hand-
k loysl. ami Arte* t ton*te Apply

F. H. GARBUTT. Agent
Conn., and 202 Meeting St.. Pro»idence. R. 1.

'7

Simmon) White Collin
Tha "ACES" el all De| dam

Thoiuuilibrnl ll.autiful lnl.llia.nt

An ulaal playmate fur llw Kul
ili.i A auanliail li.l ill. hmnr A

fallkful, .Vrenf. dtnllt, /,„./,..

Wula lor tpetial lull Kl,M AW
SHOMON I KENNELS

Bm 574 Montlcello, Iowa
4*7

1

Ye Olde Englishe Mastiffes

British alike in breeding and character,
;i ;i guard and companion for ladies

and children he is unexcelled.

C. W. DICKINSON, Wingfield Kennel*

HM Du fierin St., Toronto

Tht moil unique and aeteplahlr fill to
your trtrrlht.nl or c/ii/,/. I he ijral

BOSTONfTERRIERS
AND

FRENCH BULLDOGS
StnJSlame for Calahtut

SQUANTUM KENNKLS
FilaHhhtJ IH77 Atlantic, Ma*i.

Boston Terriers
k. A I™ choice specimens, both sexes, for sale,A of the cclclir.itcil

FASCINATION
A. K. ('.

i
.

Finest heads ami cxpicssinn of any in the coun-
try. Prirrs tto.oo nil.

Senil stamp for illustrated circular.

MASSASOIT KENNELS
Box 19S Springfield, Maaa.

St. Bernards
Best possible pets for children.

Companions, also guards for the
home. Faithful and affectionate,

r rom best prize pedigreed strains.

Also Collie Puppies
While Star Kennels. Long Branch, N. J.

'Phone 85SJ

FOR SALE
Registered Scotch Collies,

from best breders in Amer-
ica. Puppies and grown
stock.

M. THOMSON
Arcadia Mo.

"Stories of our fighters—clean, courageous, strong"

GENTLEMEN AT ARMS
By "Centurion"

Doubleday, Page & Co. Net. $1.40

For Sale
I In * ii alioual home lin (I wire
haired fox terrier "Design of
I i.iini'i 1 1

ii li| i / moii I Ii . old,

winner of numerous ribbons ut
largest fixtures in< lulling Wi l

minster Kennel Club Show in

New York, ioiK. He i, ,nund,
healthy, house broken, and a
great "Pal." Also five male
puns, and two brood bitches.

All superbly bred.

DAINGERFIELD KENNELS (Rag.)

J. J. Hart 53 Elm Street
A. Garre*t

" Rochester, N. Y.
Hnfgn tif /Itttlttfrr/irM

A. K.I , No. •Mijttn

For Sale— I ligh Class Winning
Wire-haired and Smooth Fox
Terriers, Irish Terriers, Aire-
dale I erriers, Manchester Black
nnrl Tan Terriers, Bull Terriers
and mostly all breeds for sale.

ALF DELMONT
Leedi Kenneli Wrnnrwood, Pa.

IRISH TERRIERS For Sale
Puppies and grown dogs of exceptional prize-win-
ning stock. Good natured, hardy all around dogs
for town and country. Write for full particulars
regarding pedigrees. Prirrs fjj and up.

Marcua Bruckheimer, 2116 Third Ave., New York City

SCOTTISH TERRIERS
Puppies and Grown Stock. Game

—

Hardy Intelligent. Ideal pets for children.
Splendid companions for grown-ups.

GLENMANOR KENNELS
22 CLEN ROAD WINCHESTER, MASS.

Boglebrae Scottish Terriers
"Have you thought

how much HE would

love a SCOTTIE?"

Boglebrae Kennels

Huntington Long Island

A DAUGHTER OF THE LAND
By Gene Slrallon-Porler

"Honest, sincere, big-boned, strong"

Doubleday, Page & Co. Net, $1.40

NEWS of

Justrv that together mean so much to its mem-
rs, and with the methods that some of the

ist successful breeders in different states have
ind most productive and most profitable. In

^w of the heavy demand for wool for uniforms

d of the many admirable qualities possessed

Wohair. the fleece of the Angora goat, any
curate and practical advice about the raising

this many-purpose animal should be of real

ue to a good many farmers who are looking

a new and promising side-line. This pamph-
j which mav be obtained from Secretary C. E.

Groff, Reeds Springs, Mo., is made up entirely

this sort of material.

\ LL information from any of the European

T Allied countries as to how they are carrying

their agriculture in the face of war difficulties

a very significant interest for farmers of this

ntry. Consequently the following statements

to the high regard in which Milking Short-

is are held in England, submitted by Secre-

F. C. Curtin of the New England Shorthorn

ers' Association, is of real interest even
ugh it reflects conditions during a period when
war was still somewhat young.
The English method of registering the records

Vlilking Shorthorns is somewhat different from
own, the milk yield being recorded from Sep-

ber 30th to October 1st of the following year,

ardless of the time at which the cow may
e. Thus while a very large number of cows

y be entered in their year book, not all of them
any means have complete records. It is

resting to note, however, that for the year

n September 30, 1916, to October 1, 1917, of

cows entered by seventy-two members of

the BREEDS and the BREEDERS
(Continued from page 12)

the Dairy Shorthorn Association, there are five one of the few creatures of his noble kind that

cows which made more than 13,000 pounds; two enjoy the distinction of owning a life insurance

cows gave more than 12,000 pounds; ten cows policy as well as ample fire insurance on them-
more than 11,000 pounds; thirty-three cows selves. Mr. Brady recently announced that he

more than 9,000 pounds, and sixty-six cows had taken out a $25,000 policy on the bull, and
more than 8,000 pounds. that it was only the unwillingness of the insuring

"At the Show of the Royal Agricultural Society company to increase its risk that prevented him
of England, in 1916, Milk Yield Classes were pro- from making it $75,000, the acknowledged

vided for the different breeds and the following value of the sire. The premium, as it is, on an

is the return, showing the average number of 8 per cent, basis will amount to about $2,000 a

points gained by the 1st and 2d prize winners of year. Although many Holstein breeders know
the various breeds: Mighty Monarch by name and reputation if

Shorthorn 83.07 points
not in the flesh, they are not often given an op-

Lincoln Red 7S-32 " portunity to study h.m outside of his own do-

jersey 74.78 " main, tor Mr. Brady values him above any m-
Holstein Friesian 74-°9 " creased fame or trophies that travel and corn-

Ayrshire 71-7° petition might bring, and has consistently re-

Red Poll 7t-33 fused to subject him to the possible dangers in-

Guernsey 64.35 volved in exhibiting him at any local livestock

5exter 57 -3S -

m shows, let alone on the regular exhibitors' circuit.
Kerry 54- 08

"The following is a return of the highest HPWO interesting long-distance records have

number of points awarded to each breed, for
_

recently been added to the Advanced Reg-

cows more than 900 pounds live weight in the istry annals of the American Ayrshire Cattle

Butter Test Competition held in connection Club. Lochfergus Soncie 32357, owned by Mr.

with the same show: H. L. Higginson of Massachusetts, has completed
three mature records with a total production of

Shorthorn SS-oo Po/nts
pounds of milk, 1,745.32 pounds of fat,

Lincoln Red 40.70 " and
.

a yearly average of 14,171 pounds of milk

South Devon 39.50 " testing 4.1 1 per cent. Skylands Mary 29401,

Guernsey 3 2 -4S " owned by Francis Lynde Stetson of New \ork,

Holstein Friesian 31 .05 " now has a six-year cumulative performance to

Devon 28.90 " her credit which totals 59,424 pounds of milk,

2,240.4 pounds of fat. It is records such as these

MIGHTY Monarch, the Holstein bull that that make cows valuable in the larger sense, and

heads Mr. Paul T. Brady's Broad Mead- that have contributed so largely to the fame and

ows herd at Pawling, N. Y., is, we presume, popularity of the Ayrshire breed.
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In this department are printed the advertisements of reliable poultry breeders and dealers in poultry supplies. The Poultry Department will send to readers any information

about poultry which they may desire. Address POULTRY DEPARTMENT, The New Country Life, no West 32nd Street, N. V.
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Dog Kennel No. 4 Poultry House ft

REMEMBER how your poultry suffered from the cold last win-

ter and how it affected their laying? It may be just as cold

this winter and it may be colder, but this does not mean that they

will have to suffer again. Quarter them in a Hodgson Poultry

House. They are storm-proof, comfortable, sanitary, well venti-

lated, and free from drafts. Send for a Hodgson Poultry catalogue.

3 Poultry Housefor 30 hens

It shows poultry and pet stock houses, kennels, etc., in various
styles and

I! sizes. They are shipped in sections already painted^

and can be assembled without the use of the toolbox.

E. F. HODGSON CO., Room 301, 71-73 Federal St.,

Boston—6 E. 39th St., New York

HODGSON PORTABLE HOUSES

THE MACKENSEN
GAME PARK

Bob White

Pheasants

Partridges

Quail

Wild
Turkeys

Deer

Rabbits

Everything in wild animals, game, fancy birds for parks,
menageries, private preserves and collections of fancy fowl.

WM. J. MACKENSEN, Yardley, Pa.

Barred Plymouth Rocks
Four Firsts, Four Seconds,

Three Third Prizes, besides

other Awards have been won by
us at a single Madison Square
Garden show.

Highest Grade Breeding and
Exhibition Birds For Sale

—

New York Winners and Birds
Bred from Winners.

Four Firsts at Boston 1917

Illustrated Circular Free

BRADLEY BROS.
Box 81 1 , Lee, Massachusetts

First Prize l*en Pullet
(Bred and Kaised by us)

Turtle Lake Game Farm
HILLMAN, MICHIGAN

Orders now being booked for

Pheasants and Wild Ducks
FOR FALL DELIVERY

WM. COOK & SONS °
ttl%VZ7t

f
Jl

l

Box 30, Scotch Plains, New Jersey

As we MADE all the Orpingtons it is natural we are RECOGNIZED
HEADQUARTERS for the Best. We have won over fifteen thousand
first prizes and many government laying contests in which our birds
each averaged 259 eggs in a year.

SEND for our new Annual Catalogue and mating list, also hints on
poultry. Advice free. Ornamental land and water fowl for sale.

We have for sale:
Silver, Golden, Ringneck, Lady Amherst, Formosan, White,
Mongolian. Reeves, Swinhoe, Versicolor, Impeyan, Soem-
merring, Manchurian Eared, Melanotus, Black Throat
Golden, Linneated and Prince of Wales Pheasants.

Wild Turkeys. Japanese Silkies, Longtails, Mallard
Ducks, S. C. Buff and Blue Orpingtons and R. I. Reds.

Five varieties of Peafowl, Crane, Swan, Fancy Ducks,
Doves, Deer, Jack Rabbits.

Send $1 .00 for new Colortype Cat alogue. Where purchase
amounts to $10.00, price of catalogue refunded.

CHILES & COMPANY, Ml. Sterling, Kentucky

Improved Parcel Post Egg Boxes

New Flats and Fillers,

New Egg Cases, Leg

Bands, Oats Sprouters,

Butter Boxes, Poultry

Boxes, Shipping Crates.

Catalogue free on request

H. K. BRUNNER
49 Harrison Street New York

G. D. TILLEY, Inc.

Naturalist

"Everything in the Bird Line

from a Canary to an Ostrich"

Birds for the House and Porch
Birds for the Ornamental Waterway
Birds for the Garden. Pool and Aviary
Birds for the Game Preserve and Park

Special Bird feeds
I am the oldest established and largest exclusive dealer

in land and water birds in America and have on hand the
most extensive stock in the United States.

G. D. TILLEY, Inc., Naturalist, BoxC, Darien, Conn.

DO YOU WANT A
Police Dog Irish Setter

Airedale Irish Terrier

Boston Terrier Irish Wolfhound
Bull Terrier Newfoundland
Cairn Terrier Old English Sheepdog
Chihuahua Pekingese

Chow Chow Pomeranian
Cocker Spaniel Russian Wolfhound
Collie Samoyede
Doberman Pinscher Scottish Terrier

English Mastiff Sealyham Terrier

Esquimaux dog St. Bernard

French Bull W. Highland White Terrier

Great Dane Whippet
Griffon White Collie

Hound Wire Haired Fox Terrier

If you can't find the dog you want in this issue, write to

COUNTRY LIFE
120 WEST 32nd STREET NEW YORK CITY

Names and addresses of breeders sent free on request.

Write now for your Christmas gifts.

POSITIONS WANTED

"VTOUNG woman with experience in training

and teaching backward and nervous child-

ren, desires private pupil. Capable of taking

entire charge. References. Box No. 912,

care of New Country Life, Garden City, Long

Island, New York.

Ferris White Leghorns
2O0 Fgg Strain. Kggs, chicks, pullets, hens,

breeding males. Satisfaction or money back.
40-page catalogue free.

POULTRY SUPPLIES and equipment. Every-
thing from legbands to incubators. Free catalogue gives lowest

prices on hundreds of articles.

GEORGE B. FERRIS
931 Union Av-, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Pheasants, Peafowls,
Swans, Wild Ducks, Cranes. Wild
Geese, Parrots, Canaries, Dogs of all

breeds, Persian Cats, Squirrels, Fancy
Pigeons, Doves, Elk, Deer, Buffalo, Sil-

ver Foxes, Mink, Odorless Skunks and
all other varieties of Ornamental Birds and
Animals for Country Estates, Parks and Avi-
aries. Big beautiful illustrated catalogue 25
cents. Price lists free.

HORNE'S ZOOLOGICAL ARENA CO.
Dept. C. L. Kansas City, Mo.

Positions Wanted

Position Wanted
By a thoroughly proficient, general farm and

private estate manager of proven ability and
exceptional record.

Present position includes successful management of
one of the most extensive and prominent private estates
in the east.
Well qualified in construction, improvements, reclama-

tion of soil and animals.

WILLARD BEST Claverack, New York

POSITION WANTED
Thorough farmer, practical experience in all lines relating

to farming; qualified machine man, able to handle all kinds
of agricultural machinery. With my services can offer the
services of two sons 15 and 17 years of age. Am strictly
sober, conscientious and feel confident of meeting the re-
quirements of estate manager or farm superintendent.

Box 909, care of Country Life Garden City, L. I., N. Y.

WANTED
An elderly responsible man for personal Kennel

Care to a pack of American Foxhounds.

D. C. SANDS, Middleburg, Va.

pOMPANION—Young woman of in-

telligence and culture desires posi-

tion as companion to middle-aged or
elderly woman. Address C. E. H., R.
F. D. No. 7, York, York Co., Penna.

HEAD Gardener and Manager of private estate,

is open for engagement this fall, experienced in

all branches including farming. (English American),
protestant, married, age 47, family, willing to please in
every way. Only 1st class position considered with good wages
and faithful services given for same. Masonic member. Ex. Refs.

LUCKING Derry Village, N. H.

Estate Manager
Manager of private estate with excellent record as to ability

is open for position preferably in the East. Was for twenty-one
years, manager of one of the largest estates in Westchester
County. Thorough knowledge of construction and improving
of roads, buildings, etc. Experienced in breeding and testing

stock. Box No. gi8, care of Country Life, Garden City, N. Y.

FARM MANAGER,
wide experience—practical—at present em-
ployed on large dairy farm, for good reasons
wishes to change. Address for full particulars,

Box 919, care of Country Life, Garden City,

N.Y.

Situation Wanted
as general farmer and working manager on private estate.

Practical up-to-date experience with all farm, garden, and
fruit crops, cattle, hogs, dairy, poultry, etc. English (Amer-
ican citizen), strictly sober, honest, and energetic. Excellent
references. Please state full particulars and salary when
answering. Address Box 913, care The New Country Life,

Garden City, N. Y.

ARETIRING Horticulturist of exceptional

experience (Landscape gardening included)

soon open for any confidential position. Highest

references.

Box 917, Country Life, Garden City, L. I., N.Y.

POSITION REQUIRED
As manager or head gardener on large estate bS

married man, age 36. X" children. Thoroughly

experienced in all branches. Landscape garden-

ing a specialty. Highest references, English and

Canadian. Open for Fall engagement. Box 911,

care Country Life, Garden City, N. Y.

When writing to advertisers, please mention Country Life
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home again.
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RUDYARD KIPLING

ACOUPLE of years ago we printed fig-

ures which showed the continuing

popularity of Kipling's books. Now in

all the camp libraries both here and overseas

he is reported by the librarians to be the first

choice of the soldiers.

In a letter of London literary gossip Shan
F. Bullock, the well-known critic, speaking

of the effect of the war on English authors,

recently wrote:

What are the customary evidences of popularity?

I know of none save public interest. . . . Certain

men, at due times, get certain prominence in a certain

precious portion of space. But so far as the rest are

concerned—and the rest include the whole artistic

tribe—they have apparently all gone under.

But I was talking of Kipling. He, I say, is one of

the few who keep prominent. His books are every-

where, in all kinds of editions. A certain propagandist

speech he made is on all the stalls, is published at a
penny, is used to advertise our war bonds. I see his

portrait in the papers. His little book of selections is

selling fast. I should say that he, Chesterton, Hall

Caine, Conan Doyle, and Wells are the only authors

among us who count at present, and I would put Kipling

high among the five.

This is surely just as true here in the United
States as it is in England for the announcement
of Mr. Kipling's two new books for this Fall,

a volume of poems and "The Eyes of Asia,"

has drawn forth a hearty response in the way
of advance orders and letters of inquiry as

to when they will be ready. The book of

poetry comprises all of the author's later war
poems and several pieces never before pub-
lished. "The Eyes of Asia" is made up of

the "Indian Letters," supposedly written

by an East Indian officer, who has been
wounded in France, to his loved ones at home.
They not only bring home the meaning of

the war to world civilization, but critics who
have read them see in them the Kipling of

"Kim," "Plain Tales from the Hills," "The
Day's Work," and the other well loved stories

of the East.

FROM LORD NORTHCLIFFE

A recent letter from Lord Northcliffe, said

of Frank H. Simonds's "History of the World
War" that he had just finished the perusal of

the first two volumes and continued as follows:

I have watched Mr. Simonds's work since the be-

ginning of the war, and was in close touch with it in

the United States, where I spent some six months last

year. Mr. Simonds has been right about the war
more often than any of the many who have endeavored
to forecast the future of this complicated catastrophe.

His clarity of vision is a great joy amidst the surfeit

of " over-by-Christmas " prophets.

Mr. Simonds has large views of the wars—I purposely

use the plural. He has another quality. He makes
the wars as simple as possible. The war itself is a
daily study which must occupy hours of the time of

those who desire to know what is happering and what
will happen, and I say with admiration that I do not
know of a better guide to the war than Mr. Frank H.
Simonds.

"To business that we love we rise betime
And go to 't with delight."

—

Antony and Cleopatra.

GENTLEMEN AT ARMS

A new war book which we published as one
of the early titles on our Fall list has been
attracting much attention lately not only

as a war book but also as a work of genuine

literature, for the author has given what
people apparently have found to be an un-

forgetable picture of the life of the fighting

men on land and sea. Consequently, there

has been much speculation as to the identity

hidden under the nom de plume of "Centur-

ion" under which the author chose to hide

his identity. In the confidence of these pages

we may say that "Centurion" is Captain

J. H. Morgan whose name is new to American
readers, for so far as we know he has had no
book published in this country before. Until

he went into the war he was a professor of

Constitutional Law at the University of

London.

AUTHORS AT WAR

More and more of the authors whose books

we have taken so much pleasure in printing

are now serving in France. The latest to go,

so far as our very incomplete records show, is

Captain Peter B. Kyne, whose new book
"The Valley of the Giants" we shall publish

in October. Captain Kyne went over in

command of a Battery of the 144th Field

Artillery from California. Before him went
Major Stewart Edward White also of the

144th Field Artillery.

Others we think of off hand are:

Captain Franklin P. Adams, doing a mysterious job

somewhere over there;

Lieutenant Wadsworth Camp, who wrote those

thrilling mystery stories, "The House of Fear" and
"The Abandoned Room";
Major Stanley Washburn, whose books on the early

stages of the war in Russia attracted so much attention;

Frazier Hunt, whose "Blown in by the Draft" gave
such a human picture of the great National Army and
who is now over there as a correspondent for the Chicago

Tribune;
Peter Clark Macfarlane, whose novel "The Crack

in the Bell" we shall publish this Fall, and who is

also on the other side as a correspondent;

Ray Stannard Baker, in France upon a special mis-

sion;

Colonel F. C. Bolles and Majors E. C. Jones and

J. S. Upham, authors of "What a Soldier Should

Know";
Colonel Harrison S. Kerrick, author of "Military

and Naval America";
Captain Donald C. Thompson, whose "From Czar

to Kaiser" we shall publish this Fall;

to say nothing of many others who are doing

special war work on the other side. It goes

without saying that none of them here

at home is missing any opportunity to

serve.

Of course, this list has not touched upon the

Englishmen, Captain Alan Bott of " Cavalry of

the Clouds," Sub-Lieutenant William McFee
of ''Aliens" and "Casuals of the Sea," "Cen-
turion" above mentioned, etc.

SCOUT JOE CASSELLS

A typical British soldier is Scout Joe Cassells

who tells the story of the Black Watch regi-

ment and its heroic deeds in those first tragic

days of the war when the order of the day
and every day, was retreat and ever retreat

to the Marne where the French and that
" contemptible little army " of England stopped
the wheels of the Juggernaut with their bodies.

Cassells story is a vivid account and one

which will live as the story of one of the few

survivors of that historic Scotch regiment,

which has fought so heroically.

Much of the fighting that he saw might be

a description of the present-day open warfare,

for Cassells and his regiment covered the

very territory over which the British have been

fighting in the last month or so.

In spite of the terrific losses of the regiment

(and Cassells was in the thick of the fighting

all the time) he came out with wounds from

which he recovered. He is now lecturing for

the United States Shipping Board and one

of the interesting features of his talks is the

comparison between the fighting in 1014 and

the present time over the places where he saw

action. He is a typical British soldier and as

Scotch as any man who ever wore a kilt.

Hearing Cassells describe his experiences one

comes to understand a little better how it was

that the German plans for a quick occupation

of Paris were blocked by the bulldog tenacity

of the British Tommy.

"THE SPIRIT OF AMERICA"

Our Educational Department, which was

organized recently to meet the changed and

rapidly changing conditions of the present

time in our schools, is about to publish a

series of books for use in grammar school and

high school classes in Americanism. The

series, called "The Spirit of America" has

been prepared and edited by Dr. A. R. Bru-

bacher, President of the State College for

Teachers, Albany, New York, and Miss Jane

L. Jones, of the English Department of the

same school.

Letters from many teachers and conferences

with a number of them confirm our sincere

belief that "The Spirit of America" will

contain just the sort of material most needed

for instruction in patriotism, and the kind of

material not obtainable heretofore in any single

book or series of books especially prepared for

this purpose.
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WHEN the ENGLISH COUNTRYSIDE
WENT to WAR

By ARTHUR GLEASON

HERE is scenery more massive and startling than

England's, but none anywhere lovelier, in its

silence of peace. There stretched the lawns un-

der soft suns and gentle rain and the steady stars,

untroubled for eight hundred years. The vil-

lages carried on their ancient simple tasks as

in the days of the yeomen. Little gray-lichened

churches had survived changing dynasties and were still stanch

against time. Down those green lanes and over those fertile

fields men went to their sowing and reaping, their merry-making
and their courting, as their fathers had done in unending line back

to the rule of Rome. In eight centuries no invader had reddened

the kindly soil. The great world might toss uneasily, but no fret-

ful murmur was heard in the meadowland where the lark rose.

Suddenly the great war came. The cities, swift in their nervous

response, mobilized. Without losing their stride, they used the

same enginery, the same machinery, whose processes were their

life-habit, and merely made them yield a different product. And
the city people, always eager for a new thing, leaped to the great

adventure as to a change of job. There was no marvel that the

cities mobilized.

But the wonder was, that the countryside, hushed in its age-long

trance of peace, awoke and put on power. The call went out that

the regiments should come, county by county, so a man entered

his new life side by side with the pals he had known from boy-

hood. And he came in the full pride of affection for his country-

side. England to him was not an empire nor a militant state.

It was a bit of land which he had plowed, and the curve of the

hill across his valley. An Englishman is never an Englishman.

He is a Devon man, and a Yorkshireman, and a lad from Sussex

by the sea. And he and the group with whom he went out to

die carried the name of those acres that he had known and loved.

So the slow and silent countryside mobilized, and the numbers were

equal with those of the cities where news flies swiftly.

And the older people of the country who could not go to Flanders

but could only send their sons, changed the habits of a lifetime.

They had been the finest folk in the modern world, these farmers,

self-dependent, who called no man master. Livestock to them is a

precious possession. It has represented daily care and nurture.

But they sent their horses to drag ammunition wagons. They
killed their cattle before the due time for food for alien people.

For generations, the good wives of Devon have made clotted cream
—the richest sauce for porridge, berries, bread, and tea which
nature's bounty and woman's skill have yet devised. But the

family at Lewdown, Devon, where I used to live, make clotted

cream no longer. The farmer and the farmer's wife throughout

England have suffered themselves willingly to be stripped of the

products, the processes, the raw material, and the exercise of their

skill, in which they and their forebears had found all the expression

of their lives. The mechanician in the city factory still tends the

machine to which he served apprenticeship in the days of peace.

The process is the same trained manipulation by which he found

himself. But the country folk of England have been deprived of

half the material of their functioning, and so of half the meaning
of their life. Yet they carry on with undiminished zeal, and turn

the farm of many activities into the one appointed task of growing
the crop which will win the war. They brought a million acres

from meadow into tillage.

The face of the land is changed by war. Op Dartmoor, where
the sheep roamed, jthere is a great artillery range, and when the

flag is hoisted, all that is living, herders and sheep and angry dog,

are cleared away, and the ground rises in a smudge of dirt and smoke
where the latest three-inch shell explodes. Level fields are made
into aviation grounds, and each morning we saw one and two and
ten machines rise and piroutte in the air. And once a couple of

machines fouled in midair, and a flier tumbled to his death a few

rods from my home.

The garden allotments are now numbered by the thousand.

Out from Brighton and Hove, I see them each day. In the late

afternoon, and all day Sunday, the owner comes and works to

grow food to save England, after his day's work and his week's

work is done. He builds a tiny wooden shack where he stores his

utensils, and the landscape for acre on acre looks like the gathering

place of a tribe of squatters. Elderly gentlemen, who in gentler

days would have been busy with their bowling, go trudging by with

a spade. Parks, whose lawns have been nursed into loveliness for

a hundred years, are chopped up into vegetable patches.

The great estates are no longer the scene of the most graceful

idleness that the world ever knew. They too are producing pota-

toes and the cereals. The stately house has become a war centre.

The only Earl I ever met has made his famous country seat near

Rugby into a hospital for wounded soldiers, and has sold his

noble collection of Van Dyke portraits. His sons are dying one

by one in action. There will be nothing left to him in his old age

but a memory.
When the Duke of Sutherland parted with his Shropshire seat

at Lilleshall, an estate of 7,500 acres, he said: "The prospect of a

severance from the property and old associations, which have be-

come so dear to me, is a bitter one."

On the stone pillars of the country church are printed notices,

giving the list of those that have gone from the parish—old names

they are: old names of young men. And starred among them the

names of the dead. I have read them at Stratford on Avon,

and Rottingdean in Sussex. The English are of one blood in these

parts—one blood and one belief.

Now through the countryside they are cutting their forests.

As I see England losing her beauty in order to hold firm to the end

I think of that story of O. Henry, "The Gift of the Wise Men"
where the young wife sells her beautiful hair in order to make a gift

of love to her husband. The highest gift of all is not money. For

a high-spirited man, it is not even to give his life. It is to give the

thing he loves the best of all. The English have been willing to

spoil beauty and their own home of beauty for a higher end.

A little while before Lieutenant Lord Newborough died from

trench fever he asked to be buried on the summit of Newborough

Hill, "as from that spot is my favorite view down the Vale, leaving

my burial place free for sheep and cattle to roam all around the

actual grave."

There spoke the love of the Briton for the place he knows, the

bit of earth that nourished him, in whose defense he dies.

© 1918. Doubleday, Page & Co. 24
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The ENGLISHMAN and his COUNTRY HOME
By ALLEN W . JACKSON, A. I. A.

He raises in his build-

jT WAS in the seven-

teenth century that

Sir Edward Cooke
said that "The house

of everyone is to him
as his castle fortress,

as well for his defence

against injury and violence as for his

repose." It would be impossible better

to give in a sentence the whole spirit

that has permeated the history of Eng-
lish house building. It is a lightning

flash that illumines the whole subject,

and the idea there expressed uncon-
sciously governs most of the changes
tha t have come about and which have
finally produced the English manors,
country houses, and cottages as we see

them dotting the fair English land-

scape to-day. Here indeed we have
sermons in stone. Every race, if left

to itself, will unconsciously display its

secret longings, its convictions, its as-

pirations in its architecture; man will

unknowingly write large in three di-

mensions, so that all may see the

secrets of his innermost being, of

which he himself is only half conscious

ing a statue of his inner self.

As long as his architecturewas unaffected from without, he owned
these houses in a very real sense, and it is no small part of their

charm and spiritual appeal that the stolid Englishman, who
guards his real feelings so carefully, does, in this indirect and
subtle fashion, stand up and recite his creed throughout the broad
countryside in the full

light of day. Nor are

we at all sure that the

Englishman, in spite of

his protestations that

"talking this sort of rot

isn't done," is not quite

content to express his

inner feelings in just

such a detached and
secret language. He likes

and understands those

who do not express them-
selves too fluently. And
then he can pooh-pooh
the whole thing if accused

of it. Yes, it is just the

sort of confession of

which he can approve.

No slopping over, no
"damn silly sentimental-

ity." It is a document
that he is quite content

only those should read

who have the secret key
of understanding— for
they won't tell.

The detail and orna-

ment that these old

houses have chosen to

beautify and deck them-
selves in is peculiarly

their own, inspired by

what their builders met
in their daily lives,

wrought out lovingly and

Ightham Moal, in Kent, " silent and placid
amidst its verdure

painfully with many slips and failures,

improving slowly as they came up outof
the darkness of ignorance and poverty.

Before being shown over the house
it is customary to listen to the history

of its building, and we cannot well un-

derstand its descendant, the modern
English house as it is being built to-

day—or, for the matter of that,the very

houses that we ourselves live in—unless

we glance back over the road that it

has come, and see what influenced its

growth and finally produced what we
see to-day.

Starting anywhere in the Middle
Ages in England, we find the nobility

living in castles of stone and their sub-

jects in huts of various materials

—

stone, brick, and wood. The castles

were half dwelling, half fortress, un-

comfortable enough to our eyes, for it

was not till the end of the fifteenth

century that the window openings had

any sash, and household fires were gen-

erally provided.

The fortress character of these build-

ings is shown in the watch towers

with crenellated tops and machicolated walls, all built about

an enclosed court containing the well. A drawbridge spanned

the surrounding moat. This court, for the purpose of allowing the

dwellers to take the air in time of siege, was probably the first

garden spot, and the well heads which every properly appointed

Newport estate has somewhere in its garden pleasaunce is a fresh

assertion of its vested immemorial right to be in the midst of the

Drawn by ntrberi Raitton
(from "Moated Homes")

©Newspaper Illustrations. Ltd.

Convalescent wounded soldiers in England find that, in the eyes of the home people, nothing that will give them pleasure is too much trouble. In

London taxicab owner-drivers are devoting their week-end leisure to taking groups of blesses on country rides. Here is one such group enjoying tea on

the lawn of a resident of Sutton
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Co have conveniences lor greeting .1
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with its drawbridges, leaving a V-
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hat k into tin t.11 wall of the U, was
approached through thr width ol the

court. One wing was used hy the
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still used in common as a dining room
and meeting place.

\ little later houses weir planned

without these side wings, and thr old

Cornet towers, former bulwarks of strength against the he-

sirging for. weir reproduced in immature as gentle gazchos, sum-
merhouses. or shelters for garden tools, .the wings formerly

connecting them with the house becoming mere balustrades.

This house, shorn of its wings, thus presents itself with the old

glowering courtyard turned into a flowery forecourt surrounded

h> .1 wall or balustrade, with its towers become tea houses, and
the old portcullis with its great tower is emasculated into a tame
entrance gate. If it is an actual old establishment which is try-

ing to keep up with the times, the old moat will have a permanent
bridge, but the fosse itself, long dry. will become a sunken
garden full of flowers of shrubbery.

I>raun ty ll/rbrrt Raillnn
i/rom " Meaira Hnuiri)

y © Western Newspaper Union Photo Service

Not the least of the metamorphoses brought about by the great war is the change that has been wrought in the Englishman's proverbial attitude

Mini admitting strangers to his home. This country house at Paignton. England, with its beautiful grounds, has been turned over to the Red
Cnw hy Mr. Parassmger. its owner, and is now known as Red Cross Hospital No. 21

It is not meant, in following this

disintegration of the old castles, that

tin amputations mentioned were actu-

ally performed in the case of many
old buildings. It was rather a < ase

of the builders of new houses seeing

the iisclcssncss of lust one and then

another of these outgrown features

as they appeared in the old, and so

dropping them off, or at least subordi-

nating them in their new work. Later

these corner houses, the raison d'etre

of which men had long forgotten, dis-

appear, and we have only a fenced in

garden in front of the house, the fence

marking where embattled walls once

stood. At this point the house and its

English owner have arrived in America
and we see the old modified plan,

erected in the new Georgian fashion

to be sure, everywhere throughout the

Colonies. The square Colonial house

with its garden in front elaborately

fenced, with enriched posts, foursquare,

its gate glorified with a rather monu-
mental touch on a small scale, the old

feudal style forgotten, the old brick

and stone given way to Yankee pine, still links itself as a

lineal descendant to the ancient houses as directly as the new
inhabitants to their grandsires across the seas. This is perhaps

the only instance of the ancient plan touching, even to this meagre
and unrealized extent, our houses in this country.

In the matter of architectural style, the continuity is quite un-

broken. It was planted and took vigorous root here. If the

fruit was later affected by the grafting on of a civilization laboring

under somewhat different climatic, social, and industrial conditions,

it is not to be wondered at; but it does make it necessary almost

from the first for us to find a new name, "Colonial," for the trans-

planted (Jeorgian work. As the lives of the colonists were affected

in so many ways by their

surroundings and they

ceased to be Englishmen

and became that quite

different thing, Ameri-

cans, it is not strange

that the architecture

which they brought with

them should not remain

static.

If, then, we understand

how the modern English-

man came by his house;

how it is an age - long

heritage with all the

patching and adding
which that naturally im-

plies; and realizing* that

he was not brought up
on economic and scien-

tific house planning, we
should not be surprised

to find him content in

dwellings the plans of

w hich seem to us extraor-

dinary.

To look over a book

of the plans of modern
English country houses

by the best contempo-

rary' architects is a real

architectural adventure

that leaves the American
practitioner fairly gasp-

ing. The exteriors are

delectable, charming,
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Photograph from Paul Thompson
A garden party at Milton Hall for wounded soldiers. It is a far cry from fighting the boche to trimming hats, but these convalescent Anzacs seem to enjoy the contrast, and wear

proudly the product of their prowess as milliners in the hat-trimming contest

beautiful—you may use what words you will, so long as they

stand for all the building virtues—but the layout! the plans!

The youngest housewife will pronounce them "impossible." A
pantry, a gun room, a sillery, a brushing room, and a still room
are all useful, no doubt, but why must they intervene between

the dining room and the kitchen? Why must they be thrust

between us and our hot soup? Why must the cauliflower scent

the circumambient air during such a parade? The procession

may not take long in passing a given point, but it will certainly

be altogether too long passing from one point to the other. Add
to this that in the Sir Roger de Coverly papers we read, 'T have

known my friend Sir Roger de Coverly's dinner almost cold be-

fore the company could adjust the ceremonials of precedence and

be prevailed upon to sit down to

table." One must evidently allow

plenty of time for his meals in Eng-
land. Perhaps the housewives

among us will be mollified at find-

ing that the pantry is very large

—

usually larger than the kitchen—and

has a fireplace! In the jumble of

rooms, however, it sometimes hap-

pens that it is impossible to get in

a window. Some large country

houses have a bathroom, not always

on the second floor, to be sure, but

there is often one somewhere. Some
have tubs in them, some not—any-

way the agent advertises that water

is "laid on." One is not quite sure

what this expression means but it

certainly sounds as if a bath were

hidden in it somewhere. Water
closets are tucked about in little

closets often with outside air. In

one of the finest modern houses is

a room about the size of the owner's

library marked "Croquet Mallets."

We have often read of the English-

man's fondness for sport and here

we fairly catch him at it. Croquet

at wholesale, mallets by the cord

—

the countryside must be black with

eager players! The gaps in these

plans which wander about inconse-

quently are filled in with cubicles

marked "Boots," "Scullery,"

•This and the other drawings by Mr. Jones are reproduced by permission of John La

Drann by
Sidney R. Jones*

"Dairy," "Coats, " "Coals," and "Lamps," and if any are for-

gotten they can always be slapped on to the living room or

entered ofF the library or the boudoir—which is quite as apt to be

downstairs as up.

Now these extraordinary layouts are thoroughly typical of the

best modern English country house work. They are not old

houses altered over and added to. They might perfectly well,

with the same amount of money, build as we do at Tuxedo, for

instance, if they liked. If they do not, it must be because they

prefer this kind of house.

After we have examined the unmethodicality of these plans,

their careful avoidance of any attempt at being compact, and eco-

nomical of space, steps, or building material, we may note that

while the rooms are sure to be

attractive in themselves, they have

no relation whatever to each other,

they never open out of one another

as with us, there are no double

doors to throw two rooms into one,

no group of rooms leading ofF by

great openings from a central hall;

but instead, rather an unimportant

main hall, stairs that shyly hide

themselves in some corner, and each

room, no matter how many, will

be entered grudgingly by a small

door at the end, but so placed that

when opened one outside cannot

rake the whole apartment at a

glance.

If there seems to be a lack of

expansive hospitality in this archi-

tectural expression it is only a way

of guarding the sanctum sanctorum

more carefully, making the com-

pliment* the greater when one is

elected for admittance. We are

not to take these peculiarities as an

expression in any sense of a lack of

cordiality on the part of the owner.

We must remember that

"Through this wide open Gate,

None come too early, none return too

late"

The chimneys of Kent are always picturesque and easily recognizable as belong-
ing to that county. In this ccttage chimney at Penshurst various methods of laying

brick are employed, the whole resulting in a charming example of Kentish chimney

is a motto over an English door.

Your Englishman has a passion for

Co., New York, and The Studio Ltd., London
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privac\ .iiul coziness, and nothing is so important. Hi li.ts a

constitutional repulsion tor the monumental and formal, so much
so indeed that when he comes to huild public buildings which

demand such treatment, he fails repeatedly and is totally unable

to change his point of view and carry over the sense of architectural

fitness which never fails him in his domestic work. This love of

informality makes itself felt in the eschewing of any symmetry or

use of axes in the plan, and is further evidenced In the low ceilings,

love of fireplace and ingle, and walled gardens without. He
builds his house as far away as may be from any road, and then

plans it so that he and his guests may have all the privacy and

quiet possible.

W e in this country, on the other hand, are bored and restless if

we .ire too far away from the street to see the passing, and our

first thought is to throw a piazza across

the front to get back into things again.

Our houses must open up well; the en-

tertaining idea is in the backs of our

heads, no doubt, and we too often forget

the maxim of old Thomas Fuller that "A
house had better be too little for a day

than too big for a year." The home
idea is too seldom the motive; while we

may think that we are getting exactly

what we ourselves want, without regard

to any one else, it is a question if some-

times we have not perhaps uncon-

sciously one eye on our neighbor. W e

notice with the Englishman how well his

houses are adapted to him; with us one

feels how cleverly we adapt ourselves to

our houses. His house comes about not

only as the result of a cumulative ac-

cumulation of building traditions which

have taken their color from his peculiar

temperament, but is quite as much a re-

flection in bricks and mortar of the

national life.

If we understand clearly that, first.

England is a man's country; and, second,

that that man is a sportsman, we shall

have a key to many of the otherwise in-

explicable things we meet. To convince

anv one that it is a man's country one

only need look at the shop windows and

see all the best of them given over to rid-

ing appurtenances, haberdashery, sport-

A gabled cottage at Arlington, Gloucestershire. There is a gen-

eral appearance of weight and substantial solidity about the Eng-
lish cottage that is painfully absent from our flimsy wooden houses

ing article!, etc. And it is well known that the men of the upper

classes have more clothes and spend more for them than do their

women folk.

I he London season is from May till grouse shooting begins in

August. Why, through this hottest and dryest part of the year,

be kept in the city by social functions? Because the men are

shooting up to Christmas and hunting after that. The women
adapt themselves and take what is left—and then are forced to

read in the words of the most brilliant present-day English novelist

that "The last thing man will civilize is woman"!
If English country life is universally acknowledged to be not

intellectually brilliant it is partly because these out-of-door men
are too hungry and tired by 8 i\ vt. to contribute much to the

brilliancy of a social occasion. It is no wonder that "Just fancy,"

By Jove," and such other old reliable

substitutes for ideas play so large a part

in the dialogue.

The houses are designed more with

the man's comfort in view than the wo-

man's, and if the reverse is true with

us, it is logical in both cases. The Eng-

lishman spends more time in his home
than does an American. An Englishman

is continually going home, an American

always rushing to business.

The whole history of England has

made the man who can stay at home
more important than the man who must

go to business, hence the pose that one is

much at home, and doesn't bother with

business. With us the big man is the

big business man, and so we like to

have it understood that we can't be

spared from the office, and assume a

busy-ness even if we have it not.

It is the male, then, who is primarily

being housed. That he will explain it

—

we should be lacking in understanding

indeed if we said "excuse it"—by remind-

ing you that he is an empire builder and

his duties to England so exigent that it

is a matter of proper patriotism to have

his home life as free from irritation and

as full of recreation as possible; that in

the hurly-burly of modern competition,

where one meets the inevitable law of

the survival of the fittest, it is necessary





From "Rhod.xlcnJrons ami the Various Hybrids." by J. G. Millais „,*„r
From the water color by Beatrice Parsons

LEONARDSLEE IN JUNE
Sir Edmund Loder'* estate lies in a part of the old St. Leonard's Forest, near Horsham. Sussex. Sir Edmund himself has produced many of the hybrids in its rhododendron collection, which is

probably the largest in the world. It is in just such glorious homes of the English countryside that Britain's wounded are brought rapidly back to health and strength
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to "keep fit." However, the reason

does not concern us here. It is a man's

house, and he a sportsman. It is per-

haps this latter phase that will give us

the most esoteric reasons why the coun-

try house and its life are what they are;

and one of the valuable things that we
have there illustrated is the faithful

manner in which the builder houses

what he finds. The sportsman has be-

come the architect. That the English

are the world's greatest sportsmen par

excellence needs little proof, and has al-

ways been a matter of astonishment to

his neighbors. It is his creed and he

firmly believes that Waterloos are won,

and won only, on the playing fields.

We see a peer of the realm standing

up in the House of Lords and saying

with much emotion and to the accom-

paniment of loud applause that "Lords
Cricket Ground is one of the most sacred

spots in England"—when it was threat-

ened by a tram line. We read in the

headline of the morning paper that

"England is in Danger"; we think of

risings in India, of native outbreaks in

Africa, of the failure of the fleet, only

to read and find that what the danger

consists in is that the visiting Aus-

tralian eleven stands a good chance to win the cricket match!

It may be reduced to a matter of cold figures. In 1905 the

amount of domestic exports of the United Kingdom averaged

about $38 per capita, while the expenditure and investment for

sport was about $10 per head, or one fourth as much. Some
years before the war it was a fact that the 40,000.000 inhabitants

of Great Britain spent nearly £224,000,000 annually in sport. To
put it in another way, the expenditure on troops serving out of

England in 1907 was $75,000,000, which plus the cost of the naval

armament of $167,000,000 for the same year, was together less than

she spent on her games.

When people tax themselves thus heavily, that is, at the rate

of $5 a head for every man, woman, and child in the kingdom
we may be sure that here we have a people who will go without

Drawn by Sidney R. Jones

The lodgekeeper's house at Haddon, England, "so smothered in

verdure as to look almost like some plant of a larger growth"

Photograph from Paul Ihompsun

Taking a weK-earned holiday—a party of wounded soldiers being punted across the Thames to Tagg's Island, where they were entertained

necessities if need be, but who must have
their pleasures. Business may be bad
and men out of work, but whatever be
the condition of the family exchequer,

it will always yield a bob for the big

games.

The Englishman believes with Plato

that man is not the body, but the fellow

who has the body, and he proposes to

have some fun with his possession if the

skies fall. Having a passion for games,

he tries to make a game of his business.

We see it even in the grim work of war.

For while it is said that the Frenchman
regards it as a martyrdom, and the

American as a big job to be got through

with, the Englishman looks on it as a

sporting event. He believes in plenty

of rough play for his boys and play

only a little less rough for himself. He
believes that the boys need the training

and discipline, and that he needs the

exercise and relaxation.

And the feelings runs through all

classes. We have the sporting parson

who has been known to be an M. F. H.

He is a survival in these non-clerical

pursuits where his predecessor, the

three-battle man, has disappeared never

to return. The mild curate plays his

tennis or croquet up at the Hall, or has a frightfully exciting time

taking the Honorable Evelyn and her mamma out in a punt on

the river, with tea basket stowed snugly away. To go alone with

the Honorable Evelyn would not be considered "quite, quite

nice," as even curates at play do not escape the watchful eye of

Mrs. Grundy.
House parties are often gathered together for the sole purpose of

playing tennis, golf, or polo, and oftenest of all, of course, for

hunting. There are the cricket games in which the whole house-

hold takes part, including the butcher and baker and candlestick

maker, and likely to be captained by any one of them; games in

which grandsons bowl out their grandfathers—if they can—and at

which the girls play almost as well as their brothers and know
quite as much about it. They are forever in boats, and their

delightful little rivers, espe-

cially at the weirs and locks

on a holiday, are fairly car-

peted with craft.

This love for sport, this

love for the country, it is

that makes them lavish their

time and money on then-

country houses. They are

comfortable and substantial

because they expect to spend

the greater part of their

lives there, and their children

after them. They are not

mere summer places, they

are family shrines. A feeling

hard for us to understand,

who expect to move every

decade or so, and avoid

having anything individual

about our homes as it might

interfere with selling them.

This hardy sporting spirit

permeating down through the

entire mass of the people is of

a character so solid as to

make us as a sport-loving

people seem rather in an-

other class. For we must re-

member that two centuries

and a half ago the settlers
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of New England ran away front spurt

in tin <>M countiv to found .1 settle-

ment when diveisiou w is hut anothci

nanir l"i the devil \nd «c have ncvci

quite taught up.

\\ i air moic inn nsi\ r. perhaps. Inn

more spoiadic in out spurts. Matthew
\i nolil's attalvtu.il muni was not im-

pressed In oiu devotion to spoits In

-

cause of the child that toller skated

up and down the hotel corridoi outside

his dooi Such pieeontv did draw

some lem. it ks from him. to he sure, hut

the\ had to do with quite another

phase ot \nieru.m lile. We might also

warn the gentle cuiatc in his punt, that

when he is asked to go hoating here, it

means balancing himself on .1 "scooter"

in a hathing suit behind a to II. I*.

motor boat which is being zigzagged

over the course, in an endeavor to spill

him off. by an even puttier girl than

the Honorable I vclvn. and one who
has no doubts whatever about its being

"quite, quite nice" — she says it's

"bully"! Whether or not it will ever

be possible to make baseball popular

in Kngland. there is no question about

the impossibility of Americanizing

cricket. Imagine our boys rushing off

to play a game that drags its soporific

pleasures along from morning to night for three whole days! Or
imagine the Harvard-Yale game being halted at the beginning of

the fatal 7th while they all sit down for tea! Whether it is ice

boating on the Hudson, racing "red hugs" in Florida, or sea

sledding on the Sound, there is a general hectic air about our

sports, a speed that touches only the high spots.

This same feverish quality it is that impels us to hasten from

one place to another in search of adventure and to escape the

dreaded bugbear ennui. If we find that we have stayed in one

place until there are only a few more "attractions" than can be

crammed into a day. we have the trunks packed and the car

brought out. Mt. Desert, Lenox, the Adirondacks, we swing

around the circle keeping a lap ahead of "nothing to do."

Our idea of a desirable

country place is one near

a railroad station having

good connection with the

city. It is desirable to have
it easy to get to, but imper-

ative that it should be easy

to get away from—otherwise

father would iu:er come!
All this hustle naturally

has its effect on the charac-

ter of the country estate as

a whole. The mere fact that

it has to be brand new is a

problem that the English-

man only occasionally has to

face. With a race that
stamps "RUSH" on all its

commitments it is quite on
the cards that they should

expect to get-art-quick. Our
Tired Business Man goes to

England for a holiday, and
insensibly the charm of the

English country, perhaps

dormant in his blood, rises

up and takes hold gently on
his spirit. The lack of sun
which he noted in the cities

he rinds pleasant in the coun-

try, and the soft mist forms

•\ stone cottage nt. I >ucklmgton. Oxfordshire. The peaceful fenced-in
garden in the descendant of the glow-ring courtyard of medieval times

ilium in which the gently rolling

landscape, lush with heavy foliage,

seems to swim before his eyes as in a

mirage. It is like a coat of varnish

over the picture, blending and softening

the colors together. I he hedgerows,
dusted over with hawthorne blossoms,

run up and down the little hills and
around the cottages which are so smoth-
ered in verdure as to look almost like

some plant of a larger growth. "All

things in order stored, a haunt of

ancient Peace." He notes an absence

of hard lines and sharp angles and a

general appearance of weight and sub-

stantial solidify absent from the flimsy

wooden houses that he is used to at

home. He discovers that the English-

man, realizing the charm that goes with

age, does not hesitate, if he has to build

a new house, to use old material, or at

least to use material and methods that

produce the effect of old work. It is

cohimon to tear down old buildings for

the brick and slate to be had, and even

for the locks and hinges. Add to this

at much hand work as is feasible, and

he will have gone far toward getting

the old "smell" that he is after. For
half-timber work he will use old rail-

road ties or other weathered stuff. He
thatches his roofs—when the building laws will let him—and uses

a variety of different materials in one building, giving his artist's

eye a chance at composition, and in fact does everything possible

to avoid the smooth, enemic look so common in this country.

It is not hard for the American to understand the feeling about

these homes of England, that are so interwoven in our art and
literature and which led Sir Francis Bacon to say, "When men do
not love their hearths nor reverence their thresholds, it is a sign

that they have dishonored both." Charmed with it all, he resolves

to go home and throw up a country place like one of these in New-

Jersey. Proceeding to look into the matter farther, this American
"live wire" receives the same jolt accorded his compatriot when
he demanded of the old Scotch gardener of a famous estate how

British and Colonial soldiers enjoying a sun bath at Cliveden, the Astor estate in England, which has been converted into a great war hospital
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ORDERS AND WAR MEDALS CONFERRED BY ENGLAND
Top row. left to right: The Order of St. Michael and St George, limited to loo Knights Grand Cross (G.C.M.G.), 300 Knights Commander (K.C.M G ). and 600 Companions (C.M.G.), and awarded to

subjects of the Crown for services in relation to foreign affairs. Distinguished Service Cross (navy), awarded to warrant and commissioned officers below rank of lieutenant-commander for services not suf-

ficient to ment the D.S.O. Military Cross, instituted in this war. the counterpart of the D.S. Cross, awarded to warrant and commissioned officers in the army. The Order of the Bath, limited to 50 military.

2$ civil. Knights Grand Cross (G.C.B.), awarded to officers ranking as or above rear-admiral or major-general: to 125 military, 80 civil, Knights Commander (K.C.B.), to none below naval captain or

army colonel, to r> jo military. 2^0 civil Companions (C.B.); to none below commander or major. In middle; the Victoria Cross, the highest award for both officers and men of the army and navy for signal

act of valor in the presence of the enemy. The Distinguished ServiceOrdcr (D.S.O.), for officers of army and navy recommended in despatches for merit or distinguished service.
_
Bottom row: Distinguished

Conduct Medal, to non-commissioned officers and men in the army for gallantry in action; reverse, "For Distinguished Conduct in the Field." The Military Medal, instituted in this war, for non-commis-

sioned officers and men in the armv in recognition of bravery in the field, individual or associated; reverse, "For Bravery in the Field." The Meritorious Service Medal, for soldiers and marines who have

distinguished themselves or who have given good and efficient service; reverse, "For Meritorious .Service." The Conspicuous Gallantry Medal, navy counterpart of Distinguished Conduct Medal, for petty

and non-commissioned officers in navy and marines for conspicuous gallantry in action; reverse, "For Conspicuous Gallantry"
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Drawn by O. R
A modern Amer

John Russell I'opc, architect

>m adapted directly from Enghsh traditions. 'We notice with the Englishman how well his houses are adapted
to him; with us one feels how cleverly we adapt ourselves to our houses"

he has good luck he will commonly
get the drawings done for the

carpenters before the work which
they are to explain and illustrate

is finished. Meanwhile, the in-

terior decorators are sending wa-
ter color drawings and estimates

in duplicate about the country
trying to catch the Owner some-
where. A bevy of landscape archi-

tects with portfolios under their

arms are hovering about in am-
bush hoping by studying his

schedule to waylay him at some of

his haunts. The Owner is con-

stantly having charming gentle-

men introduced to him who
quietly but firmly lead the con-

versation around to sewage dis-

posal, refrigerators, artesian wells,

vacuum cleaners, and heating sys-

tems, until to see any one ap-

proaching him with a smile makes
his heart sink. He goes to see

the work and"finds his beautiful

grounds looking like a battlefield.

Riveting machines clatter in his

ears, great cranes side-swipe him,

tugging horses lashed by cursing

drivers run him down. He thinks

sadly of old Ightham Moat, silent

and placid amidst its verdure,

and tries to imagine that this will

ever be like it.

he got such a velvety lawn, to have him reply "Well, ye fust roll

it, and roll it—for aboot 100 years." Such methods hold difficulties

for the man who wants to get it in shape before the snow flies. If

he admires a certain English yew hedge he is told that rare old

prints show it to have been even thicker in King Charles's time.

If he asks about the timberwork in some new house, he learns

that the beams were cut on the estate, stacked and seasoned for

a year or so before being used, and that in the old work the stone,

after it was quarried, was seasoned for three years, first under sheds

and then in the open, and all the time watched over by the master.

He is further disheartened at being told that these same stones

were laid up with mortar for which the owners were expected to

furnish ox blood, beer, dung, sugar, buttermilk, and eggs, for

mixing with the lime, and that the plaster always stood and

seasoned for a year before it was used. He admires the soft

beauty of the whole, the colors laid on by the wind and rain,

and tries to believe that he can get the same thing with gray stains

from a can. He admires and yet views doubtfully the patched

roof and crooked timbers, certainly warped and badly out of

plumb, and wonders what the neighbors will say if he builds a

new house and yet has it look as old and nice as that! Will he

dare to have his specifications read "All timbers shall be crooked,

cracked, and rotten, and in every way the worst of their respective

kinds. Roofs shall be covered with misfit slate with large patches

of red tile; if these give out the rest may be thatched." That
certainly looks like the description he will have to give if he wants

to reproduce these houses, which—hardened old Philistine that

he is—he yet secretly hankers for. With a sigh he is forced to the

conclusion that no house is fit to be seen until it is unfit to be lived

in, and that it will be as hard to produce mellowness in a house by
brute force as it would in a peach. He hardly dares think that

the ultimate "I don't care what it costs" will meet its match.

Hut he gives orders to his architect to rush out his plans, gets

an estimate good for seven days, conditional on strikes, lockouts,

and acts of God, and with a bonus for quick work. His wife is

chaperoning a party up the Saguenay so she hasn't a chance to

see them, but he \00Ys them over carefully on the Twentieth

Century all the way from Albany to Toledo, where he wires the

architect to go ahead and rush the work. The architect starts

the cellar while the drawings are being finished for figuring, and if

Returned soldiers in the horticultural class at Winnipeg, Manitoba, where reconstruction work
with wounded soldiers along agricultural and horticultural lines is already well established

But if he have fears for the house, his heart may well sink when
he contemplates the garden. "For a man shall ever see that

when the ages grow to Civility and Elegancy, men come to build

stately, sooner than to garden finely; as if Gardening were the

Greater Perfection," says wise old Sir Francis Bacon. Ah, the

garden is another matter!

Aside from the mellowness that age gives to the planting of a

garden, it wins another advantage over the new work in point of

human interest. It would, for instance, be as silly to build a moat

in a modern garden, as to build a powder closet in a modern bed-

room, but how charming they are if we come by them honestly!

How ridiculous if we manufacture them out of hand. And so a

wise garden planner will not seek to reproduce some charming

garden that he has seen in England, but will seek rather by the

study of these famous examples to win the secret of the principles

that underly their design, the application of which makes each

different from all the others and yet all delightful. The site

having been selected, he will find that the scheme of the garden

layout followed the line of least resistance as a guide. 1 he
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designci had ikcn things us he lomid them On .1 tl.u terrain

|H his MM insisted on reproducing .1 inuml and stepped effect,

nrithei on .1 hillside will hr cull I'm l.ivuts and pools.

I In- I* nghsh Ii .1 \ t- adopted .1 happ\ compromise between tin

.niAtri it \ <>l tin It. 1I1. in work .ind the unturned beauty of nature,

th.it sti lus p. 11 1 n 11l.11 1\ h.ippv and perfectly adapted to our con-

ditions W 1 sli. ill hardly he nn 1 1 1 1 1 1 k to I'm ego flowers as the

Italians do, and out summits .in sufficiently long to make them
• u A out duel delights. W hether our nerves will ever allow its

to spend deeades quietly and happily in hybridizing and cross-

breeding cxpci im< tits, that give very mild, triumphs at the hest, is

doubtful. We ate hkelv to get much more satisfaction from

pulling c\ci\ thing up each vear, and starting a hrand-new scheme.

We ma\ leant main things liom this English work which we
> .111 turn to goo. I account. We may well adopt their attitude of con-

sidering the garden to he really outdoor living rooms and tving it

up closcl) with the house. We can, h\ playing that the garden is

t'horoitrjph Irnm I'juI I hompion

r»i> hrror* o( the S.mmo <>x the croquet court at Bletchin«ley Castle. whose owner. Mr.
Brandt, has given the dower hone as a hsptta' and is hesmg all maintenance experts

.1 house without a root.

Coax the two into joining

hands and thus avoid an\

ahrupt transition any-

where. That the walled

garden with its cspaliered

fruit trees has been used

as a dining room hetore

now we know from the

biographer of Thompson
—he of " The Seasons"

—

who tells us that this

worthy used to wander

about his host's garden in

a dressmggow n. hi ting off

the sunny side of the

peaches.

We may use deciduous

or evergreen hedges al-

most as successfully as

do the English, and the

accessories of stone steps,

halustrades, urns, and

statues we can employ
much more freely than

we do. Flowers are
never so beautiful nor

show to such advant-

age as when contrasted

with stonework of this

character. Pools are

ever delightful, where
'* birds float double, sw an

and shadow."

In the matter ol loiintains we should certainly go as lai as the

watei un let will allow us, and if we are at all clever and 0111

garden h.is more than one level, we should he able to use the

want several times over. Sundials and statues add greatly to

the charm and distinction, hut in the case ol the latter one must

temper his enthusiasm with discretion.

The rule as to the use ol stone accessories which one gathers

from the examination of many English gardens is that the more
impressive and grandiose the view, the simpler and broader

must he the use of halustrades, ornaments, etc., so that we shall

not distract the eve from the dist.inf prospect. If, on the other

hand, there is not much to look at beyond the confines of the

garden enclosure, we may well make it gather all the interest to

itself as a focus. If there are disagreeable features in the

landscape that are beyond one's control we may follow the

lead of Repton, the old English landscape gardener, who
"planted our" such things in various ingenious ways and often

changed the appearance of the scenery in the most surprising

manner.

The contention of the strict formalist that as man cannot imi-

r.ite nature, he should not inspire himself from her, but should

forget her altogether and design his gardens in a formal, balanced,

and geometrical manner, is as unjust as the contention of the
" natural" school, which says that nature abhors a straight line and

hence it should not be used. They are grieved over man's having

the audacity to interfere with nature by clipping a hedge, though

they think it perfectly natural and proper to cut grass. The
English in their work, it would seem, have steered a happy course

among all these difficulties, and we cannot do better than to go

to school to them in these matters. Of course the real completion

of a garden is a slower process even than of the house, and our

hustling do-it-now business man must not expect it to have the

real look on the completion date mentioned in the contract. How-
ever, if he is a person of some insight and has studied the old

English places to any purpose, he will acquire a conviction, grow-

ing ever stronger with time, that he has obtained in his house

'and garden two of the solidest satisfactions and interests in life,

and he will be dull indeed if he does not learn from them to grow

more mellow and gracious as he grows older, and much quiet

philosophy besides.

Photograph from Underwood & Underwood

Tea on the lawn at Hampton Court, where the Eccentric Club entertained (iO:) wounded so'.di;rs no: long since



Theodate Pope, architect

Dormer House, the home of Mrs. Charles O. Gates at Locust
Valley, N. Y. Few of us have the courage to gain such a lovely

exterior at the expense of our bedrooms

COUNTRY HOUSES
owe to

Photographed by

and

A little English cottage on the
estate of Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt
at Jericho. L. I., with a sanitary
substitute for the thatch rool

A glimpse of the simple and consistent interior of the Orvis house
pictured at the top of the opposite page
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I hi* luillt miticr and stone
dale. N. Y. It* itceply

that we
OLD ENGLAND
John Wallace Gillies

others

The Stuart Duncan place

at Newport is a real achieve-
ment in textures, particularly

in walls and roof

The ({anna house on the out-
skirts of Cleveland. O., is a
dignified and restrained adapta-
tion of Tudor architecture

J. A. Hoclkcr, architect

McKim, Mead ic White architects

John Russell Pope, architect

41

The oak-paneled dining room in the Woodbridge Dickinson
house—a very free handling of English motives
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(A witty Frenchman, I think it

was Talleyrand, said, "All sweeping
generalizations are wrong, includ-

ing this one." Let this, then, be
my preface and my apology in ad-

vance, if I am tempted into some
over-sweeping general statement.

—E.T. S.)

ACH year,

in times
past num-
bers of
Americans
touring
E u rope

have fallen in love with the

picturesqueness of the an-

tique buildings and deter-

mined that when they went

back to America they would

set about erecting just such

buildingson their own coun-

try places.

Then, on returning, they

.were usually met by
the building expert

who advised strongly

against it. "Never
try to be picturesque;

that quality comes

only of age, decay,

or fortuitous sur-

roundings," is one

familiar phrase in use; or, "The
expense are prohibitory," etc., etc.

I have met such cases many times and am much interested in the

question; I am, moreover, satisfied that these objections are wrong,

and therefore venture to offer some observations.

When one carefully examines any number of unquestionably

picturesque buildings, he finds that they have the following

characteristics:

1st, Complete adaptation to service, or the principle of growth. In

every case, the purpose of the building dictates the plan; modifi-

cations to meet the needs of climate and material are admitted,

but never a modification of the interior to meet the academic
theory of exterior. Such changes must always be false art and
repellent to good taste. This obvious growth is essential; and we
are beginning to use a little of it in stepped windows on the stairs,

etc., always with good results.

As a converse of this, no structural element is ever to be added

Parham Old Hall, Suffolk, England, a famous embodiment of all the principles of picturesque building

ACHIEVING the PICTURESQUE
in BUILDING

By ERNEST THOMPSON SETON

practical difficulties or the

for the sake of ornament,

function, oran unnecessary

flying buttress, merely be-

cause the turret or the but-

tress seem ornamental,

is so certainly in bad taste

that in time it will become
repulsive to all who see it.

2nd, Sound construction,

or the principle of strength.

Thus, a turret added where it has no

A close kin of service is good
construction. A building

that is not of sound con-

struction is not a building in

any proper sense, and un-

consciously we take this

into consideration, finding

no satisfaction in a struc-

ture that is evidently

doomed to early collapse.

When we look at a typical

American town,we find that

everything is obviously
temporary; no notion of

building for the next gener-

ation seems to come in.

Wooden buildings, with frail

wooden floors that cannot

last twenty years and poor

wooden roofs that cannot

last ten years, are almost

universal. Nine out of ten

are fire traps and doomed
to burn down.

We can all remem-
ber the condition

which a generation

ago resulted in visi-

ble plumbing. The
same sort of thing,

in even worse degree,

exists in ourbuilding.

I want visible architecture as the remedy. I want my building

not only to be strong but to look strong. The beauty of obvious

power is one of the best adornments. The dignity of strength

in structure or material cannot be too highly valued.

3rd, Honesty might almost be considered a part of sound con-

struction. The element of sincerity is essential. No man ever

yet found anything picturesque in the artificial ruins that a per-

verted taste has established in Kew Gardens, England, or the

artificial scenic mountains in our pleasure parks. What possible

beauty is there in a cement floor marked out to pretend that it is

tile? Nothing can make respectable or pleasing the flimsy box

shams that pose as beams in many New York houses.

"How can you find any pleasure in such a contemptible

sham?" I asked of a rich New Yorker, as he proudly

pointed out the fake beams in his fake castle with their fake

carvings of fake wood.

"Don't they look just like real beams with real carvings—at a

distance?" he responded; "the strength is supplied by steel girders

in the floor above."

"Yes," I said. "I can

show you a chromo of a

Titian portrait that, to a

casual eye, looks like the

original and fills as big a

wall space; but a second

glance shows that it is a

cheap copy and devoid of

The spirit and the letter: at left,

mosaic from a recent church piece,

illustrating the charm of variation
and the human touch. At right is

the same piece "corrected" to show
the deadliness of the letter perfect

A good possibility

ruined by the machine
symmetry, the network
of tuck pointing, and the
knife-edge straight line

at the top

Sketch of the same
bridge, showing how it

would appear without
the 'tuck pointing and
with the machine sym-
metry broken by the us
ual lookout or belvedere
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II of the qualities that give the trained eye peculiar pleasure in

the original."

Not long ago, a man. who should have known hetter, for he

was an architect, announced triumphantly that he had perfected

a tuck by which new hcams could he made to look like antiques.

" \iul why do \«>u wish to perpetrate such a petty fraud?" I

asked, as soon as his first spasm of joy was somewhat spent. "I

don"t want m\ beami to look old; they are not old; they arc brand

new; and 1 don't want them to look what they are not. If you

have any honest scheme for making them beautiful, I'd like to

know . hut this continued piling up of fake on fake simply nauseates

me. Good things are often costly, and we all want them; but, if

mv means limit me to a mud hovel with a tar paper roof, it will at

least be sincere mud and honorable tar paper, unconcealed and

unashamed.''

l ime, erosion, and perspective will often do wonders for a build-

ing of poor lines and plan; but no amount of disrepair, short of

conflagration, or of perspective, short of the vanishing point, will

discover anything picturesque in imita-

tion stone blocks of cement, or tin-tront

houses. It is beyond question that,

thanks to their sincerity, the hack views

of most modern houses are more pleasing

than the front or show views.

Of all the degrading frauds that have

been established by builders in modem
times, I know of

none more con-

temptible than

tuck-pointing, or

line pointing.
Originally, some
contractor who
was building a

wall of poor brick

undertook to

give it the ap-

pearance of
pressed brick by
covering it with

a coat of horri-

ble red paint,

and then laying

out on it straight

lines of w hite paint, all with machine precision,

thereby losing the pleasant terra cotta reds of

the brick, and the varied lines of the honorable

mortar; setting up a contemptible fraud and pro-

ducing a thing unspeakably hideous to a person f

artistic training.

It was so easy to hide bad work by this trick

that it became popular and was applied to stone-

work; rough stonework could be passed off for cut

stone, if it were cleverly tuck-pointed.

It seems to me that there are few things more

agreeably picturesque than an honest piece of

A picturesque cottage gable in Sussex, charming in line variety and
human touch; and the same gable "corrected" to modem standards,
ugly in its machine-made regularity and unfeeling monotony

West Cate. South-
ampton, England.
How much would be
left of the charm of
this old gate if all var-
iation of surface were
removed and features
added to make it sym-
metrical?

rough stone masonry, carefully flushed up; and few things more
contemptible than the imitation square-meshed netting with which
so many of our stone buildings are now disfigured in their noisy
clamor to be taken for something which they are not.

Of a slightly less offensive nature is the present craze for elabor-

ating each stone and compelling you to look at it as it shrieks

out, "See me; a real boulder, or a real piece of marble; how proud
I am!"
Many country houses run mad on this idea. They select the

most aggressive stones they can find and purposely omit as much
of the cement as possible, in order that each stone may intrude

its noisy, naked charms on your attention.

One proud owner, a man of literary culture, who showed me
his latest insanity asked what I thought of it.

I responded. "What is your favorite poem?"
After some thought, he replied, "Whitman's Lincoln."

1 hen I said, "Suppose I recite it in this way: '0,' an ex-

clamation sometimes spelled 'Oh,' but nearly synonymous.
'Captain,' merely used in a symbolical

sense, and originally there was an V be-

tween the 'p' and the 't.' 'My', the first

personal possessive pronoun; it is here

spelled with a capital letter, because it is

the first word of the new phrase. 'Cap-

tain,' a repetitive verbalism, in this case,

helpful for emphasis and rhythm ;"etc.etc.

"Now of what
A famous old Crom-

wellian inn at Saffron
Walden. Essex, Eng-
land, which illustrates

the first four princi-

ples. Contrast it with
the machine-like regu-
larity of the new build-
ing at extreme right

A piece of old and good work spoiled by
recent additions in the shape of stenciled

patterns masquerading as timbers in the
second-story panels, and simulated beams
painted on the ground floor wall

use is the poem
so rendered ?

What do you
get of the big

thought? That
is what I think

of your framed

and outlined
boulders. And
the old missions,

whose convents

and chapels you
claim to love

and find inspir-

ing, were far too

simple and sin-

cere to indulge

in any such atrocity as your freak wall of selected

boulders."

Take a walk along almost any of our great

throughfares, if you wish to see how completely

massive, costly, and otherwise respectable build-

ings can be made tawdry and vulgar by this of-

fensive disfigurement. Imagine the temple of

Karnak with such a mutilation that one could

see neither temple nor column for the stones.

We are quite safe in laying it down as a law

that any builder calling attention to each separ-

ate and visible stone in his building is going

«-y|H JIT
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The only lapse from the seven rules in this pueblo interior is in

the heavy beam over the alcove being plastered instead of exposed

wrong, and it is ten times worse where this

affectation is allowed to appear inside the house.

4th, Variety. An artist who does not con-

stantly vary his tone values and lines is not

likely to reach a good result. My painting

professors, Gerome and Bouguereau, used to

tell me that there was no such thing as

a repeated value; always there are

shades of difference.

What should we think of a statue

or a picture of which one side was
an exact reversed replica of the

other? No such thing ever hap-

pened in building where the law of

growth was allowed free expression.

There is not a famous building

in the world, any more than a forest

tree, of which one half is an exact

replica of the other, reversed. This

machine symmetry was unknown to

the great masters, and it is impossi-

ble, if we admit the law of honest

service.

The Parthenon, which is the final refuge of the symmetrists,

was wholly redeemed from machine symmetry (if it ever had it at

all) by its absolutely asymmetric and enormously important

decorations, as well as by the fact that it was part of a wholly

asymmetric group of buildings.

As to the Parthenon and its influence, it is generally conceded

that it was the most beautiful building of which we have

any knowledge; its proportions and decorations have been ac-

cepted as standards by all builders and architects; and yet, I ven-

ture to say that that same Parthenon has been the greatest curse

to architecture of any building on earth, because our modern
builders have attempted blindly to copy it, ignoring the fact that

it might be perfect for a Greek temple in a southern clime, and
yet wholly unsuited to any modern purpose in our climate.

What should we think to-day of a steel ship-builder who per-

sisted in modeling his vessels after the Greek galley—even though
he sacrificed both strength and speed in doing it—because they

were classics? Besides all this, the Parthenon is now a mere
bleached remnant, which has not prevented our copyists from
slavishly repeating even the bleach; so that its offspring are

everywhere as absurd whited sepulchres, always pretending to be

something different from what they really are.

There can be little question that the Golden Age of domestic

architecture was about the time of Elizabeth; then men first

realized that houses might be made comfortable as well as strong.

Their simple sincerity in seeking for service and good structure

with native material produced ideal dwellings of which the key-

note was the roof. An offer of hospitality is "Come under my
roof," not "inside my walls."

Then the dreadful thing happened. The madmen of the Jaco-

bean time discovered the Parthenon and determined to be Classical,

rather than honest. They built the monstrosities that yet dis-

figure the Stratid in London, and even talked about "correcting"

the Gothic cathedrals.

Their attitude was very exactly reflected by an architect who
recently showed me his plan of a new mansion with the roof and

An archway in the Cluny Musee which is

redeemed from the stigma of symmetry by the
chimney, the tree, the stairway dimly discerni-
ble within at the left, the details, and the ad-
joining masses of buildings

A dwelling in Laguna, N. M. Many of these Indian houses antedate Columbus

Another pueblo interior whose genuine hand-finished walls,

massive beams, and honest simplicity are superbly picturesque

chimneys left out. "I wish I could forget the

accursed things altogether!" he exclaimed; al-

though he knew they were the essentials that

must dominate the final building, for the fire-

place and the roof-tree are the home. But the

Parthenon had none and he knew not how to

handle them. Can stupid servility go farther?

Why did he riot look at some honest

Tudor buildings, if he had to copy

something?

If we wish to see the evil of mere

copying, we need but glance at some

of the "grand old Colonial man-
sions." They consist usually of

a square, uncomfortable, box-like

house, in front of which is built a

huge Doric portico that has abso-

lutely no relation to the house, the

structure, the country, or the com-

fort of the indwellers. The porch

darkens the upper rooms, where one

wants sunlight, and turns neither

the sun nor the rain from those

who would sit outside under it; while the preposterous columns

shut out the view for which the house site was most likely selected.

In contrast, let us turn to such buildings as Haddon Hall,

Cluny Musee, etc., and see how they would look if corrected into

classical structures of machine symmetry. One might as well

correct the Phidian Hermes into symmetry by the same process.

Even the face of that classic statue is wholly asymmetrical; indeed

this is true of all the famous faces in statuary, as of all the famous

buildings in existence.*

There is nothing, perhaps, more fatal to the picturesque than

machine multiplication, no matter of what part. The Venus of

Milo may be ideally beautiful, but a thousand of them in a row

would hardly be pleasing. The lowest and ugliest type of modern

house is one with all the windows the same; and the most pictur-

esque is one with a variety of windows suited each to the place and

purpose; which, of course, presupposes that some will be dupli-

cates of their neighbors, if they are obviously of the same series

—

that is, have a function of the same nature and magnitude.

A Western artist who drew and painted many of the exquisitely

beautiful Indian mesa dwellings, determined to build himself a

studio along the same lines. He made a pleasing rough sketch

and then actually allowed a local architect to "correct it;" that is

to remove all curves, all variants, all knots of the wood, all asym-

metry, all hand touches; and to substitute boxes and thin sawn lum-

ber for the honest untouched or hand-tooled beams, i. e., he allowed

the architect to eliminate the very things that made it charming

—

the hand touch, the color, and the honesty. He wonders why

people shudder as they see it. And yet there can be little douhr

that the model he had in mind was one of the finest pieces of

architecture in America. It is safe to say that, with some not-

able exceptions, many of our great cities are on a lower arch-

itectural plane than any typical Indian pueblo, such as Laguna

or Walpai.

*Since writing the above, I have come across the following: "I found the love

especially of symmetry invariably associated with vulgarity and narrowness of

mind." Ruskin's "Seven Lamps of Architecture," page 216.
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\ nun «>l nutl.icc .'i texture is .is unpoitaut .is v.irietv of line;

hut the best ol ill sanations is tli.it wliieli eotnes from tlie loving

In m m hi touch How quickl) il makes one feel tlie unplcasaiit-

ness of am thing approaching in.iehine work; far hettet h.ive hn-

p< ifect work h\ the hum.in hand than the ohviotislv exact work
of the machine. \ Keinhramlt etching, with its nianv tentative

hues moping aftei the exaet one, must always he a nohler tiling

than the lettei pel feet steel engraving of the same suhject.

In the \lc.i/.ir, at Seville, air rooms decorated with wonderfully

hue Moorish tiles, hand painted, ol course, ami each of a unique

pattern, though the\ are enough alike to he in series. I In effect

is superb \ section «>t the tiles had fallen and heen carried off

long ago. and the modem authorities decided to restore the wall.

I he\ selected one vei\ i»o«id tile and had a thousand made like it.

These weie list d to till the hi.ink. and tin effect is deadly, the\ arc

so ohviousU ground OUt ol a machine.

>th. Color. ( )t .ill elements of the picturesque, heatltiful color

is the least expensive, the most easily ohtained, and the most ig-

noied In builders. Some ot the buildings now accepted as de-

lightfulK picturesque were not originally designed in colors, hur

ha\e heen helped h\ tin accidents of material and climate so that

the\ ate now favorite suhjects for the canvas. On the other

hand, many of the greatest huildings were color studies.

6th) C.unMurr. \ straight line is less beautiful than a curve.

There are nostr.ught lines in

nature. When man makes

a straight line, nature

speedily sets ahout hending

it. Much of the charm of

the old huildings is in the

curvature of most ot the

lines. We may. indeed, ac-

cept it as a rule that

straight lines should he

avoided, except where they

are essential to the stability

of the structure.

This principle may be

denied by academic builders

when brought in in the

natural way of structure;

but they do not hesitate to

bring it in artificially, when
they plan a pagoda roof, a

mansard, or an imitation

Thev use it because some previous

building had it; but do not dare to do

so for the sake of its beauty, and, in

the case of naturally curved timber,

for its strength.

An architect friend approved one

ofmv down-curved roof lines because

it was like a bent old tile root; and

another of reverse or up curves, be-

cause it was like an old thatch; both of

which I resented. I didn't make them

to imitate anything. I made them

so because the timber was naturally

Mr. Srton'

curved

thatch.

bent and I wanted the curves. He was too blinded by the 1 1 1 1 < •»

to see n

.

I haw used great restraint in expressing this idea. My con-

viction is that a long, absolutely straight, unbroken line is always

ugly; there is no such thing in nature or in any standard work ol art.

7th, Simplicity. There was a time when builders in New
Yoik seemed possessed of the idea that complicating the surface,

was beautifying the building; and many pretentious structures

went up, having every portion of the inside and out cluttered

over with the most appallingly ugly machine-made ornaments.

'There arc not a dozen buildings on Fifth Avenue below Fifty-

ninth Street that could not be vastly improved with an ax, a

jack-plane, or a hundred years of sand blast. Fortunately, the

epoch of vulgar, tawdry ornament has passed, or nearly so.

These, then, I consider the prime elements of the picturesque.

They are the basic elements of every building that I know of that

is by common consent called picturesque; and I defy anyone to

make an unpicturesqiie building if these principles are employed.

It is not to be supposed that they were consciously incorporated!

by the builder of every picturesque old barn, with the exception of

the first two, service and strength; the others were fortuitous;

but, granting the same, there is no reason why we should not

go directly to them. This I have tried to do in my own build-

ings. Some think them a

success; some do not. I hey
certainly are a success in

one particular, which can-

not here be demonstrated

—

that is, they are, in places

exquisitely beautiful in

color. They bear precisely

the same relation tothevery

big, very modern buildings

of a rich neighbor that a

living tree trunk does to an

iron standpipe. In short,

they are, I think, exceed-

ingly picturesque.

Now, it is to be noticed

that I have not yet at-

tempted a definition of pic-

turesqueness. I see no fun-

damental difference between pictur-

esqueness and beauty; the converse of

both is ugliness; I cannot recall any
beautiful thing that is not also pic-

turesque or any picturesque thing

that is not beautiful.

In this article, I have sought my
illustrations of the picturesque in

the field of architecture; but the

principles herein set forth are uni-

versal. Unfortunately, we have been

blinded by academic rules in archi-

tecture, just as we once were in

painting and sculpture, and can only-

hope for an early revolution.

woodshed and tmjlhouse—one of the group of buildings on his own estate upon which he
has put into practice the theories expressed in his article

Structural timbers are frankly recognized
as timbers, not as geometrically sawed
pieces of wood. Unfortunately the chief

charm of this garage, its color, cannot be
reproduced

Upon the plaster panel over the
windows are incised these words:
"God's work is good and given free.

"Man's work dear-bought and bad,
"So marvel not I use the tree

"As God it finished had."

A detail of the woodshed. One
doesn't usually have a dormer win-
dow in a woodshed, but that is

obviously where the pigeon loft

belongs



The SOUL of our COLONIAL ARCHITECTURE
By MURRAY P. CORSE

N ART student in one of our
colleges, recently, on being

asked for a definition oP
Gothic and Classic, pro-

duced the eminently satis-

factory answer: "Gothic is

anything with a pointed

arch; Classic anything with columns or pilas-

ters. A mixture of the two produces early

Renaissance." This definition, which has at

least the merit of brevity, produced great

hilarity among the well informed. It re-

duces the architect, they said, to the position

of an esthetic bartender, who, if a good mixer,

could serve out styles by merely turning on a

tap. Unfortunately, the very people who ridi-

cule this crude expression seem willing to acceptthe point ofviewin-

volved; while some, even,who have made a careful study of historic

styles, will loosely define Gothic as a "system of balanced thrusts."

This whole attitude springs from the deplorable mistake of con-

founding form and substance, of supposing that a mass of details

can make a style. Gothic is no more a system of balanced

thrusts than a human being is a "skeleton with a little flesh wrap-

ped round." This

may be the more
easily appreciated

from a consideration

of that dreadful car-

icature of Gothic
which became so

popular about fifty

years ago, and was
known as "Victorian

Gothic," but wasn't

Gothic at all. That
some people couldn't

tell it from real

Gothic proves noth-

ing (or at least noth-

ing pertinent); some
people couldn't tell

a paste diamond from

a real one and there

have been made au-

tomatons that could

walk and speak and

generally appear

more lifelike than
many human beings!

But the soul of

the human being has

not been reproduced

by mechanical
means; and the soul

of Gothic still defies

analysis, although
whole books have

been devoted to the

subject. Sometimes
an epigram proves

more enlightening to

the imaginative, such

as Viollet-le- Due's

famous remark:
"Given paper and
mucilage, the Gothic

architects would
have found a way to

raise their great ca-

thedrals, and to make

In this little stairway at Meaux note how harmon-
ious are the different treatments of the wood and
stone parts

them proof against the elements." But the

best way, unquestionably, is to go to sources.

In the accompanying pen and ink sketches

are bits from the middle ages as Gothic as the

Cathedral of Amiens itself, yet showing no
trace of pointed arch or flying buttress. In

spite of diversity, there are certain points of

similarity too striking to escape even the least

observant. Nor are these points of similarity

merely negative, such as the absence of

c&lumns and entablatures and other so-called

Classical details; they are, on the contrary,

most emphatically positive. Conspicuous
among them is the manly and virile charac-

teristic of relying on merits of design, good
mass and silhouette, and harmonious propor-

tions for the architectural effect.

These qualities, by no means confined to Gothic, but found in

their fullest expression in the art of the Middle Ages, can be more
easily appreciated fhan expressed. Too numerous even to be
listed, they deserve, nevertheless, more study than they have
received. The following points especially should be considered:

1—A certain naturalness or spontaneity, as opposed to the

artificiality of the

pseudo-Classic. This

has been often ridi-

culed as "naive,"
" u n s o p h isticated,"

and so on, but it is

one of the greatest

of architectural
merits.

II—A careful ad-

aptation of material

to needs, and of treat-

ment and finish to

material. One sees

in the charming little

stairway at Meaux
how appropriately

the wooden parts are

treated, how differ-

ent they are from the

stone, and yet how
harmonious is the
whole. So leaf and

bud are different from

branch, yet all be-

long to the same tree.

III—A careful
choice of these ma-
terials, as well as of

outlines and masses,

to harmonize with

the natural sur-

roundings and back-

grounds. This is not

so easy to see in

illustrations, but is

very striking to one

who travels. Mont
Saint Michel is the

most famous ex-

ample of this char-

acteristic, but even

the little peasant's

house illustrated

shows what I mean.

Its rough, unfinished

quality harmonizes
© Detroit Pub. Co.

The old Paul Revere house in Boston shows Gothic influence in its casement windows and second-story overhang

48
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Compare thov 1 wo views of the Nourv hou«\ in Danvvr*. Mass . and note how naturally the one results from the other, how unmistakably they belong together

charmingly with the

rough Brittany land-

scape.

I he whole may be

effectively summed lip

in the phrase: "Gothic

architecture springs
like a growth of na-

ture from the ground

on which it stands."

1 hese qualities are un-

mistakably and un-

questionably Gothic.

They are the children

of nature, radically

and fundamentally op-

posed, as we shall see,

to the spirit of the suc-

ceeding pseudo- Clas-

sic. But on the other

hand, no one can help

being struck by the

continual reappear-

ance of these qualities

in the earliest houses that our ancestors built

in this country. This mass of solid and sub-

stantial qualities is the backing, the founda-

tion, of our national art, and it should be

clearly recognized as such. To it is due the

strength and virility of later Colonial. It is,

in a word, the Gothic warp in the fabric of

Colonial architecture.

Unfortunately there is no one building in

which all of these characteristics may be seen

at once. Indeed we shall have to travel far

A fifteenth century manor house as Gothic as the

Cathedral of Amiens itself, yet showing no trace of

pointed arch or flying buttress

the famous House of

the Seven Gables in

the same town, show a

number of the more
important features,
such as the steep roof;

the large and massive

chimneys which more
than anything give

character to the home;
the windows exqui-

sitely proportioned

and placed; and that

curious and romantic

mystery of the style

known as the second-

story overhang, with

its carved "drops."

Originally these houses

were also furnished

with casement win-

dows, frequently
leaded with diamond
panes, but of these,

although there are many charming restora-

tions, the few remaining originals are in

museums. The general impression produced

by these exteriors is thus not only one of great

beauty, but, what is of far more importance,

it is strikingly harmonious and consistent.

The interiors are as lovely as the outside,

and also in perfect harmony. This is another

vital quality of Gothic, which is Gothic through

and through, from top to bottom, inside and

out; a severe commentary on much modern
work which presents a variety of styles—orand wide to get a comprehensive view. The

accompanying photographs, however, offer a suggestion, and will, rather fashions, as we can hardly dignify them with the name

I hope, prove inspiring. The Ward House in Salem, Mass., and "style"—which are shocking even to the least observant. Com-
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The John Ward house at Salem, Mass., built in 168-1

pare the two views of the Nourse house in

Danvers, near Salem, Mass. How naturally

the inside results from the facade. How
unmistakably they belong to the same house,

or at least to the same style. The outside,

with its simple, sturdy lines, depending, as

we have seen, for architectural effect entirely

on mass and proportion; the inside with its

huge summer-beam and open rafters, the

magnificent fireplace, symbol of warmth and
hospitality, the simple and dignified sheathing on the walls, than
which no more effective background has ever been devised. But
if you still persist in taking these features for the all-in-all of the

style, the whole story, I have spoken in vain, for they are but the

outward and visible signs of an inward and spiritual grace.

As the human soul must manifest itself in physical acts, so in

these and similar details does the soul of an architecture find

expression. In the skilful handling of these simple elements,

in combining them into a perfect and harmonious whole, the

Gothic spirit shows its strong contrast to the ensuing pseudo-

Classic—a style that could never rest content without the intro-

duction of strange features having nothing to do with the structure

itself: pilasters and entablatures stuck on as an after-thought;

which seeks to disguise the roof back of balustrades where no one
goes; or even attempts by various subterfuges to turn an honest

wooden building into stone. Observe that I do not criticize this

latter method. One is surely at liberty to do what he likes with

his own home. Indeed, like the old sailor, homesick for the sea,

one would much better make his dwelling resemble a gunboat,

thus putting his own personality into it, than to accept blindly

the dictum of some one else. For the present I am only drawing
a distinction, though later I shall hope to show the serious con-

sequences of artificiality.

At this point some one may object that I deliberately discredit

This little peasant's house shows a choice of materials
as well as of outlines that harmonize with the natural
surroundings

later work by insisting too strongly on the term
"pseudo-Classic." "What of the real Classic?" they
demand. This term seems as hard to define as that of
gentleman. If it means anything we must, to be logical,

give it an astonishing breadth of application. If not,
we may as well leave it out of the discussion. Webster
gives among other definitions the following: "Con-
forming to the best authority in literature or art;

chaste; pure; refined." Which leaves us where we
were before, as no two people ever agreed on what
constitutes the best authority in either literature or art.

But truly, if our language is to retain its force, the
term cannot be applied to anything showy or in dub-
ious taste; nor to anything dull, prosaic, or uninspired.

Thus guide books grow more than usually fatuous
when they speak of the miles of deadly colonnade in

Washington as " Classic." And those who have learned

to appreciate the fine points of architecture will not
hesitate, though it may shock the Philistine, to pro-

nounce the facade of Notre Dame of Paris one of the

most Classical of facades; and the south tower of the

Cathedral of Chartres as Classic as the Parthenon itself.

Similarly, the Gothic spirit survived long after its

form had apparently passed. Indeed the Gothic spirit

has never completely expired; though never was it less

in evidence than during that horrible pseudo-Gothic
revival of the last century, which was even farther from
real Gothic than the baroque is from real Classic.

Naturally, however, not only the spirit, but the forms

as well, survived longer in small and domestic building

than in the large and monumental; so that when our

ancestors came over to this country, early in the seven-

teenth century, they were by no means so far removed
from the Gothic era as is commonly supposed.

Even though we were to find a full-fledged Gothic

cathedral somewhere on Cape Cod, unmistakably built

by our first ancestors in this country, it need not nec-

essarily surprise us, when we consider the historical

settings in which they immigrated. "The light of the

Renaissance, sweeping before it the darkness and su-

perstition of the Middle Ages, dawned over

Italy at the beginning of the fifteenth cen-

tury," it is true, but it reached France con-

siderably later, and only trickled through to

England in a somewhat diluted form still

later. Moreover, the Renaissance was for

a long time the architecture of kings and
courts; even the higher bourgeoisie did not

take kindly to it at first; and the Gothic was
so deeply rooted in the hearts of the people

that an unbroken Gothic tradition in

thatched cottages might be said to have come down almost to

the present day.

Of still greater importance was the religious aspect. The whole

Puritan movement was of course largely a protest against the pag-

anizing influence of Rome. Although this statement may require

qualification, the fact remains that the Pilgrims as well as the

Puritans associated everything evil with the Eternal City, and the

Classical influence in architecture must have reminded them of

what they most hated.

Our ancestors, educated among sound architectural traditions,

were thus fortunate in having a clear field, free from the trammels

of fashion that were steadily enslaving Europe. They obtained

much inspiration from nature, which has always proved the no-

blest source of inspiration; and their work reflected two of nature's

most important characteristics: namely, adaptability to sur-

roundings, and substantiality of construction. The style that they

developed is, of course, primarily a domestic one. Nothing but

their houses have come down to us; and while it is to be regretted

that we can form no idea of how they would have handled a cathe-

dral or a large public building, let us put aside regrets for what is not,

and accept appreciatively the few examples that survive.

These fine old buildings have suffered from a shameful neglect;

at first because the encroaching tide of Classicism made them

appear old-fashioned; more recently because they are held to be
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inimitable lot modern requirements. I he small windows do not

In in i n. .null light; tli«' i aseiiicnf s i- .imiimI In- made weather tight;

tin 1. 1^ .ides, while possesNiiiR .1 1 ei t .nil picf iiicsqiif i|ii.ii ntness, Ml
Hot .it .ill suited to our ideas ol magnilice ncc. I he objections,

espccialb about the light, arc Rent-rally m.idr In critics who
have ni'M i been inside tin- (musts 1l1.1t tlu\ abuse, lint tin- atti-

tude again shows tin i ti in.d mistake of confusing form and sub-
stance, ol suppositiR that .1 m .ins of iK-t.ids c. 111 m.ikf a style.

From a careful stiiih ol tin soul of this art we can learn

more, pcti Ii.hh. . than is to he Ion ml in all tin- hooks on architect-

ure, not even excepting ViRiiola and the furniture makers!
Perhaps the most valuable lesson that these ancient works of

art can teach us is the ability to see |iist where the fault with

modern work lies. For the great majority of dwellings to-day

m commonplace at best. I say this with no desire to be fault-

hndinR or disaRrccablc; but we must recognize the obvious facts

before we can hope to mend matters. The situation is all the more
provoking in face of the magnificent heritage left us by our ances-

tors I he general public, when it Rives a thought to the matter,

refers it to some obscure quality on the part of the architects, such
.is king too "Frenchified" (noble attempt to blame the liraux-

Arts for Double that originate! at home), or else as too high and
mighty to bother with houses. The architects fre-

quently defend their productions with vigor in just the

proportion that tin \ .ire dissatisfied with them, and
then, with rim consistency, demand to know what you
can expect with a public so parsimonious and indifferent.

Undoubtedly there are grievances on both sides. The
architect .>t domestic work is scandalously underpaid;

consequently he does not and cannot give it the tune

and thought that it deserves. But the trouble lies

much deeper than this. So much has been said on the

subject that a long suffering public is apt to turn from

the whole business in disgust. But why, may I ask,

has it occurred to no one to seek a solution of the diffi-

culty by examining the evidence itself? You can theo-

rize at length on social conditions; on the influx of

wealth or the decrease of learning; you can rant against

the automobile, labor unions, or the public schools; but

would you really know where the trouble with modern
domestic architecture lies.goout and look at somehouses.

1 his seemed such a novel as well as sensible suggestion

to a certain friend of mine, a person of average intel-

ligence w hen not on duty

(for he is an art critic by
profession), that he tried

it. The first thing that

struck him was the fact

that so few suburban
houses look like homes.

His small boy went still

farther and announced
solemnly: "Why most

of 'em don't even look

like houses!" Pressed

for his opinion of what
they do look like, he con-

tinued: "Oh, they look

like Noah's arks; or they

look like overgrown dog-

kerinels. And some of

'em look like birfday

cakes without candles

but full of w indows .

.. ." the list grew quite

formidable.

Any one who wishes to

try the experiment will

arrive at the same con-

clusion. The old idea

that walls and roof and

doors and windows make
a house has been aban-

doned in favor of all

sorts of weird and start-

The south lower of the Ca-
thedral of Chartres is as
Classic as the Parthenon

ling devin s inn tided to catch the attention by their "originality"
1 at her than by any intrinsic merit. The result is a lack of har-
mony, to the sensitive painful at best; at worst, something too
unspeakable for words. Kven this we might be willing to pardon
il it in any way expressed our national characteristics or aspira-
tions; but this is just what I complain of most bitterly, it docs vol.

I he appalling failure of to-day lies in the absence of any person-
alis y whatever.

Now many of us can say: "This is my home. I live here.
I budded it thus and thus, because I wished it so, and here I hope
to die." So we can imagine Paul Revere saying, not without
pride, as he surveyed the magnificent building where we may go
to admire—and worship; and so the old houses echo, though their

builders have long since passed into history. To-day it sounds
more .is il the owner said 'and the house will echo him as long as

it st.mds): "I got the best architect that I could afford. The bay
window was my idea— I saw one like it at the Jones's. My wife
insisted on the sleeping porch, and rhe architect would put on that
funny roof. We compromised on the windows; he wanted small
panes, but I couldn't quite stand for that; so we had half and
half; small ones above and large below. I'll have to stick here
a few years longer; then when I get a raise I'll move into some-

thing better."

For this expression of my views I shall doubtless be
put down as a bigoted antiquarian, one who hates any-
thing modern and cannot forgive even rhe Renaissance

or the Classical orders. This is far from the case. I

have the greatest respect for our eighteenth century
Colonial, nor am 1 insensible to the many works of merit

th at are being produced to-day. Moreover, I realize

that conditions change, and that it is not possible, even
were it desirable, to revive the old. But I have ex-

pressed myself thus in order to make the lesson more
forcible, for I am convinced that the pseudo-Classic

spirit with its indiscriminate use of "orders" has led us

far afield, and tends to lead us farther every day. We
need to get back to nature, to rid ourselves of encum-
bering conventions (which are not the same as tradi-

tions, be it clearly understood), and the only way in

which we can do so is by studying carefully the works
of art, preferably those of our own ancestors, that

are free from such encumbrances. But this study

should be undertaken with the utmost precaution.

The original of Hawthorne': "House of the Seven Gables" shows a number of Gothic characteristics, such as the steep roof, the massive chimneys, and the
second-story overhang with its carved "drops"
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NEW ENGLAND
RUSTIC
WIT

THE OLD-TIME New England farmer is reputed to have been

either austere and solemn, with his lips set in a thin, straight line,

or else shrewdly humorous, with

crowsfeet in the corners of his eyes.

From personal observation I can

report that these types, in their more

intensified forms, have become practically extinct. Now and

then, however, one catches a flicker of the old fire.

They say that Amos Pitman is not at all a nice man when in

liquor; but I can testify to the calmness of his temper at

other times, and to the native subtlety of his humor. Amos
comes as near to the old type as any one I know. He is

one of the few old-timers left in our neighborhood who can success-

fully sow clover and timothy by hand on a windy day, or who are

Teally artists with the cradle and flail. And his wit is of the tra-*

ditional sort, too—dry and crisp and crackling.

Most of the jokes one hears in our community are not remark-

able for their originality. They have to do largely with the slow-

ness of horses and the shortness of haircuts. But Amos Pitman

is above all that.

I overheard one example last summer. Amos Pitman and

Hiram Belden had been threshing my rye on the barn floor in the

old-fashioned way, and had stopped for a smoke when young Fred

Cooper strolled up to pass the time of day. Presently I heard

Fred bragging that he had pitched ofF four loads of hay in rapid

succession, averaging four minutes to the load. For my own part

I can believe anything of youth and strength like Fred's, but Amos
was disposed to be sceptical.

•How many minutes sked.

Fred."Four," asserted

"Who timed ye?"

'''Gene."

"Four loads?"

"Yep."

Amos took his pipe from his mouth, and rubbed his bristly chin

reflectively for a moment, gazing up at the cupola of the barn.

"Wal," he drawled, without the flicker of an eyelash, "I'll

think that over, Fred, an' if I can believe ye, I will."

WE HAVE BEEN acquiring a sort of war-bread philosophy,

partly from a sense of patriotic duty and partly to make the best

of tr,e matter. Incidentally, we have

BREAD been exercising our mathematical

PHILOSOPHY faculties. Our grocer has been selling

us wheat flour if we buy an equal

amount of other grains, except that rye flour and graham do not

count as substitutes. Cream of maize and barley are all very

well up to a certain point, but the genial grocer persists in offering

cornstarch. There appear to be limitations to the daily domestic

consumption of cornstarch.

However, we have been learning something of the pleasures of

variety in breads. The consumption of white bread is, after all,

largely a matter of habit, though a habit not altogether easy to

break. Put a little rye, barley, or cream of maize with it, and

you hardly know the difference. The half-and-half problem is

more difficult to solve, but even so one can become mistress of the

art of mixed-bread making with a little patience and forbearance

on the part of the men folk.

One reads in Scotch novels of the delights of oat-cakes, barley-

cakes, scones, and bannocks, which prove to be largely a matter of

literary tradition. But why not muffins at least twice a day?

Why cling to the wheaten loaf, sliced off with a knife? Corn-

meal muffins, graham gems, and rye muffins may be interspersed

with muffins in which barley or cream of maize may be mingled

THE MIRROR
OF
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in equal parts with the day's allotment of wheat; while bran, so

long the favorite delicacy of our cows, has become one of ours.

We have added to our culinary repertoire at least seven new kinds

of muffins, and breakfast has become for us a matter of pleasant

surprises. Then there is always the delectable buckwheat griddle

cake, hot and brown, with_ genuine maple syrup. Add to these

four or five palatable forms of war loafs and you have enough for a

change every day for a fortnight. A little barley or cream of maize

even goes into the cake or piecrust, and with every mouthful we eat

of our newly discovered delicacies we feel that we are saving an

equivalent mouthful of the precious wheat to be sent " over there."

Some of our hill-born neighbors, I fear, have not yet acquired a

war-bread philosophy. They appear to look upon the bread-

stuff situation as a sort of conspiracy on the part of town grocers

against the rural communities. There has been a deal oi sickness

hereabouts, due to the severity of last winter, but Amanda Bea-

man attributes her own case of March grippe to war bread.

"What can you expect," she complained, "where we're compelled

to eat chicken feed? And it ain't rightly good chicken feed,

either. I fed some of it to my Rhode Island Reds and four of

'em died of the roup. When do you think the war will be over?"

RUMMAGING IN AN ANCIENT, dusty attic the other

afternoon, what do you think I found? Why, an old swift, an

ingenious, home-made contrivance of

Colonial times that had lain there dis-

carded for years, just as ready for use,

with a little brushing, as it ever had

been and still as eloquent of the days when each pair of hands

was so full of good works that nobody could stop to hold a skein

of yarn for anybody else. So diligent were they then that

little Puritan maidens of six were expected to knit their own
stockings and mittens—notable housewives in the mak-

ing.

But what really interested me so much was that this old swift

has now many, many descendants, grandchildren and grand-

children, for some clever manufacturer seized the idea, and we

war-workers can knit and knit for our men oversezs without a

remorseful thought of the protesting, prisoned malewWo used most

unwillingly to hold the yarn. We all are so busy nowadays!

Perhaps we shall never quite reach the high accomplishment of

those patriot women who spun and dyed and wove and made

thirteen thousand great-coats for the Continental Army, but,

sometimes, I feel as if history were holding up a mirror to us and

we were being reflected in it. We have caught not only the spirit

but the substance, and definite, concrete things as well as abstract

virtues are becoming ours. Do you realize, Madame, when you

pick up one of the leaflets that the Food Conservation Committee

distributes, and read the recipe for cornbread with raisins, that it

is just an old rule revived, known to the Indians, adopted by the

Colonists
—

"fresh maize-bread, baked in oblong shape, mixed with

dried huckleberries, which lie close in it as plums in a pudding."

Again we are becoming nationally self-denying; abstemious

that the greater good may be achieved. Our Revolutionary

ancestors renounced "all meat of the mutton kind" that the

country's cherished wool industry might grow; we that our

soldiers may be fed. Once more we are on the road to making

the most of what a bounteous nature has bestowed upon us. The
eighteenth century farmer was able to record, "Nothing to eat,

drink, or wear was bought, as my farm provided all."

Isn't this the silver lining to our war-cloud that, bound

with threads of faith and hope and much devotion, our country is

being woven into a national fabric as sturdily enduring as the

homespun of our ancestors?



The restraint shown horr in the use of ornament and decoration bespeaks, the practised hand. It might indicate a man's room—only it doesn't. Fireplace in the living room of Sara Copdand

FIREPLACES and PERSONALITY
By G . W . HARTING
Photographs by the Author

VFR since the introduction of the

fireplace as a habitation for the

fabled gift of Prometheus the

hearthstone has been considered

the heart of the home. As such

it should be the logical vehicle

for the expression of its owner's

personality, but only after long years of evolution

has it come into its own.

In my quest for such characteristic mantelpieces, I found

many unique arrangements. One had as its motif an old-fashioned

Franklin stove; another, with an Oriental aspect, was in the

dining room of a well-known designer who had lived for many
years in the Far East—years which had left their impress upon

him and in natural sequence upon his fireplace. A mantelpiece

in the studio of an artist who, in his illustrations, believes in

directness and simplicity of composition, carried out these ideas.

The mantelpieces illustrated here are presented not as examples

of good or bad design, but merely to show what the individual

has created for himself; not the individual who has studied

architecture and knows all the rules of the game, but the one who

has made something purely to his own liking, regardless of rules.

These mantels are widely divergent in type and in color schemes.

Two of them are in the studios of women interior

decorators. In one house I found a very pleas-

ing mantel arrangement, not only of the articles

about the fireplace, but in the color scheme.

It is the photograph showing the Chinese stat-

uettes on the mantel, with the hearth broom at

one side. This fireplace was interesting to me
by way of comparison with the others using the

statuettes. While similar in this one particular

they are so widely different in general conception as to show an

entirely different personality.

In a down town studio, I found a very unobtrusive fireplace

made most attractive and homelike by the use of Oriental

articles. It is in the work room of an artist who loves color and

lots of it. The colors in the hangings are varied and rich and

this richness in the arrangement is increased by the addition of

brasses and copper. In the living room of the house of a poster

artist, I came across another color arrangement. The mantel-

piece itself is very simple in line, but its color is unusual. It

is of foreign stone. The general line of the mantel is accentuated

by the addition of book selves on either side.

In fact, among all the fireplaces I saw, not one failed to bear

witness to its owner's outstanding characteristics.
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A dainty Adam mantel-
piece in the studio of a
well-known cover designer
—Helen Dryden

Fireplace in the living

room of the poster artist,

Adolph Treidler. The un-
usual color of the mantel-
piece enhances the poster
effect of the flanking book-
shelf hangings. It is of
foreign marble, said to have
been brought to this country
by the late Stanford White

Plain but distinctly individ-
ualistic is the mantel arrange-
ment in Paul Thompson's
living room
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The author and his Guernsey bull, Sunnybrook Aristocrat, Junior Champion at the 1916 National Dairy Show

Why I CHOSE the GUERNSEY COW
By CHARLES D. CLEVELAND

LL cows look alike to me" is a re-

mark that one frequently hears.

"Of course my cow must give

plenty of nice rich milk; she must
be good looking; must have a quiet

disposition; must be healthy, and
must not eat too much." How greatly has the

last sentence modified the first! How much has it

narrowed down the choice and actually defined

the kind of cow that was really in the speaker's

mind!
What he wanted was the ideal cow—the breed

or variety did not seem to matter to him. But
if this man were asked to investigate and study
the various dairy breeds; if his intelligence and
his powers of observation were appealed to; if he

were asked to select that variety which seemed
to him best to combine utility and beauty, what
would be his choice? To my mind his answer
would—and must—be the Guernsey. But why?
What are the characteristics of the Guernsey
breed that make it so desirable? Are there not
good points in all of our best strains and families

and varieties of the dairy kingdom?
Yes, truly, all really good cows are wonderful

things. They are splendid machines full of
vitality and strength and productive ability,

yet having highly developed nerves and sensitive

feelings which may be overtaxed and injured just

as is the case with the human animal. Yet I

believe that in the Guernsey cow there exists a
combination of virtues that is not to be found in

any other breed. And this also means that

she possesses a minimum of those undesirable

qualities which all despise.

In the first place we must, in these strenuous

times, select that breed which produces the most
economically. If we are in the least observant
we must perceive that some breeds consume
more feed than others in producing the same
amount of milk and, more particularly, we notice

this in the production of fat. Repeated official

tests have shown that the Guernsey is the most
economical producer of butter fat, and this

places her in a position of true efficiency which
entitles her to the highest rank in the dairy

world.

There can be no question but that the produc-

tion of fat is the greatest quality that can be

possessed by the cow. The world must have
fats, and no fat will equal that given by the cow.
Milk is, and will continue to be, bought for the

butter fat that it contains, and the higher the fat

content, the higher the price. We will soon

come to the point where all milk will be paid for

in accordance with the fat which is contained

in it. The first point in the Guernsey's favor,

therefore, is perhaps, the most important item

in the list of merits which are attached to the

animal. Waste is sinful, and economy in produc-
tion is the lead which all must follow in every

phase of life, "from this time forth forevermore."
The second characteristic that attracts us to the

Guernsey is the color of her product. In no other

breed do we find in such degree that golden color

which marks the Guernsey milk and makes the

use of butter color unnecessary. Where Guern-
seys are kept, the pitchers of golden cream are a

reality, and even the fresh milk as it comes from
the cow shows that characteristic yellow shade
that is so desirable and so rich looking. Further
than this, Guernsey milk is different. It has a

taste all its own which can perhaps best be de-

scribed as a "nutty flavor." So marked are

these two characteristics of Guernsey milk,

cream, and butter that the product of this cow
is bringing a premium in almost all markets of

the world—and the demand for it is increasing

each year. More than 7,000 official records

show that the fat carried by the Guernsey milk
is 5 per cent., so that it is rich enough for a king,

and yet its continued use has demonstrated that

it is ideal for the infant or the invalid as well as

for the normal adult.
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The chief attribute of the Guernsey, therefore,

is the most economical production of a product
which heads the list as being the best looking,

most nutritious, and most palatable of all milks.

These points I have placed first because I believe

them to be the most important. They make an

appeal to the farmer and the millionaire alike;

they stamp the animal as a utility machine, and
yet a machine that turns out a product that is

desired by all—one that will pay a farmer to

keep and yet one that a rich man would naturally

prefer for her milk alone.

But there are other merits possessed by the

Guernsey cow that attract and hold the admira-
tion almost as much as these essential and charac-

teristic utility qualities. Perhaps the first of these

is the appearance of the animal. She is of med-
ium size of pronounced dairy type, with a very

yellow skin and painted a soft shade of fawn
broken irregularly with white markings. Her
disposition is placid, yet not dull. Her eye is

kindly and soft, but does not lack lustre. She

will not fight unless justly provoked. She is a

good mother, a steady and consistent breeder,

and, moreover, a splendid feeder. A herd of

Guernseys quietly feeding in a green pasture

attracts the instant attention of the passer-by

and invariably elicits a word of praise. The
Guernsey bull does not lack life nor power, and

yet is easily handled and possesses a dignified

and happy disposition which endears him to the

herdsman and makes it possible to exhibit him

to visitors at all times. The Guernsey is an

excellent "rustler" and will pick up a good living

on scant pasture in almost any climate. W hen

winter comes on and the herd is taken into winter

quarters, the cows at once adapt themselves to

the confinement and go on producing a generous

quantity of milk through long periods and, some-

times, with very poor care and attention. They
are strong, hardy animals and, if given reasonable

care and decent quarters, will live a very long life.
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Nunc nl Mr Cleveland's concrete reasons (or choosing the (;ucrnscy, being his Kir.U Prize Breeder's Youn" Herd—bred and shown by himself in 1916

A comparam cly recent
picture (rum the Isl.itul of

Guernsey shows one of the
Island cows fresh in her

twenty-hrst v oar. Such
cows .iv these .ippe.tr ideal

for the fanner, and yet they
respond wonderfully t>>

wh.it is sometimes known
as arttrtct.il care.

In this breed all orfici.il

tests are made for a period

of it>; d.ivs, and under
such conditions, with added
attention and an increase

of feed, a Guernsey cow
has produced i.oq8 pounds
of butter fat. which is the

equivalent of pounds
of butter; and recently a

two-year-old heifer has
given 74; pounds of butter

fat. 1 he records show that

up to May i. iqiS, 7,119
cows had been officially

tested. I hey had produced
an average of 8,977 pounds
of milk containing 44 s

pounds of butter fat, test-

ing 4.0Q per cent. Such
qualities as these are bound
to attract the lover of that animal which best com-
bines beauty with utility. Guernseys are to-day
the fashionable cow, and the demand is greater
than the supply, with the result that all the
breeders are bending their best efforts toward

Jason's Enchantress of Upper Freehold. Grand Champion of New Jersey in 1914 and 1916, is one of the outstanding
individuals of Mr. Cleveland's herd

increasing their herds in anticipation of a con-

siderable export market after the war is over.

During the past year private sales have been
numerous and prices good, and the average at

the auctions has been most gratifying. The

latest large sale was held

in Chicago at the time of
the annual meeting of the

American (Juernsey Cattle
Club. Sixty-seven animals
of high calibre sold for an
average of #1,536 and a

bull brought #10,000. At
this same auction a two-
day-old calf donated for the

benefit of the Red Cross
soon realized #20,750 and
added prestige to the breed

by supplying the highest-

priced Red Cross calf ever
sold! This calf was not
included in the average of

the sale but was an added
attraction.

I keep cows not only for

the pleasure I get out of
them, but for a living. I

am amazed at the progress

that the Guernsey cow is

making, and everything
points to a still brighter

future for the animal which
my judgment told me some
years ago was bound to suc-

ceed on its merits. I have
never regretted for a mo-

ment that I selected the Guernsey; she has few
faults and many virtues; she has proven a "mort-
gage lifter" for many a man, and will always com-
mand the respect and admiration of every person
who really knows what good cows should be.

I Alphea of Pinehurst 2d. with a record of 810 pounds of butter fat. is also deserving of honorable

mention in the herd annals

Sunnybrook Mignonette, one of Mr. Cleveland's Guernsey heifers, bred by himself.
the Chicago consignment sale for $1,000

She sold at



HE most nota-

ble corollary

to the war
gard e ning
campaign
that has

come to my attention is the

interest being shown in the

setting of home fruit plan-

tations. Among the ques-

tions asked by my clients

and members of my emer-
gency horticultural courses

at Columbia University

and elsewhere are such per-

tinent ones as the follow-

ing: What effect is the war
having on fruit growing?
What are the prospects for

securing reliable nursery
stock under present con-
ditions? Will fruit be more
abundant or less plentiful

after the war? Will the

Elanting now of home fruits likely

e a good investment ? How much
of an area will be needed to supply
a family of say six or eight the year
'round with fresh and home pre-

pared fruits? What are the best

varieties to cover the longest pos-

sible season? When is the best

time to plant, spring or autumn?
How soon may crops be expected ?

What is the best arrangement of a new planta-
tion? To answer these and related questions is

the purpose of this article.

The effects that the war is having on fruit grow-
ing are many. First, countless orchards and
vineyards in France and Belgium have been
ruthlessly destroyed, as everyone knows. Sup-
posing that men were available to reestablish

these plantations, it will be many years before

quantities of fruit approximating pre-bellum

amounts will be produced. Therefore it seems
probable that exports from America will be

large, perhaps larger than before the war. Hence
in this country we may expect a shortage of com-
mercial varieties of apples and of fruits sold in

manufactured forms. Other factors that will

help to emphasize this shortage are reduced
plantings, especially during the past four years,

and to a less extent for several years prior to 191 4;

the difficulty of getting skilled labor in nurseries

and fruit plantations; the efforts of farmers to

grow grains instead of fruits, and the losses

of fruit because of inadequate transportation

facilities. The effects of these and similar

factors are to reduce fruit planting and produc-
tion and to increase the demand and the price

at home and abroad. The planting of home
orchards and fruit gardens is therefore one of

the most profitable investments that can be made.
The area necessary to supply a family for a

year will naturally vary. As a general proposi-

tion, however, an area of one acre should yield

all the fruits and vegetables that a family of six

or eight could economically utilize in the fresh

state or in prepared forms.

While convenience is perhaps the chief de-

ciding factor as to when planting shall be done,

fall planting has such distinct and important
advantages that whenever possible preference

should always be given to it. Most important
of these reasons is the fact that one is surer of

securing the desired varieties, because the nur-
serymen are then less likely than in the spring

to be sold out of the rarer varieties specially

suited to home plantings; and should one nur-

sery man happen to have sold out there is still

time in which to hunt up another who may have a
supply.

The second most important point in favor of

planting in the autumn is that the trees are

ready to begin growth earlier in the spring than
would be the case with those planted in the
spring.

But while I am a strong advocate of fall plant-

ing, I am not unqualifiedly so. My observation
has led me to defer planting of raspberries, black-

berries, and dewberries until spring, because they

The first aim in setting out the home orchard is to have varieties superior to those obtainable in the market; next
to have as long a period of ripening as possible

The CONCENTRATED
HOME ORCHARD

By M. G. KAINS

seem to have difficulty in getting a good root hold

when fall planted. Many fruit growers and
nurserymen class the peach with these berries,

and advise planting in spring rather than in

autumn; but I have had excellent results

—

usually complete success—with fall planted

peach trees whenever the leaves have been
allowed to ripen and fall off naturally, but not

when the leaves were clipped or stripped by the

nurseryman. To sum this matter up, I should

always fall-plant fruit trees, grape vines, currants,

gooseberries, and all ornamental shrubs that

drop their leaves, and can be planted three or

more weeks before winter sets in; and always

plant in the spring raspberries, dewberries, black-

berries, and all fruit or ornamental trees and
shrubs that hold their leaves until late in autumn.
One reason why many people avoid planting

fruit is that they believe years must elapse before

the plants will begin to bear. With certain

varieties, that is only too true. Spitzenburg,

Fall Pippin, Golden Russet, Mother, Northern
Spy, Rambo, Westfield, and Yellow Belleflower

often resemble the barren fig tree of Holy Writ,

and until ten years old or even older bear

nothing but leaves. But there are other apple

varieties that often begin in five years or

less—Oldenburg, Haas, Keswick, Primate, Rome
Beauty, Williams Favorite, Tetofsky, Yellow
Transparent, Maiden Blush, Early Harvest,

Wagener, Jefferies, Newton Pippin, Tompkins
King, Pomme Grise, Red Astrachan, Rhode
Island, Fameuse, and Winesap. The first six

of these frequently start the third year and some-
times the second after being planted, and the

next six the fourth, sometimes the third. When
they don't start about these ages, the trouble

is usually with the management, more especially

with the pruning.

Indeed, it is too often true that injudicious

pruning actually prevents fruit production.

Whenever I could arrange it I should have the

orchard longer than it is wide, because turnings

of the horse in plowing and cultivating would
thus be reduced in number and time saved

thereby. Convenient dimensions for an orchard

of approximately an acre are 180 by 240 feet.

By spacing apple trees forty-eight feet apart,

six may be set in each of three rows the long

way—a total of eighteen trees. At an equal

distance six sweet cherry trees may be similarly

placed, parallel to the apples. Beyond the cher-

ries a strip thirty-six feet wide will thus be left.

If another strip of twelve feet can be added
here, six more sweet cherry or apple trees may
be set in another row. But if not, there is

ample space for two rows of grape vines
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twelve feet apart. Prefer-

ably the first of these rows
should be set twenty-four
feet away from the cherry
trees, the second twelve feet

farther away on the border
of the area. It will be
scarcely worth while plant-
ing grapes nearer than this

to the cherry trees, because
they will too soon suffer

from lack of food and water
as the trees grow larger.

For the same reason the

row set twenty -four feet

away should preferably be a

duplicate of the varieties in

the first row, because when
the sweet cherry trees get

very large these grape vines

will begin to fail, and may
then be removed, and yet
leave vines of the same
kinds in the remaining row.

Of the other fruit trees, the pear
is the largest growing. The best

position therefore to place these is

in the centres of the squares be-

tween the -apple trees. There is

space for ten, or five more may
replace plum trees, of which there

are eleven in row No. 6, thus

making a total of fifteen pear

trees and only six plum. In

rows I, 2, 3, and 4, peach trees are set mid-
way between the apple trees, twenty-two in all.

Five quince bushes in row No. 5 are similarly

placed, or if this seems too many they may be

supplanted by plums. Between the sweet
cherry trees are sour cherry trees, S, a total of five.

Halfway between the standard trees running the

long way of the orchard we may plant dwarf
trees and small-growing trees such as plums and
sour cherries, D, to occupy the space until the

standards need it all. These dwarfs may include

all the tree fruits mentioned above, also apri-

cots, nectarines, Hansen hybrid plums, and
other small-growing fruit trees. There is space

in the tree rows for a hundred. As these plants

quickly come into bearing, they may give yields

for ten or fifteen years before they must be

removed.
We have now to plant the bush fruits. Each of

the seven tree rows will provide space for twenty
plants set six feet apart between the trees, or

for thirty plants if dwarf trees are not planted.

Until the trees begin to encroach upon them, five

to eight years after planting, these bush fruits

should yield an ample supply of fruit for the

family. When the plants nearest to the trees

show signs of failing, new rows may be planted

parallel with and half way between the tree

rows—that is lengthwise of the orchard. These

bushes will continue to bear for five to ten years

or even longer. As there are seven tree rows

we can have one each of black cap, purple cane,

and red raspberries, gooseberries, currants,

dewberries, and blackberries.

As originally planted and until the trees need

the full use of the ground the spaces between the

tree rows may be utilized for vegetables and

strawberries. For the good of the trees and

shrubs, however, it is well to exclude vegetables

that require stirring of the ground during August

and September, because this operation often

starts growth of wood that cannot be ripened

before winter sets in. The result is the killing of

the immature parts. In due course of time the

whole area will be needed for the trees, but for

ten to fifteen years small fruits and vegetables

enough to supply the family and also give a

liberal surplus may be secured from this area.

My first aim in setting out a home fruit planta-

tion would be to have varieties of quality superior

to those obtainable in the market, next to have

as long a period of ripening as possible of each

kind, and an aggregate season to extend through-

out the whole year. Thus I would start with

early, midseason, and late strawberries in late

May and June, and have one fruit follow another,

until the last of the apples would still be in good
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condition W hell the i II In .1

np* tlx- following summer.
ShoilM lilt" llH ll III llll t l>. well supplied .it

ii it mi times with hints "I \ hi. mis kinds, |

mi lu plant sparingly oi not .it .ill of tliose kuuls,

hre.uise I could buy wli.it might bo neeileil.

Rjtliei mod lil I plant \ iiu iii s tli.it ripen when
the lov.il in n k« t is burr, l or instance, there is

generally .i dearth ol apricots, met.nines, c.i r I

v

apples, sw eet i hef I ics, la tc peat s. late gl a pes, eat lv

plums, .mil l ite p«mi lies. In nuke sure of ;in

ample supply I suggest that, where attention

cannot be given to make each tlee he. it e\ei\

\e.it. two trees of a kind he plauteil in eases sin Ii

as apples and peats which under ordinary man-
agement have their "off" and "full" years, so

that one tree would be in bearing while the

otbet is resting. However, hv proper attention

to feeding, cultivating, and especially intelligent

pruning and thinning, it is comparatively < is\

to make trees bear w ell e\ el \ seat

Of the eighteen apple trees 1 should want nine

or ten to ripen fruit between July and November
when the market is bare; of the ten pears, one

each during \ugust and September, two each

during (Vtobcr and November, and the other

four later. The sweet cherries and the sour

should cover four to six weeks, the plums and
peaches two to three months, preferably de-

pending on the late ones for canning, partly

because of their general richness and partly

because cooking is less unpleasant during cool

fall weather. As to the grapes, I should have

I at least half that can be successfully stored under

I home conditions lot use between Christmas and
Easter. Among the remainder of the grapes,

have two each for August and September, three

for (Vtobcr, and four for November, December,
land later. As to the bush fruits I'd choose fall

bearing kinds when possible; otherwise, early,

midseason. and late. In all this my endeavor
I would be to avoid the mistake of having too

many plants of one kind, too much fruit ripening

| at one time, and breaks in the continuity of the

[supply

In making up the lists which follow, the deciding

standard has been quality. Usually this means
for dessert, though some varieties of superlative

excellence for culinary purposes have been in-

irluded. These are indicated by the letter C
fin paTenrhests following- the name. Similarly,

the general purpose varieties have been marked
jwith a G. So far as possible the sequence of

ipening from earliest to latest has been followed

n the arrangement of the lists. Fuller data on
(these points are given in The New Country
-IFE for April 1017 and iqi8 respectively.

/-'icot;: Early Golden, Breda Early, Royal,
lemskirke. Peach. Moorpark. Tilton.

Apples for cooking, July to early January:
]arly Harvest (G), Yellow Transparent (G),
led Astrachan (G). Tetofskv. Oldenburg,
lagloe. Keswick. Maiden Blush, Kail Pippin (G)
•"all Jenneting. Gravenstein (G), I wenty Ounce
|G), Collamer (G), Pumpkin Sweet, Wealthy (G).

ti aw ben u s became Applet for cooking, November to June: Bailey
Sweet, Huhbardiiton (G), Rhode Island, Koine,

to J it n

c Inla

Cider, Tolman, Yellow
Imperial, Stark (G),

Baldwin, Ewalt, Smith
Bellellowcr (G), York
Winesap (< i).

Applet, Crab: Red Siberian, Yellow Siberian,

Transcendent, I lyslop.

Applet, Dessert, July to January: Red June,
Early Strawberry, Early Joe, Primate, William
(G). Benoni, Sweet Bough, Sops of Wine,
Chenango, Late Strawberry, Jersey Sweet,
Hawley, Fanny, St. Layvrencc ((.)), Twenty
Ounce (C), Mother, Porter ((J), Ribston, Fall

Pippin (G), Gravenstein (G), Collamer (G),
Cox Orange, Fameiise, Shiawassee, Wealthy (G),
Blenheim ((!), Louise, Mcintosh.

Apples, Dessert, November to May: Black
Gilliflower, I luhbardston (G), Ortley, Peck,
Tompkins King ((»), Wagener, Sweet Winesap,
Sutton (G). Winter Banana, Westfield, Can-
ada Baldwin, Esopus, Grimes, Jonathan, Lady
Sweet. Opalescent, Rid Canada, Northern
Spy (G), Pomme Grise, Roxbury, Swaar, Stay-
man Winesap, Golden Russet, Yellow Belle-

flower (G), \ellow Newton (G), Green Newton
(G).

Blackberry: Wilson, Blowers (long season),
Eldorado (short season), Joy (most highly re-

commended of recent introductions), Mercereau,
Rathbun (compact grower), Ward (extensively

planted), Taylor (old standard), Kittatinny
(one of the choicest when fully ripe).

Cherry, sour: Dyehouse, Early Richmond,
Montmorency, English Morello.

Cherry, sub-arid: May Duke, Royal Duke,
Abbesse d'Oignies, Lake Duke.

Cherry, soft sweet: Black Tartarian, Elton,
Wood.

Cherry, firm sweet: Bing, Lambert, Napoleon,
Schmidt, Yellow Spanish.

Currant, black: Black Champion, Black Vic-
toria, Prince of Wales, Boskoop (most highly

(•commended of all blacks).

Currant, white: White Dutch (considered

best), White Grape (most planted), White Trans-

parent (highly praised), White Imperial (ditto).

Currant, red: Pomona (early, mild), Diploma
(mid season ), Wilder (mild, late), Red Cross
(good to best). Perfection (noted gold medal
winner), Victoria (best late), Long Bunch Hol-
land (very tare).

Dexvberry: Austin, Lucretia.

Gooseberry: Poorman (best of sixty-five

varieties tested at New York Experiment Sta-

tion), Downing (old standby), Industry, Chau-
tauqua.

Crapes (in approximate order of ripening—
August to March or later; longest keepers in italics):

Green Mountain, Jessica, Moyer, Moore Early,

Lady Brighton, Diamond, Lindley, Massasoit,

Worden, Barry, Brilliant, Campbell Early, Con-
cord, Delaware, Herbert, Martha, Niagara, Vic-

toria, Wilder, Vergennes, Ulster Prolific, Salem,

Poughkeepsie Red, Pocklington, Merrimac,
Empire, Agawam, Diana, Eumelan, Prentiss,

Jefferson, lona, Goethe, Dutchess, Catawba,

Lady Washington, Triumph.

Nectarine: Downton, Early Newingron, Bos-
Hardwickc, Elruge, Early Violet, New

White.
Peach, clingstone, red flesh: Blood Cling

(late); white firth: Waddell (early), Oldmixon
Cling (late), Heath Cling (very late); yellow

flish\ Arp (belt early yellow), Lemon Cling
(midseason).

Peach, freestone, white flesh: Greensboro,
Carman, Belle of Georgia, Champion, Ililey,

Mountain Rose, Rivers, Iron Mountain, Stevens,
Stump; yellow flesh: St. John, Fitzgerald, Craw-
ford Early, Niagara, Chairs, Reeves, Captain
Ede, Crawford, Late Lamont, Lemon Free,
Crosby, Salwey.

Pear, July to February or later: Madeleine,
Manning's Elizabeth, Rosticzer, lyson, Wilder,
Clapp, Flemish Beauty, Bartlett, Louise Bonne,
Onondaga, Seckel, Angoulemc, Bosc, Cornice,
Hardy, Howell, Anjou, Sheldon, Superfine,
Vermont Beauty, Worden, Lawrence, Vicar of
Winkfield (C), Winter Nelis, Dana's Hovey,
Barry, Easter Beurre.
Plum, American (mostly culinary. Better suited

to the prairie states than to the East): Wild Goose
(very early), Milton (early), Hawkeye (mid-
season), Rollingstone (ditto), Stoddard (ditto),

Wyant (ditto), Forest Garden (late), Maquoketa
(ditto), Miner (ditto), Wayland (ditto).

Plum, European, culinary (usually fail in

prairie states): Damson, French, Shropshire
(all three famous for jam), Italian Prune (Pellen-

berg), Monarch (Cm), Middlcburg (G), Golden
Drop ((]), 'Tenant (G).

Plum, European, dessert (all of Reine Claude or

Green Gage type, the first, early, the last two, late) :

McLaughlin, Yellow Gage, Washington, Purple
Gage, Pearl, Lawrence, Jefferson, Imperial Gage,
Hand, Peters, Bavay.

Plum, Japanese (only first three safe to recom-
mend for general planting): Abundance (early,)

Burbank (second), Satsuma (midseason or
later) October (ditto), Wickson (midseason,
safe only in warm parts of the country), Kelsey
(late, ditto).

Quince: Bourgeat, Champion, Orange,
Meech.

Raspberry, yellow: Golden Queen; purple:

Shaffer (C), Philadelphia (C), Columbia (C),

Cardinal (C), Royal Purple (C); black: Black
Diamond, Farmer (highly commended), Gregg
(old standby), Gault (bears also in fall), Scarff

(improved Gregg); red: St. Regis (early, bears

also in fall), Brilliant (larger than St. Regis),

King (large, long season), Herbert (finest I have
grown), Cuthbert (old standard), Marlboro
(long season), Perfection (long season).

Strawberry, everbearing: Progressive, Superb,
Americus, Peerless.

Strawberry, general season: Premier, Early
Ozark, Dr. Burrill, Crescent, Klondike, Sena-
tor Dunlap, Bubach, Glen Mary, Marshall,

Warfield, Aroma, Brandywine, Chesapeake,
McAlpin, Nick Ohmer, Sample, William Belt,

Gandy.
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Dwarf pear tree. Dwarfs come quickly into
ing. and p.anted between rows of standard
wii! yield from ten or fifteen years before it

necessary to remove them
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Diagram of orchard measuring about 180 x 240 feet. The standard apples are

spaced 48 feet apart, the space between being temporarily utilized for smaller

growing fruits.
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The fruit of dwarf apple trees—or of any of the
dwarfs, in fact—is every whit as good as that
from standard tree^. but there are of cousse
fewer apples to the tree



Colonel Austen Colgate and his brother Sydney M. Colgate. The Colgates are,manufacturers, not farmers, but they are utilizing to the utmost every foot
of available land that they have to produce food

WAR MEASURES on the COLGATE ESTATE
By EDWARD MOTT WOOLLEY

NE of the best

examples of in-

tensive food
production on
private estates

around New
York is to be found on the

place of Colonel Austen Col-

gate and his brother, Sydney
M. Colgate, in the famous
New Jersey suburb ofOrange.
The Colgates, of course, are

internationally known, and
their example might well be

of great influence in the pres-

ent crisis of war. They are

manufacturers, not farmers,

and they make no pretense

of being producers of food.

What they are doing on their

home estate is simply to

utilize to the utmost the land that they have
available. As men of means, they are able to

command the best skill in agronomy, and they
are doing it as . a part of their contribution to

the cause.

This Orange estate is the old place where they
were born, embracing thirty-five acres that lie

in what is now Orange itself, and not far from
the well populated sections. Although it is

still a country estate in the most realistic sense,

the Oranges, in which lie many of the gems of

New Jersey country life, have developed amaz-
ingly all about it. Fortunately, however, it

has not succumbed to the urbanizing influences.

In one or two instances the threatened invasion

of apartment buildings on adjacent property has
been nipped in the bud by the Colgate brothers.

They are country life people, and hope to be such
all their lives.

It is not possible to cultivate all of the thirty-

five acres. There are stretches of lawn that are

shaded by mammoth trees, where the soil is in

the grip of immense roots that eat the sustenance
out of it. Experience in attempting to cultivate

such tracts has taught the owners the wisdom of

letting this land play its proper function. There
are other patches, too, that are wooded and quite

outside the pale of food production. But at

Stretches of lawn shaded by mammoth trees have not been impressed into war garden service, for the tree roots
absorb most of the soil's sustenance and render tillage next to impossible

least twenty-five acres of the estate are devoted
this summer to the producing of edibles of one
sort or another. Field corn, vegetables, fruit,

cattle, pigs, and chickens all enter into the

Colgate scheme of feeding as many people as

possible from the old homestead. I believe it

gives them an added patriotic thrill to devote
their native soil—every possible foot of it—to

the cause that means so much to the nation and
to our soldiers in France.
From the road, which is now called Centre

Street, one would not imagine the place as big

as it is. A winding driveway ascends a gentle

incline through an expansive lawn, past a little

English garden, and to the porte cochere of the

large and dignified old mansion of dark-colored

brick. It is one of those houses that have an
atmosphere of old-time romance—without pre-

tense architecturally, yet standing in a class

of its own and giving hints of artistic luxury
within. These hints, indeed, are no idle ones.

The interior of the mansion is rather incongruous,

from the ordinary standpoint of the agriculturist.

Yet if you follow another driveway that circles

toward the rear of the house, you come suddenly
upon evidences of the intensive gardening. True,

your first glance falls upon some greenhouses,

of no mean proportions, and through the glass

60

panes you see a wealth of

blooms—if you go at the

proper seasons for indoor flo-

riculture. The Colgates are

lovers of flowers, even in war,
but it is not for themselves
especially that they grow
them. The churches of
Orange are heavily indebted

to this estate for a contin-

uous bounty of decorations,

and many other institutions

and persons share in this

floral generosity.

But flowers do not interest

you especially just at the

moment. The best patriots

among country estate owners
are radically curtailing all

their ornamental activities

and devoting their labor,

capital, and individual energies to the grim

work of producing things of practical utility.

Aside from the greenhouses, a cement tennis

court, and a bowling green of small proportions,

you see on the Colgate estate little evidences of

the ornamental or of play.

In my quest for good instances of food produc-

tion, I have come across many estates that still

devote large areas to the old pastime of growing

beautifying plants and flowers. Here on the

Colgate place the settings are ideal for pergolas,

trellises, and statuary. Formal gardens, with

stately vistas of cement steps, would indeed grace

the grounds. Botanical gardens and aquatic

growths, ponds, fountains, sundials in floral

settings, and thatched gates, most certainly

would be in keeping with such a country estate.

But you will not see them here. Whatever gar-

dens and ornaments of this sort may have been

there in the days of peace, now some four years

back, are gone; at least for the most part.

The 1918 Colgate food gardens are much more

extensive than those of 1917. There will be

very largely increased amounts of all sorts of

products, and the possibilities in the sou will

be crowded to the utmost. This summer a re-

cord will be established not only for ground space

but for production per square yard.

1
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I hr food producing ttacts, however, lie not
ill logrthrt. I>ut .in- m attend w hercv ci tin- diffcr-

nil ui'i'v . in !>. giown to tin l»« -.t adv antagr.
No exact mranitrmrnts have hrrn madr, l>ut thr
r»rim.it< of thr gaidrncr. \\ ilium Keid who,
by the w.tv. Il ls been Ml v ll.it ki- of tllf Colgate
.-in, lor fourteen years n approximately as

follows: *
«

Six .ii n -s in vegetables Cut tlx- table .mil allied

products, foui acres in field corn, two in swcrt
corn, two in potatoes, atul M-vrr.il in in.mm Is

I he remaining .irr.is devoted to useful purposes
arc gtvrn o\rt to l.irijr ami small fruits, milk and
run production, and rlir likr.

Much of rlir land undrr cultivation is irrigated

In tin o\rrlirad system, thr water being supplied
from a driven will and pumped with an engine
into .i tank at tin top ,.| .i tower. I bus, \\ ifli the
propel sod and fertilization, erops arc practically
assured Seeds .ire t< stcd before plantini'., I'm

perhaps no othrr singlr factor contributes more
to the success of a garden than the right kind of
seeds and thr predetermined knowledge that
thr\ will sprout and grow promptly and thriftily.

Not far from the house is a tract embracing
about two acres that is bring gardened with es-

pecially intensivr methods, and a rather astonish-
ing estimate «.is given me as to its probable pro-
ducts this season. I hrse two acres will yield
as much food .is anv commonplace tract of twenty
MM that is cultivated in the usual indifferent

fashion.

1 his, indred. gives the estate owner something
to think about. W ith his money, and the power
to command the soil to give up its full quota of
food, he possesses a marvelous opportunity to
help the food situation bv supplying
substitutes for the foods necessary

in the feeding of our own soldiers

and those of our allies.

On any one of these country
el ites it isn't a question of pro-

ducing a large quantity of food.

There are few estates which indi-

vidually can raise very much. In

the aggregate, however, an immense
lot of fihxI can come from them.
In the vicinity of New York alone
there are thousands of estates that
might be made amazingly pro-
ductive Most of them could do
relatively what the Colgates are
doing. In these days of desperate
war emergency it isn't a question
of profitable gardening. The busi-

ness end of the thing can be for-

gotten by many of these owners.
It is a question of getting food, no
matter what it costs. The ordi-

nary farmer must consider costs

and must earn a living; but with
the estate owner—at least in the
majority of instances —gardening
M a side issue, anyway, and per-

haps in the past has been a mere pastime. This
year it cannot be a hobby; it is a serious war
necessity.

I he I olgates do not commercialize their estate.
A considerable part of the food produced is con-
sumed by the family and those employed on the
place, and what remains is usually given away.
Mut in spite of the expense of gardening on such
a si ale, it is probable that this place would yield
a considerable profit if the owners went out after
that sort of thing.

It is the purpose in working these gardens to
utilize the land continuously during the growing
season, without the lapses that ordinarily occur
in the vegetable garden. A rotation of crops is

planned so that one follows another quickly.
Meginmng with asparagus :ud rhub;>tb in April,

these gardens will produce up to October or
Nov ember.

I his rotation of crops is a gardening science of
itself, and to a knowledge of it is due a large
share of the extraordinary production of such a

place as this. 1 am not a gardener myself and 1

attempt no technical description of this art, but
intensive cultivation consists in making every
inch of the land do its utmost. Here at this

Orange garden new crops are put in on the very
day the maturing ones are harvested.

In all this work, efficiency is the watchword,
as might be expected from owners who in their
business conduct great industrial plants on a
highly productive basis. Thus in the gardens,
for instance, the tomatoes are trained on trellises

from six to eight feet high, not only improving
the size and quality, but saving valuable land
usually wasted by the amateur gardener. As

Showing various parts of the Colgate food gardens. Even the (lower beds have been pressed
into service and converted to vegetable production. The irrigation system (sec detail at left be-
low) is a crop insurance of the first order

anoilici instance, t binning is practised in a way
that would make the haphazard gardinei stand
aghast. But what seems to be a reckless waste
of good plant* is really conservation, for the
resulting product is vastly increased and im-
proved. I In estate owner can do these things
can surround himself with the men who know.
Skilled organization in every line of war activity
is needed, not amateur experiments.

Half a dozen men, not all of them working
continuously, do the labor on the place, and no
special trouble has been found in getting these
workers.

The orchard contains i6<) trees, and covers an
acre and a half. Some of the trees are very old.

Two big Maldwins are believed to be about
seventy years of age, but because of the best
tree surgery and dentistry they are still hearing
fine fruit. All the trees are tended with a solici-

tous t are that would put to shame the apparent
indifference most farmers show their orchards.
Perhaps the farmer is not wholly to blame, for

hil capital is not reinforced with industrial divi-

dends; yet, after all, scientific food production
of itself creates capital.

T he same care is given the small fruits, and the
results are apparent in the abundance of luscious

strawberries, blackberries, raspberries, goose-
berries, currants, grapes, and the like. There
are no loose ends to be seen anywhere. Such
vines as the blackberries are trellised, cut,

and cultivated as carefully as if they were the

choicest species of flowering plants. In the

Colgate kitchens great quantities of these fruits

and vegetables are put up. T here is no waste
during these years of food shortage abroad.

Pour or five cows are maintained
on the place, much of their feed

being produced. Mangel beets
form part of this. Several pigs,

too, are kept. Then there are
some 6oo chickens, big and little,

and at the time this information
was gathered they were producing
from seventy to a hundred eggs a
day. At that time about a thou-
sand eggs had already been put
down in waterglass for next winter.

Usually from six to ten chick-
ens are killed each week. The Col-
gates are expert chicken breeders,

and the poultry houses devoted to
this purpose, as well as the incuba-
tors arid brooders, are thoroughly
up-to-date, Most of the chicken
feed is raised on the property, in-

cluding potatoes, which are cooked
for the flock and used with good
results.

Unfortunately, this Colgate cen-
tre of food production is not typi-

cal of the American country estate

as yet. The average estate owner
hasn't really visualized the war.



What Our A summary of the percentages

Farmers °f crops and livestock raised on

R a jse the farms of the country, as

based on the 1910 census, but as

published in the May Crop Report of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, contains some interesting and
some surprising facts. It will be especially interes-

ting to compare it with a similar summary for this

year, and future years as long as the war lasts.

It is estimated that there are now about six and
a half million farms, as compared with 6,362,000

at the time of the census. Of these, 75.7 per cent,

raise (or at least report) corn, 53.5 per cent.; hay,

50 per cent.; potatoes, 78.1 per cent.; vegetables

excluding potatoes, 73.8 per cent.; horses, 68.4

per cent.; swine, 83.1 per cent.; cattle (with

80.8 specifically milch cows), 87.8 per cent.;

fowls, 59.5 per cent.; butter, 76.8 per cent.; eggs

produced and sold, 60.7 per cent. Of the materials

raised on less than 50 per cent, of the farms, the

mosT important are fowls (sold) 47.8 per cent.,

apples 46, oats 34.2, mules 29.4, peaches 29, butter

(sold) 28.1, cotton 26, wheat 22.9, and pears 20.1.

Other figures bring out the interesting facts that

10 per cent, of the farms raise geese, but only 7.9

per cent, ducks, and that only .2 per cent, report

cheese as a "crop." Although this is probably
explained by the fact that cheese making is now
primarily a factory industry, the fact remains that

the farmers of the country could benefit them-
selves and the dairy industry by adding more
cheese to their dietary, and making it themselves

from skim milk and similar by-products.

Woodchucks One way to increase food crops is

and to decrease the number of insects,

Dynamite birds, and mammals that devour
or otherwise injure them. Of

the third of these groups, the woodchuck is in

some localities a strongly entrenched and de-

cidedly destructive enemy. Various measures
employing guns, dogs, small boys, and extensive

digging operations have been used against him
for many years, but probably the most effective

practice of all is a very recent development,
namely, the explosion of a stick of dynamite in

each burrow. Fitted with a cap and four-foot

fuse, this agent can safely be carried about, the

fuse lighted, the charge pushed into the hole, and
the opening closed with d clod of earth. The
resulting explosion does several things: it chokes
up the hole—which is of course an advantage^

over the old digging method; it kills the wood-
chuck, if at home, either by shock or gas asphyx-
iation; and, if he happens to be absent, it

requires him to dig a new burrow which is prob-
ably soon observed and given the same sort of

treatment.

Municipal Fuel Mississippi has enacted a

Yards for 'aw authorizing the estab-

Mississippi lishment and maintenance
of municipal wood and coal

yards during the period of the present war and
for one year thereafter, as a means of meeting
the fuel shortage. This is said to be the first

legislation of the kind by any state. Munici-
palities taking advantage of this law may pro-

vide the necessary machinery, transport, sell,

and deliver fuel, and are authorized to use for

this purpose general municipal funds, and also,

with certain restrictions, to borrow money if

necessary.

This It is by no means difficult these days

is to locate men and women who are

Service undergoing personal sacrifices, as-

suming heavy responsibilities, and
accomplishing really gigantic tasks under the

influence of that all-pervading war spirit of "do
something." And these servants of the com-
mon good are to be found in every type and rank
of activity, in positions that are not heard of

outside of their village limits no less than in those

of which daily news reports are flashed over the
whole world. Sometimes, indeed, it is among
the former that the most striking and inspiring

examples of real patriotism are found. Note,
as a single example, the banker in a little coun-
try town in Missouri, who wrote to the State
College of Agriculture—not boastingly, but
merely as a matter of record—as follows:

"One of our boys from this bank is in the army
and another retired. Myself and stenographer (a
lady) and one boy are running this bank. I am
seventy-four years old, chairman of the Liberty
Loan Association, chairman of the County
Council of Defense, treasurer of the Red Cross,

and general factotum around here, and every-
body's friend—especially Uncle Sam's."

The Low Whenever prices of food pro-

Cost of ducts are given an upward

Safe Living tendency by national, inter-

national^ or universal convul-
sions, there is a strong temptation to lay the

blame on what we call our higher standards of
living, and especially the refinements and pre-

cautions upon which our Government insists in

connection with our food supplies. It is only

fair, therefore, to point out how very little these

precautionary measures cost or rather add
to prices in general. For instance, the cost of

the Federal inspection of meats during 1917,
by means of which we were protected against

tuberculosis, trichina in pork, and the various
dangers attendant upon the use of spoiled or

diseased meat, cost only about 5! cents for

each of the 63,000,000 animals slaughtered.

When we distribute this charge among the

many cuts of beef, pork, or mutton (as the case

may be) that a carcass represents, it becomes
clear that safety first insurance is increasing

meat cost but a very small fraction of a cent per

pound, and an even more infinitesimal charge in

porportion to the benefit derived thereform.

An OPPORTUNITY for SELF-RESPECT
INCE the outbreak of the war we have had three

Liberty Loan campaigns lasting thirty days each.

In the first there were 4,50x3,000 subscribers; in

the second, 9,500,000; and in the third, more than

17,000,000. In a total selling period of ninety

days, the American people have offered to the

Government $11,822,778,800, of which the

Government has accepted $9,978,785,800.

The bulk of our bond buying effort, however, lies ahead of

us. During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, we shall need

to spend for war winning the sum of $24,000,000,000. Probably

$8,000,000,000 of this will be raised through taxation. This
means that the average person will have to pay twice as much in

taxes this coming year and will have to buy more than half again

as many bonds as he has during the past year.

Throughout these past campaigns we have been asked for money,
not to meet debts contracted by the Government, but rather for

money as a positive fighting force with which to win the victory.

In other words, we, as a nation, are working on the budget system;

as individuals and as families we must arrange our financial affairs

on the same system. A great many people spend more than they

need to spend simply because they do not know from day to day
how much money they actually are spending. Here is a very

simple and well tested budget system : open a War Account in your

check book. When you receive your salary or income, satisfy

your current debts, allow for a necessary working balance at the

bank, then deduct as large an amount as you possibly can and

credit it to your War Account, kept in a parallel column in your

check book. If a man looks at his regular account and finds its

balance low, he will refrain from many an expenditure which he

would otherwise feel justified in making. That War Account is a

trust fund held by you for the war uses of the Government, and

drawn upon only to meet war taxes, Liberty Bond payments,

W. S. S., Y. M. C. A., Red Cross, or other definite national war

needs.

In order to give to the Government the money it needs, held

by us merely in trust, we must actually consecrate ourselves to

the saving of dollars and labor and materials. To do less means

postponing the day of victory; it means the needless expenditure

of the lives of our fighting men; it means that our own efforts here

at home are but the most shameful travesty of the sacrifices those

boys are making in France, It is not going to be easy. Thank

Heaven, it is going to be hard; otherwise how could we hold up

our heads in the face of those mounting casualty lists and that

never slackening stream of boys in khaki marching away with the

pure white light of self-sacrifice in their eyes?

Buy till it hurts? Aye, buy till you can look those boys in the

face!
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PAINTING
for

PROTECTION
Bv L. W. C. TUTHILL

The famous old Steb-
bins house at Deerfield.
built in the eighteenth
century, is a monument
to the efficiency of paint
as a means of preserva-
tion

In contrast, the Pink
House across the way,
so-called because of the
remains of a prehistoric
ccat of pink paint,
shows cornices in decay
and numerous patches

HE following observations are based

on an extensive automobile pil-

grimage taken in July of this year,

through seven states, with the pur-

pose of noting paint and painting

practices from their economical,

protective side. Most of the time there were

four of us, each approaching the subject from

a different angle. The investigation revealed

facts of vital importance to any property

owner—more vital than ever this year, when
the tendency is to let painting go until after the

war. But letting the painting go is the surest

way to lose existing paint, and only makes
more of it necessary when you do paint.

The wonderful preservation of many of the

paintless old white pine houses would seem to

indicate that painting, after all, was largely a

matter of looks. Close inspection of the paint-

neglected subjects, however, invariably revealed

the fact of replacement of numerous clap-

boards, and parts of door frames, and sills.

The cornice moldings were out of position

or in a state of decay, and in all instances,

the finer moldings and choice details were

badly deteriorated.

The clapboard nails of the older houses were

all of wrought iron, hand made. Such nails

resist rust indefinitely. But where the cut nails

of later-day machine make were used and exposed

to the weather's action, the rust had eaten them
away, frequently causing the boards to sag or

drop entirely out of place.

The finer homes of New England were built

largely by wealthy retired sea captains, who, in

their nautical training, recognized the value of

painting and repainting to keep their barks "trig

and trim." To them, an open joint meant dis-

aster. Sound construction and paint protection

were its prevention.

Historic Old Deerfield, in Massachusetts, with

its' houses built when the centuries-old elms were

saplings, contains most interesting examples of

paint's fortifying powers, as the accompanying
pictures will testify.

The protective life of the average outside paint

is about three years; while that of the high grade

paints, costing at best only 10 to

20 per cent, more, is four to five

years.

It is no more an economy to use

poor paint than it is a low grade

gasolene giving less mileage and filling your
engine with carbon.

But even at the present high prices, the paint

cost itself is the minor expense of painting. Labor
is the main item, and in putting on poor paint you
actually have to pay for more labor and buy
more paint, because low grade paints require

more brushing to make them spread evenly.

If not evenly spread, your building is unevenly
protected and eventually the paint goes to pieces

in spots.

Any way you figure it, the cheap paints are

the costliest: they do not go as far; they do not
cover evenly; and they lack durability.

I emphasize the cost phase of the question,

because high standard paints now cost from #4
to $5 a gallon, and are going to cost more before

the war is over, and very likely for a year or two
afterward. When you recall that the last time
your painting was done, you probably paid

around $2 a gallon, it is only natural to persuade
yourself into believing that a lower priced paint,

for temporary use, "may not be so bad after

all." Temporary paints, however, have unfor-

tunate after-results, making future preparation

of the surface cost far and away more than can
possibly be saved.

There is no such thing as a so-called chemically

pure standard formula for paint, which fact

makes it impossible to have a paint standard.

There'are, of course, certain ingredients that paints

for certain purposes all contain in varying degrees,

but there is no such thing as established quanti-

ties. Of a certainty, however, with linseed oil

selling at $2 a gallon, a painter can neither mix
at home nor buy ready mixed a good paint for

$2.25 a gallon. Anything like such a figure at

once indicates a colored gentleman in the wood
pile.

And again there is as much in the making of a

paint as in what it is made of. That is why some
paints, made of exactly the same materials and
proportions, are so much better than others.

Many a good paint, however, is ruined by being
put on under unfavorable conditions. For ex-

ample, many a master painter would berate his

men for painting directly on a rain-wet surface, and

still think nothing of putting it on early in the
morning, before the dew dampness is off on a

shady side. Such painting is bound to blister

or peel.

Others, unthinking—or unknowing—use an
elastic paint for the undercoat, and cover it

with a no-give overcoat. Naturally, the con-
traction and expansion of the undercoat
cracks the rigid overcoat, the protection film

is exposed to the weather, and rapidly goes to
pieces.

A successful paint meets weather's wear so

gradually and evenly that when repainting time
comes the remaining surface will be hard and
free from chalking off. If it chalks off, the

chalky particles will at once grab the oil from
the applied paint, robbing it of the binder neces-

sary to hold the particles together as a pro-

tective coating.

To overcome this, an excess of oil must be

used on the first coat, which in turn requires a

second normal coat to equalize the quantities of

pigment and oil necessary for a protective wearing
surface.

The houses that we saw on the trip above men-
tioned, with the paint looking the worse for wear
and actually in the worst wearing condition,

were invariably those of fancy colorings. This
was especially noticeable with the brown ones,

many of which looked forlornly faded out.

Others had varying shades on the same
house.

One owner complained bitterly of the paint's

quality. But when he named a leading brand,

we knew that the trouble was not there. Taking
different spaces on that house, we rubbed on
some linseed oil, and a uniform color was promptly
restored. This proved that the undercoat had
in places absorbed the oil, giving the brown
overcoat a faded-out look. Browns are particu-

larly greedy for oil, making it necessary for them
to be mixed with a seeming excess.

But after all is said and done, the surest way
to secure sure painting results is to put your paint-

ing problems up to the paint manufacturers'

service department. From them you will re-

ceive expert advice, based on actual practice,

covering years of experience. Your
local painter may be ever so good
as a painter, but of necessity the

paint maker knows the paint best

adapted to particular needs.

When the ingredients in paint are wrong it

chalks off, the result of saponification and
consequent washing off of the oil, leaving the
white pigment, which gives no protection

When paint loses its protective grip on
a column base, moisture enters, and it is

hard to get it out. Painting simply seals

in the dampness, causing paint to peel

Although paint has preserved the clean-
cut wood details of the old Stebbins
house doorways, time has noticeably
rounded the edges of the stone doorsteps

An enduring white stain has supplanted the
whitewash used in an earlier day, giving the desirable

intense whiteness of lime and, like lime, making
the shingles lie flat
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RUE luxury is never cumbersome—but

motor car luxury has been. It remained

for the Templar to interpret luxury that

avoids all grossness.

The Victoria Elite is first a thoroughly

high grade car throughout in the strictest sense.

In design and appointments it is beautiful and

complete. In size it is comfortable and convenient

—and of course the exemplification of economy in

the truest sense.

It accommodates four passengers in roomy com-

fort for all—each with a separate door to make it

easy to get in and out without disturbance and an

ample aisleway between the front seats makes it

easy to move about without getting out of the car.

Prices f.o. b. Cleveland

Five Passenger Touring $2185 Four Passenger Victoria Elite $2285

Four Passenger Sportelle $2185 Two Passenger Touring Roadster $2385

Five Passenger Sedan $3285

The Templar Motors Corporation
2800 HaUtead Street, Lakewood

Cleveland, Ohio



GOTHIC SCULPTURE from FRANCE
By JESSIE MARTIN BREESE

HETHER or not all art should be

condemned to temporary banish-

ment from our shops and studios

"for the duration of the war"
is the question of the day in art

circles and their environs. Accu-

rate classification of essentials and non-essentials

is well-nigh impossible, but most people seem to

feel that the paintings, sculptures, tapestries, and

such things which come under the general heading

of art, can be placed with but little thought under

the second heading.

On the face of it, this seems to be a reasonable

enough conclusion. A few moments' considera-

tion of the consequences of such a sudden and
wholesale abandonment would, however, con-

vince us that a drastic measure of this sort is not

the answer to this war-time conservation.

An art which needs no great argument to prove

its value even as a war-time purchase is the French

Gothic sculpture which has but recently come
over _from France—France of the wonder
cathedrals and France of the profaned temples.

Three statements will serve to show it. Superla-

tively human, the sculpture of this period is among
the finest that has been produced in any age,

and but few examples of this marvelous art will

be left when the war is over to carry on the tradi-

tions of this old school, if the Hun continues ruth-

lessly and wilfully to destroy it. France is

sending to this country some of the best which

has been preserved, parting with it that she may
have more money to carry on the war.

The illustrations on this page are photo-

graphs of sculptures exhibited in the DeMotte
Galleries, New York City, that are examples

of the very finest work of that age. Each one is

typical of the atmosphere that bred it. The old

Gothic sculptors modeled each figure lovingly

and reverently that all might faithfully adore the

heavenly being whose figure they had conceived

in stone. The austere beauty of each one is the

result of the simplicity and reality that these

workers of the spirit in stone used, all unconscious

of its grandeur, to raise the work of their hand
to the level of the spirit, while yet they kept it

human. No touch of artificiality betrayed

them, for they ever bore in mind the sweet per-

sonality of the being whom they fashioned.

Such is the art
which is now suffering

all the mutilation and
death that its defend-

ers must suffer also.

But not a man who is

fighting, who has seen

the barbaric destruc-

tion of this glorious

art of France, fights

solely for freedom
now. It is to avenge
this sacrifice, if pos-

sible, and to save that

which is left from the

hand of the despoiler.

These are of the

stuff that is being

needlessly and horri-

bly shattered at

Rheims, at Soissons,

and the many
churches which we
never hear about.

Such widespread de-

struction as is being
visited upon the art

which is near the lines,

will naturally leave a

greater responsibility

upon the fortunate

ones who have ex-

amples of the art of

this period in their

care. For with such
quantities lost, that A Normandy statue of the fifteenth century

Portrait bust of Jeanne d'Evreux, Queen of France, dating from

the fourteenth century

which is left becomes even more precious because

of the danger of oblivion which threatens all.

So France, under the auspices of her biggest col-

lector of French Gothic art, has sent some of that

art to America. While some few pieces have been
scattered about the country in our museums,
with but one exception we have never had here

in a single collection such a large assemblage of it.

And since it is more than likely that it will before

long be scattered among the various public and
private collections of the country, every art lover

should plan to see this exhibition before it is

dismembered.
First, and perhaps most important, of the illus-

trations, is the marvelously sweet and human
Virgin and Child from the He de France. The
smile of the Virgin, which blends all the sweetness

and all the sorrow of the world in a perfect under-

standing, has been called the "exquisite thir-

Virgin and Child of the Lorraine school
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teenth century smile." Only once in all the
centuries that followed has this smile been seen
again in stone or on canvas; that was but a short
time later, when Da Vinci left his Mona Lisa
to charm the world with her elusive smile. The
Child itself is lovingly modeled, but the utmost
care seems to have been devoted to the attitude of
the Virgin as she holds the Child, the tender
beauty of her hands, and the rhythmic flowing
of the folds of her garment. Too much cannot
be said in praise of this statue, but even the photo-
graph shows how needless is that spoken praise.

Representative of the school of Normandy of

the fifteenth century, is the Bishop standing with
hands raised in benediction over the Donor, who
is characteristically shown much smaller in scale.

In this connection, it is interesting to note what
the presence of these donors in the statue groups
implies. The donor commissioned the artist

to carve a statue for a niche in the church, and
feeling the need for perpetuating his own generos-

ity, had a portrait-statue of himself included.

Manifestly, this could not be made as important
as the figure of the saint, so it was done in greatly

reduced size. The naivete of the custom adds
to the charm of such groups to-day. On the shield

which the Donor holds is the hammer and tongs
which are the insignia of the Master Horsesmiths,
and which probably denoted his trade. This
group is typical of the times, and here again we
see the rich modeling of the Bishop's cloak which
distinguished the robe of the Virgin. The ancient
chapel of Caen housed this group until it became
one of this present collection.

A Virgin and Child of the Lorraine school is

shown here, the same marvelously fine drapery
prevailing. The Virgin holds a small bouquet
as well as the Child, whose cape and hood are

interesting to note, by the way. Faint traces

of polychrome are still to be found on the statue.

From the Cathedral of Evreux came the portrait

bust ofJeanne d'Evreux, Queen of France. This is

an example of French Gothic art of the fourteenth

century. The fine modeling of face and hair and
the delicacy of the detail are very charming.
Many excellent pieces there are which could

not be reproduced here. An especially interest-

ing one is a panel in high relief, from a chapel in

Bourges, showing the Miracle of St. Hubert
and the Stag. The
delicacy in the carv-

ing of the forest trees

and the figures of the

hunt vie with the
quaint tale that the
scene tells, in holding
the interest of the be-

holder.

A head of a Bishop
of the thirteenth cen-

tury is a fine type of

the period. Two.
different heads of
the Christ are
strongly contrasted

—

the one being quite

primitive, while the

other is in the Byzan-
tine manner. The
school of Toulouse is

represented by a

quaint but none the

less strong St. George
and the Dragon. The
Dragon itself shows

the great range of im-

agination that the

artists of the time had

when they created

these beasts. There

is no piece in this col-

lection which is not

worthy of thoughtful

study, not to say rev-

Virgin and child from the He de France erence.
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After many centuries of dignified and unchallenged supremacy,

OAK, u
the pride of the permanent home," remains today

the world's premier hardwood. (And everybody knows it.)

OAK is the first hardwood you naturally think of, and the last

for which you will ever relinquish your inherited preference.

GOOD OAK FURNITURE
justifies ;i keen search, a critical insistence and a special order

if need be. One can make no nobler or more enduring bequest.

"THE WORLD'S PREM I ERHARDWCJOD

OAK INTKRIOR TRIM FOR HOMES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS

is desired by the well-informed not only because of its his-

toric excellence as a cabinet wood and its inborn trait of

"staying put," but also because, by reason of centuries of

respectful familiarity, there is an inbred accuracy in handling

OAK among those who work in woods. They know how

to cret the best results, without hesitancy or experimentation.

AMERICAN OAK MFRS. ASSN.

know about Oak. Ask them any

sort of question. Address Room 1407,

14 Main Street, Memphis, Tenn.

Write forfinished samples, free. 7j¥£STA Tt'LYCOMPAWOW CKCW«
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One of Revillon's main trading stations: Ungava. All buildings built and owned by Revillon Freres. Some are used as homes by agents, others as stores

and warehouses for goods, (thus divided to reduce fire risks) and as workshops and mess houses in which Eskimos are cared jor on their visits to the post.

REVILLON TRADING POSTS in the NORTH
ALL THE ILLUSTRATIONS IN THIS ARTICLE ARE REPRODUCED FROM PHOTOGRAPHS
TAKEN BY MEMBERS OF THE FIRM OF REVILLON FRERES OR BY THEIR EMPLOYEES.

The husky dog—the trolley of the

north.

THE growing appreciation of

beautiful furs and the increasing

scarcity of. fur bearing animals

has aroused a keen interest in the

fascinating business of fur trad-

ing. As accurate information

about the taking of furs is difficult of

access and our organization is the only

one of its kind equipped to gather it, we
have undertaken at the request of vari-

ous friends to relate a few of the more
interesting facts about the trapping and
collecting of furs in different parts of the

world. The present article is devoted to

Revillon activities in Canada.

As the trapper cannot bring his skins to the market the market must go to him.

Small posts are established all through the wild regions where traders, one or more
at each post, exchange the necessaries of life for the pelts which the trappers bring

in. Many of these traders hear from the outside world only once a year when they

get their supplies.

The trappers are a strange army of Indians, Eskimos and adventurers of many
races who trap as much for sport as for necessity. They enjoy hunting, and follow

with interest everything pertaining to wild animal life. Fur bearing animals even

of the same species differ widely according to climatic conditions, abundance of

food and other causes.

Sometimes a short dis-

tance, will show great
variation in their devel-

opment. To get perfectly

matched furs it is essen-

tial to have skins from

animals with a common
ancestry. This is impos-

sible when skins are
bought in the open mar-
ket after passing through

many hands. It is in or-

der to secure perfectly

matched skins coming

from the same district

that Revillon Freres have

established their trading

posts in the fur produc-

ing regions of both hem-
ispheres.

From Canada they get

large supplies of fox,

marten, lynx, mink,
beaver and muskrat, to

mention only a few of the

Tukalook and his wife.
most important species.

1918 by Revillon Freres To obtaln these fur* at

their best the immense country

must be covered from the Cana-
dian border to the perpetual

snow and ice of Hudson's Bay.

The Canadian fur trading sea-

son must be started early in

Summer in order to ship the

trading goods to the North.
The most remote Revillon posts

in Canada are in the Hudson's

Bay country, and in normal

times are supplied by Revillon

steamship going directly to a

base post in James Bay. From
that point the goods are dis-

tributed by a fleet of small
schooners to the different posts

along the shore. Transportation

of freight in this region is a hard

task as the straits are open only

three months for navigation. A
few years ago the Revillon
steamship ELDORADO was
wrecked on her return trip. Her
successor, the ADVENTURE,

A typical post factor or trader.

Katalee, an Eskimo lady of

quality.

was sold to the Russian government in 1916 for

breaking ice in the harbor at Archangel. The tre-

mendous demand for Trans-Atlantic tonnage for

war purposes made new transportation arrange-

ments necessary for the posts, and a fleet of schoon-

ers with auxiliary gasoline engines is now carrying

merchandise to the posts and bringing back the furs.

In the fleet are the DOROTHY C. SNOW, the

ALBANY, the HILDA P., the KING GEORGE, the

VIOLETTE, the ANNIE GEELE, the JAMES L.,

the ROMEO, and the steamer EMELIA. The
schooner calls only once a year at each post, but

there is communication between some of the posts

by dog sledge, and it is remarkable the amount of

freight which can be transported in this way in

spite of the risky journey among the blizzards of

this desolate country.

The only inhabitants of the Hudson's Bay dis-

tricts are the Eskimos, divided into two main tribes

—the Coast Eskimos and the Inlanders. These

tribes have a monopoly of the trading. They are

hard working and honest, but their mode of living

is very primitive and their language is crude and

difficult for the white man to learn. These Eskimo

natii
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f.iN though there is 11 great de-

mund now for tea, sugar, to-

btcco and other such luxuries of

civilization. They also trade for

pipe, ami mad lies, the snow
knives with which they cut

Minks of snow to build their

huts, and for field glasses whiih

enable them to trail the caribou

which migrate in large herds and
furnish them their yearly meat
supply. For hunting they still

favor old style muzzle-loading

gun* with powder and lead balls.

The enormous capital neces-

sary to finance a chain of trad-

ing posts in the Hudson's Bay
district has limited trading op-

erations in this part of the world

to two companies, the En-
glish Company, who dispose of

their furs at auction in London, and Revdlon Freres, who ob-

tain a good share of each year's catch, which accounts for the

beauty of the skins they arc able to show at their several

branches.

Further West in Canada transportation to the trading posts is

by river, light draught steamers being used wherever possible. As

most of the rivers are navigable for only about ten days in the

Spring at the time of melting snows, the main reliance for

freight are fleets of scows towed

by power boats. These scows

make but a single voyage as there

is not time for them to make the

return trip before Winter. They
are usually given to the Indian*

who break them up and use the

lumber for building huts. The
scows travel in large groups, a

score or more at a time each carry-

ing about twenty tons of freight.

The illustration below shows one

of the regular Revillon river

transports, consisting of about
twenty-five scows which left this

year on May IS for the northern

posts.

In the Peace River district civ-

ilization is rapidly changing con-

ditions, and driving traders and
trappers farther north. No later

than 1005 this was still a wilder-

ness, but now regular railroad

service traverses the section. At

knowing that if these companies did not lake care of the Indians in years of
famine the burden would lull on the government.

In tome districts Indians have sold their claims to the land to the Canadian
government and receive in exchange a yearly revenue called the "Treaty Payment".
It consists of a certain sum in cash and a specified outfit of provisions. The
Treaty Commission makes a yearly trip and is naturally warmly welcomed by the
Indians. Revillon Freres Company is ofien I he suc cessful bidder for the delivery
of these supplies and the transportation of the Commission which distributes

The "Eldorado" in tin: in .

Mr. J. M. RcviUon's guide, and dog

driver on one oj his inspection trips to

the North.

them, and it is a very interesting

sight to see the Indians gather

around the posts at Treaty time en-

joying real feasts of their favorite

luxuries. The Canadian govern-

ment takes exceptional care of the

Indians, absolutely forbidding the

dispensation of liquor to them. In

most of the territories even the

white agents must have a special

permit to bring in a limited amount
of liquor for their personal use.

Revillon Freres having a Federal

Charter under the Canadian gov-

ernment enjoy special privileges

which enable them to take advan-

tage of the many opportunities of

the northern country. They intro-

duced modern business methods in

the fur trading country and treat the Indians exactly as white people. Trans-

portation is organized and regular freight rates are established between the dif-

ferent districts and posts which enable them to help in the development of

new fertile belts. In some places Revillon trading posts were the starting

points of new towns ; in other places railroads were built with the company's help.

The Revillon Freres steamships "Ombabika" and "Minawa" on Lake Ombabika
were used to transport men and material for the construction of the main road of

the National Transcontinental Line. Dominion land surveyors opening up un-
surveyed territory were transported with their supplies by Revillon Freres, and
many American prospectors and lovers of wild life took advantage of Revillon

facilities for traveling through the North. One of them, a well known magazine
writer, has given as a reason of the success of Revillon Freres and their large fol-

lowing in the North the fact that the principal stations are visited at intervals by
members of the Revillon family, who control the operations of their trading com-
panies as directly as their establishments in large cities.

At the end of their journey the furs collected in the great chain of Canadian

posts find their way to New York, where Revillon Freres have large warehouses

for raw and dressed skins in addition to their retail establishment and their sepa-

rate cold storage building. The finished garments made from these carefully

selected and beautiful skins are for sale in the Revillon building at Fifth Avenue
and 53rd Street, at Revillon Freres in London, 180 Regent Street, and at the

original house in Paris, 81 Rue de Rivoli.

A remote post showing winter snow entrance

the time the Police Road was built from Peace River to the Yukon, Revillon

Freres had the contract to supply food to the Northwest Mounted Police engaged

in the work. Then all transportation was by man power, ten Indians towing a

seven ton scow at the rate of about twenty-five miles a day.

The Indians in Western Canada are mainly of two tribes: the Crees in the

South and the Beavers or Chippewyans further north. The Crees have a euphoni-

ous language very easy to learn. The Chippewyans are a rougher and less civil-

ized tribe. Still further north we again find the Eskimo. Originally the Indians

lived entirely on meat, killing moose, deer and other animals for their food and

clothing. Under these conditions it was difficult for the trading companies to

induce the Indians to tn:p fur-bearing animds. Gradually they developed the

native's taste for such delicacies as bacon, beans, flour, jam, etc., and soon had no

difficulty in getting him to work for this more appetizing food instead of devoting

all his time to hunting moose and deer. The Indian trapper's business is precarious.

Some years furs are very scarce, whole species of animals practically disappearing

temporarily. During these times of scarcity the Indians have to be kept alive.

For this reason the Canadian government gives their support to the two large

companies operating in this district—Revillon Freres and their English competitor, One oj Revillon .Freres Jleets oj scows leaving for the .Xorth, May. 1918.



PATRIOTISM and OVERHAULING
By ALEXANDER JOHNSTON

T HAS been a rather annoying habit

of a certain class of our fellow

citizens of this Republic to re-

mark on all possible occasions that

"America doesn't know that she's

in a war." Pf there is a man in

this country who doesn't realize very vividly

that we are in the greatest war of all time,

he must be a person of singularly restricted

interests. For it is by the rupture of time-

honored customs and habits that any great

change makes itself apparent, and very few of

us are pursuing the even tenor of the way we
went in~the old placid days of peace.

This applies to all the varied aspects of our

national life, and to none more than to the

American motoring community. The auto-

mobile industry is fundamentally very nearly

allied to the business of producing certain war-

making essentials. When we entered the war
for human decency, the Government was at

once compelled to call on the automobile indus-

try for help. This has been granted in un-

stint measure. In fact no other industry,

except possibly that which produces steel, has

contributed to our military preparation quite so

heavily as has the automobile industry. In-

evitably this has led to curtailment of the prime

business of the industry. Not so many passenger

cars are being produced this year as last in spite

of the fact that the demand has increased.

And this has meant that many people who
make a practice of purchasing a new car every

year have had to forego their custom and get

along with the old 'bus. Many other people

who might have been able to get cars have de-

cided, for patriotic reasons, that they could

very well get along with their old vehicles. So
it happens that the word overhauling has a

totally new meaning for a large class of our

population. By way of consolation to those

earnest souls who are forced this year to go
without a new motor car, for the first time in

many moons, let us ofFer the assurance that a

motor of standard American make, properly

overhauled and tuned up, will run better the

second year than the first. The various parts

of the mechanism have just about had a chance
in, say, 5,000 miles of running, to wear in and
become supple in action, without developing

any sign of excessive play. The car owner who
drives an overhauled car for the first time will

be agreeably surprised at the behavior of the

fabric under his control.

While we are on the subject we may be par-

doned for briefly paying our respects to the car

owner who, through patriotic motives, purposes
putting up his car for the duration of the war.
This class of owner is probably not at all numerous
and allowing everything for the purity of its

motives, we submit that it is lamentably mis-

taken in its conclusions.

In the first place the only real justification

for putting up one's motor car would be shortage
of gasolene, which happily has not developed
—to an extent at least that justifies or calls

for such drastic measures. The car owner who
deprives himself of the use of his vehicle

during the war,
slows down his

own efficiency, at

a time when we
need maximum
speed in all
branches of our
life. May we sug-

gest that this class

of "conscientious
objectors" instead

of putting their
cars in storage,

have them overhauled and use them on a

strictly utilitarian basis. It must not be for-

gotten that when the fuel commission issued its

famous heatless day order, it specifically ex-

empted motor vehicles, on the ground that

they could never be considered in the light of

anything but public utilities.

However, from all this it is positively certain

that an unusual amount of overhauling will be

done. A great many car owners will find them-
selves face to face with the unaccustomed problem
of overhauling the little old last year's car and
tuning it up for further service. One class of

owner will simply hand its vehicles over to the

service station with carte blanche to put it in the

best possible condition. But there is another
and far larger class, to which surely most country
life motorists belong, which would scorn to

acknowledge the superior ability of any repair-

man and would refuse anyway to give him as

work what they know to be enjoyable "tinker-

ing." For this latter class we venture to offer

some suggestions as to the best way of carrying

out the very important task of overhauling the

car.

To begin with, it is obviously best to start at

one end of the car and work back to the other,

taking each unit in order, attending to all its

needs, and then going on to the next. The
owner who jumps from one part of the car to

another is fairly sure to skip some in his rounda-

bout journey. Suppose, then, that we start

with the engine.

If the engine is of the detachable head type
that part should first be removed. The oil pan
should next come off, leaving the whole interior

of the engine exposed to view and facilitating

any work to be done on the bearings. In all

probability the first peep into the engine's

internal economy will disclose the fact that it

has accumulated a sufficient deposit of carbon
to require removal. With the engine head off,

this can be carried out very comfortably.

I would next examine the valves, which will

probably be found to need grinding for which there

will never be a more favorable opportunity. In

removing the valves to grind them, examine
them carefully for warped heads and worn stems.

See whether play in the guides has developed,

in which case there is the alternative of fitting a

bushing in the guide or getting valves with

slightly oversize stems. Be careful to see that

the valves seat of their own weight after they

have been lifted with the hand.
Next we come to the problem of taking up rod

bearings and possibly main bearings. Really

the proper way to refit bearings is to remove the

whole crankshaft, but this is beyond the average

car owner's ability. The rod bearings may be

scraped without removal of the rods, although

when this is done, it enables one to scrape the

upper half of the bearing as well as the lower.

In most modern engines it is possible to take the

rod out through either the top or the bottom of

the casting.

The method of scraping bearings is as follows:

remove the bearing cap and take out a thin shim,

after which the shaft is blackened with lamp-
black and oil. Next remount the rod, tighten

the cap bolts evenly, and turn the engine over a

few times. Remove the bearing cap again, rub
it with a bit of cloth, and see where the black

spots appear on the metal. These spots should

be carefully scraped off with the tool known as a

bearing scraper. A bearing that fits accurately

will be snug without gripping anywhere so that

the shaft cannot turn easily. Scraping bearings

is a job that calls for some little knack, and the
neophyte will do well to see it done before he
attempts it for himself.

The next point of attack will naturally be the
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oiling system, and this should be given a
thorough cleaning. When the oiling system is a
plain splash affair, after the old lubricant has
been drained out, the lower half of the crank-
case should be wiped out and a flushing with
kerosene will do it no harm. If the system in-

volves piping or leads, it is advisable to force

kerosene through, under pressure. This cleans

out any obstruction which might later develop
into a serious stoppage. Almost every oiling

system will have screens for filtering the lubri-

cant, and these should be taken out and thor-

oughly cleansed of foreign matter that may
have lodged in the mesh.
This brings us naturally \o the question of

piston and cylinder condition, for any defect

here will be signalized by excessive smoking,
from oil leakage. It may be simply that the
piston rings are not fitting properly, and re-

newal of these parts will cure the trouble. On
the other hand the cylinders may hare been
worn out of round, which will be determined by
using a pair of inside calipers upon them. If

the condition is only slight, there is no necessity

for bothering for the time being, but if the
cylinders are badly out of round, it will be best

to have them rebored, and for this the car owner
must call in the services of some concern special-

izing in the work. Rebored cylinders call for

oversize pistons, which may generaHy be secured

from the manufacturer of the car. When an
old engine has its cylinders rebored, it is best to

fit a scraper ring in the bottom groove of each
piston. Also small holes should be drilled be-

neath the lower groove, to permit excess oil to

drain back into the crankcase.

The next unit to attack is the cooling system.

It is recommended that the radiator be removed
and sent to the service station to be boiled out.

It is no uncommon thing for an operation of this

kind to bring out three or four pounds of foreign

matter, which has collected in the radiator and
which impedes circulation without actually

stopping it. The formation of scale in the

cooling system is one of the troubles to which this

part is heir. By filling the system with a strong

solution of washing soda and water and then

running the engine for half an hour, most of this

deposit will be loosened and carried out when
the solution is drained out. Finally all the

rubber hose connection in the cooling system
should be renewed, unless examination discloses

that the old joints are perfectly sound, which is

not likely to be the case after a year's running.

These rubber connections have a way of swelling

and shredding off, which impedes circulation of

the cooling water and helps to cause overheating

troubles.

In case the cooling system employs a pump,
this may very probably need repacking. The
packing nut should be removed, the packing re-

newed, and the nut tightened again. In per-

forming this latter operation, be careful not to

draw the nut too tight; stop without applying

your full strength to it.

While we are on the cooling system, it will

be well to give the fan the attention it needs.

The belt may have stretched, and if so, this

slack should be
taken up, and a

little oil will not

be amiss. While
this is being done
the various nuts

and bolts at the

frontjof the engine

should be tight-

ened. The engine
supports, the nuts

that hold down
the radiator, and
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The Pierce-ArrowCar

HE Dual Valve Engine retains for the

Pieroe-Arrow Car all the advantages of the

six-cylinder power plant, with SO mueh ad-

ditional power that the neeessity of shifting

gears is much reduced. The car will slow down

to five miles an hour in traffic, mount any or-

dinal)' hill, speed up to seventy miles (ifdesired)

without shifting from high gear.

It otters more power, more speed, more com-

fort with less gasoline, without increased weight

and less gear shifting.

This new engine is the natural development of

the constant aiming at greater comfort. Power

is comfort—power and ease of its application.

The Dual Valve Engine gives the Pierce-

Arrow both.

Pierce-Arrow
THE PIERCE-ARROW MOTOR CAR CO.

BUFFALO, N. Y.
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TRADE! I MARK

The doors of your house

—and "Yale"
rI TH E degree of reliance you can place upon your doors
-* as barriers to intrusion and as safeguards for you
and yours, depends altogether on the kind of locks and
hardware.

When the doors of your house are Yale equipped you
have made them not only staunch, protective, and secure

—

but decorative and distinctive as well.

Yale locks and hardware afford a wide range of choice

and selection for every door, whatever the architectural

style of the house. And with this fitness in decorative

quality you get the security of Yale. Which means you get

the better security of mechanically superior locks.

Your house will be a finer house, and better protected,

when you install Yale locks and hardware.

Yale locks and hardware cover every need and pur-

pose. Yale Builders' Hardware, Night Latches, Padlocks,

Door Closers, Cabinet Locks, and the famous Yale Chain
Blocks. All Yale—all bearing the trade-mark "Yale."

4k
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Yale Products for Sale by Hardware Dealers

The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.

n

9 East 40th Street New York City

Chicago Office: 77 East Lake Street

Canadian Yale & Towne Ltd., St. Catharines, Ontario

YAJ
1 1IWn

YALE
l~ p|

WS.S.
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS

ISSUED BY THE
UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT

FALL PLANTING
Many trees can be planted in the Fall as well as in the Spring,
such as Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees and Shrubbery bushes.
Do what you can in the Fall, so the trees will get an early start
in the Spring.
Now is the time to plan and order. We will help you if you
give us the chance. Send for our catalogue. Address

THE STEPHEN HOYT'S SONS CO.
Tel. 333 New Canaan, Conn.

MORRIS NURSERIES
Box 803, West Chester, Pa.

Established 1849

Fruits and Ornamental Trees,
Evergreens, Shrubbery, Roses, Etc.

Write for free catalogue

Beautiful color stucco homes
Atlas-White Portland Cement stucco toned with
chips of pink, green, yellow granites and marbles or
sand and gravel, is lasting and beautiful.

THE ATLAS PORTLANDCEMENTCOMPANY
30 Broad St.
New York

Write for Booklet

ATLAS^ WHITE

Evergreen
Bittersweet-

Euonymus radic&ns vegetus

A most lovely climber, adaptable to all

locations; unsurpassed for covering trellises,

walls or stumps. Rich green all the year,

with crimson berries in winter. Can be
planted at any time.

1st size, 50c each; $5 per dozen
2nd size, 75c each; $8 per dozen
3rd size, $1 .50 each ; $15 per dozen

Adolf Muller, DEKALB NURSERIES, Norristown, Penna.

CREODIPT
STAINED SHINGLES

For Roofs and Side Walls
iSM 17 Grades, 161S-24-inch, 30 .Color*

Creosoted, stained, bundled.

CREO DIPT COMPANY, Inc.
NORTH TON AWANDA, N. Y.

Factory in Chicago for West.

any others up here at the "bow," had best be
drawn tight.

Next in order for attention will come the ig-

nition system, and the energetic owner will here
find enough work to keep him busy for the whole
of a rainy day. To begin with, all terminals
should be thoroughly cleaned, breaks in the
insulation should be carefully taped, and con-
nections should be bound down snugly. The
various wires should be fastened firmly in such a

way that they do not touch hot metal, also they
should not be able to swing when the car is in

motion. It is a very good plan to enclose all

the wiring in conduits, which may be had already

made up, or may be improvised from sheet

asbestos, fibre tubing, or flexible metal tubing.

The great advantage of conduits is the fact that

they keep the wires out of oil or water that is

"certain to cause shorts sooner or later. The
ignition itself will need a little attention, a good
cleaning principally, and the points must be

trimmed down flat. Do not leave the ignition

svstem until you are sure that it is in absolutely

perfect condition. Much of the trouble en-

countered in ordinary running is ignition failure.

The starting and lighting system will not call

for very lengthy attention. The battery, pre-

sumably, is being cared for at the service station

—

at any rate that is where it should be. If the

bearings of the starting motor and of the gener-

ator are given some oil, that is about all that is

necessary. If the system employs a silent chain

drive, the chain should be cleaned by immersion
in kerosene and then given a bath in lubricating

oil. It may be necessary to take up the chain

for slack; in most chains to-day an adjustment
for slack is provided, but if it is not, the removal
of a link or so will do the trick.

We have now covered the engine and its

appurtenances, and the next unit to demand
attention is the clutch. The control linkage

from pedal to clutch should be thoroughly oiled,

and the bearings likewise. The treatment de-

manded by the clutch itself will depend, of course,

on the type and condition of the device. If

it is a leather clutch, a thin coating of leather

dressing will not be amiss. Perhaps the leather

facing may need renewal. The disk clutch of

the type that runs in oil should be cleaned out

and fresh lubricant of the proper quality in-

stalled. The disks may need renewal and bear-

ings may require taking up.

Coming to the transmission, the first thing to

do is to drain out the old lubricant, flush the

case out thoroughly with kerosene, and before

filling it with fresh lubricant make a thorough
examination of the unit. Perhaps the unit as a

whole may need renewal, or some of its members
may have suffered injury. The bearings may be

worn; if the car owner is equal to the task of re-

placing these latter, very well, but this is a job

that is a little beyond the average amateur.

The universal joints should be cleaned out and
repacked with appropriate lubricant, and the

differential unit should be flushed out with kero-

sene and then be filled with lubricant.

Next comes the braking system, the first at-

tention to which should be the relining of the

bands, unless the linings have been very recently

renewed. The system should be tested and
adjustments made so that the brakes exert a

similar pressure on each side of the car. Unequal
braking force—that is, one brake acting more
powerfully than the other—leads to skids and

other mishaps.

Finally, the careful owner will go all over the

under part of the chassis, tightening nuts, bolts,

clips, etc. On cars employing torque members,
these should be tightened, as they emit a very

annoying rattle when they are loose.

The steering system, with the braking system,

should have the most rigid scrutiny and careful

attention, for the proper functioning of this

system means not merely convenience but actual

safety. It is best to remove the steering post and
examine the parts in the case at the bottom. It

is not unlikely that water may have found its

way into the gears and caused rusting. Inspect

the whole system from post to steering knuckles,

oiling copiously and tightening up wherever it

needs it.

We have simply suggested the proper pro-

cedure to follow in overhauling the mechanism
of the car and tuning it up for continued use.

It is impossible in the space at our command to

give detailed directions in regard to each unit,

but the average owner understands the specific

parts used in his car.
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WE WILL HELP YOU
We hare helped many young men and women to make money.

If you bavc the time we have the opportunity. We want new sub-

scriber* to the World's Work, the New Country Life, and the Gar-
den Mainline. For particulars address Circulation Dept.

Doubladay, Paa-a «t Company, Cardan City, Naw York

Rebels Among
The Pennsylvania Dutch

Maggie Wentzler and Henry
Butz both owed their par-

entage to "outsider," as the

phrase is among the Pennsyl-

vania Dutch. Fiercely loyal

to each other, these idealistic

children early rebelled against

the sordidness and unfairness

of their adopted families,

against their material-minded

guardians who lived by bread

alone. And when they had
passed from childhood they

carried the same spirit of in-

surgency to college and so out

into the larger world.
Helen R. Martin, author of

"Tillie; A Mennonite Maid," who
added another field to American
literature with that delightful

novel, follows the absorbing story

of Maggie Wentzler and Henry
Butz in her latest- novel, entitled

"Maggie of Virginsburg." It is

published by The Century Co.,

353 Fourth Avenue, New York
City, and is sold at all bookstores

for gi.40.
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Tiffany & Co.

Jewelry Silverware Stationary

Noted tor Quality

Efficient Service by Mail

Fifth Avenue & 37^ Street

NewYork

J
Doublrdav,
Fife 4 Co. Gentlemen at Arms Xenlurion"

"Am though a treat field officer were telling you intimately of the War'$
.>'./ -r 1 (A/rf.l/.ea).

"Home Attractions"

PERGOLAS
Lattice Fences

Garden Houses
For Beautifying Home*

Grounds

When writing enclose 10c.

and ask for Pergola Cata-
logue "E-30."

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.
Elston and Webster Ave*., Chicago, III.

New York City Office, 6 E. 39th Street

"The soul of the Tommy shines forth in—
r> .1 ,» (Nd.SI.4o).

Douurd,,, bentlemen at Arms
rife a Co. "Centurion

A Gift That Cheers
Fairy Fuel for

the Yule-logs.

A small quan-
tity sprinkled

in the grate
will give your
Christmas fire

all the charm
of a driftwood

blaze. It comes in a hand
decorated wood box that is in itself a gift.

Complete with gift card, $1.25 postpaid.
Send for our year book of Thrifty Gifts. Practical,
timely, sensible and not costly.

No. 1886

The Pohhon Gift Shops Pawtucket, R. I.

fVpollo|^;^X Roofing ProductsRoofing Products
Why build to burn? Use Galvanized Roofing
for farm buildings—Tin Roofs for residences.
Apollo-Keybtone Galvanized Sheets not only excel for Roofing and

Siding purposes, bat are specially adapted for Culverts, Tanks. Spouting,
and all exposed sheet metal work. Keystone Cofpeb Steel KoofingTiii
Plates are unequaled. Sold by leading dealers. Look for the Keystone
added below regular brands. Shall we send oar '*BetterBuildings" booklet?

*a AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY, Frick Bid*., Pittsburgh. Pa.
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Marion C. Taylor

FROM time to time mention has been
made in these articles of the difficult

prpblem that confronts the woman of

the extremely feminine type in finding suitable

country clothes, clothes that are trim and
sportsmanlike in character without too great a

severity, which to this type of a woman is as

trying as it is becoming to another type.

She may find it comparatively easy in mid-
summer to choose the less severe types of
blouses, frocks, and separate skirts. Even
sweaters are quite easily softened by a bit of „„„„„„,„„„
angora trimming, while hats are never a very
difficult matter; but in fall and spring, when the question of
a country suit is to be decided, the matter is not so easily dis-

posed ci.

Most smart country suits are severe, in fact even masculine
in type, and to soften them usually spells disaster, so that it

is quite worth mentioning when one discovers a suit such as

the one shown at the left of the page, which retains its sports-

manlike character and yet manages somehow quite insidiously

to be decidedly feminine in character.

It was shown in a soft gray-green mixed tweed, trimmed
with a lovely cool forest green suede, and when one studies

it carefully its femininity can be traced first to its becoming
front opening with its two narrow crossing belts,

next to the oval pocket openings, the oval
buckles which trim it, and its clever avoidance
of the severity of too many straight lines. In
fact, in the back only does it really allow itself,

by effective plaits and slot seams, to make use of
these straight lines to accentuate the length and

slenderness of the coat.

HE purpose of this department, conducted by
Country Life's Readers' Service, is to give in-

formation ofany sort regarding country clothes.

It will gladly furnish the names and addresses of

establishments where correct country clothes may
be found, as well as those from which the clothes

in the accompanying articles are chosen.

Write, telephone, or consult Miss Taylor per-

sonally on country clothes problems.

COUNTRY LIFE
120 West 32nd Street New York City

THE RIBBON HATS OF THE
• SEASON

The hat worn with this

suit is one of the most
youthful as well as the

most feminine country
hats that have
been imported
this season. It

is made entirely

of ribbon, gros-

grain ribbon of
a heavy quality, fringed
out at the edge of the brim.

Ribbon is a favorite ma-
terial for hats this season,

from the narrowest width,
which is cleverly woven
basket fashion to form an
entire hat, to a two-or-three-

inch grosgrain or moire
which is usually sewed to-

gether at the edges or

laid edge over edge.

Berthe, Lucie Hamar,
Reboux, and others use it with great

success in berets which are as popular
as can be for early wear, in simple
mushroom shapes and in such upturn-
ed brim types as the one shown on the

page 76.

A TOWN OR COUNTRY SUIT

There are many women who perhaps do not
need an out and out country suit or who, having
that from a season ago, require rather something
suited to town use in fall and even winter, and

yet possible for a certain amount of

Forest green suede successfully trims this country use, other than actual sport
interesting country suit of green-mixed tweed wear. The model shown at the
Decidedly youthful is the hat worn with it, of •J.. .1 ..:„
silk belting ribbon, fringed around the edge. right not only answers these require-

An all 'round useful coat is

composed of a tan shade of rain-

proof covert cloth. The smart
tam o'shanter accompanying it is

of felt banded with fur (Models
on this page from Hickson Inc.)

ments but is one of the most successful of the

new long lines suits to be shown—suits that

emphasize in the most subtle fashion what-

ever slenderness and length of line their

wearer possesses; quite straight, not as semi-

fitted as suits of other seasons, and managing
by both cut and trimming to give a straight,

crisp look that plainly spells the fall and

winter of 1918.

This model has a succession of small, press-

ed-in plaits grouped at the back, seeming,

held in place by odd suspender like straps in

one with the half belt. The front is quite

plain, a pocket ending the side seam. It is being shown in a soft beau-

tiful shade of tan velour, which promises to be a favored shade of the

season. Colors this year are all soft and anything but obvious. One
sees green tans, gray tans, browns with a bluish cast on the taupe order,

and a host of similar elusive shades that are hard to classify and that

bear a dozen different names.

SAND IS POPULAR FOR MILLINERY

Worn with this suit is one of the smartest hats that Paris has

made this season. Like many of the prettiest models, it is in velvet,

a lovely sand shade much favored in millinery, and has the

soft rolling brim which is indicative of the season. These

soft velvet brims, generally stitched, are shown by several of

the leading millinery houses, particularly Lucie Hamar (who

does this sort of hat as well as Chanel does the clothes to go

with it) and have much to be said for them in that they

have just enough flexibility to be pulled however one finds

them most becoming,

and justenough
stiffness to hold

this position.
Crowns are oft-

timesquitehigh

and straight
but, like brims,

soft so that one
may flatten them down or pull them
to one side. A narrow satin ribbon

of the same sand shade ties at one
side in a bow with fringed ends.

MILITARY IDEAS

What one might term "military

fashions" seem finally to have
found themselves,tohavesettledin-

to definite and ac-

ceptable grooves.

We have gone
through a few
seasons of atroci-

ties in fashions

that were grotes-

quely military, and
now that we have
passed this stage it

seems safe to use

sanely the many quite logical

ideas that the uniforms of the

allies offer.

For instance, in a coat of the

character shown in the centre of

the page, we feel unquestionably

the military influence in the

collar, the belt, and the shoulder

straps; but it is so logical and
sensible a use of very practical

military fashions that one is

hardly conscious of source, and
the result is the smartest sort of

a useful coat, for motor, for

country use, for storms or just

for anything at all; one of those

Slenderness and length of line are cleverly achiev-

ed in this suit of tan velour. A most becoming

rolling brim velvet hat of a lovely sand shade is

trimmed only by the stitching and a satin ribbon

band.
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BONWIT TELLER 6,CO.
tj/w C Specialty (Shop o/ *Oriyinatiotib

FIFTH AVENUE AT 38™ STREET

Country Clothes
and Riding Togs

Featured are models of studied

leisure specially designed for the

country gentlewoman. CamePs
hair coats in the natural color,

white and oxford as well as other

smart types. Leather fashions

in various types. And the most

approved Knglish models in

riding togs.

Department of Sports Apparel

^(rntlrmrn'a pimualritu; Crtmits,

MADISON AVENUC COR. FORTY-FOURTH STREET
NEW YORK

Tele-phone Murray Hill 8800

Uniforms and Personal Equipment

for Officers of the Army & Navy

Necessities for Service Overseas

and at Home

Civilian Clothing Ready Made and to

Measure for every Requirement

Furnishings, Hats & Shoes

Trunks, Bags & Leather Goods

General Catalogue and Officers' Price List

Sent on Request

BOSTON SALES -OFFICES
Trcmontcor. Botlston Streei

NEWPORT SALES-OFFICES
220 Beuevue Avenue

YOU are invited to view the new-

suites de luxe, for season guests,

recently completed, at the

Waldorf-Astoria.

Two or more bedrooms and bath, ex-

hibiting every nicety in equipment,

every comfort in accommodation and

freedom from domestic service

difficulties.

A special discount may be arranged on

yearly contracts.

FifthAvenue 33
d
. and 34? Streets.NewYorR

L.M.Boomer President
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coats which one never dares be without, which one steps into summer
or winter, for a hundred different purposes.
This one is made in a good dark tan shade of rain proof covert

cloth of an excellent quality, and succeeds in being really distinguished

in its trim straight lines with its comfortable large armholes and
unusual pockets. Bone buttons fasten it.

With it is worn one of the smartest of tarn o'shanters

made by Jean Lanvin, of felt and fur. Its under section

coming straight out from the head is entirely of fur, the

upper part of cloth matching in color. It was originally

developed in gray with the rabbit fur so popular in Paris,

but never really taken seriously in America; but it is* now
being developed in many other combinations, such as tan felt

and beaver, which make an excellent combination.

HOW THE FRENCH USE FUR AS A TRIMMING

One wonders, sometimes just why it is that American
women seem to take fur, used frankly as a trimming, so
seriously; they seem to demand that only the more costly,

genuine furs be used, when the French, with the true
spirit of the ensemble, use fur quite as they would

any other trimming, never
considering its intrinsic value
or its origin but only the

effect it will give. An
American woman will wear

a frock trimmed with wooden
buttons if they be disguised suf-

ficiently to be attractive and
are just the thing needed in that

particular place, but she will

scrutinize some odd piece of fur

and upon discovering that it is

from a very mundane fur bearing
animal will at once demand
something better.

But perhaps it is the care

with which the French treat

even the poorest of furs that

gives such excellent results.

Their dyeing is an art yet to

be equaled in America. Such
furs as flying squirrel, rabbit,

Belgian hare, ring-tail and rat,

if the latter is dyed well, are all

excellent and fairly inexpensive pelts, if one
may use that term to describe anything in

these days. Rabbit is especially successful in

natural gray tones when combined with gray for country use,
and Belgian hare with its black and gray mixed is unusually
smart and still quite uncommon.

THE FIRST NEW FALL SWEATER
The sweater shown on the centre figure of this page is]

one of the first of the autumn models to make its appearance!
It is of wool knitted to form the square blocks that one!
has so far associated only with silk sweaters. The collar,

a band down the front, the pockets, the cuffs, and belt are!
of plain weave in the same color. It is very good in a sorJ
of khaki tan and may be had in other shades as well. One
needs a sweater with a bit more warmth for autumn days!
and this one has just the variety of weave to lift it from the
usual run of sweaters.

Worn with it is a rather high-crown, down-turned brimj
country hat of beaver cloth, which is just as it sounds—

a

cloth giving exactly the appearance of beaver with its long
fuzzy hairs. It comes in the loveliest colors imaginable and
is prettiest in hats of this

simple

with a

crown.

character, trimmed
ribbon round the

THE

A woolen
sweater
woven in
squares is

trimmed
with a plain
weaveof the
same shade
($15.75). Knife-plaited
skirt of wool plaid ($19.75).
A simply trimmed beaver
cloth hat comes in the love-
liest shades ($20)

Tucks and hemstitching are
an interesting feature of this

crepe de chine shirt ($7.49).
Broadcloth cut in an odd fringe
trims the upper brim of the
velvet mushroom hat ($18)

NEW SEPARATE SKIRT AND
TWO SHIRTS

The better shops are now show-
ing accordeon plaited separate
skirts suet as were shown and
described in June Country Life
as being made to order. This one
is in one of the best sort of plaids

for general autumn wear in the

country, a dark background with
just enough high colors in a

wide pattern to give it life

without making it gaudy or

commonplace. There are

so many really bad plaid

skirts shown in the shops
that one must choose both a

distinguished model and a

less usual plaid to have a

really smart skirt.

The two crepe de chine

shirts shown are excellent new
fall models at very reasonable
prices.

Horizontal and vertical tucks are effectively
combined to form this smart crepe de chine
blouse ($9.74). The soft, wide grosgrain
ribbon brim entirely conceals the velvet
crown of this Reboux hat ($15)

"KIPLING
in the maturity

of his

great talent"

HE towers head and shoulders over the writers

of to-day. There have been no books writ-

ten equal to his two describing the old, stark

game of war.

They are
—"France at War" (net, 60 cents) and

"Sea Warfare" (net, $1.25).

In his great poem "France" (published in France

at War) he has written what has been called the finest

tribute of love ever paid by one nation to another.

His books sell to-day in ever-increasing numbers.

The first book of fiction Mr. Kipling has written

in seven years has recently been published. It is called

"A Diversity of Creatures," and if you have not al-

ready read it—for who has not?—it will be well worth

your while to do so. It sells for $1.50, net, in cloth,

and $1.75, net, in red leather.

AT YOUR BOOKSELLER'S

DOUBLED AY , PAGE & COMPANY
GARDEN CITY NEWYORK

Irish Linen Manufacturers
373 FifthAvenueNewYork

The Linen Specialty House, with a reputation of 152

years, importing from own Belfast factory, and retailing

direct to the consumer

Table Cloths and Napkins, Sheets and Pillow Cases,

Bedspreads, Towels, Handkerchiefs, etc.

No. 40

PURE IRISH LINEN SHEETS AND PILLOW CASES

Set comprising 1 pair 72 x 108 in. Sheets, and 1 pair 22 x 36 in. Pillow
Cases, with 2 in. Monogram on Pillow Cases, and 3 in. Monogram

on Sheets, laundered and boxed. Price complete $42.00.

Or set with larger size sheet, 90 x 108 in. Price complete $46.00.

Also at 583 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.
London Dublin Belfast Melbourne
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McCottchcaMni's

New Catalogue

Mailed Free

<

.lames NliluteinM>n

lull it ml
Winter
Catalogue

Replenish your Linen Chest for

the Winter

For upwards of sixty years, the name
of McCutcheon has been a synonym
for all that is best in Linens.

The new Fall Catalogue of "The
Linen Store" is full of interest for

every lover of "the House Beautiful."

It illustrates also a specially attractive

selection of the most desirable Under-
and Outer -garments for Ladies,
Misses and Children. The collections

of both Imported and American-
made Lingerie are very extensive.

Notwithstanding the present strenu-

ous war-time conditions, we contin-

ue to maintain our high standards

of merchandise and service in every

department. Orders by mail will re-

ceive the same scrupulous attention

as heretofore.

Send for New Catalogue

A copy of the new Fall Catalogue
will be mailed gladly on request.

James McCutcheon& Co.
Fifth Ave., 34th and 33d Sts.

New York
Reg. Trade Mark

ERGDORF
OODMAN

616 FIFTH AVENUE
tetwem 49&4uidfO^Jh

(f
NEW YORK

o

; PRESENT^

AND

Vuf/ina/ (%aMonA
EXCLUSIVE TO THIS HOUSE

GOWNS SUITS - WRAPS
COATS FURS
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Act Now to Prevent This
Quick action now will prevent a repetition of last win-
ter's heating troubles and make your coal last longer

It is not enough to have a good boiler. The piping must be right; the
radiators must automatically expel all of the air and water that would other-

wise cause enormous waste of coal. You should be able to heat the house
quickly, and to stop the flow of heat quickly— so that none will be wasted
— this is an important advantage of steam heat, which is noted everywhere
for its economy. All these essentials of economical
heating are considered by

Dunham
. fc^HEATlNG SERVICE

Look into this service now. It will cost you absolutely

nothing to find out why your present system uses more coal

than it should— and how the Dunham Radiator Trap can be
applied to heating systems in homes, apartments, offices and
industrial plants. Leading architects recommend it: good
heating contractors everywhere install it.

ACT NOW! WRITE AT ONCE FOR FULL
DETAILS—WINTER WILL SOON BEHERE

C. A. DUNHAM CO., Fisher Building, CHICAGO
Branch Offices In Principal Cities

The Dunham
Radiator Trap

Automatically removes
the coal-wasting air and
water from radiators;
stops the pounding and
hissing; quickly saves
enough coal to pay for

itself.

Majestic Coal Chute
Takes the place of the damaged basement coal win-

dow—that spoils the looks of your building and
depreciates its value.

Protects the sides of the building, sidewalks,

lawn, shrubs, etc., from coal smudge and damage
by the careless coal man. When open the door

automatically locks in place and simplifies coal

delivery. When closed it is absolutely burglar

proof. Large glass window furnishes light to the

basement. A Majestic Coal Chute is easily in-

stalled—will outlast the
building and soon pays
for itself in the saving
of repair bills.

Majestic Underground Garbage Receiver

protects the health of your family because it keeps
the garbage clean and sanitary. Permits no odor
to escape—keeps away flies, dogs and all vermin.

Well made—water and air-tight lid—rust proof.

Can be placed anywhere near the building and is

always convenient. Lid is operated by the foot.

Majestic Building Specialties are sold by all leading

hardware and building supply dealers. If your dealer
cannot supply you, write us for catalogue and prices.

The Majestic Co., 801 Erie St., Huntington, Ind.

COLORADO, THE QUEEN JEWEL OF THE ROCKI"
By Mae Lacy Bacgs. The Page Co., Boston. Illustrated
380 pages; 6| x 9f in.; price $3.50 net.

A new- volume in the See America First serie-

descriptive of Colorado's climate and topography
its Indians and early settlers, with a survey of i

industries and what it has to offer the autom
bilist and traveler. The text is illustrated with
map and fifty-four plates, six ofwhich are in color

JUST BEHIND THE FRONT IN FRANCE. By Nob
Foster Hoggson, member of the American Industrial Co
mission to France. John Lane Co., New York. Illustra
171 pages; 5} x 81 in.; price $1.50 net.

Sidelights on the war gained at close rang-
describing the condition and atmosphere
France and the effects of the war upon the spi

of the French people.

HISTORIC MACKINAC. By Edwin O. Wood, LL.
Formerly President Michigan Historical Commission, V
Member American Historical Assn., New York Histori~
Society, New York State Historical Association, Life Fell-
of the American Geographical Society and of the State I

torical Societies of Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wis
sin and Minnesota. The Macmillan Co., New York, ni-
trated; in two volumes, 697 and 773 pages; 5J X 8i in.; pri
per set of two volumes, $12.50.

Covering the historical, picturesque, and le

endary features of the Mackinac count
Volume I of the work is concerned chiefly wi
its early history, while Vol. II. brings togeth
some of the more graphic descriptions of t"

"fairy island" that have been written by va
ous well-known men of letters. The work
profusely illustrated, and a map, chronolo
bibliography, and full index round out two unus
ally interesting volumes.

JOSEPH PENNELL S PICTURES OF WAR WORK
AMERICA. J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia and
don. 7 x 91 in. ; price $2 net.

Reproductions of a series of thirty-six lith

graphs of munition works, made by Mr. Penne
with the permission and authority of the Unit"
States Government, with notes and an introduv

tion by the artist.

THE WONDER OF WAR IN THE AIR. By Francis
Rolt-Wheeler, author of "U. S. Service Series," Lathrop,
Lee & Shepard Co., Boston. Illustrated; 347 pages; 5J x 7|
in.; price $1.35 net.

A boy's story of air fighting, founded upon fact,

as every incident in the book is taken from actual

happenings in the Great War.

MECHANICS OF THE HOUSEHOLD. By E. S. Keene
Dean of Mechanic Arts, N. D. Agricultural College. Mc-
Graw-Hill Book Co., New York. Illustrated; 391 pages,

65 x 8 in.; price $2.50 net.

A course of study devoted to domestic machin-

ery and household mechanical appliances.

THE PRISONER OF WAR IN GERMANY. By Dkmel
J. McCarthy, A. B., M.D., Professor of Medical Jurispru-

dence, University of Pennsylvania. Moffat, Yard & Go,
New York. Illustrated; 344 pages; 5| x 8{ in.; price $2. I

A survey of the prisoner of war situation in

German}' for 1916, based partly upon the author's

own notes from which his official reports were

made up, and partly upon official reports pub-

lished in the parliamentary white papers, and con-

fidential letters accompanying and explaining the

reports, but not published.

HOLDER TOWER AND THE NEW DINING HALLS,
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY. Charles Scribners Son*.

New York. Illustrated; 15 pages and 22 plates; 9J x 125 in.;

price $2.50 net.

A pictorial presentation of Holder Tower and

the University Dining Halls at Princeton, with

an appreciation by Ralph Adams Cram, being a

reprint from Architecture. Mr. Cram says that

the architects, Messrs. Day & Klauder, have in

these buildings reached the highest point thui

far attained in their authoritative interpreta-

tion of Gothic as a living style.

AIRCRAFT AND SUBMARINES. By Willis J. Abbott,

author of "The Nations at War," "The Story of Our Army,
"The Story of Our Navy." etc. G. P. Putnam's Sons. New
York and London. With 100 illustrations, mostly full page

and some in color; 388 pages; 6 x 9 in.; price $3.50 net.

The story of the invention, development, and

present-day uses of war's newest weapons, with

an outline of the possibilities of their future use-

fulness in fields other than those of war.

THE LIGHT BEYOND. By Maurice Maeterlinck.
Translated by Alexander Teixeira de Mattos. Dodd, Mef*

& Co., New York. 299 pages; 5| x 9 in.; price $2 net.

A collection of Maeterlinck's published essay*,

including the famous war essays on "Heroism,
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1. Altman & (En

The Dep't for INTERIOR DECORATION
is fully equipped to carry out the

Renovation and Decoration of Country Houses,

Town Houses and Apartments

Orders placed now will secure the advantages of present prevailing cost

of labor and material

Painting Carpets

Cabinet Making

Upholstery Rugs Curtains

Household Linens

JUaMamt Au?tui* s iFfftlj Krtmnt, £3>ui fork

QtytrtQ-fmtrti! fctrcrt QUttrtg-fifitj &tmt

COLOUR
IN MY

GARDEN
By LOUISE BEEBE WILDER

Author of "My Garden"

<I In big and little gardens everywhere we

are awakening to the possibilities of flower

grouping with due reverence to the value of

colors.

<I The author, has, rare taste and a pract-

ical working knowledge of plants, which

put her in the foremost rank of garden writers

of this or any other country.

<J Mrs. Wilder says, "I like to go along as

much as possible with Nature, letting her give

me a hint or a lift wherever possible." She

has used this and her inspirations together and

suited them to our climatic requirements

—

while many of the harmonious results have

been beautifully painted and used to illus-

trate the book.

Net $10.00, De Luxe Edition

At your bookseller's

Doubleday, Page C& Company
Garden City New York

1< m

+4

56e IfiiUhAvenue.*^ A6 rr »ho 4.7™ sts.

NEW YORK

The Paris Shop of America*

nob /idiowtv jywbbule' MvciA> sowtx.

^Jkid Aeadotv wkervAOfew ~Ar>ieAic<iri

jxate\ootlkij facb Mkah Mvz> §A<&irij

NEW YORK WASHINGTON PHILADELPHIA CINCINNATI
PARIS PALM BEACH (in season)
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Financial Facilities for U.S. Forces

in the West End of London
Brown, Shipley & Company
TO THOSE
IN THE SERVICE OF

U. S. ARMY, NAVY,

RED CROSS,

Y. M. C. A.,

KNIGHTS OF
COLUMBUS and

SALVATION ARMY
WE ISSUE LETTERS OF CREDIT
FREE OF COMMISSION

OFFICERS'MAPS OF LON-
DON and "PARISfree upon ap-

plication to Brown Brothers &
Co., 59 Wall Street, New York

The branch of Brown, Shipley & Com-
pany at 123, Pall Mall, London, S. W.
is within five minutes of Buckingham Palace,

the War Office, the Admiralty, the Foreign

Office, Downing Street, the Air Board, the Of-

fices of the Ministry of Munitions, and practi-

cally every administrative office qf the British

Government as well as of the headquarters of

the Red Cross. It is in the heart of London's

hotel, theatre, club, and shopping area, con-

venient for the subways, Charing Cross and

all railroad terminals.

To officers and men of the U. S. Army and

Navy, and to all engaged in Red Cross, Y. M.
C. A., Knights of Columbus and Salvation

Army work in Europe, Brown Brothers & Co.

are issuing letters of credit on Brown,Shipley

& Co. free of commission, during the war.

Enquiries on all matters relative to transferr-

ing funds to Europe receive prompt attention.

BROWN, SHIPLEY & COMPANY
Founders Court, Lothbury

LONDON, E. C.
"

123 Pall Mall

LONDON, S. W.

BROWN BROTHERS & COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA NEW YORK BOSTON

ALEXANDER BROWN & SONS ' ' BALTIMORE

iiinnuiiiiniiumiM.miniir-^.i'i^Miim

<rWAenit
comes to

Greenhouses
come ±o

Hitckin^s & Co,
Send for catalogue

NEW YORK BOSTON
1170 Broadway 49 Federal St.

MU iiiimiiim iii iiiiiimiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiwv44. sr- mii

"The Dead do not Die," and "When the War is

Over."

THE VIRCIN ISLANDS, OUR NEW POSSESSIONS, and
THE BRITISH ISLANDS. By Theodore De Booy of
the Museum of the American Indian, and John T. Faris,
author of "Old Roads Out of Philadelphia," "Makers of
History," etc., etc. J. B. Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia.
Illustrated; 292 pages; 5 J x 8i in.; price $3 net.

Covering the facts, past, present, and to come,
that the general reader, as well as the tourist
and the investor, should know about our new
possessions recently purchased from Denmark,
and hitherto known as the Danish West Indies;
with a chapter on Tortola and its sister islands
belonging to Great Britain.

THE CADET MANUAL. By Maj. E. Z. Steever III, U.
S. A. and Maj. J. L. Frink, U. S. A. J. B. Lippincott Co.,
Philadelphia and London. Illustrated; 317 pages; 5} x 1\
in., price $1.50 net.

An official handbook for high school volunteers
of the United States, to be used both as a text
book and a reference book. The H. S. V. U. S.

system of training provides for three years' pro-
gressive work, each year being treated in a sep-
arate manual. This manual covers the first year.

ECONOMICAL COOKERY. By Marion Harris Neal,
M.C.A., formerly Cookery Editor of The Ladies Home
Journal, author of "How to Cook in Casserole Dishes,"
"Salads, Sandwiches and Chafing Dish Recipes," etc. Little,
Brown & Co., Boston. Illustrated; 346 pages; 5 x 7J in.;
price $1.50.

A collection of nearly 700 inexpensive tested

recipes.

WAR TIME BREADS AND CAKES. By Amy L. Handy,
author of "War Food." Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston and
New York. 66 pages; 4 x 65 in.; price 75 cents.

Simple, economical, and tested recipes for

bread and cake, none of which calls for the use of
white flour.

ENGLISH PAGEANTRY: AN HISTORICAL OUTLINE.
Vol. I. By Robert Withington, Ph.D., Assistant Pro-
fessor of English Language and Literature in Smith College.
The Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass. Illus-

trated; 258 pages; 7\ x 11 in.; price (Vol. I) $3.50.

As a whole this work surveys English
pageantry, the pageantic features of tourna-
ments and early masques, the development of
"royal entry" from 1300, and the growth of
Elizabethan pageants.

DISEASES OF TRUCK CROPS AND THEIR CONTROL.
By J. J. Taubenhaus, Ph.D., Plant Pathologist and Physi-
ologist to the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas.
Author of "Culture and Diseases of the Sweet Pea." E. P.
Dutton & Co., New York. Illustrated; 396 pages; 5 j x 8 in.;

price $5 net.

An authoritative work on the control of gar-

den pests, that is of especial value at this time
when the number of truck gardens in the country
has been so enormously increased, and good yields

therefrom have assumed so much importance in

our job of feeding the world.

THE BRAZILIANS AND THEIR COUNTRY. By Clay-
ton Sedgwick Cooper, author of "American Ideals," "The
Modernizing of the Orient," etc., etc. Frederick A. Stokes
Co., New York. Illustrated; 403 pages; 6x9} in.; $3.50 net.

An interpretation of Brazil and her people,

looking toward a mutually beneficial relationship

between that country and the United States.

NAVIGATION (Second edition). By Harold JACOBY,
Rutherford Professor of Astronomy at Columbia University.
The Macmillan Co., New York. Illustrated; 350 pages;
5$ x 7| in.; price $2.25.

A book designed to meet the needs of young
officers recently taken into the Navy, whose
knowledge of mathematics and astronomy, as

applied to determining the position of a ship at

sea, is slight.

ESSENTIALS OF FRENCH PRONUNCIATION. By
Major Charles F. Martin, Associate Professor of Modem
Languages, U. S. Military Academy, West Point, N. Y.
D. C. Heath & Co., New York. 147 pages; 4}x6J in.;

price 80 cents.

A textbook in Heath's Modern Language
Series.

NAVIGATION. By George L. Hosmer, Associate Professor
of Topographical Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York. Illus-

trated; 214 pages; 4x6} in.; price $1.25.

Intended as an aid to students of navigation

in obtaining officers' licenses.

By Walter Rippman,
128 pages; 4x6} in.;

HINTS ON TEACHING FRENCH.
E. P. Dutton & Co., New York,
price 70 cents, net.

A new and revised fifth edition, with running

commentary to Dent's first and second French

books.

SUNSET CANADA: BRITISH COLUMBIA AND BEYOND.
By Archie Bell, author of "The Spell of China," "The
Spell of Egypt," etc. The Page Co., Boston. Illustrated:

32 pages; 6J x 9j in.; price $3.50 net.

Also in the See America First series, this vol-

ume is a comprehensive handbook of a too little

known section of Canada. The history of the

section from the time of its settlement is given,
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Plant an English Walnut Tree
If you have room plant

n grove of (firm, for the

cultivation of ihc Kng-

lish Walnut in the not 111

is not only one of the

newest, hut one <>l the

most rapid growing in-

dustries in the United

States. Thcearly planter

is hound to reap a golden

harvest.

Write us for details.

Our Nursery, close to the 15th parallel of Latitude with Zero Temperature-
Means Sturdy, Rugged Trees and Plants. Insurri Permanent Results.

Look at tins leeord of The Thompson Orchard. near' Rochester, 228 trees,

lb* largest commercial hearing orchard in the Last, producing in one icaion
260 buihel* walnut*, 32 Ibt. to the buthel, told at 25c. per
pound. This orchard hat been in bearing many years with occasional

temperatures 20 degrees below lero.

The Isere Valley the valuable walnut region of France, has been practically

wiped out. Judge for yourself the prices we will be paying for English Walnuts
in a short time.

M»T«m

"Northern drown"
means specially bred to
severe changes ol climate
and I o w temperatures,
strong, vigorous, husky
young trees, able to offer
unyielding resistance to
severest weather.

II you wl<h to get far-
IhcM north grown trees,
write to

GLEN BROS.. Inc.
(Established IMC)

(it INWOOD MRSIHV
1711 Mam It., RxhvXer. N. T. I HUM ..IN

Nut Culture. Fruit Trrrt. Barry flanti, £wr(r«eni and Shrubs described in

our 1918 Magalog, went free on request.

FARR'S
Quality Bulbs
For OctoberandNovemberPlanting

I have delayed sending

out my catalogue of Hya-
cinths, Tulips, and Narcissus, until

I could receive positive assurance

by cable that my usual supply of

\ bulbs is actually shipped and on
A the water; further, I wished to as-

Eft sure my patrons that they would

^^^^ receive the same high quality

bulbs as in the past.

^^^^M With my list of bulbs I am combining

f A Supplement to

Farr's Hardy Plant Specialties

in which I am offering many new shrubs and plants of recent

introduction, none of which are included in my general cat-

alogue. Both the Bulb List and the Supplement will be

mailed to my regular customers, and to all others who re-

quest a copy.
.

It is generally known that there is a shortage of bulbs this

year; this fact, coupled with transportation difficulties,

means that few bulbs will be received. Prompt orders are

your only assurance of securing the varieties you need.

FARR'S
Hardy Plant Specialties

is a complete catalogue of new and

rare Peonies. Irises. Lilacs, and

many other full collections of plants

and shrubs: invaluable to every

gardener. If you do not have a

copy of this book (edition 1918)

write for it to-day.

BERTRAND H. FARR
Wyomissing Nurseries Company

103 Garfield Acenuc. Wyomissing, Pcnna.

<. PANTRY EQUIPMENT KITCHEN CABINETS «. MOULDS 4

Mahogany finished telephone desk and
chair $12.00. Others in solid mahogany
from $17.50 to \ U.00.

ATELEPHONE DESK is one

of those odd, convenient pieces

which few people know where

to get. You will find them here, just

as you will find hundreds of other

household necessities not usually seen

elsewhere in such variety or of such

substantial quality. If you need

anything useful for your house, and

want it to look well and last a long

time, you will save time by looking

here first.

|EWIS8i(50HGER
45th STREET AND SIXTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

This pair of andirons is an exclusive Lewis &• Conger design
taken from an old English door porter. Antique brass finish,

12 inches high. Price, $24.00, retail.

A TRAYS PERCOLATORS TOOLS * COOKING UTENSILS *
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Genuine
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Tc/> Material
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PIERCE-ARROW
MARMON
SCR1PPS-BOOTH
MERCER
COLUMBIA

LOCOMOBILE
CHANDLER.
WHITE
COLE
REO-SIX

CADILLAC
PREMIER
HUDSON
CHALMFRS
WESTCOTT

Avoid misrepresen-

tation, even though

it be unintentional.

Look for this label

on tops represented

at "Pantasote.
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HI »pW FENCE5
Service plus attractiveness sums up the attributes

of Anchor Post Fences and Gates.

From the simplest to the most ornate there is

an Anchor Post design to suit every purpose

and satisfy every purse.
Catalogue C-51

ANCHOR POST IRON WORKS
167 Broadway, New York

BOSTON—79 Milk Street. PHILADELPHIA—Real Estate Trust Bldg.

HARTFORD—902 Main St. CLEVELAND—Guardian Bldg.

ATLANTA—Empire Bldg. 2224G

Almost the first thingyou see is

the welcoming sign of The
Lenox, Boston's social center.
Near everythingworth while.

Three minutes' walk from the
Back Bay stations and con-
venient to all theaters.

Home-Like Booms— Choice Cniline

L. C. Prior, Managing Director

Hotel Brunswick Same Management

presenting graphically what it offers to the home-
seeker as well as traveler. A map and volumin-
ous pictures, eight in color, illustrate the text.

ECONOMY COOK BOOK. By Maria McIlvaine Gill-
more, author of "Meatless Cookery." E. P. Dutton & Co.,
New York. 215 pages; 5 x 7J in.; price $1.

Recipes for nutritious food without the un-
necessary use of wheat, meats, sweets, and fats.

SMALL ARMS INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL. Compiled by
the Small Arms Instruction Corps, Reginald H. Sayre,
Capt. Res. N. G. N. Y., Stowe Phelps, Ex-Capt. N. G. N.
Y., and Gerard P. Herrick, Ex-Ord. Serg't., N. G. N. Y.
Executive Committee. E. P. Dutton & Co., New York
Illustrated ; 184 pages; 4 j x 6 in. ; price 60 cents, net.

Presenting the essentials of present require-

ments in the use of small arms as an intensive
course to save time and obtain uniformity in ele-

mentary work.

AMERICA AFTER THE WAR. By an American Jurist.
The Century Co., New York. 208 pages; 4| x 6| in.; price
$1.

A series of papers which had their initial ap-
pearance in the New York Times.

THE HOME GARDEN (Patriot's Edition). BY EBEN E.
Rexford, author of "Four Seasons in the Garden," "Indoor
Gardening," etc. J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia and
London. Illustrated; 200 pages; 5 x 7J in.; price $1.25 net.

What to do and how to do it in order to have a
successful garden. «,

•SCHOOL AND HOME GARDENING. By Kary C. Davis,
Ph.D., author of "Productive Farming," "Productive
Plant Husbandry," etc. J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia
and London. Illustrated; 353 pages; 4jx7J in.; price
$1.28 net.

A garden text book for young people, with
plans, suggestions, and helps for teachers and
organizers.

OLD ROADS OUT OF PHILADELPHIA. By John T.
Faris, Member City History Society of Philadelphia and of
the Historical Society of Pennsylvania; author of " Real
Stories from Our History," "Winning the Oregon Country,"
etc., etc. J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia and London.
Illustrated; 327 pages; 6 x 8f in. ; price $4 net.

The roads out of Philadelphia are among the
most historical in America, and in this volume the
author has presented the past and present of ten
of them: the King's Highway, Baltimore Turn-
pike; West Chester Road, Lancaster Turnpike,
Guelph Road, Ridge Road, Germantown Turn-
pike, Bethlehem Road, Old York Road, and
Bristol Turnpike.

THE BOOK OF NEW YORK. By Robert Shackleton,
author of "The Book of Boston," "Unvisited Places of
Old Europe," etc., etc. The Penn Publishing Co., Philadel-
phia. Illustrated; 377 pages; 5} x 7 J in.; price $2.50 Net.

Not a guide book to our modern "Bagdad on the

Subway," but an intimate, personal a'ceount of
its landmarks, and the events and people that go
to make up its history. The illustrations are from
drawings by R. L. Boyer and from photographs.

EARLY PHILADELPHIA, ITS PEOPLE, LIFE AND
PROGRESS. By Horace Mather Lippincott, joint
author of "The Colonial Homes of Philadelphia and Its

Neighborhood." J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia and
London. Illustrated; 340 pages; 6J x 9| in.; price $6 net.

Probably no other city in this country retains

more of its original character than does Phila-

delphia, and in this' volume are brought together

many scattered and fragmentary accounts of im-

portant and peculiar customs and institutions

which live in Philadelphia to this day; serving as

useful a purpose now as they did when they

started.

BALDY OF NOME. By Esther Birdsall Darling. The
Penn Publishing Co., Philadelphia. Illustrated: 301 pages-

6| x 8f in.; price $1.75 net.

Thelifestoryofoneof the most celebrated sledge

dogs in Alaska.

FLASHES FROM THE FRONT. By Charles H. Grasty.
The Century Co., New York. Illustrated; 306 pages; 5J x
1\ in.; price $2.

A series of brilliant sidelights on the war,

being the cream of the material gathered in Eu-
rope by the New York Times' war correspondent.

A foreword by General Pershing characterizes

this as one of the best among contemporary

publications on the war.

AGRICULTURAL COMMERCE. By Grover C. Huebner,
Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Transportation and Commerce,
Wharton School of Finance and Commerce, University of

Pennsylvania. D. Appleton & Co., New,,York. Illustrated:

406 pages; 5J x 7J in.; price $2.25 net.

A textbook for colleges and universities, de-

scribing the commerce of the United States in

agricultural products, special attention being

given to trade organizations which have to do

with the distribution of farm commodities from

producer to consumer.

HISTORY OF THE ROCKAWAYS. By Alfred H. Bel-
lot. Bellot's Histories, Inc., Far Rockaway, N. Y. Illus-

trated; 110 pages; 6$ x 10 in.; price $2.50.

A record of events of historical importance

(Continued on page 100)
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Your "Winter" Garden
On the Pantry Shelves

"Empty Jars are Slackers!"

A clrar, convisr and thoroughly practical presen-
tation of every stage of the various processes of
preserving food. It describes each operation
simplv and in such detail that any one trying for

the hist tune to pit serve gaidcti products will he
able to pioceeil hum \ to/ without mishap. lie-

side the canning of all fruits and vegetables (des-

enbed in alphabetical order) the author takes up
canning in honey—a new subject -and drying.

This is thr book for the beginner, while the expert,

always on the lookout for new ideas, will rind it

especialb valuable lot the mam new ideas, picked

up from thousands of' experimenters.

Home Canning

Drying and Preserving
By A. LOUISE ANDREA

Net, $1.25

Doubleday, Page & Company, Garden City, New York

"Human Tony Wei-
• M leF

'
a W1Se

WariOUS man; was
strongly op-

posed to * Vallin' of names' —
4

'No angels orWenuses, Sam-
my," he advised. There are

times when exceptions ought
to be recognized, however,
such as now, when the old sea

of letters heaves up such a fig-

ure as I\ I r. Christopher Morley

.

His new book,

SHANDYGAFF
Net, $1.40

far outstrips even his alluring
'

1

ParnassusonWheels." These
are charming essays and
sketches of literary value.

Doubleday, Page & Co. Garden City, N. Y.

U. S. Officers' Checks
On Cox & Co., London

HONORED WITHOUT FORMALITY AT MANY
HUNDREDS OF BANKS IN FRANCE AND ITALY

w/ is rsA Ak.

.'1

lib
(From an old print in tht poiitliion of Cox if Co.'i Bank)

Exclusive Facilities to U. S. Officers

having Accounts with

Cox & Co. , London

The advantages of a drawing account at many
hundreds of banks throughout France and Italy,

as well as in London, Liverpool, and Southamp-

ton, are represented by the exclusive arrangement

which Cox & Co., the well-known London Mili-

tary Bankers, have made with the Bank of France,

Cox & Co. (France) Ltd., and the Banca Italiana

di Sconta.

Under this arrangement, any Officer in uniform having an

account with Cox & Co., London, may cash his checks up to the

equivalent of £5 (about £25) at a time, at branches of the above

banks covering the whole of France and Italy, as well as at the

branches of Cox & Co. in England, without being called upon to

establish his identity or signature— his uniform is his bond.

Cox & Co. have been Army Bankers and Official Agents since the estab-

lishment of the Bank in 1758—a hundred-and-sixty years ago. This Bank

is the official channel for the recovery of Officers' personal effects and kits

lost on the battlefield. The Bank has conducted its own Officers' Casualty

Bureau on purely voluntary lines since the beginning of the war, in the

interests of Officers' relatives and friends.

BEFORE SAILING FOR EUROPE, instruct your home Banker

to give you a draft or to cable a transfer to Cox & Co., London.

Current accounts are conducted without charge, and interest is

allowed on deposit account. By endorsement of your pay voucher,

you may direct your pay to be lodged with Cox & Co., London,

each month.

"THE THREE STORIES OF COX'S"
giving full information, mailed free upon application
to Cox & Co., care of the Dorland Advertising Agency,
366 Fifth Avenue, New York; or to

COX & COMPANY
Bankers, Charing Cross, London, Eng.

BRANCHES IN INDIA:

Bombay, Calcutta, Karachi, Rawal Pindi, Murree and Srinagar (Kashmir)

COX & CO. (France), LTD.

Paris, Boulogne, Rouen, Havre, Marseilles, Amiens, Lyons

Branch now open at Bordeaux, 4 rue Esprit des Sois
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Neither ice nor hot water

can injure Valspar!
This illustration made a great sensation when
first published over three years ago, because

it shows so graphically the remarkable quali-

ties of Valspar varnish.

This famous test proves conclusively that

extremes of temperature, represented by boil-

ing water and ice, will not affect Valspar.

Nor will hot dishes, soapy water, alcohol, or

ammonia turn it white, spot it, or in any way
mar its beautiful surface.

VALENTINE'S

SPAR
The Varnish That Won't Turn White

It is the real finish for floors, woodwork, as

well as for furniture, indoors or out.

Valspar is quick-drying, long-wearing, and

gives a beautiful finish which may be left

bright or rubbed dull, as desired.

Don't rest content with merely reading about

Valspar. Try it. Our guarantee of satisfac-

tion or your money back goes with every

can.

Special Offer.—If you wish to test Valspar

send 25c. in stamps and we will send you

enough Valspar to finish a small table or

chair.

VALENTINE & COMPANY
442 Fourth Avenue, New York
Largest Manufacturers of High-grade Varnishes in the World

Established 1832

New York Chicago VAL
rNTshES Toronto London

Boston (Trade Mark) Amsterdam .

W. P. Fuller & Co., San Francisco and Principal Pacific Coast Cities

Copyright, IQlS, Valentine W Company
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WHAT WILL TO-MORROW'S
WEATHER BE?
By WARREN MASON

HAD an uncle who used to go out in the morning, on his farm,
where I spent my summer vacations, and, after looking about
for a while, would tell what the weather would be, not only
for that day, but frequently for several days to come.
"We won't mow the lower field to-day," he would say,

"because it will rain before the grass will dry."
And at other times when I felt certain it would be one of those drizzly,

cloudy days when I could go fishing with good success, he would make ready
to begin the day's haying, saying, "It's going to be hot and dry to-day."
The puzzling part of it all was that he was almost invariably right about it!

"Uncle Joe," I would beg", "please tell me how you guess at the weather
just by looking at the sky."

"I don't guess at it, Jud," he would reply, a trifle irritated that I should
think so, "and I look at more things than the sky. The insects and the
birds and animals and the vegetation all tell about the weather. They
know more than we do. Spiders and birds and almost everything around
you know when it is going to rain/'

After that I used to go out with him and make him tell me just what he
saw and what it meant to him, and I learned a great deal about such things,

until I became known among my friends as "weather-wise." Birds,

animals, and insects are so much more sensitive to weathgr conditions than
are human beings that by .close observation of them any one can soon learn

to forecast the weather with surprising accuracy.

Crows are good weather prophets. When you see them early in the

morning soaring to great heights and uttering a hoarse, croaking sound,
you may be reasonably certain of a fine, clear day. Swallows flying un-
usually high in the early morning are another sign of fair weather.
The loud quacking of ducks, geese, and other water fowl is a sign of rain.

Just before a storm you will always find swine, roosters, and hens rubbing
in the dust and in other ways showing their uneasiness. Cattle and sheep
announce a storm long before its arrival by huddling in one corner of the

field with their heads turned away from the wind.

Just before a severe rain dogs are apt to be very sleepy and dull and to

lie all day before the fire. If they bark long and loud during the night

without any visible cause, it is a sign of a sudden change in temperature.
When moles throw up more earth, when numbers of spiders appear

on the walls, when pigeons return slowly to their dovecotes, when the frogs

croak with unusual vigor, and when the bees are reluctant to leave their

hives—all these are declared by close observers to be forerunners of rain.

When the next day is going to be fine it has been noticed that bats con-

tinue flying about very late of an evening. The floating of gossamer and
especially its presence on the rigging of ships are indications of fair weather,

in which from time immemorial sailors have placed much confidence. The
appearance of gulls, petrels, and other sea birds at some distance inland

presages stormy weather.

Flies are more troublesome and sting for several hours before it begins to

rain. When the dew lies plentifully on the grass of an evening you may
look for a pleasant morrow, but if there is little or no dew, a wet day is

ahead.

The common English sparrow will stop its chattering noise seven or eight

hours before the arrival of a storm, and become ominously silent. All birds

give some indication of approaching changes of the weather, but with some
species the signs are easier to read than with others.

To one who understands the habits of birds, their actions foretell changes

in the weather with as much accuracy as the observations of the Govern-
ment scientists, who base their forecasts on telegraphic reports and their

own study of atmospheric conditions. Indeed there is nothing more re-

markable in nature than the ability to forecast the weather which most
birds instinctively display, and which a little study enables any one to

profit by.

If birds which are known to fly high and for long distances, such as

martins and different kinds of swallows, are observed flying close to the

earth, or keeping near their homes, it is an almost certain indication of a

storm, with heavy rainfall.

The reason for this action is simply that these birds depend for food

upon insects flying in the air, and insects do not fly high preceding a

storm, because the atmosphere is too heavy. During fair weather the

atmosphere is lighter, and insects can fly higher, and consequently birds have

to fly longer and higher distances to secure their food.

An unusual silence is frequently noticed among birds a short time prior

to a severe or sudden wind or thunder storm.

Robins sometimes sit upon a high twig and sing long and loud just before

what is called a "growing" shower, but seldom do so if the storm is going

to be a severe one.

Migratory birds and fowls that go north in summer are sure to fly south

previous to cold and stormy weather, and return north prior to warm or

pleasant weather. When these birds are noticed flying in circles, and dart-

ing restlessly about, there is usually a severe atmospheric disturbance not

far distant, such as a cyclone or tornado.

When chimney swallows, martins, and other species of swallows fly in

circles, and cry out loudly, there is certain to be rain in the next few hours.

When cranes scream and make a loud noise, and seem to be restless, and

when herons fly swiftly up and down, and seem to be dissatisfied with any

location they may take along a stream, it is sure indication of rain soon.

When great horned owls are heard hooting in the deep wood for more
than a few minutes at a time, a storm is indicated, either rain or snow, ac-

cording to the season.

When peacocks and guinea fowls are very noisy we may expect a sudden

squall or heavy rain. Their chatterings foreshadow rain and wind as surely

as does any first-class barometer.

Blackbirds singing quite early in the morning, and continuing their song
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First Prize House
—yours may yet

be like it.

(Off AH rtNK.)

This house is meant to be huilt

of Indiana Limestone, "Tho
Aristocrat of Building Mater-
ials." The designers were
awarded the (irst prize by
jury of five eminent architects

in a competition for the best

deafen for a $12,000 residence

of Indiana Limestone.

You note it was a twelve thous-

and dollar house? Yet, from
the picture you would have
guessed twenty-five thousand.

Wouldn 't it be wise for you to

find out more about a stone

which looks twenty-five thous-

and but costs twelve?

Suppose you just sit down and
drop us a line asking for Vol'

ume I, which shows how this

magnificent Indiana Limestone
is quarried by jd&antic machin-
ery and shipped by train loads

—which accounts for its mod-
erate price.

If you say so we will also send a
sample of the stone and Vol.

XXVlI,showin& 9 otherprizeand
honor designs with floor plans.

Today

?

INDIANA LIMESTONE
QUARRYMEN'S ASS'N.

Box 507. Bedford, Indiana

Stained trirt Cabot i Creosote Stains

Julius Gregory, Architect, N.Y.

Cabot's Creosote Stains
The most artistic, cheapest and the

ideal colorings for

Industrial Housing
1 They cost less than half as much as paint.

2 Can be applied in half the time and by any intelligent

laborer, halving the labor cost.

3 The Creosote preserves the wood and repels insects and
vermin.

4 The colors are rich, harmonious and transparent bring-

ing out the beauty of the grain of the wood.

5 They wear as well as the best paint.

6 They are especially suited for small houses, of siding,

shingles or boarding.

You can get Cabot*s Stains all over the country. Send
for stained ztood samples and name of nearest agent.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Manfg. Chemists

147 Milk St., Boston. Mm. 24 W. Kimie St., Chici(o

525 Market St., San Francisco

7bs1 h w 1tha Hammer You MayDent
the Wood hut the Varnish Wont Crock

km

61
FLCDRmRNISH
for Floors Furniture & all Woodwork
MADE IN EIGHT COLORS

FIRST made for floors— that

is the reason "61" Floor Var-
nish gives such sterling service

on floors; that is why it is so tough
and clastic; that is the reason it

lasts so long. "61" is made to wear— to resist abrasion. It is heel-

proof, mar-proof and water-proof.

And it naturally follows that "61" wears
even longer on furniture and interior

woodwork — because it withstands the

countless footsteps and abuse to which
every floor is subjected.

"61" is a handy, easy-to-use finish that

stains and varnishes in one operation; for

every household purpose. It is sold in

the following semi-transparent wood-stain
colors: Light and Dark. Oak, Mahogany,
Walnut, Forest Green, Cherry; also Nat-
ural, Dull Finish and Ground Color.

If you have been disappointed in other
finishes and varnishes, no matter what
your experience, try "61" Floor Varnish.
"61" produces beautifully clear stained

surfaces, and is a vast improvement on the
ordinary varnish stains. Try it just once;
you will use it thereafter.

Send for Color Card; also Panel Finished with' '61'

'

and examine this remarkable finish.

Try the famous hammer test. It

will convince you.

Pratt & Lambert Varnish Products
are used by painters, specified by
architects and sold by paint and
hardware dealers everywhere.

OUR GUARANTEE : If
any Pratt & Lambert Varnish

Productfails to give satisfaction

you may have your money back.

PRATT & LAMBERT-Inc.
VARNISH MAKERS 69 YEARS
113 Tonawanda St., Buffalo, N. Y.

In Canada
57 Courtwright St., Bridgeburg, Ont.

PRATT tY LAMBERT VARNISHES

It spreads so far,

works so easily,

lasts so long, and is

so economical that

it is praised even by

competitors. Inside

zndoutside, itis guar-

anteed three years.
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SCRIBNER'S
MAGAZINE

BATTLE PHOTOGRAPHY
By William Bccbe - " Birdman **-

CHARLES SCRIBNER S SONS NEW YORK
Si--«fj gssiwwnnH/OT.mwYwuc-coieTABu & company lmtulondon I

TVL fiVSS

SCRIBNER'S Represents the Hallmark of Literary Taste

When it appears upon your library table your

friends know that you are familiar with the

best— that you are well informed about art when your bill is received.

finance and travel; and on every subject of Name

interest to intelligent men and women. Address

To Get the Magazine of the Year With This Coupon

Charles Scribner's Sons, 597 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. C.

Send me Scribner's Magazine for 12 months beginning

with the number. Payment will be made

Sign the coupon.
City and State_

C. L. O.

.I I Every Library must contain

1—
' a complete Kipling — that

R. fC. is if you plan to afford your

children the heritage of the Anglo-

Saxon family.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York

SDO YOU print your own f kl

— PICTURES C K
Then use a new economical American \ E|
developer (De Nova) . not approached
In chemical quality by any similar
American product. Better than Metol.

I

No mailer hors many developers Tjp NOVA
you haixexperimenledDith—try a-Mi I'"'"

FREE S A-M ?-LES -Bent on,receipt of
self-addressed stamped envelope.

Special Offer to Dealert 9
SPECIAL MATERIALS CO., Mfg. Chemists ft

140-E Livingston Street Brooklyn. N.Y. *

TOWNSEND'S TRIPLEX
The Greatest Grass Cutter on Earth
—Cuts a Swath 86 Inches Wide

Drawn Ijy one horse and operated by one man, the
TRIPLEX MOWER will mow more lawn'in a day than
the best motor mower ever made, cut it better and at

a fraction of the cost.
Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, it will

mow more lawn than any three ordinary horse-drawn
mowers with three horses and three men.

Send for catalogue illustrating all type* of
TOWNSEND MOWERS

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO.
16 Central Ave. Orange, N. J.

well into the forenoon, foretell rains. When they
utter very sweet and liquid notes fair weather is

indicated.

You can tell whether a winter will be severe or
mild by means of the growth of bark on tree
trunks or saplings, the growth being much thicker
some years than others and an unusually cold
winter invariably following when the bark has
grown thick. The moss or lichens that grow on
the north side of many evergreen trees will be
heavier during the season preceding a cold winter.

It is said crickets will chirp slowly if it is going
to be colder during the next day or so, and again,

chirp with greater rapidity if a warm spell is com-
ing on.

Other animals and insects seem to act as baro-
meters: the ordinary frogs, although called green,
have a great deal of yellow about them; while
this remains a clear or bright yellow, fair weather
may be expected to continue, but it is said that
when the yellows begin to fade and become
rather dull and of a brownish color, bad weather
is approaching. Nearly everyone knows about
the spider that makes his web on the grass.
Throughout the summer one may see thousands
of closely spun cobwebs spread out on the grass,
under rose bushes and such places, with always a
little hole in these webs where the spider goes to
hide. Ifyour lawn is well dotted with these webs in

the morning, regardless of how cloudy it may be,

you are safe in assuming that it will be a fair day,
at least for more than half the day. As far as

known these spiders will not spin their webs if it

is going to rain that day, because they know it is

going to rain and that the rain will spoil their

webs!
Among the best weather proverbs are those

which have to do with the color of the sky and the
appearance of the sun, moon, and stars, for

changes in their aspect are caused by changes
in the atmosphere, which usually appear before
definite changes in the weather. Take the fol-

lowing example: "A red sun has water in his eye."

Redness of the sun is caused most commonly
by a great quantity of dust or smoke particles

in a damp atmosphere. When the atmosphere is

heavily charged with dust particles that have
become moisture-laden, we see the sun as a fiery

ball. And, inasmuch as the formation of rain-

drops depends upon dust or other particles, about
which the water vapor gathers, it follows that a

dusty atmosphere is favorable to rain. Mole-
cules of water vapor in the atmosphere have
the same sort of optical effect.

There are many proverbs, some of them good
and useful, concerning the color of the sky at sun-

rise and sunset. From Shakespeare we have the

well-known lines:

A red morn that ever yet betokened
Wreck to the seamen, tempest to the field,

Sorrow to the shepherds, woe unto the birds,

Gust and foul flaws to herdsmen and to herds.

A jingle that expresses substantially the same
idea puts it thus: "Sky red at night is the sailor's

delight."

If the evening sky, near the western horizon, is

yellow or greenish, the prospect is for clear

weather, for these colors indicate a dry air.

And so, Shakespeare, it seems, was weather-

wise as well as a great dramatist, for he wrote:

The weary sun hath made a golden set,

And by the bright track of his fiery car,

Gives token of a goodly day to-morrow.

If, however, the evening sky is overcast with a

uniform gray, then we know that numerous water

droplets are present in the atmosphere, and that

the dust particles have become Joaded with mois-

ture. Such a condition of atmospheric satura-

tion necessarily favors rain, and justifies the fam-
iliar proverb:

If the sunset is gray,

The next will be a rainy day.

Many proverbs for telling rain and bad weather

are based upon the appearance of colored rings

around the sun and moon. Inasmuch as these

are observed only when there is much moisture

in the air, sayings of this class are well founded.

Through all the ages it has been widely believed

that the moon exercises a great influence over

weather, and upon this notion many proverbs

are based. There is no truth whatever in the

idea. Nevertheless, the appearance of the moon
depends upon atmospheric conditions, and there-

(Continued on page q8)
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"There have been no war stories lik.e the two at

the end of this bool(," writes an old Kipling lover

about "A Diversity of Creatures," the new Kip-
ling book\. Have you read them yet?

DouHeJay. Paft & Co. Garden Cily. Nttc Yorl(

Handbook
of Furniture Styles

Though many works exist

dealing with furniture and
period styles, they are in gen-

eral unwieldy, diffuse, and
difficult for the lay reader. Mr.
Dyer's task, for which he is

well fitted by years of study
on this subject, has been to

condense all this wealth of

material into one small, handy
volume, from which the aver-

age reader may readily gather

the salient features of each of

the historic furniture styles,

and so be able to identify them
either in the form of originals

or of reproduction.

Mr. Dyer's simple, direct stvie

and the manner in which his

material is arranged make his

"Handbook of Furniture Styles" a

book of unique usefulness. Photo-
graphs of typical examples of the dif-

ferent styles in furniture, a chronolog-

ical table, and a carefully constructed

index add materially to the practical

value of the book.

The "Handbook of Furniture
Styles" is published by The Century

Co., 353 Fourth Avenue, New York
City, and is sold at all bookstores for

$1.50.

Not a word is yet read ; trie

mere look of it tells trie story

vanes
dftnen dCaton

[ THE CORRECT WRITING PAPER ]

has a distinction in style that is

not cruestioned. Its quality and

depth of character is apparent

%oble samplessentonT^mtjwiwmUj<-jwtwits

EATON,CRANE &f PIKE CO
New Yo rk Pittsfield, Mass
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Henri Marrel Kennedy Galleries

Le Cloitre de TEveche, Verdun

Art From The
Trenches

By JESSIE MARTIN BREESE

Inquiries regarding home decoration—color schemes, furnishings,

art objects and interior arrangement—should be addressed to

Mrs. Breese, of the Decorating Service of Country Lifts
Advertising Department, 120 West 32nd Street, New York

A RT is neither form nor formula. It is neither
/-% definite nor nebulous. Let him who will lay

down the rules for what is art, and as

certain as he does there will be produced some work
which will break all these canons, and yet the
consensus of critical opinion will be that it is art.

In the last analysis about the only test that can
be applied to art, aside from the judgment born
of experience is, like poetry, does it "definitely

satisfy the soul's indefinite longing"?
And this brings us to the consideration of these

four pieces of art, for they are beyond doubt that,

which have come to us from over there—and over
here—born of the heat of a conflict which is rock-

ing the emotions of the world. Unlike poetry
though, they are not "the reproduction of an emo- .

tion reviewed in quietude," but in "Artilleurs"

and "Building the Ships," of living, tingling, ex-

ultant humanity competing in the great game of

war; and in the remaining two, ofthe short intervals

of calm that so strongly emphasize the ferocity

of the great struggle by reason of their difference.
H. R. Thourel Knoedler Galleries

Arcachon

These two physical characteristics

in particular mark these works, peace
where peace reigns and ceaseless activ-

ity where war goes forward.

Why are they art? Because, aside

from all consideration of composition
and color, they have definitely filled an
indefinite desire in the hearts of four

painters who have seen and been in

the thick of the greatest conflict that

has ever stirred a painter's emotions.

These four pictures have been
termed "born of the war," and yet
it is so hard for us to realize that,

unless we analyze the meaning of the

phrase, it holds no definite message
for us. The war has been so distinctly

destructive in character—we do not
need to be told that probably no war
in history has been marked, with
such vandalism—that we have come
to believe that it can in no way be
constructive. It is inalienably associ-

ated in our minds with the sack of
Belgium and the violation of France.
And yet, that it, like all wars, is con-
structive in some characteristic, we
have evidence. First and last we
have only to remember that it will

assure the world freedom from further

depredations of the vandal; it is

breeding in the melting pot of America
a new national consciousness, and
lastly, its emotional extremes are

responsible for these and many other

fine pieces of art.

Link these three—freedom, a nation-

al consciousness, and art—and we see

how closely allied they are in character.

Beneath them all is the love of the

ideal. The artists who did all four

works are wholeheartedly in the war.
Two of them have been in the thick

of the fighting. They all know the
spirit of the contest for ideals, the

unrelenting determination to win, the
living activity of the workers and
soldiers. They have been behind the
scene of this war when the stage was
being set, and in their respective media
have caught the spirit that prevails;

they have brought the war home to

America through art; they have re-

produced destruction through con-

struction. It is a peculiar paradox
and yet, as these pictures demonstrate,
how wonderfully worth while has been
their effort.

One characteristic these pictures

have which they do not share with

— iXrt.lleurs

Franck Dupuy
Artilleurs (front de Verdun),

Knoedler Galleries

Herbert Pollinger
Building the Ship

Kennedy Galleries

all others—they are as historic docu-
ments in the museum of Time. The
day will come when their possessors

will point with pride to them and say,

"That is a picture done just behind
the trenches by a soldier-painter, of a
portion of the battlefield in the Great
War which, thank God, preserved the
Democracy of the World"!

Sentiment, too, adds interest in the
case of the two little watercolors to the
right of and below the title, for Franck
Dupuy and H. R. Thourel are con-

valescent soldier-artists whose work is

being sold for the benefit of their fellow

artists who are in a like condition.

The men of whom these two are rep-

resentative are doing extraordinary

work under the most trying conditions,

and it is hoped, a little later, to re-

produce in these pages other, and
perhaps more pretentious, work of

theirs. Meantime we shall enjoy these

tiny offerings—for the actual paintings

are but slightly larger than the photo-

graphs of them which are shown, and
the price of them is correspondingly

small. It is to be regretted that they
could not be shown in all their delight-

ful coloring, but no whit of atmosphere
has been lost in either one—the calm
of peace after storm in the one, and
in the other the dogged tenacity of

the men who "carry on" in all weath-
ers.

Henri Marret has done much artistic

work in battle-scarred France, and is

considered by many to be the best of

those who are depicting such scenes.

But none of his work surpasses the

charming woodblock print illustrated.

Here we find the tranquillity which
the peace-shattering storm was not

able to destroy even by physical

mutilation.

On this side of the water we have
artists working under the same vast

inspiration. Shipyards and munitions

plants that stand equal to the battle-

field in the work they must do to

conquer the enemy, have attracted

many artists; "Building the Ship" is

a fine example of the way the fight

on this side is being portrayed in art.

It is through such realistic products

of the artist's pen and brush that the

war, in all its many phases, is entering

the homes here in America. Even the

printed word cannot portray it so

faithfully and so fully.
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Original Sixteenth Century Italian Furniture

and Tapestry now in the Sloane Collection

Italian and English
FvrnHvre and Objects

ofArt -HandWrought
Replicas and AnTiqves
Interior Decoration
Floor Coverings

W«lJ. sloane
FIFTH AVE &_47tk ST.

NEW YORK CITY
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1

Jfurmture of all tfce

(great CpocfjS

\

^IThe many and varied Exhibits so

engagingly arranged in the Twelve
Galleries of this establishment
constitute a veritable encyclopaedia of
the cabinetmaker's art.

{JJ
Here, indeed, may one give the
fullest expression to personal

preference in selecting each piece of
Furniture and each Decorative Object,
whether the scheme in view involves

an entire house or a single room.

{j| This noteworthy collection is as

comprehensive as any gathering of
distinguished Furniture could well be:

equal alike to the modest requirements
of the small apartment and the
elaborate demands of the town house
or country estate. Whatever the
problem, its solution may be realized

here, amid harmonious surroundings
and at well within moderate cost.

Suggestions may be gained from de luxe prints

of charming interiors, sent gratis upon request

Grand Rapids furnitureCompany
INCORPORATED

34-36West 32^ Street

New"York City

A dressing-table ofunusual charm is this one
whose three divisions close to make a flat top when
not in use

Furniture to Individualize the Bedroom

IN
HIS book, "Interior Decoration," Frank Alvah Parsons offers us, for

comparison, pictures of the bedrooms of three historical personages
of widely differing character, with the request that we consider the

characteristic qualities of each room in connection with the qualities found
in the character of its owner. Luxury is a feature of each, for the three

were all monarchs of important kingdoms. Neverthe-

less, the essential quality of each is distinctly different

from the other two.

In the bedroom of Marie Antoinette, in the Little

Trianon, charming simplicity expresses

the exquisite daintiness of the woman.
Neither femininity nor daintiness distin-

guish the bedroom of Queen Elizabeth

of England, although it is no less

simple in its stateliness than that of

the other queen. Stately, too,

is the bedroom of Louis XIV at

Versailles, but with such pon-
derous ornateness that one can-

not but remember the lavishness

with which the Grand Monarch
carried out all of his plans.

Thus clearly and easily does

Mr. Parsons show that the bed-

room— that room in all the

house which is distinctly one's

own—should be a definite ex-

pression of one's personality.

Other rooms in the house—general living rooms—cannot but express

general characteristics, but in this one room the owner can and should

allow free rein to the tastes which best express his ideas of living. To do this,

he must decorate his

room and choose the

furniture for it with

the self-query "Does
this fully satisfy my
tastes, in being char-

acteristic of me as

well as beautiful?"

On these pages this

month are gathered
together several ar-

ticles of furniture for

bedroom use, which
are expressions of

quite different per-

sonalities. They will

serve to typify the

various other pieces

which are used with

Jf/J5«.— r*-"*^
'

191'' them to make a room.

•l/MHf^-i -""V^SBBP*IP^^^ S Distinctly feminine

•IB If i ^Ht^Hl t 'le dressing-table

which is first shown.

Many pieces have
this quality of seem-

ing to have been

made for a man or for

a woman, aside from

the purpose which it

serves. Thus a chair,

which is an article in

common use by both

sexes, can be extremely feminine in its dainty build and pretty upholstery.

This dressing table, with its gentle contour and slender grace, could but

serve a woman of exquisite tastes. Aside from its beauty, it has a history

which is of interest in that it is a descendant of the powder tables of our

From the past this beautiful old four-poster has come to dignify

the bedroo'm of some modern beauty lover

rttfs modern bedroom is a proof of the decorator's ability to achieve cheer and restfulness in

the right proportions
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DAWSON
9 East 56th Street, tdTl5" New York

OLD ENGLISH and FRENCH FURNITURE

TAPESTRIES

WORKS of ART
OLD ITALIAN FURNITURE and TEXTILES

INTERIOR DECORATIONS
A. KIMBEL £r SON, Inc

Interior Decorations and Furnishings

12 West 40th St. New York
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FINE FURNITURE NEED NOT
NECESSARILY BE EXPENSIVE

I
T IS a mistake to assume that furniture, to be really

artistic and beautiful, must of necessity be expensive.

You will be astonished at the low prices of many ex-

quisitely fashioned pieces and suites made by Berkey &
Gay. Each of them is an original creation by Berkey & Gay
designers and each bears the famous inlaid Shop-Mark

—

your guarantee not only of artistic excellence but of the

quality of material and workmanship.

You can see Berkey & Gay furniture at the leading furni-

ture store in your city. If you have any difficulty finding

it, write us and we will gladly tell you where you can see it.

Berkey & Gay Furniture Company, 180 Monroe Ave.,

Grand Rapids, Michigan.

A new and comprehensive exhibit, comprising thousands of pieces of Berkey & Gay
Furniture, may be seen at our New York. Showrooms, 113-119 West 40th Street—or at

Grand Rapids. Visitors should be accompanied by, or have a letter of introduction from,

a furniture dealer of their city.

BERKEY

8

FURNITURE

9^ CHINACEMENT
STANDS HOT AND COLD WATER

DANERSK DECORATIVE FURNITURE

beau tiful
1 roo m s .

Each set selected is finished to fill the individual needs of the
purchaser.

We offer quick delivery—in lovely color schemes to harmonize
with the newest fabrics and draperies, as well as dignified din-

ing and living-room pieces finished in rich-toned natural woods
with old Italian patina.

See our new exhibition of complete sets. They are remarkably
reasonable in price considering the services we render.

Sent! for vnliinblf Cnlnlnvue <*D*10"

or call at our Sales Rooms
ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION

2 West 47th Street New York
First Door West ot Fifth Avenue—4th Floor

WE WANT YOU
to secure new subscribers to the World's Work, Country Life,

and The Garden Magazine in your town. Your spare time

thus invested will be profitable: liberal commissions. Address

Circulation Dept.

Doubleday, Page Sc Company, Garden City, New York

Beautify Your Garden
With

GabowPoTtery
Catalog on Request

GabowayTemlv(o'Ita Company
3216 Walnut St., Philadelphia

In Your Garden
Consider how much more

charm and attraction your
garden would have if you were
to add only a simple stone
vase, bench or sundial.

We have the largest collection of
models for garden ornaments and
can fill every requirement. Illus-
trated catalogue sent on request.

THE ERKINS STUDIOS
The Largest Manufacturers

of Ornamental Stone

221 Lexington Avenue, New York

high-coiffured great-grandmother's time, and can,
like those old tables, be entirely closed so that
only a flat table top is presented to view when it

is not actually in use. This enables it to be used
in the boudoir instead of the bedroom, or in the
room which must serve as both.

While dainty enough for any woman, this fine

old four-poster has a quiet sturdiness which
appeals to men. It is not, like the dressing table,

A reed chair enameled in two
colors, with a silk upholstered cush-
ion, is a pleasant new comer to the
bedroom

a descendant of furniture of a past age, but is. it-

self part of a bygone century. Red damask covers

and hangings, with valances of red velvet and
gold thread lace, make it gorgeous even though
it be built on such simple lines. An interesting

feature is its damask covered posts, for but few

beds were so made and almost none of these

have found their way down through the years.

Twin beds are the choice of the day where two
people share a bedroom. So in this thoroughly

modern bedroom, an interesting treatment of

them is shown. Bisymmetrically balanced by
the wall-lights on either side, and the picture and
table with its lamp between, they illustrate an

An "all-American" bed-side table,

being reproduced in this country from
one of our own heirlooms

excellent method which decorators of the day a

using to secure the greatest degree of restfulne

so necessary to the properly decorated bedroom.

This idea was also carried out in the color schem

of various tones of mauve-gray. Flowered

medallions on the beds, dressing table and chai

back, join forces with the brightly flowered chin

at the window and appliqued on the silk

covering, to supply a quietly cheerful air.

J.M.B.
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11 EAST C5."5TII HTRKKT
NKW YORK

I N T K K I O K
Decjc)UATIO\tH

FURNITUKKf nANGINCiH,
NATKKIALK, WALL AIVD
FLOO li O () V K R I N G S

AUSO

UNIQUE DECORATIVE
ARTICLES SUITARLE
FOR ALL INTERIORS

EGYPTIAN

DEITIES
"^Ifie Utmost in Cigarettes

TtainEndcr&J.'fy

^People ofculture and
refinement invariably

TREFEIL Tteities

to any other cigarette.

3<Dt

Makers ofthe Uighssl Grade Turkish

and Eqaptian Cigarettes in the World

V

P

\«3
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Guaranteed Sunfast
Draperies & Upholsteries

LOOK FOR THIS
GUARANTEE

ON EVERY BOLT:

These goods are guaranteed

absolutely fadeless. If color

changes from exposure to the

su?i!ight or from washing, the

merchant is hereby authorized

to replace them with new goods

or refund the purchase price.

NOTHING dispels the dreariness and chill of a room
so quickly as a flood of cheerful sunshine. Drape

your windows with Orinoka Sunfast Draperies and let

the sun stream in

!

Neither sun nor rain can injure even the most delicate

shades of Orinoka Sunfast Draperies. They are guaranteed

absolutely sunfast. Occasional tubbings only serve to

restore their freshness and lustre. Ask to see Orinoka

Sunfast Draperies in their various weights, designs and
colors. Write today for our booklet, "Draping the Home.

"

THE ORINOKA MILLS, Dept.
Clarendon Building, New York, N. Y.

K

A SUCCESSFUL FIREPLACE
is easy to have if it is furnished
the "COLONIAL WAY.'*
Equipped with the improved

COLONIAL HEAD THROAT
and DAMPER.
Made hy specialists in Fire-

place Equipment

Write for our little book
Home and the Fireplace " and
Blue Print CH-i.
For your Fireplace Furnish-

ings get our free catalogue

"EVERYTHING FOR THE FIREPLACE"
Suggestions gladly giccn

COLONIAL FIREPLACE COMPANY
4608 W. 12th St. Chicago, III.

• Your Architect shouldflan your building NOW"

Smoky
Fireplaces
Made to
Draw

No payment accepted unless
successful

Also expert services on
general chimney work

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY, Inc.
Engineers and Contractors

211 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Your must contain a complete

L.t Kipling— that is, if you
Wrary p ian to afford your children

the heritage of the Anglo-Saxon family.
PublisheJ by

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N.Y.

For Your RESIDENCE, CLUB, AUTOMOBILE, YACHT
and for GENERAL PRESENTATION PURPOSES

"Chelsea"
8-DAY

HIGH-GRADE Clocks
FOR YEARS THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD OF QUALITY
ON SALE BY LEADING HIGH CLASS JEWELLERS

CHELSEA CLOCK CO. Makers of high grade clocks. 1 State St., Boston, Mass.

Silver and Glass for the Tables

THAN the dining table, there is no article

in the house more in need of its customary
cheery decorations in war times. Hitherto,

it has been impressed upon us how necessary is

the happy influence of a pleasantly furnished

table to our physical being as well as to our
mental state. Is this not trebly so in these times,

when added to the usual need for beauty comes
the call for its aid in suppressing the shadows
that may enter the conversation or the demand
that it lend its fas-

cinations to some
strange item upon
the menu?

Color plays no
small part in the

make-up of our
moods, and it is well,

therefore, to furnish

the table with it

generously and jud-

iciously. For this

purpose, nothing
could be better than

the colorful Venetian

glass which comes in

such great variety

and for so many-

uses. The set shown
at the head of the

page, for instance,

is comprised of two
compotes and four candlesticks, besides a dozen
each of the four sizes of glasses and the finger

bowl shown in the illustration. Besides these

there is a large, wide-mouthed flower vase which
is particularly good for the bushy flowers which
must so often be banished from our table for

lack of adequate housing for them. Marine blue

in color, this set is further enhanced by the addi-

tion of a tendril-like spiral of white glass.

The vogue for black and white combinations

came nearly to extinction some years ago, due to

a lack of the realization on the part of many
that this was a color scheme to be used sparingly
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FURNITURE
SPECIAL ORDER DE-

PARTMENT

Not always is it enr? to find exactly tKe

rijtht piece of furniture, or precisely tKe right

sue and design, for a given place; hangings

to harmonize With the present purpose of the

room as Well as its furnishing and color

scheme, or the right rug at a reasonable price.

While the variety of styles and designs

which we hove always on view is larger

than can be found elsewhere, we havV un-

equalled facilities for executing Special Orders

«t the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE.

ORIENTAL AND DOMESTIC RUGS
AND DRAPERIES

INTERIOR DECORATIONS

FLINT & HORNER CO., inc.

ao-g6 WEST ,6tK STREET
NEW YORK

OVINGTON'S

ONE of the largest and oldest

china houses in the country,

Ovington's to-day is giving new

evidence of the. value of long-

established importing connections.

Despite the most difficult condi-

tions the stocks show not the least

sign of impaired quantity. The

quality is the proverbial Ovington

standard.

They constitute a most comprehen-

sive assortment of the genuinelyfine

wares—both in china and glass-

ware. Your inspection of them is

cordially solicited.

312-314 FIFTH AVENUE - NEW YORK

R» WMMTMUfl
ID IHtm
THt nmr, and ouiin

CRICHTON BROS,
of London

GOLDSMITHS and

SILVERSMITHS
In New York: 636, Fifth Avenue
In Chicago: 622, S. Michigan Avenue
In London: 22, Old Bond Street

ONE OF THE BEAUTIFUL SMALL SILVER WAITERS. MADE BV PAUL
LAMERIE IN LONDON IN 172S. IT IS SIX INCHES SOUARE. AND
STANDS ON FOUR FINELY MOULDED FEET. IN THE CENTRE OF THE

WAITER ARE THE ARMS OF THE EARL OF KINGSTON.

13
THESE HALL MARKS APPEAR ON THE WAITER

vf ENGLISH
Silver Tea and
Coffee Services and
single pieces from im-

portant English Col-

lections acquired by
the London House and for-

warded to ourNewYork and
Chicago Galleries, are sold

at London prices, being free

of duty. REPRODUCTIONS
in hand-wrought silver are offer-

ed at moderate prices. The Re-

productions are limited — in

many instances but one of an im-

portant piece or service comes to

the United States.

All goods purchased of
Crichton Bros, are delivered
express charges prepaid
throughont the United States.
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A RUSSIAN MANUAL
OF THE

WORLD'S WORK
The manuals of the WORLD'S WORK are special numbers that round
up all sides of great events. These manuals have a country wide
reputation—the manual in October will tell

All that you want to know about Russia

The Menace of Russia to the Allies

The danger that lies in Russian disorganization and
Germany's opportunity to get food, minerals and
men for use against the Allies on the Western Front.

What the
Russia

Germans are Doing in

The number ofGerman soldiers, where they are, what
they are doing, how Germany is recruiting armies,

how she is gathering food, iron, copper and oil.

TheStrategy of the Russian Situation
The importance of reestablishing an Eastern Front at

the line of the Ural Mountains. The possibility of re-

organizing Russia as a military power. The meaning
of the allied operations on the Murman Coast.

Czechoslovak and Allied Aid. by Way
of Siberia

The picturesque story of the Czechoslovak army.
How it was organized, who commands it, its dra-

matic march to the Urals.

Prof. Masaryk, leader of the Czecho-
slovaks

The remarkable story of the head of the Czechoslo-
vak Government, his rise from a blacksmith ap-
prentice to one of the great European statesmen.

How he built an independent government within the

Austro-Hungarian Empire. His mission to the

United States, his vision of the future of Central
Europe.

America's Aid to Russia
An economic mission. How economic aid can be
distributed, how the mission can be guarded, what
it can accomplish.

What is Siberia?
Its extent, people, resources. What its population
and economic strength is. History and description

of Trans-Siberian Ry. and its present condition. Its

capacity to handle military operations in this war.

Japan and Russia
The attitude of Russia toward an expedition large-

ly Japanese. The Japanese attitude toward an ex-

pedition through Siberia.

The Bolsheviki
Who they are; how many there are; their political and
economic creed; how it differs from Socialism; to what
extent the Bolsheviki represents 170,000,0x30 people.

Influence of the East Side of New
York on Russia

Most Russian leaders were trained in New York.
The value of American experience in organizing.

Some picturesque characters.

What the Russians think of America
"Amerikanski" the most admired and best liked

foreigners.

(COMING IN OCTOBER)
This number will be on sale on all good newsstands September 28th. The
WORLD'S WORK is a good magazine to read these days—it is one of the few
essential magazines if one is to keep in touch with current history, and as an induce-

ment to put your name on the list, we will enter new subscriptions at the special

price of four months for $1.00. Use this convenient order blank or write a letter.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Garden City, N. Y.

I enclose $1.00 for four months' subscription to THE WORLD'S WORK, beginning with the

Russian Manual in October.

Na

Address

AMERICAN-GROWN
EVERGREENS

For October Planting

Our ability to supply plants of
the highest quality is not cur-
tailed by the stoppage of foreign
shipments. Buy nursery stock
grown at Andorra.

Andorra
Nurseries
Wm. Warner Harper, Prop.

Suggestions for Effective Box 60
Planting on request. Chestnut Hill

Phila., Penna.

Beautify Your Home
with Hicks trees, shrubs and hardy flow-

ers. October is the time to plant. Our ea

5-year-old trees fruit quickly and rz

KM* plenty of shade. Cut off objec- \~
tlonable views with evergreens. :::

Send us photo ofyour home. We'll
" elp you plan. Satisfactory growth :::

guaranteed. Send for catalogue. ;•

HICKS NURSERIES :;j

Westbury - Long Island

Box L Phone 68

People Who Really
Know Dogs Like

PIERROT:
Dog of Belgium

By Walter A. Dyer
A thrilling, touching story

of a dog that went to war.

Here's what one dog man says:

"I have read 'Pierrot' and you ought to be proud
of that book. It will become a classic."

WALTER McROBERTS. Peoria III. Proprietor of
Richwood Kennels. Member Irish Setter Club of America,

All Bookstores.Net $1 00 Doubleday, Page & Co. .Garden City.N Y.

r b 1 e
Mantels
Fountains
Benches
Bird Baths

]

Sun Dial
Pedestals

Marble
Exclusively

S. KLABER & CO.
ESTABLISHED 1849

21 West 39th St., N. Y.

and more often than not with the aid of sundry
hits of color. It has been saved to us, however,
and no article has made use of it to greater
advantage than the candlestick illustrated. One

of its features is a large drip-saucer which is

detachable. A similar stick comes in a smaller
size, in amethyst. These can be purchased singly
or in quantity.

Many of the sets of glass such as were first

mentioned have delightfully low centre fruit

dishes instead of the flower vase. One particu-
larly attractive dish was even larger and flatter

than the one illustrated here, but its extreme
proportions might not prove pleasing to everyone.

Silver, well designed, has never failed to add
beauty to the dining-table. From its earliest use,

it has proved popular, and in design has followed

the furniture of the period in which it originated,

even as the furniture so often followed in the train

of architectural styles. So it is that in this kettle

we find all the ornamental elegance which was
used in the furniture of the Chippendale period.

It is dated 1752, and was made by William Shaw
and William Priest of London. Thus is explained

the charming use ofdolphins in legs and handle, the

heads of cherubim, and the lavish floral decoration.

Not quite so ornate is the covered cup which
comes from the same.period. This is dated 1769,

and has the mark of Patrick Robertson,

Edinborough. Quite different too, is the plain

two-handled cup, but its mark "1721 Bwles,

Nash-London" is not needed to identify its

beautifully simple Georgian lines. All of these

pieces are as lovely on the modern dining-table as

they were on the one of several centuries past.

J. M. B.
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A FEW cyTOUR NOTABLE INSTALLATIONS
Chaa. M. Schwab. " Immar-
frun" F.st.. Loratto, Pa.

F. W. Pranttss.
Columbus. Ohio

Maurica L. Rothschild.
Chicago

L. M. Richardson, Chicago
Banj. J. Allan. Faq..

Wlnnatba, III.

C. H. Wills. Dalroit. Mich.
D. M. PatTy, Datroil. Mich.
Harlay T. Proctar.

Lanox, Mass.
Edw. Malli

St. Lo

Mrs. Elisabeth A. Hartsr,
Canton, Ohio

H. N. Lape. Wyoming, O.
J.O. Kaene. Lasin(ton, Ky.
Jos. B. Haggin Est.

Lasington, Ky.
C. D. McDougall.

Auburn, N. Y.
John Condon, Esq.,Chicafo
Cao. A. Nawhall,

Burlingama, Cal.

Jno. J. Ryan, Cincinnati
Emil Wintar, Pittsburgh

nckrodt, Jr.
uls. Mo

Grand Priim

Gold Medal

STTANIDAIRID)
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FOR town houses, suburban homes, and country
estates, there is a Stewart Iron Fence that will

meet your purpose better than any other fence.

Every Stewart design has the artistic qualities that

make Stewart's P ence the standard of the world and
the choice of the finest estates in America. A Stew-
art Fence retains its original beauty indefinitely.

If you demand protection and beauty for your
property and want the greatest value possible for

the money invested, Stewart's Iron Fence is your
logical choice.

Our catalogues describe and illustrate Stewart's
Iron Fence in detail, show photographs of installa-
tions, and give you valuable information on fenc-
ing. Do not buy your fence until you have
seen these books. Write for them to-day.

THE STEWART IRON WORKS CO.
Incorporate']

650 Stewart Blk. Cincinnati, Ohio

"The World's Greatest Iron Fence r-£=

*jieafo
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The Pleasure of

Clean Water

Loomis-
Manning
Filters

A Loom it-Manning
House Filter

It is hardly necessary to point

out the pleasure and comfort arising

from the use of sparkling, clean,

safe water in the bath, in laundry,

kitchen and pantry—and for all

uses.

Filtered water practically does

away with the trouble from leaky

faucets and valves and affords great

protection to your handsome fix-

tures, piping, boilers and mechani-

cal equipment because it is free

from grit, muddiness and suspended

matter of all kinds as well as odor

or taste.

These filters can be readily installed

without confusion in new or old houses

or buildings. They cause no appreci-

able reduction in the flow of water or in

pressure, and are suited for use with any
kind of a water supply system—either
city or country. They are made in sev-

* eral sizes and types to meet any water

condition.

Discoloration in hot water eliminated

Loomis-Manning Filter

Distributing Co.

1441 So. 37th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Established 1880

taJ

t,
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"Yearage"
the measure of Top Service

You exact mileage from a tire. You are entitled to

yearage from a top—both in service and appearance.

rUYNTfft.
with reasonable care will last as long as your car. In ad-

dition to being water, dirt, dust and grease proof—in

addition to being washable—it maintains its flexibility

permanently because it is made of materials that will not

harden, oxidize or disintegrate under changing climatic

conditions.

We guarantee Rayntite Fabrikoid for one year not to

leak, crack or peel, but it's made to last the life of your car.

Du Pont Fabrikoid Company
World's Largest Manufacturers of Leather Substitutes

WILMINGTON DELAWARE
Works at Newburgh, N. Y., and Fai: field. Conn.
Canadian Office & Factory, New Toronto, Can.

jiniEJimiMiniiuiniiifm
) PONT
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FOR FALLING HAIR
A French tonic which encour-

ages a luxuriant growth of
beautiful hair.

Its ingredients are endorsed by
medical authorities as ideal

food for hair cells. Thin, life-

less hair is revivified and re-

juvenated *by its use.

THIS HAIR BEAUTIFIER
keeps the scalp clean and healthy,
and imparts a delightful freshness,
lustre and waviness to the coiffure.

Sold by smart shops

Generous sample 25c. Address
PARK A- TILFOKD, Sale Agrnts
189 West 12ml Street >,.» York

Buying or Renting Country Prop-

erty Is a Ticklish Business
More than in any other transaction, you must be sure
that you are right before you invest. Before making up
your mind, you ought to see all the best properties that
are on the market. We have collected them for you in
the Real Estate Directory at the front of this magazine.
If you don't find what you want there, write to the

REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT
Country Life 120 West 32nd St., New York City

By the Author of

"Mrs. Wiggs 9>

A new book of fiction by
Alice Hegan Rice is a welcome
event. A critic in "The Book
News Monthly" not long ago
summarized the never-failing

appeal of all the books by
the author of the redoubtable

"Mrs.Wiggs,"who,by theway,
continues to go forth in multi-

tudinous numbers in a dozen
different languages to delight

and help a world suffering from
too many tears or too much
boredom. The critic of "The
Book News Monthly" said:

"To make many nations laugh

and laugh innocently; to bring

entertainment to sick-bed,

army trench, throne-room and
school-room . . . this is the mis-

sion of Mrs. Rice's books, and
is their finest achievement."
"Miss Mink's Soldier: And

Other Stories" is Mrs. Rice's

latest book of fiction. It is

published by The Century Co.,

353 Fourth Avenue, New York
City, and is sold at all book-
stores for $1.25.

(Continued from page 86)

fore proverbs based upon such optical phenomena
often have much value.

"Clear moon, frost soon," is true, for on clear

nights the heat of the earth is radiated into the
sky, thus cooling the land surface. On the
other hand, clouds act as a blanket, interfering

with radiation and keeping the earth's surface

warm.
The stars, like the sun and moon, have fur-

nished a number of weather proverbs, some of
which have decided merit. For instance:

When the stars begin to huddle,
The earth will soon become a muddle.

This proverb furnishes, in general, a correct

forecast. When a watery mist forms over the

sky, the smallest stars cease to be visible, while

the brighter ones shine dimly with a blur of light

about them, each looking like a small, confused
cluster of stars. Hence the notion that stars

huddle together before a rain.

In middle latitudes the normal direction of un-
disturbed winds is from west to east. T here-

fore, a wind from a radically different direction

commonly indicates an approaching, or, at any
rate, not very distant, storm. There is, then,

some justification for such proverbs as the fol-

lowing: "When the smoke goes west, good
weather is past"; "When the wind's in the south,

the rain's in its mouth"; "The wind in the west
suits everyone best."

The height, extent, and shapes of clouds de-

pend upon the humidity and upon the tempera-
ture and motion of the atmosphere, and conse-

quently they often furnish reliable warnings of

coming weather. One proverb correctly says,

"The higher the clouds, the finer the weather."

This proverb, however, does not apply to the

thin, wispy clouds, the highest of all, that float

at an elevation of five to eight miles, for, as

everybody knows:

Mackerel scales and mares' tails

Make lofty ships carry low sails.

When the air is rather damp and the day is

warm great cumuli or " thunderhead" clouds are

apt to form, and produce frequent local showers.

Hence the following proverb:

When clouds appear like rocks and towers,

The earth's refreshed by frequent showers.

When the atmosphere is damp, and therefore

homogeneous, it carries sound much better than

when filled with inequalities of density and tem-
perature, such as prevail during dry weather.

Hence there is good reason to accept the proverb

which says:

Sound traveling far and wide

A stormy day will betide.

One can see best, as well as hear best, in a

homogeneous atmosphere. Hence the proverb:

"The farther the sight, the nearer the rain."

A number of proverbs are based upon accurate

observations of decrease of atmospheric pressure

and increase in humidity as presaging storms.

Thus it is commonly noted that the approach of

a storm is marked by theorising of water in wells,

by the more abundant now of certain springs,

by the bubbling of marshes, and by bad odors of

ditches—all of which phenomena are due to the

lessening of atmospheric pressure which ordinarily

precedes a storm.

Increase of humidity (favorable to rain) is

noted by the gathering of moisture in cold objects,

the collection of perspiration on our own skins, the

damp appearance of stone walls, the tightening

of cordage and of strings of musical instruments,

the settling of smoke, etc.—all of which phe-

nomena are commonly recognized as foretelling a

storm.

And so any one who wants to become weather-

wise, to be able to foretell with fairly good ac-

curacy whether to-day or to-morrow will be fair

or stormy, wet or dry, should learn to use his

eyes. Do not depend upon the sky and clouds

altogether, for despite all the homely old verses

and prophecies regarding clouds and sunsets,

remember that insects and birds and even vege-

tation are better weather prophets than any-

thing else. Make a study ofthese things aboutyou.

Saves Coai
By Heating Direct
Instead of by Proxy

HPHE very minute you start the Kel-

.
sey Warm Air Generator down-

stairs, that very minute heat starts

heating upstairs.

W ith other systems where you convert
the heat in your coal into heat in wa-
ter or steam, so it will heat the radia-

tors, so they will in turn heat your
room, you burn just that much more
coal than you need to.

Not omy does the Kelsey save all that lost

heat necessary to first heat several other
things, so your rooms can finally be heated,
but it heats with fresh air, automatically
mixed with just the right healthful amount
of moisture.

Send for Saving Sense booklet.

Make us prove how much coal Kelseys save.

HE f^E.L5LVTI WARM AIR GENERATOR
1 231 James Street, Syracuse, N. Y. I

NEW YORK CHICAGO
103-D Park Avenue 217-D Wesi Lake Street

DETROIT BOSTON
Space 95-D Builders' Ex. 405-D P. 0. Square BIdg.

Do You Know
How the pin oak gets its name?
What wild flower has two distinct

types of blossoms in one season?

The name of our most beautiful bird?

These with hundreds of other interesting facts are told in

The Pocket Nature Library
Its four wonderful volumes will tell you all about birds, the
wild flowers and the trees. More than 700 color plates. 1000
text pages. A circular showing color illustrations, etc., will be
sent on request.

Garden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. New York

Two Types of Duplex

Alcazar Meet All Needs

The Duplex Alcazar is the all season range.

One type burns Gas and Coal or Wood singly

or in "combination. The other type is built

for sections where Gas is not available and
burns Oil and Wood or Coal.

This range, in either style, not only keeps

the kitchen cool in summer, warm in winter

and consumes less fuel but insures better

cooking results by giving exactly the praper

temperaturte for all purposes the whole year

'round.

This range is the prize product of one of the

great stove factories of this country and we
make it in enough different styles to suit

the pocket book and taste of every house-

wife in the country.

See our dealer or write us direct mentioning

whether you are interested in the Oil or Gas type

Alcazar Range & Heater Company
404 Cleveland Avenue' Milwaukee, Wis.
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of our minor poets have discovered

in the tlau merely t thing of stripes

and stars -to bv ^loritiod as a rally

inu: tlamc ami not as a si^n—an

emblem. Whitman has touched

just the right chord in

PATRIOTIC POEMS
OF

WALT WHITMAN
wherein the flatf receives its true

worship as a symbol with religious

and national import.

Net, $1.25 cloth
Limp leather, $1 .75

untry L
In One Volume

Each month COUNTRY LIFE treats sub-

jects in which you are interested. The maga-

zine constitutes a reference book on Home
Building and Decorating. Landscape Gardening,

Sports. Dogs, Poultry, Cattle, the Automobile,

etc. Each color manual is a treatise, with color

illustrations that could not be secured in a book

on the particular subject. For the price of a

yearly subscription you secure eight or ten com-

plete books, exclusive of the color manuals which

could not be bought in book form at any price.

These are worth saving to be referred to

whenever occasion arises. Are they worth $1.50

to you? We will bind them for you in a handy,

durable volume, each volume to contain six issues

beginning with May and November. If there are

any numbers missing we can supply them. Bound

volumes are handy, they tlispose of dust covered

magazines, and add to the attractiveness of a

book case. Send your magazines to us and we

will bind them.

COUNTRY LIFE

Doubleday, Page & Co. Garden City, N. Y.

Garden Citv New York

Radiator Obtrusiveness

Solved With Our

Decorative Metal Grilles

WHY consider for a moment
having the machinery of your

heating system in the form of radia-

tors, always in insistent prominence.
Let us suggest ways of obscuring

them with decorative metal grilles.

Ways that easily convert the ob-
jectionable into the desirable. Ways
that turn the ugly into the harmonious. Send for Catalogue 66-A.

The "Beaut-i-ator"
THE " Beaut-i-ator " is a porlablt all metal Radiator Enclosure. You simply

place it over your radiator. Nothing to put together. Nothing to fasten. No
outside help needed. Instantly removable. Ask for the " Bcaut-i-ator " Booklet,
when you ask for Booklet No. 66-A.

Tuttle S Bailey MfgXo,
52 Vanderbilt Avenue

New York

With the decorative grille at
the base and lop a complete circu-
lation is secured, insuring high
healing efficiency.

HODGSON Portable
HOUSES

Even in normal times, the Hodgson Way is the most ad-
vantageous way to buy a cottage, garage, playhouse or any
other small house.

The Hodgson Way shows you an actual photograph of
the house before you buy it, with outlines of the rooms and
dimensions to the smallest detail. The prices are itemized:
you know the exact cost of the house before it is built

The houses are constructed in the
Hodgson factory and shipped in neat
sections already fitted and painted.
These sections can easily be put to-

gether without the aid of complicated
blueprints or conferences with con-
tractors. They do away with trouble,
dirt, noise and waste.

Buy your house the Hodgson Way. But
first send for a catalog which illustrates a
wide variety of houses. To insure your get-
ting the house when you need it, we advise
you to send your order as early as possible.

By sending 25% of the cost with your order
we will hold it until you need it. At the same
-time you protect yourself against rising
prices. Send for the catalog today.

E. F. HODGSON CO.
Room 201, 71-73 Federal St., Boston

6 East 39th St.. New York

DoyKenne/
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We have an enduring White
Stain for shingles, that pre-

serves them, and prevents

their curling. Its name is

Southern White. Easy to

apply. Stays put.

Paint Perplexities

HowBest
To Solve

Them
SUPPOSE that when you had any paint-

ing, staining or varnishing problems ( big

or little) you could freely take them to

some dependable person, just as you do when
querying about gardening matters;

Or when you want to know how to care for

certain things about your car;

Or the way your wife went to a friend to find

out how to "turn the heel" when knitting

socks for the soldiers.

What a relief it would be to positively

know from some such person, that you were

doing absolutely the right thing; and doing

it, with unquestionably the best materials.

To tell you of exactly such an ideal possi-

bility, is the purpose of this advertisement.

Whatever your painting or finishing prob-

lems may be, write direct to our Service

Department, at Dayton, Ohio.

It is in charge of an expert, who thor-

oughly knows such things, from their actual

doing.

He will go into your problems carefully,

and gladly write you clearly and fully.

If desired, he will even send complete

specifications, as a guide for insuring desired

results.

It will be his pleasure to help you with so

little a matter as staining or refinishing a

chair. Or so big a one as the complete color

scheme and materials for one room, or an
entire residence, inside and out.

The service cheerfully given, will cost you
nothing.

It may save you much.
You are cordially invited to avail yourself

of its advantages.

Jhe CcfweBrothers Company
Paint .Makers

Varnish Makers

467 East Third Street Dayton, Ohio
Boston New York Jersey City Chicago

Atlanta Kansas City Minneapolis

"Reading Selma Lagerldf is like sitting in

the duskof a Spanish cathedral—certainly

one has been on holy ground."
—Hugo Mfven, (he Stpedish composer

THE NORTHLAND EDIT/ON. ten of her
greatest works in limp leather binding now
ready. Each, net, SI. 75. Send for booklet.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY

/n 7"7iree ' ^ te^ ^.
ou

'
wnen tn^ s

D.
, man Kipling puts people

imenSlOnS on rhper they are there

in three dimensions and full of action." So

an old Kipling lover writes us apropos of

"A Diversity of Creatures," the new vol-

ume of Kipling's short stories. (Your

dealer has it.)

Published by

Doubleday. Page & Company
Garden City. New Yor^

Lovers of Mystery
stories will enjoy "Cleek, the
Master Detective" written by
Thomas W. Hanshew in his prime.

From Ceylon and Patagonia. Java
and the Orient come threads of
mystery and crime for Scotland
Yard's cleverest detective to un-
ravel.

Ask Your Bookseller For

CLEEK, THE MASTER DETECTIVE
Net, $1.40

DOUBLEDAY
PAGE 8s CO.

GARDEN CITY
NEW YORK

(Continued from page 82)

from 1685 to 1917 in the Rockaway peninsula,
on Long Island.

AIRCRAFT IN WAR ANDCOMMERCE By W. H. Berry.
with a foreword by Lord Montague of Beaulieu, C.S.I.
George H. Doran Co., New York. Illustrated: 292 pages-
5Jx7» in.; price $1.50.

The story of the mastery of the air—how the
airplane is built, how flown, how fought, and
what it means to the future.

CAROLINE KING'S COOK BOOK. By Caroline B.
King. Domestic Science Lecturer for the University Exten-
sion Society of Philadelphia. Little. Brown & Co., Boston.
Illustrated; 275 pages; 5 x 7 j in.; price $1.50 net.

Approaching the science of cooking from a
new angle—foundation formulas for making
bread, pastry, etc., are given, and from these
any recipe may be adapted at will.

HOW SHALL I TAKE EXERCISE AND SET-UP? By
Samuel Delano, M.D. The Four Seas Co.. Boston. Illus-
trated; 135 pages and 36 plates; 4 j x 7 J in.; price S2 net.

A physician's analysis of the why and where-
fore and what's worth while in exercise. An orig-
inal scheme of chest movements, with direc-

tions and illustrated poses.

A HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE. By Fiske Kimball.
M. Arch., Ph.D.. Assistant Professor of Architecture,
University of Michigan; and George. Harold Edgell, Ph.D.,
Assistant Professor of Fine Arts, Harvard University. In

• Harper's Fine Arts series edited by George Henry Chase,
Ph D., John E. Hudson, Professor of Archeology, Harvard
University. Harper & Bros., New York. Illustrated; 621
pages; 5J x 8 in.; price $3.53 net.

Treating of the history of architecture as a
living art, down to the present day, and summar-
izing the latest discoveries and researches, mod-
ern interpretations, and restorations.

USE YOUR GOVERNMENT. By Alessa Franc. E. P.
Dutton & Co., New York. Illustrated; 374 pages; 5x7}
in.; price $2.

Showing the many and varied ways in which
the Government serves the people, and how the
individual may be personally benefited by making
use of it.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF LANDSCAPE
DESIGN. By Henry Vincent Hubbard, Assistant Profes-

sor of Landscape Architecture, Harvard, and Theodora
Kimball. Librarian. School of Landscape Architecture,
Harvard. The Macmillan Co.. New York. Illustrated;
406 pages and 36 plates; 8J x 11 J in.; price $6.

Presenting a working theory of landscape
design, a discussion of its elements, and an appli-

cation of this theory to the most important
problems. The book is intended to enable a de-
signer to determine for himself the relations of the
objects and ideas with which he is dealing, and to

use to better advantage his natural aptitudes
and acquired knowledge, which are the tools of
his trade. The illustrations, consisting of pen-
and-ink drawings and photographs, were made
especially for the book.

MY POULTRY DAY BY DAY. By Alfred Gibson. Dodd,
Mead & Co.. New York. Illustrated; 333 pages; 6} x 8j in.;

price S2.50 net.

A practical guide for the amateur, telling how,
what, and when to feed poultry, and the best

methods to make it pay.

TACTICS AND DUTIES FOR TRENCH FIGHTING. By
Georges Bertrand, Capitaine, Chasseurs Alpins, de l'Ar-

mee de France, and Oscar N. Solbert, Major, Corps of
Engineers, U. S. A. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York.
Illustrated; 230 pages; price S1.S0 net.

Presenting in a clear and logical manner the

principles governing trench warfare, fully illus-

trated with diagrams.

MARKETING AND HOUSEWORK MANUAL. By S.

Agnes Donham, Instructor in Household Management,
Garland School of Home Making. Little, Brown & Co.,
Boston. Illustrated; 241 pages; 5| x 8 in.; price $1.50 net.

Help for the home maker, gleaned from twenty'

years' studv and experiment in scientific house-

hold management.

THE MELODY OF EARTH. Selected by Mrs. Waldo
Richards, editor of High Tide. Houghton, Mifflin Co.,

Boston and New York. 301 pages; 4} x 7} in.; price $1.50

net.

An anthology of garden and nature poems
from the modern poets.

LIFE OF CHARLES CARROLL OF CARROLLTON. By
Lewis A. Leonard. Moffat, Yard & Co., New York.
Frontispiece; 313 pages; 6 x 9 in.; price $2.50 net,

An historical monograph on the man who is

said to rank next to Washington in the value of

services rendered the cause of this country in the

Revolutionary- War.

THE EYES OF THE ARMY AND NAVY. By Albert H.
Munday. Flight Lieutenant, R.N. Harper & Bros., New
York. Illustrated; 227 pages; 4) x 6} in.; price SI.50 net.

A handbook on practical aviation. The hints

to beginners are sensible and terse, and clearly
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THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF PRUNINC. Ilv

M C. KAINN Lecturer «n Horticulture, (.'ulumhi.i I tuvrr

viv Ik angr lud.l » •< . N.-» V>i k lllu .1 1 h. .1
.

I
••
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A pnctkal prMcnt.ifion of the rrallv important

feature* of pruning investigations made during

the p.ist decade In cvperiment station and other

workers, setting forth, as well, the fundamental
principles based upon tin l.iws of plant growth.

THE PRUNINC MANUAL 'In th» Rural ManuaU mM<
Hi I II Haii «T The Mavmill.m l •>

.
Nrw Vi»k lllun-

tralfd, 4U7 pate*. 5 1 7| in . price %2. postpaid.

I lie eighteenth edition. reMsed and reset, of
"

I kc Pruning Hook." w Inch w.is hrst puhlislieil in

iS.jS

FIELD BOOK OF INSECTS. By Krank F. I.itz. AMnciate
Curator. IVpartment of Invertebrata Zoology. American
Muarumof N.ituial Hutory. C. P. Putnam'* SotaV New Yoric

and London Illustrated. 509 page*; 3| x 6) in.: price $2.50 net.

This volume is uniform with the Field Hooks of

Birds, of Trees, and of Flowers. The identifica-

tion of insects is greatly helped by the numerous
illustrations, many of them in color, by Edna
F. Meutcnmullcr.

GARDEN STEPS. »< Khnfst O'lin Silver, liurdi-l I &
I ... New York. Illustrated; 236 pages. 4 { a. 7 1 in.; price

60 cents.

A manual for the amateur in vegetable gar-

dening.

A LIGHT ON ENGLISH POISE IN
WAR TIME

S IT not a significant side-light on

conditions at this time in England,

in the midst of war, that the publi-

cation of a sumptuous book on

gardening* should proceed calmly

and without giving recognition

in any way whatever of the fact that the country

is putting forth its maximum effort to win the war?

Air. Nlillais's superb book on "Rhododendrons
and the Various Hybrids" is one of those mile-

stones that mark the progress of knowledge.

Here is brought together a mass of information

regarding this magnificent family of garden

plants which in certain forms is a characteristic

feature in a garden of pretension. 1 he author

repudiates any suggestion that he might be called

a rhododendron crank
—
"I do not insist that the

garden should be crowded with these shrubs.

. . . My only object is to set before the

readers the enormous possibilities which have

been opened to us during the last few years.

Of course it is of hybrid rhododendrons that the

author speaks in these terms. The more equable

climate of England makes possible a greater

variety of hvbrids than is the case with us in

America, svhere, while their intrinsic beauty

and sterling qualities are indeed sufficiently

recognized, we are yet in the experimental stage

when it comes to the question of the selection

of varieties. Our climate is not England's.

Hybrid rhododendrons that are strongly in-

fluenced bv the ponticum blood or grafted on it

are decidedlv tender, and the superb possibilities

of the species of the Himalayan Mountains are

not possible in our northern gardens. Sir

Joseph Hooker, the master student of the flora

•RHODODENDRONS AND THE VARIOUS HYBRIDS.
By J G Millais. FZ.S.. author of The Wi'.dflower in

Scotland." "Newfoundland and its Untrodden Ways. A
Breath from the Veidt." etc.. etc. With 17 colored plates by

Beatrice Parsons. Winifred Walker. E. F. Brennand. and

Archibald Thorbum: 14 collotype plates, and numerous il-

lustrations from photographs. Longmans. Green & Co
New York and London. 26S pages; 12 x 16 in.; price $b0.

(Edition limited to 550 copies.)

OFFICE OF THE BAY STATE NURSERIES. NORTH ABINGTON, MASS

TIME IS MONEY
Save both, first by planting all you can
in the Fall, secondly by purchasing from

The Bay State Nurseries
North Abington, Mass.

By Autumn planting you have gained time. When Spring comes with all its duties, and more
than that you have gained nearly a year in the development of the plants. We have one of the

Finest Collection of Ornamental Plants

to be found in these United States

Before the war, the proprietors made several trips to Europe studying the Nursery
proposition, and- picking up desirable plants not generally found in this country.

We do very little advertising, we depend upon our pleased customers to do that for us.

Send us your order and you will become one of our boosters. Catalogue for the asking.

r

TRs. Egg/ Slafe Nurseries

672 Adams Street
North Abington. Maaa.

Country Life will find help-

n 7 ful ideas for

Headers spring in

Ernest H. Wilson's new book,

"Aristocrats of the Garden." He
tells in a delightful way of his

own experiences in searching for

rare plants and shrubs, and des-

cribes the wealth of new ones now

available for American gardens.

We have brought the book out

in a limited edition, bound in

linen and green boards, and with

16 full page illustrations. Boxed,

Net, $5.00. Ask your bookseller.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Co.

Garden City, New York

Rudyafd 1S a passionate Ally,

i. Read his great poem,
ltnS "France," in "FranceKipli

at War," a book of his experiences at

the front. This volume should not

be confused with Kipling's new book

of short stories, his first in seven years.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York,

The
Whistling

Mother

by Grace S. Richmond has

the same irresistible appeal

as the author's "Christmas

Day in the Morning"—but

it has the sterner, truer

ring of these great days. It is the mobiliz-

ation of the American spirit.

At all Bookstores. 50 cents.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York.
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Pleasurable Planning
A Greenhouse Suggestion

For After The War Realization

"\17'E recently received a letter from a
* * Government official, stating that he

surely is going to have one of our joy-giv-

ing, sunshine shops, after the war is over.

He "liked our suggestion of talking it over
with us now, so he could have a more pro-

longed planning pleasure. It would give

him ample time to anticipate and eliminate

the customary after-building-regrets."

Don't the pleasure and practicalness of the

idea appeal to you?

We will gladly send you our catalogue, or

make an appointment at your suggestion.

T f* you have not read the

I "Vtmt best dog story ever writ-

** ten—or if your boy has

not—buy "Bob, Son of Battle" at

your nearest bookstore and you will.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York.

PLANT PEONIES NOW
There is no flower in the garden

yielding such a wealth o( beauty as

the Peony. Beauty of form, rich-

ness of coloring, delicate fragrance,

vigor and endurance are its endow-
ments. Fall is the time to plant

your Peony Garden. We have
Peonies to suit all tastes and all

purses. Send for our catalog which
describes over five hundred kinds: make
your selection now and next spring you
will have lovely blooms to reward you.

The Wing Seed Co., Box 1635, Mechanicsburg, 0.

(The House of Quality and Moderate Prices)

THINGS of the spirit are not
measured in terms of money. If

they were, we know of a little war
tale that would be worth many
times its weight in gold for the
message of courage and cheer it

holds. Its actual cost is 50 cents.

Dana Gatlin wrote it and called

it after Lincoln's phrase,

"THEFULLMEASURE
OF DEVOTION"

DOUBLEDAY
PAGE 8t CO.

DP
86

GARDEN CITY
NEW YORK

For Sale At All Bookstores

of northern India has remarked, "The Hima-
layan rhododendrons grow better here (in

England) than they do in Sikkim." But it's

different with us. Notwithstanding these limita-

tions the native American rhododendron has
won for itself an unassailable place in the land-

scape treatment of our gardens. Given the
necessary soil conditions, the rhododendron is,

above all other broadleaved evergreens, the plant
par excellence for our own region.

That there are hybrids (with their enormous
trusses of gorgeously colored flowers) which
will serve equally well, is clearly demonstrated
in such plantings as may be seen on the grounds
of Mr. Hunnewell, at Wellesley, Mass., and the

superb plantings made by Mr. John Dunbar in

the parks of Rochester, N. Y.
• Even the more tender hybrids, such as the

Pink Pearl, can be used with a little manage-
ment. Mr. Havemeyer, at Glen Head, L. I.,

uses them with stunning effect every season by
a sort of bedding-out process, the plants being

lifted and put into the cellar for storage over the

winter.

That we are only at the beginning of the possi-

ble wealth of material in this wonderful genus

will be appreciated when we realize that even in

England, where the climate is so splendidly

adapted to its cultivation, people are only be-

'ginning to understand its great possibilities.

It is a mistake to endeavor to reproduce in

American gardens the effects and materials of

those of Europe, but with a little adaptation

effects that are similar may be produced. To
the practical horticulturist, the service rendered

by Mr. Millais is in an honest presentation of the

intrinsic merits of the different species and des-

criptions, and an appraisal of their hybrids.

Let it be here noted that the author takes the

broadest significence of the word rhododendron

and includes in his studies the deciduous species,

commonly known along our roadsides under the

name of azalea, swamp honeysuckle, pinxter

flower, etc.

Due attention is given to a discussion from the

garden viewpoint of the Chinese rhododendrons

introduced within recent years by E. H. Wilson.

These are being made known in America through

the Arnold Arboretum, and may hold latent

possibilities in the production of garden material

that are as yet unrecognized. It will be of much
interest to have the garden estimates of these

species in comparison with the better known

ones as they are given in the volume under dis-

cussion.

Since the time of Parsons, in the old Kissena

Nurseries, Flushing, L. L, very little has been

done in America in experimental hybridization

with rhododendrons, and yet the results achieved

in these early days—the heritage of which we
are enjoying in our gardens to-day—should be

an inspiration to future hybridists in raising

plants especially adapted to American conditions.

The chapter on "Hybrid Rhododendrons" in

Mr. Millais's book is a concise, historical presen-

tation, and it is interesting to observe that a fair

proportion of Parsons's hybrids have earned

international reputation. The selected list of

varieties given in the work is based on English

conditions and as such must be read with limita-

tions by Americans. A far safer guide for Ameri-

can gardeners would be the lists of varieties

reported in various articles in Country Life,

particularly the one on " Shrubs in the Gar-

den Picture," by Mr. Hans J. Koehler in the

March, 1917, number.

In speaking of the cultivation of rhododen-

drons the author is insistent on a study of the

peculiarity of the plant under consideration.

"When all is said and done, rhododendrons will

be found to require less attention than any

other shrubs, but the preparation of the soil

in the first place is of primary importance." The
systematic treatment of the genus and the various

hybrids occupies considerably more than half

of the total space of the book. In the library

of the garden lover "Rhododendrons and the

Various Hybrids" will surely find a place with

the Rev. Mr. Dyke's superb treatise on the

"Genus Iris."

A specimen of the splendid color illustrations

is shown on page 33 of this magazine. Leonards-

lee is famous for its gardens, yet its vistas are not

unlike those at Wellesley, referred to above.

It is a pleasant reflection at this time to realize

that such delightful pictures are opened up to

our boys over there, to whom the "stately homes

of England" are giving cordial welcome.
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